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May the blessing of the Father of Lights rest on all readers and expounders of his inspired 
Word, and move us all, in these proud and dangerous days, to yield up our high thoughts 
unto him who 'of God is made unto us wisdom,' and to determine, even as an inspired 
apostle determined amid the skeptical disputants of his own times, 'not to know anything 
save Jesus Christ and Him crucified.' 

-Charles Ellicott, September 1861, England 

The grass withers, the flower fades, but the Word of our God stands forever. 

- Isaiah, a prophet of God 

All Scripture is God-breathed, and profitable for teaching, for rebuking, for correcting, 
for training in righteousness, in order that the person of God may be complete, having 
been equipped for every good work. 

- Paul, an apostle of Jesus Christ 

Set them apart in the truth. Your Word is truth. 

- Jesus Christ, Son of God 
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Introduction 
The New Testament TransLine is a combination of a TRANS-lation and an out-LINE. It is a literal 
translation arranged in outline format so as not only to translate the words, but also to visually display the 
flow of thought contained in the Greek words. The outline format allows the translation to correspond 
more closely to the Greek forms, grammar, and sentence structure than ever before seen in an English 
translation, and thus allows the reader to see many things that would have been obvious to Greek readers 
of the first century, and to see the flow of thought contained in the Greek, as the original writers intended 
it. The goal of the New Testament TransLine is to enable Bible readers who do not know Greek to gain a 
depth of insight into the Word formerly available only to those who do. It puts the power to understand 
God's word at a much deeper level into the hands of all God's people. 

The New Testament TransLine features: 

I. A literal translation from the Greek corresponding more precisely to the original Greek words and 
grammar than anything possible in a translation done in prose format. Words not in the Greek are in 
italics or in [brackets]. Words emphasized in the Greek are in bold. 

2. A visual display of the flow of thought of each book based on the Greek grammar. 
3. An overview of each book using the words of the biblical writer. 
4. Notes on alternate meanings of a Greek word that help flesh out its meaning. 
5. Notes in English listing all the places a Greek word is used in the New Testament for over 3200 words, 

59% of the New Testament vocabulary. Thus you can confirm the translation and gain valuable insight 
into the meaning and usage of a Greek word without knowing any Greek. Abbreviated notes on over 
450 additional words (8%) are also included. 

6. Notes on interpretation that explain the meaning where needed, or that list the different interpretations 
made of a particular passage. 

7. Notes describing over 3000 textual variations in the Greek manuscripts that lie behind all English 
translations. 

8. The Greek word number (GK number) for each Greek word in the notes. Using this number, readers 
who do not know any Greek can directly link up to other helpful tools using these word numbers. 

Using the New Testament TransLine: 

The outline style. When you read, consider the outline numbers as simply a different kind of 
verse numbering system. Use them to follow the flow of thought. Each outline number is made up of a 
number and a letter, such as 1 A., 1 B., 1 C., 1 D. The letter indicates the outline level (like the traditional 
I., A., I., a.). The number indicates the sequential points at that level (as in I., II., III., IV., V.). This style 
is used because it permits a deeper outline (in one place the outline extends to the "J" level), and is eas
ier to follow over multiple pages. The introduction and conclusion are numbered in the traditional style 
to separate them from the main flow of thought of the book. 

Traditional style Style used here 

I. IA. 
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A. lB. 
l. lC. 

a. 10. 
II. 2A. 

A. lB. 
l. lC. 

a. 10. 
(l). lE. 

(a). lF. 
B. 2B. 
c. 3B. 

l. lC. 
2. 2C. 

III. 3A. 

Focus on the New Testament text. Just by reading the translation and following the outline co 
nections, you will understand the flow of thought in most cases. You can read all the "A" points ofa boc 
to see the main divisions of the book. You can read all the "B" points under a certain "A" point to s1 
how that point is developed, etc. Using the overview as a guide to the flow of thought, you can follow wh 
is being said at every level throughout the book. This is God's Word. This is where the emphasis of yo 
reading and meditation should be placed. Think about what you do and do not understand, what you wa 
to know and pursue, and what God is calling you to do in response to His Word. 

Use only the notes that interest you. The notes are included to assist you, and to be there as a re 
erence when you need them. They speak to many levels of interest, so you will not be interested in all t 
notes all the time. Just follow your own interests, which will grow as your understanding grows. The no1 
are not intended to be read all at one time as you are reading the New Testament text. But when you desi 
the notes will enable you to study a Greek word by looking up and comparing all its uses, for example. 

Use the GK numbers to access other tools. Since the study of the meaning and usage ofGre 
words is so highly profitable in understanding the New Testament, the Greek word numbers (GK nw 
bers, based on the Goodrick and Kohlenberger numbering system) for each Greek word have been includ 
in the word notes. The reader with no knowledge of Greek can use these word numbers to directly ace< 
Kohlenberger's Greek-English Concordance to the New Testament (this is often more convenient than Joe 
ing up the verses one by one), Verbrugge 's The NJV Theological Dictionary of New Testament Words (ti 
provides a full view of the meaning and usage of significant Greek words), and other tools using this nu 
bering system. The New Testament TransLine will serve you well as the starting point for your studies 

Reference numbers and letters. The small number after a word links you to the correspondi 
note on the facing page. The small letter after a word links this word to the cross references at the bott1 
of the facing page. This cross reference links you to the note on this Greek word in the New Testamc 
TransLine. Look for the same English word at the cross reference noted, although the form may be c, 
ferent. For example, if you are looking for "doing" in l Jn 3:9, the form at the cross reference may 
"doing", "does", "did", "do", or "done". If the English rendering at the cross reference is not the sari 
then the word to look for is provided after the cross reference. For example, on "appeared" in Mt I: 
look for a form of "shine" in Phil 2: 15. 
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Verse numbers. The verse numbers down the right hand side of the page indicate that the verse 
begins on that line, at the left margin. If a verse does not begin at the left margin, or if more than one verse 
begin on one line, then a raised dot marks the place where the verse begins. 

Old Testament references. Unless otherwise noted, all references to words in the Old Testament 
(such as, "Same word as in Gen I: I") are to the Greek words in the Septuagint, the ancient Greek trans
lation of the Old Testament (but always using the standard English/Hebrew verse numbers). 

How does the outline format contribute to the translation? 

Understanding translations. Two general approaches exist for making translations. One is called 
formal equivalence, or word-for-word translation. It seeks to convey the words and grammar used by the 
writers as much as possible. The NKJV, NASB, RSV, and the New Testament TransLine are examples. The 
other method is called dynamic equivalence, or thought-for-thought translation. It seeks to convey the 
meaning intended by the writers, using normal and pleasing English terms and grammar that convey the 
same meaning, rephrasing sentences as needed. This is done to various degrees based on how far the focus 
is moved from the Greek to the English, and how much "interpretation" is added to the "translation." At 
one extreme the translation remains close to the Greek, but enhances or clarifies the meaning in English. 
The NRSV is an example. At the other extreme the translation is a paraphrase completely rewritten into 
words and phrases chosen by the translator to convey what the translator feels is being said. The Living 
Bible and The Message are examples. All of these approaches are valid and useful. 

Word-for-word translation. Even word-for-word translation, however, cannot follow the Greek 
absolutely. English is just too different from Greek. Greek does not rely on word order as English does. 
Long "run on" sentences are normal in Greek, but difficult to follow in English. A strictly word-for-word 
translation is very difficult for an English reader to follow. To experience this for yourself, just look at an 
interlinear Greek New Testament, which has the English words printed directly under the Greek words. 

The outline format. The outline format permits a translation that corresponds much more pre
cisely to the Greek words and sentence structure. Even the flavor, style and feel of the Greek can be 
reflected in English. For example, you will see and feel the difference in the writing styles of the four 
Gospel writers. The outline format serves as a skeleton on which to hang the phrases and sentences, avoid
ing the need to add words or rephrase in English. For example, Eph 1:3-14 is one long sentence in the 
Greek. In a prose-format translation, it must be broken up into smaller sentences in order to be understood 
in English. But this very process, while absolutely necessary and unavoidable, obscures the apostle's flow 
of thought. The outline format provides a framework that allows you to see Paul's words and his flow of 
thought as they are in Greek, and the notes help you see the places where people disagree about the flow 
of thought. Thus the outline format clarifies the meaning intended by the apostle. Commentaries do a won
derful job explaining the New Testament on the Greek or the English level and are essential tools. But 
often the more words one uses to try to explain the flow of thought, the harder it is to grasp. With the New 
Testament TransLine, the flow of thought is contained in the outline structure itself. Words of explanation 
are replaced by the visual presentation, allowing you to focus directly on the words of Scripture. 

Comparing translations. Imagine a translation scale of zero to ten, where zero is the Greek New 
Testament and ten is an exciting English paraphrase such as The Message or The Living Bible. A one 
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would be a Greek-English interlinear. A five would be a translation that seeks to perfectly balance the 
Greek and English, staying as close to the Greek as possible, but using English sentence structures and 
phrasing so as to be beautiful and elegant in English. The NASB, KJV, and RSV would be examples ofa five. 
The NRSV would be a six; the NIV a seven. There are many wonderful translations available between five 
and ten. But none have been able to be more literal than the NASB, for example, because of the limitations 
of the prose format. The New Testament TransLine would be a three, opening a view into the New Tes
tament never before seen by English readers. 

Limitations of the New Testament TransLine: 

The translation. Because the New Testament TransLine is more closely equivalent to the Greek, 
it is also more foreign-sounding to the English ear. Translators call this "translation English," meaning 
that it reflects the Greek ways of writing rather than the English ways of writing. In good English trans
lations, this is not desirable, since a certain beauty and elegance in English is being sought. But since the 
goal of the New Testament TransLine is not elegance in English, but to more closely reflect the Greek 
writings, a more foreign-sounding translation is to be expected. By way of comparison, the NIV expresses 
the thoughts contained in the Greek using the full breadth and beauty of English, foregoing strict con
formity to the Greek phraseology. The New Testament TransLine expresses much more of the breadth and 
beauty of the Greek phraseology, sacrificing normal English idiom. The RSV, NASB, and NKJV represent the 
best attempts to strike a pleasing balance between the two languages. There is no perfect translation, only 
translations that achieve the balance of translation goals they set out to accomplish. The New Testament 
TransLine is aimed at providing a view of the Greek not currently available to the English reader, even 
though this results in a translation that from the point of view of English idiom and grammar is inferior 
to all of the other versions mentioned. But this limitation will not hinder you at all, because if you use 
the New Testament TransLine together with your regular Bible, you will have the best of both viewpoints! 
You will be able to clearly see and appreciate the choices made by the translators of your version-how 
they made short sentences out oflong ones, how they smoothed out a foreign-sounding idiom, how they clar
ified a difficult phrase or sentence, how they phrased the Greek in proper and pleasing English. 

Think of it this way. When you hear a foreigner first learning to speak English, you commonly 
hear such a person rendering the forms and sentence structures of their native language in English words. 
It sounds foreign to English-speakers. It is improper English. Sometimes it is difficult to understand. As 
the person learns more English, they adopt the commonly understood English patterns of expression. In 
a similar way, since the New Testament TransLine is seeking to give the English reader more insight from 
the Greek point of view, the Greek forms and structures are retained to a greater degree than proper in 
good English, but not to such a degree that the meaning is obscured. This allows the reader to see and feel 
more of the Greek. For example, when referring to a man, the Greek form of expression can be "he," "he" 
or "he himself," "the one," "this one," or "that one." All of these are rendered as such in the New Testa
ment TransLine, according to their form in the Greek way of speaking, whereas in the polished English 
translations mentioned above, they are usually all rendered with the simple "he," according to their func
tion in the normal English way of speaking. In general, the New Testament TransLine seeks to render the 
actual form of the Greek expressions. When this cannot be consistently done, or when it obscures rather 
than illuminates, then it is rendered according to its function in normal English, and a note is provided with 
the more literal rendering. 

If the New Testament TransLine, used together with the other versions, permits the English reader 
to see and feel more of the Greek perspective, to see what the other translations have done to more explic-
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itly render the Greek in better English, and to understand the various ways in which other translations 
move from the Greek fonns of phrasing to nonnal English patterns of phrasing, and from translating to 
paraphrasing, then its translation goals will have been attained. The English reader will then be able to 
evaluate and appreciate the benefits and limitations of each type of translation. 

The outline. The outline itself does not come I 00% straight from the Greek. No such thing is pos
sible. Said in reverse, the Greek grammar alone does not demand that every point be connected exactly as 
in the New Testament TransLine. The flow of thought is contained in the events, the ideas, and the gram
mar. When the flow of thought is contained in the ideas, sometimes it is easy to see and follow, other times 
it is very difficult. In the places where the reasoning is difficult, meditation on why the thoughts are con
nected as they are in the New Testament TransLine will result in the reader thinking about the same things 
l3reek scholars and commentary writers think about. In all cases, the outline is based on consideration of 
every Greek word and the immediate context, with the goal of accurately reflecting what is there. The 
guiding principle has been that the words themselves must carry the flow of thought. The most natural, 
simple, clear connection of thought has been sought. 

The problem passages. When they exist, the multiple viewpoints on a word or verse are listed. 
The supporting arguments for the views can be found in the commentaries. The goal of the New Testa
ment TransLine is to alert you to these issues so that you can direct your meditation and study according 
to your interests. Since the New Testament TransLine is an annotated translation, not a commentary, I do 
not express my own opinion about which view I prefer (although sometimes it is necessary to reflect a 
view in the translation). To do so would be of little value without analyzing the issue and all the views, 
and giving the reasons for my preference, and this would have added considerable length to this volume. 

Notes for English readers on the Greek translation: 

Vocabulary. In general, the renderings given to the Greek words in the New Testament TransLine 
are of a broad, simple, standardized nature, and are not as finely nuanced as in other translations. Most 
translations try to reflect the particular shade or nuance of meaning in each place a certain word is used, 
minimizing footnotes. The New Testament TransLine tries to use the same rendering in all places a Greek 
word is used, adding a note containing the other shades of meaning and the other places that word is used 
so that the reader can compare all the uses of that Greek word. An attempt is made to render different 
fonns of a Greek word (a noun, adjective, adverb, and verb of the same root word, for example) in a way 
that reflects the relationship between them. For example, see "sound-minded" in 1Tim3:2. Words are not 
independent islands, and by this method the New Testament TransLine seeks to reflect and display more 
of the interrelationships and connections between the Greek words than is nonnally done in English. The 
Greek student can find the more finely-tuned renderings in a lexicon, and English readers can see them in 
the standard English translations. In addition, the writers often use the same root word in its verb, noun, 
and adjective fonn in the same context. For example, "If the salt became tasteless, by what will it be salted?" 
(Mt 5: 13); "the good-news which I announced-as-good-news" (l Cor 15: l). Or they use the same verb mul
tiple times, as "think" is used three times in Phil 2:2, 5. This repetition is mirrored in the New Testament 
TransLine whenever possible, allowing the English reader to see the words from the Greek perspective. 

Word order. Greek words have different endings that detennine the part of speech of each word, 
so they can be placed almost anywhere in the sentence. English words do not have such endings, so word 
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sometimes the word "all" or "people" is added in italics. For example, "Do not marvel that I said to you 
'You all must be born again'" (Jn 3:7). "Ifl told you people earthly things" (Jn 3:12). 

In Greek, a writer may deliberately leave routine words out of a phrase or sentence, expecting the reader 
to supply them from the context. The structure of the phrase or sentence demands that the reader supply 
the necessary word to make it complete. This is a very common feature of Greek, but not English, which 
requires more explicitness. For example, the writer may intend that the reader supply the verb, as Peter does 
in 1 Peter I :3, "Blessed be the God"; "and His ears are open" in 3: 12; "But if one suffers" in 4: 16; "Because 
it is time" in 4: 17, etc. Or, the reader may be expected to supply the object, as in "I exhort you" in 2: 11; 
"blessing them" in 3 :9; or a possessive pronoun, as in "observing your good works" in 2: 12; "for His 
possession" in 2:9. 

In Greek, the grammar of a participle in context often implies a personal subject, expressed in the New 
Testament TransLine with the word "one" in italics. For example, Peter says "the One having caused" in 
1 :3; "the ones being guarded" in I :5. The "one" is implied by the usage of the participle. These are 
commonly rephrased in English as "who caused," "who are being guarded." 

In Greek, the gender relation of a word is implied by the ending of the word as used in context. For 
example, Peter says the work of "each person" (I: 17), the grammar of the adjective "each" in context 
implying the word "person," or "one" (NASB), or "man" in a generic sense (NIV). The NRSV rephrases "each 
person" here as "their." Peter's intent is perfectly clear and may be properly expressed in English in these 
various ways. "Free ones" (2: 16) and "all things" ( 4:7) are other examples. 

In Greek, purpose and result are expressed in several ways, as in English. There are words that are 
translated "that," "in order that," and "so that." Take for example, "He died in order that He might save us." 
But many times the word "that" is not stated or is represented by another word. The required words are 
added in italics. For example, "He died that He might save us," "He died that He might save us," "He died 
so as to save us." These all mean the same thing, but represent different grammatical constructions. 

In Greek, the usage of the article "the" is not like English. There are many places where Greek includes 
the article, but it is not needed in English (for example, "I thank God always" would read "I thank the 
God always"). In these cases, the article is not included in the New Testament TransLine. On the other 
hand, there are many places where Greek implies an article but does not write it (such as the object of a 
preposition, "for the praise of the glory of His grace"). If it is needed in English, it is included in italics. 
Finally, in many places smooth English prefers an article where the Greek does not have one for various 
reasons ("having taken the form of a slave"). These are also included in italics. Since Greek has no 
indefinite article, "a" or "an," they are always included in italics. 

Brackets. When words are added to clarify the meaning of a word, phrase or sentence, they are 
added in brackets. These words are not implied by the grammar or sentence structure, but by the intended 
meaning of the biblical writer. If one skips over them, the actual words expressed in Greek may be read. 
For example, the word "deep feelings" in Mt 9:36 can refer to several specific emotions. The phrase "[of 
compassion]" is added to clarify the word, but the word is understandable without this clarification. In the 
phrase "reclining back [to eat]" in Mt 26:20, "[to eat]" is added to the word "reclining back" to bring out 
its meaning in this context. Others rephrase this idiom as "sat down," since we do not recline to eat in 
our society as people did in that day. In Mt 9:31, "[the news about]" is added to clarify the meaning. As 
with words in italics, these words are rarely in dispute. Most are usually in plain type in the other trans
lations; some are in italics. When they are in doubt, the various views are mentioned in a note. 
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The gender issue. Words such as "sons," "brothers," "man," and the pronoun "he" are often used 
in the New Testament when both men and women are in view, a custom also followed in English until 
recent times. Since the New Testament TransLine is reflecting the ancient Greek, these words are rendered 
as the biblical writers wrote them. Although this is not the modem gender-explicit or gender-neutral way 
of speaking, it accurately reflects the Greek point of view. The modem reader can easily make the tran
sition between how the Greek states it, and how we in the 21st century prefer to state it. In the case of 
"brother" and "son," the reader can discern from the context whether physical brothers/sons, fellow-mem
bers of Abraham's physical family (Israelites, male and female), or fellow-members of God's spiritual 
family (fellow-believers, brothers and sisters in the Lord) are in view. In the case of"man," there are Greek 
words that always refer specifically to a male or a female, and they are translated as such. But there is 
another Greek word (anthropos, from which we get "anthropo"-logy) which means "man" in the sense 
of"male" and "mankind, a person, whether male or female." In order to clearly reflect the writers' intended 
meaning in English, this word is translated "man" only when a male person is intended. Otherwise, it is 
rendered "person, mankind, human." This permits the English reader to see the meaning in places like Jn 
6: 10, which uses two different words to say that the "people" (anthropos) sat down to eat, and the "men" 
were counted. 

Verbs. In English we use helping words to convey the meaning of the verb. For example, con
sider the verb "walk." We say "to walk," "he has walked," "I have been walking," "having walked," "while 
walking," "he will walk," "he had walked," "I am walking," "I was walking," etc. The words "to, has, have 
been, having, while, will, had, am, was," and the pronouns, are helping words. In Greek there are no help
ing words. Whether the verb means "I am walking," "You will walk," or "They have walked" is indicated 
by the form of the verb, by the ending on the verb itself (the context indicates whether the third person 
singular means "he," "she," or "it"). In the New Testament TransLine, the helping words are considered 
to be part of the verb form itself and are not placed in italics. Special renderings of the tense indicated by 
the context that overrule the routine meaning of the verb forms are described in the notes. If the pronoun 
(I, we, you, he, she, they) is separately expressed in Greek, it is done for emphasis. In the New Testa
ment TransLine, such words are in bold. 

The Greek tenses do not correspond precisely to English tenses. This is especially true of the Per
fect tense. For example, consider "It has been written." Put simply, the Greek perfect tense can either lay 
the stress on a past completed action (as in English, translated as "it has been written"), or on the contin
uing result of that completed action (translated as "it is written," which sounds like a present tense in Eng
lish). There is no clear way to bring both senses into English. Most translations choose which emphasis 
to bring across in each specific case. In general, the New Testament TransLine renders the tenses in an 
artificially strict fashion. Present tense, "I walk" or "I am walking." Imperfect tense, "I was walking." 
Future tense, "I will walk." Aorist tense, "I walked" or "I walk." Perfect tense, "I have walked." Pluper
fect tense, "I had walked." This method displays the difficult cases in which the meaning of the Greek 
tense must be interpreted. For example, "I was well pleased" in Mt 17:5. 

The Greek participle is one of the rich features of the Greek language and is used in various ways. 
For example, consider the participle "having come." Based on the context, this could mean "when he came," 
"after he came," "since he came," "although he came," "if he comes," "because he came," "by his com
ing," etc. In the New Testament TransLine, however, the participle is translated in an artificially strict fash
ion in order to communicate to the English reader that a participle is being used and to retain the Greek 
sentence structure. To illustrate using the word "walk," the verbal use of the participle for the present tense 
is translated "walking" or "while walking"; for the aorist and perfect tenses, "having walked." The sub-
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stantive use of the participle for the present tense is translated "The one walking" (one is in italics because 
1t is implied in the usage of the participle with the article); for the aorist and perfect tense, "The one hav
ing walked." The reader can easily discern in most cases which nuance to place on the "while" or "having." 
When this convention cannot be followed, a note is added to point it out. While the result may not sound 
like the way we would normally speak in English, it allows the English reader to "hear" the text from the 
Cireek perspective. For example, note Matthew 2:10-12, and Mt 27:48. 

Here is more detail on the verb and participle. Some readers may prefer to skip this section. 

The New Testament TransLine rendering of verbs and participles is deliberately standardized with a non
nuanced, basic significance, reflecting the Greek form of the word. In other words, they are generally 
rendered in a "raw" form, to which a translator would then normally add a more explicit nuance in English, 
based on the implications of the context. English simply prefers more explicitness than Greek. In most 
cases, these nuances from the context are clear and obvious to everyone, and can be supplied by the reader, 
as intended by the Greek. In some places, there are different opinions about which grammatical nuance 
the context implies, and these are addressed in the notes. In general, the intent of the New Testament 
TransLine is to remain one step short of interpreting the grammatical nuance, allowing the reader to see 
the raw data from which such interpretation proceeds. For example, based on the context, the usage of the 
participle in "having known God, they did not glorify Him as God" in Rom I :21 more explicitly means 
"although they knew"; the verb in "He was teaching them, saying" in Mt 5:2 may mean "He began to 
teach"; the verb in "I was compelling them to blaspheme" in Act 26: 11 may mean "I was trying to compel"; 
the participle in "how shall we escape, having neglected" in Heb 2:3 more explicitly means "if we neglect." 

This does not mean that the New Testament TransLine's rendering of verbs and participles is "more 
accurate" or "more literal." Rather, the New Testament TransLine has more simple, more rudimentary, 
less explicit renderings that follow the Greek forms more closely. The renderings in other translations are 
fuller, more explicit expressions of the meaning of the word together with its contextual implications, in 
normal English forms. The one contains the raw data; the other, the finely tuned and polished end-product. 
But this does mean that the other versions are more interpretive, since they seek to make explicit what is 
implied by the context, although in the vast majority of cases the interpretation required is minimal, routine, 
obvious, and undisputed. And this explains, in part, why we see differences of phrasing in the various 
standard translations. There is more than one way to correctly rephrase these things in English! 

The reader who knows Greek will understand the New Testament TransLine renderings for what they are, 
and will immediately begin considering how to properly nuance them. The English reader can also do 
this, to some degree. But with English readers, the renderings in the New Testament TransLine face a 
danger from their "rawness" and standardization, a danger of not being fully understood or perhaps of 
even being misunderstood. The English reader can avoid such dangers by using the other translations as 
a guide to the various ways in which the verbs and participles can be properly nuanced. 

Linked contrasts. About 90 times in the New Testament, the Greek uses a certain construction 
(men ... de) to link two phrases or sentences together in a contrast, similar to "on the one hand ... on the 
other hand" (but this rendering is too strong in all but a few cases). This idiom is normally not translated 
into English because we have no equivalent way of saying it. The New Testament TransLine attempts to 
reflect it by using a bolded word and a dash. For example, "The harvest is great- but the workers are 
few" (Mt 9:37). This idiom does two things: it links the two parts together as one unit of thought, and it 
alerts the reader at the beginning of the first part that a second part is coming, causing the reader to antic-
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ipate the conclusion of the contrast. If while reading you emphasize the bolded word, and pause at the 
dash, you will approximate the idea of the Greek. When this idiom is used, a note is added saying that 
the grammar is emphasizing the contrast between the two halves of the sentence. 

The Gospels. Because the Gospels each present the details of the life of Christ, there are many 
parallel accounts of the same events or words. Special care has been taken to ensure that when two Gospels 
use the same words and grammar, it is translated the same way in both. When they use different words or 
grammar, the New Testament TransLine reflects it. The cross-references to parallel accounts and verbally 
similar places are provided in the notes. 

The Greek text behind the New Testament TransLine: 

The history of the Greek text. The books of the New Testament were written in Greek. In His 
wisdom, God did not think it necessary to preserve for us the original copy of these books. Instead, we 
have thousands of handwritten copies-Greek manuscripts and papyrus fragments produced from the sec
ond century up to the invention of the printing press. There is far more manuscript evidence for the New 
Testament documents than for any other document of ancient history. We also have ancient translations 
of the New Testament, and quotations of New Testament verses in ancient writings, dating from the sec
ond to the sixth century and beyond. These and other sources form the raw material from which the Greek 
New Testament is constructed. Soon after the invention of the printing press, Greek New Testaments began 
to be printed. Among others were those of Erasmus (1527), Stephanus ( 1551 ), and Beza (1598). In fact, 
it was Robert Stephanus, in his fourth edition of the Greek New Testament published in 1551, who first 
added the verse numbers which we now use. These Greek texts were the sources used to produce the King 
James translation in 1611. In 1633, the Greek text behind the KJV began to be called the "Textus Recep
tus"-the received or standard Greek text. It remained the standard Greek text for 250 years, although 
other Greek texts continued to be produced. Even today, some still prefer to follow this time-honored text, 
or one similar to it. The situation changed as a result of the great manuscript discoveries of the 19th and 
20th centuries. These resulted in new Greek texts incorporating this important new manuscript evidence. 
Most modem translations are based upon one of these updated Greek texts. Today's standard Greek text 
was prepared by a committee of scholars and is used worldwide by Protestants and Catholics, liberals and 
conservatives, scholars and pastors (though other Greek texts do exist). Except for punctuation, the New 
Testament TransLine follows this Greek text exactly-not because any (including those who produced it) 
consider it the final word on the subject, but so that the starting point of this translation is clear to every
one, and so that the variants can be clearly seen and understood. 

This Greek New Testament is printed in two formats, which differ only in the footnotes. The first is 
published by the United Bible Societies and is called The Greek New Testament. The Fourth Revised 
Edition (UBS4) was published in 1993. The second is published by the German Bible Society and is called 
the Nestle-Aland Novum Testamentum Graece. The 27th edition (NA27) was published in 1993. 

Textual variants- the differences between the Greek manuscripts. The handwritten copies 
which God has left us contain all the types of errors which any honest hand-copier would make. Some 
were accidental, as when one's eye skips from one line to a similar word in the next line. Some were inten
tional, as when a difficult idiom or word order or spelling was smoothed out. Sometimes explanatory mar-
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ginal notes were incorporated into the text by a subsequent copier because he thought the previous copier 
had accidentally left them out. Each change was then included in all the subsequent copies made from that 
manuscript. These differences between the Greek manuscripts are called "textual variants." Most of these 
variances relate to differences of spelling and similar matters of no significance to the meaning of the text. 
Rut some are "significant." All the textual variants have been identified and studied by scholars. Many 
unsung heroes over the centuries have toiled over the thousands of Greek manuscripts and other writings 
in multiple languages, in a painstaking effort to produce the most accurate Greek text possible. Textual 
~cholars have analyzed every minute detail in all the copies, making the text of the New Testament far 
more reliable than any other document of antiquity. The result of their work is contained in the Greek New 
Testament in footnotes listing the significant variants, and detailing the manuscripts that contain them. 
These textual details may not be important to the average Bible reader. He or she may even ignore the sub
ject and continue to use whatever Bible version is most familiar-a perfectly acceptable choice. But should 
he or she ever desire to know more about the subject, the laborers have been in the field for centuries, 
and their work is available for public examination. 

The UBS Greek New Testament lists 1438 sets of variants with a broad description of the manuscripts 
supporting them. The Nestle-Aland Greek New Testament lists a much larger number of variants with a 
more brief description of the manuscript support. 

Because the New Testament TransLine is a very literal translation, it is able for the first time to allow the 
English reader to personally examine these variants in detail. As you examine them, you will see that most 
of them make little if any difference to the meaning of the verse. Some are important, such as Mk 16:8-20, 
Jn 7:53-8: 11. Some will help you understand a difference between English translations such as the NKJV 

and the NIV. And some will help you in your understanding of the verse. You will also notice the extreme 
detail and precision reflected in the variants. For example, does it say "Jesus Christ" or "Christ Jesus"; 
··Spirit" or "Holy Spirit"; "His hands" or "His hands"; "He said" or "Jesus said." A substantial but not 
exhaustive list of variants is included in the New Testament TransLine, providing an accurate picture of 
the nature of the issue, with particular focus on the variants that are reflected in the major translations and 
that might be of interest to the English reader. 

Over 1300 textual variants from UBS4 are listed in the notes of the New Testament TransLine in a 
simplified manner. Over 1300 more variants are provided from NA27. Most of these relate to the KJV. 

Over 400 more variants are provided that are not listed in either Greek text, but are seen in the K.JV. Variants 
of mainly scholarly interest are not included. 

Rating the textual variants. To provide some understanding of the relative certainty of each of 
the readings in the New Testament TransLine, the ratings given to them by the UBS committee are also 
given. These ratings represent a thorough analysis of a great deal of detailed and complex manuscript 
information. Each one is based on manuscript evidence, a theory for weighing that evidence, knowledge 
of errors common to copyists, and an analysis of the context. These considerations result in a probability 
as to which reading is most likely to have been the oldest, the one from which the others proceeded. The 
rating reflects the strength of that probability in the opinion of the UBS committee. The reasoning behind 
the rating of each variant in UBS4 has been published in Metzger's A Textual Commentary on the Greek 
New Testament. Variants described in the footnotes ofUBS4 are identified in the notes of the New Testa
ment TransLine using the letter rating given to them by the UBS4 committee. 
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{A} means that in the opinion of the committee, the reading is certain. 
{B} means that in the opinion of the committee, the reading is almost certain. 
{ C} means that the committee had difficulty determining which reading was best. 
{D} means that the committee had great difficulty arriving at a decision. 

The "reading" is the New Testament text. The "variants" or "alternate readings" are in the notes. Variants 
not listed in UBS4 are identified as follows: 

{N} means that the source describing the variant is the 27th edition of the Nestle Aland Greek 
text. Had these variants been rated by the UBS4 committee, most of them would be {A}, 
but some were the accepted reading in the 25th edition. 

{ K} means that the variant comes from the Greek text underlying the KJV but is not listed in 
UBS4 or NA2 7, or that the variant is found in the KJV without Greek manuscript support (for 
example, some readings were included in the KJV based on the Latin translation). Had these 
variants been rated by the UBS4 committee, most if not all of them would be {A}. 

Understanding the ratings. In order to truly understand what lies behind a variant reading and 
its rating, and to determine whether you agree with the rating, the Greek sources must be studied. Since 
the English reader cannot do so, he or she will not be able to assess the manuscript evidence for the vari
ants or the theories for weighing it. However, the English reader can understand what the variants are 
and observe their potential significance to the meaning of the verse. The ratings provide a highly simpli
fied glimpse into the relative strengths of the variants as perceived by the UBS committee. This helps 
because it will not work to just pick the reading that you think makes best sense. Many variants arose pre
cisely because copyists tried to clarify or simplify a word or phrase that was obscure to them. When uti
lizing the ratings, however, be aware that other scholars may assess the probabilities differently for a given 
variant. Even the UBS committee had "majority" and "minority" opinions in a few cases. In addition, 
some scholars use a different theory to weigh the manuscript evidence, resulting in readings more simi
lar to the KJV. It is not the place of the New Testament TransLine to advocate any theory, to endorse any 
of these good-faith efforts to produce the best possible Greek text, or to express its own opinion regard
ing any variant, but simply to present the textual facts for the reader's consideration. The UBS/NA Greek 
text serves best as the starting point for this purpose. 

Primary sources used for this translation: 

Greek text: 

Aland, Aland, Karavidopoulos, Martini, Metzger, The Greek New Testament, Fourth Revised 
Edition (UBS4 ), United Bible Societies, 1994. 

Aland, Synopsis of the Four Gospels, Tenth Edition, German Bible Society, 1993. (A presentation 
of the parallel accounts and verbally similar portions of the Gospels in parallel columns, 
with Greek (UBS4) and English (RSV) on facing pages). 

Metzger, A Textual Commentary on the Greek New Testament, Second Edition, United Bible 
Societies, 1994. (An explanation of the reasoning of the UBS committee for each textual 
variant in UBS4). 
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Nestle, Aland, Novum Testamentum Graece, 27th Edition, Deutsche Bibelgesellschaft (German 
Bible Society), 1993. 

Greek-English lexicons: 

Danker, A Greek-English Lexicon of the New Testament and Other Early Christian Literature, 
Third Edition of Bauer, Arndt, and Gingrich, The University of Chicago Press, 2000. 

Liddell, Scott, Jones, McKenzie, Glare, A Greek-English Lexicon, Ninth Edition, Clarendon Press 
(Oxford University Press), 1996. 

l 'oncordances: 

Bushell, Bible Works 5.0, Hermeneutika Computer Bible Research Software, 2001. (A computer 
program linking multiple Greek and Hebrew texts and lexicons, and English and other 
translations, with a powerful search engine. Based on UBS4). 

Kohlenberger, Goodrick, Swanson, The Greek English Concordance to the New Testament, 
Zondervan, 1997. (The Greek word with English excerpts from the NIV, based on UBS4). 

All these works are of monumental importance and represent the present culmination of the efforts of 
hundreds of people over the centuries. They are foundational to our English Bible and to all Bible study. 
In addition, many commentaries from the last 150 years have been used to define alternate views of 
problem passages and to double-check the New Testament TransLine. Though I deemed it best not to 
include source reference details in this volume, I wish to acknowledge my great debt to all these who 
labored before me with quill and computer. In fact, in a real sense, the New Testament TransLine is a fruit 
of their labors. It makes available to the English reader a more sizeable and worthy portion of their work. 



KEY TO THE TRANSLATION 

Italics indicate words that are implied by the grammar of the Greek word, phrase, or sentence 
structure, or are required in normal English grammar. They are part of the literal translation. 

(Brackets] indicate words added to clarify the meaning intended by the biblical writer. Skip over 
these words if you like, and what remains will be the literal translation. 

Bold words are the words actually emphasized in the Greek by the biblical writer. For example, 
sometimes a subject is emphasized, "But I say to you," or, "they will be comforted." Sometimes the Greek 
word order is arranged so as to place emphasis on a word. 

Dashed words are single Greek words translated by multiple English words. For example, 
"announced-as-good-news" represents a single Greek word. Such words are dashed when linked to notes, 
and on some other occasions. Every occurrence of such words is not dashed. 

Small numbers after a word, like Savior12
, point to a note on the facing note page. 

Small letters after a word, like SaviorA, point to the list of cross references at the bottom of the 
note page. The reference listed for that letter gives the location of the note on that word. 

Verse numbers in the right-hand column mark the beginning of each verse. If the verse does not 
start at the beginning of the line, a raised dot marks the place. 

KEY TO THE NOTES 

Or, means that alternate translations of that Greek word or phrase are being given. 

That is, means that an explanation of what is said is being given. 

Some ... Others indicate different views as to the meaning. 

Elsewhere only means that all the other places where that Greek word is used are listed. 

Same word as means that some of the other uses are listed, but not all. 

Related to indicates that another form of the same root word is being given. For example, the 
noun, verb and adjective forms of the same Greek root word might be listed. 

Some manuscripts say indicates that a variant reading is being given. 

{A}, {B}, {C}, {D}, {N}, {K} are ratings of the probability that the reading in the text is the old
est. This is explained in the Introduction under "The Greek text behind the New Testament TransLine." 

GK 2652 is the Greek word number for that word. Use it to find that Greek word in products 
that use the GK numbering system. 



Overview Matthew 
I A. The book of the genealogy of Jesus Christ, son of David, son of Abraham 
2A. Now the birth of Jesus Christ was as follows- He was fathered in Mary by the Holy Spirit 
.lA Now after His birth, magi worshiped Him, Herod tried to kill Him, and God protected Him 
4A. Now during those days John the Baptist comes, proclaiming in Judea. Repent, the kingdom is near 
~A. Then Jesus comes from Galilee to the Jordan to John to be baptized by him 
6A. Then Jesus was led up into the wilderness by the Spirit to be tempted by the devil 
7A. And He went back to Galilee. From that time on, He proclaimed the kingdom. He called disciples. 

He went around all Galilee teaching, proclaiming, and curing. The report went out to all Syria 
RA. And large crowds followed Him from Galilee, Decapolis, Jerusalem, and Judea. And having seen 

the crowds, He went up to the mountain and was teaching them, saying-

1 B. Blessed are the poor in spirit, the mourners, the gentle, the hungry, the merciful, and others 
2B. You are the salt of the earth. If salt becomes tasteless, it no longer has strength for anything 
3B. You are the light of the world. Let your light shine so that people may glorify your Father 
4B. 1 came to fulfill the Law. Unless your righteousness abounds, you will not enter. Murder 

and anger, adultery and lust, divorce, oaths, eye for an eye, love and hate. Be perfect 
5B. But take heed not to do your righteousness before people- almsgiving, praying, fasting 
6B. Do not be treasuring up treasures on earth, but seek His kingdom. You cannot be serving both 
7B. Do not be judging others. With what judgment you judge, you will be judged. Pearls and pigs 
8B. Be asking and you will receive; seeking and you will find; knocking and it will be opened 
9B. Therefore, everything you want others to be doing to you, you be doing to them 
I OB. Enter through the narrow gate on the narrow road leading to life 
l lB. Beware of the false prophets. You will know them by their fruits 
12B. Not everyone saying "Lord, Lord" will enter the kingdom, but the one doing God's will 

9A. And when Jesus finished these words, they were astounded. And having come down from the 
mountain, large crowds followed Him 

I B. And a leper said, IfYou are willing, You are able to cleanse me. I am willing. Be cleansed 
2B. And having entered Capernaum, He healed a centurion's paralyzed servant. Great faith 
3B. And having come into Peter's house, He healed the fever of Peter's mother-in-law 
4B. And having become evening, they brought Him many, and He healed them all 
5B. They departed for the other side. On the sea, He calmed the storm 
6B. And at the other side of the sea, Jesus cast demons into a herd of pigs 
7B. And He crossed back over the sea, and forgave and healed a paralytic. Which is easier? 
8B. He called Matthew. While eating at his house, the Pharisees objected. The ill need a physician 
9B. Then the disciples of John come and asked why His disciples are not fasting. New wine 
1 OB. While answering, an official asked Him to raise his daughter. Going, He healed a woman 
l lB. And passing on from there, two blind men followed Him. Jesus healed them 
12B. And He healed a mute man. The crowds marveled, the Pharisees called it Satanic 

I OA. And Jesus was going through all the villages teaching, proclaiming and curing. And having seen 
the crowds, He had deep feelings for them, for they were like sheep not having a shepherd 

1 B. Then He says to His disciples, Ask the Lord of the harvest to send out workers 
2B. And having summoned the twelve, He gave them authority over demons and diseases 
3B. Now the names of the twelve apostles are these 
4B. Jesus sent out these twelve, after instruction, to proclaim the kingdom to Israel and heal 
5B. When He finished giving directions to the twelve, He passed on to teach and proclaim 
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Matthew 2 

11 A. Now John, having heard in prison of His works, sent his disciples to ask- Are you the One? 

I B. And Jesus said to them, Report to John what you are hearing and seeing 
2B. And while they were proceeding, Jesus spoke of John. If you will accept it, John is Elijah 
3B. Then Jesus began to reproach the cities in which He did miracles for not repenting 
4B. At that time, Jesus praised God for hiding these things from the wise. Come to Me, all 
5B. At that time, the Pharisees objected to them picking grain. I am Lord of the Sabbath 
6B. In their synagogue, Jesus healed on the Sabbath. The Pharisees plotted against Him 
7B. Then Jesus healed, and the Pharisees said He did it by Beelzebub. It will not be forgiven 
8B. Then scribes and Pharisees said, We want to see a sign. No sign will be given 
9B. While still speaking, His family came. He said, My family is whoever does God's will 
JOB. On that day, from a boat, He spoke to the crowds in parables about the kingdom 
l IB. Then having left the crowds, He explained and spoke parables to the disciples 
12B. When He finished these parables, He went to His hometown. They took offense 
l 3B. At that time, Herod said Jesus is John the Baptist, risen from the dead 
14B. And having heard of it, Jesus withdrew. Crowds followed. He fed 5000 
l 5B. And He sent the disciples away in a boat. At night, He walked out to them on water 
16B. And having crossed, He healed the sick. All who touched His garment were healed 
l 7B. Then Pharisees objected to a lack of hand-washing. What comes out of the heart defiles 
l 8B. And Jesus withdrew to Tyre and Sidon. He healed the daughter of a Canaanite woman 
l 9B. And He went beside the Sea of Galilee, where He healed large crowds and fed 4000 
20B. And having crossed to Magadan, the Pharisees asked for a sign from heaven 
21B. And having crossed, Jesus said to the disciples, Beware of the leaven of the Pharisees 
22B. Jesus asks His disciples, Who do you say I am? You are the Christ, the Son of God 

12A. From that time on, Jesus began to show them He must go to Jerusalem, suffer, die, rise again 

IB. And having taken Him aside, Peter said, This shall never happen to you. Get behind Me 
2B. Then He said to them, Deny yourself and follow Me. Some here will see My glory 
3B. And after six days, Jesus was transfigured before Peter, James and John 
4B. And coming down from the mountain, Jesus said, Tell no one. They asked about Elijah 
5B. And having come to the crowd, Jesus healed a person that the disciples could not heal 
6B. And being gathered in Galilee, Jesus said He would be killed, and raised the third day 
7B. And having come to Capemaum, Peter got their tax money from the mouth of a fish 
8B. At that hour, they asked, "Who is greater in the kingdom? He said, the childlike believer 

13A. And when He finished these words, He left Galilee for Judea. He healed large crowds there 

IB. And Pharisees came to Him, testing Him regarding divorce and the Law of Moses 
2B. Then children were brought to Him, and He laid His hands upon them 
3B. And one asked, What should I do to have eternal life? It is hard for the rich to enter. As 

for you, you will sit on twelve thrones. But many first will be last 
4B. And while going up to Jerusalem, He said, I will be crucified, and raised on the third day 
5B. Then the mother of James and John asked that they sit on His right hand and left 
6B. And while leaving Jericho, Jesus healed two blind men 
7B. And near Jerusalem, Jesus sent the disciples to get a donkey. He enters with hosannas 
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3 Matthew Overview 

14A. And having entered Jerusalem, the whole city said, Who is this? It is the prophet, Jesus 21:10-11 

I B. And Jesus entered the temple and threw out those buying and selling. Priests objected 21: 12-17 
2B. Now in the morning, Jesus cursed a barren fig tree. It withered 21: 18-22 
3B. And having come into the temple, the priests asked, By what authority do you do this? 21:23-22:14 

He said, Tell me first the source of John's baptism. They refused. He spoke parables 
4B. Then the Pharisees tried to snare Him, saying, Is it lawful to pay a poll tax to Caesar? 22: 15-22 
SB. On that day, the Sadducees asked, Whose wife will she be in the resurrection? 22:23-33 
6B. And a Pharisee Law-expert asked, Which is the great commandment in the Law? 22:34-40 
7B. Jesus asked them, If the Christ is the son of David, why does David call him Lord? 22:41-46 
SB. Then Jesus rebuked the Pharisees. Woe to you. Your house is left to you desolate 23: 1-39 
9B. And having departed from the temple, the disciples showed Jesus the buildings of the temple 24: I 

IC. He said, Not a stone will be left upon a stone which will not be torn down 
2C. They asked Him privately, "When? And what will be the sign ofYour coming? 
3C. And Jesus said to them-

ID. Watch out that no one deceive you, saying 'I am the Christ'. There will be wars 
2D. Wars, famines, and earthquakes are the beginning of birth-pains. You will be 

killed. The good news will be proclaimed to the world. Then the end will come 
3D. When you see the abomination, flee. For then there will be a great affliction 
4D. After those days, the sun and moon will be darkened, the stars will fall 
SD. Then the Son of Man will appear. He will send forth His angels 
6D. Now learn the parable of the fig tree. When you see all these things, He is near 
7D. But no one knows the day or hour. It will be like the days of Noah, like a thief 
SD. Who then is the faithful slave? The one found doing His will when He comes 
9D. The kingdom is like ten virgins, five prepared, five unprepared when He comes 
lOD. It is like a man who handed over his belongings to his slaves- 5, 2, and 1 talents 
11 D. When He comes, He will sit on His throne and send people to their destinies 

I SA. And when Jesus finished all these words, He said, After two days, I will be crucified 

I B. Then the priests gathered to plot to seize and kill Jesus. Not during the Feast 
2B. A woman anoints Jesus with costly perfume. She is preparing me for burial 
3B. Then Judas asks, What are you willing to give me to betray Jesus? Thirty silver coins 
4B. They eat the Passover. One of you will betray Me. The bread and the cup 
SB. On the Mount of Olives, Jesus said, You all will be caused to fall. Peter said, not me! 
6B. At Gethsemane, He prays, they sleep. Judas arrives. They seize Him. The disciples flee 
7B. The priests and elders condemn Him to death. Peter denies Him three times 
SB. Having become morning, they led Him away bound, to Pilate 
9B. Then Judas, having seen that He was condemned, regretted it. He hanged himself 
JOB. Pilate asked, Are You King of the Jews? Jesus or Barabbas? Crucify Him! 
11 B. Then they mocked Him, crucified Him, blasphemed Him. Jesus let His spirit go 
12B. Having become evening, Joseph asks for His body and places it in his new tomb 
l 3B. On the next day, the priests ask Pilate to guard the tomb. They seal it 

l 6A. On Sunday, He arose. They met Him and worshiped Him. He said, Go and make disciples 
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Matthew 1:1 4 

I A. 1 The book2 of the genealogy3 of Jesus Christ, son a/David, son of Abraham-

Jn. 

213. 

:rn. 

4U. 

Abraham fathered4 Isaac, and Isaac fathered Jacob, and Jacob fathered Judah and his brothers,• and 
Judah fathered Perez and Zerah by Tamar, and Perez5 fathered Hezron, and Hezron fathered Ram, 
and Ram fathered Aminadab, and Aminadab fathered Nahshon, and Nahshon fathered Salmon,• and 
Salmon fathered Boaz by Rahab, and Boaz fathered Obed by Ruth, and Obed fathered Jesse,• and 
Jesse fathered David the king 
And David6 fathered Solomon by the one of Uriah,· and Solomon fathered Rehoboam, and 
Rehoboam fathered Abijah, and Abijah fathered Asaph7,"and Asaph fathered Jehoshaphat, and 
Jehoshaphat fathered Joram, and Joram fathered8 Uzziah, •and Uzziah fathered Jotham, and Jotham 
fathered Ahaz, and Ahaz fathered Hezekiah,• and Hezekiah fathered Manasseh, and Manasseh 
fathered Amos9

, and Amos fathered Josiah,° and Josiah fathered 10 Jeconiah and his brothers at the 
time of the deportation a/Babylon 
And after the deportation of Babylon, Jeconiah fathered Shealtiel, and Shealtiel fathered 
Zerubbabel, •and Zerubbabel fathered Abihud 11 , and Abihud fathered Eliakim, and Eliakim fathered 
Azor,• and Azor fathered Zadok, and Zadok fathered Achim, and Achim fathered Eliud, •and Eliud 
fathered Eleazar, and Eleazar fathered Matthan, and Matthan fathered Jacob," and Jacob fathered 
Joseph 12 the husband a/Mary- by whom 13 Jesus was bomA, the One being called Christ 
So all 14 the generations8 from Abraham to David are fourteen generations, and from David to the 
deportation a/Babylon are fourteen generations, and from the deportation 15 a/Babylon to the Christ 
are fourteen generations 

2A. 16 Now the birth 17 of Jesus Christ18 was as follows 

I B. His mother Mary having been promised-in-marriage 19 to Joseph- before they came-together2°, 
she was found21 having a child in the wombc by22 the Holy Spirit 
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2B. And Joseph her husband23- being righteous24, and not wanting0 to publicly-expose25 her- l ') 
intended26 to send her away27 secretly28 

IC. And he having pondered29 these things, behold- an angel of the Lord appearedE to him in a 2il 
dreamF, saying 

ID. "Joseph, son of David, do not fear3° to take31 Mary as your wife. For the child having 
been fathered32 in her is by the Holy Spirit. •And she will give-birthG to a Son. And you 
shall calltt His name Jesus. For He will save1 His peopleK from their sins 

2D. And33 this entire thing34 has taken place in order that the thing might be fulfilledL having 
been spoken35 by the Lord through the prophetM saying 

11:. "Behold- the virginN will have a child in the wombc, and she will give-birthG to a 
Son. And they will calltt His name 'Immanuel'" [Isa 7: 14], which being translated0 

is "God with us" 

.21 

, ' 
' 

2C. And Joseph, having arisen from the sleep, did as the angel of the Lord commandedP him and .2-1 
took her as his wife. •And he was not knowing36 her until which time she gave-birthG to a .2 ~ 
Son37

. And he calledH His name Jesus 

:lA. Now Jesus having been bomA in Bethlehem of Judea in the days a/Herod the king38
- '·I 



I. On the genealogy of Jesus, compare Lk 3:23-38. 
Or, "record". Same word used in phrases like "the book of Psalms", 
··the book of life". Used IO times. GK 1047. 

~- Or, "origin, beginning, birth". Our word "genesis" is a translitera
tion of this word. Some translate this word "history, account" as in 
Gen 2:4, taking this verse as a title to the whole book. In Gen 5: I, 
1t means "genealogy". On this word, see "existence" in Jam 3:6. 

4 Or, "caused to be born, became the father or progenitor of, begat". 
On this word, see "born" in I Jn 2:29. It is used ofa child, and, skip
ping generations, of more distant descendants, such as a grandchild 
or great grandchild. "Born" in v 16 and 2: I is the same word, with 
different grammar. 

5. From Perez to David, Matthew follows the Septuagint (or, LXX, 
the Greek translation of the Hebrew OT used at that time) at Ruth 
4: 18-22, including the spelling of names (except for Boaz and 
Obed). In both places, some generations appear to be omitted 
between Rahab and David, based on I King 6: I. 

6. From Solomon to Zerubbabel, Matthew follows I Chron 3:5-19, with 
spelling differences on Solomon, Jotham, and Josiah. He also sub
stitutes "Uzziah" (his name in 2 Chron 26: I) for"Azariah" (his name 
ir1 I Chron 3: 12). Some manuscripts say "David the king" {N}. 

7. Some manuscripts say "Asa" here and next {B}, as in I Chron 3: 10. 
Some think the incorrect "Asaph" was later changed to the correct 
"'Asa". Others think the correct "Asa" was later changed or copied 
incorrectly as "Asaph". GK 811. 

8. Ahaziah, Joash and Amaziah are omitted. 
9. Some manuscripts say "Amon" here and next {B}, as in I Chron 

3: 14. Same issue as "Asaph". 
IO. Jehoiakim is omitted. His son, Jehoiachin, was also known as Jeco

niah. 
11. The names from Abihud to Jacob are not otherwise known to us. 
I 2 Some think this is the personal genealogy of Joseph. Others think 

it is the legal, royal line of succession to David's throne down to 
Joseph. There are other views. See Luke 3:23. 

lJ. This word is feminine, referring to Mary. Some manuscripts say 
"Joseph- to whom having been promised-in-marriage, the virgin 
Mary bore Jesus, the One being called Christ" {A}. 

14. That is, all the ones Matthew names above. Matthew limits his list 
to fourteen in each group. 

I 5. In order to have fourteen in each group, some think Matthew intends 
Jeconiah to be counted twice. He is the last son before the deporta
tion and the first father after. Others think that David is to be counted 
in both group one and two, and Jeconiah only in group three. Others 
think that the Jeconiah in group two refers to Jehoiakim and the Jeco
niah in group three refers to Jehoiachin. Others think that Mary is to 
be counted in addition to Joseph in group three. 

16. On the birth and childhood of Jesus, compare Lk 2: 1-52. 
I 7. Same word as "genealogy" in v I. 
18. Some manuscripts say "Christ Jesus"; others, "Jesus" {B}. 
19. Or, "betrothed''. That is, by her parents, according to their custom. 

Elsewhere only in Lk I :27; 2:5. GK 3650. 
20. Some think Matthew means this in a sexual sense. Others think he 

means "before Joseph brought her into his house", the next step 
after the betrothal (and which includes the sexual sense). GK 5302. 

5 Matthew 2:1 

21. That is, by Joseph. This would be considered adultery even though 
they were only betrothed, Deut 22:23-24. 

22. That is, she was pregnant by the Holy Spirit. Same word as in "by" 
Tamar, Rahab, Ruth, etc., v 3, 5, 6, 16, 20. GK 1666. 

23. We would say "her future husband". On this word, see "man" in I 
Tim2:12. 

24. Because Joseph was righteous, he was no longer willing to take 
her- an adulteress- as his wife. 

25. Or, "disgrace, make a public example of". Elsewhere only as 
"exposed" in Col 2: 15. GK I 258. Related to "publicly disgrace" in 
Heb 6:6. 

26. Or, "wanted, resolved, desired, wished". On this word, see "willed" 
in Jam 1:18. 

27. That is, to divorce her. On this word, "send away", see 5:31. Joseph 
planned to end their promise to marry by giving her a bill of 
divorce, without publicly charging her with adultery. 

28. Or, "privately, quietly, in secret", in a manner unseen, not known, 
not noticed, not observed, that escapes the notice of others. Else
where only in 2:7; Jn 11:28; Act 16:37. GK 3277. Related to 
"escape notice" in 2 Pet 3:5. 

29. Or, "thought out, considered, reflected on". Elsewhere only as 
"thinking" in 9:4. GK 1926. Related to the word in Act 10:19, and 
"thoughts" in Heb 4: 12. 

30. Or, "become afraid". On this word, see "respecting" in Eph 5:33. 
31. Same word as in v 24; 2:13, 14, 20, 21; 4:5, 8; Jn 14:3. On this 

word, see Lk 17:34. 
32. Same word as was used throughout the genealogy above. See v 2. 
33. Some think this is Matthew's comment. Others think it is still the 

words of the angel. 
34. This expression "this entire thing" is elsewhere only in 26:56, in a 

similar statement. 
35. Or, "the word having been spoken, what was spoken". This phrase 

"the thing having been spoken" is unique to Matthew. It occurs only 
in 1:22; 2:15, 17, 23; 4:14; 8:17; 12:17; 13:35; 21:4; 22:31; 24:15; 
27:9. In addition, in each case where it is present, "saying" modi
fies "prophet" ("God" in 22:31 ). It is spoken by the Lord, through 
the prophet who says what follows. 

36. That is, Joseph was not having sexual intercourse with Mary. On 
this word, see Lk I :34. 

37. Some manuscripts say "her firstborn Son" {A}. Compare 13:55-56. 
38. That is, Herod the Great, king of Judea from 37 to 4 B.c. He is men

tioned only in Mt 2 and Lk I :5. He built the Temple in Jerusalem, 
the city and harbor of Caesarea, Masada, etc. Upon his death, his 
kingdom was divided among three of his sons-Archelaus (v 22) 
and Antipas (Mt 14:1) from one wife, and Philip II (Lk 3:1) from 
a second wife. A third wife bore Philip I (Mt 14:3). A fourth wife 
bore Aristobulus, who became the father of Agrippa (Act 12: I) and 
Herodias (Mt 14:3). Herodias married Philip I and had a daughter 
named Salome (Mt 14:6); and later left him and married Antipas, 
to which John the Baptist objected. Salome later married Philip II. 
Elsewhere in the Gospels, "Herod" refers to this man's son, Herod 
Antipas. GK 2476. 

A. I Jn 2:29 B. Mt 24:34 C. I Thes 5:3 D. Jn 7:17, willing E. Phil 2:15, shine F. Mt 2:12 G. Lk 2:11, born H. Rom 8:30 J. Lk 19:10 
K. Rev21:3 L. Eph5:18,filled M. I Cor 12:28 N. Rev 14:14 0.Act 13:8 P.Act 17:26,appointed 



Matthew 2:2 6 Verse 

11~. Behold- magi 1 from the east arrived in Jerusalem,"saying, "Where is the One having been born 2 
King qfthe Jews? For we saw His starA in the east2

, and came to pay-homage3 to Him" 
::'B. And having heard it, King Herod was disturbed4, and all Jerusalem with him _, 

I ( ·. And having gathered-together8 all the chief priests and scribes of the people, he was inquiringc .:I 
from them as to where the Christ was5 [to be] born 

2( ·. And the ones said to him, "In Bethlehem of Judea. For thus it has been written through the ~ 
prophet [in Mic 5:2]-

ID. 'And you, Bethlehem, land of Judah, are by no means least among the rulers0 of Judah. 6 
For One ruling6 will come out of you Who will shepherdE My people Israel' " 

3C. Then Herod, having called the magi secretly, learned-accurately7 from them the time of the 
appearingF of the starA 

-1( ·. And having sent them to Bethlehem, he said, "Having gone, search-outG accurately8 

concerning the Child. And when you find Him, reportH to me so that I also, having come, may 
pay-homage9 to Him" 

313. And the ones, having heard the king, proceeded. And behold- the starA which they saw in the '! 

east10 was going-ahead-ofl them, until having come, it stood 11 over where the Child was 

IC. And having seen the star, 12 they rejoiced with extremely greatjoy 13 Ill 
2l ·_ And having come into the house 14, they saw15 the Child with Mary His mother I I 
.K. And having fallen-down, they paid homage to Him 
.+( ·. And having opened their treasure-chestsK, they offeredL gifts to Him- gold and frankincense 16 

and myrrh 17 

~( ·. And having been warnedM in a dream 18 not to return to Herod, they went back to their country I::' 
by another way 

.:IB. And they having gone away, behold- an angel of the Lord appearsF to Joseph in a dream saying, I~ 
"Having arisen, take the Child and His mother, and flee into Egypt. And be there until I tell you. 
For Herod is about to seek-for the Child that he might destroyN Him" 

IC And the one, having arisen, took the Child and His mother by night and withdrew0 into Egypt, I .:I 
and was there until the end19 a/Herod- in order that the thing might be fulfilled having been I~ 
spoken by the Lord through the prophet saying "I called My Son out of Egypt" [Hos 11: I] 

~Ii. Then Herod, having seen that he was tricked20 by the magi, became very furious 21
• And having I (i 

sent-out men, he killed22 all the boysP- the ones in Bethlehem and in all its districts from two years 
old and under- in accordance with the time which he learned-accurately23 from the magi 

I ( ·. Then the thing was fulfilledO having been spoken through Jeremiah the prophet saying24 0

"A I~ - I~ 
voice was heard in Ramah25, weeping26 and great mourning- Rachel weeping~forR her 
children. And she was not willing to be comforted5, because they are no more27

" [Jer 31: 15] 

till. And Herod having come-to-an-end28 , behold- an angel of the Lord appearsF to Joseph in a dream 
in Egypt"saying, "Having arisen, take the Child and His mother, and proceed into the land oflsrael. 
For the ones seeking the life of the Child are dead" 

I l '. And the one, having arisen, took the Child and His mother and entered into the land qflsrael 21 



I. These were wise men-priests-seers, experts in astrology and inter
pretation of dreams. While their country is not known, they are at 
least similar to the Babylonian wise men over whom Daniel was 
made ruler, Dan 2:48. Perhaps their knowledge came from Daniel's 
prophecies. This word is used in Dan I :20; 2:2, 10, 27; 5:7, 11, 15, 
where it is translated "conjurers" (NASB), "astrologers" (NKJV), 
or "enchanters" (NIV, NRSV). The singular is "magus". The plural 
is "magi" in Mt 2: I; 7, 16. Elsewhere only as "magician" in Act 
13:6, 8. GK 3407. Related to "practice magic" in Act 8:9. 

2. That is, while they were in the east. The star was west of them. Or, 
"at its rising". Same phrase as in v 9. "East" is "from the rising of 
the sun" (Rev 7:2; 16: 12), where "rising" is the same word as "east" 
here. Same word as in 2: I, 9; 8: 11; 24:27; Mk 16 short ending; Lk 
13:29; Rev 21:13. Elsewhere only as "rising" in Lk 1:78. GK 424. 

3. Or, "worship". On this word, see "worship" in 14:33. Same word 
as in v 8, 11. 

4. Or, "troubled, unsettled, stirred up, thrown into confusion". On this 
word, see Gal I: 7. 

5. More literally, "is", as the Greek typically phrases it. 
6. Or, "governing, leading". On this word, see "leading" in Heb 13:7. 
7. ur, "ascertained exactly". Elsewhere only in v 16. GK 208. Related 

to "accurately" in v 8. 
8. Or, "carefully". Same word as in Act 18:25, 26; 23: 15, 20; 24:22; I 

Tues 5:2. Elsewhere only as "carefully" in Lk I :3; Eph 5:15. GK 209. 
9. Same word as v 2. 
I 0. Or, "at its rising", as in v 2. 
11. Or, "was stopped, stood [still]". On this word, see "standing" in Mk 

13:14. 
12. They "saw" it in the east (v 2, 9), which may imply they had not 

seen it since. Now they see it again and rejoice. Or, Matthew may 
mean "having seen the star stop and stand over where the Child 
was", they rejoiced. 

13. More literally, "rejoiced an extremely great rejoicing". Similar to 
the phrase in Jn 3:29, and in I Thes 3:9. 

14. Joseph has apparently moved his family from the stable (Lk 2:7) to 
a house, something he would do as quickly as possible. 
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15. Some manuscripts say "found" {N}. 
16. Or, "incense". Elsewhere only in Rev 18: 13. This is a white gum 

used in worship, and used medicinally. GK 3337. 
17. This is a resinous, aromatic gum used with incense. Elsewhere only 

in Jn 19:39, where it is used to anoint the dead for burial. GK 5043. 
18. Or, "by way of a dream", a phrase used only by Matthew. Else

where only in Mt 1:20; 2:12, 13, 19,22; 27:19. GK3941. 
19. That is, the death of Herod. This is a euphemism for death. Used 

only here. GK 5463. Related word in v 19. 
20. Or, "made a fool, mocked". Same word used of Christ being 

"mocked". On this word, see Lk 23: 11. 
21. Or, "enraged". Used only here. GK 2597. Related to "fury" in Rev 

16:19. 
22. Or, "did away with". Some think this might have involved up to 

twenty infants, given the size of Bethlehem. Used with reference 
to persons as killing in the sense of "taking" life, whether in bat
tle, by murder, assassination, suicide, or execution. The root word 
is "to take". Same word as in Lk 22:2; Act 2:23; 5:33, 36; 7:28; 
9:23, 24, 29; 10:39; 12:2; 16:27; 22:20; 23:15, 21, 27; 25:3; 26:10; 
2 Thes 2:8. Elsewhere only as "execute" in Lk 22:32; Act 13:28; 
"do away with" in Heb 10:9; and with different grammar, "take 
up" in Act 7:21. GK 359. 

23. Same word as in v 7. That is, the time since they first saw the star. 
24. This word modifies "prophet". That is, spoken by the Lord, through 

Jeremiah the prophet who says what follows. See I :22. 
25. This is a town about 6 miles or 9 kilometers north of Jerusalem. 

Bethlehem was about 4.5 miles or 7 kilometers south of Jerusalem. 
GK4821. 

26. Some manuscripts say "lamentation and weeping and great mourn
ing" {B}. 

27. Or, "not alive, not there". In Jer 31: 15, Rachel, representing the 
mother of the nation, weeps over the ten tribes killed or carried into 
captivity by the Assyrians. Matthew sees another fulfillment of this 
here when some of her children are again taken by violence. 

28. That is, having died. Related to "end" in v 15. On this word, see Mk 
9:48. 

A. Rev 6: 13 B. Mt 25:35, brought in C. Act 23:34, learn D. Mt 27:2, governor E. Rev 19: 15 F. Phil 2: 15, shine G. Mt 10: 11 H. I Jn I :3, 
announcing J. 2 Jn 9 K. Mt 12:35, treasure L. Heb 5:7 M. Lk 2:26, revealed N. I Cor 1:18, perish 0. Mt4:12, went back P. Act 3:13, 
servant Q. Eph 5:18, filled R. Jn 11:33 S. Rom 12:8, exhorting 



Matthew 2:22 8 Verse 

2l '. But having heard that Archelaus1 was2 king of Judea in place of his father Herod, he fearedA 22 
to go there3 

JC. And having been wamed8 in a dream, he withdrewc into the regions0 of Galilee 
..JC. And having come, he dwelled in a city4 being called Nazareth- so that the thing having been 23 

spoken through the prophets might be fulfilled, because5 He will be called a Nazarene6 

4 \ .7 Now during those days8 John the Baptist comes9
, proclaimingE in the wildemess10 of Judea,' and" saying, 3: 1-2 

"Repent12 , for the kingdom 13 of the heavens has drawn-nearF" 

I H. For this one is the one having been spoken of through Isaiah the prophet saying 14 [in Isa 40:3], "A voice , 
of one shouting15 in the wilderness- 'PrepareG the way of the Lord, be making His paths straightH•" 

2B. Now John himself was having 16 his clothing [made] of camel's hair, and a belt made-of-leather 4 
around his waist1• And his food was locusts and wild honey 

rn. At that time Jerusalem and all Judea and all the surrounding-regionK of the Jordan was going out to 5 
him. •And they were being baptizedL in the Jordan River by him while confessing-out17 their sins h 

-rn. But having seen many of the Pharisees and Sadducees coming to 18 his baptismM, he said to them, 
"Brood19 of vipers- who showed20 you to flee from the coming wrathN? 

IC "Therefore produce fruit worthy0 of repentanceP ~ 

2C. "And do not think21 that you may say within22 yourselves, 'We have Abraham as our father' '! 

1 D. "For I say to you that God is able to raise-up children/or Abraham from these stones! 
2 D. "And the axe is already lying23 at the root of the trees. Therefore every tree not producing 111 

good fruit is cut down and thrown into the fire 

3 C. "124 am baptizingL you with25 water for repentancer - but the One coming after me is more I I 
powerful than me, of Whom I am not fitO to carry the sandals 

ID "He will baptize you with the Holy Spirit and fire26- • Whose winnowing-tool27 is in 12 
His hand 

11:. "And He will cleanse-out28 His threshing floor29
, and gather His wheat into the barn 

21-.. "But He will bum up the chaff30 with an inextinguishableR fire" 

SA. 31 Then Jesus comes32 from Galilee to the Jordan to John that He might be baptizedL by him I; 

I H. But John was preventing Him, saying, "I have a need to be baptized by You, and You are coming I 4 
to me?" 

21l. But having responded, Jesus said to him, "Permit5 it at this time. For it is fittingT for us to fulfilP 3 I" 
all righteousness in this manner34

". Then he permits5 Him 
JB. And having been baptized, Jesus immediately ascended35 from36 the water I'' 

I ( ·. And behold- the heavens were opened to Him37 

2C. And he38 saw the Spirit of God descending as-if39 a dove, and40 coming upon Him 
3C. And behold- a voice from the heavens, saying, "This is My beloved41 Son with Whom I was I~ 

well-pleased42" 

6A.43 Then Jesus was led-up44 into the wildemessu by the Spirit to be tempted45 by the devilv. ·And having 4: 1-2 
fastedw for forty days and forty nights, afterward He was hungry 



I. This son of Herod ruled Judea, ldumea, and Samaria from 4 e.c. 
to A.D. 6. See 2: I. He was worse than his father. The Emperor 
Augustus deposed and exiled him in A.D. 6, and reorganized his ter
ritory as a Roman province under a "prefect" (a military governor), 
in which capacity Pilate later served. It continued as such until A.D. 

41. when the Emperor Claudius added it to the territories ruled by 
King Agrippa I (see Act 12: I; Lk 3: I). Used only here. GK 793. 

2. More literally, "is", as the Greek typically phrases it. 
J. Joseph may have intended to reside in Bethlehem or Jerusalem. 
4. Or, "town", of varying sizes. Used 162 times. GK 4484. 
5. Or, "that", introducing a quote. This is not a quote from the OT. 

Matthew is referring to the "prophets" in general (as in 26:56), who 
say that the Messiah will be despised and lowly. He sees this as par
tially fulfilled in the fact that Jesus is called a Nazarene (note Jn l :46; 
7:41 ). Nazareth was a small and unimportant town in Galilee. Of the 
12 places Matthew uses the preceding fonnula to introduce a refer
ence to the OT (see I :22), this is the only one followed by this word. 
GK 4022. Compare the use of this word in4:6. There are other views. 

6. Elsewhere only in 26:71; Lk 18:37; Jn 18:5, 7; 19: 19; Act 2:22; 3:6; 
4:10; 6:14; 22:8; 24:5 (Nazarenes); 26:9. GK 3717. Related to 
"from Nazareth", on which see Mk I :24. 

7. Parallel account at Mk l:2;Lk3:1;Jn 1:19. 
8. That is, when Jesus was living with His family in Nazareth. 
9. Or, "arrives. appears publicly". GK 4134. Same word as in 3: 13, 

and as "arrived" in 2: I. 
I 0. Or, "desert", the uninhabited, uncultivated part of Judea. This adjec

tive means "deserted", "desolate" (as in Gal 4:27), and is used of 
such places, as here. Used 48 times. GK 2245. 

I I . Some manuscripts omit this word {CJ. 
12. On this word, see Act 26:20. Related to "repentance" in v 8. 
13. This word can have the sense of the "kingship, reign, royal power" 

of a king; the act of"reigning, ruling" by a king; and the "realm", 
the territory or people ruled by a king. Used 162 times. GK 993. 
Related to "king" and the verb "reign" (Rev 19:6). 

14. This word modifies "prophet", as in 2:17. 
15. Or, "crying-out, crying-aloud, calling". Same word as in Mk 1:3; 

15:34; Lk 3:4; 9:38; 18:38; Jn 1 :23; Act 8:7; 17:6; 25:24; Gal 4:27. 
Elsewhere only as "cry out" in Lk 18:7. GK /066. Related to 
"shout-out" in Mt 27:46, and "outcry" in Jam 5:4. 

16. That is, it was John's habit to wear such a gannent. 
17. Or, "acknowledging, admitting". On this word, see Jam 5: 16. 
18. Or, "upon, for". Matthew may mean "for the purpose of" being 

baptized (compare Lk 3:7); or, "coming to or upon" the place (same 
word as "to" the Jordan in v 13) to observe John baptizing. Com
pare Lk 7:30. Some manuscripts omit "his" {N}. GK 2093. 

19. Or, "Offspring, Children". Elsewhere only in 12:34; 23:33; Lk 3:7; 
all in "brood of vipers". GK 1165. 

20. Or, "indicated"; in a negative sense, "warned". Elsewhere only in 
Lk 3:7; 6:47; 12:5; Act 9: 16; 20:35. GK 5683. 

21. Or, "expect, imagine". Do not be of this opinion. On this word, see 
Lk 19:11. 

22. Or, "among". This very thing is said in Jn 8:39. 
23. Or, "being laid". John is referring to Israel. The Messiah will win-

9 Matthew 4:2 

now the nation, v 12. Same word as in Lk 2: 12; Jn 20:5; I Cor 3: 11; 
I Jn 5: 19; as "set" in Rev 4:2; and as "appointed" in Lk 2:34. Used 
24 times. GK 3023. 

24. John uses grammar that emphasizes the contrast between himself 
and the One coming after him. 

25. Or, "in". Same word as "in" the Jordan (v 6), and as "with" the Holy 
Spirit later in this verse. See Mk I :8. 

26. Some think John means that believers will be baptized with the 
Holy Spirit, unbelievers with fire, as in v 10, 12. Others think the 
"fire" refers to the "tongues as if of fire" on the day of Pentecost, 
Act 2:1-3. Others think that it refers to the purifying work of the 
Holy Spirit, "and with [His] fire". Compare Lk 12:49. This word 
is used 71 times. GK 4786. Related to "bum" in 2 Cor 11 :29; and 
"fire-red" in Rev 6:4. 

27. Oxen threshed the grain by walking on it, breaking it apart. Then 
this tool was used to throw it into the air so that the wind could blow 
away the chaff, separating it from the grain, which fell back to the 
floor. The One coming is ready to begin winnowing His people. 
Elsewhere only in Lk 3:17. GK 4768. 

28. Used only here. GK 1351. Related to "clean-out" in Lk 3:17. 
29. The grain is on His threshing floor. He will winnow it and take both 

wheat and chaff to their destination. 
30. Elsewhere only in Lk 3: 17. That is, the husks and straw remaining 

after the wheat is removed. GK 949. 
31. Parallel account at Mk I :9; Lk 3 :21. Compare Jn 1:29-34; 3:22-36. 
32. Same word as in v I. 
33. Some think Jesus means that as a devout son of Israel, it was fitting 

that He submit to John's preparatory baptism, even though He had 
no need to "confess out" or repent. Others think He means that this 
will serve as His consecration to His work as Messiah, followed by 
the Father's acceptance of Him in this role in v 17. There are other 
views. On this word, see "filled" in Eph 5: I 8. 

34. That is, in John baptizing Jesus. 
35. Or, "went up, came up". Related to "descending" later in the verse. 

GK326. 
36. Or, "away from", in the sense of "up on the shore". GK 608. See 

Mk 1:10 on this. 
37. Some take "to Him" to mean that only Jesus (and John, Jn I :32) 

experienced this. Some manuscripts omit "to Him" {CJ. 
38. Or, "He". Matthew could mean John, or Jesus. Compare Lk 3:21-

22; Jn 1:32. 
39. Or, "like". On this word, see Rom 6: 13. It is not the same word as 

in Mk 1:10; Lk 3:22; Jn 1:32 (GK 6055), but is related to it. Luke 
links this to the bodily fonn. 

40. Some manuscripts omit this word {CJ. 
41. Same word as in Rom I :7; I Cor 4: 14; I Jn 2:7. Used 61 times, all 

as "beloved". GK 28. Related to "devotedly-love" in Jn 21: 15. 
42. On "was well-pleased", see 17:5. 
43. Parallel account at Mk I: 12; Lk 4: l. 
44. Or, "brought up". Same word as in Lk 4:5; Act 16:34; as "bring up" 

in Lk 2:22; Rom I 0:7; Heb 13:20; and as "put so sea" (lead the ship 
up on the sea) in Act 20: 13. Used 23 times. GK 343. 

45. Or, "tested". On this word, see Heb 2: 18. 

A. Eph 5:33, respecting B. Lk 2:26, revealed C. Mt 4: 12, went back D. Rom 11 :25, part E. 2 Tim 4:2 F. Lk 21 :28 G. Mk 14: 15 H. Act 8:21 
J.Heb7:5,loins K.Mkl:28 L.Mkl:8 M.Mkl:4 N.Revl6:19 O.Revl6:6 P.2Cor7:10 Q.2Cor3:5,sufficient R.Mk9:43 S.Mt6:12, 
forgive T.1Corll:l3 U.Mt3:1 V.Revl2:9 W.Mt6:16 



Matthew 4:3 10 Verse 

I Il. And having come to Him, the one tempting said to Him, "If 1 You are God's Son, say that these 3 
stones should become loaves-of-bread"2 

I ( . But the One, having responded, said, "It has been written [in Deut 8:3), 'Mankind3 shall live 4 
not on bread alone, but on every word proceeding out through the mouth of God'" 

2B. Then4 the devil takes Him into the holy city. And he stood Him on the pinnacle of the temple.• And 5-6 
he says to Him, "IfYou are God's Son, throw Yourself down. For it has been written, 'Because5 He 
will commandA His angels concerning You, and they will lift You up on their hands that You may 
not ever strike8 Your foot against a stone' " [Ps 91 : 11-12] 

IC. Jesus said to him, "Again6
, it has been written, 'You shall not put the Lord your God to the -, 

test7' " [Deut 6: 16) 

3 B. Again, the devil takes Him to a very high mountain and showsc Him all the kingdoms0 of the world, s 
and their glory. •And he said to Him, "I will give all these things to You if, having fallen-downE, '! 

You give-worship8 to me" 

IC. Then Jesus says to him, "Go-away9
, Satan! For it has been written, 'You shall worship the Ill 

Lord your God, and serveF Him onlyG'" [Deut 6:13) 

4!l. Then the devil leaves Him. And behold- angels came to Him and were ministeringH to Him I I 

7 .. \. 10 And having heard that John was handed-over 11 [to prison], He went-back 12 into Galilee I:: 

I Il. And having left-behindJ Nazareth, 13 having come, He dwelled in Capemaum- the one by-the-sea I.~ 
in the districtsK of Zebulun and Naphtali-• in order that the thing might be fulfilled having been 1-1 
spoken through Isaiah the prophet saying 14 

IC. "Land ofZebulun and land ofNaphtali, the way of the sea, 15 beyond the Jordan, Galilee of the 15 
Gentiles- "the people sitting 16 in darkness saw a great Light. And for the ones sitting in the I h 

regionL and shadow of death, a Light rose for them" [Isa 9: 1-2) 

:'.l3. From that time on, 17 Jesus began to proclaim and say, "RepentM, for the kingdom of the heavens has 1-
drawn-nearN" 

lH. 18 And while walking beside the Sea of Galilee Ii' 

I ( · He saw two brothers- Simon (the one being called Peter) and Andrew, his brother- throwing 
a casting-net19 into the sea. For they were fishermen 

ID. And He says to them, "Come after Me, and I will make you fishermen C?f people" I '1 

21). And immediately the ones, having left0 the nets20, followed Him ~ll 

2C. And having gone on from there He saw two other brothers- James (the son C?fZebedee) and ~I 
John, his brother- preparing21 their nets in the boat with Zebedee their father 

ID. And He calledP them 
2D. And immediately the ones, having left0 the boat and their father, followed Him 

4B.22 And He23 was going around in all Galilee- teaching in their synagogues, and proclaimingQ the 23 
good-newsR of the kingdom0 , and curing5 every diseaseT and every infirmity24 among the people 



I. As God said in 3: 17. Or, "Since". Same word as in v 6. The gram
mar assumes that the premise is true. Assuming that You are what 
God said You are, prove it with Your power (v 3) or His power (v 6). 

2. Only God creates by speaking it. If Jesus did not have the power 
to do so, this would not even be a temptation. That He had the 
power is clear in 14:19. "Loaves-of-bread" is the same word as 
"bread" in Lk 4:3, where this phrase is singular, and as "bread" next 
in Mt 4:4. It occurs 97 times. GK 788. 

3. Or, "Man, The human, The person, Humankind". This is the word 
anthropos, from which we get "anthropo"-logy, the study of man. It 
is used to refer to a "man" (a male), as in 8:9; 9:9; 19:3, 5; 26:24, 
72; Mk 14: 13; Lk 5:20; 9:44; and in the sense of"person, human", 
including male and female. There is another word which means 
"man, husband" (see I Tim 2: 12), and another meaning "male" (see 
Mt 19:4). To distinguish this word from those, and to give the cor
rect sense of this word, it is rendered "man" (about 260 times) only 
when referring to a male, except in the phrase "Son of Man" (see 
Jn 5:27), which emphasizes Christ's humanity (perhaps meaning 
"the human One") and His connection with the prophecy of Dan 
7: 13. Otherwise, it is rendered as "mankind" only in Mt 4:4; Mk 
2:27; 11 :2; Lk 4:4; 19:30; Jn 1:4; Act 4: 17; 15:17; 17:26; 19:35; 2 
Cor 4:2; I Tim 6:16; Jam 3:8; Rev 9:15, 18, 20; 14:4, 21:3; as 
"human" about 55 times, as in Mt 9:8; 15:9; 16:23; 19:26; 21:25; 
Mk 3:28; Jn 5:34; 10:33; Act 5:38; 17:29; Rom 2:1; 3:5; I Cor 1:25; 
3:3; 13:1; 15:39;Gal l:l, IO, II, 12;3:15;Eph3:5;Phil2:7; I Thes 
2: 13; 4:8; Heb 13:6; 2 Pet I :21; I Jn 5:9; Rev 21: 17; and as "person, 
people" about 210 times, as in Mt 10:36; 12:12, 36; 15:11; 16:26; 
23:7; Mk I: 17; Jn I :9; 2:25; 3: 19; 6: IO; 12:43; Act4: 12; 5:29; 17:30; 
Rom 2:9; 5:12; Eph 4:22; I Thes 2:4; I Tim 2:4, 5; 4:10; Tit 2:11; 
Heb 6: 16; Jam 2:24; I Pel 2:4; Rev 9:6. Used 550 times. GK 476. 

4. Matthew and Luke reverse the order of the second and third temp
tations. See Lk 4:5. 
Or, "written that 'He will command'", "that" introducing the quo
tation, as this word is rendered in Lk 4: 10. However, Matthew does 
not use the word this way in any of his other seven quotations that 
follow "it has been written" (2:5; 4:4, 7, IO; 11: IO; 21: 13; 26:31 ). In 
addition, "because" is part of the verse quoted from Ps 91: 11. The 
devil is saying "Jump, because God said He would protect You". 

6. That is, for the second time I say. Or, "Yet-again, On the other 
hand", in response to Satan's quotation of Scripture. On this word, 
see Mk 15:13. 

11 Matthew 4:23 

7. This verb, "put to the test, test out" is the same one Paul uses in I 
Cor 10:9. Elsewhere only in Lk 4:12; 10:25. GK 1733. Related to 
"tempted" in Heb 2: 18, and "trials" in Jam I :2. To deliberately take 
such an action in view of a Scriptural promise, and then ask God to 
save us from its consequences, is to wrongly put God to the test. 
God's promise in Ps 91 is true, but Satan's suggested test of it is 
evil. Note also Act 5:9; 15:10. 

8. Same word as "worship" in v 10. On this word, see 14:33. 
9. Or, "Be going" or simply "Go". Same word as "get" in 16:23; and 

as "go" in 8:4, 13; 18:15; 19:21; 21:28; 28:10. Used 79 times. GK 
5632. Some manuscripts add "behind Me" {A}, so that it says "Get 
behind Me" as in 16:23. 

10. Parallel to Mk I: 14; Lk 3: 19; 4: 14. Compare Jn 4: 1-3. 
11. That is, by Herod Antipas, 14:3. On this word, see Mt 26:21. 
12. Or, "withdrew". Same word as in 2:12. Elsewhere only as "go

away" in Mt 2: 13; 9:24; Act 26:31; "depart" in Mt 27:5; and "with
draw" in Mt 2:14, 22; 12:15; 14:13; 15:21; Mk 3:7; Jn 6:15; Act 
23: 19. GK 432. 

13. Luke may give an incident from this time in Nazareth at Lk 4: 16. 
14. This word modifies "prophet", as in 2:17. 
15. That is, toward the sea, west of the Jordan and the Sea of Galilee, 

the location of the lands of Zebulun and Naphtali. 
16. Compare Lk 1:79. On this word, see Rev 14:6. 
17. This phrase also occurs in 16:21 and 26: 16. Elsewhere only in Lk 

16:16. 
18. Parallel account at Mk 1:16. Compare Lk 5:1-11; Jn 1:35-51. 
19. This is a circular net used in fishing, thrown by hand. Used only 

here. GK 312. The related verb is in Mk I: 16. The general word for 
"net" is in v 20, and the word for the large "drag-net" used in fish
ing is in Mt 13:47. 

20. This is a general word for "nets" used to catch fish, birds, etc. Used 
12 times, always of fishing nets. GK 147 3. 

21. Or, "putting in order, restoring". It could refer to mending, clean-
ing, re-folding, etc. On this word, see Rom 9:22. 

22. Parallel to Mk I :39; Lk 4:44. 
23. Some manuscripts say "Jesus" {N}. 
24. Or, "weakness, ailment, softness". Elsewhere only in 9:35; I 0: I, 

where this same phrase occurs. GK 3433. 

A. Mk I 0:3 B. Rom 14:21, stumble C. I Tim 6: 15 D. Mt 3:2 E. Rom 11: 11, fall F. Heb 12:28, worship G. Jam 2:24, alone H. I Pet 4: 10 
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I. Or, "news". On this word, see "hearing" in Heb 4:2. 
2. Syria is the Roman province that included Palestine. It included all 

the regions mentioned in v 25. 
3. This is an idiom, "having it badly". On this idiom, see Mk I :32. 
4. Or, "held under the control of, ruled by". Or, in a negative sense, 

"afflicted, oppressed". More serious than "being ill", it may imply 
a Joss of control of a function or of one's life. Used in this sense also 
in Lk 4:38; Act 28:8. On this word, see "control" in 2 Cor 5: 14. 

5. On this word, see Lk 16:23. Related to "tormented" in Rev 14:10. 
6. Some manuscripts omit this word {CJ. 
7. Or, "being moonstruck, being a lunatic". That is, ones out of con

trol of themselves. Ancient people thought this condition was 
brought on by the phases of the moon. Elsewhere only in Mt 17: 15. 
GK 4944. Related to "moon". Based on the descriptions in Mk 
9: 18; Lk 9:39, some translate it "epileptic". 

8. Our word comes from this Greek word,paralutilws. Same word as 
in 9:2, 6; Mk 2:3, 4, 5, 9, 10. Elsewhere only as "paralyzed" in Mt 
8:6. GK 4166. Related to "make feeble" in Heb 12:12. 

9. Most think this is the same occasion as Lk 6: 12-49. 
10. Matthew could mean the twelve (as in 10:1; 11:1), or the larger 

group of "learners" from whom the twelve were chosen, Lk 6: 13, 
17, 20. On this word, see Lk 6:40. 

11. Some think Matthew means "the crowds" in 4:25 (note 7:28). Others 
think he means the "disciples" in v I. Others think it is addressed to 
both, with a different nuance to each. In addition, some view chapters 
5-7 as the attainable standard of righteousness necessary to enter the 
kingdom of heaven. Others view it as the premier application of the 
Law, giving the unattainable standards that drive us to Christ (Gal 
3:24; I Tim I :8). Others view it as the standard of conduct for those 
who have entered the kingdom of heaven. There are other views. 

12. Compare Lk 6:20-26. 
13. Or, "Happy, Fortunate". On this word, see Lk 6:20. This could be 

rendered "The poor in spirit are fortunate'', and likewise with the 
beatitudes that follow. Jesus declares blessed the qualities that 
reveal the character of the heart, not the outer things we humans 
usually focus on (riches, health, etc.). 

14. On this word, see Gal 4:9. That is, like the man in Lk 18:13. 
15. The rest of the beatitudes are placed at the "C." level as a subject 

grouping only, not because they are subordinate to verse 3. 
16. Or, "they themselves", and likewise in each case down through v 9. 

They and no other. Jesus emphasizes this word. 
17. Or, "meek". Like Christ, 11:29;21 :5. Not the self-assertive. On this 

word, see I Pet 3:4. 
18. Or, "clean", as elsewhere in Matthew (23:26; 27:59), and Tit 1:15. 
19. This word is made of the noun "peace", and the verb "to make". 

Used only here. GK 1648. The related verb is in Col I :20. 
20. That is, ones characterized by the same trait as God, your Father. 

God is the ultimate peacemaker, sending His Son to make peace, 
Rom 5:1. On "sons of God'', see Rom 8:14. 

21. That is, they speak it falsely. Compare I Pet 4: 15-16. Some manu
scripts omit "while lying" {CJ. 

22. Or, "for the sake of". It is "because of" from the persecutor's point 
of view; "for the sake of" from the believer's point of view. Same 
word as in Lk 6:22, and as "for the sake of" here in v 10. GK 1915. 

13 Matthew 5:19 

23. On this word, see "rejoice greatly" in Lk I 0:21. 
24. Compare Mk 9:50; Lk 14:34-35. 
25. That is, the preservative against moral decay. GK 229. 
26. Same word as in Lk 14:34. Mark says "unsalty" in Mk 9:50. 
27. Or, "seasoned". This is the verb related to the word "salt". Else

where only in Mk 9:49. GK 245. 
28. That is, it is not potent for anything. It no longer has the power or 

strength or ability to be used for anything. The Greek actually states 
this in reverse, "For nothing does it still have strength except...". On 
this word, see "can do" in Gal 5:6. 

29. Some manuscripts say "except to be thrown outside and trampled
underfoot" [ N}. 

30. That is, the source of spiritual truth, reflected from God, lighting 
the darkness. Note Phil 2: 15. 

31. Compare Mk 4:21; Lk 8:16. 
32. That is, have a lamp burning, as we would "bum" a kerosene lamp. 

Same word as Lk 12:35; 24:32; Rev 19:20. Used 11 times. GK 2794. 
33. That is, publicly, like a city on a hill or a lamp on a lampstand, for 

all to see and benefit from. 
34. Or, "destroy, tear down, do away with". On this word, see "tear 

down" in 24:2. 
35. Or, "complete, finish". Some take this to mean that in His life, Jesus 

perfectly fulfilled the requirements of the Law; others, that in His 
teaching, He fulfilled or filled out the true meaning and intent of 
the Law; others, that in His death, He brought the Law to its com
pletion and conclusion. Note Rom 10:4, where similar views arise. 
On this word, see "filled" in Eph 5: 18. 

36. The OT prophets said "Thus says the Lord". Jesus is the Lord! So 
the Son of God says "Truly I say", invoking no higher authority 
than Himself. This is partially responsible for the crowd's reaction 
in 7:28. This word is not related to the word "true" (see 14:33). It 
is the word also translated "amen" (29 times). GK 297. It is used 
only by Jesus in this sense (JOO times). John has it as "truly, truly". 
Jesus is asserting the absolute certainty and reality of what He says 
based on His own authority. He directly speaks God's words on the 
matter. He alone speaks (and heals, 8:3) in this manner. Compare 
Jn 14: IO. In Lk 12:44, 21 :3, Luke says "truly" using the word in Mt 
14:33 in place of this word. 

37. This is the smallest letter in the Greek alphabet, equivalent to an 
English "i". Jesus is referring to the smallest letter in the Hebrew 
alphabet, in which the Law was written. Used only here. GK 2740. 

38. In Greek, this is used of the various accents and marks. Jesus is 
referring to a small stroke that distinguishes some Hebrew letters 
from others. In English, it would be like the single stroke that dis
tinguishes an "E" from an "F", or an "O" from a "Q". Elsewhere 
onlyinLk 16:17.GK3037. 

39. Or, "come about, happen". A common word, used 669 times. GK 
1181. Compare Lk 16:17. 

40. Or, "looses, undoes, abolishes, annuls, puts an end to, repeals, does 
away with". Not "fails to obey" (everyone is guilty of this), but 
"annuls the authority of". Jesus was accused of this in Jn 5: 18. 
Same word as "loose" in 16: 19; "untie" in 21 :2; and "break" in Jn 
5: 18; 7:23; 10:35. Used 42 times, mostly as "untie, release". GK 
3395. Related to "abolish" in v 17. 

A. Mt 8:17 B. Mt 8:16 C. Mt 8:7 D. Mk 7:31 E. Rom 12:7 F. Jam 4:9 G. Rom 12:8, exhorting H. Gal 4:30 J. Phil 4:12 K. Rom 12:8 
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Matthew 5:20 14 Verse 

::c. "For I say to you that unless your righteousnessA abounds' more than [that of] the scribes and 20 
Pharisees,2 you will by-no-means3 enter into the kingdom8 of the heavensc 

ID. "You heard that it was said to4 the ancient0 ones, 'You shall not murder', and 'Whoever 21 
murders shall be liable5 to the judgment6' 

IL "But I say7 to you that everyone being angryF with his brotherll shall be liable to 22 
judgment 

1 r. And whoever says to his brothefi, 'Raca9
', shall be liable to the Sanhedrinw 

2F. And whoever says, 'Fool 11 ',shall be liable to the Gehenna12 o/fire13 

2E. "Therefore if you are offeringH your gift14 at the altar, and there you remember that 'i 

your brother has something against you 

IF. "Leave your gift there in front of the altar, and go 2-+ 
2F. "First be reconciled 15 to your brother, and then, having come, be offering 

your gift 

3 E. 16 "Be settling 17 with your adversaryK quickJyL- until 18 you are with him on the wayM '' 
[to court]- that your adversaryK might not perhaps hand you over to the judge, and 
thejudge19 to the officerN, and you be thrown into prison° 

IF. "TruJyP I say to you, you will by no means come out from there until you pay 2! 1 

the last quadrans20 

2D. "You heard that it was said21 , 'You shall not commit-adulteryO' 

IE. "But I say to you that everyone looking-atR a woman so-as22 to desire23 her already 2~ 

committed-adultery-with24 her in his heart 
2E. 25 "And if your right eye is causing you to fall5, tear it out,26 and throw it from you ~<1 

IF. "For it is better/or you that one of your body-partsT perishu, and your whole 
body not be thrown into Gehenna27 

3E. "And if your right hand is causing you to fall, cut it off, and throw it from you _ill 

I F "For it is better for you that one of your body-parts perish, and your whole 
body not go28 into Gehenna 

3D. "And it was said, 'Whoever sends-away29 his wife, let him give her a divorce30 certificate' -'I 



I. Jesus e"plains this by what follows. He means not just not mur
dering, but not being angry; not just not committing adultery, but 
not lusting; not just properly e"ecuting a divorce, but not divorcing; 
not just keeping oaths, but not using or needing them; not just lim
iting revenge to a properly measured response, but not responding 
in kind at all; not just loving neighbors, but loving enemies. The 
first item is the Pharisees' righteousness; the second is the abound
ing He has in mind. It is the true intent of the Law, the true require
ment of God. The standard is internal perfection, not merely 
e"temal conformity, v 48. On this word, see 2 Cor 8:2. 

2. This was a shocking statement, and something that would have 
been thought impossible. It is impossible, if it is based on human 
achievement. A different kind of righteousness will be required. 
Note Rom I 0:3. 

3. Or, "never". This is the strongest negative in Greek. Used by 
Matthew in 5:18, 20, 26; 10:23, 42; 13:14; 15:6; 16:22, 28; 18:3, 
23:39; 24:2, 21, 34, 35; 25:9; 26:29, 35. See Gal 5:16. 

4. Or, "by". In either case, it was ancient teachers of the Law teaching 
their interpretation of it. 

5. Or, "subject, answerable". Same word as in v 22. On this word, see 
"guilty" in I Cor 11 :27. 

6. Same word as in v 22. Some think Jesus means the judgment of a 
local coun. Related to "sue" in v 40; and to "go to coun" in I Cor 
6: I. On this word, see Jn 3: 19. 

7. Jesus is not contradicting the Law, but e"plaining its true meaning. 
He applies it to the internal thoughts of the hean, not just to out
ward actions. Only by limiting it to the e"temal can a person claim 
to have kepi the Law. 

8. Some manuscripts add "without-a-cause" { B}. 
9. This is a transliterated Aramaic word of verbal abuse meaning 

"empty one". It is like our "blockhead, numbskull". Used only here. 
GK 4819. 

I 0. That is, the ruling body oflsrael, the highest of human couns. 
11. The distinction intended between "Raca" and "Fool" is uncenain. 

Some think "fool" is simply the Greek translation of"Raca", no dis
tinction being intended. Others think it is a transliteration of a 
Hebrew word meaning "rebel". Others think it means "fool" from 
God's point of view- an obstinate, godless person, so that "Raca" 
would be insulting one's mental abilities, and "fool" one's charac
ter. In addition, some think there is an escalation of offense (anger, 
Raca, fool) and of punishment (local coun, Sanhedrin, Gehenna). 
Others think the three concepts are equivalent. On this word, see 
"foolish" in Tit 3:9. 

12. Or, "hell", referring to the Valley ofHinnom near Jerusalem, which 
symbolized to the Jews the place of future torment. Elsewhere only 
in v 29, 30; 10:28; 18:9; 23:15, 33; Mk 9:43, 45, 47; Lk 12:5; Jam 
3:6. GK 1147. 

13. Or, "the fiery hell". The Gehenna characterized by fire. Same 
phrase as in 18:9. Compare Mk 9:43; Jam 3:6. 

14. That is, youroffering. Elsewhere only in Mt 2:11; 5:24; 8:4; 15:5; 
23:18, 19; Mk 7: 11; Lk 21: I, 4; Eph 2:8; Heb 5:1; 8:3, 4; 9:9; 11 :4; 
Rev 11:10. GK 1565. 

15 Matthew 5:31 

15. Used only here. GK 1367. Related to the word in Rom 5:10. 
16. Compare Lk 12:57-59. 
17. Or, "Be of good will, Be well disposed" to him, resulting in an agree

ment. Used only here. GK 2333. Related to "goodwill" in Eph 6:7. 
18. More literally, "up to which time". Try lo settle before you come 

before the judge. This idiom is elsewhere only in Lk 12:50; 13:8; 
22: 16; Jn 9: 18; all "until". Or, "as long as which", that is, "while", 
in which case "[to coun]" could be omitted. GK 2401, 4015. 

19. Some manuscripts say "and the judge hand you over to the offi
cer" {N}. 

20. On this word, see Mk 12:42. It is the smallest denomination of 
Roman coin. In other words, once you enter the judicial system
this world's or God's- the full penalty must be paid. 

21. Some manuscripts add "to the ancient ones", as in v 21 {N}. 
22. Or, "that he might desire her", e"pressing the purpose of looking. 

Jesus again focuses on the hean, not simply the e"temal action. The 
same construction occurs in Mt 6: I; 13:30; 23:5; 26: 12; Mk 13:22; 
I Thes 2:9; 2 Thes 3:8; and is elsewhere only as "so that" in 2 Cor 
3: 13; Eph 6: 11; and perhaps Lk 18: I. GK 4639. 

23. On this word, see Gal 5: 17. It means "to desire", or in a se"ual con-
text, it can mean "to lust". 

24. Same word as in v 27, on which see v 32a. 
25. Compare 18:8-9; Mk 9:43-48. 
26. Take whatever action necessary to avoid sinning. Flee or separate 

yourself from the e"temal inducements. On the word "causing to 
fall", see I Cor 8: 13. 

27. Maintain an eternal perspective on the matter. Sin is more serious 
than seeing. On this word, see v 22. 

28. Some manuscripts say "be thrown" {N}. 
29. Or, "dismisses, releases". "Divorce" in the modem sense includes 

a physical separation aspect, and a legal aspect. Here, this word 
refers to the separation aspect, and "give her a divorce certificate" 
to the legal aspect, as also in 19:7; Mk I 0:4. Elsewhere in marriage 
conte"ts (14 of its 66 uses, GK 668), this word could be rendered 
"divorce" in the modem sense, I: 19; 5:32; 19:3, 8, 9; Mk I 0:2, 11, 
12; Lk 16:18. This word also means "pardon, leave, set free, let 
go". On this subject, see also the word "separate" in Mt 19:6; Mk 
10:9; I Cor 7:10, II, 15; "leave" in I Cor 7:11, 12, 13; and 
"release" in 1 Cor 7 :27. 

30. Or, "abandonment", a "standing away from". That is, if you are 
going to force your wife to leave, do it properly according to the 
Law of Moses. Make it legal, so that you do not disobey the Law 
of Moses when you send her away. The issue is not whether to send 
her away (Jewish men believed they had the right) but doing it prop
erly. This was their interpretation of Moses. It is not what the Law 
says. See Mk 10:4. Elsewhere only in 19:7, Mk 10:4, in the phrase 
"certificate of divorce". The word "cenificate" is not used here. GK 
687. Related to "apostasy" in 2 Thes 2:3. Not related to "send 
away" earlier in this verse. 

A.Roml:l7 B.Mt3:2 C.2Corl2:2 D.Actl5:7,old E.Jam4:2 F.Revll:l8 G.Act16:40 H.Heb5:7 J.Rev8:3 K.1Pet5:8 
L.Rev22:7 M.Lk3:4 N.Jnl8:12 0.Act5:22 P.Mt5:18 Q.Mt5:32 R.Revl:ll,see S.1Cor8:13 T.Col3:5 U.1Corl:l8 



Matthew 5:32 16 Verse 

11'.. "But I say to you that everyone sending-awayA his wife except for a matter1 of 32 
sexual-immorality2 is causing8 her to commit-adultery3 

21'. "And whoever marries4 a woman having been sent-awayA [from her husband] is 
committing-adultery5 

4D. "Again, you heard that it was said to the ancientc ones, 'You shall not break-your-oath6, .1:1 
but you shall pay7 your oaths8 to the Lord' 

I F. "But I say to you not to swear-with-an-oath9 at all- 34 

IF Neither by heaven, because it is the throne of God 
2 F Nor by earth, because it is a footstool of His feet y; 
3F. Nor with reference to Jerusalem, because it is the city of the great King 
41-. Nor may you swear-with-an-oath by your head, because you are not able to 3<> 

make8 one hair white or black 

2L. "But let your statement0 be, 'Yes, yes', [or] 'No, no' .10 And the thing beyond11 these , 
is from the evilE one12 

50. "You heard that it was said, 'An eye for an eye, and a tooth for a tooth'13 3;-; 

1L 14 "But I say to you not to resist 15 the evilE person _,lJ 

IF. "But whoever slaps16 you on your17 right cheek, turn the other to him also 
2F. "And to the one wantingF to sue11 you and take your tunic 19

, permitG him also -W 
the cloak20 

3L "And whoever will press you into service21 for one mile22, go with him two 41 

21:. "Give to the one asking you, 23 and do not turn away from the one wantingF to 4~ 

borrowH from you 

6D. "You heard that it was said, 'You shall love1 your neighbor,24 and hateK your enemy' 4 ~ 

I E. 25 "But I say to you, be loving1 yourenemies,26 and be praying for the ones persecutingL 44 
you,27 •so that you may prove-to-be28 sonsM of your Father29 in the heavens 4' 

IF. "Because He causes His sun to rise upon evil and good ones, and He sends 
rain upon righteous and unrighteous ones 

2F. "For if you love1 the ones loving you, what rewardN do you have? Are not even 4h 

the tax-collectors0 doing the same? 
3F. "And if you greetP your brothers only, what extraordinary30 thing are you 4" 

doing? Are not even the Gentiles31 doing the same? 

Jen "Therefore you shall be perfect33 , as your heavenly Father is perfect 40 

SB. "But34 take-heedO not to doR your righteousness35 in-front-of36 people so-as37 to be seen by them. Ci: I 

Otherwise indeed38
, you do not have a rewardN with your Father in the heavens 



I. Or, "word, account". If the husband sends his wife away for any
thing except sexual immorality, he is responsible for making her an 
adulteress when she remarries. He is guilty of the sin in this matter. 
Jesus is saying that the husband should not send away his wife if she 
has not committed sexual immorality. Beyond this, there are differ
ent views on what inferences about divorce may be drawn from this 
verse. Note that He is not fully addressing the issue of divorce here, 
but is attacking the commonly held Jewish husband's point of view 
stated in v 31. On this word, see "word" in I Cor 12:8. 

2. On this word, see I Cor 5: I. 
J. Or, "become an adulteress", that is, when she remarries. Some think 

Jesus means the husband causes her "to suffer from adultery" when 
he remarries. In any case, Jesus is holding the husband accountable 
for her. And when he remarries, he also commits adultery ( 19:9), as 
does the man marrying her, spoken of next. As lust is a kind of adul
tery (v 28), divorce and remarriage is a kind of adultery, unless the 
partner has already committed sexual immorality. This word has 
this grammar elsewhere only in Jn 8:4, also of the woman. Else
where only in v 27, 28; 19:18; and Mk 10:19; Lk 16:18; 18:20; 
Rom 2:22; 13:9; Jam 2:11; Rev 2:22. GK 3658. 

4. Some manuscripts say "and the one having married ... " { B}. 
5. Or, "is an adulterer". Related to the word above. Elsewhere only 

in 19:9: Mk 10:11, 12. GK 3656. 
6. Or, "make false oaths, swear falsely". Used only here. GK 2155. 

Related to "oath" next, and to "perjurer" in I Tim I: 10. 
7. Or, "give back, render". If you swear by God to do something, it 

becomes a debt that you owe to Him in addition to the person to 
whom you have sworn. You "pay" the oath to God by "keeping, per
forming" what you swore to the person. On this word, see "render" 
in 16:27. 

8. Some Jews believed oaths "to the Lord" must be kept, but oaths 
sworn by other things like those mentioned next could be violated. 
In other words, they were swearing an oath in a way that in their 
minds was not firmly linked to genuine truthfulness. On this word, 
see Jam 5: 12. Related to "swear with an oath" next. 

9. Or, "affirm, confirm with an oath" such as follows; I swear by 
heaven, by earth, etc. On this word, see Jam 5: 12. Do not be one 
who must swear an oath in order to be believed. Some think this is 
universal in scope; others, that Jesus is referring to everyday con
versations in which one might swear an oath to bolster a claim. 
Note 26:63. On the scope of this command, compare the verses 
noted in Jam 5: 12. 

I 0. That is, let your yes or no be your firm link to absolute truthfulness, 
without playing such games with words. 

11. Or, "more than". GK 4356. 
12. Or, "from evil", of evil origin. 
13. That is, retaliate in kind, avenge yourself by doing the same thing 

back to them. Jews in Bible times took this to mean that they had 
to right to take personal revenge upon others. 

14. Compare Lk 6:27-31. 
15. Or, "oppose, stand against". On this word, see Eph 6: 13. Leave 

vengeance to God. Jesus Himself is the prime example. He is 
speaking of personal retaliation, not of permitting evil to be done 

17 Matthew 6:1 

to others. For example, it is godly to defend the widow or orphan 
from the evil person exploiting them, Isa I: 17. In other words, show 
love to your enemies, not retaliation, not "returning evil for evil", 
Rom 12: 17. Three examples follow. 

16. Elsewhere only in 26:67, of Jesus. A slap is a personal affront. 
Some take this in an absolute sense. GK 4824. Related to "slap" in 
Jn 18:22. 

17. Some manuscripts omit this word {C}, so that it says, "on the right 
cheek". 

18. Or, "wanting you to be judged". On this word, see "judge" in 7: I. 
I 9. That is, your undergarment worn next to the skin, a sleeveless shirt 

reaching below the knees. Sarne word as in I 0: IO; Mk 6:9; Lk 3: 11; 
6:29; 9:3; Jn 19:23; Act 9:39; Jude 23. Elsewhere only as "clothes" 
in Mk 14:63. GK 5945. 

20. That is, the outer garment. This was also their blanket. Jews were 
not permitted to take it, Ex 22:26-27. On this word, see "gar
ments"in I Pet 3:3. 

21. This word, "press into service, requisition, compel, force" is used 
elsewhere only of Simon being "pressed into service" to carry the 
cross in Mt 27:32; Mk 15:21. Soldiers would "compel" people to 
carry their things. GK 30. 

22. A Roman mile is 1000 paces (counted on one leg, making it 2000 
steps of both legs). More precisely, it is eight stades (see Rev 
14:20), which is about 4854 feet or 1.5 kilometers. Used only here. 
GK3627. 

23. Not simply family and friends, but the "evil person" (v 39), and 
"enemies" (v 44). This is what God does. 

24. The Jews considered only fellow Jews to be their neighbors. 
25. Compare Lk 6:32-35. 
26. Some manuscripts add "be blessing the ones cursing you, be doing 

good to the ones hating you" {A}, as in Lk 6:27-28. 
27. Some manuscripts say "the ones mistreating you and persecuting 

you" {A}, as in Lk 6:28. 
28. Or, "be, become". GK I 181. 
29. That is, characterized by the same things as your Father. He loves 

His enemies. 
30. Or, "uncommon, remarkable; what thing more, beyond". Same 

word as "beyond" in v 37. GK 4356. 
31. That is, the non-believers. On this word, see 3 Jn 7. Some manu

scripts say "tax gatherers" { B}, as in v 46. 
32. Compare Lk 6:36. 
33. On this word, see "complete" in I Cor 13: 10. Same grammar as the 

commands in v 21, 27, 33, 43. 
34. Some manuscripts omit this word { C}. 
35. That is, your righteous deeds, such as almsgiving, prayer, and fast

ing. Some manuscripts say "almsgiving" {N}, the word in v 2. 
36. Or, "before, in the sight of". Same word as in 5: 16, 24; 7:6; 10:32; 

Mk 2:12; 9:2; Rev 19:10; and as "before" in Mt 6:2; Lk 21:36; 2 
Cor 5:10. Used 48 times. GK 1869. 

37. That is, do not do them for this purpose. Sarne grammar as in 5:28. 
Compare 5: 16, where the purpose is to bring glory to God, not 
yourself. God sees the heart. 

38. On this idiom "otherwise indeed", see 2 Cor 11: 16. 

A. Mt 5:31 B. Rev 13:13,does C.Act 15:7,old D. I Cor 12:8, word E.Act25:18 F. Jn 7:17, willing G. Mt6:12, forgive H. Lk6:34, 
lend J.Jn2l:l5,devotedly-love K.Rom9:13 L.2Tim3:12 M.Gal3:7 N.Rev22:12,recompense O.Mt18:17 P.Mkl5:18 Q.1Tim3:8, 
pay attention to R. Rev 13: 13 



Matthew 6:2 18 Verse 

I ( ·. "So whenever you do almsgiving1
, do not trumpet it before you as-indeed the hypocrites2 do 2 

in the synagogues and in the lanes3 so that they may be glorifiedA by people8 . Trulyc I say to 
you, they are receiving their reward0 in full4 

I IJ. "But while you are doing almsgiving, do not let your left hand know what your right ·' 
hand is doing,• so that your almsgiving may be in secretE .:\ 

2D. "And your Father, the One seeing in secretE, will5 rewardF you 

2l". "And whenever you prayG, do not be like the hypocrites. Because standing in the synagogues ' 
and on the corners a/the wide-roadsH, they love1 to pray so that they may make-an-appearance6 

to people. Trulyc I say to you, they are receiving their reward0 in full 

ID. "But whenever you pray, enter into your inner-room7
• And having shut your door, pray " 

to your Father, the One in secret 
2D. "And your Father, the One seeing in secret, will rewardF you8 

:;c. "And while prayingG, do not babble9 as-indeed the Gentiles do. For they are thinking 10 that 
they will they will be heard by means of their many-words 11 

ID. "So do not be like them, for your Father knows of the things which you have a need '-
before you ask Him 

2D. 12 "Therefore, you be praying as follows, 'Our Father in the heavens- lJ 

l r:. 'Let13 Your name be treated-as-holy 14 

2 L. 'Let Your kingdomK come 111 

J E. 'Let Your willL be done 15
- as in heaven, also on earth 

.:\I:. 'Give us today our daily16 bread I I 
5L 'And forgive 17 us our debts, as we also forgave 18 our debtors I~ 

61 :. 'And do not bring 19 us into a temptation20, but deliver2 1 us from the evil one22' I ; 

.lf)n "For24 if you forgive people their trespasses25 , your heavenly Father will also forgive I I 
you. 

0

But if you do not forgive people their trespasses26, neither will your Father forgive I' 

your trespasses 

4c·. "And whenever you fast27, do not be like the sad-faced28 hypocritesM. For they disfigure29 their I 1• 

faces so that they may appearN to people as ones fasting. Truly I say to you, they are receiving 
their reward in full 

ID. "But while you are fasting, anoint0 your head and washP your face"so that you may not I~- I'
appearN to people as one fasting, but to your Father, the One in secret30 

2D. "And your Father, the One seeing in secret, will reward you31 

61P2 "Do not be treasuring-up33 treasures/or yourselves on earth, where moth and eatingH destroy35
, I" 

and where thieves break-inO and steal. "But be treasuring up treasures/or yourselves in heaven, ~ll 
where neither moth nor eating destroys, and where thieves do not break in nor steal 

I ( ·. "For where your treasure is, there your heart also will be36 ~I 



I. Or, "alms". That is, charity, charitable-giving to the poor. Same word 
as in 6:3, 4. Elsewhere only as "alms" in Lk 11 :41; 12:33; Act 3:2, 
3, IO; and plural, "acts of almsgiving" in Act 9:36; I 0:2, 4, 31; 
24: 17. The Law commanded it, Deut 15: 11. GK 1797. Related to 
"merciful" in 5:7. The root word is "have mercy". 

2. Or, "pretenders, actors". Our word comes from this Greek word 
"hupokrites". Elsewhere only in Mt 6:5, 16; 7:5; 15:7; 22: 18; 23: 13, 
15, 23, 25, 27. 29; 24:51; Mk 7:6; Lk 6:42; 12:56; 13:15. GK 5695. 
Related to "pretend" in Lk 20:20, and "hypocrisy" in Gal 2:13. 

3. Or, "narrow streets, alleys". Elsewhere only in Lk 14:21; Act 9: 11; 
12: 10. GK 4860. 

4. This was used as an accounting term, "to receive in full". On this 
word. see Phil 4: 18. Their reward is being glorified by people. 
They sought this, and they receive it, nothing more. Same word 
as in v 5, 16. 

5. Some manuscripts say "will Himselfreward you" {N). Others add 
"in the open" { B}. 

6. Or, "appear, be visible". Same word as "appear" in v 16, 18. On 
this word, see "shine" in Phil 2: 15. Not the same word as "be seen" 
in v I. 

7. Or, "storeroom". That is, a room in the interior of a house. Same 
word as in 24:26; Lk 12:3. Elsewhere only as "storeroom" in Lk 
12:24. GK 5421. 

8. Some manuscripts add "in the open" {B}. 
9. Some think Jesus is referring to uttering "meaningless words"; oth

ers, to "empty repetition", repeating the same words again and 
again (as in the two-hour incident in Act 19:34). In any case, the 
emphasis is on the quantity of words. Used only here. GK 1006. 

10. Or. "imagining, expecting, supposing, presuming". On this word, 
seeLkl9:11. 

11. Or, "wordiness, much talking". Used only here. GK 4494. 
12. Compare Lk 11:2-4. 
I 3. Each request is in the form of a cominand (as normal for a direct 

request), but the grammar changes with the fourth request. 
14. Or, "hallowed, sanctified. consecrated". On this word, see "sancti

fied" in Heb 10:29. The opposite of"profane" in 12:5. 
15. Or, "come about, take place, happen, come to pass, become (real

ity]". Same word as in 8: 13; 9:29; 18: 19; 26:42; Lk 23:24; I Cor 
14:26; Rev 16:17; 21:6. GK 1181. 

16. This word is found only in the phrase "daily bread" here and in Lk 
11 :3. Its exact nuance is uncertain. Some think it means "necessary 
for existence"; others, "for today"; others, our "daily ration given 
out for tomorrow". In any case, the only request for material things 
in the Lord's prayer does not reach beyond our immediate need. 
What about tomorrow? Jesus later says not to worry about it, v 34. 
GK 2157. 

17. This word means "forgive" in the sense of"let go, cancel, pardon, 
release". This sense of the word is found only in Mt 6:I4, 15; 9:2, 
5, 6; 12:31, 32; 18:21, 27, 32, 35; Mk 2:5, 7, 9, 10; 3:28; 4:12; 
11 :25; Lk 5:20, 21, 23, 24; 7:47, 48, 49; 11 :4; 12: 10; 17:3, 4; 23:34; 
Jn 20:23; Act 8:22; Rom 4:7; Jam 5:15; I Jn 1:9; 2:12. Elsewhere 
this word mainly means "to leave, permit, allow". Used 143 times. 
GK 918. Related to "forgiveness" in Col I: 14. 

18. Note the tenses. Forgiveness is assumed to be a characteristic part 
of a believer's way of life. Jesus explains this in v 14-15. Some 
manuscripts say "are forgiving" {N}. Note Lk 17:3. 

19 Matthew 6:2 l 

19. This verb "to bring in" is elsewhere only in Lk 5:18, 19; 11:4; 
12:11; Act 17:20; I Tim 6:7; Heb 13:11. GK 1662. Some render it 
"lead" here. 

20. Or, "trial, testing". On this word, see "trials" in Jam I :2. Some pre
fer "trial" here, since God does not tempt us to do evil, Jam I: I 3. 
Others think Jesus means "do not bring us into a situation in which 
we will be tempted by the evil one", as God did Jesus in 4: I, and as 
Jesus said to Peter in Lk 22:40, "Pray that you may not enter into 
temptation" (using this same word). 

21. Or, "rescue, save". On this word, see Col 1:13. Some think this is 
a separate petition, making it point 7E. 

22. Or, "from evil". Some manuscripts add "Because Yours is the king
dom and the power and the glory forever, amen" {A}. 

23. Compare Mk 11 :25. 
24. Of all the petitions above, Jesus felt this one needed further 

explanation. 
25. Or, "false steps, sins". Elsewhere only in 6: 15; Mk 11 :25; Rom 

4:25;5:15, 16, 17, 18,20; 11:11, 12;2Cor5:19;Gal6:l;Eph 1:7; 
2:1, 5; Col 2:13. GK 4183. The root word means "fall". Related to 
"fall away" in Heb 6:6. 

26. Some manuscripts include these words { C}. 
27. That is, voluntarily skip meals for spiritual purposes. Elsewhere 

only in 4:2; 6:17, 18; 9:14, 15; Mk 2:18, 19, 20; Lk 5:33, 34, 35; 
18:12; Act 13:2, 3. GK 3764. Related to "fastings" in 2 Cor 11:27. 

28. Or, "sullen-faced, gloomy-faced". Elsewhere only in Lk 24: 17. 
GK 5034. 

29. Or, "render invisible or unrecognizable, ruin, destroy". This is a 
play on words. This is the word "appear" which follows, with a neg
ative prefix. The hypocrites "mat-appear" or "dis-appear" their 
faces that they may "appear" to be fasting. They blackened their 
faces with ashes. Elsewhere only as "destroy" in v 19, 20; "perish" 
in Act 13:41; and "disappear" in Jam 4: 14. GK 906. Related to "dis
appearance" in Heb 8: 13; "hidden" in Heb 4: 13; and "invisible" in 
Lk 24:31. 

30. This word occurs only in this verse. GK 3224. It is related to the 
word in v 4 and 6. 

31. Some manuscripts add "in the open" {A}. 
32. Compare Lk 12:33-34. 
33. On this word, see "store up" in I Cor 16:2. 
34. Or, "consuming, eating-by-rust". Jesus may be broadly referring to 

the "eating" of treasures in general by insects, worms, and all the 
other natural processes of this world, as this word is normally used. 
In this case, "eating" refers to the broad category of consumption, 
of which "moth" eating is but one example. If He specifically has 
metal treasures in view here, then it could be rendered "eating-by
rust, corroding" (a natural extension of this word, but one not found 
elsewhere in Greek. The normal word group for "corrode, rust" is 
in Jam 5:2-3, along with "moth-eaten"). In this case, moth and rust 
would refer to the consumption of different categories of treasure. 
This noun is the same word as in v 20; Rom 14: 17; I Cor 8:4; 2 Cor 
9: 10; Col 2: 16. Elsewhere only as "meal" in Heb 12: 16; and "food" 
in Jn 4:32; 6:27, 55. GK 111 /. Related to "food" in Mk 7: 19; 
"moth-eaten" in Jam 5:2; and "eaten-by-worms" in Act 12:23. 

35. They "ruin, destroy'', or cause to "disappear, perish". Same word 
as "disfigure" in v 16. 

36. Jesus next uses two illustrations to explain and apply this. 

A. Rom 8:30 B. Mt 4:4, mankind C. Mt 5:18 D. Rev 22: 12, recompense E. I Cor 4:5, hidden F. Mt 16:27, render G. I Tim 2:8 H. Lk 14:2 
J. Jn 21:15, affectionately-love K. Mt 3:2 L. Jn 7:17 M. Mt 6:2 N. Phil 2:15, shine 0. Jam 5:14 P. Mk 7:3 Q. Mt 24:43 



Matthew 6:22 20 

I D. 1 "The lampA of the body is the eye2 

11 :. "Therefore if your eye is single3, your whole body will be full-of-Iight4 
21:. "But if your eye is bad5, your whole body will be full-of-darkness 6 

.ll· .. "If then the light in you is darkness6, how great is the darkness! 

::'D.7 "No one can be serving8 two mastersc 

IL. "For either he will hate0 the one and loveE the other, or he will be devoted-to9 one 
and disregard 10 the other 

2F. "You cannot be serving God and wealth" 

Verse 

2.\ 

2C. 12 "For this reason 13 I say to you- do not be anxious14 for your life as to what you may eat or 2: 
what you may drink15, riorfor your body as to what you may put-onF 

ID. "Is not life more than food, and the body more than clothing? 
2 D. "Look at the birds of the heaven- that they do not sow, nor reap, nor gather into barns. .21, 

And your heavenly Father feeds them. Are you not worth 16 more than they? 
JD. "And which of you while being anxious is able to addG one cubit17 upon his life-span18? 
4D. "And why are you anxious about clothing? Observe-closely 19 the lilies of the field, how 2~ 

they grow 

11.. "They do not labor nor spin. ·But I say to you that not even Solomon in all his glory 2'! 
clothed himself like one of these 

21:. "But if God dresses20 in this manner the grass of the field existingH today and being :; 11 
thrown into an oven tomorrow, will He not by much more care for you- ones of
little-faith21? 

:'ID. "Therefore, do not be22 anxious, saying, 'What may we eat?' or 'What may we drink?' ·'I 
or 'What may we put-on?' 

I L "For the Gentiles are seeking-after all23 these things 
21.. "For your heavenly Father knows that you have need of all these things 
JF. "But be seekingK first the kingdom ofGod24 and His righteousnessL, and all these '' 

things will be addedG to you 

hD. "Therefore do not be anxious for tomorrow, for tomorrow will be anxious for itself. .11 
Sufficient25 for the day is the trouble26 of it27 

7B 28 "Do not be judging29, in order that you may not be judged. ·For with what judgmentM you judge, - 1-.:' 
you will be judged.30 And with what measure you measureN, it will be measured31 to you 

IC. "And why do you look-at the speck in the eye of your brother0 , but do not consider'2 the log33 

in your eye? ·or how will you say to your brother, 'PennitP me to take out14 the speck from 
your eye', and behold- the log is in your eye? 

ID. "HypocriteO! First take out the log from your eye, and then you will see-clearJyR to take 
out the speck from the eye of your brother 

2C. "Do not give the holy thing to the dogs35, nor throw your pearls in front of the pigs, so that they <1 

will not perhaps tramples them with their feet, and having turned, tear you to pieces36 



I. Compare Lk 11 :34-35. 
2. That is, your eye is the source or gateway of light for your body, phys

ically and spiritually. Whether it is focused on spiritual or earthly 
treasures will determine whether you live in light or darkness. 

3. Or, "sincere, simple". Some think Jesus is referring to a single focus 
on treasures in heaven. Where your spiritual eye is focused deter
mines how much spiritual light reaches your heart. Others think He 
means "healthy"; here, spiritually healthy, without guile. Elsewhere 
only in Lk 11 :34. GK 606. 

4. Or, "illuminated, shining". The light from your eye will shine in 
on your whole body. Your perceptions will give light to your life. 
Same word as in Lk 11 :34, 36. Elsewhere only as "bright" in Mt 
17:5. GK 5893. 

5. Some think Jesus means "double-focused", on earthly wealth and 
God. Seeing double results in darkness for the whole body. Your 
perceptions will bring confusion and darkness to your path. Oth
ers think He means "damaged, sick", spiritually diseased. On this 
word, see "evil" in Act 25: 18. 

6. That is, if the spiritual "light" your eye allows in is in fact "dark
ness" because of your focus on earthly treasures, your darkness is 
great indeed. Compare Lk 11 :34-35. 

7. Compare Lk 16:13. 
8. Or, "being a slave to, serving as slave to". That is, at the same time. 

On this word, see "are slaves" in Rom 6:6. 
9. Or, "hold on to, help, support". On this word, see "hold on to" in 

I Thes 5:14. 
I 0. Or, "despise, treat with contempt, look down on, care nothing for". 

On this word, see Rom 2:4. Either internally (love vs. hate) or exter
nally (devoted allegiance vs. disregard), a slave will be for one of the 
two masters. Such slaves will either internally hate the one and what 
they have to do for him (if they can not escape it), or they will imple
ment in action and time what they feel inside by devoting themselves 
to the one and ignoring the other (if they can make this choice). 

11. Or, "property, money". Their agendas and directives lead down dif
ferent paths, I Tim 6:9, I 0. Some transliterate this word into Eng
lish as "mammon", wealth personified. Elsewhere only in Lk 16:9; 
11, 13. GK 3490. 

12. Compare Lk 12:22-34. 
13. That is, that you might act in accordance with the location of your 

treasure and heart in heaven. 
14. Or, "be worried-about, be concerned-about'. Same word as in 6:27, 

28, 31. 34; Lk I 0:41; 12:22, 25, 26. Elsewhere only as "be anxious
about" in Mt I 0: 19; Lk 12: 11; Phil 4:6; "be concerned-about' in I 
C'or 7:32, 33, 34; Phil 2:20; and "have concern" in I Cor 12:25. GK 
3534. Related to "anxiety" in I Pet 5:7. 

15. Some manuscripts omit "or what you may drink" { C}. 
16. Same word as "more-valuable" in Mt 10:31; 12:12; Lk 12:7. Same 

word as in Lk 12:24, where "more" is separately expressed, as it is 
here. On this word, see "mattering" in Phil 1:10. 

17. That is, about 18 inches or a half meter. On this word, see Rev 21: 17. 
18. Or, "mature age, adulthood, stature, height". Jesus clearly means 

"one cubit" to be a trifling amount, a "very little thing", Lk 12:26. 
Since 18 inches would be a huge and impossible amount to add to 
one's height, "life-span" seems to be the better choice of meanings 
here. Though one could say, "add one hour to his life span", per-

21 Matthew 7:6 

haps Jesus had in mind "Who can add 18 inches- one step- to 
his life's path". Same word as in Lk 12:25. Note Ps 39:4. Elsewhere 
only as "stature" in Lk 2:52; 19:3; Eph 4: 13; and "mature age" in 
Jn 9:21, 23; Heb 11:11. GK 2461. 

19. Used only here. GK 2908. Not related to the word in Lk 12:27. 
20. Elsewhere only in 11 :8; Lk 7:25. GK 314. 
21. This adjective is elsewhere only in 8:26; 14:31; 16:8; Lk 12:28. GK 

3899. Related word in! 7:20. 
22. The grammar here and in v 34 implies "do not become anxious, do 

not worry" (addressing the issue as a whole). Inv 25 the grammar 
means "do not be worrying", focusing on the habit or pattern of 
behavior, and implies "do not be in the habit or process of being 
anxious", or "stop being anxious". 

23. The word order of"all these things" is different here than in v 32b, 
33, and Lk 12:30 (which are literally, "these all"), which may imply 
some additional emphasis on "all" here. 

24. Some manuscripts omit "of God", making it "seek first His king
dom and righteousness" { C}. 

25. Or, "enough, adequate". Elsewhere only as "enough" in 10:25, I 
Pet 4:3. GK 757. The related verb is in 2 Cor 12:9. 

26. Or, "evil, misfortune". On this word, see "badness" in I Pet 2: I. 
27. That is, the trouble of each day is enough for that day. Leave tomor

row to itself. 
28. Compare Lk 6:37-42. 
29. That is, in the sense of"passing judgment on, criticizing, finding 

fault with", as this word is used in Jn 8: 15; Rom 14:3, 10, 13; I Cor 
4:5; 10:29; Col 2:16; Jam 4:12, etc. Not in the sense of"distin
guishing, determining, administering justice" as this word is used 
in Lk 7:43; 12:57; Jn 7:24; Act 4: 19; 16: 15; Rom 14:5; I Cor 5:3, 
12; 6:2; I 0: 15; 11: 13, etc. This verb covers the entire range of 
meaning from "evaluate, think, determine" to "decide, prefer" to 
"express an opinion" to "criticize, find fault with" to "sue, go to 
court" to "decide in court, administer justice" to "condemn". Used 
114 times. GK 3212. Related to "judgment" in Jn 9:39 and Jn 3: 19, 
and to the noun "judge". 

30. You will be held to the standards you enforce on others! Some think 
Jesus means "by God", as Paul applies it in Rom 2: 1-3. Others think 
He means "by people", who respond to you in kind. 

31. Some manuscripts have a prefix on this word { N), so that it means 
"measured-back", as in Lk 6:38. 

32. Or, "notice, perceive". Same word as in Lk 6:41. On this word, see 
Heb 10:24. 

33. Or, "beam", the main beam used in a floor or roof. Elsewhere only 
in v 4, 5; Lk 6:41, 42. GK 1512. 

34. More literally, "Permit that I may take out". 
35. By "dogs", Jesus means unholy and impure persons. On this word, 

see Rev 22: 15. The Jews used this word to refer to Gentiles. Related 
to "little dogs" in Mt 15:26, 27. Note that this requires "distin
guishing, deciding"- judging in the second sense of the word in 
v I. Perhaps this is included here to give balance to v I, 3. We some
times have a tendency to judge too harshly on little things, and to 
be too lax about important things. 

36. When they see it is not food to their liking, they may tum on you. 
The word "tear to pieces" is GK 4838. 

A.Lk11:34 B.Lkll:34 C.Mt8:2 D.Rom9:13 E.Jn21:15,devotedly-love F.Roml3:14 G.Lkl7:5,increase H.Rev22:14 J.Phi14:17, 
seekfor K.Phil2:21 L.Roml:l7 M.Jn9:39 N.Jn3:34 0.Actl6:40 P.Mt6:12,forgive Q.Mt6:2 R.Mk8:25,lookintently S.Hebl0:29 



Matthew 7:7 22 Verse 

~rn. 1 "Be askingA, and it will be given to you. Be seeking8
, and you will find. Be knocking, and it will 7 

be opened to you. °For everyone asking receives. And the one seeking finds. And to the one ii 

knocking, it will be opened 

IC ·. "Or what person is there from-among you whom '> 

I[) "His2 son will ask:for bread- he will not give him a stone,3 will he? 
2D. "Or indeed he will ask:for a fish- he will not give him a snake,1 will he?5 I 11 

2C ·. "Therefore if you, being evilc, know-how to give good0 gifts to your children, how much more I I 
will your Father in the heavens give good0 things to the ones asking Him! 

lJ\i. 6 "Therefore,7 everything that you want8 people to9 be doing to you, thus also you be doing to them. I:' 
For this is the Law and the Prophets 

I 013. 10 "Enter through the narrowE gate I; 

I C ·. "Because wide is the gate, and broad 11 is the roadF leading-away to destruction 12
- and many 

are the ones entering through it 
2C . "How 13 narrow is the gate, and constricted14 is the roadF leading-away to life- and few are 14 

the ones finding it 

I I B. "Beware of the false-prophets0 - who come to you in the clothing of sheep, but inside are I' 
ravenous 15 wolves. 

0

You will know 16 them by their fruits 17 I h 

I C. 18 "They do not collect grapes from thorns, or figs from thistles, do they? 19 

2C. "Thus20
, every good21 tree produces good22 fruit. But the bad23 tree produces bad24 fruit I · 

I D. "A good tree is not able to produce bad fruit, nor is a bad tree able to produce good fruit25 I ~ 
2D. "Every tree not producing good fruit is cut down and thrown into the fire \ '' 

:>C "So indeed, you will know them by their fruits ~1' 

I 2B. 26 "Not everyone saying to Me, 'Lord, Lord' ,27 will enter into the kingdom o/the heavens, but the :'I 
one doing the willH o/My Father in the heavens 

IC·. "Many will say to Me on that day, 'Lord, Lord, did we not prophesy1 in Your name, and cast
outK demons28 in Your name, and do many miracles29 in Your name?' 

ID. "And then I will declare30 to them that 'I never knew31 you. DepartL from Me, ones 
workingM lawlessnessN• 

2C.32 "Therefore everyone who hears these words a/Mine, and is doing them, will be like33 a wise34 

man who built his house upon the bed-rock35 

ID. "And the rain came down, and the rivers36 came, and the winds blew- and they fell 
against that house. And it did not fall, for it had been founded0 upon the bed-rock 

:lC ·. "And everyone hearing these words a/Mine, and not doing them, will be like a foolishr man 
who built his house upon the sand 



I. CompareLk 11:9-13. 
2. Some manuscripts say "If his son asks for bread ... or ifhe asks for 

a fish" IN}. 
3. That is. something useless. 
4. That is, something harmful. 
5. The grammar indicates that a "no" answer is expected to both ques

tions. Compare Lk 11: 11-12. 
6. Compare Lk 6:31. 
7. Jesus is summarizing all the teaching about personal behavior, 

5:17-7:11. 
8. Or, "wish, desire, intend". On this word, see "willing" in Jn 7: 17. 
9. More literally, "want that people should be doing". GK 267 I. 
I 0. Compare Lk 13:24. 
11. Or, "spacious, roomy". Used only here. GK 2353. Some take it in 

a metaphorical sense, "easy, comfortable". 
12. Some think the road precedes the gate; others, that it follows it. On 

this word, see 2 Pet 2: I. 
13. Some manuscripts say "because" {B}, as in v 13. 
14. Or, "pressed in, compressed" and therefore "narrowed, con

stricted". This is a participle, "having been constricted". Some take 
it in a metaphorical sense, "hard, difficult". On this word, see 
"afflicted" in 2 Cor 4:8. 

15. That is, "thieving, violently greedy, vicious". Elsewhere only as 
"swindler" in Lk 18: 11; 1 Cor 5: 10, 11; 6: 10. GK 774. Related to 
"snatch away" in 2 Cor 12:2. 

16. Or, "recognize". Same word as in v 20. On this word, see "under
stood" in Col I :6. 

17. That is, their teachings (Deut 13: 1-3; 2 Pet 2: 1-3, etc.), and their 
character as seen in themselves, in their works of faith (see I Thes 
I :3), and in what they produce in others (Jam 3: 13-18), not in their 
claims alone or their works done without connection to Christ (Mt 
7:22). Same word as in 3:8, 10; 21:43; Jn 15:2, 5, 8; Gal 5:22; Phil 
I: 11; 4: 17. Used 66 times. GK 2843. 

18. Compare Lk 6:43-45. 
19. The grammar indicates a "no" answer is expected. We do not gather 

fruit from non-fruit-bearing plants. 
20. Or, "So, In this manner". Jesus is stating His intended lesson from the 

grape/thorn, fig/thistle illustration, with reference to "by their fruits". 
21. Or, "useful, beneficial". Same word as in "good tree", v 18. On this 

word, see I Tim 5: !Ob. 
22. Or. "sound, healthy, lit, beautiful, desirable, excellent, pleasant, line, 

commendable". Same word as in "good fruit" in v 18, 19. On this 
word, see I Tim 5: I Oa. 

23 Matthew 7 :26 

23. Or, "unfit, unusable, rotten, worthless". Same word as in "bad 
tree" in v 18. Elsewhere only in 12:33; 13:48; Lk 6:43; Eph 4:29. 
GK 4911. 

24. Or, "useless, harmful, evil". Same word as in "bad fruit" in v 18. 
The contrast may be between types of trees and the value of their 
fruits, as in v 16 and Lk 6:44 (grapes/thorns, figs/thistles), and sim
ilar to the good and bad fish in Mt 13:48. Thus every "beneficial" 
type of tree (like a fruit tree) produces fruit "fit" to eat. But the 
"unusable" type of tree produces "useless" fruit. Or, the contrast 
may be between the quality of the fruit tree and of its fruit, like the 
fruitless fig tree in 21: 19. Thus the "good" fruit tree produces 
"healthy" fruit. But the "rotten" fruit tree produces "bad" fruit, or 
none at all. On this word, see "evil" in Act 25: 18. 

25. That is, a "beneficial" type tree is not able to produce "useless" 
fruit, nor is an "unusable" type tree able to produce "fit" fruit to eat. 
Or, a "good" fruit tree is not able to produce "bad" fruit, nor is a 
"rotten" fruit tree able to produce "healthy'· fruit. 

26. Compare Lk 6:46. 
27. The demons acknowledge Jesus as Lord, Jam 2: 19. Not the hear

ers, but the doers will be justified, Rom 2: 13; Jam I :22. It is not 
enough to simply "confess to know God", Tit I: 16. Words alone are 
worthless, Jam 2: 14-26. Though Jesus means "Lord, Lord", many 
in His audience would have understood these words as "Master, 
Master" (see 8:2 on this word). 

28. Compare Mk 9:38. 
29. Or, "works of power". On this word, see I Cor 12: 10. Judas was 

such a one. 
30. Or, "confess". On this word, see "confess" in I Tim 6:12. 
31. That is, as one of My people, as one of My brothers or sisters, as 

part of My family. On this word, see Lk I :34. 
32. Compare Lk 6:47-49. 
33. Or, "become like". Some manuscripts say "I will compare him to" 

{B). 
34. Or, "sensible, prudent, shrewd", wise in a practical sense. Same 

word as in 24:45; 25:2, 4, 8, 9; Lk 12:42; Rom I I :25; 12: 16; I Cor 
4: IO; 10: 15; 2CorII:19. Elsewhere only as "shrewd" in Mt 10: 16; 
Lk 16:8. GK 5861. Related to "think" in Rom 8:5. 

35. Same word as in v 25; 16: I 8; Lk 6:48; 8:6, I 3. Elsewhere only as 
"rock" in Mt 27:51, 60; Mk 15:46; Rom 9:33; I Cor 10:4; I Pet 2:8; 
Rev 6: 15, 16. GK 43 76. Related word in 16: 18. Compare "stone" 
in Mk 16:3. 

36. That is, rivers of flood waters. Same word as in Lk 6:48, 49. 

A. I Jn 5:14, request B. Phil 2:21 C. Act 25:18 D. I Tim 5:10b E. Lk 13:24 F. Lk 3:4, way G. Rev 16:13 H. Jn 7:17 J. I Cor 14:1 
K.Jnl2:31 L.Actl3:13 M.Mt26:10 N.1Jn3:4 O.Eph3:17 P.Tit3:9 



Matthew 7:27 24 Verse 

ID. "And the rain came down, and the rivers came, and the winds blew- and they struck- 27 
againstA that house. And it fell 8 , and the falling 1 of it was great" 

9A. And it came about that when Jesus finished2 these words, the crowds were astounded3 at His teaching. 2S 
For He was teaching them as One having authorityc, and not as their' scribes. •And He having come 29-1' I 

down from the mountain, large crowds followed Him5 

11~. 6 And behold-a leper having come to Him was prostrating-himself7 before Him, saying, "Masterll, 
ifYou are willing0 , You are able to cleanse9 me" 

IC. And having stretched-outE His hand, He 10 touchedF him, saying, "11 1 am willing0 . Be 
cleansed". And immediately his leprosy was cleansed 

2C. And Jesus says to him, "See that you tell no one. But go12
, show yourself to the priest, and offer 4 

the giftG which Moses commanded", for a testimony1 to them 13" 

2B. 14 And He having entered into Capemaum- a centurion 15 came to Him, appealing-toK Him "and '-1' 

saying, "Master, my servant 16 has been put17 in the house paralyzed\ being terribly tormentedM" 

It . And He says to him, "Having come, I will cure 18 him" 19 

:'C. And having responded, the centurion said, "Master, I am not fitN that You should come in 
under my roof. But only speak it in a word,20 and my servant will be healed21 

ID. "For I also am a man under authorityc, having soldiers0 under myself. And I say to this 
one, 'Go!' and he goes; and to another, 'Come!' and he comes; and to my slave, 'Do 
this!' and he does it'' 22 

:;c. Now having heard, Jesus marveledP, and said to the ones following, "TrulyO I say to you, with 111 

no one in Israel23 did I find so-great24 a faith! 

I D. 25 "And I say to you that many will come from east and west, and will lie-back [to eat] I 1 
with Abraham and Isaac and Jacob in the kingdom of the heavens. "But the sons of the I ' 

kingdom26 will be thrown out into the outer darkness27
. In that place, there will be the 

weeping28 and the grinding29 of teeth" 

4C. And Jesus said to the centurion, "Go. Let it be doneR for you as you believed5" I ; 

5C. And his30 servant was healed at that hour 

:lB.31 And Jesus, having come into the house of Peter, saw his mother-in-law having been put32 in bed, I I 
and being sick-with-feverT 

I t ·. And He touchedF her hand, and the fever left her I ' 
2C. And she arose, and was servingu Him33 

4B.34 And having become evening, they brought to Him many being demon-possessed15
• And He cast- l 11 

outv the spirits with a word, and cured all the ones being mw 



I. Or, "collapse, downfall". Elsewhere only in Lk 2:34. GK 4774. 
Related to the preceding verb. 

2. On this phrase, see 13:53. 
3. Or, "overwhelmed, amazed, astonished". Literally, "struck out of 

their senses". Elsewhere only in 13:54; 19:25; 22:33; Mk I :22; 6:2; 
7:37; 10:26; 11: 18; Lk 2:48; 4:32; 9:43; Act 13: 12. GK 1742. Com
pare Mk 1:22. 

4. Some manuscripts omit this word {N}, so that it says "the scribes". 
5. The events of 8:2 to 9:34 are Matthew's next topic- the miracles 

of the King. They are not in chronological order, but are samples of 
His miracles from various periods of His ministry. Compare Mark 
and Luke. 

6. Parallel account at Mk I :40; Lk 5: 12. 
7. On this word, see "worship" in 14:33. 
8. This word is used 717 times, mostly as "Lord", referring to the 

Father or to the Son of God. It is also used of a "master" or"owner" 
as opposed to a slave or possession (as in 6:24; Lk 19:33). It is used 
as a term of respect, "sir", to a husband (I Pet 3:6), a father (Mt 
21:30), Paul and Silas (Act 16:30), a government official (Mt 
27:63), the Emperor (Act 25:26), an angel (Act 10:4). In the 
TransLine, when this word is used in the Gospels to address Jesus, 
it is translated "Lord" only ifthe one speaking knows Him to be the 
Son of God (on the twelve, note 14:30). If the speaker perceives 
Him to be a teacher or healer or the Messiah, it is translated "Mas
ter" (only in Mt 8:2, 6, 8, 21, 25; 9:28; 14:28, 30; 15:22, 25, 27; 
17:15; 20:30, 31, 33; Mk 7:28; Lk 5:8, 12; 7:6; 9:59, 61; 13:23; 
18:41; 19:8; Jn 4:49; 6:34; 9:38); otherwise, it is translated "Sir" 
(only in Jn 4: 11, 15, 19; 5:7; 8: 11; 9:36). GK 3261. 

9. Same word as in v 3; I0:8; 11 :5. On this word, see Heb 9:22. 
10. Some manuscripts say "Jesus" {N}. 
11. Jesus alone heals in His own name, without invoking God or the 

power of God or the name of God. 
12. Some think Jesus means "Go straight to Jerusalem and see the 

priest, as the Law requires". Others think Jesus was trying to main
tain some control on the level of publicity His work raised. There 
are other views. 

13. Some think Jesus means "the priests"; others, the people this man 
was not lo tell. See Mk I :44. 

14. Parallel account at Lk 7: I. 
I 5. That is, a Roman commander of a hundred soldiers. He reported 

to a "tribune" (see "commander" in Act 21 :31 ). Similar to a mod
em "captain". Elsewhere only in v 8, 13; 27:54; Lk 7:2, 6; 23:47; 
Act 10: I, 22: 21 :32; 22:25, 26; 23: 17, 23; 24:23; 27: I, 6, 11, 31, 
43. GK 1672. Mark uses a different word in 15:39. 

16. Same word as in Lk 7:7, where this person is also called his slave, 7:2. 
17. And therefore "is lying". Same word as in v 14; 9:2; Mk 7:30. 

GK 965. 
18. Or, "heal". This word means "to do service to, to care for, to attend 

lo" parents, children, masters, the sick, the gods, animals, plants, 
belongings, graves, etc. It was used of medical care or treatment. 
Our word "therapy" comes from this word. In the NT, it is always 
used of the sick (except in Act 17:25, which refers to "servicing" 
God), and always of miraculous physical heatings (except in Lk 
8:43, by physicians; and perhaps in Rev 13:3, 12, of the beast). 

25 Matthew 8: 16 

Elsewhere only of Jesus in Mt 4:23, 24; 8: 16; 9:35; 12: IO; 15, 22; 
14:14; 15:30; 17:18; 19:2; 21:14; Mk 1:34; 3:2, IO; 6:5; Lk4:23, 
40; 5:15; 6:7, 18; 7:21; 8:2; 13:14; 14:3; Jn 5:10; the twelve in Mt 
IO:l, 8; 17:16; Mk 6:13; Lk 9:1, 6; Act 4:14; 5:16; the 72 in Lk 
10:9; Philip in Act 8:7; and Paul in Act 28:9. GK 2543. Related to 
"service" in Rev 22:2. 

19. Or, "Shall I, having come, cure him?" Both knew a Gentile's house 
was "unclean". Some think Jesus was willing to enter it, and take this 
as a statement, I (surprisingly) will come. Others think Jesus was giv
ing the centurion the opportunity to clarify his request, and take this 
as a question, Shall I come? The man immediately says no. 

20. That is, in a word of command that it be so. Jesus also casts out 
demons "with a word", v 16. Same phrase as in Lk 7:7. Some man
uscripts say "speak a word" {K}. 

21. Or, "cured". This word was used specifically of the sick, or of 
something broken. It means "to heal, remedy, repair, treat". Used 
of miraculous physical healings also in v 13; 15:28; Mk 5:29; Lk 
5: 17; 6: 18, 19; 7:7; 8:47; 9:2 (by the twelve); 9: 11, 42; 14:4; 17: 15; 
22:51; Jn 4:47; 5: 13; Act 9:34 (by Peter); 10:38; 28:8 (by Paul); and 
of healing by the prayer of others in Jam 5: 16. All are done by Jesus 
except those noted. Elsewhere only of spiritual healing in Mt 13: 15; 
Jn 12:40; Act 28:27; Heb 12:13; I Pet 2:24. GK 2615. Related to 
"healings" in I Cor 12:9 and in Lk 13:32, and to "physician". Not 
related to "cure" in v 7. 

22. The centurion is thus saying with regard to Jesus that disease is like
wise under His authority, obedient to His word. His physical pres
ence at the centurion's house is not needed. 

23. Some manuscripts say "you, not even in Israel did I find so great a 
faith" {8}, as in Lk 7:9. 

24. This word means either "so great in quantity", or, "so great in qual
ity". GK 5537. 

25. Compare Lk 13:28-30. 
26. That is, Gentiles (foreigners) from east and west will share in it, but 

the sons (Jews), the "legal" heirs, the ones who should have inher
ited it, will not. 

27. The phrase "outer darkness", and the word "outer", are elsewhere 
only in 22:13; 25:30. GK 2035, 5030. 

28. This noun is used 9 times. GK 3088. The related verb is in Jn 
11:33. 

29. Or, "gnashing, grating" because of pain. Used only in the phrase 
"weeping and grinding a/teeth", which occurs also in 13:42, 50; 
22:13; 24:51; 25:30; Lk 13:28. GK JJ06. The related verb is in 
Act 7:54. 

30. Some manuscripts omit this word { C}, so that it says "and the 
servant". 

31. Parallel account at Mk I :29, Lk 4:38. 
32. Same word as in v 6. 
33. Some manuscripts say "them" (N}. 
34. Parallel account at Mk I :32; Lk 4:40. 
35. Or, "being demonized, being tormented by demons". Elsewhere 

only in 4:24; 8:28, 33; 9:32; 12:22; 15:22; Mk 1:32; 5:15, 16, 18; 
Lk 8:36; Jn 10:21. GK 1227. Related to "demon'', which is used 63 
times. Equivalent to "having a demon" in Mt 11: 18; Lk 4:33; 7:33; 
8:27; Jn 7:20; 8:48, 49, 52; I0:20. 

A. Rom 14:21, stumble 8. Rom 11: 11 C. Rev 6:8 D. Jn 7:17 E. Act 27:30 F. I Cor 7: I G. Mt 5:23 H. Act 17:26, appointed J. Act 4:33 
K. Rom 12:8, exhorting L. Mt 4:24, paralytic M. Rev 14: I 0 N. 2 Cor 3:5, sufficient 0. Mt 28: 12 P. Rev 17:8 Q. Mt 5: 18 R. Mt 6: 10 
S. Jn 3:36 T. Mk 1:30 U. I Pet 4:10, ministering V. Jn 12:31 W. Mk 1:32 



Matthew 9:27 30 Verse 

1113. And while Jesus was passing on from there, two blind men followed Him 1, crying-outA and saying, 27 
"Have-mercy-on8 us, Son o/David2!" 

I ( ·. And He having gone into the house, the blind men came to Him 2 X 
2C. And Jesus says to them, "Do you believe3 that I am able to do this?" They say to Him, "Yes, 

MasterC" 
3 ( · Then He touched0 their eyes, saying, "Let it be doneE to you according-to• your faith". •And 29-'r1 

their eyes were opened 
4C. And Jesus sternly-commanded5 them, saying, "See that no one knows it" 
5( · But the ones, having gone forth, widely-spread6 [the news about] Him in that whole land :; I 

1213. 7 And while they were going forth, behold- they brought to Him a mute man being demon- 31 
possessedF. •And the demon having been cast-out0 , the mute man spoke .1' 

IC. And the crowds marveledH, saying, "It never was visible8 like this in Israel!" 
2C. But the Pharisees were saying, "He is casting out the demons by the ruler o/the demons" .14 

Ill.\. And Jesus was going around all the cities and the villages, teaching in their synagogues, and .'' 
proclaimingK the good-newsL o/the kingdom, and curing every disease and every infirmity.9 •And if, 

having seen the crowds, io He felt-deep-feelings 11 [of compassion] concerning 12 them, because they had 
been troubled13 and thrown-forth 14 like sheep not having a shepherdM 

I 13. 15 Then He says to His disciples 16, "The harvest17 is great- but the workers are few! "Therefore ask _, -.'·' 
the Lord o/the harvest that He send-out 18 workers into His harvest" 

213. 19 And having summoned His twelve disciples, He gave them authorityN over unclean spirits so as 111 : 

to be casting them out, and to be curing every disease and every infirmity 
.113 20 Now the names a/the twelve apostles21 are these-

IC. First22
, Simon (the one being called Peter) and Andrew (his brother) 

2C. And James (the son a/Zebedee) and John (his brother) 
.\C. Philip and Bartholomew 
4( ·. Thomas and Matthew (the tax-collector) 
SC. James (the son of Alphaeus) and Thaddaeus23 

(1( . Simon (the Cananaean24) and Judas the Iscariot0 (the one also having handed Him over) 

413. 25 Jesus sent out these twelve, having instructed26 them, saying-

IC. "Do not go into the path27 of Gentiles, and do not enter into a city a/Samaritans. 
0

But be 1• 

proceeding instead to the lost28 sheep of the houser of Israel 
2C. "And while proceeding, be proclaimingK, saying that 'The kingdom a/the heavens has drawn 

near'. 29 "Be curing ones being sick. raising dead ones. 30 cleansingO lepers, casting out demons31 ~ 
:ic. "You received freely32- give freely 
4C. "Do not acquirell gold nor silver nor copper34 [money] for your [money] belts-"not a "-Ill 

[traveler's] bagR for the journey, nor two tunics35, nor sandals36
, nor a staff37

• For the worker 
is worthy5 of his food 38 

5( ·. "And into whatever city or village you enter, search-out39 who is worthy5 in it, and stay there I : 
until you go forth40

• •And while entering into the houseT, greetu it41 I~ 

I D. "And if the house T is worthy42 , let your peace come upon it- but if it is not worthy, let I -' 
your peace return to you 



I. Some manuscripts omit this word { C}. 
2. This phrase was a name for a descendant of David (as in Mt I :20); 

and for the Messiah in particular, I: I; 12:23; 15:22; 20:30; 31; 21 :9, 
15; Mk 10:47, 48; 12:35; Lk 18:38, 39; 20:41. Compare Lk 1:32; 
Rom 1:3. 

3. Or, "have faith". On this word, see Jn 3:36. Related to "faith" in the 
next verse. 

4. Or, "in agreement with, corresponding to, based on". GK 2848. 
5. Or. "sternly warned". Jesus commanded with intense emotion. On 

this word, see "deeply moved" in Jn 11 :33. 
6. Elsewhere only in 28: 15; Mk I :45. GK 1424. 
7. Compare Mt 12:22-37; Mk 3:22-30; Lk 11:14-26. 
8. Or. "appeared, came to light, was revealed, shined" and therefore 

"was seen". That is, it has never been done like this before, it has 
never happened like this. On this word, see "shine" in Phil 2: 15. 

9. This is the same statement as in 4:23. Some manuscripts add 
"among the people" (N}. 

10. This is the King's third response to the crowds. Jesus taught them 
(5: I), healed them (8: I), and now sends the twelve. 

I I. This word means "to feel deep feelings" of anger, compassion, mercy, 
pity, love, affection, sympathy, depending on the context. It refers to 
feelings or emotions deep in the "bowels" or "heart". Elsewhere only 
in 14: 14; 15:32; 18:27; 20:34; Mk I :41; 6:34; 8:2; 9:22; Lk 7: 13; 
I 0:33; 15:20. GK 5072. Related to "deep feelings" in Phil I :8. 

12. Only here does the NT say deep feelings "concerning" them (GK 
4309). Elsewhere, it is "for" them, or "toward" them. 

13. Or, "harassed, bothered". Elsewhere only in Mk 5:35; Lk 7:6; 8:49. 
This is a paniciple, "they were having been troubled and thrown 
fonh". GK 5035. Some manuscripts say "weary" {N}, using the 
word in 15:32. 

14. That is, "scattered". Or, "thrown down", that is, as wounded or 
helpless. Elsewhere only as "throw" in 15:30; 27:5; "throw down" 
in Lk 4:35; and "throw off" in Lk 17:2; Act 27: 19, 29. This word 
means "to throw, cast, hurl, toss, fling". GK 4849. Related to 
"throw off" in Act 22:23. 

15. Compare Lk 10:2. 
16. That is, His followers. This is a larger group than the twelve, who 

are mentioned next in 10: I. 
17. Jesus uses grammar that emphasizes the contrast between the two 

halves of this sentence. 
18. Or, "put out, bring out". On this word, see "cast out" in Jn 12:31. 
19. Parallel account at Mk 6:7, Lk 9: 1. 
20. Compare at Mk 3:16; Lk 6:14; Act 1:13. 
21. Or, "sent ones", sent with a commission. On this word, see I Cor 

12:28. On these men, see Lk 6:14-16. 

31 Matthew I 0: 13 

22. That is, first among the apostles, the most prominent one. Peter is 
always mentioned first. 

23. Some manuscripts say "Lebbaeus, the one having been called Thad
daeus" (8). 

24. That is, the zealot. On this word, see Mk 3:18. Some manuscripts 
say "Cananite" { N}, the one from Cana. 

25. Parallel account at Mk 6:8; Lk 9:3. Compare Lk 10:1-12. 
26. Or, "commanded, given orders to". Jesus gave them the following set 

of orders, directives. On this word, see "command" in I Tim 1 :3. 
27. Or, "road, way". Do not join up with Gentiles while on your way. 

Do not go to them or with them. On this word, see "way" in Lk 3:4. 
28. This is a participle. The grammar indicates that it means "the sheep 

having gotten lost", or "having become lost", not "having been 
lost". The same word and grammar is in 15:24; Lk 15:4, 6, 24, 32; 
19: I 0. On this word, see "perish" in I Cor I: 18. 

29. This is the same message as John (Mt 3 :2) and Jesus (Mt 4: 17). 
30. Some manuscripts omit "be raising dead ones"; others move it 

after "be cleansing lepers"; others move it after "be casting out 
demons" {N}. 

3 I. In other words, be saying and doing what you have seen Me say 
and do. 

32. Or, "as a gift". Accept no money from anyone. On this word, see 
"without a reason" in Gal 2:2 I. 

33. Or, "procure, get, obtain". On this word, see I Thes 4:4. 
34. Same word as "money" in Mk 6:8. Compare Lk 9:3. 
35. Or, "shirts", that is, an extra undershirt. Compare Lk 3: 11. On this 

word, see Mt 5:40. 
36. That is, beyond the pair you are wearing, which also applies to the 

staff next. Elsewhere only in 3:11; Mk 1:7; Lk 3:16; 10:4; 15:22; 
22:35; Jn 1:27; Act 7:33; 13:25. GK 5687. The related verb is the 
word "tie on" in Mk 6:9. 

37. That is, a walking stick, meaning that they should not buy a new 
one or a second one. Compare Mk 6:8, Lk 9:3. Some manuscripts 
have this plural {N }. Do not obtain nor take along any extra provi
sions for the journey ahead, nor the means to buy or carry them. 
Your daily needs will be provided to you daily along the way. 

38. In this context, Jesus is applying this principle to all their needed 
provisions. I Tim 5:18 says "wages". On this word, see Mt 24:45. 

39. Or, "inquire into". Same word as in 2:8. Elsewhere only as "ques
tion" in Jn 21: 12. GK 2004. Related to "interrogate" in Act 22:24. 

40. That is, from the city. 
41. That is, express good wishes toward the house and the people in 

it. Compare "Peace to you", Jn 20: 19, 26. 
42. Jesus uses grammar that emphasizes the contrast between the two 

halves of this sentence. On this word, see Rev 16:6. 
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Matthew 10:14 32 Verse 

6( ·. "And whoever does not welcomeA you, nor listen-to your words- shake-out8 the dust from 14 
your feet while going outside of that house or city. "Trulyc I say to you, it will be more- 15 
tolerable 1 for the land o/Sodom and Gomorrah on the day o/judgment0 than/or that city 

7( ·. 2 "Behold3- I am sending you out as sheep in the midst of wolves. Therefore be shrewd4 as the 1 h 

snakes, and innocent5 as the doves. •And beware6 of people 1 7 

1 lJ. "For7 they will hand you over to councils8
, and whip9 you in their synagogues. •And you 1 x 

will even be brought before govemors10 and kings 11 for My sake- for a testimonyE to 
them 12 and to the Gentiles 

1L 13 "But whenever they hand you over, do not be anxious-about F how or what you l 'J 

should speak. For what you should speak will be given to you in that hour 

1 F. "For you are not the ones speaking, but the Spirit of your Father is the One 211 

speaking in you 

2D "And brother will hand-over<' brother to death, and a father his child. And children will 
rise-up-in-rebellion 14 against parents and they 15 will put them to death. •And you will be 
being hatedH by all because of My name. But the one having endured1 to the end 16

, this 
one will be savedK 

:'I 

1 !',. "But whenever they persecuteL you in this city, fleeM to another. 17 For truly I say to '~ 

you-you will by no means finish 18 the cities oflsrael until the Son o/Man comes 19 

3 D 20 "A disciple21 is not above the teacher, nor is a slave above his master. 
0 

/tis enoughN for 2-1-2' 
the disciple that he become like his teacher, and the slave like his master. If they called 
the Household-Master22 Beelzebul23, how much more His household-members! 

1 L. 24 "So25 do not fear26 them. For nothing has been covered27 which will not be > 
revealed0 , and is secretr which will not be known28 

1 F. "What I am saying to you in the darknessO, speak in the light 
21 . "And what you are hearing in your ear, proclaimR upon the housetops5 

21· .. "And do not be fearing29 anything from30 the ones killing the body, but not being > 
able to kill the soulT 

1 F. "But be fearing instead the One being able to destroyu both soul and body in 
Gehennav 

:I I:. "Are not two sparrows sold for an assarion31 ? And one of them will not fall on the 
ground apart from your Father32 

IF. "But even the hairs of your head have all been numbered33 ! 
~F. "So do not be fearing. You are more valuable than many sparrows 

XC. 34 "Everyone therefore who will confess35 Me in front of people, I also will confess him in front 
of My Father in the heavens. "But whoever denies36 Me in front of people, I also will deny 
him in front of My Father in the heavens 

lJCH "Do not supposew that I came to cast38 peace over39 the earth. I did not come to cast peace, 
but a swordx 

. ' 
' 



I. Or, "more endurable, more bearable". Elsewhere only in 11 :22, 24; 
Lk l0:12, 14.GK445. 

2. Compare Mt 24:9-14; Mk 13:9-13; Lk 21:12-19; Jn 16:1-4. 
3. This section is prophetic, looking beyond their immediate mission 

to their life ministry and beyond. 
4. Or, "prudent, sensible". On this word, see "wise" in 7:24. Some 

think Jesus means "shrewd at recognizing and avoiding danger". 
Jesus is a prime example. He avoided it until His hour came. 

5. Or, "pure". That is, blameless, so that your own behavior does 
not bring people down on you unnecessarily. On this word, see 
Rom 16:19. 

6. Same command, "beware of'', as in 7:15; 16:6, 11; Lk 20:46. Same 
word as "take heed" in Lk 12: I. On this word, see "pay attention 
to" in I Tim 3:8. 

7. Theseverses,v 17-22,arealsoinMk 13:9-13;Lk21:12-19. 
8. That is, local courts, local sanhedrins (consisting of23 members). 

On this word, see "council [chamber]" in Act 5:27. 
9. Or, "flog, scourge". On this word, see Heb 12:6. 
10. Like Pilate, Felix (Act 23:24) and Festus (Act 24:27). 
11. Like Agrippa I (Act 12: I), Agrippa II (Act 25: 13), and Caesar. 
12. That is, the Jews, in their councils and synagogues. 
13. Compare also Lk 12:11-12. 
14. Or, "will rebel, revolt, stand up against". Elsewhere only in Mk 

13:12. GK2060. 
15. This may refer to "children", or to "the authorities" in general. 
16. Same phrase, "to the end", as in 24:13; Mk 13:13. On this phrase, 

see "to the uttermost" in I Thes 2: 16. Other phrases using the same 
word "end" with a different preposition may be found in Heb 3: 14; 
6: 11; I Cor I :8. On "end", see Rom I 0:4. 

17. Some manuscripts add "and if they persecute you from this one, 
flee to another" { C}. Flee from the wolves, v 16. 

18. On this word, see Rev 10:7. Related to "end" in v 22. 
19. Some think Jesus means "comes to you at the end of this preaching 

tour I am sending you on"; others, "comes publicly as Messiah in 
Jerusalem" in 21 :9. Others think the "coming" referred to is His 
transfiguration, or resurrection, or the Day of Pentecost, or His 
coming to destroy Jerusalem in judgment, or His second coming. 
Others translate this verb "goes", that is, goes to the Father after His 
resurrection. This common word meaning "to come, go" is used 
632 times. GK 2262. Note 16:28. 

33 Matthew 10:34 

20. Compare Jn 15:20. 
21. Or, "learner, pupil, student". On this word, see Lk 6:40. 
22. That is, Jesus. On this word, see 20: I. 
23. That is, a devil. On this word, see Mk 3:22. Do not think this com

ing persecution strange. If Jesus the teacher and master experi
enced persecution, how much more His students and slaves! 
Compare I Pet4:12. 

24. Compare Lk 12:2-7. 
25. Because you are My disciples and slaves (v 24), sent out by Me (v 16). 
26. The grammar views the matter as a whole, and implies, Do not start 

to fear or become fearful of them. 
27. Or, "veiled, hidden". This is a participle, nothing "is having been cov

ered". On this word, see I Pet 4:8. Related to the word in Lk 12:2. 
28. In other words, do not fear, because they will not get away with 

anything. The motives and actions of both you and them will 
become known to all. So take what I tell you privately and proclaim 
it publicly without fear. 

29. The grammar views the matter as a process, and implies "stop 
fearing" or "do not be in the habit or pattern of fearing". Likewise 
in v 31. 

30. Or, "Do not be afraid of the ones ... ". This idiom, "to fear from'', is 
elsewhere only in Lk 12:4. 

31. This is a Roman copper coin. Elsewhere only in Lk 12:6. GK 837. 
Sixteen assarion made one denarius. See Mk 12:42. 

32. That is, apart from His will, without His consent. 
33. This is a participle, the hairs "are having been numbered". Not the 

same grammar as in Lk 12:7. 
34. Compare Lk 12:8-9; Mk 8:38; Lk 9:26. 
35. Same word as in Rom 10:9. On this word, see I Tim 6: 12. Here and 

in Lk 12: 8, it literally says "confess in Me ... confess in him". This 
reflects an Aramaic way of speaking, and is not found with the other 
22 uses of this word. 

36. Or, "repudiates". Same word as in Act 3: 13, 14. On this word, see 
I Tim 2: 12. Both Peter (Mt 26:70, 72) and some of those mentioned 
in Act 3: 14-16 repented of their denial and confessed Him. 

37. Compare Lk 12:51-53. 
38. This is the common word for "throw, put, cast", on which see 

"throw" in Rev 2:22. 
39. Or, "on, across". GK 2093. 
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Matthew 10:35 34 Verse 

I D. "For I came to cause-a-separation 1- a man against2 his father, and a daughter against her .\.:; 
mother, and a daughter-in-law against her mother-in-law.· And the enemies of the person .\h 

will be his household-members 
2 D. 3 "The one loving father or mother above Me is not worthyA of Me. And the one loving son , -

or daughter above Me is not worthy of Me 
.l D. "And he who is not taking his cross4 and following after Me is not worthy of Me .1 :-: 
.m. 5 "The one having found his life6 will lose it, and the one having lost his life for My sake ''J 

will find it 

IOC. "The one welcoming7 you is welcoming Me. And the one welcoming Me is welcoming the -1r1 
One having sent Me forth 8 

I D "The one welcoming a prophetc in the name of a prophet8 will receive the reward0 of -11 
a prophet 

2D. "And the one welcoming a righteousE one in the name of a righteous one will receive the 
reward of a righteous one 

.1 D. "And whoever gives one of these little ones only a cup of cold water to drink in the name -I: 
of a disciple- truJyF I say to you he will by no means lose his reward" 

:" 13. And it came about that when Jesus finishedG giving-directions9 to His twelve disciples, He passed- I I 
onH from there that He might teach and proclaim 10 in their cities 

I I:\. Now John, 11 having in prison 12 heard-of the works of the Christ, having sent through his 13 disciples, "said 
to Him, "Are You the One coming 14, or should we be looking-for15 a different 16 one?" 

I B. 17 And having responded, Jesus said to them, "Having gone, report1 to John the things which you are 
hearing and seeing 18-

IC. "Blind ones are seeing-againK, and lameL ones are walking. Lepers are being cleansedM, and 
deaf ones are hearing. And dead ones are being raised, and poorN ones are having-good-news
announced 19 to them 

2( ·. "And blessed0 is whoever does not take-offense20 in Me" 

2B. And while these ones were proceeding, Jesus began to speak to the crowds about John-

I ( ·. "What21 did you go out into the wildemessr to look-at? A reed being shaken by the wind? 
2( ·. "But what did you go out to see? A man having been dressedO in soft garments? Behold- the 

ones wearingR the soft garments are in the houses5 of kings! 
.1( ·. "But what did you go out to see? A prophet? Yes, I say to you, and more22 than a prophet 

l [)B "This one is about whom it has been written [in Mal 3: !], 'Behold- I am sending- 111 

forth 8 My messengerT ahead of Your presence24
, who will make Your way ready25 in 

front of You' 
2D. "TrulyF I say to you, a greater26 one than John the Baptist has not arisenu among ones I i 

born of women 

11:. "But the least27 one in the kingdomv of the heavensw is greater28 than he 

11'. "But the kingdom of the heavens is being treated-violently29 from the days of I~ 
John the Baptist until now. And violent30 ones are snatching31 it away32 



I. Or ... divide in two. separate, dis-unite". Used only here. GK 1495. 
2. Manhew uses a different word for "against" than Luke. 
3. Compare Lk 14:25-27. 
4. That is. we must not seek to escape from that which causes us to 

suffer for Christ. We must accept it, carry it, and follow Him, deny
ing our self-interest. Our "cross" is any personal issue which for us 
symbolizes our self-death for Him, our denying self for Him, our 
suffering loss for Him, not suffering in general. Note that it is an 
ongoing matter, not a one-time thing. In this context, it especially 
means carrying the cross of rejection by an unbelieving family 
member, v 37. Compare Mt 16:24. This word is used 27 times. GK 
5089. Related to .. crucify" in Mt 27:35. 

5. Compare Mt 16:25. 
6. That is. having found himself, having defined his life, by choosing 

his own self-interest over Christ. 
7. Or. "receiving hospitably, accepting". Same word as in Mt 10:14, 

41; 18:5; Mk 6:11; 9:37; Lk 8:13; 9:5, 48, 53; 10:8, 10; 16:4, 9; Jn 
4:45; 2 Cor 8: 17; Gal 4: 14; Col 4: IO; Heb 11 :31. Elsewhere only 
as .. receive" in Mk I 0: 15; Lk 18: 17; Act 3:21; 7:38, 59; 17: 11; 22:5; 
28:21; 2 Cor 6:1; 7:15; 11:16; Phil 4:18; 2 Thes 2:10; Jam 1:21; 
.. accept" in Mt 11 :14; Act 8:14; 11:1; I Cor2:14; 2 Cor 11:4; I Thes 
1:6; 2: 13; and "take" in Lk 2:28, 16:6, 7; 22:17; Eph 6:17. GK 1312. 

8. That is. because he is a prophet. Next, because he is a righteous one; 
then, because he is a disciple, v 42. The same concept is in Mk 9:41. 

9. Or, "commanding, giving orders to". On this word, see "direct" in 
I Cor7:17. 

10. Same two words as 4:23; 9:35, "teach", "proclaim". 
11. Having presented His teaching (8A.), His works (9A.), and His 

sending of the twelve to proclaim the kingdom to Israel ( IOA.), 
Matthew now uses John to .. prepare the way" again by asking the 
key question, .. Are You the One?". What follows details how Jesus 
both hid and revealed ( 11 :25-26; 13: 12) the answer to that question 
as He responded to opposition and continued His words and works 
of self-revelation. It culminates in the response of Peter. As to why 
John would ask such a question, some think prison made him doubt 
or lose patience. Others think he was expecting the kingly, con
quering, judging Messiah and was puzzled over Jesus. There are 
other views. 

12. Josephus says John was imprisoned at Machaerus, a palace of 
Herod Antipas (see 14:1) east of the Dead Sea, in Perea. On this 
word. see .. jailhouse" in Act 5:21. 

13. Some manuscripts say .. sent two ofhis" {B}. as in Lk 7:18. 
14. Or, "the Coming One". That is, the Messiah. 
15. Or. "or are we looking for" another. Same words as in Lk 7: 19. 
16. Or ... another" (GK 2283). Not the same word as in Lk 7: 19 (GK 257). 
17. Parallel account at Lk 7: 18. 
18. Jesus lists things Isaiah prophesied Messiah would do, Isa 35:5-6; 

61: I. His works answer John's question. 
19. More literally, .. are being announced good news, are being evan

gelized". Same word as in Lk 7:22. On this word, see Act 5:42. 
20. Or, .. is not caused to fall by Me". On this word, see .. cause to fall" 

I Cor8:13. 

35 Matthew 11:12 

21. Or, "Why did you go out into the wilderness? To look at a reed ... ? 
But why did you go out? To see a man ... ? ... But why did you go 
out? To see a prophet?". Some manuscripts have a word order in v 
9 that would require it to be punctuated as in the footnote { B}. 

22. Jesus could mean "one who is more than", or, .. something more 
than" (like 12:41, which uses a different word). 

23. Compare also Mk I :2; Lk I: 17. 
24. Or, "face". On this phrase, "ahead of your presence", see Lk 9:52. 
25. On this word, "make ready'', see Mk I :2. 
26. Some think Jesus means greater in character, in obedience to God. 

Others think He means greater in what John would know and do 
with regard to Messiah. This word means "greater", with the spe
cific sense coming from the context: "larger, louder, more impor
tant, more strict, older". Used 48 times. GK 3505. Related to 
"great" in Heb 11 :24. 

27. Or, "lesser". Same word as "smaller" in 13:32; Mk4:31; and as 
"least" in Lk 7:28; 9:48. In the one case, Jesus would mean "lesser 
than John"; in the other, "least of all". This word means "linle", 
with the specific sense coming from the context: "small, short, 
young, insignificant". Used 46 times. GK 3625. 

28. Not in character, work or reward, but in privilege- as adult fam
ily members of God, no longer as children under a tutor (Gal 3:23; 
4: 1-2). John belongs to the OT order preceding the Messiah, v 13. 
These in the kingdom will see and hear all about His life, death, and 
resurrection. They get to see and know the King. Note 13: 16-17. 

29. This word can mean "to use violence or force, to inflict violence or 
force, lo be treated with violence or force". Elsewhere only as 
"forcing-himself" in Lk 16:16. GK 1041. In the Septuagint, it is 
used in the sense of "urge, strongly invite" (that is, use verbal or 
social force or pressure) as in Gen 33: 11; Judg 19:7; and in the 
sense of"force one's way", as in Ex 19:24; Deut 22:25. Related to 
"violent" next in v 12; "prevail upon" in Act 16: 15; "violence" in 
Act 5:26; and "violent" in Act 2:2. 

30. This word refers to one who uses hostile force or violence to attain 
his desires. Used only here. GK 1043. 

31. This word means "snatch away, take by force, seize, steal". Else
where by Matthew only of the evil one "snatching away" the seed 
in 13: 19, and of"snatching away" the strong man's things in 12:29. 
Used of taking Jesus away by force to make Him king in Jn 6: 15. 
On this word, see 2 Cor 12:2. 

32. Some think Jesus means that the kingdom is being attacked by ene
mies like Herod (who imprisoned John) and the Pharisees, who "are 
snatching away" the people and the message of the kingdom. Oth
ers think the kingdom is "forcing itself, forcefully advancing" (as 
seen with demons, 9:32-33), and the "forceful" (in a positive sense, 
the spiritually bold, daring, aggressive ones) are "taking hold" of 
it. Others think John and Jesus are "forcing" it on Israel, but violent 
men are snatching it away. Others think the kingdom is "being 
forced, pressed into, taken by storm". People were waiting patiently 
for Messiah before John, but now they are "pressing hard" to get in, 
to seize it. Others think people like the Zealots or those in Jn 6: 15 
are trying to establish it by force. There are other views. 
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Matthew 11: 13 36 Verse 

:; D. "For all the prophetsA and the Law prophesied8 until John. 1 •And if you are willingc to I :;-14 
accept0 it, he himself is Elijah- the one going-toE come2 

4D. "Let the one having ears3 hear 15 

-IC· 4 "But to what will I liken this generationF? It is like children sitting in the marketplaces, who, I(, 
calling to the others5, "say 'We played the flute for you, and you did not dance'. 'We lamented6, 17 
and you did not beat-your-breast7' 

ID. "For John came neither eating nor drinking,8 and they say 'He has a demon' I~ 
2D. "The Son o/Man came eating and drinking, and they say 'Behold- a man who is a 19 

glutton and drunkard9, a friend o/tax-collectorsG and sinnersH' 
:lD. "And wisdoml was vindicated 10 by her works 11

" 

_, 13. 12 Then He began to reproach 13 the cities in which most-of 14 His miraclesK took place, because they 
did not repentL 

I c. "Woe to you, Chorazin 15! Woe to you, Bethsaida! Because ifthe miracles having taken place in 
you had taken place in Tyre and Sidon, they would have repented long ago in sackcloth and ashes 

ID. "Nevertheless16 I say to you- it will be more tolerable 17 for Tyre and Sidon on the day 
o/judgmentM than/or you 

2C. "And you, Capemaum, will you be exaltedN up to heaven? 18 You will go-down 19 as far as 
Hades0 . Because ifthe miracles having taken place in you had been done20 in Sodom, it would 
have remainedP until today 

I D. "Nevertheless I say to you that it will be more tolerable for the land of Sodom on the day 
of judgment than/or you" 

-rn. 21 At that time,22 having responded, Jesus said, "I praise23 You, Father, Lord o/heaven and earth, 
that24 You hid25 these things from wise ones and intelligentO ones, and You revealedR them to 
children26

• "Yes, Father, because27 in-this-manner28 it became29 well-pleasing30 in Your sight 

I ( ·. "All things were handed-over5 to Me by My Father 
2 C ·. "And no one knows31 the Son except the Fa th er. Nor does anyone know the Father except the 

Son, and anyone to whom32 the Son wills33 to revea(R Him 

21 

1( '. "Come to Me, all the ones being weary34 and having been burdened35 , and I will give you restl6• -'~ 
Take My yokeT upon you37 and leamu from Me, because I am gentle38 and humble39 in heart, 2'> 
and you will find rest4° for your soulsv. 

0

For My yoke is easy4 1, and My burden42 is light" .1 ll 

5 B.43 At that time Jesus went through the grainfields on the Sabbath. And His disciples were hungry and 12 ·I 
began to pluck44 heads w [of grain] and eat 

IC. And the Pharisees, having seen it, said to Him, "Behold- Your disciples are doing what is not 
lawfu(X to be doing on a Sabbath"45 

2C And the One said to them-

I D "Did you not read [in 1 Sam 21: 1-6] what David did when he was hungry, and the ones 
with him-• how -I 

IL. "He entered into the houseY o/God 



I. On this sentence, compare Lk 16: 16. 
2. That is, the one predicted to come before the day of the Lord in Mal 

4:5-6. Note Mt 17:12; Jn 1:21; Lk 1:17. 
3. Some manuscripts add "to hear" {B}, "having ears to hear". If John 

is Elijah, then Jesus is Messiah. 
4. Parallel account at Lk 7:31. 
5. Some manuscripts say "to their friends" {N}, using the word in 20:13. 
6. Or, "sang a funeral song". Elsewhere only in Lk 7:32; 23:27; Jn 

16:20. Some manuscripts add "for you" {B}. GK 2577. 
7. Or, "mourn greatly". On this word, see Rev 1:7. In other words, 

John and Jesus did not respond to them as they wanted them to do. 
They wanted John to make merry with them, but he was too asce
tic. They wanted Jesus to mourn the things they mourn, but He was 
too sociable. 

8. That is, he did not eat and socialize with them, but lived apart from 
them in the desert. Jesus did the opposite. Compare Lk I: 15. 

9. Or, "a wine drinker". Both words are elsewhere only in Lk 7:34. 
Jesus must be eating too much food and drinking too much wine, 
because He eats and drinks with people who do so-- sinners. GK 
3884. Related to "wine" in I Tim 5:23. 

I 0. Or, "justified, declared right". Wisdom is seen in the things it does, 
the results it produces. The results produced by the life choices of 
John and Jesus vindicate God's wisdom. This generation's "wis
dom" has led it to reject John and Jesus! On this word, see "declare 
righteous" in Rom 3:24. 

11. Some manuscripts say "children" {B}, as in Lk 7:35. 
12. Compare Lk 10:12-15. 
13. Or, "scold, reprimand". On this word, see I Pet 4:14. 
14. Or, "His greatest miracles, His very great miracles". Same word 

as in 21 :8. 
15. This city is near Capernaum, and is mentioned elsewhere only in 

Lk I 0: 13. GK 5960. Though "most" or "very great" miracles were 
done there, no account of it is given explicitly in the Gospels. This 
reveals how much we do not know about the ministry of Jesus. Note 
Jn 21 :25. 

16. That is, "in spite of the fact that they did not repent and were 
judged by God, I say to you by comparison ... ". Or, "But", "But in 
contrast to what you may think about them or your own situa
tion ... ". This word also means "yet, however, except, only". Used 
31 times. GK 4440. 

17. On this word, see 10:15. Same word as in v 24. They had far less 
"light" than you. 

18. The grammar requires a "no" answer. Some manuscripts have it as 
a statement, And you Capernaum, "the one having been exalted up 
to heaven, you will ... "; others, "who were exalted up to heaven, you 
will..."{B}. 

19. Some manuscripts say "you will be brought down" {C}. 
20. Same word as "taken place" in v 21, but with different grammar. 

Same word as Lk IO: 13. GK 1181. 

37 Matthew 12:4 

21. Compare Lk 10:21-22. 
22. This took place when the 70 returned, Lk IO:l7, 21. 
23. Same word as in Lk 10:21, Rom 15:9. On this word, see "confess 

out" in Jam 5:16. 
24. Or, "because". Same word translated "because" in v 26. 
25. On this word, see Jn 8:59. Related to the word in Lk 10:21. 
26. Or, "childlike ones". Same word as in 21: 16; Lk I0:2 I; Rom 2:20; 

Eph 4: 14. On this word, see "infant" in I Cor 3: I. The contrast is 
between wise ones (in their own eyes) without God's revelation, 
and simple, childlike ones with it. 

27. Or, "that", so that is says, "Yes Father, I praise You that in this man-
ner ... ". GK 4022. 

28. Or, "thus, so". GK 4047. 
29. Or, "was, proved to be, came to be". GK 1181. 
30. On this noun, see "good pleasure" in Eph 1:5. 
31. Or, "recognizes, understands, knows exactly". Same word as later 

in the verse. On this word, see "understood" in Col I :6. Related to 
the word in Lk 10:22. 

32. Or, "and to whomever the Son ... ". 
33. Or, "wishes, desires, wants". Elsewhere by Matthew only as 

"intend" in I: 19. On this word, see Jam I: 18. 
34. Same word as in Jn 4:6; Rev 2:3. This word means "laboring, work

ing hard", and as a result, "being weary". Used 23 times, mostly 
as "labor". GK 3159. The related noun "labor" (see I Cor 3:8) and 
the following verb "rest" are used together in Rev 14: 13, "rest from 
their labors". 

35. That is, loaded down with burdens to carry. Elsewhere only in Lk 
11 :46. Compare Mt 23 :4. These people are laboring to carry the 
unbearable yoke (Act 15: I 0) oflegalistic traditions imposed by the 
Pharisees and scribes. GK 5844. Related to "burden" in v 30. 

36. On "give rest", see "refreshed" in Phm 7. The related noun is used 
later in this verse. 

37. That is, hitch yourself to My plow. Accept My teaching. 
38. Same word as in 5:5. On this word, see I Pet 3:4. 
39. Or, "lowly, poor". On this word, see "lowly" in Jam I :9. Jesus is 

completely unlike their present teachers. 
40. Or, "refreshment, relief". On this word, see 12:43. 
41. Or, "pleasant". On this word, see "good" in I Pet 2:3. It is "good" 

in the sense of what one carrying a load would consider good; that 
is, easy, pleasant. 

42. Or, "load, cargo". On this word, see "load" in Gal 6:5. 
43. Parallel account at Mk 2:23; Lk 6: I. 
44. The Law permits this plucking of a neighbor's grain, Deut 23:25. 

Elsewhere only in Mk 2:23; Lk 6: I. GK 5504. 
45. Such plucking was considered "work" by the Rabbis, and so was 

not permitted by them. 
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Matthew 12:5 38 

2 L "And they1 ate the Bread of Presentation2 which it was not lawfuP for him to eat, nor 
for the ones with him, but for the priests aloneA? 

2D. "Or did you not read in the Law that on the Sabbaths, the priests in the temple profane4 the 

Verse 

Sabbath5 and are guiltless6? "But I say to you that a greater-thing7 than the temple is here h 

JD. "But if you had known what it means8 [in Hos 6:6]- 'I desirec mercy, and not a 
sacrifice'- you would not have condemned0 the guiltless ones 

.+D. "For the Son a/Man is LordE o/the8 Sabbath" ·' 

(1\3. 9 And having passed-onF from there, He went into their synagogue.• And behold-there was a man lJ-1 r r 
having a witheredG hand 10 

I l . And they questioned Him, saying, 'Is it lawfu!H to cure1 on the Sabbath?' - in order that they 
might accuseK Him 

'.'C. And the One said to them, "What person will there be from-among you who will have one I i 
sheep, and if this sheep falls into a pit on the Sabbath, will not take hold of it and raiseL it? 
How much then is a person more-valuableM than a sheep! So then, it is lawful to be acting 
commendably11 on the Sabbath" 

JC. Then He says to the man, "Stretch-outN your hand". And he stretched it out, and it was I ' 
restored0 , healthy 12 like the other 

..\( ·. And having gone out, the Pharisees took counsel 13 against Him, so that they might destroyP Him I ~ 
5C. But Jesus, having known it, withdrewO from there. And large crowds14 followed Him, and He Ii 

cured1 them all. •And He wamedR them that they should not make Him known 15, •in order I !i- I -
that the thing might be fulfilled having been spoken through Isaiah the prophet saying16 

ID. "Behold, My servant5 Whom I chose 17
, My Beloved in Whom My soul was well-pleased18

- I ' 

IL "I will put My Spirit upon Him 
'.'I'.. "And He will announce 19 justice to the Gentiles 
3 L. "He will not quarrel2°, nor shoutT, nor will anyone hear His voice in the wide-roadsu I -i 
41:. "He will not break a reed having been bruised21 , and He will not quenchv a ' 11 

smoldering wick, until He leads-out22 justice23 to victoryw 
5E. "And the Gentiles will put-hopex in His name" [Isa 42:1-4] _I 

71~. 24 Then a blind and mute man being demon-possessedv was brought to Him. And He cured him, so 
that the mute25 man was speaking and seeing 

I ( ·. And all the crowds were astonishedz, and were saying, "This One is not the Son ojDavid, is He?"26 

'.'C. But the Pharisees, having heard it, said, "This One is not casting out the demons except by 
Beelzebul27, the ruler a/the demons!" 

JC. And knowing their thoughts28, He29 said to them-

ID. "Every kingdom having been divided against30 itself is desolatedAA_ And every city or 
house having been divided against itself will not stand31 

•; 

11 '.. "And if Satan is casting-out0 B Satan, he was divided against32 himself. How then '(1 

will his kingdom stand? 

2 D. "And if I am casting out the demons by Beelzebul, by whom are your sons casting them ~ i 
out?33 For this reason34 they will be your judges I 



I. Some manuscripts say "he" { C}. 
2. On this word, see Mk 2:26. That is, the 12 loaves of"showbread", 

Lev 24:6-9. 
3. Same word as in v 2, IO, 12. This is a participle, it "was not being 

lawful". On this word, see I Cor 6: 12. 
4. Or, "desecrate". That is, treat as common. Elsewhere only in Act 

24:6. GK 1014. Related to "profane" in 1 Tim I :9. 
5. That is, because the priests work on the Sabbath, performing their 

temple sacrifices. In other words, the temple ministry is more impor
tant than the Sabbath. And Jesus is more important than the temple. 

6. Or, "innocent, without a charge, without a ground of accusation". 
Elsewhere only in v 7. GK 360. 

7. Some manuscripts say "A greater One" {N}. 
8. Some manuscripts say "even ofthe ... " {K}, as in Mk 2:28. 
9. Parallel account at Mk 3:1; Lk 6:6. 
IO. Some manuscripts say "a man was having the hand withered" {N}. 
11. Or, "appropriately, rightly, well", to do something outwardly good 

and right. The Pharisees try to frame the question as regarding 
"work". Jesus says it is about doing good. Who among them would 
say that God forbids doing good on the Sabbath? He shames them 
into silence, and anger, v 14. This is the adverb of the word "good". 
Most simplify this phrase to "to do good", as Mark and Luke give 
it. On this phrase, see "do well" in Act I 0:33. 

12. Or. "sound". Same word as in 15:31;Mk5:34;Jn5:6,9, 11, 14, 15; 
Act 4: IO; Tit 2:8. Elsewhere only as "sound" in Jn 7:23. GK 5618. 
Related to the word in I Tim I: I 0. 

13. The phrase "to take counsel" is a Latin way of speaking, meaning 
"to form a plan, plot, decide, consult", and is elsewhere only in 
22: 15; 27: I, 7; 28: 12. On "counsel", see "consultation" in Mk 15: I. 

14. Some manuscripts omit this word {C}, so that it says "And many 
followed Him ... ". 

15. Or, "visible, plainly seen". On this word, see "evident" in Rom 1: 19. 
16. This word modifies "prophet", as in 2: 17. 
17. Used only here. GK 147. Related to the word in 2 Thes 2: 13. 
18. On "was well pleased", see 17:5. On "soul'', see Jam 5:20. 
19. Or, "declare, proclaim, report". On this word, see 1 Jn 1 :3. 
20. Or, "wrangle". Used only here. GK 2248. Related to the word in 1 

Cor 1:11. 

39 Matthew 12:27 

21. Same word as in Lk 9:39. Elsewhere only as "broken" in Mk 5:4; 
14:3; Jn 19:36; "crush" in Rom 16:20; and "broken to pieces" in 
Rev 2:27. GK 5341. 

22. Or, "brings out, sends out, takes out, puts out". Used 81 times, but 
only here in this sense. On this word, see "cast out" in Jn 12:31. 

23. Or, "judgment", that is, God's standard of justice or judgment, as 
seen in the Cross. Same word as in v 18. On this word, see "judg
ment" in Jn 3:19. 

24. Compare Mt 9:32-34; Mk 3:22-30; Lk 11: 14-26. 
25. Some manuscripts say "blind and mute"; others, "mute and blind" 

{N}. 
26. The grammar indicates a "no" answer is expected, "This can't be ... , 

can it? By "Son of David'', the crowds mean "Messiah" (see 9:27). 
This represents a hesitant move toward acceptance. Their expecta
tions of Messiah lead them to think "No", but His miracles lead 
them to think "Yes". Maybe it is He. Same grammar as in Jn 4:29. 

27. On this word, see Mk 3:22. It is simple logic. It cannot be by the 
power of Jesus Himself, it is not by God's power (since Jesus vio
lates the Sabbath), so it must be by Satan's power. 

28. Or, "reflections", what they were thinking about. On this word, see 
Heb4:12. 

29. Some manuscripts say "Jesus" { C}. 
30. This word is used twice in v 25, v 30, twice in v 32. GK 2848. Not 

the same word as in v 26. 
31. Or, "be made to stand, be established". Those in it will not be able 

to make it stand if they are divided. The same idea is in v 26 in 
Satan's kingdom. On this word, see Mk 13: 14. 

32. This word is the word used in Mk 3:24, 25, 26; Lk 11: 17, 18. GK 
2093. 

33. That is, if I do it by Satan's power, how can you prove your sons do 
not do likewise? How do you know Satan is not empowering them? 
The reasoning required to answer in their case will also answer in His. 

34. That is, since they also are casting them out (in their own way, as 
in Lk 9:49; Act 19: 13 ), they will be the judges of the validity of 
your assertion. They will be the source of the reasoning justifying 
their case, and therefore His. 
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Matthew 12:28 40 Verse 

IE. "But ifl am casting out the demons by the Spirit of God, then the kingdom of God 2S 
came1 upon you 

JI). "Or how can anyone enter into the house of the strong man and snatch-away2 his things, 2 'J 

unless he first bindsA the strong man? And then he will plunder3 his house 
4D. "The one not being with Me4 is against Me. And the one not gathering8 with Me is _,IJ 

scatteringc. "For this reason I say to you- 'I 

I le. "Every sin and blasphemy0 will be forgiven to people. But the blasphemy against 
the Spirit will not be forgiven5 

2 F. "And whoever speaks a wordE against the Son ofMan, it will be forgiven to him. But ) · 
whoever speaks against6 the Holy Spirit, it will not be forgiven to him- neither in 
this age nor in the one coming7 

:'D. "Either make the tree goodF and its fruit goodF, or make the tree bad8 and its fruit bad.9 , · 

For the tree is known 10 by the fruit 
61J. "BroodG of vipers! How are you able to speak good 11 things, being evilH? For the mouth -'~ 

speaks out of the abundancel of the heart 

I I.. "The goodK person brings out goodK things from his goodK treasure 12 ·' • 

2L "And the eviJH person brings out eviJH things from his eviJH treasure 
JL "And I say to you that every useless 13 wordL which people will speak- they will ;1. 

renderM an accountN for it on the day ofjudgment0 . "For by your words you will be 
declared-righteousP, and by your words you will be condemned0" 

t'B. 14 Then some of the scribes and Pharisees responded to Him 15, saying "Teacher, we want to see a sign ; , 
from You". "But the One, having responded, said to them- ;. 1 

IC. "An evilH and adulterous 16 generationR is seeking-for a sign. And a sign will not be given to 
it, except the sign of Jonah the prophet 

ID. "For just as Jonah was three days and three nights in the belly of the sea-creature 17
, so 11 1 

the Son of Man will be three days and three nights 18 in the heart of the earth 

2C. "Ninevite men 19 will rise-up20 at the judgment0 with this generation, and they will condemns 
it. Because they repentedT at the proclamationu of Jonah, and behold- a greater thing than 
Jonah is here 

:w. "The Queen of the South will be raised21 at the judgment with this generation, and she will I.' 

condemns it. Because she came from the ends22 ()(the earth to hear the wisdom of Solomon, 
and behold- a greater thing than Solomon is here 

4( .23 "Now when the unclean spirit departs from the personv, it goes through waterless places I· 

seeking rest24
, and does not find it 

ID. "Then it says, 'I will return to my house from where I came-out25 ' 11 
2D. "And having come, it finds it being unoccupiedw, having been swept and put-in-order26 

JD. "Then it proceeds, and takes along with itself seven other spirits more evil than itself -1' 
4D. "And having gone in, they dweUX there 
5D. "And the last state27 of that person becomes worse than the first 
<iD. "So it will be also with this evil generation"28 



I. Or, "arrived". Same word as in Lk 11:20. See I Thes 2:16 on it. 
2. On this word, see 2 Cor 12:2. Some manuscripts say "plunder" 

( N } , the same word as later in this verse. 
3. Used in both occurrences in Mk 3:27. Related to "snatch away" 

earlier. 
4. That is, not standing with Him, but with His enemy, Satan (like 

those in v 24). Such people have decided against Jesus, linking Him 
to evil. Compare Mk 9:40. 

5. You have set yourself against His working in Me, and against Me. 
Compare Mk 3:30. On this word, see Mt 6: 12. 

6. This is GK 2848. Not the same word as in Lk 12:10. 
7. It is an eternal sin, Mk 3:29. 
8. The emphasis is either on "rotten" or "worthless". On this word, 

used twice in this verse, see "bad" tree in 7: 17. 
9. Some think Jesus means that they are trying to make the tree (Jesus) 

bad, and His fruit (casting out demons, healing) good. Jesus says, 
you cannot have it both ways. Make them both the same, good or 
bad. Stop riding the fence. Others think the tree is the Pharisees. 
Either repent and show the fruit (3:8), or carry out your evil desires 
against Me (23 :32). 

I 0. Or, "recognized". On this word, see Lk I :34. 
11. How can you have good fruit since you are bad trees? How can you 

say that both I and My works are good, since you are evil? 
12. Or, "treasury, treasure-house'', referring to the person's heart. Same 

word as in Lk 6:45; and as "treasure-chest" in Mt 2: 11. Used 17 
times. GK 2565. Some manuscripts add "ofhis heart" {N}, as in 
Lk 6:45. 

41 Matthew 12:45 

13. Or, ''unproductive". On this word, see Jam 2:20. That is, every non-
edifying word, every word that does no good. 

14. Compare Lk 11:29-32; and Mt 16:1-4; Mk 8:11-12. 
15. Some manuscripts omit "to Him" {N}. 
16. That is, spiritually unfaithful to God. On this word, see Jam 4:4. 
17. Or, "huge fish", a generic term used of large sea creatures or sea 

monsters. Used only here. GK 3063. 
18. This is another way of saying "three days". A day and a night is one 

day, as in Gen I :5. It does not mean "72 hours", but simply "three 
days". Note how Luke says this in Lk 11 :30. 

19. That is, the men from Nineveh where Jonah went to preach. 
20. Or, "stand up". On this word, see Lk 18:33. 
21. Or, "will arise". On this word, see "arose" in 28:6. 
22. Or, "limits, extremities". On this word, see Heb 6:16. On this queen, 

see I Kings 10:1-13. 
23. Compare Lk 11:24-26. 
24. Or, "a resting place". Elsewhere only in 11 :29; Lk 11 :24; Rev 4:8; 

14:11. GK398. 
25. Same word as "departs" in v 43. 
26. Or, "adorned, decorated". On this word, see "adorn" in I Tim 2:9. 
27. More literally, "the last things" versus "the first things". 
28. Jesus is casting out demons and putting Israel's house in order. But 

upon this evil generation's rejection of Him, demons will return and 
they will be worse off. 

A. I Cor 7:27 B. Mt 25:35, brought in C. Jn 16:32 D. I Tim 6:4 E. I Cor 12:8 F. I Tim 5:10a G. Mt 3:7 H. Act 25:18 J. 2 Cor 8:14 
K. I Tim 5: !Ob L. Rom 10: 17 M. Mt 16:27 N. I Cor 12:8, word 0. Jn 3: 19 P. Rom 3:24 Q. Lk 6:37 R. Mt 24:34 S. I Cor II :32 
T. Act 26:20 U. I Cor 1:21 V. Mt 4:4, mankind W. I Cor 7:5, devote yourselves X. Eph 3:17 



Matthew 12:46 42 Verse 

lJB.1 While He was still speaking to the crowds, behold- His mother and brothers2 were standing 4Ci 
outside, seekingA to speak to Him 

\ C. And3 someone said to Him, "Behold- Your mother and Your brothers are standing outside, 4 7 
seeking to speak to You" 

2C. But the One, having responded, said to the one speaking to Him, "Who is My mother and who 4X 
are My brothers?" 

K. And having stretched-out8 His hand toward His disciples, He said "Behold- My mother and -1'1 

My brothers! 

ID. "For whoever does the wiUC ofMy Father in the heavens0- he is My brother and sister )11 

and mother" 

I OH. On that day Jesus, having gone out of the house, sat beside the sea. ·And large crowdsE were I~. 1-~ 
gathered-togetherF with Him so that He, having gotten into a boat, sits-down [to teach]. And the 
whole crowd was standing on the shore. •And He spoke many things to them in parables4

, saying-

I ( . 5 "Behold- the one sowing went out that he might sow. •And during his sowing-

ID. "Some seeds fell along the road. And having come, the birds ate them upG 
2 D. "And others fell on the rocky6 places where they were not having much soil. And 

immediately7 they sprang-up, because ofnot having a depthH of soiF. "But the sun having 
risen, they were scorchedK. And because of not having a root, they were dried-upL 

_i [). "And others fell on the thorns. And the thorns came up and choked8 them 
4D. "And others fell on the goodM soil and were giving fruit- one a hundred, and another 

sixty, and another thirty 
SD. "Let the one having ears9, hear" ,, 

2( .10 And having come to Him, the disciples 11 said to Him, "For what reason are You speaking to I 11 

them in parables?" ·And the One, having responded, said to them- I 1 

Ill. "Because 12 it has been given to you to know 13 the mysteries 14 of the kingdomN £?fthe 
heavens. But it has not been given to those ones 

IF "For whoever has- it will be given to him, and he will be caused to abound0 I · 

2 F. "But whoever does not have- even what he has will be taken-away from him 

2D. "For this reason I am speaking to them in parables- because while seeingr, they are not I ; 
seeingP. And while hearing, they are not hearing, nor understanding15 . •And the prophecy I I 
a/Isaiah is being fulfilledO in them, the one saying 16 [in Isa 6:9-10) 

11·. 17 "In hearingR, you will hear' and by no means understand. And while seeingr, you 
will see and by no means perceive. 18 "For the heart of this people became dull 19, and I ·, 
they hardly20 heard with their ears, and they closed their eyes21 

IF "That they might not22 ever seeT with their eyes, and hear with their ears, and 
understand in their heart, and turn-backu, and I shall23 healv them" 



I. Parallel account at Mk 3:31. Compare Lk 8: 19-21. 
2. On the brothers and sisters of Jesus, see 13:55. 
3. Some manuscripts omit this verse { C}. 
4. Used 46 times in Matthew, Mark, and Luke to refer to a story or 

comparison used to illustrate a spiritual truth. Used in Lk 4:23 as 
"proverb"; and in Heb 9:9; 11:19 as "symbol". GK 4130. 

5. Parallel account at Mk 4: I, Lk 8:4. 
6. That is, bed-rock or a rocky outcropping without much soil on it; 

not "soil with stones in it". Elsewhere only in v 20; Mk 4:5, 16. GK 
43 78. Related to "bed-rock" in Lk 8:6. 

7. Or, "at once". Used 36 times. GK 2311. Related word in Mk 6:25. 
8. Or, "strangled, suffocated". Compare Lk 8:7. Same word as in 

18:28. Elsewhere only as "drown" in Mk 5:13. GK 4464. Related 
to the word in v 22. 

9. Some manuscripts add "to hear" {B}, "ears to hear". 
I 0. Parallel account at Mk 4: IO; Lk 8:9. 
11. That is, the twelve plus those around Him, Mk 4: I 0. 
12. Or, this word may simply introduce the quotation, so that it says "It 

has been given ... ". 
13. Or, "understand". On this word, see Lk I :34. 
14. That is, the things formerly hidden, but now revealed by Him. Note 

v 35. Jesus is revealing things about the kingdom not formerly 
known by the Jews. Speaking in parables hides these truths from 

43 Matthew 13:15 

some (the unbelieving Jews) while revealing them to others (His 
disciples). On this word, see Rom 11 :25. 

15. Same word as in v 14, 15, 19, 23; and in Rom 3:11; 15:21; Eph 
5:17. Used26times. GK53/7. 

16. This word modifies "prophecy". 
17. Compare also Jn 12:39-40; Act 28:25-27. 
18. They will see what Jesus does and hear the words from His lips, but 

they will not understand their significance. Paul, Luke, Mark, 
Matthew and John all quote this prophecy with reference to them. 

19. Or, "thick, fat, insensitive". Elsewhere only in Act 28:27. GK 4266. 
20. That is, with difficulty. They are spiritually hard of hearing. Else

where only in Act 28:27. GK 977. 
21. What Jesus says they did, John says God did in Jn 12:39. 
22. The grammar expresses the purpose of the people. They willfully 

closed their eyes to God in order that they might not ever see what 
they did not want to see, and never have to change their ways and 
return to Him. They closed their eyes in order that they might not 
ever enter into the process described here- see, hear, understand, 
turn back, be healed. Because of this, Jesus speaks to them in 
parables, so that they might not understand what they do not want 
to understand. 

23. Or, "would". The healing is the certain conclusion of this process, 
but they exclude themselves from it. 

A. Phil 2:21 B. Act 27:30 C. Jn 7:17 D. 2 Cor 12:2 E. Mk 2:13, multitude F. Mt 25:35, brought in G. Mk 12:40, devouring H. 2 Cor 8:2, 
deep J.Rev7:1,land K.Revl6:9 L.Mk3:1,becarnewithered M.1Tim5:10a N.Mt3:2 0.2Cor8:2 P.Revl:ll Q.1Thes2:16,fillup 
R. Heb 4:2 S. Act 22:9 T. Lk 2:26 U. Jam 5: 19 V. Mt 8:8 



Matthew 13:16 44 Verse 

_\ D. 1 "But blessedA are your eyes because they are seeing8
, and your ears, because they are I h 

hearing. 0 For trulyc I say to you that many prophets and righteous ones desired0 to I 7 
experience2 the things which you are seeing8

, and they did not experience them, and to 
hear the things which you are hearing, and they did not hear them 

-HJ_ "You therefore, hear the parableE of the one having sown3- I~ 

I L "Anyone hearing the word4 of the kingdom and not understandingF it- the evil one I 9 
comes and snatches-awayG the thing having been sown in his heart. This person is 
the one having been sown the seed along the road 

2 F. "And the one having been sown the seed on the rocky places- this person is the one 2f 1 

hearing the word and immediately receivingH it with joy. •And he does not have a 2 I 
root in himself, but is temporary5. And affiictioni or persecutionK having come about 
because of the word- immediately he is caused-to-faUL 

3 l '. _ "And the one having been sown the seed into the thorns- this person is the one 
hearing the word, and the anxiety6 of the age7 and the deceitfulness8 of riches is 
chokingM the word, and it becomes unfruitful9 

-'IE_ "And the one having been sown the seed on the good soil- this person is the one , ~ 
hearing the word and understanding10 it, who indeed" is bearing-fruit12 and 
producing: one a hundred, and another sixty, and another thirty" 

JC. He put-beforeN them another parable, saying, "The kingdom of the heavens became-like 13 a ~-1 
man having sown good seed in his field. "But during the men's sleeping, his enemy came and , ' 
re-sowed14 damel 15 between the wheat, and went away 

I[)_ "Now when the grass budded 16 and produced fruit 17, then the dame! appeared0 also 
2D. "And having come to him, the slavesP a/the house-masterO said to him, 'MasterR, did 

you not sow good seed in your field? 18 Then from where does it have the dame!?' 
_\[) "And the one said to them, 'A hostile 19 man did this' 
-'ID_ "And the slaves say to him, 'Then do you want us, having gone, to collect20 them?' 
5 [)_ "But the one says, 'No, that while collecting the dame!, you may not perhaps uproot the 

wheat together with them. 
0

Permit5 both to grow together until the harvestT. And at the 
time of the harvest I will say to the harvesters, "Collect first the dame I, and bind0 them 
into bundles so-as to bum them up. But gather the wheat into my barn" ' " 

4C 21 He put-beforeN them another parable, saying, "The kingdom of the heavens is like a seed22 

of a mustard-plant23 , which having taken, a man24 sowed in his field25 

1 D. "Which is smaller26 than all the seeds- but when it grows is larger than the garden
plants27. And it becomes a tree, 28 so that29 the birds of the heaven v come and are nesting30 

in its branches" 

5C.3' He spoke another parable to them, "The kingdom of the heavens is like leaven32, which having 
taken, a woman33 concealed34 into three measures35 llf wheat-flour36 until which time the 
whole thing was leavened37" 

6C. 38 Jesus spoke all these things to the crowds in parables. And He was speaking nothing to them 
apart from a parable,"so that the thing might be fulfilledw having been spoken through the 
prophet39 saying40 

ID. "I will open My mouth in parables. I will utter4 1 things having been hiddenx since the 
foundation of the world42" [Ps 78:2] 

~I l 

;.\ 



I. Compare Lk I 0:23-24. 
2. Or, "see", but not the same word as next. On this word, see Lk 10:24. 
3. The one sowing is the Son of Man, as in v 37. 
4. Or, "message", and likewise down through v 23. The seed is the 

word, Mk 4: 14; Lk 8: 11. On this word, see ''word" in I Cor 12:8. 
5. Or, ''transitory", lasting only for a time. Same word as in Mk 4: 17. 

Elsewhere only in 2 Cor 4: 18; Heb 11 :25. GK 4672. 
6. Or, "worry, care, concern". On this word, see I Pet 5:7. Related to 

"be anxious" in Mt 6:25. 
7. Or. "world". GK 172. Some manuscripts say "this age" {N}. 
8. Or, "deception". On this word, see "deceptions" in 2 Pet 2: 13. 
9. Fruit-bearing is the evidence oflife. Lack of good fruit results in being 

culled out (like the trees in 3:10) and burned, like the damel, v 30. 
10. This is in contrast with the first "soil", who do not understand (v 

19, same word). Same word as in v 13. 
11. Or, "certainly, surely", the intent being to provide emphasis. Or, 

"now, at this point", if the emphasis is on time. Or, "therefore", 
emphasizing a conclusion. Elsewhere only as "now" in Lk 2: 15; Act 
13:2; 15:36; and "therefore" in I Cor 6:20. GK 1314. 

12. This is in contrast with the second two "soils", who are unfruitful. 
13. Or, ''was like, was likened to". Same word and grammar as in 18:23; 

22:2. Some think Jesus means it in a timeless sense, "is like". Oth
ers think He is speaking in a prophetic sense from the point of view 
of the end of the age. Same word as in Act 14: 11; Heb 2: 17. Else
where only as "be like" in Mt 6:8; 7:24, 26; 25: I; "liken" (compare) 
in Mt 11:16; Mk 4:30; Lk 7:31; 13:18, 20; Rom 9:29. GK 3929. 
Related to "likeness" in Heb 4: 15; Phil 2:7, and Jam 3:9. 

14. Or, "over-sowed, sowed upon". Used only here. GK 2178. 
15. This is a weed that is indistinguishable from wheat in its earlier 

stages. Used only in v 25-40. GK 2429. 
16. Or, "sprouted". Same word as in Mk 4:27; Heb 9:4. Elsewhere only 

as "produced" in Jam 5:18. GK 1056. 
17. That is, heads of grain. Once the heads of grain appeared, they 

could be distinguished. 
18. The grammar indicates a "yes" answer is expected. 
19. Same word as "enemy" in v 25. GK 2398. Here it modifies "man". 
20. More literally, "do You want that, having gone, we should collect 

them?" 
21. Parallel account at Mk 4:30. Compare Lk 13: 18-19. 
22. Or, "kernel, berry, grain". That is, a single seed (unlike v 4, 24). Not 

the same word as in v 32. Elsewhere only in 17:20; Mk 4:31; Lk 
13:19; 17:6; Jn 12:24; I Cor 15:37.All butthe last two are inthe 
phrase "seed of a mustard-plant". GK 3133. Some think the grain 
is "the kingdom of heaven", or the work of the Messiah, in the sense 
that it starts small in the world but grows large. Others apply this to 
individuals. There are other views of the details of the parable. 

23. This plant can grow 9-12 feet high (3 to 4 meters). Elsewhere only 
in 17:20; Mk 4:31; Lk 13:19; 17:6. GK 4983. 

24. In Mark, the man is not mentioned, Mk 4:31. Some think the man 
is Christ; others, the Father. 

25. Some think the field is the world, as in v 38; others, an individual's 
life. It is "his own garden" in Lk 13:19. 

45 Matthew 13:35 

26. Jesus uses grammar that emphasizes the contrast between the two 
halves of this sentence. 

27. Same word as in Mk 4:32; Lk 11 :32. Elsewhere only as "vegeta
bles" in Rom 14:2. GK 3303. 

28. That is, in relative size. The emphasis is on starting very small and 
growing huge in relation to the size of the original grain. The Jews, 
by contrast, expected a full-grown kingdom established immedi
ately by the Messiah by force. 

29. This word "so that" indicates the result. It becomes a tree with the 
result that the birds nest in it. 

30. Some think the birds nesting are added to show how large the grain 
becomes. Others think this represents the evil one (as in v 4, 19) 
coming to live and work from within the visible kingdom that 
Christ grows in the world. 

31. Compare Lk 13:20. 
32. Leaven was used to make bread rise. It was a piece of fermented 

dough saved from a previous batch of bread. It was not fresh 
"yeast", but it functioned like it. Some think the leaven symbol
izes the gospel, as in v 19; others, evil, like the dame] in v 25. Else
where only in 16:6, 11, 12; Mk 8:15; Lk 12:1; 13:21; I Cor 5:6, 7, 
8; Gal 5:9. GK 2434. 

33. Some think the woman is God or Christ or the church; others, the 
devil. 

34. Or, "hid-in". Elsewhere only in Lk 13:21. Normally we would say 
"mixed", but that places emphasis on the mixer and the mixing. 
Jesus is emphasizing the "hiddenness" of the leaven within the 
flour, and its transformation of the whole from within. This hidden, 
slow, inner transforming power of the kingdom is in direct contrast 
to the Jewish expectation of a violent, forced imposition of God's 
kingdom on the Romans by the Messiah. GK 1606. The root word 
is "hide" in Jn 8:59. 

35. Or, "seah", a Hebrew measure equal to about 1.5 Roman modius
measures, on which see Mk 4:21. That makes this about six gallons 
or 25 liters, a batch size seen in Gen 18:6. Some think "three" sym
bolizes the Jews, Samaritans, and Gentiles, Act I :8. Elsewhere only 
in Lk 13:21. GK 4929. 

36. Some think this symbolizes the world; others, the visible church; 
others, an individual. God hides the gospel in the world or an indi
vidual and it permeates and transforms from within. Or, Satan hides 
evil in the visible church until it is transformed. Elsewhere only in 
Lk 13:21. GK236. 

37. This is the verb related to "leaven" earlier. Elsewhere only in Lk 
13:21; I Cor 5:6; Gal 5:9. GK 2435. 

38. Parallel account at Mk 4:33. 
39. Some manuscripts say "Isaiah the prophet" { C}. Some think "Isa

iah" was inserted later. Others think Matthew wrote "Asaph", but it 
was changed later to the more familiar "Isaiah". "Asaph" is the cor
rect source, Ps 78:2. 

40. This word modifies "prophet", as in I :22. 
41. Used only here. GK 2243. 
42. On this phrase, see Heb 9:26. Some manuscripts omit this word 

{C}, in which case it would be "since the beginning". 
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Matthew 13:36 46 Verse 

11 B. Then, having left the crowds, He1 went into the house. And His disciples came to Him, saying, ~r, 
"Make-clear2 to us the parable of the dame I of the field" 

I ( ·. And the One, having responded, said3
- , 

I J). "The one sowing the goodA seed8 is the Son a/Man. 
0

And the field is the world4
• And .~:-: 

the good seed- these are the sons of the kingdoms. And the damel are the sons of the 
evil one. •And the enemy having sown them is the devilc. And the harvest is the -~'! 
conclusion6 of the age. And the harvesters are angels. "Therefore, just as the dame I is -JI 1 

collected and burned up7 with fire, so it will be at the conclusion of the8 age 

I L "The Son a/Man will send out His angels, and they will collect out of His kingdom9 -l I 
all the causes-of-falling 10 and the ones doing lawlessness0 . •And they will throw -+.· 
them into the furnace o/fire 11

• In that place, there will be the weeping and the 
grinding 12 of teeth 

2E. "Then the righteous ones will shine-forth13 like the sun in the kingdom a/their Father -l; 

~I . "Let the one having ears 14, hear 

2D. "The1s kingdom of the heavens is like a treasure 16 having been hiddenE in the field, which -l-l 

having found, a man hidE. And from his joy, 17 he goes and sells all that he has 18 and buys 
that field 

JD. "Again, the kingdom of the heavens is like a man who is a merchant seeking 19 fine -l' 

pearls20
• • And21 having found one very-valuable22 pearl, having gone, he has sold all that -l1' 

he was having23, and he bought it 
4D. "Again, the kingdom of the heavens is like a drag-net24 having been castF into the sea and -l -

having gatheredG fish of every kindH-•which, when it was filledJ, having pulled it up -l · 

on the shore, and having sat-down, they collected the good2s ones into containers and 
threwF the bad26 ones outside 

11:. "So it will be at the conclusionK of the age. The angels will go forth and separate27 -l'' 

the evil ones out of the midst28 of the righteous ones. •And they will throw them into "' 
the furnace of fire. In that place, there will be the weeping and the grinding <?{teeth 

5 D. "Did29 you understandL all these things?" .; ! 

2( · They say to Him, "Yes"30 

.l( . And the One said to them, "For this reason,31 every scribe32 having become-a-disciple33 in34 

the kingdom of the heavens is like a man who is a house-masterM, who brings out newN things 
and old0 things from his treasure3s" 

.; ' 

1211.36 And it came about that when Jesus finished 37 these parables, He went-away38 from there. •And .;_;_.; 1 

having come into His hometown39
, He was teaching them in their synagogue, so that they were 

astoundedr and saying "From where did this wisdom and the miraclesO come to this One? 
0

Is not '' 
this One the son of the carpenter4°? Is not His mother called Mary, and His brothers, James41 and 
Joseph42 and Simon43 and Jude44? •And His sisters,•s are they not all with us? From where then .'-1' 

did all these things come to this One?" 

IC. And they were taking-offense46 at Him '~ 

2( ·. But Jesus said to them, "A prophet is not without-honorR except in his hometown5 and in his house" 
lC. And He did not do many47 miraclesO there because of their unbeliefT _.;:; 



I. Some manuscripts say "Jesus" {N}. 
2. Or. "Explain". Elsewhere only in 18:31. GK 1397. 
3. Some manuscripts add "to them" {N}. 
4. Some think Jesus means "the church in the world", the "visible 

church", based on the view that in v 41 He calls it "His kingdom". 
Others think He means ''the world" as the tenn is nonnally used. 

5. That is, believers, actual inheritors of the kingdom. Compare 8: 12. 
On "sons", see Gal 3:7. 

6. Same word as in v 40, 49. On this word, see 24:3. In others words, 
believers and non-believers will co-exist in the "world" until the 
end of the age. By contrast, the Jews expected the Messiah to 
immediately destroy all the enemies of Israel and fulfill v 43. 

7. Some manuscripts omit this word {N}. 
8. Some manuscripts say "this" {N}. 
9. Some think Jesus means the kingdom He establishes when He comes, 

looking to the future, as in v 43. Others think He means the kingdom 
in which they grew together until the harvest, looking to the past. 

I 0. That is, the things that cause others to fall into sin. On this word, 
see Rom 11.9. 

11. That is, a furnace characterized by fire, a fiery furnace. Same phrase 
as in v 50. It is a metaphor for hell, like "outer darkness" in 8: 12. 

12. On this word and phrase, see 8: 12. 
13. Or, "shine out". Presently, they and their light are dimmed or hid

den by the evil around them. Used only here. GK 1719. Related to 
"shine" in 5:16; 17:2. 

14. Some manuscripts add "to hear" {B}, "ears to hear". 
15. Some manuscripts say "Again, the kingdom ... " {N}, as in v 45, 47. 
16. Some think the treasure in both v 44 and v 45 symbolizes the bless

ings of the kingdom. There are other views. 
17. Or, "And from the joy of it". 
18. By contrast, the Jews expected the kingdom to come upon them by 

an act of God, without personal sacrifice. 
19. The person in v 44 "finds" or stumbles upon the treasure. This per

son is diligently seeking. By contrast, the Jews did not view the 
kingdom as something to be "found" by them, but as something 
given to them by God. 

20. Elsewhere only in 7:6; 13:46; I Tim 2:9; Rev 17:4; 18:12, 16; 
21:21.GK3449. 

21. Some manuscripts say " ... pearls, who, having found ... " {N}. 
22. Or, "very costly, very expensive". Same word as in Jn 12:3. Else

where only as "more valuable" in I Pet I :7. GK 4501. 
23. Thal is, all his possessions. He does what the man in 19:21 is not 

willing to do. 
24. That is, a large fishing net deployed from a boat. Used only here. 

GK 4880. On nets, see 4: 18. 
25. That is, "lit" for eating. Same word as "good" fruit in 7: 17. 
26. That is, unusable. Same word as "bad" tree in 7: 17. 
27. Same word as in 25:32. On this word, see Rom I: I. 
28. On the phrase "out of the midst", see 2 Thes 2:7. 
29. Some manuscripts say "Jesus says to them, 'Did .. .' " { N}. 
30. Some manuscripts add "Lord" {N}, so that it says "Yes, Lord". 
31. That is, because the disciples now understand these truths about the 

kingdom, the following parable is true of them. Since they under-

47 Matthew 13:58 

stand, they now have added new, previously hidden things (v 35) 
about the kingdom to their treasure-chest of knowledge about the 
kingdom. They can now bring forth both old and new truths. 

32. That is, every expert or instructor regarding what the OT teaches 
about Messiah. They already have many OT truths about the king
dom in their treasure chest. Now they have the words of Jesus. This 
is the word used of Jewish "scribes" (experts in the Law). Here and 
in 23 :34, it is used in an extended sense to refer to experts from 
Jesus' point of view, believers having the word of prophecy made 
more !inn (2 Pet I: 19). Used 63 times. GK 1208. 

33. Or, "having been discipled, instructed, trained, made a disciple". 
Same word as in 27:57. Elsewhere only as "make disciples" in Mt 
28:19; Act 14:21. GK 3411. This is the verb related to the word 
"disciple" in Lk 6:40. 

34. That is, in the truths of the kingdom. Or, "for the kingdom". 
35. Or, "treasure house, treasury". Same word as in 12:35. 
36. Parallel account at Mk 6: I. Compare Lk 4: 16-20; Jn 4:43-44. 
37. This phrase, "And it came about that when Jesus finished" is also 

in 7:28; 11: I; 19: I; 26: I. It fonns the conclusion of what precedes, 
and a transition to what follows. When He finished giving the para
bles from the boat, He went into the house, v 2, 36. When He fin
ished giving the parables in the house, He went away from there. 
Some organize the book so that these five statements fonn the major 
divisions. On "finish", see Rev 10:7. 

38. Elsewhere only in 19: I. GK 3558. He picked up and left. By 14: 13, 
He has returned. 

39. That is, Nazareth. 
40. Same word used of Jesus Himself in Mk 6:3. The grammar indicates 

that a "yes" answer is expected to this question and to the next two. 
41. James became the head of the church in Jerusalem, and wrote the 

book of James. He is mentioned in Mk 6:3; Act 12:17; 15:13; 
21: 18; I Cor 15:7; Gal I: 19; 2:9, 12; Jam I: I; Jude I: I. In A.D. 62, 
after the death of Festus (the procurator of Judea, Act 24:27), the 
high priest had James killed before a new procurator could be 
appointed by Rome. This was illegal, and Agrippa II (see Act 25: 13) 
deposed him for it. GK 2610. 

42. Some manuscripts say "Joses" {B}, as in Mk 6:3. 
43. Mentioned also in Mk 6:3. 
44. Or, "Judas, Judah". The writer of the book of Jude. He is referred 

to in Mk 6:3; Jude I. GK 2683. 
45. Some take "brothers and sisters" in its natural sense, as children 

born to Joseph and Mary after Jesus was born (note I :25). Others 
think they were half brothers and sisters, children of Joseph by a 
fonner wife. Others take them to be cousins, children of Mary's sis
ter (see the note on Jn 19:25). 

46. Or, "being caused to fall". On this word, see "cause to fall" in I 
Cor8:13. 

47. Or, "great". This word means "many, great", with a more specific 
sense coming from the context. It is also used in an adverbial sense, 
taking its meaning from the context, as in "greatly" in Mt 27: 19; 
"strictly" in Mk 5:43; "sternly" in Mk 3: 12; "solemnly" in Mk 6:23. 
Used 416 times. GK 4498. 
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Matthew 14: I 48 Verse 

1:; l~. 1 At that time, Herod the tetrarch2 heard the reportA about Jesus,° and said to his servants8
, "This 14: 1-2 

One is John the Baptist. He himself arosec from the dead, and for this reason the miraculous
powers3 are at-work4 in him" 

I C. 5 For6 Herod, having seized0 John, boundE him and put him away in prison7 because of 
Herodias8, the wife of Philip9 his brother10 

11). For John was saying to him, "It is not lawfulF for you to have' 1 her" 4 

2 l'. And while wantingG to kill him, he feared the crowd, because they were holdingH him as a prophet ' 
J( '. But at Herod's birthday-celebrationsJ having come about, the daughter12 o/Herodias danced13 h 

in their midst 

I D And she pleasedK Herod 
2D. Hence, he declaredL with an oathM to give her whatever she asked 
JD. And the one, having been prompted14 by her mother, says, "Give me here on a platterN \ 

the head of John the Baptist" 15 

.:ID. And [although] having been grieved0 , the 16 king orderedP that it be given, because of the ll 

oaths and the ones reclining-back-with him [to eat] 
.'i I l. And having sent, he beheaded John in the prison.• And his head was brought on a platter l IJ-1 I 

and given to the girlO, and she brought it to her mother 

4C. And having come to him, his disciples took away the corpse 17 and buried him 18. And having I 2 
gone 19, they reportedR it to Jesus 

I 41t20 And having heard-of it.21 Jesus withdrew5 from there privately22 in a boat to a desolateT place. I ; 
And having heard-of it, the crowds followed Him on foot from the cities 

IC. And having gone-out23, He24 saw a large crowd, and felt-deep-feelingsu [of compassion] for 11 
them. And He cured their sick ones 

2( . And having become evening25, the26 disciples came to Him saying, "This place is desolate and I' 
the hour already passed. Send-awayv the crowds in order that having gone away into the 
villages, they may buy themselves food" 

3( ·_ But Jesus27 said to them, "They have no need to go away- you give them something to eat" l 1· 

4( '. But the ones say to Him, "We do not have anything here except five loaves and two fish!" I -
SC. But the One said, "Bring them here to Me" I~ 
(i( ·. And having orderedP the crowds to lie-back on the grass28, having taken the five loaves and I'' 

the two fish, having looked up to heaven, He blessed them29
• And having brokenw them, He 

gave the loaves to the disciples, and the disciples gave them to the crowds 
7C. And they all ate and were filled-to-satisfactionx .:'\I 
~( . And they picked up the amount of the fragmentsv being left over- twelve full 30 baskets 
lJC. And the ones eating were about five-thousand men, apart from women and children 2 I 

1513. 31 And immediately He32 compelled33 the disciples to get into the boat and to be going ahead of Him 
to the other side while34 He sent-awayv the crowds 

IC. And having sent-awayv the crowds, He went up on the mountain privately to pray. And having 
become35 evening, He was there alone 

2C. And the boat was already many stades36 distantz from the land37, being tormented38 by the .:'4 
waves. For the wind was contraryAA 

JC. And He39 came to them in the fourth watch C?fthe night4°, walking across41 the sea '' 



I. Parallel account at Mk 6: 14; Lk 9:7. 
2. Or. "governor''. That is, Herod Antipas (Lk 3: I), a son of Herod the 

Great (see 2: I), who was given Galilee and Perea when his father 
died. He built Tiberius (Jn 6: I) on the west shore of the Sea of 
Galilee and made it his capital. He ruled from 4 e.c. to A.D. 39, 
when he was exiled and his territory turned over to Herod Agrippa 
I (see Act 12:1). He divorced the daughter of Areias (see 2 Cor 
l 1:32) to marry Herodias, v 3. He mocked Jesus, Lk 23:8-1 I. On 
this word, see Lk 3: 19. 

3. Or, "the Powers", the supernatural beings who were the source of 
the miracles in Herod's mind. On this, see Act 8: I 0. Same word as 
in Mk 6: 14. It is also the same word as "miracles" in Mt I 3:54. 

4. On this word, see "works" in I Cor 12: I I. 
5. Parallel account at Mk 6: I 6. Compare Lk 3: I 9-20. 
6. Matthew explains what happened to John at some time previous to 

this, then continues in v 13. 
7. He was "put away" back in 4: I 2. He may have remained there over 

a year before he was executed. 
8. She was the grand-daughterof Herod the Great, the daughterof Aris

tobulus, the sister of Agrippa I. See 2: I. She married Herod Philip I, 
a paternal brother of her father. Later, she left him and married Herod 
Antipas, also a paternal brother of her father by a different wife. She 
chose to go into exile with Antipas when he was exiled in A.D. 39. 
Elsewhere only in v 6; Mk 6:17, 19, 22; Lk 3:19. GK 2478. 

9. That is, Philip I, who was a private citizen in Rome, the paternal 
brother of Herod Antipas. See 2: I. 

I 0. This was not so much because Herod took personal offense at 
John's statement, but because he feared John would successfully 
tum the people against him over the issue, leading to rebellion, 
according to Josephus. 

11 . That is, to have her as your wife. Same phrase as in I Cor 5: I. 
12. Herodias had a daughter named Salome when she was married to 

Philip I. See 2: I. Some think this is the daughter mentioned here 
and in Mk 6:22, where she may also be called Herodias. 

13. Elsewhere only in Mk 6:22; Mt 11:17; Lk 7:32. GK 4004. 
14. Or, "put forward, coached, instructed". Used only here. GK 4586. 

Used in Deut 6:7 of"teaching" one's children, and in Ex 35:34. 
15. This is the Greek word order of her request, "John the Baptist" 

being saved to the end of the sentence. 
16. Some manuscripts say "And the king was grieved. But he com-

manded ... " { B}. 
17. Some manuscripts say "body" {N}. 
18. Some manuscripts say "it" {C}. 
19. Or, "having come''. On this word, see "come" in Mk 16:2. 
20. Parallel account at Mk 6:32; Lk 9: 10; Jn 6: I. 
21. That is, having heard that Herod thought Jesus was John the Bap-

49 Matthew 14:25 

tist raised from the dead, v I. Perhaps Jesus also heard of John's 
death at this time. It is unclear whether Matthew means that John's 
death occurred at this time. 

22. This idiom is elsewhere only in 14:23; 17:1, 19; 20:17; 24:3; Mk 
4:34; 6:31, 32; 7:33; 9:2, 28; 13:3; Lk 9:10; 10:23; Act 23:19; Gal 
2:2. GK 2625. 

23. Or, "come out". See Mk 6:34 on this. 
24. Some manuscripts say "Jesus" {N}. 
25. Here Matthew means "late in the day, before sundown, between 3 

and 6 P.M.". Note the same phrase in v 23. This word is used 14 
times. GK 4068. 

26. Some manuscripts say "His" {N}. 
27. Some manuscripts omit this word {C}, so that it says "But the 

One said ... ". 
28. There was grass because it occurred in spring, near Passover, Jn 6:4. 
29. Some think Matthew means "He blessed God", or "spoke a bless

ing", as in Lk I :64; 2:28; 24:53, perhaps saying "Blessed are You 
0 Lord, King of the World, who brings forth bread from the earth", 
a common Jewish prayer at meals. Others think "He blessed the 
food", meaning He consecrated or dedicated it to God's use, as in 
Mk 8:7; Lk 9:16; I Car 10:16. The same issue arises in Mt 26:26; 
Mk 6:41, 14:22; Lk 24:30. On "blessed", see Lk 6:28. Elsewhere 
by Matthew only in 21 :9; 23:39; 25:34: 26:26. John 6: 11 says He 
"gave thanks", using the word in Mt 26:27. 

30. Same word as in Lk 4: I; Jn I: 14; Act 6:3, 5; 9:36; 13: 10; 19:28; 3 
Jn 8. Used 16 times. GK 4441. Related to "filled" in Eph 5:18. 

31. Parallel account at Mk 6:45; Jn 6: 16. 
32. Some manuscripts say "Jesus" {K}. 
33. John 6: 15 explains why Jesus compelled them to go. On this word, 

see Gal 6: 12. 
34. Or, "until", "until which time He sent away the crowds" and joined 

them. He will depart after He has sent them away. GK 2401. 
35. Sarne phrase as v 15, but referring to a point further on that evening, 

between 6 and 9 P.M. 

36. On this word, see Rev 14:20. Jn 6: 19 says it was 25 or 30 stades, 
about halfway across. 

3 7. Instead of "many stades distant from the land", some manuscripts 
say "as far as the middle of the sea" {C}, similar to Mk 6:47. 

38. Sarne word as in Mk 6:48. On this word, see Rev 14:10. 
39. Some manuscripts say "Jesus" {K}. 
40. That is, between 3 and 6 A.M. Jesus apparently had been praying for 

several hours, since early evening, v 23. On the four watches, see 
Mk 13:35. 

41. Or, "over". Sarne word as in v 29. GK 2093. This word is used in 
v 26 (and in Mk 6:48; Jn 6: 19) with different grammar, meaning 
"on" the sea. 
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Matthew 14:26 50 

4C. But the disciples, having seen Him walking on the sea, were frightened 1
, saying that "It is a 

phantomA". And they cried-out8 from the fearC 
SC. But immediately Jesus2 spoke to them, saying, "Take-courage0

, I am the One3. Do not be afraid"4 

6C. But having responded to Him, Peter said, "MasterE, if You are the One5, order" me to come 
to You across the waters" 

Verse 

2X 

ID. And the One said, "Come" 211 

2 r). And having gone down from the boat, Peter walked across the waters and came 7 to8 Jesus. 
But seeing the strong9 wind, he became afraid. And having begun to sink10

, he cried-out8 , '11 

saying, "Master11 , save me!" 
>I) And immediately Jesus, having stretched-outF His hand, took-hold-ofG him. And He says ; I 

to him, "One of-little-faithH, for what purpose12 did you doubt1?" 

7( . And they having gone-up 13 into the boat, the wind stoppedK , 
~C. And the ones in the boat 14 gave-worship 15 to Him, saying, "Truly16 You are God's Son" , , 

I 6B. 17 And having crossed-over, they came on land in 18 GennesaretL. •And having recognizedM Him, .'-1->~ 
the men a/that place sent out into that whole surrounding-regionN. And they brought to Him all 
the ones being ill0 . •And they were beggingP Him that they might only touch the tasselO a/His ;1, 

garment. And all-who touched it were restored 19 

1713. 20 Then Pharisees and scribes come to Jesus from Jerusalem, saying,""For what reason are Your I.'· I< 
disciples transgressing the traditionR of the elders5? For they are not washing their hands when 
they eat bread"21 

IC. But the One, having responded, said to them 

ID. "For what reason indeed are you transgressing the commandmentT o/God for the sake 
of your traditionR? 

11.. "For God said22 [in Ex 20: 12], 'Be honoring your father and your mother', and [in Ex 
21: 17], 'Let the one speaking-evil-of father or mother come-to-an-end23 by a death24

' 

21 "But you say, 'Whoever says to his father or his mother- "Whatever you might be 
benefittedu from me is a gift25 [to God]"-• shall26 by-no-means27 honor28 his father29' 

JL "And you nullified30 the word31 o/God for the sake of your tradition 

2D. "Hypocritesv! Isaiah prophesiedw rightlyx concerning you, saying [in Isa 29: 13] ''This _\ 
people32 honors Me with their lips, but their heart is far distant33 from Me. "But they are 
worshipingv Me in-vain34- teaching as teachings35 the commandrnentsz o/humansAA'" 

2C. And having summoned the crowd, He said to them, "Listen and understand. 36 'The thing I 11-1 I 
entering into the mouth does not defile37 the person. But the thing proceeding out of the 
mouth- this defiles the person" 

JC. Then having come to Him, the disciples say to Him, "Do You know that the Pharisees, having I ' 
heard Your statement88, took-offense38? 

ID. But the One, having responded, said, "Every plant which My heavenly Father did not I ; 
plant will be uprooted. "Leave them alone. They are blind guides £?fblind39 ones. And if 1-1 
a blind one guides a blind one, both will fall into a pit" 

4C:. And having responded, Peter said to Him, "Explain40 this41 parable to us" I·' 



1. Or, "disturbed, thrown into confusion, troubled". On this word, see 
"disturbed" in Gal I :7. Same word as in Mk 6:50. 

2. Some manuscripts omit this word {C}, so that it says "He spoke". 
3. That is, "It is I". Note v 28. On this phrase, see Jn 8:58. 
4. The grammar implies "stop being afraid, stop fearing". 
5. That is, "if it is You". 
6. Or, "command". Same word as in v 9, 19; 18:25; Lk 18:40; Act 

12: J 9; and as "give orders" in Mt 8: 18; 27:64. Used 25 times. GK 
3027. 

7. Or, "went". Instead of"and came", some manuscripts say "to go" 
{Bl (or"to come"; it is the same word). 

8. Or, "toward". GK 4639. 
9. Some manuscripts omit this word {C}. 
IO. Or, "to be sinking". The grammar means "having started the 

process ofsinking", "beginning to sink". 
11. Based on v 33, when this word is used by the twelve after this event, 

it is translated "Lord". On this word, see 8:2. 
12. Not "for what reason" (looking to the waves), but, "To what en<f!". 

What was the point of doubting? On this phrase, see Mk 15:34. 
13. Or, "come up". Some manuscripts say "gotten into" {N}, the same 

word as in v 22. 
14. Some manuscripts say "boat, having come, gave-worship {N}. 
15. Or, "prostrated-themselves before Him". Physically, this verb refers 

to prostrating oneself before someone or kneeling before someone 
with the forehead touching the ground or the person's feet. This is 
done before idols, angels, powerful people (like a master, a king, a 
prophet), and before God. Depending on the context, this act may 
be done in orderto express worship (as in Mt 4: 10; Rev 11: 16), or 
to pay homage or respect (as in Mt 2:2, 8, 11; Mk 15: 19), or to 
plead (as in Mt 15:25). It is used in the Gospels in all these senses 
with regard to those approaching Jesus. It is not related to "kneel
ing" in 17: 14. In the TransLine, this word is translated (depending 
on the grammar) "worship" (27 times), or "give worship" (21 
times) when the person involved would perceive himself as wor
shiping God, or a supposed deity (as in Rev 9:20; 13:4, 8). What 
did those approaching Jesus in the Gospels perceive Him to be? 
Early, He was perceived as a king (2:2), or a prophet( 16: 13-14; Jn 
6: 14), or the Messiah (as they understood the term). Since the Jews 
would not have "worshiped" (as we use this word with reference to 
God) a king or prophet or the Messiah, it is translated "pay hom
age" (only in Mt 2:2, 8, 11; Mk 15:19; Act 10:25) or, "prostrate
onese/f" (only in Mt 8:2; 9:18; 15:25; 18:26; 20:20; Mk 5:6; Jn 
9:38). Beginning here (compare Mk 6:52; Mt 16:17), the disciples 
perceived Him to be the Son of God, and so it is translated "wor
ship". Used 60 times in the NT, it is also in Mt 28:9, 17; Jn 4:20; 
12:20; Act 7:43; 8:27; I Cor 14:25; Heb 1:6; Rev 4:10. GK 4686. 

16. Or, "really, actually". Related to the "truth" in Jn 4:23. Elsewhere 
by Matthew only in 26:73; 27:54. Jesus uses this word in Lk 9:27; 
12:44; 21 :3; Jn I :47; 8:31; 17:8. Same word as in Mk 14:70; 15:39; 
Jn4:42; 6:14; 7:40;Act 12:11; I Thes2:13; I Jn2:5. Elsewhere 
only as "really" in Jn 7:26. GK 242. 
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17. Parallel account at Mk 6:53. Compare Jn 6:22-25. 
18. Instead of"on land in", some manuscripts say "to the land of" {N}. 
19. Or, "brought safely through". Same word as in Lk 7:3. 
20. Parallel account at Mk 7: I. 
21. Note Mark's explanation of this in Mk 7:3-4. 
22. Some manuscripts say "For God commanded, saying" {B}. 
23. That is, die. On this word, see Mk 9:48. 
24. That is, let him die by execution. This imitates a Hebrew idiom 

meaning, "let him surely die". 
25. Or, "offering". I have made it a gift devoted to God. Same word as 

in 5:23. Mk 7: 11 says "Corban", then translates it with this same 
word. It is like saying "I have vowed to give my estate to God when 
I die, so under no circumstances can I use any of it to help you". 

26. Some manuscripts add a word meaning "and, indeed" {N}, so that 
it says "he indeed shall". Or, it could then be rendered" ... gift (to 
God)" shall be free. And he shall by no means ... ". 

27. On this emphatic negative, see 5:20. 
28. You say that whoever makes this vow must not honor the request 

of his parents. The vow, according to their traditions, supersedes 
God's direct command because the vow pertains to God, but the 
honor pertains only to humans. On this word, see I Tim 5:3. 

29. Some manuscripts add "or his mother" { C}. 
30. Or, "made void, made of no effect, canceled the force of, invali

dated, annulled". Same word as in Mk 7: 13. Elsewhere only as "un
ratified" in Gal 3:17. GK 218. 

31. Some manuscripts say "commandment"; others, "law" { B}. 
32. Some manuscripts say "This people draws near to Me with their 

mouth, and honors ... " {N}. 
33. The verb "is distant" is also in 14:24; Mk 7:6; Lk 7:6: 15:20; 24:13. 

GK 600. 
34. Or, "to no end, pointlessly, futilely". Elsewhere only in Mk 7:7. GK 

3472. Related to "futile" in I Cor 15:17. 
35. That is, doctrines. On this word, see I Tim 5: 17. Same word as 

in Mk 7:7. 
36. Or, "Be listening and understanding". The grammar is different in 

Mk 7: 14. On this word, see Mt 13: 13. 
37. Or, "make unclean or impure, profane". Jesus is not contradicting 

the Law of Moses (5: 17). For a Jew at that time to knowingly defy 
the dietary Laws of Moses would be an example of evil from the 
heart. But their rules of ritual defilement (such as handwashing 
here) were not part of God's Law at all. In one sentence, their sys
tem of traditions built up around being "clean" and "unclean"- a 
major part of their life- is rejected. Note Mk 7: 19. 

38. Or, "were offended, were caused to fall". That is, because v 3-11 
are a direct attack on them as teachers, and on their traditions. On 
this word, see "cause to fall" in I Cor 8: 13. 

39. Some manuscripts omit this word [C), so that it says, "they are 
blind guides". Note Lk 6:39. 

40. Or, "Declare, Interpret". Used only here. GK 5851. 
41. Some manuscripts omit this word { C}, so that it says "explain the 

parable". Peter is referring to v I 0-11. 
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Matthew 15:16 52 Verse 

JD. And the One said, "Are you even yet also without-understanding1? "Do you not2 perceiv~ l li-17 
that everything proceeding into the mouth advances8 into the stomachc, and is expelled 
into a latrine3? "But the things proceeding out of the mouth come out of the heart. And I~ 
those things defile0 the personE 

I J ·:. "For out of the heart come evil thoughts\ murdersF, adulteries, sexual-immoralitiesG, 
thefts, false-testimonies5, blasphemiesH 

21:. "These are the things defiling the person. But the eating with unwashed1 hands does 
not defile the personE" 

I XB. 6 And having gone out from there, Jesus withdrewK into the regions1 a/Tyre and Sidon 

IC. And behold- a Canaanite7 woman having come out from those districts8 was crying out, 
saying, "Have mercy on me, Master~\ Son ofDavid9• My daughter is badly demon-possessedN" 

ID. But the One did not respond a word to her 

2( ·. And having come to Him, His disciples were asking Hirn, saying, "Send her away, because she 
is crying-out0 after us" 

I'! 

211 

~I 

ID. But the One, having responded, said, "I was not sent-forthP except for 10 the Iost11 sheep ~~ 
of the house a/Israel" 

.\C ·. But the one, having come, was prostrating-herself 12 before Him, saying, "MasterM, helpO me" 

ID. And the One, having responded, said, "It is not good to take the bread of the children > 
and throw it to the little-dogs 13" 

2D. But the one said, "Yes, MasterM. For indeed 14 the little-dogs eat from the crumbs falling 
from the table of their mastersM!" 

3 r). Then, having responded, Jesus said to her, "O woman, your faith is great. Let it be doneR '-" 
for you as you wish5" 

4D. And her daughter was healedT from that hour 

l '!B. 15 And having passed on from there, Jesus went beside the Sea a/Galilee. And having gone up on 
the mountain, He was sitting there 

I ( ·. And large crowds came to Him, having with them lame 16 ones, blind ones, crippled ones, mute ;ii 

ones, and many others. And they threw 17 them at His feet 18 

2C. And He cured them,• so that the crowd marveled- seeing mute ones speaking19, crippled ones ; I 
healthyu, and lame ones walking, and blind ones seeing. And they glorifiedv the God a/Israel 

:IC·. And Jesus, having summoned His disciples, said, "I feel-deep-feelingsw [of compassion] 
toward the crowd, because it is already three days they are remaining-withx Me, and they do 
not have anything they may eat. And I do not want to send them away hungry, so that they may 
not perhaps become-exhausted20 on the way" 

ID. And the disciples say to Him, "From where are there so many loaves/or us in a desolate 
place so as to fill-to-satisfaction v so large a crowd?"21 

2D. And Jesus says to them, "How many loavesz do you have?" And the ones said, "Seven, 
and a few small-fish22" 



I. On this word, see Rom 10:19. Same word as in Mk 7:18. 
2. Some manuscripts say "not yet" (N}. 
3. Elsewhere only in Mk 7: 19, in this same statement. GK 909. 
4. Or, "reasonings". On this word, see Jam 2:4. 
5. Or, "perjuries", if in a courtroom setting. Elsewhere only in 26:59. 

GK 6019. Related to "give false testimony" in Mk 14:56. 
6. Parallel account at Mk 7:24. 
7. That is, from the land of Canaan. Used only here. GK 5914. Mk 

7:26 says "a Greek, a Syro-Phoenician". 
8. Or, "boundaries". Same word as in v 39. On this word, see Mk 10:1. 
9. That is, "Messiah". See 9:27. 
10. Or, "to". GK 1650. Not the same word as in 10:6 (GK 4639). 
11. That is, the sheep having gotten lost or become lost. On this word, 

see 10:6. 
12. On this word, see "worship" in 14:33. 
13. Or, "house dogs, lap dogs". Jesus answers here with a proverbial

type statement. The woman responds with the same kind of state
ment in v 27. Elsewhere only in v 27; Mk 7:27, 28. GK 3249. 
Related to "dogs" in Mt 7:6. 

53 Matthew 15:34 

14. This is the same word as "even" in Mk 7:28. GK 2779. 
15. Parallel account at Mk 8: I. 
16. The manuscripts vary as to the order of these four terms {N}. 
17. Or, "hurled, flung, tossed" them, indicating here not violence, but 

haste and urgency. On this word, see "throw forth" in 9:36. 
18. Some manuscripts say "the feet of Jesus" {N). 
19. Some manuscripts add "and" ("and crippled ... "); others omit "crip

pled ones healthy"; others say "deaf ones hearing" instead of"mute 
ones speaking" { C). 

20. Or, "faint, give out". Jesus does not want to allow this possibility to 
occur. On this word, see "lose heart" in Gal 6:9. 

21. Some fault the disciples for not remembering 14:14-21. But after 
being "summoned" and hearing v 32, they would naturally think 
that Jesus was asking them to do something about it, as He did in 
14:16. Why should their first thought be to assume that He intended 
to repeat the miracle? Jesus does not fault them, v 34. 

22. Elsewhere only in Mk 8:7. GK 2715. 

A. Eph 3:20, think B. 2 Pet 3:9, make room C. Lk 1:15, womb D. Mk 7: 15 E. Mt 4:4, mankind F. Act 9: I G. I Cor 5: I H. I Tim 6:4 
J. Mk 7:2 K. Mt 4: 12, went back L. Rom 11 :25, part M. Mt 8:2 N. Mt 8: 16 0. Mt 8:29 P. Mk 3: 14, send out Q. Rev 12: 16 R. Mt 6: 10 
S. Jn 7:17, willing T. Mt 8:8 U. Mt 12:13 V. Rom 8:30 W. Mt 9:36 X. Act 11:23, continue in Y. Phil 4:12 Z. Mt 4:3, loaves of bread 
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54 

And having orderedA the crowd to fall-back 1 on the ground [to eat]:He took the seven 
loaves and the fish. And having given-thanks8

, He broke them, and was giving them to 
the2 disciples, and the disciples to the crowds 
And they all ate and were filled-to-satisfactionc 
And they picked up the amount of the fragments3 being left-overD- seven full large-baskets4 

And the ones eating were four-thousand men, apart from women and children5 

Verse 

201t6 And having sent away the crowds, He got into the boat and went to the districtsE o/Magadan7
. ~q 

And having come to Him, the Pharisees and Sadducees- testingF Him- asked Him to showG I h I 
them a sign out-of8 heaven9 

IC. But the One, having responded, said to them 10
-

I D. 11 "Having become evening, you say, 'Fair weather!- for the heaven12 is red'. •And early
in-the-morningH, 'Stormy-weather today!- for the lowering13 heaven is red' 

IL "You14 know-how to discern 15 the appearance1 of the heaven 16- but cannot 
discern the signs of the times! 

2 D. "An evil and adulterous 17 generation is seeking-forK a signL. And a sign will not be given 
to it, except the sign of Jonah 18

" 

21 B. 19 And having left them behind, He went away. ·And the20 disciples, having come to the other side, 
forgot to take bread 

1 c ·. And Jesus said to them, "Watch-outM and beware of 21 the leavenN of the Pharisees and Sadducees" 
2C. And the ones were discussing22 among23 themselves, saying that24 "We did not take bread" 
.\( _ But having known it, Jesus said, "Why are you discussing among yourselves, ones of-little- ' 

faith0 , that you do not have25 bread? 

l D. "Do you not yet perceive26? 
2 l). "Do you not even remember27 the five loaves of the five-thousand, and how many basketsP 

you received? "Not even the seven loaves of the four-thousand, and how many large- I 1' 

basketsO you received? 
3 I). "How is it you do not perceive that I did not speak to you concerning bread? I I 
4D. "But beware28 of the leaven of the Pharisees and Sadducees" 

4C ·. Then they understoodR that He did not say to beware of the leaven of bread29
, but of the I -' 

teaching30 of the Pharisees and Sadducees 

22B. 31 And Jesus, having come into the regions ofPhilip's32 Caesarea, was asking His disciples5, saying, I ; 
"Who do peopJeT say that the33 Son ofMan is?" 

IC And the ones said, "Some, John the Baptist. And others, Elijah. And differentu ones, Jeremiah 1-" 
or one of the prophets" 

2C. He says to them, "But who do you say that I am?" I ' 
3C. And having responded, Simon Peter said "You are the Christ, the Son of the living God" I I• 
4C ·. And having responded, Jesus said to him- I -

ID. "You are blessed34
, Simon Bar-Jonah35, because flesh and blood did not revealv it to you, 

but My Father in the heavens 



I. Or, "recline, lean back". GK 404. 
2. Some manuscripts say "His" {N}, as in Mk 8:6. 
3. Or, "pieces". Used 9 times. GK 3083. Related to "broke" in Act 

2:46, and "breaking" in Act 2:42. 
4. Used only in this incident, Mt 16: IO; Mk 8:8, 20, and of the bas-

ket that held Paul, Act 9:25. GK 5083. 
5. Some manuscripts say "children and women" {N}. 
6. Parallel account at Mk 8: 10-12. Compare Mt 12:38-42; Lk II :29-32. 
7. Some manuscripts say "Magdaia" {C}. Used only here. GK 3400. 

Compare Mk 8: IO. 
8. Or, "from". GK 1666. Not the same word as "from" in Mk 8:11 

(GK 608). 
9. That is, not a healing about which the source can be debated (God 

or Satan), but something indisputably from God, like the plagues 
Egypt. Jesus did such miracles (feeding 5000, calming the storm), 
but not for them. 

IO. Some manuscripts omit the rest ofv 2-3 {C}, so that it says " ... said 
to them, "An evil and adulterous ... ". 

11. Compare Lk 12:54-56. 
12. That is, the "sky", as this word is sometimes used. On this word, 

see 2 Cor 12:2. 
13. Or, "gloomy, overcast". Elsewhere only as "become downcast" in 

Mk 10:22. GK 5145. We have the saying, "Red sky at night, sailor's 
delight. Red sky in the morning, sailor take warning". 

14. Or, this may be a question, "Do you indeed know ... ?". Some man
uscripts say "Hypocrites! You ... " { K}. 

15. The signs from heaven (v I) are plain to see, but you can discern 
only the physical ones, not the spiritual ones; the ones from the 
physical heaven, not the ones from God's heaven. On this word, see 
"doubt" in Jam I :6. 

16. Jesus uses grammar that emphasizes the contrast between the two 
halves of this sentence. 

17. That is, spiritually unfaithful to God. On this word, see Jam 4:4. 
18. Some manuscripts add "the prophet" {N}, as in 12:39. 
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19. Parallel account at Mk 8: 13. 
20. Some manuscripts say "His" { N}. 
21. On "beware of", see 10:17. 
22. Or, "reasoning". On this word, see "reasoning" in Lk 5 :21. 
23. Or, "within" (GK 1877). Matthew uses this phrase "among [or, 

within] themselves" only in 3:9; 9:3, 21; 16:7, 8; 21:25, 38. 
24. Or, "saying, 'It is because we ... ". Jesus is still thinking of the inci

dent in v 1-4. But the disciples think He is talking about literal 
bread, and start to discuss the fact that they forgot it. 

25. Some manuscripts say "did not take" {N). 
26. Or, "understand'', but not the same word as in v 12. Do you not yet 

perceive spiritual truth? Same word as in 15: 17; 16: 11. On this 
word, see "think" in Eph 3:20. 

27. Or, "Do you not yet understand nor remember the five ... , nor the 
seven ... ". 

28. Some manuscripts include this in the previous sentence " ... bread, 
but that you should beware ... " {N}. 

29. Some manuscripts say "leaven ofbread ofthe Pharisees and Sad
ducees"; others simply "leaven" {C}. 

30. That is, teaching that can permeate their thinking with leftover ideas 
from the past. Teaching that refused to believe unless Jesus did a 
sign from heaven, v I. In Lk 12: I, the leaven of the Pharisees is 
"hypocrisy". 

31. Parallel account at Mk 8:27; Lk 9: 18. 
32. That is, Herod Philip's capital city, about 25 miles or 40 kilometers 

north of the Sea of Galilee. Mentioned elsewhere only in Mk 8:27. 
On Philip, see Lk 3: I. It was called this to distinguish it from the 
seaport called "Caesarea" (see Act 8:40). 

33. Some manuscripts say "that I, the Son o/Man, am" {B}. 
34. Same adjective as in 5:3. God has shown His favor toward you. 

"You are a blessed one". 
35. This is transliterated from Hebrew, meaning "son of Jonah". Used 

only here. GK 980. See "John" in Jn I :42. 

A. I Tim I :3, command B. Mt 26:27 C. Phil 4: 12 D. 2 Cor 8:2, abound E. Mk 10: I F. Heb 2: 18, tempted G. Act 18:28 H. Mk 13:35 
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2D. "And I also' say to you that you are a rock2, and upon this bed-rock3 I will buildA My 
church8- and the gates of Hades4 will not prevail-against5 it 

11·:. "I will give you the keys of the kingdom of the heavens6 

2L "And whatever you bind7 on earth will have been bound8 in the heavens 
) L. "And whatever you loose9 on earth will have been loosed 10 in the heavens" 

SC. Then He gave-orders" to the12 disciples that they should tell no one that He is the Christ13 

12/\. 14 From that time on, 15 Jesus began to showc His disciples that He rnust16 go to Jerusalem, and suffer0 

many things from the elders and chief priests and scribes, and be killed, and be raised on the third day 

I B. And having taken Hirn aside, Peter began to rebukeE Hirn, saying, "God be rnerciful 17 to You, Lord! 
This shall never happen 18 to You" 

I ( ·. But the One, having turned, said to Peter, "Get19 behind Me, Satan! You are a cause-of-falling20 

to Me, because you are not thinkingF the things of God, but the things ofhumansG" 

2B.21 Then Jesus said to His disciples, "If anyone wantsH to come after Me, let him deny22 himself, and 
take up his cross23

, and be following Me 

IC. "For whoever wantsH to save1 his life24 will loseK it. But whoever loses his life for My sake 
will find it 

ID. "For what will a personG be profited25 ifhe gainsL the whole world, but forfeits26 his life27? 

Verse 

18 

I 'J 

2r1 

21 

' ' ~· 



I. Jesus may mean "in addition to what the Father revealed, I also 
reveal...", or, "in addition to you being blessed". 

2. Or, "Peter". Used 156 times in the NT, all other times as Peter's 
name. GK 4377. The Greek word means "a piece ofrock, a stone", 
and is related to the word "bed-rock" that follows. Jesus is not giv
ing Peter the name here, for He has already done so in Jn I :42. It 
is natural for Him to call Peter a "rock" here, after the confession 
he just made on behalf of all of them. "You are blessed" and "You 
are a rock". There is a play on words here, with the emphasis being 
on the meaning of his name rather than on the proper name itself. 
However, either way of translating is imperfect. "Rock" shows the 
now of thought. "Peter" shows the connection to the apostle. The 
Greek reader would immediately see both. Perhaps it should be ren
dered "Peter (a rock), and ... ". "Peter" is Greek, "Cephas" is Ara
maic, both meaning "rock'', Jn I :42. 

3. On this word, see 7:24, the bed-rock on which the house is built. It 
means "a mass of rock, a cliff, bed-rock, rock, a rock". It can be a 
synonym of the word "rock" preceding. Here, there is a play on the 
two words, &ince Matthew uses two different Greek words to bring 
out what Jesus meant when He used the same Aramaic (the language 
Jesus spoke) word in both places. On what rock does Jesus build His 
church? Some think He means Peter himself, the leader of the apos
tles, the sense in which He intends it being described in v 19. He is 
a foundation rock in a house built of living stones, l Pet 2:5; Eph 
2:20. Others think Christ is pointing to Himself. He Himself is both 
the builder and the cornerstone, I Cor 3:1 I; Eph 2:20. Others think 
it is Peter's confession. The church is built on the human confession 
of Christ as the Son of God. Others think it is the Father's revelation 
of Christ's identity to humans, v 17, starting with Peter. 

4. On Hades, see Rev I: 18. Some think Jesus means the gates all humans 
pass through at death. Death will not be able to defeat the church in 
the world, nor hold the Christian dead within its gates. Others think 
these gates are the entrances for the forces of darkness into the world. 
The forces of Hades will not be victorious over His church. 

5. Or, "win the victory over, be strong against". Elsewhere only as 
"prevail" in Lk 23:23; and "have strength" in Lk 21 :36. GK 2996. 
Related to "prevail" in Act 19: 16. 

6. Having keys means having the power to open and lock doors. The 
use of these keys may be seen in Acts, where Peter is the one to 
"open" the kingdom for the Jews (2:22-41), the Samaritans (8: 14-
17, Peter and John), and the Gentiles (10:34-48; 15:7). 

7. Or, "tie up". On this word, see I Cor 7:27. 
8. This is a participle, it "will be having been bound" or, "it will be 

standing as bound". This is the rare future perfect passive tense, used 
twice in this verse, and elsewhere only in Mt 18: 18, and perhaps Lk 
12:52. Jesus is promising Peter divine guidance, so that whatever 
Peter "binds" will correspond to what has been "bound" in heaven. 
He is not saying that whatever Peter binds will be seconded by God, 
but that Peter will speak with God's authority, under His guidance. 

9. Or, "unbind, untie, release, abolish". Same word as in 18:18, and 
as "break" in 5: 19. Some think "binding and loosing" means "for
bidding and permitting" things, as the Rabbis used the terms (note 
5: 19). Others think they are explained by Jn 20:23 as "forgiving and 
retaining sins". Others think Jesus is referring to the powers of 
excommunication (compare the same phrases in 18: 18). In addition, 
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some think Peter held these powers exclusively; others, that he 
passed them on to a successor; others, that they passed from him to 
all the other apostles; others, that they passed to all believers. 

10. This is a participle, it "will be having been loosed". Same grammar 
as "bound" above. 

l l. Some manuscripts say "warned" {N). 
12. Some manuscripts say "His" {N). 
13. That is, the Messiah. Some manuscripts say "Jesus, the Christ" { B). 

Why? To avoid a repeat of what people tried to do in Jn 6: 15. "Mes
siah" had political overtones that Jesus did not want to fan. 

14. Parallel account at Mk 8:31; Lk 9:22. 
15. Matthew reaches a turning point, as in 4: 17. For the first time, Jesus 

speaks directly about His coming death and resurrection. After this, 
Jesus concentrates on preparing the twelve for this event, and for 
their life and mission after it, as He moves toward it. 

16. Or, "He has to''. More literally, "that it is necessary that He go" or 
"that it is necessary for Him to go''. The root word means "it is 
binding" upon Him. This frequent idiom is used of that which must 
necessarily take place, the necessity or compulsion proceeding from 
various sources (based on the context), whether internal (like duty) 
or external (like the will of God, law, custom, or the circumstances 
themselves). Here, it is necessary in the will of God. Same idiom 
as in 17:10; 26:54; Mk 13:10; Lk 2:49; 24:26; Jn 3:7; 4:24; Act 
1:16; 4:12; 14:22; 17:3; 2 Cor 5:10; I Tim 3:2; Heb 11:6; Rev 1:1; 
etc. GK 1256. Same word as in the idiom "should have" in Mt 
25:27, and "ought to" in Act 25: 10. 

17. This idiom means "May God mercifully spare You from this". On 
this word, see Heb 8: 12. 

18. Or, "be for You". The word "be" sometimes means "happen", as 
in Mk 11:23, 24; 13:4; Lk 21:7; 22:49, etc. GK 1639. 

19. Or, "Be going behind Me". Jesus recognizes that Satan is using 
Peter. The grammar means "Be engaging in the process of going 
behind Me". Same command as in Mk 8:33. On this word, see "go 
away" in Mt 4:10. 

20. Or, "offense, trap''. On this word, see Rom 11 :9. 
2 l. Parallel account at Mk 8:34; Lk 9:23. Compare Mt 10:39; Lk 17:33; 

Jn 12:25. 
22. That is, disown and refuse to follow the impulses of self. This is a 

stronger form of the root word "deny" (both are in Lk 12:9). Used 
only in this statement, Mk 8:34; of being denied before angels, Lk 
12:9; and of Peter denying the Lord, Mt 26:34, 35, 75; Mk 14:30, 
31, 72; Lk 22:34, 61. GK 565. Here it means to no longerown one's 
life, but to serve the Master, Jesus, having been bought with a price, 
I Cor 6: 19; Gal 2:20. 

23. That is, the instrument of suffering and death, a symbol of our death 
to self for Christ. Compare 10:38. 

24. That is, by avoiding his "cross" and refusing to "deny himself". 
Compare Jn 12:25. 

25. On this word, see Rom 2:25. Some manuscripts say "What is a per
son profited" { N}. 

26. Same word as in Mk 8:36. 
27. Or, "soul". The same Greek word is used four times in v 25-26. In 

v 25, Jesus means "life" in an earthly, temporal sense. In v 26, He 
means "life" in a spiritual and eternal sense. Lk 9:25 says "him
self". On this word, see "soul" in Jam 5:20. 

A. I Cor 14:4, edify B. Rev 22: 16 C. I Tim 6: 15 D. Gal 3:4 E. 2 Tim 4:2, warn F. Rom 8:5 G. Mt 4:4, mankind H. Jn 7: 17, willing 
J. Lk 19:10 K. I Cor 1:18, perish L. Mk 8:36 
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2D "Or what will a person give in-exchange-for1 his life? 

2C "For the Son o/Man is going to come in the glory o/His Father with His angels. And then He 
will render to each one according to his practice3 

:l( ·. "TrulyA I say to you that there are some4 o/the ones standing here who will by no means taste 
death5 until they see the Son of Man coming8 in His kingdomc" 

Verse 

:H3.6 And after six days, Jesus takes-along0 Peter and James and John his brother, and brings them up 1-: I 
on a high mountain privatelyE 

IC And He was transfigured7 in front of them. And His face shinedF like the sun, and His garments 
became white as the light 

2C. And behold- Moses and Elijah appearedG to them, talkingH with Him 
3C. And having responded, Peter said to Jesus, "Lord, it is good that we are here. IfYou wish, I 

will8 make three dwellings9 here- one/or You, and one/or Moses, and one/or Elijah" 
K. While he was still speaking 

ID. Behold- a bright10 cloud overshadowed11 them12 

2D And behold- a voice out of the cloud saying "This is My beloved1 Son, with 13 Whom I 
was well-pleased 14

. Be listening-to Him" 

5( . And having heard 15 it, the disciples fell on their face and became extremely afraidK 

ID And Jesus came to them, and having touched them, said, "Arise, and do not be afraid16" 

2D. And having lifted up their eyes, they saw no one except Jesus Himself alone 

4B. 17 And while they were coming down from the mountain, Jesus commandedL them, saying, "Tell ' 1 

the sight18 to no one until which time the Son o/Man is raisedM from the dead" 

I ( ·. And the 19 disciples questionedN Him, saying, "Why then20 do the scribes say that Elijah must21 I 1 1 

come first?" 
2( n And the One, 23 having responded, said24 , "Elijah25 is coming26 and will restore27 all things- I 1 

but I say to you that Elijah already0 came28 I ' 

I D "And they did not recognizer him, but did with29 him whatever they wantedO 
2D. "So also the Son o/Man is going to sufferR by them" 
3D. Then the disciples understood5 that He spoke to them about John the Baptist I ; 

5B 30 And they having come to the crowd, a man came to Him, kneeling-before31 Him,"and saying, 1..\-1' 
"MasterT, have mercy on my son, because he has seizuresu and is sufferingR badly32 • For he often 
falls into the fire, and often into the water. •And I brought him to Your disciples, and they were I 1 • 

not able to curev him" 

1 l'. But having responded, Jesus said, "O unbelieving33 and perverted34 generation! 35 How long36 

will I be with37 you? How long will I bear-withw you? Bring38 him here to Me". ·And Jesus I' 
rebukedx it, and the demon departed from him, and the boy was cured from that hour 

2( ·. Then the disciples, having come to Jesus privatelyE, said, "For what reason were we not able I" 
to cast it out?" 

:lC. 39 And the One says to them, "Because of your little-faith40• For truly I say to you, if you have ..'\I 
faith like a seed of a mustard-plant4 1, you will say to this mountain, 'PassY from-here to-there', 
and it will pass. And nothing will be impossiblez for you -' I" 



I. You may have gained the whole world, but what do you have of 
equal value which you can exchange with God so as to buy back 
the soul which He will require from you? Elsewhere only in Mk 

8:37. GK 498. 
2. Or, "give back, pay back, pay out"; if good, "reward". Same word 

as in Rom 2:6; Rev 22: 12. Used 48 times. GK 625. 
3. Or, "activity, action, course of action, doing, deed". Same word as 

in Act 19: 18; Rom 8:13; Col 3:9. Elsewhere only as "action" in Lk 
23:51; and "function" in Rom 12:4. GK4552. Related word in Rom 
2: I. Some manuscripts say "works" {BJ. Compare Rev 20:12. 

4. Some think Jesus is referring to the three with Him at the transfig
uration, next. For more views, see Mk 9: I . 

5. On the phrase "taste death", see Heb 2:9. It means "experience 
death, die". 

6. Parallel account at Mk 9:2; Lk 9:28. Compare 2 Pet I: 17-18. 
7. Or, "transfonned", that is, changed in fonn. Sarne word as in Mk 9:2. 
8. Some manuscripts say "let us", as in Mk 9:5; Lk 9:33; others, "we 

will"{B). 
9. Or, "tents, tabernacles", assuming they were going to stay. On this 

word, see Lk 9:33. 
10. Or, "full oflight", as this word is used in 6:22. 
11. Or, "covered, hovered over" them. Same word as in Mk 9:7; Lk 

9:34. Elsewhere only in Lk 1:35; Act 5:15. GK 2173. Perhaps to 
those outside the cloud, those inside the cloud appeared as if in a 
shadow or haze or silhouette. 

12. Who9 Perhaps Jesus, Moses and Elijah, for the disciples hear the 
voice come "out of" the cloud. Compare Lk 9:34. 

13. Or, "in". Same word as in 3:17; Mk I :I I; Lk 3:22. GK 1877. Mt 
12:18 and 2 Pet 1:17 use a different word (GK 1650). 

14. Or, "took pleasure, delighted". Some take this in a timeless sense, 
rendering it "I am well pleased, I delight". Others think God is 
speaking with reference to His choice of His Son for this task 
before the foundation of the world, "I was well pleased, I 
delighted", as in Isa 42: I. Lk 9:35 says "My Son, the One having 
been chosen". Others take it in a historical sense, "I have become 
well pleased" in His obedience. There are other views. Same word 
and fonn as in 3: 17; Mk I: I I; Lk 3:22; 2 Pet I: 17. Same word as 
in Mt 12:18; Lk 12:32; Rom 15:26, 27; I Cor 1:21; 10:5; 2 Cor 
12: IO; Gal I: 15; Col I: 19; I Thes 2:8; Heb I 0:6, 8, 38. Elsewhere 
only as "prefer" in 2 Cor 5:8; I Thes 3: I; and as "take pleasure" in 
2 Thes 2: 12. GK 2305. Related to "good pleasure" in Eph I :5. 

15. Peter reminds us of what he saw and heard in 2 Pet 1:16-18. 
16. The grammar implies "Stop being afraid, stop fearing". 
17. Parallel account al Mk 9:9. 
18. Or, "vision". That is, what you have seen, as stated in Mk 9:9; Lk 

9:36. Same word as in Act 7:31, the "sight" of the burning bush. On 
this word, see "vision" in Act 10:3. 

19. Some manuscripts say "His" (NJ. 
20. The disciples do not understand the connection between Elijah and 
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Messiah. If Messiah is here, where is Elijah? If Elijah must come 
before the consummation of the age, where is he? If he came and 
went, and You say not to tell anyone about it (v 9), why does Mal 
4:5 say he comes first? Note I I: 14. 

2 I. More literally, "that it is necessary for Elijah to come first". On this 
idiom, see 16:21. The necessity is based on the will of God. 

22. Compare Mt 11: 14; Lk I: 17; Jn 1:21. 
23. Some manuscripts say "And Jesus," (NJ. 
24. Some manuscripts add "to them" {K}. 
25. Jesus uses grammar that emphasizes the contrast between the two 

halves of this sentence. 
26. Some manuscripts say "coming first" {N}. 
27. On this word, see Mk 8:25. Same word as in Act I :6. Related to 

"restoration" in Act 3:21, the future restoration. 
28. On Elijah "coming" and "came", see the note on Mk 9: 12. 
29. Or, "in his case, in connection with him". GK 1877. 
30. Parallel account at Mk 9: 14; Lk 9:37. 
31. Same word as in Mk 10:17. Elsewhere only as "kneel" in 27:29; 

Mk 1:40. GK 1206. Related to "knee". 
32. Some manuscripts say "and he is ill" {N}, using the idiom in Mk I :32. 
33. Or, "faithless". Same word as in this statement in Mk 9:19; Lk 9:41. 

Used of "unbelievers", as in Lk I 2:46; 2 Cor 4:4; and of "unbe
lieving" disciples, as in Jn 20:27. Used 23 times. GK 603. 

34. Or, "crooked". This is a participle, "having been perverted". Same 
word as in Lk 9:41. On this word, see Phil 2: I 5. 

35. Some think Jesus is referring to "this generation" (see 24:34) of Jews, 
of which this father and his demon-possessed son are the first He 
encountered after the glory of His transfiguration. Others think He is 
referring to the nine disciples who did not have enough faith (v 20) 
to cast it out; others, to the scribes doubting Him; others, to everyone 
included here, for they all lacked faith in one sense or another. 

36. This is an idiom, literally "until when", where "when" is GK 4536. 
This idiom is elsewhere only in Mk 9: 19; Lk 9:41; Jn 10:24; Rev 6: 10. 

37. Or, "together with". GK 3552. Not the same word as Mk 9: 19; Lk 
9:41 (GK 4639). 

38. Or, "Be bringing". Same word and grammar as in Mk 9: 19. The 
emphasis of the grammar is on carrying out the process necessary 
to bring him here. On this word, see "carry" in 2 Pet I: 17. 

39. Compare Lk 17:6; and Mt 21:21; Mk 11:22-23. 
40. Used only here. GK 3898. Related to "ones of little faith" in 6:30. 

Some manuscripts say "unbelief" {A J. 
41. That is, the tiniest amount can unleash the power of God. But their 

"little faith" did not issue in them using any faith at all on this occa
sion. A little faith can be powerful because it is not the faith, but 
God who moves the mountains. On "seed of a mustard plant", see 
13:31. Compare Lk 17:6. 

42. Some manuscripts add as v 21 "But this kind does not go out except 
by prayer and fasting" {A}. 

A. Mt 5: 18 B. Mk 16:2 C. Mt 3:2 D. Lk I 7:34, taken E. Mt 14: 13 F. 2 Cor 4:6 G. Lk 2:26, see H. Act 25: 12 J. Mt 3: 17 K. Eph 5:33, 
respecting L. Mk I 0:3 M. Mt 28:6 N. Lk 9: I 8 0. Mt 24:32 P. Col I :6, understood Q. Jn 7: I 7, willing R. Gal 3:4 S. Mt 13: 13 T. Mt 8:2 
U. Mt 4:24 V. Mt 8:7 W. 2 Cor I I :4 X. 2 Tim 4:2, warn Y. Jn 5:24 Z. Lk I :37 



Matthew 17:22 60 

611.' And while they were being gathered2 in Galilee, Jesus said to them, "The Son a/Man is going to 
be handed-overA into the hands of men. •And they will kill Hirn. And He will be raised3 on the 
third day". And they were extremely grieved8 

71t And they having come to Capemaurn, the ones" taking the double-drachrnas5 came to Peter and 
said, "Does not your teacher payc the double-drachrnas?"6 0

He says, "Yes" 

I ( ·. And Peter having come into the house, Jesus anticipated7 him, saying, "What seerns0 right to 
you, Simon- from whom do the kings of the earth takeE taxes8 or a poll-tax9, from their sons 
or from the strangers 10?" 

2C. And Peter having said11 "from the strangers", Jesus said to him, "Then indeed, the sons are 
free 12! "But in order that we may not offend13 them- having gone to the sea, castF a hook. And 
take the first fish having come up. And having opened its mouth, you will find a stater14

. 

Having taken that, give it to them for Me and you" 

Verse 

:-m. 15 At that hour the disciples came to Jesus, saying, "Who then16 is greater17 in the kingdom of the IX I 
heavens?" "And having summonedG a child, He stood hirn 18 in the rniddJeH ofthern,"and said- .:'-.' 

IC. "Truly1 I say to you, unless you are tumed-around19 and becorne20 like childrenK, you will 
never enter into the kingdom of the heavens. "Therefore whoever will hurnbleL himself like this -+ 
chiJdK, this one is the greater one in the kingdom of the heavens 

2C. "And whoever welcomes21 one such22 childK on the basis of My narne23, welcomes Me. "But ,_,, 
whoever causes one of these little ones believing24 in Me to fall25- it would be better26 for him 
that a donkey's rnillstone27 be hungM around his neck and he be sunk28 in the deep-part of the sea29 

ID. "Woe to the world because of the causes-of-fallingN. For it is a necessity0 that causes
of-falling should come. Nevertheless, woe to the30 person through whom the cause-of
falling comes 

2D. 31 "But ifyour32 hand or your foot is causing you to fall, cut it33 off and throw it from you. 
It is better34 for you to enter into life crippled or larneP, than to be thrown into the etemaJO 
fire having two hands or two feet 

3 [). "And if your eye is causing you to fall, tear it out and throw it from you. It is better for you 
to enter into life one-eyed, than to be thrown into the Gehenna of fire35 having two eyes 

JC. "See that you do not look-down-upon36 one of these little ones 

ID. "For I say to you that their angels37 in the heavens are continuallyR seeing38 the face of 
My Father in the heavens 

.:'D.40 "What seerns0 right to you?41 

I le. "If a hundred sheep belong to any man, and one of them went-astray5 , will he not leave 
the ninety nine on the mountains, and having gone, be seekingT the one going astray?42 

.:'I:. "And if it comes about that he finds it, truly I say to you that he rejoices over it more 
than over the ninety nine not having gone astray43 

31 :. "So it is not the willu in-the-sight-of44 your4 5 Father in the heavens that one (Jfthese 
little ones46 should be-Iost47 

•I 

Ill 

I; 

1-1 



I. Parallel account at Mk 9:30; Lk 9:43. 
2. Or, "gathering themselves". Elsewhere only in Act 28:3. GK 5370. 

Related to "gathering" in Act 23: 12. Some manuscripts say "were 
staying" {B}. 

3. Or, "will arise". On this word, see "arose" in 28:6. 
4. These would be Jews commissioned by the Temple, not the hated 

"tax collectors" who collected for Rome. 
5. That is, the yearly half-shekel (two drachma) temple tax required 

of all male Jews 20 to 50 years old, Ex 30:11-16. It was collected 
from Jews throughout the world. A drachma (see Lk 15:8) was a 
silver coin equivalent to a denarius (see Mt 20:2), and to one fourth 
of a Jewish shekel. Used only in this verse. GK 1440. 

6. The grammar indicates a "yes" answer is expected. 
7. That is, Jesus began to answer before Peter could ask. Perhaps He 

had overheard them talking. Used only here. GK 4740. 
8. That is, local taxes. Same word as in Rom 13:7. 
9. That is, the tax based on the census and paid to the Emperor. Else

where only in 22: 17, 19; Mk 12: 14. GK 3056. 
IO. Sons belonging to the royal household are contrasted to those 

belonging to the other households (the citizens). The King's fam
ily pays no taxes. On this word, see "foreigners" in Heb 11 :34. 

11. Some manuscripts say "And Peter says 10 Him" { B}. 
12. That is, not bound by the tax, exempt from the tax. In other words, 

the sons of the Father (Jesus and the disciples) are exempt from His 
Father's temple tax. This is the logical deduction, but Jesus next 
gives a more practical answer. Used 23 times. GK 1801. Related to 
"set free" in Rom 8:2. 

13. Or, "cause them to fall'', on which see I Cor 8:13. 
14. This is a Greek silver coin worth one shekel or two double-drachmas, 

enough to pay for both Jesus and Peter. Used only here. GK 5088. 
15. Parallel account at Mk 9:33; Lk 9:46. 
16. Since You are Messiah, how will we rank in your kingdom? 
17. Though the form of this word means "greater", some think the sense 

of it here is "greatest". Likewise in v 4. On this word, see 11:11. 
18. Or, "her". The grammar is not specific. 
19. Or, "changed, converted" inwardly, "turned [from your ways to 

God]". Similar in meaning to Jn 3:2, "unless you are born again". 
Same word as "turned" in Jn 12:40. This is the common word for 
"turn", used 21 times. GK 5138. 

20. That is, humble yourself to become dependent and helpless before 
God, as this child is before adults and God. What the child does nat
urally, the adult must purposefully choose. If you think "I can do 
it myself", you will not enter. 

21. Having answered their question, Jesus now goes on to draw another 
lesson from this child. On this word, see I 0:40. 

22. Some think Jesus means one child like this child before them, one "lit
tle one believing in Me" (v 6), as in Mk 9:37; others, a child like the 
one who "humbles himself" in v 4, meaning one of His spiritual chil
dren regardless of age. In any case, Jesus is referring to welcoming 
one who is least associated with "greatness". Compare 10:40; 25:40. 

23. On "on the basis of My name", see Act 2:38. 
24. Or, "these little ones who are believing in Me", or more literally, 

"these little ones, the ones believing in Me". 

61 Matthew 18:14 

25. On "causes to fall", see I Cor 8:13. The same word is used in v 8, 
9, and a related word is used three times in v 7. 

26. Same word as in 5:29, 30; Jn 11 :50; 16:7; 18: 14. On this word, see 
"beneficial" in I Cor 6: 12. It is not the same word as in the similar 
statements in Lk 17:2, Mk 9:42, or as in v 8, 9. 

27. On this phrase, "donkey's millstone'', see Mk 9:42. 
28. It is better to be killed than face the consequences of this. The death 

is a one-time event; the consequences are an eternal loss. The gram
mar is different in Mk 9:42; Lk 17:2. Elsewhere only in 14:30, of 
Peter sinking. GK 2931. 

29. This is an idiom, literally "in the open-sea of the sea", "in the high
sea ofthe sea". The first word is elsewhere only as "open-sea" in 
Act 27:5. GK 4283. 

30. Some manuscripts say "that" {N}. 
31. Compare Mt 5:29-30; Mk 9:43-48. 
32. Woe to "the person" (v 7) who causes God's children to fall. But as 

for you (v 8), if your hand causes you to tall in this area, cut it off 
(as Jesus also said in 5:29-30). Better to be maimed or to die in the 
sea (v 6) than to fall in this area. 

33. Some manuscripts have this word plural, "them" {N}. 
34. Though the form of this word means "good", it is sometimes used 

in the first part of a comparison (as here with "than"), giving it the 
meaning "better". On this word, see "good" in I Tim 5: I Oa. 

35. On "Gehenna of fire", see 5:22. 
36. Or, "despise, disregard, treat with contempt". On this word, see 

"disregard" in Rom 2:4. It is the opposite of"welcome" in v 5. That 
is, because of their age; and with reference to spiritual children, for 
their differences ofopinion (as in Rom 14), or behavior (as in I Cor 
8), or social status (as in Eph 6:9; I Cor I :26), etc. Do not rank 
yourself as "greater" (v I) than others and treat them with contempt. 
Rather, rescue them, if they are lost, v 12-14. 

3 7. Some find the concept of "guardian angels" here. Others think that 
while angels do have a ministering role (Heb I: 14 ), it may be going 
beyond what this verse says to say that every individual person has an 
angel assigned to them. In any case, this verse affirms the great value 
and priority God places on all His children. Note Lk 15: IO; 16:22. 

3 8. That is, they have continual access to God. On this word, see Rev I : 11. 
39. Some manuscripts add as v 11, "For the Son of Man came to save 

the lost" {B}, similarto Lk 19:10. 
40. Compare Lk 15:3-7. 
41. This is a second reason not to look down on "these little ones", v 

I 0. Not only do the angels minister to them, but God rescues them. 
42. The grammar indicates that a "yes" answer is expected. 
43. Luke follows this parable (and its companion parable of the lost 

coin) with the parable of the prodigal son, in which the father illus
trates this finding and rejoicing, Lk 15:20-24, 31-32. 

44. Or, "before, in the presence of". This is a reverential way of say
ing it is not God's will. Same word as 11:26. GK 1869. 

45. Some manuscripts say "My" {C}. 
46. God is not a respecter of persons. He values His "little" people as 

much as His apostles, His slaves as much as His masters (Eph 6:9), 
His poor as much as His rich (Jam 2: I). 

47. Or, "perish". On this word, see "perish" in I Cor I: 18. 

A. Mt 26:21 B. 2 Cor 7:9 C. Rev 10:7, finished D. Lk 19:11, thinking E. Rom 7:8 F. Rev 2:22, throw G. Act 2:39, call to H. 2 Thes 2:7, 
midst J. Mt 5: 18 K. I Jn 2:14 L. Phil 4: 12 M. Act 10:39 N. Rom 11:9 0. I Cor 7:26 P. Heb 12:13 Q. Mt 25:46 R. 2 Thes 3: 16 
S. Jam 5:19, err T. Phil 2:21 U. Jn 7:17 



Matthew 18:15 62 Verse 

.:IC .1 "But if your brothe~ sins2 against you3
, go, expose4 him between you and him alone8 15 

ID. "Ifhe listens-to you, you gained5 your brother 
2D. "But if he does not listen, take-alongc with you one or two more, in order that every I 6 

word0 may be establishedE based-on6 the mouth of two or three witnesses 
.lD. "And ifhe refuses-to-listen-toF them, tell it to the church7 17 

4[) "And if he even refuses to listen to the church, let him be to you just like the Gentile8 

and the tax-collector9 

J L "TrulyG I say to you, whatever you bind 10 on earth will have been bound11 in heaven. IS 
And whatever you loose on earth will have been loosed in heaven 

21. "Again, 12 truly 13 I say to you that if two of you on earth agree 14 concerning any l'I 
matter15 which they may ask, it will be doneHfor them by My Father in the heavens 

I I. For16 where two or three have been gathered-together17 in18 My name, I am 
there in the midstl of them" 

5 l' .19 Then having come to Him, Peter2° said to Him, "Lord, how often will my brothe~ sinK against 
me and I will forgiveL him? Up to seven-times?" 

<il . Jesus says to him, "I do not say to you up to seven-times21 , but up to seventy-times22 [and] 
seven. ·For this reason, the kingdom of the heavens became-like23 a man who was a king, who 
wishedM to settle the accountN with his slaves0 

ID. "And he having begun to settle24 it, one debtor" often-thousand talents25 was brought to him 

I I··. "But he not having the means to payO, the master ordered that he be sold- and his 
wife and his children and all that he has- and that it be paid 

21. "Then the slave, having fallen, was prostrating-himself26 before him, saying, 'Be27 

patient28 with me and I will pay everything to you' 
:lJ:. "And having felt-deep feelingsR [of compassion], the master a/that slave released5 

him and forgaveL him the loan29 

211 

21 

,-

2D. "But having gone out, that slave found one of his fellow-slavesr who owedu him a ~~ 

hundred denarii30 

IL. "And having seized him, he was chokingv him, saying, 'Payo me31 , since32 you are 
owingu me something' 

21·. "Then his fellow slave, having fallenD, was beggingw him, saying, 'Be patient with 
me and I will pay it34 to you' 

:; L. "And the one was not willingM, but having gone, he threw him into prison until he 
should pay the amount being owed 

3 D. "Then his fellow slaves, having seen the things having taken place, were extremely grievedx. 
And having come, they made-clearY to their master all the things having taken place 

4D. "Then, having summoned him, his master says to him, 'Evilz slave! I forgaveL you all that 
debt because you beggedw me. ·should not you also have35 had mercy on your fellow 
slave, as I also had mercy on you?' 

5 D. "And having become angry36, his master handed him over to the tormenters37 until which 
time he should payO all the amount being owed38 

<>D. "So also My heavenly Father will do to you if you do not forgive 39- each one his 
brother- from your hearts" 

.<I 



I. Compare Lk 17:3. 
2. This is a different case. What should be done when you are suffer

ing an injury, not inflicting one? 
3. Some manuscripts omit "against you" IC}. 
4. Or. "reprove, rebuke, convict". On this word, see Eph 5: 11. Note 

the two separate commands, "Go, expose", not as so often in 
Matthew "Having gone, expose". This also occurs in 8:4, 19:21; 
21 :28; 28: I 0, etc. 

5. That is, gained him for the benefit of the kingdom. On this word, 
see Mk 8:36. Compare I Pet 3: I. 

6. Or, "on the basis of". Same phrase as in 2 Cor 13: I, and similar to 
I Tim 5: 19; Heb I 0:28. It refers to Deut 19: 15. 

7. The church, through its leaders, speaks as one with the voice of 
Christ, focusing the individual on the impact of this sin upon his 
relationship with God, and with the Christian community. He must 
choose between them. 

8. Or, "pagan, non-believer". On this word, see 3 Jn 7. 
9. A tax collector was viewed as a traitor to Israel, a servant of the 

enemy (Rome). They were not allowed in the synagogue, and no 
one ate or socialized with them. They were outcasts. Used 21 times. 
GK 5467. On the tax system, see the note on Lk 3: 13. 

I 0. On "bind" and "loose", see 16: 19. Here, the "you" in "you bind" 
and "you loose" is plural. Some think it refers to "the church" in v 
17. Others think it refers to the apostles. In 16: 19, it was singular, 
referring to Peter. 

11. This is a participle, it "will be having been bound''. Likewise with 
"loose", it "will be having been loosed''. Same tense as in 16: 19. 
Whatever you as a church "bind" will correspond to what has 
already been "bound" in heaven. Some think Jesus means "what
ever you as a church permit or forbid with regard to his behavior ... ". 
If so, this verse is in regard to the church's behavioral decision
whether what the brother did was sin or not. Since the Jewish "tra
ditions of the elders" which had guided their lives were rejected, 
new decisions would have to be made by the church based on the 
OT Scripture under the guidance of God. This divine guidance is 
what is promised here. On the other views, see 16: 19. 

12. Some think that Jesus now speaks with regard to the church's dis
ciplinary decision in v 17. Even ifthe "church" is only two or three, 
if they are in agreement about what they want to ask of God (v 19), 
then God will do it (as in I Cor 5:5). Others think this refers to the 
apostles. Others think that v 19-20 are not connected to v 15-18 at 
all, but form a separate point regarding prayer in general (SC.). 

13. Some manuscripts omit this word {C}. See 5:18 on it. 
14. Same word as in Lk 5:36; Act 5:9; 15: 15. Elsewhere only as "make 

an agreement" in Mt 20:2, 13. GK 5244. Related to "harmony" in 
2 Cor 6:15. Some manuscripts say "shall agree" {N). 

15. Or, "thing''. Same word as in Rom 16:2; I Cor6: I; 2 Cor 7:11; 1 Thes 

63 Matthew 18:35 

4:6. Elsewhere only as "thing" in Lk 1:1; Act 5:4; Heb 6:18; IO:I; 
11 :1, Jam 3:16. GK 4547. 

16. The divine guidance promised is made explicit here. 
17. This is a participle, "are having been gathered-together''. GK 525 l. 
18. Or, "with reference to''. GK l 650. Not the same word as in v 5. 
19. Compare Lk 17:4. 
20. Peter is responding to v 15, "if he listens to you ... ". The rabbis 

taught that one should forgive three times. 
21. Elsewhere only in v 21; Lk 17:4. GK 2232. 
22. That is, seventy occasions, as with "seven-times" in v 21, 22. Some 

think Jesus means "seventy-times [and] seven" (77 times, as this 
exact phrase is used in Gen 4:24). Others think He means "seventy
times [times] seven" (490 times). In either case, it is more times 
than one can keep track of. It is like asking how often we should 
"love one another''. Used only here. GK l 514. 

23. Or, "was like''. Same word and grammar as in 13:24. It is like this 
in that our own forgiveness gives us a standing obligation to for
give others. 

24. Or, "to be settling''. The grammar means "having started the 
process of settling it''. On this word, see Mt 25: 19. 

25. This is a huge amount of money. One silver talent was 6000 denarii 
(see 20:2), that is, 6000 day's wages for a laborer, the wages for 
twenty years of work. So 10,000 talents is 60 million denarii, which 
is 600,000 times more than the slave in verse 28 owed. Such is our 
debt to God versus others' debt to us. A gold talent was worth much 
more, a copper talent less. Elsewhere only in 25: 15, 16, 20, 22, 24, 
25, 28. GK 5419. 

26. On this word, see "worship" in 14:33. 
27. Some manuscripts say "Master, be ... " {A}. 
28. Or, "Have patience''. On this word, see I Cor 13:4. Same word as 

in v 29. 
29. Used only here. GK l 245. Related to "lend" in Lk 6:34. 
30. On this word, see 20:2. A hundred day's wages. 
31. Some manuscripts include "me" {N}. 
32. Or, "if''. The grammar implies that the lender accepted this as the 

fact of the matter, so for clarity it is rendered "since" here. 
33. Some manuscripts add "at his feet" {N}. 
34. Some manuscripts say "everything" { K}. 
35. On the idiom "should have'', see 25:27. The grammar of this ques

tion expects a "yes" answer. 
36. Or, "wrathful". On this word, see Rev 11: 18. 
37. Or, "torturers", the ones in the prison. Used only here. GK 991. 

Related to "torment" in Rev 14: 10. 
38. Some manuscripts add "to him" {N}. Of course, he would never be 

able to repay it. 
39. On this word, see 6:12. Some manuscripts add "their trespasses" {N}. 

A. Act 16:40 B. Jam 2:24 C. Lk 17:34, taken D. Rom 10:17 E. Mk 13:14, standing F. Mk 5:36, ignore G. Mt 5:18 H. Mt 6:10 J. 2 Thes 2:7 
K. Act 25:8 L. Mt 6: 12 M. Jn 7: 17, willing N. I Cor 12:8, word O. Rom 6: 17 P. Rom I: 14 Q. Mt 16:27, render R. Mt 9:36 S. Mt 5:31, 
sends away T. Rev 19:10 U. 1Jn4:11, ought V. Mt 13:7 W. Rom 12:8, exhorting X. 2 Cor 7:9 Y. Mt 13:36 Z. Act 25:18 



Matthew 19: I 64 Verse 

J 3A. 1 And it came about that when Jesus finished these2 words, He went-awayA from Galilee and came into I') I 

the districts1 of Judea, beyond the Jordan. •And large crowds followed Him, and He cured8 them there 2 

I B. And Pharisees4 came to Him- testingc Him, and saying5, "Is it lawful0 for a man6 to send-away7 , 

his wife for8 any reason9?" 

I c. And the One, having responded, said10
, "Did you not read' 1 [in Gen 1 :27] that the One having 4 

created12 from the beginning 11 'madeE them male 14 and female 15 '? •And He said [in Gen 2:24], ' 
'For this reason 16 a man will leave-behindF his father and his mother and will be joined17 to 
his wife. And the two will be 18 one flesh'-

ID. "So then, they are no longer two, but one flesh 
2D. "Therefore what God paired-together19

, let a person20 not separate21 " 

2C. They say to Him, "Why then did Moses comrnandG us to give a certificate22 of divorce23 and 
send her24 away?" 

3C. He says to them that "Moses permitted25 you to send away your wives because of your ·' 
hardness-of-heartH. But from the beginning it has not been so26 

I D. 27 "And I say to you that whoever sends away his wife not28 based on sexual-immorality29, " 

and10 maniesi another, is committing-adultery11 " 

4C. His12 disciplesK say to Him, "If the case11 of the man with the wife is like this, it is not 111 

expedient14 to marry!" 
5('. But the One said to them, "Not all give-way-to15 this16 statementL, but [only] ones to whom it 11 

has been given17 

ID. "For there are eunuchs18 who were bornM thusN from a mother's womb0 . And there are I ' 
eunuchs who were made-eunuchs by peopleP. And there are eunuchs who made 
themselves eunuchs19 for the sake of the kingdom a/the heavens 

2D. "Let the one being able to give way, give way"40 



I. Parallel account at Mk I 0: I. 
2. That is. chapter 18. On this phrase, see 13:53. This ends the min-

istry of Jesus in Galilee. 
3. Or, "boundaries". On this word, see Mk 10:1. 
4. Some manuscripts say ''the Pharisees" {N}. 
5. Some manuscripts add "to Him" {N}. 
6. Note that as in Mt 5:31, this question is asked from the Jewish 

man's perspective. Jesus is not fully addressing the question of 
divorce here, but is refuting the commonly held Jewish husband's 
point of view. 

7. That is, divorce. On this word, see Mt 5:31. Same word as in v 7, 
8, 9. Not related to "divorce" in v 7. 

8. Or, "based on, according to, with respect to, because of". GK 2848. 
9. Or, "for all grounds, for every charge, for every cause". That is, for 

any fault he might accuse her. This was the Pharisees' understand
ing of "some uncleanness" in Deut 24: 1, and their accepted prac
tice, though some taught a stricter standard. They all thought 
divorce was the husband's right, debating only over the grounds. 
Jesus reject~ this, causing the reaction in v I 0. Same word as "case" 
in v IO. On this word, see "charge" in Jn 18:38. 

IO. Some manuscripts add "to them" {N}. 
11. The answer is not found in Deut 24, the exception, but in Gen 1-2, 

the rule, the intention of God. 
12. Instead of"created", some manuscripts say "made" {B}, "the One 

having made them". 
13. That is, God made them as a pair from the beginning. This phrase, 

"from the beginning'', is elsewhere only in v 8; 24:21; Mk 10:6; 
13: 19; Lk 1:2; Jn 8:44; 15:27; Act 26:4; 2 Pet 3:4; I Jn I: I; 2:7, 13, 
14, 24; 3:8, 11; 2 Jn 5, 6. This is the Greek word order. Some take 
this phrase with what precedes, and render it "at the beginning". 

14. These two words refer to the man and the woman as different bio
logical creations. This word is elsewhere only in Mk 10:6; Lk 2:23; 
Rom 1:27; Gal 3:28; Rev 12:5, 13. GK 781. 

15. Elsewhere only in Mk 10:6; Rom 1:26, 27; Gal 3:28. GK 2559. 
Related to the word "nipple" (not in NT), and "nursing" in 21:16. 
Thal is, God made "man" (Gen I :27, referring to humankind) as 
"male and female", a complimentary pair. 

16. That is, because God made them to be a pair. 
17. Or, ''join himself". On this word, see I Cor 6: 16. Related word in 

Mk 10:7. 
18. This is an idiom reflecting a Hebrew way of speaking. Literally, 

"will be for one flesh". 
19. Or, "yoked-together", joined as a pair. Elsewhere only in Mk I 0:9. 

GK 5183. Related to "pair" in Lk 14:19. 
20. Or, "a man, a human, man". That Jesus meant this in the broader 

sense is clear in Mk I 0:9-12, but the Pharisees here would have 
taken Him to mean "a man, a husband". See the note on Mk 10:9. 
On this word, see "mankind" in Ml 4:4. 

21. In other words, God made the two to be permanently one. This is 
His plan for a man and a woman. Do not send her away. Same word 
as in Mk I 0:9; I Cor 7: I 0, 11, 15; and Rom 8:35, 39; Phm 15; Heb 
7:26. Elsewhere only as "depart" in Act I :4; 18: I, 2. GK 6004. 

22. Or, "writing". Same word as in Mk 10:4, on which see "scroll" in 
Rev 5:1. 

23. The certificate was lo protect the wife, so that she could remarry. 
On this word, see 5:31. 
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24. Some manuscripts omit this word { C}, leaving it implied. "Send 
away" is used exactly as in 5:31. 

25. On Moses' command in Deut 24: I, see Mk 10:4. He did not com
mand it, nor does Jesus command it here. 

26. That is, since creation it has never been God's desire that a man 
should divorce his wife. It comes from hardness of heart. The hard
ness of heart by the husbands under discussion here is a sin. The 
sending her away with the legal protection of the divorce certificate 
was permitted but not endorsed by Moses, and it results in another 
sin, as Jesus says next. 

27. Compare also Mt 5:32; Lk 16: 18. 
28. This implies that whoever sends his wife away based on sexual 

immorality, and marries another, is not committing adultery. Some 
think this means that Jesus is permitting divorce for this cause. He 
is permitting what He says Moses permitted, but further defining 
the grounds. Others think it means only that he is not committing 
adultery because she has already done so, and that it does not 
address the question of what the husband should do if she has done 
this. All agree that Jesus is not endorsing the view that a husband 
must divorce his wife for this cause, as some in that day taught. 

29. Some manuscripts say "except for a matter of sexual immorality" 
{B}, as in 5:32. 

30. Instead of"and ... adultery", some manuscripts say "makes her com
mit adultery" { B}, as in 5:32. 

31. Or, "is an adulterer". The main point Jesus is making is, Do not 
send her away. It is not lawful for a husband to send his wife away 
for every reason, v 3. On this word, see 5:32b. Some manuscripts 
add "And the one marrying a woman having been sent away from 
her husband is committing adultery" {B }, similar to 5:32. 

32. Some manuscripts say "the disciples" { C}. 
33. Or, "charge, cause". Same word as "reason" in v 3. Some think the 

disciples mean "if this is the only valid reason a man can use to 
divorce his wife"; others, more generally, "if this is the condition 
or status of the husband". In either case, this direct attack on male 
authority is shocking even to the disciples. 

34. Or, "advantageous, profitable". Or, "it is better not to marry". On 
this word, see "beneficial" in I Cor 6: 12. 

35. Or, "make room for, accept". Same word as twice in v 12. On this 
word, see "make room" in 2 Pet 3:9. Jesus does not deny what the 
disciples say, but adds to it that not all have the ability to live this 
way, as unmarried ones. This is clearly an understatement, because 
God made them as a pair from the beginning. Marriage is for most 
people. But Jesus states that remaining single is also a gift, vali
dating this choice in contradiction of the views of many in His day. 

36. Some manuscripts say "the statement" ( C}. 
37. Both remaining single and being married are gifts of God, I Cor 7:7. 
38. That is, celibate or castrated males. On this word, see Act 8:27. 

Here Jesus refers to a person born with a disposition to remain 
unmarried. Next, to one who is forced into that condition by cas
tration. Last, to one who chooses that path for the sake of the king
dom (who is unmarried by choice for this purpose). 

39. That is, by abstaining from marriage, not by castrating themselves. 
40. Why? To serve God without distraction (I Cor 7: 29-35), a course 

Paul recommended (I Cor 7:8). 

A. Mt 13:53 B. Mt 8:7 C. Heb 2: 18, tempted D. I Cor 6: 12 E. Rev 13: 13, does F. Act 6:2 G. Mk 10:3 H. Mk 16: 14 J. I Cor 7:9 
K. Lk 6:40 L. 1 Cor 12:8, word M. I Jn 2:29 N. Jn 3: 16, so 0. Lk I: 15 P. Mt 4:4, mankind 
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:' 13. 1 Then childrenA were brought to Him in order that He might lay8 His hands on them and pray. But l ' 
the disciples rebuked2 them3 

I c. But Jesus said, "Permit" the children, and do not be forbidding5 them to come to Me. For the I 4 

kingdom of the heavens is ofsuch6 ones" 
2C. And having laid His hands on them, He proceeded from there I~ 

JB.7 And behold- one having come to Him said, "Teacher', what good thing should9 I do in order I(, 
that I may have 10 etemalc life?" 

I ( ·. And the One said to him, "Why do you ask Me about what is good? There is One Who is I -
good. 11 But if you wish to enter into life, keep the commandments0

" 

ID. He says to Him, "Which ones?" I~ 

:'D. And Jesus said, "You shall not murderE. You shall not commit-adu\teryFYou shall not 
steal. You shall not give-false-testimonyG. 

0

Be honoringH your father and your mother. t •1 

And, You shall love your neighbor as 12 yourself" 
3 D. The young man says to Him, "I keptl all these things 13• What am I still lackingK?" 211 
4D. Jesus said to him, "If you wish to be perfect14, go, sell your possessions 15 and give it to 2 I 

the poorL, and you will have treasure in the heavens. And come, be following Me" 
5D. But having heard the 16 statement, the young man went away grievingM. For he was 

having 17 many properties 18 

2C. And Jesus said to His disciples, "Truly I say to you that a rich one will enter with-difficulty 19 

into the kingdom of the heavens. •And again I say to you, it is easier that a camel go through 
a hole20 of a needle21 , than that a rich one enter into the kingdom of God" 

:1( ·. And having heard it, the22 disciples were extremely astoundedN, saying, "Who then can be 
saved0 ?" 

4C. And having looked at them, Jesus said to them, "With humans, this is impossibleP. But with 
God, all things are possible23" 

5C. Then Peter, having responded, said to Him, "Behold- we left everything and followed You. 
What then will there be24 for us?" 

hC. And Jesus said to them 

I D. 25 "Truly I say to you that you, the ones having followed Me- at the regeneration26 when 
the Son of Man sits on the throne of His glory27, you also will sit on twelve thrones, 
judging28 the twelve tribesO of lsrael29 

2D. "And everyone who left houses or brothers or sisters or father or mother3° or children or 
fields for the sake of My name will receive31 a hundred-fold32, and will inheritR eternal life 

~.\ 

'•I 

lD.33 "But many34 first35 ones will be lastS, and last ones, first. 36 "For the kingdom of the 3il-2il I 
heavens is like a man who is a house-master37, who went out together with early
moming38 to hire workers into his vineyard 

IE. "And having made-an-agreement39 with the workers for a denarius40for the day, 
he sent them out into his vineyard 

I F. "And having gone out around the third41 hour, he saw others standing idle42 

in the marketplace. •And to those he said, 'You also go into the vineyard, .J 

and I will give you whatever may be rightT'. •And the ones went ' 



I. Parallel account at Mk I 0: 13; Lk 18: 15. 
2. Or, "warned them [to stay away]". Same word as used by Matthew 

in 8:26; 16:22; 17:18; 20:31; and as "warned" in 12:16. On this 
word, see "warn" in l Tim 4:2. 

3. That is, those who hrought them. Luke calls the children "babies", 
Lk 18:15. See Mk 10:13. 

4. Or, "Leave the children alone", taking this as a stand-alone com
mand, as in 27:49. This is the Greek word order of this sentence. 
Some arrange it "Permit the children to come to Me, and do not be 
forbidding them", as in the Greek word order of Mk 10:14 and Lk 
18: 16. Here, "to come to Me" goes with both commands. 

5. Or, "hindering, preventing, trying to stop". On this word, see I 
Cor 14:39. 

6. It is "made up of such ones", or it "belongs to such ones". That is, 
to "childlike persons" (see 18:3 ), whether physically a child or an 
adult, as Mk I 0: 15 and Lk 18: 17 go on to state. 

7. Parallel account at Mk l 0: 17; Lk 18: 18. 
8. Some manuscripts say "Good teacher" {A}, as in Mk 10:17; Lk 

18:18. 
9. Or, "shall", as also in Mk 10:17. Compare Lk 18:18. 
10. On this question, compare Mk 10:17; Lk 10:25. 
l l. Instead of"Why ... good", some manuscripts say "Why do you call 

Me good? No one is good except One-God" [A), as in Mk 10:18; 
Lk 18:19. On "good", see l Tim 5:10b. 

12. Or, "like". Love your neighbor in the same manner as you love 
yourself. See Lev 19: 18. This command is repeated in 22:39; Mk 
12:31; Lk 10:27; Rom 13:9; Gal 5:14; Jam 2:8. See also Mt 5:43; 
Mk 12:33; Rom 15:2; Eph 4:25; Jam 4:12. This word is used 504 
times. GK 6055. On "love", see "devotedly-love" in Jn 21: 15. 

13. Some manuscripts add "from my youth" {A}, as in Mk I 0:20. 
14. Or, "complete", so as to "lack" nothing. On this word, see "com

plete" in I Cor 13:10. 
l 5. Or, "belongings, property", like the ones in 13:45-46 and Act 4:34-

35 did. This is a participle, on which see Heb 10:34. Compare Lk 
12:33; 14:33. 

16. Some manuscripts say "this"; others say "having heard it" {N}. 
17. The grammar places emphasis on this man's continuing possession 

of his things. 
18. Or, "possessions, acquisitions". Elsewhere only in Mk I 0:22; Act 

2:45; 5: I. GK 3228. Related to "acquire" in l Thes 4:4. 
19. Or, "difficultly". Elsewhere only as "difficultly" in Mk 10:23; Lk 

18:24. GK 1552. Related to "difficult" in Mk 10:24. This is another 
shocking statement. Wealth was considered to be a clear sign of the 
blessing of God. 

20. Or, "bored-hole". Used only here. GK 5585. The related verb (not 
used in the NT) means "to bore, pierce". Matthew, Mark and Luke 
each use a different word. See Mk 10:25. In other words, it is humanly 
impossible, as they understood (v 25), and Jesus says (v 26). 

21. That is, a sewing needle. Elsewhere only in Mk 10:25. GK 4827. 
Related to "to sew" in Mk 2:21 and to "seamless" (un-sewn) in Jn 
19:23. Luke uses a different word, Lk 18:25. 

22. Some manuscripts say "His" {N}. 
23. Both "impossible" and "possible" are related to "can" in v 25, 

which could be rendered "who can-possibly be saved?". 
24. Or, "What then will happen to us?". The word "be" sometimes 

means "happen", as in 16:22. 
25. Compare Lk 22:28-30. 
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26. Or, "rebirth [of the world]". It is explained by what follows. P-M 
(see Rev 20: 1 on P-M and A-M) thinks Jesus is referring to the mil
lennial kingdom on earth (see Rev 20:1-4 on this); A-M, to the new 
heavens and earth where there will also be twelve foundations with 
their names on them, Rev 21. On this word, see Tit 3:5. 

27. Or, "His throne of glory", or, "His glorious throne". Same phrase 
as in 25:31, when Jesus comes in glory. 

28. That is, administering justice, serving as judge over. On this word, 
see 7: I. 

29. P-M (see Rev 20: I) takes this literally; A-M, as symbolic of all 
believers. 

30. Some manuscripts add "or wife" [C}, as in Lk 18:29. 
31. Some think Jesus means "at the regeneration", like the apostles, v 

28. Others think He means "in this age", as in Mk 10:30; Lk 18:30. 
If so, those who make such sacrifices will receive "a hundred houses, 
fields", "a hundred brothers, sisters, fathers, mothers, children", 
within the family of believers of which the person is now a part. 

32. That is, a hundred times as much. Elsewhere only in Mk 10:30; Lk 
8:8. GK 1671. This may simply be a hyperbole meaning "many 
times as much", as Lk 18:30 renders it. And here, some manuscripts 
say "many times as much" { B}. 

33. Compare Mk 10:31; Lk 13:30. 
34. Note that Jesus says "many", that is, some of the first ones, but not 

all of them (the whole class). 
35. Or, "foremost, chief, prominent, leading ones". Jesus could mean 

first in time, or first in status. On this word. see lCor 15:3. 
36. The parable that follows is intended to explain this statement. Jesus 

is continuing to address their question of 19:27, "what will there be 
for us?". That is, what is the reward for our sacrifices? This is still 
on the disciples' mind in 20:20. The point of the parable seems to 
be not to envy others, for His rewards will not be as we might pre
dict based on what we know. On this statement, compare 20: 16; Mk 
l 0:3 l; Lk 13:30. 

37. Or, "a master ofa house. a house owner". Same word as in 13:27, 
52; 20:1 l; 21:33; 24:43; Mk 14:14; Lk 12:39; 13:25; 14:21. Else
where only as "household-master" in Mt l 0:25; and "master" in Lk 
22: 11. GK 3867. Related to "manage the house" in I Tim 5: 14. 

38. That is, the house-master went out with daybreak, with sunrise. On 
this word, see Mk 13:35. 

39. Based on the fact that the master enters a contract with this group 
and not with the others, some think the thrust of the parable is that 
Jews (who have a "contract") and Gentiles (who do not, and who 
come later) will both receive the same reward of salvation. Note Lk 
13:30. Others think this detail points to self-seeking people who say 
"what is there for me?" like Peter in 19:27. This attitude shows 
itself again in their grumbling, v 11. The other three groups repre
sent people who serve God without thought of a reward, simply 
trusting Him to be fair. God rewards both sovereignly. 

40. The agreement was "One denarius for a day's work", the standard 
pay. A denarius was a Roman silver coin, a day's wage for a laborer 
or a soldier. Today, compare it to the minimum wage times eight 
hours. Elsewhere only in 18:28; 20:9, 10, 13; 22: 19; Mk 6:37; 12: 15; 
14:5; Lk 7:41; 10:35; 20:24; Jn 6:7; 12:5; Rev 6:6. GK 1324. 

41. That is, 9 A.M. The sixth hour would be noon. the ninth, 3 P.M., the 
eleventh, 5 P.M. They worked until 6 P.M. 

42. Or, "not working, unemployed". Same word as in v 6. On this word, 
see "useless" in Jam 2:20. 

A. l Jn 2: 14 B. Lk 10:30, laid on C. Mt 25:46 D. Mk 12:28 E. Jam 4:2 F. Mt 5:32 G. Mk 14:56 H. l Tim 5:3 J. Jn 12:25 K. Lk 15:14, 
be in need L. Gal 4:9 M. 2 Cor 7:9 N. Mt 7:28 0. Lk 19: 10 P. Heb 6:4 Q. Rev I :7 R. Gal 4:30 S. Heb 1:2 T. Rom l: 17, righteous 
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21-. "And1 again having gone out around the sixth and the ninth hour, he did similarly 
3 F. "And having gone out around the eleventh hour, he found others standing (, 

there2• And he says to them, 'Why are you standing here idleA the whole day? 
They say to him, 'Because no one hired us'. He says to them, 'You also go 
into the vineyard3' 

21'. "And having become evening, the master8 a/the vineyard says to his manager4, ~\ 
'Call the workers, and payc them the wages0- beginning from 5 the last ones, up to 
the first ones' 

.\I:. "And having come, the ones hired around the eleventh hour received a denarius apiece '! 

.ff. "And having come, the first ones thoughtE that they would6 receive more. And they 111 

also themselves received the7 denarius8 apiece. •And having received it, they were I I 
grumblingF against the house-master,• saying, 'These last ones didG one hour, and I · 
you madeG them equa!H to us- the ones having bome1 the burdenK of the day and 
the buming-heatL'9 

51'.. "But the one, having responded, said to one a/them, 'Friend10
, I am not wrongingM I ' 

you. Did you not make-an-agreementN with me for a denarius? "Take what is yours I ~ 
and go. But I want to give to this last one as I also gave to you 

IF. 'Or11 is it not lawful0 for me to do what I wantP with my things? I .. 
21·. 'Or is your eye 12 evil because I am good?' 13 

61'.. "Thus the last ones will be first, and the first ones, last" 14 I 1 

4B. 15 And while going up to Jerusalem, Jesus took aside the twelve disciples 16 privatelyO, and said to ! -
them on the road 17, °''Behold- we are going up to Jerusalem. And the Son ofMan will be handed- I> 
overR to the chief priests and scribes. And they will condemn5 Him to death,• and will hand Him I·' 
over to the Gentiles so that they might mockT and whipu and crucifyv Him. And He will be raised 18 

on the third day" 
513. 19 Then the mother a/the sons a/Zebedee came to Him with her sons20

, prostrating-herself21 and ~" 
asking something from Him 

IC . And the One said to her, "What do you want?" 
2C. She says to Him, "Say22 that these two sons of mine may sit one on Your right side and one 

on Your left side in Your kingdom"23 

.1C. But having responded, Jesus said, "You24 do not know what you are asking. Are you able to 
drink the cup which I am about to drink25?" 

I fJ. They say to Him, "We are able" 
2D. He says to them, "You will drink My cup26- but the sitting on My right side and on the 

left side, this27 is not Mine to give, but it is for whom it has been preparedw by My Father" 

4C. 28 And having heard-of it, the ten were indignant29 about the two brothers. "But Jesus, having .:'4-_'' 
summoned them, said, "You know that the rulersx of the Gentiles are lording-over-1° them, 
and the great ones are exercising-authority-over-1 1 them. "It shall not be32 so among you '<• 

ID. "But whoever wants to become great among you shall be your servant33, •and whoever 
wants to be first among you shall be your slave v 

11 '.. "Just as the Son a/Man did not come to be servedz, but to serve, and to give His life .:'~ 
as a ransom34 for many" 



l. Some manuscripts omit this word { C}. 
2. Some manuscripts add "idle" {N}. 
3. Some manuscripts add "and you will receive whatever may be 

right" {N}. 
4. Or, "foreman". On this word, see "steward" in Lk 8:3. 
5. Or, "having begun from''. In English, we prefer to say "beginning 

with" or "starting with". This idiom makes reference to the point or 
place from (at) which, or the person from (with) which the action 
in the context begins (or began). Thus here, the paying begins with 
the last ones. This idiom is elsewhere only in Lk 23:5; 24:27, 47; 
Jn 8:9; Act 1:22; 8:35; 10:37. 

6. More literally, "they will receive'', as the Greek typically phrases it. 
7. Some manuscripts omit this word { C}, so that it says "a denarius". 
8. Some think the denarius represents "eternal life", 19:29. Others 

think it represents the "hundred-fold" reward for our sacrifices, 
19:29. It is a hundred times whatever one has "left". 

9. Thus the last are paid first; all receive the same; the first expected 
more, more than was promised. 

JO. This word also means "comrade, companion, mate, fellow, associate, 
partner, colleague". It is used ofa crewmate, comrade-in-arms, fellow 
partisan, fellow member of a group, etc. Elsewhere only in 22: 12; 
26:50. GK 2279. 

11. Some manuscripts omit this word {C}. 
12. This is the common word for "eye", used 100 times. GK 4057. 
13. That is, are you envious because I am generous to them? "Evil eye" 

is also in Mk 7:22. 
14. Clearly, some who appear to deserve the most will receive the same 

as others who appear to deserve the least, and vice versa. Beyond 
this, some think Jesus means "first" in the sense of time or senior
ity, and identify this group with the Jews (see v 2) or those who 
have been Christians longer. Those who come later in calendar time 
(the Gentiles, or Christians after the apostles) or who are Christians 
for a shorter amount of their lifetime, will receive the same 
reward- eternal life. Thus, the first and last on earth are equal in 
heaven. Others think He means "foremost", and identify this group 
with those who appear to be first in this world (because of their 
labor, position, sacrifice, or riches). Those less prominent will 
receive the same reward- a hundredfold- based on God's sover-
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eign choice and values, not earthly appearances. Thus, the hun
dredfold reward of some who are first on earth will result in them 
being last in heaven, behind some who were considered last on 
earth. Consult the commentaries on these and other views. Some 
manuscripts add "For many are called ones, but few are chosen 
ones" {A}, as in 22:14. 

15. Parallel account at Mk 10:32; Lk 18:31. 
16. Some manuscripts omit this word {C}. 
17. Some manuscripts say "privately on the road, and said to them" {N}. 
18. Or, "will arise". On this word, see "arose" in 28:6. 
19. Parallel account at Mk l 0:35. 
20. That is, James and John, Mk 10:35. 
21. On this word, see "worship" in 14:33. 
22. Or, "Speak ii", say the word. This is the common word for say or 

speak, on which see Jn 12:49. Some render it "command" here. 
23. When the apostles sit upon their twelve thrones ( 19:28), let my sons 

sit next to you. 
24. This word is plural. Jesus answers all three. 
25. Some manuscripts add "or be baptized the baptism which I am bap

tized" {A}, as in Mk 10:38. 
26. Jesus uses grammar that emphasizes the contrast between the two 

halves of this sentence. Some manuscripts add "and you will be 
baptized the baptism which I am baptized" {N}, as in Mk 10:39. 
James was killed with a sword in Act 12:2. John was banished to 
Patmos, Rev I: 9. 

27. Some manuscripts omit this word { C} 
28. Compare Lk 22:24-27. 
29. Or, "aroused, angry, displeased". Elsewhere only in 21:15; 26:8; 

Mk 10:14, 41; 14:4; Lk 13:14. GK24. 
30. Or, "domineering over, ruling over". The rulers reign as masters 

over their subjects. On this word, see I Pet 5:3. 
31. They rule by directive, by vested authority. Elsewhere only in Mk 

10:42. GK 2980. Related to the word in Lk 22:25. 
32. Some manuscripts say "But it is not so among you" {B}. 
33. On this word, see l Cor 3:5. Compare Mt 23:11; Mk 9:35. 
34. Elsewhere only in Mk l 0:45. GK 3389. Related to "redemption" in 

Rom 3:24 and Heb 9:12; and "redeem" in l Pet 1:18. This is the 
first time Jesus mentions the reason for His death. 

A. Jam 2:20, useless B. Mt 8:2 C. Mt 16:27, render D. Rev 22: 12, recompense E. Act 14: 19 F. Lk 5:30 G. Rev 13: 13, does H. Phil 2:6 
l.Mt8:17,carry K.1Thes2:7,weight L.Jaml:ll M.Act7:24 N.Mtl8:19,agree 0.1Cor6:12 P.Jn7:17,willing Q.Mtl4:13 
R. Mt 26:21 S. l Cor 11 :32 T. Lk 23: 11 U. Heb 12:6 V. Mt 27:35 W. Mk 14: 15 X. Rev l :5 Y. Rom 6: 17 Z. l Pet 4: 10, ministering 
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61l. 1 And while they were proceeding out from Jericho, a large crowd followed Him. •And behold
twol blind men sitting beside the road, having heard that Jesus was3 going by, cried-outA saying, 
"Have-mercy-on8 us, Master4, Son of David5" 

I c. But the crowd rebuked6 them in order that they might keep-silentc. But the ones cried out 
louder, saying, "Have mercy on us, Master, Son a/David" 

2C. And having stopped7, Jesus called them, and said, "What do you want Me to do8 for you?" 

ID. They say to Him, "Master- that our eyes might be opened!" 
2 I). And having felt-deep-feelings0 [of compassion], Jesus touchedE their eyes9 

3D. And they10 immediately saw-againF. And they followed Him 

Verse 

7Ll. 11 And when they drew-nearG to Jerusalem, and came to Bethphage, to the Mount a/Olives, then 21 I 

Jesus sent forth two disciples,• saying to them, "Proceed to the village before you, and immediately 
you will find a donkey having been tiedH, and a colt 12 with her. Having untiedJ them, bring them 
to Me.• And if someone says something to you, you shall say that 'The Lord 13 has needK of them', 
and immediately he will send them forth" 

I c·. Now this14 has taken place in order that the thing might be fulfilled having been spoken through 
the prophet saying 15 °''Say to the daughterL o/ZionM, 'Behold, your King is coming to you
gentle16, and mounted 17 upon a donkey, even upon a colt, a foal 18 of a beast-of-burden19'" 
[Zech 9:9] 

::'C . And the disciples- having proceeded, and having done just as Jesus directedN them-
brought the donkey and the colt. And they put their cloaks on them. And He sat on them20 

:;c. And most-of 21 the crowd spread0 their cloaks in the road 
4( ·. And others were cutting branches from the trees and spreading0 them in the road 
~C. And the crowds going ahead ofHim22, and the ones following Him, were crying out, saying, 

"Hosanna23 to the Son of David24. B lessed25 is the One coming in the name of the Lord. 
Hosanna in the highest26 [heavens]" 

" 

I 4A. 27 And He having entered into Jerusalem, the whole city was shaken28, saying, "Who is this?"• And the 1 ll-1 I 
crowds were saying, "This is the prophetr Jesus29 from Nazareth of Galilee" 

l ll. 30 And Jesus entered into the temple31 

I ( ·. And He threw-outO all the ones selling and buying in the temple, and overturned the tables of 
the money-changers32 and the seats of the ones selling the doves33 

ID. And He says to them, "It has been written [in Isa 56:7], 'My house shall be calledR a I ; 
house5 of prayer'. But you are making34 it a den35 of robbers36" 

2( ·. And blind ones and lame ones came to Him in the temple, and He curedT them I I 
_"l( ·. But the chief priests and the scribes- having seen the marvelous things which He did, and I ' 

the boys37 crying-outA in the temple and saying "Hosanna to the Son of David"- were 
indignantu •and said to Him, "Do You hear what these boys are saying?" l 1' 

1 D. And Jesus says to them, "Yes- did you never read [in Ps 8:2] that 'You prepared
Yourselfv praise38 out of the mouth of children39 and nursing40 ones'?" 

2D. 41 And having left them behindw, He went outside of the city to Bethany, and spent-the- I"' 
night42 there 



I. Parallel account at Mk 10:46; Lk 18:35. Compare Mt 9:27-31. 
2. Mk 10:46 and Lk 18:35 mention one blind man. Some think they 

are referring to the prominent speaker. 
3. More literally, "is", as the Greek typically phrases it. 
4. Some manuscripts omit this word; others say instead "Jesus" {C}. 

On this word, see 8:2. 
5. That is, Messiah. See 9:27. 
6. Same word as in 19: 13. 
7. Or, "stood [still]". On this word, see "standing" in Mk 13:14. 
8. This is an idiom, more literally, "What do you want that I should do?" 
9. Elsewhere only in Mk 8:23. GK 3921. 
10. Some manuscripts say "their eyes" {N}. 
11. Parallel account at Mk 11: I; Lk 19:29; Jn 12: 12. 
12. Or, "foal". That is, you will find a young donkey and its mother. Mk 

11 :2 and Lk 19:30 mention only the colt Jesus rode. 
13. Instead of this referring to Jesus Himself, some think it refers to the 

"owner'', who was with Jesus. 
14. Some manuscripts say "Now all this" {N). 
15. This word modifies "prophet'', as in I :22. 
16. Same word as in 5:5. This is seen in the King's riding a donkey, not 

a war stallion. 
17. This is a participle, more literally, "having mounted, having got

ten upon". On this word, see "set foot" in Act 21 :4. 
18. Same word as "son" in Gal 3:7. 
19. Or, "a yoked animal". This word was used of donkeys, but is not 

the same word as earlier in the verse. 
20. That is, on the garments, on the colt. Perhaps the mother was led 

along to quiet the colt. Some manuscripts say "cloaks on them, and 
sat Him on them" {K}. The verb "sat on" is used only here. GK 2125. 

21. Or, "the very-large crowd". Same word and grammar as in 11 :20. 
This superlative is elsewhere only as "very-large" in Mk 4: I, and 
"most" in I Cor 14:27. GK 4498. 

22. Some manuscripts omit this word {N}, so that it says, "the crowds 
going ahead, and the ones following". 

23. This is a transliterated Hebrew word meaning "Save us, we pray" 
or "help us, we pray", as in Ps 118:25, from which the next sen
tence is also taken. It was used in worship as a shout of praise. They 
are calling out to Jesus as their Messiah, as the Pharisees under
stood, v 15. Elsewhere only in v 15; Mk 11:9, 10; Jn 12:13. GK 
605 7. Luke 19:38 says "glory". 

24. That is, the Messiah. See 9:27. 
25. This is a participle, "having been blessed". On this word, see Lk 6:28. 
26. That is, in God's presence. Same phrase as in Mk 11: IO; Lk 2: 14; 
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19:38. Elsewhere only as a name or description of God, "the Most 
High", Mk 5:7; Lk 1:32, 35, 76; 6:35; 8:28; Act 7:48; 16:17; Heb 
7:1. GK 5736. Related to "on high" in Lk I :78; "lifted up" in Jn 
8:28; and "highly-valued'' in Lk 16: 15. 

27. Parallel account at Mk 11 : 11. 
28. Or, "agitated, stirred up". Related to "earthquake". Elsewhere only 

in 27:51; 28:4; Heb 12:26; Rev 6: 13. GK 4940. 
29. Some manuscripts say "Jesus the prophet" {N}. It can be rendered 

either way with either Greek word order. 
30. Parallel account at Mk 11: 15; Lk 19:45. Compare Jn 2: 13-22. 
31. Some manuscripts add "ofGod" {B}. 
32. The money-changers changed foreign currency into Jewish cur

rency. Elsewhere only in Mk 11: I 5; Jn 2: I 5. GK 3142. This word 
comes from the word for "small coin". 

33. These were used for sacrifices, as Joseph and Mary did for Jesus, 
Lk 2:24. 

34. Some manuscripts say "you made" {N}. Compare Mk 11:17. 
35. Or, "hideout". Same word as in Mk 11: 17; Lk 19:46. Elsewhere 

only as "cave" in Jn 11 :38; Heb 11 :38; Rev ti: I 5. GK 5068. 
36. Or, "bandits, pirates, plunderers". Also used ofa political insurrec

tionist, revolutionary. Elsewhere only in this phrase in Mk 11: 17; Lk 
19:46; of the two crucified with Jesus in Mt 27:38, 44; Mk 15:27; of 
Barabbas in Jn 18:40; of one distinguished from a "thief" in Jn I 0: I, 
8; of Jesus in Mt 26:55; Mk 14:48; Lk 22:52; and in Lk 10:30, 36; 
2 Cor 11 :26. GK 3334. 

37. Or, "male children". Perhaps these were twelve-year-olds, like 
Jesus in Lk 2:43 (same word). Same word as in Mt 2: 16. GK 4090. 
This could also mean "children" (boys and girls), however Matthew 
uses a different but related word (GK 4086) nine times to mean this, 
as in II:l6; 14:21; 18:2; 19:13. 

38. Elsewhere only in Lk 18:43. GK 142. Related word in Rom I 5: 11. 
39. Same word as in 11 :25. On this word, see "infants" in I Cor 3: I. 
40. Or, "sucking ones", that is, nursing babies, as also in Lk 11 :27. 

Some nursed up to three years old (2 Mace 7:27). The point is, "In 
the first words of the smallest children". lfGod accepts praise from 
these little ones in Ps 8, why not these boys now? He will bring it 
from the stones if necessary, Lk 19:40. Elsewhere only meaning 
"nursing mothers" (ones giving suck) in Mt 24: 19; Mk 13: 17; Lk 
21:23. GK 2558. Related to "female" in Mt 19:4. 

41. Compare Jn 12:1 and Mk 11:11-12, which may indicate this is 
Monday night (as we call it). 

42. Or, "lodged, camped outside". Elsewhere only in Lk 21:37. GK 
887. 

A. Mt 8:29 B. Rom 12:8, showing mercy C. Mt 4:39, be still D. Mt 9:36 E. I Cor 7: I F. Act 22: 13, look up G. Lk 21 :28 H. I Cor 7:27, 
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Matthew 21:18 72 Verse 

2 l~. 1 Now early-in-the-moming2, while returning to the city, He was hungry. •And having seen one fig 18-19 
tree near the road, He went to it, and found nothing on it except leaves only3 

I ( · And He says to it, "May fruit no longer come4 from you- forever5
" 

2l · And the fig tree was dried-upA at-once6 

:;c And having seen it, the disciples marveled8
, saying, "How was the fig tree dried up at once?" 

4C. And having responded, Jesus said to them, "Truly I say to you- if you have faith and do not 
doubtc, you will not only do the thing of the fig tree, but even if you say to this mountain, 'Be 
taken up and be thrown into the sea', it will be done7 

ID. "And you will receive all that you ask in prayer, believing0
" 

311.8 And He having come into the temple, the chief priests and the elders of the people came-to Him 
while He was teaching, saying, "By what-kind-of9 authorityE are You doing these things, and who 
gave You this authority?" 

21 

IC. And having responded, Jesus said to them, "I also will ask you one thingF, which if you te11 ~ 1 

Me, I also will tell you by what-kind-of authority I am doing these things-"From where was 
the baptismG of John, from heaven or from humansH?" 

2l. And the ones were discussing-I among 10 themselves, saying 

ID. "If we say, 'From heaven', He will say to us, 'Then for what reason did you not 
believe him?' 

2D. "But if we say, 'From humans', we fear the crowd". For they all are holding 12 John as ~' 
a prophet" 

"lf) And having responded to Jesus, they said, "We do not know" 

3( ·. He also said to them, "Nor am I telling you by what-kind-of authority I am doing these things. 
But what seemsK right to you?- > 

I D "A man had two childrenL 

11 •. "And having gone to the first he said, 'ChildL, go, work today in the 13 vineyard'. •And 
the one, having responded, said, 'I will not'. But having regretted 14 it later, he went 15 

21· .. "And having gone to the other16, he spoke similarly. And the one, having responded, 
said, 'I will, sirM', and he did not go17 

> L. "Which of the two did the willN of the father?" 
4L. They say, "The first" 18 

:ii. Jesus says to them, "Truly I say to you that the tax-collectors0 and the prostitutesP 
are going-ahead-of 19 you into the kingdom of God 

If-. "For John came to you in20 the way of righteousness and you did not believe 
him. But the tax collectors and the prostitutes believed him. And you, having 
seen it, did not-even21 regret it later, that You might believe him 

2D.22 "Listen-to another parableO. There was a man who was a house-masterR, who planted 
a vineyard, and put a fence around it, and dug a winepress in it, and built a tower. And 
he rented it to farrnerss, and went-on-a-joumey23 

Jll 

-~I 

'' ' 

-'·' 



I. Parallel account at Mk 11: 12, 20. 
2. Treating this from a topical point of view (as he has done through

out this book), Matthew combines a two-part event into one, plac
ing it all on Tuesday morning. Mark gives the chronological 
perspective. On this word, see "early morning" in Mk 13:35. 

3. This is a parable of Israel and its judgment. It had the appearance 
of life, but no fruit. See Mk 11:13. 

4. Or, "come to pass, be, arise". GK 1181. 
5. This is an idiom, "into the age". See Rev 20: I 0. 
6. Or, "immediately". Compare Mk 11 :20. Elsewhere only in v 20; Lk 

I :64; 4:39; 5:25; 8:44, 47, 55; 13: 13; 18:43; 19: 11; 22:60; Act 3:7; 
5: IO; 12:23; 13: 11; 16:26, 33. GK 4202. 

7. Or, "it will come about", as this word is rendered in Mk 11 :23. On 
this word, see 6: I 0. 

8. Parallel account at Mk 11 :27; Lk 20: I. 
9. Or, "what". That is, a prophet's authority? Messiah's? Authority 

from heaven or humans? This word means "what kind of, what 
manner of", and simply "what, which". Used 33 times. GK 4481. 

10. Some manuscripts say "with" {N}. 
11. That is, that they might stone us, Lk 20:6. Neither answer was polit

ically expedient. 
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12. Same word as in v 46. See Mk 11 :32. 
13. Some manuscripts say "my" {N}. 
14. Or, "changed his mind". Same word as in v 32; 27:3; 2 Cor 7:8. 

Elsewhere only as "change the mind" in Heb 7:21. GK 3564. 
15. This son represents the tax collectors and prostitutes, v 31. 
16. Some manuscripts say "the second" {N}. 
17. This son represents the chief priests and elders, v 23. 
18. Some manuscripts have the two sons in reverse order, and then say 

here, "the last" or "the second". Other manuscripts say "the last" 
here { C}, referring to the son who said yes and did nothing
which is either a copyist's blunder, or it means that the Pharisees 
deliberately gave the wrong answer to spoil the point. 

19. Or, "going before, preceding". On this word, see 2 Jn 9. 
20. Or, "in connection with". GK 1877. 
21. That is, the chief priests and elders did not regret their initial refusal 

to believe John. Some manuscripts say "did not regret" {N}. 
22. Parallel account at Mk 12:1; Lk 20:9. 
23. Elsewhere only in 25:14, 15; Mk 12:1; Lk 15:13; 20:9. GK 623. 

Related to "away from home" in 2 Cor 5:6; and "away on a jour
ney" in Mk 13:34. 

A. Mk 3: 1, became withered B. Rev 17:8 C. Jam I :6 D. Jn 3:36 E. Rev 6:8 F. I Cor 12:8, word G. Mk I :4 H. Mt 4:4, mankind J. Lk 5:21, 
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Matthew 21 :34 74 Verse 

11'.. "And when the time o/the fruits drew-nearA, he sent forth his slaves8 to the farmers 34 
to receivec his fruits. •And the farmers, having takenc his slaves, beat0 one, and '5 
killed another, and stoned another 

2L. "Again he sent-forthE other slaves-more than the first. And they did similarly to them ,r, 
3 [':. "But finally he sent forth his son to them, saying, 'They will have-regard-for my son' ' 

IF "But the farmers, having seen the son, said among themselves, 'This is the 3\ 
heir<'. Come, let us kill him and let us have 1 his inheritanceH' 

2F. "And having taken him, they threw him outside o/the vineyard and killed him ''! 

cff. "Therefore when the owner o/the vineyard comes, what will he do to those farmers?" -111 

5L. They say to Him, "He will miserably destroyl the miserable2 ones themselves! And -Ii 
he will rent the vineyard to other farmers who will give-backK the fruits to him in 
their seasons" 

11 E. Jesus says to them, "Did you never read in the Scriptures, 'The stone which the ones -I · 
building rejected\ this became3 the head of the comer'. This came about from the 
Lord, and it is marvelousM in our eyes'? [in Ps 118:22-23] 

l F. "For this reason5 I say to you that the kingdom of God will be taken-away from 1 -

you, and will be given to a nation6 producing its fruits 
2F "And7 the one having fallen upon this stone will be broken-to-pieces8. And9 -1" 

upon whomever it may fall, it will crush 10 him" 

4C. And having heard His parables, the chief priests and the Pharisees knew that He was 11 

speaking about them. •And while seeking to seizeN Him, they feared the crowds, because they -11, 

were holding0 Him for a prophet12 

5l '. 13 And having responded, Jesus again spoke in parables to them, saying, ""The kingdom o/the 221-' 
heavens became-like 14 a man who was a king, who made wedding-celebrationsP for his son 15 

I l). "And he sent out his slaves to call the ones having been invited 16 to the wedding-celebrations 

l r:. "And they were not willingO to come 

2D. "Again he sent out other slaves saying, 'Say to the ones having been invited, "Behold
I have prepared my luncheon 17

, my bulls and fatted-cattle having been slaughteredR, and 
everything is prepared. Come to the wedding-celebrations" ' 

IL. "But the ones, having paid-no-concem 18, departed- one to his own field, and 
another on his business. •And the rest, having seizedN his slaves, mistreated5 them '' 
and killed them 

30. "And the king became angry 19
• And having sent his troopsr, he destroyedi those murderers 

and set their city on fire. 20 "Then he says to his slaves, 'The wedding-celebration21 is ' 
prepared- but the ones having been invited were not worthyu! "Therefore go to the " 
outlets22 a/the roads, and invite all-that you find to the wedding-celebrations' 

11 :. "And having gone out into the roads, those slaves gathered-togetherv all whom they l ll 
found, both evil23 and good24 • And the wedding-hall was filledw with ones reclining-
back [to eat] 



Or, "hold". If we kill him, we can hold on to his inheritance-- this 
vineyard. We can keep it for ourselves. Some manuscripts say 
"seize" {N}. 

!. There is a play on words here. The owner will put the wretches 
themselves to a wretched death. He will bring the bad ones them
selves to a bad end. It would normally be translated, "He will 
severely destroy the evil ones themselves". On this word, see "evil" 
in 3 Jn 11. 
This is an idiom based on a Hebrew way of speaking. Literally, it 
"came-to-be for the head ... ". GK 1181. 

I. On this word and phrase, see Mk 12: I 0. 
Thal is, because you rejected Me (v 42), and killed Me (v 39). 

1. Or, "people". It will be taken from the nation of Israel and given 
to a spiritual "nation" (I Pet 2:9), made up of Jews and Gentiles 
(Eph 2: 11-22). On this word, see "Gentile" in Act 15:23. 

r. Some manuscripts omit this verse {C}, which is found in Lk 20: 18. 
l. Or, "crushed, shattered". Elsewhere only in this statement in Lk 

20:18.GK53/4. 
I. Or, "But". GK 1254. 
10. Or, "winnow" him, "scatter" him like chaff. Some take these state

ments to mean that whether they fall over Christ, or whether He 
falls on them in their ignorance of Him, the result is the same. Oth
ers, that if they fall over Him, they will be broken, but can be 
healed. But if He falls on them, they will be crushed. Elsewhere 
only in Lk 20: 18. GK 3347. 

11. More literally, "is speaking'', as the Greek typically phrases it. 
12. Because the crowd held Jesus (v 11) as a prophet (and John, v 26), 

and understood that Jesus was speaking of the Pharisees, the Phar
isees feared the crowd. Compare Mk 12:12; Lk 20:19. 
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13. Compare Lk 14:15-24. 
14. Or, "was like". Same word and grammar as in 13:24. 
15. The king is the Father; Jesus is the Son. 
16. Or, "called". Same word as just used, so it could be rendered "to 

call the ... called'', that is, the Jews. Same word as in v 4, 8, 9, and 
related to "called" in 14. On this word, see "called" in Rom 8:30. 

17. Or, "meal". That is, the main morning meal, usually eaten before 
noon. With this meal, the celebrations began. They often lasted a 
week. On this word, see "morning meal" in Lk 14: 12. 

l 8. Or, "neglected, disregarded". On this word, see "having neglected" 
salvation in Heb 2:3. 

19. Or, "wrathful". On this word, see Rev 11: 18. 
20. Some think this city represents Jerusalem, the city of the chief 

priests and Pharisees. Some then think in addition that the first 
slaves in v 3 are the OT prophets; the second group in v 4 are the 
NT prophets; and that this is the destruction of Jerusalem in A.O. 

70; and that the others gathered are the Gentiles, the other nation in 
21 :43. Others think the city is not intended to represent Jerusalem, 
and do not give a specific meaning to each detail (the gathering of 
the others in v 9 does not await the fall of Jerusalem nearly 40 years 
later). In either case, the main point of the parable is clear. 

21. Jesus uses grammar that emphasizes the contrast between the two 
halves of this sentence. 

22. That is, the points where the city streets join the country roads. All 
those coming in from the country (the world) could be approached 
there, since those in the city (Jerusalem) refused to come. Used only 
here. GK 1447. 

23. Like the tax collectors and prostitutes, 21 :31. 
24. Like Nicodemus and Joseph of Arimathea, etc. 

A.Lk21:28 B.Rom6:17 C.Rom7:8,taken D.Jnl8:23 E.Mk3:14,sendout F.Lkl8:2 G.Rom8:17 H.Ephl:l4 J.1Corl:l8, 
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Matthew 22: 11 76 Verse 

4D. "And the king, having come in to see1 the ones reclining-back [to eat], saw there a person I I 
not having dressed-in2 the clothing of a wedding3 

IL. "And he says to him, 'FriendA, how did you come in here, not having the clothing I -
of a wedding•?' 

2 I·:. "But the one was silenced5 

5D. "Then the king said to the servants8 , 'Having boundc his feet and hands, throw6 him out, 
into the outer darkness' 

11-:. "In that place, there will be the weeping and the grinding7 a/teeth 
2L. "For many are called8 ones, but few are chosen9 ones" I ; 

4B. 10 Then the Pharisees, having gone, took counsel1 1 so that they might snare 12 Him in a statement0 . I' 
And they send-forthE their disciplesF to Him, with the Herodians 13, saying, "Teacher, we know I 1 

that You are truthfulG, and You teach the way of God in truthH. And You are not concemed14 about 
[pleasing] any one, for You do not look1 at the face of people15. 

0

Tell us then, what seemsK right I -

to You? Is it lawfulL to give a poll-taxM to CaesarN, or not?" 

IC. But having known their evilness 16, Jesus said, "Why are you testing0 Me, hypocritesP? 
0

Show I~- I" 
Me the coin/or the poll-tax''. And the ones brought to Him a denarius17 

2( . And He says to them, "Whose is this image 18 and inscription?" 
0

They say to Him, "Caesar's" 20-: I 
.\( ·. Then He says to them, "Then give-back19 the things of Caesar2° to Caesar, and the things of 

God to God" 
4C. And having heard it, they marveledO. And having left Him, they went away 

5B.21 On that day, Sadducees came to Him- ones saying22 that there is not a resurrectionR 

IC. And they questioned Him,° saying, "Teacher, Moses said [in Deut 25:5], 'If someone dies not 
having children, his brother shall as-next-of-kin-marry23 his wife5 and raise-up T a seed24 for 
his brother' 

ID. "Now there were seven brothers with us. And the first, having marriedu, came-to-an
end25. And not having a seed, he left his wife to his brother. 

0

Likewise also the second, 
and the third, up to the seventh. •And last26 of all, the woman died 

2D. "In the resurrection, therefore, of which of the seven will she be the wife? For they all 
had her" 

,, 

2C. But having responded, Jesus said to them, "You are mistaken27, not knowing the Scriptures\ .'" 
nor the power of God 

ID. "For in the resurrection, they neither marry0 nor are given-in-marriagew, but are like W 

angels28 in heaven 
2D. "And concerning the resurrection of the dead, did you not read the thing having been ; I 

spoken to you by the God saying29 •'I am the God of Abraham, and the God a/Isaac, and ; 2 
the God a/Jacob'? [Ex 3:15] He is not the30 God a/dead ones, but a/living ones" 

3C. And having heard it, the crowds were astoundedx at His teachingY 



I. That is, in the sense of "visit, greet, come to see", as this word is 
used in Rom 15:24. GK 2517. Not the same word as "saw" next. 

2. Or, "not having been dressed in". On this word, see "put on" in 
Rom 13:14. 

3. The same word is used to mean "wedding" in v 11, 12; Jn 2: I; Rev 
19:7, 9; "wedding celebration" in v 2, 3, 4, 8, 9; 25:10; Lk 12:36; 
14:8; Jn 2:2; and "wedding hall" in Mt 22:10. Elsewhere only as 
"marriage" in Heb 13:4. GK 1141. Related to "marry" in I Cor 7:9; 
and "give in marriage" in I Cor 7:38. Some manuscripts have the 
word "wedding-hall" used in Mt 9:15 {B}. 

4. That is, belonging to a wedding. This scene pictures the separation 
at the end of the age. The clothing represents faith-righteousness, 
as in Rev 19:8. This man thought his own clothes (his works) were 
good enough. Given the nature of who was gathered in v 10, some 
think Jesus means that this one refused the wedding garment which 
the King provided for all his guests; others, that he did not prepare 
himself properly, like those of25: 10. 

5. Same word as in v 34. This person was made speechless by the 
question. He knew what was proper and that he had no excuse. On 
this word, see Mk 4:39. 

6. Some manuscripts say ''take him away and throw ... " {N}. 
7. On this word and sentence, and on "outer darkness", see 8: 12. 
8. Related to the verb "invited" used in this parable. On this word, see 

Rom 8:28. 
9. On this word, see Rom 8:33. 
10. Parallel accowu at Mk 12:13; Lk 20:20. 
11. On the phrase ''took counsel", see 12:14. 
12. Or, "trap". This is a hunting term. Used only here. GK 4074. 

Related to "snare" in Rom 11 :9. 
13. That is, those politically linked to Herod and his family. Elsewhere 

only in Mk 3:6; 12:13. GK 2477. 
14. This is an idiom, more literally, "It is not a concern to You about any

one". Your teaching is not influenced by what people think. Same 
idiom as in Mk 12:14. On this word, see "concerned" in I Cor 7:21. 
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15. That is, You do not show partiality. Luke says "receive the face", 
20:21. On this idiom, compare "respect of persons" in Jam 2: I. 

16. Or, "wickedness, maliciousness". That is, their evil intentions. 
Same word as in Lk 11:39; Rom 1:29; I Cor 5:8; Eph 6:12. Else
where only as "evil" in Mk 7:22; Act 3:26. GK 4504. Related to 
"evil" in Act 25: 18. 

17. On this word, see 20:2. This is a Roman silver coin. 
18. Or, "likeness". On this word, see Col 1:15. 
19. Or, "render, pay". They ask should we "give" it (as a gift); Jesus 

says, "give back, pay" what is due him. On this word see "render" 
in 16:27. 

20. That is, the things belonging to Caesar, the things belonging to God. 
21. Parallel account at Mk 12:18; Lk 20:27. 
22. Some manuscripts say "the ones saying" {B}. Compare Act 23:8. 
23. This word, "marry as next of kin" is used only here. GK 2102. This 

is called the levirate (from a Latin word meaning "brother-in-law") 
marriage. See Deut 25:5-10. 

24. Or, "offspring, a posterity". On this word, see Heb 11 : 11. 
25. That is, died. On this word, see Mk 9:48. 
26. Same word as in Lk 20:32. GK 5731. 
27. Or, "deceived, going astray". Or, it may mean "deceiving your

selves". On this word, see "err" in Jam 5: 19. 
28. Some manuscripts add "ofGod" {B). 
29. This word modifies "God". In saying what follows, God spoke to 

them about the resurrection. On this phrase, see I :22. 
30. Scripture does not say, "I was the God of Abraham", but "I am". 

Abraham lives! And it does not say "I am the God of Abraham's 
spirit", but of Abraham (who is body and spirit). His status as a 
spirit is temporary. He will be raised! Some manuscripts omit this 
word, as in Mk 12:27. Others say "God is not God of dead ... " {C}. 
Compare Lk 20:37. 

~-Mt 20: 13 B. I Cor 3:5 C. I Cor 7:27 D. I Cor 12:8, word E. Mk 3: 14, send out F. Lk 6:40 G. Jn 6:55, true H. Jn 4:23 J. Rev I: 11, 
ee K.Lkl9:11,thinking L.1Cor6:12 M.Mt17:25 N.Lk3:1 O.Heb2:18,tempted P.Mt6:2 Q.Revl7:8 R.Act24:15 S.1Cor11:3 
r. Lk 18:33, rise up U. I Cor 7:9 V. 2 Per 3: 16 W. I Cor 7:38 X.Mt 7:28 Y. I Cor 14:6 
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6B.' And the Pharisees, having heard that He silencedA the Sadducees, were gathered-together at the .i4 
same place2• •And one of them, a Law-expert3, asked Him- testing8 Him4-°''Teacher, which is 15-)h 
the great5 commandmentc in the Law?" •And the One said6 to him- ' 

I c ·. " 'You shall love0 the Lord your God with your whole heart, and with your whole soulE, and 
with your whole mindF' [Deut 6:5]-"this is the great and foremost7 commandment '.\ 

2C. "And the second is like it, 'You shall love0 your neighbor as8 yourself' [Lev 19: 18] «i 
JC. "The whole Law and the Prophets hang9 on these two commandmentsc" -111 

7B. 10 Now the Pharisees having been gathered-together", Jesus questionedG them," saying, "What seems -I I - I · 

right to you concerning the Christ- Whose son is He?" 

IC·. They say to Him, "David's" 
2C. He says to them, "How then does David by12 the Spirit call Him 'Lord', saying [in Ps 110: l],°'The .:\ i-.i I 

Lord said to my Lord, "Be sitting on My right side, until I put Your enemies under13 Your 
feet"'? 

ID. "Therefore if David calls Him 'Lord', how 14 is He his son?" l' 

.K. And no one was able to answer Him a word, nor did anyone dareH from that day to question •'• 
Him anymore 

l'Il. 15 Then Jesus spoke to the crowds and to His disciples," saying- '' I , 

IC. "The scribes and the Pharisees sat-down 16 on the seat ofMoses. 'Therefore, doJ and be keeping 17 

all that they tell you 18 

2C . "But do not be acting 19 in accordance with their works 

I D. "For they say things and do not do1 them 
2D.20 "And21 they bind-up22 heavyK and hard-to-bear23 burdens24, and lay them on the shoulders 

of people. But they are not willingL to moveM them with their finger2 5 

:l D. "And they do all their works so-as to be seen26 by people. For they widenN their phylacteries27 

and lengthen° their tassels28 

.:\D. 29 "And they loveP the place-of-honor3° at the banquetsO, and the seats-of-honor3 1 in the Ii 

synagogues,' and the greetings in the marketplaces, and to be called 'Rabbi32 ' by people 

Ir:. "But you- ~ 

IF. "Do not be called 'Rabbi' 33 . For One is yourTeacher'4, and you are all brothersR 
21·. "And do not calls one on earth your35 father. For One is your Father- the •J 

heavenly One 
:1 r ·. "Nor be called master-teachers36, because your master-teacher is One- the Christ ! ll 

2L "But the greater of you shall be your servantT 11 
.i E. "And whoever will exalt himself will be humbled, and whoever will humble himself I 2 

will be exalted37 

:IC.38 "But woe to you, scribes and Pharisees, hypocrites, because you are shuttingu the kingdom 13 
of the heavens in-front-of39 peoplev. For you are not entering, nor are you permittingw the 
ones entering to enter I -.I 41 



I I. Parallel account at Mk 12:28. Compare Lk 10:25-28. 
! 2. Or, simply "gathered together". On this idiom "at the same place", 

see Act 2:47. Same phrase as in Act 4:26. 
: 3. On this word, see Lk 7:30. Some manuscripts omit this word; oth

ers say "a certain Law-expert" { C}. 
4. Some manuscripts add "and saying" {N). 
5. Though the form of this word is "great", some give it the sense of 

"greatest" here and in v 38. GK 3489. Mk 12:28 says "foremost". 
Both words are here in v 38. 

6. Some manuscripts say "And Jesus said" {N}. 
7. Or, "first". On this word, see "first" in I Cor 15:3. Some manu-

scripts reverse the two words {K}, so that it says "first and great". 
8. Or, "like". On this word, see Mt 19: 19. 
9. That is, like a door on its hinges. On this word, see Act 10:39. 

110. Parallel account at Mk 12:35; Lk 20:41. 
11. Same word as in v 34. Since these leaders had gathered, Jesus asks 

them a question. GK 5251 . 
. 12. Or, "in". That is, under the inspiration of the Holy Spirit. GK 1877. 
13. Instead of"underYour feet", some manuscripts say "as a footstool 

ofYour feet" {N}, as in the Septuagint. 
·14. On this question, see Mk 12:37. 
15. Parallel account at Mk 12:38; Lk 20:45. 
16. That is, they sit as official teachers of the Law. 
17. Some manuscripts say "be keeping and doing" {N}. On this word, 

see I Jn5:18. 
118. Some manuscripts add "to keep" {N}. 
19. Same word as "do" in the previous sentence. Act in accordance with 

what they teach you from the Law, but not in accordance with their 
actions. Do not follow their example. 

120. Compare Lk 11 :46. 
21. Some manuscripts say "For" {K}. 
. 22. That is, they tie them up in bundles. Elsewhere only as "bind" in Lk 

8:29; Act 22:4. GK 1297. Related to "bundle" in 13:30. 
.23. Elsewhere only in Lk 11 :46. GK 1546. Some manuscripts omit 

"and hard to bear" { C}. 
·24. That is, their traditions. On this word, see "load" in Gal 6:5. 
25. Jesus may mean the scribes and Pharisees would not even lift a fin

ger to help those on whom they had placed heavy burdens. Or, He 
may mean this to further v 3- they do not do what they say, or 
what they impose on others. They could avoid defilement in ways 
the common people could not. Thus, they did not have to bear the 
burden resulting from their rules, and the people could not bear it, 
Act 15:10.Comparelk 11:46. 

126. Same phrase as "so as to be seen" in 6: I. 
27. These are small leather boxes worn on the forehead and the arm, 

containing Ex 13:1-10; 11-16; Deut 6:4-9; 11:13-21. Used only 
here. GK 5873. Related to "guard". They were guarding themselves 
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to keep the commandments, in a literal obedience to Ex 13:9, 16; 
Deut 6:8; 11: 18. But they liked bigger ones, for show. 

28. That is, the tassels the Jews wore on the four comers of their gar
ment in obedience to Num 15:38-41. Jesus also wore them, 9:20; 
14:36. But the Pharisees liked longer ones, for show. Elsewhere 
only in Mk 6:56; Lk 8:44. GK 3192. Some manuscripts add "of 
their garments" { N}. 

29. Compare Lk 11 :43. 
30. Or, "first [or, foremost] places to eat". Literally, the "first reclin

ing place". People in that day reclined to eat. Elsewhere only in Mk 
12:39; Lk 14:7, 8; 20:46. GK 4752. 

31. Or, "first seats, foremost seats". Elsewhere only in Mk 12:39; Lk 
11:43; 20:46. GK 4751. 

32. Same word as in v 8. It is translated "teacher" by John in Jn I :38, 
the same word Jesus uses next. Used of John the Baptist in Jn 3:26, 
and elsewhere only of Jesus in Mt 26:25, 49; Mk 9:5; 11 :21; 14:45; 
Jn I :38, 49; 3:2; 4:31; 6:25; 9:2; 11 :8. GK 4806. Some manuscripts 
say "Rabbi, Rabbi" {N}. 

33. That is, do not accept human titles of honor that elevate you above 
your brothers and sisters, exalting yourself, v 12. 

34. God is your teacher, the human speaker is His servant, and yours, 
v 11. On this word, see I Cor 12:28. Some manuscripts add "the 
Christ" {N}, as in v 10. Some manuscripts say "Master-teacher" 
{N}, using the word in v 10. 

35. Some manuscripts omit "your" { B}. That is, elevating a person as 
a leader or originator. Jesus is not referring to one's actual father
physical (even as in Lk 16:24; Act 7:2) or spiritual (I Cor4: 15-16). 
This kind of fatherhood is simply a fact of life. He is referring to 
titles elevating one brother over another. He just told the teachers 
not to accept such distinctions, now He tells the learners not to give 
them. At the same time, leaders are to be "esteemed superabun
dantly in love because of their work", I Thes 5: 13 . 

36. Or, "teachers, masters, doctors, leaders, guides", elevating you as a 
leading teacher. Used only in this verse. GK 2762. This is not the 
normal word for "teacher" (in v 8), or the normal word for "mas
ter". Related to the verb "to lead the way, guide, to show the way 
in doing a thing" (not used in the NT), and to "leading" in Heb 13:7. 

37. These same words "humble, exalt" are also in Lk 14: 11; 18: 14; 2 
Cor 11 :7; Jam 4: IO; I Pet 5:6. On them, see Phil 4: 12, and "lifted 
up" in Jn 8:28. 

38. Compare Lk 11 :52. 
39. Or, "before, ahead of". You shut the door from the outside before 

they can enter. Note 11: 12. 
40. Some manuscripts add as v 14, or before v 13, "And woe to you, 

scribes and Pharisees, hypocrites, because you devour the houses 
of the widows, and are praying long/or a pretense. Because of this, 
you will receive a greater condemnation" {A}, similar to Mk 12:40. 

A. Mk 4:39 B. Heb 2: 18, tempted C. Mk 12:28 D. Jn 21: 15, devotedly love E. Jam 5:20 F. Lk I :51, thought G. Lk 9: 18 H. 2 Cor 11 :21 
J.Revl3:13 K.Act25:7,weighty L.Jn7:17 M.Rev2:5 N.2Cor6:11,openwide 0.2Corl0:15,enlarge P.Jn21:15,affectionately 
love Q. Lk 14:12, dinner R. Act 16:40 S. Rom 8:30 T. I Cor 3:5 U. Jn 20:19, lock V. Mt 4:4, mankind W. Mt 6:12, forgive 
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4C. "Woe to you, scribes and Pharisees, hypocrites\ because you go-around1 the sea and the dry2 I' 
/and to make one proselyte3. And when he becomes one, you make him a son a/Gehenna• 
double-more5 than you 

5C. "Woe to you, blind guides- the ones saying Ir 

l D. 'Whoever swears-an-oath8 by the temple, it is nothing. But whoever swears-an-oath by 
the gold of the temple, he is obligatedc' 

IF. "Foolish0 and blind ones! For which is greater, the gold, or the temple having 1-
sanctified6 the gold? 

2D. "And, 'Whoever swears-an-oath by the altar, it is nothing. But whoever swears-an-oath I· 
by the gift7 on it, he is obligated' 

I L "Blind8 ones! For which is greater, the gift, or the altar sanctifying the gift? I ', 
~ 1 ·. "Therefore, the one having sworn8 by the altar is swearing by it and by all the things 211 

on it. •And the one having sworn by the temple, is swearing by it and by the One 
dwelling-in9 it. •And the one having sworn by heaven, is swearing by the throne of 
God and by the One sitting on it 

6( . 10 "Woe to you, scribes and Pharisees, hypocrites, because you are giving-a-tenth-of 11 the mint 
and the dill and the cummin12, and you neglected13 the weightierE things of the Law- the 
justiceF, and the mercyG, and the faithfulness 14 

ID. "But15 you ought-to-have 16 done these 17 things, and not be neglecting 18 those 19 things. 
Blind guides- the ones straining-out20 the gnat, but swallowingH the camel! "I 

7C:. 21 "Woe to you, scribes and Pharisees, hypocrites, because you cleansel the outside of the cup 
and the dish, but inside they are full from22 [your] plundering23 and self-indulgence24 

ID. Blind Pharisee- first cleanse the inside a/the cup25, in order that the outside of it may 
also become clean! 26 

1-1( ·. 
27 "Woe to you, scribes and Pharisees, hypocrites, because you are similar28 to burial-places 

having been whitewashed29, which outside30 appear beautiful- but inside are full a/bones 
of dead ones and all impurityK! 

I D. So also you outside appear righteousL to peopleM- but inside you are full31 ofhypocrisyN '~ 

and lawlessness0 ! 

9C. 32 "Woe to you, scribes and Pharisees, hypocrites, because you build the burial-places33 (}{the ''1 

prophets and adorn34 the tombs35 of the righteousL ones,• and say, 'If we had been in the days ; r 1 

of our fathers, we would not have been their partnersP in the bloodO of the prophets' 

I D. "So then, you are testifyingR concerning yourselves that you are sons5 of the ones having 
murdered the prophets36 

2D. "And you- fill-up37 the measureT of your fathers! 

I OC:. "Snakes, broodu of vipers, how may you escape from the condemnation38 o/Gehennav? ·', 



Same word as in 4:23; 9:35. GK 4310. 
On this word, see "withered" in Mk 3:3. In Heb 11 :29, "land" is 

expressed with this word. 
Or, "convert". Our English word "proselyte" comes from this Greek 
word. It means "one having come to" your view. Elsewhere only in 
Act 2: 11; 6:5; 13:43. GK 4670. The Jews used it of those who 
became full Jews, accepting circumcision. Jesus says, you make 
proselytes to Phariseeism, not to God. 
That is, ones destined to Gehenna. On this word, see 5:22. 
Or, "twofold-more". This form of this word is used only here. On 
this word, see "double" in I Tim 5: 17. 
Or, "having made holy, having consecrated", set apart to God. 
Some manuscripts say "sanctifying" {NJ, as in v 19. On this word, 

see Heb I 0:29. 
Same word as in 5:23. 
Some manuscripts say "Fools and blind ones" {BJ, as in v 17. 
Or, "inhabiting". Same word and grammar as in Lk 13:4; Act I: 19; 
2:9, 14; 4: 16; 9:32, 35; 19: I 0, 17; Rev 17:2. God dwells in it in the 
same sense as in the rest of the universe, not in a local sense, as said 
in Act 7:48; 17:24. Yet He also dwells in it as the place where He 
chooses to be worshiped by His people Israel in accordance with 
the Law He gave them, a choice that ended with the death of His 
Son. Elsewhere of God only in Col I: 19; 2:9, of "dwelling" in 
Christ. GK 2997. 

0. Compare Lk 11 :42. 
I. On this word, see "collect a tenth from" in Heb 7:5. 
2. These are three spices. Jesus does not fault the scribes and Pharisees 

for their over-attention to micro matters (gnats), but for their lack of 
attention to macro matters (camels). The Law only commanded a 
tithe for certain crops. They went beyond what the Law required. 

3. Or, "left, left behind, let go". Same word as in Mk 7:8. On this 
word, see "forgive" in 6: 12. 

4. That is, fidelity, being trustworthy. Or, "faith". On this word, see 
"faith" in Eph 2:8. 

5. Some manuscripts omit this word {C}. 
6. Or, "should-have". Or, "But it was necessary to have ... ". On this 

idiom, see "should have" in 25:27. 
7. That is, the "latter" things mentioned, the justice, etc., which the 

Law commands. 
8. Some manuscripts say "and not to leave-behind" {CJ. 
9. That is, the "former" things mentioned, the tithing which you chose 

as an expression of your devotion. 
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20. Or, "filtering". The Pharisees actually strained their drinks so as not 
to drink an unclean gnat (Lev 11 :41 ), but figuratively swallowed 
the unclean camel (Lev 11 :4). Used only here. GK 1494. 

21. Compare Lk 11 :39-41. 
22. Or, "of". The cup is filled with the things resulting from your 

greedy and self-indulgent actions. GK 1666. 
23. Or, "plunder, greed". On this word, see Heb 10:34. Related to "rav

enous" in 7:15, and "snatch away" in 11:12. Note Mk 12:40. 
24. Or, "lack of self-control", as in I Cor 7:5. 
25. Instead of"cup ... outside of it", some manuscripts say "cup and the 

dish ... outside of it"; others, "cup and the dish ... outside of them"; 
others, "cup ... inside of it" {DJ. 

26. Since the outside is dirtied from within (the heart), the inside must 
be cleansed first. On "clean", see Tit I: 15. 

27. Compare Lk 11 :44. 
28. Or, "are like, resemble". Used only here. GK 4234. Related to "sim

ilar" in Mk 7:13. 
29. Burial places were whitewashed to prevent Jewish pilgrims unfa

miliar with the area from accidentally coming in contact with them, 
and becoming "unclean". This was done a month before Passover. 
Elsewhere only in Act 23 :3. GK 3154. 

30. Both here and in v 28, Jesus uses grammar that emphasizes the con
trast between the "outside" and "inside" statements. 

31. On this adjective, see Rom 15:14. Not the same word as the verb in 
v 25, 27 (GK 1154). 

32. Compare Lk 11 :47-48. 
33. Or, "graves, tombs". Same word as in v 27; 27:61, 64, 66; 28:1. 

Elsewhere only as "grave" in Rom 3: 13. GK 5439. This word puts 
the emphasis on "burial". Related to "burial" and "dig a trench" (not 
in the NT), and to "prepare for burial" in Mt 26: 12. 

34. Or, "decorate, put in order". On this word, see I Tim 2:9. 
35. Or, "monuments, graves". Same word as in Lk 11 :47. Used 40 

times, 27 referring to the tomb of Jesus. GK 3646. It means "tomb" 
in the sense of"memorial place". Related to "tomb" in Lk 23:53; 
"memorial" in Mt 26:13; "memory" in 2 Pet 1:15; and "remember" 
in Jn 16:21. 

36. Compare Lk 11:48. 
37. This is a command, a direct challenge to them- Do what is in your 

hearts, do what your fathers did. 
38. Or, ·~udgment, sentence of judgment, punishment". That is, the sen

tence consisting of Gehenna. On this word, see ·~udgment" in Jn 3: 19. 

~.Mt6:2 B.Jam5:12,swearing C.!Jn4:11,ought D.Tit3:9 E.Act25:7 F.Jn3:19,judgment G.Mt9:13 H.Hebll:29,swallowedup 
·Heb 9:22 K. I Thes 2:3 L. Rom 1:17 M. Mt4:4, mankind N. Gal 2:13 O. I Jn 3:4 P. 2 Pet 1:4, sharer Q. I Jn 1:7 R. Jn 1:7 S. Gal 3:7 
r. Jn 3:34 u. Mt 3:7 v. Mt 5:22 
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J 1 c .1 "For this reason2 behold- I am sending-forthA prophets8 and wise ones and scribes3 to you. :q 
Some of them you will kill and crucifyc. And some of them you will whip0 in your synagogues 
and persecuteE from city to city 

ID. "So that all the righteous blood being shedF on the earth4 may come upon you5
-

IF "From the blood of Abel, the righteous one, up to the blood a/Zechariah, son of 
Berechiah6, whom you murderedG between the temple and the altar 

2D. "TrulyH I say to you, all these things will come upon this generationi 

I 2C.7 "Jerusalem, Jerusalem, the one killing the prophets and stoning the ones having been sent 
forth to her 

I D. "How often I wanted to gather together your children the wayK a hen gathers together her 
chicks under her wings, and you did not want8 it 

"· 

2D. "Behold- your houseL is being left to you desolate9 . 'For I say to you, you will by no <:-:- • ' 
means see Me 10 from now on until you say, 'Blessed 11 is the One coming in the name of 
the Lord' " 12 

'iB. 13 And having departed from the temple, Jesus was proceeding. And His disciples came to Him to ~~ l 

showM Him the buildings of the temple 14 

IC·. But the 15 One, having responded, said to them, "Do you see all these things? 16 TrulyH I say 
to you-a stone upon a stone 17 will by no means be left here which will not be torn-down 18

" 

2C. And while He was sitting on the Mount a/Olives, the disciples came to Him privatelyN, saying, 
"Tell us-

ID. "When will these 19 things happen20? 
2D. "And what will be the sign21 o/Your coming22 and the conclusion23 o/the age?" 

3C. And having responded, Jesus said to them-

ID. "Be watching out that no one may deceive0 you24 

IL "For many will come on the basis of My name25
, saying, 'I am the Christ'. And they 

will deceive0 many 
21-. "And you will-certainly26 hear-of wars27 and rumorsP of wars. See that you are not 11 

alarrned28 ! For they must29 take place, but it is not yet the end30 

2D. "For31 nation will arisen against nation, and kingdom against kingdom. And there will be 
faminesJJ and earthquakes in various places34. 'But all these things are35 a beginning of 
birth-pains36 

11~. 37 "Then38 they will hand you over39 to affiiction40
, and they will kill you. And you will '1 

be being hated41 by all the nations because of My name 
21 '· "And then42 many will be caused-to-fallO, and will hand one another over, and will I (I 

hate one another. 'And many false-prophets will arise and deceive0 many. 'And the I I - 12 
love of the majority will grow cold because of lawlessnessR being multiplieds 

31'.. "But the one having endured43 to the end44- this one will be saved I.\ 



I. Compare Lk 11 :49-51. 
· 2. That is, in response lo you and your evil hearts. 
3. Or. "experts in the Law". Jesus is referring to the apostles and oth

ers whom He will send after His death, IO: 16-18. Same word as in 
13:52. GK 1208. 

4. Or. "land, ground". Used of the whole earth (as in 5:18, 35; 6:10), 
and of the "land" of Israel, etc. (as in 2:6, 20; 4: 15). On this word, 
see "land" in Rev 7: I. Not "the blood of all the righteous", but "all 
the righteous blood" shed by you and your fathers. 

5. That is, that the bloodguilt of your fathers may be avenged upon 
you, as you repeat their crimes on those I send. Compare Lk 11 :50. 

6. That is, the first (Gen 4:8) and last (2 Chron 24:21) murders 
recorded in the OT, in the Hebrew order of books. 2 Chron 24:20-
21 calls Zechariah the son of Jehoiada. Some think Jehoiada was 
actually his grandfather, just as Iddo was the grandfather of another 
Zechariah (compare Zech I: I with Ezra 6: 14). Others think he had 
two names. Others think there was an early copyist's error. 

7. Compare Lk 13:34-35. 
8. Same word as "I wanted" earlier in the verse, on which see "will

ing" in Jn 7: 17. 
9. Or. "deserted, empty". On this adjective, see "wilderness" in 3: I. 

Related to "desolation" in Lk 21 :20. Some manuscripts omit this 
word {B}, as in Lk 13:35. 

IO. That is, as Messiah, Son of God. 
111. This is a participle, "having been blessed". On this word, see Lk 6:28. 
12. In Matthew, these words represent the end of the public ministry of 

Jesus to Israel. Luke quotes them earlier, in 13:34-35. 
13. Parallel account at Mk 13: I; Lk 21 :5. 
:14. This temple was built by Herod the Great (the one who killed the 

babies, see 2: I). but was not yet finished. 
'15. Some manuscripts say "But Jesus" {K). 
~16. The grammar indicates that a "yes" answer is expected. 
"17. Compare Mk 13:2; Lk 19:44; 21:6. 
118. Or, "destroyed, demolished, thrown down, done away with". Same 

word used of"tearing down" this temple in 26:61; 27:40; Mk 13:2; 
14:58; 15:29; Lk 21:6; Act 6:14; and in Rom 14:20; 2 Cor 5: l; Gal 
2: 18; "abolish" in Mt 5: 17; and "overthrow" in Act 5:38, 39. Else
where only as "take up lodging" (see Lk 9: 12). GK 2907. 

119. That is, the tearing down of the temple (24:2), the things coming 
upon this generation (23:34-36), the house being left desolate 
(23:38), His coming ("until", 23:39). 

120. Or, "be". Same word as in 16:22. 
21. Same word as in v 24, 30. Jesus answers this in v 30. But before 

that, there will be false signs, v 24. On this word, see 2 Thes 2:9. 
:22. On this word, see 2 Thes 2:8. Same word as in v 27, 37, 39. 
.23. Or, "consummation, completion, finish, close, end". Related to 

"end" in v 6, 14. Same word as in 13:39, 40, 49 (which also refer 
to the event in 24:30-31 ), and 28:20. Elsewhere only in Heb 9:26. 
GK 5333. The related verb is "accomplished" in Mk 13:4. 

· 24. As to the chronology of v 5-14, some think they refer to events prior 
to the destruction of Jerusalem in A.O. 70. Others, to the birth-pains 
that started in the apostles' day, and continue through this age. The 
end time begins in v 14b. This means they are not signs of the end, 
but things about which we are not to be deceived or alarmed. Oth
ers think that Jesus intended a double meaning, one for the apostles 
in the first century, and one describing what will happen when the 
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"birth pains" of the end time begin, until the end when Christ 
returns (v 14b). There are other views on this and the other details 
of this chapter. Consult the commentaries. 

25. On this phrase, "on the basis of" the name, see Act 2:38. 
26. Or, "you must" hear, "you will be destined" to hear, or "you will" 

hear. This word is used I 09 times in the NT, but is future tense only 
here and in 2 Pet I: 12 ("I will certainly"). The same word is in a sim
ilar idiom in Act 24: 15. On this word, see "going to" in Mk I 0:32. 

27. Or, "battles". On this word, see Rev 12:7. 
28. Or, this word may be a command (as it is in Mk 13:7), making two 

commands here, "Watch out! Do not be alarmed!". This is the same 
word Paul uses in 2 Thes 2:2, where the Thessalonians may have 
been "alarmed" by such things as these. 

29. Or, "it must", that is, all this. On this idiom, see 16:21. Some man
uscripts say "For all things must take place" { B). 

30. Or, "but the end is not yet". Same word as in v 13, 14. On this word, 
see Mk 13:7. Some think Jesus means "the end of Jerusalem"; oth
ers, "the beginning of the end time", meaning they are not signs; oth
ers, "the end of the end time when Jesus returns" (v 30-31 ), meaning 
they are the first signs of the beginning of the end-time period. 

31. In connecting this verse to the context, Luke 21: I 0 has been fol
lowed. Luke separates it from the preceding statements, and makes 
it the beginning of what follows. 

32. Or, "be raised". Same word as in v 11, 24. See "arose" in 28:6 on it. 
33. Some manuscripts say "famines and plagues and" as in Lk 21: 11; 

others "plagues and famines and" { B}. 
34. Or, "according to their places, from place to place". Same idiom as 

in Mk 13:8; Lk 21: 11. Those who see this verse as a sign of the end 
time take Jesus to mean these things will be "more frequent" or 
"more intense". Others take it as a general description of the course 
of this age up to A.O. 70, and/or up to the end time. 

35. Or, "will be". 
36. Same word as in Mk 13:8; I Thes 5:3. Some think this refers to the 

birth-pains of the Second Coming, and so to events at the beginning 
of the end time; others, to the birth-pains of the time of the end, and 
so to events during this age which precede the end time; others, to 
birth-pains of the events of A.O. 70. 

37. Compare also Mt 10:17-23; Jn 16:1-4. 
38. Or, "At that time". Matthew uses this word 90 of its 160 occur

rences, both to introduce that which is next in time (as in 4: IO), or 
next in sequence (with no specific reference to time, as in 19: 13; 
23: I; 26:3), and to mean "at that time" (as in 3:5; 27: 16). In this 
chapter, one's interpretation will be influenced by which of these 
three meanings is adopted. It is used in 24:9, I 0, 14, 16, 21, 23, 30, 
40; 25: I, 7, 31, 34, 37, 41, 44, 45. Thus here Jesus could mean "At 
the time of the birth-pains ... ", or, "Next, as the birth pains con
tinue ... ", or, "Then (some amount of time after v 6-8) ... ". GK 5538. 

39. Some think Jesus is referring to the persecution experienced by the 
early church. Others think persecutions of the entire age are included. 
Others think it also refers to persecutions arising in the end time. 

40. Same word as in v 21, though not necessarily the same event. 
41. Same sentence as in 10:22; Mk 13: 13; Lk 21: 17. Same word as in 

Jn 15:18, 19; I Jn 3:13. On this word, see Rom 9:13. 
42. Or, "at that time". On this word, see v 9. 
43. Same sentence as in I0:22; Mk 13: 13. On this word, see Jam I: 12. 
44. On "to the end", see I 0:22. 

A. Mk 3:14, send out B. I Cor 12:28 C. Mt 27:35 D. Heb 12:6 E. 2 Tim 3:12 F. Mt 26:28, poured out G. Jam 4:2 H. Mt 5: 18 J. Mt 24:34 
K. Act 27:25 L. Mk 3:20 M. Act 18:28 N. Mt 14: 13 0. Jam 5: 19, err P. Heb 4:2, hearing Q. I Cor 8: 13 R. I Jn 3:4 S. Act 7: 17 



Matthew 24: 14 84 Verse 

.ff. "And this good-newsA of the kingdom 1 will be proclaimed8 in the whole worldc for 14 
a testimony0 to all the nations2 

5 F. "And then the end3 will come 

JD. 4 "Therefore when you see5 the abominationE of desolation6
- the thing having been 

spoken through DanieF the prophet- standing8 in the holy place9 (let the one reading 
understand 10

) 

11· .. "Then 11 let the ones in Judea be fleeingF to the mountains Ir 

I F. 12 "Let the one upon the housetopG not go down to take 13 the things 14 out of 
his house 

2F. "And let the one in the field not tumH behind to take his cloak15 I· 
JI-. "And woe to the ones having a child in the womb1

, and to the ones nursingK in I · 1 

those days 
41 :_ "And be praying that your flight may not take place in winter, nor on a Sabbath ~' r 

21· .. "For then 16 there will be a great affliction17 such as has not taken place since the '1 

beginning of the worJdL until now, nor ever18 will take place 

IF "And if those days had not been shortened19, no flesh would have been saved20 

2F. "But those days will be shortened for the sake of the chosen21 ones 

.~E. 22 "Then23 if someone says to you, 'Behold- here is the Christ,' or 'Here', do not 
believe it 

IF. "For false-christs and false-prophetsM will arise24 and give great signs and ~ 1 

wonders,25 so as to deceiveN, if possible, even the chosen ones 
2F. "Behold- I have told you beforehand.26 "Therefore, if they say to you 2''-~'' 

IC. "'Behold- He is in the wildemess0 ', do not go out 
2(1. "'Behold- He is in the inner-roomsP', do not believe it 
:l(i. "For just as the lightning comes out from the east and is visible27 as far 

as the west, so28 will the coming of the Son a/Man be 
4(i. 29 "Wherever3° the corpseO may be, there the vulturesR will be gathered31 

4D.32 "And immediately33 after the affliction34 of those days, the sun will be darkeneds, and the '•1 

moon will not give its glowT, and the stars will fall from the heaven°, and the powersv 
of the heavens0 will be shakenw 

'.iD. "And then35 the sign36 of the Son a/Man will appear in the heaven° ;,1 

IL "And at-that-time37 all the tribesv of the earth will beat-their-breasts38
. And they will 

see the Son a/man coming on the clouds o/heaven° with powerv and great glory 
2l·. "And He will send-outz His angels with a loud trumpet39

• And they will gather ; I 
together His chosen ones from the four winds, from the ends40 of the heavens to 
their [other] ends 

6]).41 "Now leamAA the parable88 from the fig-tree42- when its branch already43 becomes 
tender and grows-out44 its leaves, you know that the summer is near 

., ,_ 



I. Same phrase as in 4:23; 9:35. 
2. Some think this was accomplished in Paul's lifetime, Col I :23; oth

ers. that it is accomplished in this age, before the end time begins; oth
ers. that is accomplished during the end time, but before Christ returns. 

J. Some think Jesus means "the end time will suddenly begin", as in 
v J9; others, "Christ will return" as in v 30. 

4. Parallel account at Mk 13: 14; Lk 21 :20. 
5. Some think this is the sign of "these things coming upon this gen

eration" (23:36) and the destruction of Jerusalem, as clearly in Lk 
21 :20-24. Others think it is a sign of the beginning of the end time, 
or of the time of wrath, as in 2 Thes 2:3-4. Others think Jesus meant 
both, the first-century event being a type of the end-time event. 

S. The "abomination of desolation" refers to an act of sacrilege, an 
abomination lo God consisting in or resulting in or characterized 
by desolation. Some think it is the end-time act of a person (2 Thes 
2:3, Rev 13); others, the desolation of the temple in A.O. 70, (Lk 
21 :20). Others think the event in A.O. 70 is a type or picture of a 
similar end-time event. Elsewhere only in Mk 13:14; Lk 21 :20. GK 
2247. Related to "desolate" in 23:38. 

7. See Dan 9:27, "an abomination that causes desolation", and Dan 
8: 13; 11 :31; 12:11. It could be rendered "the desolating abomina
tion", the abomination characterized by desolation. 

l. Grammatically, this word refers back to "abomination". 
~- Or, "in a holy place". Some think Jesus means the A.O. 70 temple; 

others Jerusalem; others Judea; others an end-time "temple of 
God", 2 Thes 2:4. Note Lk 21 :20. In September of A.O. 66, Florus, 
the Roman procurator, raided the temple treasury, which the Jews 
saw as the "abomination" fulfilling Dan 9:27. They revolted against 
Rome, thinking God intended to fight for them and establish His 
kingdom on earth. The Romans destroyed Jerusalem and the tem
ple in A.O. 70 after a five month siege. 

10. In other words, this concept is capable of misunderstanding. It may 
imply "it is not as you usually think". For example, "it is not as the 
Jews understand Daniel's prophecy". Or, it may imply "it is the reader 
in that day who will understand exactly what this means, not the writer 
(Matthew) in his day". On this word, see "think" in Eph 3:20. 

11. Or, "At that time". See v 9. 
12. Compare Lk 17:31-32. 
13. Or, "pick up, remove". That is, go down to flee, and flee without 

your belongings. GK 149. 
[4. Some manuscripts say "take anything" {N}. 
15. Or, "coat, outer garment". Do not even get your jacket. Leave imme

diately. On this word, see "garments" in I Pet 3:3. Some manuscripts 
have this word plural, "garments" {N}. Compare Lk 21 :21. 

16. Or, "at that time" (see v 9). Mark says "those days will be", 13: 19. 
17. Or, "distress, trouble, tribulation". Same word as in v 9, 29; 13:21; 

Mk 13: 19. Lk 21 :23 uses a different word, "distress". On "the great 
affiiction", see Rev 7: 14. Some think Jesus means this occurs "in 
Judea" (v 16), and refers to the events of A.O. 70. Others think He 
means it occurs "in the world", an event still future. Some think both. 

118. This is an emphatic negative, the strongest in Greek. It will "never, 
by no means" occur. See 5:20 on it. 

'19. Or, "cut off, cut short, curtailed". Elsewhere only in Mk 13:20. 
GK 3143. 

85 Matthew 24:32 

20. Literally, "All flesh would not have been saved", a Hebrew way of 
speaking. Here and in Mk 13:20, some think Jesus means "all 
humanity"; others, the Jews in Judea where this takes place, v 16. 
"All flesh" is elsewhere only in Lk 3:6; Jn 17:2; Act 2: 17; Rom 3:20; 
I Cor I :29; 15:39; Gal 2: 16; I Pet I :24. On "flesh", see Col 2:23. 

21. Same word as in v 24, 31. On this word, see Rom 8:33. 
22. Compare Lk 17:23-24. 
23. Or, "At that time" (see v 9). Compare Lk 17:20-21. 
24. Same word as in v 7. 
25. Some think this has a final fulfillment in the events described in 2 

Thes 2:8-1 O; Rev 13. On "wonders'', see 2 Thes 2:9. 
26. Or, "I have foretold it to you". Same word as in Mk 13:23. 
27. Or, "shines". On this word, see "shine" in Phil 2:15. 
28. Some manuscripts say "so also" { K}. 
29. Compare Lk 17:37. 
30. Some manuscripts say "For wherever" { N}. 
31. Linked as here with v 27, this refers to the vultures gathering upon 

the corpses of those judged and killed by Jesus at His return, 2 Thes 
I :8-9; Rev 19: 18, 21. Both His coming, and its catastrophic after
math, will be unmistakable. Others link this with v 24 (making it 
point 3F.), meaning that the false prophets (the vultures) will gather 
upon the spiritually dead (the corpses). Others link this with v 15-26 
(making it point 4E.), meaning that Jerusalem is the corpse attract
ing the Roman eagles. Others see it as a general rule- as the dead 
carcass attracts vultures, so the spiritually dead will attract judgment. 
There are other views. Consult the commentaries. GK 5251. 

32. Parallel account at Mk 13:24, Lk 21:25. 
33. Some think this verse is symbolic of events in A.O. 70, such as the 

falling of political rulers. Compare Act 2: 19-20. Others think this 
jumps in time to the events at the end of the final tribulation. Com
pare Mk 13:24. 

34. Same word as in v 21. The "affiiction of those days" refers back to 
v 15-28. 

35. Or, "at that time" (see v 9). 
36. Some think Jesus is referring to some sign preceding His coming; 

others, to His coming itself, as in Mk 13:26. 
37. Or, "then" (see "then" in v 9). 
38. On this word and statement, see Rev 1:7. See also Zech 12:10-12. 
39. Somemanuscriptsadd"sound" {B}. Note I Cor 15:52; I Thes4:16. 
40. Or, "extremities". Sarne word as in Mk 13:27. Elsewhere only of the 

"tip" of a finger in Lk 16:24; and the ''top" of a staff in Heb 11 :21. 
GK 216. If "heaven" means "sky" here, as it sometimes does, then 
it means "from horizon to horizon". Otherwise, it means all on the 
earth (the four winds) and all in heaven. Compare Mk 13:27. 

41. Parallel account at Mk 13:28; Lk 21 :29. 
42. This is used as an illustration in 21: 19 (Mk 11 : 13 ); Lk 13 :6-7; Rev 

6: 13. Some think Jesus is referring to Israel. Others think it simply 
refers to an ordinary fig tree, as in Lk 21 :29, where Luke adds "and 
all the trees". Used 16 times. GK 5190. 

43. Or, "now, presently, by this time". By the time when its branch 
becomes tender .. ., you know. Used 61 times. GK 2453. 

44. Or, "generates, produces, puts forth". Elsewhere only in Mk 13:28. 
GK 1770. Related to "grow" in Lk 8:6. Luke 21:30 uses a differ
ent word. 
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Matthew 24:33 86 Verse 

IL. "So also you- when you see all these things, 1 you know2 that He3 is near\ at the 1; 

doors. 0 Truly8 I say to you that this generation4 will by no means pass away until .~-1 

all these things take place 

I F. "Heaven and earth will pass away, but My wordsc will by-no-means5 pass away 

7D. "But no one knows0 about that day and hour- not even the angels o/the heavens, nor ;, 
the Son6- except the7 Father alone 

I E.8 "For just as the days a/Noah were, so9 will the comingE o/the Son o/Man be 

IF. "For as in thoseio days before the floodF 

IC i. "They were eating 11 and drinking, marrying and giving-in-marriageG, until 
which day Noah entered into the ark 

2Ci "And they did not knowH until the flood came and took-away 12 everyone · 1 

21 .13 "So also 14 will the coming15 o/the Son o/Man be.' At-that-time 16 there will be 1,; 

I Ci. "Two men in the field- one is taken 17
, and one is Ieft18 

2C i. "Two women grinding at the mill- one is taken, and one is left I I 

."H'. "Therefore keep-watching19
, because you do not know0 on which day20 your 

Lord is coming 

21:. 21 And you know22 that saying, that if the house-master had known on which watch23 -I; 

the thief was coming, he would have kept-watch and would not have allowedK his 
house to be broken-into24 

I I. "For this reason you also be25 prepared26 ones- because the Son of Man is 11 

coming at an hour which you do not expect27 

80.28 "Who then29 is the faithfulL and wise30 slaveM whom his masterN put-in-charge31 over his I ' 

body-of-servants32 that he might give them their food33 at the proper-time?34 

IE. "Blessed35 is that slave whom his master, having come, will find so36 doing -lh 

11. "Truly I say to you that he will put him in charge over all his possessions0 I ' 

2L· .. "But if that badP slave says in his heart, 'My master is delaying37 ',°and begins to -1~ 1'1 

strikeO his fellow-slavesR, and is eating and drinking38 with the ones being drunks-

IF. "The master of that slave will come on a day which he does not expect39
, and '\I 

at an hour which he does not know 
2F And he will cut him in two40

, and assign41 him his part42 with the hypocritesT. _.,I 
In that place, there will be the weeping and the grinding of teeth43 



I. Seeing all the things ofv 5-29 or 15-29 is seeing the tree leafed out. 
When you see it all, the coming of Jesus is near. 

2. Or, "know", a command. Same word and form as in v 32. On this 
word, see Lk I :34. 

3. That is, the Son of Man, v 27, 30. Or, "it", His coming. 
4. Some think Jesus means the generation at the destruction of 

Jerusalem, foreshadowing His coming; others, the generation alive 
to "see all these things", v 33. Others take "generation" to mean a 
"kind of person" (as in Lk 16:8), and think He is referring to unbe
lieving Israel. This kind of Jew- ones rejecting Christ- will con
tinue until He comes. In this view, He is predicting the continuance 
of the Jewish people until the end. "This generation" is also in 
11:16; 12:41,42,45;23:36;Mk8:12,38; 13:30;Lk7:31; 11:29, 
30, 31, 32, 50, 51; 17:25; 21 :32; Act 2:40; Heb 3: I 0. This word is 
elsewhere only in Mt 1:17; 12:39; 16:4; 17:17; Mk 9:19; Lk 1:48, 
50; 9:41; Act 8:33; 13:36; 14: 16; 15:21; Eph 3:5, 21; Phil 2:15; Col 
I :26; and as "kind" in Lk 16:8. GK I I 55. 

;, Or, "never". Same strong negative as in v 34, 21. See 5:20 on it. 
" On this, see Mk 13:32. Some manuscripts omit "nor the Son" (B}. 
1. Some manuscripts say "My" {N}. 
I. Compare Lk 17:26-27. 
I. Some manuscripts say "so also" {N}. 
10. Some manuscripts say "in the days" { C}. 
I. Or, "chewing, munching, crunching". Not the same word as in v 49. 

That is, life was going on as normal. It was not the culmination of 
human events. It came upon the world from the outside. On this 
word, see Jn 6:54 . 

. 2. Not the same word as in v 40-41. It was an intervention into human 
history. GK 149. 

,3, Compare Lk 17:34-37. 
14. Some manuscripts omit this word {C}. 
15. Note the unexpectedness. It comes upon people suddenly while 

they are carrying on their normal lives. It comes like a thief, while 
they feel at peace, I Thes 5:2-3. Some think Jesus is referring to the 
beginning of the end time, the time of His coming; others, to His 
physical coming in v 30. 

16. Or, "then" (see v 9). 
17. Or, "taken along, taken with". On this word, see Lk 17:34. Some 

think this refers to believers, just as Noah was taken aside and pro
tected through the affliction of those days, while the others were 
left behind for judgment. The chosen (v 31 ), the wise virgins 
(25: 10), the two slaves (25:20, 22) and the sheep (25:34) are all 
"taken" first. In addition, some think this will be done on earth, in 
the midst of the events. Others think it will be in heaven, through 
what Paul calls "the rapture", I Thes 4: 17. Now compare the view 
in the next note. 

·18. Or, "left behind, abandoned''. Same word as in Lk 17:34. GK 9 I 8. 
Others think this action refers to believers, just as Noah was "left" 
on earth after the flood "took away" (v 39) the others. In 13:41, 49, 
the evil ones are taken. Compare Lk 17:34. 

H. Or, "be staying alert". Same word as in v 43; 25: 13; 26:38, 40, 41. 
On this word, see I Thes 5:6. 

120. Some manuscripts say "at which hour" { B}. 

87 Matthew 24:51 

21. Compare Lk 12:39-40. 
22. Or, "know", "understand", a command. Same word and form as 

in v 33. 
23. That is, which watch of the night. On the four watches of the night, 

see Mk 13:35. On "watch" see Lk 2:8. 
24. That is, if the house-master knew that a thief was coming, and 

when, he would be prepared for him at that time. Since he does not, 
he must be prepared at all times. Literally, "dug through", broken 
into by digging through a wall. Elsewhere only in Mt 6: 19, 20; Lk 
12:39. GK 1482. Related to "to dig" in Mt 21:33; 25:18; Mk 12:1, 
and "dug out" in Mk 2:4. 

25. Or, "prove to be, become". GK I 181. 
26. Or, "ready''. Used by Matthew also in 22:4, 8; 25:10. Same sen

tence as in Lk 12:40. On this word, see Mk 14:15. 
27. Or, "think it will be, suppose, presume, imagine''. We know that 

Jesus will come, but not when. So we must be prepared at all times. 
Same word as in Lk 12:40, on which see "thinking" in Lk 19: 11. 

28. Compare Lk 12:41-49. 
29. In view of the sudden nature of the return of.Jesus, who is the wise 

one whom He put in charge of a task when He left? The wise slave 
is the one doing His will while waiting for Him. He will be 
rewarded. Jesus puts this in the form of a question so that each per
son will ask, "Am I a wise and faithful slave?" 

30. Same word as in 25 :2. 
31. Or, "appointed, set". Same word as in v 47. On this word, see Act 

6:3. Compare Lk 12:42. 
32. That is, the group of servants that belong to and serve the master 

in whatever capacity he assigns them. Used only here. GK 3859. 
Related to "household-servant" in Rom 14:4. The root word is 
"house''. Lk 12:42 has an unrelated word meaning "body-of-ser
vants", which some manuscripts have here {N}. 

33. Or, "nourishment, provision, sustenance''. Used 16 times. GK 5575. 
Lk 12:42 uses a different word. 

34. Because of the leadership picture in this parable, some think Jesus 
is referring to the leaders- the "apostles, prophets, evangelists, 
pastors and teachers'', Eph 4: 11. Others think this is simply a pic
ture of whatever task each person has been given. It represents all 
Christians doing whatever task the Master gave them to do. 

35. On this adjective, see Lk 6:20. 
36. Some take this narrowly of the leaders "giving out [spiritual] food". 

Others take it broadly as "doing as the master directed''. Others link 
it to what precedes this parable, watching for Him and being pre
pared for Him in work and heart. 

37. Some manuscripts add "to come" {N}, as in Lk 12:45. 
38. Some manuscripts say "and to eat and drink" { K}. 
39. Or, "anticipate, look for''. On this word, see "wait in expectation" 

in Lk 3: 15. 
40. This word "cut in two" is elsewhere only in Lk 12:46. GK I 497. 
41. Or, "put, make, appoint''. On this word, see "put" in Act 19:21. 
42. Or, "share, place''. Same word as in Lk 12:46; Jn 13:8; Rev 20:6; 

21 :8; 22: 19. On this word, see Rom 11 :25. 
43. On this sentence, see 8: 12. 
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Matthew 25: 1 88 Verse 

LJD. "At-that-time1, the kingdom of the heavens will be-likeA ten virgins8 , who, having taken 251 
their lamps2, went out to meet3 the bridegroom4 

I[. "Now five of them were foolish5, and five were wise6 

l F. "For7 the foolish ones, having taken their lamps, did not take oil8 with them9 

2F "But the wise ones took oil injars 10 with their lamps 4 

2E. "And while the bridegroom was delaying, they all became drowsy and were sleeping 11 

.\ L. "And in the middle of the night, 12 a shoutc has come13
- 'Behold, the bridegroom 14! 

Come out to meet15 him!' 
41:. "Then all those virgins arose and put their lamps in-order0 

5E. "And the foolish ones said to the wise ones, 'Give us from your oil, because our 
lamps are going-out 16 '. "But the wise ones responded, saying, 'There will not by 
any means ever17 be enoughE for us and for you. Go instead to the ones selling and 
buy for yourselves' 

6E. "And while they were going away to buy, the bridegroom came. And the preparedF I 11 

ones entered with him into the wedding-celebrationsG. And the door was shutH 
71-.. "And later, the other virgins also come, saying, 'Sir, sir18, open for us' I ' 
SE. "But the one, having responded, said, 'Truly I say to you, I do not know1 you' I' 
91:. "Therefore, keep-watchingK, because you do not know the day nor the hour19 1 : 

I OD. 20 "For i/21 is just like a man going-on-a-joumeyL- I l 

I E. "He called his own slavesM and handed over his possessionsN to them. •And he gave I ' 
five talents22 to one, and two to another, and one to another- to each according to 
his own ability0 . And he went on his journey 

I F. "Immediately23 having gone, the one having received the five talents worked24 I" 
with them and gained25 another five26 

2 F. "Similarly27, the one having received the two talents gained28 another two 1 -

:w "But the one having received the one talent, having gone, dug [a hole in] the I' 
groundr and hidO his master's silver29 talent 

2L. "Now after much time, the master of those slaves comes and settles30 the accountR 1 •
1 

with them 

IF. "And having come to him, the one having received the five talents brought _'11 

another five talents, saying, 'Master', you handed-overT five talents to me. 
Look, I gained another five talents31 ' 

IC i. "His master said to him, 'Well32 done, goodu and faithfulv slave. You were 'I 
faithfulv over a few things. I will put you in charge33 over many things. 
Enter into the joy of your master'' 

2 F. "And34 also having come to him, the one having received the two talents said, 
'Master, you handed over two talents to me. Look, I gained another two talents' 

1 li. "His master said to him, 'Well done, good and faithful slave. You were ~J 
faithful over a few things. I will put you in charge over many things. Enter 
into the joy of your master' 



I. Or, "Then". On this word, see "then" in 24:9. That is, when Jesus 
comes unexpectedly, as described in 24:36-51. 

2. Or, ''torches". That is, oil lamps with wicks. Same word as in v 3, 
4, 7, 8; Act 20:8. Elsewhere only as "torch" in Jn 18:3; Rev 4:5; 
8: 1 O. GK 3286. Torches were sticks with a cloth wrapped around 
one end which was soaked in oil. Torches were often used in pro
cessions, and some think this is meant here. 

l. This is a noun, referring to a meeting event. Literally, they went out 
"for a coming-to-meet" the bridegroom. Elsewhere only in 8:34; Jn 
12:13. GK 5637. Related to "meet" in 25:6 and Lk 14:31. 

I. Some manuscripts add "and the bride" { B}. The groom and 
groomsmen went to the bride's house and then brought her, her 
attendants, family and friends in a procession to his family's house, 
where wedding celebrations often lasting a week took place. Some 
think that they are meeting him here on his way to the bride's house. 
Others think it is on the way to his father's house, where the cele
brations are, v 10. 
These represent those who think of themselves as friends of Jesus, 
but whom He does not know, v 12. Some manuscripts have ''wise" 
first and "foolish" second {K}. 

'· Or, "sensible". Same word as v 4, 8, 9; 24:45. On this word, see 
7:24. These represent the true Christians. Note that His people are 
not referred to as the "bride" in this parable. The bride is not men
tioned at all. 
Some manuscripts say "The ones who were foolish" {K). 
That is, olive oil, as in v 4, 8. On this word, see Jam 5: 14. 
Some suggest that the lamp is the outward profession of Christian
ity and the oil is the inner reality. 

0. Or, "flasks, vessels, containers". Used only here. GK 31. Some 
manuscripts say "their jars" {N). 

I. This is not an issue in the parable. All ten slept. The issue is lack 
of oil- lack of preparedness. 

2. That is, unexpectedly. Similar to the idiom in Act 26: 13. 
3. Or, "has come about, taken place, happened". GK 1181. 
4. Some manuscripts add "is coming" {K}. 
5. This is a noun, referring to a meeting event. Literally, come out "for 

a meeting" o/him. Elsewhere only in Act 28: 15; I Thes 4: 17. GK 
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561. Related to the word in v I. The related verb, ''to meet", is in 
Mk 14:13; Lk 17:12. Some manuscripts omit "him" {C}. 

16. Or, "being quenched". On this word, see "quench" in I Thes 5: 19. 
17. Or, this word "not ever" (GK 3607), which is the first word in the 

Greek sentence, may be taken as an exclamation, so that it says ''No! 
There will by no means be enough ... ". There are three negatives here, 
making it quite emphatic. Some manuscripts omit one of the nega
tives, so that the remark may be rendered "No! There may not be 
enough ... ", or "Perhaps there may not be enough ... " {N}. 

18. Same word as "Lord, Lord" in 7:21, 22; Lk 6:46. These are the only 
places it is repeated this way. On this word, see "Master" in 8:2. 

19. Some manuscripts add "in which the Son o/Man is coming" {A}. 
20. Compare Lk 19:11-27. 
21. That is, the kingdom of the heavens, as in v I. Others think Jesus 

means to imply "He is", referring to the Son of Man. 
22. This is a large sum of money, representing our individual gifts and 

abilities, both spiritual and natural. A silver talent was 6000 
denarii (see 20:2), that is, 6000 days wages for a laborer. On this 
word, see 18:24. 

23. Or, it may be punctuated "journey immediately. Having gone". 
Some manuscripts say "And immediately having gone" { B}. Else
where in Matthew, this word is always connected with "and" ("And 
immediately ... "), and always goes with what follows. GK 2311. 

24. That is, he did business with them. On this word, see 26: I 0. 
25. Some manuscripts say "made" {N}. 
26. Some manuscripts add "talents" {N}. 
27. Some manuscripts say "And similarly" {N}, or "Similarly also". 
28. Some manuscripts say "He also gained" {N}. 
29. Or, "money". This word is singular only here in Matthew, agree-

ing with the one talent. On this word, see "money" in v 27. 
30. Elsewhere only in 18:23, 24. GK 5256. 
31. Some manuscripts add "beside them" {N} here and in v 22. 
32. Or, "lt is good", or, "Excellent!". Same word as in v 23. GK 2292. 

Related to the word in Lk 19: 17. 
33. Same word as "put in charge" in v 23; 24:45. 
34. Some manuscripts omit this word {C}. 

A. Mt 13:24 B. Rev 14:4 C. Heb 5:7, outcry D. I Tim 2:9, adorn E. 2 Cor 12:9, be sufficient F. Mk 14:15 G. Mt 22:11, wedding H. Jn 20:19, 
lock J.1Jn2:29 K.1Thes5:6 L.Mt21:33 M.Rom6:17 N.Mtl9:21 O.Mk5:30,power P.Rev7:1,land Q.Jn8:59 R.1Corl2:8, 
word S. Mt 8:2 T. Mt 26:21 U. I Tim 5:10b V. Col 1:2 
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lF "And also having come to him, the one having received1 the one talent said, 
'Master, I knew you- that you are a hardA man, reaping where you did not 
sow and gathering8 from where you did not scatter2 [threshings]. •And having 
become afraid, having gone, I hid your talent in the ground.3 Look, you have 
what is yours' 

Verse 

~--

I ( i. "But having responded, his master said to him 'Evilc and lazy0 slave! You 21 
knew that I reap where I did not sow and gather from where I did not scatter!4 

Therefore you should-have5 put my money" with the bankers7. And having 
come, I would have received-backE what was mine with interest8 

2 Ci. 'Therefore take the talent away from him, and give it to the one having the 
ten talents. "For to everyone having, it will be given, and he will be 
caused-to-abound9. But from the one not having, even what he has will 
be taken away from him 

:\Ci 'And throw-outF the unprofitable 10 slave into the outer darkness' 
4Ci "In that place, there will be the weeping and the grinding o/teeth 11 

11 D. "Now when the Son a/Man comes in His glory, and all the angels 12 with Him, at-that
time13 He will sit on the throne a/His glory 14 

l I: "And all the nations 15 will be gathered8 in front of Him 
2L "And He will separate 16 them 17 from one another, just as the shepherdG separates 

the sheep from the goats.• And He will make the sheep 18 stand19 on His right side
and the goats on the left side 

) I: "Then the King20 will say to the ones on His right side, 'Come, the ones having been 
blessedH o/My Father21- inherit! the kingdom having been preparedK/or you since 
the foundation of the world22 

IF 'For I was hungry, and you gave Me something to eat23. I thirsted, and you 
gave-a-drink-to Me. I was a stranger1-, and you brought Me in24 ; 

0

nakedM, and 
you clothed Me. I was sick, and you looked-afterN Me. I was in prison, and 
you came to Me' 

21:. "Then the righteous0 ones will respond to Him, saying, 'Lord, when did we see 
You hungering and we fed You, or thirsting and we gave-a-drink? •And when 
did we see You a stranger and we brought You in, or naked and we clothed You? 
And when did we see You being sick or in prison and we came to You?' 

3 I . "And having responded, the King will say to them, 'Truly I say to you, in-as
much-as25 you did it to one a/the least a/these My brothers26, you did it to Me' 

4 I·.. "Then He will also say to the ones on the left side, 'Depart from Me- the27 ones having 
been cursedP- into the eternal fire having been prepared28 for the devil and his angels 

I l · 'For I was hungry, and you did not give Me something to eat. I thirsted, and you 
did not give-a-drink-to Me. "I was a stranger, and you did not bring Me in; naked, 
and you did not clothe Me; sick, and in prison, and you did not look after Me' 

2F "Then they also will respond, saying, 'Lord, when did we see You hungering, or 
thirsting, or a stranger, or naked, or sick, or in prison, and we did not serveQYou?' 

3 F "Then He will respond to them, saying, 'Truly I say to you, in as much as you 
did not do it to one a/the least a/these, neither did you do it to Me' 

51· .. 29 "And these will go to eternal3° punishment\ but the righteous ones to eternal life" 

'i 

,,1 

Iii 
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I' 
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I. This is the same word as in v 20, but a different tense, implying 
"having received and still having". 

2. That is, "winnow" threshings, so as to gather the grain from the 
threshing floor. Or, "scatter [seed]", repeating the previous state
ment. Same word as in v 26. Elsewhere only of "scattering" sheep 
in Mt 26:31; Mk 14:27, and people in Lk I :51; Jn 11 :52; Act 5:37; 
and of"squandering" property in Lk 15:13; 16:1. GK 1399. 

3. This one did nothing with what he was given, and here seeks to 
excuse his inaction by blaming the master- because you are the 
way you are, I did not invest or work with what you gave me. He 
bore no fruit. The others worked with what the master gave them 
as with a trust to be invested. 

4. Others take this as a question, "You knew ... scatter? Then you 
should have ... ". 

5. Or, "ought to have". More literally, "it was necessary for you to 
have" put. This idiom refers to what should or ought to have hap
pened by necessity (but didn't), the compulsion being based on 
what was fitting or proper or required by the circumstances. "It was 
necessary to have" done so, it was "binding" (the root word), but 
it was not done. Here, the necessity was created by the knowledge 
the man just revealed that he had at the time. Same idiom as in 
18:33; 23:23; Lk 13: 16; Act 24: 19; 27:21; 2 Cor 2:3; Heb 9:26. GK 
1256. Same word as in the idiom "must" in Mt 16:21, and "ought 
to" in Act 25: 10. 

6. Same word as in Mt 28: 12, 15; Mk 14: 11; Lk 9:3; 19: 15, 23; 22:5. 
Elsewhere only as "silver coins" in Mt 26:15; 27:3, 5, 6, 9; Act 
19:19; and "silver" in Mt 25:18; Act 3:6; 7:16; 8:20; 20:33; I Pet 
1:18. GK 736. 

7. Or, the "table-men", referring to the money table. Used only here. 
GK 5545. Related to "table" in Lk 19:23. 

8. That is, compound interest, the "produce, offspring" of the money. 
Elsewhere only in Lk 19:23. GK 5527. 

9. Or, "he will have an abundance". Same word as in 13: 12. On this 
word, see "abound" in 2 Cor 8:2. 

10. Or, "worthless, useless, good for nothing", and therefore "unwor
thy, miserable". He brought no gain to the master. Elsewhere only 
in Lk 17: 10. GK 945. Related to "became-useless" in Rom 3:12; 
and "useless" in Phm 11. 

11. On this sentence, and on "outer darkness", see 8: 12. 
12. Some manuscripts say "holy angels" {N}. 
13. Or, "then" (see "then" in 24:9). Jesus returns to where He left off 

in 24:31. 
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14. Or, "on His throne of glory", "His glorious throne". This phrase is 
elsewhere only in 19:28. On "throne", see Rev 20: 11. 

15. This phrase "all the nations" is also in 24:9, 14; 28: 19; Mk 11: 17; 
13:10; Lk 21:24; 24:47; Act 14:16, etc. On "nations", see "Gen
tiles" in Act 15:23. 

16. Same word as in 13:49. 
17. Grammatically, this word does not refer to "nations" or to "sheep", 

but to the people in the nations. 
18. Jesus uses grammar that emphasizes the contrast between the two 

halves of this sentence. 
19. Or, "He will put, set" instead of"make stand". On this word, see 

Mk 13:14. 
20. That is, the Son of Man, v 31, 40. 
21. That is, blessed by My Father, "My Father's blessed ones". 
22. On the phrase "since the foundation of the world", see Heb 9:26. 
23. Same phrase as in 14: 16. Some render the verbal idea as a noun, 

"you gave Me food". 
24. Or, "brought Me with you; took Me in with you", that is, into your 

house, or with you on your way. Or, "you gathered Me in with your
self" to help Me. Same word as in v 38, 43, and as in Deut 22:2; 
Judg 19:18; 2 Sam 11:27; and as "gathered" here in v 32. Used 56 
other times as "gather, gather together". GK 5251. The root words 
mean "to bring with, to bring together". 

25. Or, "to the extent, in so far as". On this idiom, which is also in v 45, 
see "to the extent" in Rom 11: 13. 

26. That is, family members of Christ, fellow Christians. Your actions 
indicate a family relationship to Christ. On this word, see Act 16:40. 

27. Some manuscripts omit this word {C}, so that it says "Depart from 
Me having been cursed", under a curse, or, "Depart from Me, 
accursed ones". 

28. Same word as in v 34. On this word, see Mk 14: 15. Some manu
scripts say "which My Father prepared" {N}. 

29. Compare Jn 5:29. 
30. Same word used of"life" next; Jn 3: 16; of"lire" in Mt 18:8; 25:41; 

of"destruction" in 2 Thes 1 :9; of"salvation" in Heb 5:9; of"judg
ment" in Heb 6:2; of"redemption" in Heb 9:12; of the "Spirit" in 
Heb 9: 14; of the "covenant" in Heb 13:20; of"glory" in I Pet 5: IO; 
of"kingdom" in 2 Pet 1:11. Used 71 times. GK 173. Related to 
"forever" in Rev 20: I 0. Compare Mk 9:48. 

A. Jn 6:60 B. Mt 25:35, brought in C. Act 25: 18 D. Rom 12: 11, hesitation E. 2 Cor 5: I 0 F. Jn 12:31, cast out G. Eph 4: 11 H. Lk 6:28 
J. Gal 4:30 K. Mk 14: 15 L. Rom 16:23, host M. Jam 2: 15 N. Heb 2:6 O. Rom I: 17 P. Rom 12: 14 Q. I Pet 4: 10, ministering R. I Jn 4: 18 



Matthew 26: I 92 Verse 

1 ~ .·\.1 And it came about that when Jesus finished all2 these words, He said to His disciples, 
0

"You know that 26: 1-2 
after two days the Passove~ [Feast] comes3, and the Son a/Man is handed-over8 so as to be crucified0

' 

I B. Then the chiefpriests4 and the elders a/the people were gathered together in the courtyard5 a/the ' 
high priest, the one being called Caiaphas0 • ·And they plottedE in order that they might seizeF Jesus 4 
by deceit6 and kill Him. "But they were saying, "Not during the Feast, in order that no uproar7 may 
take place among the people" 

2B.s Now Jesus having come-to-be in Bethany9 at the house a/Simon the leper,° a woman10 came to Him Ii-~ 
having an alabaster-jarG of very-expensive 11 perfume 12

• And she poured it down upon His head while 
He was reclining-back [to eat] 

I c·. But having seen it, the 13 disciples were indignantH, saying, "For what purpose is this waste1? .\ 
For this 14 could have been sold for much and given to poorK ones" 'J 

::c ·. But having known it, Jesus said to them, "Why are you causing troubles 15 for the woman? For 111 

she worked 16 a good 17 work 18 for 19 Me 

ID. "For you always have the poor with you, but you do not always have Me 11 
2 D "For this one having put this perfume on My body did it so as to prepare Me for burial2° I~ 
3 D. "TruJyL I say to you, wherever this good-newsM is proclaimedN in the whole world0 , what I ; 

this one did will also be spoken for a memoria12 1 a/her" 

lB.22 Then one a/the twelve, the one being called Judas Iscariot, having gone to the chiefpriests,23 14 
said, "What are you willingP to give me, and I will hand Him over to you?" I ' 

I ( ·. And the ones set24 thirty silver-coins25 for him 
2( ·. And from that time on, 26 he was seeking a favorable-opportunity27 in order that he might hand 11 · 

Him over 

4B.28 Now on the first day of the Feast of Unleavened-Breado, the disciples came to Jesus, saying, I -
"Where do You want us to prepare29 for You to eat the Passove~ [meal]?" 

IC. And the One said, "Go into the city30 to so-and-so31
, and say to him, 'The Teacher says, "My I> 

time is nearR. I am doing32 the Passover [meal] with you33
, along-with My disciples"'" 

2 ( ·. And the disciples did as Jesus directed5 them. And they preparedT the Passover [meal] I '1 

)( H And having become evening, He was reclining back [to eat] with the twelve35 > 

ID And while they were eating, He said, "Truly I say to you that one of you will hand Me over-16" ~ I 

IL. And while being extremely grievedu, each one37 began to say to Him, "I am not the 
one, am I, Lord?"l8 

2L And the One, having responded, said, "The one having dippedv his hand39 with Me 
in the bowl40

- this one will hand Me over 

11·. "The Son o/Man41 is going just as it has been written about Him- but woe 
to that man by whom the Son of Man is being handed-over8 ! It would have 
been better/or him if that man had not been bom"42 

31-:. And having responded, Judas- the one handing Him over- said, "I am not the 
one, am I, Rabbi?"43 

I F. He says to him, "You said it"44 



I. Parallel account at Mk 14:1; Lk 22:1. 
2. This is the fifth use of this phrase (see 13:53), but the only place 

where Matthew adds "all". He may be referring strictly to chapters 
24-25; or to "all" His words that day (21 :23-25:46); or to "all" the 
words of His ministry (4: 17-25:46). 

3. Or, "comes about, takes place, happens". GK 1181. 
4. Some manuscripts add "and the scribes" ( N}. 
5. Or, "palace". Elsewhere by Matthew only in 26:58, 69. Used 12 

times. It also means "fold" in Jn 10: I. GK 885. 
6. Or, "treachery, cunning". Elsewhere only in Mk 7:22; 14: I; Jn 1:47; 

Act 13: 10; Rom I :29; 2 Car 12: 16; I Thes 2:3; I Pet 2: I, 22; 3: 10. 
GK 1515. Related to "deceitful" in 2 Car 11: 13; "deceive" in Rom 
3: 13; and "handle deceitfully" in 2 Car 4:2. 

7. Sarne word as in 27:24, where an uproar did occur- against Jesus! 
On this word, see "commotion" in Mk 5:38. 

8. Parallel account at Mk 14:3; Jn 12:3. Compare Lk 7:37-50. 
9. Chronologically, this took place six days before Passover, Jn 12: I, 

which would place it at the end of Matthew 20. Matthew's arrange
ment is topical, so he places it here, where it fits smoothly. 

10. That is, Mary, Jn 11:2; 12:3. 
11. Used only here. GK 988. Related to "very valuable" in Jn 12:3. 
12. Or, "ointment" (but pourable), "fragrant oil". Made from plants. 

Elsewhere only in 26: 12; Mk 14:3, 4, 5; Lk 7:37, 38, 46; 23:56; Jn 
11 :2; 12:3, 5; Rev 18: 13. GK 3693. The related verb is in Mk 14:8. 

13. Some manuscripts say "His" {N}. 
14. Some manuscripts add "perfume" {N}, the word in v 7. 
15. On "causing troubles", see Lk 18:5. 
16. This word, "to work, do, carry out, accomplish, perform", is used 

41 times. GK 2237. 
17. Or, "fitting, useful, praiseworthy, beautiful". On this word, see I 

Tim 5:10a. 
18. Or, "did a good deed". The verb and noun of the same root word are 

used, as in Jn 3:21; 6:28; 9:4; Act 13:41; I Car 16:10. This noun, 
"work, deed, act", is used 169 times. GK 2240. Related to "worker" 
in I Tim 5: 18. On "good work", see Rom 2:7 and Tit 2: 14. 

19. Or, "to, with reference to". That is, for Me in My present situation. 
GK 1650. Compare Mk 14:6. 

20. This word, "to prepare for burial" is elsewhere only in Jn 19:40. GK 
1946. Related to the "preparation for burial" in Mk 14:8. Some 
think Mary knowingly did it for this purpose. Sarne grammar as in 
5:28. She understood what was going to happen better than the 
apostles. She believed what He said in v 2. Others think she did it 
without realizing that this was its ultimate purpose. 

21. Elsewhere only in Mk 14:9; Act 10:4. GK 3649. Related to the 
word "tomb", and the verb "to remember", and the word "remem
brance" in I Cor 11 :24. Her memorial is not a tombstone, but the 
telling of this story. Same word as in Ex 17: 14; 28:29. 

22. Parallel account at Mk 14: IO; Lk 22:3. 
23. The opportunity brought by Judas leads the Jewish leaders to move 

up their timetable, v 5, to God's timetable, Act 2:23. 
24. This common word can mean "set on a scale", and thus "weigh out" 

as in Zech 11: 12, where this same word is used. It may imply the 
Jewish leaders paid Judas at this time. But it could also mean they 
"set" the price here and paid him later. Note Lk 22:5. On this word, 
see "standing" in Mk 13: 14. 

25. This word was used of the "shekel" (a Jewish silver coin worth four 
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denarii, see 20:2), and some think this is the coin in view here. In 
this case, the price was 120 days pay for a laborer. It was the price 
that must be paid the owner of a slave gored by an ox, Ex 21 :32. 
Same word as 27:3, 5, 6, 9; and as "money" in Mk 14: 11; Lk 22:5. 
On this word, see "money" in Mt 25:27. 

26. On this phrase, see 4: 17. 
27. Elsewhere only in Lk 22:6. GK 232 I. Related to "conveniently" 

in Mk 14: 11, and to "find an opportunity" in Act 17:21. 
28. Parallel account at Mk 14: 12; Lk 22:7. 
29. More literally, "Where do You want that we should prepare". 
30. Passover could only be celebrated within the city of Jerusalem, 

Deut 16:5-7. 
31. Some think Jesus did not want to name His host so that Judas would 

not know the location in advance. Others think Matthew omitted 
the name to protect this person from the Jews. Used only here. GK 
1265. Compare Mk 14:13-14. 

32. Or, "observing". On this word, see Rev 13:13. 
33. That is, at your house. 
34. Parallel account at Mk 14: 17; Lk 22: 14; Jn !3:2. 
35. Some manuscripts add "disciples" { C} 
36. The word "hand over" is the same word Judas used in v 15, 16, and 

Jesus used in v 2. It means "to hand over, deliver, give over". When 
the context implies the unjust nature of it, it can be rendered 
"betray".ElsewherebyMatthewonlyin4:12;5:25; 10:4, 17, 19,21; 
11 :27; 17:22; 18:34; 20: 18, 19; 24:9, 10; 25: 14, 20, 22; 26:2, 15, 16, 
23, 24, 25, 45, 46, 48; 27:2, 3, 4, 18, 26. It is also used in a positive 
sense, as in Act 14:26; 15:40; and of"handing down, delivering" 
teachings, as in Lk I :2; Act 6: 14; I Car 11:2,23; 15:3; Jude 3. Used 
119 times. GK 4140. Related to "tradition" in I Cor 11 :2. 

37. Or, "each individual". This phrase "each one" is elsewhere only in 
Lk 4:40; 16:5; Act 2:3, 6; 17:27; 20:31; 21 :26; I Cor I 2: 18; Eph 4:7, 
16 ("each individual"); Col 4:6; I Thes 2: 11; 2 Thes I :3; Rev 21 :21. 
Some manuscripts say "each ofthem" {N}. GK 1667, 1651. 

38. The grammar indicates a "no" response is expected. The disciples 
each expect Jesus to say "no, you are not the one". 

39. That is, what is held in his hand. "Dip" is the same word as in 
Mk 14:20. 

40. This is another way of saying "One of you", one of the ones eat
ing with Me. 

41. Jesus uses grammar that emphasizes the contrast between the two 
halves of this sentence. 

42. Non-existence would have been better for Judas than to have lived 
and committed this deed. On "born", see I Jn 2:29. 

43. The grammar indicates that Judas expects a "no" answer, just like 
the others. This is the same exact question as in v 22, except Judas 
calls Jesus "Rabbi" instead of "Lord". 

44. Some think this means "Yes". Others think it is an intentionally 
ambiguous answer, since Jesus does not specify whether He means 
"you said it [rightly]" (No, you are not the one, the answer Judas's 
question expects), or, "you said it (falsely]" (Yes, you are the one). 
Note that the adverb is included in Lk 20:39; Jn 4: 17, "You spoke 
well", or "You said rightly". Which He means must be determined 
from the context. Here, we know and Judas knew that Jesus meant 
the latter. But the other disciples assumed He meant the former. 
They did not suspect Judas, as seen in Jn 13 :28. See the same 
phrase in v 64. See Lk 22:21 on when Judas left. 

A. Jn 18:28 B. Mt 26:21 C. Mt 27:35 D. Lk 3:2 E. Act 9:23 F. Heb 4: 14, hold on to G. Mk 14:3 H. Mt 20:24 J. 2 Pet 2: I, destruction 
K.Gal4:9 L.Mt5:18 M.1Corl5:1 N.2Tim4:2 0.1Jn2:15 P.Jn7:17 Q.Mkl4:12 R.Lk21:30 S.Mt27:10 T.Mkl4:15 
U. 2 Car 7:9 V. Mk 14:20 
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2 D. 1 And while they were eating, having taken bread2 and having blessed3 it4, Jesus brokeA 26 
it. And having given it to the disciples, He said, "Take, eat. This is5 My body" 

JD. And having taken a cup6 and given-thanks7, He gave it to them, saying, "Drink from it, r 
everyone 

IL "For this is My blood8 a/the covenant8-the blood being poured-out9 for many for 2s 
forgivenessc of sins0 

21:. "And I say to you, I will by-no-means 10 drink of this fruit" a/the grapevine from 2'! 
now on until that day when I drink it new 12 with you in the kingdom a/My Father" 

513n And having sung-a-hymn 14, they went out to the Mount a/Olives ;, , 

I ( . Then 15 Jesus says to them, "You all will be caused-to-fall 16 in-connection-with17 Me during this 'I 
night. For it has been written [in Zech 13:7], 'I will strike the ShepherdE, and the sheep of the 
flockF will be scatteredG'. "But18 after I am raisedH, I will go ahead of you to Galilee" 

2C. But having responded, Peter said to Him, "If all will be caused-to-fall 19 in connection with ' 
You, I will never be caused to fall" 

3C. Jesus said to him, "Truly I say to you that during this night, before a rooster crows, you will _;-l 
deny20 Me three-times" 

4( . Peter says to Him, "Even if I have-to21 die with You, I will never deny You" ; ' 
5C. All22 the disciples also spoke likewise 

h!l. 23 Then Jesus comes with them to a place being called Gethsemane24
. And He says to the disciples, .;1 

"Sit here25 while26 I pray, having gone there" 

I C. And having taken-along1 Peter and the two sons27 of Zebedee, He began to be grievedK and 
distressedL. "Then He says to them, "My soul is deeply-grieved28, to the point of death. StayM _;' 
here and keep-watching29 with Me" 

2C. And having gone ahead a little, He fell on His face while praying and saying, "My Father, if 3·• 
it is possible, let this cup pass from Me. Yet not as I want30, but as You want" 

ID. And He comes to the disciples and finds them sleepingN. And He says to Peter, "So were -11' 

you31 [three] not strong-enough32 to keep watch with Me for one hour? "Keep watching, 11 

and be praying that33 you may not enter into temptation34
• The spirit35 is willing36- but 

the flesh is weak0 " 

3C. Again, having gone away for a second time, He prayedr, saying, "My Father, ifthis37 cannot -1.· 
pass38 unless I drink it, let Your will be doneO" 

11). And having come, He again found them sleepingN. For their eyes had been weighed-down39 -1 ; 

4l. And having left them again40
, having gone away, He prayed for a third time, having spoken -11 

the same thing4' again 

ID. Then He comes to the disciples and says to them, "Are you sleepingN and resting42 from- -l' 
now-on43? Behold- the hour has drawn-nearR, and the Son a/Man is being handed-over5 
into the hands afsinnersT. • Ariseu, let us be goingv. Behold- the one handing Me over -l1• 
has drawn near" 

:'\( ·. And while He was still speaking, behold- Judas, one of the twelve, came. And with him was 4-
a large crowd from the chief priests and elders of the people with swordsw and clubsx 



I. Compare also I Cor 11 :23-25. 
2. Some manuscripts say "the bread" {N}. 
3. On this word, see Lk 6:28. Some manuscripts say "given thanks" {N}. 
4. Or. "having blessed God''. See 14: 19. 
5. This is the common verb "to be", used 2462 times in the NT. GK 

1639. Some take this as a literal correspondence, so that the bread 
"becomes" or "contains" His body. Others take it as a figurative 
correspondence, so that the bread "means" or represents or sym
bolizes His body, as with the symbolic elements of the Passover 
meal. Likewise with "blood". Compare Jn 6:48-58. This word is 
rendered "means" in 9:13; 12:7; Mk 3:17; 7:11; Lk 8:9, 11; Act 
2: 12; I 0: 17; 17:20; Eph 4:9, etc. It also means "be" in the sense of 
"happen" (see Mt 16:22) and "exist" (see Rev 22:14). 

6. Some manuscripts say "the cup" { B}. 
7. Same word as in 15:36; Mk 8:6, 14:23; Lk 22:17, 19; Jn 6:11, 23; 

Act 27:35; Rom 14:6; I Cor 11 :24. Used 38 times. GK 2373. 
Related to "thanksgiving" in I Tim 4:3. 

8. Some manuscripts say "new covenant" {B}, as in Lk 22:20. It is the 
blood inaugurating the new covenant, Heb 9:14-15. On this word, 
see Heb 8:6. 

9. Or, "shed". Same word as in Mk 14:24; Lk 22:20. Elsewhere only 
as "shed" in Mt 23:35; Act 22:20. GK 1773. Related to the word 
in Act 2: 17. Jesus is pouring it out; others are shedding it. 

10. Or, "never". This is an emphatic negative. Same idiom as in v 35. 
See 5:20 on it. 

11. Or, "product, produce". Used of the "produce" of the earth as 
opposed to "offspring" animals. Elsewhere only in Mk 14:25; Lk 
22:18; 2 Cor9:10. GK 1163. 

12. That is, until I drink new wine with you. Compare Mk 14:25. On 
this word, see Heb 8:13. 

13. ParallelaccountatMk 14:26.CompareatLk22:31;Jn 13:38;and 
Lk 22:39. 

14. On this word, see "sing praise" in Act 16:25. Some think Matthew 
is referring to the second part of the Hallel, Ps 115-118, sung at the 
end of the Passover meal. 

15. Or, "At that time" (see 24:9). 
16. Same word as in v 33. On this word, see I Cor 8: 13. 
17. That is, in connection with what is going to happen to Me tonight. 

GK 1877. 
18. This (GK 1254) is not the same word as in Mk 14:28 (GK 247). 
19. The grammar of this phrase means "assuming that all will be caused 

to fall...". Compare Mk 14:29. 
20. Same word as in v 35, 75. On this word, see 16:24. 
21. On this idiom, see "must" in 16:21. 
22. Some manuscripts say "And all" or "But all" {N}. 
23. Parallel account at Mk 14:32; Lk 22:39; Jn 18: I. 
24. This is a transliterated Hebrew word meaning "olive press". It is the 

name of an olive orchard on the Mount of Olives, east of Jerusalem. 
Elsewhere only in Mk 14:32. GK 1149. 

25. On this word, see Lk 9:27. Not the same word as in Mk 14:32 (GK 
6045). 

95 Matthew 26:47 

26. More literally, "as long as which". Or, "until", "until which time I 
pray" and return. GK 2401. 

27. That is, James and John, Mt 4:21; Mk 14:33. 
28. Or, "very sad". Elsewhere only in Mk 6:26; 14:34; Lk 18:23, 24. 

GK 4337. Related to "grieved" in v 37, on which see 2 Cor 7:9. 
29. Same word as in v 40, 41. On this word, see I Thes 5:6. 
30. Or, "wish, will". Compare Jn 12:27. On this word, see "willing" 

inJn7:17. 
31. Though Jesus speaks to Peter, the verb "were you strong" is plu

ral, referring to all three of them. 
32. Or, "did you not have strength, were you not able". On this word, 

see "can do" in Gal 5 :6. 
33. Or, "Keep watching and praying, in order that. .. ", depending on 

whether this is the content or the purpose of the prayer. 
34. Some think Jesus is referring to the temptation to deny Him because 

of what is about to happen, as He said they would, v 30-35. Others 
think He means the temptation to sleep. Compare 6: 13. 

35. Jesus uses grammar that emphasizes the contrast between the two 
halves of this sentence. 

36. Or, "eager, ready", as seen in their promise in v 35. The disciples' 
heart is right. But their weak flesh needs strength if they are to stand 
firm. They must pray for strength so that the upcoming trial does 
not become a cause of falling for them (v 30), a temptation to deny 
Jesus. Instead, they slept. Their fear turned the "trial" of His arrest 
into a "temptation" to put self above Him. They fled to protect 
themselves. Others think Jesus is referring to sleep and bodily 
weakness- they want to stay awake, but their body is tired. Same 
word as in Mk 14:38. Elsewhere only as "eager" in Rom I: 15. GK 
4609. Related to "eagerness" in 2 Cor 8: 19. 

37. Some manuscripts add "cup" {N}. 
38. Some manuscripts add "from Me" {N}, as in v 39. 
39. A similar idiom is in Lk 9:32. This is a participle, their eyes "were 

having been weighed down" with sleep. They became so heavy that 
they could not hold them open any longer. 

40. Or, "having left them, again having gone away". This is the Greek 
word order, "again" standing between the two participles. Some 
take it with the first; others, with the second. 

41. Or, "statement, word [of prayer)", singular. Not the same "words", 
but the same request. On this word, see "word" in I Cor 12:8. 

42. Others take these as commands, "Sleep and rest from now on", 
either as a reproach, or as fatherly sympathy; others, assuming some 
time elapsed before the next statement, as a concession, "Go ahead 
and sleep". 

43. Or, "henceforth, for the remaining time, in the future". That is, "Are 
you going to continue sleeping?" Some take it to mean "still", "are 
you still sleeping", which makes it refer to the past up to the pres
ent, rather than from the present out into the future. This word 
means "the rest, the remaining, the other". Same word as "hence
forth" in I Cor 7:29; Gal 6: 17; 2 Tim 4:8; Heb I 0: 13. On this word, 
see "other" in 2 Pet 3:16. Not the same word as "still" in v 47 
(which is the normal word for "still", GK 2285). 

A. Act 2:46 B. I Jn I :7 C. Col I: 14 D. Jn 8:46 E. Eph 4: 11 F. Jn I 0: 16 G. Mt 25:24 H. Mt 28:6, arose J. Lk 17:34, taken K. 2 Cor 7:9 
L. Phil 2:26 M. Jn 15:4, abide N. I Thes 5: 10 0. I Thes 5: 14 P. I Tim 2:8 Q. Mt 6: 10 R. Lk 21 :28 S. Mt 26:21 T. Mt 9: IO U. Mt 28:6 
V. Mk I :38 W. Eph 6: 17 X. I Pet 2:24, cross 



Matthew 26:48 96 

6C. Now the one handing Him over gave them a signA, saying, "Whomever I kiss1 is He. Seize 
Him''.• And immediately having gone to Jesus, he said, "Greetings8

, Rabbi", and kissed2 Him. 
And Jesus said to him, "Friend3, it is" for what you are here5

" 

7l.. Then, having come to Him, they put their hands on Jesus and seized Him 
~C. And behold- one of the ones with Jesus, having stretched-outc his hand, withdrew6 his sword. 

And having struck the slave7 of the high priest, he took-off0 his ear8 
'JC. Then Jesus says to him, "Retum9 your sword into its place 

ID. "For all the ones having takenE the sword will perishF by the sword 

Verse 

2D. "Or do you think 10 that I am not able to appeal-toG My Father, and He will provide 11 Me "~ 
right-nowH more than twelve legions 12 of angels? 

·' D. "How then would the Scriptures saying that it must13 take place in this manner be fulfilledl?" .'.J 

I OC. At that hour, Jesus said to the crowds, "Did you come out to arrestK Me with swords and clubs 
as-if against a robber'-? Daily I was sitting in the temple teaching, and you did not seizeM Me. "But 
this entire thing14 has taken place in order that the Scriptures of the prophets might be fulfilled" 

I IC . Then all the disciples, having left 15 Him, fledN 

7Il. 16 Now the ones 17 having seized Jesus led Him away to Caiaphas0 the high priest, where the scribes and 
the elders were gathered together. •And Peter was following Him at a distance, as far as the courtyardr 
of the high priest. And having entered inside, he was sitting with the officers18 to see the outcomeO 

1 C. Now the chiefpriests 19 and the whole Sanhedrin were seeking false-testimonyR against Jesus, 
so that they might put Him to death. 20 •And they did not find it, many false-witnesses21 having 
come-forward22 

ID. But finally, two23 having come-forwards •said, "This One said, 'I am able to tear-down24 (,I 
the templeT of God, and to build it in three days'" 

2D. And having stood up, the high priest said to Him, "Are You answering nothing? What is "· 
it these25 ones are testifying against You?" 

1 L But Jesus was being silentu 

:m. And26 the high priest said to Him, "I am putting You under oath27 by the living God that 
You tell us if You are the Christ, the Son of God" 

"' 

11 ·. Jesus says to him, "You28 said it. 29 Nevertheless30, I say to you- from-now-on 31 you ,,.1 
will see the Son of Man sitting on the right side of the Power32, and coming on the 
clouds ofheaven"33 

.:\D. Then the high priest torev his garments, saying, "He blasphemed34 ! What further need do 1··· 

we have of witnesses? See- now you heard the blasphemyw. "What seems right to you?" (" · 
.'i D. And the ones, having responded, said, "He is subject-to35 death!" 
61). Then they spat in His face and beat36 Him. And the ones37 slapped38 Him," saying, 6 ~ -1'> 

"Prophesy39 to us, Christ- who is the one having hit You?" 

:'.C :. Now Peter was sitting outside in the courtyardP 

ID. And one servant-girlx came to him, saying, "You also were with Jesus the Galilean" 

11 :. But the one denied it in front of everyone40
, saying, "I do not know what you are saying" 'll 



I. This word means "to love" and then "to show outward signs of 
affection", and thus, "to kiss". On this word, see "affectionately
love" in Jn 21: 15. Related to the noun "kiss" in Rom 16: 16. 

2. That is, as a greeting. This word means specifically, "to kiss". Else
where only in Mk 14:45; Lk 7:38, 45; 15:20; Act 20:37. GK 2968. 
Related to "kiss" in v 48 

3. Or. "comrade, companion, associate". On this word, see 20:13. 
4. The precise meaning of this reply by Jesus is uncertain because the 

key word that gives it meaning must be supplied. Compare Lk 
22 :48, which was spoken before the kiss. This was spoken after the 
kiss. Some take it as a question, "Is this for what are you here?". 
Others take it as a command, "Do that for which you are here". 
Others take it as a statement, "This is for what you are here", just 
as it has been written, v 24, 56. 

5. Or, "are present, are come". On this word, see "be present" in 
Rev 17:8. 

6. On this word, see Act 21: I. Related to "drawn" in Mk 14:4 7. 
7. That is, Peter struck Malchus, Jn 18:10. On this word, see Rom 6:17. 
8. Elsewhere only in Lk 22:51; Jn 18:26. GK 6065. Related to the 

word in Mk 14:47. 
9. Or, "Tum away". On this word, see "tum away from" in Heb 12:25. 
IO. Or, "presume, imagine, suppose". On this word, see Lk 19: 11. 
11. Or, "put at My disposal", "place beside" Me. Having the power to 

prevent this is not the issue. On this word, see "present" in Rom 12: I. 
12. At the time of Augustus, a Roman legion had about 6000 soldiers, 

plus horsemen and auxiliaries. Perhaps Jesus simply means "a huge 
overwhelming force". Elsewhere only of a "legion" of demons in 
a man, Mk 5:9, 15; Lk 8:30. GK 3305. 

13. Or, "has to". On this idiom, see 16:21. 
14. Or, "this whole thing". This idiom is elsewhere only in I :22. Some 

think this is Matthew's comment, not part of what Jesus said to them. 
15. Or, more strongly based on the context, "abandoned, deserted". On 

this word, see "forgive" in 6:12. 
16. Parallel account at Mk 14:53; Lk 22:54; Jn 18:12. 
17. Or, "Now the ones, having seized Jesus, led Him away ... ". 
18. That is, the temple guards. On this word, see Jn 18: 12. 
19. Some manuscripts add "and the elders" {N}. 
20. Note that the Jewish leaders had their man, their verdict, and their 

sentence. All they needed was the evidence. 
21. Elsewhere only in I Cor 15:15. GK 6020. Related to "false testi

mony" in v 59, and "give false testimony" in Mk 14:56. 
22. Starting back at the end of v 59, some manuscripts say "to death, 

and they did not find it. Even many false witnesses having come 
forward, they did not find ii" {N}. 

23. Some manuscripts add "false witnesses" { N}. 
24. On this word, see 24:2. Compare Mk 14:57. This statement is sim

ilarto the one in Jn 2: 19. 
25. Or, this could be one question, "Do You answer nothing as to what 

these ones ... ". Compare Mk 14:60. 

97 Matthew 26:70 

26. Some manuscripts say "And having responded, the high priest" {N}. 
27. This word, "put under oath, adjure, cause to swear" is used only 

here. GK 2019. Related to "make swear" in Act 19: 13; "adjure" in 
I Thes 5:27; and "oath" in Jam 5: 12. In other words, "Tell us under 
oath ifYou are the Christ". Anything Jesus now says in response is 
"under oath". 

28. This word is singular here, answering the high priest. In Lk 22:70, 
it is plural, answering "all of them". 

29. Some think this means "Yes". Others think the meaning depends 
on the context. See the same phrase in v 25. Here, Jesus clearly 
means ''yes" because He follows this reply with His own direct con
firmation of their statement, "Nevertheless, I say to you ... ". Jesus 
did not wish to simply answer the question. He wanted to directly 
state that He is exactly the Messiah coming in power and glory to 
carry out judgment that they were expecting. And they understood 
Him. Mk 14:62 says "I am", giving the intent of what Jesus says 
here. See Mt 27: 11 on a similar phrase, ''you are saying". 

30. Or, "But, Yet, However". On this word, see 11 :22. 
31. Or, "henceforth". Same phrase as in 23:39 dlld 26:29. Elsewhere 

only in Jn 13:19; 14:7; Rev 14:13. GK 608, 785. This will be how 
you see Me from now on- as Messiah, executing the power of 
God. This will be your next view of Me after the events of this day. 

32. That is, of God. Or, "of power'', God's power. Same phrase as in 
Mk 14:62. Same word as in Lk 22:69, on which see Mk 5:30. 
Related to the word in Lk 1:49. 

33. Jesus is referring to the Messianic prophecies (Ps 110: I; Dan 7: 13), 
applying them to Himself~ I am the One spoken of by the 
prophets. This is a clear and explicit sworn statement to these Jews 
who knew the Scripture. Note 24:30. 

34. That is, spoke against God. In claiming to be God's Son, Jesus was 
claiming to have the same nature as God, and therefore was claim
ing deity, as seen in Jn 5:18; 10:33. On this word, see I Tim 6:1. 

35. Or, "deserving of". Same word as "liable to" in 5:21-22. Jesus is liable 
to the penalty of death. On this word, see "guilty" in 1Cor11:27. 

36. Members of the Sanhedrin struck Jesus with their fists. On this 
word, see I Cor 4: 11. 

3 7. This is the literal rendering. This idiom introduces a second class 
of individuals alongside those mentioned in the previous sentence. 
Who are the ones doing this thing? The idiom can mean "And oth
ers", referring to a different component of the group holding Jesus; 
or, "And some", referring to a sub-group of those who were spit
ting on and beating Jesus. Compare Mk 14:65; Lk 22:63-65. This 
idiom is also in 28:17, Jn 7:41. 

38. On this word, see 5:39. Related to the word in Jn 18:22. 
39. On this word, see I Cor 14: 1. They expected supernatural knowledge. 
40. Some manuscripts add "them" {N}. so that it says "them all". 

where "all" is the same plural word as "everyone". 

A. 2 Thes2:9 B. 2Cor 13:11,rejoice C.Act27:30 D. Mk 14:47 E. Rom 7:8 F. 1Cor1:18 G. Rom 12:8,exhorting H.Rev 12:10,now 
J. Eph 5:18, filled K. Lk 2:21, conceived L. Mt 21:13 M. Heb 4:14, hold on to N. I Cor 6:18 0. Lk 3:2 P. Mt 26:3 Q. Rom 10:4, end 
R. Mt 15:19 S. Heb 10:22, approach T. Rev 11:1 U. Mk4:39, be still V. Lk 8:29 W. 1Tim6:4 X. Jn 18:17 



Matthew 26:71 98 

2D. And he having gone out to the gate', another saw him. And she says to the ones there3, 
"This one4 was with Jesus the NazareneA" 

11 ·. And again he denied6 it with an oathc that "I do not know the man" 

~ D. And having come to him after a little while, the ones standing there said to Peter, "Truly5 

you also are one of them, for even your speaking6 makes you evident7" 

IF. Then he began to curse8, and to swear-with-an-oath9 that "I do not know the man" 

4D. And immediately a rooster crowed. ·And Peter remembered 10 the word Jesus had 
spoken11 - that "Before a rooster crows, you will deny0 Me three-times". And having 
gone outside, he weptE bitteriyF 

1'11. 12 Now having become early-morning, all the chief priests and the elders of the people took counsel 13 

against Jesus so as to put Him to death. 14 •And having boundG Him, they led Him away and handed 
Him over to Pilate 15 the governor16 

913. 17 Then Judas (the one handing Him over}- having seen that He was condemned 18, having regrettedH 
it- returned the thirty silver-coins 19 to the chief priests and elders," saying, "I sinned, having 
handed-over' innocent20 blood" 

I C. But the ones said, "What is it to us? You shall see to it" 
2( ·. And having thrownK the silver-coins into21 the temple, he departed. And having gone away, he 

hanged himself 
:IC. But the chief priests, having taken the silver-coins, said, "It is not lawfulL to put them into the 

temple-treasury, since it is the priceM a/blood".22 •And having taken counsel, they bought the 
field of the potter with them23

, for a burial-place for strangersN. 
0

For this reason, that field was 
called the Field of Blood24 up to today 

I I). Then the thing was fulfilled having been spoken through Jeremiah25 the prophet saying26 

"And they took27 the thirty silver-coins- the priceM of the One having been priced, 
Whom they from the sons0 a/Israel priced28- "and they gave them for the field a/the 
potter, just as the Lord directed29 me" 

I Oll. 30 Now Jesus was stood31 in front of the governor 

I ( ·. And the governor questionedP Him, saying, "Are You the King of the Jews?" 

I [) And Jesus said, "You are saying it"32 

Verse 

71 

,- ' 

,, 

11 

2C:. And during His being accusedO by the chief priests and elders, He answered nothing I ' 

I D. Then Pilate says to Him, "Do You not hear how many things they are testifying against You?" I ~ 
2D. And He did not answer him with-regard-to even one charge33 , so that the governor was I I 

marvelingR greatly5 

JC. Now at the Feastr, the governor was accustomedu to releasev.far the crowd one prisonerw 15 
whom they were wantingx. •And at that time they were holding a notoriousv prisoner being I 1> 

called Jesus34 Barabbas 



I. Or, "gateway". That is, the gateway from the street into the court
yard of the house. Used 18 times. GK 4784. Or, "And another saw 
him who had gone out to the gate". 

2. That is, another servant girl. 
3. Some manuscripts say "to them there" {N}. 
4. Some manuscripts say "This one also" { B}. 
5. Or, "Really". On this word, see 14:33. 
6. That is, Peter's manner of speaking, or his Galilean accent or dialec

tical differences. His speaking gave him away as a Galilean. On this 
word, see Jn 8:43. 

7. Or, "clear, plain". On this word, see Gal 3: 11. 
8. Used only here. It means "to put under a curse", as in "May God 

curse me ifl know the man". GK 2874. 
9. Perhaps Peter said, "By the temple, I do not know the man". Same 

word as in 5:34. On this word, see "swear" in Jam 5: 12. 
I 0. This word (GK 3630) is related to the word in Mk 14:72 (GK 389). 

Luke uses another related word. 
11. Or, "the word of Jesus, who had said that". This is a participle mod-

ifying "Jesus". 
12. Parallel account at Mk 15:1; Lk 22:66; 23:1; Jn 18:28. 
13. On the phrase "took counsel", see 12: 14. The same phrase is in v 7. 
14. Having condemned Jesus for blasphemy, they now had to devise a 

charge that would be acceptable to Pilate. 
15. Some manuscripts say "Pontius Pilate" {B}. See Lk 3:1 on him. 
16. Used 20 times. GK 2450. The related verb is in Lk 2:2. 
17. Compare Act 1:18-19. 
18. Same word as in 20: 18, where Jesus predicted it. On this word, see 

I Cor 11 :32. 
19. On this word, see "money" in 25:27. The same word is in v 5, 6, 9. 
20. Elsewhere only of Pilate, in 27:24. GK 127. 
21. This word means either somewhere "in" the temple area, or, "into" 

99 Matthew 27: 16 

the Holy Place. GK 1650. Some manuscripts say "in" the temple 
{N}. using GK 1877. 

22. That is, Christ's blood, v 9. The Jewish leaders had no scruples 
about paying it, but now that the price paid to Judas for Jesus has 
accomplished its purpose, they have scruples about taking it back. 

23. This is an idiom, literally, "for [the value of] them". 
24. Because it was bought with blood money. 
25. This paraphrase comes from Jeremiah 18:2-12; 19:1-11; 32:6-9; 

and Zechariah 11: 12-13. It is mainly from Zechariah. Some think 
Matthew attributes it to Jeremiah because he is the better known 
prophet, as also occurs in Mk I :2. 

26. This word modifies "prophet". See I :22. 
27. Same word as "taken" in v 6. GK 3284. 
28. That is, the price of the One having had a price set for Him by these 

sons of Israel. On this word, see "honoring" in I Tim 5:3. 
29. Or, "ordered, commanded". Elsewhere only in 21:6;26:19. GK 5332. 
30. Parallel account at Mk 15:2; Lk 23:2; Jn 18:29. 
31. Or, "made to stand". On this word, see "standing" in Mk 13:14. 

Some manuscripts say "Now Jesus stood" {N}. 
32. Same phrase as in Mk 15:2; Lk 23:3. Compare Jn 18:37. Some 

think it means "Yes". Others think its meaning comes from the con
text. Though Jesus means "You are saying it [correctly]'', He leaves 
the adverb unexpressed, leaving Pilate to supply it, which Pilate 
does based on His Jewish accusers (note v 12, 37). Jesus answers 
this way because "King of the Jews" means something different to 
Pilate than to Jesus. Similar to the phrase in 26:64. The full phrase 
can be seen in Jn 13: 13, "You speak rightly". Both "wrongly" and 
"rightly" occur in Jn I 8:23. 

33. Or, "up-to even one word". On this word, see "word" in Rom 10: 17. 
34. Some manuscripts omit this word {C}. See Mk 15:7 on Barabbas. 

A. Mt 2:23 B. 2 Tim 2: 12 C. Jam 5: 12 D. Mt 16:24 E. Jn 11 :33 F. Lk 22:62 G. I Cor 7:27 H. Mt 21 :29 J. Mt 26:21 K. Mt 9:36, thrown 
forth L. I Cor6:12 M. I Tim 5:17, honor N. Rom 16:23, host 0. Gal 3:7 P. Lk 9:18 Q. Jn 5:45 R. Rev 17:8 S. Mk 1:35, very T. Jn 13:29 
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Matthew 27: 17 100 Verse 

l D. So they 1 having been gathered together, Pilate said to them, "Whom do you want me to l 7 

release2 for you? Jesus3 Barabbas, or Jesus, the One being called Christ?" 

l L'. For he knew" that they5 handed Him over because of envyA I x 
2 l '.. And while he was sitting on the judgment-seat8

, his wife sent out a message to him, I '1 

saying, "Have nothing to do with that righteous One. 6 For I sufferedc greatly today 
in a dream0 because of Him" 

Ji'. But the chief priests and the elders persuadedE the crowds that they should ask-for 211 

Barabbas and destroyF Jesus 

2D. Now having responded, the governor said to them, "Which of the two do you want me ~I 

to release7 for you?" 

11 ·. And the ones said, "Barabbas" 

J [). Pilate says to them, "Then what should I do as to Jesus, the One being called Christ?" 

l L They all say8, "Let Him be crucifiedG!" 

4D. But the one9 said, "What indeedio did He do wrong 11 ?" 

l L But the ones were crying out even more, saying, "Let Him be crucified!" 

:"[) And Pilate- having seen that he 12 is profiting nothing 13 , but rather an uproarH is taking 
place- having taken water, washed-off 14 his hands in front of the crowd, saying, "I am 
innocentl of the blood ofthis 15 One. You shall see to it 16 

IL. And having responded, all the people said, "His blood be upon us and upon our 
children" 

4( ·. Then he released Barabbas to them. But having flogged 17 Jesus, he handed Him over in order 
that He might be crucified 

l I B. 18 Then the soldiersK of the governor, having taken Jesus into the Praetorium 19, gathered the whole 
[Roman] cohort20 to21 Him 

I ( ·. And having strippedL Him, they put a scarlet cloak22 on Him. •And having woven a crownM 
out ofthornsN, they put it on His head, and they put a staff23 in His right hand 

ID. And having knelt0 in front of Him, they mocked24 Him, saying, "Hail25
, King of the Jews!" 

:'. D. And having spatP on Him, they took the staff and were strikingO Him on His head 
JD. And when they mocked Him, they stripped the cloak off Him and put His garments on Him 

:'.( .
26 And they led Him away so as to crucify Him. •And while going forth, they found a 

Cyrenian27 man, Simon by name. They pressed this one into service28 in order that he might 
take-up His crossR 

JC. And having come to a place being called Golgotha29 (which is meaning "The Place of a 
Skull30"),°they gave Him wine31 having been mixed with gall32 to drink. And having tasted5 

it, He did not wantT to drink33 

4l'. And having crucified34 Him, they dividedu His gannents among themselves35, castingv a lot36
• 

And sitting-down, they were guardingw Him there 



I. That is, the crowds, v 15, 20. 
2. This is an idiom, literally, "Whom do you want that I should 

release ... ". The same idiom is in v 21. 
3. Some manuscripts omit this word (CJ. 
4. This word (see I Jn 2:29 on it) is not related to the word in Mk 

15:10 (see Lk 1:34 on it). 
5. That is, the chief priests and elders, v 12, 20. 
6. This is an idiom, literally, "Nothing/or you and for that righteous 

One". See a similar idiom in Jn 2:4. 
7. More literally, "want that I should release". 
8. Some manuscripts add "to him" {N}. 
9. Some manuscripts say "the governor" {N}. 
I 0. Or, "Why, what evil did He do?". It is an incredulous question. The 

word "indeed" is also used in this way in Mk 15:14; Lk23:22; Jn 7:41; 
Act 8:31; 16:37; 19:35; Rom 3:3; I Cor 11:22; Phil 1:18. GK 1142. 

11. Or, "evil". What did He do that is criminally wrong? What crime 
did He commit? Same word as in Jn 18:30, on which see "evil" in 
3 Jn 11. 

12. Or, "it". 
13. Pilate is getting nothing for his efforts. On "profit nothing", see Jn 

6:63. 
14. Used only here. GK 672. This is Jewish symbolism. 
15. Or, "of this blood". Some manuscripts say "of the blood o/this 

righteous One" {B}. 
16. That is, to the responsibility for the taking of this life. This is the 

same thing the priests told Judas, v 4. They accept it. 
17. Or, "scourged", that is, whipped with a whip. Elsewhere only in Mk 

15:15. GK 5849. This was common Roman practice before a per
son was crucified. Related to "lash" in Jn 2: 15. Not related to 
"whip" in Mt 20:19; Jn 19:1. 

18. Parallel account at Mk 15:16. Compare Jn 19:2-3. 
19. That is, the Roman palace or fortress. On this word, see Phil 1:13. 
20. This word was used of a Roman battalion (one tenth of a legion, 

and thus about 600 soldiers), and of a "tactical unit" or "detach
ment" of soldiers. Here, Matthew seems to mean that the portion of 
the cohort then on duty in the fortress came to watch. Elsewhere 
only in Mk 15:16; Jn 18:3, 12;Act 10:1; 21:31; 27:1. GK5061. 

21. As this word is used with "gathered" in Mk 5:21, meaning that the 
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cohort physically gathered together around Jesus. Or, "against", as 
it is used in Act 4:27, in which case it would refer to their intent to 
harm Jesus. GK 2093. 

22. Used only here and in v 31, this refers to a short cloak worn by sol
diers, officers, and officials. GK 5948. 

23. Or, "walking stick", in imitation of a kingly scepter. Same word as 
in v 30, and as "stick" in v 48. 

24. Some manuscripts say "they were mocking" { B}. Same word as 
in 20:19; 27:31, 41. On this word, see Lk 23:11. 

25. Or, "Greetings, Hello, Welcome". It is a common word of greeting, 
not associated with worship or paying homage, though they did this 
also in Mk 15: 19. Same word as "greetings" in 26:49; 28:9; and Act 
15:23; 23:26. On this word, see "rejoice" in 2 Car 13: 11. 

26. Parallel account at Mk 15:20; Lk 23:26; Jn 19:16. 
27. That is, from Cyrene, a city on the coast of Africa, west of Egypt. 

On this word, see Act 6:9. 
28. On the word "press into service", see 5:41. The Roman officer had 

this authority under Roman law. 
29. This is a transliterated Hebrew word meaning "skull". Elsewhere 

only in Mk 15:22; Jn 19:17. GK 1201. 
30. The Greek word is kranion, from which we get "cranium". Else

where only in Mk 15:22;Lk23:33;Jn 19:17.GKJ/91. This word 
in Latin is Calvariae, from which we get "Calvary". 

31. Some manuscripts say "sour-wine" {NJ, as in v 48. 
32. Some think the soldiers added gall to make it taste bitter, another 

insult. Others think that this drink was provided by noble Jewish 
women to all victims of crucifixion in order to dull the senses. On 
this word, see Act 8:23. 

33. That is, Jesus refused the drink. He was unwilling to drink it. 
34. Used 46 times. GK 5090. Related to "cross" in I 0:38. 
35. The grammar of the verb "divided among" implies "themselves". 

Likewise in Mk 15:24; Lk 23:34. In Jn 19:24, which actually quotes 
from Ps 22: 18, "themselves" is expressed. 

36. Some manuscripts add "in order that the thing might be fulfilled 
having been spoken through the prophet - they divided up My gar
ments among themselves, and they cast a lot upon my clothing" 
{A}, as in Jn 19:24. On "lot", see "share" in Col I: 12. 

A. Mk 15: 10 B. Rom 14: IO C. Gal 3:4 D. Mt 2: 12 E. I Jn 3:3: 19 F. I Cor I: 18, perish G. Mt 27:35 H. Mk 5:38, commotion J. Mt 27:4 
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Matthew 27:37 102 Verse 

'\(, And above His head they put on His chargeA, having been written, "This is Jesus, the King of :i ~ 
the Jews" 

6C. Then two robbers 1 are crucified8 with Him, one on the right side and one on the left side ii; 

7C. And the ones passing by were blasphemingc Him while shaking0 theirheads
0

and saying, "The -19--'1<1 
One tearing-downE the temple and building it in three days, saveFYourself- if 2 You are God's 
Son- and3 come down from the cross" 

~C. Likewise also the chief priests, mockingG Him with the scribes and elders, were saying -11 

ID. "He savedF others- Himself He is not able to saveF! 4~ 
~D. "He4 is King a/Israel- let Him come down now from the cross and we will put-faith5 

upon Him 
iD "He trustsH in God- let Him deliverli Him 7 now, if He wants8 Him, For He said that 'I -l · 

am God's Son'" 

')( . And even the robbers9- the ones having been crucified8 with Him- were reproaching1 Him -1 i 

the same 
I 0( . w And from the sixth hour, a darknessK came 11 over all the land12 until the ninth hour13 -J · 

ID. And around the ninth hour Jesus shouted-out14 with a loud voice, saying, "Eli, Eli 15, lema -l 1 • 

sabachthani?", that is, "My God, My God, why 16 did you forsake 17 Me?" 

I L And some of the ones standing there, having heard, were saying that "This One is J -

calling Elijah" 
2 fc. And immediately one of them- having run, and having taken a sponge, and having 4, 

filled it with sour-wine 18
, and having put it on a stick19

- was giving-a-drink-to Him 
3L But the othersL were saying, "Leave20 Him alone. Let us see if Elijah comes to 1· 1 

save21 Him"22 

20. And Jesus, again having cried-outM with a loud voice,23 let His spirit go24 

3 D. And behold- the curtain25 of the templeN was tom26 in two from top to bottom 
4D. And the earth was shaken° and the rocks were split 
)0. And the tombs were opened, And many bodies a/the saintsP having fallen-asleepO were 

raised27
, •And having come out from the tombsR after His resurrection28, they entered 

into the holy city and appeared to many 
61 )_ And the centurion29 and the ones with him guarding5 Jesus- having seen the earthquake 

and the things having taken place- became extremely afraid, saying30, "TrulyT this One 
was God's Son!" 

I IC,. And many women were there watching at a distance, who followed Jesus from Galilee while 
servingu Him 

ID. Among whom was Mary the Magdalene31
, and Mary32 the mother (){James and Joseph33, 

and the mother34 of the sons35 of Zebedee 

12B.36 Now having become evening37
, a rich man from Arimathea38 came, Joseph as to the-name39, who 

also himselfbecame-a-disciplev to Jesus, "This one, having gone to Pilate, asked:for the body of Jesus 

IC', Then Pilate orderedw that it4° be given-backx 

..::11 

,, 

.; ' 

2C And having taken the body, Joseph wrapped41 it in clean linen-cloth,"and laid it in his new )l)-(1ll 

tombR which he hewedY in the rock, And having rolled42 a large stone to the door of the tomb, 
he departed 



I. Or, "insurrectionists". On this word, see 21: 13. Same word as in 
Mk 15:27. Luke uses a different word in 23:32. Used of Barabbas 
in Jn I 8:40. Some think these were two of his men. 

2. Or, "since". The grammar assumes the reality of it, as in 4:3. The 
context indicates it is mockingly assumed. Assuming You are what 
You say, prove it by saving Yourself. 

3. Some manuscripts omit this word (C}, so that there are two sen
tences, " ... save Yourself. If You are ... come down". 

4. Some manuscripts say "If He is ... " {B}. 
5. Or. "believe in". Same word as "believe" in Mk 15:32. Some man

uscripts say "we will believe Him" {N}. On "put faith upon", see 
Rom4:5. 

6. Same word as in 6: 13, "deliver us from the evil one", Matthew's 
only other use of this word. On this word, see Col I: 13. 

7. Some manuscripts include this word {N). Or, "Let Him deliver 
Him now, ifHe wants". 

8. Or, "if He delights in Him", in conformity to Ps 22:8 (where this 
same word is used), a reference Matthew may intend his readers 
to recognize here. Both make good sense here. On this meaning of 
this word, see Col 2: I 8. 

9. Or, "And the robbers also". 
10. Parallel account at Mk 15:33; Lk 23:44; Jn 19:28. 
11. Or, "took place, occurred". GK 1181. 
12. Or, "earth". Or, "the whole land". Same word as in Rev 7: I. 
13. That is, from noon to 3 P.M. 

14. Or, "cried out". Used only here. GK 331. Related to "shout" in 
Mk 15:34. 

15. The word "Eli" is transliterated from Hebrew. "Lema" and 
"sabachthani" are transliterated from Aramaic. Some manuscripts say 
"lama", which is transliterated from Hebrew {N}. Note Mk 15:34. 

16. Or, "for what purpose", "to what end". It is shorthand for "in order 
that what might happen?". Elsewhere only in 9:4; Lk 13:7; Act 
4:25; 7:26; I Cor 10:29. GK 2672. Jesus is quoting Ps 22:1. See Mk 
15:34 on this. 

17. Or, "abandon, desert". On this word, see 2 Cor 4:9. 
I 8. Or, "wine vinegar" watered down. This was a favorite beverage of 

the soldiers and common people, and cheaper than wine. Elsewhere 
only in Mk 15:36; Lk 23:36; Jn 19:29, 30. GK 3954. Related to 
"sharp", not the word "wine". This bit of refreshment occurs just 
before Jesus makes His final shout in v 50; Jn 19:30. 

19. Or, "rod, staff". Compare Jn 19:29. On this word, see Mk 15:36. 
20. This command, "Leave alone", is singular, spoken by the unnamed 

ones in v 47, to the one giving the drink. The majority try to stop 
the one from giving Jesus anything. Compare Mk 15:36 on this. 
Same word as in Mk 14:6, 15:36. GK 918. 

21. On the grammar of this word, see "to do" in Act 24: 17. 
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22. Some manuscripts add "And another, having taken a spear, pierced 
His side. And water and blood came out" {B), as in Jn 19:34. The 
scribes who added this failed to notice that Jesus had not died yet! 

23. The words Jesus spoke are recorded in Jn 19:30 and Lk 23:46. 
24. Or, "sent away His spirit". On the word "let go", see "forgive" in 

6:12. Compare Mk 15:37; Jn 19:30. 
25. Some think Matthew means the curtain before the Holy Place; oth

ers, the one before Holy of Holies. In the OT, the word was used 
of both curtains (see for example Ex 26:33 and 38: 18). Either way, 
it is symbolic of the fact that the way into the presence of God is 
now opened to all, Heb 9:8. On this word, see Heb 9:3. 

26. Or, "split, divided". The same word is used later in the verse of the 
rocks being "split". Same word as in Mk 15:38; Lk 5:36; 23:45; Jn 
19:24; 21:11. Elsewhere only as "divide" in Mk 1:10; Act 14:4; 
23:7. GK 5387. Related to "division" in I Cor I: 10. 

27. Or, "arose". Clearly the tombs were opened at this time (Friday 
afternoon), and those raised went into the city after the resurrection 
of Jesus on Sunday morning. It is unclear whether Matthew means 
they were raised on Sunday (along with Him), or raised at this time 
(but did not enter the city). This is symbolic of the fact that Jesus 
conquered death for all believers. On this word, see "arose" in 28:6. 

28. Or, "raising, awakening". Used only here. GK 1587. Related to 
"raised" in v 52, and "arose" in 28:6, 7. 

29. That is, the Roman soldier in charge. On this word, see 8:5. 
30. The verbs "seen", "afraid", and "saying" are all plural, referring to 

all of them, not just the centurion. 
31. That is, the one from Magdaia, on the Sea of Galilee. Mentioned 

also in v 61; 28: I. See Lk 8:2 on her. 
32. This woman is mentioned also in 27:61 and 28:1 as "the other 

Mary"; Mk 15:40, 47; 16:1; Lk 24: 10. Compare Jn 19:25. 
33. Some manuscripts say "Joses" {N}, as in Mk 15:40. 
34. If Mark is referring to the same person, then her name was Salome, 

Mk 15:40; 16:1. Compare Jn 19:25. 
35. That is, James and John, 10:2. 
36. Parallel account at Mk 15:42; Lk 23:50; Jn 19:38. 
37. That is, first evening, between 3 and 6 P.M., as in 14:15, before sun

set when the Sabbath began. Note Mk 15:42; Lk 23:54. 
38. This was a town in Judea. Elsewhere only in Mk 15:43; Lk 23:51: 

Jn 19:38. GK 751. 
39. This method of referring to a person's name, "as to the-name", or 

"with respect to the-name", is used only here in the NT. GK 5540. 
40. Some manuscripts say "the body" {N}. 
41. Same word as in Lk 23:53. Elsewhere only as "wrapped up" in Jn 

20:7. GK 1962. 
42. Elsewhere only in Mk 15:46. GK 4685. 
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Matthew 27:61 104 Verse 

3( · And Mary the Magdalene was there, and the other Mary', sitting in front of the burial-placeA h I 

J > B. Now on the next-day2 which is after the Preparation3 day, the chief priests and the Pharisees were (,2 
gathered together with Pilate,• saying, "Sir8 , we remembered that that deceiver:: said while still (, ., 
alive, 'I am arising4 after three days'. "Therefore, give-orders0 that the burial-placeA be made- r,.; 
secureE until the third day, so that His disciples, having come5, might not at any time steal Him and 
say to the people, 'He arose from the dead', and the last deceptionF will be worse than the first" 

IC. Pilate said to them, "Have6 a guard7
. Go, make it secure as you know-howG" (,· 

2( · And the ones, having gone, made the burial-place secure, having sealedH the stonel along- 1,, 

with8 the guard 

J 6A.9 Now after10 the Sabbath, in the dawning" toward the first day of the week 12
, Mary the Magdalene and :'I' 

the other Mary went to see the burial-placeu 

I B. And behold- a great earthquake took place. For an angel of the Lord- having come down from 
heaven, and having gone to it- rolled away the stone 14 and was sitting on it 

I ( ·. And his appearance 15 was like lightning\ and his clothing was whiteL as snow 
2C. And the ones guardingM were shakenN from the fearD ofhim, and became like dead men 
3C. And having responded, 16 the angel said to the women, "Don't you 17 be fearing 18

, for I know 
that you are seekingP Jesus, the One having been crucified. "He is not here, for He arose 19, i. 

just as He said 

ID. "Come, see the place where He20 was lyingO 
2D. "And having gone quicklyR, tell His disciples that 'He arose from the dead. And behold

He is going-ahead-of21 you to Galilee. You will see Him there' 
.m. "Behold- I told you" 

2B. And having quicklyR departed22 from the tomb5 with fear and great joy23, they ran to reportT it to 
His disciples. • And24 behold- Jesus met them, saying "Greetings0 " ' 1 

IC. And the ones, having gone to Him, took-hold-ofV His feet and gave-worshipw to Him 
2C ·. Then Jesus says to them, "Do not be fearing. Go, report25 to My brothers that26 they should go 111 

to Galilee. And there they will see Me" 

.\B. And while they were going, behold- some of the guard27, having come into the city, reported28 all 11 
the things having taken place to the chief priests 

IC. And having been gathered together with the elders, and having taken counsel29
, they gave I ' 

sufficient30 money to the soldiers31 ,°saying, "Say that 'His disciples, having come by night, I 1 

stole Him while we were sleepingx'. •And if this should be heard32 before33 the governor, we 1-1 
will persuade34 him. And we will make you free-from-concem 35" 

2C. And the ones, having taken the money, did as they were instructedv I' 
3( '. And this statement was spread-widelyz among Jews, until this very day36 

4B.37 And the eleven disciples proceeded to Galilee, to the mountain where Jesus orderedAA them I (J 

IC. And having seen38 Him, they worshiped39 Him40
• But the ones41 doubted42 I 7 



I. See v 56. 
2. That is, Saturday. Used 17 times. GK 2069. 
J. That is, Friday. On this word, see Jn 19:31. 

. 4. Or, "I am being raised", that is, [ will be raised. On this word, see 
"arose" in 28:6. 

' 5. Some manuscripts add "by night" {N}. 
6. The form of this word could either be a command, "Have a guard", 

or a statement, "You have a guard". In either case, Pilate is respond
ing favorably to their request. GK 2400. 

: 7. This is a transliterated Latin word referring to a detachment of Roman 
soldiers doing guard duty. Elsewhere only in 27:66; 28: 11 (where its 
plurality is clear). GK 3184. Compare the terms in Jn 18: 12. 

I 8. This is the Greek word order. Matthew may mean that the chief 
priests and Pharisees went "along with" the Roman guard and they 
sealed the stone together, using a Temple seal, a Roman seal, or 
both. Or he may mean that the priests sealed the stone "by means 
of" the Roman guard, the Romans placing a Roman seal on the 
tomb. Or he may mean that the priests made it secure by sealing the 
stone "along with" posting the Roman guard. GK 3552. The seal 
carries the authority of the state. On "seal", see Eph I: 13. 

, 9. Parallel account at Mk 16: I; Lk 24: I; Jn 20: I. 
10. This word means "after" or "late". Some think Matthew means 

"after the Sabbath", that is, sometime after sunset on Saturday. Oth
ers think he means "late on the Sabbath'', that is, sometime Satur
day evening before sunset. In other words, these women visit the 
grave here before the Sabbath was over, then go and buy spices Sat
urday evening after the Sabbath was over (Mk 16: I), then return to 
the grave on Sunday morning (Mk 16:2), where Mt 28:2 resumes. 
Elsewhere only as "evening" in Mk 11:19; 13:35. GK 4067. These 
two views correspond with two views on the next word. 

11. This word is used in two ways. Some think Matthew means "near 
sunrise on Sunday morning'', the dawning of daytime, its normal 
Greek meaning, and so, "after the Sabbath". Others think he means 
"near sunset on Saturday night'', the dawning of the Jewish day (as 
in its only other use in Lk 23:54, "the Sabbath was dawning"), and 
so, "late on the Sabbath". GK 2216. 

12. The words "Sabbath" and "week" are the same Greek word. It 
means "week" 9 times and "Sabbath" 59 times. GK 4879. 

13. Note that here the women come "to see the burial-place". In Lk 
24: I; Mk 16:2, they come to anoint Him. This suggests two visits 
to some, and corresponds with the "late on the Sabbath as the Jew
ish day was dawning" view above. On this word, see 23:29. 

14. Some manuscripts add "from the door" {N}. 
15. Or, "form, outward appearance". Used only here. GK 1624. Related 

to "appearance" in 2 Cor 5:7. 
16. That is, to the arrival of the women. 
17. The emphasis may mean "you in contrast with the guards"; or, ''you 

of all people, you who love Him". 
: 18. The grammar implies "stop fearing, stop being afraid". 
I 19. Or, "was raised". Same word as in v 7. This verb means "to raise, 

to arise" in several senses. It can mean "to wake up" from sleep, 
"to get up" from sitting down, "to rise, arise, raise, be raised" from 
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the dead, etc. Used 144 times. GK I 586. Related to "resurrection" 
in Mt 27:53. 

20. Some manuscripts say "the Lord" {A}. 
21. Sarne word as in 26:32. On this word, see 2 Jn 9. 
22. Some manuscripts say "having gone out" {BJ, as in Mk 16:8. 
23. The life ofJesus life began with "great joy" in 2: 10 (same words); here 

it begins again with "great joy". This phrase is found in Matthew only 
in these two places. Compare Lk 24:52, where the same thing occurs! 

24. Some manuscripts say "Now as they were going to report to His 
disciples- and behold, ... " \A}. 

25. This same word is used in v 8, 11; Mk 16:10, 13; Lk 24:9. On this 
word, see "announce"' in I Jn I :3. 

26. Or, "Go, report it to My brothers, so that they will go to Galilee". 
based on the command Jesus had previously given them. Compare 
Mk 16:7. The one case gives a kind of command, the other gives 
the purpose of the reporting. 

27. That is, the Roman guard, the soldiers, v 12. On this word, see 27:65. 
28. Some manuscripts say "informed" {B}. 
29. On the phrase "take counsel", see 12:14. 
30. Or, "considerable, enough". On this word, see 2 Cor 3:5. 
31. Other than the metaphorical use in 2 Tim 2:3, this word is used 25 

times in the NT- always of Roman soldiers. Matthew uses it 
three times, 8:9; 27:27; 28: 12. GK 5 I 32. On the temple "officers". 
see Jn 18:12. 

32. That is, in a judicial sense. If you are put on trial before Pilate for 
losing the body, we will persuade him. 

33. Some manuscripts say "by" [N). 
34. The chief priests probably mean "with a bribe". The Roman gov

ernors commonly accepted money for favors. 
35. Or, "free from worry". On this word, see I Cor 7:32. The soldiers 

had much to worry about. If Pilate heard that they were sleeping on 
duty and allowed the body of Jesus to be stolen (as this lie purports). 
they would be executed. Without this assurance (and the money). 
they would not have agreed to the lie. 

36. This is an idiom, literally "until the today day", on which see Rom 
11:8. Some manuscripts omit "day", so that it says "until today" {C}. 

37. Compare Mk 16:15-18; Lk 24:46-49; Jn 20:21-23. 
38. Some think that this is the appearance to 500 people that Paul men

tions in I Cor 15 :6. 
39. As in Lk 24:52. Or, "prostrated-themselves", as this word is used in 

Mt 20:20. On this word, see 14:33. 
40. Some manuscripts include this word with grammar so that it means 

"gave worship to Him" or "prostrated-themselves before Him" {N}. 
41. This is the literal rendering. This idiom introduces a second class of 

individuals alongside the eleven mentioned in the previous sentence 
(see 26:67 on it). Who is being referred to? The idiom can mean "But 
others", referring to a group of disciples other than the eleven disci
ples. Or it can mean "But some", referring to a sub-group of those 
just mentioned. In this case, Matthew is referring to some of the 
eleven, who perhaps were not sure it was really Jesus because He was 
at a distance. Then He "came to them" and spoke to them, v 18. 

42. Or, "hesitated". Elsewhere only in 14:31. GK I 49 I. 

A. Mt 23:29 B. Mt 8:2, master C. I Tim 4: I, deceitful D. Mt 14:28, order E. Act 16:24, secure F. I Thes 2:3, error G. I Jn 2:29, know 
H.Ephl:l3 J.Mkl6:3 K.Rev4:5 L.Jn4:35 M.1Jn5:18,keeping N.Mt21:10 O.Eph5:21 P.Phil2:21 Q.Mt3:10 R.Rev22:7 
S. Mt 23:29 T. I Jn 1:3, announcing U. 2 Cor 13:11, rejoice V. Heb 4: 14, hold on to W. Mt 14:33 X. I Thes 4: 13, falling asleep Y. Rom 12:7, 
teaching Z. Mt 9:31 AA. Rom 13: I, established 



Matthew 28: 18 106 Verse 

2C. And having come to them, Jesus spoke to them, saying J ,\ 

ID. "All authorityA in heaven and on earth was given to Me 
2D. "Therefore' having gone2, make-disciples-ofl all the nations8 \ '1 

IL "Baptizingc them in4 the name5 of the Father and the Son and the Holy Spirit 
2 E. "Teaching0 them to keepE all that I commandedF you 21, 

JD. "And behold- I am with you all the days until the conclusion6 of the age"7 



Some manuscripts omit this word {N). 
This participle gives an attendant circumstance to the command that 
follows. The command is to make disciples of all nations, but this 
cannot be done without having gone to all nations. Therefore both 
are required. This word could be rendered as a subordinate com
mand, "Go, make disciples", but this rendering makes them appear 
to be commands of equal weight. This word is used this way in 2:8; 
9:13; 11:4; 22:15; 27:66; etc. Compare 18:15, where two com
mands of equal weight are given. Using different words in these 

107 Matthew 28:20 

same two ways, compare 28:7 and 10. This word is used as a com
mand in 2:20; 8:9; 10:6; etc. It means "to go, proceed, walk, travel. 
Used 153 times. GK 4513. 

3. On this word, see "become a disciple" in 13:52. 
4. Or, "into". This is the same word as "in the Jordan" in Mk 1 :9. See 

the note there. 
5. This word is singular. 
6. That is, when Jesus visibly returns. On this word, see 24:3. 
7. Some manuscripts add "amen" {A}. 

Rev 6:8 B. Act 15:23, Gentiles C. Mk 1:8 D. Rom 12:7 E. 1Jn5:18 F. Mk 10:3 



Mark 108 

The beginning of the good news of Jesus Christ, the Son of God 

I A. Just as Isaiah wrote, John came- making ready the way, proclaiming a baptism of repentance 
2A. In those days, Jesus came and was baptized by John. Then He was tempted in the wilderness 
3A. Now after John was handed over, Jesus went to Galilee proclaiming the good news of God 

IB. While passing beside the Sea of Galilee, He called Simon, Andrew, James, John 
2B. They go into Capemaum. He teaches and heals. They are astounded. Peter's mother-in-law 
3B. He went proclaiming in their synagogues in all Galilee. He heals a leper 
4B. He came to Capemaum and forgave and healed a paralytic on the Sabbath. Some objected 
SB. He went out by the sea and taught. He called Levi and ate at his house. Some objected 
6B. Why are Your disciples not fasting? The bridegroom is here. New wine and wineskins 
7B. The disciples picked grain on the Sabbath. Some objected. I am Lord of the Sabbath 
SB. He healed a man on the Sabbath. Pharisees and Herodians plotted to destroy Him 
9B. Jesus withdrew to the sea. A great multitude followed. He cured many 
I OB. He goes up into the mountain, and appoints twelve to be with Him and to proclaim 
11 B. He goes into a house. Some say He cast out demons by Satan. His family comes 
12B. He was teaching in parables. The sower. The lamp. The mustard seed. He explains 
13B. That evening, they left in a boat, and He calmed the sea. They said, Who is this One? 
14B. At the other side, He cast demons into a herd of pigs, and sent the man to proclaim it 
l SB. He crossed back over and healed a woman and raised Jairus's daughter from the dead 
16B. He comes to His hometown and taught in the synagogue. They took offense at Him 
l 7B. He was going around the villages, teaching. And He sent out the twelve, two by two 
l 8B. King Herod heard of Him and said He was John the Baptist risen from the dead 
l 9B. The apostles gather and report all that they did. They go to rest. Jesus feeds SOOO 
20B. He sends the disciples away in a boat. Later, He comes to them walking on the sea 
21 B. Having crossed over to Gennesaret, He healed people wherever He went 
22B. Pharisees accuse His disciples. He says, It is what comes out of the heart that defiles 
23B. Jesus departed to Tyre, and healed a Gentile's daughter- crumbs from the table 
24B. He went to the Sea of Galilee in Decapolis and healed a deaf mute 
2SB. In those days, there again being large crowd, Jesus fed about 4000 
26B. He left for Dalmanutha. The Pharisees asked for a sign. None will be given 
27B. He left for the other side. They forgot bread. Jesus said, Do you not yet understand? 
28B. They come to Bethsaida. Jesus heals a blind man in two steps 
29B. On the way to Caesarea, Jesus asked, Who do you say I am? You are the Christ 

4A. And He began to teach His disciples that He must suffer, be rejected, be killed, and rise up 

lB. Peter rebuked Him. Jesus said, You are not thinking the things of God, but of humans 
2B. Jesus said, If any want to follow Me, let him deny himself, take up his cross, and follow 
3B. After six days, Jesus takes Peter, James, and John up on a mountain, and is transfigured 
4B. While coming down from the mountain, they asked about Elijah 
SB. Having come back to the disciples, Jesus healed one the disciples could not 
6B. Passing through Galilee, Jesus was teaching them that He must be killed, and arise 
7B. At Capemaum, they were discussing who was greater. Jesus said, the servant, the child 
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109 
Overview Mark 
5A. And He went from there into the districts of Judea. Crowds gathered and He was teaching them 1O:1 

I B. Pharisees asked, Is lawful for a man to divorce a wife- testing Him 
2B. They were bringing children to Him. You must welcome the kingdom like a child 
3B. What should I do to inherit eternal life? Sell, follow me. It is not easy for a rich man 
4B. On the road, Jesus took aside the twelve and said He would be killed, and will rise again 
5B. James and John ask to sit next to Him in the kingdom. He said, It is not mine to give 
6B. At Jericho, Jesus healed Bartimaeus, a blind beggar 
7B. At Bethany, He sent two disciples to get a colt. He road it, and they cried out Hosanna! 

)A. And Jesus entered into Jerusalem, into the temple 

I B. Having looked around, He went out to Bethany, since it was late 
2B. On the next day, He cursed a fig tree 
3B. He entered the temple and drove out those buying and selling. The priests plotted 
4B. Passing by the next morning, they saw the fig tree withered. Be having faith in God 
5B. In the temple, the chief priests say, By what authority are you doing these things? The 

parable of the vineyard 
6B. They sent some Pharisees to trap Him. Is it lawful to give a poll-tax to Caesar? 
78. Sadducees come to Him, questioning Him about the resurrection. Whose wife is she? 
8B. A scribe asked, What is the foremost commandment? Love God. Love your neighbor 
9B. Jesus asked them, David calls the Christ "Lord". In what way is He his son? 
lOB. In His teaching, He was saying, Beware of the scribes seeking honor and money 
11 B. He was observing those giving to the temple, and praised a widow who gave all she had 
12B. Jesus prophesies regarding the future of the temple and the signs of the end 

'A. Now the Passover was two days away and the priests planned how to seize and kill Him 

I B. At Bethany, a woman poured perfume on Him. Jesus said, She has anointed Me for burial 
2B. Judas went to the priests in order that He might hand Him over to them 
3B. They ate the Passover meal together. One will betray Me. This is My body, My blood 
4B. They went to the Mount of Olives. Jesus said they would fall away. Peter said, Not me 
5B. They come to Gethsemane. Jesus prayed, they slept. Judas comes, Jesus is taken 
6B. They lead Him to the high priest. They condemn Him for blasphemy. Peter denies Him 
7B. The Jews lead Him to Pilate. Pilate offers to free Jesus or Barabbas. Crucify Him! 
8B. The soldiers mock Him, and crucify Him. The Jews blaspheme Him. He expires 
9B. Joseph of Arimathea asked Pilate for the body, and placed it in a tomb 

~A. After the Sabbath, three women bought spices that they might anoint Him. He was raised. 
They flee, afraid. He appears to the disciples, commissions them, and ascends 
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Mark 1:1 110 

The beginning 1 of the good-newsA of Jesus2 Christ, God's Son3 

J ,\ .4 Just as it has been written in Isaiah the prophet5- "Behold, I am sending-forth8 My messengerC ahead 
of Your presence6, who will make Your way ready7: ·a voice of one shouting0 in the wildemessE, 
'Prepare8 the way of the Lord, be making His paths straight'"-· John came9

, the10 one baptizing in the 
wilderness and 11 proclaimingF a baptism 12 of repentanceG for the forgivenessH of sins1 

I B. And the whole Judean country 13 was going out to him, and all the people-of-JerusalemK. And they 
were being baptized by him in the Jordan River while confessing-out 14 their sins 

2B. And John was dressed-in 15 camel's hair16 and a belt made-of-leather around his waistL, and was 
eating locusts and wild honey 

_\B. And he was proclaimingF, saying, "The One more powerfulM than me is coming after me- of 
Whom I am not fitN, having stooped0

, to untieP the strapO of His sandals. "I baptized you with 17 

water, but He will baptize 18 you with 19 the Holy Spirit" ' 

.:2.\, 20 And it came about during those days that Jesus came from Nazareth of Galilee, and was baptized in21 

the Jordan by22 John 

Verse 

I B. And immediately23 while ascending24 out-of 25 the water, He saw the heavens being divided26, and 11 

the Spirit like a dove descending to27 Him. •And a voice came from the heavens- "You are My 
belovedR Son. With28 You I was29 well-pleased" 

2 ll. 30 And immediately the Spirit sends Him out31 into the wilderness I~ 

I ( . And He was in the wilderness forty days being tempted5 by Satan T 

2( . And He was with the wild-beasts32 

J( ·. And the angels were ministering33 to Him 

.1'\. 34 Now after John was handed-overu [to prison),35 Jesus came to Galilee proclaimingF the good-newsA of I~ 
God36,"and saying that "The time has been fulfilledv, and the kingdom of God has drawn-nearw. '' 
RepentX, and put-faith in37 the good-newsA" 

I f3 38 And while passing-by beside the Sea of Galilee ! ,, 

I ( ·, He saw Simon39 and Andrew (the brother o/Simon40), casting-a-net4 1 in the sea. For they were 
fishermen 

ID. And Jesus said to them, "Come after Me, and I will make you become fishermen of I· 
peoplev" 

21) And immediately, having left the42 nets, they followed Him 1 ~ 

2( ·. And having gone on a little43
, He saw James (the son C?fZebedee) and John (his brother}- they I 1 

also in their boat, preparing44 the nets 

ID. And immediately, He calledz them 'ti 

21). And having left their father Zebedee in the boat with the hired45 ones, they went after Him 

2ll. 46 And they proceed into Capemaum ~I 

I ( . And immediately, having entered into the synagogue on the Sabbath, He was teaching 



I. Some think this is a title to the whole book, which covers the life 
of Christ from John the Baptist to the resurrection. Others think it 
is a heading for v 2-8, or 2-13. 

!. Some think Mark means the good news about Jesus; others, the 
good news proclaimed by Jesus. 

I. Some manuscripts omit "God's Son" {C}. 
I. Parallel account at Mt 3: I; Lk 3: I; Jn I: 19. 

Some manuscripts say "written in the prophets" {A}. The quota
tion is from Mal 3: I (see also Mt 11: IO; Lk 7:27) and Isa 40:3 (see 
also Mt 3:3; Lk 3:4; Jn I :23). Mark only names the better known 
prophet, a common practice. The main sentence is "Just as it has 
been written ... John came". Compare Lk 1:17. 
Or, "face". That is, in advance of the personal presence of Jesus. On 
"ahead of Your presence", see Lk 9:52. 
This word "make ready" is the same word as in Mt 11: IO; Lk I: 17; 
7:27. On this word, see "prepare" in Heb 9:2. Not the same word 
as "prepare" next, although it has that meaning. Some manuscripts 
add "before You" {N}. 
John is a voice shouting to Israel to prepare for the Messiah. 
Moral and spiritual preparation is in view, repentance. On this 
word, see 14:15. 
Or, "arose". GK I 181. Related to the word in Mt 3: I. 

0. Some manuscripts omit this word, so that it says "John came bap
tizing ... " { C}. Some treat the participle as a noun, "John the Baptist 
came". 

I. Some manuscripts omit this word {N}. 
2. Elsewhere only in Mt 3:7; 21 :25; Mk 10:38, 39; 11 :30; Lk 3:3; 

7:29; 12:50; 20:4; Act I :22; 10:37; 13:24; 18:25; 19:3, 4; Rom 6:4; 
Eph 4:5; I Pet 3:21. GK 967. Related to "baptize" in Mk 1:8; 
"cleansings" in Heb 6:2; "dip" in Rev 19: 13; "dip-into" in Mk 
14:20; and "Baptist" in Mk 6:25. 

.3. Mark could mean the people of the country of Judea as opposed to 
its capital Jerusalem; or of the countryside as opposed to that city. 
It also means "region, field, land". Used 28 times. GK 600/. 

.4. Or, "openly admitting". On this word, see Jam 5:16. 

. 5. Or, "had dressed in". This is a participle, he "was having been dressed
in". John was habitually dressed this way. On this word, see "put 
on" in Rom 13:14. "Dressed in" is related to "clothing" in Mt 3:4. 

6. John's outer garment was made of camel's hair, more literally, 
"hairs of a camel". 

7. This grammatical construction means "in" or "with", and is used 
with "baptize" only as "in" or "with" water in Mk I :8; Lk 3: 16; Act 
1:5; 11:16. Some manuscripts include the preposition used in the 
next phrase { B}. 

18. Or, "dip, immerse, wash, cleanse". The word "baptize" is used only 
as listed in the previous note and the following three notes; and with 
"on the basis of" in Act 2:38; with "on behalfof" in I Cor 15:29; 
with "baptism" in Mk 10:38, 39; Lk 7:29; 12:50; Act 19:4; and 
standing alone in Mt 3: 16; Mk 6: 14, 24: 16: 16; Lk 3: 12, 21; Jn I :25, 
28; 3:22, 23, 26; 4:1, 2; 10:40; Act 2:41; 8:12, 13, 36, 38; 9:18; 
10:47; 16: 15, 33; 18:8; 22: 16; I Cor I: 14, 16, 17; and as "cleanse" 
in Mk 7:4; Lk 11 :38. GK 966. 

i19. This preposition (en) can mean "in, with, by". It is used with "bap
tize" only as "in the wilderness" in Mk I :4; "in the Jordan" in Mt 
3:6; Mk I :5; "in Aenon" in Jn 3:23; "in" or "with" water in Mt 3: 11; 

l l l Mark 1:21 

Jn I :26, 31, 33; "in" or "with" the Spirit in Mt 3: 11; Mk I :8; Lk 
3: 16; Jn I :33; Act 1:5; 11: 16; I Cor 12: 13; "in" or "with" fire in Mt 
3:11; Lk 3:16; "in the name" in Act 10:48; and "in the cloud and 
sea" in I Cor I 0:2. GK I 877. 

20. Parallel account at Mt 3: 13; Lk 3:21. Compare Jn I :29-34; 3:22-36. 
21. Or, "into". This preposition (eis) can mean "to, into, in, for", etc. 

It is used with "baptize" only as "in" or "into" the Jordan in Mk I :9; 
"in" or "into" the name in Mt 28: 19; Act 8: 16; 19:5; I Cor I: 13, 15; 
"into the baptism" in Act 19:3; "into Christ" in Rom 6:3; Gal 3:27; 
"into His death" in Rom 6:3; "into Moses" in I Cor 10:2; "into one 
body" in I Cor 12:13; "for forgiveness" in Mk 1:4; Lk 3:3; Act 
2:38; and "for repentance" in Mt 3: 11. Note also "into" or "to" the 
water in Act 8:38. GK I 650. 

22. This preposition (hupo) is used with "baptize" only as "by John" in 
Mt 3:6, 13; Mk 1:5, 9; Lk 3:7; 7:30; and "by Jesus" in Mt 3:14. GK 
5679. Thus, using these three different prepositions, Jesus was bap
tized "in" or "into" the Jordan (v 9), "by" John (v 9), and "in" or 
"with" water (Mt 3:11). See I Cor 12:13. 

23. This is a keyword for Mark. See 6:25 on it. 
24. Or, "coming up, going up". This is a common word, used 82 times. 

GK 326. Same word as in Mt 3: 16, and "came up" in Act 8:39. 
25. Matthew uses a different word, "from" (Mt 3: 16). Some think both 

mean "coming up out of the water" (implying immersion). Others 
think they mean coming up the river bank, "out of" and "away from" 
the water, implying nothing as to the mode of baptism. GK I 666. 

26. Or, "split". On this word, see Mt 27:51, where the curtain of the 
temple is "tom" in two. 

27. Or, "on". GK 1650. Mt 3:16 and Lk 3:22 use the normal word for 
"upon" (GK 2093). 

28. Or, "In". On this word, see Mt 17:5. 
29. On "was well-pleased", see Mt 17:5. 
30. Parallel account at Mt 4: I; Lk 4: I . 
31. Or, "puts out, drives out". Sarne word as in v 43; Mt 9:38. On this 

word, see "cast out" in Jn 12:31. 
32. Some think this is added to emphasize just how "in the wild" Jesus 

was, and how alone He was. On this word, see "beast" in Rev 13: I . 
33. Or, "serving Him". On this word, see I Pet 4:10. 
34. Parallel account at Mt 4: 12; Lk 3: 19; 4: 14. Compare Jn 4: 1-3. 
35. That is, by Herod Antipas, 6:17. 
36. Some manuscripts say "good news of the kingdom ofGod" {A}. 

Some think Mark means the good news "from God"; others, 
"about God". 

37. Or, "believe in". On this phrase, "put faith in", see Jn 3: 15. 
38. Parallel account at Mt 4: 18. Compare Lk 5: 1-11; Jn I :35-51. 
39. On all four of the men called here, see Lk 6: 14. 
40. Some manuscripts say "Andrew, his brother" { N}. 
41. That is, throwing out a circular net. Used only here. GK 31 /. 

Related to "casting-net" in Mt 4: 18. 
42. Some manuscripts say "their" {N}. 
43. Some manuscripts add "from there" {K}, as in Mt 4:21. 
44 On this word, see Mt 4:21. 
45. That is, the employees, those hired for a wage. Elsewhere only in 

Jn 10:12, 13. GK 3638. 
46. Parallel account at Lk 4:31. 

A. I Cor 15: I B. Mk 3: 14, send out C. I Tim 3: 16 D. Mt 3:3 E. Mt 3: I F. 2 Tim 4:2 G. 2 Cor 7: 10 H. Col I: 14 J. Jn 8:46 K. Jn 7:25 
L. Heb 7:5, loins M. Rev 18:8, strong N. 2 Cor 3:5, sufficient 0. Jn 8:6 P. Mt 5: 19, break Q. Act 22:25 R. Mt 3: 17 S. Heb 2: 18 T. Rev 12:9 
U. Mt 26:21 V. Eph 5: 18, filled W. Lk 21 :28 X. Act 26:20 Y. Mt 4:4, mankind Z. Rom 8:30 



Mark 1:22 112 Verse 

11). And they were astoundedA at His teaching, 1 for He was teaching them as one having ~ 2 
authority8 , and not as the scribes 

::'( ·. And immediatelyc there was a man in their synagogue with2 an unclean spirit. And he cried
out0,"saying, "What3 do we have to do with You,4 Jesus from-Nazareth5? Did You come6 to 
destroyE us? I know You, Who You are- the HoJyF One of God!" 

' ' _, 

ID. And Jesus rebukedG him, saying, "Be silencedH, and come out of him" 
::'D. And the unclean spirit- having convulsed7 him, and having called-out8 with a loud ~1 

voice9
- came out of him 

~ D. And they were all astonished10, so that they were discussing1 with themselves, saying, 
What is this? A new teaching based-on 11 authority 12! He commandsK even 13 the unclean 
spirits, and they obeyL Him!" 

-rn And the report 14 about Him immediately went out everywhere into the whole 
surrounding-region 15 a/Galilee 

3( .16 And immediately, having gone out of the synagogue, they 17 came into the house a/Simon and 
Andrew, with James and John 

ID. Now the mother-in-law a/Simon was lying-down, being sick-with-fever18 ''' 

I L And immediately, they speak to Him concerning her 
:'.I:. And having gone to her, He raisedM her, having taken-hold-ofN her hand. And the ; I 

fever left her 
:I J:. And she was serving0 them 

2D. And having become evening, when the sun set 19
, they were bringing to Him all the 

ones being ill 20
, and the ones being demon-possessedr. •And the whole city was · · 

gathered-together21 at the door 

IF. And He curedO many being ill with various diseasesR ; I 
::' 1.. And He cast-out5 many demons, and was not permitting T the demons to speak, 

because they knew Him 

4( ·_ And having arisenu early-in-the-moming22
, very23 late at-night24, He went out, and went away 

to a desolate25 place, and was praying there 

I D And Simon and the ones with him hunted-for26 Him," and found Him. And they say to 3<'-; -
Him that "Everyone is seekingv You"27 

:'.D. And He says to them, "Let us be going28 elsewhere29, into the next30 towns31 , in order that ;:; 
I may proclaimw there also. For I came-forth32 for this purpose" 

:lB.
33 

And He went34 proclaimingw in their synagogues in all Galilee, and casting out the demons ;.1 

I C.
35 

Anda leper comes to Him, appealing-tox Him, and kneeling36, and saying to Him that "IfYou 111 

are willingY, You are able to cleansez me" 
2( ·. And

37 
having felt-deep-feelingsAA [of compassion], having stretched-out His hand, He touched him -f I 

ID. And He says to him, "I am willingv. Be cleansedz" 
:'.D. And38 immediately the leprosy departed from him, and he was cleansedz -f~ 



I. Both the manner of it, and the content of it. 
2. Or, "in", that is, in the sphere of, in the power of. Same phrase in 

5:2. Same word as with "in the Spirit". GK 1877. 
l Some manuscripts say "Let us alone! What do we ... " {N}, as in 

Lk 4:34. 
t. This is an idiom, literally "What [is there]for us and for you". On 

this phrase, see Jn 2:4. 
i. That is, the inhabitant of Nazareth. Elsewhere only in 10:47; 14:67; 

16:6; Lk 4:34; 24: 19. GK 3716. Using a related word, Jesus is also 
called "the Nazarene" (see Mt 2:23), though not by Mark. 

i. Or, this could be a statement, "You came to destroy us!". 
' Or, "thrown him into convulsions". Used of dogs tearing meat from 

a dead animal, throwing their head back and forth as they pull. Else
where only in 9:26; Lk 9:39. GK 5057. 
This is the verb related to "voice" next, "he voiced with a loud 
voice''. The same phrase is also in Lk 23:46; Act 16:28; Rev 14: 18. 
This word means "to call, call out", and is also used of rooster 
"crowing''. Used 43 times. GK 5888. 
This word means "sound", with the specific sense coming from the 
context. It mostly refers to the speaking "voice" as here; but also 
the "blast" ofa trumpet in Rev 8:13; a "shout" in Mk 15:37; Act 
24:21; a "tone" of speaking in Gal 4:20. Used 139 times. GK 5889. 
Related to "called out" earlier. 

0. Or, "astounded, amazed". Elsewhere only in 10:24, 32. GK 2501. 
Related to "struck with wonder" in 9: 15; and "wonder" in Act 3:10. 

I. Or, "according to, by way of". GK 2848. 
2. Note v 22. Or, "authority" may go with what follows," ... teaching! 

With authority He commands ... ". 
3. Some manuscripts say "What is this? What new teaching is this? 

Because with authority He even commands" { B}. 
4. Or, "news". On this word, see "hearing" in Heb 4:2. 
5. Elsewhere only in Mt 3:5; 14:35; Lk 3:3; 4: 14, 37; 7: 17; 8:37; Act 

14:6. GK 4369. 
6. Parallel account at Mt 8: 14, 16; Lk 4:38. 
7. That is, Jesus, Simon and Andrew. Some manuscripts say "He" { B}. 
8. Elsewhere only in Mt 8: 14. GK 4789. Related to "fever'' in Act 28:8. 
9. In other words, after the Sabbath was over. Same word as in Lk 4:40. 
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20. This is an idiom, literally, "having ii badly". Elsewhere only in 
1:34; 2:17; 6:55; Mt 4:24; 8:16; 9:12; 14:35; Lk 5:31; 7:2. GK 
2400, 2809. The opposite idiom is in 16: 18, "be well" ("have ii 
well"). Also related to "at the point of death" in 5:23, ("have it at 
the extremity"), and "got better" in Jn 4:52 ("had it better"). The 
generic phrase is in Act 15:36, "how they are having things". 

21. This is a participle, it "was having been gathered-together". 
22. This word refers to the time between 3 and 6 A.M. On this word, see 

"early morning" in 13:35. 
23. This is an idiom, more literally, "very much" at night. Jesus arose 

early in the morning, but very late into the night. In other words, 
while it was still dark. Same word as in 6:51; 9:3; 16:2, Mark's only 
other uses ofit. Usedl2 times. GK 3336. 

24. This word, "at night" is used only here. GK 1939. 
25. Or, "deserted, solitary, lonely". On this word, see "wilderness" in 

Mt3:1. 
26. Or, "searched for''. Used only here. GK 2870. Not related to "seek

ing" in the next verse. 
27. That is, seeking Jesus because of v 27, 28, 34. Everyone was not 

"hunting for" Him in the sense of v 36. 
28. Or, "leading forth, leading on". That is, let us be on our way. Same 

word as in Mt 26:46; Mk 14:42; Jn 11 :7, 15, 16; 14:31. On this 
word, see "led" in Lk 4: I. 

29. Used only here. GK 250. Some manuscripts omit this word [K). 
30. That is, the upcoming towns, the neighboring towns. More literally, 

the towns "holding [next]". Same idiom as in "next day" in Lk 13:33. 
31. This word may refer to towns associated with a city versus villages 

or country towns; or to larger country towns not recognized as a 
city. Used only here. GK 3268. 

32. That is, from the Father, as in Jn 8:42. Compare Lk 4:43. 
33. Parallel to Mt 4:23; Lk 4:44. 
34. Some manuscripts say "He was" { B}. 
35. Parallel account at Mt 8:2; Lk 5: 12. 
36. Some manuscripts say "and kneeling before Him"; others omit 

"and kneeling" { C}. 
37. Some manuscripts say "And Jesus" {N). 
38. Some manuscripts say "And He having spoken, immediately ... " {N}. 

A. Mt 7:28 B. Rev 6:8 C. Mk 6:25 D. Lk 23: 18 E. I Cor I: 18, perish F. I Pet I: 16 G. 2 Tim 4:2, warn H. Mk 4:39 J. Mk 8: 11, debate 
K. Lk 8:25 L. Act 6:7 M. Mt 28:6, arose N. Heb 4: 14, hold on to 0. I Pet 4:10, ministering P. Mt 8: 16 Q. Mt 8:7 R. Mt 8: 17 S. Jn 12:31 
T. Mt 6:12, forgive U. Lk 18:33, rise up V. Phil 2:21 W. 2 Tim 4:2 X. Rom 12:8, exhorting Y. Jn 7:17 Z. Heb 9:22 AA. Mt 9:36 
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lC. And having sternly-commanded' him, He immediateJyA sent him out 

ID. And He says to him, "See that you tell no one anything. But go, show8 yourself to the -1~ 
priest,2 and offer for your cleansingc the things which Moses commandedD, for a testimony3 

to them4" 

4C. But the one, having gone forth, began to proclaimE greatly, and to widely-spread5 the word, -l' 
so that He was no longer able to enter openlyF into a city, but was outside at desolateG places. 
And they were coming to Him from-all-directions 

.rn.6 And having entered again into Capemaum after some days, it was heard that He was7 at home8 

IC. And9 many were gathered together, so that the house was no longer having-roomH, not even 
the places at the door10. And He was speaking the word to them 

2C. And they come bringing to Him a paralytic1 being picked-up by four men 

ID. And not being able to bring him to Him 11 because of the crowd, they unroofed 12 the roof 
where He was 

21). And having dug out an opening, they lowerK the cot on-which 13 the paralytic was 
lying-down 

lC. And Jesus, having seen their faith, says to the paralytic1, "ChildL, your sins are forgiven 14" 
-IC. Now some of the scribes were sitting there and reasoningM in their hearts,""Why is this One 

speaking in this manner? He is blaspheming 15. Who is able to forgive sins except One-God?" 
:"( . And immediately Jesus- having known 16 in His spirit that they were 17 reasoningM in this manner 

within themselves- says to them, "Why are you reasoningM these things in your hearts? 

ID. "Which is easier- "To say to the paralytic, 'Your sins are forgiven 18 ', or to say, 'AriseN, '1 

and pick-up your cot, and walk'? 
2D. "But in order that you may know that the Son a/Man has authority0 to forgive sins on 

earth"- He says to the paralytic, 
0

"1 say to you, arise, pick up your cot, and go to your house" ' I 

(1( •. And he aroseN, and immediately having picked-up 19 the cot, went out in front of everyone, so that 
everyone was astonished20 and glorifyingP God, saying that "We never saw anything like this" 

:"B. 21 And He went out again beside the sea.22 And all the multitude23 was coming to Him. And He was ! ; 

teaching them. ·And while passing on, He saw Levi24 , the son of Alphaeus25, sitting at the tax- 1 1 

office26. And He says to him, "Be following Me!" And having stood-upo, he followed Him 

I ( ·. And it comes about that He was reclining [to eat] in his27 house. And many tax-collectorsR •' 
and sinners5 were reclining-back-with Jesus and His disciples. For there were many28, and 
they were following Him 

::'C:. And the scribes of the Pharisees29, having seen that He was30 eating with the sinners and tax 1" 

collectors, were saying to His disciples, "Why is it that31 He is eating32 with the tax collectors 
and sinners?" 

:IC. And having heard, Jesus says to them thatn "The ones being strongT have no need of a I ' 
physician, but the ones being illu. I did not come to call righteousv ones, but sinners34" 

<1JP5 And the disciples of John and the Pharisees36 were fastingw. And they come and say to Him, "For Is 
what reason are the disciplesx of John and the disciples a/the Pharisees fasting, 37 but Your disciples 
are not fasting?" •And Jesus said to them- I • > 



I. Or, "sternly warned". Same word as in Mt 9:30. The command is 
in v 44. On this word, see "deeply moved" in Jn 11 :33. 

2. That is, in Jerusalem, at the temple. 
l Or, "evidence". Some think Jesus means a testimony as to the heal

ing; others, a testimony that a prophet has arisen; others, a testi
mony that He adheres to the Law. "For a testimony" is also in Mt 
8:4; 10: 18; 24: 14; Mk 6: II; 13:9; Lk 5:14; 9:5; 21:13; Heb 3:5; Jam 
5:3. On this word, see Act 4:33. 

I. Some think Jesus means to the priests; others, to the ones he was 
not to be telling at this time. 

i. On this word, see Mt 9:3 I. Not related to the word in Lk 5: 15. 
,_ Parallel account at Mt 9: I; Lk 5: 17. 
'. More literally, "is", as the Greek typically phrases it. 

Or, "in the house". 
I Some manuscripts say "And immediately" {N}. 
O. In other words, no one could even get in the door. It was jammed 

inside and outside. The phrase "at the door" is also in I :33; Jn 
18: 16, and in Mk 11 :4 ("at a door"), and elsewhere only in Act 3:2 
("at the gate"). 

I. Some manuscripts instead say "able to come near Him" {B}. 
2. Used only here. GK 689. Related to "roof" next. 
3. Or, "where". Same word as "where" earlier in the verse. GK 3963. 
4. As in Mt 9:2. Some manuscripts say "have been forgiven" {B}, as 

in Lk 5:20. On this word, see Mt 6: 12. 
5. On this word, see I Tim 6: I. Some manuscripts say" ... speaking 

blasphemies in this manner?" { N}. 
6. Or, "understood, recognized, perceived". Same word as in Lk 5:22. 

Mt 9:4 says "seen". On this word, see "understood" in Col I :6. 
7. More literally, "are", as the Greek typically phrases it. 
8. As in Mt 9:5. Some manuscripts say "have been forgiven" {B}, as 

in Lk 5:23. 
9. Same word as in v 3. 

!O. Or, "amazed, beside themselves". It literally means ''to stand outside 
ofoneself". Same word as in Mt 12:23; Mk 5:42; 6:51; Lk 2:47; 
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8:56; 24:22; Act 2:7, 12; 8:9, 11, 13; 9:21; 10:45; 12: 16. Elsewhere 
only as "lost one's senses" in Mk 3:21and2 Cor 5:13. GK 2014. 

21. Parallel account at Mt 9:9; Lk 5:27. 
22. Capernaum (2:1) is on the northern shore of the Sea of Galilee. 
23. Or, "the whole crowd" which was following Jesus at the time. This 

phrase is elsewhere only as "the whole crowd" in Mt 13:2; Mk 
11:18; Lk 13:17; Act 21:27; and with a plural verb following as "all 
the multitude" in Mk 4: I; 9: 15; Lk 6: 19. The plural "all the crowds" 
is in Mt 12:23; Lk 23:48. This word, "crowd, multitude", is used 
175 times. GK 4063. 

24. This name for Matthew is also used in Lk 5:27, 29. GK 3322. On 
Matthew, see Lk 6: 15. 

25. This is the same name as the father of James. See Lk 6: 15. Some 
think Levi and James were brothers, although this is never stated in 
the NT. Others think both of their fathers had the same name. 

26. Or, "tax booth". Levi was on the job, collecting for Herod Antipas. 
Elsewhere only in Mt 9:9; Lk 5:27. GK 5468. 

27. That is, Levi's house, Lk 5:29. 
28. Some think Mark means "many tax collectors and sinners"; others, 

"many disciples". 
29. Some manuscripts say "And the scribes and the Pharisees" { C}. 
30. More literally, "is'', as the Greek typically phrases it. 
31. Mark uses this grammar for asking a question also in 9: 11, 28. Or, 

it may be rendered as an exclamation implying a question, "were 
saying to His disciples that 'He is eating with ... sinners!"'. 

32. Some manuscripts add "and drinking" (8). 
33. Some manuscripts omit this word, which serves to introduce the 

quotation { C}. 
34. Some manuscripts add "to repentance" {K}, as in Lk 5:32. 
35. Parallel account at Mt 9:14; Lk 5:33. 
36. That is, the disciples ... and the Pharisees, these two groups. Some 

manuscripts say "ofthe Pharisees" {N}, as in the next sentence. 
37. On why each group might have been fasting, see Mt 9: 14. 

A. Mk 6:25 B. I Tim 6: 15 C. 2 Pet 1:9, purification D. Act 17:26, appointed E. 2 Tim 4:2 F. Act 10:3, clearly G. Mt 3: I, wilderness 
H. 2 Pet 3:9, make room J. Mt 4:24 K. Act 27: 17 L. I Jn 3: I M. Lk 5:21 N. Mt 28:6, arose 0. Rev 6:8 P. Rom 8:30 Q. Lk 18:33, rise up 
R.Mtl8:17 S.Mt9:10 T.Gal5:6,cando U.Mkl:32 V.Roml:l7 W.Mt6:16 X.Lk6:40 
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1 c. "The sons of the wedding-hall1 cannot be fastingA while the bridegroom is with them, can 
they?2 As long a time as they have the bridegroom with them, they cannot be fasting 

Verse 

ID. "But days will come when the bridegroom is taken-away3 from them, and then they will ~ 11 

fast in that day" 

2C "No one sews a patch of unshrunk cloth on an old garrnent8
. Otherwise the fullnessc [of the ~I 

patch] takes from it5- the new6 from the old7- and a worse tear0 takes place8 

.1c ·. "And no one puts new9 wine into old wineskins. Otherwise the wine will burstio the wineskins, 
and the wine is lost' 1, and the wineskins 12. But one puts new 13 wine into fresh 14 wineskins" 

713. 15 And it came about that He was passing through the grainfields on the Sabbath. And His disciples 
began to make their way while pluckingE the headsF [of grain] 

I ( ·. And the Pharisees were saying to Him, "Look! Why are they doing on the Sabbath what is .' 1 

not lawful?" 16 

2( ·. And He says to them, "Did you never read [in I Sam 21: 1-6] what David did when he had a ~' 
needG and was hungry, he and the ones with him- ·how17 ·,, 

ID. "He entered into the houseH o/God in the time of Abiathar18 the high-priest19 

2 D. "And he ate the Bread ofPresentation20, which is not lawfuJlforanyone to eat but the priests 
:; D. "And he gave it also to the ones being with him?" 

:;c. And He was saying to them, "The Sabbath was made21 for the sake ofmankindK, and not 
mankind for the sake of the Sabbath. ·so then, 22 the Son ofMan is Lord23 even24 of the Sabbath" . ' 

81~. 25 And He entered again into the synagogue. And there was a man there having his hand having ; I 
become-withered26 

I ( ·. And they were closely-watchingL Him to see if He would cureM him on the Sabbath, in order 
that they might accuseN Him 

2C. And He says to the man having the withered27 hand, "Arise0 into the middle" 
."1(·. And He says to them, "ls it lawfutl on the Sabbath to doP goodo, or to do-harrn28, to save a life, 

or to kill?" But the ones were being silentR 
4( ·. And having looked-around-at29 them with anger, while being deeply-grieved30 at the hardness5 

a/their heart, He says to the man, "Stretch out the31 hand". And he stretched it out, and his hand 
was restored32 

:iC. And having gone out, the Pharisees immediately were giving counselT against Him with the n 
Herodiansn so that they might destroy34 Him 

lJB. And Jesus withdrew35 to the sea with His disciples, and a great multitude from Galilee followed36. 
And from Judea,• and from Jerusalem, and from Idumea and beyond the Jordan and around Tyre 
and Sidon- a great multitude hearing all that He was doing came to Him 

I ( ·. And He said to His disciples that a small-boat37 should be standing-ready-for38 Him because •l 

of the crowd- in order that they might not be pressingl9 Him 

ID. For He curedM many, so that they were falling-uponu Him in order that all who were 1 rl 
having scourges40 might touch Him 



I. That is, the groomsmen, the groom's attendants, referring to the dis
ciples. See Mt 9: 15. 

2. The grammar indicates that a "no" answer is expected. 
l Elsewhere only in this statement, Mt 9: 15; Lk 5:35. GK 554. This 

is the first allusion Jesus makes to His death. 
i. Some manuscripts say "in those days" { K}. 
i. That is, when the garment shrinks during washing, the patch "takes" 

from the old, tearing the old cloth. 
i. This word means new in the sense of "fresh, recently made, 

unused". Same word as in "fresh" wineskins, v 22. On this word, 
see Heb 8: 13. 

1. This word means old in the sense of "worn-out, obsolete". Same 
word as in "old" wineskins, v 22. So the intent of these words is 
"the recently made patch from the worn out garment". Used 19 
times. GK 4094. Related to "made old" in Heb 8: 13. 

I. Jesus is not a patch on the Jewish system of that day, sewn on to the 
old ways to make repairs. He is a new garment. So His disciples act 
in a new way, not as would be expected under the old way. That is 
why they are not fasting. 

I. This word means "new" in the sense of"young". Jesus is referring 
to undeveloped wine, not yet fermented. So the intent is that no one 
puts unfermented wine into "worn out" wineskins. Such skins are 
hard and inflexible. Same word as "new" later in this verse; Col 
3:10; Heb 12:24; "young" in Tit 2:4; and "younger" in Lk 15:12; 
Act 5:6; I Tim 5: I; Tit 2:6. Used 23 times. GK 3742. 

0. Some manuscripts say "Otherwise, the new wine bursts ... " {N}. 
I. Or, "perishes". Same word as "ruined" in Mt 9: 17; Lk 5:37. On this 

word, see "perish" in I Cor I: 18. 
.2. Some manuscripts say "and the wine spills out and the wineskins 

are ruined" {C}, as in Mt 9:17. 
3. Some manuscripts say "new wine must be put into" { C}, as in Lk 

5:38. 
14. Jesus, the new and fresh, cannot be contained within the old and 

worn out Jewish system of that day. The "new" (Heb 12:24; 2 Cor 
3:6) covenant makes the "old" (2 Cor 3:14) covenant obsolete (Heb 
8: 13 ). On this word, see "new" in v 21. 

15. Parallel account at Mt 12: I; Lk 6: I. 
16. According to the Pharisees' traditions, the disciples were working, 

in that they were "reaping". See Mt 12: I. 
17. Some manuscripts omit this word {N}. 
18. This took place when Ahimelech was serving as high priest, in the 

time of Abiathar whom we know as the pivotal high priest associ
ated with David at this period of David's life. Ahimelech, the father 
of Abiathar, was the high priest David spoke to I Sam 21: 1-6, but 
he was killed in 22: 16. Abiathar became high priest after Saul killed 

,.all the other priests, I Sam 22: 16-20. On the phrase "in the time 
of...", see Lk 3:2. 

19. Or, "chief priest", as this word is used in Act 19: 14. GK 797. 
20. Or, "ofthe setting before". That is, the bread set before God, the 

consecrated bread; the twelve loaves of "show-bread", Lev 24:6-
9; Ex 25:30. The loaves were changed each Sabbath, and eaten by 
the priests. Same word as in Mt 12:4; Lk 6:4; Heb 9:2. On this 
word, see "purpose" in Rom 8:28. 

21. Or, "came into being, came about". Mankind was not created for the 
purpose of keeping Sabbath laws. In the creation order, mankind was 
created on the sixth day, and the seventh day was blessed and sanc
tified by God (Gen 2:3) for the benefit of all mankind. Later, in the 
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Law given to Moses, God used this creation order as the basis of the 
fourth commandment, Ex 20:9-11, Deut 5:12-15. Jesus may be 
referring to the creation order in general, or to the Jewish Sabbath 
law in particular. In either case, the Sabbath was for their benefit, 
not their enslavement. Normally, the benefit God intended was 
gained by Sabbath observance, but in some cases, like David's, at 
the expense of the Sabbath rules. GK I J 8 J. 

22. That is, because Jesus is Lord of mankind, He is also Lord of 
mankind's Sabbath. 

23. Or, "master". On this word, see "master" in Mt 8:2. 
24. Or, "also", "is also Lord of the Sabb,ath". 
25. Parallel account at Mt 12:9; Lk 6:6. 
26. Or, "become stiff, become rigid" (as in 9: 18). Elsewhere only as 

"dried up", as in Mt 13:6; 21:19; Mk 5:29; 11:20; Jn 15:6; I Pet 
1:24; Rev 14:15, 16:12, etc. Used 15 times. GK 3830. Mark uses 
the related adjective in v 3. Some think the use of the participle here 
indicates it was not congenital. Others do not think this is neces
sarily implied. 

27. Same word as in Mt 12:10; Lk 6:6, 8; Jn 5:3. Elsewhere only as 
"dry" in Mt 23: 15; Lk 23:31; Heb 11 :29. GK 383 J. Related to the 
word in v I. 

28. Or, "do evil, do wrong" against another person. The answer is that 
the day of the week makes no difference. It is wrong to do harm 
on all seven days. It is right to do good on all seven days. These 
reach far beyond one's daily work, from which one is to rest. God 
made the Sabbath as a day of rest from work, not from doing good. 
The Pharisees' tradition is wrong. Mt 12: 11 gives an example. Same 
word as in Lk 6:9. Elsewhere only as "do evil" in I Pet 3: 17; 3 Jn 
11. GK 2803. Related to "evil" in 3 Jn 11. 

29. Elsewhere only in Mk 3:34; 5:32; 9:8; 10:23; 11:11; Lk 6:10. GK 
4315. 

30. Used only here. GK 5200. The root word is "grieve" in 2 Cor 7:9. 
31. Some manuscripts say "your" { N}. 
32. Same word as in Mt 12:13; Lk 6: 10, on which, see Mk 8:25. Some 

manuscripts add "healthy like the other" {K}, as in Mt 12:13. 
33. On this group, see Mt 22: 16. 
34. These men want to destroy Jesus because He is obviously a false 

prophet, being a Sabbath-breaker. As a false prophet, He is a reli
gious and political problem which they must work together to elim
inate. On this word, see "perish" in I Cor I: 18. 

35. Or, "went back". Jesus continues to teach all around Galilee (as in 
I :39), but only once more is it said to be in a synagogue (6:2). He 
is always on the move, teaching in the villages (6:6) and desolate 
areas, with crowds coming to Him, encountering various responses. 
Some start a new "A." point here. This is Mark's only use of this 
word. On this word, see "went back" in Mt 4: 12. 

36. Some manuscripts add "Him" {C}. 
37. Elsewhere only in Jn 6:22, 23, 24; 21:8. GK 4449. 
38. Or, "remaining with, staying by". On this word, see "devoting 

themselves to" in Act 2:42. 
39. Or, "crowding, squeezing" Him. On this word, see "afflict" in 2 Cor 

4:8. Related to "press upon" in Mk 5:24. 
40. Same word as in 5:29, 34, Lk 7:21. Used of ailments perceived as 

a "scourge" from God. Elsewhere only as "whips" in Act 22:24; and 
"whippings" in Heb 11 :36. GK 3465. Related to the verb "whip" in 
Heb 12:6, and in Act 22:25. 

A. Mt 6:16 B. I Pet 3:3 C. Col 1:19 D. I Cor 1:10, division E. Mt 12:1 F. Mk4:28 G. Tit 3:14 H. Mk 3:20 J. I Cor6:12 K. Mt4:4 L. Lk 6:7 
M. Mt 8:7 N. Jn 5:45 0. Mt 28:6 P. Rev 13: 13 Q. I Tim 5:10b R. Mk 4:39, be still S. Rom 11 :25 T. Mk 15: I, consultation U. Act 8: 16 
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1D. And the unclean spirits, whenever they were seeing Him, were falling-before Him, and I I 
crying-outA, saying that "You are the Son of God".· And He was stemly0 rebukingc them, 1-
in order that they might not make Him known° 

1 Oll. 1 And He goes up on the mountain, and summonsE whom He was wantingF. And they went to Him I, 

I ( ·. And He appointed2 twelve, whom He also namedG apostles3-

1 D. In order that they might be with Him 
21). And in order that He might send them our to proclaimH, ·and to have authorityl to cast5 

out the demons 

::'.C.6 And He appointed the twelve,7 even 

ID. Peter- He put the name on Simon 
2D. And James, the son a/Zebedee, and John, the brother a/James. And He put on them the 

name Boanerges6, which means "sons of thunder" 
3 I). And Andrew 
-lD. And Philip 
-' D And Bartholomew 
Ii D. And Matthew 
7 D. And Thomas 
8 D And James, the son of Alphaeus 
lJ D. And Thaddaeus 
I OD. And Simon, the Cananaean9 

I 11) And Judas IscariotK, who also handed Him over 

11 B. And He goes ID into a house 11 

IC·. And the crowd comes-together again, so that they were not even able to eat bread 

I l 

,,_ 

, , 

'11 

11) And having heard-of it 12
, the ones from Him 13 went-forth 14 to take-hold-of 15 Him. For they 'I 

were saying 16 that "He lost-His-senses 17" 

::'.( .
16 And the scribes having come down from Jerusalem were saying that "He has Beelzebul'9", 

and that "He is casting-outL the demons by the rulerM of the demons". •And having summoned 
them, He was speaking to them in parables-

I D. "How is Satan able to be casting-outL Satan? 

11-. "And if a kingdom is dividedN against itself, that kingdom is not able to stand20 ' I 
21 ·. "And if a house21 is divided against itself, that house will not be able to stand 
JI·. "And if Satan stood-up0 against himself and was divided, he is not able to stand, 'i. 

but he has an end22 

2D. "But no one, having entered into the house of the strongP man, can plunder3 his thingsO 
unless he first bindsR the strong man. And then he will plunder his house 

m.24 
"Trulys I say to you that all sins and blasphemies1 will be forgivenu to the sons of ~.'\ 

humans
25

- whatever they may blaspheme v. 
0

But whoever blasphemes against the Holy ~ '' 
Spirit does not have forgivenessw foreverx, but is26 guiltyv of an etemalz sin27"-



I. Parallel account at Lk 6: 12. Compare Mt I 0: 1-4. 
2. Sarne word as in v 16; Heb 3:2. On this word, see "does" in Rev 13:13. 
3. Some manuscripts omit "whom He also named apostles" {C}, 

which appears in Lk 6:13. On "apostles", see I Cor 12:28. 
4. This verb "to send out, send forth" is the verb related to "apostles", 

which means "sent ones". Used 132 times. GK 690. 
5. Some manuscripts say "authority to cure diseases and to cast" {N}. 
6. Compare at Mt 10:2; Lk 6:14; Act 1:13. 
7. Some manuscripts omit "And He appointed the twelve" {C}. On 

these men, see Lk 6: 14. 
~. This is an Aramaic word transliterated into Greek. Used only here. 

GK 1065. Its meaning is given by Mark. 
}. This is an Aramaic word transliterated into Greek, but not explained 

by Mark. It means "zealot". Elsewhere only in Mt 10:4. GK 2831. 
In Lk 6: 15; Act I: 13, the Greek word "Zealot" is used of this man. 

10. Or, "comes". Some manuscripts say "they go" {B}. On this word, 
see "come" in 16:2. 

11. Some think it is Jesus' house, connecting this with the coming of His 
family in v 31. Others think it is some unidentified house, as Mark 
uses "into a house" elsewhere, 7: 17; 9:28. Elsewhere, Mark always 
identifies the house as "their house", 8:3; "his house", 8:26; "your 
house", 2: 11; 5: 19; "her house", 7:30. Verses 20-21 are found only 
in Mark. This word is used 114 times of a single family "house, 
home, household", and of those terms in the broadest sense (for 
example, of the nation Israel). GK 3875. Related word in v 25. 

12. Mark may mean "that Jesus was unable even to eat a meal"; or, 
"that Jesus was at the house". 

13. This idiom, "the ones from Him", could refer to some of the disci
ples or friends of Jesus, or to His relatives. These people outside the 
house "heard" the problem and "went forth" to solve it. Some think 
Mark means that the family of Jesus heard it, and came to rescue 
Him, arriving outside in v 31. 

ll4. Or, "went out, came out". GK 2002. 
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15. Or, "to take charge of, seize, take custody of". On this word, see 
"hold on to" in Heb 4: 14. 

16. This could be the statement of a well-intentioned mother or disci
ple who felt the need to "rescue" Jesus- "You're crazy to keep 
speaking this way. You must come and eat. Have some sense!" Or, 
it could be the misinformed statement of brothers who did not 
understand His mission or believe in Him (Jn 7:5). Others think it 
is impersonal, "people were saying" this to the ones from Him. 

17. Or, "is beside Himself, out of His mind". Same word as in 2 Cor 
5:13, of Paul. On this word, see "astonished" in 2:12. The same 
thing was said about Paul, using a different word, in Act 26:24. 

18. Compare Mt 9:32-34; 12:22-37; Lk 11:14-26. 
19. That is, the devil, the "ruler of demons", Mt 12:24; Lk 11:15. 

"Beelzebub" was the name of a Philistine deity, meaning "lord of 
flies" or "lord of the house". Some think the Jews deliberately mis
pronounced it "Beelzebul", meaning, "lord of dung". Others think 
this is just an alternate spelling. Elsewhere only in Mt 10:25; 12:24, 
27; Lk 11:15, 18, 19, always "Beelzebul". GK 1015. Some manu
scripts always spell it "Beelzebub" { N}. 

20. Or, "to be made to stand, to be established". GK 2705. 
21. This word is used of the physical building, and the family or 

"household" living there, including servants (as in Jn 4:53; I Cor 
16: 15; Phil 4:22). Used 93 times. GK 3864. 

22. That is, he is finished. Same words as in Heb 7:3, "having ... an end 
o/life". On this word, see Rom 10:4. 

23. Jesus has bound Satan and is plundering his house by casting out 
demons. Elsewhere only in Mt 12:29. GK l 395. 

24. Compare Mt 12:31-32; Lk 12:10. 
25. That is, the human race. Same phrase as in Eph 3:5. On "sons", see 

Gal 3:7. On "humans", see "mankind" in Mt 4:4. 
26. Some manuscripts say "will be" {N}. 
27. Some manuscripts say "condemnation" {B}, so that it says "But he 

is subject to eternal condemnation". 

A. Mt 8:29 B. Mt 13:52, many C. 2 Tim 4:2, warn D. Rom I: 19, evident E. Act 2:39, call to F. Jn 7: 17, willing G. 2 Tim 2: 19 H. 2 Tim 4:2 
J. Rev 6:8 K. Jn 6:71 L. Jn 12:31 M. Rev I :5 N. I Cor 7: 17, apportioned 0. Lk 18:33, rise up P. Rev 18:8 Q. I Thes 4:4, vessel R. I Cor 7:27 
S. Mt 5: 18 T. I Tim 6:4 U. Mt 6:12 V. I Tim 6:1 W. Col I: 14 X. Rev 20: 10 Y. I Cor II :27 Z. Mt 25:46 



Mark 3:30 120 Verse 

IL Because1 they were saying, "He has an unclean spirit" )11 

lC 2 And His mother and His brothers3 come. And while standing outside\ they sent-forthA a \ i 
message to Him, calling Him 

ID. And a crowd was sitting around Him. And they say to Him, "Behold-Your mother and 
Your brothers and Your sisters5 are outside seeking8 You" 

2D. And having responded to them, He says, "Who is My mother and6 My7 brothers?" 
.rn. And having looked-around-ate the ones sitting in a circle around Him, He says, "Look

My mother and My brothers! 
0

For8 whoever does the will 0 a/God- this one is My 
brother and sister9 and mother" 

121l. 10 And again He began to teach beside the sea. And a very large crowd is gathered-together 11 with -l 
Him, so that He, having gotten into a boat, sits-down in the sea [to teach]. And all the multitude 12 

were near13 the sea on the land. •And He was teachingE them many things in parablesF 

I ( ·. And He was saying to them in His teachingG, ""Listen! Behold- the one sowing went out to 
sow. •And it came about during the sowing that 

11) "Some seed fell along the road. And the birds 14 came and ate it upH 
2 D. "And other15 seed fell on the rockyi place where it was not having much soil. 16 And 

1 · 

immediately it sprang-up because ofnot having a depthK of soil. •And when the sun rose, '' 
it was scorchedL. And because of not having a root, it was dried-upM 

11). "And other seed fell into the thorns. And the thorns came up and choked 17 it, and it did 
not give fruit 

4D. "And others 18 fell into the goodN soil0 , and were giving fruit while coming up and 
growing 19

• And they were bearingP thirty fold20, and sixty fold, and a hundred fold" 
5D. And He was saying, "He who has ears to hear, let him hear" 

2C. And when He came-to-be alone21
, the ones around Him with the twelve were questioningO 111 

Him as to the parables22 

ID. And He was saying to them, "The mystery23 of the kingdom a/God has been given to 
you24

. But all things come25 in parables to those outside,• in order that26 

IL. "While seeingR, they may be seeing and not perceive5 

21·,. "And while hearing, they may be hearing and not understandingT 
.11 ·. "That they may not ever turn-backu and it be forgiven v them"27 

2D. And He says to them, "Do you not know this parable? And how will you understandw all I; 
the parables? 

IL. "The one sowing sows the word I l 
21-.. "Now these people are the ones along the road, where the word is sown. And when I' 

they hear, immediately Satan comes and takes away the word having been sown 
into them28 

J L "And these29 people are the ones being sown the seed on the rocky30 places- who, I 11 

when they hear the word, immediately are receiving it with joy. •And they do not I " 
have a root in themselves, but are temporaryx. Then, affiiction v or persecutionz 
having come about because of the word, immediately they are caused-to-fallAA 



I. This phrase explains why Jesus said this. If He does a miracle in 
your presence which you fully acknowledge, but attribute to Satan, 
what more can be done? You have seen the Spirit of God work, and 
called Him Satan. You have taken your stand against Him in the 
face of evidence that is clear and convincing even to you. You have 
cut yourself off from the source of forgiveness. Some think this is 
the "sin leading to death" in I Jn 5:16. 

t Parallel account at Mt 12:46. Compare Lk 8:19-21. 
l. On the brothers and sisters of Jesus, see Mt 13:55-56. 
i. Some think Mark means "outside the house", v 20. Others think he 

means "outside the crowd". Compare Mt 12:46; Lk 8:19. 
i. Some manuscripts omit "and Your sisters" ( C}. 
). Some manuscripts say "or" ( N}. 
7. Some manuscripts omit this word (C}. 
I. Some manuscripts omit this word (C}. 
I. Some manuscripts say "My sister" (N}. 
10. Parallel account at Mt 13:1; Lk 8:4. 
11. Some manuscripts say "was gathered" ( K}. 
12. Same word as "crowd" earlier in the verse. Same words as "the 

whole crowd" in Mt 13:2, but followed by a plural verb here. On 
this word, see 2:13. 

13. Or. "[facing] toward, before, at". GK 4639. 
14. Some manuscripts add "ofthe heaven" (K). 
15. That is, another portion of seed, viewed as a group. 
16. Not soil with stones in it, but rock covered with not much soil. 

Compare Lk 8:6. 
17. Compare Lk 8:7. Same word as in v 19, and as in Mt 13:22; Lk 

8:14. Elsewhere only as "throng" in Lk 8:42. GK 5231. 
18. That is, other seeds, viewed as individuals. Jesus changes to the 

plural here. 
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19. Both "coming up" and "growing" are plural, agreeing with "oth
ers". Some manuscripts have a different grammar that would mean 
these words go with "fruit" (C}, "they were giving fruit [that was] 
coming up and growing. And they were bearing ... ". 

20. Or, "times thirty". This word "times, fold" may represent the Ara
maic sign of multiplication. It is the numeral "one" (see Eph 4:7), 
and some prefer to translate it "one, thirty; and one, sixty; and one, 
a hundred". Likewise in v 20. Matthew and Luke say it differently 
in Mt 13:8, 23; Lk 8:8. 

21. This idiom is elsewhere only in Lk 9: 18. Literally, "in only them 
places". That is, away from the crowds. 

22. Some manuscripts have this singular (N}. 
23. On this word, see Rom 11 :25. That is, truth about Jesus and His 

kingdom known only by His revelation. 
24. Some manuscripts add "to know" (K}. 
25. Or, "take place, are". GK 1181. 
26. Here Jesus says the purpose of His speaking in parables is "in order 

that" they may remain spiritually blind. Mt 13:13-15 says He did 
so "because" they were blind with a blindness of their own choos
ing. So He speaks in parables both "because" they are spiritually 
blind, and "in order that" they might remain so. 

27. Jesus is quoting from Isa 6:9-10, as does Mt 13: 14-15; Lk 8: 10; Jn 
12:40; Act 28:26-27. A key prophecy. 

28. Some manuscripts say "in their hearts" ( C}, similar to Mt 13: 19. 
29. Some manuscripts say "and likewise these" {N}. The grammar of 

this word refers to people, not "seed". 
30. Note that Jesus mixes the illustration and the application in order 

to abbreviate the statement. The full statement would be "These 
people are the ones having the word sown into them like the seed 
was sown into the rocky places". Likewise with verse 18 and 20. 

A. Mk 3:14, send out B. Phil 2:21 C. Mk 3:5 D. Jn 7:17 E. Rom 12:7 F. Mt 13:3 G. I Cor 14:6 H. Mk 12:40, devouring J. Mt 13:5 
K. 2 Cor 8:2, deep L. Rev 16:9 M. Mk 3:1, became withered N. I Tim 5:10a O. Rev 7:1, land P. 2 Pet 1:17, carried Q. Jn 17:9, pray 
R.Revl:ll S.Lk2:26,see T.Mtl3:13 U.Jam5:19 V.Mt6:12 W.1Jn2:29,know X.Mtl3:21 Y.Rev7:14 Z.Mkl0:30 AA.1Cor8:13 



Mark 4: 18 122 Verse 

41 ·. "And other1 people are the ones being sown the seed into the thorns. These are the Ix 
ones having heard the wordA-"and coming-in,2 the anxieties3 of the age4 and the l'I 
deceitfulness5 of riches and the desires8 with respect to the other things are choking 
the word, and it becomes unfruitfulc 

51 ·.. "And those6 people are the ones having been sown 7 the seed on the good soil, who 2' 1 

are hearing8 the word, and accepting9 it, and bearing-fruit0
- thirty foldw, and sixty 

fold, and a hundred fold" 

_-;c_ 11 And He was saying to them, 12 "The lampu does not come in order that it may be put under 
the basket14, or under the bed, does it? 15 Is it not in order that it may be put on the lampstandE? 

ID. "For it 16 is not hiddenF, except in order that it may be made-visible 17
• Nor did it become 

hidden-away 18, but in order that it may come into visibility 19 

2D. "If anyone has ears to hear, let him hear" 

-k .20 And He was saying to them, "Be watchingG what you listen-to21 • With what measureH you 
measure, it will be measured to you22- and it will be addedl to you23 

1 D. "For he who has- it will be given to him24 

2 l). "And he who does not have- even what he has wil I be taken-away25 from him" 

5( . And He was saying, "The kingdom of God is likeK this- as-if a person would throw the seed '1, 

upon the soilL,"and would be sleeping and arising night and day, and the seed would be 
buddingM and growing-long26- howK, he does not know27 

ID "The28 soil bears-fruit0 by-itself29
- first grass, then a head30, then a full grain31 in the head ·' 

2D. "And whenever the fruit permits32 , immediately he33 sends-forthN the sickle34 , because . ., 
the harvest35 has come36" 

Cil' 37 And He was saying, "How should we liken° the kingdomP of God, or with what parableO ·'.I 

may we present38 it?-· as a seed of a mustard-plant,39 which ; 1 

1 D. "When it is sown upon the soil, is being smaller than all40 the seeds upon the soil 
2D. "And when it is sown, it goes-up, and becomes larger4 1 than all the garden-plantsR. And 

it makes large branches so that the birds ()(the heaven5 are able to be nestingT under the 
shade of it" 

7C.42 And with many such parables He was speaking the word to them, as43 they were able to hear it ·, 

ID. And He was not speaking to them apart from a parable q 
2[) But He was explaining44 everything privatelyu to His own disciples 

I :rn.45 
And on that day, having become evening, He says to them, "Let us go to the other side".• And having ·'·' ·11 

left the crowd, they take Him along as He was46
, in the boat. And other boats were with Him 

IC. 

2C. 

And a great storm47 of wind takes place. And the waves were throwing-overv into the boat so 
that the boat was already being filled48

. •And He was in the stem on the cushion, sleepingw 
And they wakex Him, and say to Him, "Teacher, do You not care49 that we are perishingY?" 



I. Some manuscripts say "these" { N}, as in v 16. 
2. Worries come into the person's life alongside the word and choke it. 
3. Or, "worries, cares, concerns". On this word, see I Pet 5:7. Related 

to "be anxious" in Mt 6:25. 
4. Or, "world". GK l 72. Some manuscripts say "of this age" {K}. 

Instead of"age", some manuscripts say "life" {N}. 
5. Same word as in Mt 13:22. 
6. Some manuscripts say "these" { K}. 
7. Note the change in tense. The second two soils are in the process 

of"being sown", in hope that a fruitful crop can be grown. The last 
soil is the ones "having been sown". The sowing is accomplished, 
and the bearing is in progress. Only Mark conveys this distinction 
in the words of Jesus, as with the distinction in "hearing" next. 

8. Or, "listening to" in the sense of "obeying", as in v 24. Note the 
change in tense. There is continuous action here, but not in the word 
"hear" in the first three soils. 

9. Or, "welcoming". Same word as in Act 16:21; 22:18; 1Tim5:19, 
Heb 12:6. Elsewhere only as "welcome" in Act 15:4. GK 4138. 

I 0. On this word, see v 8. 
11. Parallel account at Lk 8: 16. Compare Mt 5: 15. 
12. Jesus spoke the parables to the crowd, and explained them to the 

disciples, v 33-34. 
13. Some think the lamp is Jesus, or the message He brought. He came 

Lo be the light, Jn 12:46. No one brings a light into the house to hide 
it. Yet Jesus is "hiding" the truth in parables. Jesus, His kingdom, 
and His message are hidden or concealed at this point of His min
istry in a certain sense. But this is for a purpose. Others think the 
lamp is the word in a believer's life. It was not given to you to be 
hidden, but to shine forth. See Lk 8: 16. 

14. Literally, a "modius measure", the basket or container used to meas
ure one modius of grain. The basket is named for the amount it holds. 
A modius was a Roman dry measure equal to about two gallons, 8.5 
liters, one peck. Elsewhere only in Mt 5:15; Lk 11:33. GK 3654. 

15. The grammar indicates a "no" answer is expected here, and a "yes" 
answer for the next question. 

16. That is, the lamp. One would only hide a lamp for the purpose of 
shining it at the proper time. Jesus came that He might be put on 
the lampstand and light the world. But His light is hidden from 
Israel now, so that it may be revealed after His resurrection. He did 
not come to remain hidden. In the other view, the light is in you 
for the purpose of shining forth from your life. Let it shine. Most 
translations paraphrase this verse. 

17. Or, "revealed". On this word, see "made evident" in I Jn 2: 19. 
18. Or, "hidden-from view, secret, concealed". Related to "hidden" ear

lier in the verse, with the prefix "from, away" added. Same two 
words as in Lk 8: 17. Elsewhere only in Col 2:3. GK 649. 

19. On this idiom, "come into visibility", see Lk 8: 17. Related to "made 
visible" earlier. 

20. Parallel account al Lk 8: 18. 
21 Or, "hear", and follow. Lk 8:18 says "how" you listen. Compare 

Lk 6:40. 
22. The measure you use reflects your spiritual capacity. What you lis

ten to and follow will be the measure of what you can receive. For 
example, if you listen to and follow the traditions of the Pharisees, it 
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will limit your ability to receive spiritual truth. The "system" you fol
low will impact your ability to hear and receive truth and blessing. 

23. Some manuscripts say "to you, the ones hearing" {A}. 
24. Those receiving and obeying truth will receive more truth. 
25. Same word as in Mt 13:12; 21:43; 25:29; Lk 8:18; 19:26, in state

ments similar to this. GK 149. 
26. Used only here. GK 3602. Related to "length" in Eph 3: 18; Rev 21 :16. 
27. The seed has life in it, and it grows without the assistance or knowl

edge of the sower. The person sows. God causes the growth, I Cor 
3:6, in ways beyond his knowledge. Then the person harvests what 
God has grown, v 29. 

28. Some manuscripts say "For the" {N}. 
29. Or, "on its own". Our word "automatic" comes from this word, 

automatos. Elsewhere only in Act 12:10. GK 897. 
30. Same word as later in the verse. Elsewhere only as "heads [of 

grain] in 2:23; Mt 12: I; Lk 6: I. Here, the grain has not yet 
appeared. GK 5092. 

31. Or, "grain-of-wheat". This word means "wheat", or "grain" in gen
eral. Used 14 times. GK 4992. 

32. Or, "allows". That is, when it has ripened itself. Literally, when it 
"hands itself over" for harvesting. On this word, see "hand over" in 
Mt26:21. 

33. That is, the person who sowed the seed. 
34. Elsewhere only in Rev 14:14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19. GK 1535. 
35. Same word as in Mt 13:30, 39; Rev 14:15, where it refers lo the end 

of the age. Note Mt 24: 14. Elsewhere only in Mt 9:37, 38; Lk 10:2; 
Jn 4:35, where it refers to the harvest of people ripe for the gospel. 
GK2546. 

36. Or, "is here, is present". On this word, see "present" in Rom 12: I. 
37. Parallel account at Mt 13:31. Compare Lk 13:18-19. 
38. Or, "put". Same word as "put" in v 21. On this word, see "put" in 

Act 19:21. GK 5502. Related to "put before" in Mt 13:24, 31. 
39. On this phrase, see Mt 13:31. 
40. Thal is, than all the seeds people in that day sowed. 
41. It has a small and insignificant beginning, but grows larger than all. 

This is not how the Jews conceived of the kingdom. It was to arrive 
from God, conquer their enemies, and immediately establish itself 
in the world. 

42. Parallel account at Mt 13:34. 
43. That is, "to the degree that" they were able to hear it. GK 2777. 
44. Or, "interpreting". GK 2147. Related to "interpretation" in 2 Pet I :20. 
45. Parallel account at Mt 8:23; Lk 8:23. 
46. Or, "along, as He was [still] in the boat". This is the Greek word order. 

This may be describing the condition of Jesus. The disciples took Him 
straight from His speaking without any rest, explaining why He slept. 
Or it may be describing His location. The disciples left the crowd and 
joined Him in the boat after He called to them "Let us go ... ". They left 
the crowd and took Him, since He was still in the boat. 

47. Same word as Lk 8:23. On this word, see 2 Pet 2: 17. 
48. Elsewhere only in 15:36; Lk 14:23; Jn 2:7; 6:13; Rev 8:5; 15:8. GK 

l 153. Not related to the word in Lk 8:23 (GK 5230). Related to "are 
full" in Rev 4:6. 

49. This is an idiom, more literally, "Is it not a concern to You?". On 
this word, see "concerned" in I Cor 7 :21. 

A.1Corl2:8 B.Gal5:16 C.1Corl4:14 D.Rom7:4 E.Revl:l2 F.1Cor4:5 G.Revl:ll,see H.Jn3:34 J.Lk17:5,increase 
K. Mt 19:19, as L. Rev 7:1, land M. Mt 13:26 N. Mk 3:14, send out 0. Mt 13:24, became like P. Mt 3:2 Q. Mt 13:3 R. Mt 13:32 
S. 2 Cor 12:2 T. Act 2:26, dwell U. Mt 14: 13 V. Mk 14:72, put upon W. I Thes 5: IO X. Mt 28:6, arose Y. I Cor I: 18 



Mark 4:39 124 Verse 

JC. And having awakenedA, He rebuked8 the wind, and said to the sea, "Be stiIII, be silenced2
". YJ 

And the wind stopped3• And there was a great calmc. ·And He said to them, "Why are you 40 
afraid4? Do you not yet have faith?"5 

.:JC. And they feared a great fear. 6 And they were saying to one another, "Who then is this One, .:I I 
that even the wind and the sea obey0 Him?" 

I 4B. 7 And they came to the other side o/the sea, to the countryE of the Gerasenes8 

1 c. And He having gone out of the boat, immediately9 a man with 10 an unclean spirit met Him, 
out of the tombs-

I J) Who was having his dwelling-place in the tombs 11 

':I 

2D. And no one was able to bindF him any-more 12, not even with a chainu-"because he often .:J 
had been bound with shackles 14 and chains, and the chains had been tom-apart15 by him, 
and the shackles broken° 

JD. And no one was strong-enoughH to subdue 16 him 
41J. And continually1, by night and by day 17, in the tombs 18 and in the mountains, he was 

crying-outK and cutting himself with stones 

2 l ·. And having seen Jesus from a distance, he ran and prostrated-himself19 before Him. •And having h-

cried-outK with a loud voice, he says, "What do I have to do with You, 20 Jesus, Son of the 
Most-HighL God? I make You swear2 1 by God, do not torrnentM me" 

ID. For He was saying to him, "Come out of the man, unclean spirit" 

JC. And He was asking him, "What is the name for you?" 

ID And he says to Him, 22 "The name for me is LegionN, because we are many" 
21) And he was begging0 Him greatly that He not send them outside of the countryE 

\ 

111 

4l . Now there was a large herd of pigs feedingP there at the mountain. 'And they23 begged0 Him, I 1-1 ' 
saying, "Send us to the pigs, in order that we may enter into them" 

'C. And He24 permittedO them I ; 
<iC. And the unclean spirits, having come out, entered into the pigs. And the herd- about25 two

thousand- rushedR down the steep-bank5 into the sea. And they were drowningT in the sea 
/( ·. And the ones feedingP them fled, and reportedu it in the city and in the fields. And they came 1-1 

to see what the thing having happened was26 

ID And they come to Jesus, and see the one being demon-possessedv sitting, having been I' 
clothed, and being sound-mindedw- the one having had the "legion" 

2D. And they became afraid 
."\ 1J And the ones having seen it relatedx to them how it happened to the one being demon- I" 

possessed, and about the pigs 

8( ·. And they began to beg0 Him to depart from their districts27 I -
lJC. And while He was getting into28 the boat, the one having been demon-possessed was begging0 I ~ 

Him that he might be with Him 

I D. 

2[)_ 

And He29 did not perrnitY him, but says to him, "Go to your house, to your people, and 
reportu to them all-that the Lord has done for you, and that He had mercy on you" 
And he departed, and began to proclaimz in DecapolisAA all-that Jesus did for him 

l<l 

2(1 



I. Or, "Be silent, Hush". Used of bees, "be still!". Elsewhere only as 
"be silent" in Mt 26:63; Mk 3:4; 9:34; 14:61; Lk 1:20; 19:40; Act 
18:9; and as "keep silent" in Mt 20:31; Mk I 0:48. GK 4995. 

2. The tense is unusual for a command, implying "Be silenced and 
stay silent". Related to the word for "muzzle". Same word as in Mt 
22: 12, 34; Mk I :25; Lk 4:35; I Pet 2: 15. Elsewhere only as "muz
zle" in I Tim 5: 18. GK 5821. 

3. Or, "abated, ceased". Elsewhere only in Mt 14:32; Mk 6:51, all of 
wind. GK 3156. 

4. Or, "fearful, cowardly, timid". Same word as in Mt 8:26. Elsewhere 
only as "cowardly" in Rev 21 :8. GK I 264. It means "fearful" as a 
result of cowardice or lack of moral courage. Related to "afraid" in 
Jn 14:27, and "fearfulness" in 2 Tim I :7. 

5. Some manuscripts say "Why are you so afraid? How is it you do 
not have faith?" (A}. 

6. That is, they were extremely afraid. Same phrase as in Lk 2:9. 
7. Parallel account at Mt 8:28; Lk 8:26. 
8. Some manuscripts say "Gadarenes", as in Mt 8:28; others, "Gerge

senes" { C). Note Mt 8:28; Lk 8:26. The region called Decapolis (v 
20) included the cities ofGerasa, Gadara, and Gergesa. Elsewhere 
only in Lk 8:26, 37. GK I I 70. 

9. Some manuscripts omit this word {N}. 
I 0. Or, "in". Same word as in I :23. 
11. This word is also in v 5 and Lk 8:27 (see Lk 23:53 on it). It is related 

to the word in v 2, which is also in Mt 8:28 (see Mt 23:29 on it). 
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12. Some manuscripts omit this word { K}. 
13. On this word, see Act 28:20 Some manuscripts have this plural {K}. 
14. That is, bindings for the feet. On this word, see Lk 8:29. 
15. On this word, see "tom to pieces" in Act 23:10. Not related to the 

word in Lk 8:29. 
16. Or, "tame". Elsewhere only as "tame" in Jam 3:7, 8. GK I 238. 
17. On this phrase, see Rev 7: 15. 
18. Some manuscripts reverse the order of"tombs" and "mountains" {K}. 
19. On this word, see "worship" in Mt 14:33. 
20. This is an idiom, literally, "What [is there)for me and for you". On 

this phrase, see Jn 2:4. 
21. Or, "I adjure You, I put you on oath". Note that Jesus does not 

answer this challenge. On this word, see Act 19: 13. 
22. Some manuscripts say "And he responded, saying" {N}. 
23. Some manuscripts say "And all the demons ... " { N}. 
24. Some manuscripts say "And immediately Jesus" permitted them (N}. 
25. Some manuscripts say "and there were about..." {K}. 
26. More literally, "is", as the Greek typically phrases it. 
27. The people accept what happened as an "act of God", but they do not 

want anything else to happen to them. On this incident, see Lk 8:32. 
28. Some manuscripts say "And He having gotten into" {K}. 
29. Some manuscripts say "Jesus" {K}. 

A. Jn 6: 18, become aroused B. 2 Tim 4:2, warn C. Lk 8:24 D. Act 6:7 E. Mk I :5 F. I Cor 7:27 G. Mt 12:20, bruised H. Gal 5:6, can do 
J.2Thes3:16 K.Mt8:29 L.Mt21:9,highest M.Revl4:10 N.Mt26:53 O.Roml2:8,exhorting P.Jn21:15 Q.1Tim2:12 R.Act7:57 
S. Mt 8:32 T. Mt 13:7, choked U. I Jn 1:3, announcing V. Mt 8:16 W. Rom 12:3 X. Lk 8:39 Y. Mt 6: 12, forgive Z. 2 Tim 4:2 AA. Mk 7:31 
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3 [). And they all were marveling 

t )13.1 And Jesus having crossed-over again in the boat2 to the other side, a large crowd was gathered 21 
to3 Him. And He was beside the sea 

I ( . 

2(' 

_1( . 

And one of the synagogue-officials4 comes, Jairus by name. And having seen Him, he falls at5 

His feet,• and begsA Him greatly6, saying that "My little-daughter is at the point of death7. I beg 
that having come, You lay Your hands on her in order that she may be restored8 and live" 
And He departed with him. And a large crowd was following Him, and they were pressing
upon9 Him 
And there was a woman 10 being in a flow of blood/or twelve years,"and having suffered8 

many things by many physicians, and having spentc everything ofhers 11 , and not having been 
benefitted0 at all, but rather having come to the worse 

ID. Having heard about 12 Jesus, having come in the crowd from behind, she touchedE His 
garmentF. "For she was saying that "IfI touchE even His garmentsF, I will be restored" 

2D. And immediately the fountain 13 o/herblood was dried-upG, and she knew" in her body 
that she had 14 been healedJ from the scourgeK 

.1 I) And immediately Jesus- having knownL in Himself the power15 having gone forth from 
Him, having turned around in the crowd- was saying, "Who 16 touchedE My garmentsF?" 

.:ID. And His disciples were saying to Him, "You see the crowd pressing-upon You, and You 
say 'Who touched Me?'" 

:iD. And He was looking around to see the one having done 17 this 
<iD. And the woman- having become afraid, and while trembling 18, knowingM what had19 

happened to her2°- came and fell-before Him, and told Him the whole truthN 
71) And the One said to her, "Daughter0 , your faith has restored you. Go in peace, and be 

healthy21 from your scourgeK" 

2J 

24 

~IJ 

-H ·. While He is still speaking, they come from [the house of] the synagogue-official, saying that ' -
"Your daughter0 diedr. Why are you troubling22 the Teacher further?" 

ID. But Jesus, having ignored23 the statementO being spoken, says to the synagogue-official, _;1, 

"Do not be fearing, only be believing24" 
21 ). And He did not permitR anyone to follow5 with Him except Peter and James and John (the 

brother of James) 
.1 I) And they come25 to the house ()(the synagogue official. And He sees a commotion26, and ·' ~ 

ones weepingT and wailing loudly 
-Ill. And having gone in, He says to them, "Why are you being thrown-into-a-commotionu, ''1 

and weepingT? The child did not dier, but is sleepingv". 'And they were laughing- -lll 
scomfully27 at Him 

'i I). But He, having put everyone out, takes along the father of the child, and the mother, and 
the ones with Him, and proceeds in where the child was28. 'And having taken hold of 41 
the hand of the child, He says to her, "Talitha koum29" (which being translatedw is "Little-
girlX, I say to you, arise v") 

hD. And immediately the little girl stood-upz, and was walking around (for she was twelve 42 
years old) 

IL. And immediately30 they were astonished31 with great astonishment32 
21-. And He gave-orders to them strictJyAA that no one should know" this 
3 L-:. And He said that something should be given to her to eat 



I. Parallel account at Mt 9: 18; Lk 8:40. 
2. Some manuscripts omit "in the boat" {CJ. 
3. Or, "up to, upon". GK 2093. 
4. On this word, see Act 18:8. Some manuscripts say "And behold, 

one ... " {NJ. 
5. Or, "toward, to". GK 4639. 
6. Or, "loudly, earnestly". Same word as "loudly" in v 38. On this 

word, see "many" in Mt 13:52. 
7. This is an idiom, literally, she "has it extremely'', "has it at the 

extremity". This idiom is like "has it badly", meaning "being ill" 
(see Mk I :32), but means "is at the extreme point of illness, at the 
point of death". 

8. Or, "saved". Same word as in v 28, 34. On this word, see Jam 5: 15. 
9. Or, "pressing in on, pressing together on". Elsewhere only in v 31. 

GK 5315. Related to "press" in 3:9. 
10. Some manuscripts say "a certain woman" {N}. Note this vivid 

Greek statement in v 25-27. The main sentence is "And a woman ... 
touched His garment". In between, there are seven participle 
phrases setting the circumstances. The main verb is held until the 
end. "There was" is added and the sentence is split only to make it 
a little easier in English. 

11. This is an idiom, literally, "all the things from her'', that is, all her 
resources. Similar to Lk 10:7, "the things from them", and Phil 
4: 18, "the things from you". Compare Lk 8:43. 

12. Some manuscripts say "heard the things about Jesus" {N}. 
13. Or, "spring". That is, the source of the flow of blood, whatever it 

was. On this word, see "spring" in Jn 4:6. 
14. More literally, "has", as the Greek typically phrases it. 
15. Or, "the miracle". This word means "power, capability". When the 

power comes from God, it also means the "miracle" (see I Cor 
12: I 0) or the "work of power" done. Used 119 times. GK 1539. 
Related to "be able" in I Jn 3:9. 
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16. Jesus wishes to acknowledge the woman's faith, and make the mir
acle public. 

17. This word is feminine. It could be rendered, to see "her having 
done" this. Jesus knew who it was, but waited for her to respond. 

18. Elsewhere only in Lk 8:47; 2 Pet 2:10. GK 5554. Related to the 
word in Phil 2: 12. 

19. More literally, "has", as the Greek typically phrases it. 
20. Some manuscripts say "in her" {N}. 
21. On this adjective, see Mt 12: 13. The command here is the verb "to 

be" (GK 1639), meaning "continue to be" healthy. 
22. Or, "bothering, annoying". On this word, see Mt 9:36. Same word 

as in Lk 8:49. 
23. Or, "overheard", and then ignored. Elsewhere only as "refuses-to

listen" in Mt 18:17. GK 4159. Related to "disobedience" in 2 Cor 
I 0:6. Some manuscripts say "having heard", as in Lk 8:50; others, 
"But immediately Jesus, having heard ... " ( B}. 

24. The grammar implies, "continue believing". Compare Lk 8:50. 
25. Some manuscripts say "He comes" {K}. 
26. Or, "uproar, confusion, disorder, unrest". Same word as in Act 

24: 18. Elsewhere only as "uproar" in Mt 26:5; 27:24; Mk 14:2; Act 
20: I; 21 :34. GK 2573. Related to "throw into a commotion" next. 

27. The ones there know she is dead. On this word, see Lk 8:53. 
28. Some manuscripts add "lying" {N}. 
29. Some manuscripts say "koumi" {N}. This is a transliterated Ara

maic phrase. This variant reflects a grammatical difference in the 
underlying Aramaic command. 

30. Some manuscripts omit this word { C}. See 6:25 on it. 
31. On this word, see 2: 12. A related word follows. 
32. Our word "ecstasy" comes from this Greek word, ekstasis. It is a 

"standing outside" of oneself Same word as 16:8; Lk 5:26; Act 3:10. 
Elsewhere only as "trance" in Act IO: IO; 11 :5; 22: 17. GK 1749. 

A. Rom 12:8,exhorting B. Gal 3:4 C.Act21:24 D. Rom2:25,profits E. I Cor7:1 F. I Pet3:3 G. Mk3:1,becamewithered H. Lk 1:34 
J.Mt8:8 K.Mk3:10 L.Coll:6 M.1Jn2:29 N.Jn4:23 O.Lkl3:16 P.Rom7:10 Q.1Corl2:8,word R.Mt6:12,forgive S.Mkl4:51 
T. Jn 11 :33 U. Mt 9:23 V. I Thes 5:IO W. Act 13:8 X. Mk 6:22, girl Y. Mt 28:6 Z. Lk 18:33, rise up AA. Mt 13:52, many 
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7D. And He went out from there hi 

J 6l3. 1 And He comes2 into His hometown3• And His disciples are following Him 

J l . And having become Sabbath, He began to teach in the synagogue 

11). And while listening, many were astoundedA, saying, "From where did these things come 
to this One? And what is the wisdom8 having been given to this One? And4 such miraclesc 
taking place by His hands! "Is this One not the carpenter\ the son ofMary, and brother 3 
of James and loses and Jude and Simon? And are not His sisters6 here with us?" 

2 D. And they were taking-offense7 at Him 
JD. And Jesus was saying to them that "A prophet0 is not without-honorE except in his 

hometownF, and among his relativesG, and in his houseH" 

2l' And He was not able8 to do any miraclec there except, having laid His hands on a few sicki 
ones, He curedK them 

:iC. And He was marvelingL because of their unbelief9 <· 

I 7B. 10 And He was going-around the villages in a circle, teaching. ·And He summons the twelve, and 
began to send them out two by two 11 

I ( ·. And He was giving them authorityM over the unclean spirits 
2C. And He instructedN them that 

1 D. They should be taking nothing for the journey except a staff 12 only- no bread, no 
[traveler's] bag0 , no money13 for the [money] belt 

2D. But should go having [merely] tied-on 14 sandals15 
" 

.i [) "And do not put on two tunics 16
" 

_i( ·. And He was saying to them, "Wherever you enter into a house, be stayingP there until you go J 1: 

forth from-that-place. 17 •And whatever place 18 does not welcomeO you, nor do they listen-to I I 
you- while proceeding out from-that-place, shake-out 19 the dirt20 under your feet for a 
testimonyR against them"21 

4C. And having gone forth, they proclaimed5 that they should repent22 • •And they were casting I.:'- I.; 
out many demons. And they were anointing23 many sick ones with oil24 and curingK them 

I ~H. 25 And King Herod26 heard [of Him], for His name became knownT 

IC·. And they27 were saying that "John, the one baptizingu, has arisen v from the dead. And for this 
reason the miraculous-powers28 are at-work29 in Him" 

11 

11) And others were saying that "He is Elijah" I , 
2D. And others were saying that "He is a prophet like one of the [former] prophets" 

2C. 30 But having heard, Herod was saying, "John, whom I beheaded- this31 one arosev" It• 

I D. For Herod himself, having sent out men, seizedw John and boundx him in prison because I ~ 
of Herodias32

, the wife of Philip his brother- because he marriedY her 

11:. For John was saying to Herod that "It is not lawfulz for you to have the wife of your I~ 
brother" 



I. Parallel account at Mt 13:53. Compare Lk 4:16-30; Jn 4:43-44. 
2. Some manuscripts say "came" {N}. 
3. That is, Nazareth. On this word, see "homeland" in Heb 11: 14. 
4. Some manuscripts say "that indeed such miracles should take 

place ... "; others, "And such miracles are taking place ... " { C}. 
5. This is the only place Jesus is called a carpenter. Elsewhere only 

in Mt 13:55. GK 5454. Some manuscripts say "the son of the car
penter and Mary" {A}. 

6. On His brothers and sisters, see Mt 13:55-56. 
7. Or, "being caused to fall" by Him. On this word, see "caused to 

fall" in I Cor 8:13. 
8. The reason is not stated. If Lk 4: 16-30 is referring to this incident, 

it was because they drove Jesus out. If not, it may have been 
because He refused to do "signs" for those who knowingly rejected 
Him, as these people did. Note 8:12. 

9. It is a marvel. They acknowledged His wisdom and miracles (v 2), 
yet rejected Him! On this word, see I Tim I: 13. 

10. Parallel account at Mt 10:1; Lk 9:1. 
11. This is an idiom, literally "two, two". 
12. Or, "walking stick". Mt 10: 10 and Lk 9:3 say "not a staff". Some 

think they quote Jesus as meaning not to acquire a new one or a sec
ond one, whereas Mark quotes Him as meaning the disciples should 
take whatever one they already have. 

13. Like a leptos or a quadran, see 12:42. Compare Mt 10:9; Lk 9:3. 
Same word as in 12:41, and as "copper" in Mt 10:9. GK 5910. 

14. This word is related to "sandal" in Mt 10:10; Lk 10:4, but not to 
"sandals" next. On this word, see "sandaled" in Eph 6: 15. 

15. Not the same word as Mt 10:10; Lk 10:4. A synonym. Elsewhere 
only in Act 12:8. GK 4908. 

16. That is, "undershirts", worn next to the skin. In other words, make 
no preparations for the journey. Go as you are, without doing the 
normal planning and preparation any traveler would do. Do not 
even take an extra pair of underwear. Just put your shoes on and go. 
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God will provide all you need through those welcoming you. Com
pare Lk 3: 11. On this word, see Mt 5:40. Some manuscripts make 
this part of what precedes, instead ofa direct quote {N}, "sandals
and not to put on two tunics". 

17. That is, remain in that house until you depart from that city. Do not 
move around. 

18. Some manuscripts instead say "And whoever ... " {N}. 
19. On this word, see Act 13:51. Same word as in Mt 10: 14. Lk 9:5 uses 

a related word. 
20. Mark uses a different word than Mt 10:14 or Lk 9:5. Elsewhere 

only in Rev 18:19. GK 5967. 
21. Some manuscripts add "Truly I say to you, it will be more tolera

ble for Sodom or Gomorrah on the day a/judgment than/or that 
city" {N}, as in Mt 10:15. 

22. Same word as in 1:15, Mark's only other use ofit. On this word, 
see Act 26:20. 

23. Or, "putting on, rubbing on". The "anointing with oil" associated 
with healing occurs only here and Jam 5: 14. Oil was medicinal, as 
seen in Lk 10:34. Here its purpose is unclear. Some think it is sym
bolic, perhaps of the Spirit, or that the healing is through the power 
of Another. There are other views. On this word, see Jam 5: 14. 

24. That is, olive oil. On this word, see Jam 5: 14. 
25. Parallel account at Mt 14: I; Lk 9:7. 
26. That is, Herod Antipas. On this man, see Mt 14: I. 
27. That is, the ones making Jesus known, repeated by Herod and his 

servants. Compare Mt 14: I; Lk 9:7. Some manuscripts say "he was 
saying" {B}. 

28. Or, "the Powers" (see Mt 14:2). Same word as "miracle" in v 2, 5. 
29. Same word as in Mt 14:2. 
30. Parallel account at Mt 14:3. Compare Lk 3: 19-20. 
31. Some manuscripts say "This is John whom I beheaded. He arose 

from the dead" {N}. 
32. On Herodias and Philip, see Mt 14:3. This occurred in I: 14. 

A. Mt 7:28 B. I Cor 12:8 C. I Cor 12:10 D. I Cor 12:28 E. I Cor 12:23 F. Heb 11:14, homeland G. Rom 16:7, kinsmen H. Mk 3:25 
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2D. And Herodias was hostile1 to him, and was wantingA to kill him, and was not being able 19 

11 ·:. For Herod was fearing8 John, knowing that he was a righteousc and holy0 man. And 2() 
he was protectingE him 

21,. And having heard him, he was greatly perplexed2 

'I·:. And-yet he was listening-to him with-pleasure3 

.<D. And an opportune• day having come about when Herod.for his birthday-celebrations5, 
made a banquetF for his princes6 and the commanders7 and the leading8 ones a/Galilee, 
and his9 daughter Herodias having come in and danced10-

11 ·. She pleasedG Herod, and the ones reclining-back-with him [to eat] 
21 ·:. The king said to the girl 11 , "Ask me whatever you wishA, and I will give it to you". 

And he swore-with-an-oathH to her solemnly12, "Whatever thing13 you14 ask me, I 
will give it to you- up to half of my kingdom1

" 

J 1 •.. And having gone out, she said to her mother, "What should I ask-for?" And the one 
said, "The head of John, the one baptizing15" 

41 And having immediately 16 gone in with hasteK to the king, she asked, saying, "I 
want you to 17 give me at-once 18, on a platterL, the head of John the Baptist19" 

5L And the king, having become deeply-grievedM, did not want to rejectN her, because 
of the oaths0 and the ones reclining-back [to eat]. •And immediately having sent
out an executioner20, the king commandedr him to bring his head21 

iiL And having gone, he beheaded him in the prison. •And he brought his head on a 
platter, and gave it to the girl. And the girl gave it to her mother 

4D. And his disciples, having heard-of it, came and took away his corpseO, and laid it in a tomb 

I 'JB.22 And the apostles23 are gathered-together with Jesus. And they reportedR to Him all 24 that they 
did and that they taught 

I ( ·. And He says to them, "Come, you yourselves privately5, to a desolate25 place, and rest a little". 
For the ones coming and the ones going were many, and they were not even finding-an
opportunity26 to eat 

2( .27 And they went away privately5 in the boat to a desolate place 
~C . And they28 saw them going, and many knew29 where. And they ran there together on foot from 

all the cities. And they came-ahead-of3° them31 

-W. And having gone out32
, He saw a large crowd, and felt-deep-feelingsT [of compassion] 

toward them because they were like sheep not having a shepherdu. And He began to teach 
them many things 

~( ·. And already having become a late hour, having come to Him, His disciples were saying that 
"This place is desolate, and it is already a late hour. "Send them away in order that having gone 
away into the surrounding farms and villages, they may buy themselves what they may eat" 

21 

~I 

""'11 

ID. But the One, having responded, said to them, "You give them something to eat" ' 
2D. And they say to Him, "Should we, having gone away, buy loaves worth two-hundred 

denarii33
, and give them something to eat?" 

\D. And the One says to them, "How many loaves do you have? Go34, see!" And having _\:-; 
come-to-knowv, they say, "Five, and two fish" 

41). And He commandedr them to make everyone lie-backls party by party36 on the greenl7 _\ <l 

grass. •And they fell-back grouping by grouping38, by hundreds and by fifties 40 



I. More literally, Herodias was "having it in" for John, "holding in" 
anger and retaliation against him. She was internally setting herself 
against him, plotting how to destroy him without angering Herod. 
Same word as in Lk 11 :53. Elsewhere only as "held in" in Gal 5: I. 
GK 1923. 

2. On this word, see 2 Cor 4:8. Herod "was at a loss" about what to do. 
Some manuscripts instead say "he was doing many things" { C}. 

3. Same word as in 12:37; 2 Cor 11:19. Elsewhere only as "gladly" in 
2 Cor 12:9, 15. GK 2452. Related to "pleasure" in Lk 8:14. 

4. That is, for Herodias. Elsewhere only as "well-timed" in Heb 4: 16. 
GK 2322. Related to "find an opportunity" in v 31. 

5. Elsewhere only in Mt 14:6. GK 1160. 
6. That is, Herod's government officials; officials of his administra

tion. On this word, see Rev 6: 15. 
7. That is, the Roman officers. On this word, see Act 21 :31. 
8. Or, "prominent ones, first ones". That is, the local dignitaries. 

GK 4755. 
9. The girl was this Herod's daughter by virtue of his marriage to her 

mother, mentioned in v 17 (Philip was her physical father). Some 
manuscripts say "the daughter o/Herodias herself" { C}. Josephus 
calls her Salome, but she may have also been known as Herodias, 
her mother's name. Herod's children took on the name Herod 
almost like a title. See Mt 14:6 on her. 

I 0. Three participles set the stage for the main sentence. A day having 
come about, and Herodias having come in and danced, "she 
pleased Herod". 

11. Or, "maiden, young woman". Same word as in v 28; Mt 14: 11. 
This word was used of "little girls" and girls of marriageable age. 
Used of Esther in Est 2:7, and Ruth in Ruth 2:22. Some think 
Salome was about 13 to 15 years old at this time. Elsewhere only 
as "little girl" in Mt 9:24, 25; Mk 5:41, 42 (where she is said to 
be twelve). GK 3166. 

12. Some manuscripts omit this word {CJ. 
13. On "whatever thing", see Col 3:17. 
14. Some manuscripts say "solemnly that 'Whatever you ask ... " {C]. 
15. Note that a participle is used here (as in I :4; 6: 14; only in Mark is 

John referred to this way), and the noun is used in v 25 (as in 8:28). 
On this word see I :8. 

16. This word is used 51 times, 41 by Mark. GK 2317. It is a key word 
for Mark. There is a related word in Mt 13:5. The KJV renders them 
both "straightway", the root word being "straight" in Act 8:21. 

17. More literally, "I want that you should give me". GK 2671. 
18. Same word as in Act 10:33; 21 :32; 23:30; Phil 2:23. Elsewhere only 

as "immediately" in Act 11: 11. GK 1994. Not related to "immedi
ately" earlier in the verse. 
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19. Elsewhere only in Mt 3:1; 11:11, 12; 14:2, 8; 16:14; 17:13; Mk 
8:28; Lk 7:20, 33; 9: 19. GK 969. Related to "baptism" in Mk I :4. 

20. Or, "courier, bodyguard". Herod said to this man "Bring me his 
head". Used only here. GK 5063. 

21. Some manuscripts say "commanded his head to be brought" { N}. 
22. Parallel account at Lk 9: I 0. 
23. Or, "sent ones". The twelve were "sent out" in v 7, where the verb 

related to this word was used. On this word, see I Cor 12:28. 
24. Some manuscripts say "both all that..." {K}. Some manuscripts omit 

the next "that" {NJ, so that it says "all that they did and taught". 
25. Same word as in v 32, 35, and as I :35. 
26. Or, "having a favorable time". Related to "opportune" in v 21. On 

this word, see Act 17:21. 
27. Parallel account at Mt 14: 13; Lk 9: IO; Jn 6: I. 
28. That is, "people" saw. The word "many" is the last word in this sen

tence. Some make it the subject of both verbs, "And many saw ... 
and knew". Some manuscripts say "And the crowds saw" {K}, as 
in Mt 14:13. 

29. Or, "recognized, learned". Or, "knew, recognized them". Same word 
as "recognized" in v 54. On this word, see "understood" in Col I :6. 

30. Some think this means these people arrived first; others, that this 
group who knew them "went before, preceded, went ahead of" or 
led the other people to them. Whether this "many" arrived ahead of 
the boat or led the crowd from all the cities there sometime after the 
boat had arrived is related to the meaning of "gone out" in v 34. 
Elsewhere only as "go ahead" in Mt 26:39; 14:35; Lk I: 17; Act 
12: IO; 20:5, 13; 2 Cor 9:5; and "precede" in Lk 22:47. GK 4601. 

31. Some manuscripts say instead "and came together to them". Others 
say both, "and came ahead of them and came together to Him" {B}. 

32. Or, "having come out". Some think Mark means "[of the boat]", 
as in v 54; 5:2. Others think he means "[from their private place 
where they had gone)", as may be implied in Lk 9: 10; Jn 6:3. Same 
word as Mt 14: 14. GK 2002. 

33. That is, 200 days wages for a laborer. On this word, see Mt 20:2. 
34. Some manuscripts say "Go and see" {N}. 
35. Some manuscripts say "them that everyone should lie back ... " {NJ. 
36. That is, in eating groups. Our word "symposium" comes from this 

word, sumposion. It meant "drinking parties", and then "a party of 
guests". Used only here. GK 5235. 

3 7. This word marks this as a springtime event. It was near Passover, 
Jn 6:4. 

38. This word implies that the people were divided up like "garden
plots". Some think this refers to their orderly arrangement in 
rows; others, to their colorful clothing, like flowers. Used only 
here. GK 4555. 
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R. I Jn I :3, announcing S. Mt 14: 13 T. Mt 9:36 U. Eph 4: 11 V. Lk I :34, know 
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:; D. And having taken the five loaves and the two fish, having looked up to heaven, He blessedA 4 I 
them 1, and broke the loaves in pieces2, and was giving them to His3 disciples in order that 
they might be setting it before8 them. And He dividedc the two fish to everyone 

6 J). And they all ate and were filled-to-satisfaction° 4 2 
7D. And they picked up fragmentsE- the fillings4 of twelve basketsF, and from the fish5 4i 
8D. And the ones having eaten the loaves6 were five-thousand men7 4-1 

201:l. 8 And immediately, He compelled9 His disciples to get into the boat, and to be going ahead to the -1' 
other side 10, toward 11 Bethsaida, while He sends-away0 the crowd 

I c And having said-good-byeH to them 12, He went away on the mountain to pray 41, 
2( ·. And having become evening, the boat was in the middle of the sea, and He was alone on the land -1 · 
JC. And having seen 13 them being tormented 14 in the rowing1- for the wind was contraryK to -I~ 

them- He 15 comes to them around the fourth watch of the night16, walking on the sea. And 
He was intending17 to pass-by them 

-IC. But the ones, having seen Him walking on the sea, thought that "It is a phantom 18", and cried- -1'1 
out19 • "For they all saw Him and were frightened20 :'r' 

SC. But immediately the One spoke with them. And He says to them, "Take-courageL, I am the 
One21

• Do not be afraid" 
(i( ·. And He went up with them in the boat. And the wind stoppedM .; I 

IC. And they were very exceedingly22 astonished23 in themselves. "For they did not understand24 .; · 

on the basis of the loaves-of-bread, but their heart had been hardened25 

21 B.26 And having crossed-over, they came on land in Gennesaret27, and moored28 .;, 

IC. And they having gone out of the boat- immediately having recognizedN Him," the people ran '-1-'' 
around that whole region. And they began to carry around the ones being ill0 on their cots to-
where they were hearing that He was29 

2c·. And wherever He was entering- into villages, or into cities, or into fields- they were laying .;, , 
the ones being sickP in the marketplaces, and were beggingO Him that they might touch even30 

the tasseJR of His garment. And all who touched5 it were being restored31 

221~. 32 And the Pharisees and some of the scribes are gathered-together with Him, having come from -1 
Jerusalem 

IC. And having seen some of His disciples, that they are eating their bread with defiled33 hands, 
that is, unwashed34-

ID. For the Pharisees and all the Jews do not eat unless they wash35 their hands with a fist36-

holding-on-toT the traditionu of the elders 
2D. And they do not eat [when they retum]3 7 from the marketplace unless they cleanse38 

[themselves)39 

31J. And there are many other traditions40 which they receivedv to hold-on-toT- the 
cleansing41 of cups and pitchers and copper-pots and couches42 

2C:. And43 the Pharisees and the scribes ask Him- "For what reason are Your disciples not walking 
according to the traditionu of the elders, but are eating their bread with defiled44 hands?" 

3C. And the One said to them 
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I. That is, the food. Or, "God''. See Mt 14: 19 on this. 
2. On the word "broke in pieces", see Lk 9: 16. 
3. Some manuscripts omit this word { C}, so that it says "the disciples". 
4. Or, "contents, full-measures". This word is plural only here and in 

8:20. On this word, see "fullness" in Col I: 19. Mark uses a differ
ent word and grammar in 8:8, 19. 

5. That is, the fragments of bread and fish filled up twelve baskets. 
6. Some manuscripts omit "the loaves" [CJ. 
7. This word means males. Compare Mt 14:21. 
8. Parallel account al Mt 14:22; Jn 6:16. 
9. Same word as in Mt 14:22. The reason why is seen in Jn 6:15. 
10. Some manuscripts omit "to the other side" {A}. 
11. Or, "to Bethsaida". They were already near Bethsaida (Lk 9: 10), 

which is near the northeast shore of the Sea of Galilee, east ofCaper
naum. Perhaps Jesus sent them back toward there, and beyond it to 
the other side (to Capemaum, Jn 6: 17), and they were blown off 
course to the south, to Gennesaret (Mk 6:53). There are other views. 

12. That is, to the crowd. 
13. Some manuscripts say "And He saw ... " {N}. 
14. Or, "harassed, tortured". Or, "tormenting themselves at the rowing". 

That is, because of the wind and waves, Mt 14:24. On this word, 
see Rev 14: 10. 

15. Some manuscripts say "them. And He comes ... " {N). 
16. The fourth watch was from 3-6 A.M. On the four watches, see 13:35. 

On "watch", see Lk 2:8. 
17. Or, "wishing, wanting". On this word, see "willing" in Jn 7: 17. 
18. Or, "ghost". Our English word comes from this Greek word, phan

tasma. Elsewhere only in Mt 14:26. GK 5753. 
19. On this word, see Lk 23:18. Related to the word in Mt 14:26 (GK 

3189). 
20. Same word as in Ml 14:26. On this word, see "disturbed" in Gal I :7. 
21. That is, "It is!". On this phrase, see Jn 8:58. 
22. Some manuscripts omit this word [CJ. 
23. On this word, see 2: 12. Some manuscripts add "and they were mar

veling" { B} (these two verbs appear together in Act 2:7). 
24. Same word as in 4: 12. The disciples saw and heard, but did not 

understand. They thought He was just a prophet. On this word, see 
Mt 13:23. 

25. This is a participle, their heart "was having been hardened". On this 
word, see Rom 11 : 7. The disciples did not understand the person 
and power of Jesus when He fed the 5000. But now they under
stand. Compare 8: 17; Mt 14:33. 

26. Parallel account at Mt 14:34. Compare Jn 6:22-25. 
27. This plain was on the west side of the Sea of Galilee, south of 

Capemaum. Elsewhere only in Mt 14:34; Lk 5: I. GK I 166. 

28. Or, "were brought to anchor". Used only here. GK 4694. 
29. More literally, "is", as the Greek typically phrases it. 
30. Or, "at least". Same word as in 5:28. GK 2829. 
31. Same word as in 5:23. Related to the word in Mt 14:36. 
32. Parallel account at Mt 15: I. 
33. Or, "common, unconsecrated, unclean". Sarne word as in v 5. Mark 

does not mean "dirty'', but "not ceremonially washed according to 
their traditions", "not ritually purified" from any contact with 
unclean things or people. On this word, see Heb I 0:29. The related 
verb is in v 15. 

34. Mark breaks off the sentence here and explains this concept to his 
readers, and then begins again in v 5. Elsewhere only in Mt 15:20. 
GK 481. Some manuscripts add "they found fault" {N}, complet
ing the sentence, using the same word as in Rom 9: 19. 

35. Related to "unwashed" in v 2. Also used of the face in Mt 6: 17, the 
eyes in Jn 9:7, the feet in Jn 13:5; I Tim S: 10. Used 17 times. GK 
3782. Related to "wash-basin" in Jn 13:5. It is differentiated from 
"bathe" (the whole body) in Jn 13: 10. 

36. The procedure in view here is uncertain. Some think Mark means 
rubbing one hand and forearm with the other hand clenched in a 
fist. Others think it is a fist washed in the hollow of the other hand. 
Others think it means "with a handful of water". Water for this cus
tom is seen in Jn 2:6. The NKJV paraphrases "in a special way"; 
the NIV, a "ceremonial washing", both of which give the correct 
idea without reference to the exact procedure. Used only here. GK 
4778. Instead of"with a fist", some manuscripts have a word that 
means "often" or "thoroughly" {A}. 

37. Or, "[food]". 
38. Or, "dip, immerse, wash, baptize". Same word as in Lk 11 :38. 

Except for these two places, it is always translated "baptize". On 
this word, see "baptize" in Mk I :8. This word is not related to 
"wash" in v 3. It refers to a ritual "washing" or "cleansing" of the 
body and of vessels (as in Lev 11 :31, 32; 15: 11, etc.), in case any
thing "unclean" was touched. 

39. Or, "(it]", the food. 
40. This word is supplied from v 3. 
41. Related to "cleanse" earlier in the verse. On this word, see Heb 6:2. 
42. That is, the dining couches on which people of that day reclined to 

eat. GK 3 I 09. Some manuscripts omit "and couches" { C}. 
43. Some manuscripts say "Then" {NJ, making the connection with 

v 2 clearer. 
44. Some manuscripts say "unwashed" {N}, as in v 2. 
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Mark 7:7 

ID. 

2D. 

134 

"Isaiah prophesiedA rightly8 concerning you hypocritesc, as it has been written [in Isa 29: 13 ], 
that1 'This people honors0 Me with their lips, but their heart is far distantE from Me. "But 
they are worshipingF Me in-vain°, teaching as teachings2 the commandments3 ojbumansH' 
"Having neglected4 the commandmentl of God, you are holding on to the tradition of 
humans5!" 

Verse 

7 

4( ·. And He was saying to them, "You are nicely6 setting-aside7 the commandmentl of God in order 'J 

that you may establish8 your tradition! 

ID. "For Moses said [in Ex 20: 12], 'Be honoring your father and your mother', and [in Ex I r1 
21: 17], 'Let the one speaking-evil-ofK father or mother come-to-an-end9 by a death 10

' 

2D. "But you say if a person says to his father or mother, 'Whatever you might be benefittedL I I 
from me is Corban 11 (which means, "Gift12")', "you 13 no longer perrnitM him to do I~ 
anything/or his father or mother-

0

nullifying 14 the word of God by your tradition which I ' 
you handed-downN 

3 D. "And you are doing many similar15 such things" 

5 C. And having summoned the crowd again 16
, He was saying to them, "Everyone listen-to Me I-! 

and understand0 -

ID. "There is nothing outside of the person proceeding into him which is able to defile 17 him I' 
2D. "But the things proceeding out of the person are the things defiling the person I 11" 

6(·. And when He entered into a house away-from the crowd, His disciples were questioning Him i -
as to the parable 

ID. And He says to them, "So are even you without-understandingP? Do you not perceiveO I' 
that everything outside proceeding into the person is not able to defile him "because it I 'I 
does not proceed into his heart, but into his stomach, and it proceeds out into the latrine?" 

11·:. He was making all foods 19 clean20 

2D. And He was saying that "The thing proceeding out of the person- that defiles the person ~1 1 

11. "For from within, out of the heart of people, proceed the evil2 1 thoughtsR, sexual
immoralities5, thefts, murders," adulteries, greedsT, evilsu, deceitv, sensualityw, an 
evil eye,22 blasphemyX, arrogance23 , foolishnessY 

21 c. "All these evil things proceed out from within, and defile the person" 

2JB. 24 And having arisen, He went from there to the districts o/Tyre25 . And having entered into a house, 
He was wanting26 no one to know27 it. And-yet He was not able to escape-noticez 

IC. But immediately, a woman having heard about Him28- of whom her little daughter was , ' 
having an unclean spirit- having come, fell at His feet 

2C. Now the woman was a Greek29
, a Syro-Phoenician30 by nationalityAA. And she was asking ~<' 

Him that He cast out the demon from her daughter 

ID. 

2D. 

And He was saying31 to her, "First allow88 the children32 to be filled-to-satisfactioncc. 
For it is not good00 to take the bread of the children and throw it to the little-dogs33" 

But the one responded and says to Him, "Master14, even the little dogs under the table eat 
from the crumbs of the children!" 



I. Some manuscripts omit this word { C}, which serves to introduce 
the quotation. 

2. Or, "doctrines". That is, teaching them as if they were God's 
teachings. Same root word as the verb just used. On this word, see 
I Tim 5:17. 

3. Same word as in Mt 15:9, on which see Col 2:22. 
4. Same word as in Mt 23:23. 
5. Some manuscripts say "humans- the washings of pitchers and 

cups, and many other very similar such things you do" {A}. 
6. Or, "splendidly, beautifully". This is the adverb of the word "good", 

used here sarcastically. On this word, see "well" in Act 10:33. 
7. Or, "rejecting". On this word, see Gal 2:21. 
8. Or, "that you may make your tradition stand". GK 2705. Some 

manuscripts say "keep" { D}. 
9. That is, die. On this word, see 9:48. 
I 0. On this phrase, see Mt 15:4. 
11. This is a transliterated Hebrew word meaning "a gift or offering to 

God". In other words, the child tells the needy parent, "I have set 
this aside as an offering to God, and therefore I cannot use it to help 
you". Used only here. GK 3167. 

12. Same word as in Mt 15:5. 
13. Some manuscripts add the word meaning "and" or "indeed" (N}. 

With this word, the rendering given above would become "you 
indeed no longer". Or, the sentence could be rendered" ... if a per
son says .. Gift")', he shall be free. And you no longer permit...". 

14. SamewordasinMt 15:6. 
15. Used only here. GK 4235. Related word in Mt 23:27. 
16. Some think this indicates the Pharisees were speaking to Jesus pri

vately. Some manuscripts say "summoned the whole crowd" {N}. 
17. Or, "make ceremonially unclean". Same word as in Mt 15: 11, 18, 

20; Mk 7: 18, 20, 23; Act 21 :28; Heb 9: 13. Elsewhere only as "make 
defiled" in Act 10:15; 11:9. GK 3124. Related to the adjective 
"defiled" in v 2. 

18. Some manuscripts add as v 16, "If anyone has ears to hear, let him 
hear" {A}. 

19. Elsewhere only in Mt 14: 15; Lk 3: 11; 9: 13; Jn 4:34; Rom 14: 15, 
20; I Cor 3:2; 6:13; 8:8, 13; 10:3; I Tim 4:3; Heb 9:10; 13:9. GK 
I 109. Related to "eating" in Mt 6: 19. 
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20. This word "making clean" can also be rendered "cleansing, declar
ing clean, treating clean". Some think this is Mark's comment (sim
ilar to what he did in 3:30; 7:3-4), agreeing grammatically with the 
subject ("He" in "He says", v 18). Mark is making explicit what 
Jesus implied. Peter learned this in Act I 0: 15, where this same word 
is used. Foods are not inherently clean or unclean. Apart from 
God's Law, they have no moral effect. It is not the food going in 
that defiles, but the disobedience to God going out. See Mt 15: 11. 
Others think these are Jesus' words, "into the latrine, cleansing all 
foods", meaning that the latrine proves they are clean because they 
pass through the body without affecting the heart. Others render it, 
"latrine, purging all foods", simply completing the physical descrip
tion. On this word, see "cleansed" in Heb 9:22. 

21. This is GK 2805. The word in Mt 15: 19 is the word Mark uses in 
v 22, 23 (GK 4505). 

22. Same words as Mt 20:15, where it refers LO envy. GK 4505, 4057. 
23. Or, "haughtiness, pride". Used only here. GK 5661. Related to 

"arrogant" in Jam 4:6. 
24. Parallel account at Mt 15:21. 
25. Some manuscripts add "and Sidon" (B}, as in Mt 15:21. Note v 31. 
26. Or, "wishing, intending". On this word, see "willing" in Jn 7: 17. 
27. Or, "come to know, learn". On this word, see Lk I :34. 
28. Instead of this, some manuscripts say "For a woman having heard 

about Him" (N}. 
29. That is, Greek speaking, Greek in culture. A Gentile. 
30. That is, from Phoenicia, a region of which Tyre is a town, in the 

Roman province of Syria. Used only here. GK 5355. She is also 
known as a "Canaanite" in Mt 15:22, from the Jewish point of view. 

31. Some manuscripts say "But Jesus said" {K}. 
32. That is, the children of Israel. 
33. Or, "house dogs". On this word, see Mt 15:26. Jesus responds with 

a proverbial-type statement. The woman answers with the same 
type of statement in v 28. 

34. Some manuscripts say "Yes, Master" (B}, as in Mt 15:27. On this 
word, see Mt 8:2. 
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J [). And He said to her, "Because of this statement, 1 go-- the demon has gone out of your 2 'J 

daughter" 
4 D. And having gone to her house, she found the child having been put2 on the bed, and the )IJ 

demon having gone out 

2-'IB. And again having gone out of the districtsA a/Tyre, He went through Sidon3 to the Sea a/Galilee :l I 
in the midst8 of the districts o/Decapolis4 

IC. And they bring to Him a deaf and speech-impaired5 one, and are beggingc Him that He lay -'~ 
His hand on him 

2( . And having taken him away from the crowd privately0
, He put His fingers into his6 ears. And 1 ~ 

having spit7, He touchedE his6 tongue. •And having looked up to heaven, He sighed8. And He ~ I 

says to him, "Ephphatha9", which means, "Be opened" 
3C. And immediately10 his ears were opened, and the binding11 a/his tongue was releasedF, and 

he was speaking correctly12 

4l. And He gave-orders to them that they should be telling no one. But as much as He was giving _<1, 

orders to them, they even more abundantly were proclaimingG it 
5( . And they were being super-abundantly13 astoundedH, saying, "He has done all things well 14. 

He even makes the deaf to hear, and the 15 mute to speak" 

2."B. 16 In those days, there again being a large crowd, and 17 they not having anything they might eat- ~•I 
having summoned the 18 disciples, He 19 says to them, "'I feel-deep-feelingsl [of compassion] 
toward the crowd, because it is already three days they are remaining-withK Me, and they do not 
have anything they may eat. •And if I send them away to their house hungry, they will become
exhausted20 on the way. And some of them have comeL from a distance" 

IC. And His disciples responded to Him that "From where will anyone be able to fill these ones -l 

to satisfaction with bread21 here in a desolate-place?"22 

2C:. And He was asking them, "How many loaves do you have?" And the ones said, "Seven" 
_<c. And He orders23 the crowd to fall-back on the ground [to eat] 
..JC And having taken the seven loaves, having given-thanksM, He brokeN them. and was giving 

them to His disciples in order that they might be setting them before0 them. And they set them 
before the crowd 

5C. And they had a few small-fish. And having blessedP them, He said to be setting these also 
before them 

h< ·. And they ate, and were filled-to-satisfactionO 
7l". And they picked up the leftoversR ()/'fragmentss- seven large-basketsT 
Ci(· And there were24 about four-thousand men 
')( ·. And He sent them away 

!) 

2(113. 25 And immediatelyu, having gotten into the boat with His disciples, He went to the regionsv of J 11 

Dalmanutha26 

I (". And the Pharisees came out, and began to debate27 with Him, seeking from Him a sign from I I 
heaven, testingw Him 

2C. And having sighed-deeply28 in His spirit, He says, "Why is this generationx seeking a sign? I~ 
TrulyY I say to you, a sign will never29 be given to this generation" 

278. 30 And having left them, having again gotten into the boat3 1, He went to the other side. •And they I :>-14 
forgot to take bread. And except one loaf, they were not having any with them in the boat 



I. That is, because of what the woman said in v 28 and what it 
revealed about her. 

2. And therefore, "lying". Same word as in Ml 8:6. Some manuscripts 
say "the demon having gone out and her daughter having been put 
on the bed" {N}. 

3. Some manuscripts instead say "the districts of Tyre and Sidon, He 
went to the Sea ofGalilee ... " {A}. 

4. This word means "ten cities". That is, to the east side of the sea, 
where this region of"ten cities" was found. Elsewhere only in 5:20; 
Mt 4:25. GK 1279. 

5. Used of one with a speech impediment, or who speaks with diffi
culty. Used only here. GK 3652. 

6. Or, "His". In both cases noted in this verse, the "his" can be under
stood either way. The significance of these actions is not clear. 
Some think it was a kind of sign language, by which Jesus was 
telling the man what He was going to heal. 

7. Jesus spit, but it is unclear where. Some suggest He spit on His fin
ger and touched the man's tongue. In 8:23 Jesus spits in the man's 
eyes. Elsewhere only in Jn 9:6, where Jesus also uses saliva. GK 
4772. Related word in 14:65. 

8. Or, "groaned". On this word, see "groan" in Jam 5:9. 
9. This is a transliterated Aramaic word which Mark next translates 

into Greek. Used only here. GK 2395. 
I 0. Some manuscripts omit this word { C}. 
11. Or. "bond, fetter". That is, the binding that held the mute man's 

tongue; that which impeded his speaking. On this word, see 
"imprisonment" in Phil I :7. 

12. Or, "rightly, straightly", that is, normally. Elsewhere only in Lk 
7:43; 10:28; 20:21. GK 3987. 

I 3. Or, "beyond all measure". Used only here. GK 5669. Related to 
"super-abounded" in Rom 5:20, and to "more abundantly" in v 36. 
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14. Or, "commendably". On this phrase, see Act 10:33. 
15. Some manuscripts omit this word {C}, so that it says "and mute 

ones to speak". 
16. Parallel account at Mt 15:29. 
17. Some manuscripts say "In those days, the crowd being very-great, 

and not having anything ... " {N}. 
18. Somemanuscriptssay"His" {N}. 
19. Some manuscripts say "Jesus" {K}. 
20. Same word as in Mt 15:32. 
21. Same word as "loaves" in Mt 15:33; and here in v 5, 6. On this 

word, see "loaves of bread" in Mt 4:3. 
22. On this response, see Mt 15:33. 
23. On this word, see "command" in I Tim I :3. Some manuscripts say 

"ordered" { K}. 
24. Some manuscripts say "And the ones having eaten were" { N}. 
25. Parallel account at Mt 16: 1-4. Compare Ml 12:38-42; Lk 11 :29-32. 
26. This may be the same place as "Magadan" in Mt 15:39, or near it. 

The location of both is uncertain. Used only here. GK 1236. Some 
manuscripts say "Magdaia" {B}. 

27. Or, "discuss, dispute, argue". Same word as in 9: 14, 16; 12:28; Act 
6:9; 9:29. Elsewhere only as "discuss" in Mk I :27; 9: IO; Lk 22:23; 
24:15. GK 5184. Related to "debater" in I Cor 1:20. 

28. Or, "groaned deeply". Used only here. GK 417. Related to "sighed" 
in 7:34. 

29. Literally, "Truly I say to you, if a sign will be given ... ". This is the 
conclusion of a Hebrew oath, "May(?] happen to me if a sign will 
be given". Same idiom as in Heb 3:11, used by God. It is a very 
strong negation. Mt 16:4 has different grammar. 

30. Parallel account at Ml 16:5. 
31. Some manuscripts include this phrase "into the boat" { N}, which 

is supplied from v 10. 
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abundance S. Mt 15:37 T. Ml 15:37 U. Mk 6:25 V. Rom 11:25, part W. Heb 2: 18, tempted X. Mt 24:34 Y. Mt 5:18 
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J (,. And He was giving orders to them, saying, "Watch out! Beware1 of the leaven2 of the Pharisees, I~ 
and the leaven of Herod3

" 

2( ·. And they were discussingA with one another that' they5 do6 not have bread7 Ir, 
3(. And having known8 it, He8 says to them, "Why are you discussing that you do not have bread? I -

ID. "Do you not yet perceivec, nor understand0 ? 
2 D. "Do you have your heart hardened9? "Having eyes, are you not seeingE? And having ears, I~ 

are you not hearing? 
3 D. "And do you not remember?-

IL. "When I brokeF the five loaves for the five-thousand, how many fullG basketsH of 
fragments1 did you pick up?" They say to Him, "Twelve" 

21:. "When 10 I broke the seven loaves for the four-thousand, the fillings 11 a/how many 
large-baskets 12 of fragments did you pick up?" And they say to Himn, "Seven" 

4( · And He was saying to them, "Do 14 you not yet understand0 ?" 

2813. And they come 15 to Bethsaida16
• And they bring Him a blind man, and are beggingK Him that He 

touch him 

IC. And having taken-hold-ofL the hand a/the blind man, He brought him outside of the village 17 

2C '. And having spitM in his eyes 18, having laidN His hands on him, He was asking him, "Do you 
seeE anything?" 19 

I D And having Iooked-up0
, he was saying, "I am seeingE people, because20 I am Iooking-atP 

something like trees21 walking around" 

:;c. Then again22 He laid His hands on his eyes, and looked-intently23 , and restored24 them 

l D. And he was seeing25 everything clearly26 

.:\( . And He sent him away to his house, saying, "Do not even enter into the village27" 

2'!13. 28 And Jesus and His disciples went forth into the villages of Philip's29 Caesarea. And on the way, 
He was questioningO His disciples, saying to them, "Who do people say that I am?" 

IC. And the ones spoke to Him, saying,30 "That31 You are John the Baptist. And others, Elijah. But 
others, that You are one of the prophets" 

J•1 

~I 

, . 

. i 

2C:. And He was questioningO them,32 "But who do you say that I am?" ,,1 

JC . Having responded, Peter says to Him, "You are the Christ" 
4C. And He wamedR them that they should be telling no one about Him ;,, 

4l\n And He began34 to teach them that the Son a/Man musts sufferT many things, and be rejectedu by the ; I 
elders and the chief priests and the scribes, and be killed, and rise-up v after three days. •And He was ' 
stating the matterw with opennessx 

1 ll. And Peter, having taken Him aside, began to rebukeR Him. "But the One, having turned around, and I; 
having looked-at35 His disciples, rebukedR Peter. And He says, "Get behind Me, Satan- because 
you are not thinkingY the things of God, but the things o/humansz" 

28.36 And having summoned the crowd with His disciples, He said to them, "If anyone wants37 to be .i-l 
following38 after Me, let him denyAA himself, and take up his cross,39 and be following Me 



I. This idiom "beware of" is elsewhere only in 12:38. "Beware" is 
GK 1063. It is not the same word as in Mt 16:6. Some manuscripts 
say "Watch out and beware"; others omit one or the other verb {N). 

2. On this word, see Ml 13:33. On the leaven of the Pharisees, see 
Mt 16:12. 

3. On Herod, see Mt 14: I. Some manuscripts say "of the Herodians" 
{A}. 

4. Or, "because". Some manuscripts say "saying that" {N), as in Mt 
16:7. 

5. Some manuscripts say "we" {N), as in Mt 16:7. 
5. In English, we usually change this to "did". Compare Mt 16:7. 
7. The disciples' focus is on their belly instead of on what Jesus is telling 

them. Something far more important than where their next meal is 
coming from is happening in their presence, and they are missing the 
point of it. They are responding to Him just like the crowd. 

~- Some manuscripts say "Jesus" {N). 
1. This is a participle, "having been hardened". Some manuscripts 

say "still hardened" {N). Sometimes a failure to understand is 
really a refusal to understand, proceeding from a hard heart. Same 
word as in 6:52. 

10. Some manuscripts say "And when" {N). 
11. Same word as in 6:43. 
12. Same word as in 8:8. 
13. Some manuscripts omit "to Him" {C). 
14. Some manuscripts say "How do you ... " {N). 
15. Some manuscripts say "And He comes" {K). 
'16. This city was on the north side of the Sea of Galilee. 
17. The reason is not given. Perhaps Jesus did not want to draw a crowd 

(note v 26), so He led him out of the village and healed him on His 
way to the next village. 

~8. On this word, see Mt 20:34. Not related to the word in v 25 (GK 
4057). 

·19. Some manuscripts say "was asking him ifhe saw anything" {N). 
20. Some manuscripts say, "I am seeing people like trees, walking" {K). 
121. Some think this indicates the man was not born blind. He knew 

what trees looked like. 
22. It is unclear why Jesus healed him in two steps. The details are not 

given. This is the only example of a two-step healing. 
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23. Elsewhere only as "see clearly" in Mt 7:5; Lk 6:42. GK I 332. 
24. Same word and grammar as in Mt 17: 11; Mk 9: 12; Act I :6. Else

where only as a passive, "was restored'', in Mt 12: 13; Mk 3:5; Lk 
6:10; Heb 13:19. It is not passive here. But since "them" is not 
expressed, some take this to mean "he restored, he changed back, 
he recovered", and render it "he was restored". In this case, the man 
is the subject of the last two verbs, "And he looked intently, and 
recovered, and was seeing everything clearly". GK 635. Related 
to "restoration" in Act 3:21. Not related to "restore" in Jam 5: 15. 

25. Same word as in Act 22: 11, where Paul was not seeing. Or, "look
ing at", as in Mk 10:21, 27; 14:67. Used 12 times. GK 1838. Some 
manuscripts say "saw" { K). 

26. Or, "brightly, beaming, plainly". Used only here. GK 5495. 
27. Some manuscripts add "Nor speak to anyone in the village" {B). 
28. Parallel account at Mt 16:13; Lk 9:18. 
29. On this city, see Mt 16:13. On Philip, see Lk 3:1. 
30. The idiom "speak ... saying" is also in Mt 22: I; Mk 12:26; Lk 7:39; 

12: 16; 13:27; 14:3; 20:2. Some manuscripts say "And the ones 
responded, 'That..." {N). 

31. Some manuscripts omit this word { C). This same word is in the 
third answer, "that" you are one of the prophets. 

32. Some manuscripts say "And He says to them" {K). 
33. Parallel account at Mt 16:21; Lk 9:22. 
34. This is the first time the suffering of Jesus is directly stated. It is a 

new stage in His relationship with the disciples. 
35. Or, "seen". Same word as in 12:34; Jn 21:21. GK 3972. Some think 

this means Jesus turned His back on Peter, and looked at the disci
ples. Others think He turned around to face Peter, looking at the dis
ciples behind him. 

36. Parallel account at Mt 16:24; Lk 9:23. 
37. Some manuscripts say "Whoever wants" {N). 
38. Some manuscripts say "to come" [N), as in Mt 16:24. Compare 

Lk 9:23. 
39. On "take up his cross", see Mt 10:38; 16:24. Note that the cross as 

the means of the death of Jesus has not yet been mentioned in Mark. 

A. Lk 5:21, reasoning B. Lk 1:34 C. Eph 3:20, think D. Mt 13:13 E. Rev 1:11 F. Act 2:46 G. Mt 14:20 H. Jn 6:13 J. Mt 15:37 K. Rom 12:8, 
exhorting L. Lk 20:20 M. Mk 7:33 N. Lk 10:30, laid on 0. Act 22: 13 P. Lk 2:26 Q. Lk 9: 18 R. 2 Tim 4:2, warn S. Mt 16:21 T. Gal 3:4 
U. Heb 12:17 V. Lk 18:33 W. I Cor 12:8, word X. Heb4:16, confidence Y. Rom 8:5 Z. Mt4:4, mankind AA. Mt 16:24 



Mark 8:35 140 Verse 

1 ( ·. 1 "For whoever wants to saveA his life8 will losec it. But whoever will lose his life for the sake ~ < 

of Me and the good-news2 will save it 

ID. "For what does it profit0 a person to gain3 the whole world, and forfeit4 his life5? <r, 

2D. "Fo~ what might a person give in-exchange-forE his life? 

2C. "For whoever is ashamed-off Me and My words in this adulterous7 and sinfuJG generationH, ~\ 

the Son o/Man will also be ashamed of him when He comes in the glory o/His Father with 
the holy angels" 

:IC. And8 He was saying to them, "Truly1 I say to you that there are some9 o/the ones standing here •1 : 

who will by-no-means10 taste death 11 until they see the kingdomK o/God having come in powerI-" 

) 13. 12 And after six days, Jesus takes along Peter and James and John, and brings them up on a high 
mountain privatelyM, aloneN 

IC. And He was transfigured13 in front of them. ·And His garments became shining14
, very white15, 

such as a bleacher16 on earth is not able to make so white 17 

2C. And Elijah appeared0 to them, with Moses. And they were talking-withP Jesus 
:IC. And having responded, Peter says to Jesus, "RabbiO, it is good that we are here. And let us 

make three dwellings 18
- one for You, and one for Moses, and one/or Elijah" 

ID. For he did not know what he should respond19, for they became terrified20 

4(. And there came-to-be a cloud overshadowingR them21 • And a voice came out of the cloud
"This is My beloved5 Son. Be listening-to Him" 

5C. And suddenly22
, having looked around, they no longer saw anyone with themselves but23 

Jesus aloneN 

413. 24 And while they were coming down from the mountain, He gave orders to them that they should •! 

relateT to no one the things which they saw, except when the Son o/Man rises-up25 from the dead 

I ( ·_ And they heldu the matter26 to themselves, discussingv what the 'rising-up from the dead' meant27 • '' 

2( ·. And they were questioning Him, saying" Why is it that the scribes say that Elijah mustw come 1 I 
first?"28 

:l( n And the One said30 to them 

ID. "Elijah31
, having come first, restores32 all things-

11-.. "And-yet how has it been written for3 3 the Son o/Man that He would suffer' many 
things and be treated-with-contempt34? 

2D. "But35 I say to you that Elijah indeed36 has come, and they did to him whatever they were i 1 
wanting v, just as it has been written for him" 

5 B H And having come to the disciples, they38 saw a large crowd around them, and scribes39 debating40 14 
with them. ·And immediately, all the multitude, having seen Him, were struck-with-wonder4 1• And i 5 
running-up, they were greetingz Him 

I ( ·. And He asked them42
, "What are you43 debating with them?" I 6 



I. Compare Mk 10:39; Lk 17:33; Jn 12:25. 
2. Or,"gospel".ElsewherebyMarkonlyin 1:1, 14, 15; 10:29; 13:10; 

14:9; 16:15. On this word, see l Cor 15:1. 
3. Same word as in Mt 16:26; Lk 9:25, and as Mt 18:15; 25:16, 17, 

20,22;Act27:21; l Cor9:19,20,21,22;Phil3:8; l Pet3:1.Else
where only as "make a gain" in Jam 4: 13. GK 3045. Related to 
"gains" in Phil 3: 7. 

4. Or, "suffer loss of". On this word, see "suffer loss" in l Cor 3:15. 
5. Or, "soul". The same word is used four times in v 35-37. On this 

word, see "soul" in Jam 5:20. 
6. Some manuscripts say "Or" { K}. 
7. That is, spiritually unfaithful to God. On this word, see Jam 4:4. 
8. In contrast to the shame of His death in v 31, which led to the words 

in v 33-38, Jesus now speaks of His power. 
9. Some will see the kingdom, but not all. There is another sense in 

which none of them saw the "kingdom of God" in their lifetimes, 
Act I :6-7. Some think Jesus is referring to the three with Him at the 
transfiguration (v 2), where they saw the King in His glory, 2 Pet 
l: 16; Jn I: 14. Others think He is referring to the eleven (and any of 
the "crowd", 8:34) who saw Him after His resurrection (Act 1:3), 
or who experienced the coming of the Spirit on Pentecost (Acts 2). 
Others think He is referring to those present to see the destruction 
of Jerusalem in A.D. 70, the judgment of the King on Israel. There 
are other views. 

rn. On this idiom, see 13:2. 
11. On "taste death", see Heb 2:9. 
'12. Parallel account at Mt 17: l; Lk 9:28. Compare 2 Pet l: 17-18. 
n3. Or, "transformed, changed". On this word, see "transformed" in 

Rom 12:2. 
114. Or, "radiant, gleaming, glistening". Used of bright polished surfaces, 

of stars, of the "flash" oflightning. Used only here. GK 5118. 
!I5. Some manuscripts add "like snow" {K}. 
'16. Or, "fuller, launderer, cloth refiner". That is, one who bleaches cloth 

white. Used only here. GK 1187. 
:n. This word, "to make white, to whiten", is elsewhere only in Rev 

7:14. GK 3326. 
~18. Or, "tents". On this word, see Lk 9:33. 
19. Peter did not know what his response should be. This just came out 

without thinking. Some manuscripts say "what he is saying"; oth
ers, "what he was saying"; others, "what he will say" {N}. Luke 
says "not knowing what he is saying", 9:33. Same words and gram
mar as "They did not know what they should answer Him" in Mk 
14:40, except there is no "Him" here. 

120. On this adjective, see Heb 12:21, where Moses reacted the same 
way. Related to "afraid" in Lk 9:34. 

21. Perhaps Mark means Jesus, Moses, and Elijah. See Mt 17:5 on this. 
22. Or, "all of a sudden". Used only here. GK 1988. 
23. Some manuscripts say "except" {N}, as in Mt 17:8. 

• 24. Parallel account at Mt 17:9. 
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25. Or, "stands up". See Lk 18:33 on this. 
26. Or, "And they seized the statement, discussing with themselves ... ". 

Compare v 32. 
27. More literally, "means", as the Greek typically phrases it. On this 

word, see "is" in Mt 26:26. 
28. On why the disciples ask this question, see Mt 17: I 0. Same gram

mar as the question in v 28. Or, this may be a statement implying 
a question, "questioning Him, saying that the scribes say ... first". 

29. Compare Mt 11 :4; Lk 1: 17; Jn l :21. 
30. Some manuscripts say "And the One, having responded, said" {N}, 

like v 19. 
31. Jesus uses grammar that emphasizes the contrast between the two 

"Elijah" statements (ID. and 20.). 
32. Same word as in Act 1 :6. On this word, see Mk 8:25. Related to 

"restoration" in Act 3:21. In other words, the scribes are right. 
33. On this idiom in v 12, 13, "written for" Hirn, see Jn 12:16. 
34. Or, "despised". Used only here. If Elijah simply comes first and 

restores all things and Messiah comes in glory, then how can this 
be true also? It is because there are two comings, one in suffering 
(which they did not expect) and one in glory. Some think Jesus 
means Elijah also has two comings, a future one (perhaps Rev 
11 :3), and a past one in John the Baptist, v 13; Mt 11: 14; 17: 13. 
Others think He means that just as His own coming was in an unex
pected way, so was Elijah's. He is John, who did not do what they 
expected Elijah to do any more than Jesus did what they expected 
Messiah to do. Note that Jesus does not refer to Elijah's recent 
appearance at the transfiguration as a fulfillment of Mal 4:5-6. GK 
2022. Related to the word in l Thes 5:20. 

35. Or, "Yet, However, Nevertheless". GK 247. A stronger word, not 
related to the one in Mt 17:12(GK1254). 

36. Or, "also". GK 2779. 
37. Parallel account at Mt 17: 14; Lk 9:37. 
38. That is, Jesus, Peter, James, and John. Some manuscripts say 

"He" {B}. 
39. Some think the scribes were gathering evidence against Jesus from 

this failure by His disciples. 
40. Or, "arguing, discussing". Same word as in v 16. On this word, 

see 8:11. 
41. This word refers to emotions ranging from astonishment to wonder 

to fear upon seeing some sight. Here, some think the very presence 
of Jesus sparked wonder in them. Others think they were filled with 
wonder and fear and excitement and awe about the situation He was 
now coming int<r-- could Jesus do anything for this one the disci
ples could not heal? Would He prove the scribes wrong? Elsewhere 
only as "alarmed" (the "fear and alertness" end of the emotions) in 
14:33; 16:5, 6. GK 1701. Related to "astonished" in I :27; "wonder" 
in Act 3: l O; and "struck with wonder" in Act 3: 11. 

42. Some manuscripts say "the scribes" {K}. 
43. That is, you scribes, v 14. 

A. Lk 19: l 0 B. Jam 5:20, soul C. l Cor l: 18, perish D. Rom 2:25 E. Mt 16:26 F. Rom l: 16 G. Mt 19: l 0, sinner H. Ml 24:34 J. Mt 5: 18 
K. Mt 3:2 L. Mk 5:30 M. Mt 14:13 N. Jam 2:24 0. Lk 2:26, see P. Act 25: 12 Q. Mt 23:7 R. Mt 17:5 S. Mt 3: 17 T. Lk 8:39 U. Heb 4: 14, 
holdonto V.Mk8:11,debate W.Mt16:21 X.Gal3:4 Y.Jn7:17,willing Z.Mk15:18 



Mark 9:17 142 Verse 

2C And one from the crowd answered Him,1 "Teacher, I brought my son having a mute spirit to 1-
You. •And wherever it overcomes2 him, it throws-him-to-the-ground3, and he foams-at-the- I ' 

mouth4, and grinds5 his teeth, and becomes-stiffA. And I spoke to Your disciples in order that 
they might cast6 it out, and they were not strong-enough7

" 

3( '. And the One, having responded to them8, says, "O unbelieving generation,9 how long 10 will I I 11 

be with you? How long will I bear-with8 you? Bring him to Me" 
4( ·. And they brought him to Him. And having seen Him, the spirit immediately convulsed11 him. ~' 1 

And having fallen on the ground, he was rolling-himself while foaming-at-the-mouth 
:'C. And He asked his father, "How long 12 is it since this has happened to him?" = ! 

1 D. And the one said, "From childhood. •And it often threw him even into fire and into 
watersc in order that it might destroy0 him. But if You are able to do anything13 , help 14 

us, having felt-deep-feelings 15 [of pity] toward us" 
2D. And Jesus said to him," 'IfYou are able 16?' All things are possible/or the one believingE" 
:rn. Immediately, having cried-outF, the father of the child was saying 17, "118 believe. Help 

my unbelief 19" 

6C. And Jesus, having seen that a crowd is running-together-upon20 them, rebukedG the unclean 
spirit, saying to it, "Mute and deaf spirit, I commandH you- come out of him, and enter into 
him no longer" 

1 D. And having cried-outF, and having convulsed1 him greatly, it came out. And he became 2h 
as if dead, so that the majority were saying that "He died" 

20. But Jesus, having taken hold of his hand, raisedK him. And he stood-upL 

7C. And He having entered into a house, His disciples were questioning Him privateJyM, "Why is ·~ 
it that21 we were not able to cast it out?"• And He said to them, "This kindN can come out by ... , 
nothing except by prayer22" 

61~. 23 And having gone forth from there, they were passing through Galilee. And He was not wanting ·11 

anyone to24 know it 

1 C. For He was teaching His disciples, and saying to them that "The Son a/Man is being handed
over25 into the hands of men. And they will kill Him. And having been killed, He will rise-upL 
after26 three days" 

2C. But the ones were not-understanding0 the statement,27 and they were fearing to question Him 

713. 28 And they came29 to Capemaum. And having come-to-be in the house, He was questioning them, 
"What were you discussing30 on the way?" 

1 ( ·. But the ones were being silentr. For on the way they arguedO with one another who was greater31 · l 
2C. And having sat-down, He called the twelve. And He says to them, "If anyone wantsR to be ; ' 

first5
, he shall32 be last of all, and servantT of all" 

JC. And having taken a childu, He stood him33 in the middle of them. And having taken him in His ;1, 
arms, He said to them 

11). "Whoever welcomesv one such-as-these34 childrenu on the basis of My name35, welcomes n 
Me. And whoever welcomes Me does not [merely] welcome Me, but the One having sent 
Me forthw" 



I. Some manuscripts say "And having responded, one from the crowd 
said ... " {N). 

2. Or, "seizes". On this word, see Jn 1 :5. Related to "seize" in Lk 9:39 
(GK3284). 

3. Same word as in Lk 9:42, "to throw to the ground". GK 4838. 
4. Elsewhere only in v 20. GK 930. Related to "foam" in Lk 9:39; and 

"foam up" in Jude 13. 
5. Used only here. GK 5563. 
6. Or, "And I told Your disciples to cast". Compare Lk 9:40. 
7. Or, "they were not able, did not have the power". On this word, see 

"can do" in Gal 5:6. 
8. Some manuscripts say "him" {K). 
~. See Mt 17: 17 on the meaning of this. 
JO. On this idiom, "how long", see Mt 17: 17. 
11. Or, "convulsed-greatly". Elsewhere only in Lk 9:42. GK 5360. 

Related to the word in v 26. 
l2. More literally, "How much time", an idiom used only here. 
B. Since His disciples could do nothing, this father is unsure whether 

Jesus can help. The grammar does not indicate strong doubt (if, 
and You probably cannot), but implies "Assuming You are able to 
do something". 

~4. Or, "come to our aid". Same word as in v 24. On this word, see 
Rev 12:16. 

~ 5. On this word, see Mt 9:36. The father thought he must suggest this 
motive in light of the words of rebuke in v 19. "Jesus, turn from 
Your frustration with this generation to pity on our case. Help us 
out of pity for us". 

:16. Jesus repeats the father's words from v 22 back to him, "If you are 
able". There is both faith and doubt in his statement in v 22. Jesus 
focuses first on the doubt. Some manuscripts say instead, "If you 
[the father] are able to believe, all things are possible/or ... " {B }. 

il7. Some manuscripts add "with tears" {A}. 
'18. Some manuscripts say "Master, I believe ... " {K}. 
19. That is, "Help me where I am wavering and starting to doubt". On 

this word, see I Tim I: 13. 
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20. This is another of Mark's vivid words, used only here. GK 2192. 
Related to "ran together" in 6:33. 

21. Same grammar, "Why is it that", as the question in v 11 and 2:16. 
22. On this word, see I Tim 2: I. Some manuscripts add "and fast

ing" {A}. 
23. Parallel account at Mt 17:22; Lk 9:43. 
24. More literally, "He was not wanting that anyone should know ii". 

GK2671. 
25. That is, "is going to be handed over", the future sense coming from 

the context. Matthew and Luke include the word "going to". On 
this word, see Mt 26:21. 

26. Some manuscripts say "on the third day" {N}. Both mean the 
same thing. 

27. Compare Lk 9:45. 
28. Parallel account at Mt 18: I; Lk 9:46. 
29. Some manuscripts say "He came" {N). 
30. On this word, see "reasoning" in Lk 5:21. Some manuscripts add 

"with yourselves" {K}. 
31. Though the form of this word means "greater", some think that here 

it has the sense of"greatest". GK 3505. 
32. Or, "will". Some think Jesus means "he will be last", this is what 

he will do, this is the choice he will make. Others take this as a type 
of command, "he shall be last", he must be last, let him be last. Both 
are true of course. 

33. Or, "her". The Greek is not specific here. 
34. Jesus generalizes from the child before them to "these children". 

That is, one of these most needy, most dependent, most needing to 
be served ones; one of these who are least associated with greatness 
in this world. Serving them is serving Christ. Welcoming them is 
welcoming the King, and is the opposite of striving to be reckoned 
as the greatest. He does not value worldly status. This is true of 
physical children "believing in Me" (v 42); and of spiritual children 
of any age. This is the same word (GK 5525) as "such" in Mt 18:5, 
but is plural here to match "children". 

35. On this phrase, "on the basis of My name", see Act 2:38. 

A. Mk 3: I, become withered B. 2 Cor 11 :4 C. Jn 3:23 D. I Cor I: 18, perish E. Jn 3:36 F. Mt 8:29 G. 2 Tim 4:2, warn H. Lk 8:25 
J. Mk I :26 K. Mt 28:6, arose L. Lk 18:33, rise up M. Mt 14: 13 N. I Cor 12:28 O. Rom 10:3, being ignorant of P. Mk 4:39, be still 
Q.Act 17:2,reasoned R.Jn7:17,willing S. I Cor15:3 T. I Cor3:5 U. I Jn2:14 V. Mt 10:40 W.Mk3:14,sendout 



Mark 9:38 144 Verse 

IE. John1 said to Him,2 "Teacher, we saw someone casting-outA demons in Yourname3. ~x 

And we were forbidding4 him, because he was not following us" 
2L. But Jesus said, "Do not be forbidding him" )'l 

IF. "For there is no one who will do a miracles on the basis of My name, and soon 
be able to speak-evil-of8 Me 

2 F "For he who is not against us, is for us6 .Jli 

J F. "For whoever gives you a cup of water to drink in the name that you are -11 
Christ's7- trulyc I say to you that he will by no means lose his reward0 

2D. "And8 whoever causes one of these little ones believingE in Me9 to fall 10- it would be 12 
better11 for him if instead a donkey's12 millstone 13 were lying 14 around his neck, and he 
had been thrown into the sea 

I r:. 1s "And16 if your hand should be causing you to fall, cut it off 17. It is better that you .J; 

enter into life crippled than go into GehennaF having two hands- into the .J-i" 

inextinguishable18 fire 
2 F. "And if your foot should be causing you to fall, cut it off. It is better that you enter .J' 

into life lame than be thrown into Gehenna having two feet 20 -!1)' 

3 L. "And if your eye should be causing you to fall, throw it outA. It is better that you I" 

enter into the kingdom of God22 one-eyed than be thrown into Gehenna23 having 
two eyes-

11·. "Where their worm24 does not come-to-an-end2s '·' 
21-. "And the fire is not quenched26 

·ff. "For everyone will be salted27 with fire28 -l'l 

3D.29 "Salt30 is good. But if the salt should become unsalty3 1, with what will you season32 it? 'ii 

Be having salt in yourselves,33 and be living-in-peaceG with one another" 

51'. 34 And having arisenH, He goes from there into the districts3s of Judea and36 beyond the Jordan. And I u I 
crowds again are coming-together to Him. And as He was accustomed37, He again was teaching them 

I B. And Pharisees38 having come to Him were asking Him if it is lawfu(l for a husbandK to send-away39 

a wifeL- testingM Him 

IC. And the One, having responded, said to them, "What did Moses command40 you?" 



I. John interrupts with an incident where they did not "welcome" one 
who claimed to serve Him. 

2. Some manuscripts say "And John responded to Him, saying ... {N}. 
3. Some manuscripts add "who is not following us" {N}. 
4. Or, "hindering, preventing, trying to stop". On this word, see I Cor 

14:39. 
5. Or, "a work of power". Whether Jesus in fact "knows" this person 

is not stated (even ones He does not "know" will do such things "in 
His name", Mt 7:22). The focus is not on his case, but on the dis
ciples' response. On this word, see I Cor 12:10. 

5. Some manuscripts say" ... against you, is for you" {N}, as in Lk 
9:50. That is, whoever has not decided against us, and so is not 
actively opposing us, is for us. Compare Mt 12:30. 

7. That is, because you belong to Christ, because you are followers of 
Christ. This is the same idea as "in the name of a disciple" in Mt 
I 0:41-42. Some manuscripts say "in My name, because you are 
Christ's" {A}. 

!. Now Jesus turns to the other case, as in Mt 18:6, to any who would 
harm His children. 

I. Some manuscripts omit "in Me" {C}. 
I 0. On the verb "cause to fall", see I Cor 8: 13. The same word follows 

in v 43, 45, 47. 
11. Not the same word as in the similar statements in Mt 18:6 or Lk 

17:2. On this word, see "good" in I Tim 5:10a. 
12. Literally, a millstone "pertaining-to-a-donkey", that is, a large one 

that a donkey would tum. Some paraphrase it as "large". Elsewhere 
only in Mt 18:6. GK 3948. Some manuscripts omit this word {K}. 

13. Same word as in Mt 18:6. Elsewhere only as the smaller "mill" that 
would be turned manually by two women, in Mt 24:41; Rev 18:22. 
GK 3685. Related to the word in Lk 17:2, and in Rev 18:21. 

14. Same word as in Lk 17:2. The grammar is unusually vivid. Such a 
person would be better off to already be dead at the bottom of the 
sea with a millstone lying around his neck than to commit this sin. 
He would be better to have been violently killed before he did this 
than to face the consequences ofit. In Matthew 18:6, the word and 
grammar is different. 

'15. Compare Mt 5:29-30; 18:8-9. 
16. These verses amplify the seriousness with which Christ views sin, the 

sin in v 42, and all other sin. They are spoken with reference all 
humans, as is v 42. Compare Mt 18:7. It is better not to allow anything 
in your life to cause you or a fellow-believer to fall. The consequences 
are frightening. 

17. On the word "cut off", which is also in v 45, see Gal 5: 12. Related 
lo the word in Mt 18:8. In other words, take whatever measures nec
essary to eliminate causes of falling in your life. 

·18. Or, "unquenchable". Elsewhere only in Mt 3: 12; Lk 3: 17. GK 812. 
Not related to the word in v 48. 

19. Some manuscripts add as v 44 "where their worm does not come 
to an end, and the fire is not quenched" {A}, as in v 48. 

120. Some manuscripts add "into the inextinguishable fire" {A), as in 
v 43. 

21. Some manuscripts add as v 46 "where their worm does not come 
to and end, and the fire is not quenched" {A}, as in v 48. 

22. Note that entering "life" (v 43, 45) is now entering "the kingdom 
of God". 
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23. Some manuscripts say "the Gehenna offire" {N}, as in Mt 18:9. 
24. Or, "larva, maggot". Used only here. GK 5038. Related to "eaten 

by worms" in Act 12:23. Jesus is quoting Isa 66:24. 
25. That is, "die". This is a euphemism for death. In other words, the mag

gots eating their flesh never come to an end, a striking picture. Else
where only in Mt 2: 19; 9: 18; 15:4; 22:25; Mk 7: IO; Lk 7:2; Jn 11 :39; 
Act 2:29; 7: 15; Heb 11:22. GK 5462. Related to "end" in Mt 2: 15. 

26. Or, "extinguished, put out". On this word, see I Thes 5:19. 
27. Some think this refers to future judgment. The imagery comes from 

Lev 2: 13, where salt was added to a sacrifice. Thus, Jesus will make 
an offering of humans to God, to which He will add a purifying fire. 
Everyone will be tested by fire. Some will be purified and saved 
through the fire. Others will remain in the fire, Gehenna. This con
cept is similar to I Cor 3: 13-15. Others think it refers to a separa
tion in this life. Through the seasoning offiery trials, all will move 
toward life or Gehenna. Others think it refers to the purification of 
believers in this life. The fire is His purifying work in us, the dis
cipline of our Father, Heb 12:6. Others add this on to point 2F., fur
ther emphasizing the ongoing nature of that fire. Such ones are 
preserved (as salt preserves) by fire, for fire. There are other views. 
Consult the commentaries. On this word, see Mt 5:13. Compare 
"baptized with fire" in Mt 3: 11. 

28. Some manuscripts add "and every sacrifice will be salted with salt" 
{B}, a reference to Lev 2:13. 

29. Compare Mt 5: 13; Lk 14:34-35. 
30. Jesus returns to His main point and concludes it in this verse, key

ing off the word "salt". He turns from fire being applied like salt, 
to salt itself, functioning as it was created to function, as a picture 
of believer's lives. GK 229. 

3 I. Or, "saltless". Used only here. GK 383. 
32. Same word as in Lk 14:34. Elsewhere only in Col 4:6. GK 789. 
33. God created you to season those around you. If your life loses its 

seasoning power, as it surely will if you are squabbling over who is 
greater, how can it be regained? Jesus does not answer this, but 
instead says, Do not lose it. Have salt in yourselves. Be what God 
made you to be, servants of all, at peace. 

34. Parallel account at Mt 19: I. 
35. Or, "boundaries". This word means the "borders, boundaries", or 

the "districts, regions" marked or enclosed by them. Same word as 
5:17; 7:24, 31. Elsewhere only in Mt 2:16; 4:13; 8:34; 15:22, 39; 
19: I; Act 13:50. GK 3990. Our word "horizon" comes from this 
word. Some think Jesus was in Judea near the Jordan; others, out 
of Judea, beyond the Jordan. 

36. Some manuscripts omit this word, as in Mt 19: I; others say 
"through the other side of the Jordan" { C}. 

37. On this word, see "become a custom" in Lk 4: 16. 
38. Some manuscripts say "the Pharisees" {B}. 
39. That is, divorce her. Same word as in v 4, 11, 12. Not related to 

"divorce" in v 4. On this word, see Mt 5:31. Compare Mt 19: 1-12 
to this passage. 

40. Same word as in Mt 19:7; and in Mt 4:6; 17:9; 28:20; Mk 13:34; 
Lk 4:10; Jn 8:5; 14:3 l; 15: 14, 17; Act 13:47; Heb 9:20. Elsewhere 
only as "give commands" in Act I :2; Heb 11 :22. GK 1948. Related 
to "commandment" in Col 2:22 and in Mk 12:28. 

A. Jn 12:31, cast out B. Act 19:9 C. Mt 5:18 D. Rev 22:12, recompense E. Jn 3:36 F. Mt 5:22 G. Rom 12:18 H. Lk 18:33, rise up 
J. l Cor 6:12 K. I Cor 11 :3 L. l Cor 11 :3 M. Heb 2:18, tempted 
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:ic. And the ones said, "Moses permitted1 us to write a certificateA of divorce2 and send her away" ·1 

_;<_ • But Jesus said to them, "He wrote this commandment8 to you because-of3 your hardness-of-
heart4 

ID. "But from the beginning of creationc, 'He5 made them male0 and femaleE' [Gen 1 :27]. 1• 

'For this reason,6 a man will leave-behindF his father and mother, and will be joined7 to 
his wife8. •And the two will be9 one flesh' [Gen 2:24] 

2D. "So then, they are no longer two, but one flesh 
_;[)_ "Therefore what God paired-togetherG, let a person 10 not separate 11

" ., 

..+<. ·. And the disciples were questioning Him again about this in the house 11 1 

I[)_ 12 And He says to them, "Whoever sends-awayH his wife and marries another is ' ' 
committing-adultery against her. 13 ·And if she 14

, having sent-awayH her husband, marries 
another, 15 she is committing-adultery16

" 

2!3. 17 And they 18 were bringing children 19 to Him in order that He might touchJ them. But the disciples 1 ' 

rebukedK them20 

I ( · _ But Jesus, having seen it, was indignant21 , and said to them, "PermitL the children to be coming i ~ 

to Me. Do22 not be forbiddingM them. For the kingdom of God is of such23 ones. 
0

Truly I say I' 

to you, whoever does not receiveN the kingdom of God like a child24 will never25 enter into it" 
2( _ And having taken them in His arms, He was blessing26 them, while laying0 His hands on them27 

'.' 

3H. 28 And while He was proceeding out on29 the road30, one having run up and knelt-beforeP Him was I __ 

asking Him, "GoodO Teacher, what should I do in order that I may inheritR eternal life?" 

I ( _ And Jesus said to him, "Why do you call Me good0? No one is good except One- God. 31 1 ·' 

You know the commandments5
- 'Do not murderT, do not commit-adulteryu, do not steal, do 1 'I 

not give-false-testimonyv, do not defraud32
, be honoring your father and mother'" 

ID. And the one said to Him, "Teacher, I kept33 these all from my youth"34 

2D. And Jesus, having looked at him, loved35 him. And He said to him, "One thing is lacking36 

as to you37
- go, sell all-that you have and give it to the38 poorw, and you will have 

treasurex in heaven. And come, be following Me39" 

3D. But the one, having become downcast4° at His word, went away grievingv. For he was 
having41 many properties2 

'ii 

'i 

,, 

2C. And having looked around, Jesus says to His disciples, "How difficultly42 the ones having '~ 
wealth43 will enter into the kingdom of God" 

3( ·. And the disciples were astonished44 at His words 'i 



I. Writing to Gentiles, Mark does not include the distinction between 
"command" and "permit" in Mt 19:7-8, nor the issue of proper 
grounds. He gives a more general summary of the words of Jesus. 
He also includes the application to wives in v 12, bringing out this 
aspect which Matthew omitted (because Matthew was writing to 
Jews, whose wives were not permitted to divorce their husbands, 
although they could ask to be divorced by their husbands). On this 
word, see I Tim 2: 12. 

l. On this word, see Mt 5:3 I. Moses "permitted" divorce with acer
tificate of divorce, which was to protect the woman and allow her 
to remarry. Moses implied this permission when he referred to the 
certificate of divorce while commanding something else. He 
"commanded" that the first husband could not remarry his former 
wife if she married and was divorced by a second husband. See 
Deut 24: 1-4. 

I. Or, "with regard to, with reference to". GK 4639. 
I. On this word, see 16:14. Same word as Mt 19:8. 
i. Some manuscripts say "God" { B}. God made "man" as "male and 

female", a pair, Gen I :26-27. 
l. That is, because God made them to be a complimentary pair. 
7. Or, "united, adhered, glued". Elsewhere only in Eph 5:3 I. GK 

4681. Related to the word in Mt 19:5; 1Cor6:16. 
I. Some manuscripts omit "and will be joined to his wife" {C}. 
I. This is an idiom, literally, "the two will be for one flesh". It reflects 

a Hebrew way of speaking. 
10. Or, "a human". This is not the word for "husband". It means "man" 

(any person, male or female), or, "a man" (a male, as in v 7). The 
command applies to both the man and the woman in v 11-12. So 
Jesus means "a person", though the Pharisees would have taken Him 
to mean "a man". On this word, see "mankind" in Mt 4:4. 

11. On this word, see Mt 19:6. Jesus is not fully addressing the ques
tion of divorce here, but is giving the meaning of marriage from 
God's point of view. God made them to be joined in pairs, and it is 
not His will that the husband send away his wife. This is His plan 
and intention. God made marriage, not divorce. In specific cases, 
other factors must be considered, and other principles of God, as 
Paul does in the case in I Cor7:12-15. 

12. Compare also Lk 16: 18; Mt 5:32. 
0. Ml 5:32 adds that this husband makes his wife commit adultery 

also, and the man marrying her. 
114. Some think Jesus had Herodias (see Mt 14:3 on her) in mind here. 
·15. Some manuscripts say, "And if a wife sends away her husband, and 

is married to another"; others, "And if a wife goes out from her hus
band and marries another" { N}. 

16. On this word in v 11, 12, see Mt 5:32b. Related to the word in v 19. 
17. Parallel account at Mt 19:13; Lk 18:15. 
· 18. That is, "people", a general reference. 
19. This is the same word used of the twelve-year-old in 5:41. It has 

as broad a meaning as the English word "child". On this word, see 
1Jn2:14. Luke uses the word "babies" in Lk 18:15, and this word 
in 18: 16. Since this was not an organized event, perhaps there was 
a range of ages. 

'20. Thal is, the ones bringing them. Some manuscripts say "were 
rebuking the ones bringing them" {A}. 
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21. Used only here of Jesus. See Mt 20:24 on this word, and compare 
what provoked this in others. 

22. Some manuscripts say "And do not..." {K}. 
23. That is, it belongs to such ones as these, childlike ones, whether 

physically children or adults. Children and their faith are the model 
of the kind of faith all believers- children and adults- must have 
to enter. See Mt 19:14. 

24. Some think Jesus means "like one would receive a child", with open 
arms, joyfully; others, "like a child would receive it", humbly, depend
ently, trustingly, as in Mt 18:3-4. Children readily accept gifts. 

25. Or, "by no means". On this idiom, see 13:2. 
26. Or, "calling down blessings on" them, "blessing them one after 

another". Used only here, and a rare word. GK 2986. Some manu
scripts have the normal word {N}, the related word in Lk 6:28. 

27. Some manuscripts say "He was laying His hands on them and 
blessing them" {N}. 

28. Parallel account at Mt 19: 16; Lk 18: 18. 
29. Or, "lo, into". GK 1650. 
JO. Or, "journey, way". Mark may mean it in a more specific sense, "to 

the road" from wherever Jesus was staying; or in a more general 
sense, "on the journey". GK 3847. Using a different word, he says 
"on the road" in v 32. 

31. On this answer, see Lk 18:19. 
32. On this word, see 1 Cor 6:7. Some manuscripts omit "do not 

defraud" {A} . 
33. Same word, but different grammar than Mt 19:20 and Lk 18:21. 

On this word, see 12:25. This word is in the OT with this gram
mar in Num 9:23; Josh 22:3; and with the grammar used in 
Matthew and Luke in Gen 26:5; 2 Sam 22:22; 2 King 18:6; Job 
23:11; Ps 119:55, 168. 

34. This is an honest and truthful statement from this man's point of 
view, defining the commands as the Jews did (as external require
ments). Yet it is not enough. He still felt he had a lack, a need. Note 
what Paul says in Phil J :6. 

35. Some think this means Jesus embraced the man, or "kissed" him 
(as this word is used in Mt 26:48); others, that He was fond of him. 
In any case, He expressed His love to him by speaking the follow
ing words to him in an attempt to draw him closer. 

36. On this word, see "be in need" in Lk 15: 14. Same word as in Mt 19:20. 
3 7. Based on what is said, this one thing appears to be a single-minded 

devotion to God. 
38. Some manuscripts omit this word { C}, so that it says "to poor 

ones". An example of this is in Act 4:34-35. 
39. Some manuscripts add "having taken up the cross" {A}. 
40. Or, "gloomy, sad". On this word, see "lowering" in Mt 16:3. The 

man's appearance took on a gloomy, lowering look. 
41. On this word, see Mt 19:22. Compare Lk 18:23. 
42. On this word, see "with difficulty" in Mt 19:23. 
43. Or, "money, means". Same word as in Lk 18:24. Elsewhere only as 

"money" in Act 4:37; 8:18, 20; 24:26. GK 5975. 
44. Wealth was considered to be a sign of blessing from God. Jesus 

says it is a hindrance to entering the kingdom, a shocking statement 
to the disciples. On this word, see I :27. 

A. Rev 5:1, scroll B. Mk 12:28 C. Rom 8:39 D. Mt 19:4 E. Mt 19:4 F. Act 6:2 G. Mt 19:6 H. Mt 5:31 J. I Cor 7:1 K. 2 Tim 4:2, warn 
L. Mt 6:12, forgive M. I Cor 14:39 N. Mt 10:40, welcome 0. Act 19:21, put P. Mt 17:14 Q. I Tim 5:10b R. Gal 4:30 S. Mk 12:28 
T. Jam 4:2 U. Mt 5:32 V. Mk 14:56 W. Gal 4:9 X. Mt 12:35 Y. 2 Cor 7:9 Z. Mt 19:22 
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But Jesus, having responded again, says to them, "Children\ how difficult1 it is2 to enter into 
the kingdom8 of God. "It is easier that a camel go through the hole3 of the needle4 than that a 
rich one enter into the kingdom of God"5 

And the ones were even more astoundedc, saying to themselves6, "Who indeed can be saved°?" 
Having looked at them, Jesus says, "With humansE it is impossibleF, but not with God. For all 
things are possible with God" 
Peter began to say to Him, "Behold- we left everything, and have followed You" 
Jesus said, "TrulyG I say to you, there is no one who left house or brothers or sisters or mother 
or father7 or children or fields for the sake o/Me and for the sake of the good-newsH ·except 
he receive8 

ID. A hundred-fold1 now in this time9- houses and brothers and sisters and mothers 10 and 
children and fields, along-with persecutions 11 

2D. "And in the coming age- eternal life 

Verse 

.~D. 12 "But many first ones will be last, and the13 last ones, first" ·I 

4l3. 14 And they were on the road going up to Jerusalem, and Jesus was going-ahead-ofK them. And they 
were astonished15. And16 the ones following were fearingL. And having again taken aside the twelve, 
He began to tell them the things going-to 17 happen to Him-"that 

IC. "Behold- we are going up to Jerusalem. And the Son of Man will be handed-overM to the 
chief priests and the scribes. And they will condemnN Him to death, and will hand Him over 
to the Gentiles. ·And they will mock0 Him, and spit-onP Him, and whip 18 Him, and kill Him. ~~ 
And after three days, 19 He will rise-upO" 

Sll. 20 And James and John,21 the sons a/Zebedee, approach22 Him, saying to Him, "Teacher, we want 
You to23 do/or us whatever we ask You" 

IC. And the One said to them, "What do you want Me to do24 for you?" ;" 
2C. And the ones said to Him, "Grant to us that we may sit25 one on Your right side and one on 

the left26 side in Your glory" 
~C. But Jesus said to them, "You do not know what you are asking. Are you able to drink the cup ,, 

which I drink, or27 to be baptizedR the baptisms which I am baptized?" 

ID. And the ones said to Him, "We are able" : ' 
2J) And Jesus said to them, "You will drink the cup which I drink. And you will be baptized 

the baptism which I am baptized. 
0

But the sitting on My right side or28 on the left29 side 41) 

is not Mine to give, but it is for whom30 it has been preparedT" 

4C 31 And having heard-of it, the ten began to be indignantu about James and John. •And having -l I I' 

summonedv them, Jesus says32 to them, "You know that the ones having-the-reputation-of33 

being rulers34 of the Gentiles are lording-over35 them, and their great ones are exercising-
authority-over36 them. 

0

But it is not37 so among you 1: 

ID. "But whoever wants to become great among you shall be your servantw,"and whoever l.J 
wants to be first among you shall be slave38 of all 

1 J·:. "For even the Son o/Man did not come to be servedX, but to serve, and to give His -l:' 
life v as a ransom39 for many" 



I. Used only here. GK 1551. Related to "difficultly" in v 23. 
2. Some manuscripts say "it is that the ones having trusted on wealth 

should enter into ... " ( B}. 
l. Or, "perforation". Used only here. GK 5584. Matthew (19:24), 

Mark and Luke ( 18:25) each use a different word, none of which 
are related to our English idiom "eye". 

I. That is, a sewing needle. Same word as in Mt 19:24. Some manu
scripts say "a hole of a needle" ( C}. 

i. That is, it is impossible, as they understood (v 26), and as Jesus says 
in v 27. It is humanly impossible. 

" Some manuscripts say "Him" {B}. 
Some manuscripts next add "or wife" {N}. Some reverse "mother 
or father" {K}. 
This idiom means "who will not receive". Lk 18:30 has it more 
strongly. Mt 19:29 states it positively. 
Or, "season". That is, in this lifetime. Same word as in Lk 18:30. 
On this word, see Mt 8:29. 

0. That is, a hundred houses, brothers, mothers, or whatever one left 
for Jesus, is gained within one's new spiritual family. Compare 
3:35; Act4:32-35; Rom 16:13; I Cor4:15; Phm 10; I Tim 5:1-2. 

I. Elsewhere only in Mt 13:21; Mk 4:17; Act 8:1; 13:50; Rom 8:35; 
2 Cor 12:10; 2 Thes 1:4; 2 Tim 3:11. GK 1501. Related to "perse
cute" in 2 Tim 3:12. 

2. Compare Mt 19:30; Lk 13:30. 
3. Some manuscripts omit this word {C}. Rewards and eternal life 

will not be granted based on outward appearance. Some have 
applied the comparison to rich vs. poor, or Jew vs. Gentile, or Phar
isee vs. sinner. 

4. Parallel account at Mt 20: 17; Lk 18:31. 
5. Same word as in v 24. It describes emotions ranging from aston

ishment to fear. Mark states the "fear" side next, separately. The 
reactions of those going to Jerusalem with Jesus filled the whole 
range of emotion. 

16. Or, "But". Some think there are two groups here; others, one. 
17. This word means "going to, about to, destined to, will certainly" 

and "intending to", depending on the grammar and the context. 
Used 109 times. GK 3516. 

18. Same word as in Mt 20: 19; Lk 18:33; Jn 19: I. On this word, see 
Heb 12:6. 
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19. Some manuscripts say "on the third day" {A}. 
20. Parallel account at Mt 20:20. 
21. Mark does not mention their mother with them, as does Mt 20:20. 
22. Or, "come to". Used only here. GK 4702. Not related to the word 

in Mt 20:20 (GK 4665). 
23. More literally, "we want that You should do for us". GK 2671. 
24. More literally, "what do you want as to Me that I should do for 

you". Some manuscripts say "what do you want that I should do 
for you" {C}. 

25. That is, when the twelve sit on their thrones with Jesus, as He prom
ised (Mt 19:28). Note that they are continuing to think as they did 
in 9:34. 

26. Elsewhere only in Mt 6:3; Lk 23:33; 2 Cor 6:7. GK 754. Matthew 
uses the word in v 40. 

27. On the following phrase, compare Lk 12:50. Some manuscripts say 
"and" {K}. 

28. Some manuscripts say "and" {K}. 
29. Same word as in Mt 20:21, 23. Used 9 times. GK 2381. Not related 

to the word in v 37. 
30. That is, the sitting in these places belongs to those for whom it has 

been prepared. 
31. Compare also Lk 22:24-27. 
32. Some manuscripts say "But Jesus summoned them, and says to 

them"{K}. 
33. Or, "being recognized as". They "seem [to people in general] to 

be", and thus "are recognized as being", "have the reputation of 
being", "are deemed to be" rulers by those over whom they rule. 
They are the acknowledged rulers. Same word as in Gal 2:2; and as 
"seems" in Lk 22:24. On this word, see "thinking" in Lk 19: 11. 

34. Used also in Rom 15: 12 in the sense of"ruling". GK 806. Mt 20:25 
uses the related noun. 

35. Or, "domineering, ruling over". On this word, see I Pet 5:3. 
36. Same word as in Mt 20:25. 
3 7. Some manuscripts say "it shall not be" {A}, making this a kind of 

command, as in the next two sentences. 
38. Compare Lk 9:48. On this word, see Rom 6: 17. 
39. Same word as in Mt 20:28. 

A.1Jn3:1 B.Mt3:2 C.Mt7:28 D.Lkl9:10 E.Mt4:4,mankind F.Heb6:4 G.Mt5:18 H.Mk8:35 J.Mtl9:29 K.2Jn9 L.Eph5:33, 
respecting M. Mt 26:21 N. I Cor II :32 0. Lk 23: 11 P. Mk 14:65 Q. Lk 18:33 R. Mk I :8 S. Mk I :4 T. Mk 14: 15 U. Mt 20:24 
V. Act 2:39, call to W. I Cor 3:5 X. I Pet 4:10, ministering Y. Jam 5:20, soul 
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hl3 1 And they come to Jericho. And while He and His disciples and a considerableA crowd are -lh 
proceeding-out8 from Jericho, Bartirnaeus, the son ofTirnaeus2

, a blind beggar3, was sitting beside 
the road 

I c. And having heard that it was4 Jesus frorn-Nazareth5, he began to cry-outc and say, "Son of r 
David6, Jesus, have-rnercy-on° me" 

::ic. And many were rebukingE him in order that he might keep-silent7. But the one was crying-out "°' 
by much more, "Son of David, have mercy on me" 

.1C. And having stopped8
, Jesus said, "Call hirn"9 -1 1

•
1 

ID. And they call the blind one, saying to him, "Take-courageF, ariseG, He is calling you!" 
::'D. And the one, having thrown-off his cloak, havingjurnped-up 10

, came to Jesus 11 

-H ·. And having responded to him, Jesus said, "What do you want Me to do 11 for you?" · 1 

I[) And the blind one said to Hirn, "Rabboni 12- that I may see-againH!" 
2D. And Jesus said to him, "Go. Your faith has restored1 you" 
11) And immediately he saw-againH. And he was following Hirn 13 on the road 

7 B. 14 And when they draw-nearK to Jerusalem- to Bethphage and Bethany, near the Mount of Olives- I i I 
He sends-forthL two of His disciples,· and says to them, "Go to the village before you. And 
immediately while proceeding into it, you will find a colt having been tiedM, on which none of 
rnankind 15 yet sat. UntieN it, and be bringing it.• And if someone says to you, 'Why are you doing 
this?', say, 'The Lord16 has need of it, and irnrnediately0 He sends 17 it back18 here'" 

IC And they went and found a colt19 having been tied at a doorr, outside on the street. And they 
untie it 

ID. And some of the ones standing there were saying to them, "What are you doing untying 
the colt?" 

::' D. But the ones spoke to them just as Jesus spoke, and they permittedO them '· 

]( · And they bring20 the colt to Jesus. And they throw their cloaks on it, and He sat on it 
.1 ( · And many spreadR their cloaks5 on the road 
-l< . And others spread leafy-branches21 , having cut them from the fields 22 

'i( . And the ones going ahead and the ones following were crying-out23 "HosannaT! Blessed24 is '1 

the One corning in the name of the Lord. "Blessed is the corning kingdorn25 of our father I ii 
David26

• Hosanna in the highest27 [heavens]!" 

61\. 28 And He29 entered into Jerusalem, into the temple I I 

I B. And having looked-around-at u everything, the hour being already late30, He went out to Bethany with 
the twelve31 

213n And on the next day,33 they having departed from Bethany, He was hungry.• And having seen from I~ i 1 
a distance a fig-treev having leaves, He went to see if perhaps He would34 find anything on it 

IC. And having come to it, He found nothing except leaves- for it was not the season w for figs35 

::'C :. And having responded, He36 said to it, "May no one eat fruit from you any longer- forever3 7!" I~, 
'.'C ·. And His disciples were listening 



I. Parallel account at Mt 20:29; Lk 18:35. Compare Mt 9:27-31. 
z. Outside of Jesus and the apostles, only Simon (15:21) is so explic

itly named in Mark. This man is only named in Mark. He may have 
been or become known to Mark. Some think this may be why Mark 
mentions only one of the blind men. Mt 20:30 mentions two; Lk 
18:35, one. The fact that only one is detailed in Mark and Luke does 
not mean only one was healed. GK 5505. 

I. Some manuscripts say "a blind one, was sitting beside the road, 
begging" { N}. 
More literally, "is'', as the Greek typically phrases it. 

'· On this word, see I :24. Some manuscripts say "the Nazarene" {N}, 
on which see Mt 2:23. 

'· This is a name for Messiah. See Mt 9:27 on it. 
On this word, see "be still" in 4:39. Same word as in Mt 20:31. 
Or. "stood [still)". GK 2705. 
Some manuscripts say "Jesus said that he should be called" {N}. 

,0. Used only here. GK 403. Some manuscripts say "having arisen" 
{ K}, using the common word in I 0: I. 

, I. More literally, "what do you want that I should do". 
:2. Or, "My rabbi, My master". This is a transliterated Hebrew word 

elsewhere only in Jn 20: 16, where John translates it, "teacher". GK 
4808. Related to "Rabbi" in Mt 23:7. 

. 3. Some manuscripts say "Jesus" {N}. 
,4. Parallel account at Mt 21: I; Lk 19:29; Jn 12: 12. 
,5. Or, "no one.from mankind, none ofhumanity". That is, no human. 

This idiom is elsewhere only in Lk 19:30; I Tim 6:16; Jam 3:8. 
Related to "any of mankind" in Act 4: 17. In all cases, "mankind" 
is plural, on which see Mt 4:4. 

,6. Instead of this referring to Jesus Himself, some think Jesus means 
"the lord", that is, the owner of the animal. 

7. Or, "will send, is going to send". The present tense verb is given a 
future sense by the context. Some manuscripts say "will send it 
here" {B}. 

8. Or, "again". Some take this phrase "and ... here" as part of what they 
are to say, assuring the owner that the animal will be returned. Oth
ers take it as the comment of Jesus, as in Mt 21 :3 (which does not 
have this word), "say 'The Lord has need of it'. And immedi
ately ... ". The one questioning you "immediately sends it back here" 
with you. Some manuscripts omit this word { B}, so that it says 
"sends it here". 

151 Mark 11:14 

19. Some manuscripts say "the" colt, and "the" door {N}. 
20. Some manuscripts say "brought" { N}. 
21. Or, "leaves, straw". Used of the kind of material stuffed into a mat

tress. Used only here. GK 5 I I 5. 
22. Some manuscripts instead say "And others were cutting leafy

branches from the trees, and spreading them in the road" (N}, sim
ilar to Mt 21 :8. 

23. On this word, see Mt 8:29. Some manuscripts add, "saying" (N}. 
24. This is a participle, "having been blessed", as also in v I 0. On this 

word, see Lk 6:28. 
25. These people viewed Jesus as the prophesied King (as in Lk 19:38) 

who would establish His kingdom on earth. 
26. Some manuscripts say "the kingdom of our father David coming in 

the name of the Lord" (K}. 
27. On this phrase, see Mt 21:9. 
28. Parallel account at Mt 21:10. 
29. Some manuscripts say "Jesus" {K}. 
30. Or, "evening", that is, either before or after sundown. Used only 

here. GK 4070. 
31. In the time scheme noted in Jn 12: I, this would be Sunday night (as 

we call it). 
32. Parallel account at Mt 21: 18. 
33. This would then be Monday morning . 
34. More literally, "will", as the Greek typically phrases it. 
35. This is symbolic oflsrael in that day. Jesus finds no figs because it 

was not the season for figs. The King comes to His people Israel 
and finds them not ready, not ripe, not in season. They have the 
appearance of life, but they have no fruit, which is seen in their 
rejection of Him. To Israel, this was not the "season" for Messiah. 
But if now was not the season for Messiah, with their King stand
ing in their presence, when would it be? Jesus faults the tree- that 
is, Israel- and curses it. 

36. Some manuscripts say "Jesus" {K}. 
37. Compare Mt 21:19. This cursing is symbolic of what was coming. 

The kingdom was taken from them and given to others, Mk 12:9; 
Mt 21 :43. Their nation was destroyed. Thus the last miracle of Jesus 
in Mark before His death is one of destruction, a kind of parable 
of what was coming upon those about to kill Him. This is an idiom, 
"into the age", on which see Rev 20: 10. 

1 A. 2 Car 3:5, sufficient B. Rev 1:16, coming out C. Mt 8:29 D. Rev 12:8, showing mercy E. 2 Tim 4:2, warn F. Act 23: II G. Mt 28:6 
H. Act 22: 13, look up J. Jam 5: 15 K. Lk 21 :28 L. Mk 3: 14, send out M. I Car 7:27, bound N. Mt 5: 19, break 0. Mk 6:25 P. Col 4:3 
Q. Mt 6: 12, forgive R. Mk 14:15 S. I Pet 3:3, garments T. Mt 21:9 U. Mk 3:5 V. Mt 24:32 W. Mt 8:29, time 
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_., 13 _ 1 And they come into Jerusalem. And having entered into the temple, He began to throw-outA the I ' 
ones selling and the ones buying in the temple. And He overturned the tables of the money-
changers2, and the seats o/the ones selling doves3. ·And He was not pennitting8 that anyone carry I 1. 

an objecr' through the temple 

IC. And He was teaching and saying to them, "Has it not been written [in Isa 56:7] that 'My house 
will be called a house of prayer for all the nationsc'? But you have made5 it a den° o/robbersE" 

1C. And the chief priests and the scribes heard it. And they were seekingF how they might destroyG 1
' 

Him. For they were fearing Him, for the whole crowd was astoundedH at His teaching 
JC. And when it became evening6, they were going7 outside o/the city ! 1 

413.8 And while passing by early-in-the-moming9, they saw the fig tree having dried-up from the roots 

I ( ·. And having remembered, 10 Peter says to Him, "Rabbi, look! The fig tree which You cursedl 
has dried-up 11" 

2C. And having responded, Jesus says to them, "Be 12 having faith in God. 
0

Truly13 I say to you that ~~ 
whoever says to this mountain, 'Be taken up and be thrown into the sea', and does not doubtK 
in his heart, but is believingL that what he is speaking is coming-about14, it 15 will happen16 for him 

I[) "For this reason I say to you, be believing17 that you received 18 all that you are praying 
and asking, and it will happenM for you 

2D. 19 "And20 whenever you stand praying, forgive 8 - if you have anything against anyone
in order that your Father in the heavens also may forgive you your trespassesN" 

513. 22 And they come again into Jerusalem. And while He is walking around in the temple, the chief 
priests and the scribes and the elders come to Him. ·And they were saying to Him, "By what-kind
of23 authority0 are You doing these things, or24 who gave You this authority that you may be doing 
these things?" 

IC. And25 Jesus said to them, "I will ask26 you one thingP, and you answer Me, and I will tell you 

'::. 

by what kind of authority I am doing these things-
0 Was the baptismO of John from heaven, or :11 

from humansR? Answer Me!" 
:2( ·_ And they were discussing5 it with themselves, saying 

11 ). "Ifwe say, 'From heaven', He will say, 'Then27 for what reason did you not believe him?' 
2D. "But should28 we say, 'From humans'?" They were fearingr the crowd, for they all were 

holding29 as to John that he reallyu was a prophet 
JD And having responded to Jesus, they say "We do not know" · ' 

_"1( · - And30 Jesus says to them, "Nor am I telling you by what kind of authority I am doing these things" 
4C. 31 And He began to speak to them in parables- "A man planted a vineyard and put a fence I · 

around it, and dug a pit32 [for a wine press], and built a tower. And he rented it to fannersv, 
and went-on-a-joumeyw 

I[)_ "And he sent forth a slavex to the farmers at the harvest time in order that he might 
receive from the fruits of the vineyard from the farmers. •And having taken him, they 
beatv him, and sent him away empty-handedz 

2D. "And again he sent-forth another33 slave to them. And34 that one they struck-on-the-head, -I 
and dishonoredAA 

.lD. "And35 he sent forth another- and that one they killed- and many others, they beating 5 
some and killing others 



I. Parallel account at Mt 21: 12; Lk 19:45. Compare Jn 2: 13-22. 
!. On this word, see Mt 21: 12. These men changed foreign coin for 

Jewish coin. 
;_ These were used in sacrifices, Joseph and Mary being an example, 

Lk 2:24. 
Or, "vessel, jar, dish, equipment". This is a very general word used 23 
times. Some limit it to "merchandise" based on the context. Some 
think people were using the temple as a shortcut. Jesus demands a 
higher respect for the temple. On this word, see "vessel" in I Thes 4:4. 
Some manuscripts say "you made" {N}, as in Lk 19:46. Mt 21:13 
says "are making". 
Or, "late", the first watch, 6 to 9 P.M. That is, Monday evening (as 
we call it). On this word, see "after" in Mt 28: I. Related to "late" 
in v 11. 
Some manuscripts say "He was going" { C}. 
Parallel account at Mt 21: 18. 
Perhaps before 6 A.M. This would now be Tuesday morning. On this 
word, see "early morning" in 13:35. 

0. That is, what Jesus said the previous morning, v 14. 
I. Peter only notes what has happened, the miracle itself. In what fol

lows, Jesus responds to this comment with regard to the work of 
power. The disciples do not ask why it happened, so the meaning 
of it with regard to Israel is left unstated. Same word as in Mt 21: 19, 
20. On this word, see "become withered" in Mk 3: I. 

2. In place of this sentence, some manuscripts say "If you have faith 
in God, truly ... " { B}. 

3. Some manuscripts say "For truly" {N}. On "truly", see Mt 5: 18. 
4. Or, "taking place, happening, coming to pass". GK 1181. It is pres

ent tense. Some give it a future sense, "that it will come about", 
based on the context. 

5. Some manuscripts say "whatever he says" {N}. 
. 6. Same word as in v 24. The word "be" sometimes means "happen", 

as in Mt 16:22. 
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17. Another prerequisite to answered prayer is "if it be Your will", as 
seen in Jesus Himself, 14:36. But Jesus here is exhorting them to 
faith, to believing God. 

18. Some manuscripts say "you are receiving"; others, "you will 
receive" {A}. 

19. Compare Mt 6:14-15. 
20. Some think Jesus added this to remind them there are other pre

requisites to answered prayer. 
21. Some manuscripts add as v 26, "But if you do not forgive, neither will 

your Father in the heavens forgive your trespasses" {A), as in Mt 6: 15. 
22. Parallel account at Mt 21 :23; Lk 20: I. 
23. Or, "what". Same word as in v 29 and 33. A prophet's authority? 

Messiah's? From heaven or humans? On this word, see Mt 21 :23. 
24. Some manuscripts say "and" {K}. 
25. Some manuscripts say "And having responded, Jesus said to 

them" {K}. 
26. This word (GK 2089) is related to the word in Mt 21 :24; Lk 20:3 

(GK2263). 
27. Some manuscripts omit this word {C}. 
28. Some manuscripts say "if" {K}, "But if we say 'From humans'?". 
29. Or, "regarding, looking upon". Same word as in the similar state

ment in Mt 14:5; 21:26, 46; and as Phil 2:29. On this word, see 
"have" in I Jn 1:8. 

30. Some manuscripts say "And having responded, Jesus says to 
them" {N}. 

31. Parallel account at Mt 21 :33; Lk 20:9. 
32. Used only here. GK 5700. Related to "winepress" in Mt 21 :33 

(GK 3332). 
33. Same word as "other" in Mt 21:36. GK 257. 
34. Some manuscripts say "And having stoned that one, they struck him 

on the head and sent him away, having dishonored him" {N) . 
35. Some manuscripts say "And again ... " {K}. 

A. Jn 12:31, cast out B. Mt 6:12, forgive C. Act 15:23, Gentiles D. Mt 21:13 E. Mt 21: 13 F. Phil 2:21 G. I Cor I: 18, perish H. Mt 7:28 
J.Roml2:14 K.Jaml:6 L.Jn3:36 M.Mtl6:22 N.Mt6:14 O.Rev6:8 P.1Corl2:8,word Q.Mkl:4 R.Mt4:4,mankind S.Lk5:21, 
reasoning T.Eph5:33,respecting U.Jn8:36V.Jn15:1 W.Mt21:33 X.Rom6:17 Y.Jn 18:23 Z. I Thes2:1,empty AA.Act5:41 
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4D. "He was still having one to send- a beloved1 son. He sent him forth to them last, saying r, 
that 'They will have-regard-for2 my son' 

1 L "But those farmers said to themselves that 'This one is the hei~. Come, let us kill8 

him, and the inheritancec will be ours' 
2F. And having taken him, they killed8 him and threw him outside of the vineyard 

SD. "Therefore3 what will the owner4 of the vineyard do? He will come and destroy0 the '1 

farmers, and give the vineyard to others5 

61) "Did you not even read this ScriptureE [in Ps 118:22-23]- 'The stone which the ones 1 11 

building rejectedF, this became6 the head7 of the corner8. 'This came about from the Lord, 
and it is marvelousG in our eyes'?" 

:;c And they were seeking to seizeH Him. And9 they feared the crowd. For10 they 11 knew that He 
spoke the parable1 against 12 them 

Ci(·. And having left Him, they went away 

hBn And they send forth some of the Pharisees and the HerodiansK to Him in order that they might 
catch 14 Him in a statementL. 'And 15 having come, they say to Him, "Teacher, we know that You 
are truthfulM. And You are not concerned about [pleasing] anyone, 16 for You do not look at the face 
of people, 17 but You teach the way of God in accordance with truth 18

• Is it lawfulN to give a poll
tax 19 to Caesar, or not? Should we give it, or should we not give it?" 

IC· But the One, knowing20 their hypocrisy0 , said to them, "Why are you testingP Me? Bring Me 
a denarius21 in order that I may see it". 'And the ones brought it 

2C. And He says to them, "Whose is this image22 and inscription?" And the ones said to Him, 
"Caesar's" 

.1( · And Jesus said to them, "Give back the things ofCaesar23 to Caesar, and the things of God to God" 
-IC . And they were marveling-greatly24 at Him 

7ll. 25 And Sadducees come to Him, who say that there is not a resurrection26 

I ( . And they were questioningO Him, saying, '"Teacher, Moses wrote to us [in Deut 25:5] that if 
a brother of someone dies and leaves-behindR a wife and does not leaves a child, that his 
brother should take the wife, and raise-up-from27 her a seed28 for his brother 

I D "There were seven brothers. And the first took a wife, and dying, did not leave a seed. 
And the second took her, and died, not having left-behind29 a seed. And the third similarly. 
And the seven30 did not leave a seed. Last31 of all, the woman also died 

2D. "In32 the resurrection when they rise up33
, of which of them will she be the wife? For the 

seven had her as wife" · 

i. 

,, 
I 

;,, 

f' 

i 

2 ( . Jesus said34 to them, "Are you not mistaken35 because of this- not knowing the Scriptures, '-1 
nor the power of God?36 

ID. "For when they rise-upr from the dead, they neither marryu nor are they given-in- '' 
marriagev, but they are like angels in the heavens 

:m. "And concerning the dead, that they are raisedw, did you not read in the book a/Moses ~ti 
at the [place about the burning] bush, how God spoke to him, saying [in Ex 3: 15], 'I am 
the37 God of Abraham, and the God a/Isaac, and the God of Jacob'? 'He is not God of ~i 
dead ones,38 but39 a/living ones. You40 are greatly mistaken" 
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I. On this adjective, see Mt 3: 17. 
2. Same word as in Mt 21:37, on which see Lk 18:2. 
3. Some manuscripts omit this word {CJ. 
4. On this word, see "master" in Mt 8:2. The owner represents God 

the Father. 
5. Compare Mt 21 :43. 
6. Literally, "came-to-be for the head", reflecting a Hebrew way of 

speaking. 
7. Same word as in Mt 5:36; 14:8; Act 18:6; I Cor 11:3, 4, 5; Eph 

1:22; Col 1:18; Rev 13:3. Used 75 times. GK 3051. 
8. That is, the head-stone belonging to the comer. Some take this to 

mean the "cornerstone" of a foundation; others, the "capstone" of 
an arched doorway. Elsewhere only in this phrase in Mt 21 :42; Lk 
20: 17; Act 4: 11; I Pet 2:7; and in Mt 6:5; Act 26:26; Rev 7: I; 20:8. 
GK 1224. 

9. This is the Greek word order. Or, "And-yef', giving the reason they 
did not seize Jesus, rather than a second statement. 

IO. Mark may be giving the reason for the seeking and the fear. Or, 
"crowd, for ... ", giving the reason they feared the crowd. Or, "Him, 
and-yet they feared the crowd. For they ... ", giving the reason they 
were seeking to seize Him. Lk 20: 19 is a parallel statement with 
similar issues. 

11. Mark may mean that the crowd knew this. Or, he may mean that the 
priests and scribes and elders (11 :27) knew this, "they" referring to 
these people throughout the verse. See Lk 20: 19 on this. 

12. Or, "to, with reference to". GK 4639. Same word as Lk 20:19. 
13. Parallel account at Mt 22: 15; Lk 20:20. 
14. Used figuratively here, this word means "to take by hunting or fish

ing". Used only here. GK 65. Related to "hunter" and "prey". 
15. Some manuscripts say "And the ones, having come, say ... " {N). 
16. That is, You are not concerned about pleasing any constituency. On 

this idiom, see Mt 22: 16. 

17. That is, You are not partial to anyone. See also "respect of persons" 
in Jam 2:1. 

18. On this phrase, see Lk 4:25. 
19. Sarne word as in Mt 22: 17. On this word, see Mt 17:25. 
20. Mt 22:18 (GK 1182), Mk 12:15 (GK 3857), and Lk 20:23 (GK 

2917) each use a different word for "know", and for what Jesus 
knew- here, their "hypocrisy". 

21. This is a Roman silver coin. On this word, see Mt 20:2. 
22. Or, "likeness". On this word, see Col I: 15. 
23. That is, the things belonging to Caesar, the things belonging to God. 
24. Used only here. GK 1703. Related to the word in Mt 22:22; Lk 

20:26 (GK 2513). 
25. Parallel account at Mt 22:23; Lk 20:27. 
26. Compare Act 23:8 on this. 
27. Same word as in Lk 20:28. Elsewhere only as "stand up out of" in 

Act 15:5. GK 1985. Related to the word m Mt 22:24. 
28. That is, descendants, offspring. 
29. Some manuscripts say "and neither did he leave-behind" {N}. 
30. Some manuscripts add "took her and" {N}. 
31. This is GK 2274. Not the same word as in Mt 22:27. 
32. Some manuscripts say "Therefore, in ... " {CJ. 
33. Some manuscripts omit "when they rise up" {CJ. 
34. Some manuscripts say "And having responded, Jesus said ... " {N}. 
35. Same word as in Mt 22:29, where it is not a question. On this word, 

see "err" in Jam 5: 19. 
36. The grammar indicates that a "yes" answer is expected; they are 

mistaken. 
37. Some manuscripts say "I am God of Abraham, God of Isaac, and 

Godo/Jacob ... " {CJ, as in Lk 20:37. 
38. See Mt 22:32 on this. 
39. Some manuscripts add "God" {N}, "but God ofliving ... ". 
40. Some manuscripts say "Therefore you are ... " {N}. 

A. Rom 8:17 B. Rom 7:11 C. Eph 1:14 D. I Cor I: 18, perish E. 2 Pet 3:16 F. Heb 12:17 G. Jn 9:30, marvel H. Heb 4:14, hold on to 
J. Mt 13:3 K. Mt 22:16 L. I Cor 12:8, word M. Jn 6:55, true N. I Cor 6:12 O. Gal 2: 13 P. Heb 2: 18, tempted Q. Lk 9:18 R. Act 6:2 
S. Mt 6:12, forgive T. Lk 18:33 U. I Cor 7:9 V. I Cor 7:38 W. Mt 28:6, arose 
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SB.' And having come to Him, one o/the scribes- having heard them debating\ having seen2 that He :ix 
answered them well- asked Him, "Which is the foremost3 commandment" of all?" 

IC. Jesus answered that 2'> 

ID. "Foremost5 is, 'Hear, Israel. The Lord our God is one Lord.6 ·And you shall love8 the 311 
Lord your God from your whole heart, and from your whole soulc, and from your whole 
mind0 , and from your whole strength' 7 [Deut 6:4-5] 

2D. "Second is this,8 'You shall love8 your neighbor as9 yourself' [Lev 19: 18] .<I 
.< D "There is not another commandment greater than these" 

2( · And the scribe said to Him, "WeUE said, Teacher! In accordance with [God's] truth 10
, You said 

that11 He is one 12 • And there is not another except Him.• And the statement 'to love Him from 
the whole heart, and from the whole understandingF, and from the whole 13 strength', and the 
statement 'to love the neighbor as himself', are more [important] than all the whole-bumt
offerings 14 and sacrifices" 

3C. And Jesus, having looked-at15 him 16 because he responded thoughtfully 17
, said to him, "You 

are not far from the kingdom o/God" 

'' ' 

'' .'-+ 

913. 18 And no one was daring0 to question" Him any more. •And having responded, Jesus was saying '· 
while teaching in the temple, "How is it that the scribes say that the Christ is the son a/David? 

l ( .. "David himself said by the Holy Spirit [in Ps 110: l], 'The Lordi said to my Lord, "Be sitting ,,, 
on My right side until I put Your enemies under19 Your feet" ' 

If) "David20 himself calls Him 'Lord'. And in what way is He his son?"21 

l OB. 22 And the large crowd was listening-to Him with-pleasure23 • •And in His teaching He was saying, '' 
"BewareK of the scribes-

I ( ·. "The ones delighting24 to walk around in robes, and to receive greetings in the marketplaces, 
and seats-of-honorL in the synagogues, and places-of-honorM at the banquetsN •' 1 

2C. "They are the25 ones devouring26 the houses o/the widows,27 and praying long/or a pretense28 .J1 

3( ·. "These ones will receive greater condemnation°" 

l l B.29 And having sat-down opposite the treasury30, He31 was observing how the crowd throws moneyl2 .J: 
into the treasury. And many richP ones were throwing much money 

I ( '. And one poorO widow having come threw two leptos33 , which is a quadrans34 .J ' 
2C. And having summoned His disciples, He said to them, "TrulyR I say to you that this poor .J; 

widow threw35 more than all36 the ones throwing into the treasury. "For they all threw out of .J-1 

the money abounding37 to them. But this one, out of her need38, threw all that she was having-
her whole living39" 

12B.40 And while He is proceeding out of the temple, one o/His disciples says to Him, "Teacher, look! I ; I 
What41 stones and what buildings!" 

l C. And42 Jesus said to him, "Do you see these great buildings? A stone upon a stone will by no 
means be left here43 which will by-any-means44 not be tom-downs" 

2C. And while He was sitting on the Mount of Olives opposite the temple, Peter and James and 
John and Andrew were questioning Him privatelyT, ""Tell us- .J 



I. Parallel account at Mt 22:34. Compare Lk I 0:25-28. 
2. Instead of"having seen", some manuscripts say "knowing" {N}. 
3. Or, "first". GK 4755. Mt 22:36 says "great". 
4. Same word as in Mt 5: 19; 15:3; Jn 13:34; I Tim 6: 14; I Jn 5:3; and 

"command" in Col 4:10. Used 67 times. GK 1953. Related to the 
verb in Mk 10:3. 

5. Some manuscripts add "of all the commandments" {N}. 
6. Or, "our Lord God is one Lord", or, "the Lord our God, the Lord 

is one". 
7. Some manuscripts add "This is the foremost commandment" {N}. 
8. Some manuscripts say "And the second like ii is this-" {N). 
9. Or, "like". On this, see Mt 19: 19. 
I 0. On this phrase, see Lk 4:25. 
11. Or, " ... truth you spoke, because He is one". This is the Greek word 

order of this sentence. 
12. Some manuscripts say "because there is one God" {K}. 
13. Some manuscripts say "and from the whole soul, and from the 

whole strength" {N). 
14. That is, sacrificial animals wholly consumed by fire. Elsewhere 

only in Heb 10:6, 8. GK 3906. 
15. Same word as in 8:33. 
16. Some manuscripts omit this word { C}, so that it says "having seen 

that he responded thoughtfully". 
17. Or, "wisely". Used only here. GK 3807. Related to "mind". 
18. Parallel account at Mt 22:41; Lk 20:41. 
19. As in Mt 22:44. Some manuscripts say "as a footstool of your feet" 

{C}, as in Lk 20:43; Act 2:35; Heb 1:13. 
20. Some manuscripts say "Therefore, David ... " {N}. 
21. Jesus wants His listeners to reconsider their understanding of this 

matter, because there is something contained in this paradox about 
David that they have not fully understood. If the Messiah is David's 
Lord, how can He be his distant physical descendant? If He is 
David's superior, how can He be his son? Jesus is God's Son 
(David's Lord); and Mary's Son (David's descendant). 

22. Parallel account at Mt 23: l; Lk 20:45. 
23. Same phrase as 6:20, where Herod listened to John with pleasure, 

before he killed him. 
24. On this word, see Col 2: 18. Same word as in Lk 20:46. Mt 3:6 uses 

the word "love". 
25. The grammar is unusual. Instead of two parallel descriptions of 

these scribes, Jesus may intend these to be two independent state
ments. ln this case, point l C. would be "Beware of the scribes
the ones delighting ... banquets". Point 2C. would be rendered "The 
ones devouring the houses of the widows and praying long/or a 
pretense- these ones will receive greater condemnation". 

26. Or, "consuming, eating up". Same word as in Lk 15:30; 20:47; 2 

157 Mark 13:4 

Cor I l :20; Gal 5: l 5; Rev l I :5; l 2:4; 20:9. Elsewhere only as "eat 
up" in Mt l 3:4; Mk 4:4; Lk 8:5; Rev l 0:9, l O; and "consume" in Jn 
2:l7.GK2983. 

27. That is, taking financial advantage of widows based on "spiritual" 
pretexts. Same phrase as in Lk 20:47. 

28. That is, for a falsely alleged motive. On this word, see Phil I: 18. 
These scribes use prayer to gain favor with people. 

29. Parallel account at Lk 2 l: I. 
30. Same word as later in the verse and in v 43. It can refer generally 

to the temple treasury, or more specifically to the receptacles into 
which offerings were thrown. There were thirteen such receptacles 
in the temple, shaped like trumpets. Elsewhere only in Lk 21: l; Jn 
8:20. GK 1126. Related to the word in Act 8:27. 

31. Some manuscripts say "Jesus" ( B}. 
32. That is, Jesus was observing this category of behavior, the manner 

in which the crowd gives offerings when they throw their money 
into the treasury. His focus is on how they give, not how they phys
ically threw the money. Note the three different tenses of "throw" 
inv41-42. 

33. That is, two thin copper Jewish coins. This is the smallest denom
ination of Jewish coinage. Elsewhere only in Lk l 2:59; 2 l :2. GK 
3321. Two leptos made a quadrans, four quadrans made an assar
ion (see Mt 10:29). Sixteen assarion made a denarius (see Mt 20:2). 
So a leptos is !28th of a denarius, of one day's wages for a laborer. 

34. This is the smallest denomination of Roman coin. Elsewhere only 
in Mt 5:26. GK 3119. 

35. Some manuscripts say "has thrown" (N}. making this the fourth 
tense used with this word in v 41-43. 

36. Some think Jesus means more than any one of them; others, more 
than all of them together. 

37. Or, "overflowing, being left over". These people gave from their 
excess. On this word, see 2 Cor 8:2. 

38. Or, "lack, want". The widow gave out of what was already not 
enough for her. Elsewhere only in Phil 4: 11. GK 5730. Related to 
"be in need" in Lk 15: 14. 

39. Same word as in Lk 21 :4. 
40. Parallel account at Mt 24: I; Lk 21 :5. 
41. On this word, see "what kind of" in l Jn 3: I. Based on the context, 

it means here "how great" or "how wonderful". Compare Lk 2 l :5. 
42. Some manuscripts say "And having responded, Jesus ... " ( N). 
43. Some manuscripts omit this word {B}. 
44. This phrase "by no means, by any means, never" is an emphatic 

negative, the strongest in Greek. Jesus uses it twice in this verse. 
UsedbyMarkin9:1,41; 10:15; 13:2, 19,30,31; 14:25,31; 16:18. 
See "never" in Gal 5: 16. 

A. Mk 8:11 B. Jn 21:15, devotedly love C. Jam 5:20 D. Lk I :51, thought E. Act 10:33 F. Eph 3:4 G. 2Corl1:21 H. Lk 9: 18 J. Mt 8:2, 
master K.Mk8:15 L.Mt23:6 M.Mt23:6 N.Lkl4:12,dinner O.Jn9:39,judgment P.1Tim6:17 Q.Gal4:9 R.Mt5:18 S.Mt24:2 
T. Mt 14:13 



Mark 13:5 158 Verse 

ID. "When will these things happen1? 
2D. "And what will be the signA when all these things are about to be accomplished2?" 

JC. And Jesus began to say to them 

ID. "Be watching out that no one may deceive8 you 

IL. "Many will come on the basis of My name3, saying that 'I am the One4
'. And they Ii 

will deceive many 
2E. "And whenever you hear-ofwarsc and rumors0 of wars, do not be alanned5

. They 
must6 take place, but it is not yet the end7 

2D. "For8 nation will arise9 against nation, and kingdom against kingdom. There will be 
earthquakes in various placesw. There will be famines 11

• These things are 12 a beginning 
of birth-pains 13 

.i D. 14 "But you- be watching 15 yourselves 'J 

I I:. "They will hand you over to councils 16 • And you will be beaten 17 in synagogues. 
And you will be stood before govemorsE and kings for My sake, for a testimonyF 
to them-• and the good-newsG must" first 18 be proclaimed1 to all the nations 11 1 

I F. 19 "And whenever they leadK you while handing you over, do not be anxious- I I 
beforehand20 as to what you should speak.21 But whatever is given to you in 
that hour, speak this 

I ( i. "For you are not the ones speaking, but the Holy Spirit 

2 E. "And brotherL will hand-overM brother to death, and a father his child. And children I · 
will rise-up-in-rebellionN against parents, and they22 will put them to death 

JI·.. "And you will be being hated0 by all because of My name23 I ; 
.ff. "But the one having enduredP to the end24- this one will be savedO 

4 D. 25 "But when you see the abominationR of desolation26 standing27 where he28 should29 not30 I .J 
(let the one reading understand3 1 )--

I F.. "Then32 let the ones in Judea be fleeing5 to the mountains 

I F. 33 "And34 let the one upon the housetop T not go down35 nor go in to take36 anything I ' 
out of his house 

21 . "And let the one in the field not tum-backu to the things behind37 to take his cloak I 1, 

31'. "And woe to the ones having a child in the wombv, and to the ones nursingw I 
in those days 

·ff. "And be praying that it may not take place in winter I ~ 

21:. "For those days will be an affliction38 such-as39 has not taken place such-as-this40 I 'I 

since the beginning of the creation which God created until now, and never4 1 will 
take place [again] 

IF. "And ifthe Lord had not shortened42 the days, no flesh would have been saved43 ~ll 
2F. "But44 He shortened the days for the sake of the chosen45 ones whom He chose46 



159 Mark 13:20 

I. Or, "be''. On this word, see Mt 16:22. 
2. Or, "carried out, fulfilled, completed, consummated, brought to an 

end, concluded". Related to "conclusion" in Mt 24:3. Some think 
"these things" refers to the prophecy in v 2, and "all these things" 
is a physical reference to "all these buildings". In this case, this is 
rendered "about to be brought to an end". Others think "these 
things" refers to v 2, and "all these things" refers to the totality of 
events surrounding the one mentioned in v 2. In this case, it is ren
dered "accomplished, fulfilled, carried out", and refers to the same 
thing as "conclusion of the age" in Mt 24:3. Elsewhere only as 
"complete" in Lk 4:2, 13; Act 21 :27; Rom 9:28; and "consummate" 
in Heb 8:8. GK 5334. 

3. On this phrase, "on the basis of My name", see Act 2:38. 
4. Or, "I am He". That is, the Christ, Mt 24:5. 
5. Same word as in Mt 24:6, on which see 2 Thes 2:2. 
6. Or, "It must", that is, all this. On this idiom, see Mt 16:21. 
7. Or, "conclusion, termination". On the meaning of this, see Mt 24:6. 

Used with reference to prophetic events in Mt 24:6, 13, 14; Mk 13:7, 
13; Lk 21 :9; I Cor 15:24; I Pet 4:7. On this word, see Rom 10:4. 

8. In connecting this verse with the context, Lk 21: IO has been fol
lowed. Luke separates it from the preceding statements, and makes 
it the beginning of what follows. 

9. Or, "be raised". Same word as in v 22 and Mt 24:7. 
10. Same phrase as in Mt 24:7. 
11. Some manuscripts add "and disturbances" { B}, using the word in 

Act 12:18. 
12. Or, "will be". 
13. On this word, see Mt 24:8. It implies there are worse things, and a 

glorious thing, to follow. 
14. Compare also Mt 10:17-23; Jn 16:1-4. 
15. Same word as ''watch out" in v 5, 23, 33. GK 1063. 
16. Same word as in Mt 10:17. Local Jewish courts. 
17. Same word as in 12:3, 5. On this word, see Jn 18:23. Not the same 

word as Mt 10:17. 
18. That is, "first", before the "end" comes, as in Mt 24:14. 
19. Compare also Lk 12: 11-12. 
20. Used only here. GK 4628. Related to "be anxious" in Mt I 0: 19, on 

which see Mt 6:25. 
21. Some manuscripts add "nor meditate-upon it" { K}, using the word 

"plot" in Act 4:25, which also means "think about, practice, pre
pare" (it is related to "prepare-beforehand" in Lk 21: 14). 

22. This may refer back to the "children", or it may refer in general to 
the "authorities". 

23. On this sentence, see Mt 24:9. 
24. On "to the end", see Mt 10:22. This sentence is also in Mt I 0:22; 

24:13. 
25. Parallel account at Mt 24: 15; Lk 21 :20. 
26. On this word and phrase, see Mt 24: 15. Compare Lk 21 :20. Some 

manuscripts add "the thing having been spoken by Daniel the 
prophet" {K}, as in Mt 24:15. 

27. This is the common word for "stand", used 155 times. It also 
means stand there; stand [firm]: stand [still], stop; make stand, 
establish. GK 2705. 

28. Or, "it". The grammar of "standing" implies "he" here, and does 
not agree with "abomination" (as it does in Mt 24: 15). Some think 
this implies this is referring to a person. Others think the grammar 
is according to sense, and implies nothing about whether the abom
ination is a person. On the meaning of this, see Mt 24:15. 

29. Or, "ought not to". On this idiom, see "ought to" in Act 25:10. 
30. Mt 24:15 says, "in the holy place". 
31. On this command, see Mt 24:15. 
32. Or, "At that time". Same word as in v 21, 26, 27. On this word, see 

Mt24:9. 
33. Compare also Lk 17:31-32. 
34. Some manuscripts omit this word {C}. 
35. Some manuscripts add "into the house" {N}. 
36. That is, do not go down or enter your house for the purpose of tak-

ing your belongings. Go down to flee! 
37. On "to the things behind", see "back" in Jn 6:66. 
38. Same word as in v 24. On this word, see Mt 24:21. 
39. Or, "of such a kind as, of such sort as". Same word as in Mt 24:21; 

Rev 16:18; Mk 9:3. GK 3888. 
40. Note that in Mark this concept is repeated with two different words. 

GK 5525. In Mt 24:21, it is said once. Lk 21 omits it. 
41. This is the strongest negative in Greek. See 13:2 on it. 
42. Same word as later in the verse. On this word, see Mt 24:22. 
43. That is, from physical death. Literally, "all flesh would not have been 

saved", a Hebrew way of speaking. On this phrase, see Mt 24:22. 
44. This is GK 247. Not the same word as Mt 24:22 (GK 1254). 
45. Same word as as v 22 and Mt 24:22. On this word, see Rom 8:33. 
46. Related to the previous word. On this word, see I Cor 1 :27. 

A.2Thes2:9 B.Jam5:19,err C.Revl2:7 D.Heb4:2,hearing E.Mt27:2 F.Act4:33 G.Mk8:35 H.Mtl6:21 J.2Tim4:2 K.Lk4:1 
L.Actl6:40 M.Mt26:21,handover N.Mt10:21 O.Rom9:13 P.Jaml:l2 Q.Lkl9:10 R.Revl7:4 S.1Cor6:18 T.Lk5:19 
U.Jam5:19 V.1Thes5:3 W.Mt21:16 
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3 E. 1 "And then2 if someone says to you, 'Look- here is the Christ', 'Look- there He 
is', do not be believing it 

IF. "For false-christs and false-prophetsA will arise8 , and will give3 signs and 
wondersc so-as to be leading-astray4, if possible, the chosen° ones 

2F. "But you be watching out. I have told you everything beforehand5 

."D.6 "But in those days after that affiiction7, the sun will be darkenedE, and the moon will 
not give its glows, "and the stars will be falling from the heaven9, and the powersF in the 
heavens will be shakenG 

6D. "And then they will see the Son o/Man coming in the clouds with great powerF and glory 

I [ "And at that time He will send out the angels, and He will gather together His 10 

chosen° ones from the four winds, from the endH of the earth to the end of the heaven 

70. 11 "Now leam1 the parable from the fig tree12- when its branch alreadyK becomes tender 
and grows-outL its leaves, you know that the summer is near 

IL "So also you- when you see these 13 things taking place, you know 14 that He15 is 
near, at the doors. 

0

TrulyM I say to you that this generation16 will by no means pass 
away until 17 which time these things all take place 

11-. "Heaven and earth will pass away, but My words will by-no-means's pass away 

XD. "But no one knowsN about that day or the hour- not even the angels in heaven, nor the 
Son19- except the Father 

IE. "Be watching out, be keeping-alert20
, for you do not know when the time is 

21-.. "It is like a man away-on-a-joumey21-

I F. "Having left his house and having given authority0 to his slavesP - to each 
as to his work22- he also commandedO the doorkeeper that he should be 
keeping-watch23 

2F. "Therefore, keep watching- for you do not know when the masterR o/the 
house is coming, whether evening or midnight or rooster-crowing or early
moming24-•that having come suddenly5, he may not find you sleepingT 

3 "· "And what I say to you I say to everyone- 'Keep watching'" 

Verse 

21 

' -L' 

.•(\ 

7/\.25 Now the Passoveru [Feast] and the Feast o/Unleavened-Breadv was after two days. And the chief I-+ I 
priests and the scribes were seeking how, having seized Him by deceitw, they might killx Him. "For26 

they were saying, "Not during the Feastv, so that there will not perhaps be an uproar27 of the people" 

I B.2s And He being in Bethany at the house a/Simon the leper, while He is reclining [to eat], a woman29 

came having an alabaster-jar3° of very-preciousz genuine31 nard32 perfume33. Having broken the 
alabaster-jar, she poured it down over His head 

I C. But some were being indignant34 to themselves35- "For what purpose has this waste of perfume -+ 
taken place? "For this perfume could have been sold for over three-hundred denarii36 and given ' 
to the poorAA". And they were stemly-scolding88 her 



I. Compare also Lk 17:23-24. 
2. Or, "at that time". On this word, see Mt 24:9. Compare Lk 17:20-21. 
3. Some manuscripts say "do" {N}. 
4. Or, "misleading". On this word, see I Tim 6: 10. Related to 

"deceive" in Mt 24:24. On the grammar of"so as to", see Mt 5:28 
(it is not the same as in Mt 24:24). 

5. On the word '1old beforehand", see "spoken beforehand" in Jude 17. 
6. Parallel account at Mt 24:29; Lk 21 :25. 
7. Compare Mt 24:29; Lk 21:25. Same word as in v 19. 
8. Or, "light". Elsewhere only in Mt 24:29, in this same phrase. GK 

5766. 
9. Some manuscripts say "And the stars ofthe heaven will fall" {N). 

Compare Rev 6: 13. 
10. Some manuscripts omit this word {C}, so that it says "the chosen 

ones". 
11. Parallel account at Mt 24:32; Lk 21 :29. 
12. On the meaning of this parable, see Mt 24:32. 
13. That is, verses 5 to 23 or 25, or verses 14 to 23 or 25. Seeing this 

is seeing the tree leafed out. 
14. Or, "know", a command. Same word and grammar as in v 28. GK 

1182. 
15. That is, the Son of Man, v 26. Or, "it", His coming. 
16. On "this generation", see Mt 24:34. 
17. This is a different word than in Mt 24:34 and Lk 21 :32, but with the 

same meaning. GK 3588. 
18. Or, "never". Same word as in v 30. On this word, see 13:2. 
19. This information regarding the Second Coming was not relevant to 

the mission of Jesus at His first coming, and therefore was part of 
what He "emptied" when He took on the form ofa man, Phil 2:7. 

20. Same word as in Lk 21 :36. On this word, see Eph 6: 18. Some man
uscripts add, "and be praying" { B}. 

21. Used only here. GK 624. Related to the word in Mt 21:33. 

161 Mark 14:5 

22. Or, "to each with reference to his work". Or, "[and] to each one 
his work". 

23. Same word as in v 35, 37, and in Mt 24:42. On this word, see I 
Thes 5:6. 

24. These four terms represent the 1st (6-9 P.M.), 2nd (9-12 A.M.), 3rd 
(12-3 A.M.), and 4th (3-6 A.M.) watches (see Lk 2:8) of the night. 
Same word as in Mt 20: I; Jn 18:28. Elsewhere only as "early in the 
morning" in Mt 16:3; 21 :18; Mk 1:35; 11:20; 15:1; 16:2, 9; Jn 20:1; 
Act 28:23. GK 4745. Related to the word in Mt 27: I; Jn 21 :4; and 
to "morning" in Rev 2:28. 

25. Parallel account at Mt 26: I; Lk 22: I. 
26. Some manuscripts say "But" {K}. 
27. Same word as in Mt 26:5. 
28. Parallel account at Mt 26:6; Jn 12:3. Compare Lk 7:37-50. 
29. It was Mary, the sister of Lazarus and Martha (Jn 11:2; 12:3), who 

sat at His feet in Lk I 0:39. Chronologically, this took place six days 
before Passover (Jn 12: I), which would place it at the end of Mk 10. 
Mark's arrangement here is topical. 

30. This word is transliterated into English. It refers to a special and 
expensive container with a long neck which was broken off in order 
to use the contents. Elsewhere only in Mt 26:7; Lk 7:37. GK 223. 

31. Or, "pure". Elsewhere only in Jn 12:3. GK 4410. Related to "faith
ful, trustworthy". 

32. Or, "spikenard". That is, oil extracted from the nard plant. Else
where only in Jn 12:3. GK 3726. 

33. Or, "fragrant oil". On this word, see Mt 26:7. 
34. On this word, see Mt 20:24. That is, the disciples were expressing 

their indignance to each other. 
35. Some manuscripts add "and saying" {N}. 
36. That is, 300 day's wages for a laborer. A year's wages. On this word, 

see Mt 20:2. Some think this may have been a family heirloom. 

A. Rev 16: 13 B. Mt 28:6 C. 2 Thes 2:9 D. Rom 8:33 E. Rom I :21 F. Mk 5:30 G. Act 17: 13 H. Mt 24:31 J. Phil 4: 11 K. Mt 24:32 
L. Mt 24:32 M. Mt 5:18 N. I Jn 2:29 0. Rev 6:8 P. Rom 6:17 Q. Mk 10:3 R. Mt 8:2 S. Lk 2:13 T. I Thes 5:10 U. Jn 18:28 V. Mk 14:12 
W. Mt 26:4 X. Rom 7: 11 Y. Jn 13:29 Z. I Pet 3:4 AA. Gal 4:9 BB. Jn 11 :33, deeply moved 



Mark 14:6 162 Verse 

2C. But Jesus said, "Leave1 her alone. Why are you causing troublesA for her? She worked a good2 
(, 

work in3 Me 

JD. "For you always have the poor with you. And whenever you want, you are able to do 
good for them. But you do not always have Me 

.m. "She did what she had4 . She anticipated5 to perfume6 My body for its preparation-for- x 
buriaF 

:rn. "And truly8 I say to you, wherever the8 good-newsc is proclaimed0 in the whole world, 'I 

what this one did will also be spoken for a memoria(E a/her" 

2B.9 And Judas IscariotF, the one from the twelve, went to the chief priests in order that he might hand 
Him over0 to them 

IC. And the ones, having heard, rejoicedH, and promised1 to give him moneyK 
2( ·. And he was seekingL how he might convenientlyio hand Him over 

3 BH And on the first day of the Feast ofUnleavened-Bread12
, when they were sacrificing13 the PassoverM 

[lamb], His disciples say to Him, "Where do You want us, having gone, to prepare 14 in order that 
You may eat the Passover [meal]?" 

IC And He sends-forthN two of His disciples. And He says to them, "Go into the city, 15 and a man 
will meet you carrying a jar16 of water. Follow him. •And wherever he enters, say to the house
master0 that 'The Teacher says, "Where is My guest-room 17 where I may eat the PassoverM 
[meal] with My disciples?"' •And he will showr you a large upstairs room having been 
spread 18 [with furnishings], prepared 19 • And prepare/or us there" 

2C. And the disciples went forth and came to the city, and found it just as He told them. And they 
prepared the PassoverM [meal] 

_i( w And having become evening, He comes with the twelve 

I D And while they were reclining-back and eating, Jesus said, "Truly8 I say to you that one 
of you will hand Me over- the one eating with Me21 !" 

IL They began to be grievedO, and to say to Him one by one22, "It is not I, is it ?"23 

21:. And the One said24 to them, "It is one of the twelve, the one dipping25 with Me into 
the bowl 

IF "Because the Son o/Man26 is going just as it has been written about Him
but woe to that man by whom the Son o/Man is being handed-over0 ! It would 
have been betterR for him ifthat man had not been boms" 

2D.27 And while they were eating, having28 taken bread, having blessedr it29, He brokeu it and 
gave it to them and said, "Take30 it. This is31 My body" 

3D. And having taken a cup, having given-thanksv, He gave it to them. And they all drank 
from it. •And He said to them 

11:. "This is My blood32 of the covenant33- the blood being poured-outw for many 
21'.. "Truly I say to you that I will no longer34 by any means drink of the fruit35 of the 

grapevine until that day when I drink it newx in the kingdoml6 of God" 

4B.37 And having sung-a-hymn38, they went out to the Mount a/Olives 

11 
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I. This command "Leave alone" is plural, addressing them all. 
Compare Jn 12:7. 

2. On this answer, see Mt 26: I 0. 
J. That is, in My case, in connection with Me. GK 1877. Compare 

Mt26:10. 
4. That is, in doing this good work, she took action with what was 

available to her. She did what she could do. 
5. Or, combining with the next word, "took beforehand to anoint", and 

thus "anointed beforehand". She anticipated My death and acted 
beforehand to perfume My body. GK 4624. 

6. Or, "to anoint with perfume". Related to "perfume" in v 3. Used 
only here. GK 3690. 

7. Elsewhere only in Jn 12:7. GK 1947. Related to the verb in Mt 
26: 12. The root word is "burial-place" in Mt 23:29. 

8. Some manuscripts say "this" {N}. 
9. Parallel account at Mt 26: 14; Lk 22:3. 
I 0. Or, "opportune-ly". On this word, see "in season" in 2 Tim 4:2. 

Related to "favorable opportunity" in Mt 26: 16. 
11. Parallel account at Mt 26: 17; Lk 22:7. 
12. This Feast is mentioned elsewhere only in Mt 26:17; Mk 14:1; Lk 

22:1, 7; Act 12:3; 20:6. It was established by God at the time of 
the Exodus. This eight-day Feast was sometimes simply called 
"Passover", as in Lk 22:1; Act 12:2, 4. The Law says God's peo
ple were to eat unleavened bread from the evening of the 14th of 
Nisan to the evening of the 21st (Ex 12:18; Lev 23:5); that the 
Passover lamb was to be sacrificed between 3 P.M. and dark on the 
14th ofNisan (Ex 12:6); and that the meal was to be eaten that 
evening (Ex 12:8, on the 15th of Nisan, which began at sunset). 
Here in this verse, it is now Thursday. Mark says Jesus was 
removed from the cross before the Sabbath began ( 15:42) at sun
down on Friday night (as we call it). He was crucified on Friday, 
the Preparation day (Mk 15:42; Lk 23:54, Jn 19:31) at the third hour 
(15:25), and died at the ninth hour (15:34). He had been delivered 
to Pilate "early in the morning" (15: I) on Friday, having been 
betrayed the night before, Thursday night (as we call it). He "ate 
the Passover with His disciples" (14:14) that Thursday "evening" 
(14:17, as we call it), just before His betrayal. Thus here, Thurs
day afternoon, "they were sacrificing the Passover [lamb]" in prepa
ration for the evening meal. Compare Jn 18:28; 19:31. On the 
chronological issues regarding this week, consult the commen
taries. Elsewhere only as "unleavened" in I Cor 5:7, 8. GK 109. 

13. Mark could mean "when they were actually making the sacrifices", 
placing this after 3 P.M.; or, "when they customarily were making the 
sacrifices", placing this question any time on "the first day" just men
tioned, as in Lk 22:7. On this word, see "slaughter" in Act IO: 13. 
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14. This is an idiom, more literally, "where do You want that, having 
gone, we should prepare". 

15. Passover could only be celebrated within the city of Jerusalem, 
based on Deut 16:5-7. 

16. That is, a jar or jug made of clay. These were normally carried by 
women. Elsewhere only in Lk 22:10. GK 3040. 

17. Same word as in Lk 22: 11. 
18. Same word as in Mt 21:8; Mk 11 :8; Lk 22: 12. Elsewhere only as 

"making-a-bed" in Act 9:34. GK 5143. 
19. This adjective means "prepared, ready". Used 17 times. GK 2289. 

Related to the verb next, which is used 40 times, GK 2286. 
20. Parallel account at Mt 26:20; Lk 22:14; Jn 13:2. 
21. That is, one of the very ones eating with Me. Jesus is alluding to Ps 

41:9. Compare Lk 22:21. 
22. This idiom, "one by one" is also in Jn 8:9, and elsewhere only as 

"each one" in Rev 4:8. Related to "individually" in Eph 5:33. 
23. The grammar indicates a "no" answer is expected. Some manu

scripts add "And another said, 'It is not I, is it?"' {N}, perhaps 
referring to Judas as in Mt 26:25. 

24. Some manuscripts say "And the One, having responded, said" (K}. 
25. This does not identify Judas individually, but one of the twelve. It 

restates v 18. Elsewhere only in Mt 26:23. GK 1835. 
26. Jesus uses grammar that emphasizes the contrast between the two 

halves of this sentence. 
27. Compare also I Cor 11 :23-25. 
28. Some manuscripts say "Jesus having taken" {N}. 
29. Or, "God''. See Mt 14:19 on this. 
30. Some manuscripts add "eat" (N}, so that it says, "Take, eat", as in 

Mt26:26. 
31. On this word, see Mt 26:26. 
32. On this word, see I Jn I :7. That is, the sacrificial blood offered 

to inaugurate the covenant. The phrase "blood of the covenant" 
is also in Mt 26:28; Heb 9:20; 10:29; 13:20. Note also Lk 22:20; 
I Cor 11:25. 

33. On this word, see Heb 8:6. Some manuscripts say "new covenant" 
{A}. 

34. Some manuscripts omit "no longer", so that it says "I will never 
drink ... " (C}. 

35. Or, "product". On this word, see Mt 26:29. 
36. Some think Jesus means the still future Messianic kingdom. Others 

think He means the time between the resurrection and ascension. 
37. Parallel account at Mt 26:30. Compare Lk 22:31, 39; Jn 13:38. 
38. Same word as in Mt 26:30. 

A.Lk18:5 B.Mt5:18 C.1Corl5:1 D.2Tim4:2 E.Mt26:13 F.Jn6:71 G.Mt26:21,handover H.2Cor13:11 J.1Jn2:25 K.Mt25:27 
L. Phil 2:21 M. Jn 18:28 N. Mk 3: 14, send out 0. Mt 20: I P. I Tim 6: 15 Q. 2 Cor 7:9 R. I Tim 5: IOa, good S. I Jn 2:29 T. Lk 6:28 
U. Act 2:46 V. Mt 26:27 W. Mt 26:28 X. Heb 8: 13 



Mark 14:27 164 Verse 

IC. And Jesus says to them that "You will all be caused-to-fall', because it has been written [in r 
Zech 13:7], 'I will strike the ShepherdA, and the sheep will be scattered8

'. "But after I am ::i, 

2C. 
JC. 

raisedc, I will go ahead of you to Galilee" 
But Peter said to Him, "Even though2 all will be caused to fall, nevertheless, I will not" ~CJ 
And Jesus says to him3, "Truly I say to you, that you, today, on this night, before a rooster ~11 
crows twice4- you will deny0 Me three-times" 

4C. 
5C. 

But the one was saying emphatically5, "If I have-to6 die-withE You, I will never deny You" ; I 
And they all were also speaking similarly 

513.7 And they come to a place of which the name is Gethsemane8. And He says to His disciples, "Sit 
here while9 I pray" 

IC. And He takes along Peter and James and John with Him. And He began to be alarmed 10 and 
distressedF. •And He says to them, "My soul is deeply-grievedG, to the point of death. Stay" 
here and keep-watching 11 " 

~C And having gone ahead a little, He was falling on the ground, and praying1 that if it is possible, 
the hour might pass from Him. •And He was saying, "Abba12! Father! All things are possible 
for You. Remove 13 this cup from Me. But not what I wantK, but what You want" 

I D And He comes and finds them sleepingL. And He says to Peter, "Simon, are you sleeping? 
Were you14 not strong-enough 15 to keep watch for one hour? "Keep watching, and be praying 
that16 you may not come into temptation17. The spirit'8 is willingM- but the flesh is weak"19 

3 l'. And having gone away again, He prayed, having spoken the same thing20 

l D. And again having come, He found them sleeping. For their eyes were being very
weighed-down21. And they did not know what they should answer Him 

4l'. And He comes the third-time, and says to them, "Are you sleepingL and restingN from now on?22 

It is enough23. The hour came. Behold- the Son a/Man is being handed-ovefl into the hands 
of the sinners. •Arise, let us be goingP. Behold- the one handing Me over has drawn-nearO" 

5( '. And immediatelyR, while He is still speaking, Judas- one of the twelve- arrives. And with 
him is a crowd from24 the chief priests and the scribes and the elders with swords5 and clubs1 

6( ·. Now the one handing Him over had given a signal to them, saying, "Whomever I kiss is He. 
Seize Him, and lead Him away securely25". •And having come, having immediately gone to 
Him, He says "Rabbi26". And he kissed27 Him 

7C. And the ones put their hands on Him and seizedu Him 
HC And a certain28 one a/the ones standing near, having drawn29 his sword, hit the slavev a/the 

high priest, and took-off 30 his ear31 

9( ·. And having responded, Jesus said to them, "Did you come out to arrestw Me with swords and 
clubs as-if against a robber!'? "Daily I was with you in the temple teaching, and you did not 
seizeu Me. But this is in order that the Scriptures might be fulfilled" 

I OC. And having left32 Him, they all fled 
I I l. And a certain young-man33 was following34 Him, having put-on a linen-cloth35 over his nakedv 

body. And they36 seizeu him. 
0

But the one, having left-behindz the linen-cloth, fled37 naked 

(in 
38 And they led Jesus away to the high priest. And all the chief priests and the elders and the scribes 

come together. ·And Peter followed Him at a distance, as far as inside in the courtyard of the high 
priest. And he was sitting-together with the officers39, and warming himself toward the light [of 
the fire] 

-'-~ 

-I, 

.I_ 

J 

.1 

-I" 

'' 



I. Same word as in v 29. On this word, see I Cor 8: 13. Some manu
scripts add "in connection with Me during this night" {N}, as in 
Mt 26:31. 

2. More literally, "If even all will ... ". Peter is not questioning whether 
they will fall (as in "even if" they fall). The grammar of this idiom 
(see I Cor 7:21) means "Assuming that even all will fall as You say, 
nevertheless, I will not". 

3. This is the second warning given to Peter, as in Mt 26:34. The first 
warning was given in the upper room, Lk 22:34; Jn 13:38. 

4. Some manuscripts omit this word {C}, as in Mt 26:34; Lk 22:34; 
Jn 13:38. 

5. Or, "insistently". Used only here. GK l 735. Some manuscripts say 
"more emphatically" {K}. 

6. On this idiom, see "must" in Mt 16:21. 
7. Parallel account at Mt 26:36; Lk 22:40; Jn 18:1. 
8. On this word, see Mt 26:36. 
9. Or, "until". GK 2401. 
IO. Or, "anxious, troubled". Compare Ps 22. On this word, see "struck 

with wonder" in 9:15. 
11. Same word as in v 37, 38; Mt 26:38. On this word, see I Thes 5:6. 
12. This is a transliteration of the Aramaic word for "father". The trans

lation into Greek is given next. Elsewhere only in Rom 8: 15; Gal 
4:6. GK 5. 

13. Same word as in Lk 22:42. Compare Jn 12:27. 
14. This is singular, referring to Peter. In Mt 26:40, it is plural. 
15. Same word as in Mt 26:40. 
16. Or, "keep watching and praying, in order that...", depending on 

whether this is the content or the pwpose of the prayer. 
17. Or, "testing". On the meaning of this, see Mt 26:41. 
18. Jesus uses grammar that emphasizes the contrast between the two 

halves of this sentence. 
19. On the meaning of this, see Mt 26:44. 
20. See Mt 26:49 on the meaning of this. 
21. They were "very heavy". Used only here. GK 2852. Related to the 

word in Mt 26:43. 
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22. Or, "Sleep and rest...". On this response by Jesus, see Mt 26:45. 
23. The exact nuance of this exclamation is uncertain. Some think it 

means "Enough of this sleeping!"; others, "I am finished praying", 
v 32; others, "This is a sufficient rebuke"; others, "The time is up". 
There are other views. GK 600. 

24. This word (GK 4123) is not the same word as Mt 26:47 (GK 608). 
25. Or, "safely". On this word, see Act 16:23. 
26. Some manuscripts say "Rabbi, Rabbi" { N). On this word, see Mt 

23:7. 
27. On "kiss" in v 44 and "kissed" here, see Mt 26:48-49. 
28. Some manuscripts omit "a certain" {C}. That is, Peter, Jn 18: 10. 
29. Elsewhere only in Act 16:27. GK 5060. Related to "withdraw" in 

Mt 26:51. 
30. That is, he cut it off. Same word as in Mt 26:51; Lk 22:50. Else

where only as "take away" in Lk 1:25; 10:42; 16:3; Rom 11:27; 
Heb 10:4; and "take" in Rev 22:19. GK i/04. 

31. Elsewhere only in Jn 18: I 0. GK 6064. Related to the word in Mt 
26:51. 

32. Same word as in Mt 26:56. 
33. This one is distinguished from "they all" who fled (v 49), so he is 

not one of the eleven. This incident is mentioned only in Mark, and 
some think he is referring to himself here, or to an eyewitness 
known to him. Some think this person came from a nearby house 
upon hearing the commotion. 

34. Or, "following with, accompanying, following closely". Same word 
as in 5:37. Elsewhere only as "accompany" in Lk 23:49. GK 5258. 

35. Some think Mark means a linen garment; others, a sheet. Elsewhere 
only in v 52, and of the "linen cloth" used to wrap the body of 
Christ, Mt 27:59; Mk 15:46; Lk 23:53. GK 4984. 

36. Some manuscripts say "the young men" {N}. 
37. Some manuscripts add "from them" {N}. 
38. Parallel account at Mt 26:57; Lk 22:54; Jn 18: 12. 
39. Same word as in v 65. 

A. Eph 4:11 B. Mt 25:24 C. Mt 28:6 D. Mt 16:24 E. 2 Cor 7:3, die together F. Phil 2:26 G. Mt 26:38 H. Jn 15:4, abide J. I Tim 2:8 
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T. I Pet 2:24, cross U. Heb 4: 14, hold on to V. Rom 6: 17 W. Lk 2:21, conceived X. Mt 21: 13 Y. Jam 2: 15 Z. Act 6:2 



Mark 14:55 166 Verse 

I l'. Now the chief priests and the whole Sanhedrin were seekingA testimony8 against Jesus, so 5' 
that they might put Him to deathc. And they were not finding it 

ID. For many were giving-false-testimony 1 against Him. And the testimonies8 were not sr, 
identical2 

2D. And some, having stood up, were giving false testimony against Him, saying
0

that "We 57_,, 
heard Him saying that 'I will tear down° this temple made-by-human-handsE, and in 
three days I will build another not-made-by-human-hands3' ". •And not even thus4 was 511 

their testimony8 identical 
3 L). And the high priest, having stood up into the middleF, questionedG Jesus, saying, "Are You (,(' 

not answering anything? What is it these ones are testifying against You?"5 

I E. But the One was being silentH. And He did not answer anything 

4D. Again the high priest was questioningG Him. And he says to Him, "Are You the Christ, 
the Son of the Blessedl One?" 

I E. And Jesus said, "I am. And you will see the Son of Man sitting on the right side of I>· 

the Power\ and coming with the clouds ofheaven"7 

SD. And the high priest, having tomK his clothes, says "What further need do we have of h · 

witnesses? 
0

You heard the blasphemyL. What appearsM right to you?" (l, 

(10. And the ones all condemnedN Him to be subject-to death0 

7D. And some8 began to spit-on9 Him, and to cover10 His face and beat11 Him and say to Him, (·' 
"Prophesy!" And the officers 12 receivedll Him with slapsP 

2C. And Peter being below in the courtyardO- (•I· 

I D. One of the servant-girlsR of the high priest comes. •And having seen Peter warming himself, 11 

having looked at him, she says, "You also were with the One from-Nazareth5, Jesus" 

IL But the one deniedT it, saying, "I neither know0 nor understandv what you are saying" 1" 

2D. And he went outside to the entryway 14
. And a rooster crowed 15 . •And the16 servant-girlR l'" 

having seen him began again 17 to say to the ones standing near that "This one is one of them" 

I L But the one was again denying T it 11 

3 D. And after a little while, again the ones standing near were saying to Peter, "Truly 18 you 
are one of them, for you also are a Galilean" 19 

11·:. But the one began to curse20
, and to swear-with-an-oath21 that "I do not knowu this -1 

man Whom you are saying" 

4D. And immediately22 a rooster crowed for a second-time23 • And Peter remembered the 
word, how Jesus said to him that "Before a rooster crows twice24, you will denyw Me 
three-times". And having put his mind upon25 it, he was weeping26 

7ll.
27 

And immediately, early-in-the-moming28
, the chief priests (with the elders and scribes) and the 15. I 

whole Sanhedrin having made a consultation29
, having boundx Jesus, took Him away3°, and handed 

Him over to Pilate Y 



I. Elsewhere only in v 57; Mt 19:18; Mk 10:19; Lk 18:20. GK 6018. 
Related to "false testimony" in Mt 26:60. 

2. Or, "equal". Same word as in v 59. On this word, see "equal" in 
Phil 2:6. 

3. Same word as in 2 Cor 5: I. Elsewhere only as "not done by human 
hands" in Col 2: 11. GK 942. Related to the previous word. 

4. That is, not even in their false accusations. Compare Mt 26:61; 
Jn 2:19. 

5. Or, this could be a single question, "Are you not answering any
thing as to what these ones are testifying against You?" Compare 
Mt26:62. 

6. That is, of God. Same word as in Mt 26:64. 
7. Jesus is claiming to be the fulfillment of the Messianic prophecies 

in Ps 110:1; Dan 7:13. 
8. Compare Lk 22:63. Some think the "some" is some of the leaders, 

the Sanhedrin; others, some of the ones holding Jesus, who handed 
Him over lo the officers. 

9. Same word as in Mk 10:34; 15:19; Lk 18:32. Elsewhere only as 
"spit" in Mt 26:67; 27:30. GK 1870. Related word in Mk 7:33. 

I 0. Same word as in Lk 22:64, where "His face" is not stated as here. 
11. That is, to strike or box with the fist. On this word, see I Cor 4: 11. 
12. That is, the temple police. On this word, see Jn 18:12. 
13. Or, "took". Some manuscripts have a different word, rendered 

"struck" by the KJV {N). 
14. Or, "gateway, forecourt". Used only here. GK 4580. 
15. Some manuscripts omit "And a rooster crowed" {C). 
16. Some think Mark means "the same one" as in v 67; others, the one 

who was there in that area. 
17. The "again" goes with what follows, "she again (for the second 

time) began to say", just as in v 70 the ones there "again (for the 
third time) were saying". 

18. Or, "really". On this word, see Mt 14:33. 
19. Some manuscripts add "And your speech is like one" {N). 
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20. That is, to bind himself under a curse, "May I be under a curse if! 
know the man". Elsewhere only as "bind under a curse" in Act 
23:12, 14, 21. GK 354. Related to "accursed" in Rom 9:3; and to 
"curse" in Mt 26:74. 

21. Same word as in Mt 26:74. 
22. Some manuscripts omit this word {N). 
23. Some manuscripts omit "for a second-time" { B). 
24. Some manuscripts omit this word {B). 
25. That is, having thought about it. The exact nuance of this verb "to 

put on" is not clear here. Or, "And having begun'', that is, having put 
himself on ii. Or, "And having put his hands on his face". Or, "And 
having put on his cloak". Or, "having pulled his cloak over his 
head''. Or, "having thrown himself over". Same verb as "put on" in 
v 46; Mt 9: 16; Jn 7:30; "throw on" in I Cor 7:35; and "throw over" 
in Mk 4:37. Used 18 times. GK 2095. There are other views. 

26. Some manuscripts say "he wept". Others replace the whole sentence 
with "And he began to weep" {B). On this word, see Jn 11:33. 

27. Parallel account at Mt 27:1, 11; Lk 22:66; 23:1; Jn 18:28. 
28. Perhaps before 6 A.M. Same word as in Jn 18:28. On this word, see 

"early morning" in 13:35. 
29. This phrase "made a consultation" is used only here. Or, it may 

refer to the result of a deliberation, a "plan, decision, plot". 
Matthew uses this word five times in the phrase "took counsel" (see 
Mt 12: 14). Luke uses this word to mean "council" in Act 25: 12. 
Elsewhere only in Mk 3:6 in the phrase "give counsel". GK 5206. 
Here, some think Mark means "held a council meeting", a second 
meeting early the next morning; others, "passed a resolution" con
demning Jesus at such a meeting. Related to "counselor" in Rom 
11:34, and "counseled" in Jn 18:14. 

30. Or, "led Him away". On this word, "took away", see "carry forth" 
in I Cor 16:3. Mt 27:2 says "led away", using the word Mark uses 
in v 16 (GK 552). 

A. Phil 2:21 B. Jn I :7 C. Rom 7:4, put to death D. Mt 24:2 E. Act 17:24 F. 2 Thes 2:7, midst G. Lk 9: 18 H. Mk 4:39, be still J. Rom 9:5 
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Mark 15:2 168 Verse 

I ( ·. And Pilate questionedA Him, "Are You the King of the Jews?" 

ID. And the One, having responded to him, says "You are saying it'' 1 

2C. And the chief priests were accusing8 Him as to many things 

11 J And Pilate again was questioning Him, saying, "Are You not answering anything? Look ~ 

how many things they are accusing8 You" 
2D. But Jesus no longer answered anything, so that Pilate was marvelingc 

_,( ·. Now at the Feast0 , he was [in the habit of] releasing2 for them one prisonerE whom they were 
requestingF. •And the one being called Barabbas3 had been bound4 with the rebels5 who6 had 
committedG murderH in the rebellion7 

ID. And having come up8
, the crowd began to ask him to do as he was [in the habit of] doing9 

for them 
2 D. And Pilate responded to them, saying "Do you want me to release 10 the King of the Jews 

for you?" 

IL. For he knew that the chief priests had handed Him over because of envy 11 

> D But the chief priests stirred-up 12 the crowd in order that he might release Barabbas for 
them instead 

4D. And Pilate, again having responded, was saying to them "Then what do you want me to 
do 13 as to the One whom you call 14 the King of the Jews?" 

I le. And the ones cried-outl again15, "CrucifyK Him!" 

'iD. But Pilate was saying to them, "What indeed 16 did He do wrong?" 17 

11 ·. But the ones cried out even more, "Crucify Him!" 

4( . And Pilate, wantingL to do enough 18 for the crowd, released Barabbas/or them, and handed
overM Jesus, having floggedN Him, in order that He might be crucified 

' -I 

I, 

i-

illl. 19 And the soldiers0 led Him away inside the palaceP (that is, the PraetoriumO). And they call together I 1· 

the whole [Roman] cohortR 

IC. And they dress Him in a purple20 cloak. And having woven a crown5 made-of-thoms21 , they I -
set it on Him 

ID. And they began to greet22 Him, "Hail23, King o/the Jews!" I' 
20. And they were strikingT His head with a staffu, and spitting-onv Him 1 ·J 

:m. And while putting-downw their knees, they were paying-homagex to Him 
4D. And when they mockedv Him, they strippedz the purple cloak off Him, and put His2~ _'11 

garments on Him 

2C.25 And they lead Him out in order that they might crucify Him. •And they press-into-service26 21 
a certain one passing by, coming from the country27- Simon,28 a Cyrenian, the father of 
Alexander and Rufus29

- in order that he might take up His cross 



I. On this answer, see Mt 27: 11. 
2. The grammar of this verb in this context refers to what Pilate was 

in the habit of doing, what was his custom to do. Note how Matthew 
says it in 27: 15. 

3. Barabbas is mentioned elsewhere only in Mt 27: 16, 17, 20, 21, 26; 
Mk 15:11, 15; Lk 23:18; Jn 18:40. GK 972. Note also Act 3:14. 

4. This is a participle, he "was having been bound". On this word, see 
I Cor 7:27. 

5. Or, "revolutionaries, insurrectionists, rioters". Used only here. GK 
5086. Related to "rebellion" later in the verse. Luke indicates that 
Barabbas was part of this group, Lk 23: 19. Matthew calls him 
"notorious", 27: 16. Some think he was their leader. Some manu
scripts have the related verb "the ones having rebelled" { N). 

6. This word is plural, referring to all these rebels. 
7. Or, "insurrection, revolt, uprising, sedition, riot". Sarne word as in 

Lk 23: 19, 25. We do not know the details of the rebellion to which 
Mark refers. On this word, see "dispute" in Act 23:7. 

8. Some manuscripts say "having cried out" {B). 
9. This picks up from v 6. 
10. This is an idiom, more literally, "do you want that I should 

release ... ". On this word, see "sends away" in Mt 5:31. 
11. Or, "jealousy". Same word as in Mt 27: 18; Rom 1:29; Gal 5:21; 

Phil 1:15; I Tim 6:4; Tit 3:3. Elsewhere only as "jealousy" in Jam 
4:5; I Pet 2:1. GK 5784. 

12. Or, "shook up". Elsewhere only in Lk 23:5, where the Jewish lead
ers accused Jesus ofit. GK 41 /.Related to "earthquake". 

13. This is an idiom, literally, "what do you want that I should do". 
Some manuscripts omit "do you want", so that it says "What then 
should I do ... " { C). 

14. Some manuscripts omit "the one whom you call" {C). so that it 
says "do as to the King ... ". 
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15. Or, cried "back", as this word is used in Jn 18:40. If Mark means 
"again", then the first cry is implied in v 11. It would have been 
"Barabbas!", as in Mt 27:21. This word means "again, back, anew", 
and is used 141 times. GK 4099. 

16. On this word, see Mt 27:23. 
17. What crime did He commit? On this question, see Mt 27:23. 
18. Or, "sufficient". This phrase, "to do enough", is an idiom meaning 

"to please, to satisfy, to content the crowd, to do what is sufficient 
to placate the crowd". It is used only here. On this word, see "suf
ficient" in 2 Cor 3:5. 

19. Parallel account at Mt 27:27. Compare Jn 19:2-3. 
20. Same word as in v 20. Used of the Roman soldier's cloak, and of 

fine purple clothing, Lk 16: 19. Elsewhere only of purple cloth, Rev 
18:12.GK4525. 

21. Elsewhere only in Jn 19:5. GK 181. 
22. This word is used of giving appropriate greetings, salutations, 

words of welcome upon arrival, and farewells upon leaving. Here, 
the soldiers mockingly greet Jesus as a king. Same word as in Act 
25:13;andasinMt5:47;9:15; 10:12;Lk 1:40; 10:4,itsonlyother 
uses in the Gospels. It is used 59 times in the NT, all rendered 
"greet" except for "say farewell" in Act 20: I. GK 832. 

23. Or, "Greetings, Welcome". On this word, see Mt 27:29. Not related 
to the previous word. 

24. Some manuscripts say "His own" {N). 
25. Parallel account at Mt 27:31; Lk 23:26; Jn 19: 16. 
26. Same word as in Mt 27:32. 
27. Or, "field". GK 69. 
28. Because Simon is so explicitly named, which is unusual for Mark (see 

I 0:46), some think that he or his sons were or became known to Mark. 
29. Some think this is the same person mentioned in Rom 16: 13. 

A. Lk 9: 18 B. Jn 5:45 C. Rev 17:8 D. Jn 13:29 E. Eph 3: I F. Heb 12:25, refuse G. Rev 13: 13, does H. Act 9: I J. Mt 8:29 K. Mt 27:35 
L. Jam 1:18, willed M. Mt 26:21 N. Mt 27:26 0. Mt 28:12 P. Mt 26:3, courtyard Q. Phil 1:13 R. Mt 27:27 S. Rev 4:4 T. Lk 6:29 
U. Mk 15:36, stick V. Mk 14:65 W. Act 19:21, put X. Mt 14:33, worship Y. Lk 23:11 Z. 2 Cor 5:3, take off 
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6C. 
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And they bring Him to the Golgotha 1 place, which being translatedA is "The Place of a Skull8
". 

And they were giving wine having been mixed-with-myrrh2 to Him3
, but the One4 did not 

take it 
And they crucifyc Him, and divide0 His garments among themselves5, casting a lotE for them 
to decide who should take what. •And it was the third6 hour, and they crucified Him 
And the inscription of His chargeF had been inscribed7

- "The King of the Jews" 
And they crucify two robbers8 with Him- one on the right side and one on His left side 

And the ones passing by were blasphemingG Him while shaking" their heads and saying, "Ha! 
The One tearing-down1 the temple and building it in three days-"saveK Yourself, having come 
down 10 from the cross" 
Likewise also the chief priests, mockingL Him to one another with the scribes, were saying 

ID. "He saved others- Himself He is not able to save! 
2D. "Let the Christ, the King oflsrael, come down now from the cross, that we may see and 

believe" 

'!( ·. And the ones having been crucified with Him were reproachingM Him 
I()(· 11 And having become the sixth12 hour, a darknessN came over the whole land0 until the ninth hour 

Verse 

ID And at the ninth hour Jesus shouted13 with a loud voice, "Eloi, Eloi, lema14 sabachthani?", ;-i 

which being translatedA is "My God, My God, for what purpose 15 did You forsakeP Me?" 

IL. And some of the ones standing near, having heard, were saying, "Look- He is 
calling Elijah" 

21 .. And someone- having run, and 16 having filled 17 a sponge of sour-wineO, having 
put it on a stick18

- was giving-a-drink to Him, saying, "Leave Him alone 19• Let us 
see if Elijah comes to take Him down" 

2D. And Jesus, having let-go20 a loud shout21 , expired22 

."iD. And the curtain23 of the temple was tornR in two from top to bottom 
4D. And the centurion24 standing-by from opposite Him, having seen that25 He expired in this 

manner, said, "Truly26 this man was God's Son27 !" 

I I ( . And women were also watching at a distance, among whom were -l 11 

ID. Both Mary the Magdalene28 and Mary29 the mother of James the little30 and loses, and 
Salome31-"who32

, when He was in Galilee, were following Him and serving5 Him -l I 
21>. And many other women having come up with Him to Jerusalem 

'!B.
33 And having already become evening34

, because it was Preparation35 day (that is, the-day-before- -l.' 
the-Sabbath36

), ·Joseph from Arimathea T having come- a prominent council-member37 who also -l · 
himself was waiting-foru the kingdomv of God- having become daring38, went in to Pilate and 
asked-for the body of Jesus 

IC. But Pilate wonderedw whether He was39 dead by-this-timex. And having summoned the -l I 
centurion, he asked him whether He died already40• •And having come-to-knowY it from the -l' 
centurion, he granted41 the corpse42 to Joseph 

2C. And having bought linen-clothz, having taken Him down, he wrapped Him in43 the linen cloth, -11, 

and laid Him in a tomb which had been hewn44 out ofrockAA. And he rolled45 a stone againsr6 
the door of the tomb 



I. This is a transliterated Aramaic word, whose Greek equivalent is 
next given. On this word, see Mt 27:33. 

2. This was to dull the senses. Used only here. GK 5046. 
J. Some manuscripts add "to drink" (NJ. 
4. This idiom is used only here, and in a variant of Jn 5: 11. Some man

uscripts say "but the One" {N}, as often in Mark, and as in Jn 5: 11. 
GK 4005. 

5. On "divide among themselves", see Mt 27:35. 
6. That is, 9 A.M., Jewish time. Compare Jn 19:14. 
7. This is a participle, it "was having been inscribed". 
8. Not the same word used of the "rebels" in v 7. However, some think 

these two were part of that group. Same word as in Mt 27:38. On 
this word, see Ml 21: 13. 

9. Some manuscripts add as v 28, "And the Scripture saying 'And He 
was counted with lawless ones' was fulfilled" {A}, as in Lk 22:37. 

110. Some manuscripts have this as a command, "come down" {K}. 
11. Parallel account at Mt 27:45; Lk 23:44; Jn 19:28. 

.12. The sixth hour would be noon, the ninth, 3 P.M. 

. 13. On this word, see Mt 3:3. Related to "shouted-out" in Mt 27:46. 
'14. This entire phrase is transliterated from Aramaic, whereas Mt 27:46 

is a mix of Hebrew and Aramaic. However, some manuscripts say 
"lama" here, which is transliterated from Hebrew {N}. 

'15. This idiom "for what purpose" is elsewhere only in 14:4; Mt 14:31; 
26:8. Not the same word as in Mt 27:46, but the same idea. Jesus 
is quoting Ps 22: I. In some unfathomable way, the One receiving 
judgment for our sin experiences a previously unknown kind of sep
aration from the Father, and cries out to Him. 

116. Some manuscripts omit this word { C}. 
17. On this word, see 4:37. Not the same word as in Mt 27:48 (GK 4398). 

118. Or, "branch". This word means "reed, branch" and anything made 
from it. Same word as in Mt 27:48. Elsewhere only as "reed" in Mt 
11 :7; 12:20; Lk 7:24; "staff" (walking stick) in Mt 27:29, 30; Mk 
15: 19; "reed-pen" in 3 Jn 13; and measuring "rod" in Rev 11: I; 
21:15, 16. GK2812. 

'19. This command, "Leave alone", is plural, spoken by the one giving 
Jesus the drink to unnamed ones around him. Compare the similar 
command in Mt 27:49. In both places, others render this as an 
exclamation, "Hold off", or, "Wait". Others combine this and "Let 
us see" into one expression, "Let us see". Here, some think a 
bystander giving Jesus a drink is telling the other mocking 
bystanders to leave Him alone and see what happens. Others think 
it is spoken to the soldiers by a bystander, "Permit [me to give Him 
a drink]. Let us see ... ". There are other views. 

! 20. Same word as in Mt 27:50, "let go His spirit". GK 918. 
! 21. Or, "voice". Same word as "voice" inMt 27:50; Lk23:46. GK5889. 

Jesus did not unconsciously succumb to death, He gave up His life 
after a strong shout. On what Jesus shouted, see Jn 19:30; Lk 23:46. 

22. Or, "breathed out His last". That is, He died. Elsewhere only in v 
39 and Lk 23:46. GK I 743. Related to "breath". Compare the word 
in Act 5:5. 
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23. On which curtain, see Mt 27:51. 
24. This is transliterated from the Latin. Our word "centurion" comes 

from this word, kenturion. Elsewhere only in v 44, 45. GK 3035. 
The usual Greek word for "centurion" (not used by Mark) is in 
Mt 27:54. 

25. Some manuscripts say "having seen that having cried out, He 
expired ... " {C}. Compare Mt 27:54. 

26. Or, "really". On this word, see Mt 14:33. 
27. The centurion could mean "a divine person", as the Romans used 

this phrase. Or, he could be expressing a genuine faith. The words 
do not make explicit what was in his heart. 

28. She was from the town of Magdaia, on the Sea of Galilee. See Lk 
8:2 on her. 

29. Some think this is Mary the wife ofClopas. See Jn 19:25. 
30. Mark could mean "the small" (physically), or "the young". This nick

name only occurs here. Compare Mt 27:56; Jn 19:25. GK 3625. 
31. If this is the same person as in Mt 27:56, then this is the name of 

the mother of the sons of Zebedee, James and John. See Jn 19:25 . 
Mentioned elsewhere only in 16: I. GK 4897. 

32. That is, the two Marys and Salome. 
33. Parallel account at Mt 27:57; Lk 23:50; Jn 19:38. 
34. That is, the first evening, between 3 and 6 P.M., as seen also in Mt 

14:15. 
35. That is, Friday, the day to prepare for the Sabbath when no work 

could be done. On this word, see Jn 19:31. 
36. Or, "Sabbath-eve". Used only here. GK 4640. 
37. That is, a member of the Sanhedrin. Elsewhere only in Lk 23:50. 

GK 1085. 
38. Or, "having dared, having become courageous, having become 

bold". The secret disciple (Jn 19:38), "summons the courage" to do 
this. On this word, see "dare" in 2 Cor 11 :21. 

39. More literally, "is", as the Greek typically phrases it. 
40. Or, "some time ago, in the past, formerly". On this word, see "for

merly" in Jude 4. Some manuscripts instead have the same word 
used earlier in the verse, "by this time" ( B}, in which case both 
would be rendered "already". 

41. Or, "bestowed". Related to "gift". Pilate gave it as a gift, not requir
ing any money as governors often did for such favors. On this word, 
see 2 Pet I :3. 

42. Elsewhere only in Mt 14: 12; 24:28; Mk 6:29; Rev 11:8, 9. GK 
4773. Some manuscripts say "body" {N}. 

43. This word, "to wrap in" something, is used only here. GK 1912. 
Related to "wrapping, bandaging" (not in NT). 

44. This is a participle, it "was having been hewn". Elsewhere only in 
Mt 27:60. GK 3300. 

45. Same word as in Mt 27:60. 
46. Or, "to, over, across, upon". GK 2093. 

A.Actl3:8 B.Mt27:33 C.Mt27:35 D.Act2:3 E.Coll:l2,share F.Jnl8:38 G.1Tim6:1 H.Rev2:5,move J.Mt24:2 K.Lkl9:IO 
L. Lk 23: 11 M. I Pet 4: 14 N. Jn 3: 19 0. Rev 7: I P. 2 Cor 4:9 Q. Mt 27:48 R. Mt 27:51 S. I Pet 4: IO, ministering T. Mt 27:57 U. Act 24: 15 
V. Mt 3:2 W. Rev 17:8, caused to marvel X. Mt 24:32, already Y. Lk I :34 Z. Mk 14:51 AA. Mt 7:24, bed-rock 



Mark 15:47 172 Verse 

~C. And Mary the Magdalene and Mary the mother of Joses were observing where He had1 been 4-
laid 

~/\_2 And the Sabbath having passed3, Mary the Magdalene, and Mary the mother of James, and Salome, I h I 
boughtA spices4 in order that having come, they might anoint5 Him 

113. And very early-in-the-moming6 on the first day of the week, they come7 to the tomb8
- the sun 

having risen8 

IL. And they were saying to themselves, "Who will roll-away the stone9 from the door" of the 
tomb for us?" •And having looked-up0 , they see that the stone has been rolled-away 

ID. For it was extremely large 

2C. And having entered into the tomb, they saw a young-manE sitting at the right, having been 
clothed-with a whiteF robeG 

3C. And they were alarmedH. "But the one says to them, "Do not be alarmed. You are seeking! 
Jesus from-NazarethK, the One having been crucified. He aroseL, He is not here 

ID. "Look- the place where they laid Him! 
2D. "But go, tell His disciples and Peter that 'He is going-ahead-ofM you to Galilee. You will 

see Him there, just as He told 10 you' " 

4C. And having gone out, they fledN from the tomb 11 

ID. For trembling0 and astonishmentP was holding them 
20. And they said nothing to anyone, for they were fearing 12 

[Most Greek manuscripts 13 have this "long ending" after verse 8] 

21!. And [Jesus] having risen-upO early-in-the-moming 14 on the first 15 day of the week 

I l .16 He appearedR first 17 to Mary the Magdalene, from whom He had cast-out5 seven demons 18 

I D That one19
, having gone, reportedT it to the ones having been with Him, while they were ! 1: 

moumingu and weepingv 
2D. And-those-ones20

, having heard that He was21 alivew and was seen by her, did not- 1 I 
believe22 her 

2l'. And after these things, He appearedx in a differentY form23 to two of them walking, while thev I ' 
were proceeding into the country · 

ID. And those ones, having gone, reportedT it to the rest I : 
20. They did not even believez those ones 

3( -24 And25 later He appearedx to the eleven themselves while they were reclining-back [to eat] 1-l 

ID. And He reproached26 their unbelief AA and hardness-of-heart27 because they did not 
believez the ones having seen Him arisen28 



I I. More literally, "has", as the Greek typically phrases it. 
' 2. Parallel account at Mt 28: I; Lk 24: I; Jn 20: I. 
I 3. That is, after sunset on Saturday night (as we call it). 
I 4. Or, "aromatic oils". Elsewhere only in Lk 23:56; 24: I; Jn 19:40; all 

of this event. GK 808. Our word "aroma" comes from this Greek 
word, aroma. 

, 5. Used only here of the dead body of Jesus. Sarne word as in Jn 12:3. 
On this word, see Jam 5: 14. 

6. That is, before 6 A.M. On this word, see "early morning" in 13:35. 
7. Or, "go". This is the common word meaning "come, go". Same 

word as v I, and as "went" in Mt 28:1; Lk 24:1; and "goes" in Jn 
20: I. Used 632 times. GK 2262. 

8. That is, when they arrived at the tomb, the sun had risen. GK 422. 
9. This word is used oflarge stones which it took several or many men 

to move (such as building stones, millstones and tomb entrance 
stones like this one); precious stones, jewels; and rocks a person 
might pick up and throw (as in Jn 8:59). Used 59 times. GK 3345. 
Compare '"bed-rock" in Mt 7:24. 

1 10. He told them in 14:28. 
11. This verse is parallel to Mt 28:8; Lk 24:9. 
12. This word is used in this tense only in I 0:32, and 6:20; 9:32; 11: 18, 

32; Lk 9:45; 19:21; 22:2; Jn 9:22; Act 5:26; 9:26. GK 5828. The 
word is used 95 times. 

13. Some think that this ending was written by Mark, based on the fact 
that most manuscripts have this ending and on other evidence. Oth
ers think the two oldest manuscripts, which omit verses 9-20, along 
with other evidence, indicate that this ending is not original. This 
is the view taken by UBS4, which marks this ending as not an orig
inal part of Mark's teKt, but as very ancient. This view suggests that 
either Mark intended to end at v 8, or he never finished his Gospel, 
or the last page was lost. Then this ending was composed by some
one else and added to Mark's work. 

173 Mark 16:14 

14. That is, before 6 A.M. Same word as in v 2. 
15. Used only here with "week". Not the same word as in v 2. Same 

word as in "first" day of Unleavened Bread, 14:12. GK 4754. The 
word "first" in verse 2 (GK 1651) is the one used in the other six 
occurrences of"first day of the week" in the NT. 

16. Parallel account at Jn 20: 11. 
17. Some think Mark means "first" in this sequence of three appearances 

in this book. Others think he means "first" before appearing to any
one else. 

18. This fact is also mentioned in Lk 8:2. This is the fourth time Mark 
has mentioned her, 15:40, 47; 16:1. 

19. This word is used in this way only in v 10, 13 and 20 in Mark. It 
has not been Mark's way of referring to people. John uses it fre
quently in this way. GK 1697. 

20. This word, which is also in v 13, is used by Jesus in the parable in 
Mk 12:4, 5. It is used 22 times in the NT. Same word as "that one" 
in v 10, with "and" added as a prefix. GK 2797. It has not been 
Mark's normal way of referring to people. 

21. More literally, "is", as the Greek typically phrases it. 
22. Or, "refused to believe". Sarne word as in v 16, and Lk 24: 11. On 

this word, see "are faithless" in 2 Tim 2: 13. Related to "unbelief" 
in v 14. 

23. Some think Mark means a different form than Jesus had while alive 
with them. Others think he means a different form than He appeared 
to Mary- a traveler vs. a gardener. On this word, see Phil 2:6. 

24. Parallel account at Lk 24:36; Jn 20: 19. 
25. Some manuscripts omit this word { C). 
26. Or, "reprimanded". Same word as in 15:32. On this word, see I 

Pet4:14. 
27. Same word as in 10:5. Elsewhere only in Mt 19:8. GK 5016. 
28. Or, "raised, having arisen". This is a participle, "having been 

raised". That is, after He arose. On this word, see Mt 28:6. 

A. Rev 5:9 B. Mt 23:29 C. Col 4:3 D. Act 22: 13 E. I Jn 2: 13 F. Jn 4:35 G. Rev 6: 11 H. Mk 9: 15, struck with wonder J. Phil 2:21 
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Mark 16:15 174 Verse 

.1ll. 1 And2 He said to them, "Having gone into all the world, proclaimA the good-news3 to all creation• I ' 

IC. "The one having believed8 and having been baptized5 will be savedc. But the one having not- I 1, 

believed0 will be condemnedE 
2C. "And these signsF will accompany6 the ones having believed8 • In My name- I -

ID. "They will cast-out0 demons 
2 D. "They will speakH in 7 news tonguesl 
~D. "And they will pick up snakes9 with their hands 10 

4D. "And if they drink any deadly" thing, it will by-no-means 12 hurt13 them 
50. "They will layK hands on sick14 ones, and they will be well 15" 

4B. 16 So indeed the Lord Jesus 17
, after He spoke to them, was taken-up's into heaven and sat-down on I · 

the right side of God-• and those ones, having gone-forth, proclaimedL it everywhere ·1 1 

l C. The Lord working-with19 them and confirrning20 the word21 by the signsF following-after22 them2l 

[A few Greek manuscripts24 have this "short ending" after verse 8] 

5C. And they promptly25 reported26 all the things having been commanded27 them to the ones 
around Peter 

2 ll. And after these things, Jesus Himselfalso sent-forth28 the sacredM and imperishabJeN proclamation° 
of eternaJP salvation29 through them, from the east30 and as-far-as the west31 • Amen 



I. Compare Mt 28:16-20; Lk 24:46-49; Jn 20:21-23. 
' 2. Or, this may have been spoken on the first Sunday night, making 

this point 20. 
3. Or, "gospel". In the four Gospels, the term ''the good news" is used 

alone like this only in Mark. On this word, see 8:35. 
4. Or, "in all creation, to every creature". In any case, this emphasizes 

the global nature of the command. "All creation" is also in Col I: 15, 
23. That is, to every human being. On this word, see Rom 8:39. 

5. The words "believe" and "baptize" are used together in this way 
only here in the NT. In Act 2:38, there is "repent and be baptized" 
(see also Mk I :4; Lk 3:3; Act 13:24). Note Jn 4: I, "making and bap
tizing disciples". 

6. Or, "closely follow, follow beside". Elsewhere only as "closely fol
low" in Lk I :3; I Tim 4:6; 2 Tim 3: IO. GK 4158. The purpose of 
these signs is seen in v 20, and in Act 14:3; Heb 2:3-4. 

7. Or, "with". On "tongues'', see I Cor 12:10. On "in" or "with" 
tongues, see I Cor 14:2. 

8. Some manuscripts omit this word {B). Used with "tongues" only 
here. On this word, see Heb 8: 13. 

9. Same word as in Lk I 0: 19. Compare Act 28:3-6. 
110. Some manuscripts say only "They will pick up snakes" {C}. 
11. Used only here. GK 2503. Related to "death". 
12. Or, "never'', the strongest negative in Greek. On this idiom, see "by 

any means" in 13:2. 
13. Or, "harm, injure". Elsewhere only in Lk 4:35. GK 1055. Related 

to "harmful" in I Tim 6:9. 
· 14. Same word as in 6:5, 13. Elsewhere only in Mt 14: 14; I Cor 11 :30. 

GK 779. 
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15. This is an idiom, literally, "they will have it well". The opposite 
idiom is in I :32, "being ill". 

16. Parallel account at Lk 24:50; Act I :9. 
17. Some manuscripts omit this word {C}. 
18. Same word as in Act 1:2, 11, 22; I Tim 3:16. GK 377. 
19. On this word, see "work together" in Rom 8:28. 
20. Same word as in Heb 2:3. On this word, see I Cor I :6. 
21. Or, "the message". On this word, see I Cor 12:8. 
22. Or, "authenticating, confirming, concurring". Elsewhere only in I 

Tim5:10,24; I Pet2:21.GK2051. 
23. Some manuscripts add "Amen" {B}. 
24. Those Greek manuscripts having this short ending also include 

verses 9-20 after it. In other words, if they have the short ending, 
they have both endings. This ending is marked in UBS4 as not an 
original part of Mark's text, but as very ancient. None consider this 
ending to be an original part of Mark's Gospel. 

25. Or, "briefly, quickly". Elsewhere only as "briefly" in Act 24:4. 
GK 5339. 

26. Or, "proclaimed, told out". Related to "commanded" later in the 
verse- they "told out" all the things "having been told" to them. 
On this word, see I Pet 2:9. 

27. This word is used 32 times in the NT, but is passive only here. On 
this word, see I Tim I :3. 

28. Same word as in Gal 4:4, 6. 
29. The phrase "eternal salvation" is also in Heb 5:9. 
30. Or, the "rising" of the sun. On this word, see Mt 2:2. 
31. Or, the "setting" of the sun. Used only here in the NT. GK 1550. 

Related to "west" in Lk 12:54. 
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Overview Luke 
Introduction 

IA. In the days of Herod, king of Judea 

I B. Zechariah was told by an angel that Elizabeth would bear a son- John 
2B. Mary was told by an angel that she would bear a Son by the Holy Spirit- Jesus 
3B. Mary went to Elizabeth and stayed three months. They both praised God 
4B. Elizabeth gave birth. Zechariah praised God. John lived in the desolate places 
SB. Mary gave birth in Bethlehem. Shepherds rejoiced. Jesus was circumcised 
6B. They brought Him to Jerusalem. Simeon and Anna praised God. They return to Nazareth 
7B. And the Child was growing and becoming strong. The grace of God was upon Him 

2A. And when He was twelve, they found Him in His Father's temple, listening and questioning 
3A. In the fifteenth year of Tiberius, John began to preach and baptize. Jesus came and was baptized 
4A. Jesus was about thirty when He began His ministry. His genealogy and temptation 
SA. Jesus returned to Galilee in the power of the Spirit and began teaching in their synagogues 

I B. At Nazareth, He read Isaiah and said, Today this Scripture is fulfilled, enraging them 
2B. He went to Capernaum and cast out a demon. At Simon's house, He healed many 
3B. At the lake ofGennesaret, He taught from a boat, and directed Simon to a great catch 
4B. In one of the cities, He healed a leper. News spread more. Large crowds came 
SB. On one day He healed a paralytic and forgave him. Pharisees objected. Which is easier? 
6B. He called Levi, a tax collector, and ate at his house. Pharisees objected. New wine 
7B. Passing through some grainfields, His disciples violated a Sabbath rule of the Pharisees 
8B. On another Sabbath, He healed a man. Pharisees were enraged, and discussed what to do 
9B. He spent the night in prayer, then chose the twelve, healed and taught 
JOB. After He finished, He entered Capernaum and healed a centurion's slave 
118. Afterward, He proceeded to Nain and raised a widow's son from his coffin 
12B. John the Baptist asked, Are You the One? Tell him what you see. He spoke of John 
I 3B. While eating with some Pharisees, a sinful woman anointed Him. They objected 
14B. Afterward, He traveled from city to city. He spoke of the sower. His mother and brother 
I SB. Crossing the sea, Jesus calmed the winds and the water 
I 6B. In the country of the Gerasenes, Jesus cast demons into a herd of pigs 
I 7B. Returning, He raised Jairus's daughter, healing a woman along the way 
18B. He empowered the twelve, and sent them out. Herod hears. On their return, He fed 5000 
I 9B. Who do the crowds say that I am? Who do you say? Take up your cross and follow Me 
20B. About eight days later, on a mountain with Peter, John and James, He was transfigured 
21 B. On the next day, He cast out a demon the disciples could not 
22B. He said to His disciples that He must be killed and raised. They did not understand 
23B. His disciples argued over who was greatest. He said, the one who is least among you 

6A. Now while the days were being fulfilled for His ascension, He set His face to go to Jerusalem 

18. And He sent ahead messengers, who were not welcomed by a village in Samaria 
2B. While they were proceeding, Jesus responded to some wanting to follow Him 
3B. The Lord appointed, instructed, and sent out 72. They returned with joy. He praised God 
4B. A Law-expert said, What must I do to inherit eternal life? The good Samaritan parable 
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SB. While proceeding, He stayed with Martha. Mary preferred to sit and listen, the good part 
6B. And after He prayed, the disciples asked Him how to pray. He instructed them 
7B. And some said He cast out demons by Beelzebul. Others asked for a sign. He responds 
SB. And at lunch, He did not wash. They objected. He rebuked the Pharisees and lawyers 
9B. And they plotted against Him, and myriads flocked to Him, in which circumstances 

IC. He taught His disciples. Beware of the Pharisees. Do not fear them. Confess Me 
2C. Someone said to settle a dispute. Who made Me your judge? Be rich toward God 
3C. He said to His disciples, Do not be anxious about life. Seek his kingdom. Be ready 
4C. He said to the crowds, Judge the right thing for yourselves. Repent or perish 

IOB. Jesus healed a woman on the Sabbath. The official objected. Jesus rebuked him 
11 B. And one asked, Are there few being saved? He said, Strive to enter by the narrow door 
12B. Some Pharisees said, Herod wants to kill You. Jesus mourned the fate of Jerusalem 
13B. Jesus healed a man on the Sabbath at a Pharisee's house. He spoke parables to them 
14B. And He said to the crowds, Whoever does not carry his own cross cannot be My disciple 
I SB. Now tax collectors and sinners drew near to hear, and Pharisees grumbled about them 

IC. He told them of the lost sheep and coin. God seeks the lost, rejoices in repentance 
2C. He spoke the parable of the two sons- the wild living son and his unloving brother 
3C. And He spoke to the disciples about money. Invest it in your eternal dwellings 
4C. The Pharisees sneered at all this. He said, You are self righteous, and told of Lazarus 
SC. And He warned the disciples about causes of falling. Rebuke and forgive your brother 
6C. The apostles ask for more faith. The smallest amount is enough. Estimating yourself 

16B. And while proceeding, He healed ten lepers. One came back to thank Him 
17B. He said the kingdom is within you. Days will come when you will desire to see it, and you 

will not. It will be like the days of Noah and Lot. Pray, do not lose heart 
l 8B. And He told a parable to ones trusting in themselves- the Pharisee and the tax collector 
l 9B. And they were bringing Him babies. You must receive the kingdom like a child 
20B. And a rich ruler said, What shall I do to inherit eternal life? Sell all, be following Me 
21B. And He said to the twelve, I will be killed and raised again. They did not understand 
22B. And drawing near to Jericho, He healed a blind man 
23B. And He stayed in Jericho with Zacchaeus. Because they supposed the kingdom would come 

immediately, He told a parable about servants investing the master's resources 

7 A. And having said these things, He was proceeding ahead, going up to Jerusalem 

IB. And He sent disciples to get a colt. The crowds said, Blessed is the King. The Pharisees 
objected. Jesus wept over Jerusalem. You did not recognize your time of visitation 

2B. And Jesus entered the temple and drove out the sellers. And He was teaching daily 
3B. And on one day, the priests asked, By what authority do you do these things? The parable of 

the vine-growers who killed the owner's son. The vineyard will be taken away 
4B. And they sent spies to try to trap Him. ls it lawful to pay tributes to Caesar? 
SB. And some Sadducees questioned Him. In the resurrection, whose wife is she? 
6B. And He said to them, How is it that they say the Christ is David's son? 
7B. And while all were listening, He warned His disciples to beware of the scribes 
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179 
Overview Luke 

SB. And He saw a widow giving her offering. She gave more than all 
9B. And while some were admiring the temple, Jesus says the temple will be destroyed 

IC. And they questioned Him, When will this happen, and what will be the sign 
2C. And He said, Watch out that you may not be deceived. Many will come in My name 
JC. Then He was saying to them 

I 0. There will be wars, famines, plagues. There will be great signs from heaven 
20. But before all these things, they will persecute you 
30. But when you see Jerusalem surrounded, flee. These are days of vengeance 
40. And Jerusalem will be trampled until the times of the Gentiles are fulfilled 
50. And there will be signs in the sun, moon and stars, and anguish on earth 
60. And then they will see the Son of Man coming in a cloud with power and glory 
70. When these things are beginning to take place, look up! Your redemption is near 

4C. And He spoke a parable. When the tree puts out leaves, summer is near. So, when you 
see these things, it is near. Take heed to yourselves. Keep alert in every season 

JOB. Now He taught during the day, but would go out to at night to the Mount of Olives 

SA. Now Passover was drawing near. And the priests sought how to kill Him 

I B. And Satan entered Judas, and he plotted with the priests to betray Him 
2B. And they ate the Passover together. The bread and cup. The betrayer. The greatest 
3B. And they went to the Mount of Olives. Jesus prayed. Judas kissed Him. He is arrested 
4B. And they led Him to the house of the high priest. Peter followed, and denied Him 
5B. And when it became day, the elders assembled and condemned Him 
6B. And they all led Him before Pilate, who found no guilt in Him. He sent Him to Herod 
7B. Herod questioned Him, but He did not answer. He mocked Him and returned Him 
SB. Pilate tried to release Him three times, and then handed Him over to their will 
9B. They led Him away and crucified Him. They mocked Him. Jesus expired 
I OB. And Joseph of Arimathea asked for the body, and placed it in a tomb 

9A. Now having closely followed, the women looked at the tomb and how His body was laid 

I B. And having returned, they prepared spices and perfumes 
2B. And they rested on the Sabbath, but then went to the tomb. Angels said He was raised 
3B. And they reported these things to the eleven. They did not believe. Peter ran to see 
4B. That day, two were on the road to Emmaus. Jesus spoke with them and revealed Himself 
5B. That night, the two returned to the eleven in Jerusalem. The Lord appeared to them all 
6B. And He said, You are witnesses. Wait in Jerusalem for power 
7B. And He led them outside near Bethany. He blessed them, and was carried up into heaven 
SB. And they were continually in the temple, blessing God 
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Luke 1:1 180 Verse 

A. In-as-much-as1 many undertook2 to compile3 a narrative4 about the things having been fulfilled5 

among us: just as the eyewitnesses from the first6 and ones having become servants7 of the word A 
handed-down8 to us 

B. It seemed good to me also, having closely-followed8 everything carefully9 from-the-beginning 10, to 
write it for you in-order11 , most-excellent12 Theophilus13, 

0

in order that you may fully-knowc the 
certainty 14 of the things 15 about which 16 you were instructed0 

l.\. In the days o/HerodE, king of Judea 

1 H. There was 17 a certain priest- Zechariah by name, from the division18 of Abijah- and a wife for 
him from the daughters 19 of Aaron20. And her name was Elizabeth 

I l.. And they were both righteousF ones in the sight of God, walking21 in all the commandmentsG 
and regulationsH of the Lord as blameless22 ones 

2( '. And there was not a child for them, because Elizabeth was barren1• And they were both 
advanced23 in their days 

>C. And it came about during his serving-as-priest24 before God in the order of his division: that ~-" 
according to the custom25 of the priestly-office26, he obtained-by-lot27 that he might offer
incense28, [after] having entered into the temple of the Lord 

ID. And the whole assembJyK of the people was praying outside at the hour of the offering I 11 

of incense 
2 D. And an angel of the Lord appearedL to him, standing on the right side of the altar of incense I I 
-' D. And having seen him, Zechariah was frightenedM, and fearN fell upon him I : 
4D. But the angel said to him, "Do not be fearing, Zechariah, because your prayer29 was I · 

heard. And your wife Elizabeth will bear0 you a son, and you shall call his name John. 
And there will be joy and gladnessP for you. And many will rejoice over his birthO I I 

11. "For he will be great in the sight of the Lord ! ' 
21.. "And he will never drink wineR and fermented-drink30 

3 E. "And he will be filled5 with the Holy Spirit while still of31 his mother's womb32 

4f'. "And he will tum-bacF many of the sonsu a/Israel to the Lord their God i •1 

'ii B"And he will go-ahead before Him34 in the spirit and power a/Elijah 

11. "To tum-backT the hearts of fathers to their children,35 and to turn back 
disobedient36 ones with37 the understanding38 of righteousF ones 

:! F. "To prepare39 a people having been made-ready4° for the Lord" 

'if) And Zechariah said to the angel, "Based-on41 what shall I know42 this? For I am an old- J ,\ 

manv, and my wife is advanced43 in her days" 
riD. And having responded, the angel said to him, "I am Gabriel44 , the one standing in the I'' 

presence of God. And. I was sent forth to speak to you, and to announce these things as-
good-news w to you. And behold- you shall be silentx and not able to speak45 until '11 

which day these things take place, because46 you did not believe my words, which will 
be fulfilled in their proper-timeY" 

7D. And the people were waiting for Zechariah. And they were wonderingz during his ~I 
delaying in the temple 

8D. And having come out, he was not able to speak to them ' 1 

I L And they realizedc that he had47 seen a visionAA in the temple 
21 ·:. And he was motioning48 to them and continuing88 to be mute 



I. Or, "Since, Seeing that", referring to a well known fact. Used only 
here. It is a literary word. GK 2077. 

2. Or, "look in hand, set their hand to, attempted". Elsewhere only as 
"attempt" in Act 9:29; 19: 13. GK 2217. Related to "hand". 

3. Or, "arrange in order, draw up". Used only here. GK 421. 
4. Or, "account", giving details in sequence. Used only here. GK 

1456. Related to "relate" in 8:39. 
5. Or, "accomplished". Same word as in 2 Tim 4:5, 17, of"fulfilling" 

a ministry. Elsewhere only of people, as "fully convinced" in Rom 
4:21; 14:5; "fully assured" in Col 4: 12. GK 4442. Related to "full
ness of conviction" in I Thes I :5. 

6. That is, from when Jesus began His ministry. Luke is referring to 
the apostles and others. On this word, see "beginning" in Col I: 18. 

7. This is a second description of this group. They were eyewit
nesses ... and became servants. On this word, see "attendants" in I 
Cor 4: I, where Paul uses it of himself. 

8. Or, "traced accurately, followed with the mind, investigated". On 
this word, •ee "accompany" in Mk 16:17. 

9. Or, "accurately". On this word, see Mt 2:8. While in Judea during 
Paul's imprisonment there, Luke had two years in which to inter
view everyone still available, Act 24:27. 

'I 0. Or, "from the first", but not the same word as in v 2. Luke means 
from before Christ's birth, as seen in v 5. On this word, see "again" 
in Jn 3:3. 

11. Thal is, in a logical, orderly, consecutive sequence. On this word, 
see "successive" in 8: I. 

.12. Elsewhere only in Act 23:26; 24:3; 26:25. GK 3196. 
· 13. On this person, see Act I: I. 
114. Or, "security, reliability, safety". Elsewhere only as "security" in 

Act 5:23; I Thes 5:3. GK 854. 
: 15. Or, "statements, words, sayings, teachings, doctrines". GK 3364. 

Not the same word as in v I (GK 4547). 
116. Or, "you may know the certainty about the words which". 
17. Or, "came to be, arose". GK I 181. 
18. The "division" of Abijah was the eighth of 24 divisions of priests 

(I Chron 24: 10; 2 Chron 8: 14). Each division served eight days in 
the temple, Sabbath to Sabbath, twice per year. Elsewhere only in 
v 8. GK 2389. 

19. That is, descendants, as in 13: 16. 
20. Thus, this priest married a priest's daughter. 
21. Or, "going, proceeding, living". On this word, see "gone" in Mt 28: 19. 
22. On this adjective, see Phil 3:6. 
23. This is a participle, they were "having advanced", or, "having got

ten on". Same word as in I: 18; 2:36. Elsewhere only as "gone on" 
in Mt 4:21; Mk I :19. GK 4581. 

' 24. Or, "performing his priestly duties". Used only here. GK 2634. This 
idiom "during his ... " is a mark of Luke's style. 

25. Same word as in 2:42; 22:39; Jn 19:40; Act 6: 14; 15: I; 16:21; 21:21; 
25:16; 26:3; 28:17. Elsewhere only as "habit" in Heb 10:25. GK 
1621. Related to the word in Lk 2:27, and the word in Lk 4: 16. 

181 Luke 1:22 

26. That is, the custom of casting lots to see who would perform this 
duty. Their custom was to cast lots twice a day, for the morning and 
the evening service. On this word, see Heb 7:5. 

27. On this word, see "received" in 2 Pet I: I. 
28. That is, to offer it inside the Holy Place, on the Altar of Incense. 

This was a once in a lifetime event for a priest. A priest could only 
do it once, and many never got to do it. Used only here. GK 2594. 

29. Some think this refers to Zechariah's prayer at this temple service 
on behalf oflsrael for the Messiah to come, for salvation for Israel; 
others, to his prayer for a son made years prior to this day. 

30. Or, "liquor, beer, alcoholic beverage". That is, intoxicating drinks 
made from things other than grapes, whether stronger than wine 
or not. A transliterated Hebrew word. Used only here. GK 4975. 

31. This word means "of, from", and is found in the phrase "from his 
mother's womb" in Mt 19:12; Act 3:2; 14:8; Gal 1:15. Because of 
the word "still" here, some think the angel means "while still orig
inating from the womb", that is, "in the womb". John will be filled 
before his birth, perhaps referring to v 41. Others think the angel 
means "while still from his mother's womb", that is, while still a 
newborn baby. John will be filled from birth. GK 1666. 

32. This word means "womb", "belly" (in Mt 12:40; Jn 7:38), and 
"stomach" (as in Mt 15:17; Rom 16:18; I Cor 6:13; Phil 3:19). 
Used 22 times. GK 3120. 

33. Compare Mt 17: 11. 
34. Some think this is referring to "the Lord their God", v 16; others, 

to the Messiah, in fulfillment of Mal 4. 
35. Compare Mal 4:5-6, to which the angel is referring. Family har

mony follows spiritual harmony with God. 
36. Elsewhere only in Act 26: 19; Rom I :30; 2 Tim 3:2; Tit I: 16; 3:3. 

GK 579. Related to "disobey" in Rom 11 :30. 
37. Or, "by means of, in, in connection with". GK 1877. 
38. Or, "way of thinking". On this word, see Eph I :8. 
39. Same word as in I :76; 3:4; Mt 3:3, etc. GK 2286. 
40. Same word as in Mk I :2. 
41. Or, "According to, By way of". GK 2848. Zechariah does not ask 

"how", but "on what grounds". 
42. That is, "be sure of" this. Zechariah is asking for a sign so he can 

know that it is true. On this word, see v 34. 
43. This is a participle, as in v 7. 
44. Gabriel is mentioned only here and v 26 in the NT. GK 1120. There 

is also a Gabriel in Dan 8: 16; 9:21. 
45. Both "silent" and "able" are participles, meaning "You shall con-

tinue being silent and unable to speak". 
46. Or, "in return for". On this phrase, see 2 Thes 2: I 0. 
47. More literally, "has", as the Greek typically phrases it. 
48. Or, "nodding". Zechariah was "nodding" with his head or "gestur

ing" with his hands. Used only here. GK 13 77. Related to "motion
ing" in v 62. 

A. I Cor 12:8 B. Act 16:4, delivering C. Col I :6, understood D. Gal 6:6 E. Mt 2: I F. Rom I: 17 G. Mk 12:28 H. Rom I :32 J. Heb 11: 11 
K. Act 6:2, multitude L. Lk 2:26, see M. Gal I :7, disturbed N. Eph 5:21 O. I Jn 2:29, born P. Jude 24 Q. Jam 3:6, existence R. I Tim 5:23 
S. Act 2:4 T. Jam 5:19 U. Gal 3:7 V. Tit 2:2 W. Act 5:42, announce the good news X. Mk 4:39, be still Y. Mt 8:29, time Z. Rev 17:8, 
caused to marvel AA. 2 Cor 12: I BB. Lk 22:28 



Luke 1:23 182 

And it came about that when the days ofhis service1 were fulfilled\ he went to his house 
And after these days, Elizabeth his wife conceived8

• And she was concealing2 herself/or five 
months, saying

0

that "Thus the Lord has done for me in the days in which He looked-uponc 
me to take-away0 my reproach3 among people" 

Verse 

213. Now in the sixth month,4 the angel Gabriel was sent-forthE from God to a city a/Galilee for which 21' 
the name was Nazareth,° to a virginF having been promised-in-marriageG to a man for whom the 
name was Joseph, from5 the houseH of David. And the name of the virgin was Mary 

I c. And having come-in to6 her, he said, "Greetingsi, favored one1! The Lord is with you8" 

2( . But the one was9 very-troubled10 at the statement\ and was ponderingL what-kind-of11 greeting ' 
this might be 

JC. And the angel said to her, "Do not be fearing, Mary. For you found favor12 with God. •And \fJ.; 1 

behold- you will conceive8 in your wombM and give-birthN to a son. And you shall call His 
name Jesus 

ID. "This One will be great, and will be called 'Son of the Most-High0 ' 

2D. "And the Lord God will give Him the throne a/David, His father. •And He will reign 13 

over the houseH of Jacob forever14
• And there will not be an endP of His kingdom" 

4(. And Mary said to the angel, "How15 will this happen 16, since I am not knowing17 a man18?" '4 
:'( ·. And having responded, the angel said to her, "The Holy Spirit will comeO upon you, and the ; ' 

power of the Most-High will overshadowR you. For this reason 19 also the Holy Child being 
bom20 will be called God's Son21 

I D. "And behold- Elizabeth your relative also herself has conceived a son in her old age. '1' 

And this is the sixth month/or her, the one being called barren, "because no word from 
God will be impossible22" 

h( ·. And Mary said, "Behold the slave23 of the Lord. May it be done5 to me according to your word°f'' ; ' 
7C. And the angel departed from her 

JB. And having arisen during these days, Mary proceeded to the hill country with hasteu, to a city of ;,, 
Judah,• and entered into the house a/Zechariah, and greetedv Elizabeth .J11 

IC. And it came about that when Elizabeth heard the greeting of Mary, the baby24 leaped25 in 4 I 
her wombw 

2( ·. And Elizabeth was filledA with the Holy Spirit26, •and exclaimed27 with a loud shoutx and said -l~ 

ID. "You are blessed28 among women, and blessed is the fruit of your wombw 
:2 I). "And why29 has this happened to me- that the mother of my LordY should come to me? I \ 

11:. "For30 behold- when the sound of your greeting came-to-be in my ears, the baby n 
leaped with gladness31 in my wombw 

:m. "And blessed32 is she having believed thatJJ there will be a fulfillment34 to the things -1.> 

having been spoken to her from the Lord" 

:1( ·. And Mary said, "My soul magnifies35 the Lord,• and my spirit rejoiced-greatly36 over God my -l(l--17 

Savior37 



I. That is, his week of priestly service. On this word, see 2 Cor 9: 12. 
2. Elizabeth kept her joy to herself, exulting in the fact that God had 

truly blessed her. Some think Luke means she secluded herself from 
others; others, that she withheld this fact from others. Used only here. 
GK 4332. The root word means "hide, conceal, cover, keep secret". 

J. Or, "disgrace". That is, for being barren. Used only here. GK 3945. 
Related to the word in Heb 10:33. 

4. That is, of Elizabeth's pregnancy, v 24, 36. 
5. Some take this phrase with "virgin"; others, with Joseph; others, 

with both. 
6. That is, come in to Mary's house. On this idiom "come-in to", see 

Act 16:40. 
7. This is a participle, "one having been bestowed favor" or "grace". 

Related to "favor" in v 30. On this word, see "graciously-bestowed
on" in Eph I :6. 

8. Some manuscripts add "You are blessed among women" {A}, as 
in v 42. 

9. Some manuscripts say "one, having seen him, was ... " {N}. 
~ 0. Or, "very disturbed, agitated, confused, perplexed" Used only here. 

GK 1410. 
111. Or, "what sort of". More literally, "of-what-kind this greeting 

might be". On this word, see I Jn 3:1. 
!12. Or, "grace". Same word as in 2:52, and as "grace" in 2:40. On this 

word, see "grace" in Eph 2:8. Related to the word in v 28. 
113. Or, "be king". On this word, see Rev 19:6. Related to the word 

"kingdom" in this verse. 
114. This is an idiom, "into the age". See Rev 20:10. 
ii 5. Mary does not ask for a sign, as in v 18. She asks the practical ques

tion, since she is not yet married. 
il6. Or, "be". On this word, see Mt 16:22. 
117. Same word as in Mt I :25. In the OT (and in Greek), "know" is 

sometimes used as a euphemism for sexual relations. See Gen 4: I, 
17; I Sam 1:19. This word means "know, come to know, under
stand, recognize, acknowledge". Used 222 times. GK 1182. 

1 J 8. Or, "husband". That is, I am not having sexual relations with a man. 
How will this come to pass, since I am not presently married and 
able to conceive? 

19. That is, because God will be His Father. 
'20. Some manuscripts add "from you" (A}. 
21. Some punctuate this "the Child being born will be called holy, the 

Son of God". 
22. Literally, "every word from God will not be impossible'', a Hebrew 

183 Luke 1:47 

way of speaking. Some manuscripts say "every word will not be 
impossible with God" (N}, the only difference being in the grammar 
of the word "with, from". "Word" (same word as in v 38) can also 
mean "thing, matter" (as in v 4), so that it says "every thing from God 
will not be impossible", or as we would say it, "Nothing from God 
will be impossible". Elsewhere only in Mt 17:20. GK 104. 

23. Same word as in v 48. Elsewhere only as "female slaves" in Act 
2: 18. GK 1527. It is the feminine form of"slave" in Rom 6: 17. 

24. Or, "fetus, infant". Same word as in v 44; 2: 12, 16; 18: 15; Act 7: 19; 
l Pet 2:2. Elsewhere only as "babyhood" in 2 Tim 3: 15. GK 1100. 

25. Or, "leaped for joy". Same word as in v 44, where "gladness" is 
added. Elsewhere only as "leap for joy" in 6:23. GK 5015. 

26. This is how Elizabeth knew the things she says next. The Spirit 
revealed them to her. 

27. Or, "called out". Used only here. GK 430. 
28. This is a participle, "having been blessed, having received a bless

ing'', both times in this verse. The root word means "spoken well 
of'', but here it means blessed by God. On this word, see 6:28. 

29. Or, "from where, how". GK 4470. 
30. Elizabeth is explaining how she knew that Mary was "the mother 

of my Lord". The Spirit caused the baby to leap, and revealed to her 
the reason why the baby leaped. Note that she called Mary's unborn 
baby her Lord. 

31. Same word as in v 14. On this word, see Jude 24. 
32. Or, "happy, fortunate". Not related to the word in v 42. On this 

word, see 6:20. 
33. Or, "because". Some think Elizabeth blesses Mary, who "believed 

that" it will happen (in contrast with Zechariah in v 18); whose 
response was belief. Others, think Elizabeth is prophesying that these 
things will come to pass," ... having believed, because there will be a 
fulfillment...", giving further assurance from God to Mary. GK 4022. 

34. Or, "completion". On this word, see "perfection" in Heb 7: 11. 
35. Or, "makes great". On this word, see "enlarge" in 2 Cor 10:15. In 

Latin, this word is Magnijicat, which has become a name for this 
"magnification" of God by Mary. 

36. This word is related to "gladness" in v 44. On this word, see I 0:21. 
Some think the change to a past tense in this verb means Mary is 
referring specifically here to the angel's visit and announcement. 
Others think this verb has a timeless sense, and means "rejoices 
greatly", parallel with "magnifies". 

37. Used 24 times. GK 5400. Related to "save" in Lk 19: 10. 

A.Act2:4,filled B.Lk2:2l C.Act4:29 D.Mkl4:47,tookoff E.Mk3:14,sendout F.Revl4:4 G.Mtl:l8 H.Mk3:20 J.2Corl3:ll, 
rejoice K. l Cor 12:8, word L. Lk 5:21, reasoning M. I Thes 5:3 N. Lk 2: 11, born 0. Mt 21 :9, highest P. Rom 10:4 Q. Lk 21 :26, coming 
upon R.Mtl7:5 S.Mt6:10 T.Roml0:17 U.2Cor8:16,eamestness V.Mkl5:18 W.Lkl:l5 X.Heb5:7,outcry Y.Mt8:2,master 



Luke 1:48 184 Verse 

ID. "Because He looked-uponA the lowliness' o/His slave0 4S 

I le. "For behold- from now on, all generations will consider me blessed2,"because3 4'1 
the Powerful4 One did great things for me 

2D. "And His name is holy. •And His mercy to5 generations and generations6 is on the ones 
fearing Him 

3D. "He did a mighty-deed7 with His arm8 

IL "He scatteredc ones arrogant9 in the thoughtw of their heart 
2!'.. "He brought-down° rulers" from their thrones, and lifted-upE lowly 12 ones 
_,I:. "He filledF ones being hungry with good things, and sent ones being rich away empty<' 

~I) 

,, 

4L "He 13 helpedH Israel His servant1 so that He might remember14 mercy,"just as He 54- .- ' 
spoke to our fathers- to Abraham, and to his seed forever15

" 

4l . And Mary stayedK with her about three 16 months, and returned to her house :·" 

.rn Now for Elizabeth, the time was fulfilledL that she might give-birthM, and she boreN a son 

I l". And the neighbors 17 and her relatives heard that the Lord magnified 18 His mercy with her, and 
they were rejoicing-with her 

2( ·. And it came about that on the eighth day they came to circumcise0 the childP. And they were 
calling 19 him Zechariah, on the basis of the name o/his father 

ID And having responded, his mother said, "No! Instead he will be called John" , "1 

2D. And they said to her that "There is no one from your relatives who is called by this name" 1 I 

.1 l) And they were motioning.20 to his father as to what he would wishO him to be called , , 
4D. And having asked-fora tablet, he wrote, saying "John is his name". And they all marveledR I•; 

:'J). And at-once5 his mouth was opened, and his tongue loosed. And he was speaking, 1• I 

blessing21 God 

:l C. And awe22 came23 over all the ones living around them. And all these things were being talked- 1-' 

over24 in the whole hill country of Judea 

11). And all the ones having heard it putT these matters in their heart, saying, "What then will , ., · 
this child be?" For25 indeed, the hand of the Lord was with him 

4( ·. And Zechariah, his father, was filledL with the Holy Spirit and prophesied26, saying t• 

ID. "Blessed27 be the Lord God of lsrael28
, because He visited29 us, and accomplished30 I•' 

redemption31 for His people,"and raised-upu ,,,1 

11:. "A hom32 o/salvationv for us in the house o/David His servant'-"just as He spoke ·n 
through the mouth of His holy prophets from the past age33 

2L "A salvation from our enemies and from the hand of all the ones hatingw us · 1 
:lE. "So as to show mercy to34 our fathers, and remember His holy covenantY-"the 7 2- -.1 

oath which He swore35 to Abraham our father 
41'. "That He might grant to us that 

I F. "Having been delivered36 from the hand of our37 enemies -4 



185 Luke 1:74 

l. God looked with favor upon Mary in her humble status as a car
penter's bride. On this word, see Jam 1:10. 

2. This verb, "to consider blessed, fortunate", is elsewhere only in Jam 
5: 11. GK 3420. Related to "blessed" in v 45. People will no longer 
consider Mary as a lowly one, but as a most fortunate recipient of 
God's favor. 

3. Others make this "because" phrase point 20., parallel with the first 
"because" phrase. 

4. Or, "Strong, Mighty". On this word, see 24: 19. Related to the word 
Jesus used of God in Mt 26:64, "Power". 

5. Or, "toward, for, in". GK 1650. Same words as in "mercy to" thou
sands, Ex 20:6; 34:7; Deut 5: 10; Jer 32:18. 

6. Some manuscripts say "to generations of generations"; others, "to 
generation and generation" {N}. On this word, see Mt 24:34. 

7. Not related to "Powerful" in v 49. This noun is singular. Rendered 
as here, this refers to this mighty deed God did in Mary and through 
Mary, moving from a self view in ID., to a God view in 2D., to a 
deed view here. Others render it in more general terms, "He exer
cised strength", "He showed strength", "He performed mighty 
deeds", detailed in the phrases following. This phrase "to do a 
mighty deed, to show strength", does not occur elsewhere in the 
Greek Bible, but is similar to "show mercy" in v 72. On this word, 
see "might" in Eph 6: 10. 

8. Some think that in what follows Mary is speaking of what God has 
accomplished in the past, detailing His mercy to the generations, v 
50 (making this point IE.); others, of what He did in choosing her, 
speaking in generalized terms; others, of what He will do through 
the Messiah, of the far reaching future meaning of what He did to 
her, of the mighty thing which has only begun in her. In this view, 
she is speaking of what she knows will happen through Him as if 
it has already happened (some view this as speaking prophetically, 
like v 68; others, in this case, as speaking out and claiming the Mes
sianic hope she cherished with others based on Scripture). 

.9. Or, "proud, haughty". On this word, see Jam 4:6. 
110. Or, "understanding, mind, way of thinking, disposition". Same 

word as in Eph 2:3. Elsewhere only as "mind" in Mt 22:37; Mk 
12:30;Lk 10:27;Col 1:21;Heb8:10; 10:16; 1Pet1:13;2Pet3:1; 
and "understanding" in Eph 4: 18; I Jn 5:20. GK 1379. Related to 
"mind" in Rom 7:23. 

11. On this word, see "court official" in Act 8:27. 
12. Or, "humble". On this word, see Jam I :9. Related to "lowliness" 

in v 48. 
13. Others would make this point 40. 
14. That is, "keep in mind" (not forget) mercy, in keeping with His 

promise to bless Abraham and his descendants forever. This God 
has done by now sending the Messiah. This word is used elsewhere 
of the Father only in v 72; Act 10:31; Heb 2:6; 8:12; 10:17; Rev 
16: 19. Same word as in Lk 23:42; 1 Cor II :2; Heb 13:3; 2 Pet 3:2; 
Jude 17. Elsewhere this word has the sense of"recall to mind", as 
in Lk 16:25; 24:6, 8. Used 23 times. GK 3630. A related word is 
used of God in Rev 18:5. 

I 15. This is the Greek word order of v 54-55. It could also be punctu
ated "remember mercy for Abraham and his seed forever, just as He 

spoke to our fathers". In either case, "spoke" has the sense of 
"promised". This word is an idiom, "into the age". See Rev 20: 10. 

16. One would naturally presume Luke means that she remained until the 
birth of the baby (six months in v 36 plus three here), but he holds 
the announcement of the birth until his next unit of thought in v 57. 

17. Or, "ones living around" her. Used only here. GK 4341. The related 
verb "live around" is in v 65. 

18. Same word as in v 46. 
19. Or, "were going to call him". Either the people at the ceremony 

were referring to the baby by this name (that is, prior to or during 
the ceremony), or they expressed their intention to call him by this 
name as part of the ceremony. In any case, Elizabeth stopped them. 
On this word, which is also in v 60, 61, and 62, see Rom 8:30. 

20. That is, with their hands. Used only here. GK 1935. Related to the 
word in v 22. 

21. Or, "speaking well of, praising". On this word, see 6:28. 
22. Or, "fear". On this word, see "fear" in Eph 5:21. 
23. Or, "came-about, came-to-be". GK 1181. 
24. Or, "talked through, talked about, discussed". Elsewhere only in 

6: 11. GK 1362. 
25. Some think this sentence is part of the quotation of what people 

were saying, and refers to the circumstances of John's birth (I: 8-
25). What will this baby become, for God's hand was certainly with 
him in his birth. Others think this is Luke's comment. Some man
uscripts say "And the hand of the Lord ... " {N}. 

26. On this word, see l Cor 14: l. Zechariah spoke revelation from God. 
27. This is an adjective, related to the verb in v 64. On this word, see 

Rom 9:5. 
28. Or, "the Lord, the God of Israel". 
29. Same word as in v 78; 7: 16. On this word, see "look after" in Heb 2:6. 
30. Or, "made, brought about". Zechariah is speaking prophetically, as if 

the future were already past. On this word, see "does" in Rev 13: 13. 
31. Same word as in 2:38. On this noun, see Heb 9: 12. 
32. Zechariah is referring to Jesus as a horn of salvation, a strong one 

bringing salvation. "Hom" represents strength or power in an OT 
metaphor, Ps 132:17, 2 Sam 22:3; Ps 18:2. Used 11 times. GK 3043. 

33. Or, "from long ago, from of old". There had not been a prophet in 
centuries. Same phrase as in Act 3:21; 15:18. Some take "age" in 
an absolute sense, and paraphrase this "since the world began". 
Elsewhere only plural, "from the past ages", in Eph 3:9; Col l :26. 
GK 172. 

34. Or, "deal mercifully with, show kindness to". This phrase "show 
mercy to" is an idiom, literally "do mercy with", and is found in Lk 
10:37;Jam2:13;andinGen24:12;Jdg 1:24;Ruth 1:8; I Sam 15:6; 
20:8; 2 Sam 3:8; 9:1; 10:2; l King 3:6; Jer 32:18, etc. This implies 
the fathers are living. God raised up a horn of salvation so as to 
show mercy to the fathers by at last carrying out His promises to 
them, and so as to be mindful of the covenant He swore to them. 

35. That is, in Gen 22: 16-18. God swore that all the nations of the earth 
will be blessed in Abraham. On this word, see Jam 5: 12. 

36. Or, "rescued". On this word, see Col 1: 13. 
37. Some manuscripts include this word {B}. 

A. Jam 2:3 B. Lk I :38 C. Mt 25:24 D. 2 Cor 10:4, tearing down E. Jn 8:28 F. Rom 15:24 G. l Thes 2: l H. 1 Tim 6:2 J. Act 3: 13 
K. Jn 15:4, abide L. Act 2:4, filled M. Lk 2: 11, born N. 1Jn2:29, born O. Lk 2:21 P. 1 Jn 2: 14 Q. Jn 7: 17, willing R. Rev 17:8 S. Mt 21: 19 
T. Act 19:21 U. Mt 28:6, arose V. Lk 19:9 W. Rom 9:13 X. Lk 1:54 Y. Heb 8:6 



Luke 1:75 186 

2 F. "We might be serving1 Him fearlessly,• in holinessA and righteousness8 before 
Him.for all our days2 

2D. "And indeed3 you, child, will be called a prophetc of the Most-High0
. For you will go 

before the Lord4 

IF. So as prepareE His ways5 

21'.. That you might give His people the knowledgeF o/salvation6 

I L "By the forgivenessG of their sins 
21' "Because of the deep-feelings-o/H mercy of our God, with7 which8 the rising9 

Sun 10 from on-high 11 will visit 12 us 

I ( i. "So as to shine-upon1 the ones sittingK in darkness and a shadow of death13 

2( i. "That He might direct 14 our feet into the way o/peace 15" 

Verse 

~( ·. And the child was growing and becoming-strong 16 in spirit. And he was in the desolateL places ~'; 

until the day o/his public-appearance 17 to Israel 

5 B. 18 Now it came about during those days that a decreeM went out from Caesar Augustus 19 that all the 
world20 should be registered21 . 

0

This first22 registration23 took place while Quirinius24 was being
govemor25 of Syria 

I ( ·. And they were all going to register-themselves26- each one to his own city27 

2C. And Joseph also went up 

1 D. From Galilee, out of the city a/Nazareth 
2D. To Judea, to the city o/David,28 which is called Bethlehem- because of his being from 

the houseN and family29 a/David 
.1 D. So as to register himself with Mary30- the one31 having been promised-in-marriage32 to 

him, being pregnantn 

_i( ·. And it came about during their being there34 that the days were fulfilled0 that she might give
birthr. •And she gave birth to her firstbomo son 

ID. And she wrapped Him in swaddling-cloths35, and laid Him in a manger36, because there 
was not a place for them in the inn37 

4C. And shepherdsR were in the same regions, living-in-the-fields38, and watchingT over their flocku ~ 
for watches39 of the night 

ID And40 an angel of the Lord stood near them, and the glory of the Lord shinedv around them 
2 D. And they feared a great fear4 1 

:m. And the angel said to them, "Do not be fearing. 42 For behold- I am announcing-as
good-newsw to you a great joy which will be for all the people 

" 

111 

11 ·. "Because43 a Savior was bom44 for you today in the city of David, Who is Christ I I 
the Lord 

21:. "And this will be the sign/or you- you will find a babyY having been wrapped in 12 
swaddling cloths and45 lyingz in a manger" 



I. Or, "worshiping". On this word, see "worship" in Heb 12:28. 
2. Some think v 71-75 mean Zechariah was expecting the earthy Mes

sianic kingdom promised to Israel in which the Messiah comes with 
salvation and conquers the enemies of Israel, thus bringing spiri
tual and national salvation. Others think it refers only to spiritual 
salvation. Some manuscripts say "all the days of our life" { N}. 

3. Some manuscripts omit this word { K}. 
4. Some think Zechariah means the Most High, v 76; others, the Mes

siah, the rising Sun, v 78. Compare v 17. 
5. Or, "paths". Same words as in 3:4, "Prepare the way of the Lord". 
6. John will go before the Lord for the purpose of giving the knowl

edge of salvation to His people, a salvation which the Lord will 
bring (the One for whom he was preparing), a salvation by for
giveness based on the mercy of God. 

7. Or, "in connection with, because of which, by". GK 1877. 
~- This is plural, referring back to "deep feelings of mercy". Others 

think it refers to the knowledge of salvation, the forgiveness, and 
the mercy, making this point 3F. 

~- Same word as in "rising" of the sun in Rev 7:2; 16:12. On this word, 
see "east" in Mt 2:2. 

[0. Or, "rising Star, Dawn". That is, the Messiah. Compare Mal 4:2, the 
"Sun of righteousness will rise" (where ''rise" is related to this word). 

11. Or, "the high [heaven]". Same word as in 24:49; Eph 4:8. Else
where only as "height" in Eph 3:18; Jam 1:9; Rev 21:16. GK 5737. 
Related to "Most High" in v 76. 

'12. Some manuscripts say "visited" { B}. Same word as in v 68. 
'13. Compare Ml 4:16. 
114. Or, "lead, guide, cause to go straight". Elsewhere only in I Thes 

3: 11; 2 Thes 3:5. GK 2985. 
115. That is, peace with God- salvation, forgiveness. 
16. Same phrase used of Jesus in 2:40. On this word, see "be strength

ened" in Eph 3: 16. 
;11. Or, "manifestation, public showing forth". Used only here. GK 345. 

Related to "appoint" in Act I :24. 
118. On the birth and childhood of Jesus, compare Mt 1:18-2:23. 
'19. This Roman Emperor, also know as Octavian, ruled from 27 o.c. 

to A.D. 14. Used only here. GK 880. 
:20. Or, "inhabited earth". That is, from the Roman perspective, refer

ring to the Roman Empire. On this word, see Heb 2:5. 
21. Or, "enrolled, listed" on a census roll. Same word as in v 3, 5. Else

where only in Heb 12:23. GK 616. 
:22. Or, "This registration, a first, took place", the Greek word order. 

Or, "This was the first registration while ... ". This seems to have 
been around 4-5 o.c., and administered by King Herod at the insis
tence of Rome. Its purpose was to determine how much tribute 
Judea would pay to Rome. Luke mentions a census again in Act 
5:37. That one was in A.D. 6 after Archelaus (see Mt 2:22) had been 
deposed and Judea was put directly under Roman rule. Some think 
that was a second census; others, Rome taking over what Herod had 
begun. Consult the commentaries. 

23. Or, "enrollment, listing, census". Elsewhere only in Act 5:37. GK 
615. Related lo "register" in v I. 

187 Luke 2:12 

24. It is uncertain what specific post Quirinius held at this time. In A.D. 

6 he was the Roman legate of the province of Syria, which included 
Judea. He had authority over the Roman prefects (see Pilate in 3: I) 
in Judea. GK 3256. 

25. Or, "being leader, ruler". The verb refers to a position ofleadership, 
not a specific office. The root word is "to lead". Elsewhere only in 
3:1, of the prefect of Judea. GK 2448. Related to "government" in 
3:1; "governor" in Mt 27:2; and "leading" in Heh 13:7. 

26. Or, "to be registered". Same word as in v I. 
27. This indicates that Herod carried out this registration according to 

Jewish customs. 
28. David was born there, the eighth son of Jesse, I Sam 17:12, 58. 
29. On this word, see Eph 3: 15. It emphasizes Joseph's link to David, 

his ancestor. 
30. It is uncertain whether Mary was required to go in Herod's 

arrangement. Some think she went because she and Joseph knew 
the prophecy, and saw the census as God's hand directing her to 
go. Others think she went without respect to the prophecy, in the 
providence of God. 

31. Some manuscripts say "wife" { N}. 
32. Luke refers to Mary this way because although Joseph had taken 

her as his wife, they had not consummated the marriage, Mt I :24-
25. He is alluding to the fact that her child was not Joseph's child. 
On this word, see Mt 1:18. 

33. Used only here. GK 1607. The related verb (not in the NT) means 
"to impregnate" (for the male); "to conceive" (for the female). The 
root word means "to swell". 

34. No more than a week is needed to cover the time between leaving 
Nazareth and having the baby in Bethlehem. But the words also 
allow for a longer period of time in Bethlehem before the birth. 
Luke is not specific. 

35. This verb, "to wrap in swaddling cloths" is elsewhere only in v 12. 
These are bands of cloth. GK 5058. 

36. That is, an animal feeding trough in a stall or stable. Elsewhere only 
in v 12, 16; 13:15. GK 5764. 

37. Or, "lodging place, guest-room". Elsewhere only as "guest room" 
in Mk 14: 14; Lk 22: 11. GK 2906. The normal word for "inn" is in 
Lk 10:34. 

38. Used only here. GK 64. 
39. There were four watches of the night, three hours each, on which 

see Mk 13:35. Used in this sense elsewhere only in Mt 14:25; 
24:43; Mk 6:48; Lk 12:38. This is a general statement, they were 
"watching their watches". Verse 9 then refers to specific shepherds 
on a specific watch. On this word, see "prison" in Act 5:22. 

40. Some manuscripts say "And behold" ( B}. 
41. That is, they were extremely afraid. Same phrase as in Mk 4:41. 
42. Or, "Do not be afraid". The grammar implies "Stop fearing". 
43. Or, "That". GK 4022. 
44. Or, "was given birth". Same word as in Mt 2:2, and as "give birth" 

here in v 6, 7. Used 18 times. GK 5503. 
45. Some manuscripts omit this word {N}. 

A.Eph4:24 B.Roml:l7 C.1Corl2:28 D.Mt21:9,highest E.Mkl4:15 F.1Corl2:8 G.Col1:14 H.Phill:8 J.Tit2:11,appeared 
K. Rev 14:6 L. Mt 3:1, wilderness M. Eph 2:15 N. Mk 3:20 0. Act 2:4, filled P. Lk 2:11, born Q. Col 1:15 R. Eph 4: 11 S. Mk I :5, 
country T. Jn 12:25, keep U. Jn 10: 16 V. Act 26: 13 W. Act 5:42 X. Lk I :47 Y. Lk I :41 Z. Mt 3: 10 



Luke 2:13 188 Verse 

4D. And suddenly' a multitudeA of the heavenly host2 was3 with the angel, praising8 God and 11 
saying, ""Glory to God in the highestc [heavens]. And peace on earth among4 people of l-1 
[His] good-wilP" 

5D. And it came about that when the angels departed from them into heaven, the shepherds6 I' 
were saying to one another, "Let us go7 nows to Bethlehem and see this thing having 
taken place which the Lord made-known° to us" 

6D And they came, having hurriedE, and found9 both Mary and Joseph, and the baby lying Ir 

in the manger 

IE. And having seen Him, they made-known° about the thing having been spoken to ! ~ 
them about this Child 

21:. And all the ones having heard it marveledF about the things having been spoken to 
them by the shepherds 

3 F. But Mary was preserving 10 all these things, pondering them in her heart I" 

7D. And the shepherds returned, glorifyingG and praising8 God for everything which they 
heard and saw, just as it was spoken to them 

5C. And when eight days were fulfilledH that they might circumcise" Him 12
, His name was 

indeed called Jesus- the name having been named13 by the angel before He was conceived 14 

in the womb1 

C1B And when the days oftheir15 purificationK according to the Law a/Moses were fulfilled 16
-

I ( ·. They brought Him up to Jerusalem 

ID. So as to presentL Him to the Lord,° just as it has been written in the Law of the Lord [in 
Ex 13:2]- that "every male openingM the womb 17 shall be called holyN to the Lord" 

2D. And that she might give a sacrifice's in accordance with the thing having been said in : I 

the Law of the Lord [in Lev 12:8]- "a pair of turtledoves or two young ones of pigeons" 

2C. And behold- a man was in Jerusalem for whom the name was Simeon. And this man was 
righteous and reverent 19

, waiting-for20 the consolation of Israel2 1
• And the Holy Spirit was 

upon him 

ID. And it had been revealed22 to him by the Holy Spirit that he would not see23 death before ,, 
he would see the Christ of the Lord 

2D. And he came in the Spirit into the temple 
3 D. And at the parents bringing-in the child24 Jesus that they might do25 for Him according 

to the thing having become-a-custom26 from the Law,°he also took Him into his arms. 's 
And he blessed27 God, and said 

IE. "Now Y?u are releasing28 Your slave0 in peace in accordance with Your word, .''i 
Master, because my eyes saw Your salvation29 •which You preparedQ in the presence30 .>l l 1 I 
of all the peoples-

11·. "The light for the revelationR of the Gentiles31 1' 

21·. "And the glory ofYour people Israel" 

3D. And His father and mother32 were marvelingF at the things being spoken about Himll .<J 
4D. And Simeon blessed them, and said to Mary His mother, "Behold-this One is appointedl4 14 



I. Elsewhere only in Mk 13:36; Lk 9:39; Act 9:3; 22:6. GK 1978. 
Related to "unexpected" in Lk 21 :34. 

2. Or, "army". Elsewhere only in Act 7:42. GK 5131. 
3. Or, "came-to-be". GK 1181. 
4. Or, "in, within, in connection with, in the case of, in the sphere of". 

GK 1877. 
5. Or, "favor, good pleasure". On this word, see "good pleasure" in 

Eph I :5. Some think the angels mean "among people who are 
recipients of His good will", that is, who are objects of God's favor, 
whom His good will has blessed. This is a Hebrew way of speak
ing. There is a sense in which this could mean "His chosen ones" 
(compare 10:21 where this same word is used), and another sense 
in which it could mean "all people" (Jn 3:16). Others think it means 
"among people characterized by good will" toward God. Some 
manuscripts say "peace on earth, good will among people" {A}. 

6. Some manuscripts say "the men, the shepherds" {N}. 
7. Or, "go through" the fields. GK 1451. 
8. In this context, this word emphasizes an urgency regarding time. 

On this word, see "indeed" in Mt 13:23. 
9. Or, "found out, sought out, discovered". Elsewhere only in Act 

21:4. GK 461. Related to "find" in v 12. 
10. Or, "keeping in mind, holding in memory, treasuring up". Mary did 

not allow the memories to fade away. Same word as in Mt 9:17. 
Elsewhere only as "protect" in Mk 6:20. GK 5337. 

11. Same word as in Jn 7:22; Act 15: I; Col 2: 11; and as "receive-cir
cumcision" in Gal 5:2; 6:12. Used 17 times. GK 4362. Related to 
"circumcised" in Eph 2: 11. 

:I 2. Some manuscripts say "the Child" {N}. 
'13. More literally, "called". That is, spoken. Jn other words, the baby's 

heavenly Father chose the name, not His earthly parents. Same 
word as "called" earlier, and not related to "name" earlier. 

14. Same word as 1:24, 31, 36; Jam 1:15. Elsewhere only as "arrest, 
seize" (see Lk 22:54); "help" (take hold with, see Phil 4:3); and 
"took" in Lk 5:9. GK 5197. The root word is "take". 

~15. Some manuscripts say "her" {K}; others, "His" {N}. It was Mary's 
purification and Jesus' presentation, as seen next. 

116. That is, after 33 more days, Lev 12:1-8. 
17. That is, opening it for the first time. Every firstborn male belonged 

to the Lord, in memory of the fact that their firstborns were spared 
when those of Egypt were killed, Ex 13:11-15. This is the third 

189 Luke 2:34 

word Luke has used for "womb" (see I: 15 and I :31 ). Elsewhere 
only in Rom 4:19. GK 3616. Related to "mother". 

18. The sacrifices were for Mary, to end her period of ritual uncleanness. 
19. Or, "God-fearing, devout". The root word means "taking hold well" 

with reference to the commands of God. Elsewhere only in Act 2:5; 
8:2; 22:12. GK 2327. Related to "reverence" in Heb 5:7. 

20. Same word as in v 38. On this word, see Act 24:15. 
21. That is, for the kingdom of God established by Messiah, Mk 15:43; 

Lk 2:38; 23:51. Note Tit 2: 13; Jude 21. On "consolation", see 
"encouragement" in Act 4:36. 

22. This is a participle, "it was having been revealed". Or, "divinely 
communicated". Elsewhere only as "warned" in Mt 2: 12, 22; Heb 
8:5; 11 :7; 12:25; "directed" in Act 10:22; "called" in Act 11 :26; 
Rom 7:3. GK 5976. Related to "divine response" in Rom 11 :4. 

23. That is, "experience", as this word is rendered in 10:24. This word 
means "see, look at; perceive; be seen, appear". Used 449 times. 
GK3972. 

24. That is, at the event of bringing Him in. We would say "When the 
parents brought in the child Jesus". 

25. That is, for the purpose of carrying out their duties according to the 
custom. On this idiom "that they might do", see Gal 3:10. 

26. Luke is referring to v 23, their customary practice in obedience to 
Ex 13:2. Used only here. GK 1616. Related to "custom" in 1:9. 

27. Sarne word as in v 34. On this word, see 6:28. 
28. Or, "letting go, dismissing, sending away, freeing". Some think 

Simeon means he is freed to die in peace, because he saw what God 
promised him, v 26 implying death was near. Others think he was 
freed from his long-held expectation, implying nothing as to death. 
On this word, see "send away" in Mt 5:31. 

29. Elsewhere only in 3:6; Act 28:28; Eph 6: 17. GK 5402. Related 
word in Lk 19:9. 

30. Or, "face", for all to see. Same idiom as in Act 3: 13. This Child 
comes for all peoples, not just the Jews. GK 4725. 

31. Or, "nations". That is, a light bringing God's revelation to them; a light 
that they may know God's revelation. On this word, see Act 15:23. 

32. Instead of"His father and mother'', some manuscripts say "Joseph 
and His mother" {B}. 

33. Such things! And strangers speaking them! 
34. Or, "destined". Same word as in Phil I: 16. 

A.Act6:2 B.Roml5:11 C.Mt21:9 D.Phill:22,know E.2Pet3:12,hasten F.Revl7:8 G.Rom8:30 H.Act2:4,filled J.Lkl:l5 
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Luke 2:35 190 Verse 

IL. "For1 the fallingA and rising8 of many in Israel 
2 L. "And for2 a signc being spoken-against3- •and indeed4 a swords will pierce6 the i ~ 

soul0 of you yourself 
Ji'. "So that the thoughts7 of many hearts may be revealedE" 

JC·. And there was Anna- a prophet8
, a daughter of Phanuel, from the tribeF of Asher .i1i 

ID. This one was advanced9 in her many days-

IF. Having lived with a husband seven years from her virginity 
2 I:. And herself being a widow up-to 10 eighty four years 
JL. Who was not departing 11 from the temple, serving12 night and day' 3 with fastingsG 

and prayers 14 

2 l ). And 1s having come-upon 16 them at the very hour17
, she was returning-thanks 18 to God 19

, 

and was speaking about Him to all the ones waiting for the redemption20 of Jerusalem21 

4C. And when they finishedH all the things according to the Law of the Lord,22 they returned to "' 
Galilee- to their own city, Nazareth 

71l. And the Child was growing and becoming strong,23 while being filled1 with wisdom. And the grace -iii 

of God was upon Him 

2A. And His parents were going to Jerusalem yearly for the FeastK of the PassoverL. •And when He became 41 i · 

twelve years old- they going up in accordance with the customM of the Feast,"and having completedN i • 

the days- during their returning, the boy Jesus stayed-behind0 in Jerusalem 

I B. And His parents24 did not know it 

I (:. But having thoughtr that He was25 in the caravan26, they went a day's journey 
2C. And they were searching-forO Him among the relativesR and the acquaintances5 

J( ·. And not having found Him, they returned to Jerusalem, searching-forO Him 

11 

213. And it came about after three days27 that they found Him in the temple, sitting in the midstT of the Ir• 

teachers, both listening-to them and questioningu them. •And all the ones listening-to Him were 1-
astonishedv at His understandingw and His answers 

I l'. And having seen Him, they were astoundedx -1' 

2C. And His mother said to Him, "Child, why did you do28 us like this? Behold- Your father and 
I were looking-:forv You, while suffering-pain29" 

3C. And He said to them, "Why30 is it that you were looking-:forv Me? Did you not know that I -J•I 

must31 be in the things32 of My Father33? 
4C. And they did not understandz the thing which He spoke to themJ4 '11 

:m. And He went down with them, and came to Nazareth, and was being subjectJs to them36 

4B. And His mother was keeping37 all these things in her heart 
SB. And Jesus was advancingAA in wisdom and stature38, and in favor with God and people 



191 Luke 2:52 

I. That is, for the pwpose of causing the fall of some and the rising of 
others. GK 1650. 

2. That is, for the pwpose of becoming a sign from God that will be 
opposed by many. GK 1650. 

3. Or, "opposed, contradicted". On this word, see "contradict" in 
Rom 10:21. 

4. Some manuscripts omit this word { C). 
5. That is, a sword of grief, as a result of the opposition just mentioned. 
6. Or, "go through". GK 1451 . 
. 7. Or, "reasonings". On this word, see Jam 2:4. Jesus is the catalyst 

that exposes what is inside everyone. 
8. This word is the feminine form of"prophet" in I Cor 12:28. Same 

word as in Rev 2:20. 
9. This is a participle, as in I :7. 
110. Or, "until". Some think Luke means ''until she was 84 years old''. 

Others think he means Anna was a widow for "up to 84 years", 
making her about I 05 years old if it is assumed that she married at 
age 14. Some manuscripts say "about" instead of''up to" {N}. 

11. Or, "withdrawing". This may imply that Anna lived there, or sim
ply that she was always there. On this word, see I Tim 4: I. 

. 12. Or, "worshiping". That is, serving God. On this word, see "wor
ship" in Heb 12:28. 

13. This phrase "night and day" means "continually". Note the different 
grammar in I Tim 5:5, "by night and by day", meaning "both during 
the night and during the day". See Rev 7: 15 on these two phrases. 

'14. Anna was a prophet serving day and night in the temple. How long 
she had been there is not specified. 

, 15. Some manuscripts say "And she, having ... hour, was giving" (N). 
116. Or, "stood near". On this word, see "suddenly come upon" in 21 :34. 
'17. That is, the hour Simeon spoke to them, v 27-35. This phrase, "at the 

very hour", is elsewhere only in Lk 10:21; 12:12; 13:31; 20:19; 24:33; 
Act 16: 18; 22: 13. The word "hour'' is used 106 times. See also l Jn 
2: 18. GK 6052. 

18. Or, "praising-back". Used only here. GK 469. Related to "praise" 
in 10:21. 

19. Some manuscripts say "to the Lord" {K}. 
20. Same word as in I :68. 
21. Some manuscripts say "in Jerusalem" {A}. 

'22. That is, all the things the Law required. 
: 23. This is the same phrase used of John in l :80. Some manuscripts add 

"in spirit" {N}, as in l :80. 

24. Instead of "His parents", some manuscripts say "Joseph and His 
mother" {N}. 

25. More literally, "is'', as the Greek typically phrases it. 
26. Or, "group of travelers". Used only here. GK 5322. Related to 

"travel with" in Act 9:7. 
27. Some think Luke means that having gone a day's journey out and 

back, His parents found Jesus on the third day; others, that they 
searched for three days, two of them in Jerusalem; others, that they 
searched three days in Jerusalem. 

28. Or, "Why did You act toward us in this manner". On this word, see 
Rev 13:13. 

29. This word is used here and in Act 20:38 of mental pain. Elsewhere 
only in Lk 16:24, 25, of physical pain. GK 3849. Related to "pain" 
in I Tim 6:10. 

30. Jesus is swprised His parents did not know where He was, or where 
He would be. 

31. Or, "have to". More literally, "that it is necessary that I be ... ". On 
this idiom, see Mt 16:21. 

32. If Jesus is answering their "why" question, "Why did You do this? 
(v 48), then this means "at the interests" or "business" of My Father . 
if He is answering the "where" question implied in ''why were you 
looking for Me" (v 49), then this means "in the possessions", or 
more narrowly, "in the house" of My Father. The grammar of the 
question indicates that a "yes" answer is expected. Note that Jesus 
says "My" not "our" Father. 

33. Note the contrast between "Your father" in v 48, and "My Father" 
here. 

34. That is, Joseph and Mary did not fully understand the implications 
of the fact the God was His Father. 

35. That is, Jesus was continuing to live in submission to His parents 
in Nazareth. On this word, see Eph 5:2 l. 

36. This is the last mention of Joseph. It is assumed that he died 
before 3: I. 

37. Luke may be emphasizing this because Mary was his source forthe 
information in chapters I :5-2:52. Elsewhere only in Act l 5:29. GK 
141 3. Related to "preserving" in v l 9. The Greek grammar of this 
section is different than the rest of the book, having a more 
"Hebrew" flavor. 

38. This could mean "height" or "age, span of years". On this word, see 
"life span" in Mt 6:27. 
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Luke 3:1 192 Verse 

J 1\.1 Now in the fifteenth year a/the govemment2 o/Tiberius3 Caesar4- Pontius Pilate5 being-govemo~ of ] I 
Judea, and Herod6 being-tetrarch7 a/Galilee, and Philip8 his brother being tetrarch a/the region of 
Ituraea9 and Trachonitis 10, and Lysanias being tetrarch of Abilene 11 ,"in-the-time-of 12 the high priest 
Annas 13 and Caiaphas 14-

I B. The word of God came to 15 John, the son a/Zechariah, in the wildemess8 

I c. And he went into all the surrounding-regionc of the Jordan, proclaiming0 a baptismE of 
repentanceF for the forgivenessG of sins,• as it has been written in the book of the words of 
Isaiah the prophet16 [in Isa 40:3-5]-

ID. "A voice of one shoutingH in the wilderness- 'Prepare1 the way17 of the Lord, be making 
His paths straightK. "Every valley will be filledL, and every mountain and hill will be 
made-lowM. And the crookedN paths will become 18 straightK, and the rough will become 
smooth paths. •And all flesh 19 will see the salvation° of God'" 1, 

2C. Therefore20 he was saying to the crowds coming out to be baptizedP by him, "BroodO of 
vipers- who showedR you to flee from the coming wrath5? 

I 0. "Therefore produce fruits worthyT of repentanceF 
2D. "And do not begin to say within21 yourselves, 'We have Abraham as our father' 

IL "For I say to you that God is able to raise-upu children/or Abraham from these stones! 
2E. "And indeed the axe is already lying22 at the root o/the trees. Therefore every tree 

not producing good fruit is cut down and thrown into the fire" 

]C. And the crowds were questioning him, saying, "What then should we do?" : 11 

ID. And having responded, he was saying to them, "Let the one having two tunics23 give24 to I I 
the one not having, and let the one having food be doing likewise" 

4C. And tax collectors also came to be baptized. And they said to him, "Teacher, what should I ~ 
we do?" 

I J)_ And the one said to them, "Be collecting25 nothing more than the amount having been I i 
commandedv" 

5( ·. And ones serving-as-soldiersw also were questioning him, saying, "And us, what should we do?" 1-l 

ID. And he said to them, "Do not violently-extort26 anyone, nor extort-with-false-charges27 • 

And be contentx with your wages28" 

2B. And while the populacev was waiting-in-expectation29 and all were ponderingz in their hearts about I' 
John- if perhaps he might be the Christ-" John responded, saying to everyone l 11 

I ('. "13° am baptizing you with water- but the One more powerful than me is coming, C?fWhom 
I am not fitAA to untie the strap o/His sandals 

ID. "He will baptize you with31 the Holy Spirit and fire32_ 



I. Parallel account at Mt 3: I; Mk I :2; Jn I: 19. 
2. Or, "governorship". Used only here. GK 2449. Related to "being 

governor" next, not to "king, kingdom''. 
3. Tiberius was the Roman Emperor from A.O. 14 to 37, after Augus

tus (2: I). GK 5501. However, he became co-ruler with Augustus in 
A.O. 11 or 12, with authority over the provinces. So the beginning 
point of the fifteen years here is debated. In any case, a year 
between A.O. 26 and 29 is indicated. Consult the commentaries. 

4. Caesar is the emperor's title. Used 29 times. GK 2790. 
5. Pilate was the fifth Roman prefect (a military officer put in charge 

of a district to maintain order) of Judea since the province was 
established in A.O. 6 (see "Archelaus'', Mt 2:22). Used 55 times. GK 
4397. Pilate served from A.O. 26 to 36, when he was ordered to go 
to Rome to account for his actions by Vitellius, legate of Syria. 

6. That is, Herod Antipas, on whom see Mt 14: I. His father Herod the 
Great gave him this territory, Mt 2: I. This Herod and his wife Hero
dias are the ones mentioned in Lk 3: 19. Jesus was tried before this 
Herod, Lk 23 :6-12. 

7. Or, "being governor, being provincial ruler''. This position was 
lower than a king, and under the authority of Rome. This verb is 
used only in this verse. GK 5489. Related to the noun in 3:19. 

8. That is, Philip II, the half-brother of Antipas, Mt 2: I. His capital 
was Philip's Caesarea (see Mt 16: 13). He reigned from 4 e.c. (the 
death of his father Herod the Great) until his death in A.O. 34. He 
married Salome (see Mt 14:6, the one who danced), who was the 
daughter of his half-brother Philip I and Herodias (see Mt 14:3). 
In A.O. 37, his territory was given to Agrippa I (see Act 12:1; Mt 
2: I) by Emperor Caligula. GK 5805. 

9. This was a region southwest of Damascus. Its capital was Chalcis. 
Used only here. GK 2714. 

10. This was a region south of Damascus. Used only here. GK 5551. 
11. This was a region northwest of Damascus. Used only here. GK 9. 
12. Same word as in Mt I: 11; Mk 2:26; Lk 4:27; Act I I :28. GK 2093. 

Or, "during the high-priesthood of Annas ... ", the word "high priest" 
(GK 797, used 122 times) being used this way only here. 

13. When Archelaus (Mt 2:22) was deposed in A.D. 6 and Judea became 
a Roman province, the Romans took over the appointing of the high 
priests. Annas was the first, appointed by Quirinius (Lk 2: I). He 
served from A.D. 6 to 15, when he was deposed by Valerius Gra
tus. Elsewhere only in Jn 18: 13, 24; Act 4:6. GK 484. However, he 
dominated the high priesthood for years from behind the scenes. 
Seven others from his family were appointed as high priest. 

14. Caiaphas was the son-in-law of Annas. He was appointed by 

193 Luke3:16 

Valerius Gratus (the prefect before Pilate) and served from A.D. 18 
to 36. He was deposed by Vitellius, legate of Syria, after Vitellius 
ordered Pilate to go to Rome. Elsewhere only in Mt 26:3, 57; Jn 
11 :49; 18: 13, 14, 24, 28; Act 4:6. GK 2780. 

15. Or, "upon". GK 2093. 
16. Some manuscripts add "saying" { K}. 
17. This word means a physical "path, road, way", and a ''journey". It 

is also used of God's "ways", and of a "way of life". Christianity 
is called "the Way" in Act 9:2. Used IOI times. GK 3847. 

18. This is an idiom, literally "will be for straight", a Hebrew way of 
speaking. Likewise with "the rough for smooth paths". 

19. On "all flesh", see "no flesh" in Mt 24:22. 
20. That is, because the word of God came upon John to prepare the 

Lord's way, v 3-4. 
21. Or, "among''. The Jews in Jn 8:39 say this very thing. 
22. Or, "being laid". Same word as in Mt 3: I 0. 
23. That is, the inner garment worn next to the skin. On this word, see 

Mt5:40. 
24. This word means "give a share", a part of what you have. On this 

word, see Rom 12:8. 
25. Or, "carrying out''. Used in this sense also in 19:23. The whole lax 

system was built on not doing this. A "publican" contracted with 
Rome to deliver a specified amount from the "tax farm" for which 
he was responsible. Everything above that he kept for himself. He 
then hired subordinates, down to the actual "tax-collectors" (see Ml 
18: 17) like Matthew, who did the same. On this word, see "prac
tice" in Rom 2: I. 

26. Or, "intimidate, oppress, extort using violence''. Used only here. 
GK 1398. Related to "shake''. Do not "shake down" anyone, threat
ening or using violence unless they give you money. Related to 
"abuse of power" (not in NT). 

27. Or, "extort using false accusations". Elsewhere only as "extort" in 
Lk 19:8, ofone repenting of doing so. GK 5193. 

28. Or, "rations, allowances, pay". A military term. On this word, see 
Rom 6:23. 

29. Same word as in Act 27:33; 28:6. Elsewhere only as "expect" in Mt 
24:50; Lk 8:40; 12:46; Act 3:5; 10:24; 28:6; "look for" in Mt 11:3; 
Lk 7:19, 20; 2 Pet 3: 12, 13, 14; and "wait for" in Lk I :21. GK 4659. 
Related to "expectation" in 21 :26. 

30. John uses grammar that emphasizes the contrast between the two 
halves of this sentence. 

31. Or, "in''. On this word, see Mk I :8. 
32. On this, see Mt 3: 12. 
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Luke 3:17 194 Verse 

IE. "Whose winnowing-tool 1 is in His hand so as to clean-out2 His threshing floor, and I 7 

gather the wheat into His barn 
2 L. "But He will burn up the chaff3 with an inextinguishableA fire" 

-; B. So indeed, while also exhorting8 many other things, he was announcing-good-news-toe the people I\ 
413.4 But Herod5 the tetrarch6- l '1 

I C. While being rebuked7 by him 

ID. Concerning Herodias, the wife of his brother8 
2 D And concerning all the evil() things which Herod did 

:'C. Also addedE this to everything- he also9 locked-upF John in prisonG ~1, 

:' B w And it came about when all the people were baptized 11
, Jesus also having been baptized and : I 

prayingH, that 

I C. The heaven was opened 
2C And the Holy Spirit descended upon Him in a bodily 12 form 13 like a dove 
.1( · And a voice came from heaven 14- "You are My beloved! Son. With You I was 15 well-pleased" 

.f;\. And Jesus Himself was, [when] beginning His ministry, about thirty years old, being a son, as it was 'I 

being supposed 16, of Joseph 

I B. 17 The son o/Heli,"the son o/Matthat, the son o/Levi, the son o/Melchi, the son o/Jannai, the son _' l 

of Joseph, "the son o/Mattathias, the son of Amos, the son a/Nahum, the son o/Hesli, the son of 
Naggai,"the son o/Maath, the son o/Mattathias, the son o/Semein, the son o/Josech, the son of 
Joda,"the son o/Joanan, the son o/Rhesa, the son o/Zerubbabel, the son o/Shealtiel, the son of 
Neri,"the son o/Melchi, the son of Addi, the son ofCosam, the son o/Elmadam, the son o/Er,°the :'~-~· 1 

son of Joshua, the son o/Eliezer, the son of Jorim, the son o/Matthat, the son o/Levi,"the son of ;,, 
Simeon, the son of Judah, the son a/Joseph, the son ofJonam, the son o/Eliakim,"the son o/Melea, ·I 

the son of Menna, the son o/Mattatha, the son of Nathan, the son of David,° the son of Jesse, the 
son o/Obed, the son ofBoaz, the son o/Sala 1

K, the son o/Nahshon,"the son of Aminadab, the son 
of Admin, the son o/Arni 19

, the son ofHezron, the son of Perez, the son of Judah,
0

the son Q{Jacob, 
the son o/lsaac, the son of Abraham, the son o/Terah, the son o/Nahor, "the son o/Serug, the son 
of Reu, the son Qf Peleg, the son of Heber, the son of Shelah," the son Qf Cai nan, the son of 
Arphaxad, the son o/Shem, the son o/Noah, the son o/Lamech,°the son of Methuselah, the son 
a/Enoch, the son a/Jared, the son o/Mahalaleel, the son ofCainan,"the son o/Enosh, the son Qf 
Seth, the son of Adam, the son of God 

213. 20 And Jesus, fullK of the Holy Spirit, returned from the Jordan. And He was being led21 in22 the Spirit 1 
in23 the wilderness'/or forty days while being tempted24 by the devilL. And He did not eat anything 
during those days. And they25 having been completed26, He was hungry 

It·. And the devil said to Him, "If 27 You are God's Son, say to this stone that it should become bread" 

; I 

'' 
~ { l 

ID. And Jesus responded to him, "It has been written [in Deut 8:3] that 'Mankind28 shall not -f 
live on bread alone29

' " 



I. On this word, see Mt 3: 12. This tool was used to throw the thresh
ings into the air so the wind could separate the grain from the chaff. 

!. That is, cleanse it ofthreshings by first separating them into wheat 
and chaff, and then taking each to their destinations. Used only 
here. GK 1350. Related to "cleanse out" in Mt 3:12. 

I. Sarne word as in Mt 3: 12. That is, the husks and straw left after the 
wheat is removed. 

I. Parallel account at Mt 4:12; Mk 1:14. Compare Mt 14:3-4; Mk 
6:17-18; Jn 4:1-3. 

;. That is, Herod Antipas, on whom see Mt 14:1. On his wife Hero
dias, see Mt 14:3. 

\. Or, "governor". Elsewhere only in Mt 14:1; Lk 9:7; Act 13:1. GK 
5490. Related to the verb in v I. 

7. On this word, see "exposed" in Eph 5: 11. 
!. Some manuscripts add "Philip" {N}, as in Mt 14:3; Mk 6:17. 
~. Some manuscripts omit this word, {C}. 
10. Parallel account at Mt 3: 13; Mk I :9. Compare Jn I :29-34. 
11. More literally, "at the being baptized as to all the people". That is, 

at the time when John baptized all the people. It is a general refer
ence to that period of time. Some think Luke means that Jesus came 
last on this day, "after all the people were baptized". On this word, 
see Mk 1:8. 

12. That is, having a body with an outward appearance similar to a 
dove. Elsewhere only in I Tim 4:8. GK 5394. Related to "body" 
in Eph 1:23. 

13. Or, "outward appearance". On this word, see "appearance" in 
2 Cor 5:7. 

14. Some manuscripts add "saying" { K}. 
15. On "I was well pleased", see Mt 17:5. 

195 Luke4:4 

16. Compare the genealogy at Mt I: I. 
17. But actually the son of Mary. This is the Greek word order. Some 

think this is Mary's genealogy, Heli being her father. Others think 
this is Joseph's personal genealogy, as opposed to his legal, royal 
genealogy in Mt I. See Mt I: 16. There are other views. On this 
word, see "think" in Act 14:19. 

18. Some manuscripts say "Salmon" {B}. 
19. Some manuscripts have the last three names as "Adam, Admin, 

Ami"; others, as "Aminadab, Admin, Aram"; others, as "Ami
nadab, Ararn, Jorarn"; others as two names, "Aminadab, Ararn" (as 
in Mt 1:3-4) {C}. 

20. Parallel account at Mt 4:1; Mk 1:12. 
21. This word means "to lead, bring", and "to go" (see Mk I :38). Used 

69 times. GK 72. 
22. Or, "by, in union with". GK 1877. Same word as in v 14. Not the 

same word as "by" the devil in v 2, or as "by" the Spirit in Mt 4: I. 
23. GK 1877. Some manuscripts say "into" {N}, as in Mt4:1(GK1650). 
24. Or, "tested". On this word, see Heb 2: 18. Some think this means Jesus 

endured temptations throughout the forty days, in addition to the ones 
mentioned next, which Luke and Matthew say were afterward. 

25. That is, the forty days. 
26. Or, "concluded, finished, ended". On this word, see "accomplished" 

in Mk 13:4. Some manuscripts add "afterward" {K}, as in Mt 4:2. 
27. Or, "Since". The grammar assumes the truth of this premise. Same 

in v 9. Assuming that You are what God said You are (3:22), prove 
it with Your power (v 3), or His power (v 9). See Mt 4:3 on this. 

28. Or, "The man, The person". On this word, see Mt 4:4. 
29. Some manuscripts add "but on every word ofGod" {B}, similar to 

Mt4:4. 

A. Mk 9:43 B. Rom 12:8 C. Act 5:42 D. Act 25: 18 E. Lk 17:5, increase F. Act 26: 10 G. Act 5:22 H. I Tim 2:8 J. Mt 3: 17 K. Mt 14:20 
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Luke 4:5 196 Verse 

2C. And 1 having led Him up, he showed Him all the kingdoms a/the world2 in a moment3 a/time. 
And the devil said to Him, "I will give You all this authorityA and their glory, because it has (1 

been handed-over8 to me, and I give it to whomever I wish. "Therefore if You worship4 before 
me, it will all be Yours" 

ID. And having responded, Jesus said to him "lt5 has been written [in Deut 6: 13], 'You shall " 
worship the Lord your God, and servec Him only'" 

JC. And he led Him into Jerusalem and stood Him on the pinnacle a/the temple. And he said to '1 

Him, "If You are God's Son, throw Yourself down from here. "For it has been written [in Ps J 1' 

91: 11] that 'He will command0 His angels concerning You that they might protect6 You', •and I ! 
[in Ps 91: 12] that7 'They will lift You up on their hands that You may not ever strike Your foot 
against a stone'" 

ID. And having responded, Jesus said to him that "It has been said [in Deut 6: 16], 'You shall J ' 

not put the Lord your God to the test8
'" 

4( ·. And having completed9 every temptation w, the devil departed from Him until an opportune-timeE J , 

5A. 11 And Jesus returned to Galilee in the powero/the Spirit. And news 12 about Him went out throughout the 14 
whole surrounding-region. •And He was teaching in their synagogues, while being glorified 13 by all I' 

18. 14 And He came to Nazareth, 15 where He had been brought-up 16
• And in accordance with the thing J 1, 

having become-a-custom 17 with him, He entered into the synagogue on the day of the Sabbath, 
and stood up to read 

JC. And the scroW a/the prophet Isaiah was given to Him. And having unrolled 18 the scroll, He I -
found the place where it had been written 19 [in Isa 61: 1-2]-

ID. "The Spirit of the Lord is upon Me, because of which He anointed20 Me to21 announce- I~ 
good-newsG to poorH ones. He has sent me out22 

IE. "To proclaim1 a release23 to captives24
, and recovery-of-sight to blind ones 

2E. "To send-out25 with a release ones having been broken26 

3L. "To proclaim the acceptable27 year of the Lord" I" 

2C. And having rolled up the scroll, having given it back to the attendantK, He sat-down28 . And the _'11 

eyes of everyone in the synagogue were looking-intently29 at Him 
3C. And He began30 to say to them that "Today this ScriptureL has been fulfilledM in your ears"31 ~I 

4C. 

'iC. 

J D. And they all were testifying32 concerning Him, and marvelingN at the words l?f grace33 

proceeding from His mouth34 

2D. And they were saying, "Is not this One Joseph's son?"35 

And He said to them, "You will surely36 speak this proverb37 to Me- 'Physician38, cure0 

yourself' 39
• Do also here in your hometown40 all-that we heard having taken place in Capemaum" 

But He said, "Truly4 1 I say to you that no prophetr is acceptable42 in his hometownO. •And I ~4-2' 
say to you in accordance with [God's] truth43-

l lJ. "There were many widows in Israel in the days a/Elijah, when the heavenR was shut for 
three years and six months, when a great famine5 took place over all the land44 



I. Matthew and Luke reverse the order of the second and third temp
tations. Luke progresses geographically up to a climax in Jerusalem. 
Manhew may progress chronologically. Some manuscripts say "And 
the devil, having led Him up to a high mountain, showed ... " {N}, 
similar to Mt 4:8. 

2. On this word, see Heb 2:5. Mt 4:8 uses GK 3180. 
3. Or, "instant". Used only here. GK 5117. 
4. Or, "pay homage". Same word as in v 8. On this word, see Mt 14:33. 
5. Some manuscripts say "Get behind Me Satan. It..." {N}. 
6. Or, ··guard carefully". Used only here. GK 1428. 
7. In Luke, Satan quotes Ps 91: 11 and 12 separately. Mt 4:6 combines 

them into a single quote 
8. On the verb "put to the test", and the meaning of this, see Mt 4:7. 
9. Same word as in v 2. 
I 0. The three temptations mentioned are just samples. On this word, 

see "trials" in Jam I :2. 
11. Parallel account at Mt 4: 12; Mk 1:14. Compare Jn 4:1-3. 
12. Same word as in Mt 9:26. 
13. Same word as in Lk 2:20; 5:25, 26; 7:16; 13:13; 17:15; 18:43; 

23:47. On this word, see Rom 8:30. 
14. Compare Mt 13:53-58; Mk 6:1-6; Jn 4:43-44. 
15. Some think this is the same visit described at Mt 13:53; Mk 6: I, top

ically placed first by Luke to highlight the key issue of the ministry 
of Jesus (faith in Him and His message) and His rejection. Note that 
the second main section of the book also begins with a rejection, 
9:52-56. Others think there were two separate visits to Nazareth, and 
that this one occurred before Jesus left Nazareth in Mt 4: 13. 

16. Or, "had grown up". This is a participle, "He was having been 
brought up". On this word, see "feed" in 23:29. 

17. Same phrase as in Act 17:2. Elsewhere only as "be accustomed" 
in Mt 27:15; Mk 10:1. GK 1665. Related to "custom" in Lk 1:9. 
Some think Luke is referring to the lifelong custom of Jesus attend
ing on the Sabbath; others, to His custom at this time in His min
istry of standing to read and speak out to the people in their 
synagogues, v 15, 3 I. 

18. Some manuscripts say "opened" { B}. Used only here, as is "roll 
up" in v 20. Scrolls were "unrolled". Books in leaf form like our 
books (they are called a "codex") were "opened". The synagogue 
would have had a scroll. GK 408. 

19. This is a participle, where "it was having been written". 
20. This is the verb related to "Christ", "the anointed One". Elsewhere 

only in Act 4:27; 10:38; 2 Cor 1:21; Heb 1:9. GK 5987. Related to 
"smear on" in Jn 9:6; and "rub in" in Rev 3:18. Compare "Messiah" 
in Jn 1:41. 

21. This is the Greek word order. Some punctuate this "anointed Me. He 
has sent me out to announce good news to poor ones'', making "to 
announce good news to poor ones" point IE., parallel with the three 
that follow. 

22. Some manuscripts add "to heal the ones having been broken as to 
the heart" (A}, as in Isa 61:1. 

23. On this word, see "forgiveness" in Col 1:14. 
24. Or, "prisoners". Used only here. GK 171. Related to the two words 

in Eph 4:8. 
25. Same word as earlier in the verse. Jesus was sent out to send out 

others. On this word, see Mk 3: 14. 
26. Or. "shattered", whether in spirit or body. Used only here. GK 2575. 

Used of "breaking" pottery. Compare Mt 5:3-4. 

197 Luke 4:25 

27. Or, "favorable, welcome". It is the Lord's favored year for them at 
last. Same word as in v 24. Elsewhere only in Act I 0:35; 2 Cor 6:2; 
Phil 4:18. GK 1283. 

28. Thal is, sat down to teach, facing them all from the front. In that 
day, teachers stood to read, sat to teach. 

29. Elsewhere only in Lk 22:56; Act 1:10; 3:4, 12; 6: 15; 7:55; 10:4; 
11:6; 13:9; 14:9; 23:1; 2 Cor 3:7, 13. GK 867. 

30. This may indicate that Jesus spoke at length, this verse giving only 
a sununary of what He said. 

31. That is, Jesus is there, sent by God to proclaim and do these things. 
He is the answer to this prophecy. 

32. That is, bearing witness to the good things Jesus had said and done, 
particularly to the miracles. 

33. Or, "gracious words", words characterized by grace. Some think 
Luke is referring to the winsome and attractive words of Jesus in 
general; others, more specifically, to the words of healing and for
giveness referred to in v 18. In any ca•e, they were words not 
expected from one such as Joseph's son, and are in contrast to the 
words ofrejection Jesus speaks next in v 24-27. 

34. The first response of the people in Nazareth to Jesus is positive. 
They initially praise Him, and marvel at His speaking and at what 
He has become, but they do not believe Him. 

35. Some take this as another statement of the initial positive response. 
Luke gives no indication it is negative. This question indicates a 
hometown pride that Jesus was one of them. The famous prophet 
from Capemaum was their local boy. The grammar indicates that a 
"yes" answer is expected. In this case, the fuller negative response 
quoted in Matthew and Mark comes a little later. Others take this 
as Luke's summary of the negative response quoted more fully in 
Manhew and Mark. This is their justification for rejecting Him. 

36. Or, "by all means, certainly, doubtless". On this word, see I Cor 9: I 0. 
37. On this word, see "parable" in Mt 13:3. Here it means "figurative 

saying, proverb". 
38. Since this is related to "heal" (in Mt 8:8), it could be rendered 

"Healer, cure Yourself". GK 2620. 
39. Some think Jesus means "Repair your own status with us" by doing 

these things here. Prove You are what You just claimed to be in v 
18-19. Others think it is explained by what follows. "Give Your 
medicine to Your own people". You will surely ask Me to heal you 
as I did them. 

40. Same word as in v 24. On this word, see "homeland" in Heb 11: 14. 
41. On this word, see Mt 5: 18. Not related to "truth". It is usually trans

lated "amen". Elsewhere by Luke only in 12:37; 18:17, 29; 21:32; 
23:43. Compare "truly" in 9:27. 

42. Or, "welcome". On this word, see v 19. Therefore, even if Jesus did 
the same miracles He did in Capemaum, He would still not be 
acceptable to them, due to their unbelief. 

43. This phrase, "in accordance with truth" (either God's truth, or true 
reality) is elsewhere only in Mk 12: 14, 32; Lk 20:21; 22:59; Act 
4:27; I 0:34. As the OT shows, a prophet is not a miracle worker 
sent to heal everyone having a need. The miracle is not the message, 
but a sign pointing to the source of the message, God. Jesus was not 
sent to do miracles for them simply because they are His hometown 
folk, but to announce the good news, v 43. His miracles are 
intended to produce the reaction seen next in v 36, but this was not 
possible here, due to their unbelief. 

44. See I King 17:9. 

A. Rev 6:8 B. Mt 26:21 C. Heb 12:28, worship D. Mk 10:3 E. Mt 8:29, time F. Rev 5: I G. Act 5:42 H. Gal 4:9 J. 2 Tim 4:2 K. I Cor 4: I 
L.2Pet3:16 M.Eph5:18,filled N.Revl7:8 O.Mt8:7 P.1Corl2:28 Q.Hebll:l4,homeland R.2Corl2:2 S.Lk21:11 



Luke 4:26 198 Verse 

IE. "And Elijah was sent to none of them- except to [the village of] Zarephath of- 2(, 

Sidon, to a widow woman 

2 [). "And there were many lepers in Israel in the time of Elisha the prophet 2 ~ 

I L "And none of them was cleansed A- except Naaman the Syrian" 1 

(JC. And2 they were all filled8 with fury 3 in the synagogue while hearing these things 

ID. And having arisen, they drovec Him outside of the city, and led Him up to the brow of 
the hill on which their city had been built so as to throw Him down the cliff 4 

2D But He, having gone5 through the middle0 of them, was proceeding 

2 B 6 And He went down to Capemaum, a city of Galilee 

I C And He was teaching them on the Sabbath 

ID. And they were astoundedE at His teaching, because His message7 was with authorityF 

2C. And in the synagogue there was a man having a spirit of an unclean demon8
• And he cried

outG with a loud voice,9 0

"Let us alone 10 ! What do we have to do with You, 11 Jesus from
NazarethH? Did You come to destroyl us? I know You, Who You are- the HoJyK One of God!" 

2') 

.111 

' ' '' 

1 D. And Jesus rebukedL him, saying, "Be silencedM and come out from him" ,, 
2D. And the demon, having thrown him down 12 into their midst0 , came out from him, not 

having hurtN him at all 
:i D. And astonishment0 came over everyone. And they were talking-withP one another, saying, '1 • 

"What is this message 13? Because He commandsO the unclean spirits with authority and 
power, and they come out!" 

41 ). And the news 14 about Him was going out into every place of the surrounding-regionR , 

:ic .15 And having arisen from the synagogue, He entered into the house of Simon 

ID Now the mother-in-law o/Simon was being gripped 16 with a high fever' 

I L. And they asked Him concerning her 
21',. And having stood over her, He rebukedL the fever, and it left her lll 

:lL. And having stood up at-onceT, she was servingu them 

2D. And while the sun was setting 17, all who were having ones being sickv with various .:Iii 

diseasesw brought them to Him 

I!'.. And the One, layingx His hands on each one of them, was curingY them 
2 fc. And demons also were coming out from many, shouting18, and saying that "You are -11 

the Son 19 o/God!" And rebukingL them. He was not allowing them to speak, because 
they knew that He was20 the Christ 

4C. 21 And having become day, having gone out, He went to a desolatez place -+~ 

ID. And the crowds were seeking-for22 Him. And they came to Him and were holding Him 
back23 that He might not proceed from them 



I. See2King5:1-14. 
2. The two OT examples are both cases of doing a miracle for a Gen

tile, rather than for unbelieving Israel. Jesus is classing these Jews of 
His hometown with unbelieving Israel in the days ofElijah and Elisha. 

3. Jesus rebuffs His hometown people, and their heart is exposed in 
their actions, proving that He was right about them. 

4. This verb, "to throw down the cliff" is used only here. GK 2889. 
5. Luke gives no indication of how this happened. Perhaps Jesus 

rebuked them. Perhaps the Spirit restrained them. Jesus walked 
through the crowd and went on His way. GK 1451. 

6. Parallel account at Mk I :21. 
7. Or, "word". Same word as in v 36. On this word, see "word" in 

I Cor 12:8. 
8. Mark calls it an "unclean spirit" (Mk I :23), a phrase used 23 times 

in the NT. "Demon" occurs 62 times in the NT (see I Cor I 0:20). 
The phrases "spirit of an unclean demon" and "unclean demon" are 
used only here. "Spirit" and "demon" are used together in a phrase 
elsewhere only in Rev 16:14, "spirits of demons". Since pagans 
used this word to refer to gods and deities (as in Act 17: 18), 
"unclean" is added to make the meaning clear. 

9. Some manuscripts add "saying" {K}. 
10. Some think this is the word "Ah", a scream, a word used only here 

(GK 1568). Others think it is the command "let us alone", from the 
word "permit" in I Cor 10:13. 

199 Luke 4:42 

11. This is an idiom, literally, "What [is there)for us and for You". On 
this idiom, see Jn 2:4. 

12. On the verb "to throw down", see "throw forth" in Mt 9:36. 
13. Or, "word". Same word as in v 32. It could be referring broadly to 

the message Jesus was proclaiming, or narrowly to the word spo
ken to cast out this demon. 

14. Or, "report". This word refers to the "sound" coming from whatever 
is in the context; here, from the people reacting to Jesus. Elsewhere 
only as "noise" in Act 2:2; and "blast" in Heb 12: 19. GK 2491. Our 
word "echo" comes from this word. Related to "roar" in 21 :25. 

15. ParallelaccountatMt8:14, 16;Mk 1:29. 
16. Or, "held under the control of, ruled", in a negative sense, "afflicted". 

Same word as in Mt 4:24. 
17. That is, after the sun went down, ending the Sabbath, but before 

dark. Elsewhere only in Mk I :32. GK 1544. 
18. On this word, see Act 22:23. Some manuscripts say "crying-0ut" { C}. 
19. Some manuscripts say" ... are the Christ, the Son ... " {N). 
20. More literally, "is", as the Greek typically phrases it. 
2 I. Parallel account at Mk I :35. 
22. On this word, see Phil 4:17. Related to "seeking" in Mk 1:37. 
23. Or, "detaining Him". On this word, see "hold down" in Rom I: 18. 

A. Heb 9:22 B. Act 2:4 C. Jn 12:31, cast out D. 2 Tues 2:7, midst E. Mt 7:28 F. Rev 6:8 G. Lk 23: 18 H. Mk I :24 J. I Cor I: 18, perish 
K. I Pet I: 16 L. 2 Tim 4:2, warn M. Mk 4:39 N. Mk 16: 18 0. Act 3: I 0, wonder P. Act 25: 12 Q. Lk 8:25 R. Mk I :28 S. Act 28:8 
T.Mt21:19 U.1Pet4:10,ministering V.2Tim4:20 W.Mt8:17 X.Lkl0:30,laidon Y.Mt8:7 Z.Mt3:1,wildemess 



Luke 4:43 200 Verse 

2D. And the One said to them that "I must 1 also announce the kingdomA of God as good 4 i 
news2 to the other cities, because I was sent-forth0 for3 this purpose" 

_iB. And He was proclaimingc in the synagogues ofJudea.4 ·And it came about during the crowd's pressing- 44-5 
upon° Him and listening-to5 the word of God, that' He was standing beside the lake7 of Gennesaret8 

1 c. And9 He saw two boats standing beside 10 the lake. And the fishermen, having gotten-out of 2 
them, were washingE their nets 

2C. And having gotten into one of the boats, which was Simon's, He asked him to put-out a little 
from the land. And having sat-down, He was teaching the crowds from the boat 

3( · And when He ceasedF speaking, He said to Simon, "Put-out into the deepG [water] and lower11 

your nets for a catch" 

11). And having responded, Simon said, "Master12
, having laboredH through the whole night, 

we took nothing. But at 13 Your word, I will lower the nets 
2 J). And having done this, they enclosedJ a large number of fish. And their nets were being '· 

tomK. •And they signaled 14 to their companions 15 in the other boat that, having come, they 
might helpL them. And they came. And they filledM both the boats so that they16 were sinking 

3D. And having seen it, Simon Peter fell at the knees of Jesus, saying, "Depart from me, 
because I am a sinful man, Master 17" 

IL For astonishment 18 at the catch offish which they took 19 seized him, and all the ones '1 

with him. •And likewise also James and John, sons a/Zebedee, who were partners20 111 

with Simon 

4D. And Jesus said to Simon, "Do not be fearing. From now on you will be catching21 peopleN!" 

-H · And having brought22 their boats on land, having left0 everything, they followed Him I I 

4 ll. 23 And it came about during His being in one of the cities that24 behold- there was a man fuW ojleprosy I ' 

I ( ·. And having seen Jesus, having fallen on his face, he beggedO Him, saying, "Master, ifYou are 
willingR, You are able to cleanse5 me" 

2C. And having stretched-outT His hand, He touched him, saying, "I am willing. Be cleansed''. I ' 
And immediately the leprosy departed from him 

_)( ·. And He orderedu him to tell no one, "But having gone, show yourself to the priest and offer25 I l 
the things for your cleansing just as Moses commandedv, for a testimonyw to them" 

-H'. But the word about Him was spreading26 more, and large crowds were coming together to I.' 
hear, and to be cured27 from their infirmitiesx 

5l . But He was retreating28 within the desolate places and praying I'' 

51l.29 And it came about on one of the days, that30 He was teaching. And Pharisees and Law-teachersl 1 

were sitting there who had come32 from every village a/Galilee and Judea and Jerusalem. And the 
power of the Lord was present that He might be healing33 

IC. And behold- men bringing on a bed a man who had been paralyzed34 • And they were I ~ 
seekingY to bring him in, and to place him35 before Him 

I I ) . And not having found by what way they might bring him in because of the crowd, having I " 
gone up on the housetop36

, they let him down through the tiles, with the little-bed37, into 
their midst, in front of Jesus 
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I. Or, "have to". On this idiom, see Mt 16:21. 
2. The phrase "announcing the kingdom of God as good news" is sim

ilar to that in 8:1; 16:16; and Act 8:12. On the verb "announce as 
good news", see Act 5:42. 

3. This idiom is used only here. GK 2093. Not the same word as Mk 
I :38 (GK 1650). 

4. This sentence is parallel to Mt 4:23; Mk I :39. Some manuscripts 
say "Galilee" { B}. 

5. Some manuscripts say "Him that they might listen to the word of 
God" {N}. 

6. This word is the usual word "and", GK 2779. This construction, 
"and it came about ... that", with this word meaning "that" in imi
tation of a Hebrew way of speaking, occurs only in Luke (Lk 5: I, 
12, 17; 8: I, 22; 9:28, 51; 14: I; 17: 11; 19: 15; 24:4, 15; Act 11 :26). 
Mt 9: I 0 is similar. 

7. Luke always calls it a lake, never a "sea". Used 11 times. GK 3349. 
8. That is, the Sea of Galilee. It is called such only here, the only 

place Luke names it. On this word, see Mk 6:53. See also 
"Tiberias" in Jn 6: I. 

9. Some think v 2-11 is the same incident as in Mt4:18-22; Mk 1:16-
20; others, a different incident. 

10. Same word as in v I. Jesus stood "beside the lake" (on shore), the 
boats stood "beside the lake" (in the water). 

11. This command is plural, for Simon's crew must help do this. 
12. The root word means "to be set over, to stand over", and this word 

means "master, superintendent, captain, chief, commander, boss, 
supervisor, president, chairman, governor, etc". Elsewhere only in 
Luke 8:24, 45; 9:33, 49; 17:13, all addressing Jesus as here. GK 
2181. Related to "know about" in Act 18:25. In parallel passages, 
Matthew says "Lord", and Mark says "Teacher" or "Rabbi". Not 
related to "master, lord" in v 8, or to "master, ruler" in 2:29. 

13. Or, "upon, on the basis of". GK 2093. 
14. The other boat was still on the shore. Used only here. GK 29 I 6. 

"Waved down" is the idea here. 
15. Some think Luke is referring to James and John, as in v IO; others, 

to hired hands. On this word, see "partakers" in Heb 3: I. 

16. The grammar indicates that this refers to the boats. 
17. On this word, which Luke uses over 200 times, see Mt 8:2. Same 

word as in v 12. 
18. Same word as in 4:36. 
19. Or, "caught, seized". On this word, see "conceived" in 2:21. 

Related to "took" in v 5. 
20. Or, "sharers". Not the same word as in v 7. On this word, see "shar

ers" in 2 Pet I :4. 
21. Or, "catching alive, capturing". Related to "catch" in v 4, 9, with 

"alive" added. On this word, see 2 Tim 2:26. 
22. This is the same word as "put in" in Act 27:3 and 28: 12, but with 

different grammar. GK 2864. 
23. Parallel account at Mt 8:2; Mk I :40. 
24. Same word as in v I. 
25. Same word as in Mk I :44; Mt 8:4. See there on this verse. 
26. Or, "going through (the region]". GK 1451. 
27. On this word, see Mt 8:7. Some manuscripts add "by Him" {N}. 
28. Or, "going back, withdrawing, retiring". Elsewhere only in 9: 10. 

GK5723. 
29. Parallel account at Mt 9: I; Mk 2: I. 
30. Same word as in v I. 
31. That is, scribes, emphasizing them as teachers of the Law. On this 

word, see I Tim I :7. Related to "Law-experts" in 7:30. 
32. This is a participle, "who were having come". 
33. Or, "[present] for Him to be healing". Some manuscripts say "that 

He might be healing them" {A}. On this word, see Mt 8:8. 
34. This is a participle, a man who "was having been paralyzed". On 

this word, see "made feeble" in Heb 12:12. 
35. Some manuscripts omit this word, leaving it implied { C}. 
36. The flat housetops were reached by outside stairs. Elsewhere only 

inMt 10:27; 24:17; Mk 13:15; Lk 12:3; 17:31; and Act 10:9, where 
Peter was praying there. GK I 560. 

37. Elsewhere only in v 24. GK 31 JO. Related to "bed" in v 18. 

A. Mt 3:2 B. Mk 3: 14, send out C. 2 Tim 4:2 D. Lk 23:23 E. Rev 7: 14 F. I Cor 13:8 G. 2 Cor 8:2 H. Mt 11 :28, being weary J. Gal 3:22, 
confine K. Lk 8:29 L. Lk 2:21, conceived M. Act 2:4 N. Mt 4:4, mankind 0. Mt 6: 12, forgive P. Mt 14:20 Q. 2 Cor 8:4 R. Jn 7: 17 
S. Heb 9:22 T. Act 27:30 U. I Tim I :3, command V. Act 17:26, appointed W. Act 4:33 X. Mt 8: 17, weakness Y. Phil 2:21 



Luke 5:20 202 Verse 

2C. And having seen their faithA, He said1, "Man,2 your sins have been forgiven8 you" ::r1 
3C. And the scribes and the Pharisees began to reason3, saying, "Who is this One Who is speaking :Z I 

blasphemiesc? Who is able to forgive sins except God alone?"4 

4C:. But Jesus, having known° their reasonings5, having responded, said to them, "Why are you 22 
reasoning in your hearts? 

11 ). "Which is easier- to say, 'Your sins have been forgiven you', or to say, 'Arise and walk'? 2' 
2 D. "But in order that you may know that the Son a/Man has authorityE on earth to forgive 2~ 

sins"- He said to the one having been paralyzed, "I say to you, ariseF, and having picked 
up your little-bed, proceed to your house" 

:'C. And having stood-upG at once in their presence, having picked up the thing upon which he 2' 
was lying-down, he went to his house glorifyingH God 

(,( . And astonishment! seizedK everyone. And they were glorifyingH God. And they were filledL :i.1, 
with aweM, saying that "We saw incredible6 things today" 

6H.7 And after these things, He went out and saw8 a tax-collectorN, Levi9 by name, sitting at the tax
office10. And He said to him, "Be following Me!" •And having left-behind0 everything, having 
stood up, he was following Him 

IC. And Levi made a great reception 11 for Him in his house. And there was a large crowd a/tax 2'1 
collectors and others who were reclining [to eat] with them 

2< ·. And the Pharisees and their scribes 12 were grumbling1l to His disciples, saying, "For what <11 
reason are you 14 eating and drinking with the tax collectors and sinners?" 

I D. And having responded, Jesus said to them, "The ones being healthyP have no needO of a ' I 
physician, but the ones being illR. 

0

1 have not come to call righteous ones to repentance5, 3 ' 
but sinners" 

3C 15 And the ones said to Him, "The disciples 16 of John are fastingT frequently 17 and makingu '; 
prayers. Likewise also the ones of the Pharisees. 18 But Yours are eating and drinking" 

I D. And Jesus said to them, "You cannot make the sons of the wedding-hall 19 fast while the _; I 
bridegroom is with them, can you?20 

11 .. "But days will come. And21 when the bridegroom is taken-awayv from them,22 then .'' 
they will fast in those days" 

:Z 1J. And He was also speaking a parable w to them, that _;I' 

IL. "No one having tomx a patch from a new garment puts it on an old23 garment. 
Otherwise indeed24 he25 will both tear the new26, and the patch from the new will 
not agree27 with the old 

2L. "And no one puts new28 wine into old wineskins. Otherwise indeed the new wine , 
will burst the wineskins, and it will spill-outY, and the wineskins will be ruined29. 
But new wine must-be-put30 into fresh wineskins31 _;~ 

.l 1 ·.. "And32 no one having drunk old wine desires33 new. For he says, 'The old is good34'" '•J 

713. 35 And it came about on a Sabbath36 that He was proceeding through grainfields. And His disciples h: I 
were plucking37 and eating the headsz [of grain], rubbing them in their hands 



203 Luke 6:1 

I. Some manuscripts add "to him" {K}. 
2. Same fonn of address as in 12:14. 
3. Same word as in Mk 2:6, 8; Lk 5:22; 12:17; 20:14. Elsewhere only 

as "ponder" in Lk I :29; 3: I 5; and "discuss" in Mt 16:7, 8; 21 :25; Mk 
8: 16, 17; 9:33; 11 :31. GK 1368. Related to "reasonings" in v 22. 

4. This is correct reasoning by the scribes and Pharisees. But they 
were not open to considering the implications of Jesus' actions upon 
the question of who He was. Since He cannot be God, He must be 
blaspheming. 

5. Related to the verb in v 21. On this word, see "thoughts" in Jam 2:4. 
6. Or, "contrary to expectation", and so "wonderful, remarkable, 

extraordinary". Used only here. GK 4141. Our word "paradox" 
comes from this Greek word, paradoxos. 

7. Parallel account at Mt 9:9; Mk 2:13. 
8. This is GK 2517. Mt9:9 andMk2:14useadifferentword, GK 3972. 
9. He is listed as "Matthew" in 6:15. Compare Mt 9:9; 10:3. 
10. On this word, see Mk 2:14. On the system of tax collection, see 

Lk 3:13. 
11. Or, "banquet". Elsewhere only in Lk 14:13. GK 1531. Related to 

"welcome" in Mt 10:40. 
12. Some manuscripts say "and their scribes and the Pharisees" {N}. 
13. Or, "complaining". Sarne word as in Mt 20:11; Jn 6:41, 43, 61; I 

Cor 10:10. Elsewhere only as "murmur" in Jn 7:32. GK 1197. 
Related to the word in Phil 2: 14. 

14. This word is plural, referring to Jesus and His disciples. Mt 9: 11 
and Mk 2: 16 refer to Jesus Himself. 

I 5. Parallel account at Mt 9: 14; Mk 2: 18. 
16. Some manuscripts make this verse a question, "Why do the disci

ples ... " {B }, as in Mk 2: 18. Perhaps John's disciples fasted regard
ing John's imprisonment or regarding their own repentance and 
preparation for the One coming. 

17. Elsewhere only as "very frequently" in Act 24:26; and "frequent" 
in I Tim 5:23. GK 4781. 

18. Some Pharisees fasted twice a week (18:12), on Monday and 
Thursday. 

19. That is, the attendants of the bridegroom, the groomsmen. On this 
word, see Mt 9:15. 

20. The grammar indicates that a "no" answer is expected. 
21. Some manuscripts omit this word { K}, so that it says "But days will 

come when ... ". 

22. Jesus gives the first allusion to His death. 
23. On the word "old" in v 36-39, see Mk 2:21. 
24. On this idiom, "otherwise indeed", which is also in v 37, see 2 

Cor 11:16. 
25. Or, "it", such an action as just described. 
26. That is, the new gannent (Jesus and His message) will be damaged 

by tearing the patch from it. And the patch will not fit with the old 
garment (the Jewish system). Jesus is not a patch for the old sys
tem. He is a new gannent, and this is why His disciples do not fast. 
The word "new" used three times in this verse is the same word as 
"fresh" in v 38. See Heb 8: 13 on it. 

27. Or, "fit, match". On this word, see Mt 18:19. 
28. The word "new" used four times in v 37-39 is the same word as in 

Mk 2:22. See there on "new", "old", and "fresh". 
29. Or, "lost". On this word, see "perish" in I Cor 1:18. 
30. Used only here. GK 1064. Related to "they put" in Mt 9: 17. 
31. Some manuscripts add "and both are preserved" {B}, as in Mt 9: 17. 

Jesus, the new and fresh, cannot be contained in the old Jewish sys
tem. See Mk 2:22. 

32. Some manuscripts omit this word { C}. 
33. Some manuscripts say "immediately desires" {N}. On this word, 

see "willing" in Jn 7: 17. 
34. Or, "pleasant, suitable". Some manuscripts say "better" {A}. A per

son does not naturally desire to leave what is comfortable and 
known (the rabbinic system and culture) for what is so young and 
unknown (Jesus and His kingdom). On this word, see I Pet 2:3. 

35. Parallel account at Mt 12:1; Mk 2:23. 
36. Some manuscripts say "a second-first" Sabbath, a word used only 

here in all Greek literature {C}. GK 1310. It may be translated 
"second after the first", or, "next to the first"- the "first" being 
some significant "first" Sabbath. Some suggest the "first" Sabbath 
is the Sabbath during Passover week, so that this means "the sec
ond Sabbath after Passover". Others conjecture that Luke originally 
wrote two words, the "second First" Sabbath, meaning the second 
Passover Sabbath of the ministry of Jesus, but that later scribes 
combined them into one word. Others think this word was not writ
ten by Luke, but is a blunder made by scribes copying the manu
script of Luke. There are other views. 

37. The Law pennitted this, Deut 23:25. On this word, see Mt 12: I. 

A. Eph 2:8 B. Mt 6:12 C. I Tim 6:4 D. Col I :6, understood E. Rev 6:8 F. Mt 28:6 G. Lk 18:33, rise up H. Rom 8:30 J. Mk 5:42 
K.Rom7:8,taken L.Act2:4 M.Eph5:21,fear N.Mtl8:17 0.Act6:2 P.ITiml:IO Q.Tit3:14 R.Mkl:32 S.2Cor7:10 T.Mt6:16 
U.Revl3:13,does V.Mk2:20 W.Mtl3:3 X.Mt27:51 Y.Act2:17,pourout Z.Mk4:28 



Luke 6:2 204 Verse 

I c And some of the Pharisees said1, "Why are you2 doing what is not lawfuP on the Sabbath?" 2 
1C. And having responded to them, Jesus said, "Did you not even read [in I Sam 21: 1-6] this ' 

which David did when he was hungry, he and the ones being4 with him?-
0

how5 4 

ID. "He entered into the houseA of God 
1D. "And having taken the Bread ofPresentation6

, he ate it and gave7 it to the ones with him
which is not lawful8 for anyone to eat but the priests alonec? 

iC And He was saying to them, "The Son of Man is Lord0 of the8 Sabbath" 

Xl3. 9 And it came about on another Sabbath that He entered into the synagogue and was teaching. And •· 
there was a man there, and his right hand was witheredE 

I l'. And the scribes and the Pharisees were closely-watching10 Him to see if He cured11 on the 
Sabbath, in order that they might find a reason to be accusingF Him 12 

1C But He knewG their reasonings 13
. And He said to the man having the witheredE hand, "Arise, 

and stand into the middle"". And having stood-up, he stood there 
:ic. And Jesus said to them, "I am asking you 14 if it is Iawful' 5 on the Sabbath to do-good1 or to 'I 

do-harm 16
, to saveK a life or to destroyL it?" 

4( ·. And having looked-aroundM at them all, He said to him, "Stretch-outN your hand". And the 111 
one did it, and his hand was restored 17 

5( . And they were filled0 with rage 18, and were talking-overP with one another what they might I I 
do to Jesus 

<JB. 19 And it came about during these days that He went out to the mountain to prayO. And He was I ' 
spending the night in prayerR to God 

I ( ·. And when it became day, He called to His disciples I ; 

I D. 20 And21 having chosen5 twelve from them, whom He also namedT apostles22-

11.. Simon23, whom He also namedT Peter24 

2 I-:. And Andrew25 , his brother 
31 · . And26 James27 

4 L. And John28 

SI·.. And Philip29 

(ii:. And Bartholomew30 

71 .. And Matthew31 

XI . And Thomas32 

'JI .. And James33
, the son of Alphaeus34 

I OJ·:. And Simon35 , the one being called a Zealot36 

11 

I ·' 

I 11 · .. And Judas37
, the son of James I'' 

11 I'.. And Judas Iscariot38
, who39 became a traitor 

11). And having come down with them40 1' 
3D. He stood on a level place 

::!C.
41 And there was a large crowd of His disciples, and a great multitude of the people from all 

Judea and Jerusalem and the coastal-region of Tyre and Sidon, "who came to hear Him and IS 
to be healedu from their diseasesv 



205 Luke 6:18 

I. Some manuscripts add ''to them" {K). 
2. This is plural. 
3. In the traditions of the Pharisees, they considered this prohibited 

"work". Some manuscripts add "to do" (N}. 
4. Some manuscripts omit this word {C}. 
5. Some manuscripts omit this word (C}. 
6. That is, the twelve loaves of"showbread". See Mk 2:26. 
7. Some manuscripts add "also" {A}. 
8. Some manuscripts add "even" { B}, so that it says "even of the Sab

bath", as in Mk 2:28. 
9. Parallel account at Mt 12:9; Mk 3: I. 
10. Same word as in Mk 3:2; Lk 14:1; 20:20; Act 9:24. Elsewhere 

only as "observe" in Gal 4: I 0. GK 4190. Related to "observation" 
in Lk 17:20. 

11. Literally, "cures", as the Greek typically phrases it. On this word, 
see Mt 8:7. Some manuscripts say "would cure" {N}, as in Mk 3:2. 

12. Some manuscripts say "find an accusation against Him" {N}. 
13. Same word as in 5:22. 
14. This word is plural, referring to the scribes and Pharisees. 
15. Some manuscripts say "I will ask you something. Is it lawful..." {N}. 
16. On this word, and on the meaning of this, see Mk 3 :4. 
17. On this word, see Mk 8:25. Some manuscripts add "healthy like the 

other" {N}, as in Mt 12:13. 
18. Senseless anger, irrational anger is the idea. The sensible thing to 

say would have been what was said in 7: 16 or Jn 3:2. Note that even 
by the Pharisees' definitions, Jesus did no work. He did not touch 
the man, nor even speak a word of healing. No created being has 
such power, so God must have done the work. Jesus does good, and 
they discuss how to do evil to Him! Elsewhere only as "folly" in 2 
Tim 3:9. GK 486. 

19. Parallel account at Mk 3:13. Compare Mt 10:1-4. 
20. Compare at Mt 10:2; Mk 3:16; Act 1:13. 
21. Note the progression of the main sentence. And having chosen (v 

13), and having come down (v 17), He stood. 
22. Or, "sent ones". On this word, see I Cor 12:28. 
23. He is called "Simon" 51 times, all in the Gospels and Acts. GK 

4981. He is called "Simeon'', the Aramaic spelling of his name, 
only in Act 15: 14 and 2 Pet I: I (GK 5208). 

24. He is called "Peter" 156 times, all in the Gospels and Acts except 
Gal 2:7, 8; I Pet I: I; 2 Pet I: I. GK 4377. Peter means "rock" in 
Greek, as does "Cephas" in Aramaic. He is called "Cephas" in Jn 
I :42, and by Paul (see Gal I: 18). 

25. Andrew is mentioned elsewhere only in Mt 4:18; 10:2; Mk 1:16, 
29; 3:18; 13:3; Jn 1:40, 44; 6:8; 12:22; Act 1:13. GK 436. 

26. Some manuscripts omit this word {N}, so that it says "James and 
John", and likewise down the list so that all the names are grouped 
in pairs, as in Mt 10. 

27. James is mentioned also in Mt 4:21; 10:2; 17: I; Mk I: 19, 29; 3: 17; 
5:37; 9:2; 10:35, 41; 13:3; 14:33; Lk 5: 10; 8:51; 9:28, 54; Act I :13; 
12:2 (where he was killed by Herod Agrippa I). GK 2610. On James 
the brother of Jesus, see Mt 13:55. 

28. John is mentioned 34 times. He is the brother of James, and the 
writer of John, I, 2, 3 John, and Revelation. GK 2722. 

29. Philip is mentioned also in Mt 10:3; Mk 3: 18; Jn I :43, 44, 45, 46, 
48; 6:5, 7; 12:21, 22; 14:8, 9; Act I: 13. GK 5805. 

30. Bartholomew is mentioned elsewhere only in Mt 10:3; Mk 3:18; 
Act I: 13. GK 978. Some think this is the Nathanael of Jn I :44-49; 
21 :2, who was the friend or brother of Philip. 

31. He is called Matthew in Mt 9:9; 10:3; Mk 3:18; Act 1:13. GK3414. 
He is called "Levi" in Mk 2: 14; Lk 5:27, 29 (GK 3322). 

32. Thomas is mentioned in Mt 10:3; Mk 3: 18; Jn 14:5; 20:26, 27, 28; 
Act 1:13; and in Jn 11:16; 20:24; 21:2, where John says he was also 
called "Didymus". GK 2605. 

33. James is mentioned also in Mt 10:3; Mk 3: 18; Act I: 13. Some think 
he is the James mentioned as the son of Mary in Mt 27:56; Mk 15:40 
(James the less); 16:1; Lk 24:10. GK 2610. Some also think that this 
Mary is the one mentioned in Jn 19:25 as the wife of Clopas. 

34. Alphaeus is mentioned also in Mt 10:3; Mk 3: 18;Act 1:13. Elsewhere 
this name is only used of Matthew's father in Mk 2: 14. GK 271. 

35. Simon is mentioned also in Mt 10:4; Mk 3:18; Act 1:13. GK 4981. 
36. Simon is called this also in Act I: 13. The Aramaic equivalent is 

"Cananaean", used in Mt 10:4; Mk 3:18. The Zealots were a Jew
ish nationalist group seeking independence from Rome. On this 
word, see I Cor 14:12. 

37. Judas is mentioned also in Act 1:13; and in Jn 14:22, "Judas, not 
Iscariot". GK 2683. He is called "Thaddaeus" in Mt I 0:3 and Mk 
3: 18. Some render this "the brother of James". 

38. See Jn 6:71 on him. 
39. Some manuscripts add "also" {K). 
40. Luke could mean with the twelve chosen from among those Jesus 

summoned in v 13; or, with the larger group of disciples in v 13. 
41. Most think this is the same occasion as in Mt 4:25. 

A. Mk 3:20 B. I Cor6:12 C. Jam 2:24 D. Mt 8:2, master E. Mk 3:3 F. Jn 5:45 G. I Jn 2:29 H. 2 Thes 2:7, midst J. Lk 6:33 K. Lk 19:10 
L. I Cor I: 18, perish M. Mk 3:5 N. Act 27:30 0. Act 2:4 P. Lk I :65 Q. I Tim 2:8 R. I Tim 2: I S. I Cor I :27 T. 2 Tim 2: 19 U. Mt 8:8 
V. Mt 8:17 



Luke 6: 19 206 Verse 

11). And the ones being troubled 1 by unclean spirits2 were being curedA 
2 D. And all the multitude8 were seeking to touchc Him because power was going forth from I 9 

Him and healing3 everyone 

:W.4 And He, having lifted-up0 His eyes toward His disciples5
, was saying-

I D.6 "Blessed7 are the poor" ones, because the kingdomE of God is yours9 

11 ·.. "Blessed 10 are the ones hungering now, because you will be filled-to-satisfaction 11 

2 L "Blessed are the ones weepingF now, because you will laugh 
31:. "You are blessed whenever people hateG you, and whenever they separate 12 you, 

and reproachH you, and throw-out! your name as evilK because-of 13 the Son a/Man. 
RejoiceL on that day and leap-for-joyM, for behold-your rewardN is great in heaven 

IF "For their fathers were doing it in the same wayl4 to the prophets 

2D. "But15 woe to you rich ones, because you are receiving your comfort 16 in full 17 

1 E. "Woe to you, the ones having been filled 18 now 19
, because you will hunger 

2E. "Woe20
- the ones laughing now, because you will moum0 and weepF 

31:. "Woe-when all people speak weW ofyou21 

I F. "For their fathers were doing it in the same way to the false-prophetsO 

3 [). "But22 I say to you, the ones hearing23-

Ir .24 "Be lovingR your enemies25 

211 

21 

I I-. "Be acting commendably26 to the ones hatingG you. 
0

Be blessing27 the ones .::--; 
cursing28 you. Be praying29 for the ones mistreating30 you 

2F. "To the one striking31 you on the cheek32- be offering5 also the other. And ,<1 

from the one taking away your cloak- also do not withholdll the tunic34 

:ll-'. "To everyone asking you- be giving. And from the one taking away your <11 

things- do not be demanding them back 
41 . 35 "And just as you want people36 to37 be doing to you, be doing38 to them likewise _; I 

2L 39 "If indeed you are loving the ones loving you,40 what-kind-ofT creditu is it to you? ; , 
For even the sinnersv are loving the ones loving them 

IF "For4 1 if indeed you are doing-good-to42 the ones doing-good-to you,43 what ', 
kind of credit is it to you? Even44 the sinners are doing the same 



207 Luke 6:33 

I. Elsewhere only as "causing trouble" in Heb 12:15. GK 1943. 
Related to the word in Act 5: 16. 

2. Or, " ... troubled were being cured from unclean spirits". Some 
manuscripts add "and" { K}, so that point 2C. says "diseases, and 
the ones being troubled by unclean spirits"), and this point says 
only "And they were being cured". 

3. Or, "from Him. And He was healing everyone". 
4. Most think this is Luke's telling of the sermon in Mt 5-7. Consult 

the commentaries on their relationship. 
5. Luke could mean the large crowd of His disciples, v 17. Or, this 

may refer to the smaller group whom He summoned and from 
whom He chose the twelve, v 13. 

6. Compare Mt 5:3-12. 
7. Or, "Happy, Fortunate", from God's point of view; privileged recip

ients of God's favor and goodness. Compare the word in v 28. This 
adjective is also in Mt 5:3-11; 11 :6; 13: 16; 16: 17; 24:46; Lk I :45; 
6:21, 22; 7:23; 10:23; 11:27, 28; 12:37, 38, 43; 14:14, 15; 23:29; 
Jn 13: 17; 20:29; Act 20:35; Rom 4:7, 8; 14:22; Tit 2: 13; Jam I: 12, 
25; I Pet ]:14; 4:14; Rev 1:3; 14:13; 16:15; 19:9; 20:6; 22:7, 14. 
Used of God, the source of grace and goodness, in I Tim I: 11; 6: 15. 
Elsewhere only as "fortunate" in Act 26:2; and "happy" in I Cor 
7:40. GK 3421. Related to "consider blessed" in Lk 1:48; and 
"blessedness" in Gal 4: 15. 

8. Same word as in Mt 5:3. Some think Jesus means that disciples who 
physically have nothing are spiritual possessors of everything, and 
truly blessed. Non-disciples who are physically rich (v 24), are spir
itually bankrupt, and truly woeful. Others think He means "poor 
in spirit" as in Mt 5:3, versus falsely thinking one is spiritually rich, 
as in Rev 3:17. 

9. That is, it belongs to you, it is your own. 
I 0. The rest of the beatitudes are placed at the "E." level as a subject 

grouping only, not because they are subordinate to the first one. 
Likewise with the woes in v 25-26. 

11. Both "hungering" and "filled-to-satisfaction" are the same words 
as in Mt 5:6. 

12. That is, exclude you. On this word, see Rom 1: I. 
13. It is "because of" from the persecutor's point of view; "for the sake 

of" from the believer's point of view. GK 1915. 
14. Or, "in accordance with the same things". This phrase is elsewhere 

only in v 26; 17:30. Related to the phrase in Act 14: I. 
15. Note that these four woes correspond to the four blessings in v 20-

23. GK 4440. 
16. Or, "consolation", as in 2:25, the only other use in Luke. On this 

word, see "encouragement" in Act 4:36. 
17. This word, "receive in full" is the same word as in Mt 6:2, on which 

see Phil 4: 18. Such people already have received all the blessing 
they will ever have. They have satisfied themselves with so little. 

1 R. Or, "filled full". Same word as in I :53. On this word, see Rom 15:24. 
19. Some manuscripts omit this word { N}. 
20. Some manuscripts add "to you" here and in v 26, as in the previous 

woe {N}. 
21. Or, "as to you, with reference to you". Everyone must either be 

deceived, or they are seeing only what they want to see in you for 
some other motive. Believers and unbelievers do not value the 
same things. 

22. In contrast to what you have heard or thought. Not the same word 
as in v 24. GK 247. 

23. That is, hearing and obeying, taking to heart, having an ear to hear. 
24. Compare Mt 5:39-42. 
25. These verses speak of active love toward them, even when resist

ance or retaliation seems natural. 
26. Or, "beautifully, well". Same word as "well" in v 26, 48. Same 

phrase as Mt 12: 12. 
27. That is, calling down God's blessing upon them, giving a blessing 

to them. This verb means "to speak well of, praise; to call down 
God's blessings on; to give a blessing or benefit to" (as when God 
"blesses" us). On blessing food, see Mt 14: 19. Elsewhere only in 
Mt 14: 19; 21:9; 23:39; 25:34; 26:26; Mk 6:41; 8:7; II :9, 10; 14:22; 
Lk 1:42, 64; 2:28, 34; 9:16; 13:35; 19:38; 24:30, 50, 51, 53; Jn 
12:13;Act3:26;Rom 12:14; I Cor4:12; 10:16; 14:16;Gal3:9;Eph 
1:3; Heb 6:14; 7:1, 6, 7; 11:20, 21; Jam 3:9; I Pet 3:9. GK 2328. 
Related to the adjective "blessed" in Rom 9:5, and the noun "bless
ing" in 2 Cor 9:5. All three words are used in Eph I :3. Not related 
to "blessed" in v 20. 

28. Same word as in Rom 12:14, where Paul repeats this saying. 
29. Some manuscripts say "And be praying ... " { K}. 
30. Or, "abusing". On this word, see "maligning" in I Pet 3: 16. 
31. Same word as used of Christ in Mt 27:30, and Sosthenes in Act 18:17, 

and Paul in Act 23:2, 3. Elsewhere only in Mt 24:49; Mk 15: 19; Lk 
12:45; 18:13;23:48;Act 18:17;21:32; I Cor8:12.GK5597. 

32. Elsewhere only in Mt 5:39. GK 4965. 
33. Or, "forbid (him), try to stop [him from taking]". On this word, see 

"forbidding" in I Cor 14:39. 
34. That is, the inner garment worn next to the skin. In Mt 5:40, in a 

Jewish court setting, the order is reversed. The Jews sued for the 
tunic because they could not take the coat. Here, the setting is of a 
physical taking. If someone takes the more valuable outer coat, do 
not refuse to give them the inner tunic. 

35. Compare Mt 7: 12. 
36. This command refers especially to enemies, as the context before 

and after shows, but generalizes to include all people. 
37. More literally, "just as you want that people should be doing". GK 

2671. For example, to love you, v 32; to do good to you, v 33; to 
lend to you, v 34; to be compassionate toward you, v 36. 

38. Some manuscripts say "you also be doing" { B}. 
39. Compare Mt 5:44-47. 
40. The grammar of this statement assumes its reality- "assuming it 

is true that ... ". Jesus is explaining "love your enemies", v 27. Lov
ing your friends is good, and human. But it does not make you like 
God, v 35. 

41. Some manuscripts omit this word { C}, so that it says "And if 
you ... ". Jesus is explaining v 27b. There is human-like good doing, 
and there is God-like good doing. 

42. Elsewhere only in Lk 6:9, 35; I Pet 2: 15, 20; 3:6, 17; 3 Jn 11. GK 
16. Related to "good-doing" in I Pet 4: 19. 

43. The grammar of this statement indicates that this is something you 
probably would do. Likewise with v 34. 

44. Some manuscripts say "For even ... " { N}. 

A. Mt 8:7 B. Mk 2: 13 C. I Cor 7: 1 D. 2 Cor II :20 E. Mt 3:2 F. Jn II :33 G. Rom 9: 13 H. I Pet 4: 14 J. Jn 12:31, cast out K. Act 25: 18 
L.2Cor 13:11 M. Lk 1:41,leap N.Rev22:12,recompense O.Jam4:9 P.Act 10:33 Q. Rev 16:13 R.Jn21:15,devotedlylove S.Act 17:31, 
grant T. Mt 21 :23 U. Eph 2:8, grace V. Mt 9: I 0 



Luke 6:34 208 Verse 

2 F. "And if you lend-to' ones from whom you are expecting2 to receive\ what kind \._+ 

of credit is it to you? Even3 sinners are lending to sinners to4 receive-back8 the 
equa15 amounts 

3 F "But be loving your enemies, and be doing good, and be lending, expecting- i" 

back6 nothing7 

I Ci "And your reward will be great 
2Ci. "And you will be sonss of the Most-Highc, because He is good9 to the 

ungrateful 10 and evil0 ones 

41·. 11 "Be12 compassionate13, just-as14 your Father also15 is compassionate '" 

JE. 16 "And17 do not be judging1s, and you will never be judged r 

IF. "And do not be condernning 19, and you will never be condemned 
21- "Be pardoning20

, and you will be pardoned. •Be giving, and it will be given -'~ 
to you 

I G. "They21 will give a good measure22- having been pressed down, having 
been shakenE, running over- into your fold23 [of the garment]. For with 
what measure24 you measure, it will be measured-back to you" 

4( ·. And25 He also spoke a parableF to them- 26 

ID. "A blind one is not able to guide27 a blind one, is he?2s Will they not both fall into a pit?29 

2 [). "A disciple30 is not above the31 teacher. But32 everyone having been fully-trained33 will be 411 

like34 his teacher35 

.iD. "And why36 do you look-at the speck in the eye of your brother<', but do not consider37 ..+I 
the log in your own eye? ·How3s can you say to your brother, 'Brother, permitH me to39 4 ~ 
take-out! the speck in your eye', while yourself not seeing the log in your eye? 

IE. "HypocriteK! First take out the log from your eye. And then you will see-clearlyL to 
take out the speck in the eye of your brother 



209 Luke 6:42 

I. Jesus is explaining "to everyone asking you- give", v 30. If you 
lend expecting repayment- with or without interest- do not 
expect a reward from God. It is simply a human business transac
tion. Same word as in v 35. Elsewhere only with different grammar 
as "borrow" in Mt 5:42. GK 1247. Related to"lender" in 7:41; and 
"loan" in Mt 18:27. 

2. Or, "hoping". This word is normally translated "hope". On this 
word, see "put hope" in Jn 5:45. Related to the word in v 35. 

3. Some manuscripts say "For even sinners ... " {N}. 
4. More literally, "to sinners [with the expectation] that they should 

receive-back ... ". GK 2671. 
5. That is, receive back payment in full. This word is plural. On this 

word, see Phil 2:6. 
6. Or, "hoping for nothing back", in contrast to the related word in v 

34. The loving, doing good, and lending of v 32-34 all represent 
normal human behavior. Jesus is not condemning these things. He 
wants us as individuals to go beyond them, to do these things for 
His kingdom without thought of human reciprocation, looking only 
to Him fora reward. Note Lk 14:12-14. This can also be rendered 
"despairing nothing", not despairing about getting it back. Used 
only here. GK 594. 

7. Some manuscripts have this word in a form that can mean "no one" 
{ B}, "despairing as to no one". 

8. That is, you will be like your heavenly Father because you will be 
doing what He does. You will bear a family resemblance to Him, as 
a son to a father. On this word, see Gal 3 :7. 

9. Or, "kind". On this word, see I Pet 2:3. 
10. Or, "unthankful". Elsewhere only in 2 Tim 3:2. GK 940. 
11. Compare Mt 5:48. 
12. Or, "Become, Prove to be". GK 1181. 
13. This is the general principle, and like v 31, it applies especially to 

enemies. It is assumed that one would do this for friends. On this 
adjective, see Jam 5: 11. Some manuscripts say "Therefore become 
compassionate ... " {K}. 

14. That is, in the same manner as your Father in heaven. 
15. Some manuscripts omit this word { C}. 
16. Compare Mt 7:1-5. 
I 7. Some manuscripts omit this word { K}. 
18. Though these are general principles, the emphasis of the context 

is still on enemies. Do not judge or condemn them, but pardon and 
give to them. Same word as in Mt 7: I. Do not pass judgment on, 
criticize, find fault with. 

19. Or, "pronouncing guilty". Same word as in Mt 12:7, where the 
Pharisees did it, and as Jam 5:6, where the rich did it. Elsewhere 
only in Mt 12:37, where "by your words you will be condemned". 
GK 2868. Related to "sentence of condemnation" in Act 25: 15. 

20. Or, "releasing, setting free, letting go". Pardon your debtors. On this 
word, see "send away" in Mt 5:31. 

21. That is, God's agents- whether human or angelic- for disburs
ing His rewards, v 35. 

22. That is, an overflowing measure of what you gave out will be 

returned to you. Your own measuring cup will be filled to over
flowing with what you gave, and dumped back in your lap. The 
"good measure" is defined next. 

23. Or, "bosom, lap". That is, into your garment pulled up at the waist 
to form a pocket. On this word, see "bosom" in Jn 1: 18. 

24. On this word, see Jn 3:34. Some manuscripts say "For with the 
same measure which" {N}. 

25. Luke seems to begin here a second part or aspect of the sermon, not 
directly connected with what precedes. He seems to intend that v 
39-49 be grouped together, as were v 20-38. However, some group 
v 37-42 together. 

26. Some think Luke now gives the words Jesus spoke to those "not 
hearing", in contrast to v 27. Jesus speaks to the self-delusion of 
ones like the Pharisees, who do not follow Him. Others think what 
follows is addressed to the disciples as future leaders, correcting 
them. There are other views. Consult the commentaries on the flow 
ofv 39-49. 

27. Sarne word as in Mt 15:14. Elsewhere only in Jn 16:13; Act 8:31; 
Rev 7: 17. GK 3842. 

28. The grammar indicates a "no" answer is expected to this question, 
and a "yes" answer to the next one. 

29. Some think Jesus means that the disciples are blind without Him, 
and cannot lead others unless they know the truth; others, that He 
is referring to spiritually blind teachers, like the Pharisees. Not see
ing the truth themselves, they can only lead their unseeing disciples 
to the errors into which they themselves have blindly fallen. Com
pare Mt 23: 16 for examples. 

30. Or, "learner, pupil, student, follower". Some think this explains v 
39. Both will fall because the disciple is like the teacher. Others 
think this moves on from v 39 to a new point. Compare Mt 10:24. 
This word is used 261 times, all in the Gospels and Acts. GK 3412. 
The related verb is in Mt 13:52. 

31. Some manuscripts say "his" {N}. 
32. Or, "And". 
33. Or, "made complete, put into proper condition". On this word, see 

"prepared" in Rom 9:22. 
34. This true whether one's teacher is Jesus, or a spiritually blind one. 

On this word, see "as" in Mt 19: 19. Compare Mk 4:24. 
35. Some think Jesus means the disciples can and must become like 

Him, submitting to His teaching; others, that if people continue fol
lowing blind guides (like the Pharisees), they will remain blind. 

36. Some think Jesus means that the disciples must not judge others, 
but themselves. You can only correct in others what you have cor
rected in yourself. Others think He means that ones like the Phar
isees cannot attempt to judge others like Jesus or His disciples. 
because they are blinded by the falsehoods in their own eyes. They 
must clear their eyes of what is blocking the truth before they can 
correct the perception of another. 

37. Or, "notice". Both "consider" and "log" are also in Mt 7:3. 
38. Some manuscripts say "Or how ... "; others, "And how ... " { N}. 
39. More literally, "permit that I may take out". 

A. Rom 7:8, taken B. Lk 16:25, receive C. Mt 21 :9, highest D. Act 25:18 E. Act 17: 13 F. Mt 13:3 G. Act 16:40 H. Mt 6:12, forgive 
J. Jn 12:31, cast out K. Mt 6:2 L. Mk 8:25, look intently 
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.:ID. 1 "F or2 there is no good3 tree producing bad fruit, nor again4, a bad tree producing good fruit .:13 

JI·. "For each tree is known5 by its own fruit For they do not collect figs from thorns6, 4.:1 
nor do they gather7 a grape-bunch8 from a bramble-bush9 

2 L. "The good10 person brings forth the good thing out of the good treasure 11 of his heart. .:15 
And the evil1 2 person brings forth the evil thing out of his evil treasure 13 • For his 
mouth speaks out of the abundanceA of the heart8 

SD. 14 "And why are you callingc Me, 'Lord, Lord15 ', and you are not doing the things which .:lh 
I say? 16 

11 .17 "Everyone coming to Me and hearing My words and doing them- I will show0 r 
you to whom he is likeE. 

0

He is likeE a man buildingF a house who dug, and went 4~ 
down deep, and laidG a foundationH on the bed-rock18 

IF "And a flood 19 having come about, the river broke-against20 that house. And it 
was not strong-enoughJ to shakeK it, because it had been buiitF well21 

2 I·•. "But the one having heard and not having done My words is like a man having built 4ll 
a house on the groundL without a foundation, which the river broke-against 

IF. "And immediately it collapsed22, and the breakage23 of that house became great" 

1013.24 After He completedM all His words in the hearing of the people, He entered into Capernaum -: I 

IC And a certain centurion'sN slave0
, who was precious25 to him, being iW, was about to come

to-an-end26. 
0

But having heard about Jesus, he sent-forthO elders of the Jews to Him, asking 
Him so that having come, He might restore27 his slave 

2( ·. And the ones having come to Jesus were appealing-toR Him eamestly5, saying that "He for whom 4 
You will grantT this is worthy28• 

0

For he loves our nation, and he builtF the synagogue for us" 
.i( · Now Jesus was proceeding with them. And He already being not far distant from the house, r, 

the centurion sent friends, saying to Him, "Masteru, do not be troublingv Yourself 

ID. "For I am not fitW that You should come in under my roof. 
0

For this reason I did not even 
consider myselfworthyx to come to You 

2 D. "But speak it in a word, 29 and let my servant be healed30 

I I·. "For I also am a man being placed31 under authority, having soldiers under myself. ~ 
And I say to this one, 'Go!', and he goes; and to another, 'Come!', and he comes; 
and to my slave, 'Do this!', and he does it" 

4< ·. And having heard these things, Jesus marveled-atY him. And having turned to the crowd 'I 

following Him, He said, "I say to you, not even in Israel did I find so great a faith" 
5( ·. And having returned to the house, the ones having been sent found the slave32 being healthyl3 I !I 

I I B. And it came about afterwards34 that He proceeded to a city being called Nain. And His disciples35 I I 
and a large crowd were proceeding-with Him 

IC. Now when He drew-nearZ to the gate of the city, and behold- one having died was being l ~ 
carried out, an only-bornAA son to his mother. And she was a widow. And a considerablew 
crowd from the city was with her 
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I. Compare Mt 7: 16-20. 
2. Some think Jesus means the disciples must have a change of heart, 

because their effect on others will match their heart; others, that 
ones like the Pharisees are incapable of producing good fruit and 
need a change of heart. 

J. Both occurrences of "good" here are the same word as in "good 
fruit" in Mt 7: 17 (see I Tim 5: IOa on it). Both occurrences of"bad" 
here are the same word as in "bad tree" in Mt 7: 17. Thus, Jesus 
could mean no "fit, pleasing, desirable" type of tree (like a fruit 
tree) produces "unusable" fruit; no "unusable" type of tree produces 
"fit" fruit to eat. Or, He could mean no "healthy" tree produces ''rot
ten" fruit; no "rotten" tree produces "fit" fruit to eat. If the next 
verse is intended to explain this one, then the contrast of types of 
trees is in view here. See Mt 7:17-18 on this. 

4. Or, "on the other hand". GK 4099. Some manuscripts omit this 
word {N}. 

5. Or, "recognized". On this word, see I :34. 
6. That is, from thorny branches such as were used in the crown of 

thorns, Mt 27:29. Same word as in Lk 8:7; Mt 7: 16; Heb 6:8. Used 
14 times. GK 180. 

7. Elsewhere only in Rev 14: 18, 19. GK 5582. 
8. Same word as "grapes" in Mt 7: 16, but singular here. Elsewhere 

only in Rev 14:18. GK 509/. 
9. Or, "thorn-bush". Elsewhere only of the burning "bush" seen by 

Moses, Mk 12:26; Lk 20:37; Act 7:30, 35. GK /003. 
I 0. This word, used three times here, is the same word as in "good tree" 

in Mt 7:17. See I Tim 5:10b on it. 
11. Or, "treasure-house, treasury". On this word, see Mt 12:35. 
12. Used three times here, this is the same word as in "bad fruit" in Mt 

7: 17. On this word, see Act 25: 18. 
13. The grammar implies "treasure", not "heart". Some manuscripts 

add here "treasure of his heart" { N}. 
14. Compare Mt 7:21. 
15. Or, "Master, Master". See Mt 7:21 on "Lord, Lord". 
16. Treating Jesus respectfully but not doing what He says is fruitless. 

What one does with His words is what makes the difference, not 
what one merely says about Him or them. 

17. Compare Mt 7:24-27. 
18. Same word as in Mt 7:24. 
19. Or, "high water". Used only here. GK 4439. 
20. Or, "burst against, dashed against". Elsewhere only in v 49. GK 

4 703. Related to "breakage" in v 49. 
21. More literally, "because of it having been built well". Some manu

scripts instead say "for it had been founded upon the bed-rock" 
{A}, as in Mt 7:25. 

22. Or, "fell together, fell in". Used only here. GK 5229. Some manu
scripts say "fell" {N}, the related word in Mt 7:27. 

23. Or, the "bursting, dashing" and so "wreck, ruin". Used only here. 
GK 483 7. Related to "broke against" in v 48, 49. 

24. Parallel account at Mt 8:5. 
25. Or, "esteemed, respected, honored by him". On this word, see 

Phil 2:29. 
26. That is, die. This is a euphemism for death. On this word, see Mk 9:48. 
27. On this word, see "bring safely through" in Act 27:43. Related to 

"restore" in Jam 5: 15. 
28. That is, in the eyes of the Jewish community, for the reasons 

given next. 
29. On this phrase, see Mt 8:8. 
30. Some manuscripts say "and my servant will be healed" { B}, as in 

Mt8:8. 
31. Or, "classed, stationed". I also serve in a command structure, taking 

orders and giving them. On this word, see "established" in Rom 13: I. 
32. Some manuscripts say "the slave being sick being healthy" {A}, 

that is, they found the sick slave healthy. 
33. Same word as 5:31; 15:27. On this word, see I Tim 1:10. 
34. Or, "next". On this word, see "next" in Act 21: I. Some manuscripts 

say "on the next day" {B}. 
35. Some manuscripts say "many disciples o/His" (B }, a phrase found 

only here. 

A. 2 Cor 8: 14 B. Rev 2:23 C. Rom 8:30 D. Mt 3:7 E. Rev I: 13, resembling F. I Cor 14:4, edify G. Act 19:21, put H. I Tim 6: 19 J. Gal 5:6, 
cando K.Actl7:13 L.Rev7:1,land M.Eph5:18,filled N.Mt8:5 O.Rom6:17 P.Mkl:32 Q.Mk3:14,sendout R.Rom12:8,exhorting 
S. Tit 3: 13, diligently T. Act 17:31 U. Mt 8:2 V. Mt 9:36 W. 2 Cor 3:5, sufficient X. 2 Tues I: 11, consider worthy Y. Rev 17:8 Z. Lk 21 :28 
AA. Jn 1:18 
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2C. And having seen her, the Lord felt-deep-feelingsA [of compassion] for her I 
, 
·' 

ID. And He said to her, "Do not be weeping8
" 

2 [). And having come to it, He touchedc the funeral-bed 1. And the ones bearing0 it stopped2 I..+ 
3 O. And He said, "Young-manE, I say to you, ariseF!" ·And the dead one sat up and began I 5 

to speak 
4D. And He gave him to his mother 

.IC. And aweG seizedH everyone. And they were glorifying1 God, saying that "A great prophet I h 

aroseF among us", and that "God visited3 His people" 
4( ·. And this statement" concerning Him went out in all Judea and in all the surrounding-regionK I, 

I::' IP And his6 disciples reportedL to John about all these things. And having sumrnonedM a certain two I' 
ofhis disciples, John°sent them to the Lord7, saying, "Are You the One coming, or should we be I'.' 
looking-for' another one?" 

I ( · And having come to Him, the men said, "John the Baptist sent us forth to You, saying, 'Are 211 

You the One coming, or should we be looking for another one?' " 
::'( ·. At that hour9, He curedN many from diseases0 and scourgesP and evil spirits. And He grantedO 2 I 

seeingR to many blind ones 
3( . And having responded, He 10 said to them, "Having gone, reportL to John the things which you 

saw and heard-

ID. "Blind ones are seeing-agains, lame ones are walking, lepers are being cleansedT. And 
deaf ones are hearing, dead ones are being raisedF, poor ones are having-good-news
announced 11 to them 

1D. "And blessedu is whoever does not take-offense 12 in Me" 

.:IC·. And the messengers of John having departed, He began to speak to the crowds about John ..:' ~ 

I[) "What13 did you go out into the wilderness to look-at? A reed being shakenv by the wind? 
2LJ. "But what did you go out to see? A man having been dressedw in soft garments? 

Behold- the ones being14 in glorious 15 clothing and luxuryx are in the royal 16 palaces 
.i D But what did you go out to see? A prophet? Yes, I say to you, and more 17 than a prophet. 

11 .18 "This one is about whom it has been written [in Mal 3: I], 'Behold- I am sending 
forth My messenger ahead of Your presence 19, who will make Your way ready in 
front ofYou' 

21-:. "12° say to you- no one is greater among ones born of women than John21 

11 . "But the least22 one in the kingdom of God is greater than he 

.:ID. "And all the people having heard him23- even the tax collectors- vindicated24 God, 
having been baptizedv with the baptismz of John. "But the Pharisees and the Law
experts25 rejected26 the purpose27 of God for themselves, not having been baptized by him 

5D.28 "To what29 then30 will I likenAA the people a/this generation, and to what are they like88? 

IE. "They are like88 children sitting in the marketplace and calling to one another, who 
say 'We played the flute for you, and you did not dance. We lamented31 , and you did 
not weep' 32 

_i( I 
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J. Or, "bier". That is, the stretcher on which the dead were carried to 
the grave. Used only here. GK 5049. 

2. Or, "stood [still)". GK 2705. 
3. Same word as in I :68. 
4. Or, "word, message, report". That is, that a great prophet arose 

among us, v 16. On this word, see I Cor 12:8. 
5. Parallel account at Mt 11 :2. 
6. That is, John's. 
7. Some manuscripts say "to Jesus" { C}. 
8. Or, "are we looking for". The form of this word permits either 

translation. 
9. Some manuscripts say "And at the same hour" {N}. 
10. Some manuscripts say "Jesus" {K). 
11. These are things Isaiah prophesied Messiah would do, 35:5-6; 61: I. 

Compare Lk 4:18. The works answer John's question. Note that this 
last phrase is the climax, the thing of eternal consequence. On this 
word, see Mt 11 :5. 

12. Or, "is not caused to fall". On this word, see I Cor 8: 13. 
J 3. Or, "Why", with a different punctuation of these questions. See Mt 

11 :7 on this. 
14. Or, "existing, living". On this word, see Phil 2:6. 
15. Or, "splendid, distinguished, honored". Same word as in 13: 17; Eph 

5:27. Elsewhere only as "distinguished" in I Cor 4: IO. GK 1902. 
Related to "glorify" in 2 Thes I: I 0, 12. 

16. Related to "king". Elsewhere only in I Pet 2:9. GK 994. Matthew 
says, "houses a/kings" in Mt 11 :8. 

17. Jesus could mean "one who is more than", or "something more 
than", as in Mt 11 :9. John is more because he is also the one sent 
to prepare for Messiah, as Jesus says next. 

18. Compare also Mk 1:2; Lk 1:17. 
19. Or, "face". On this phrase, see 9:52. 
20. Some manuscripts say "For I say ... "; others, "And I say"; others, 

"Truly I say" {N}. 
21. Some manuscripts say "No one is a greater prophet than John the 

Baptist..." { B}. 
22. Or, "lesser". See Mt 11: 11 on this. 
23. Some think Jesus means John, making v 29-30 the comment of 

Jesus about the reception of John's message of preparation by these 
two groups. Compare Mt 21 :31-32. Others think Luke means Jesus, 
making v 29-30 a comment by Luke about their response to the 
words of Jesus in v 27-28. See also note 29. 

24. Or, "justified, declared right". On this word, see "declared right
eous" in Rom 3:24. That is, the hearers declared and acknowledged 
the justice and rightness of what God required of them through 
John, as seen in their acceptance of his baptism for themselves. If 
it is Luke's comment, then they acknowledged the justice of God 
in the words of Jesus about John, because they had been baptized 
by John. Reflecting the latter interpretation, some render the fol
lowing participle ("having been baptized") as "because they had 
been baptized". 

25. That is, the experts in Jewish law, who both interpreted and taught 
it. Also known as scribes, this word emphasizes their knowledge of 
the Law. Same word as in Mt 22:35; Lk 10:25; 11:45,46, 52; 14:3. 
Elsewhere only as "pertaining to the Law" in Tit 3:9; and "lawyer" 
in Tit 3:13. GK 3788. Related to "law-teacher" in 5:17. 

26. Or, "set aside". Same word as in I 0: 16. 
27. That is, the leaders rejected John's work of preparation, as seen in 

their refusal of his baptism. If this is Luke's comment, then they 
rejected the words of Jesus about John, because they had refused 
John's baptism. On this word, see "counsel" in Eph I: 11. 

28. Parallel account at Mt 11:16. 
29. Some manuscripts say "And the Lord said, 'To what..." {K}. 

Because it is so unnatural to switch from quoting Jesus to Luke's 
comment and back to quoting Jesus without any indication of it, 
some who considered verses 29-30 to be Luke's comment added 
"and the Lord said" here to make it clearer, and the KJV included 
it. Other translations following this view put v 29-30 in a paren
thesis, or use their quotation marks to indicate that they think these 
are Luke's words. 

30. That is, in view of the fact that you rejected John and are rejecting Me. 
31. Some manuscripts add "for you" { B}. On this word, see Mt 11 : 17. 
32. In other words, John and Jesus did not respond to them as they 

expected. On "weep", see Jn 11 :33. 

A. Mt 9:36 B. Jn 11 :33 C. I Cor 7: I D. Mt 8: 17, carry E. I Jn 2: 13 F. Mt 28:6, arose G. Eph 5:21, fear H. Rom 7:8, taken J. Rom 8:30 
K. Mk I :28 L. I Jn I :3, announcing M. Act 2:39, call to N. Mt 8:7 0. Mt 8: 17 P. Mk 3: 10 Q. I Cor 2: 12, freely give R. Rev I: 11 
S. Act 22: 13, look up T. Heb 9:22 U. Lk 6:20 V. Act 17: 13 W. Mt 6:30 X. 2 Pet 2: 13, reveling Y. Mk I :8 Z. Mk I :4 AA. Mk 13:24, 
become like BB. Rev 1:13, resembling 
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I F. "For John the Baptist has come not eating bread nor drinking wine, 1 and you 3 3 
say 'He has a demon' 

2F. "The Son a/Man has come eating and drinking, and you say 'Behold-a man .i.:\ 
who is a glutton and drunkard2, a friend o/tax-collectorsA and sinners8 ' 

3 F. "And wisdom was vindicated3 by all her children" 3 S 

I.\ B. And one of the Pharisees was asking Him to4 eat with him. And having entered into the house of >h 
the Pharisee, He laid-down [to eat] 

IC. 5 And behold- there was a woman6 in the city who was a sinner7
• And having leamedc that .i 7 

He is reclining [to eat] at the house of the Pharisee, having brought an alabaster-jar0 of 
perfumeE ,"and having stood behind Him at His feet8 weepingF - 3 ~ 

ID. She began to wet His feet with the tears, and was wiping them with the hair a/her head 
2D. And she was kissing0 His feet, and anointing9 them with the perfume 

2C. And having seen it, the Pharisee having invitedH Him spoke within himself, saying, "If this .i'J 

One were 10 a prophet, He would know1 who and what-kind-ofK person the woman is who is 
touchingL Him- that she is a sinner8 " 

.iC. And having responded, Jesus said to him, "Simon, I have something to speak to you". And the -W 
one says, "Teacher, speak" 

ID. "There were two debtors' 1 to a certain lender 12 • The one was owingM five-hundred -11 
denarii 13

, and the other, fifty. 
0

They14 not having the means to payN, he forgave 15 both. So -I:' 
which of them will love 16 him more?" 

2D. And having responded, Simon said, "I assume 17 that it is to whom he forgave the more" -I\ 
3 D. And the One said to him, "You judged0 correct!yP" 

-IC. And having turned toward the woman, He said to Simon, "Do you see this woman? I entered -1·1 
into your house-18 

ID. "You did not give Me water for My feet. But this one wet My feet with her tears and 
wiped them with her hair19 

2D. "You did not give Me a kissO. But this one did not stop kissing0 My feet since20 I came-in -1:·, 
3 D. "You did not anoint My head with oil2 1• But this one anointed My feet with perfume -111 

.:ID. "For which reason I say to you- her many sins have been forgiven, because she loved22 -I' 
much. But he to whom little is forgiven23, loves little" 

:'C. And He said to her, "Your sins have been forgiven" -I~ 
hC ·. And the ones reclining-back-with Him [to eat] began to say among themselves, "Who is this -l<l 

One, Who even forgives sins?" 
7C. And He said to the woman, "Your faithR has saved5 you. Go in peace" ,'i(I 

14 H. And it came about during the successive24 days that He was traveling-through25 according to city :-: : I 
and village26

, proclaimingT, and announcing the kingdom of God as good news27 

I ( ·. And the twelve were with Him,• and some women who had been cured28 from evil spirits and 
infirmitiesu-

ID. Mary, the one being called Magdalene29
, from whom seven demons had come out30 

2D. And Joanna31
, the wife o/Chuza, Herod's32 stewardll 
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I. John came as an ascetic, living alone in the desert, not socializing 
with them. Compare 1:15. 

2. Jesus socialized with them. And He must be guilty of this because 
He eats and drinks with sinners. This is no more true of Him than 
that John had a demon, v 33. On this word, see Mt 11: 19. 

3. Same word as in v 29. On this statement, see Mt 11: 19. Matthew 
refers to wisdom's "works"; Luke, to the "children" following wis
dom and producing the works, that is, to believers like those in v 
29. Some take this in a timeless sense, "is vindicated"; others, as 
referring to those who have responded to John and to Jesus. 

4. More literally, "in order that He might eat". GK 267 I. 
5. Compare the anointing at Mt 26:6; Mk 14:3; Jn 12:3. 
6. Some have identified this woman as Mary the Magdalene (8:2), 

but Luke does not do so. Some think this is the same incident as in 
Mt 26:6; Mk 14:3; Jn 12:2; others, a different incident occurring 
much earlier. 

7. This is the woman's public reputation. Many assume Luke means 
she was a prostitute or adulteress, but Luke does not say this. She 
could have simply been one living her life in rebellion to God, apart 
from the religious community, as "sinner" means in v 34. 

8. People in that day reclined to eat by laying on their left side with 
their head at the table and their feet away from it. So the woman 
was both "behind" Jesus and "at, beside" His feet. 

9. Same word as twice in v 46. On this word, see Jam 5: 14. 
I 0. The grammar indicates that the Pharisee is assuming this is not true, 

that Jesus is not a prophet. Compare the case in Jn 4: 18-19. 
11. Elsewhere only in 16:5. GK 5971. 
12. Used only here. GK I 250. Related to the verb "lend" in 6:34. 
13. One denarius was one day's wages for a laborer. On this word, see 

Mt20:2. 
14. Some manuscripts say "And they ... " {N}. 
15. Or, "granted ii to, freely gave ii to, gave it as a gift to". Both debtors 

had their debts canceled by grace. Related to "grace", this word 
refers to forgiveness as a act of grace by the giver. Same word as 
in v 43; 2 Cor 2:7, 10; 12: 13; Eph 4:32; Col 2: 13; 3: 13. Same word 
as "freely gave" (see I Cor 2:12). GK 5919. 

16. The love is expressed in gratitude for the forgiveness. 
17. Or, "suppose". Same word as in Act 2:15. It is used ofa thought or 

opinion "taken up". Same word as ''taken up" in Lk 10:30. Elsewhere 
only as "received" in Act I :9; and "support" in 3 Jn 8. GK 5696. 

18. Jesus applies the parable of v 41-42 directly to Simon and the 
woman. She loved more, he less. 

19. Some manuscripts say "the hair ofher head" {K}, as in v 38. 
20. This is an idiom, "from which hour". See Rev 16:18 on it. 
21. That is, olive oil. On this word, see Jam 5: 14. 
22. The woman's love is a manifestation of her faith, v 50. It reflects 

her perception of the depth of her sin (her debt) and the greabless 
of her forgiveness (like the man owing the 500 denarii). She still 
deeply felt the reality of both. Like the man in the parable, she loves 
much because she experienced the forgiveness of much (prior to 
this event). Her love is the evidence of her feeling of forgiveness, 
not the cause of it. 

23. Jesus leaves it to Simon to apply this to himself. Has he been for
given little, or nothing at all? What is the evidence of his actions and 
thoughts? On this word, used four times in v 47-49, see Mt 6: 12. 

24. Or, "afterward". That is, the ones following in order. Elsewhere 
only as "in order" in Lk I :3; Act 11 :4; "successively" in Act 18:23; 
and "successors" in Act 3:24. GK 2759. 

25. Elsewhere only in Act 17: I. GK I 476. 
26. That is, city by city and village by village, from one city or village 

to the next. Similar to the phrase in 13:22. 
27. On "announcing the kingdom of God as good news", see 4:43. 
28. This is a participle, they "were having been cured". On this word, 

see Mt 8:7. 
29. That is, "from Magdaia'', a city on the west side of the Sea of 

Galilee. Elsewhere only in Mt 27:56, 61; 28:1; Mk 15:40, 47; 16: I, 
9; Lk 24: 10; Jn 19:25; 20: I, 18; all of which say "Mary the Mag
dalene" except Lk 24: I 0. GK 3402. 

30. This does not mean Mary was immoral (as some suggest), as a 
review of the others from whom demons were cast out shows. For 
example, she may have been very sick, paralyzed, or driven to mad
ness like the man in v 27. The NT does not say how this manifested 
itself in her. But she clearly did become one who "loved much", 
like the woman in 7:47. She should be remembered for this, not for 
conjectures about her former life. 

31. She is mentioned again only in 24: I 0. 
32. That is, Herod Antipas, Mt 14: I; Lk 3: I. 
33. Or, "manager, foreman, administrator, trustee, guardian, governor". 

This term was also used of a procurator. It is not known what Chuza 
did, so the exact meaning intended here is not known. Elsewhere 
only as "manager" in Mt 20:8; and "guardian" in Gal 4:2. GK 2208. 
Related to "commission" in Act 26: 12. 

A. Mt 18: 17 B. Mt 9: 10 C. Col I :6, understood D. Mk 14:3 E. Mt 26:7 F. Jn 11 :33 G. Mt 26:49 H. Rom 8:30, called J. Lk I :34 
K. I Jn 3: I L. I Cor 7:1 M. I Jn 4:11, ought N. Mt 16:27, render 0. Mt 7: I P. Mk 7:35 Q. Rom 16: 16 R. Eph 2:8 S. Lk 19: 10 T. 2 Tim 4:2 
U. Mt 8:17, weakness 



Luke 8:4 

:; D. And Susanna 
-'ID. And many others 

216 

5 D. Who were servingA them 1 out of their possessions2 

Verse 

2( _3 And while a large crowd was gathering, and the ones from every city4 were corning to Hirn, 4 
He spoke withs a parable8-

0

"The one sowing went out that he might sow his seed. And during 
his sowing 

I[) "Some seed fell along the road. And it was trarnpled-underfootc. And the birds of the 
heaven ate it up0 

21). "And othe~ seed fell-down on the bed-rock7
. And having grown8

, it was dried-upE, because 1. 

of not having moisture 
JD. "And other seed fell in the middle a/the thornsF. And the thorns, having grown-with it, 

choked9 it 
4D. "And other seed fell into the fertile 10 soila. And having grown, it produced" fruit, a \ 

hundred-foJdl" 
5 D. While saying these things, He was calling, "Let the one having ears to hear, hear" 

:lC. 11 And His disciples were asking Hirn 12 what this parable might mean. •And the One said- 9-111 

ID "It has been given to you to know the rnysteriesK of the kingdornL of God. But I speak in 
parables to the others in order that while seeingM they may not be seeingM, and while 
hearing, they may not be understanding 13 

2D. "Now the parable rneans 14 this- I I 

IF. "The seed is the wordN of God's 
2E. "And the 16 people17 along the road are the ones having heard. Then the devil comes I~ 

and takes away the word from their heart0 , in order that they may not be savedr, 
having believed 18 

31-. "And the people on the bed-rock are ones who are welcorning 19 the word with joy I' 
when they hear it. And these do not have a rootO- they are ones who are believing 
for a tirneR, and are departing20 in a time o/testing21 

-:IL. "And the22 seed having fallen into the thorns- these people are the ones having 1-l 
heard, and while proceeding are being choked23 by the anxieties24 and riches and 
pleasures2s o/life26

. And they are not bringing-:frnit-to-rnaturity27 

5 E. "And the seed in the good28 soi JG- these people are ones who, having heard the word I _, 
in a good29 and fertile heart30

, are holding-on-to31 it, and bearing-fruits with endurance32 

4( · 33 "And no one having lit a lamp covers it with a containerT, or puts it under a bed. But he puts I I' 
it on a Iarnpstandu, in order that the ones corning in may see the Iight34 

I I J. "For3s there is not a hidden v thing which will not become visible36, nor a hidden-away37 

thing which will never be knownw and come into visibility38 

5C. 39 "Therefore be watchingx how4° you listen-

ID. "For whoever has41
- it will be given to him 

2D. "And whoever does not have- even what he thinks42 that he has will be taken-away 
from him" 

I~ 



217 Luke 8:18 

I. That is, Jesus and the twelve. Some manuscripts say "Him" { B}. 
2. Or, "belongings". This is a participle, on which see Heb 10:34. The 

women used their personal resources to provide for the needs of 
Jesus and the disciples. 

3. Parallel account at Mt 13: I; Mk 4: I. 
4. This is an idiom, literally "according to city", as in v I. The peo

ple came in groups by city. 
5. Or, "through, by means of". GK 1328. 
6. Or, "different". Luke uses a different word here and in v 7, 8 (GK 

2283) than Matthew and Mark (GK 257), with the same meaning. 
He is referring to another portion of seed, viewed as a group. That 
Luke does not mean four "different" seeds is clear from v 11, where 
he identifies the seed as "the" word of God. 

7. Or, "rock". That is, bed-rock thinly covered with soil, not soil with 
rocks in it. Same word as in v 13 and in 6:48. On this word, see Mt 
7:24. Related to "rocky places" in Mt 13:5. 

8. Same word as in v 8. Elsewhere only in Heb 12:15. GK 5886. 
Related to "grow with" in v 7, which is used only there (GK 5243). 

9. Elsewhere only as "drowned" in v 33. GK 678. Matthew (13:7), 
Mark (4:7) and Luke (8:7) use the same root word with different pre
fixes, but the same basic meaning. The thorns killed it, choked it off. 

IO. That is, "good" in the sense of"generous, useful, beneficial". On 
this word, see I Tim 5:10b. Mt 13:8 and Mk 4:8 have a different 
word, the same word Luke uses in v 15. Luke uses both words to 
describe the heart in v 15. 

I I. Parallel account at Mt 13: IO; Mk 4: I 0. 
12. Some manuscripts add "saying" {NJ, so that it says "saying, 'What 

might this parable mean?'". 
13. This is the purpose of speaking in parables, in fulfillment oflsa 6:9-

10. On this word, see Mt 13:13. Compare Mk 4:12; Mt 13:14-15. 
14. Or, "is". Same word as in v 9, where it could be rendered "might 

be". On this word, see "is" in Mt 26:26. 
15. The soil pictures the response to the word of God by the person. 
16. The grammar of this word here and in v 13 agrees with "people". 

The grammar changes in v 14. 
17. That is, the people represented by the road, on whom the seed of 

the word of God fell. Same idea in v 13. 
18. That is, by believing. The seed is immediately taken away, gain

ing no significant reception. On this word, which is also in v 13, 
see Jn 3:36. 

19. Or, "receiving, accepting", but not the same word as in Mt 13:20; 
Mk 4: 16. On this word, see Mt 10:40. 

20. Or, "withdrawing", one after the other. Same word as in 2:37; 4: 13; 
13:27. On this word, see I Tim 4: I. These people show some signs 
of life and grow for a while, but depart at the first stress. 

21. Or, "trial, temptation". On this word, see "trials" in Jam I :2. 
22. The grammar of this word here and in v 15 agrees with "seed", as 

in v 5-8. 

23. On this word, see Mk 4: 7. Related to the word in v 7. These peo
ple show signs of life for a longer period, co-existing with the 
thorns. But they never reach the goal, they never bear fruit, the word 
is crowded out of their lives. 

24. Or, "worries, concerns, cares". On this word, see I Pet 5:7. Related 
to "be anxious" in Mt 6:25. 

25. Elsewhere only in Tit 3:3; Jam 4:1, 3; 2 Pet 2: 13. GK 2454. Our 
word "hedonist" comes from this word. Related to "with pleasure" 
in Mk6:20. 

26. This word refers to the externals of life, the means of life, the pos
sessions. On this word, see I Jn 2: 16. 

27. This word, "bring to maturity, bring to completion" was also used 
of women "bringing to completion" the baby in their womb. For 
these people, life was "conceived", but never "born". Used only 
here. GK 5461. 

28. That is, "good" in the sense of"beautiful, free from defects". Same 
word as used by Matthew and Mark. On this word, see I Tim 5:10a. 

29. Same word as "good" soil in this verse. On "fertile", see v 8. 
30. These people do not just hear the word, they hear it in the heart, and 

in a heart that is true and responsive. 
31. Or, "retaining, holding fast". On this word, see "hold down" in 

Rom 1:18. 
32. On this word, see Jam I :3. Holding on (endurance), and fruit bear

ing, are the marks of genuine believers. 
33. ParallelaccountatMk4:21.CompareMt5:15; l0:26;Lk 11:33; 12:2. 
34. Some think the lamp is Jesus; others, His word in the believer's life. 

See Mk 4:21 on this. 
35. Some think Jesus means that His light will not remain hidden. What 

He now conceals in parables will become visible and known to all. 
Nothing will remain hidden or secret. Others think He means that 
God's light will make everything visible to all. All hearts will be 
exposed. Let the light in you shine, for it will expose the secrets of 
people's hearts. See Mk 4:22. 

36. Or, "evident, known, clear, plain, open". On this word, see "evi
dent" in Rom 1:19. 

37. Or, "secret, concealed". Related to "hidden" earlier in the verse, and 
having the same basic meaning. On this word, see Mk 4:22. 

38. Same word as "visible" earlier. "Come into visibility" is an idiom 
meaning "become widely known, come to light". The same phrase 
occurs in a similar verse in Mk 4:22. 

39. Parallel account at Mk 4:24. Compare Mt 25:29; Lk 19:26. 
40. Listen with an open, receptive, and obedient heart; listen like the 

man in 6:48. 
41. That is, has a growing spiritual life and spiritual understanding. 

Compare Mk 4:24-25. 
42. Or, "imagines", in which case this person's own opinion is in error. 

Or, "seems to have", in which case the opinion of others is in error. 
On this word, see Lk 19: 11. 

A. I Pet 4:10, ministering B. Mt 13:3 C. Heb 10:29 D. Mk 12:40, devouring E. Mk 3:1, became withered F. Lk 6:44 G. Rev 7: I, land 
H.Revl3:13,does J.Mtl9:29 K.Romll:25 L.Mt3:2 M.Revl:ll N.1Cor12:8 O.Rev2:23 P.Lkl9:10 Q.Hebl2:15 R.Mt8:29 
S. Rom 7:4 T. I Thes 4:4, vessel U. Rev I: 12 V. I Cor 4:5 W. Lk I :34 X. Rev I: 11 



Luke 8:19 218 Verse 

<il · 1 And His mother and brothers2 came to Him, and they were not able to meet3 with Him because 19 
of the crowd4 

1 D. And it was reportedA to Him, "Your mother and Your brothers are standing outside, 2r1 
wishing8 to see You" 

2D. But the One, having responded, said to them, "My mother and My brothers are these- 21 
the ones hearing and doing the wordc of God" 

15!3. 5 And it came about on one of the days that0 He got into a boat, and His disciples. And He said to 
them, "Let us go to the other side of the lake6

". And they put-to-seaE 

I l'. Now while they were sailing, He fell-asleep7
• And a storms of wind came down on the lake, 

and they were being filled-withF water and were being-in-danger' 
2C. And having gone to Him, they woke Him up9

, saying, "MasterH, Master, we are perishing1!" 
_il. And the One, having awakened, rebukedK the wind and the surge 10 of the water. And they 

ceasedL, and there was calm 11 • •And He said to them, "Where is your faith?" 
-'IC. But having feared 12, they marveled 13, saying to one another, "Who then is this One, that14 He 

commands 15 even the winds and the water, and they obeyM Him?" 

I hB. 16 And they sailed-do\\-11 to the countryN of the Gerasenes 17, which is opposite Galilee's 

IC. And He having gone out19 on the land, a certain man from the city met Him. having20 demons 

ID. And for a considerable0 time,21 he did not put-onP a garmentO, and was not staying in a 
house, but in the tombsR 

2C. And having seen Jesus, having cried out, he fell before Him and said with a loud voice, "What ~~ 

do I have to do with you,22 Jesus, Son of the Most-High5 God? I begTYou, do not tormentu me" 

ID. For He ordered23 the unclean spirit to come out from the man '" 

11:. For it had seized24 him many times 
2L And he was being bound with chainsv and shackles25, while being guardedw. And 

tearing26 the bonds27
, he was being driven28 by the demon into the desolate places 

3( . And Jesus asked him, "What is the name for you?" 

ID. And the one said, "Legionx", because many demons entered into him 
2D. And they were beggingY Him that He not command them to go into the abyssz 

4C. Now there was a herd ofmany29 pigs there feeding on the mountain. And they beggedv Him 
that He permitAA them to enter into those pigs30 

5( . And He permittedAA them 
6C ·. And the demons, having come out from the man, entered into the pigs. And the herd rushed88 

down the steep-bankcc into the lake, and was dro'Mled00 

7C. And the ones feeding 31 them. having seen the thing having happened, fled and reportedA it in 
the city and in the fields. •And they came out to see the thing having happened 

1 D. And they came to Jesus and found the man from whom the demons went out sitting
having been clothed, and being sound-minded EE_ at the feet of Jesus 

2D. And they became afraid 

_ii I 



219 Luke 8:35 

I. Compare Mt 12:46-50; Mk 3:31-35. 
2. On the brothers and sisters of Jesus, see Mt 13:55-56. 
3. Or, "join". Used only here. GK 5344. 
4. That is, the crowd mentioned in v 4. Matthew puts this "on that 

day", 12:46-50 with 13:1. 
5. Parallel account at Mt 8:23; Mk 4:35. 
6. That is, the Sea of Galilee. On this word, see 5: I. 
7. Used only here. GK 934. 
8. Same word as in Mk 4:37. 
9. On this word, "woke up", see "aroused" in Jn 6:18. Same word as 

"awakened" next, with different grammar. This word is related to 
"woke" in Mt 8:25; Mk 4:38. 

I 0. Same word as in Jam I :6. 
11. Same words as in Mt 8:26; Mk 4:39, without "great". "Calm" is GK 

J J 32, and is used only in these three places. 
12. Or, "been afraid". Same word as in Mk 4:41. On this word, see 

"respecting" in Eph 5:33. 
13. Same word as in Mt 8:27. On this word, see "caused to marvel" in 

Rev 17:8. 
14. Or, "because". GK 4022. 
15. Or. "orders". Same word as in v 31. Elsewhere only in Mk I :27; 

6:27, 39; 9:35; Lk4:36; 14:22; Act 23:2; Phm 8. GK 2199. Related 
to the noun in Rom 16:26. 

16. Parallel account at Mt 8:28; Mk 5: I. 
17. Some manuscripts say "Gadarenes" (as in Mt 8:28); others, "Gerge

senes" { C}. See Mk 5: I. 
18. That is, on the opposite side of the lake from the district of Galilee; 

on the east side. 
19. On the grammar of this phrase, which is not the same as in the par

allel passages, compare also Mt 9:28. 
20. Some manuscripts say "who had" {N}. 
21. Some manuscripts have this phrase in the previous sentence, so that 

it says "having demons for a considerable time met Him. And he 
did not..." {N}. Instead of"he did not put on a garment", some 
manuscripts say "he was not dressed" {N}, using the word in 16: 19. 

22. This is an idiom, literally, "What [is there]for me and for You". On 
this idiom, see Jn 2:4. 

23. Some manuscripts say "was ordering" {N}. On this word, see 
"command" in I Tim I :3. 

24. This word is used ofa violent seizing and carrying away. Elsewhere 
only of a ship being seized by the wind and driven off course, Act 
27: 15; and of people being violently seized and taken somewhere, 
Act 6: 12; 19:29. GK 5275. Related to "snatch away" in 2 Cor 12:2. 

25. That is, bindings for the feet. Elsewhere only in Mk 5:4. GK 4267. 
26. Or, "breaking". This man used a tearing action to break the bonds. 

Elsewhere only of clothes in Mt 26:65; Mk 14:63; Act 14: 14; and 
of nets in Lk 5:6. GK 1396. 

27. This word is related to "bound" earlier. On this word, see "impris
onment" in Phil 1:7. 

28. Same word as in Jam 3:4; 2 Pet 2:17, where a ship or a mist is 
"driven" by wind or a storm. Elsewhere only of men driving a boat 
forward by "rowing" Mk 6:48; Jn 6: 19. GK J 785. 

29. Or, "a considerable-number". Mt 8:30, Mk 5: 11, and Lk 8:32 each 
use a different word here. GK 2653. 

30. The demons wish to remain in an active role in the area. They 
immediately do so by killing the pigs. Whether or not this was the 
intention of Jesus is not stated. In any case, this great sign becomes 
a test of the people. They could be drawn to Jesus by it, or push Him 
away. They choose the latter response to His unquestioned work 
of power. Thus Jesus helps the man by casting out the demons. Per
haps then the demons force an immediate test, and turn the people 
against Jesus through fear (this is one conjecture). Jesus leaves, but 
sends the man to proclaim to his people. 

31. Or, "tending". Same word as in v 32. On this word, see Jn 21:15. 

A. I Jn 1:3,announcing B.Jn7:17,willing C. I Corl2:8 D.Lk5:1 E.Act20:13 F.Act2:1,fulfilled G. I Cor 15:30 H. Lk5:5 J. I Cor 1:18 
K. 2 Tim 4:2, warn L. I Cor 13:8 M. Act 6:7 N. Mk I :5 0. 2 Cor 3:5, sufficient P. Rom 13: 14 Q. I Pet 3:3 R. Lk 23:53 S. Mt 21 :9, 
highest T. 2 Cor 8:4 U. Rev 14: 10 V. Act 28:20 W. Jn 12:25, keep X. Mt 26:53 Y. Rom 12:8, exhorting Z. Rev 9: I AA. I Tim 2: 12 
BB. Act 7:57 CC. Mt 8:32 DD. Lk 8:7, choked EE. Rom 12:3 



Luke 8:36 220 Verse 

3 [). And the ones having seen reported to them how the one having been demon-possessedA ~ h 

was restored8 

~C. And the whole crowdfrom the surrounding-regionc of the Gerasenes 1 asked Him to depart 
from them because they were being gripped2 with great fear0 

')( ·. And He, having gotten into a boat, returned. "But the man from whom the demons had gone 
out was begging3 Him to be with Him 

3X 

ID. But He4 sent him away, saying, 
0

"ReturnE to your house and be relating5 all-that God did VJ 
for you" 

2D. And he departed, proclaimingF throughout the whole city all-that Jesus did for him 

I 7B.6 And during Jesus' returningE, the crowd welcomedG Him, for they were all expectingH Him -li 1 

I ( ·. And behold-a man came,for whom the name was Jairus. And this one was an officiaF of the -I I 
synagogue. And having fallen at8 the feet of Jesus, he was begging Him to enter into his house, 
because there was an only-born1 daughter to him, about twelve years old, and she was dying -I' 

2c·. Now during His going, the crowds were thronging9 Him.· And a woman being in a flow ofblood -I; 
for twelve years- who, having expended10 her whole living 11 on physicians12, was not able to 
be curedK by anyone-"having approached from behind, touched the tasseJL a/His garment -1-1 

I [) And at once her flow a/blood stoppedM 
21l. And Jesus said, "Who is the one having touchedN Me?" 13 -1.' 
_,[)_ And while all were denying0 it, Peter14 said, "MasterP, the crowds are enclosing 15 You 

and pressing-against 16 You 17
" 

.:Ill. But Jesus said, "Someone touched Me, for I recognized 18 power having gone forth -l1• 

from Me" 
5 D. And the woman, having seen that she did not escape-noticeO, came tremblingR. And -I -

having fallen before Him, she declared 19 in the presence of all the people for what reason 
she touched Him, and how she was healed5 at-onceT 

hD. And the One said to her, "Daughter2°, your faith has restored8 you. Go in peace" -I\ 

JC. While He is still speaking, someone comes from (the house of] the synagogue-official2 1, ..)'1 

saying22 that "Your daughter is dead. Be troubling23 the Teacher no longer24" 

ID. But Jesus, having heard, responded to him, "Do not be fearing. Only believe25 , and she '>il 
will be restored8 " 

2D. And having come to the house, He did not permitu anyone to go in with Him26 except ~I 
Peter and John and27 James, and the father ()f the child, and the mother 

m. Now they28 were all weepingv and beating-their-breastsw for her. But the One said, "Do '~ 
not be weeping,29 for3° she did not die, but she is sleeping". •And they were laughing- '' 
scornfully31 at Him, knowing that she died 

4 D. But He, having32 taken hold of her hand, called, saying, "Child, arisex!" '>-l 
SD. And her spirit returned, and she stood up at-onceT '·' 

I I~. And He directedv that something should be given to her to eat 
21~. And her parents were astonishedz 
3 L And the One ordered AA them to tell no one the thing having taken place31 

1813. 34 Now ha~ing call~d together the twelve35, He gave them power and authority over all the demons, and 
to cure diseases. And He sent them out to proclaim the kingdom ()f God, and to heal the sick ones36 

ll:I 



221 Luke 9:2 

I. See v 26. The same variants occur here. 
2. Or, "held under the control of, ruled, governed, overcome". On this 

word, see "control" in 2 Cor 5: 14. 
3. Same word as in v 28. Not related to the word in v 31, 32, which 

is the word used throughout the story by Matthew and Mark. 
4. Some manuscripts say "Jesus" {K}. 
5. Or, "narrating, describing, leading through". In this predominately 

Gentile area next to Israel, Jesus has no need to restrain this man. 
Same word as in Mk 5:16; 9:9; Lk 9:10;Act 9:27; 12:17. Elsewhere 
only as "describe" in Act 8:33; "tell" in Heb 11 :32. GK 1455. 
Related to "narrative" in Lk I: 1; "tell in detail" in Act 13 :4 I; and 
"expound" in Jn I: 18. 

6. Parallel account at Ml 9:18; Mk 5:21. 
7. Or, "leader". On this word, see "ruler" in Rev 1 :5. Compare the 

word in v 49. 
8. Or, "near, beside". GK 4123. 
9. Or, "pressing, crowding". A vivid word lo use here. Elsewhere it 

means "choked", as in v 14. 
10. Used only here. GK 4649. Related to "consumed" in Gal 5:15. 
11. Or, "means of living". On this word, see "life" in 1Jn2:16. She 

spent everything she had on this. 
12. Some manuscripts omit "having expended her whole living on 

physicians" { C}. GK 2620. 
13. This sign reveals something about the power and knowledge of 

Jesus, and the power of faith in Him, but it cannot be known to oth
ers unless the woman tells what happened. 

14. Some manuscripts add "and the ones with him" {B}. 
15. Or, "confining, holding in". Same word as "gripped" in v 37. 
16. Used only here. GK 632. Related to the word in Mk 5:31. 
17. Some manuscripts add "and You say, 'Who is the one having 

touched Me?" {B}, similar lo Mk 5:31. 
18. Or, "perceived, noticed". On this word, see "know" in 1 :34. Jesus 

"knew" it. Related lo "known" in Mk 5:30 (GK 2105). 

19. Some manuscripts add "to Him" {K}. On this word, see "announc
ing" in 1 Jn I :3. 

20. Some manuscripts say "Take courage, daughter. Your ... " {N), as in 
Mt9:22. 

21. Or, "synagogue-leader". On this word, see Act 18:8. The two sep-
arate words are in v 41. 

22. Some manuscripts add "to him" {N). 
23. Same word as in 7:6 and Mk 5:35. On this word, see Mt 9:36. 
24. Some manuscripts say "Do not be troubling the Teacher" { B}. 
25. The grammar implies "believe now as an act of faith". Some man-

uscripts have the same grammar as Mk 5:36 {N}. 
26. Some manuscripts omit "with Him" {N}. 
27. Some manuscripts reverse these names, "James and John" {N}. 
28. That is, the ones in the house when Jesus and the others entered. 
29. The grammar implies "stop weeping". 
30. Some manuscripts omit this word {N}. 
31. Or, "laughing-against, laughing-mockin!(ly, laughing down, ridi

culing". Elsewhere only in this story, Mt 9:24; Mk 5:40. GK 2860. 
The root word is "laugh" in 6:21 (GK 1151). 

32. Some manuscripts say "having put everyone outside and having 
taken ... " {N) 

33. That is, the thing Jesus did. Leave the crowd in uncertainty about 
the details. Do not become heralds of it. Note that this is the oppo
site ofv 39. This is Israel, and Jesus is trying to control the pace of 
the public response to Him. 

34. Parallel account at Mt 10:1; Mk 6:7. 
35. Some manuscripts say "His twelve disciples"; others, "the twelve 

apostles" {B}. 
36. Some manuscripts omit "the sick ones"; others say, "the ones being 

sick" {C}. 

A. Mt 8:16 B. Jam 5:15 C. Mk 1:28 D. Eph 5:21 E. 2 Pet 2:21, tum back F. 2 Tim 4:2 G. Act 2:41 H. Lk 3:15, waiting in expectation 
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T. Mt 21: 19 U. Mt 6: 12, forgive V. Jn II :33 W. Rev 1 :7 X. Mt 28:6 Y. 1 Cor 7: 17 Z. Mk 2: 12 AA. 1 Tim I :3, command 



Luke 9:3 222 Verse 

Jc. And He said to them, "Be taking nothing for the journey- neither a staff1, nor a [traveler's] 3 
bag2, nor bread, nor money3, nor are you to have two tunics• each5 

Io. "And into whatever house you enter, be stayingA there, and going forth from there6 -I 
2 [). "And all who do not welcome6 you- while going out from that city, be shaking-off7 the 5 

dust from your feet for a testimonyc against them" 

2C. And going forth, they were going from village-to-village8 announcing-the-good-news0 and h 
curingE everywhere 

J( .9 And Herod the tetrarch 10 heard-a/all the things taking place 11 
-; 

ID. And he was greatly-perplexed 12 because of it being said by some that John aroseF from 
the dead: and by some that Elijah appearedG, and by others that some prophet of the >: 
ancients 13 rose-upH 

2 D. And Herod said, "I beheaded John. But who is this One about Whom I am hearing such '! 

things?" 
3D. And he was seeking to see Him 

-ll .14 And having returned1, the apostles relatedK to Him all that they did. And having taken them 111 
along, He retreatedL private(yM toward 15 a city'6 being called Bethsaida. "But the crowds, I I 
having known 17 it, followed Him 

I IJ. And having welcomedN them, He was speaking to them about the kingdom o/God and 
healing0 the ones having a needP of a cure 18 

21) And the day began to decline 19. And having come to Him, the twelve said to Him, "Send- I: 
awayo the crowd in order that having gone into the surrounding villages and farms, they 
may take-up-lodging20 and find provisions21 , because here we are in a desolateR place" 

.~I). But He said to them, "You give them something to eat" I ~ 
-ID. And the ones said, "There are not more than five loaves and two fish with us22- unless 

perhaps, having gone, we should buy food for this whole group-of-people23". "For there 1-1 
were about five-thousand men24 

~D. And He said to His disciples, "Make them lie-down [to eat] in eating-groups25-about26 

fifty each". ·And they did so, and made everyone lie down I ' 
hD. And having taken the five loaves and the two fish, having looked up to heaven, He blessed5 I h 

them, and broke them in pieces27, and was giving them to the disciples to set-before the crowd 
7 D. And they ate and were all filled-to-satisfaction T I -
:-ID. And the amount o/fragmentsu left-over28 by them was picked up-- twelve baskets 

I lJl3. 29 And it came about during His being alone30 praying, 31 that the disciples were with Him. And He 
questioned32 them, saying, "Who do the crowds say that I am?" 

I~ 

IC And the ones, having responded, said, "John the Baptist; and others, Elijah; and others, that 
some prophet of the ancients33 rose-upH" 

2( . And He said to them, "But who do you say that I am?" 
lC:. And Peter, having responded, said, "The Christ of God" 
4l'. But the One, having warned34 them, orderedv them to be telling this to no one-"having said 

that "The Son a/Man mustw sufferx many things, and be rejectedY by35 the elders and chief 
priests and scribes, and be killed, and be raisedz on the third day" 

5C. 36 And He was saying to everyone, "If anyone wants to be coming after Me, let him deny37 

himself, and let him take up his cross38 daily, and let him be following Me 

211 



223 Luke 9:23 

I. Or, "walking stick". Compare Mk 6:8; Mt 10: 10. Some think Jesus 
means "a second staff". On this word, see "rod" in I Cor 4:21. 

2. Or, "knapsack", a bag used lo carry provisions. Elsewhere only in 
the same story in Mt I 0: IO; Mk 6:8; in Lk 10:4; and in Lk 22:35, 
36, which refers back to this event. GK 4385. 

J. That is, like a denarius (see Mt 20:2) or a drachma (see Lk 15:8). 
Same word as "silver" in Mt I 0:9. On this word, see "money" in 
Mt 25:27. 

4. Or, "undergarments". Do not take a spare. Compare 3: 11. On this 
word, see Mt 5:40. 

5. Some manuscripts omit this word { C}. In other words, make no 
preparations for the journey. 

6. That is, do not move from house to house in one town. 
7. Elsewhere only in Act 28:5. GK 701. Related to "shake out" in 

Mk 6:11. 
8. This is an idiom, literally, "according to the villages". Similar to 

8:1,4; 13:22. 
9. Parallel account al Mt 14:1; Mk 6:14. 
IO. That is, Herod Antipas, tetrarch of Galilee. See Mt 14: 1 and Lk 3: 1 

on him, and Lk 3: 19 on "tetrarch". 
11. Some manuscripts add "by Him" {N}, so that it says "all the things 

being done by Him". 
12. Elsewhere only in Act 2:12; 5:24; 10: 17. GK 1389. Related to "per

plexed" in 2 Cor 4:8. 
13. Luke could mean "of the ancient ones", or, "of the ancient times". 

On this word, see "old" in Act 15:7. 
14. Parallel account at Mt 14:13; Mk 6:30; Jn 6:1. 
15. Note v 12. Jesus and the apostles were in a desolate place, not the 

city itself. GK 1650. 
16. Instead of"a city being called Bethsaida", some manuscripts say 

"a desolate place belonging to a city being called Bethsaida" {B}. 
Compare Mk 6:45. 

17. Or, "come-to-know, learned, recognized". On this word, see 1 :34. 
18. Or, "medical treatment, care, service". Related to the verb "cure" 

in Ml 8:7. On this word, see "service" in Rev 22:2. 

19. This idiom is used again in 24:29. GK 3111. Mt 14:15 calls it 
evening; Mk 6:35 calls it a late hour. 

20. This idiom is used also in 19:7. The root meaning is that the peo
ple ''tear down, break down, unharness [the animals)" for the night. 
On this word, see ''tear down" in Mt 24:2. 

21. Used only here. GK 2 I 69. 
22. That is, we do not have more than five loaves and two fish. 
23. Or, "all this people" (singular), an expression found only here. 

Same word as in Act 5:37. GK 3295. The grammar indicates the 
disciples expect a negative answer to their doubtfully expressed 
suggestion. Their response amounts to "How can we do so?" Next, 
Jesus tells them how. 

24. That is, males. On this word, see I Tim 2:12. 
25. Used only here. GK 3112. Related to "lie down" earlier. This could 

be rendered "Make them recline in reclining groups". 
26. Some manuscripts omit this word {C}. 
27. This word, "broke in pieces", is elsewhere only in Mk 6:41. GK 

2880. Related to the word in Mt 14: 19. 
28. This is a participle, the amount "having left over, having abounded, 

having surpassed [the need] for them". 
29. Parallel account at Mt 16:13; Mk 8:27. 
30. That is, in a private place, away from the crowds. This idiom is else

where only in Mk 4: 10. 
31. ThSame idiom as the similar phrase in 11: I, "during His being in 

a certain place praying", and 2:6; 5: 12. 
32. Or, "asked". This word is used 56 times. GK 2089. 
33. Same word as in v 8. 
34. The warning is given next, in v 22. 
35. Same word as "from" in Mt 16:21. GK 608. Mk 8:31 uses GK 5679. 
36. Parallel account at Mt 16:24; Mk 8:34. Compare Mt 10:39; Lk 

17:33; Jn 12:25. 
37. On this word, see 2 Tim 2: 12. Related lo the word in Mt 16:24; 

Mk 8:34. 
38. On "take up his cross", see Mt 16:24; I 0:38. 

A. Jn 15:4, abide B. Mt 10:40 C. Act 4:33 D. Act 5:42 E. Mt 8:7 F. Mt 28:6 G. Phil 2:15, shine H. Lk 18:33 J. 2 Pet 2:21, tum back 
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Luke 9:24 224 Verse 

ID. "For whoever wants to saveA his life8 will losec it. But whoever loses his life1 for My 24 
sake- this one will save it 

IE. "For what is a person profited2- having gained0 the whole world, but having lost 25 
or having forfeited3 himself? 

2D. "For whoever is ashamed-ofE Me and My words, the Son a/Man will be ashamed-of 
this one when He comes in the glory" a/Himself and the Father and the holy angels 

JD. "And I say to you truly5, there are some6 of the ones standing here7 who will by-no-means8 

taste death9 until they see the kingdomF o/God" 

20B. 10 And it came about, about eight days after these words, that 11 having taken-alongG Peter and John 2" 
and12 James, He went up on the mountain to pray 

IC. And during His praying the appearance 13 o/His face became differentH, and His clothing 2'! 
became white, while gleaming-out14 

2C. And behold, two men were talking-with1 Him, who were Moses and Elijah-"who, having )()_\I 

appearedK in gloryL, were speaking of His departure 15 which He was about to bring-to
fulfillment16 in Jerusalem 

3( . Now Peter and the ones with him had been weighed-down 17 with sleep. But having fully- '2 
awakened18, they saw His glory and the two men standing-with Him 

4C. And it came about during their parting 19 from Him, that Peter said to Jesus, "MasterM, it is , , 
good that we are here. And let us make three dwellings20, one for You, and one for Moses, 
and one for Elijah"- not knowing what he was21 saying 

5C. And while he was saying these things, there came-to-be a cloud. And it was overshadowingN ;.i 

them. And they became afraid at their22 entering23 into the cloud 
hC. And a voice came out of the cloud, saying, "This is My chosen24 Son. Be listening-to Him" .; '· 
7C. And at the voice coming,25 Jesus was found alone0 :,, 

XC. And they kept-silentP, and reported to no one during those days anything of the things which 
they had26 seen 

2 I 13. 27 And it came about on the next day, they having come down from the mountain, that a large crowd 
metHim 

IC. And behold- a man from the crowd shoutedo, saying, "Teacher, I begR You to look5 upon '' 
my son, because he is an only-bomT son to me. •And behold- a spirit seizesu him and he28 ;.1 

suddenly cries-outv. And it convulsesw him, along with foam [at the mouth]. And it departs 
from him with difficulty, while bruising29 him.• And I beggedR Your disciples to30 cast it out, -!<l 
and they were not able" 

2C. And having responded, Jesus said, "O unbelieving and perverted31 generation, how long32 will -11 
I be with you, and bear-withx you? Bring your son ton Me here" 

3C. And while he was still approaching, the demon threw him to the ground34 and convulsed35 him J ' 
4( ·. And Jesus rebukedv the unclean spirit, and healed the boy, and gave him back to his father 
SC. And they were all astounded2 at the majesty36 of God J 1 

22B. 37 But while all were marvelingAA at everything which He was doing38, He said to His disciples, ""You .J I 
put39 these40 words into your ears- for the Son of Man is going to be handed-over88 into the 
hands of men" 

I ( ·. But the ones were not understanding41 this statement. And it had been concealed42 from them, -1 'i 
so that43 they did not perceive44 it. And they were fearing to ask45 Him about this statement46 



225 Luke 9:45 

I. Or, "soul" both times in this verse. On this word, see "soul" in Jam 
5:20. Note that Luke says "himself" in v 25. 

2. Note how Matthew, Mark, and Luke have different grammar for this 
word. On this word, see Rom 2:25. 

3. Or, "suffered loss of". Same word as in Mk 8:36. 
4. Jesus refers here to the glory of all three, His and the Father's and 

the holy angels' glory. Compare Mk 8:38. 
5. Or, "truthfully". On this word, see Mt 14:33. 
6. Some think Jesus is referring to the three with Him at the transfig

uration next. For other views, see Mk 9: I. 
7. Elsewhere in this sense only in Mt 26:36, and as "there" in Act 

15:34; 18:19; 21:4. GK 899. Mt 16:28 and Mk 9:1 use GK 6045. 
8. Or, "never". It is an emphatic negative, the strongest in Greek. Else

where by Luke only in 1:15;6:37;8:17; 10:19; 12:59; 13:35; 18:17, 
30; 21:18, 32, 33; 22:16, 18, 67, 68; Act 13:41; 28:26. On this 
idiom, see Gal 5: 16. 

9. On "taste death", see Heb 2:9. 
10. Parallel account at Mt 17:1; Mk 9:2. Compare 2 Pet 1:17-18. 
11 . On this word, see 5: I. Some manuscripts omit this word { C}. 
12. Some manuscripts reverse the names to "James and John" {N}. 
13. Or. "outward appearance". On this word, see 2 Cor 5:7. 
14. Used only here. GK 1993. Related to the "gleaming" clothes of the 

angels in Lk 24:4; the "flash" oflightning in Lk 17:24; and to the light 
that "flashed around" Paul in Act 9:3. The root word is "lightning". 

15. This is the word "exodus", "a way out", referring to the coming 
death of Jesus. Elsewhere only in Heb 11 :22; 2 Pet I: 15. GK 2016. 
The Greek word is exodos. 

16. Or, "fulfill", viewing it as something prophesied for Jesus in the OT, 
Lk 24:44. Or, "complete, finish", viewing it as a task yet to be com
pleted. On this word, see "filled" in Eph 5: 18. 

17. This is a participle, they "were having been weighed down". Same 
word as in Mt 26:43 and Lk 21 :34. On this word, see "burdened" in 
2Cor 1:8. 

18. Used only here. GK 1340. It could also mean "having kept awake", 
meaning the three were very sleepy, but still awake when they first 
saw them. Related to "keep watch" in I Thes 5:6. 

19. Or, "being separated, going away". Used only here. GK 1431. 
Related to "separate" in Mt 19:6. 

20. Or, "tents, tabernacles". Same word as in 16:9; Mt 17:4; Mk 9:5; 
Rev 13:6; 21:3. Used of the "tabernacle" in Heb 8:2; and as "tent" 
in Act 15:16; Heb 11:9. Used 20 times. GK 5008. Related to ''tent" 
in 2 Cor 5:4 and 2 Pet 1:13; and to "dwell" in Rev 7:15. 

21. More literally "is", as the Greek typically phrases it. 
22. This may refer to Jesus, Moses, and Elijah; or, to the three apostles. 

Perhaps the fonner, since the disciples hear God speak "out of" the 
cloud. Compare Mt 17:5. 

23. That is, "when they entered". 

24. More literally, "My Son, the One having been chosen". Some man
uscripts say "My beloved Son" (B}, as in Mk 9:7. On this word, 
see I Cor I :27. 

25. That is, upon the completion of the statement by God. 
26. More literally "have", as the Greek typically phrases it. 
27. Parallel account at Mt 17: 14; Mk 9: 14. 
28. Or, this may refer to the spirit, which "seizes him and suddenly 

cries out, and convulses him". 
29. Luke may mean physically "bruising" him; or, "breaking, shatter

ing, crushing" him emotionally. On this word, see Mt 12:20. 
30. More literally, "in order that they might cast it out", as in Mk 9: 18. 

GK2671. 
31. Or, "crooked". This is a participle, "having been pervened". On the 

meaning of this sentence, see Mt 17: 17. 
32. This is an idiom, "until when" will I be with you? See Mt 17: 17 

on it. 
33. This word, "bring to" (GK 4642) is not related to "bring" in Mt 

17: 17; Mk 9: 19. The grammar does not place emphasis on the 
process, as in Mt 17: 17. 

34. This word ''to throw to the ground" is the same word as in Mk 9: 18. 
GK4838. 

35. Related to the word in v 39. On this word, see Mk 9:20. 
36. Or, "grandeur, greatness, magnificence". Elsewhere only in Act 

19:27; 2 Pet I: 16. GK 3484. Related to "great" in Act 2: 11. 
37. Parallel account at Mt 17:22; Mk 9:30. 
38. Some manuscripts say "which Jesus did" {N}. 
39. This is a command, made more emphatic by separately expressing 

the subject, "you". Same word as in 1:66; 21:14; Act 5:4. On this 
word, see Act 19:21. 

40. That is, the words following. Or, Jesus may be referring more 
broadly to all His words the disciples are hearing, "into your ears. 
For the Son ... ". Remember them. In either case. it is the statement 
about being handed over that they do not understand. 

41. Or, ''were being ignorant of, were not knowing" the meaning of it. 
On this word, see "be ignorant of" in Rom 10:3. 

42. This is a participle, it "was having been concealed", or "hidden". 
Some think Luke means "by God"; others, "by their own mind-set". 
Used only here. GK 4152. 

43. Or, "in order that they might not". GK 2671. 
44. Or, "understand". Used only here. GK 150. Related to "perception" 

in Phil 1:9, and "faculties" in Heb 5:14. 
45. GK 2263. Related to the word in Mk 9:32. 
46. The disciples do not seem to have wanted to understand it, because 

it did not lit into their way of thinking. Their mind was focused on 
their own glory in the earthly kingdom they expected Jesus to inau
gurate, as seen next. On this word, see "word" in Rom I 0: 17. 

A. Lk 19:10 B. Jam 5:20, soul C. I Cor 1:18, perish D. Mk 8:36 E. Rom 1:16 F. Mt 3:2 G. Lk 17:34, taken H. I Cor 12:9 J. Act 25:12 
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U. Rom 7:8, taken V. Mt 8:29 W. Mk I :26 X. 2 Cor 11 :4 Y. 2 Tim 4:2, warn Z. Mt 7:28 AA. Rev 17:8 BB. Mt 26:21 



Luke 9:46 226 Verse 

23 B. 1 And an argument2 came-in3 among them as to which of them might be greater" 

IC. But Jesus, knowing5 the reasoning6 a/their heart, having taken-hold-of A a child, stood him7 r 
beside Himself, •and said to them, "Whoever welcomes8 this child on the basis of My name8, 4 \ 
welcomes Me.9 And whoever welcomes Me, welcomes the One having sent Me forth. For 
the one being least10 among you all, this one is 11 great 12" 

2C. And having responded, John 13 said, "MasterC, we saw someone casting-out0 demons in Your 4'1 
name. And we were forbidding 14 him because he is not following with us" 

:;c ·. And Jesus said to him, "Do not be forbidding 15 him. For he who is not against you 16, is for you" S11 

(ii\. Now it came about during 17 the days o/His ascension 18 being fulfilled 19, thatE He set20 His face that He .; I 
might proceed to Jerusalem21 

I l3. And He sent out messengers ahead o/His presence22
• And having gone, they entered into a village 

a/Samaritans so-as23 to prepareF for Him. •And they did not welcome8 Him, because His face was 
going toward Jerusalem24 

I ( ·. And the disciples having seen it, James and John said, "Lord, do You want us to call25 fire to °'-l 

come down from heaven and consumeG them26?" 
2( ·. But having turned, He rebukedH them27 -; ·0 

3C. And they proceeded to another village '-1, 

2l3. And while they were proceeding on the road 

IC Someone said to Him, "I will follow You wherever You go" 

ID. And Jesus said to him, "The foxes have holes, and the birds o/the heaven have nests28, 

but the Son o/Man does not have a place where He may lay His head"29 

2C . 30 And He said to another, "Be following Me''. But the one said, "Master3 1, permit! me, having 
gone, to first bury my father"32 

ID. But He said to him, "AllowK the dead to bury their own dead.33 But you, having gone, 
be proclaiming the kingdom of God" 

-~C ·. And another also said, "I will follow You, Master. But first permit' me to say-good-bye34 to the 
ones in my house" 

ID. But Jesus said to him35
, "No one having put his36 hand on the plow and looking to the 

things behind37 is fit38 for the kingdom of God" 

3B. And after these things, the Lord appointedL seventy two39 others40, and sent them outM ahead ofHis 
presence41 two by two, to every city and place where He Himself was going to go . 

I C.42 And43 He was saying to them-

ID. 

2D. 
3D. 

"The harvesr'4 is great- but the workers are few! Therefore ask the LordN o/the harvest 
that He send-out0 workers into His harvest 
"Go! Behold- I am sending you outM as lambs45 in the midstP of wolves 
"Do not be carrying a money-bag46

- not a [traveler's] bago, not sandals.47 And greetR no 
one along the road.48 •And into whatever house you enter, first say, 'Peace on this house' 

.; ' 

l\l I 



227 Luke 10:5 

I. Parallel account at Mt 18:1; Mk 9:33. 
2. Or, "reasoning, thought". On this word, see "thought" in Jam 2:4. 

Related to "argued" in Mk 9:34. 
3. Luke states this as if it came in from the outside. This word "to 

enter, come in" is used 194 times, mostly with a physical subject. 
Only here and in Rom 5: 12 (sin entered) does it have an abstract 
subject. GK 1656. 

4. The disciples were ranking themselves. Though the form of this 
word means "greater'', some think the sense of it in this context is 
"greatest". 

5. Some manuscripts say "seeing" { C}. 
6. Same word as "argument" in v 46. An external "reasoning" started, 

but Jesus knew their internal "reasoning". 
7. Or, "her". The Greek is not specific here. 
8. On this phrase, "on the basis of My name", see Act 2:38. 
9. Welcoming this child is welcoming the King. Earthly status is not 

relevant in His kingdom. 
I 0. Or, "lesser". On this word, see Mt 11: 11. 
11 . The child i' great in the kingdom, and the one who becomes as a 

child. Some manuscripts say "shall be" {N}. 
12. Though the form of this word is "great", some think the sense of it 

in this context is "greatest". 
13. John responds with a case where they did not "welcome" one serv

ing in the name of Jesus. 
14. Same word as in Mk 9:38, on which see I Cor 14:39. Some man

uscripts say "we forbade" { B}. 
15. This verb, and "you" in the next sentence, is plural. Jesus is address

ing all of the disciples through John. 
16. Some manuscripts say "us, is forus" {N}, as in Mk 9:40. Compare 

Mk 9:39-40 on this. 
17. Or, "while the days o/His ascension were being fulfilled". Com

pare the similar phrase in Act 2: I. 
18. That is, the days remaining until His "ascension" or "taking up", 

and so to His "death, decease". Used only here. GK 378. Related 
to "taken up" in Act I :2. 

19. On this word, see Act 2: I. 
20. Or, "established, fixed firmly". Same word as "fixed" in 16:26. On 

this word, see "established" in I Thes 3:2. 
21. That is, Jesus set His course for Jerusalem. He firmly established 

His purpose and direction. 
22. That is, ahead of Him. Same phrase as in 10:1; 7:27; Mt 11:10; Mk 

I :2; and as Act 13:24, "before the presence of His coming". Same 
word as "face" in v 51, 53. This word means "face, presence, 
appearance", and is used 76 times. GK 4725. 

23. This word is used elsewhere in this sense only in Act 20:24, and 
an idiom in Heb 7:9. On this word, see "as" in Mt 19: 19. 

24. The Samaritans were hostile to Jews, especially to ones going to 
Jerusalem. They spumed Jesus because He was a Jew. 

25. This is an idiom, literally, "Do You want that we should call". The 
disciples want to retaliate for the personal aflTont, precisely the thing 
Jesus taught them not to do in 6:28. This impulse is not from God. 

26. Some manuscripts add "as also Elijah did" { B}. 
27. Some manuscripts add after this, "and He said, "You do not know 

of what kind of spirit you are. For the Son o/Man did not come to 
destroy the lives of people, but to save" {A}. 

28. Elsewhere only in Mt 8:20. GK 2943. Related to "nested" in 13: 19, 
and to "dwelling" in 9:33. 

29. In others words, Jesus has no permanent place on earth to which 
He is going, to which you might follow Him. And the glorious 
place on earth to which you may think He is going is not at all 
where He is going. 

30. Compare Mt 8:18-22. 
31. Some manuscripts omit this word {C}. On this word, see Mt 8:2. 

Same word as in v 61. 
32. His father may have just died, or this man may mean "When he dies 

and I fulfill my family duties, I will follow"'. 
33. That is, let the spiritually dead bury the physically dead. Put Me 

before family immediately. 
34. Same word as in 14:33. On this word, see 2 Cor 2:13. 
35. Some manuscripts omit "to him" {C}. 
36. Some manuscripts include this word { C}. 
37. Or, "and looking back". On this idiom, "to the things behind", see 

Jn 6:66. 
38. Or, "useful, suitable". Same word as in 14:35. Elsewhere only as 

"useful" in Heb 6:7. GK 2310. 
39. Some manuscripts omit this word, making it "seventy" others { C}. 
40. Some manuscripts add "also" {N}. 
41. Or, "face". See 9:52 on this phrase. 
42. Compare Mt 9:37-10:16. 
43. Some manuscripts say "Therefore" {K}. 
44. Jesus uses grammar that emphasizes the contrast between the two 

halves of this sentence. He also made this same statement when He 
appointed the twelve in Mt 9:37-10:1. On this word, see Mk4:29. 

45. That is, as defenseless ones, meek ones responding to what you 
find; not as conquerors. 

46. Elsewhere only in 12:33; 22:35, 36. GK 964. 
4 7. Take no extra provisions, nor the means to purchase what you might 

need. Go with the shirt on your back and the power and message I 
give you. 

48. Travel quickly from place to place with no socializing along the 
way. Your mission is in the cities, not on the roads. It is a mission 
of proclamation and announcement, not relationship building. 

A. Lk 20:20 B. Mt 10:40 C. Lk 5:5 D. Jn 12:31 E. Lk 5:1 F. Mk 14:15 G. Gal 5:15 H. 2 Tim 4:2, warn J. I Tim 2:12 K. Mt 6:12, 
forgive L.Actl:24 M.Mk3:14,sendout N.Mt8:2,master O.Jnl2:31,castout P.2Thes2:7 Q.Lk9:3 R.Mkl5:18 



Luke 10:6 228 Verse 

IE. "And if a son of peace' is there, your peace will rest on him. Otherwise indeed,2 it (, 
will return to you 

2E. "And be stayingA in the very house, eating and drinking the things from them.3 For 
the worker is worthy6 a/his wagesc. Do not be passing0 from house to house 

4D. "And into whatever city you enter and they welcomeE you- be eating the things being ~ 
set-beforeF you.4 •And be curingG the sick ones in it. And be saying to them, 'The 'J 

kingdomH o/God has drawn-near1 to you' 
5 D. "But into whatever city you enter and they do not welcomeE you- having gone out into 111 

its wide-roads5, say,°'We are wiping-off6 against you even the dust having clungK to us I I 
from your city- to our feet7. Nevertheless know this-that the kingdom o/God has drawn 
near8'. 

0

19 say to you that it will be more-tolerable 10 on that day for Sodom than for that city! I~ 

11 -" "Woe to you, Chorazin! Woe to you, Bethsaida! Because if the miraclesL having I ' 
taken place in you had been done 12 in Tyre and Sidon, they would have repentedM 
long-agoN, sitting in sackcloth and ashes. 

0

Nevertheless 13 it will be more tolerable 14 
for Tyre and Sidon at the judgment0 than/or you 

21-.. "And you, Capernaum, will you be exaltedP up to heaven? 14 You will go-down 15 as l' 
far as HadesO 

hD. "The one listening-to you is listening-to Me. And the one rejectingR you is rejecting Me. I h 

And the one rejecting Me is rejecting the One having sent Me forths" 

2C. And the seventy two 16 returned with joy, saying, "Lord, even the demons are subject17 to us I -
in Your name". •And He said to them, "I was seeing18 Satan having fallen 19 like lightning : .\ 
from heaven20 

ID. "Behold21 - I have given22 you the authorityT to trample23 on snakes and scorpions, and J •1 

over all the power o/the enemy.24 And nothing will by-any-means25 harmu you 
2 D. "Nevertheless, do not be rejoicingv in this- that the spirits are subject to you. But26 be :'11 

rejoicing that your names have been recorded27 in the heavens" 

.i( · .28 At the very hour, He rejoiced-greatly29 in the Holy Spirit30, and said, "I praisew You, Father, 'I 
Lord a/heaven and earth, that31 You hid32 these33 things from wise ones and intelligentx ones, 
and You revealedv them to children34. Yes, Father, because35 in this manner it became well
pleasing36 in Your sight 

I IJ. "AIP7 things were handed-overZ to Me by My Father 
2 D. "And no one knows38 Who the Son is except the Father, and Who the Father is except the 

Son- and anyone to whom39 the Son wills40 to reveal Him" 

4C.41 And having turned to the disciples,42 He said privatelyAA, "Blessed43 are the eyes seeing66 the ~; 
things which you are seeing. 

0

For I say to you that many prophets and kings wanted to -' 1 
experience44 the things which you are seeing, and they did not experience them; and to hear 
the things which you are hearing, and they did not hear them"45 

413. 46 And behold- a certain Law-expertcc stood up, putting Him to the test47, saying, "Teacher, [by] '' 
having done48 what shall I inherit00 eternal life?" 

I ( ·_ And the One said to him, "What has been written in the Law? How do you read it?" ~(l 



229 Luke 10:26 

I. That is, a person characterized by peace toward you and your 
message. On "son", see Gal 3:7. 

2. On this idiom, "otherwise indeed", see 2 Cor 11: 16. 
3. That is, accepting the food provided by them as the provision from 

God, as wages from God. 
4. That is, eat what they eat, without complaint. 
5. On this word, see 14: 21 . Go on the main streets, not the small lanes. 
6. Used only here. GK 669. Related to the word in 7:38, 44. 
7. Jesus may mean "(from our head down] to our feet". Or, "[even] to 

our feet". Some manuscripts omit "to our feet" {N}. 
8. Some manuscripts add "to you" {N}. 
9. Some manuscripts say "But I" {N}. 
IO. Same word as in v 14. On this word, see Mt 10:15. 
11. Compare Mt 11 :20-24. 
12. Same word and grammar as in Mt 11 :23. 
13. On the meaning of this sentence, see Mt 11:22. 
14. The grammar indicates a "no" answer is expected. Some manu

scripts have this as one statement, "And you, Capernaum, the one 
having been exalted up to heaven, you will go down ... " {N}. 

15. Some manuscripts say "be brought down" { C}. 
16. Some manuscripts omit this word { C}, as in v I. 
17. Same word as in v 20. On this word, see Eph 5:21. 
18. Or, "perceiving, watching, observing". Some think Jesus means He 

was seeing it with the sending out of the seventy-two; others, each 
time they cast out a demon; others, at His own victory at His temp
tation. There are other views. Used 58 times. GK 2555. 

19. Some think Jesus means He was prophetically seeing Satan's final 
downfall; others, that He was repeatedly seeing his actual defeat as 
demons were cast out. There are other views. 

20. Or, "from heaven like lightning". Jesus could mean "clearly and 
unmistakably'', as in 17:24; or, "suddenly, instantly", and accord
ing to one view above, "repeatedly". 

21. Are you surprised at having power over demons? Behold, I have 
given you more power than you realize, power to overcome all the 
attacks of the enemy. 

22. Some manuscripts say "I give" {N}. 
23. Or, "tread on". Elsewhere only in Lk 21:24; Rev 11:2 of Gentiles 

"trampling" Jerusalem; and in Rev 14:20 and 19:15 of"treading" 
the winepress of the wrath of God. GK 4251. 

24. Some take this literally; others, figuratively, of the fraud, deception, 
treachery and falsehood of the enemy. Compare Mk 16: 18; Ps 
91: 13-14. Jesus has given these lambs (v 3) power over the enemy, 
and protection from the enemy. Nothing can stop them from car
rying out this mission He gave them. The message ofv 9 will by all 
means be proclaimed to Israel. Nothing can stop the coming of the 
Messiah to His people from building to the crescendo He intends. 
Some think this refers specifically to the seventy-two and this mis
sion, like the command in v 4 (compare the command to the twelve 
in 9:3 and 22:35-36); others take it in a broader sense. 

25. Or, "ever". The strongest negative in Greek. See "by no means" 
in 9:27. 

26. Some manuscripts say "But rather" { K}. 
27. Or, "written-in". On this word, see "inscribed" in 2 Cor 3:2. Some 

manuscripts say "were written" { N} . 
28. Compare Mt 11:25-27. 
29. Or, "exulted". Same word as in I :47; Jn 8:56; Act 2:26; 16:34; I 

Pet 1:6, 8. Elsewhere only as "be overjoyed" in Mt 5:12; Jn 5:35; 
I Pet4:13; Rev 19:7. GK22. Related to "gladness" in Jude 24. 

30. That is, in the power of the Spirit, filled with the Spirit. Some man
uscripts say "Jesus rejoiced greatly in the Spirit", meaning the Holy 
Spirit or His spirit { C}. 

31. Or, "because". Same word as "because" in the next sentence. 
32. On this word, see I Cor 2:7. Related to the word in Mt 11 :25. 
33. That is, the good news of the kingdom, which the seventy-two were 

proclaiming, v 9. 
34. Or, "childlike ones". On this word, see Mt 11 :25. 
35. Or, "that", so that it says "Yes Father, [I praise you] that...". On this 

sentence, see Mt 11 :26. 
36. On this noun, see "good-pleasure" in Eph i :5. 
37. Some manuscripts say "And having turned to the disciples, He said, 

'All..."{A}. 
38. Related to the word used in Mt 11 :27. On this word, see I :34. 
39. More literally, "and to whomever". 
40. Or, "desires, wants, wishes, intends". Same word as in 22:42. On 

this word, see Jam I: 18. 
41. Compare Mt 13:16-17. 
42. Luke could mean Jesus turned to the seventy-two (v 17) from oth

ers assumed to be present; or, to the twelve from the seventy-two. 
43. Or, "Fortunate". Same word as in 6:20. 
44. Or, "see'', but not the same word as the other three times here. This 

word is used twice here, and an unrelated word is used three times. 
Many render both words as "see'', taking them as synonyms. If 
Jesus intended a distinction between the two words here, this word 
may be rendered "see" in the sense of "experience'', as in "see 
death", 2:26; "see mourning", Rev 18:7; "see decay", Act 2:27, etc. 
Same word as in Mt 13:17, on which see "see" in Lk 2:26. 

45. Truly the disciples enjoyed a unique privilege, not repeated before 
or since, until Jesus comes. Jesus also said this to the twelve in Mt 
13: 16- 17. They got to see it all fulfilled, right before their eyes! We 
enjoy the fruit of that fulfillment. 

46. Compare Mt 22:34-40; Mk 12:28-34. 
47. On this word, "put to the test", see Mt 4:7. 
48. The same exact question appears in 18:18, Luke's phrasing of the 

question in Mt 19: 16; Mk I 0: 17. What is there, after I have done it, 
that will cause me to inherit eternal life. What act of devotion or 
sacrifice will do it for me? 

A. Jn 15:4, abide B. Rev 16:6 C. Rev 22:12, recompense D. Jn 5:24 E. Mt 10:40 F. Act 17:3, put before G. Mt 8:7 H. Mt 3:2 J. Lk 21:28 
K. I Cor6:16,join L. I Cor12:10 M.Act26:20 N.Jude4,fonnerly O.Jn3:19 P.Jn8:28,liftedup Q.Rev 1:18 R.Gal2:21,setaside 
S.Mk3:14,sendout T.Rev6:8 U.Act7:24,wronged V.2Cor13:11 W.Jam5:16,confessout X.1Corl:I9 Y.2Thes2:3 Z.Mt26:21 
AA.Mtl4:13 BB.Revl:ll CC.Lk7:30 DD.Gal4:30 



Luke 10:27 230 Verse 

2l · And the one, having responded, said, "You shall loveA the Lord your God from your whole 27 
heart, and with your whole soul8

, and with your whole strength, and with your whole mindc, 
and your neighbor0 as 1 yourself" 

3C. And He said to him, "You answered correctlyE. Be doing this and you will live" 2f\ 
.:IC. But the one, wanting to vindicate2 himself, said to Jesus, "And who is my neighbor?" 2lJ 
.'.'C Having taken-upF the question, Jesus said, "A certain man was going down from Jerusalem to 3fl 

Jericho. And he fell-into3 robbers0 , who, both having strippedH him and having laid-on4 blows5, 
went away- having left him half-dead 

ID. "And by coincidence6, a certain priest was going down on that road. And having seen .<I 
him, he passed-by-on-the-other-side7 

21). "And likewise also a Levite1 having come-to-be upon8 the place, having come9 and having i" 

seen, passed by on the other side 
JD. "But a certain Samaritan 10, while traveling, came upon him. And having seen, he felt- i_l 

deep-feelingsK [of compassion] 

11· .. "And having gone to him, he bound his wounds 11 , pouring on oil 12 and wine .'-+ 
:'!- "And having put him on his own mount 13, he brought him to an inn and took-care-

of14 him 
3 L. "And on the next day 15, having taken out two denarii 16, he gave them to the .1' 

innkeeper17 and said, 'Take-care-of him. And whatever thing 18 you spend-further I 
will give-backL to you during my retuming 19 ' 

.:) I). "Which of these three seemsM to you to have become20 a neighbor0 of the one having i h 

fallen into the robbers0 ?" 
:'D. And the one said, 'The one having shown mercyN to21 him" • 
(1 D And22 Jesus said to him, "Go, and You be doing likewise" 

5 H. And during their proceeding, He entered into a certain23 village. And a certain woman, Martha by ; \ 
name, received24 Him 

IC. And to this one there was a sister being called Mary, who25 also26 was listening-to His word0 , ;q 
having sat near to the feet of the Lord27 

2C. But Martha was being distracted28 with much service29. And having stood-nearP, she said .:Ill 

"Lord, do You not care30 that my sister left me to be servingO alone? Tell her then, that she 
should helpR me" 

3l'. But having responded, the Lord said to her31 , "Martha, Martha, you are anxious32 and .:) I 
troubled33 about many things. "But there is a need34 of one35 thing. For Mary chose5 the good36 .:!.:' 
part37, which will not be taken-awayT from her" 

61l. And it came about during His being in a certain place praying, that when He ceasedu, a certain one I I I 
of His disciples said to Him, "Lord, teach us to pray, just as John also taught his disciples" 

I C. 38 And He said to them, "Whenever you pray, say, 'Father39-

ID. 'Let Your name be treated-as-holy4° 
2D. 'Let Your kingdomv come41 

3 D. 'Be giving us each day42 our dailyw bread .1 
4D. 'And forgivex us our sins, for we also are forgiving everyone being indebted43 to us .j 

5D. 'And do not bringY us into a temptation44'" 



231 Luke 11:4 

I. Or, "like". On this command, see Mt 19: 19. The man quotes from 
Deut 6:5; Lev 19: 18. 

2. Or, "justify". Some think Luke means "to justify his question" 
which the man himself answered in v 27; to vindicate his asking a 
question to which he already knew the answer. The man now asks 
what he considers to be the hard question. The Jews believed only 
fellow Jews were their neighbors for purposes of this law. Others 
think the man is asserting his own righteousness. On this word, see 
"declare righteous" in Rom 3:24. 

3. Or, "encountered". On this word, see Jam 1:2. 
4. This word means "to put on, lay on". It is used of"laying on" hands 

for various purposes (see Heb 6:2), and as "put on" in Mt 21 :7; 
27:29, 37; Lk 15: 15; Jn 9: 15. Used 39 times. GK 2202. 

5. Luke uses this idiom ''to lay on blows" again in Act 16:23, a beating 
which resulted in "wounds" (16:33, same word). On this word, see 
"wound" in Rev 13:3. Same word as "beatings" in 2 Cor 6:5; 11 :23. 

6. Or, "chance". Used only here. GK 5175. The related verb (not in 
the NT) means "come together by chance, meet by accident". 

7. Elsewhere only in v 32. GK 524. 
8. Or, "along, opposite, before, in relation to". GK 2848. Same word 

asinv33. 
9. That is, having come by. Some manuscripts omit "having come-lo

be", so that it says "Levite having come to the place and having 
seen". Others omit "having come", so that it says "Levite having 
come-to-be upon the place and having seen" {C}. 

IO. The Jews would not have considered this person a "neighbor". 
11. The Greek word is trauma, from which we get our word. Used only 

here. GK 5546. Related to the word in 20:12. 
12. That it, olive oil. On this word, see Jam 5: 14. 
13. That is, the Samaritan's mount, referring to whatever kind of ani

mal he was riding. On this word, see "livestock" in I Cor 15:39. 
14. Same word as in v 35. On this word, see I Tim 3:5. 
15. Some manuscripts say "day, having gone out, having taken out 

two ... " {N). 
16. That is, two day's wages. This was enough to pay for several days 

of food and lodging, perhaps as much as a month. On this word, see 
Mt20:2. 

17. Related to "inn" in v 34. Both words are used only here. GK 
4106, 4107. 

18. On this idiom, see Col 3: 17. 
19. Or, "while 1 am returning". That is, his returning to his destination, 

on the way to which this inn was a stopping point. Elsewhere only 
in 19: 15, with different grammar. GK 2059. 

20. Or, "proved to be". The important question is not "who is my neigh
bor whom I am responsible to love", but rather, "to whom have I 
become a neighbor by loving them". The law commands love, and 
the love is due to everyone who crosses my path. GK 1181. 

21. On this phrase "show mercy to'', see I :72. 
22. Some manuscripts say "Then" { N}. 
23. Mary and Martha live in Bethany in Jn 11: I. 

24. Or, "received as a guest, welcomed into her house, entertained as 
a guest". Elsewhere only in Lk 19:6; Act 17:7; Jam 2:25. GK 5685. 
Some manuscripts add "into her house" { B}. 

25. Some manuscripts omit this word, so that it says "Mary. And she 
was listening ... " {C}. 

26. Luke could mean "also" along with Martha; or, "also" along with 
the others who were listening. 

27. Some manuscripts instead say "of Jesus" {N}. 
28. Or, "pulled away, drawn off, diverted". Used only here. GK 4352. 

Related to "undistracted" in 1 Cor 7:35. 
29. That is, the preparations for the meal. On this word, see "ministry" 

in I Cor 12:5. 
30. More literally, "is it not a concern to You". The grammar indicates 

a "yes" answer is expected, "yes, I care". On this word, see "con
cerned" in I Cor7:21. 

31. Instead of what precedes, some manuscripts say "Jes us said to 
her" {N}. 

32. On this verb, see Mt 6:25, where Jesus says not to be anxious about 
what to eat because life is more than food. 

33. Or, "upset". Used only here. GK 2571. The related words mean 
"disorder, turmoil, confusion". Related to "throw into a commo
tion" in Mt 9:23. Martha was troubled by the confusion of things to 
do and the disorder of her situation. 

34. Or, "necessity". On this word, see Tit 3: 14. 
35. Some think this refers to the meal- you are worried about many 

dishes, many things to eat. Only one dish is really necessary for the 
meal. In other words, Martha is overreacting. Some manuscripts say 
"a few things or one thing" {C}, taking this view. Others think it 
refers to a spiritual truth. In the light of eternity, there is only one 
real need- to know God. Mary chose to listen to Jesus while He 
was there speaking, rather than to prepare and serve food. Listen
ing to God is the "good part" of life. The eating can be arranged 
later. In other words, Mary is focusing on higher priorities. 

36. Though the form of this word is "good", some think the sense of it 
here is "better" or "best". 

37. Or, "share, portion". Mary is the one who responds with such great 
love for Jesus in Jn 12:3. On this word, see Col I: 12. 

38. Compare Mt 6:9-15. 
39. Each of the following is in the form ofa command, with a change 

in grammar at point 30. Some manuscripts say "Our Father in the 
heavens" {A}, as in Mt 6:9. 

40. On this phrase, see Mt 6:9. 
41. Some manuscripts add "Let Your will be done- as in heaven, also 

on earth" {A}, as in Mt 6:10. 
42. Or, "day by day, every day, according to the day". Same idiom as 

"daily" in 9:23; 19:47, etc. 
43. Or, "owing us". On this word, see "ought" in I Jn 4: 11. This the 

verb related to "debts" and "debtors" in Mt 6: 12. 
44. On this word, see Mt 6: 13. Some manuscripts add "but deliver us 

from the evil one" {A}, as in Mt 6: 13. 

A.Jn21:15,devotedlylove B.Jam5:20 C.Lkl:51,thought D.Act7:27 E.Mk7:35 F.Lk7:43,assume G.Mt21:13 H.2Cor5:3,takeoff 
J.Jnl:l9 K.Mt9:36 L.Mtl6:27,render M.Lkl9:11,thinking N.Lk1:72 0.1Corl2:8 P.Lk21:34,suddenlycomeupon Q.1Pet4:10, 
ministering R. Rom 8:26 S. I Cor I :27 T. Mk 14:47, took off U. I Cor 13:8 V. Mt 3:2 W. Mt 6: 11 X. Mt 6: 12 Y. Mt 6: 13 



Luke 11:5 232 Verse 

2C. And He said to them- 5 

ID. "Which of you will have a friend\ and will go to him at midnight, and say to him, 
'Friend, lend1 me three loaves-of-bread,"because my friend came to me from a journey, r, 
and I do not have what I will set-before8 him'? •And that one, having responded from 
inside, says, 'Do not be causing2 me troubles. The door has already been lockedc, and my 
children are with me in bed.3 I am not able, having arisen°, to give it to you' 

Ir-:. "I say to you-

I F. "Even though4 he will not, having arisen, give to him because of being his friend 
2F. "Yet because of his shamelessness5

, he6 will, having been raised7
, give to him 

as much as he needs 

2E.8 "And I say to you- be asking, and it will be given to you. Be seeking, and you 
will find. Be knocking, and it will be opened to you 

IF. "For everyone asking receives. And the one seeking finds. And to the one 
knocking, it will be opened9 

2Dw "And what father from-among you will his son ask-for a fishE, and he will give him a 
snake instead of a fish? "Or indeed he will ask-for an egg- will he give him a scorpion?11 

IL "Therefore if you, being12 evit, know-how<" to give good gifts to your children, how 
much more will your Father from heaven give13 the Holy Spirit to the ones asking Him!" 

(J 

JI 

I! 
I~ 

Ji 

7B. 14 And He was casting-out" a demon, and it was 15 mute. And it came about, the demon having gone 
out, that the mute man spoke. And the crowds marveledl. "But some of them said, "He is casting 
out the demons by' 6 BeelzebulK, the rulerL of the demonsM". •And others, testingN Him, were 
seeking0 from Him a sign out ofheaven17 

1-l 

I.' 
Jl1 

IC. But He, knowingG their thoughts 18, said to them-

ID. "Every kingdom having been divided 19 against itself is desolatedr. And a house divided 
against a house falls20 

I le. "And ifindeed21 Satan was divided against himself, how will his kingdom stand22?- I' 
because you are saying that I am casting out the demons by Beelzebul 

2 D. "And ifl am casting out the demons by Beelzebul, by whom are your sons casting them I '1 

out?23 For this reason, they will be your judges 

IL "But ifl24 am casting out the demons by the finger of God, then the kingdom of God ~1 1 

came25 upon you 

3D. "Whenever the strong man having fully-armed-himself26 is guardingO his own courtyard27, ~I 
his possessions28 are in peaceR. 

0

But when one stronger than he, having come against him, 
overcomes29 him- he takes away his full-armor3° upon which he trusted5, and distributesT 
his spoils 

4D. "The one not being with Me is against Me. And the one not gathering31 with Me, is , ~ 
scattering32 



233 Luke 11:23 

I. This word is used of informal lending between friends, expecting a 
payback in kind. Used only here. GK 3079. Related to ''use". 

2. The grammar implies "Stop causing me troubles". On this phrase, 
see Lk 18:5. 

3. The family all slept in one room. The friend is imposing on the 
whole family. 

4. More literally, "If he even will not. .. give to him ... ". This idiom 
means "accepting that he will even not give to him because he is a 
friend, yet. .. ". On this idiom, see I Cor 7:21. Compare 18:4, where 
this same point is made. 

5. Or, "impudence". That is, because of the shameless persistence of 
the one asking. From the point of view of the friend in bed, the one 
asking is shameless, refusing to bow to propriety. From the point of 
view of the one asking, he is persistent and insistent until he gets 
his answer. Persistent asking is the point. Keep asking as long as 
you continue to have a need. Jesus is not implying that God is like 
the man in bed, as also in 18:2-5. Used only here. GK 357. 

6. That is, the friend in bed. 
7. This word (see v 31) is not the same word as "arisen" in v 7, 8 (see 

18:33). The man will not voluntarily raise himself and give it to his 
friend. But when he has been raised- forced to get up- by the 
continued asking of his friend, he will do so. 

8. Compare Mt 7:7-8. 
9. Some manuscripts say "it is opened" { C}. 
10. Compare Mt 7:9-11. 
11. Some manuscripts add a third example, and phrase the three ques

tions like Mt 7:9-10. They say "father from-among you will his son 
ask-for a loaf- he will not give him a stone, will he? Or indeed a 
fish- he will not give him a snake instead of a fish, will he? Or 
indeed he will ask-for an egg- he will not give him a scorpion, 
will he?" { C}. 

12. GK 5639. Not the same word as Mt 7: 11. 
13. Some manuscripts say "will your Father give from heaven the Holy 

Spirit" {C}. 

14. Compare Mt 9:32-34; 12:22-37; Mk 3:22-30. 
15. Some manuscripts omit "and it was" {C}, so that it says "casting 

out a mute demon". The demon made the man mute. 
16. Or, "in connection with, in union with, by means of". GK /877. 

The same word is in v 18, 19, 20. 
17. Jesus takes up this second issue in v 29. 
18. Not the same word as Mt 12:25. Used only here. GK I 378. Related 

to "thought" in I :51. 
19. On this word, see Act 2:3. Related to "divide" in Mt 12:25 and Mk 

3:24, (on which see "apportioned" in I Cor 7: 17). 
20. Or, "is desolated, and house falls upon house", the latter phrase 

expanding upon the desolation, or meaning "and house attacks house". 
21. Or, "If Satan also ... ". This idiom (see I Cor 7:21) means "Assum

ing that Satan indeed was ... , how". 
22. Or, "be made to stand, be established". How will Satan be able to 

make it stand ifhe is divided against himself? GK 2705. 
23. On this statement, see Mt 12:27. 
24. Some manuscripts do not emphasize this word, in which case it 

would not be bold {C}. 
25. Or, "arrived". On this word, see I Thes 2:i6. 
26. Or, "being fully armed", "in full armor", putting the emphasis on 

the man's armed state. Used only here. GK 2774. Related to "arm" 
in I Pet4:1. 

27. That is, the courtyard of his house. On this word, see Mt 26:3. 
28. Or, "belongings". This is a participle, on which see Heb 10:34. 
29. Or, "conquers". On this word see Rev 2:7. It is because Jesus is 

stronger and has overcome Satan that He is casting out demons. 
This is the lesson they should be drawing from it. 

30. Elsewhere only in Eph 6: 11, 13, where the individual pieces are 
mentioned. GK 41 JO. Related to "fully armed", v 21. 

31. That is, gathering the flock of sheep. The shepherd gathers; the wolf 
scatters. 

32. Neutrality is impossible. Those not siding with the Victor are aid
ing the enemy. On this word, see Jn 16:32. 

A. Lk 14: 10 B. Act 17:3, put before C. Jn 20: 19 D. Lk 18:33, rise up E. Jn 21 :6 F. Act 25: 18 G. I Jn 2:29, know H. Jn 12:31 J. Rev 17:8 
K. Mk 3:22 L. Rev 1:5 M. I Cor 10:20 N. Heb 2:18, tempted 0. Phil 2:21 P. Rev 18:17 Q. Jn 12:25, keep R. Act 15:33 S. I Jn 3:19, 
persuade T. Act 4:35 



Luke 11:24 234 Verse 

:'D. 1 "When the unclean spirit departs from the person, it goes-throughA waterless places 24 
seeking8 restc. And not finding it-

IF. "Then2 it says, 'I will retum3 to my house from where I came out' 
21'.. "And having come, it finds it having4 been swept and put-in-order5 

:i I'. "Then it proceeds, and takes along seven other spirits more evil than itself 
-II . "And having gone in, they dwell0 there 
:'I . "And the last state of that person becomes worse than the first"6 

2( ·. And it came about during His saying these things that a certain woman from the crowd, having 
raisedE her voice, said to Him, "Blessed7 is the wombF having carried0 You, and the breastsH 
which You suckedl" 

ID But He said, "More-than-that8 , blessed are the ones hearing the word of God and 
keepingK it" 

:1l".9 And while the crowds were assembling-more 10
, He began to say "This generation 11 is an evil 

generation. It is seeking8 a sign 12 

ID. "And a sign will not be given to it except the sign o/Jonahu. 
0

For as Jonah became a sign 'I' 
to the Ninevites, so the Son of Man also will be to this generation 

21>. "The Queen of the South will be raised 14 at the judgmentL with the men of this generation, -'I 
and she will condemnM them. Because she came from the ends 15 o/the earth to hear the 
wisdom of Solomon, and behold- a greater thing than Solomon is here 

3D. "Ninevite men 16 will rise-up 17 at the judgmentL with this generation, and they will ; ' 
condemnM it. Because they repentedN at the proclamation° of Jonah, and behold- a 
greater thing than Jonah is here 

4D. "No one having litP a lamp, puts it in a crypt 18, nor under the basket 19, but on the , ' 
lampstando, in order that the ones coming in may see20 the light 

I l . 21 "The lamp22 o/the body is your23 eye24
• When25 your eye is single26, your whole body '·l 

is also full-of-light27
. But when28 it is bad29

, your body is also full-of-darkness30 

l I "So be watching-out31 that the light in you is not darknessR! ·'' 

2 l . "Therefore if your whole body is full-of-light, not having any part full-of-darkness, _;t, 

[then] the whole body will be full-of-light32 as when the lamp gives-light-to5 you 
with its bright-light33" 

8B. Now at the speaking34, a Pharisee asks Him so that He might eat-the-moming-meaP5 with him. ; -
And having gone in, He fell-back [to eat] 

IC. And the Pharisee, having seen it, marveledT that He was not first cleansed36 before the 'i' 
moming-meaP7 

I D. 38 But the Lord said to him, "Now39 you Pharisees cleanseu the outside of the cup and the 3lJ 
platter4°, but the inside of you is fuUV of plunderingw and evilnessx 

I E. "Foolish v ones- did not the One having madez the outside, also make the inside? -HI 
2 L. "But give the things being-within41 as alms42, and behold- all things are clean/or you -11 



235 Luke 11:41 

I. Compare Mt 12:43-45. 
2. Some manuscripts omit this word { C). 
3. This word (GK 5715) is related to the word in Mt 12:44 (GK 2188). 
4. Some manuscripts say "finds it being unoccupied, having been 

swept and put in order" {B}. as in Mt 12:44. 
5. Same word as in Mt 12:44. 
6. And so it happened in Israel, Mt 12:45. Israel's state after Jesus 

became worse than before. Note Lk 23:31. 
7. Or, "Fortunate", Same word as in 6:20. 
8. Or, "Rather". Jesus confirms and corrects, "Yes, but rather ... ". Used 

only here. GK 3528. Related to "on the contrary" in Rom 9:20; 
I 0: 18; and "more than that" in Phil 3:8. Mary truly is blessed and 
favored, I :28, 42, 45. This woman is saying what Mary said all gen
erations would say, I :48. 

9. Compare Mt 12:38-42; 16:1-4; Mk 8:10-12. 
10. Or, "increasing". Used only here. GK 2044. Related to the word 

in 24:33. 
11. On "this generation", see Mt 24:34. Some manuscripts omit this 

word {N). 
12. Jesus now answers the question ofv 16. On this word, see 2 Thes 2:9. 
13. Some manuscripts add "the prophet" {N}, as in Mt 12:39. Compare 

Mt 16:4. 
14. Or, "will arise". On this word, see "arose" in Mt 28:6. 
15. Or, "extremities, limits". On this word, see Heb 6: 16. On this queen, 

see I Kings 10: 1-13. 
16. That is, men from Nineveh where Jonah went to preach. 
17. Or, "stand up". On this word, see 18:33. 
18. Or, "vault, hidden place", like a cellar. Our word "crypt" comes 

from this word. Used only here. GK 3219. Related to "hidden" in 
I Cor 4:5. On this saying, compare 8:16. 

19. On this word, see Mk 4:21. Some manuscripts omit "nor under the 
basket" { C}. The purpose of a lamp is to illuminate. Jesus is the 
light, providing illumination for all who are entering the kingdom. 
He is shining for all to see. To see, one only needs the light, assum
ing one can see. 

20. Verses 34-36 expand on this generation's ability to see the light on 
the lampstand. 

21. Compare Mt 6:22-24. 
22. That is, the source of light. Used 14 times. GK 3394. 
23. Some manuscripts say "the" {K}, as in Mt 6:22. 
24. The bodily source of physical light for the body, the light giver to 

the body, is the eye. So also in the spiritual realm. Whether or not 
you are illuminated by the light of Jesus depends on the state of 
your spiritual eye (that is, your heart). 

25. Or, "Whenever". GK 4020. Some manuscripts say "Therefore 
when ... " IN}. 

26. On this word, see Mt 6:22. Some think Jesus means "healthy"; oth
ers, "single-focused". When your eye has a single focus on God's 
truth, your whole life will be full of the light of Christ. 

27. Same word as twice in v 36. On this word, see Mt 6:22. 

28. Or, "as soon as". Elsewhere only in Mt 2:8; Lk 11 :22. GK 2054. 
29. Some think Jesus means "double-focused"; others, "damaged, sick". 

Same word as in Mt 6:23. On this word, see "evil" in Act 25: 18. 
30. It will not allow the light to come into the body. Elsewhere only in 

v 36; Mt 6:23. GK 5027. 
31. On this word, see "looking for'' in 2 Cor 4: 18. Watch out that the "illu

mination" in your life is not actually darkness. A striking paradox. 
Jesus moves from a bad eye to the distorted light it admits. An eye 
focused on signs and traditions will not allow God's lamp---Christ
to shine into your life. This generation is evil because its eye is dark
ened by the falsehoods it considers light. Compare Mt 6:23. 

32. Jesus applies the lamp illustrations to His hearers. If you and your 
spiritual eye-lamp are such that your whole life is full of light with
out restriction (as described in v 34), then your whole life will be full 
of light from God's lamp as from the physical lamp on a lampstand 
(v 33). If your spiritual sight allows God's light into your whole life, 
then your whole life will be full of light from His lamp. You will 
clearly see the light from God's Lamp (Jesus) and come to it, and 
have no need for signs. Rephrased in negative terms, if you are only 
partially receptive to God's light, your life will only be partially lit 
up by His Lamp, resulting in a continual asking for more light, more 
signs. This generation seeks signs because of its bad spiritual sight, 
not because God's Lamp (Jesus) is insufficiently bright. There are 
other views of this verse. Consult the commentaries. 

33. Elsewhere this word means "lightning" (see Rev 4:5 on it). 
34. This idiom means "At the event of His speaking". This phrase itself 

says nothing about the timing of the request. It could have been 
before, during (in v 29), or after. Note the different grammar of the 
phrase in v 27. 

35. Or, "eat lunch". Elsewhere only as "eat breakfast" in Jn 21: 12, 15. 
GK 753. 

36. That is, Jesus did not ceremonially wash His hands according to 
their custom. On this word, see Mk 7:4. 

37. On this word, see 14:12. Related to the word in v 37. 
38. Compare Mt 23:25-26. 
39. This word is used in a temporal and in a logical sense. Thus, some 

think Jesus means "at the present time'', "right now" in your wash
ing; others, "As it is, as a matter of fact". GK 3814. 

40. Elsewhere only of the platter for John's head, Mt 14:8, 11; Mk 6:25, 
28. GK4402. 

41. Some think Jesus means "Give what is in your cup and on your plat
ter (that is, your possessions) as alms". Since the cup represents 
their lives, others think He means the Pharisees must give what 
should be found inside their hearts; that is, love of God and justice 
(v 42), mercy and faithfulness (Mt 23:23), etc .. It is the love of God 
and of neighbor proceeding from the heart that will make you 
"clean" inside and out, not ceremonial washings alone apart from 
a work in the heart. Used only here. GK 1913. 

42. That is, as charitable giving to the poor. On this word, see "alms
giving" in Mt 6:2 

A. Rom 5:12 B. Phil 2:21 C. Mt 12:43 D. Eph 3:17 E. 2 Cor 11:2, lifts up F. Lk 1:15 G. Mt 8:17 H. Rev 1:13 J. Mt 21:16, nursing 
K. Jn 12:25 L. Jn 3: 19 M. I Cor 11 :32 N. Act 26:20 O. I Cor I :21 P. I Cor 7: I, touch Q. Rev I: 12 R. Jn 3: 19 S. Heb 6:4, enlightened 
T. Rev 17:8 U. Heb 9:22 V. Rev 4:6 W. Heb 10:34 X. Mt 22:18 Y. 2 Cor 11:16 Z. Rev 13:13, does 



Luke 11:42 236 Verse 

2 [). 1 "But woe to you Pharisees, because you are giving-a-tenth-of2 the mint and the rue and -l 2 
every garden-plantA, and are disregarding3 the justice8 and the lovec of God4 

IE. "But you ought-to-have5 done these6 things, and not be slackening7 those things8 

JD.9 "Woe to you Pharisees, because you love0 the seat-of-honorE in the synagogues and the .:\.\ 
greetings in the marketplaces 

.:\D. 10 "Woe to you 11 , because you are like unmarked 12 gravesF, and the people walking over -l.:\ 
them do not know it'' 13 

::c. And having responded, one a/the Law-expertsG says to Him, "Teacher, while saying these -l' 
things, You also are insultingH us" 

I D. 14 And the One said, "Woe to you Law-experts also, because you burdeni people with hard- ..J(, 
to-bearK burdens 15

, and you do not touch 16 the burdens with one of your fingers 
2D. 17 "Woe to you, because you build the tombs 18 a/the prophets, and your fathers killed them! -1-

I L "Therefore you are witnesses and are giving-approval 19 to the works of your fathers, ..J~ 
because they20 killed them- and you build their tombs21 

2L "For this reason22 the wisdom o/God23 also said, 'I will send-forthL prophetsM and -lll 

apostles24 to them. And some of them they will kill and persecuteN 

IF 'In order that the blood of all the prophets having been shed0 since the :'II 

foundationP of the world may be required25 from this generationO-

IC i. 'From the blood of Abel up to the blood of Zechariah26
, the one having ·'I 

perishedR between the altar and the house5 [of God] 

21-. 'Yes, I say to you, it shall be required from this generation' 

JD. 27 "Woe to you Law-experts, because you took away the key o/knowledge28 • You did not :'= 
enter, and you hindered29 the ones entering" 

913. And He having gone out from there,30 the scribes and the Pharisees began to be terribly31 hostile32 , :'.' 

and to question33 Him concerning more things "while lying-in-wait-for34 Him to catch35 something ~-l 
from His mouth36

- •in which37 circumstances, the myriads38 of the crowd having been gathered- I.::. I 
together so that they were trampling39 one another, 

I ( ·. He began to speak to His disciples40 first4 1-



237 Luke 12:1 

I. Compare Mt 23:23-24. 
2. Jesus turns to the outside things the Pharisees give, the tithing of 

external things. Same word as in 18:12. 
3. Or, "passing by" without obedience or attention. Same word as in 

15:29. GK 4216. 
4. That is, you fail to give out justice and your love for God from 

within (because it is not there). 
5. Or, "should have". On this idiom, see "should have" in Mt 25:27. 
6. That is, the latter things, the justice and love, as in Mt 23:23. 
7. Or, "relaxing, disregarding". Compare Mt 23:23. On this word, see 

Heb 12: 12. 
8. Jesus does not fault the Pharisees for personally going beyond the 

Law in the matter of tithing (though He does fault them for impos
ing this on others in v 46). He faults them for attending to the exter
nals like tithing with a heart that is far from God, Mk 7:6. This is 
worthless and pointless religion, Mt 15:9. 

9. Compare Mt 23:6-7. 
IO. Compare Mt 23:27-28. 
11. Some manuscripts add "scribes and Pharisees, hypocrites" (N}. 
12. More literally, "not plain, unclear, not evident; unseen". Elsewhere 

only as "uncertain" in I Cor 14:8. GK 83. Related to "evident" in 
Gal 3: 11 (same word without the negative prefix). 

13. You are containers of death, defiling all who come in contact with 
you. People become "unclean" by contact with you without even 
knowing it. Compare Mt 23:27. 

14. Compare Mt 23:4. 
15. On this word, see "load" in Gal 6:5. Related to the verb earlier in 

the verse. 
16. Some think this means "touch in order to help the people with this 

burden". Others think Jesus means "touch so as to obey yourself". 
You yourselves do not do what you require others to do. The scribes 
could avoid things bringing defilement, something the common 
working people could not do. Thus they did not have to carry the 
burden that the people could not avoid, and could not bear, Act 
15: IO. Compare Mt 23:4. Used only here. GK 4718. 

17. Compare Mt 23:29-36. 
18. Same word as in Mt 23:29. 
19. Or, "giving-consent". On this word, see Rom I :32. 
20. Jesus uses grammar that emphasizes the linkage between the two 

groups. 
21. Some manuscripts include these words ( C}. You are building the 

prophet's tombs while failing to obey them! You are really just like 
your fathers. God will send more prophets to you so you can even 
repeat their murders. 

22. That is, because of your spiritual union in spirit with your prophet
killing fathers. Compare Mt 23:34. 

23. That is, God in His wisdom. This phrase is used in this way only here. 
24. Or, "messengers". That is, the NT prophets and apostles who went 

forth after the resurrection. Compare Mt 23:34-35. On this word, 
see I Cor 12:28. 

25. It is a debt to justice that this generation will pay. Israel paid with the 
total destruction of A.D. 70. On this word, see "seek out" in Heb 11 :6. 

26. That is, the first (Gen 4:8) and last (2 Chron 24:21) murders of the 
OT, in the Hebrew order of the OT books. 

27. Compare Mt 23:13. 
28. Some think Jesus means the key "consisting of knowledge"; oth

ers, "opening the door to knowledge". In either case, the knowledge 
leading to salvation is in view. The scribes did not use this key to 
enter into the kingdom of God for themselves, and they hindered 
those trying to use it to enter. They locked up the Scriptures with 
their traditions. 

29. Or, "forbade, tried to stop". Compare Mt 23:13. On this word, see 
"forbidding" in I Cor 14:39. 

30. Instead of "He having gone out from there", some manuscripts say 
"while He was saying these things to them" (N}. 

31. Or, "fearfully, fiercely". Elsewhere only in Mt 8:6. GK 1267. 
32. That is, internally hostile. More literally, to terribly "have it in" for 

Jesus, or "hold in" retaliation against Him. It is the calculating hos
tility of one prevented from outwardly retaliating by others- here, 
by the crowds. It is an internal "setting oneself against" someone, 
planning their demise in a way that does not harm one's relation
ship with those preventing an immediate outward attack. Same 
word as in Mk 6: 19, of Herodias toward John. 

33. The exact nuance of this word is uncertain. It was used of teaching 
orally, where the teacher dictates a question and the student answers 
from memory- "to catechize". Some put the emphasis on the 
questioning, "question closely, interrogate, quiz". Others put it on 
checking the answer, "watch His words closely". Including both 
ideas, they began to "question and test" Him on theological issues. 
Used only here. GK 694. 

34. Or, "lying in ambush for". Elsewhere only in Act 23:21. GK 19 JO. 
Related to "ambush" in Act 23: 16. 

35. This is a hunting term also meaning "to hunt after, chase". Used 
only here. GK 2561. Related to "trap" in Rom 11 :9; and "wild-ani
mal". Some manuscripts say "seeking to catch" {N}. 

36. Some manuscripts add "in order that they might accuse Him" (N}. 
37. This idiom can mean here "during which", as in 21 :6; 23:29; Act 

24:18; 26:12; Heb 10:32; or, "in which circumstances", as in Phil 
4: 11; or, "among whom", as in Act 17:34; 20:25; Rom I :6; Eph 2:3; 
Phil 2: 15. In any case, it closely links chapter 12 to chapter 11. 
Jesus is vividly portrayed as speaking in the midst of myriads of 
people thronging to hear Him, and opponents burning with hostil
ity lying in wait to ambush Him. 

38. A large but unspecified number. On this word, see Act 21 :20. 
39. Or, "treading on". On this word, see "trample-underfoot" in Heb 

10:29. 
40. Luke seems to mean that 12:1-13:9 was spoken on one occasion, 

though this is not certain (a similar question arises in 15: 1-17: IO). 
He gives no change of scene, only of the hearers. Jesus speaks to 
the disciples in v 1-12, the crowds in v 13-21, the disciples in v 22-
53, and the crowds in 12:54-13:9. 

41. Some think Jesus spoke "first" to them, not the Pharisees or the 
crowds just mentioned. Others think He spoke what follows "first 
of all"; that it was the first thing He spoke to them after the con
frontation with the Pharisees. Others think it means first in 
sequence, in a discourse that alternates back and forth from the dis
ciples to the crowd. 

A.Mtl3:32 B.Jn3:19,judgment C.1Jn4:16 D.Jn21:15,devotedlylove E.Mt23:6 F.Mt23:29,tomb G.Lk7:30 H.1Thes2:2, 
mistreat J. Mt 11 :28 K. Mt 23:4 L. Mk 3: 14, send out M. I Cor 12:28 N. 2 Tim 3: 12 0. Act 2: 17, pour out P. Heb 9:26 Q. Mt 24:34 
R.1Corl:l8 S.Mk3:20 



Luke 12:2 238 Verse 

11).' "Take heed to yourselves2 because of the leaven3 of the Pharisees, which is hypocrisy4 

I L "But5 nothing has been covered-up6 which will not be revealed\ and is secret8 which 2 
will not be knownc-

I F. "Because7 whatever you said in the darkness will be heard in the light _, 
2 F. "And what you spoke to the ear in the inner-rooms0 will be proclaimedE on the 

housetopsF 

2D. "And I say to you My friendsG- do not fear8 anything from9 the ones killing the body, -+ 
and after these things not having anything more to do 

I F. "But I will showH you Whom you should fear- fear the One having the authority1 

to throw into GehennaK after the killing. Yes, I say to you, fear this One 
2 E. "Are not five sparrows sold for two assarion 10? And one of them has not been (, 

forgotten' 1 before God. 
0

Yet even the hairs of your head have all been numbered. Do 
not be fearing, 12 you are more valuableL than many sparrows 

.1 I) "And I say to you, everyone who confessesM Me 13 in front of people, the Son ofMan also 
will confess him in front of the angels of God. 

0

But the one having denied14 Me before 1J 

people will be denied 15 before the angels of God 
4D. 16 "And everyone who shall speak a word against 17 the Son ofMan-it will be forgivenN to I (1 

him. But to the one having blasphemed 18 against the Holy Spirit- it will not be forgiven 
5D. 19 "And whenever they bring you in before the synagogues and the rulers0 and the 11 

authorities1
, do not be anxious-about20 how or what you should speak-in-defenseP, or 

what you should say 

11.. "For the Holy Spirit will teach you at the very hour the things which you ought-to21 say" 1..: 

2C. And someone from the crowd said to Him, "Teacher, tell my brother to divideO the inheritanceR I ; 
with me" 

ID. But the One said to him, "Man22
, who appointed5 Me judge or arbitrator23 over you?" I l 

2D. And He said to them24, "Watch out and guardT yourselves from all25 greedu, because one's I' 
life26 is not in27 what aboundsv to him out of his possessions28" 

.1 D. And He spoke a parable to them, saying, "The land of a certain rich man was productive29 I " 

IL. "And he was reasoningw within himself, saying, 'What should I do, because I do not I -
have a place where I will gather3° my fruits?' 

21-:. "And he said, 'I will do this- I~ 

I I'. 'I will tear-downx my barns and build larger ones, and there I will gather all 
my grain and good things 

2F. 'And I will say to my soul, "Soul31, you have many good things lying-in-storey [ ll 
for many years- Be restingz. Eat, drink. Be enjoying-yourself32" ' 

.1E. "But God said to him, 'Foolish one! On this night they are demanding33 your lifel~ .:'(I 

from you. And the things which you prepared35- for whom will they be?' 
41-.. "So is the one storing-up36 for himself, and not being richAA toward37 God" .:'I 

JC. And He said to His38 disciples, "For this reason39, I say to you- 1 ' 



239 Luke 12:22 

I. Compare Mt 10:26-32. 
2. Or, "Be on your guard". This phrase ''talce heed lo yourselves" is used 

only by Luke, in Lk 17:3; 21 :34; Act 5:35; 20:28. Same word as 
"beware of" in Mt IO: 17. On the word "take heed to", see "pay atten
tion to" in I Tim 3:8. GK 4668. Not the same word as in v 15. 

3. On this word, see Mt 13:33. Note Mt 16:12, where the leaven is 
their teaching. 

4. Certainly 11 :53-54 ranks as a classic example of hypocrisy, prompt
ing this warning. On this word, see Gal 2: 13. 

5. These hypocrites will be exposed. Some manuscripts say "For" {N}. 
6. Or, "concealed". This is a participle, "nothing is having been covered 

up". Used only here. GK 5158. Related to "covered" in Mt 10:26. 
7. Or, "In return for everything that you said ... it will be heard". On 

this idiom, see 2 Thes 2: 10. 
8. The grammar implies "start to fear, become fearful". 
9. Or, "do not be afraid of the ones ... ". Jesus has in mind the coming 

persecutions mentioned in v 11. This idiom "to fear from" is also 
in Mt I0:28. "Fear" is the same word as in v 5, on which see 
"respecting" in Eph 5:33. 

IO. On this coin, see Mt I 0:29. It is one sixteenth of a denarius. 
11. This is a participle, one of them "is not having been forgotten". 
12. The grammar implies "Stop fearing" or "do not be in the habit of 

fearing". 
13. More literally, "confesses in Me", on which see Mt 10:32. Likewise 

later in the verse, "confess in him". 
14. That is, permanently. Peter denied (same word, 22:57) Jesus, but 

repented and confessed Him. On this word, see 2 Tim 2:12. 
15. On this word, see Mt 16:24. Related to the previous word. 
16. Compare Mt 12:31-32; Mk 3:28-30. 
17. Same word as later in the verse, and in Mk 3:29. GK 1650. Mt 

12:32 uses a different word (GK 2848). 
18. This is another way of saying "speak against". On this word, see 1 

Tim 6:1. 
19. Compare Mt 10:19-20; Mk 13:1 l; Lk 21:14-15. 
20. Same word as in Mt I 0: 19, in a similar statement. On this word, see 

Mt6:25. 

21. Or, "should". Or, "which it is necessary" to say. On this idiom, see 
Act25:10. 

22. This is used as a form of address also in 5:20; 22:58, 60. On this 
word, see "mankind" in Mt 4:4. 

23. Or, "divider". Used only here. GK 3537. Related to "divide" in v 
13. Some manuscripts reverse these two words { B}. 

24. That is, to the crowd, in response to the question of the man in v 13. 
25. That is, every kind of. Some manuscripts omit this word {K}. 
26. More literally, "because not in the abounding to someone out of the 

things belonging lo him is his life". 
27. Or, "in connection with, located in". GK 1877. 
28. Or, "belongings". This is a participle, on which see Heb 10:34. 
29. Or, "bore well, yielded well". Used only here. GK 2369. 
30. This rich man has so much, such abundance, he has nowhere to put it. 
31. Only here in the NT is the "soul" addressed in this way. On this 

word, see Jam 5:20. 
32. On this word, see "celebrate" in Rev 12: 12. Note the different tense 

of the first and fourth term. 
33. That is, they are going to demand it, they will demand it. The verb is 

not passive, but some prefer to render impersonal verbs like this as a 
passive, "it will be required". "They" are apparently the angels God 
sends for this purpose. Note 16:22. Elsewhere only as "demand back" 
in 6:30. GK 555. Some manuscripts say "ask" {N}. 

34. Or, "soul". Same word as in v 22, 23, and as "soul" in v 19. In this 
context, it means life in an earthly sense. 

35. Your earthly abundance will not be for you, proving that this is not 
what life is, v 15. Note Ps 17:13-15. 

36. Or, "treasuring up". Same word as "treasure up" in Mt 6: 19, 20. On 
this word, see l Cor 16:2. 

37. Or, "in relation to, regarding, with reference to", as in 16:8. GK 1650. 
38. Some manuscripts omit this word { C}, so that it says "to the disci

ples". Jesus returns to speaking to them as He was in v 1-12. He 
first applies to them what He just said to the crowd in v 15-21. 

39. That is, because of the true nature of life and possessions, as just 
discussed. 

A. 2 Thes 2:3 B. l Cor 4:5, hidden C. Lk 1 :34 D. Mt 6:6 E. 2 Tim 4:2 F. Lk 5: 19 G. Lk 14: IO H. Mt 3:7 J. Rev 6:8 K. Mt 5:22 
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Luke 12:23 240 

I [).' "Do not be anxious2 for your lifeA as to what you may eat, nor for your body as to what 
you may put-on8 

IF. 
21. 

"For life is more than food, and the body is more than clothing 
"Considef' the ravens- that they do not sow nor reap, for which there is not a 
storeroom nor a barn. And God feeds them. How much more are you worth0 than 
the birds! 

Verse 

:;r:. "And which of you while being anxious is able to addE a cubit3 upon his life-span4? "If 25-:'.h 
then you are not even able to do a very little thing, why are you anxious about the restF? 
"Considef' the lilies, how they grow-

I F. "They do not labor nor spin. But I say to you- not even Solomon in all his 
glory clothed himself like one of these 

2F. "But if God dresses5 in this manner the grass in a field existingG today and =~ 
being thrown into an oven tomorrow, how much more will He care for you
ones-of-little-faithH? 

2D. "And don't you be seeking6 what you may eat and7 what you may drink. And do not be 2ll 
unsettled8 

IL "For the nations9 of the world are seeking-after allw these things 
2E. "And your Father knows that you have need of these things 
3L. "But" be seekingK His kingdom12, and these things will be addedE to you 

~ D13 "Do 14 not be fearing, little flockL, because your Father was well-pleased 15 to give you ' 
the kingdomM. •sell 16 your possessions 17, and give it as alms 18 , ' 

IL. "Make yourselves money-bags not becoming-oldN- an unfailing 19 treasure0 in the 
heavens, where a thief does not draw-nearr, nor does a moth destroyO 

2L. "For where your treasure is, there also your heartR will be .~-1 

4 D. "Let your waists5 be girded20 and your lamps burning,• and you be like people waiting- _; .'- -_; 1 · 
forT their masteru when he departs21 from the wedding-celebrationsv- in order that he 
having come and having knocked, they may immediately open [the door]for him 

IL. "Blessed22 are those slavesw whom the master, having come, will find keeping-watch23 

21.. "Trulyx I say to you that he will girdv himself, and have them lie back [to eat]. And 
having come-to24 the table, he will serve25 them 

3 L. "Even if in the second26, even if he comes in the third watch27 and finds them so, ; ~ 
blessed are those28 ones 

SD. 29 "And you know30 this saying- that ifthe house-masterZ had known at which hour the ;,, 
thief was coming, he would not31 have permittedAA his house to be broken-into88 

IF. "You also be32 preparedcc ones, because the Son ofMan is coming at an hour which -HI 
you do not expect00" 

liD. And Peter said33
, "Lord, are You speaking this parable to us, or also to everyone?"34 41 

7D.35 And the Lord said, "Who then36 is the faithfulEE, wise37 steward38 whom his master will 42 
put-in-chargeFF over his body-of-servants39, that he might be giving them their food
allowance40 at the proper-timeGG? 



241 Luke 12:42 

I. Compare Mt 6:25-34. 
2. Same word as in Mt 6:25. 
3. That is, about 18 inches, or one half meter. On this word, see Rev 

21: I 7. Some manuscripts say "one cubit" {NJ, as in Mt 6:27. 
4. On this word, and the meaning of this statement, see Mt 6:27. 
5. Used only here. GK 313. Related to the word in Mt 6:30. 
6. Same word as in v 31. Compare Mt 6:31. Or, "And you, do not be 

seeking". Jesus expresses "you" separately from the command, for 
emphasis and in contrast to the nations. On this word, see Phil 2:21. 

7. Some manuscripts say "or" {NJ. 
8. Or, "up in the air, suspended, worrying, doubting, anxious". Our 

word "meteor" comes from this word, which means "in mid air, 
high in the air". Some think Jesus means do not be "anxious, in an 
unsettled mental state, worrying, up in the air, in suspense" about 
things. Others think He means do not be "lifted up, buoyed up, pre
sumptuous, exalted" by your possessions, as this word is used in 
the OT. Used only here. GK 3577. 

9. Same word as "Gentiles" in Mt 6:32. On this word, see "Gentiles" 
in Act 15.23. 

I 0. The word order, which is different than Mt 6:32, also permits this 
to be rendered "For all the nations of the world are seeking after 
these things". 

11. This word (GK 4440) is not the same as in Mt 6:33 (GK 1254). 
12. Some manuscripts say "the kingdom o/God" (BJ. 
13. Compare Mt 6: 19-21. 
14. Placed here, v 32 is assuring the disciples in view of the following 

command. Do not be anxious, v 22. Rather, be fearless about invest
ing your possessions in the kingdom He gave you. Others take v 32 
with what precedes, making it point 4E., and making v 33 point 3D. 
In this case, Jesus is assuring them in their seeking of His kingdom. 

15. On this word, see Mt 17:5. Some give this a timeless sense here, "is 
well pleased". 

16. Note the progression. Do not be anxious about your possessions, 
do not be seeking them, sell them. Jesus does not mean we should 
impoverish ourselves so that we become ones needing alms, but 
that we should transfer our earthly treasures to our unfailing heav
enly account. The tense here does not mean "be selling them" as a 
habit of life (compare 14:33), but to "sell them" in an act of faith, 
like the man in 19:8, and those in Act 4:34. Same tense as Lk 18:22. 
GK 4797. 

I 7. Or, "belongings, property, the things being present, the things being 
at hand". This is a participle, on which see Heb I 0:34. Compare 
8:43, where that woman spent all her "living" on an illness. 

18. That is, as charitable giving to the poor. Give it to ones who can give 
you no return (14:13-14), and your Father will reward you. On this 
word, see "almsgiving" in Mt 6:2. 

19. Or, "inexhaustible". That is, unable to run out. Used only here. GK 
444. Related to "fails" in 16:9. 

20. Or, "tied around". This is a participle, "be having been girded". 
The grammar means "having been and continuing to be girded", 
"in a state of being girded". That is, remain prepared for action, be 
ready for work. On this word and metaphor, see Eph 6: 14. Same 
word as in v 37. 

21. Elsewhere only in Phil I :23. GK 386. Literally, "to unloose, undo", 

as a boat from its moorings. The servants are anticipating their mas
ter's "departing" from the celebrations, his "coming", and his 
"knocking" at home. Some render this "return", which combines 
all three ideas. The point here is "watching" in preparedness, v 3 7. 
Related to "departure" in 2 Tim 4:6. 

22. Or, "Happy, Fortunate". Same word as in v 38, 43. On this word, 
see 6:20. 

23. Or, "staying alert". On this word, see I Thes 5:6. 
24. This verb is used in this sense elsewhere only in 17:7. GK 4216. 
25. An unusual thing for a master to do! The servants are to wait expec

tantly, prepared to serve the master as soon as he knocks. But when 
he returns, behold- he serves them! On this word, see "minister
ing" in I Pet 4: 10. 

26. The wedding celebrations in v 36 are envisioned as continuing 
through the first watch, 6 to 9 P.M. 

27. The second watch was from 9 P.M. to midnight, the third from mid-
night to 3 A.M. See Mk 13:35. 

28. Some manuscripts add "slaves" (NJ, as in v 37. 
29. Compare Mt 24:43-44. 
30. Or, "know this", a command. Jesus is stating this as a saying or 

proverb, as in Mt 24:43. On this word, see I :34. 
31. Some manuscripts say "he would have kept watch and would not..." 

(BJ, as in Mt 24:43. 
32. Or, "prove to be, become". GK 1181. Same sentence as Mt 24:44. 
33. Some manuscripts add "to Him" (NJ. 
34. Some think Peter means, "Are all Your disciples to 'watch' and be 

'prepared' for a sudden coming, when they will be 'served' by You, 
or is this message just for the twelve?" Compare Mk 13:37. Oth
ers think Peter is referring to v 37 in particular, "Is this future honor 
and reward You mentioned for all, or only for the twelve?" The con
tent sounds like it is for the disciples, yet it is spoken in a parable 
as if to the crowds. 

35. Compare Mt 24:45-51. 
36. In view of the sudden return of Jesus (v 37, 40), who is the wise one 

who will be entrusted a task when his master goes away? Jesus does 
not answer this directly, leaving each person to fill in his or her own 
name. Thus He answers Peter's question indirectly by giving a para
ble that applies to all. All are to watch for Him, serving faithfully. 

37. Or, "sensible". On this word, see Mt 7:24. Some manuscripts say 
"faithful and wise" { K J. 

38. On this word, see I Pet 4: 10. Based on the description that follows, 
some think Jesus is referring to the leaders in the church being faith
ful to their calling. Others think this parable pictures whatever is 
entrusted to each individual believer. Thus He is referring to all 
believers being faithful to whatever He has given them. 

39. Used only here in this sense, which is similar to "body-of-household
servants" in Mt 24:45. Related to "servant" in Heb 3:5. On this word, 
see "service" in Rev 22:2. Related to "cure" in Mt 8:7. It was used of 
"service, care, attendance upon" parents, children, masters, the sick, 
the gods, animals, plants, buildings, graves, etc. In this verse, it means 
the "group of servants" who do these various things. 

40. Or, "food ration", the measure of grain. Used only here. GK 4991. 
This is the task of the one in the parable. 
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Luke 12:43 242 Verse 

11'. "BlessedA is that slave6 whom his master, having come, will find so1 doing 4.1 

J F. "Truly2 I say to you that he will put him in charge over all his possessions3 44 

21:. "But4 if that slave says in his heart, 'My master is delaying to come', and he -Vi 
begins to strikec the male-servants0 and the female-servantsE, and to eat and drink 
and get-drunk5

-

IF. "The master of that slave will come on a day which he does not expectF, and -Hi 
at an hour which he does not knowG 

21". "And he will cut him in twoH, and assign him his part6 with the unbelievers7 

3 L. "But that slave8 having knownG the wilJI of his master, and not having preparedK or 4 -
actedL in accordance with his will, will be beatenM many blows. "But the one not having 4~ 
lmownG, and having doneL things worthyN o.fblows9, will be beatenM a few blows 

.ff. "And to everyone whom much was given, much will be sought0 from him. 10 And 
to whom they entrusted 11 much, they will ask him even more 

~D. "11 2 came to castP fire 13 upon the earth-and how I wish 14 that15 it were already kindled16! -t•1 

But I have a baptismO to be baptized 17- and how I am held 18 by it until 19 it is :-11 

accomplished20! 
'J0. 21 "Do you thinkR that I came22 to grant5 peace23 on24 earth? No, I say to you, but rather 'I 

division! 

I!'.. "For from now on,25 there will be five in one house having been divided26
- three '' 

against two, and two against three 
2L "They will be divided27

- father against son and son against father, mother against ' ~ 
daughter and daughter against mother, mother-in-law against her daughter-in-law 
and daughter-in-law against mother-in-law" 

4C. And He was also saying to the crowds- ·' l 

I D. 28 "Whenever you see the29 cloud rising in the west30
, immediately you say that 'A 

rainstorm is coming', and so it happens. •And whenever a south wind is blowing,31 you '' 
say that 'There will be burning-heat I>, and it happens 

IL. "Hypocritesu! You know-how32 to test the appearancev of the earth and the heavenw, '<' 
but how is it you do not know-how to test33 this time34? 

2D.35 "And why also are you notjudgingx the right36 thing from yourselves37? ' 

IL "For as you are going with your adversaryY to the magistrate38 , make an effort39 on '~ 
the way to be released40 from him, so that he may not perhaps drag you before the 
judge, and the judge will hand you over to the bailiff41 , and the bailiff will throw you 
into prison 

I 1-. "I say to you, you will by no means come out from there until you payz even :'" 
the last leptos42" 

3 D. And some were present at the very time, reportingAA to Him about the Galileans whose I .I: I 
blood Pilate00 mixed with their sacrifices.43 •And having responded, He said to them 
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I. That is, faithfully doing what the master gave him to do when he 
departed. 

2. Or, "Truthfully". On this word, see Mt 14:33. 
3. Same word as in v 33. Such ones will be rewarded with a greater 

stewardship when the master returns. 
4. Now Jesus gives the opposite case, the unfaithful servant, like the 

one in 19:20 or Mt 25:24. 
5. This slave turns away in his heart, and then it shows in his behavior. 

He lives in disobedience to his master's will, doing things he has for
bidden. On this word, see Jn 2: I 0. Related to the word in Mt 24:49. 

6. On "assign his part", see Mt 24:51. That is, he will share the lot of 
unbelievers. 

7. Or, "unfaithful ones, faithless ones". Mt 24:51 calls them "hyp
ocrites", and refers to hell. This person suffers a violent death, and 
an inheritance with the unbelievers. 

8. Some think v 47-48 further explains the case of v 46. When that 
person receives his lot with the unbelievers (hell), his suffering will 
be in proportion to his knowledge. In this case, this should be point 
I G. Others think Jesus is giving two additional cases, willful, and 
unintentional neglect of the master's will by believers. Their pun
ishment will be proportional to their knowledge. In this case, Jesus 
is speaking of what Paul later describes in I Cor 3: 12-15, etc. 

9. Or, "lashes, strokes". Same word as in 10:30. 
I 0. For every gift given, an appropriate response is expected. 
11. Or, "deposited". For every deposit made, a greater return is 

expected- the deposit plus interest, as in 19:22-23. On this word, 
see "put before" in Act I 7: 3. 

12. Having answered Peter's question, Jesus now continues. 
13. Compare Mt 3:12. 
14. Or, "want, desire". On this word, see "willing" in Jn 7: 17. 
15. Or, "if", "and how I wish [to cast it) ifit were ... !". Or, "and what 

I wish [to do) ifit were ... !". In other words, Jesus wishes He could 
do it right then and there, but He cannot do so. GK 1623. 

16. Or, "set on lire, lit". Some think Jesus means the lire of judgment, 
which will burn up the chaff, the unbelievers; the judgment follow
ing the winnowing of His people, 3:9, 17; 13:7. Others think He is 
referring to the spiritual lire that sets His people ablaze for Him; the 
lire of the Holy Spirit; the lire which results in the divisions men
tioned in v 51 because of the offense of the Cross. He will set the 
world on lire with His gospel. Elsewhere only in Jam 3:5. GK 409. 

17. That is, a baptism of blood. Jesus is referring to His violent death 
on the cross, as also in Mk I 0:38. 

18. Or, "occupied, gripped, distressed". Some think Jesus means this 
in a positive sense, "how I am under the control of this mission, how 
My life is gripped by it, how occupied I am with it", as Paul "was 
occupied with the word" in Act 18:5. Others think He means it in 
a negative sense, "how distressed I am by it". On this word, see 
"control" in 2 Cor 5: 14. 

19. More literally, "up to which time". On this idiom, see Mt 5:25. 
20. Or, "finished, fulfilled, completed". On this word, see "finish" in 

Rev 10:7. Same word as "finished" in Jn 19:30. 
21. Compare Mt 10:34-36. 
22. Or, "appeared, arrived". Same word as Mt 3:1, 13. GK 4134. 
23. That is, harmony between people. This is what the Jews thought 

Messiah would do. 
24. Or, "in, in the sphere of". GK 1877. 
25. That is, in view of My coming and fulfilling My mission on earth. 

Jesus brings peace within His family, but division within human 
families! On this phrase, see Jn 8: 11. 

26. Or, "For from now on, live in one house will have been divided" 
("will be having been divided"). 

27. Some manuscripts have this verb singular {K}, so that it says 
"Father will be divided against son ... ". 

28. Compare Mt 16:2-3. 
29. Some manuscripts omit this word, so that it says "a cloud" { C}. 
30. That is, coming in off the Mediterranean Sea. Elsewhere only in Mt 

8:11; 24:27; Lk 13:29; Rev 21:13. GK 1553. Related to "setting" 
in 4:40, and "west" in Mark's short ending. 

31. That is, coming in off the desert to the south. 
32. This word (GK 3857) is not related to the word in Mt 16:3(GK1182). 
33. Some manuscripts say "how is it you do not test" { B). On this word 

used twice in this verse, see "approve" in Rom 12:2. 
34. That is, this time we live in. Compare Mt 16:3. 
35. Compare Mt 5:25-26. 
36. Or, "just, righteous". On this word, see "righteous" in Rom I: 17. 
37. That is, from your own knowledge, apart from other people (the 

Pharisees and scribes). For example, you do not need a judge to set
tle your disputes. Why not settle them yourselves? If you go before 
the judge, you will pay the full penalty of the law. In this parable, 
Jesus is exhorting the crowd to make their own decision about Him, 
for if they postpone the issue until they stand before God, they will 
pay His full penalty. Same phrase as 21 :30. 

38. Or, "ruler, official", referring to a member of the local court or San
hedrin. On this word, see "ruler" in Rev I :5. 

39. This phrase "make an effort" is an idiom of Latin origin. Literally, 
"give a working, give a pursuit". 

40. Or, "freed", "to have been released". That is, to come to terms with 
your adversary, and so be permanently released from his complaint 
against you. On this word, see Act 19: 12. 

41. Used only in this verse. GK 4551. 
42. On this word, see Mk 12:42. It is the smallest Jewish coin, 1/128 of 

a denarius. 
43. Perhaps when Jesus spoke of settling disputes on the way, some 

gave this case of some Galileans who did not do so and paid with 
their lives while making their sacrifices. The nature of their dispute 
with Pilate is not known. 
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Luke 13:3 244 Verse 

IL. "Do you thinkA that these Galileans were 1 sinners8 more than all the Galileans, 
because they have sufferedc these things? "No, I say to you. But unless you repent0 , ] 

you will all likewise perishE 
2 L. "Or those eighteen on whom the tower in Siloam fell and killed them- do you 4 

think that they were debtors2 more than all the people dwelling in Jerusalem? "No, 5 
I say to you. But unless you repent, you will all similarly perish" 

4D. And He was telling this parable- "A certain one had a fig tree having been planted in h 

his vineyard.3 And he came seekingF fruit on it, and did not find it 

IL. "And he said to the vine-keeper'\ 'Behold- it is three years5 since6 I am coming, 
seeking7 fruit on this fig tree, and I am not finding it. Therefore8

, cut it down9 ! WhyG 
is it even using-up 10 the soiJH?' 

2 F. "But the one, having responded, says to him, 'Master, leave it also this year, untiJI 1 ~ 
I dig around it and throw manure. •And if it produces fruit 12 in the future 13- '! 

otherwise indeed, 14 cut it down' " 

I OH. Now He was teaching in one of the synagogues on the Sabbath 111 

IC. And behold- there was a woman 15 having a spirit ofinfirmity 16 eighteen years. And she was I I 
bending-over, and not being able to bend-up 17 completely 18 

I D. And having seen her, Jesus called to her and said to her, "Woman, you have been releasedJ I ~ 
from your infirmity". •And He laidK His hands on her I ' 

2D. And at-onceL she was made-straightM. And she was glorifyingN God 

2( ·. But having responded, the synagogue official- being indignant0 because Jesus curedP on the I~ 

Sabbath- was saying to the crowd that "There are six days on which one ought-toO work. So 
be cured while coming on them, and not on the day of the Sabbath" 

ID. But the Lord responded to him and said, "Hypocrites19! Does not each of you on the Sabbath I' 
release20 his ox or donkey from the manger21, and having led it away, water it? "But this one, I 1, 

being a daughter22 of Abraham whom Satan boundR for behold, ten and eight23 years-
ought she not to have24 been released from this bond5 on the day t?f the Sabbath?"25 

JC. And while He was saying these things, all the ones being opposedT to Him were being put- I · 
to-shame26 

4( ·. And the whole crowd was rejoicingu over all the glorious27 things being done by Him 

ID 28 Therefore,29 He was saying, "To what is the kingdom of God like, and to what shall I I~ 
liken30 it? 

IL "It is like a seed of a mustard-plantv which, having taken, a man threw into his I q 

own garden. And it grew and became31 a tree32 • And the birds of the heaven nested"' 
in its branches" 

2D.n And again He said, "To what shall I liken the kingdom of God? ~I) 

IL "It is like leaven\ which having taken, a woman concealed34 into three measuresv ~I 
of wheat-flour until which time the whole thing was leavenedz" 
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I. Or, "proved to be". GK 1181. Same word as in v 4. 
2. That is, sinners, as in v 2. Jesus describes sin as a debt to God, as 

in Mt 6: 12, "forgive us our debts". 
3. Some think the fig tree represents Israel and the vineyard represents 

the world. Others think the vineyard is Israel and the fig tree is 
Jerusalem. In any case, Jesus came seeking fruit on this tree, but 
found none. 

4. Or, "vineworker". Used only here. Related to "vineyard" in v 6. 
GK .l07. 

5. Some think this implies that Christ's ministry to Israel had been 
going on for three years by now, and that v 8-9 implies it will now 
extend to a fourth year. Others think it refers to the combined min
istries of John the Baptist and Jesus. Others think the numbers are 
merely a part of the parable. The length of His ministry is nowhere 
given, but can only be inferred from a sequential harmonization of 
the four Gospel accounts. 

6. Literally, "from which time". On this idiom, see Rev 16: 18. 
7. Note that the owner has been seeking fruit for three years, imply

ing nothing as to how long the tree has been there. 
8. Some manuscripts omit this word {C}. 
9. This word, "cut down", is the same word as in 3:9. It also means 

"cutoff'',asinMt5:30;Rom 11:22. Used IO times. GK/716. 
10. Or, "making useless, wasting". On this word, see "done away with" 

in Rom 6:6. 
11. More literally, "up to which time". On this idiom, see Mt 5:25. 
12. Jesus uses grammar that emphasizes the contrast between the two 

halves of this sentence. 
13. The vine-keeper does not state the response, which could be "fine" 

or "good", or "then we have saved it". 
14. On this idiom, "otherwise indeed", see 2 Cor 11:16. Some manu

scripts say "produces fruit- otherwise indeed, cut it down in the 
future" {B}. 

15. Some manuscripts say "there was a woman ... " {K}. 
16. That is, a spirit causing her infirmity. On this word, see "weakness" 

in Mt8:17. 

17. Or, "raise up, stand erect". On this word, see "straighten up" in 
21:28. Same root word as "bending-over". The woman was bend
ing over, but not able to bend back up. 

18. This is an idiom, literally "to the full", on which see "completely" 
in Heb 7:25. This is the Greek word order. Some take this with 
"able", so that it has the idea of her "being completely unable to 
bend up". 

19. Some manuscripts have this word singular {N). 
20. Or, ''untie, loose". Same word as in v 16. On this word, see "break" 

in Mt 5:19. Related to "released" in v 12. 
21. On this word, see 2:7. After you feed it, you lead it to water. 
22. That is, a descendant. This word is used of the female physical off

spring of parents; of female "descendants, children" in a broader 
sense, as here and 1 :5; and figuratively, as in 23:38; Mt 21 :5; Jn 
12:15. Used 28 times. GK 2588. Compare "son" in Gal 3:7. 

23. Note that Luke used the word "eighteen" in v 11. Jesus emphasizes 
the duration by stating it this way. 

24. Or, "was it not necessary for her to have". On the idiom "ought to 
have", see "should have" in Mt 25:27. 

25. The grammar indicates a "yes" answer is expected. Yes, the woman 
ought to have been released. 

26. Or, "humiliated". On this word, see Rom 5:5. 
27. Or, "splendid". On this word, see 7:25. 
28. Compare Mt 13:31-32; Mk 4:30-32. 
29. Jesus puts "all the glorious things" in proper perspective for the 

crowd. His kingdom starts small, but grows large. It will transform 
from within. 

30. Or, "compare". Related to "like" earlier and next (GK 3927). On 
this word, see "become like" in Mt 13:24. 

31. More literally, it "came to be for" a tree, reflecting a Hebrew way 
of speaking. 

32. Some manuscripts say "a large tree" {B). 
33. Compare Mt 13:33. 
34. On this word, see Mt 13:33. Some manuscripts have a related word 

meaning "hid" { C}. 

A. Lk 19: 11 B. Mt 9: IO C. Gal 3:4 D. Act 26:20 E. I Cor I: 18 F. Phil 2:21 G. Mt 27:46 H. Rev 7: 1, land J. Mt 5:31, sends away 
K. Lk I 0:30, laid on L. Mt 21: 19 M. Heb 12: 12, straighten up N. Rom 8:30 0. Mt 20:24 P. Mt 8:7 Q. Act 25: I 0 R. I Cor 7:27 S. Phil I :7, 
imprisonment T. Phil 1:28 U. 2 Cor 13:11 V. Mt 13:31 W. Act 2:26, dwell X. Mt 13:33 Y. Mt 13:33 Z. Mt 13:33 
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1 1 H. And He was journeying-through 1 according to cities and villages2
, teaching and making the journey 

to Jerusalem. •And someone said to Him, "Master\ are the ones being saved8 few?" 

I c. i And the One said to them,°"Be striving4 to enter through the narrow5 door", because many, I 
say to you, will seek to enter, and will not be able7 

ID. "From whatever time 

I l. "The house-masterC arises and shuts the door 
2L. "And you8 begin to stand outside and to be knocking on the door saying, 'Master, 

open/or us' 
J F. "And having responded, he will say to you, 'I do not know0 you- where you are from' 

20. "Then9 you will begin to say, 'We ate and drank in your presence, and you taught on our 
wide-roadsE' 

_-m. "And he will speak, sayingw to you, 'I do not know you 11 - where you are from. Depart 
from me, all you 12 workers of unrighteousnessF> 

.mn "In that place 14 , there will be the weeping and the grinding of teeth when you shall see 
Abraham and Isaac and Jacob and all the prophets in the kingdom of God, but you being 
thrown outside 

IE. "And they will come from east and west, and from north and south, and lie back [to 
eat] in the kingdom of God 

2E. 15 "And behold- there are last ones who will be first, and there are first ones who 
will be Iast 16

" 

1213. At the very hour17, some Pharisees came to Him, saying to Him, "Go out, and proceed18 from here, 
because Herod 19 wants to kill You".• And He said to them-

IC. "Having gone, tell this fox 20
, 'Behold- I am casting-outG demonsH and perforrning21 

healings22 today and tomorrow, and on the third23 day I come-to-the-end24 ' 

2C. "Nevertheless, I mustl proceed25 today and tomorrow and the next26 day, because it cannot-be27 

that a prophetK should perishL outside of Jerusalem 
:lC · .28 "Jerusalem, Jerusalem, the one killing the prophets and stoning the ones having been sent to her 

ID. "How often I wanted to gather-together your children the wayM a hen does her own 
brood29 under her wings, and you did not want30 it 

Verse 

2D. "Behold- your house is being left to you31 _,, 

:m. "And32 I say to you, you will by no means see Mell until the time will come34 when you 
say, 'Blessed35 is the One coming in the name of the Lord'" 

I 3 B. And it came about at His going into the house of one of the leadersN of the Pharisees on a Sabbath I-+ I 
to eat bread, that0 they were closely-watchingP Him 

IC. And behold- a certain man in front of Him was suffering-from-dropsy36 

ID. And having responded, Jesus spoke to the Law-expertsO and Pharisees, saying, "Is it ' 
IawfuJR to cure on the Sabbath, or not37?'' "But the ones were quiet5 -+ 

2D. And having taken-hold-ofT him, He healedu him, and sent him away 
3D. And He said to them,38 "Whose son39 or ox of yours will fall into a weUV, and he40 will ·' 

not immediately pull him upw on the day of the Sabbath?" 



247 Luke 14:5 

I. Or, "proceeding through". Related to ''.journey" later in the verse, 
and rendered this way to reflect this. Elsewhere only as "proceed 
through" in Lk 6: I; 18:36; Act 16:4; Rom 15:24. GK 1388. 

2. From one city and village to the next. Similar to the phrase in 8: I. 
3. CompareMt7:13-14. 
4. Or, "fighting, struggling, straining, exerting effort". On this word, 

see "struggle" in I Tim 4: IO. 
5. Elsewhere only in Mt 7:13, 14. GK 5101. 
6. Some manuscripts say "gate" {N}, as in Mt 7: 13. 
7. That is, many will seek to enter after the time of salvation is past, when 

the door is shut. To the question "Are there few?" and the question 
"When will the door be shut?", Jesus would say, "Be striving now!". 

8. This word is plural, as throughout this parable. 
9. In other words, once you find yourself excluded by the master, you 

will not be "able" to get in, even though you "will seek to enter'', v 
24. First, the master closes the door. Second, you arrive and knock. 
Third, he denies you. "Then", v 26, you will begin to "seek to enter" 
by giving your reasons. But you will remain outside. Some begin the 
conclusion with the master's first denial (3E.) by adding "then'', 
"(Then] also having responded, he will say ... ", making it 20. 

I 0. On the idiom "speak ... saying", see Mk 8:28. Some manuscripts say 
"He will say, "I tell you I do not know you ... " {C}. 

11. Some manuscripts omit this word { C}, so that it says "know where 
you are from". 

12. The master is addressing those outside as "workers of unright
eousness". 

13. Compare Mt 8:11-12. 
14. That is, the place "outside" the shut door, v 25. On weeping and 

grinding of teeth, see Mt 8: 12. 
15. Compare Mt 19:30; Mk 10:31. 
16. Some considered last on this earth- like Gentiles, tax collectors 

and prostitutes- will be first. Some considered to be first on this 
earth- like the Jews Jesus is speaking to- will be last, excluded 
from God's presence. Put another way, some considered farthest 
from the kingdom will enter it; some considered closest will be the 
farthest from it. 

17. On this phrase, see 2:38. Some manuscripts instead say "day" {N}. 
18. That is, go out from this village, and proceed on from this region. 

Go to Judea, out of Herod's jurisdiction. 
19. That is, Herod Antipas, who killed John. On Herod, see 3: I. 

20. From this, some infer that these Pharisees came from Herod with 
this threat, perhaps sent by him to scare Jesus away. Others think 
they were truly concerned about Jesus and came to warn Him. Luke 
does not make their motives clear. 

21. Or, "completing, bringing to completion, finishing". Related to 
"come to the end" next. Elsewhere only as "fully formed" in Jam 
I: 15. GK 699. 

22. Elsewhere only in Act 4:22, 30. GK 2617. Related to "heal" in Mt 8:8. 
23. Some think Jesus is referring to His divinely ordained time schedule. 

That is, His course will continue day by day to its predetermined end, 
and will not be altered by Herod. Others think He means His work 
will continue for a brief time, and then cease (that is, with His death); 
others, that He will be finished there on the third literal day. 

24. Some think Jesus means "come to My goal, reach My goal"; others, 
"come to the finish, the completion" of My work; others, "come 
to the end" of My life, "I am perfected" (note v 33 ). On this word, 
see "perfect" in Heb 2: 10. 

25. Same word as in v 31. Jesus indeed must go on, not because of 
Herod, but because His destiny is in Jerusalem. 

26. This is an idiom, literally, "on the day holdmg" to the previous one. 
Same idiom in Act 20:15; 21:26; and Mk 1:38. 

27. Or, "it is inadmissible, it is not allowable, it is not permitted, it is 
impossible". Used only here. GK 1896. Related to "impossible" 
in 17:1. 

28. Compare Mt 23:37-39. 
29. Used only here. GK 3799. Related to "chicks" in Mt 23:37. 
30. Sarne word as "wanted" earlier in the verse. On this word, see "will-

ing" in Jn 7: 17. 
31. Some manuscripts add "desolate" { B}, as in Mt 23:38. 
32. Some manuscripts omit this word { C}. 
33. That is, as Messiah. 
34. Some manuscripts omit "the time will come when" { C}. 
35. This is a participle, "Having been blessed". On this word, see 6:28. 
36. Dropsy is an accumulation of fluid and swelling of the tissues. Used 

only here. GK 5622. The root word is "water". 
37. Some manuscripts omit "or not" {N}. 
38. Some manuscripts say "And having responded, He said to them ... " 

{N}. 
39. Some manuscripts say "donkey" { B}. 
40. That is, the father of the son, or the owner of the ox. 

A. Mt 8:2 B. Lk 19: lO C. Mt 20: 1 D. 1 Jn 2:29 E. Lk 14:21 F. Rom I: 18 G. Jn 12:31 H. 1 Cor 10:20 J. Mt 16:21 K. I Cor 12:28 
L. 1 Car I: 18 M. Act 27:25 N. Rev I :5, ruler 0. Lk 5: 1 P. Lk 6:7 Q. Lk 7:30 R. 1 Car 6: 12 S. 1 Thes 4: II T. Lk 20:20 U. Mt 8:8 
V. Rev 9:1, shaft W. Act 11:10, pull up 



Luke 14:6 248 Verse 

4D. And they were not able to answer-back' to these things (1 

2C. And He was speaking a parable2 to the ones having been invited\ fixing-His-attention-on3 7 

how they were choosing8 the places-of-honor:, saying to them-

ID. "Whenever you are invited by someone to wedding-celebrations0
, do not lie down [to S 

eat] in the place-of-honor- lest 

I L "A more distinguished4 one than you may have been invited5 by him 
21-:. "And having come, the one having invited you and him will say to you, 'Give your '! 

place to this one' 
:; I . "And then you will begin to hold the last place with shameE 

2 f)_ "But whenever you are invited, having gone, fall back [to eat] in the last place, so that when It 1 

the one having invited you comes, he will say to you, 'Friend6
, move up higher'. Then there 

will be glory for you in the presence of all the ones reclining back with you [to eat] 
.ilJ. "Because everyone exaltingF himself will be humbledG. And the one humbling himself 11 

will be exalted" 

:;c And He was also saying to the one having invitedA Him- I' 

I [) "Whenever you make a moming-meaF or a dinner\ do not be calling your friends, nor 
your brothers, nor your relatives, nor rich neighbors9

- that they also might not perhaps 
invite you in return, and it become a repayment10 to you 

2 D "But whenever you make a reception' 1, be inviting poorH ones, crippled ones, lamel ones, I : 
blind ones,· and you will be blessedK because they do not have the means to repayl 2 you. I~ 
For it will be repaid to you at the resurrection of the righteous" 

-K .13 And one a/the ones reclining back with Him [to eat], having heard these things, said to Him, I ' 
"BlessedK is whoever will eat bread in the kingdom a/God!" 

0

But14 the One said to him- I 1· 

I D "A certain man was making a great dinner, and he invitedA many. •And he sent-outL his I -
slaveM at the hour of the dinner to say to the ones having been invited, 'Come, because 
it is 15 already preparedN' 

2D. "And they all alike 16 began to excuse-themselves 17 I~ 

IL. "The first said to him, 'I bought a field. And I have a necessity0 , having gone out, 
to see it. I ask you, have me excused 18 ' 

21 c. "And another said, 'I bought five pair19 of oxen, and I am proceeding to test20 them. I <1 

I ask you, have me excused' 
.i L. "And another said, 'I marriedr a woman, and for this reason I am not able to come' 211 

JD. "And having come, the slave reportedO these things to his masterR 
4 D. "Then, having become-angry21

, the house-master' said to his slave, 'Go out quickly T into 
the wide-roads22 and lanes23 of the city, and bring in here the poor ones and crippled ones 
and blind ones and lame ones' 

5 I). "And the slave said, 'Master, what you commandedu has been done24, and there is still room v• 
6D. "And the master said to the slave, 'Go out to the roads25 and fences26, and compel27 them 

to come in, in order that my house may be filledw. "For I say to you al/28 that none of 
those men having been invited will tastex my dinner'" 

21 
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I. Elsewhere only in Rom 9:20. GK 503. Some manuscripts add "to 
Him"{N}. 

2. This is not a lesson on manners, but a parable. Jesus is referring to 
their attitude toward the kingdom of God. The Pharisees are assum
ing they have the place of privilege, but are truly heading toward an 
unexpected humiliation. These ones who think they are first, will 
end up last. They need to humble themselves before God. 

3. Or, "focusing on". Or, more mildly, "noting". On this word, see I 
Tim4:16. 

4. Or, "esteemed, honored". On this word, see "precious" in Phil 2:29. 
5. This is a participle, "may be having been invited". 
6. Same word as in Mt 11:19; Lk 11:5; 12:4; Jn 11: 11; 15: 13. Used 

29 times. GK 5813. Related to "affectionately-love" in Jn 21:15. 
7. This word refers to the main morning meal, usually eaten before 

noon. Same word as in 11 :38. Elsewhere only as "luncheon" in Mt 
22:4. GK 756. Related to the verb in 11 :37. 

8. Or, "banquet, supper", the evening meal which was eaten late in the 
day, often after dark. Same word as in Lk 14:16, 17, 24; Jn 12:2; 
13:2, 4; 21:20; I Cor 11:21. Elsewhere only as "supper" in I Cor 
11 :20; and "banquet" in Mt 23:6; Mk 6:21; 12:39; Lk 20:46; Rev 
19:9, 17. GK 1270. Related to "dining" in I Cor 11 :25. 

9. Do not look at these things as the world looks at them. 
I 0. In such a case, "you have your reward in full". No reward from God 

is due. Do not confuse being "friendly" or "neighborly" in this way 
(which is appropriate in its place) with serving God. God serves 
those who cannot repay. 

11. Or, "banquet, a meal for guests", like the one Jesus was attending 
here. On this word, see 5:29. 

12. On this word, see 2 Thes I :6. Related to "repayment" in v 12. 
13. Compare Ml 22: 1-14. 

14. The man's statement is true, but the ones eating in the kingdom will 
not be the ones he thinks. 

15. Instead of "it is", some manuscripts say "all things are" { C}. 
16. This is an idiom, used only here. Literally, "from one" voice, 

tongue, consent, and so, "alike, unanimously". 
17. Or, "to beg off, decline, reject, refuse". On this word, see "refuse" 

in Heb 12:25. 
18. Or, "have me as having been excused". Same word as earlier. 
19. Or, "yoke, team". That is, pairs or teams yoked together. Elsewhere 

only in 2:24. GK 2414. 
20. Or, "examine, prove by testing, put to the test". On this word, see 

"approve" in Rom 12:2. 
21. Or, "become wrathful". On this word, see Rev 11: 18. 
22. Or, "main streets, broad-ways". Elsewhere only in Mt 6:5; 12: 19; 

Lk 10:10; 13:26; Act 5:15; Rev 11:8; 21:21; 22:2. GK 4423. 
Related to "wide" in Mt 7: 13. 

23. Or, "narrow streets, alleys". On this word, see Mt 6:2. Both of these 
terms refer to city streets. 

24. Or, "has taken place". GK I 181. 
25. Or, "paths". That is, the roads outside of the city, out in the country. 
26. Or, "hedges, walls". This word refers to the fences or hedges put 

around fields and vineyards, as in Mt 21 :33; Mk 12: I. Vagabonds 
and beggars could be found there. Elsewhere only as "partition" in 
Eph 2: 14. GK 5850. 

27. On this word, see Gal 6: 12. It is related to "necessity" in v 18. Per
suade them it is a serious offer. 

28. The word "you" is plural, and this is added to reflect this. Some 
think Jesus makes this sudden change in order to directly include 
His listeners in the application of parable. Others think He is includ
ing the originally invited guests, who now show up late. 

A. Rom 8:30, called B. I Cor I :27 C. Mt 23:6 D. Mt 22: 11, wedding E. Heb 12:2 F. Jn 8:28, lifted up G. Phil 4: 12 H. Gal 4:9 J. Heb 12: 13 
K.Lk6:20 L.Mk3:14 M.Rom6:17 N.Mkl4:15 0.1Cor7:26 P.1Cor7:9 Q.1Jnl:3,announcing R.Mt8:2 S.Mt20:1 T.Gal1:6 
U. Lk 8:25 V. Eph 4:27, place W. Mk 4:37 X. Heb 6:4 



Luke 14:25 250 Verse 

J 4B. And large crowds were proceeding-with Him. And having turned, He said to them- 25 

I l'. 1 "If anyone comes to Me, and does not hate2 his own father and mother and wife and children 
and brothers and sisters, and furthermore, even his own life3

, he cannot be My discipleA. 
Whoever is not carrying8 his own cross4 and coming after Me, cannot be My disciple 

1 D. "For which of you wanting to build a tower, does not first, having sat-down, calculate5 

the cost to see whether he has enough for the completion? 

I I::. "In order that he having laid a foundationc and not being able to finish it out6- all 2'! 
the ones observing0 may not perhaps begin to mockE him,"saying that 'This man <r1 
began to build and was not able to finish it out!' 

2D. "Or what king going to engage another king in battleF will not, having sat-down first, :; I 
deliberate7 whether he is able with ten thousand men to meets the one coming against 
him with twenty thousand? 

IE. "Otherwise indeed9
, the one coming still being far away- the king10

, having sent- '' 
forthG a delegation, asks the things for peaceH 

JD. "So therefore, 11 any of you who is not saying-goodbye 12 to all his possessions13 cannot , ' 
be My disciple 

2l'. 14 "Therefore15
, salt is good. But ifindeed 16 the salt should become-tasteless17, with what will .'\..\ 

it be seasoned1? 
0

It is fitK neither for soilL nor for the manure-pile's. They throw it outside _,' 
3C. "Let the one having ears to hear, hear" 

l 5B. Now all the tax-collectorsM and the sinnersN were drawing-neat> to Him to hear Him. 19 •And I :i: 1-~ 
both the Pharisees and the scribes were grumbling20

, saying that "This One is welcomingP sinners 
and eating with them" 

I l'. And He spoke this parable to them,21 saying-

I D. 22 "What man from-among you having a hundred sheep and having lost one of them, does .J 
not leave-behindO the ninety nine in the wildemessR and proceed after the one having 
become-lost23 until he finds it? •And having found it, he puts it on his shoulders, 
rejoicing5

• •And having come to the house, he calls-together his friends24 and neighborsT, " 
saying to them, 'Rejoice-with me, because I found my lost25 sheep!' 

I E. "I say to you that in this manner there will be joy in heaven over one sinner repentingu 
more-than26 over ninety nine righteous ones who have no needv of repentancew 

2D. "Or what woman having ten27 drachmas28, if she loses one drachma, does not lightx a ~ 
lamp and sweep the house and seekv carefully until which time she finds it? •And having <l 

found it, she calls together her women friends and neighbors, saying, 'Rejoice-with me, 
because I found the drachma which I lost!' 

I !:. "In this manner, I say to you, joy comes-about29 in the presence of the angels of I() 
God over one sinner repenting" 

2C. And30 He said, "A certain man had two sons I I 



251 Luke 15:11 

I. Compare Mt 10:3 7-39. 
2. This refers to the same issue as the "division" in 12:52-53. Com

pare Mt 10:37. On this word, see Rom 9:13. 
3. Compare Jn 12:25. On this word, see "soul" in Jam 5:20. 
4. You must tum from your human allegiances, bear the loss, and fol

low Me. On this, see Mt 10:38; 16:24. 
5. That is, count the cost of success, of achieving your goal. On this 

word, see Rev 13: 18. 
6. This is the word "finish" in Rev 10:7, with a prefix meaning "out", 

"to finish out, complete". Elsewhere only in v 30. GK 1754. 
7. Or, "take counsel, decide". On this word, see "plan" in Jn 11 :53. 
S. That is, successfully meet in battle. Elsewhere only in Mt 8:28; 

28:9; Mk 5:2; Lk 8:27; Jn 4:51; 11 :20, 30; 12: 18; Act 16: 16. GK 
5636. Related to the word in Mt 25: I. 

9. On this idiom, "otherwise indeed", see 2 Cor 11: 16. 
10. The grammar indicates that the king with 10,000 sends to the king 

coming with 20,000 to ask for peace. 
11. So applying this to you then, here is the cost you must count and 

bear- a restatement of "hating his own life" in v 26. 
12. Or, "taking leave of, bidding farewell". This has a figurative sense 

here, "renouncing". Your habit of life must be one of separating 
yourself from possessions to "taking hold ofreal life", I Tim 6: 19. 
Compare the different tense of"sell" in 12:33. On this word, see 
2Cor2:13. 

13. Same word as in 12:33. 
14. Compare Mt 5: 13; Mk 9:50. 
15. Jesus concludes with an illustration. Some manuscripts omit this 

word {N}. 
16. Or, "But if even salt becomes-tasteless ... ". 
17. Or, "become insipid, lose its savor". Same word as in Mt 5:13. That 

is, if it is not usable for its purpose, like a "disciple" who does not 
carry his cross and follow after Him as just discussed. GK 3701. 

18. Used only here. GK 3161. Related to "manure" in 13:8. 
19. Some think Luke means it was the habit of all this class of sinners to 

draw near wherever Jesus might be; others, that all this group (in the 
sense of"everyone" in 16: 16) in this particular place where He has 
arrived came out on this occasion. What follows is spoken in this 
mixed group of outcast sinners and Pharisees, of hearers and disciples. 

20. This is a more emphatic form of the word in 5:30. Elsewhere only 
in 19:7. GK 1339. 

21. Note that these words apply to both groups in v 1-2, in different 
ways. Jesus primarily rebukes the Pharisees, while at the same time 
also expressing God's joy at the repentance of the tax collectors and 
sinners He is seeking. 

22. Compare Mt 18:12-14. 
23. Or, "to the lost one". Note the two perspectives here using the same 

word. The man "lost" a sheep. The sheep "got lost" or "became 
lost". Same word as in v 6, 8, 9, 17 ("perish"), 24, 32. This word is 
a link between the three parables in this chapter. On this word, see 
"lost" in Mt l 0:6. 

24. Or, Jesus may mean "men friends and neighbors" in particular, 
since He follows this with a case of a woman and her friends. 

25. This is a participle, my sheep "having become-lost", as in v 4. 
Matthew says "gone astray", 18: 12, 13. 

26. Or, "rather-than". See the example in v 32. Some think there is joy 
over the ninety-nine who never got lost, but more joy over the one 
who repented. It is also a different kind of joy, the brief joy of cel
ebration over finding what was lost versus the abiding joy of always 
having. Both are seen in the father in v 31-32. Others think the 
ninety-nine represents the Pharisees who need no repentance in 
their own eyes (like in 5:31-32), and that there is no joy over them 
until they also repent. There are none having no need ofrepentance, 
only ones who repented and ones who did not. 

27. Note the change from one lost of a hundred, to one of ten, to one of 
twoinvll. 

28. A drachma was a Greek silver coin, equivalent to the Roman 
"denarius" (see Mt 20:2). One drachma would be one day's wages 
for a laborer. Used only here and v 9. GK I 534. This woman would 
be living in a one room house with a dirt floor. 

29. Or, "arises, takes place, occurs, happens". GK I 181. 
30. Note that in this parable, Jesus again speaks to both the sinners in 

15:1 (the younger brother), and the Pharisees in 15:2 (the older 
brother). Both wanted to spend the father's resources on them
selves. The older brother did not share the father's view of the 
younger brother, or of himself. Both needed to repent. The father 
loves both and goes out to them. The younger son repented and was 
joyfully accepted back by the father. Whether the older son repented 
is left unstated. 

A. Lk 6:40 B. Mt 8:17 C. l Tim 6: 19 D. Lk 10:18, seeing E. Lk 23:11 F. Rev 12:7, war G. Mk 3:14, send out H. Act 15:33 J. Mk 9:50 
K.Lk9:62 L.Rev7:l,land M.Mtl8:17 N.Mt9:10 O.Lk21:28 P.Act24:15,waitfor Q.Act6:2 R.Mt3:l S.2Corl3:ll T.Jn9:8 
U. Act 26:20 V. Tit 3:14 W. 2 Cor 7:10 X. l Cor 7:1, touch Y. Phil 2:21 



Luke 15:12 252 Verse 

ID. "And the younger a/them said to his father, 'Father, give me the partA of your substance1 12 
falling2 to me'. And the one distributed3 his property4 to them 

2D. "And after not many days, having gathered together everything, the younger son went- I 3 
on-a-joumey8 to a distant countryc. And there he squandered5 his substance living0 wildly" 

3 [). "And he having spentE everything, a severe famineF came about in relation to that country, I -+ 
and he began to be-in-need7 

11 ·. "And having gone, he joined0 himself to one of the citizensH of that country. And he 
sent him into his fields to feedi pigs 

21'. "And he was desiringK to be filled-to-satisfaction8 with the carob-pods which the 
pigs were eating. And no one was giving anything to him 

Jf' .. "But having come to himself, he said, 'How many hired-workers o/my father are 
abounding9 with bread, but I am perishing10 here 11 in a famine 12! 

IF. 'Having arisenL, I will proceed to my father and say to him, "Father, l sinned 
against heaven, and in your sight. 

0

113 am no longer worthyM to be called your 
son. Make me as one of your hired-workers" ' 

.:ID. "And having arisen, he went to his father. But he still being far distantN, his father saw him 
and felt-deep-feelings0 [oflove]. And having run, he fell upon his neck and kissed him14 

IL. "And the son said to him, 'Father, I sinnedP against heaven and in your sight. I am 
no longer worthy to be called your son 15 ' 

21:. "But the father 16 said to his slavesO, 'Quickly 17
, bring-out the best18 robe and put it 

on him. And give him a ring for his hand and sandals for the feet. •And bring the 
fatted calf. SlaughterR it. And having eaten, let us celebrates! 

IF. 'Because this son of mine 19 was dead, and he became-alive-again20 • He had 
become-lost21 , and he was found' 

3 F. "And they began to celebrate 

5D. "Now his older son was in the field. And when, while coming22, he drew-nearT to the 
house, he heard music23 and dancing 

11:. "And having summonedu one of the servantsv, he was inquiringw as to what these 
things might be 

IF. "And the one said to him that 'Your brother has come. And your father 
slaughtered the fatted calf because he received him back24 being healthy25 ' 

Iii 

I~ 

J'i 

~II 

~I 

~(l 

2L "And he became-angryX, and was not willingY to go in ~~ 
3 I'. "And his father, having come out, was appealing-toz him 
41'. "But the one, having responded, said to his father, 'Behold- I am slaving26/or you ~q 

for so many years, and I never disregarded27 your command.28 And you never gave 
me a goat in order that I might celebrates with my friends29 

IF. 'But when this son o/yours came-- the one having devouredAA your property30 30 
with prostitutes- you slaughtered the fatted calf/or him!' 



253 Luke 15:30 

I. Or, "property, estate", your physical "substance". Related to what 
"is, exists". Elsewhere only in v 13. GK 4045. 

2. Or, "belonging". More literally, "put upon, thrown upon". On this 
word, see "put upon" in Mk 14:72. That is, give me my future 
inheritance. The younger son got one third, the elder son two 
thirds, Deut 21: 17. 

3. Or, "divided". On this word, see I Cor 12: 11. 
4. Or, "life, living, livelihood, means ofliving", the externals of"life". 

On this word, see "life" in I Jn 2: 16. 
5. Or, "scattered". Same word as in 16: I. On this word, see "scatter" 

in Mt 25:24. 
6. Or, "recklessly, riotously, loosely". This adverb is used only here. 

GK 862. Related to "wild-living" in Eph 5: 18. 
7. Or, "to lack, come short, be deficient". Same word as in 2 Cor 11 :9; 

Phil 4:12; Heb 11 :37. Elsewhere only as "lack" in Mt 19:20; Mk 
I 0:21; Lk 22:35; I Cor I :7; 8:8; 12:24; and "come short" in Jn 2:3; 
Rom 3:23; 2 Cor 11:5;12:11; Heb 4: I; 12:15. GK 5728. Related to 
"need" in Mk 12:44; and "lack" in Phil 2:30. 

8. On this word, see Phil 4: 12. Some manuscripts say, "to fill his 
belly" {B ), using the word in Mk 4:37. 

9. Or, are "having more than enough, having leftovers oj'. Same word 
as "left over" in 9: 17. On this word, see 2 Cor 8:2. 

I 0. Same word as "become lost" in v 4, but different grammar. It could 
be rendered "losing-myself". 

11. Some manuscripts omit this word {N}. 
12. Or, "with hunger". Same word as in v 14. See 21:11 on it. 
13. Some manuscripts say "And I" {K}. The same variant occurs in v 21. 
14. Same phrase as in Act 20:37, where people fell upon Paul's neck 

and kissed him. 

15. Some manuscripts add "Make me as one of your hired-workers" 
{A},asinv 19. 

16. The father bursts in with joy before the son can even finish his speech. 
17. Some manuscripts omit this word {N}, on which see Rev 22:7. 
18. Or, "the first, foremost". That is, the first in value, the finest. On 

this word, see "first" in I Cor 15:3. 
19. Compare how the brother says this in v 30. 
20. Or, "lived-again, came to life again". On this word, see Rom 7:9. 

Related word in v 32. 
21. This is a participle, he "was having become lost". Same word as 

in v4. 
22. In other words, while coming in the course of his work, not because 

he heard about his brother. 
23. Or, "an instrument, a band". Our word "symphony" comes from 

this word, sumphonia. Used only here. GK 5246. 
24. On the word "receive back", see "receive" in 16:25. 
25. That is, as opposed to receiving back news of his death. On this 

word, see I Tim 1:10. 
26. Or, "serving as a slave to you". How dramatic of this son who inher

ited two thirds of the estate! On this word, see Rom 6:6. 
27. Or, "passed by" in disobedience or neglect. Elsewhere in this sense 

only in 11 :42. 
28. The older brother represents the Pharisees, exaggerating their own 

obedience, not sharing the father's love for the sinner, and jealous of 
the father's celebration over their repentance. To him, it is so unfair! 

29. Neither did the father ever do this for the younger brother! This is 
the father's celebration of joy, not the son's. 

30. Same word as in v 12. 

A. Rom 11 :25 B. Mt 21 :33 C. Mk 1:5 D. Rev 20:4, came to life E. Act 21 :24 F. Lk 21: 11 G. I Cor 6: 16 H. Heb 8: 11 fellow citizen 
J.Jn21:15 K.Gal5:17 L.Lkl8:33,riseup M.Revl6:6 N.Mtl5:8 O.Mt9:36 P.Act25:8 Q.Rom6:17 R.Actl0:13 S.Revl2:12 
T. Lk 21:28 U. Act 2:39, call to V. Act 3:13 W. Act 23:34, learned X. Rev 11:18 Y. Jn 7:17 Z. Rom 12:8, exhorting AA. Mk 12:40 



Luke 15:31 

.~I .. 

254 

"And the one said to him, 'Child\ you are always with me, and all my things are 
yours 1• "But it-was-necessary2 to celebrate and rejoice8

, because this brother o/yours 
was dead, and he becarne-alive3• And he had become-lost\ and he was found'" 

Verse 

31 

_;( · And5 He was also saying to the6 disciples, "There was a certain rich man who had a steward7• I(, I 
And this one was accused8 to him as squandering9 his possessions10 

ID. "And having called him, he said to him, 'What is this I am hearing 11 about you? Render= 2 
the account0 of your stewardship 12

, for you can no longer be steward' 
:in. "And the steward said within himself, 'What should I do, because my masterE is taking

awayF the stewardship 13 from me? I am not strong-enoughG to dig. I am ashamed" to beg. 
I know 14 what I will do so that they will 15 welcomel me into their houses when I am ..J 
removedK from the stewardship'.• And having summonedL each one of the debtors 16 of :i 
his master-

11 . "He was saying to the first, 'How much do you oweM to my master?' •And the one 1, 

said, 'A hundred baths 17 of olive-oiIN'. And the one said to him, 'Takel your 
writings 18

, and having sat-down quickly0 , write fifty' 
21:. "Then he said to another, 'And you, how much do you owe?' And the one said, 'A 

hundred cor19 of wheat'. He20 says to him, 'Take your writings, and write eighty' 

.\ [) "And the master21 praisedP the unrighteousO steward22 because he actedR shrewdly23 . ~ 

Because24 the sons of this age25 are more shrewd in-relation-to26 their own kind27 than the 
sons5 of the light28 

--11 )_ "And I say to you- '! 

11 . "Make friends T for yourselves by means of unrighteousO wealth29, so that when it 
fails30

, they31 will welcomel you into the eternal dwellings0 

2 L. "The one trustworthy in a very-little32 thing is also trustworthy in much33 • And the 111 
one unrighteousv in a very little thing is also unrighteous in much34 

11. "Therefore if you did not prove-to-be35 trustworthy36 with unrighteousv wealth, I I 
who will entrustw the true37 thing to you? 

21 ·. "And if you did not prove-to-be trustworthy with the thing belonging to I~ 
another38

, who will give you your own thing?39 

.1 I 40 "No household-servantx can be serving41 two masters 1 _; 

11·. "For either he will hate the one and love the other, or he will be devoted to one 
and disregard42 the other 

21·. "You cannot be serving God and wealth" 



255 Luke 16:13 

I. More literally, "all that is mine, is yours". The totality of what is 
mine is your.;. The younger brother had received his share, so every
thing remaining belonged to the older brother as his inheritance. 

2. Or, "we had to". On this idiom, see "must" in Mt 16:21. 
J. Or, "he lived, he came to life". On this word, see "came to life" in 

Rev 20:4. Related to the word in v 24, but without the prefix mean
ing "again". Some manuscripts have the same word as v 24 {N}. 

4. This is a participle, "he was having become lost". Same word as 
in v4. 

5. Some think Luke means that 15:1-17:10 occurred on the same occa
sion (a similar question arises in 12:1). There is no change of scene, 
only of the hearers. Jesus continues to speak words that apply to all 
present, in different ways. The previous parable transitions between 
concern for the lost one and the proper use of money. The wrong view 
of money (that it is for our earthly benefit) seen in both brothers in 
15: 11-32 is now addressed. The present parable speaks primarily to 
the disciples (ones who have repented), while at the same time rebuk
ing the Pharisees (the reverse of 15:3). Others think this introduces a 
new occasion not linked to chapter 15, making this point l 6B. In either 
case, this is also spoken in the hearing of the Pharisees, v 14. 

6. Some manuscripts say "His" {N}. 
7. Or, "manager, household administrator". Same word as in v 3, 8. 

On this word, see I Pet 4: I 0. 
8. This is the verb related to "devil", which means "accuser, slan-

derer". Used only here. GK 1330. 
9. Same word as in 15: 13. 
I 0. Same word as in 12: 15. 
11. Or, "How is it I am hearing this ... ", "Why am I hearing this ... ". 
12. Or, "management, mode of operation, administration". On this 

word, see Eph I : I 0. 
13. That is, my position of management responsibility, as in v 4. Same 

word as in v 2. 
14. The grammar indicates this is a sudden inspiration. "I've got it! I 

know what I will do". 
15. Or, "in order that they might". Likewise in v 9. GK 2671. 
16. While producing the accounts for the master (v 2), the steward quickly 

forgave part of their debt so that they would be indebted to him after 
he was removed. The point is that he used his master's resources to 
create a new life for himself. We are to use our money, the things 
entrusted to us (God's resources), for the same purpose, v 9. 

17. Or, "measures". This is a transliterated Hebrew word. It is a liquid 
measure. There were different measuring systems in different times 
and places. Some estimate one bath at about 5-7 gallons (21-26 
liters); others, at 8-10 gallons (32-39 liters). It depends on which 
ancient source one follows. Used only here. GK 1004. 

18. That is, your written records, receipts, bills, accounts. On this word, 
seeJn7:15. 

19. This is a transliterated Hebrew word. It is a dry measure. Some esti
mate one cor at about 11 bushels or 90 gallons or 393 liters; others, 
at six bushels or 50 gallons or 220 liters. Used only here. GK 3174. 

20. Some manuscripts say "And the one says ... " {N}. 
21. Or, "And the Lord". Some think this is referring to the master in the 

parable; others, to the Lord Jesus, making this Luke's comment. 
22. More literally, "the steward of unrighteousness", the steward char

acterized by unrighteousness. This is a Hebrew way of speaking. 

23. Or, "wisely, prudently". Used only here. GK 5862. Related to 
"shrewd" next, on which see "wise" in Mt 7:24. 

24. Jesus adds this to make clear the point He wishes us to draw from 
the parable. He is not praising the steward for his unrighteousness, 
but for his shrewd use of another's resources for his own future good. 

25. That is, "belonging to this age", or "characterized by this age", ver-
sus the sons of the light. GK 172. 

26. Or, "with reference to, regarding, toward". GK 1650. 
27. Or, "generation, clan". On this word, see "generation" in Mt 24:34. 
28. That is, than believers in relation to their own kind. Unbelievers act 

more shrewdly in this world with regard to their future welfare in 
earthly "houses" (v 4), than believers do with regard to their future 
welfare in heavenly "dwellings" (v 9). 

29. Same word as in v 11, 13. On this word, see Mt 6:24. Literally, 
"the wealth of unrighteousness", the wealth characterized by 
unrighteousness. It is the wealth of this age, the wealth you are not 
to serve as slave, v 13. In other words, use your money (your Mas
ter's resources) in this age so that in the next, it will return a divi
dend to you. 14:13 is an example. Be as adept and creative at using 
your resources from God righteously for eternal rewards as this 
one was unrighteously for earthly ones. This is the point Jesus 
makes from the parable. Beyond this, there are many views about 
what other points might be made from the details of the parable. 
Consult the commentaries. 

30. Or, "leaves off, ceases, gives out, comes to an end". That is, when 
the money comes to an end, when you die. Same word as in 22:32; 
23:45. Elsewhere only as "end" in Heb 1:12. GK 1722. Related to 
"unfailing" in 12:33. Some manuscripts say "you fail" {K}. 

31. Some think this refers to God's agents, and God Himself; others, to 
the friends, assuming they also died. 

32. Or, "the least thing". However, the contrast is between very-little 
and much, not least and most. GK 1788. 

33. Or, "in a great thing, in a large thing". 
34. The same character is seen in one's handling of the small things and 

the big things. Inner character is not created by the task, but demon
strated by it. So if a small thing like money has shown one to be 
untrustworthy, who is going to entrust a larger thing to that person? 

35. Or, "did not become, were not". Same word as in v 12. GK 1181. 
36. Or, "faithful". This word is related to "entrust" next, and is rendered 

this way to reflect this. Same word as in v 12 and twice in v I 0. On 
this word, see "faithful" in Col I :2. 

37. Or, "genuine, real". That is, the truly valuable thing, true spiritual, 
eternal wealth. Jesus contrasts what in eternal reality is not important 
or valuable with what in eternal reality is important and valuable. On 
this word, see Jn 7:28. 

38. Earthly wealth belongs to God. We are merely stewards of it. 
39. We often think of money as our "own", and the future blessing as 

God's. Jesus views our present things as God's resources entrusted 
to us, and His future blessings as what will be our "own". 

40. Compare Mt 6:24. 
41. That is, "serving as a slave to, being a slave to". On this word, see 

"are slaves" in Rom 6:6. 
42. On "devoted to" and "disregard", see Mt 6:24. 

A. I Jn 3:1 B. 2 Cor 13:11 C. Mt 16:27 D. I Cor 12:8, word E. Mt 8:2 F. Mk 14:47, took off G. Gal 5:6, can do H. I Jn 2:28, put to shame 
J. Mt 10:40, welcome K. Act 19:26, tum away L.Act2:39, call to M. I Jn4:11, ought N. Jam 5:14, oil 0. Gal 1:6 P. Rom 15:11 Q. Rom 1:18, 
unrighteousness R. Rev 13:13, does S. Gal 3:7 T. Lk 14:10 U. Lk 9:33 V. I Cor6:9, wrong-doers W. Jn 3:36, believe X. Rom 14:4 



Luke 16:14 256 Verse 

4C. Now the Pharisees, being money-lovers 1
, were listening-to all2 these things, and they were 14 

sneering-at3 Him. •And He said to them- I " 

ID. "You are the ones declaring yourselves righteous4 in the sight of people, but God knowsA 
your hearts8 - because the highly-valued5 thing among people is an abomination6 in the 
sight of God 

J L::. "The Law and the Prophets were untiF John. From that time on,6 the kingdom of I h 

God is being announced-as-good-newsc, and everyone9 is forcing-himseif 1° into it 
21-:. "But 11 it is easier that the heaven and the earth should pass away than that one i -

stroke0 of the Law should fail' 2 

11'. "Everyone sending-away 13 his wife and marryingE another is committing- I:< 
adulteryF. And the one marrying 14 one having been sent-away from her 
husband is committing-adultery 

2D. "Now15 there was a certain richG man. And he was dressing himself in purple and fine- \ '1 

linen 16, radiantly 17 enjoying-himself 18 daily19• •And a certain poorH man, Lazarus20 by 211 

name, had been put at his gate- having been covered-with-sores,• and desiring! to be ~ I 
fill-to-satisfaction21 by the things falling22 from the table of the rich man. Even indeed23 

the dogs coming were licking his sores 

I L "And it came about that the poor man died and he was carried-awayK by the angels 
to the bosom of Abraham24 

2E. "And the rich man also died and was buried 

I F. "And having lifted-upL his eyes in HadesM while being in torments25 , he sees 
Abraham from a-distance26

, and Lazarus in his bosoms27 

2F. "And he, having called, said, 'Father Abraham, have-mercy-onN me and send 
Lazarus in order that he may dip0 the tipP ofhis finger in water and cool-off my 
tongue, because I am suffering-pain28 in this flameO' 

:IF. "But Abraham said, 'ChildR, remembe~ that during your lifeT you received29 

your good things, and likewise Lazarus the bad things 

I< 1. "But now, here30
, he is being comfortedu and you are suffering-pain 

2(i. "And in all these regions 31 , a great chasm32 has been fixed33 between us 21, 
and you34

, so that the ones wanting to crossv from here to you are not able, 
nor may they cross-over from there to us' 

41'. "And he said, 'Then I askw you, father, that you send him to the house of my 
father-"for I have five brothers- so that he may solemnly-wam35 them in ~·' 
order that they also might not come to this place of torment' 

51 ·. "But Abraham says, 'They have Moses and the Prophets. Let them listen-to them' 2 <I 

6F. "But the one said, 'No36
, father Abraham. But if someone goes to them from ;u 

the dead, they will repentX' 
71·. "But he said to him, 'If they do not listen-to Moses and the Prophets, neither .i I 

will they be persuadedv if someone37 rises-upz from the dead' " 

5( ·. Andis He said to His39 disciples- 17: I 



257 Luke 17:1 

I . The Pharisees equated wealth with the blessing of God, and proof 
of His favor. On this word, see 2 Tim 3 :2. 

2. Some think "all" means 15: 1-16: 13. Jesus responds to their reaction, 
v 15-18 being addressed to the heart issue seen in 15:2, and v 19-
31 to the heart issue of 16: 1-13. Others think "all" refers only to 
16: 1-13, v 15-18 going to their hearts, v 19-31 to the consequences. 

3. Or, "turning up the nose at, ridiculing, mocking". The idea of 
spending now to build up treasures then always seems foolish to 
people outside God's family. Elsewhere only in 23:35. GK 1727. 
Related to "mock" in Gal 6:7. 

4. On "declare righteous", see Rom 3:24. And by contrast, the Phar
isees are also passingjudgment on the ones in 15:1. 

5. Or, "highly-esteemed, high, exalted". God knows you Pharisees are 
not righteous, because the things you value and base your opinion 
on, He hates. And the things He values, you do not value, as seen 
in your attitude toward these tax collectors and sinners, and your 
views on money, and on divorce (v 18). This word means "high" in 
various senses. Same word as "lofty" in Rom 11:20; 12:16. Used 
11 times. GK 5734. Related to "lifted up" in Jn 8:28. 

6. Or, "detestable". On this word, see Rev 17:4. 
7. Or, "as far as'', GK 3588. Some manuscripts have the same word as 

in Mt 11:13 {N) (GK240/). 
8. On this phrase "from that time on", see Mt 4: 17. Compare Mt 11: 12. 
9. This is like saying "all Jerusalem" in Mt 2:3, or "all Israel" in Act 

13:24. This is why tax collectors and sinners also are drawing near 
to hear (Lk 15: I), and repenting. Failing to understand this, you 
Pharisees continue condemning and excluding them. 

I 0. Same word as "treated-violently" in Mt 11: 12. Some think Jesus 
means everyone is "trying to force his way, press" into it. The 
crowds press to see Jesus, and experience the blessings of the king
dom, and enter it. But the Pharisees are rejecting it and trying to 
force their views on Jesus. Others think He means "everyone is 
forced into it", "is strongly urged into it", similar to Lk 14:23, as 
this word is used in Judg 19:7 where a guest is "urged" to stay. 
Everyone is being urged to enter it, including tax collectors. Oth
ers think He means "everyone forces against it", exerts force or vio
lence against it. Compare Mt 11: 12. 

11. Though the Pharisees try to force themselves in on their own terms, 
God's Law will not be set aside. Not one Law will be set aside when 
granting entrance to His kingdom, Mt 5: 17-19; not for tax collec
tors, and not for Pharisees. No one will enter it without repenting 
of their version of Law-breaking. 

12. Or. "fall, fall down". Same word as in I Cor 13:8. 
13. That is, divorcing. Jesus is giving another example of their Law

breaking. The Pharisees condemn the tax collectors and sinners, but 
they themselves are violating God's Law in this area, and teaching 
others to do so. Jesus is charging them with adultery, an adultery 
which they legalized with their traditions. The self-justifying sinners 
like them are the ones rejected by God, not the repentant sinners. On 
this word, see Mt 5:31. 

14. Some manuscripts say "And everyone marrying ... " {N}. 

15. This parable is spoken to all "money lovers'', whether sinners or 
Pharisees. 

16. That is, a fine-linen undergarment and a purple outer garment. Used 
only here. GK 1116. Related to the word in Rev 19:8. 

17. Or, "brilliantly, brightly". That is, in their bright clothing and shin
ing things. Used only here. GK 3289. Related to "shining" in Rev 
18: 14; 22: I; and "shine" in 2 Cor 4:6. 

18. Same word as "celebrate" in 15:23. 
19. Not at festivals or weddings like others, but every day. 
20. This is the only place Jesus gives a name to a person in a parable. 
21. Same phrase as in 15:16, "desiring to be filled to satisfaction". 
22. Some manuscripts say "the crumbs falling" {B}, as in Mt 15:27. 

Lazarus wished he could be filled, but he was not. Some think he 
was given such table scraps, but that they were not enough to fill 
him. Others think he was not given anything, but lived off begging 
from passers-by, visitors to the rich man. 

23. Or, "But even". Some think Jesus means Lazarus received help only 
from those passing by, "even indeed" from dogs who cleaned his 
sores. Others think He means Lazarus desired to be filled, "but 
even" the dogs tormented him. 

24. That is, to be with Abraham in paradise. 
25. Same word as in v 28. Elsewhere only in Mt 4:24. GK 992. Related 

to "torment" in Rev 14:10. 
26. Or, "from far-away". GK 3427. 
27. Or, "at his bosoms, at his side". It is plural only here, and may have 

the same meaning as the singular. Same word as in v 22, on which 
see Jn I: 18. Some think Jesus means Lazarus is under Abraham's 
arm with his head against his chest, hugged and loved like the son 
come home at last. Others think he is at the side of Abraham at a 
great banquet, reclining in the place of honor, as in Jn 13:23. 

28. Same word as in v 25. On this word, see 2:48. 
29. Same word as in Gal 4:5; Col 3:24; 2 Jn 8; and as "receive-back" 

in Lk 6:34; 15:27; 18:30; 23:41; Rom 1:27. Elsewhere only as "take 
away" in Mk 7:33. GK 655. 

30. Some manuscripts omit this word {K}. 
31. Or, "in connection with all these things''. Some manuscripts say 

"And in addition to all these things" { N}. 
32. Or, "wide opening, yawning, gulf, gaping expanse". Used only 

here. GK 5926. We get "chasm" from this word chasma. 
33. Or, "set, established". On this word, see "establish" in I Thes 3:2. 
34. This word is plural, referring to all those on the other side. 
35. On this word, see "solemnly-charge" in I Tim 5:21. 
36. After all, I did not take them seriously, and neither do my brothers. 
37. In fact, another Lazarus did rise from the dead, and the chief priests 

wanted to kill him! (Jn 11 :43; 12: I 0). 
38. Some think this introduces a new occasion, a new "B" level point 

after 16: I; others, a further response to the issues raised in chapters 
15-16. As in 16: I, Jesus speaks to the disciples with words that also 
rebuke the Pharisees. In addition, some think v 1-2; 3-4; 5-6; and 
7-IO are unconnected sayings; others think there is a flow of thought. 

39. Some manuscripts say "the" {K). 

A. Lk I :34 B. Rev 2:23 C. Act 5:42 D. Mt 5: 18 E. I Cor 7:9 F. Mt 5:32 G. I Tim 6: 17 H. Gal 4:9 J. Gal 5: 17 K. I Cor 16:3, carry forth 
L. 2 Cor 11 :2 M. Rev 1:18 N. Rom 12:8, showing mercy 0. Rev 19:13 P. Mt 24:31, end Q. 2 Thes 1:8 R. I Jn 3: I S. Lk 1:54 T. Rom 8:10 
U. Rom 12:8, exhorting V. Heb 11:29 W. Jn 17:9, pray X. Act 26:20 Y. I Jn 3:19 Z. Lk 18:33 



Luke 17:2 258 

1 D. "It is impossible' that the causes-of-falling2 should not come.3 Nevertheless, woe to the 
one through whom they come 

11 . "It would be better4 for him if a mill's5 stone were lying-aroundA his neck and he had 
been thrown-off6 into the sea, 7 than that he should cause one of these8 little ones to fall9 

.::D 10 "Take heed to yourselves 11 - lfyour brother8 sins 12
, rebukec him. And if he repents0

, 

forgiveE him. 13 •And if he sins against you seven times in the day, and returns to you 
seven times 14 saying 'I repent', forgive him" 

hl . The apostles said to the Lord 15 , "lncrease16 faith/or us". •And the Lord said-

I I) 17 "If you have faith 18 like a seed of a mustard-plantF, you would say to this19 mulberry
tree, 'Be uprooted and be planted in the sea', and it would have obeyedG you20 

.::I). "And21 who from-among you is there who, having a slaveH plowing or shepherding22 , 

will say to him having come in from the field, 'Immediatelyl having come-to23 the table, 
fall back [to eat]!'? 

11 "But will he not say to him, 'PrepareK something I may have-for-dinnert. And 
having girded-yourselfM, be servingN me until I eat and drink. And after these things, 
you will eat and drink'? 

Verse 

, 
L 

_, 

21 ·.. "He does not have gratitude24 for the25 slave because he did the things having been l/ 

commanded26
, does he?27 

."\I "So also you,28 when you do29 all the things having been commanded0 to you, be saying 111 

that 'We are unprofitable30 slavestt. We have done what we were obligatedP to do'" 

I <iB. And it came about during the proceeding to Jerusalem thatO He was going through the midst31 of 11 
Samaria and Galilee. ·And while He was entering into a certain village, ten leprous men met Him, I .::' 
who stood at-a-distance. ·And they lifted their voice32

, saying, "Jesus, MasterR, have-mercy-on5 us!" I ; 

I ( And having seen them, He said to them, "Having gone, showT yourselves to the priests".33 

And it came about during their going that they were cleansedu 
2( . And one of them, having seen that he was healedv, returned glorifyingw God with a loud voice. 

And he fell on his face at His feet while giving-thanksx to Him. And he was a Samaritan 
i( · And having responded, Jesus said, "Were not ten cleansedu? But where are the nine? "Were 

none found having returned to give gloryv to God except this foreigner?" 34 

4C . And He said to him, "Having arisen, go. Your faith has restoredz you" 

171l. And having been asked by the Pharisees when the kingdom a/God is coming 

I ( . He responded to them and said- "The kingdom of God is not coming with observation35, •nor 
will they say, 'Behold- here it is', or, 'There it is'. For behold- the kingdom of God is 
within36 you" 

2( .37 And He said to the disciples, "Days will come when you will desireAA to see one a/the days38 

a/the Son a/Man, and you will not see it. •And they will say to you, 'Behold- there He is', 
or39

, 'Behold- here He is'. Do not go, nor pursue them 

1-1 

l<l 

.:'II 

.:'I 

,, __ , 



259 Luke 17:23 

I. Used only here. GK 450. Related to "cannot be" in 13:33. 
2. On this word, see Rom 11 :9. In this context, Jesus is referring to 

things such as the Pharisees were just described as doing in chap
ters 15-16-- rejecting the repentant, teaching traditions that set 
aside God's laws, loving and living for money, etc. But any behav
ior or teaching that causes others to fall is included. 

3. This is stated positively in Mt 18:7, negatively here. Causes of 
falling are bound to come. 

4. Used only here. GK 3387. Luke, Mt 18:6, and Mk 9:42 each use a 
different word lo express this. 

5. Or, a stone "belonging-to-a-mill". Used only here. GK 3683. 
Related to "millstone" in Mk 9:42. 

6. Or, "cast, hurled, tossed". On this word, see "thrown forth" in Mt 
9:36. Mk 9:42 uses an unrelated word (GK 965). 

7. Same vivid grammar as in Mk 9:42. A person would be better off 
to already be dead at the bottom of the sea with a mill's stone lying 
around his neck than to do this. Compare Mt 18:6. 

8. Some think Jesus is referring to the tax collectors and sinners in 15: I, 
as well as 10 the insignificant believers like Lazarus, these little dis
ciples the Pharisees or rich ones disdain. Others think this is not con
nected with chapters 15-16, and that it refers to these beloved little 
disciples against whom such ones in v I bring a cause of falling. 

9. On this verb, "cause to fall", see I Cor 8:13. Related to the word 
in v I. 

IO. Compare Mt 18:15-21. 
11. On this phrase, see 12: I. That is, be on guard to treat one another 

properly as follows, not as described in v 1-2. Some take "Take 
heed to yourselves" only with what precedes, making it point 2E. 

12. Some manuscripts add "against you" {A}. Apply God's laws to 
your brothers and sisters to help them where needed. 

13. This is in direct contrast to what the Pharisees did regarding the tax 
collectors, 15:2; 17: I. 

14. Some manuscripts add "in the day" {N}. 
15. Some think this introduces a different occasion, unrelated to v 4, a 

new "B" level point. Others think this is the apostles' response 15: 1-
17:4, or to 17: 1-4 in particular. 

16. Or, "Add faith to us, Grant us faith". That is, "Increase our faith for 
us". Perhaps the apostles think that if they are going to forgive seven 
times a day, they need more faith. Perhaps after all the Lord's words 
about properly handling money, not causing others to fall, rebuking 
and forgiving others, etc., they were overwhelmed and felt they 
needed more faith to obey. But this is not so. The smallest amount 
is enough. Elsewhere only as "add" in Mt 6:27, 33; Mk 4:24; Lk 
3:20; 12:25, 31; Act 2:41, 47; 5: 14; 11 :24; Gal 3: 19; Heb 12: 19; "put 
with" in Act 13:36; and "proceed" (see 19: 11 ). GK 4707. 

17. Compare Mt 17:20; 21:21; Mk 11:22-23. 
18. The grammar means "Assuming you have faith" of even this tiny 

amount. 
19. Some manuscripts omit this word {C}. 
20. It is not the quantity of our faith that accomplishes great things, but 

God. With a tiny bit of faith in Him, God can do great things 
through us. Jesus is telling the apostles that they already have 
enough to do far more than they realize. They just need to utilize it. 

21. Some think this parable is not related to the request of v 5, but to 

the preceding context. Jesus is warning them against taking an atti
tude like the Pharisees, who thought they merited God's favor, and 
that God was obligated to reward them because of their obedience. 
Others think He is warning the disciples against a prideful attitude 
that could result from the future great deeds of faith they will do, to 
which He alluded in v 6. 

22. That is, shepherding sheep. On this word, see Rev 19: 15. 
23. Same verb as in 12:37. 
24. Or, "thankfulness, gratefulness", an attitude of favor. This phrase is 

elsewhere only in I Tim I: 12; 2 Tim I :3; Heb 12:28; "have favor" 
in Act 2:47; and as "have a benefit" in 2 Cor I: 15. GK 5921. "Grat
itude" is the word "grace" (see Eph 2:8 on it). 

25. Some manuscripts say "that" {K}. 
26. Some manuscripts add "lo him" {B}. 
27. The grammar indicates a "no" answer is expected. Some manu

scripts add "I think not" {B}. 
28. This is what Jesus means by this parable. It is intended to teach us 

what we should think about ourselves. When we finish everything 
commanded, we have only fulfilled our obligation, our duty, what 
we owe our Master. However far our faith extends in action, we can 
never earn or merit anything from Him. Whatever rewards come 
to us will be by God's grace, not any obligation on His part. 

29. Or, "accomplish, perform". Had Jesus said "only do", the parable 
would have a very different meaning. 

30. On this word, see Mt 25:30. We are unable to bring the Master any 
gain exceeding His investment in us, for which He would be obli
gated to reward us. 

3 I. Or, "between". Luke could mean "through the middle of them", or, 
"between them", on their borders. This use of"through" (GK 1328) 
in this idiom is found only here in the Greek Bible. 

32. This word is singular. The ten shouted together as one voice. This 
phrase is elsewhere only in Act 4:24. 

33. That is, go obtain a ritual cleansing in accordance with the Law, 
implying that they would be healed. 

34. Thanksgiving to the Healer for the healing should come first, then 
the obtaining of the ritual cleansing. 

35. Or, "a close-watching, a looking-closely". That is, in such a way that 
it can be physically observed. Jesus will later say, "My kingdom is 
not of this world", Jn 18:36. Used only here. GK 4191. Related lo 
"closely watch" in 6:7. Medical writers used this word of closely 
watching for symptoms of a disease. Compare v 24 and 21 :31. 

36. Or, "inside". Elsewhere only in Mt 23:26, "inside" of the cup. GK 
1955. This preposition is the opposite of"outside". Some take this in 
an individual sense, meaning "in the hearts of people"; others, in a 
national sense, "in your midst, among you" (it is all around you in Me 
and in those who believe in Me). In either case, it is spiritual in nature. 

37. Compare Mt 24:23-27. 
38. This phrase "one of the days" is elsewhere only in 5: 17; 8:22; 20: I. 

Some think Jesus means one of the days after He returns in glory. 
There are other views. 

39. Some manuscripts omit this word {C}. Some manuscripts reverse 
it, so that it says " 'Behold- here He is', or, 'Behold- there He 
is'" {C},asinMk 13:21. 

A. Heb 5:2, surrounded B. Act 16:40 C. 2 Tim 4:2, warn D. Act 26:20 E. Mt 6: 12 F. Mt 13:31 G. Act 6:7 H. Rom 6: 17 J. Mt 13:5 
K. Mk 14: 15 L. I Cor 11 :25, dining M. Eph 6:14 N. I Pet 4: 10, ministering 0. I Cor 7: 17, directing P. I Jn 4: II, ought Q. Lk 5: I R. Lk 5:5 
S. Rom 12:8, showing mercy T. Act 18:28 U. Heb 9:22 V. Mt 8:8 W. Rom 8:30 X. Mt 26:27 Y. 2 Pet 2: IO Z. Jam 5: 15 AA. Gal 5: 17 



Luke 17:24 260 Verse 

ID. For just like the lightningA flashing8 out of the one part under heaven shinesc to the other 24 
part under heaven, so' will the Son o/Man be in His day2 

11'. "But first He must0 sufferE many things and be rejectedF by this generationG .:'.." 

.2 D. 3 "And as it happened in the days of Noah [in Gen 6-7], so it will be also in the days of 2r, 
the Son of Man-

I I' "They were eating, drinking, marrying", being given-in-marriage4
, until which day 

Noah entered into the ark, and the flood1 came and destroyedK everyone 

:m. "Likewise, just as it happened in the days a/Lot [in Gen 19]-

11'. "They were eating, drinking, buying, selling, planting, building. 
0

But on the day Lot :1<1 
departed from Sodom, it rained fire and sulphurl- from heaven and destroyedK everyone 

2E. "It will bes the same way6 on the day the Son o/Man is revealed _;,, 

4D. 7 "On that day, let he who will be on the housetopM and his things in the house not go 
down to take them. And let the one in a field likewise not tum-backN to the things behind8• 

Remember9 Lot's wife 

IL 10 "Whoever seeks0 to preserve" his life 12 will loseK it. But whoever loses it will 
keep it alive 13 

50. 14 "I say to you-

IE. "On this night there will be two people's on one bed- the one will be taken16, and 
the other will be left17 

;1 

_;I 

2L "There will be two women grinding at the same place 18- the one will be taken, and _;' 
the other will be left _; 1," 

6Dw And having responded, they say to Him, "Where, Lord?"21 And the One said to them, 
"Where the body22 is, there also23 the vulturesP will be gathered-together24" 

~C. And He was speaking a parableO to them2s with-regard-to26 it being necessary27 that they I ~.1 
always be praying and not losing-heart28, "saying 

ID. "There was in a certain city a certain judge not fearing God and not having-regard-for29 

the personR 

.2D. "And there was a widow in that city. And she was coming to him, saying, 'Avenge30 me 
from my adversary5 ' 

1 D. "And he was not willingT for a time. But after these31 things, he said within himself, 'Even 
though32 I do not fear God nor have regard for the person: yet because of this widow's 
causing me trouble33

, I will avenge her- in order that she, while continually34 coming. 
may not be wearing me out3s'" 

4D. And the Lord said- I' 

11'. "Listen-to what the unrighteous judge36 is saying37 



261 Luke 18:6 

I. Some manuscripts add "also" { K}. All will see it, as unmistakably 
as a light turned on in a dark room. 

2. Some manuscripts omit "in His day" {CJ. 
3. Compare Mt 24:37-39. 
4. Thal is, life will be going on as nonnal. It will be unexpected, like 

a thief at night. On this word, see I Cor 7:38. 
5. Or, "happen", as in Mt 16:22. Same word as "be" in v 24, 26 (GK 

1639), not as "happened" in v 26, 28(GKI181). 
6. Or, "in accordance with the same things, in the same manner". On 

this phrase, see 6:23. 
7. Compare Mt 24:17-18; Mk 13: 15-16. 
8. Or, "likewise not return back". On "to the things behind", see 

"back" in Jn 6:66. 
9. That is, be keeping in mind what happened in her case. 
IO. Compare Mt 16:25. 
11. Or, "secure, keep safe, gain/or himself". On this word, see "obtain" 

in I Tim3:13. Somemanuscriptssay"tosave" {B}. 
12. Same word as in 9:24. 
13. Or, "preserve it". On this word, "keep alive", see "give life to" in 

I Tim6:13. 
14. Compare Mt 24:40-41. 
15. The sense is most general. Or, "men", since Jesus refers to women 

in the next verse. Note v 36, and Mt 24:40-41. 
16. This word means "take (with)", as in Mt I :20; "take along", as in 

Lk 9: IO; 11 :26; "take aside", as in Lk 18:31. It implies nothing as 
to whether the taking is for blessing, as in Lk 9:28; Jn 14:3; Act 
16:33; or for judgment, as in Jn 19: 16. It also means "receive" in a 
positive sense, as in Col 2:6; Heb 12:28; and "accept" in Jn I: 11. 
Compare Mt 24:40. Used 49 times. GK 4161. 

I 7. Or, "left behind, abandoned". Some think Jesus means that as Noah 
and Lot were "taken" for their protection and the others "left" for 
judgment, so some will be "taken into the kingdom, away from 
destruction", or, "taken in the rapture" (I Thes 4: 17). Others think 
that as the others were "taken" in judgment, and Noah and Lot were 
"left" living on earth after the judgment, so some are "left" to enter 
His kingdom on earth, as in Mt 13:41-4J. 

18. This is a daytime activity. On this idiom, "at the same place", see 
Act 2:47. 

19. Some manuscripts add as v 36, "Two men will be in a field- one 
will be taken and the other will be left" {A}, as in Mt 24:40. 

20. Compare Mt 24:28. 
21. Some think this question applies to v J4-35, taking it to mean 

"Where will they be taken or left?"; or, "Where will this separation, 
this taking and leaving, take place?" Others think it applies to v 22-
J5 (making it point JC.), and means "Where will You come back?" 
There are other views. 

22. Matthew says "corpse", Mt 24:28. Some think Jesus means "where 
the body of those judged is taken or left, there the vultures will have 
them", similar to Rev 19:18, 21. Others think Jesus answers their 
question of locality with a universal principle. Wherever the spiri
tually dead are, there judgment will fall. Others taking this as point 
JC. think He means that His coming will be as clearly accompa-

nied by obvious signs as dead bodies are by vultures. Consult the 
commentaries on these and other views. 

23. Or, "indeed". Some manuscripts omit this word {N}. 
24. This word (GK 2190) is related to the word in Mt 24:28. 
25. That is, to the disciples in 17:22. This is what they must do while 

waiting and desiring to see the days of the Son of Man. 
26. Or, "so as" (see Ml 5:28 on this). The literal grammar may be con

veyed in two ways. Some think Luke is giving the purpose of the 
parable-- Jesus spoke "to them so as [to show them) that they must 
always pray and ... ". Others think he is pointing to the subject to be 
addressed with the parable, as when we speak "to" an issue- Jesus 
spoke ''with regard to" (same word as in 19:9) the necessity of pray
ing always. The end result is virtually the same. GK 4639. 

27. On this idiom, see "must" in Mt 16:21. 
28. Or, "growing weary, growing tired". On this word, see 2 Cor 4: I. 

We must keep praying, for God will answer. 
29. Or, "respecting", literally, "turning himself to". Same word as in Mt 

21:37; Mk 12:6; Lk 18:4; 20:13; and as "respect" in Heb 12:9. That 
is, this man's judgments were not influenced by God's justice or the 
person before him, but solely by his own reasoning. Elsewhere only 
as "to shame" (literally, tum one on himself) in I Cor 4: 14; and "to 
be ashamed" (literally, turned on oneself) in 2 Thes J: 14; Tit 2:8. 
GK 1956. Related to "shame" in I Cor 6:5. 

JO. Or, "grant me justice". That is, "Give me a just return from my adver
sary". Since the offense is not stated, the widow could mean "Punish 
him for his crime", or "Make him fulfill his legal obligation to me", 
or "Protect me from his attacks", all bringing an end to the situation. 
Same word as in v 5. On this word, see "punish" in 2 Cor 10:6. 
Related to "vengeance" in v 7-8, and to "avenger" in Rom 13:4. 

JI. That is, after the widow repeatedly came to him, v 3. 
32. More literally, "If! even do not fear ... ". This idiom (see I Cor 7:21) 

means "accepting that I even do not fear God .. ., yet I will answer 
her request because of her persistent asking". This is the same point 
made in 11 :8. 

3J. This phrase "causing trouble" is also in Mt 26:10; Mk 14:6; Lk 
11 :7; Gal 6: 17. On "trouble", see "labor" in I Cor 3:8. On "cause", 
see "grant" in Act 17:31. 

34. Or, "to the end, perpetually". On this phrase, see I Thes 2: 16, "to 
the uttermost". Some put this with "wear out", so that it says "that 
she, while coming" may not "completely, fully" or "finally, at last" 
wear me out. 

35. This word "wear out" has a physical sense "to give a black eye, 
bruise"; a moral sense, "to give a black eye, disgrace"; and a figu
rative sense, "to browbeat, wear out, annoy greatly". Here, the 
judge fears repeated harassment, not a one time physical attack or 
anything people might think. Elsewhere only as "bruise" in I Cor 
9:27. GK 5724. 

36. More literally, "the judge of unrighteousness"; that is, the judge 
characterized by unrighteousness. 

37. The judge is saying that he will answer her request because of her 
continual coming and persistent asking. 

A. Rev 4:5 B. Lk 24:4, gleam C. 2 Cor4:6 D. Mt 16:21 E. Gal J:4 F. Heb 12:17 G. Mt 24:J4 H. I Cor 7:9 J. 2 Pet 2:5 K. I Cor 1:18, 
perish L.Revl4:10 M.Lk5:19 N.Jam5:19 O.Phil2:21 P.Rev8:13,eagle Q.Mtl3:J R.Mt4:4,mankind S.1Pet5:8 T.Jn7:17 



Luke 18:7 262 Verse 

2L "And shall not God execute1 vengeance2 for His chosenA ones- the ones crying- 7 

outl to Him by day and by night and He is being patient' with them? 

I F "I say to you that He will execute vengeance for them quickly5 x 
21". "However, the Son a/Man having come, will6 He find faith7 on the earth?" 

I Sil. And He also spoke this parable to some putting-contidence8 upon themselves that they were8 'J 

righteousc, and treating the rest9 with contempt 10
-

I ( · "Two men went up to the temple to pray- the one a Pharisee, and the other a tax-collector0 IO 
2l. "The Pharisee, having stood, was praying these things to himself 11

- 'God, I thankE You that I I 
I am not just-like the rest a/the people12- swindlersF, unrighteousG ones, adulterers, or even 
like this tax collector. 

0

! fastH twice a week_ll I give-a-tenth-of 14 alJl 5 that I getw I 2 
3( ·. "But the tax collector, standing at-a-distance, was not willing1 even to lift-upK his eyes to I 1 

heaven, but was strikingL his chestM, saying, 'God, be mercifuJl 7 to me, the 18 sinnerN!' 
..Jl. "I say to you, this one went-down 19 to his house having been declared-righteous0 , rather-than I -l 

that one- because everyone exaltingP himself will be humbledo, but the one humbling himself 
will be exalted" 

I 'ill 20 And they were also21 bringing babies22 to Him in order that He might touchR them. But having I' 
seen it, the disciples were rebuking5 them23 

I l. But Jesus summoned them24, saying, "PermitT the childrenu to be coming to Me, and do not I h 

be forbiddingv them. For the kingdom of God is of such25 ones. 
0

Trulyw I say to you, whoever I -
does not receivex the kingdom of God like a child26 will never enter into it" 

20ll. 27 And a certain ruler questioned Him, saying, "Goodv Teacher, [by] having done what shall I I' 
inherit2 eternal life?"28 

I ( . And Jesus said to him, "Why do you call Me good? No one is good except One- God.29 'You I '!-211 

know the commandmentsAA- 'Do not commit-adultery88 , do not murderCc, do not steal, do 
not give-false-testimony00

, be honoring your father and mother'" 

I D And the one said, "I keptEE these all from my youth" 2 I 
21). And having heard it, Jesus said to him, "One thing is still lacking30 for you- Sell all that 

you have and distribute31 it to poor ones, and you will have treasure in the heavens. And 
come, be following Me" 

>I) But the one, having heard these things, became deeply-grieved32. For he was extremely rich '~ 

2( ·. And having seen him having become deeply grieved,33 Jesus said, "How difficultlyFF the ones 2-l 
having wealth34 come into the kingdom o/God. 

0

For it is easier that a camel enter through an 2' 
opening35 of a needle36 than that a rich one enter into the kingdom of God" 

.l( . And the ones having heard it said, "Who indeed can be savedGG?" 21, 
4< . And the One said, "The things impossibleHH with humans are possible with God" 
:'( And Peter said, "Behold- we, having left our own things37, followed38 You" 2 ~ 
Ii(· And the One said to them, "Trulyw I say to you39 that there is no one who left house or wife '<> 

or brothers or parents or children for the sake of the kingdom of God,• who will by any means 3 I l 
not4° receive back4 1 

ID. "Many-times-as-much42 in this time4l 
2D. "And in the coming age- eternal life" 



263 Luke 18:30 

I. Or, "do, bring about, accomplish". The grammar expects a "yes" 
answer, "Yes he will do it". On this word, see "does" in Rev 13:13. 

2. Or "punishment". On this word, see "punishment" in 2 Thes I :8. 
Same word as in Rom 12: 19, "Vengeance is Mine". The phrase 
"execute vengeance" is elsewhere only in v 8; Act 7:24; and in Ex 
12:12; Num 33:4; Judg 11:36; Ps 149:7; Ezek 16:41; 25:11, 17; 
30: 14; Mic 5: 15. Compare "execute judgment" in Jn 5:27. 

3. On this word, see "shout" in Ml 3:3. Related to "outcry" in Jam 5:4. 
4. On this word, see I Cor 13:4. This phrase "be patient with" is else

where only in Mt 18:26, 29; Jam 5:7. Unlike the unrighteous judge, 
who refused to help the widow and who only answered because of 
his impatience with her, God will answer the ones crying out to 
Him, and He is patient with them, never tiring of hearing from 
them. Both His action and attitude are the opposite of this judge. 
Our part is to "always pray and not lose heart". Others take this 
word as meaning "delay". Thus some suggest Jesus means, "And 
He is delaying [to act] for them" from their point of view. Others 
make it a separate question, "night? And is He delaying over 
them?" Others link it to the previous question and force the tenses 
to agree, "will not God execute vengeance ... , and [will] He delay 
long over them?" In these last two views, some take "them" as the 
chosen ones; others, as the enemies. Consult the commentaries on 
these and other views. 

5. Or, "with haste", by God's clock. On this idiom, see Rev I: I. That 
is, when the Son of Man comes, to which He next refers. Note 2 
Thes 1:7-10. 

6. Jesus will come and answer, but will He find those faithfully ask
ing, like the widow? The grammar is deliberately chosen so as not 
to imply an answer (same grammar as in Act 8:30). Some think He 
asks the question to encourage us to have faith, leaving each to 
answer for themself. Note how this question points to the necessity 
of v I. Others think He means that this will not be the case. 

7. Or, "faithfulness". Literally, ''the faith". Some think this means "the 
faith being spoken of in this parable", the faith that prays always 
and does not lose heart. Others think it means "faith in God", 
believing people. On this word, see "faith" in Eph 2:8. 

8. More literally, "are", as the Greek typically phrases it. 
9. Or, "the others". Same word as in v 11. On this word, see "other" 

in 2 Pet 3: 16. 
10. On this word, "treat with contempt", see I Thes 5:20. 
11. Or, "with reference to himself". On the phrase "to himself", see 

24: 12. Some punctuate it, "having stood to himself, was praying ... ", 
that is, having stood apart from others. 

12. This Pharisee puts himself in a class by himself. 
13. Some Pharisees fasted on Thursday (the day Moses ascended the 

mountain) and Monday (the day he came down). They went beyond 
the Law, which only commanded a fast on the Day of Atonement. 

14. On this word, see "collect a tenth from" in Heb 7:5. 
15. Pharisees went beyond the Law, which only commanded a tithe on 

certain crops. They tithed even spices, Mt 23:23. 
16. Or, "acquire, procure, gain". Some think this Pharisee means "all 

my income". Others think he means "all I buy", again going beyond 
the Law. On this word, see "acquire" in I Thes 4:4. 

17. Or, "forgive, pardon". Grammatically, this word is passive, and 

means "be satisfied, be propitiated to me [as to Your wrath]". But 
from the human point of view, what this man is asking God to do is 
"be merciful, forgive me, accept me" as a result of being satisfied, 
and so the word is used in the OT. Same word as "relent" in Ex 
32: 14; "be atoned for" in Deut 21 :8; "pardon" in 2 King 5: 18; 24:4; 
Ps 25: 11; Lam 3:42; "forgive" in 2 Chron 6:30; Ps 65:3; 78:38; 79:9. 
On this word, see "make-an-offering-for-satisfaction" in Heb 2:17. 
GK 2661. Related to "merciful" in Heb 8: 12. 

18. This man thinks of himself as "the" sinner. The Pharisee thinks of 
others as sinners. 

19. The temple was "up", v IO. 
20. Parallel account at Mt 19: 13; Mk I 0: 13. 
21. Or, "even". That is, in addition to their sick ones. 
22. Or, "infants". On this word, see I :41. Luke uses "children" in v 16, 

the same word Mt 19: 13 and Mk I 0: 13 have here also. 
23. That is, the ones bringing them. 
24. The grammar indicates Luke is referring to the babies. Jesus sum

moned the babies and spoke to the disciples. 
25. That is, it belongs to childlike ones such as these, whether children 

or adults. See Mt 19:14. 
26. See Mk I 0: 15 on this. 
27. Parallel account at Mt 19: 16; Mk I 0: 17. 
28. Same exact question as in 10:25. 
29. Only God is good in an absolute sense, and Jesus is good in this 

sense. But unless this ruler is intending to address Jesus as God, he 
should not be calling Him good. If Jesus is not God, He is certainly 
not good. He is a deceiver, just as the Pharisees said. This man's 
superficial use of the word "good" mirrors his superficial concept of 
what God required of him. He is looking at both from his own 
human perspective, not God's perspective. Jesus points him to God. 

30. On this word, see Jam I :5. Not the same word as in Mk I 0:21. 
31. As the ones in Act 4:35 did, where this same word is used. 
32. Same word as in v 24. On this word, see Mt 26:38. 
33. That is, Jesus saw the man become grieved. Some manuscripts omit 

"having become deeply grieved" ( C}. 
34. Or, "money". On this word, see Mk 10:23. 
35. Or, "aperture, orifice". Used only here. GK 5557. Matthew and Mark 

and Luke each use a different word. Jesus means that it is impossi
ble, as is clear from v 26 and 27. Compare Mt 19:24; Mk I 0:25. 

36. Used only here. GK 1017. Used of a missile, dart, arrow, the 
"point" of a spear. Related to "arrows" in Eph 6: 16. Matthew and 
Mark use a different word. 

37. On "our own things", see Jn 19:27. 
38. Some manuscripts say instead "we have left everything and fol

lowed ... " {N). 
39. This word is plural, addressing them all. 
40. The phrase "by any means not" is the strongest negative in Greek. 

See 9:27. 
41. Some manuscripts omit this word { C) . 
42. Or, "Many times more". That is, more houses, wives, brothers, par

ents, children, etc., as in Mk 10:30. This person is now part of a 
much larger family, the family of God. Used only here. GK 4491. 

43. Or, "season". That is, during this life on earth. Same word as in 
Mk 10:30. 
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Luke 18:31 264 Verse 

2 I H .1 And having taken aside the twelve, He said to them, "Behold- we are going up to Jerusalem. ) I 
And all the things having been written by the prophets/or the Son a/Man will be fulfilledA. "For i2 
He will be handed-over8 to the Gentiles. And He will be mockedc and mistreated0 and spit-onE. 
And having whippedF Him, they will kill Him. And on the third day, He will rise-up2" J_i 

IC. And they understoodG none of these things. Indeed this statementH had been hidden3 from .i-1 
them, and they were not coming-to-know4 the things being said 

2213.5 And it came about during His drawing-near" to Jericho, that a certain blind one7 was sitting beside i' 

the road, begging 

IC. And having heard a crowd proceeding through, he was inquiring1 as to what this might be. _ir. 

And they reportedK to him that "Jesus the Nazarene8 is passing by" 
2C. And he shouted\ saying, "Jesus, Son o/David,9 have-mercy-onM me!" .i~ 
_i( · And the ones preceding Him were rebukingN him in order that he might be silent10• But he .\ 11 

was crying out by much more, "Son of David, have mercy on me!" 
-'IC. And having stood [still] 11

, Jesus ordered0 that he be brought to Him. And he having drawn 41' 
near, He asked him, 12 0

"What do you want Me to do 13 for you?" -11 

ID. And the one said, "MasterP- that I may see-againO!" 
2 D. And Jesus said to him, "See-againO! Your faith has restoredR you" 
3D. And at once he saw-againO. And he was following Him, glorifying5 God 
4D. And all the people, having seen it, gave praiser to God 

2:\B. And having entered, he was going through Jericho.· And behold- there was a man being called I'!: I-' 
by the name Zacchaeus. And he was a chief-tax-collector14. And he was richu 

IC. And he was seekingv to see Who Jesus was 15. And he was not able because of the crowd, 
because he was short in staturew 

:'.C. And having run ahead to the place in front, he went up on a sycamore-tree 16 in order that he 
might see Him, because He was going to come through that way 

JC. And when He came upon the place, having looked-upO, Jesus 17 said to him, "Zacchaeus, 
having hurriedX, come down. For today I mustY stay 18 at your house" 

4C. And having hurriedX, he came down and received19 Him, rejoicingz 

ID. And having seen it, they all were grumblingAA, saying that "He went in to take-up
lodging20 with a sinful88 man" 

I• 

SC. And having stood21 , Zacchaeus said to the Lord, "Behold, Master22- I am giving half o/my :-. 
possessionscc to the poor. And if I extorted23 anything/ram anyone, I am giving it back fourfold" 

(J( ·. And Jesus said with-regard-to24 him that "Today salvation25 came26 to this house, because even u 
he27 is a son of Abraham. "For the Son a/Man came to seekv and to save28 the lost29" 111 

7( .
30 And while they were listening-to these31 things, having proceeded32 [to speak further], He I I 

spoke a parable because of His being near Jerusalem and their thinking31 that the kingdom 
of God was34 about to appear35 at-once00. "Therefore He said- I ' 

I D. "A certain well-born36 man traveled to a distant country to receive a kingdom for himself, 
and to return37 

2 D. "And having called ten of his own slaves, he gave them ten minas18, and said to them,' Do I ; 
business while I am coming39 '. "But his citizens40 were hatingEE him, and they sent-forthFF 1-1 
a delegation after him41 , saying, 'We do not wantGG this one to be-king42 over us' 



265 Luke 19:14 

I. Parallel account at Mt 20: 17; Mk 10:32. 
2. Or. "stand up, get up", as in 17: 19; 22:45. This word is used 108 

times, usually as "stand up, arise". It is used of resurrection less than 
one third of the time, of which only 18 are of Christ. Will Jesus rise 
up in the sense of 16:31, or Jn 6:39, or Act 3:22, or Act 20:30? All 
of these use this same word. Note the same confusion in Jn 11 :23-
24; Act 13:33. This word both reveals and conceals, like "lift up" 
in Jn 8:28. The disciples wondered (Mk 9: I 0), but did not under
stand (Lk 18:34). GK 482. Related to "resurrection" in Act 24:15. 

3. This is a paniciple. It "was having been hidden". Compare 9:45. 
Same word as in 19:42. 

4. Or, "understanding". On this word, see "know" in 1 :34. 
5. Parallel account at Mt 20:29; Mk 10:46. Compare Mt 9:27-31. 
6. Mt 20:29 and Mk I 0:46 say "going out". Some think this man was 

sitting on the way in, began following Jesus, was joined by a sec
ond blind man, began shouting, and both were healed on the way 
out. Others think Luke is referring to the new Roman Jericho 
(which Antony gave to Cleopatra, and Herod the Great and 
Archelaus enlarged) which they were entering; Matthew and Mark 
to the old OT Jericho which they were leaving. There are other 
views. On this word, see Lk 21 :28. "Jericho" is GK 2637. 

7. Mt 20:30 mentions two blind men. Mark and Luke tell the story of 
one of them, perhaps the prominent speaker, or the one that became 
known to the church (Mark names him in detail). 

8. Used only here in Luke. On this word, see Mt 2:23. 
9. That is, Messiah. On this phrase, see Mt 9:27. 
10. On this word, see I Cor 14:34. Not the same word as in Mk 10:48. 
11. Same word as "stopped" in Mt 20:32 and Mk 10:49, but different 

grammar. GK 2705. 
12. Some manuscripts add "saying" {N}. 
13. More literally, "want that I should do for you?" 
14. This man was one to whom someone like Matthew (Mt 10:3) would 

have reported. Used only here. GK 803. 
15. More literally, "is", as the Greek typically phrases it. 
16. Or, "fig-mulberry tree, sycamore-fig tree". Used only here. GK 5191. 
17. Some manuscripts say "Jesus saw him and said ... " {N}. 
18. Or, "remain, abide". On this word, see "abide" in Jn 15:4. 
19. That is, "received Hirn as a guest, received Hirn into his house". On 

this word, see 10:38. 
20. Sarne word as in 9: 12. 
21. Or, "stopped". The setting for this statement and the response of 

Jesus in v 9 and v 11 could be inside the house of Zacchaeus, per
haps at a meal, in which case he "stood [up]" to say this. Or, the set
ting could be on the road, after leaving his house, in which case 
Zacchaeus "stopped" or "stood [still]" to say this. GK 2 705. 

22. Sarne word as "Lord" earlier. See Mt 8:2 on it. 
23. On this word, see "extort with false charges" in 3: 14. The grammar 

indicates that Zacchaeus is assuming that he had done so. Note the 
contrast with the man in 18:23. 

24. Or, "to", as in v 5, 8, 13. GK 4639. 
25. This word means "deliverance" (Act 7:25; Phil I: 19), and "preser

vation" (Act 27:34 ), from danger or death. Elsewhere only as "sal-

vation" (43 times), mostly in a spiritual sense (being saved from 
eternal death, and all that this means positively). GK 5401. Related 
to "save" in v I 0. 

26. Or, "came about in, took place in". GK 1181. Not the same word 
as in v 10. 

27. Or, "because he also". 
28. This verb means "to save, deliver, rescue". It is often used of sav

ing from death, and from eternal death, but also of saving from dis
ease (see "restore" in Jam 5: 15), and of"saving" the people out of 
Egypt (Jude 5). Used I 06 times. GK 5392. Related to "salvation" 
in v 9, and 2:30, and Tit 2:11; and to "savior" in Lk 1:47. 

29. This is a paniciple addressing this group as a collective whole, "that 
which is lost", "the [group] having become lost". On this word, see 
Mt 10:6. 

30. Compare Mt 25: 14-30. 
31. That is, to the statements about salvation coming today, v 9-1 O. 

Jesus adds this parable to clarify that the salvation He was referring 
to was not the immediate establishment of the kingdom for Israel 
which the Jews expected. He will be going away to receive His 
kingdom, and they must do business while He is gone. 

32. Or, "having added [to them]". Paraphrasing, "He went on to speak 
a parable". Sarne word as in 20:11, 12; Act 12:3. This reflects a 
Hebrew way of speaking. On this word, see "increase" in 17:5. 

33. Or, "supposing, imagining, presuming, expecting". This word is 
used of"thinking, supposing, considering" something to be true; of 
how something "seems" to be to a person, or "has the reputation 
of" (see Gal 2:2) being. Whether or not the thing in view is in fact 
the true reality is apparent in the context. Used 62 times. GK 1506. 

34. More literally, "is", as the Greek typically phrases it. 
35. Or, "appear plainly, come to light, come into sight". Elsewhere only 

as "sighted" in Act 21:3. GK 428. 
36. Or, "noble, socially important". On this word, see I Cor I :26. 
37. Jesus is referring to Himself. This is a well-understood concept, 

since all rulers received their kingdom (the territory and people over 
which they reigned) from Rome, and some went there to secure it 
(as Archelaus did, Mt 2:22) 

38. This is a Greek unit of money worth I 00 denarii (Mt 20:2). 60 
rninas equals one talent (see Mt 25: 15). Note that each receives the 
same amount, one rnina each. Elsewhere only in v 16, 18, 20, 24, 
25. GK 3641. 

39. Or, "going". More literally, "during which time I am coming". Both 
the going away and the corning back are included. But from the 
viewpoint of importance to the slaves, he is "corning". On this word, 
see Mk 16:2. 

40. The man's slaves represent the disciples; the citizens represent the 
Jews rejecting Jesus. 

41. That is, to the one from whom this man was going to receive his 
kingdom. Note v 27. 

42. Or, "to reign, to have a kingdom". Same word as in v 27. On this 
word, see "reign" in Rev 19:6. Related to "kingdom" in v 12. This 
very thing happened to Archelaus (see Mt 2:22 on him) when he 
went to Rome. 
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Luke 19: 15 266 Verse 

1D. "And it came about at his retumA, having received the kingdom, that8 he said that these 15 
slavesc to whom he had given the money0 should be called to him in order that he might 
come-to-knowE what they' gained-through-doing-business2 

11.. "And the first one arrived, saying, 'MasterF, your mina eamed3 ten minas'. •And I 1,-1 -
he said to him, 'Very-well4 done, good slavec. Because you proved-to-bes faithful6 

in a very-little7 thing- be8 having authorityG over ten cities9
' 

2 L. "And the second one came, saying, 'Your mina, master, made five minas'. ·And he I~- I' 1 

said also to this one, 'And you- bew over five cities' 
\I•. "And the other11 one came, saying, 'Master, behold-yourmina, which I was holding, ~r1 

laying-away 12 in a handkerchiefH. 'For I was fearing you, because you are a harsh 13 ~I 
man. You take up what you did not lay-down 14, and you reap what you did not sow' 

11. "He's says to him, 'I will judge1 you out of your own mouth, evilK slave. You 
knew that I am a harsh man, taking up what I did not lay-down and reaping what 
I did not sow! 16 •And for what reason did you not give my money0 to be on a 
[banker's] table17

, and I, having come, would have collected18 it with interestL?' 
2L "And he said to the ones standing-near, 'Take the mina away from him and 

give it to the one having the ten minas' 
_\I "And they said to him, 19 'Master, he has ten minas [already]' 
-+I. "12° say to you that to everyone having, it will be given. But from the one not 

having, even what he has will be taken away21 

SF. "However22 , bring here these enemies of mine- the ones not having wanted 
me to be king over them- and slay them in front of me" 

-.\ And having said these things, He was proceeding ahead, going up to Jerusalem 

11 l.23 And it came about when He drew-nearM to Bethphage and Bethany- near the mountain being 
called 'of Olives' - that He sent-forthN two of the24 disciples,• saying, "Go to the village before you, 
in which you, while proceeding, will find a colt having been tied0

, on which none of mankind25 

ever sat. And26 having untiedr it, bring it. •And if someone asks you, 'For what reason are you 
untying it?', thus you shall say27- that28 'The Lord has need of it'" 

I ( . And having gone, the ones having been sent-forthN found it just as He said to them 

'' 

_;11 

11 

I I l. And while they were untyingr the colt, its owners29 said to them, "Why are you untying ' , 
the colt?" 

2 [). And the ones said that30 "The Lord has need of it" _;-1 

2( . And they brought it to Jesus. And having castO their cloaksR upon the colt, they put Jesus on it ; ' 
3C. And while He was proceeding, they were spreading their cloaks under-1 1 Him in the road ;,, 
-l( · And while He was drawing-nearM now32, at the descent of the Mount ()(Olives, the whole 

crowd of the disciples began to praise5 God, rejoicing33 with a loud voice, for all the miracles T 

which they saw, ·saying, "Blessed34 is the King3s coming36 in the name of the Lord. Peace in ; ~ 
heaven and glory in the highestu [heavens]!" 

SC. And some of the Pharisees from the crowd said to Him, "Teacher, rebukev Your disciples" .1<J 

11 > And having responded, He said, "I say to you, if these will be silentw, the stones will cry out!" -Hl 



267 Luke 19:40 

I . Some manuscripts say "someone" { B}. 
2. Used only here. GK 1390. Same word as "do business" in v 13 (GK 

4549), with a prefix added. 
3. This word, "to work besides, to earn in addition", is used only here. 

GK 4664. 
4. Used only here. GK 2301. Related to the word in Mt 25:21, 23. 
5. Or, "became, were". GK 1181. 
6. Or, "trustworthy". Same word as in Mt 25:21, 23; and as "trust-

worthy" in Lk 16:10-12. On this word, see Col 1:2. 
7. Same word as in 16:10; 12:26. GK 1788. 
8. This is a command. GK 1639. 
9. Note that the reward is in proportion to what the slave earned, yet 

all out of proportion to it. 
10. This is a command. GK 1181. 
11. Or, "the different one". That is, the one unlike the other nine, of 

whom two are given as examples. On this word, see "different" in 
I Cor 12:9. Some manuscripts omit "the" {N}, so that it says "And 
another came". 

12. On this word, see "reserved" in Col 1:5. This slave did nothing with 
what he was given. What he was entrusted remained inactive. 

13. Or, "strict, rigid, rigorous, exacting, austere". The slave blames his 
inaction on the master! "It's because of the way you are that I acted 
as I did". Elsewhere only in v 22. GK 893. Our word "austere" 
come from this Greek word, austeros. 

14. Literally, "you take what you did not put". It can also be rendered 
"take away ... lay away", "remove ... put aside". In a banking sense, 
"You withdraw what you did not deposit". You take the profits of 
the work of others. 

15. Some manuscripts say "And he ... " {K}. 
16. Others take this as a question, "You knew that...?". 
17. The word "banker" in Mt 25:27 is related to this word "table", 

which is used 15 times. GK 5544. 
18. Same word as in 3:13. 
19. Some think this is a continuation of the parable, "they (the ones told 

to take it away in v 24) said to him (the master)". Others think it is 
a parenthetical statement, "they (the listeners) said to Him (Jesus)". 
Some manuscripts omit this verse {A}. 

20. Some manuscripts say "For!..." {K}. 
21. The fate of this slave is not given. He has his allotment taken away, 

but he is not explicitly classed as an enemy. Here, the treatment of 
his slaves and his enemies is contrasted. This may illustrate I Cor 
3:15. But if it is correct to use the similar parable spoken later to 
the disciples in Mt 25 to clarify this point, then this slave represents 
the nominal believer who is cast out with the enemies in Mt 25:30, 
illustrating Mt 7:21-23; Lk 13:28. 

22. Or, "Nevertheless, But". In contrast with the master's treatment of 
his own slaves, his enemies are killed. On this word, see "never
theless" in Mt 11 :22. 

23. Parallel account at Mt 21:1; Mk 11:1; Jn 12:12. 
24. Some manuscripts say "His" {K}. 
25. On this idiom, see Mk 11 :2. 
26. Some manuscripts omit this word {N). 
27. Some manuscripts add "to him" {N}. 
28. Or, "say- 'Because the Lord has .. .'". This word may be rendered 

"that", introducing the quote, or "because", as part of the quote. 
Same word as in v 34. Mk 11 :3 omits it. GK 4022. 

29. Or, "masters". On this word, see "master" in Mt 8:2. 
30. Or, "said, "Because the Lord ... ". See the note in v 31. 
31. This word "spread under" is used only here. GK 5716. Related to 

the word in Mt 21 :8; Mk 11 :8. 
32. Or, this may be punctuated "drawing near, now at the descent". This 

word means "already, now". Same word as in 23:44. On this word, 
see "already" in Mt 24:32. 

33. Some render this participle in an adverbial sense, "joyfully", "began 
to joyfully praise God with a loud ... ". 

34. This is a participle, "Having been blessed". On this word, see 6:28. 
35. Luke has already noted their expectations, v 11. 
36. Some manuscripts say "is the One coming as King in ... " { C}. 
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Luke 19:41 

6C. 

268 Verse 

And when He drew-near\ having seen the city, He wept8 over it," saying that "If you, even you, 41-42 
had known on this day 1 the things for peace2! But now3 they were hiddenc from your eyes. 
Because days will come0 upon you-

ID. "And your enemies will throw-up a palisade4 against you, and encircle5 you, and confine6 

you from all sides 7 

2D. "And they will dash you to the ground8
, and your childrenE within you9 .:\4 

.1 [). "And they will not leave a stone upon a stone within you 
-ID "Because 10 you did not recognize 11 the time of your visitation 12

" 

2B. 13 And having entered into the temple, He began to throw-outF the ones selling14
, •saying to them, "It 4~-4(1 

has been written [in Isa 56:7], 'And My houseG shall be 15 a house of prayer'. But you made it a 
den 16 o/robbersH" 

I ( . And He was teaching daily in the temple -1-
2( ·. And the chief priests and the scribes and the leading! ones of the people were seeking to destroyK 

Him.· And they were not finding what they might do, for all the people hung-on 17 Him18, listening -1~ 

.lB. 19 And it came about on one of the20 days while He was teaching the people in the temple and 211 I 
announcing-the-good-newsL, that the chief priests and the scribes with the elders stood-near2 1• 

And they spoke, saying to Him, "Tell us, by what-kind-of22 authorityM are You doing these things, 
or who is the one having given You this authority?" 

I ( . And having responded, He said to them, "I also will ask you a23 thing24, and you tell Me
Was the baptismN of John from heaven, or from humans0 ?" 

2C. And the ones reasoned25 with themselves, saying that 

ID. "Ifwe say, 'From heaven', He will say, 'For26 what reason did you not believer him?' 
~[) "But if we say, 'From humans', all the people will stone us to death27 . For they are '' 

convinced28 that John is29 a prophetO" 
.JI). And they answered that they did not know from where it was 

3( ·. And Jesus said to them, "Nor am I telling you by what-kind-of authority I am doing these things" 
4( .30 And He began to tell this parable to the people- "A certain31 man planted a vineyard and 

rented it to farmersR, and went-on-a-joumey5 for considerabJeT periods-of-time32 

\ 

ID "And at harvest time, he sent-forthu a slavev to the farmers so that they would33 give to I 11 

him from the fruit of the vineyard. But the farmers sent him out empty-handed w, having 
beatenx him 

2D. "And he proceeded34 to sendv another35 slave. But the ones, having beatenx and I I 
dishonoredz that one also, sent him out empty-handed 

JD. "And he proceeded to send a third. But the ones also threw out this one, having I: 
wounded36 him 

.:\D. "And the owner37 a/the vineyard said, 'What shall I do? I will send my belovedAA son. I ' 
Perhaps38 they will have-regard-for88 this one' 

l E. "But having seen him, the farmers were reasoningcc with one another, saying, 'This 1-1 
one is the heir00

. Let39 us kill him in order that the inheritanceEE may become ours' 
21-. "And having thrown him outside a/the vineyard, they killed him IS 



269 Luke 20:15 

I. Some manuscripts say "known, even indeed on this your day, the 
things ... " {B}. 

2. That is, the things that would result in or lead to peace, as this same 
phrase is used in 14:32. Some manuscripts say "your peace" {B }. 

3. Or, "But as it is". GK 3814. 
4. Or, "siege-work". That is, a fence of stakes or timbers fortifying the 

embankments or ramparts of an attacking army. In a nonmilitary 
sense, it means "stake, pole", and is used of the stakes in a grape 
vineyard. Used only here. GK 5918. Same word as in Deut 20: 19, 
where Israel was commanded not to cut down trees for such a thing; 
and in Eccl 9:14; Isa 29:3; 37:33; Ezek 4:2; 21:22; 26:8. The 
Romans built one during their attack in A.O. 70. The Jews burned it. 

5. Or, "surround". Used only here. GK 4333. Related to "surround" 
in 21:20. 

6. Or, "hold you in, enclose, control". On this word, see "control" in 
2 Cor 5:14. 

7. The three things mentioned here were a standard military strategy 
against a walled city for centuries. Jesus is predicting that Jerusalem 
would be attacked. Next, He predicts the outcome of the attack. 

8. This word, "dash to the ground" is used of buildings or cities, mean
ing "level to the ground, raze to the ground", and of people (as in 
Ps 137:9; Hos 10: 14; 14: I; Nah 3: IO). Here it is used of both. Used 
only here. GK 1610. Related to "ground" in Act 22:7. 

9. That is, the children oflsrael within Jerusalem. 
IO. This is an idiom meaning "in return for". See 2 Thes 2:10 on it. 
11. Or, "know, come to know". On this word, see "know" in I :34. 
12. Same word as in I Pet 2: 12. That is, the time when God visited 

them in the ministry of Jesus. 
13. Parallel account at Mt 21:12; Mk 11:15. Compare Jn 2:13-22. 
14. Some manuscripts say "the ones selling and buying in it" {N}. 
15. Some manuscripts say "written that "My house is ... " {N}. 
16. Or, "hideout". On this word, and on "robbers", see Mt 21: 13. 
17. Used only here. GK 1717. Related to "hang" in Act 10:39. 
18. Or, "hung-on, listening-to Him". This could mean the people paid 

close attention to Jesus while listening to Him, or that they persisted 
or kept on listening to Him. In either case, the physical presence 
of the people listening to Jesus prevented the Jewish leaders from 
acting against Him. 

19. Parallel account at Mt 21 :23; Mk 11 :27. 

20. This appears to be Tuesday morning (see Mt 21:17, 18). Some 
manuscripts say "those" {N}. 

21. On this word, see "suddenly came upon" in 21 :34. 
22. Or, "what". That of a Prophet? That of Messiah? From heaven or 

from humans? On this word, see Mt 21 :23. 
23. Some manuscripts say "one" {NJ, as in Mt 21:24; Mk 11:29. 
24. Or, "question". Same word as in Mt and Mk. On this word, see 

"word" in I Cor 12:8. 
25. Or, the leaders "inferred from premises". Used only here. GK 5199. 

Related to "discussing" in Mt 21:25; Mk 11:31. In Aristotle it 
means "to infer by way of syllogism". In other words, they reasoned 
"if this, then this", as is seen next. 

26. Some manuscripts say "Then for what reason ... " {N}, as in Mt 
21:25; Mk 11:31. 

27. This verb "stone to death" is used only here. GK 2902. Related to 
"tostone"inJn8:5; 10:31;Act 14:19,etc. 

28. This is a participle, they "are having been persuaded" and therefore 
"are convinced". On this word, see "persuade" in I Jn 3: 19. 

29. That is, they are convinced that John holds this status. They are 
holding John as a prophet, as Mt 21 :26 says. Or, if Luke intends this 
in a historical sense, we English speakers would change the tense 
to "was" a prophet. 

30. Parallel account at Mt 21:33; Mk 12:1. 
31. Some manuscripts omit this word { C}. 
32. Or, "considerable times", plural. This is one of Luke's idioms. Here, 

it refers to years. In 23:8, it probably means "months". Elsewhere 
the idiom is only singular, "considerable time", in Lk 8:27; Act 
8: 11; 14:3; 27:9. The word "considerable" is GK 2653. 

33. More literally, "will". 
34. This idiom, he "proceeded" to do something, is a Hebrew way of 

speaking. It is also in v 12; 19: 11. 
35. This word (on which, see "different" in I Cor 12:9) is not the same 

word as in Mk 12:4. 
36. Elsewhere only in Act 19:16. GK 5547. Our word "traumatize" 

comes from this word traumatizo. Related to "wound" in I 0:34. 
37. Or, "master". On this word, see "master" in Mt 8:2. 
38. Or, "probably". Used only here. GK 2711. Same word as in Gen 

32:21; Jer 26:3; 36:3, 7. 
39. Some manuscripts say "Come, let us ... " {N}. 

A. Lk 21 :28 B. Jn II :33 C. Jn 8:59 D. Jn 8:42, am here E. I Jn 3: I F. Jn 12:31, cast out G. Mk 3:20 H. Mt 21: 13 J. I Cor 15:3, first 
K. I Cor I: 18, perish L. Act 5:42 M. Rev 6:8 N. Mk I :4 0. Mt 4:4, mankind P. Jn 3:36 Q. I Cor 12:28 R. Jn 15: I S. Mt 21 :33 T. 2 Cor 3:5, 
sufficient U.Mk3:14,sendout V.Rom6:17 W.1Thes2:1,empty X.Jnl8:23 Y.Jn20:21 Z.Act5:41 AA.Mt3:17 BB.Lkl8:2 
CC. Lk 5:21 DD. Rom 8:17 EE. Eph 1:14 



Luke 20:16 270 Verse 

:' D. "Therefore, what will the ownerA of the vineyard do to them? 
0

He will come and destroy8 I r, 
these farmers, and give the vineyard to others" 

6D. And having heard it, they' said, "May it never be2!" 
7D. But the One, having looked-ate them, said, "Then what is3 this having been written [in 17 

Ps 118:22]- 'The stone which the ones building rejected0
, this became4 the head of the 

corner5 '? 

IL. "Everyone having fallen upon that stone will be broken-to-piecesE. And6 upon I I\ 
whomever it may fall, it will crushF him" 

~c. And the scribes and the chiefpriests7 sought to put their hands on Him at the very hour. Ands I'! 
they feared the people. For9 theyl 0 knew that He spoke this parable against them 

4B. 11 And having closely-watchedG Him, they sent forth spies 12 pretending 13 themselves to be righteous14, 211 

in order that they might take-hold-of 15 a statementH a/His, so as to hand Him over to the rule1 and 
the authorityK a/the governorL. •And they questionedM Him, saying, "Teacher, we know that You 21 
speak and teach correctly 16• And You do not receive the face 17

, but You teach the way of God in 
accordance with truth's. 

0

Is it lawfulN that we should give a tribute 19 to Caesar, or not?" 

I ( 

2C. 

But having perceived their craftiness0 , He said to them:"Show20 Me a denarius21 • Of whom 
does it have an image22 and inscription?" And the ones said, "Of CaesarP" 
And the One said to them, "Well-then23, give-backO the things of Caesar to Caesar, and the 
things of God to God" 
And they were not able to take-hold-of a word24 of His in the presence of the people. And 
having maIVeledR at His answer, they became silents 

5 B. 25 And having come to Him, some a/the Sadducees- the ones denying26 that there is a resurrection T_ 

questionedM Him, •saying .::: ~ 

IC. "Teacher, Moses wrote to us [in Deut 25:5] that if a brother of someone dies having a wife, 
and this27 one is2s childless, that his brother should take the wife and raise-up-fromu her a 
seed29 for his brother 

I D. "So there were seven brothers. And the first, having taken a wife, died childless. •And 2 l)- 'I I 

the second.30 ·And the third took her. And similarly, the seven also did not leave-behindv ; I 
children, and died. 

0

Last31 , the woman also died 1 ~ 
2D. "The woman, therefore, at the resurrection- of which a/them does she become the wife? '' 

For the seven had her as wife" 

2C. And Jesus said32 to them, "The sons of this age33 marryw and are given-in-marriage _;-1 

I D. "But the ones having been considered-worthy34 to attain35 that age and the resurrection ; ' 
from the dead36 neither marry, nor are they given-in-marriagex 

11·:. "For they are not even still able to die,37 for they are angel-like3s ''' 
2r:. "And they are sons o/God,39 being sons a/the resurrection40 

2D. "But that the dead are raisedv, even Moses showed41 at the bush42 [in Ex 3: 16]- when .17 

he callsz the Lord the 'God of Abraham and God a/Isaac and God of Jacob'. 0 Now He -'~ 
is not God of dead ones, but a/living ones. For to Him43 all are alive" 



271 Luke 20:38 

I. That is, the people, v 9. 
2. Or, "happen, come about, take place". GK 1181. 
3. That is, what does this mean? GK 1639. 
4. This is an idiom, literally, "came-to-be for", a Hebrew way of 

speaking. 
5. On this phrase, see Mk 12: 10. 
6. Or, "But". On the meaning of this verse, see Mt 21 :44. 
7. Some manuscripts say "the chief priests and the scribes" {N}. 
8. This is the Greek word order. This may be separate and additional 

from what precedes. Or, "And-yet they feared ... ", giving the rea
son they failed to seize Him. 

9. Luke may be giving the reason for the seeking and the fear. Or it 
may be pwictuated, "people, for they knew ... ", giving the reason for 
their fear; or, "hour, and-yet they feared the people. For they 
knew ... ", giving the reason they sought Him. 

I 0. Luke could mean ''the people" knew this. In this case, Luke moves 
from "the people" (singular) to "they knew" (plural), reflecting 
commongrammarfowid also in Lk 1:21; 9:12; 13: 14; 20:6; etc. Or, 
"they" may continue to refer to the scribes and priests, so that the 
subject stays the same throughout the verse. The scribes and priests 
"sought... and feared ... for they knew ... ". In any case, they fear the 
effect Jesus might have on the people. Everyone understood Him
people (v 16), and priests- and the priests feared how the people 
would respond, and sought to get rid of Jesus. Mk 12: 12 is a paral
lel verse with the same issues. Compare also Lk 22:2; Mt 21 :46. 

11. Parallel account at Mt 22: 15; Mk 12: 13. 
12. This word means "one secretly put in as an agent, hired to lie in 

wait". Used only here. GK 1588. 
13. Or, "acting the part". Used only here. GK 5693. Related to "hyp

ocrite" in Mt 6:2; "hypocrisy" in Gal 2:13. 
14. That is, the spies pretended that they were sincerely struggling with 

this matter of conscience in v 21. 
15. Or, "grasp, seize, catch, get, obtain". Same word as in v 26. Else

where only in Mt 14:31; Mk 8:23; Lk 9:47; 14:4; 23:26; Act 9:27; 
16:19; 17:19; 18:17; 21:30, 33; 23:19; 1 Tim 6:12, 19; Heb 2:16; 
8:9. GK 2138. 

16. Same word as in 7:43; 10:28. On this word, see Mk 7:35. 
17. This phrase "to receive the face" is a Hebrew way of speaking, 

meaning "to show partiality, respect of persons". It is also in Gal 
2:6. See the related word "respect of persons" in Jam 2: 1. 

18. On "in accordance with truth", see 4:25. 
19. That is, a tax to a foreign state. On this word, see Rom 13:6. 
20. Some manuscripts say "Why are you testing Me? Show ... " {N}. 

This word (on which, see 1Tim6:15) is related to the word in Mt 
22: 19 (on which see Act 18:28). 

21. This is a Roman silver coin. On this word, see Mt 20:2. 
22. Or, "likeness". On this word, see Col 1:15. 
23. Or, "So indeed". On this word, see "so indeed" in I Cor 9:26. 
24. Or, "saying". On this word, see Rom 10: 17. 
25. Parallel account at Mt 22:23; Mk 12:18. 
26. Or, "speaking-out-against". On this word, see "contradict" in Rom 

10:21. Some manuscripts say "saying" {C}, so that it says "the ones 
saying that there is no resurrection". Compare Act 23:8. 

27. That is, this dead brother. 
28. Some manuscripts say "dies" {N}. 
29. That is, offspring, descendants. On this word, see Heb 11: 11. 
30. Some manuscripts say "And the second took the wife, and this one 

died childless" { N}. 
31. Same word as in Mt 22:27. Mark 12:22 uses a different word. 
32. Some manuscripts say "And having responded, Jesus said ... " {N}. 
33. On this phrase, see 16:8. 
34. On this word, see 2 Thes 1:5. Compare Paul's statement in Act 26:7. 
35. Or, "obtain, gain, find, reach". That is, considered worthy by God. 

How we view ourselves will not be relevant, Mt 7:22-23. The 
grounds of this worthiness are not given here. Same word as in Act 
24:2; and as "obtain" in Act 26:22; 27:3; 2 Tim 2: 10; Heb 8:6; 
11 :35. Used 12 times. GK 5593. Related to "obtain" in Heb 11:33. 

36. That is, the age entered by means of the resurrection of the right
eous, the age to come. All not "considered worthy" obtain the other 
resurrection, Rev 20:5, 15; Jn 5:29. 

37. If such people cannot die, there is no need to procreate; hence, no 
need for marriage and families. 

38. That is, not subject to death. This adjective is used only here. GK 
2694. Mt 22:30 and Mk 12:25 say "like angels". 

39. That is, such people live as members of God's family, in direct rela
tion to Him, not in separate families. Heavenly society will not be 
organized on the basis of humanly generated families. On "sons of 
God", see Rom 8: 14. 

40. They are physically "born" into His family through the resurrection. 
They are sons "proceeding from" or "originating in" the resurrec
tion. Their new life (in this full sense) as God's family members 
begins with the resurrection. By "sons", Jesus means "family mem
bers'', "offspring", not "males". On "sons", see Gal 3:7. 

41. Or, "indicated, disclosed, made known, revealed". Elsewhere only 
as "disclose" in Jn 11:57; Act 23:30; 1Cor10:28. GK 3606. 

42. That is, in the passage about the burning bush. 
43. To us they seem to no longer exist, but to God they continue to 

be alive. 

A.Mt8:2,master B.1Corl:l8,perish C.Mk8:25,seeing D.Hebl2:17 E.Mt21:44 F.Mt21:44 G.Lk6:7 H.1Corl2:8,word 
J. Col I :18, beginning K. Rev 6:8 L. Mt 27:2 M. Lk 9:18 N. 1 Cor 6: 12 0. 1 Cor 3:19 P. Lk 3: 1 Q. Mt 16:27, render R. Rev 17:8 
S. I Cor 14:34 T. Act 24: 15 U. Mk 12: 19 V. Act 6:2 W. 1 Cor 7:9 X. 1 Cor 7:38 Y. Mt 28:6, arose Z. Jn 12:49, say 



Luke 20:39 272 Verse 

JC. And having responded, some o/the scribes said, "Teacher, You spoke well". ·For1 they were 39-40 
no longer daringA to ask Hirn anything 

611. 2 And He said to them, "How is it that they say that the Christ is David's son? 41 

1 C. "For3 David himself says in the book of Psalms [ 110: I], 'The Lord said to my Lord8
, "Be sitting 42 

on My right side ·until I put Your enemies as a footstool o/Your feet" ' ..f' 

ID "Therefore David callsc Hirn 'Lord'. And how is He his son?"4 ..f.:J 

7B.5 And while all the people were listening, He said to His6 disciples:"Beware0 of the scribes- ..f~-.:J1, 

1 C "The ones delighting7 to walk around in robes, and lovingE greetings in the marketplaces, and 
seats-of-honorF in the synagogues, and places-of-honofi at the banquetsH 

2l ·. "Who are devouring8 the houses of the widows, and praying long/or a pretense9 .+ -
JC. "These ones will receive greater condernnation1" 

f\13. 10 And having looked-upK, He saw the richL ones throwing their gifts into the treasuryM 21 1 

1 C. And He saw11 a certain needy 12 widow throwing two leptos 13 there 
2C. And He said, "Truly14 I say to you that this poorN widow threw more than all. 15 'For all these -'-.:J 

ones threw into the gifts16 out of the money abounding 17 to them. But this one, out ofher lack18, 

threw all the living19 which she was having20 

913. 21 And while some were talking about the temple- that it has been adorned0 with beautifuIP stones 
and gifts-dedicated-to-God22- He said, '"As to these things which you are observingO- days23 () 

will come during which a stone on a stone will not be left which will not be torn-downR" 

I ( ·. And they questioned5 Hirn, saying, "Teacher-

ID. "When therefore will these things happen24? 
2D. "And what will be the signT when these things are about to take place?" 

2C. And the One said, "Be watching-outu that you may not be deceivedv 

ID "For many will come on the basis of My narne25, saying, 'I am the One26', and, 'The time 
has drawn-nearw•. Do not27 go after them 

2D. "And whenever you hear-of wars and disturbances28, do not be frightened 29. For these ll 

things rnustx take place first, but it is not immediately Y the end30" 

3C. Then He was saying to thern31 - I 11 

ID "Nation will arise32 against nation, and kingdom against kingdom. 'There will be both I I 
great earthquakes, and farnines 33 and plagues34 in various places35 . There will be both 
fearful36 things and great signsT from heaven37 

2D. 38 "But before all these39 things- I~ 

11 ~- "They will put their hands on you and persecutez you- they handing you over to 
the synagogues and prisons, you being led-away before kings and governors, for 
the sake of40 My name 



273 Luke 21:12 

I. The scribes complimented Jesus, for they no longer dared to test 
Him. Some manuscripts say "And" {N}. 

2. Parallel account at Mt 22:41; Mk 12:35. 
3. Some manuscripts say "And" (N}. 
4. On this question, see Mk 12:37. 
5. Parallel account at Mt 23: I; Mk 12:38. 
6. Some manuscripts omit this word {C}, so that it says "the disciples". 
7. Same word as Mk 12:38, on which see Col 2: 18. 
8. That is, these scribes take financial advantage of widows. On this 

word, see Mk 12:40. 
9. That is, for a falsely alleged motive. On this word, see Phil I: 18. 
I 0. Parallel account at Mk 12:41. 
11. Some manuscripts add "also" {K}. 
12. Or, "poor". Used only here. GK 4293. Related to the word in 2 Cor 

9:9. Used of the working poor. 
13. On this word, see Mk 12:42. That is, two small coins. One leptos 

was I 28th or a denarius. 
14. Or, "Truthfully". On this word, see Mt 14:33. 
15. Some think Jesus means more than any one of them; others, more 

than all of them combined. 
16. Same word as in v I. That is, in among the other gifts or offerings in 

the treasury box containing them. On this word, see Mt 5:23. Some 
manuscripts add "ofGod" {B}, that is "the gifts belonging to God". 

17. Or, "overflowing, left over". On this word, see 2 Cor 8:2. 
18. Or, "shortcoming, deficiency". On this word see Phil 2:30. Related 

to "need" in Mk 12:44, and "be in need" in Lk 15: 14. The rich gave 
from their overflow, their excess, their having more than enough; 
the widow gave from her shortfall, her not having enough. 

19. Or, "livelihood, means ofliving". On this word, see "life" in I Jn 2: 16. 
20. Jesus is not criticizing the former. He is showing that God sees (and 

rewards) the realities, not the appearances. 
21. Parallel account at Ml 24:1; Mk 13:1. 
22. Or, "sacred gifts, consecrated offerings, votive offerings". Used 

only here. GK 356. 
23. Inv 24, Luke calls these days, "the times of the Gentiles". 
24. Or, "be". On this word, see Mt 16:22. 
25. On ·•on the basis or My name'', see Act 2:38. 
26. Or, "I am He". That is, the Christ, Mt 24:5. 

27. Some manuscripts say "Therefore do not..." {N}. 
28. Or, "insurrections, disorders, anarchies, instabilities". On this word, 

see "disorder" in Jam 3: 16. 
29. Or, "scared, terrified". Elsewhere only in 24:37. GK 4765. Related 

to "terror" in I Pet 3 :6. 
30. On this word, see Mt 24:6; Mk 13:7. 
31. Some think this phrase indicates the beginning of a new subject 

(perhaps jumping to the end time), or a new treatment of the sub
ject of v 8-9. Others think this phrase is intended to place empha
sis on v I 0-11, which continues on from v 8-9 with the non-signs 
about which they should not be disturbed or frightened. In this case, 
all ofv 10-11 would be point 30. 

32. Or, "be raised". Same word as in Mt 24:7; Mk 13:8. 
33. Same word as in Mt 24:7; Mk 13:8; Lk 4:25; 15: 14, 17; Act 7: 11; 

11 :28; Rom 8:35; Rev 6:8; 18:8. Elsewhere only as "hunger" in 2 
Cor 11 :27. GK 3350. 

34. Or, "pestilences". That is, epidemic diseases. On this word, see 
Act 24:5. 

35. Same phrase as in Mt 24:7. Mt 24:8 and Mk 13:8 call these "birth
pains". Some manuscripts say "great earthquakes in various places, 
and famines and plagues" {N}. 

36. Or, "terrors, horrors", fearful sights or events. Used only here. 
Related to "fear" in Eph 5:21. 

37. This sentence is only in Luke. Some think it refers to the things 
mentioned in v 25, from which Jesus steps back in time in v 12. In 
this case, v 10-11, or this sentence only, jumps to His coming in the 
end time. Others think v I 0-I I all belongs to A.D. 70, from which 
He steps back in time in v 12. 

38. Compare also Mt 10:17-23; Jn 16:1-4. 
39. Some think Jesus is stepping back in time from the things ofv 10-11, 

or v I I, and that He means "before they all occur". Others take 
"before" in the sense of"above, higher in rank'', meaning that the fol
lowing things are the "foremost" of all the things about which they 
should not be deceived or frightened, continuing on from v 8-11. 

40. Or, "because of". It is "because of" from the persecutor's point 
of view; "for the sake of" from the believer's point of view, as in 
Mt 10:18; Mk 13:9. GK 1915. 

A. 2 Cor 11:21 B. Mt 8:2, master C. Rom 8:30 D. Mt 10:17 E. Jn 21:15, affectionately love F. Mt 23:6 G. Mt 23:6 H. Lk 14:12, dinner 
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R. Mt 24:2 S. Lk 9:18 T. 2 Tues 2:9 U. Rev I:! I, see V. Jam 5:19, err W. Lk 21:28 X. Mt 16:21 Y. Mt 13:5 Z. 2 Tim 3: 12 



Luke 21: 13 274 Verse 

IF. "It will tum-out1 for you to be for a testimony2 13 
2F. 1 "So put' in your hearts not to prepare-beforehand5 to speak-a-defense6 14 

I ( i. "For 17 will give you a mouth8, and wisdom, which all the ones being I ~ 

2L 

:w 
.ff. 

opposedA to you will not be able to resist9 or to speak-against'° 

"And you will be handed-over8 even by parents and brothers and relatives and 
friends. And they will put some of you to death 
"And you will be being hatedc by all because of My name 
"And a hair of your head will by no means be lost11

• 
0

Gain 12 your souls 11 by your 
endurance 14 

:iD. 1s "But when you see Jerusalem being surrounded 16 by army-encampments 17
, then 

recognize 18 that her desolation 19 has drawn-near0 

I[. "Then20 let the ones in Judea be fleeingE to the mountains 

I F. 21 "And let the ones in the midstF ofher22 be going-out21 

2 F. "And let the ones in the fields not be entering into her 
3 F. "Because these are days of vengeanceG, that all the things having been written 

may be fulfilledtt 
4F. "Woe to the ones having a child in the wombl, and to the ones nursingK in 

those days 

2 r:. "For there will be a great distress24 upon the land25, and wrathL against this people26 

IF. "And they will fall by the edgeM of the sword 
2 F. "And they will be taken-captiveN to all the nations 

4D. "And Jerusalem will be being trampled27 by the Gentiles28 until29 which time the times of 
the Gentiles30 are fulfilled0 

16 

17 

I X-19 

21J 

21 

2.+ 

5D. 11 "And12 there will be signs in the sun and moon and stars, and on earthr, the anguish11 of 2' 
nations in perplexity14 about the roar15 of the sea and wave-tossing16-

11-'. "People fainting17 from fearO and the expectation18 of the things coming-upon19 the ::'h 
worldR, for the powers5 of the heavens will be shaken T 

<1D "And then40 they will see the Son of Man coming in a cloud with power5 and great glory 
7D. "Now [when] these things41 [are] beginning to take place, straighten-up42 and lift-up0 ::'~ 

your heads, because your redemptionv is drawing-near43" 

4C.44 And He spoke a parable to them- "Look at the fig-treew, and all the trees45 . "When they ::'<L.Hi 

already% put-forth47 /eaves, seeing it, you know from yourselves48 that summer is already near49 

ID. "So also you- when you see these things taking place, you know50 that the kingdom of 
God is near. 51 0

Trulyx I say to you that this generation52 will by no means pass away 
until all things take place 

I E. "Heaven and earth will pass away, but My words will by-no-means51 pass away 

31 
', 
' 

,, 
.'I.' 
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I. Or, "lead to". Same word as in Phil I: 19. Elsewhere only as "get 
out" in Lk 5:2; Jn 21 :9. GK 609. 

2. That is, it will become an opportunity to bear witness to Jesus 
before them. Compare Mt I 0: 18. 

3. Compare also Lk 12: 11-12. 
4. Same word as in 9:44. 
5. Or, "premeditate, practice beforehand". Used only here. GK 462 7. 

Related to "take care with" in I Tim 4: 15. 
6. Or, "to defend yourself, to make a defense". Compare 12: 11, where 

this same word occurs. Same word as in Act 19:33; 24:10; 25:8; 
26: I, 2, 24. Elsewhere only as "defend" in Rom 2: 15; 2 Cor 12: 19. 
GK 664. Related to "defense" in I Pet 3:15. 

7. Compare 12:12; Mk 13:11; Mt 10:20. 
8. That is, a mouth speaking words, the ability to speak. 
9. Or, "stand against". On this word, see Eph 6:13. 
I 0. On this word, see "contradict" in Rom 10:21. Act 4: 14 is an exam

ple of this very thing, using this word. 
11. Or, "perish". Some think Jesus means "eternally'', since "some" 

will be put to death, v 16. Others think He means "without God's 
permission". On this word see "perish" in I Cor I: 18. 

12. Or, "Acquire, Get, Obtain". On this word, see "acquire" in I Thes 
4:4. Instead of a command, some manuscripts say "you will gain 
your souls ... " ( C}. Compare Mt 24: 13. 

13. Or, "lives". Jesus is speaking of their eternal lives, since they will 
put "some" to death, v 16. On this word see Jam 5:20. 

14. On this word, see Jam I :3. That is, endurance in faith while suf-
fering to the point of death. 

I 5. Parallel account at Mt 24:15; Mk 13:14. Compare Lk 19:43-44. 
16. On this word, see Jn 10:24. Related to "encircle" in 19:43. 
17. This word is also used to refer simply to the "armies, legions". That 

is, when you see armies preparing to attack the city. Used only here. 
GK 5136. Jesus is referring to the destruction of Jerusalem in A.D. 

70, as seen clearly in v 24. 
18. Or, "know". On this word see "know" in I :34. 
19. On this word, see Mt 24:15. Related to "desolate" in Mt 23:38. 
20. Or, "At that time". On this word, see Mt 24:9. Same word as in v 

20, 27. The following three things are the opposite of what people 
in ancient times normally did, and the opposite of what the Jews did 
in A.D. 70. The local people normally ran into a city, hoping to find 
safety and protection there, and to defend themselves. 

21. Compare also Lk 17:31-32. 
22. That is, Jerusalem. 
23. Or, "leaving, departing". Used only here. GK 1774. 
24. On this word, see "necessity" in I Cor 7:26. Not related to "afflic-

tion" in Mt 24:21. 
25. Or, "earth". That is, the land oflsrael. On this word, see Rev 7: I. 
26. On "this people", see I Cor 14:21. 
27. Or, "tread on". On this word, see I 0: 19. 
28. Or, "nations", as in v 24, 25. On this word see Act 15:23. 
29. Since this begins the times of the Gentiles, the description ofv 20-

24 must refer to the destruction of Jerusalem in A.D. 70, and v 12-
19 to the things preceding it. Compare Mt 24:29; Mk 13:24. 

30. Some think Jesus means the times of their ascendancy over Israel; 
others, the times during which God uses them for the execution of 
His judgment upon Israel; others, the times during which they will 
be saved by the gospel. There are other views. Compare Rom 11 :25. 

31. Parallel account at Mt 24:29; Mk 13:24. 
32. Jesus is now giving the things following or concluding the times of 

the Gentiles, the global events occurring at His return. 
33. Or, "distress". This word refers to the anguish that comes from 

being held or constrained or confined or controlled by circum
stances beyond one's control. Elsewhere only in 2 Cor 2:4. GK 
5330. Related to "control" in 2 Cor 5: 14. 

34. Or, "uncertainty". That is, the nations are uncertain, at a loss, see
ing no way out, perplexed about what to do. Used only here. GK 
680. Related to the verb "to be perplexed" in 2 Cor 4:8. 

35. Or, "sound, noise". It means the sound of whatever is referred to in 
the context; here, of the sea. Used only here. GK 2492. Related to 
"news" in4:37. Some manuscripts have this word as a verb {N}, mak
ing this phrase point IE.," ... perplexity- The sea and waves roaring". 

36. Or, "shaking". This noun refers to a tossing motion, and is used of 
earthquakes and sea waves. Used only here. GK 4893. Related to 
"shaken" in v 26. Some render it ''waves", "roar of the sea and waves". 

37. Or, "expiring". This word means "breathe out, stop breathing", and 
is used to mean both "faint, swoon" and "expire, die". Used only 
here. GK 7 1 5. 

38. Or, "anticipation". Elsewhere only in Act 12: 11. GK 4660. Related 
to "wait in expectation" in 3: 15. 

39. Or, "coming against", as in 11 :22. Used 9 times. GK 2088. 
40. Or, "at that time". Same word as in v 21. 
41. Some think Jesus is referring back to v 25; others, to v 20; others, 

to v 10. 
42. Or, "stand erect". Same word as in Jn 8:7, 10. Elsewhere only as 

"bend-up" in Lk 13: 11. GK 376. 
43. Same word as in v 20; Mt4:17; Lk 10:9; 18:35; Rom 13:12; Jam4:8; 

I Pet 4:7. Used 42 times. GK 1581. Related to "near" in v 30. 
44. Parallel account at Mt 24:32; Mk 13:28. 
45. This is the common word for "tree", used 25 times. GK 1285. 
46. On this word, used twice in this verse, see Mt 24:32. 
47. Elsewhere only as "put forward" in Act 19:33. GK 4582. 
48. That is, from your own knowledge and experience. "From your

selves" is the same phrase as in 12:57, and as "from ourselves" in 
2 Cor 3:5. 

49. Used 31 times. GK 1584. Related to "draw near" in v 28. 
50. Or, "know", a command. Same word and grammar as in v 30. On 

this word see I :34. 
51. With this visible coming of the "kingdom of God", compare 

17:20-21. 
52. On "this generation", see Mt 24:34. 
53. Or, "never". Same strong negative as in v 32. See 9:27 on it. 

A. Phil I :28 B. Mt 26:21 C. Rom 9: 13 D. Lk 21 :28 E. I Cor 6: 18 F. 2 Thes 2:7 G. 2 Thes I :8, punishment H. Act 2:4, filled J. I Thes 5:3 
K. Mt 21:16 L. Rev 16:19 M. Heb 11:34 N. 2 Cor 10:5 0. Eph 5:18, filled P. Rev 7:1, land Q. Eph 5:21 R. Heb 2:5 S. Mk 5:30 T. Act 17:13 
U. 2 Cor 11 :20 V. Rom 3:24 W. Mt 24:32 X. Mt 5: 18 



Luke 21:34 276 Verse 

2D. "But take heed to yourselves1 that your heartsA may not at any time be weighed-down8 34 
with carousing2 and drunkennessc and anxieties3 pertaining-to-life4, and that unexpected5 

day suddenly-come-upon6 you
0

like a snare7 35 

IF. "For it8 will come-in-upon9 all the ones sitting 10 on the face of all the earth 

.JD. "And 11 be keeping-alert 12 in every season 13, praying that you may have strength 14 to 36 
escape 15 all these things being about to take place, and to stand before the Son o/Man" 

I 013. Now as to the days 16, He was teaching in the temple. But as to the nights, going out [of Jerusalem], :;-: 
He was spending-the-night17 on the mountain being called 'a/Olives'. "And all the people were :i~ 
arising-very-early18 to come to Him in the temple, to hear Him 

~A. 19 Now the Feast ofUnleavened-Bread20, the one being called Passover21, was drawing-neat>.• And the chief 22: 1-2 
priests and the scribes were seekingE as to how they might kill22 Him, for they were fearing the people23 

I B.24 And Satan entered into Judas25, the one being called "IscariotF", being one of the numberG of the 
twelve. •And having gone, he talked-with" the chief priests and [temple] captains26 as to how he 
might hand Him over to them 

I ('. And they rejoiced27 and agreed28 to give him money29 _, 
2C. And he consented1, and was seekingE a favorable-opportunityK that he might hand Him overL h 

without a crowd with them30 

2B. 31 And the [first] day32 of the Feast a/Unleavened-Bread came- on which it-was-necessary33 that 
the Passover [lamb] be sacrificedM. 

0

And He sent-forthN Peter and John, having said, "Having :--
gone34, prepare0 the Passover [meal] for us, in order that we may eat it" 

IC. And the ones said to Him, "Where do You want us to prepare35 it?" •l 

2( ·. And the One said to them, "Behold- you having entered into the city, a man will meetP you I I 1 

carrying0 a jarR of water. Follow him to the house into which he proceeds. •And you will say I I 
to the master36 o/the house, 'The Teacher says to you, "Where is the guest-room37 where I may 
eat the Passover [meal] with My disciples?" ' •And that one will show you a large upstairs- I 2 
room having been spread5 [with furnishings]. Prepare it there" 

3C. And having gone, they found it just as He had told them. And they prepared the Passover [meal] I ; 
4( .38 And when the hour came, He fell back [to eat], and the apostles39 with Him 1-l 

I I). And He said to them, "I greatly desired40 to eat this Passover [meal] with you before I sufferT I ~ 

I I.. "For I say to you that I will by no means eat41 it42 until43 it is fulfilledu in the J<, 
kingdomv o/God" 

2D. And having taken44 a cup45, having given-thanksw, He said, "Take this and distribute46 it I" 
to yourselves47 



277 Luke 22:17 

I. Same phrase as in 12:1, "take heed to yourselves". 
2. Or, "reveling, dissipation, excessive drinking". This word means 

"intoxication", and its result, "hangover, drunken nausea, drunken 
headache, dizziness". Used only here. GK 3190. 

3. Or, "worries, cares". Same word as in 8:14. 
4. Elsewhere only in I Cor 6:3, 4. GK 1053. Related to the word "life" 

in I Jn 2:16. 
5. Or, "unforeseen, sudden". This adjective modifies "day". It is a "day 

which may be described as unexpected". It is unexpected in its very 
nature, and by such people in particular (since they are distracted). 
Part of the very nature of this day is that it comes on the world with 
sudden unexpectedness, although Christians know it is coming. But 
Christians whose hearts are weighed down as described here say "I 
know it is coming some day, but I do not expect it soon. My master 
delays (Mt 24:48)". For these, that day will in fact be a "sudden, 
unexpected" day that "comes upon" them. Christians "taking heed" 
to their spiritual lives live in expectation of it at all times, keeping 
watch, Mt 24:42, 44. Many render this as an adverb, "suddenly", 
"and that day come upon you suddenly". Elsewhere only in I Thes 
5:3. GK 167. Related to "suddenly" in 2:13. 

6. Used here and in I Thes 5:3 in the sense of"come upon suddenly 
or by surprise, spring upon", as also in Act 4:1; 6:12; 17:5; 23:27. 
Elsewhere only as "come upon" in Lk 2:38; "stand near" in Lk 2:9; 
10:40; 20:1; 24:4; Act 12:7; 22:13, 20; 23:11; 2 Tim 4:6; "stand 
over" in Lk4:39; "stand at" in Act 10:17; 11:11; 2 Tim 4:2; and "set 
upon" in Act 28:2. GK 2392. 

7. Or, "trap". The point of comparison is the sudden unexpectedness 
with which the snare comes upon its victim. On this word, see Rom 
11 :9. Some manuscripts place "like a snare" with what follows and 
drop the "in" from the verb in v 35 {B}, so that it says "For like a 
snare it will come-upon ... ". 

8. That is, "that day" (v 34), the day when these things begin to hap
pen (v 31, 28), when the kingdom of God is near (v 31 ). The events 
of"that day" will be worldwide in scope. Compare Mt 24:21-22; 
Mk 13:19-20. 

9. This verb "come in on" is used only here. GK 2082. It not related 
to the word in v 34. It is the verb "to come" with prefixes added 
meaning "in" and "upon". That day comes in on them from outside 
their world. Used in I Mace 16: 16. 

10. That is, on all humanity. "Sitting on the earth" also occurs in Rev 14:6. 
11. Some manuscripts say "Therefore" {N). 
12. Same word as in Mk 13:33. 
13. That is, all the time, always, at all times (although it is singular 

here). This phrase is elsewhere only in Eph 6: 18. Some take this 
with what follows, "Keep alert, praying in every season that...". On 
"season", see "time" in Mt 8:29. 

14. Or, "may prevail". On this word, see "prevail-against" in Mt 16: 18. 
Instead of "may have strength", some manuscripts say "may be 
considered worthy" {N), using the word in 20:35. 

15. Or, "flee from". On this word see Rom 2:3. 
16. That is, for the duration of the daytime. 
17. On this word, see Mt 21: 17. Some think this means Jesus camped 

outside there; others, that He stayed with friends there. 
18. That is, before dawn, in the early dawn. Luke seems to imply that 

it was earlier than normal. Used only here. GK 3983. Related to 
"very early" in 24:22. 

19. Parallel account at Mt 26:1; Mk 14:1. 
20. On this feast, see Mk 14: 12. 
21. Note that "Passover" is used to refer to entire eight-day Feast. On 

"Passover", see Jn 18:28. 
22. Or, "do away with, execute". Same word as "execute" in 23:32. On 

this word, see Mt 2:16. 
23. This may be explaining why the leaders were "seeking how" to do 

this. Since they feared the people, they had to find a way to covertly 
or justifiably kill Him. Or, it may be explaining why they wanted 
to "kill" Him. Since they feared the people would accept Jesus and 
therefore reject them, they had to eliminate Him. 

24. Parallel account at Mt 26: 14; Mk 14: IO. 
25. Compare Jn 6:70-71; 13:2, 27. 
26. That is, the captains of the temple police or officers. On this word, 

see Act 5:26. 
27. Or, "they were delighted". On this word see 2 Cor 13: 11. 
28. Elsewhere only in Jn 9:22; Act 23:20. GK 5338. 
29. Same word as "silver-coins" in Mt 26:15. On this word see Mt 25:27. 
30. That is, with Jesus and the disciples. Or, "hand Him over to them 

without a crowd". 
31. Parallel account at Mt 26:17; Mk 14:12. 
32. This year, it was Thursday, the day before the Preparation day (Fri

day). See Mk 14: 12. This day began at sundown on what we call 
Wednesday evening, and was followed by daytime on Thursday. 

33. On this idiom, see "must" in Mt 16:21. 
34. This word (GK 4513) is not the same word as in Mk 14:12 (GK 

599) or 14:13 (GK 5632). 
35. This idiom is more literally, "Where do you want that we should 

prepare it?". 
36. More literally, the "house-master a/the house". Same word as in 

Mk 14: 14, but here "a/the house" is also expressed separately. 
37. Same word as in Mk 14: 14. On this word, see "inn" in 2:7. 
38. Parallel account at Mt 26:20; Mk 14:17; Jn 13:2. 
39. Some manuscripts say "the twelve apostles" {N}. 
40. More literally, "I desired with desire", a Hebrew way of speaking. 

On "desire", see Gal 5:16, 17. 
41. Some manuscripts add "no longer" { B}, so that it says "that no 

longer by any means will I eat...". 
42. That is, the Passover meal. Some think this means Jesus did not eat 

this meal, though He desired to do so; others, that He will not eat 
it after this meal. Some manuscripts say "of it" {N}. 

43. More literally, "up to which time". On this idiom, see Mt 5:25. 
44. Or, "received, accepted". Not the same word as "take" later in the 

verse and in v 19. On this word, see "welcome" in Mt I 0:40. 
45. Some manuscripts say "the cup" {N}. 
46. Or, "divide". Some think this means the disciples poured some wine 

from this cup into their cups; others, that they drank from the single 
cup passed around. Some think this is in preparation for v 20; others, 
that this is the initial cup of the Passover meal, and is not related to 
the cup in v 20. In this case, this verse is equivalent to "while they 
were eating" in Mt 26:26. There are other views. On this word, see 
"dividing" in Act 2:3. 

47. Some think this implies Jesus did not drink it at this meal; others, 
that He had just drank from it, having drunk first in accordance with 
the custom at the Passover. 

A. Rev 2:23 B. Lk 9:32 C. Rom 13:13 D. Lk 21:28 E. Phil 2:21 F. Jn 6:71 G. Rev 13:17 H. Act 25:12 J. Jam 5:16, confess out 
K. Mt 26:16 L. Mt 26:21, hand over M. Act 10:13, slaughter N. Mk 3:14, send out 0. Mk 14:15 P. Act 20:22 Q. Mt 8:17 R. Mk 14:13 
S.Mkl4:15 T.Gal3:4 U.Eph5:18,filled V.Mt3:2 W.Mt26:27 
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I L "For I say to you that1 I will by no means drink from the fruit2 of the grapevine from 
now on3 until which time the kingdom of God comes4

" 

J D. 5 And having takenA bread, having given-thanks8
, He brokec it and gave it to them, saying, 

"This is6 My body, the7 one being given for you. Be doing this for My remembrance0
" 

4D. And similarly the cup after the dining8
, saying, "This cup is the newE covenantF in My 

blood0 - the blood being poured-outH for you. 
0

Yet behold- the hand of the one handing 
Me over is with Mine on the table!9 

IL "Because10 the Son of Man 11 is proceeding according-to 12 the thing having been 
determined 13- nevertheless, woe to that man by whom He is being handed-over!" 

5D. And they began to discussK with themselves as to which of them then the one going to 
do this thing might be 

(1D. 14 And a contention 15 also took place among them as to which of them seems 16 to be 
greater17• •And the One said to them-

11·.. "The kings of the Gentiles are lording-over18 them. And the ones having-authority19 

over them are calling-themselves20 'Benefactors21 '. "But you shall not be so. But let 
the greater22 one among you be23 like the younger one; and the one leading24 like the 
one servingL 

IF. "For who is greater, the one reclining-back [to eat] or the one serving? Is it not 
the one reclining-back?25 But I am in your midstM as the One serving! 

Verse 

I~ 

IL) 

20 
21 

2L.26 "But27 you are the ones having continued28 with Me in My trialsN 2~ 

I F. "And I am conferring29 you a kingdom0 , just as My Father conferred Me• so 29- ~11 
that you may eat and drink at My table in My kingdom 

21 ·. "And you will sit on thrones judging30 the twelve tribesP of Israel 

31 .31 "Simon32
, Simon. Behold- Satan asked-for33 you al/ 34 that he might sift35 you like .11 

wheat. "But I prayed for you36
, that your faith may not fail37• And when you have , 

tumed-back38
, establish39 your brothers" 

I F But the one said to Him, "Lord, I am preparedO to go with You even40 to .' , 
prisonR and to death!" 

2F. And the One said, "I say to you, Peter4 1, a rooster will not crow today until42 .~4 
you denys three-times that you know Me" 

7D. And He said to them, "When I sent you out without money-bag and [traveler's] bagT and _;-; 
sandals,43 you did not lack anything, did you?"44 

IL. And the ones said, "Nothing" 
2 !-. And He said to them, "But now45 let the one having a money-bag take it. Likewise also _; i> 

a [traveler's] bag. And let the one not having one sell his cloaku and buy a sword46 

IF. "For I say to you that this [saying] having been written [in Isa 53: 12] must47 ; .., 

be fulfilled48 in Me- 'And He was counted49 with lawlessv ones'. For indeed 
the thing concerning Me has a fulfillment50" 
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I. Some manuscripts omit this word { C}. 
2. Or, "product". On this word, see Mt 26:29. 
3. Some think this means Jesus did not drink it at this meal; others, 

that He would not drink it after this meal. Some manuscripts omit 
"from now on" {N}. On this phrase, see Jn 8: 11. 

4. Compare 21 :31; 17:20-21. 
5. Compare also I Cor 11 :23-25. 
6. On this word, see Mt 26:26. 
7. Some manuscripts omit from here through v 20 { B}, so that it says 

"body. Yet behold ... ". There are other variations. These variants 
regard the first cup in v 17 as part of the Lord's Supper, and elimi
nate the cup in v 20. 

8. That is, the eating of supper. On this word, see I Cor 11 :25. 
9. That is, it is one of the ones eating with Me. This could mean Judas 

is still there, and was revealed after the supper. Judas 's statement in 
Mt 26:25 takes place after Lk 22:22, but Matthew and Mark reverse 
the order of these two events at the Passover meal. While the 
Gospels say that both events occurred "while they were eating" (Mt 
26:21, 26: Mk 14:18, 22; Lk 22:14, 20), none claim to give the 
exact order of the two events. In other words, the Gospels do not 
clearly indicate when Judas left in relation to bread and cup. Jn 
13:30 says he left after eating a morsel of bread, but John does not 
mention the bread and cup at all. 

I 0. Some manuscripts instead have a word that can be rendered "And" 
or "Indeed" {N}. 

11. Jesus uses grammar that emphasizes the contrast between the two 
halves of this sentence. 

12. Or, "in accordance with, in keeping with, based on". GK 2848. 
13. That is, by God. On this word, see "designated" in Rom I :4. 
14. Compare Mt 20:24-28; Mk 10:41-45. 
15. In the actual sequence of events, some think this happened at the 

beginning of the meal, prior to Jn 13:4. Used only here. GK 5808. 
Related to "contentious" in I Cor 11: 16. 

16. Or, "has the reputation of" being greater, as this word is used in Mk 
10:42. "Seems" could indicate the disciples are arguing about their 
potential rank or reputation in the eyes of others in the coming king
dom. "Have the reputation" would mean they are debating their pres
ent actual rank or reputation in the eyes of others. In any case, they 
disputed over their reputations, over how others would rank them. 

17. Though the form of this word means "greater", many think the sense 
of it is "greatest" here and in v 26. Same word as in v 27. GK 3505. 

18. Or, "are lords, are masters" of them. Same word as "be lord" in 
Rom 14:9. On this word, see Rom 7: I. Related to the word in Mt 
20:25; Mk 10:42. 

19. Or, "exercising authority". On this word, see "mastered" in I Cor 
6: 12. Related lo the word in Mt 20:25. 

20. Or, "are called". On this word see Rom 8:30. 
21. That is, ones doing what is good for the people, benefitting the peo

ple. Used only here. GK 2309. Related to "doing good" in Act 10:38. 
22. Or, "older", in specific contrast with "younger" next. Same word 

as in v 24. 

23. Or, "become". Gk I 181. 
24. Or, "ruling, governing". On this word, see Heb 13:7. 
25. The grammar indicates that a "yes" answer is expected. 
26. Compare Mt 19:28. 
27. From a present honor He has not given them and they are not to 

assume, Jesus turns to a future honor He will grant them. 
28. Or, "remained continually". Elsewhere only in I :22; Gal 2:5; Heb 

I: II; 2 Pet 3:4. GK 1373. 
29. Or, "ordaining, decreeing, assigning, appointing, covenanting". On 

this verb, see "covenant" in Heb 8: 10. 
30. That is, administering justice. On this word, see Mt 19:28. 
31. Compare Jn 13:38; Mt 26:30; Mk 14:26. 
32. From future honor and glory for the eleven, Jesus turns back to the 

major failure to occur that night on the part of one of them. Some 
manuscripts say "And the Lord said, 'Simon ... " {B}. making this 
point 70. 

33. Or, "demanded". Used only here. GK 1977. Compare Job 1:6-12. 
34. The word "you" is plural, referring to all of them, and this is added 

to reflect this. 
35. Or, "winnow". Satan wants to shake you all through a sieve and see 

if he can keep and toss aside or destroy any of you. He wants to 
throw you all up in the air and see if he can blow any of you away 
like chaff. They all prove to be wheat. Used only here. GK 4985. 

36. This (and the rest of the verse) is singular, referring to Peter, the one 
who would fail to the greatest extent. He was the one most in dan
ger of being sifted out. 

37. Or, "leave off, cease". On this word, see 16:9. 
38. This is a participle, "are having turned back" On this word see 

Jam5:19. 
39. Or, "stabilize, support". On this word, see I Thes 3:2. 
40. Or, "both". GK 2779. 
41. This and Mt 16: 18 are the only places in the Gospels where Jesus 

calls him "Peter". 
42. Some manuscripts say "before" {N}, as in Mt 26:34; Mk 14:30; and 

Lk 22:61. 
43. These are the same three items are mentioned in 10:4. Compare 9:3. 
44. The grammar indicates that a "no" answer is expected. 
45. Now the situation is changing. The disciples must plan and make 

provisions for themselves as one normally would. 
46. Some take this literally; others, figuratively. Prudently provide for 

your protection. Perhaps Jesus says this in contrast to Himself, for 
He now proceeds to the place where He knows He will be found 
and arrested. 

47. On this idiom, see Mt 16:21. Some manuscripts add "still" {N}. 
48. Same word as "accomplished" in 12:50. 
49. That is, classed, considered to be one of. On this word, see "con

sider" in Rom 3:28. 
50. Or, "the thing concerning Me has an end", which some take to 

mean "My life is at its end". On this word, see "end" in Rom I 0:4. 
Related to "fulfilled" earlier. 

A. Rom 7:8 B. Mt 26:27 C. Act 2:46 D. 1Cor11:24 E. Heb 8:13 F. Heb 8:6 G. 1Jn1:7 H. Mt 26:28 J. Mt 26:21 K. Mk 8:11, debate 
L. 1 Pet 4:10, ministering M. 2 Thes 2:7 N. Jam 1 :2 0. Mt 3:2 P. Rev 1 :7 Q. Mk 14: 15 R. Act 5:22 S. Mt 16:24 T. Lk 9:3 U. 1 Pet 3:3, 
garment V. 1 Cor 9:21, without the Law 
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.lL And the ones said, "Lord, behold- here 1 are two swordsA" .18 
41:. And the One said to them, "It is enough"2 

3 l3.J And having gone out,4 He went in accordance with His custom5 to the Mount a/Olives. And the6 .<9 
disciples also7, they followed Him. •And having come-to-be at the place, He said to them, "Be 41J 
praying that you may not enter into temptation8

" 

IC. And He withdrew9 from them about a stone's throw. And having put down His knees, He was 41 
praying,• saying, "Father, ifYou are willing8 , remove 10 this cup from Me. Yet let not My willc, 42 
but Yours be done0

" 

11). And 11 an angel from heaven appearedE to Him, strengthening12 Him 4' 
2D. And having come-to-be in agony 13

, He was praying more-ferventiyF. And His sweat 44 
became like 14 drops 15 a/blood going down upon the ground16 

2C. And having arisen° from prayer, having come to the disciples, He found them being asleepH 
because of grief 17

• •And He said to them, "Why are you sleeping1? Having stood-up0 , be 
praying that18 you may not enter into temptation" 

JC. While He was still speaking, behold- a crowd. And the one being called Judas, one o/the 
twelve, was preceding 19 them. And he drew-nearK to Jesus to kissL Him. •And Jesus said to 
him, "Judas, are you handing-overM the Son o/Man with a kissN?" 

4( ·. And the ones around Him, having seen the thing which will happen20, said21 , "Lord, shall we 
strike with a sword?"• And a certain one of them struck the slave o/the high priest and took
off0 his right ear22 

5C. But having responded, Jesus said, "Allow23 up to this". And having touched his earP, He 
healedO him 

6( ·. And Jesus said to the chief priests and captainsR of the temple and elders having come against24 

Him, "Did you come out with swordsA and clubs5 as-if against a robberT? "Daily while I was 
being with you in the temple, you did not stretch-outu your hands against Me.25 But this is your 
hour, and the authorityv of darkness" 

51 

413.26 And having arrested27 Him, they led Him, and brought Him into the house o/the high priest. And '4 
Peter was following at-a-distance 

IC. And they having kindled a fire in the middlew o/the courtyardx, and having sat-down-together, '' 
Peter was sitting amidstw them 

ID. And a certain servant-girlv, having seen him sitting toward the light, and having looked- ~(, 
intentlyz at him, said, "This one also was with Him" 

11:. But the one deniedAA it28, saying, "I do not know88 Him, woman" ,-

2D. And after a short time, another man29 having seen him said, "You also are one of them" -'~ 

IL But Peter said, "Man, I am not!" 

3 D. And about one hour having passed30
, a certain other man31 was insisting32, saying, "In .:'9 

accordance with truth,33 this one also was with Him, for he also is a Galilean" 

IL But Peter said, "Man, I do not know88 what you are saying" Ml 



281 Luke 22:60 

I. Some think the disciples mean here in this room. Some think this 
is where Peter got the sword in v 50. 

2. Some think Jesus is closing this conversation, "That's enough!", 
with a tone of rebuke or irony; others, that He means these two 
swords will be enough for tonight. 

3. Parallel account at Mt 26:36; Mk 14:32; Jn 18:1. 
4. Compare Mt 26:30; Mk 14:26; Jn 14:31; 18:1 
5. Or, "habit". On this word, see I :9. Judas was aware of this custom, 

and led the authorities there. 
6. Some manuscripts say "His" {K}. 
7. In the Greek, the "also" goes with "disciples" rather than "followed" 

("also followed" in English gives the impression that others were 
following, which is not Luke's intent). Luke is abbreviating "And the 
disciples went also, following Him". 

8. Same word as in v 46. On this word, see "trials" in Jam I :2. Com
pare Mt 26:41; 6: 13. 

9. Or, "was parted". On this word, see Act 21: I. 
10. Or, "carry away, take away". Same word as in Mk 14:36. Else

where only as "carry away" in Heb 13:9; and "carry along" in Jude 
12. GK 4195. 

11. Some manuscripts omit v 43-44. These verses are marked in UBS4 
as not being an original part of Luke's Gospel, but as very ancient. 

12. Elsewhere only in Act 9:19. GK 1932. 
13. Or, "anguish". Used only here. GK 7 5. Our word "agony" comes 

from this word agonia. Related to "struggle" in I Tim 4: I 0. 
14. Or, "as if". On this word, see "as if" in Rom 6:13. 
15. Used only here. GK 2584. 
16. Some think Luke means sweat was dripping off of Jesus like drops 

of blood dripping from an open wound; others, that this was a bloody 
sweat, a blood-colored sweat, a sweat containing some blood. 

17. Or, "from grief". On "grief", see 2 Cor 7:10. Same word as in 
Jn 16:6. 

18. Or, "Be praying, in order that you may not enter'', depending on 
whether this is the content or the purpose of the prayer. 

19. Or, "going before", that is, leading them. On this word, see "came 
ahead of" in Mk 6:33. 

20. Or, "be", as in Mt 16:22. That is, that Jesus would be arrested. 
21. Some manuscripts add "to Him" {N}. 
22. This is GK 4044. Used 36 times. Matthew, Mark, and Luke each 

use a different word. 
23. Or, "Permit". If addressed to the disciples, some think this means 

"allow this arrest to take place"; others, that it is an exclamation 
meaning something like "Leave it alone, stop it, no more of this, let 
it go". If addressed to the crowd, some think it means "allow this 
striking out by Peter'', excuse it; others, "permit Me to heal him". 
On this word, see I Cor I 0: 13. 

24. Same word as in following question. Some manuscripts say "to" 
here {N}. 

25. If you have a legitimate cause to arrest Me, why did you not do 
so then? 

26. Parallel account at Mt 26:57; Mk 14:53; Jn 18:12. 
27. Or, "seized". Same word as in Mt 26:55; Mk 14:48; Jn 18: 12; Act 

1:16; 12:3; and "seized" in Act 23:27; 26:21. On this word, see 
"conceived" in Lk 2:21. 

28. Some manuscripts say "Him" {N}. 
29. This man, and probably others, joined in with the servant girl in 

saying this, Mk 14:69; Mt 26:71. 
30. Or, "separated, divided, intervened" from the previous point of 

time. After an interval of about one hour. On this word, see "sepa
rated" in 24: 51. 

31. This man also was one of several saying this, Mt 26:73; Mk 14:70. 
32. Elsewhere only in Act 12: 15. GK 1462. 
33. On this phrase, see 4:25. 

A. Eph 6: 17 B. Jam I: 18 C. Jn 7: 17 D. Mt 6: 10 E. Lk 2:26, see F. I Pet I :22 G. Lk 18:33, rise up H. I Thes 4: 13, falling asleep J. I Thes 5: 10 
K. Lk 21:28 L. Mt 26:48 M. Mt 26:21 N. Rom 16:16 0. Mk 14:47 P. Mt 26:51 Q. Mt 8:8 R. Act 5:26 S. I Pet 2:24, cross T. Mt 21:13 
U. Act 27:30 V. Rev 6:8 W. Mt 26:3 X. 2 Thes 2:7, midst Y. Jn 18:17 Z. Lk 4:20 AA. 2 Tim 2:12 BB. I Jn 2:29 
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4D. And at-onceA, while he was still speaking, a rooster crowed 
5D. And having turned, the Lord looked-at8 Peter' !i I 
(1D. And Peter was remindedc o/the word o/the Lord-how He said to him that "Before a 

rooster crows today2, you will deny0 Me three-times". •And having gone outside, he3 62 
weptE bitterly" 

2C. And the men holding5 Him were mockingF Him while beating0 Him. •And having covered6 6.1-64 
Him, they7 were asking Him, saying, "Prophesy8

- who is the one having hit You?" •And 65 
blaspheming", they were saying many other things against Him 

5B.9 And when it became day, the Council-of-eldersl a/the people was gathered together- both chief 611 
priests and scribes. And they led Him away to their counci1'0 [chamber], "saying, "If You are the ri~ 
Christ, tell us" 

I ( · But He said to them, "Ifl tell you, you will by no means believe. ·And ifl question' 1 you, you h~ 
will by no means answer. 12 0

But 13 from now on, the Son of Man will be sitting on the right h'I 
side a/the power a/God" 

2l. And they all said, "Are You then14 the Son a/God?" 7() 

3C. And the One said to them, "You 15 are saying that I am" 16 

4C. And the ones said, "What further need do we have of testimonyK? For we ourselves heard it -; I 
from His mouth" 

6l~. 17 And having arisenL, the whole assembly o/them 18 led Him before PilateM 2~ I 

IC. And they began to accuseN Him, saying, "We found this One perverting0 our19 nation, and 
forbiddingP to give tributes20 to Caesar, and saying that He is21 Christ, a King" 

::'.( ·. And Pilate asked Him, saying, "Are You the King of the Jews?" ' 

ID. And the One, having responded to him, said, "You are saying it"22 

3C. And Pilate said to the chief priests and the crowds, "I find no guilt23 in this man" 4 
4('. But the ones were insisting24

, saying that "He is stirring-up25 the people, teaching throughout 
all Judea- having indeed26 begun from27 Galilee, as far as here" 

5( · And Pilate, having heard it28
, asked ifthe man was29 a Galilean. •And having leamedO that He b-

was from the authorityR o/Herod30, he sent Him up31 to Herod- he also being in Jerusalem 
during these days 

7B. Now Herod, having seen Jesus, rejoiced greatly32
• For he was wanting5 to see Him for considerableT s 

periods-of-time33 because ofhearing34 about Him. And he was hoping to see some sign being done 
by Him 

IC. And he was questioningu Him with many words, but He answered him nothing ll 

2C. And the chief priests and the scribes were standing there, accusingN Him vigorously35 I (I 
3( ·. And Herod also36

- with his troops37- I I 

ID. Having treated Him with contempt38 

2D. And having mocked39 Him, having clothed Him with shiningv clothing40 

3D. Sent4 1 Him back to Pilate 

4C. Now both Herod and Pilate became friendsw with one another on the very day. For they were- 12 
previously"2 existing43 with hostilityx toward them44 



I. Perhaps Jesus looked through a door or window, or while He was 
being taken through the courtyard where Peter was. 

2. Some manuscripts omit this word { N}. 
3. Some manuscripts say "Peter" [A}. 
4. Elsewhere only in Mt 26:75. GK 4396. Related word in Col 3:19. 
5 That is, "holding in custody, confining". On this word, see "con-

trol" in 2 Cor 5: 14. 
6. Based on the context and English idiom, some render this "blind

folded". While this could be what the men did, it may convey a 
more specific idea than intended here. They may have just thrown 
something over His head. Elsewhere only in Mk 14:65; Heb 9:4. 
GK 4328. The root word is "to cover" in I Pet 4:8. 

7. Some manuscripts say "they were striking His face and were ask-
ing ... " {N}. 

8. On this word, see I Cor 14: I. Tell us based on a revelation from God. 
9. Parallel account at Mt 27:1; Mk 15:1. 
I 0. Or, "to their Sanhedrin", naming the judicial body for his readers. 

On this word, see Act 5:27. Used only here in Luke. Not related to 
"council of elders". 

11. Some manuscripts say "also question" {N}. 
12. The leaders will not discuss it honestly. Some manuscripts say 

··answer Me, or release Me" { B}. 
13. Jesus answers them in terms of His relation to God. This is a per

fectly clear answer, and avoids the use of the term "Christ, Mes
siah", which they defined in political terms. Jesus is claiming to 
be the fulfillment of Ps 110. Some manuscripts omit this word {K}. 

14. Or, "therefore". If You will sit on God's right side, are You then 
claiming to be His Son? 

15. This word is plural, answering all of them. Compare Mt 26:64. 
16. On this answer, see Mt 27: 11 and 26:64. Clearly, the leaders under

stood Jesus to mean "You are [rightly] saying that I am". Mk 14:62 
says "I am", giving the intent of this. 

17. ParallelaccountatMt27:2, II; Mk 15:1;Jn 18:28. 
18. That is, the Council in v 66, the Sanhedrin. 
19. Some manuscripts omit this word, so that it says "the nation" {N}. 
20. Same word as in 20:22. On this word, see Rom 13:6. 
21. This idiom, "saying that he is", is also in Act 5:36; 8:9; Rev 2:9; 

3:9; all of false claims from the speaker's point of view. 
22. On this answer, see Mt 27: 11. 
23. Or, "cause, source, basis" of guilt or accusation. Same word as in 

v 14, 22, where Pilate repeats this. Elsewhere only as "cause" in Act 
19:40; Heb 5:9. GK 165. Related to "charge" in Mt 27:37; Jn 18:38; 
19:4; and "charge" in Act 25:7. 

283 Luke 23:12 

24. Or, "growing strong, urgent, emphatic". Used only here. GK 2196. 
25. Or, "shaking up". On this word, see Mk 15:11. 
26. Some manuscripts omit this word {N}. 
27. Or, "indeed beginning from". On this idiom, see "beginning from" 

inMt20:8. 
28. Some manuscripts say "having heard 'Galilean', asked ... " {N}. 
29. More literally, "is", as the Greek typically phrases it. Same with the 

"was" in the next sentence. 
30. Herod Antipas was governor (tetrarch) of Galilee, so Jesus was his 

subject. See Mt 14:1 on him. 
31. This verb "sent up" is the same word as in Act 25:21. Elsewhere 

only as "sent back" in Lk 23: 11, 15; Phm 12. GK 402. 
32. Or, "was very delighted". "Rejoiced" is the same word as in 22:5. 
33. Or, "considerable times", plural. On this idiom, see 20:9. Here, it 

probably means "months". 
34. Some manuscripts add "many things" {N}. 
35. Or, "powerfully, forcefully, vehemently". Elsewhere only in Act 

18:28. GK 2364. 
36. That is, like those in 22:63-65. Some manuscripts omit this word {C}. 
37. That is, Herod's armed guards, his bodyguards. On this word, see 

Act 23:10. 
38. On "treat with contempt", see I Thes 5:20. 
39. Same word as in 18:32; 22:63; 23:36; Mt 20:19; 27:29, 31, 41; Mk 

10:34; 15:20, 31; and Lk 14:29. Elsewhere only as "tricked" in Mt 
2:16. GK 1850. Related to "mockers" in 2 Pet 3:3. 

40. This phrase "shining clothing" is elsewhere only of an angel in Act 
10:30, and a rich man in Jam 2:2, 3. "Shining" is also used of the 
clothing of the wife of the Lamb, Rev 19:8. Putting on this cloth
ing was clearly part of the mocking just mentioned. It is unclear 
whether Luke means this clothing was still on Jesus when Herod 
sent Him back. 

41. All the verbs- treated, mocked, put, sent-back- are singular, 
referring to Herod. He personally mocked and disgraced this pre
tend prophet who would not perform for him or answer him. The 
main sentence is "And Herod ... sent Him back to Pilate". 

42. The verb "were previously, were formerly" is elsewhere only in Act 
8:9. GK 4732. 

43. Or, "being". That is, these two were living with hostility toward 
them. GK 1639. 

44. That is, each felt the other was hostile toward him. The cause of this 
is not known. Through this incident, this was cleared up. 

A. Mt 21: 19 B. Mk 8:25, seeing C. Jn 14:26 D. Mt 16:24 E. Jn 11 :33 F. Lk 23: 11 G. Jn 18:23 H. I Tim 6: I J. I Tim 4: 14 K. Jn I :7 
L. Lk 18:33, rise up M. Lk 3:1 N. Jn 5:45 0. Phil 2:15 P. I Cor 14:39 Q. Col 1:6, understood R. Rev 6:8 S. Jn 7:17, willing T. 2 Cor 3:5, 
sufficient U.Lk9:18 V.Rev22:1 W.Lkl4:10 X.Eph2:14 
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Sil. Now Pilate, having called-together the chief priests and the rulersA and the people,"said to them- 11-14 

IC. "You brought me this man as One tuming-away1 the people 

ID. "And behold- I, having examined0 Him in your presence, found no guilt2 in this man 
of the things which you are accusingc against Him 

::'D. "But neither did Herod, for he sent Him back to us3
. And behold- nothing worthy0 of 

death has been committed4 by Him 
3D. "Therefore, having disciplined5 Him, I will releaseE Him" 

-H). But they cried-out7 all-together8, saying, "Take away this One, and release BarabbasF for 
us"-"who had been thrown9 in prison because of a certain rebellion10 having taken place 
in the city, and murder' 

2C. And 11 again Pilate addressed them, wantingH to release Jesus 

ID. But the ones were calling-outl, saying, "CrucifyK, crucify Him!" 

JC. And a third time the one said to them, "What indeed 12 did this One do wrong? I found no 
guilt 13 worthy of death in Him. Therefore, having disciplined Him, I will release Him" 

11 )_ But the ones were pressing-upon 14 him with loud voices, asking that He be crucified. And 
their voices 15 were prevailing16 

.:JC·. And Pilate decided17 that their requestL should be doneM 

ID. And he released 18 the one having been thrown into prison because of rebellion and 
murder, whom they were asking:for 

::'D. And he handed-overN Jesus to their will0 

::'II 

~I 

913. 19 And when they led Him away, having taken-hold-ofP a certain Simon, a Cyrenian coming from ~<, 
the country, they laid the crossO on him to carry behind Jesus 

1c· And a large crowd ofthe people, and ofwomen20 who21 were beating-their-breastsR and 
lamentings Him, was following Him. "But having turned to them22, Jesus said- ~~ 

11>. "DaughtersT of Jerusalem, do not be weepingu for Me. But weep for yourselves and for 
your children 

11 ·. "Because behold- days are coming23 during which they will say, 'Blessed24 are 
the barrenv, and25 the wombsw which did not bearx and breastsY which did not 
feed26

'. At-that-time27 they will begin to say to the mountains, 'Fall on us', and to 
the hills, 'CoverZ us' 

21 :. "Because if they are doing these things in-the-case-of28 the wet29 wood30, what will 
happen in-the-case-of the dry?"31 

2C. And two other32 criminals33 were also being led to be executed34 with Him 
.1( · And when they came to the place being called "The Sku1IAA", there they crucified Him and the 

criminals- one on the right side, and the other on the left35 side 

11). But36 Jesus was saying, "Father, forgive00 them, for they do not know what they are doing" .1.1 
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I . That is, misleading or turning the people away from their duties to 
Rome (Pilate would not be concerned about their religious duty). 
On this word, see Heb 12:25. 

2. Same word as in v 4. 
3. Some manuscripts say "for I sent you [people] up to him" {A}. 
4. Or, "done". This is a participle, "is having been committed". On 

this word, see "practicing" in Rom 2: I. 
5. Same word as in v 22. On this word, see I Cor 11 :32. 
6. Some manuscripts add as v 17, "Now he was having an obligation 

to release one [prisoner] to them at the feast" {A}. 
7. Elsewhere only of demons crying out in Mk I :23; Lk 4:33; 8:28; 

and of crying out in terror in Mk 6:49. GK 371. 
8. Or, "all at once". Used only here. GK 4101. 
9. This is a participle, "who was having been thrown". 
10. Same word as in v 25. On this word, see Mk 15:7. 
11. Some manuscripts say "Therefore" {K}. 
12. On this word and question, see Mt 27:23. 
13. Same word as in v 4. 
14. Or, "being urgent". Same word as in 5:1. Luke could mean they 

were physically pressing around Pilate, as in 5: I. Or, he could mean 
they were "pressing" their demands. Elsewhere only as "lie upon" 
in Jn 11:38; 21 :9; Act 27:20; I Cor 9: 16; and "imposed" in Heb 
9:10. GK 2130. The root word is "to lie". 

15. Some manuscripts say "and the voices of them and of the chief 
priests" {B}. 

16. Or, "winning". On this word, see "prevail against" in Mt 16:18. 
17. Or, "adjudged, determined". Pilate rendered his judicial decision in 

the matter. Used only here. GK 213 7. 
18. Some manuscripts add "to them" { K}. 
19. Parallel account at Mt 27:31; Mk 15:20; Jn 19:16. 
20. These are local women of Jerusalem, not the women following Him 

from Galilee, v 49, 55. 
21. Some manuscripts add "also" {K}. 
22. That is, the women. 
23. Jesus is referring to A.D. 70 and the destruction of Jerusalem. 
24. Or, "Fortunate". On this word, see 6:20. 

25. Or, "even". GK 2779. 
26. Or, "nourish". Same word as in Mt 6:26; 25:37; Lk 12:24. Else

where only as "nourish" in Rev 12:6, 14; "bring up" in Lk 4:16; 
"provide for" in Act 12:20; "fatten" in Jam 5:5. GK 5555. Not 
related to "nurse" in Mt 21 :16. Some manuscripts say "nurse" {N), 
using the word in Mt 21: 16. 

27. Or, "Then". On this word, see "then" in Mt 24:9. 
28. Or, "in connection with". GK 1877. 
29. Or, "moist". Jesus may mean "wet", the basic meaning of this word, 

versus dry. Or, He may mean "wet" in the sense of "green, living, 
pliant", versus dead, brittle. Used only here. GK 5619. 

30. Or, "tree". This is not the normal word for "tree". It is used for "cut 
wood, firewood, timber", and anything made of wood. But it is also 
used of live trees. On this word, see "cross" in I Pet 2:24. 

31. That is, if the Gentile rulers do this to God's innocent Son, what 
will happen to unrepentant Israel? If even wet wood is made to bum 
(referring to His own undeserved death), what will happen to the 
dry (referring to guilty Israel). So weep for yourselves, for what is 
coming upon you. 

32. That is, others of a different kind. On this word, see "different" in 
I Cor 12:9. They were "robbers", Mt 27:38. In the Romans' eyes, 
all three were criminals. Some punctuate this so as not to class Jesus 
as a criminal, thinking that Luke would not have intended to say 
this, "And others were also being led, two criminals, to be ... ". But 
Luke may be stating this in fulfillment of22:37. The Greek word 
order is "other criminals two". Some manuscripts say "other two 
criminals" {N}, which may be rendered in the same two ways men
tioned, or as "two others, criminals". 

33. On this word, see 2 Tim 2:9. Same word as in v 33, 39. 
34. Or, "killed, put to death". On this word, see "kill" in Mt 2: 16. 
35. On this word, see Mk 10:37. Mt 27:38 and Mk 15:27 use a differ

ent word (on which, see Mk 10:40). 
36. Some manuscripts omit this sentence, "But Jesus ... are doing". It is 

marked in UBS4 as not being an original part of Luke's Gospel, but 
as very ancient. 

A. Rev 1:5 B. I Cor 2: 14 C. Jn 5:45 D. Rev 16:6 E. Mt 5:31, sends away F. Mk 15:7 G. Act 9: I H. Jn 7: 17, willing J. Act 12:22 
K.Mt27:35 L.1Jn5:15 M.Mt6:10 N.Mt26:21 O.Jn7:17 P.Lk20:20 Q.Mtl0:38 R.Rev1:7 S.Mtll:l7 T.Lkl3:16 U.Jnll:33 
V.Hebll:ll W.Lkl:l5 X.1Jn2:29,bom Y.Revl:l3 Z.1Pet4:8 AA.Mt27:33 BB.Mt6:12 
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-+C. And they cast lots\ dividing8 His garments among themselves1 

5C. And the people were standing there watching2 '5 
hC. And the rulers3 were also sneering-ate Him, saying, "He saved0 others. Let Him save Himself 

if this One is4 the Christ of God, the Chosen5 One" 
"7C. And the soldiersE also mockedF Him, coming to Him, offering Him sour-wineG, •and saying, 36-' 7 

"If You are6 the King a/the Jews, save Yourself" 
SC. And there was also an inscription over Him7

- "This is the King a/the Jews" 3~ 
lJC And one8 a/the criminaJsH having been hung9 was blaspheming! Him, saying, "Are You not .i'J 

the Christ? 10 Save Yourself and us" 

ID. But having responded, the other, rebuking him, said, "Do you not even fear God? Because 41! 

you are under11 the same condemnation 12! •And we13 are suffering justly\ for we are -+I 
receiving-backL things worthyM of the things which we did- but this One did nothing 
out-of-place 14

" 

2D. And he was saying, "Jesus15
, remember16 me when You come into17 Your kingdom" -+2 

:m And He said to him, "TruJyN I say to you, you will be with Me today in paradise0 " -+3 

I OC .18 And it was now 19 about the sixth hour2°. And a darknessP came over the whole Iand21 until the -+-+ 
ninth hour,• the sun having failed22

• And the curtain23 of the temple was tom in-the-middle24 -+' 

ID. And having called-out with a loud voice, Jesus said, "Father, I commend25 My spirit into -fh 

Your hands" 
20. And having said this, He expired26 

3D. And having seen the thing having taken place27
, the centurionO was glorifyingR God, r 

saying, "This man really28 was righteouss" 

11 C. And all the crowds having come together for this sight29
, having watched the things having -+ii 

taken place, were returning, strikingT their chests30 

I 2C. But all His acquaintances31
, and the women accompanying32 Him from Galilee, were standing -f<J 

at a distance while seeing33 these things 

I 013. 34 And behold- there was a man, Joseph by name 

I ( ·. Being a council-memberu, and35 a goodv and righteouss man-• this one had not consented36 :i I 
to the plan37 and their action38 

2C. From Arimatheaw, a city a/the Jews 
JC. Who39 was waiting-for4° the kingdom of God 
4( ·. This one, having gone to Pilate, asked:for the body of Jesus "-:'_ 

1 D. And having taken it down, he wrappedx it in linen-cloth41 , and laid Him in a tomb42 cut- :-.' 
in-the-rock43 where no one44 was yet Iyingv 

2D. And it was the day of Preparation45, and the Sabbath was dawning46 "--+ 

9A.47 Now having closely-followed48
, the women who had come-with49 Him from Galilee saw the tomb and _:i:i 

how His body was laid 

I B. And having returned, they prepared spices50 and perfumesz :'>1, 
213. And on the Sabbath51 they rested52 in-accordance-with53 the commandment-0 but on the first day :'_4: I 

of the week at deep54 dawn55
, they went to the tomb bringing the spices which they prepared56 

IC. And they found the stone having been rolled-away from the tomb57 



287 Luke 24:2 

I. On the verb "divide-among themselves", see Mt 27:35. 
2. Or, "observing". Same word as in v 48; Mt 27:55; Mk 15:40. On 

this word, see "seeing" in Lk IO: 18. 
3. On this word, see Rev I :5. Some manuscripts add "with them" {N}. 
4. The grammar means "Assuming that He is the Christ (as He 

claims), let Him save Himself". 
5. On this word, see Rom 8:33. This is the Greek word order. Some 

manuscripts say "the Christ, the Chosen One of God" {K}. 
6. The grammar means "Assuming that You are the King (as You 

claim), save Yourself". 
7. Some manuscripts say "an inscription having been written over 

Him in Greek and Latin and Hebrew letters" {A}, like Jn 19:20. 
8. Mt 27:44 and Mk 15:32 say both criminals were reproaching Jesus. 

Some think both did this at first, but one repented on the cross. Oth
ers think both reproached Him, but one blasphemed Him. There are 
other views. 

9. That is, hung on a cross. On this word, see Act 10:39. 
I 0. The grammar indicates a "yes" answer is expected. The mocking 

nature of it is seen in what is said next. Some manuscripts say "If 
You are the Christ, save Yourself and us" { N}. 

11. Or, "in the sphere of". Same word as in Rom 2:12; 3:19. GK 1877. 
12. Or, "sentence, verdict, judgment, punishment". That is, the con

demnation to death. On this word, see "judgment" in Jn 9:39. 
13. This man uses grammar that emphasizes the contrast between the 

two halves of this sentence. 
14. Or, "wrong" morally. On this word, see 2 Thes 3:2. 
15. Inv 42-43, some manuscripts say "And he was saying to Jesus, 

"Remember me, Lord, when You come in Your kingdom". And 
Jesus said to him, "Truly ... " {N}. 

16. That is, keep me in mind, do not forget me. On this word, see I :54. 
17. Some manuscripts say "in" {B), which can mean "in connection 

with". 
18. Parallel account at Mt 27:45; Mk 15:33; Jn 19:28. 
19. Or, "already, by this time". Same word as in 19:37. Some manu-

scripts omit this word {N}. 
20. That is, noon. 
21. Or, "earth". On this word, see Rev 7: I. 
22. That is, its light grew dark. On this word, see 16:9. Some manu

scripts say instead "And the sun was darkened" { B}. 
23. On this word, and on ''torn", see Mt 27:51. 
24. Same idiom as in Jn 19: 18, of Jesus being "in the middle". That is, 

torn in two, down the middle. GK 3545. 
25. Or, "entrust, deposit". Same word as in Act 14:23; 20:32. On this 

word, see "put before" in Act 17:3. 
26. That is, He died. On this word, see Mk 15:37. 
27. Thal is, that Jesus died in this way, Mt 27:54; Mk 15:39. 
28. Or, "certainly, in truth". Jesus really was righteous, just as people 

said. On this word, see Jn 8:36. 
29. Or, "spectacle". Related to "watched" next. GK 2556. Or, "for this 

spectacle, having spectated the thi11gs ... ". 

30. This phrase "striking the chest" is also in 18: 13. On this word, see 
Jn 13:25. 

31. More literally, "the known ones to Him". Same word as in 2:44. On 
this adjective, see "known" in Rom I: 19. 

32. Or, "following with". On this word, see "follow" in Mk 14:51. 
33. On this common word for "seeing", see 2:26. Not the same word 

as in v48. 
34. Parallel account at Mt 27:57; Mk 15:42; Jn 19:38. 
35. Some manuscripts omit this word {C}. 
36. Or, "agreed". This is a participle, he "was having not consented". 

It literally means he had not "put down [his vote] with" them. It is 
unclear whether this means that he voted "no", or that he was not 
there to cast his vote. Used only here. GK 5 I 63. Related to "agree
ment" in 2 Cor 6: 16. 

37. Or, "resolution, purpose, decision, plot". Luke could mean their 
long-standing plan, or, their final decision. On this word, see "coun
sel" in Eph I: 11. Related to "council-member'', and to "plan" in 
Jn 11:53. 

38. Or, "deed, act". On this word, see "practice" in Mt 16:27. 
39. Some manuscripts say "Who also himself was also waiting for ... " {N}. 
40. Same word as in Lk 2:25, 38. On this word, see Act 24: 15. 
41. On this word, see Mk 14:51. Same word as in Mt 27:59; Mk 15:46. 
42. Same word as in 24: I. Elsewhere only in Mk 5:3, 5; Lk 8:27; Act 

2:29; 7:16; Rev 11:9. GK3645. Related to the word in Mt27:60; Mk 
15:46; Jn 19:41; which is also in Lk 24:2. Related to ''remembrance". 

43. This adjective is used only here. GK 3292. It is unrelated to the verb 
"hew" in Mt 27:60; Mk 15:46. 

44. There are three negatives in this phrase. It is very emphatic. 
45. That is, Friday, the preparation day for the Sabbath. On this word, 

see Jn 19:31. 
46. That is, the sun was going down. The new day, the Sabbath, 

"dawned" at dark. On this word, see Mt 28: I. 
47. Parallel account at Mt 28:1; Mk 16:1; Jn 20:1. 
48. That is, the women closely followed Joseph and the body. Else

where only in Act 16: 17. GK 2887. 
49. This is a participle, who "were having come with". 
50. On this word, see Mk 16: I. The women prepared these things 

before the sun went down Friday night. They also bought and pre
pared more on Saturday night, Mk 16: I. 

51. Luke uses grammar that closely links the two halves of this sentence. 
52. Or, "were quiet". On this word, see "quiet" in I Thes 4: 11. 
53. Or, "in keeping with, according to". GK 2848. That is, as the Law 

required. 
54. Elsewhere only in Jn 4: 11; Act 20:9; Rev 2:24. GK 960. Related 

to "deep" in 2 Cor 8:2. 
55. That is, very early, while it was still dark, Jn 20: I. Elsewhere only 

in Jn 8:2; Act 5:21. GK 3986. Related to "very early" in v 22. 
56. Some manuscripts add, "and certain women [came] with them {N}. 
57. Same word as in v 9, 12, 22, 24, on which see Mt 23:29. Related 

to the word in 23:53. 

A.Col1:12,share B.Act2:3 C.Lkl6:14 D.Lkl9:IO E.Mt28:12 F.Lk23:11 G.Mt27:48 H.2Tim2:9 J.1Tim6:1 K.1Corl5:34, 
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~C. But having gone in, they did not find the body of the Lord Jesus1
• •And it came about during 3-4 

their being perplexed2 about this, thatA behold- two men3 stood-near8 them in gleaming4 
clothing 

_)(' _ And they5 having become terrified6 and bowing their faces to the ground, they7 said to them, 
"Why are you seekingc the Living One among the dead? 

0

He8 is not here, but He arose0 h 

ID. "Remember9 how He spoke to you while still being in Galilee,"saying as to the Son of 
Man that He must10 be handed-overE into the hands of sinfuJF men, and be crucified, and 
rise-upG on the third day" 

2 D. And they remembered His words 

3B. And having returned from the tomb, they reportedH all these things to the eleven and to all the rest 

IC. Now the women were 11 the Magdalene Mary12
, and Joannai, and Mary 13 the mother of James, 11' 

and the other women with them. They were saying 14 these things to the apostles 
2C. And these 15 words appearedK in their sight as ifnonsense 16, and they were not-believing17 them18 I I 

3C. But19 Peter, having arisenG, ran to the tomb. And having stooped-to-look20, he sees the linen- I ' 
cloths21 only22

• And he went away marveling23 to himself24 as to the thing having taken place 

413. And behold- two ofthem25 were going on the very day26 to a village being sixty stades27 distantL I ' 

from Jerusalem.for which the name was Emmaus. •And they were conversing28 with one another I J 

about all these things having happened 

IC. And it came about during their conversing and discussingM, thatN Jesus Himself, having drawn- I ' 
nearO, was going with them 

~C. But their eyes were being held-back29 that they might not3° recognizer Him l 1· 

3C. And He said to them, "What are these words which you are exchangingl 1 with one another I -
while walking?" 

.:IC. And they stood [still], sad-facedl2• •And having responded, onell_ Cleopas by name- said I' 
to Him, "Are You aloneO stayingl4 in Jerusalem and did not knowR the things having taken 
place in it in these days?" 

5C. And He said to them, "What things?" 1 u 
6C. And the ones said to Him-

ID. "The things concerning Jesus from-Nazareth35 

IE. "Who becamel6 a manl7 who was a prophet5 , powerful38 in deed and word before 
God and all the people 

2L. "And how the chief priests and our rulersT handed Him over for condemnationl9 to ~11 
death, and they crucified Him 

2D. "But we were hopingu that He was40 the One going to redeem41 Israel ~I 
3 D. "Yet indeed also in-addition-to42 all these4l things, it is the third day"" sincev these things 

took place 
4D. "Yet some women from-among us also astonishedw us. Having come-to-be at the tomb 

very-early45
," and not having found His body, they came saying also to have seen a 

vision46 of angels who say that He is alivex 

IE. "And some of the ones with us went to the tomb and found it so-- just as the women ~~ 
indeed said 

~L "But they did not see Him" 



289 Luke 24:24 

I. Some manuscripts omit "of the Lord Jesus" { B}. 
2. On this word, see 2 Cor 4:8. Some manuscripts instead have a 

related word "greatly perplexed" {N}, on which see Lk 9:7. 
3. That is. angels, v 23. Angels in the form of men. 
4. Or, "brightly shining". Elsewhere only in 17:24, oflightning "flash-

ing". GK 848. Related to "gleaming out" in 9:29. 
5. That is, the women. 
6. On this word, see v 3 7. 
7. That is, the two men. The grammar is clear that "them" next refers 

to the women. 
8. Some manuscripts omit this sentence {B). 
9. This is a command. On this word, see Lk I :54. 
10. On this idiom, see Mt 16:21. Some manuscripts say "saying that the 

Son o/Man must..." {N}. 
11 . Some manuscripts omit this word, so that it says "Now the Mag-

dalene ... James and the other women with them were saying these 
things ... ". Others say "Now it was ... saying these things" { B}. 

12. She is referred to this way only here. See Lk 8:2 on her. 
13. See Mt 27:56 on her. 
14. Some manuscripts say, "who were saying ... " {N}. 
15. Note the disciples' summary of the women's words in v 23. Some 

manuscripts say "their" {N}. 
16. Or, "idle talk, trumpery (showy but useless talk), delirious talk, rav

ing". Used only here. GK 3333. 
17. Or, "refusing to believe". Same word as in v41; Mk 16:11. On this 

word, see "are faithless" in 2 Tim 2: 13. 
18. That is, the women, as the grammar of this word indicates. The 

apostles did not believe the women. 
19. Some manuscripts omit v 12 {B}. 
20. This word is used of this action also in Jn 20:5, 11. Luke may mean 

Peter "bent over to look into it". Or, he may simply mean "having 
looked" into it, as this word is elsewhere only used in Jam I :25; I 
Pet I: 12. GK 4160. The root word is "stoop" in Jn 8:6. 

21. That is, those used to wrap the body. On this word, see Jn 19:40. 
22. Or, "alone". That is, without the body. Some manuscripts say "lying 

alone" [N}. 
23. Or, "wondering", as in Mk 15:44. Peter either marveled that Jesus 

had returned to heaven in this way, or wondered what had happened 
to the body. On this word, see "caused to marvel" in Rev 17:8. 

24. Same phrase as in 18: 11, of the Pharisee praying "to himself". This 
phrase is elsewhere only plural, discussing "with themselves" in 
Mk I :27; 11 :31; Lk 20:5; 22:23; saying "to themselves" in Mk 
10:26; 12:7; 14:4; 16:3; Jn 7:35; 12:19 (and in Mk 9:10). Some 
manuscripts say "he went away to his [house], marveling ... " {N}. 

25. That is, two of"the rest" in v 9. One is named Cleopas, v 18. 
26. That is, Sunday, the same day begun in v I. 
27. That is, 6.9 miles or 11. I kilometers. On "stade", see Rev 14:20. 
28. Same word as in v 15. On this word, see Act 24:26. 

29. Or, "held fast", held in God's power. On this word, see "hold on to" 
inHeb4:14. 

30. Or, "so that they did not recognize". 
31. Literally, "throwing back and forth". Used only here. GK 506. 
32. On this word, see Mt 6: 16. Some manuscripts say "you are" instead 

of"they stood [still]", so that this becomes part of the words of 
Jesus," ... while walking? And you are sad-faced" {B}. 

33. Some manuscripts add "of them" {N). 
34. Or, "living as a pilgrim or stranger, sojourning". On this word, see 

Heb 11 :9. This is the Greek word order. It means "Are You the only 
one who does not know about this?" Or, "Are You living-as-a
stranger alone in Jerusalem ... ", meaning, "Have You been so iso
lated that you do not know about this?" 

35. On this word, see Mk I :24. Some manuscripts say "the Nazarene" 
{B}, the word in Lk 18:37. 

36. Or, "proved to be, was". GK 1181. 
37. This idiom "a man who was a prophet" is like "a man who is a glut

ton", Mt 11: 19; "a man who is a merchant", Mt 13:45; "a man who 
is a house-master", Mt 20: I; "a man who was a king", Mt 18:23; "a 
man who was a murderer", Act 3: 14; "a certain man who was a magi
cian", Act 13:6. These examples use two different words for "man". 
This idiom links "man" with another noun in a way that is redundant 
in English. In each of these cases, English translations usually omit 
"man'', so that it just says "a prophet, a glutton, a merchant", etc. 

38. Same word as in 1:49; Act 7:22; 18:24; 25:5; I Cor 1:26, 2 Cor 
12: I 0. It mainly means "powerful, capable, able", and "possible". 
Used 32 times. GK 1543. Related to "be able" in I Jn 3:9. 

39. Or, "fora sentence of death". Same word as in 23:40. 
40. More literally, "is'', as the Greek typically phrases it. 
41. On this word, see I Pet 1:18. Note 2:38, where people were wait

ing for the "redemption of Jerusalem"; and I :68. 
42. Or, "besides, together with". GK 5250. 
43. That is, the things about Jesus, His life and death, and their hopes 

for Him, v 19-20. Yet on top of everything, Jesus has been dead 
three days now, so we must get on with our lives. 

44. This is a difficult idiom. No subject is expressed. Some think Jesus 
is the subject, so that it is literally, "He is spending this third day 
[dead] since ... ". Others take it as an impersonal reference to time, 
literally "one is spending this third day since ... ", which is simpli
fied to "it is the third day since ... ". Some manuscripts supply 
"today" {N), so that it says "today is spending this third day 
since ... ", which is simplified to "today is the third day since ... ". The 
word "spending" in this idiom (or it may be rendered "leading'', GK 
72), is related to "spend" in I Tim 2:2. 

45. Used only here. GK 3984. Related to "dawn" in v I; and to "aris
ing very early" in 21 :38. 

46. Same word as in I :22. On this word, see 2 Cor 12: I. 

A. Lk 5:1 B. Lk 21:34, suddenly come upon C. Phil 2:21 D. Mt 28:6 E. Mt 26:21 F. Mt 9:10, sinner G. Lk 18:33, rise up H. I Jn 1:3, 
announcing J. Lk 8:3 K. Phil 2:15, shine L. Mt 15:8 M. Mk 8:11, debate N. Lk 5:1 0. Lk 21:28 P. Col 1:6, understood Q. Jam 2:24 
R. Lk I :34 S. I Cor 12:28 T. Rev I :5 U. Jn 5:45, put hope V. Rev 16: 18 W. Mk 2: 12 X. Rev 20:4, came to life 
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7C. And He said to them, "O foolishA ones, and slow in the heart to be putting-faith upon 1 all2 that 
the prophets spoke! "Did not the Christ have-to3 suffer' these things, and enter into His glory?" 

I lJ. And beginning from4 Moses and from all the prophets, He interpreted5 to them the things 
concerning Himself in all the Scripturesc 

Verse 

25 
26 

llC. And they drew-near0 to the village where they were going. And He made-as-if 6 to be ::ix 
proceeding farther. •And they strongly-urgedE Him, saying, "StayF with us, because it is toward 2 '1 

evening, and the day has already7 declined0 ". And He went in that He might stay with them 

l D. And it came about at His lying down [to eat] with them that having taken the bread, He 
blessedH it 8• And having broken1 it, He was giving it to them 

2D. And their eyes were openedK, and they recognizedL Him9
• And He became invisible 10 

from them 
:l D. And they said to one another, "Was not our heart bumingM within us 11 as He was speaking 

to us on the road, as12 He was openingK the Scriptures to us?" 

"13. 13 And having arisenN at the very hour, they retumed 14 to Jerusalem. And they found the eleven 15 

and the ones with them having been assembled 16
, "saying17 that "The Lord really0 arose 18! And 

He appearedP to Simon" 

l ( . And they were describing19 the things on the road, and how He was recognizedO by them in20 

the breakingR of the bread 
2C. And while they were speaking these things, He21 Himself stood in the midst5 of them 

ID. And22 He says to them, "Peace to you" 

~( ·. But having been frightenedT and having become tenified23, they were thinkingu that they ·were 
seeing a spirit 

311 

" '' 
1-l 

I D. And He said to them, "Why are you troubled24? And for what reason are doubts25 coming- 1 ~ 
up26 in your heart27? "Look at My hands and My feet28, that I am Myself. Touch29 Me 1<1 

and see, because a spirit does not have flesh and bones as you observev Me having" 
2D. And30 having said this, He showed them His hands and His feet -J11 

4( ·. But while they were still not-believing31 it because of the joy, and marvelingw, He said to them, -l 1 

"Do you have something edible here?" 

I ]) And the ones gave Him a part of a broiled fish32 -l ."' 
2 D. And having taken it, He ate it in their presence -1.1 

5C. And33 He said to them, "These are My34 words which I spoke to you while still being with -l-l 
you- that all the things having been written about Me in the Law of Moses and the Prophets 
and the Psalms mustx be fulfilledv" 

ID. Then He opened35 their mindz that they might understandAA the Scriptures36 -l." 

613. 37 And38 He said to them that 41> 

l ( ·. "Thus it has been written39-
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I. Or, "believing in". On "putting faith upon", see Rom 4:5. 
2. Many Jews believed the things about the Messiah entering His 

glory, but ignored the things about His suffering. 
3. Or, "Was it not necessary that the Christ suffer". On this idiom, 

"have to", see "must" in Mt 16:21. 
4. On "beginning from", see Mt 20:8. 
5. Or, "explained, gave the meaning of". On this word, see I Cor 12:30. 
6. Or, "made as though, acted as if". Used only here. GK 4701. Jesus 

prepared to, or actually began to leave. 
7. Some manuscripts omit this word {N}. 
8. Or, "Gocf'. See Mt 14: 19 on this. 
9. Not because Jesus broke bread with them, but because He who held 

back their eyes in v 16 opened them now. The breaking of bread 
was the occasion, not the cause. These men would not have been in 
the upper room on Passover. 

IO. That is, Jesus vanished. This adjective is used only here. GK 908. 
Related to "disfigure" in Mt 6: 16. 

11. Some manuscripts omit "within us" {C}. 
12. Some manuscripts say "and as ... " {N}. 
13. Parallel account at Mk 16:14; Jn 20:19. 
14. One can be sure that this trip took far less time than the earlier one! 

Did these two run the whole way? 
15. This is used here as a title, not a count. Only ten were actually pres

ent, because Thomas was not there, Jn 20: 19, 24. Compare "the 
twelve" in I Cor 15:5. 

16. Or, "collected, gathered". Used only here. GK I 25. Related to the 
words in 11 :29 and Act 12: 12. 

17. The grammar indicates that the eleven and the ones with them were 
saying this. 

18. Or, "was raised". On this word, see Mt 28:6. 
19. Or, "expounding". On this word, see "expound" in Jn I: 18. 
20. That is, "in connection with, at". GK 1877. 
21. Some manuscripts say "Jesus" {N}. 
22. Some manuscripts omit this sentence {B}. 

23. Or, "afraid". Same word as in v 5; Act 10:4; Rev 11: 13. Elsewhere 
only as "afraid" in Act 24:25. GK 1873. 

24. This is a participle, "why are you having been troubled". On this 
word, see "disturbed" in Gal I :7. 

25. Or, "disputes, arguments, reasonings". The disciples' minds were 
tossing up arguments as to why this could not really be Jesus. On 
this word, see "thoughts" in Jam 2:4. 

26. Or, "arising". Same phrase as in Act 7:23; I Cor 2:9. GK 326. 
27. Some manuscripts have this word plural {N}. 
28. Some think this implies that both were nailed to the cross. Compare 

Jn 20:25. 
29. Or, "Handle". Same word as in I Jn I: I; Heb 12: 18. Elsewhere only 

as "grope for" in Act 17:27. GK 6027. 
30. Some manuscripts omit this verse { B}. 
31. That is, "not-believing" in the sense of being astonished, saying "I 

can't believe it! Unbelievable!". Same word as in v 11, where it has 
its normal connotation. 

32. Some manuscripts add "and a honeycomb from a beehive" {B}. 
33. Others start point 68. here, grouping these words with what follows 

instead of with resurrection Sunday. 
34. Some manuscripts omit this word { K}, so that it says "the words". 
35. Same word as in v 31, 32. On this word, see Act 17:3. 
36. Some think this was in conjunction with their reception of the Spirit 

in Jn 20:22. 
37. Compare Mt 28:16-20; Mk 16:15-18; Jn 20:21-23. 
38. Some think v 46-49 were also spoken on that first Sunday, making 

this point 6C. Compare Jn 20:21-23. Others think Luke jumps to 
the day of the final ascension. Note that Luke does not include the 
appearances of Jesus in Galilee at all. The command to sit in 
Jerusalem (v 49; compare Act I :4) may imply the Galilee appear
ances were past. Others think v 44-49 summarize the things Jesus 
said to them during the days prior to His ascension. 

39. Some manuscripts add "and thus it was necessary" {N}. 

A. Tit 3:3 B. Gal 3:4 C. 2 Pet 3: 16 D. Lk 21 :28 E. Act 16:15, prevail upon F. Jn 15:4, abide G. Lk 9: 12 H. Lk 6:28 J. Act 2:46 K. Act 17:3 
L. Col I :6, understood M. Mt 5: 15 N. Lk 18:33, rise up 0. Jn 8:36 P. Lk 2:26, see Q. Lk I :34, know R. Act 2:42 S. 2 Thes 2:7 T. Lk 21 :9 
U. Lk 19:11 V. Lk 10:18, seeing W. Rev 17:8 X. Mt 16:21 Y. Eph 5:18, filled Z. Rom 7:23 AA. Mt 13:13 



Luke 24:47 292 Verse 

ID. "That the Christ suffersA and rises-up8 from the dead on the third day 
2 [). "And that repentancec for 1 the forgiveness 0 of sins is proclaimedE on the basis of His r 

name2 to all the nations- beginning3 from Jerusalem 

2C. "You4 are witnessesF of these5 things 
K. "And behold6- I am sending-forthG the promise ofMy Father7 upon you 
.:IC. "But you sit in the city8 until which time you put-on9 power'° from on-high' 1" 

7B. 12 And He led them outside 13 until near14 Bethany. And having lifted-up" His hands, He blessed1 them :'(1 

IC. And it came about during His blessing1 them that He separated 15 from them, and was being 'i 
carried-up 16 into heaven 

2C. And they, having worshiped17 Him, returned to Jerusalem with greatjoy 18 ": 

88. And they were continuallyK in the temple blessing19 God20 



293 Luke 24:53 

I. Some manuscripts say "and" { B}. The phrase "repentance for for
giveness of sins" is also in Mk 1:4 and Lk 3:3, where it is the message 
of John the Baptist. Repentance "and" forgiveness is in Act 5:31. 

2. On the phrase "on the basis of His name", see Act 2:38. 
3. The grammar refers back to the unexpressed subject of "is pro

claimed". That is, "The proclaimers beginning from Jerusalem". 
Or, this phrase may go with what follows, "Beginning from 
Jerusalem, you are witnesses ... ". On the idiom "beginning from'', 
see Mt 20:8. 

4. Some manuscripts say "And you are witnesses ... " {N}. 
5. Note that the two points ofv 46-47 are the very two points that Paul 

debated and proclaimed in his ministry, according to his testimony 
in Act 26:23. 

6. Some manuscripts omit this word { C}. 
7. That is, the Spirit. 
8. Some manuscripts add "of Jerusalem" {N}. 
9. Or, "clothe yourselves with". On this word, see Rom 13: 14. This 

is expanded in Act I :4-8. 
10. Same word as in Act 1:8. 
11. Or, "from the high [heaven]". On this word, see I :78. 
12. Parallel account at Mk 16: 19; Act I :9. 
13. That is, outside of Jerusalem. Note Mt 21: 17. Some manuscripts 

omit this word { C}, so that it says "And He led them out as far as 
near Bethany". 

14. The phrase "until near, as far as near" is used only here, but is sim
ilar to "as far as outside" in Act 21 :5. "Near" is the same word used 
in 19:29, where Luke says Bethany is "near" the Mount of Olives. 
GK 4639. So anywhere on the Mount of Olives (see Act I: 12) qual
ifies as "near" Bethany. 

15. Or, "parted, stood apart". It means "to set an interval of space or 
time from a former position". Elsewhere only as "passed" in 22:59; 
and "set an interval" in Act 27:28. GK 1460. Here, the "days of His 
ascension" (9:51) are fulfilled. In Act I :2, Luke refers to the ascen
sion as part of his Gospel. 

16. Or, "taken up". That is, by a cloud, Act 1:9. On this word, see 
"bear" in Heb 9:28. Some manuscripts omit "and was being carried 
up into heaven" {B}. 

17. On this word, see Mt 14:33. Some manuscripts omit "having wor
shiped Him" {B}. 

18. The life of Jesus began in "greatjoy" in Lk 2:10; and begins again 
in "great joy" here. As in Matthew (see 28:8), these are the only two 
places "great joy" occurs in Luke. It is elsewhere only in Act 15:3; 
3 Jn 4. The word "joy" is used 59 times. GK 5915. The related verb 
is "rejoice" in 2 Cor 13:11. 

19. Some manuscripts say "praising and blessing"; others have one or 
the other word {B}. Same word as in v 50, 51. 

20. Some manuscripts add "Amen" {A}. 

A.Gal3:4 B.Lkl8:33 C.2Cor7:10 D.Col1:14 E.2Tim4:2 F.Act1:8 G.Mk3:12,sendout H.2Corll:20 J.Lk6:28 K.2Thes3:16 





29S 
Overview 

IA. The Word was with God and was God. The Word became flesh and we beheld His glory. John 
testifies to Him. We all received of His fullness. He expounded God to us 

2A. And this is the testimony of John- I am not the Christ. Jesus is the Lamb of God, Son of God 
3A. Two of John's disciples follow Jesus. He makes the water wine. They go to Capernaum 
4A. At Passover, Jesus went up to Jerusalem. He drove out the sellers. He spoke to Nicodemus 
SA. After these things, Jesus went into Judea. John the Baptist said, He must grow, I must diminish 
6A. Jesus left Judea and went to Galilee. And He had to go through Samaria 

I 8. At a well in Samaria, He spoke to a woman- I will give you living water. I am Messiah 
28. He came to Galilee and they welcomed Him. He healed the son of a royal one 

7 A. After these things, there was a Feast of the Jews, and Jesus went up to Jerusalem 

I 8. Now at a pool near the Sheep gate lay many sick ones. There was a man there sick 38 years 
28. Jesus healed the man, and he picked up his cot and was walking 
3B. It was a Sabbath on that day. So the Jews objected. The man told them Jesus healed him 
48. Since Jesus did it on a Sabbath, and claimed God was His Father, they wanted to kill Him 
S8. Therefore Jesus said to them 

IC. The Son does what He sees the Father doing. He will give life and judge 
2C. The Father testifies about the Son- in His works, His voice, and the Scriptures 

8A. After these things, Jesus went to the other side of the Sea of Galilee 

I B. And a large crowd followed because of the signs He did. Jesus fed the SOOO 
28. That evening, His disciples left by boat for Capernaum. Jesus walked on the water 
38. The next day, the crowd went to Capernaum seeking Jesus 

IC. Jesus said to them, Work for food remaining for eternal life. I am the Bread oflife 
2C. The Jews grumbled at this. Jesus said, The bread I give for the world is My flesh 
3C. The Jews were fighting over this. Jesus said, The one eating My flesh and drinking 

My blood has eternal life 
4C. Many disciples said, This statement is hard. Jesus said, My words are spirit and life 
SC. From this time, many withdrew. The twelve said, You have the words of eternal life 
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4B. After these things, Jesus was walking in Galilee, for the Jews in Judea were seeking to kill Him 7: I 

9A. Now the Tent-pitching Feast of the Jews was near 7:2 

I 8. His brothers asked Him to go and reveal Himself. Jesus said no, and went secretly 7:3-13 
28. At the middle of the Feast, Jesus went up to the temple and was teaching 7: 14 

IC. My teaching is not Mine, but from the One having sent Me. You want to kill Me 
2C. You know Me, but I have not come of Myself. I know Him who sent Me forth 
3C. Many from the crowd believed in Jesus and said, Will the Christ do more signs? The 

Pharisees sent officers to seize Him. I am with you a short time longer 

7: I S-24 
7:2S-30 
7:3I-36 
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JB. On the last day, Jesus said, If any one is thirsting, let him come to Me and drink. Some 
believed. The officers returned without Him 

4B. They brought Jesus a woman caught in adultery. He said, Let the sinless one throw first 
SB. Then Jesus said, I am the light of the world. My testimony is true. My Father is testifying 
6B. Then Jesus said, I am going, and unless you believe that I am the One, you will die in your 

sins. When you lift up the Son of Man, then you will know I am the One 
7B. Then Jesus said to those who believed in Him, If you remain in My word, then you are truly 

My disciples, and the truth will set you free. You are slaves of sin. Your father is the devil. If 
anyone keeps My word, he will never see death. Before Abraham was, I am 

8B. While passing on, Jesus saw a man blind from birth 

IC. This man was born blind that the works of God might be made visible in him 
2C. Jesus made mud, smeared it on his eyes, and healed him 
JC. The neighbors say, How were your eyes opened? The man says Jesus did it 
4C. They bring him to the Pharisees, who object because it was the Sabbath. He testifies 
SC. Jesus finds him and says, Do you believe in the Son of Man? I am He 
6C. He said, I came that the ones not seeing may see, and the ones seeing may become blind 
7C. Some Pharisees said, We are not blind ones, are we? 
8C. Jesus said, You are thieves and robbers in the fold. The sheep will follow Me out 
9C. I am the door to life, the good shepherd who lays down his life for the sheep 
IOC. A division occurred among them because of these words 

JOA. Then the Feast of Dedication took place. Are You the Christ? Jesus said, I told you. The works 
testify. I and the Father are One. They tried to stone Him because He made Himself God 

I IA. Mary and Martha sent to Him. Jesus came back and raised Lazarus. Many believed in Him. 
Caiaphas said, one Man should die for the people. Jesus went away 

12A. Now the Passover was near 

I B. Many were seeking Jesus, wondering if He would come to the feast at all 
2B. Jesus came to Bethany, and Mary anointed Him with perfume. He said, for My burial 
JB. The next day, the crowd laid palm branches before Him and shouted Hosanna 
48. Some Greeks came to see Him. Jesus said, The hour has come for Me to be glorified. Follow 

Me. Believe in the Light 
58. He having done so many signs, Israel did not believe Him, that Scripture might be fulfilled 
68. Jesus said, He who believes in Me, believes in Him who sent Me. I am the Light. My words 

will judge those who reject Me. I speak the Father's words 

IJA. Jesus loved His own to the end 

18. At dinner, Jesus washed the disciples' feet, then explained it to them. Follow My example 
28. Jesus was troubled in spirit and said, One of you will hand Me over. Judas leaves 
JB. When Judas went out, Jesus says 

IC. Now the Son of Man was glorified. God will glorify Him immediately 
2C. Little children, I am going, you cannot come. Love one another as I loved you 
JC. Peter says, Where are you going? Why can't I follow, I will die for You 
4C. Do not be troubled. I am going to prepare a place for you in My Father's house. You 

know the way. I am the way. You will know My Father. I am in the Father 
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SC. The one believing will do greater works than Me, because I am going to the Father. The 
Helper will be with you forever, the Spirit of truth 

6C. I will not leave you as orphans. I am coming to you. I will reveal Myself to you 
7C. I leave you peace, My peace. Do not be troubled or afraid. I will no longer speak many 

things with you, for the ruler of the world is coming 

4B. Arise, let us be going from here 

IC. 
2C. 

3C. 

I am the true grapevine. Abide in Me and bear much fruit, and glorify My Father 
If the world hates you, it hated Me first. It hates you because I chose you. It hated Me 
without a cause. The Helper will testify concerning Me. They will persecute you 
I say these things now because I am going. It is better that I go, for I will send you the 
Helper. He will convict the world, guide you in all truth, disclose the future, glorify Me 
I am leaving the world, going to the Father. I will see you again, you will rejoice 

14:12-17 

14:18-26 
14:27-31 

14:31 

lS:l-17 
1S:l8-16:4 

16:S-1S 

4C. 
SC. I spoke these things that you may have peace. Take courage, I have overcome the world 

16:16-32 
16:33 

SB. Jesus lifted up His eyes to heaven and said 

1 C. Father, the hour has come. Glorify Your Son. I glorified You. Glorify Me 
2C. I revealed Your name to the men You gave Me. Keep them in Your name 
3C. I have given them Your word. Keep them from the evil one. Set them apart in the truth 
4C. I ask also for those who believe through their word, that they may be one in Us 
SC. Father, I desire that they be with Me where I am, and see My glory 
6C. Father, I knew You, and these knew You sent Me. I will make You known to them 

14A. Having said these things, they went to the garden 

I B. Judas came to the garden with the Roman soldiers and temple officers 
2B. Jesus said, Whom are you seeking? They said, Jesus. He said, I am He. Let these go 
3B. They arrested Jesus and took Him to Annas and Caiaphas. Peter denied Him 
4B. They lead Him to Pilate, who found no fault in Him, but condemned Him 
SB. Pilate handed Him over to be crucified. Jesus said, It has been accomplished, and died 
6B. The Jews requested the legs to be broken. Jesus was already dead, but was pierced 
7B. Joseph asked for His body and with Nicodemus, placed it in his tomb 

I SA. On the first day of the week, Mary came to the tomb and saw the stone rolled away 

1 B. She runs and tells Peter and John. They ran and saw the tomb and the graveclothes 
2B. Mary was weeping by the tomb. Jesus appeared to her. She told the disciples 
3B. Jesus appeared to the disciples in a room and sends them. Thomas was not there 
48. After eight days, Jesus appeared again to them, including Thomas. My Lord and My God 
SB. Jesus did many other signs not written here. These are written that you may believe 

16A. After these things, Jesus manifested Himself to them in Galilee. He fed them. He asked Peter, 
Do you love Me? Feed My sheep. Peter will die a martyr. John will remain as He pleases 
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John 1:1 298 Verse 

I'\. In the beginning 1 was the Word2, and the Word was with God, and the Word was God1 

I B. This One was in the beginningA with God 

IC. All things came-into-being" through Him, and apart from Him not even one5 thing came into 
being which has come-into-being6 

2C. In Him was life8 , and the life7 was the light of mankindc 4 
3C. And the light8 is shining0 in the darkness9

, and the darkness did not overcome 10 it " 

2B. There came-to-be11 a man, having been sent-forthE from God. The name for him was John 

I ( ·. This one came 12 for a testimonyll- in order that he might testify 14 concerning the Light, in 
order that all might believeF through him 

(, 

2( ·. That one was not the Light, but came in order that he might testify concerning the Light-
0

the ~-'i 

true0 Light which gives-light-to15 every person was coming16 into the world 17 

ID. He was in the world, 18 and the world came-into-being through Him, and the world did I 1 I 

not know 19 Him 
2 D. He came to His own things20

, and His own ones did not accept21 Him I I 

JD. But all who did receive22 Him, He gave them- the ones believing in His name23- the I : 
right24 to become childrenH of God25 

I L Who were born26 not of bloods27
, nor of the will1 of the flesh, 28 nor of the will of a I ~ 

husband29, but ofGod10 

3 B. And the Word became11 flesh and dwelt12 among us, and we saw11 His glory- glory as of the only- 1-l 
born34 from the Father,15 full of graceK and truth16 

I C. John37 testifies concerning Him. And he has cried-outL, saying, "This One was the One ojWhom I ' 
I said, 'The One coming after me18 has become ahead ofme,19 because He was before40 me'" 

2l. Because41 we all received from His fullness42- even grace upon41 grace I<• 

ID. Because the Law was given through Moses; grace and truth came through Jesus Christ I -



299 John 1:17 

I. That is, at the first moment of creation, as in Gen I : I. The Word 
pree>lists all creation, Col I: 17; Jn 17:5. 

2. This word is used of Jesus also in v 14. Compare I Jn 1:1, "the 
Word of Life"; and Rev 19: 13, "the Word of God". GK 3364. 

3. John directly states what Jesus Himself claimed and His enemies 
understood, 5: 18; 10:33; and for which they killed Him, 19:7. 

4. Or, "came-to-be, became existent, originated, were made". This 
word is used three times in this verse, and in v 6, 10. On this word, 
see "comes" in 2 Pet I :20. GK 1181. 

5. Instead of"not even one", some manuscripts say "nothing" {N}. 
6. Some punctuate this "came into being. What has come into being 

in Him was life ... " (for His creation). 
7. That is, the life just spoken of, the life of God, spiritual life. Life "was" 

in the Word from eternity. The light proceeding from this life "was" 
lighting mankind since creation, and "is shining" even now. God's life 
shines forth in God's light, lighting the way to Him. Compare 5:26. 
There are other views. Consult the commentaries. 

8. In John, this word is used in I :4, 5, 7, 8, 9; 3: 19, 20, 21; 5:35; 8: 12; 
9:5; 11:9, 10; 12:35, 36, 46. Used 73 times. GK 5890. 

9. Darkness is something one "walks in" (8: 12), or "remains in" 
( 12:46), and something which "blinds" (I Jn 2:11). Elsewhere only 
in Mt 10:27; Lk 12:3; Jn 6:17; 8:12; 12:35, 46; 20:1; I Jn 1:5; 2:8, 
9, ll.GK5028. Relatedwordin3:19. 

10. Or, "overtake, master, overpower, suppress; grasp, comprehend". 
Some think John means darkness (all the forces of darkness in the 
broadest sense) did not overcome the light- not in the Garden, and 
not at the cross. Others think he means darkness (unbelieving peo
ple) did not understand the Light, making this thought parallel with 
v !Ob and 11 b. Same word as in Mk 9: 18. Elsewhere only as "over
take" in Jn 12:35; I Thes 5:4; "caught" (seized, overtaken) in Jn 
8:3, 4; "take hold of" in Rom 9:30; I Cor 9:24; Phil 3:12, 13; 
"understand" in Act 4:13; 10:34; "find out" in Act 25:25; and 
"grasp" in Eph 3: 18. GK 2898. 

11. Or, "arose". The appearance on the scene of John the Baptist initi
ated the coming of the Light. GK 1181. 

12. John's purpose in God's plan is now stated. This is the common 
word for coming and going. On this word, see Mk 16:2. 

13. The Baptist came as a witness, to give "testimony" about the Light. 
His testimony is in v 15, 19-34; 3:27-36. Used 37 times, all as "tes
timony", 30 being by John. GK 3456. Related to the noun "witness" 
(not used in this book; see Act I :8), and to the verb next. 

14. Or, "bear witness". Used 76 times, 47 being by John. GK 3455. 
15. Or, "illuminates". On this word, see "enlighten" in Heb 6:4. 
16. The Light was in the act of coming, or was about to come, on the 

scene. Compare 3: 19; 12:46. Others render this phrase "He [the 
Light, v 8] was the true Light which gives light to every person, 
coming into the world"; others, "There was the true Light which, 
coming into the world, gives light to every person". Some punctu
ate the last phrase as "every person coming into the world", so that 
"coming" refers to "person" instead of "the true Light". 

17. The mixed result of this true Light coming into the world to give 
light is given next in v 10-13, and is explained in 3: 19-21. 

18. Some think this is referring to the preincamate Word as the light of 
mankind, expanding on v 4-5; others, to the incarnate Light before 
He began His ministry, or as a summary of His whole life. 

19. Or, "recognize, acknowledge". On this word, see Lk I :34. 

20. On "His own things", see 19:27. 
21. Or, "receive, take-to" themselves. Same word as "receive" in I Cor 

15:1; Phil 4:9; Col 2:6; Heb 12:28. On this word, see "taken" in 
Lk 17:34. The Messiah was not accepted by His own people. 

22. This is the common word for "take, receive'', used 258 times. On 
this word, see "taken" in Rom 7:8. Related to "accept" in v 11. 

23. This phrase defines "receive Him" earlier. "Believe in His name" 
also occurs in 2:23; 3:18; I Jn 5:13. 

24. Or, "authority, capability". On this word, see I Cor 8:9. 
25. The phrase "children of God" is also in 11:52; Rom 8:16, 21; 9:8; 

Phil 2:15; I Jn 3:1, 2, IO; 5:2. The emphasis of being called "chil
dren" is on the birth from above, and on sharing the nature of our 
Father, 2 Pet I :4. The emphasis of being called "sons" is on being 
heirs (see Rom 8: 14). 

26. Or, "fathered, begotten". In the Greek, this is the last word in the 
sentence, for emphasis. On this word, see I Jn 2:29. 

27. Though used 97 times in the NT, this word is plural only here. That 
is, not from a blending of human bloodlines, not descended from 
the genealogical lines of a human father and mother, not born from 
human blood relatives. On this word, see I Jn I :7. 

28. That is, not born out of the body's sexual drives. 
29. This word means "man, husband", a male specifically. Not born out 

ofa man's desire to procreate. On this word, see "man" in I Tim 2:12. 
30. Such people were born directly of God in a second birth. 
31. The Word "was" with God (v I), and "became" a human being. He 

was existing in the form of God, but emptied Himself and took the 
form ofa slave, Phil 2:6-7. 

32. Or, "lived". Note that John is referring in summary form to Jesus 
Christ's whole life. On this word, see Rev 7: 15. 

33. The apostles were eyewitnesses, 2 Pet I: 16-18. They saw and heard. 
34. On this word, see v 18. 
35. That is, a unique glory, glory as of the one and only Son of His one 

and only Father. Both are unique. 
36. Jesus was full of the grace He brought (v 16, 17), and the truth 

about God He expounded (v 17, 18). On this word, see 4:23. 
37. John now gives the Baptist's testimony regarding Jesus, since this 

was the purpose for which the Baptist came ( v 7). 
38. Jesus "came after" the Baptist historically- both in His physical 

birth, and in beginning His ministry. 
39. That is, in worthiness (see I :27), in spiritual strength and power 

(see Mt 3: 11 ), in His rank and authority. 
40. That is, Jesus preexisted me. Same word as in v 30; 15: 18. GK 4755. 
41. Some think John is adding his testimony to the Baptist's. We apos

tles know the Word became flesh and was full of grace and truth 
because we all received from His fullness. We directly experienced it. 
We received the truth He expounded about God, v 18. Others think 
John is adding the testimony of all Christians to his own witness in v 
14. Jesus truly was full of grace and truth because all we Christians 
received it from Him. Some manuscripts say "And we all..." { N}. 

42. Same word as in Col I: 19; 2:9, the fullness of Deity. On this word, 
see Col 1:19. 

43. Or, "for, after, in place of". Some think John means "grace after 
grace", repeated gifts of grace, a continual flow of grace; others, the 
grace of Christ "in place of" the grace contained in the Law of 
Moses, as explained in v 17; others, grace "corresponding to" His 
grace. This preposition is used only here by John. GK 505. 

A.Coll:l8 B.Rom8:10 C.Mt4:4 D.Phil2:15 E.Mk3:14,sendout F.Jn3:36 G.Jn7:28 H.1Jn3:1 J.Jn7:17 K.Eph2:8 L.Mt8:29 



John 1:18 300 Verse 

.rn. No one has ever' seen God; the only-bom2 God3
, the One being' in the bosom5 of the Father- that IX 

One expounded6 Him 

2,.\.1 And this is the testimonyA of John, when the Jews8 from Jerusalem sent-out8 priests9 and Levitesw to I'! 
him" in order that they might ask him, "Who are you?","and he confessed 12 and did not denyc 20 

I ll. And he confessed that "I am not the Christ" 

I ( ·. And they asked him, "What then? 

ID. "Are you Elijah?" And he says, "I am not" 13 

::' D. "Are you the Prophet 14?" And he answered, "No" 

2 l.. Then they said to him, "Who are you- in order that we may give an answer to the ones having 
sent0 us? What do you say about yourself?" 

ID. He said, "I am the 'voice of one shoutingE in the wildemessF- "Make-straight15 the way 
of the Lord"', just as Isaiah the prophet said [in Isa 40:3]" 

:'I). And they had been sent-out16 from the Pharisees 

3<... And they asked him, and said to him, "Why then are you baptizingG if you are not the Christ, 
nor Elijah, nor the Prophet?" 

ID. John responded to them saying, "I am baptizing with 17 water. Amidst18 you stands 19 One 
Whom you do not know- *the One coming after me,20 of Whom 12 1 am not worthyH 
that I may untie22 the strap1 of His sandal" 

-+C. These things took place in Bethany23 beyond the Jordan, where John was baptizing 

2B. On the next day he24 sees Jesus coming toward him25 

IC. And he says, "Look- the Lamb26 ofGod21
, the One taking-away the sin Ko/the worldL 

:'I 

ID. "This One is the One about Whom I said, 'A man is coming after me Who has become 311 

ahead of me, because He was beforeM me' 
2D. "And I did not know Him. But I came baptizing with water for this reason- that He _,I 

might be revealed28 to Israel 

:'.C. 29 And John testifiedN, saying that 

ID. "I have seen the Spirit descending like a dove out of heaven. And He remained0 upon Him 
2D. "And I did not know Him.30 But the One having sent0 me to baptize with water, that One , , 

said to me, 'Upon whomever you see the Spirit descending and remaining upon Him-
this One is the One baptizing with31 the Holy Spirit' 

JD. "And I have seen, and have testified that this One is the Son32 (){God" ;4 

3/\n On the next day John was again standing there, and two of his disciples. •And having looked at Jesus _;~._;,, 
walking, he says, "Look- the Lamb of God". •And the two disciples heard him speaking, and followed , 
Jesus 

111. And Jesus, having turned, and having seen them following, says to them, "What are you seekingP?" 3S 



301 John 1:38 

I. Or, "at any time". Same word as in I Jn 4: 12. On this word, see 6:35. 
2. Or, "unique, one and only". This word means "only-born, only-child, 

one-and-only, only begotten, unique (the only example of its kind)". 
Some think John is referring to Jesus as incarnate. The "only born 
God" is the Word who "was God" (v I) who "became" flesh (v 14), 
capturing all this in one phrase. Others think he is speaking of His 
eternal relationship to the Father as His unique, one and only Son. 
This word is used of Jesus also in I: 14; 3: 16, 18; I Jn 4:9. Elsewhere 
only of an only child in Lk 7:12; 8:42; 9:38; Heb 11:17. GK 3666. 
Compare "fathered" in I Jn 5: 18, and "firstborn" in Col I: 15. 

3. Some manuscripts say "Son" {B). as in 3: 16, 18; I Jn 4:9. The mean
ing is the same in either case, "God the Son". 

4. Some think John is referring to the present exaltation of Jesus. He 
·•was" with God (v I), and after the cross, He is again in His bosom. 
Others think he is referring to His eternal place in His bosom as the 
Son, the Word "with God". 

5. Or, "chest, breast, side". That is, in close communion, in the place 
of honor. Same word as in Jn 13:23; Lk 16:22, 23. Elsewhere only 
as "fold' in Lk 6:38; and as "bay" in Act 27:39. GK 3146. 

6. Or, "described, explained". In one sense, the word means to "lead 
out" the details of a thing, whether as dictating, expounding, inter
preting, explaining, telling at length, relating, etc. Jesus expounded 
God to us; He showed us who God is. He did this in Himself, 
because when we see Him, we see the Father, 14:7, 9. In another 
sense, it means "to lead the way, to show the way". Jesus "led the 
way [to Him]", as He says in 14:6. The Word, who was in the begin
ning with God, who is God, who is the only-born God, who is in 
the bosom of the Father- That One expounded Him and led the 
way to Him. What He expounded in word and deed, we "received" 
(v 16), and we proclaim to the world in this book. Elsewhere only 
as "describe" in Lk 24:35; Act 10:8; 15:12, 14; 21:19. GK 2007. 
Related to "lead" in Heb 13:7 (the root word); "relate" in Lk 8:39; 
and "tell in detail" in Act 13:41. 

7. Parallel account at Mt 3:1; Mk 1:2; Lk 3:1. 
8. That is, the Jewish leaders. Where the other Gospels would say "the 

Pharisees" or "the scribes and the Pharisees", John simply says "the 
Jews". Matthew, Mark and Luke do not use this word in this sense. 
Those three Gospels combined use this word 17 times, 12 of those 
in the phrase "King of the Jews". Used 195 times in the NT, John 
uses this word 71 times, Acts 79 times. Note 2:18; 5:10, 16, 18; 
7: 13; 9:22; 18:36; 19:7, 38. GK 2681. 

9. Priests were descendants of the family of Aaron within the tribe of 
Levi, Ex 28: I. 

10. Or, "when the Jews sent priests and Levites from Jerusalem ... ". 
Levites were descendants of other families in the tribe of Levi. They 
performed various roles supporting the priests, Num 3:6-9. The 
temple police, and its musicians, were Levites. Here, they may have 
come as the "police escort" of the priests. Elsewhere only in Lk 
I 0:32; Act 4:36. GK 3324. 

11. Some manuscripts omit "to him" { C}. 
12. Or, "acknowledged, publicly declared". On this word, see I Tim 6: 12. 
13. Compare Mt 11:14; 17:11-13; Mk 9:12-13; Lk 1:17. 
14. That is, the prophet like Moses, whom God promised in Deut 

18:15, 18-19. Note Jn 6:14; 7:40; Act 3:22-23, 7:37. 
15. This verb is related to the adjective "straight" in Mt 3:3; Mk I :3; 

Lk 3:4 (on which, see Act 8:21). GK 2316. 
16. This is a participle, they "were having been sent out". Some think 

John is defining "the ones having sent us" in v 22, and further defin
ing the "Jews" of v 19. Others think he is referring to a sub-group 
of the ones sent in v 19, or to an additional group, which now asks 
the next question, making this sentence part of point 3C. It would 
be rendered "And [some] having been sent out were from the Phar
isees. And they asked ... ", or, "And [some] had been sent out from 
the Pharisees. And they asked ... ". Some manuscripts say "And the 
ones having been sent out were from ... " {NJ. making this a group 
of Pharisees (a religious party in Israel). Same word as in v 19. On 
this word, see Mk 3: 14. Not related to "sent" in v 22. 

17. Or, "in". On this word, see Mk I :8. Same word as in v 31, 33. 
18. Or, "In your midst, among you". On this word, see 2 Thes 2:7. 

Some manuscripts say "But amidst you" {N}. 
19. Or, "is standing". The Baptist has apparently already baptized 

Jesus. Some manuscripts say "was standing" { B}. 
20. Some manuscripts say instead" ... know. He is the One coming after 

me Who has become ahead of me, a/Whom ... " {N}, like v 30, 15. 
21. Some manuscripts do not emphasize "!" { C}, meaning it would not 

be bolded here. 
22. Not the same grammar as in Mk I :7; Lk 3: 16. Compare Mt 3: 11. 
23. Not Bethany near Jerusalem. Some manuscripts say "Bethabara" { C}. 
24. Some manuscripts say "John" { K}. 
25. This may have been when Jesus was returning from His forty days 

of temptation in the wilderness. 
26. Elsewhere only in v 36; Act 8:32 (referring to Isa 53), and I Pet 

I: 19. GK 303. This word refers to a sacrificial lamb, I year old. 
There is another word for lamb used in Jn 21: 15; Rev 13: 11; and 
28 times of Christ in Revelation 5-22. (GK 768) 

27. Or, "God's Lamb", the Lamb from God, belonging to Him, pro
vided by Him; His sacrificial Lamb. 

28. Or, "manifested, made evident, made known". On this word, see 
"made evident" in I Jn 2: 19. 

29. Compare Mt 3:16; Mk 1:10; Lk 3:22. 
30. That is, the Baptist did not officially know directly from God that 

Jesus was the Coming One, as seen in what follows. That he knew 
Him privately, and knew what God had told Elizabeth and Mary, 
seems reasonable to assume. Compare Mt 3: 14. 

31. Or, "in". Same word as in v 31, 26. On baptize "in" or "with" water 
or the Spirit, see Mk I :8. 

32. Some manuscripts say "chosen One" { B}. 
33. Compare Mt4:18-22; Mk 1:16-20; Lk 5:1-11. 

A. Jn 1:7 B. Mk 3: 14 C. 2 Tim 2: 12 D. Jn 20:21 E. Mt 3:3 F. Mt 3: I G. Mk 1:8 H. Rev 16:6 J. Act 22:25 K. Jn 8:46 L. I Jn 2:15 
M. Jn 1:15 N. Jn 1:7 0. Jn 15:4, abide P. Phil 2:21 



John 1:39 302 

I ( ·. And the ones said to Him, "Rabbi A (which being translated8 means "Teacher"), where are You 
stayingC?" 

Verse 

2l ·. He says to them, "Come, and you will see"1 :l'J 
3( ·. So2 they went, and saw where He was3 staying, and stayed with Him that day.4 The hour5 was 

about the tenth6 

-IC. Andrew0 , the brother a/Simon Peter, was one of the two7 having heard it from John, and 40 
having followed Him. 0 This one first8 finds his own brother Simon, and says to him, "We have 4 I 
found the Messiah9" (which being translated8 is "Christ") 

ID. He brought him to Jesus 4° 
2D. Having looked-atE him, Jesus said, "You are Simon, the son o/John 10

• You will be calledF 
Cephas 11 " (which is translated 12 "Peter") 

2U. On the next day13 He 14 wanted15 to go forth to Galilee. And He finds Philip 16
• And Jesus says to 4~ 

him, "Be following Me" 

IC. Now Philip was from Bethsaida, of the city of Andrew and Peter17. 
0

Philip finds Nathanael 18 -14--1' 
and says to him, "We have found the One of whom Moses wrote in the Law, and the Prophets 
wrote- Jesus, son of Joseph, from Nazareth"19 

ID. And Nathanael said to him, "Is anything goodG able20 to be out of Nazareth?" -11. 
2D. Philip says to him, "Come and see" 

2( ·. Jesus saw Nathanael coming to Him, and says about him, "Look- trulyH an Israelite in whom -l -

there is no deceit!" 

ID. Nathanael says to Him, "From where do You know me?" -i' 
2D. Jesus responded and said to him, "Before Philip called you, while being21 under the fig 

tree, I saw you" 
3 D. Nathanael responded to Him, "Rabbi, You are the Son o/God. You are the King a/Israel" -l'I 

4D. Jesus responded and said to him, "Do you22 believe because I said to you that I saw you .'11 
under the fig tree? You will see greater things than these!" 

SD. And He says to him, "Truly, truly23
, I say to you al/ 24 , you25 will see heaven opened26 'I 

and the angels of God ascending and descending upon the Son o/Man"27 

JB. And on the third28 day a wedding took place in Cana a/Galilee. And the mother a/Jesus was there. ~ I 

And both Jesus and His disciples were invited29 to the wedding-celebration30 

I ( ·. And it3 1 having come-short-ofK wine, the mother a/Jesus says to Him, "They do not have wine"32 

2C. Andll Jesus says to her, "What do I have to do with you34 , woman35? My hour has not yet come36" 

JC. His mother says to the servants, "Do whatever thing37 He says to you"l8 



303 John 2:5 

I . Some manuscripts say "Come and see" { N}. 
2. Some manuscripts omit this word {N}. 
3. More literally, "is", as the Greek typically phrases it. 
4. This is the first encounter with Jesus for these two. Later, Jesus calls 

them to be His disciples (Mt 4: 18; Mk I: 16); and later, His apos
tles (Mt 10:1; Mk 3:14; Lk 6:13). Here, they choose to follow Him; 
later He chooses them, 6:70. 

5. Some manuscripts say "Now the hour ... " {K}. 
6. Some think John means 4 P.M., counted from sunrise, 6 A.M. Others 

think he means I 0 A.M., Roman time. Had he said "and stayed with 
Him that evening", 4 P.M. would be certain. See 19:14 on why the 
issue arises. 

7. Some think the other was John himself, the apostle and writer of 
this book (not the Baptist, mentioned next). 

8. This may mean that this was the "first" thing Andrew did after Jesus 
accepted their company; or, that Simon was the "first" one that 
Andrew found and told about Jesus. Some manuscripts say "This 
first one finds ... " { B}, meaning that Andrew was the first one to find 
and tell another about Jesus. In this case, John may be implying that 
Philip was second, v 44; or, that the unnamed second disciple ofv 
40 was the second (that is, that John found James). 

9. This is a transliterated Hebrew word meaning "Anointed One". Else
where only in 4:25. GK 3549. "Christ" is the Greek translation of 
this Hebrew word, and is related to the verb "to anoint" in Lk 4: 18. 

10. Same name as in 21:15, 16, 17. GK 2722. In Mt 16:17, this man is 
called "Jonah", and some manuscripts say that here {B}. "Jonah" 
and "John" may be alternate Greek spellings of the same Hebrew 
name, like "Simon" and "Simeon" (see Lk 6: 14). 

11. Cephas (see Gal I: 18) is Aramaic, Peter (see Lk 6: 14) is Greek. 
Both mean "rock". 

12. Elsewhere only in 9:7; Heb 7:2. GK 2257. Related to the word in 
v 38 and 41, and to the word in I Cor 12: 10. 

13. This is the fourth day mentioned, 19-28; 29-34; 35-42. Some find 
a fourth day in v 41. 

14. Some manuscripts say "Jesus" {K}. 
15. Or, "intended, desired". Jesus resolved to do so, and went to Cana 

of Galilee in 2: I. On this word, see "willing" in 7: 17. 
16. Where Jesus found Philip between Judea and Galilee is not stated. 

See Lk 6: 14 on him. 
17. These two lived in Capemaum, Mk I :21, 29, but apparently were 

reared in Bethsaida. In the same way, Jesus was reared in Nazareth, 
but lived in Capemaum, Mt 4:13. 

18. Nathanael is mentioned elsewhere only in v 46-49, and in 21 :2 as 
"Nathanael of Cana". GK 3720. He was Philip's relative or friend. 
Some think Nathanael is the Bartholomew in Lk 6: 14. 

19. Philip speaks what he heard from Jesus directly or through one of 
the other disciples. Jesus was Joseph's legal son, and was from 
Nazareth, even though He was not Joseph's physical son, and was 
born in Bethlehem. 

20. This is an honest question. Is it able, based on the prophecies? 
Compare the confident statement in 7:52. 

21. The grammar means while Nathanael was under the fig tree. 
22. Or, this may be an exclamation, "You believe because ... tree!". 
23. On this word, see Mt 5: 18. It is doubled like this always, and only, 

in this Gospel, 25 times. 

24. This and the next "you" are plural, and this word is added to reflect 
this. Jesus is speaking to Nathanael, yet to all of them. 

25. Some manuscripts say "from now on, you will..." {N}, using the 
same idiom as in Mt 26:64. 

26. This is a participle, "having opened". 
27. Some think Jesus means the disciples would see angels doing His 

bidding, responding to His directives, in confirmation of what 
Nathanael said in v 49. In His deeds, they will see Jesus as a con
duit to God. Compare Gen 28: 12. 

28. That is, on the third day after the departure for Galilee in v 43. Cana 
was near Nazareth, about 70 miles or 112 kilometers from Jerusalem. 

29. John does not indicate whether this invitation occurred upon the 
arrival of Jesus, or is the reason Jesus left for Galilee in I :43. 

30. Same word as "wedding" in v I. On this word, see "wedding" in 
Mt 22:11. 

31. That is, the wedding celebration. It is an impersonal reference to 
the hosts, the parents. 

32. Some think Mary is asking Jesus to help, perhaps to go and get 
some, but she is not asking for His first miracle. She seems to feel 
it is her responsibility to do something, and she gives orders to the 
servants in v 5, so perhaps she was in charge. Perhaps the bride
groom was a relative. Others think she is asking Jesus to reveal 
Himself with a miracle. 

33. Some manuscripts omit this word {C}. 
34. This is an idiom, literally, "What [is there] for me andfor you". 

That is, what business do we share as to this matter? What common 
interest do we have with one another as to this matter? What claim 
do you have on Me in this matter? Jesus separates Himself from 
Mary as her son. His ministry has begun. This same idiom is found 
in Mt 8:29; Mk I :24; 5:7; Lk 4:34; 8:28. It can also be seen in 
another form in the comment of Pilate's wife in Mt 27: 19, and in I 
Cor 5: 12. Some take it here to mean "what [is it] to Me and to you", 
that is, what business is it of ours? 

35. Jesus does not address Mary as "mother", but as any other woman. 
This is the same word He addresses her with in 19:26, and other 
women in Mt 15:28; Lk 13: 12; Jn 4:21; 8: IO; 20: 15. It is a respect
ful term of address. On this word, see I Tim 2: 11. 

36. Or, "is not yet present". This "hour" is referred to in 7:30; 8:20; and 
it comes in 12:23, 27; 13: I; 17: I, where it is clear that it refers to 
the time of Jesus' sacrificial death. See also 7:6, 8. During His 
period of ministry, He no longer relates to Mary in a family, son
mother way, fulfilling her requests. And the time for "asking in His 
name" has not yet come, 16:23-24. He is doing His Father's work, 
not her family business. Others think Jesus means "the time for Me 
to publicly reveal Myself has not yet arrived". He does a private 
miracle for His disciples. Same word as "am here" in 8:42. 

37. On this idiom, see Col 3: 17. 
38. Mary's response reveals that she thinks Jesus is going to do some

thing, though she does not know what. She takes His response in v 
4 to mean "I will not answer you on your terms, but on My own". 
He chooses to do a miracle as the Son of God, not an errand as the 
son of Mary. He acts for His own purposes (v 11 ), not for hers. 

A. Mt 23:7 B. Act 13:8 C. Jn 15:4, abide D. Lk 6:14 E. Mk 8:25, seeing F. Rom 8:30 G. I Tim 5:10b H. Mt 14:33 J. Mt 26:4 
K. Lk 15:14, be in need 



John 2:6 

4C. 

:"C. 
6C. 

304 

Now six stone waterpotsA were setting there for 1 the purification2 [rite] o/the Jews, each 
having-room-for8 two or three measures3. •Jesus says to them, "Fillc the waterpots with water''. 
And they filled them up to the top 
And He says to them, "Draw some now, and carry0 it to the headwaiter'". And the ones carried it 
And when the headwaiter tastedE the water having become wine- and he did not know where 
it wass from, but the servants having drawn the water> knew- the headwaiter calls the 
bridegroom: and says to him 

ID. "Every personF first putsG out the fineH wine, and when they get-drunk7, the8 lesser9
• You 

have keptl the fine wine until now" 

Verse 

,, 

]Ii 

7C. Jesus did this beginningK of signs'° in Cana of Galilee, and revealed11 His glory. And His 11 

disciples believed in Him 

.:ll3. After this He went down to Capemaum 12- He and His mother and His 13 brothers 14 and His I' 
disciples. And they stayed there not many days 

.:\A. And the PassoverL [Feast] o/the Jews was near, and Jesus went up to Jerusalem I · 

I B. 15 And in the temple, 16 He found the ones selling oxen and sheep and doves, and the changers-of- I J 

money' 7 sitting [at their tables] 

IC. And having made a lash18 from ropes 19
, He drove them all outM of the temple, and20 the sheep 

and the oxen 
2C'. And He poured-outN the coins21 of the money-changers0 

3C. And He overturned the tables 
.:IC. And He said to the ones selling the doves, "Take these things from here. 22 Do not be making23 11· 

the houser of My Father24 a house of a market25
" 

:"( ·. His disciples rememberedO that it has been written26 [in Ps 69:9], "ZealR for Your house will I -
consume27 Me" 

6C. Then the Jews28 responded and said to Him, "What sign do You show us, that you are doing29 I , 
these things?" 

I D. Jesus responded and said to them, "Destroy5 this temple T, and in three days I will raise30 it" I , · 

2D. Then the Jews said, "This temple was built/or forty and six years,31 and You will raise 211 

it in three days?" 
0

But that One was speaking about the temple T of His body 2 i 
~ D. So when He was raised32 from the dead, His disciples remembered33 that He was saying 

this34
, and believed the Scripture, and the word which Jesus spoke 

2B. Now while He was in Jerusalem at the PassoverL during the Feastu, many believed in His name35-

seeing His signs36 which He was doing 

IC·. But Jesus Himself was not entrusting37 Himself to them 

11) Because of His knowing38 all people 
2D. And because He was having no needv that someone should testify about the personF, for 

He Himself was knowing what was in the person39 

:1 

lll. Now there was a man from the Pharisees- the name/or him was Nicodemus40- a rulerw o/the -~ I 
Jews. 

0

This one came to Him41 by night42 and said to Him, "Rabbi\ we know that You have come 
from God as a teacher. For no one is able to be doing these signs which You are doing unless God 
is with him" 



305 John 3:2 

I. Or, "in accordance with". GK 2848. 
2. On this, see Mk 7:3. On this word, see 2 Pet 1:9. 
3. One measure was 39 liters, or 10 gallons. So this was 80-120 liters 

or 20 to 30 gallons. The large quantity is surprising, assuming John 
means it was all turned to wine (some do not think so, suggesting 
other scenarios). Jesus did much more than supply the current need. 
Used only here. GK 3583. 

4. Some think Jesus means the slave responsible for the banquet; oth
ers, based on the context here, the guest who was in charge of the 
banquet, "the president, governor, ruler, master" of it. Elsewhere 
only in v 9. GK 804. 

5. More literally, "is", as the Greek typically phrases it. 
6. This may imply that when the servants drew it, it was still water. It 

became wine on the way. Or, this may simply be an abbreviation of 
"the water having become wine". 

7. In making this proverbial statement, the man is not saying the 
guests are now drunk, or that they will become drunk; only that he 
would have expected this fine wine first. It is a comment about the 
quality of the wine, not the state of the guests. Elsewhere only in 
Lk 12:45; Eph 5: 18; 1 Thes 5:7; Rev 17:2. GK 3499. Related to "be 
drunk" in I Cor 11 :21; "drunkard" in 1 Cor 5: 11; and "drunken
ness" in Rom 13: 13. 

8. Some manuscripts say "then the lesser" {N}. 
9. That is, the inferior, lower quality, and therefore cheaper wine. On 

this word, see "younger" in Rom 9: 12. 
IO. Or, "Jesus did this as a beginning of signs''. Compare 4:54. 
11. Or, "manifested''. Same word as in I :31. This is primarily why Jesus 

did this miracle, and all miracles. They are signs or revelations, 
revealing His glory, "attesting" or "proving" who He is, Act 2:22. See 
Jn 6:2. Thus, He did His first miracle for His disciples, to reveal Him
self to them. They are the primary beneficiaries of this miracle. 

12. Some think Jesus moved to Capemaum at this time, Mt 4: 13; oth
ers, either before or after this occasion. 

13. Some manuscripts omit this word; others omit "and His disciples" 
(C}. 

14. On the "brothers" of Jesus, see Mt 13:55-56. 
15. Compare Mt 21 :12-13; Mk 11:15-17; Lk 19:45-46. 
16. That is, in the outer court, the court of the Gentiles. Jesus did not 

object to what these merchants were doing, but where. Their serv
ice was needed by the worshipers, because Jewish foreign visitors 
needed to buy animals for the sacrifices and change their currency 
into shekels. 

17. Used only here. GK 3048. From a root word meaning "to cut into 
pieces'', this word is used of one who "changes into smaller 
coins''. Related to the word "coin" in v 15. Not related to "money 
changers" in v 15. 

18. Or, "whip". Used only here. GK 5848. Related to "flog" in Mt 
27:26. Some manuscripts say "made [something] like a lash ... " {B}. 

19. Or, "cords". Elsewhere only in Act 27:32. GK 5389. 
20. Or, "both". Jesus expelled the people and the animals. 
21. More literally, "coin'', referring to all their money. Used only here. 

GK 3047. Some manuscripts say "coins" {NJ. 
22. The doves in their cages had to be carried out. Jesus did not destroy 

the merchants' property, or free the birds. 
23. The grammar implies, "Stop making ... ". 
24. At the beginning of the ministry of Jesus, it is "My Father's house"; 

at the end, it is "your house", Mt 23:38. 
25. Or, "market-center, commerce center, trading place". Used only 

here. GK 1866. Related to "business" in Mt 22:5, and "merchant" 
in Mt 13:45, and "do business" in Jam4:13. Our word "emporium" 
comes from this word, emporion. 

26. This is a participle, "it is having been written", it stands written. 
Same phrase as in 6:31, 45; 10:34; 12:14; 20:30. GK 1211. 

27. Or, "devour, eat up". On this word, see "devour" in Mk 12:40. Some 
manuscripts say "consumed" { K}. 

28. That is, the Jewish leaders. See 1: 19. 
29. That is, to prove Your authority to be doing these things. 
30. The Jews remembered this statement in part, as seen in Mt 26:61; 

Mk 14:58. The sign Jesus offers them is the same sign He later calls 
the sign of Jonah, Mt 12:39-40; 16:4. On this word, see Mt 28:6. 

31. That is, this temple as they now see it, for it was not finished yet. The 
grammar refers merely to the fact that 46 years had been expended 
thus far, not to the process ("has been being built for 46 years") or 
to the completion ("was built in 46 years"). Herod the Great began 
to rebuild it in 20-19 B.C. It was finished by Herod Agrippa II (see 
Act 25: 13) in A.D. 64. It was destroyed by the Romans in A.D. 70. 

32. Or, "arose". On this word, see "arose" in Mt 28:6. 
33. The disciples did not understand this saying of Jesus at this time, 

but they recalled it to mind when Jesus was actually raised. 
34. Some manuscripts add "to them" {K}. 
35. On "believe in His name", see 1: 12. 
36. See Jn 6:2. 
37. This is the same word as "believe" in v 23 and 3:36. Many believed 

in Jesus, but He did not believe in them; they trusted in His name, 
but He did not trust in them. 

38. That is, because Jesus knew all people. John uses this grammar only 
here. "Because of His knowing" has the same grammar as Lk 2:4; 
19: 11; Act 4:2; 12:20; 27:4; Phil I :7; Heb I 0:2; Jam 4:2, etc. 

39. This is clearly seen next in the case of Nicodemus, and in 4:18. 
40. Other than in v 1-9, Nicodemus is mentioned elsewhere only in 

7:50; 19:39. GK 3773. 
41. Some manuscripts say "Jesus" {K}. 
42. This is repeated in 19:39. Some think it is mentioned because it 

symbolizes coming out of darkness into the light; others, that 
Nicodemus feared what others would think; others, that this was the 
only time Jesus would be alone. 

A. Jn 4:28 B. 2 Pet 3:9, make room for C. Mk 4:37 D. 2 Pet I: 17 E. Heb 6:4 F. Mt 4:4, mankind G. Act 19:21 H. I Tim 5: !Oa, good 
J. I Jn 5: 18 K. Coll: 18 L. Jn 18:28 M. Jn 12:31, cast out N. Act 2: 17 0. Mt 21: 12 P. Mk 3:20 Q. Lk 1:54 R. 2 Cor 11 :2, jealousy 
S. Mt 5: 19, break T. Rev 11: I U. Jn 13:29 V. Tit 3: 14 W. Rev I :5 X. Mt 23:7 



John 3:3 306 Verse 

I ( ·. Jesus responded and said to him, "Truly, truly1
, I say to you- unless one is born2 again3

, he :l 
is not able to see the kingdornA of God" 

2( . Nicodemus says to Hirn, "How is a person able to be born while being an old-rnan4? He is not 4 
able to enter a second time into the wornb8 of his mother and be born, is he?"5 

.IC. Jesus responded6
- 5 

l D. "Truly, truly, I say to you, unless one is born of water and the Spirit,7 he is not able to enter 
into the kingdom of God 

IE. "The thing having been born of the flesh is flesh, 8 and the thing having been born 6 
of the Spirit is spirit9 

2D. "Do not rnarvelc that I said to you, 'You 10 all rnust0 be born again' 

IE. "The wind11 blows where it wantsE, and you hear the sound of it. But you do not ~ 

know from where it comes, and12 where it is going. So 13 is everyone having been 
born of the Spirit" 

'-IC. Nicodemus responded and said to Him, "How are these 14 things able to happen 15?" '' 
5C. Jesus responded and said to him, "Are you the teacher of Israel and you do not understand 16 111 

these things? 

ID. "Truly, truly, I say to you that we17 are speaking what we know, and we are testifyingF what I I 
we have seen, 18 and you19 people are not receiving our testirnonyG. "If I told you people I~ 
earthly20 things and you do not believe, how will you believe if I tell you heavenly things? 

2D. "And21 no one has gone up into heaven22 except the One having come down from 1.1 
heaven- the Son ofMan23 

3 D. "And24 just as Moses lifted-up25 the serpent" in the wilderness!, so the Son of Man rnust0 1-f 
be lifted up "in order that everyone putting-faith in26 Hirn27 may have eternalK life28 I' 

I J:. "For29 God so30 lovedL the worldM that He gave His only-bornN Son, in order that I 1• 

everyone believing in Hirn rnay31 not perish0 , but may have eternal life 
2F. "For God did not send-forthP the Son into the world in order that He rnightjudge32 1-

the world, but in order that the world might be savedO through Hirn33 

11. "The one believing in Hirn is notjudged34 I~ 



307 John3:18 

I. Before Nicodemus can ask his question, which may have been 
something like "But are You the Messiah bringing God's king
dom''''. Jesus responds. On this idiom, see I :51. 

2. Same word as in I: 13; 3:4-8; I Jn 2:29; 3:9; 4:7; 5: I, 4, 18. On this 
word, see I Jn 2:29. 

3. Or, "from above". Same word as in v 7. Note "born of God" in I: 13. 
Here, Jesus means "from the Spirit", as explained in v 5, 8, which is 
both "from above" and "again". But Nicodemus clearly understands 
Him- wrongly- to mean born physically "again", a second time, 
v 4. Elsewhere only as "anew" in Gal 4:9; from the ''top" in Mt 27:51; 
Mk 15:38; Jn 19:23; "from the beginning" in Lk I :3; Act 26:5; and 
"from above" in Jn 3:31; 19: 11; Jam I: 17; 3: 15, 17. GK 540. 

4. Nicodemus combines a broadly stated principle with his own case 
in particular. Used only here. GK 1173. 

5. The grammar indicates that a "no" answer is expected. It implies 
"Surely this cannot be what You mean". 

6. Jesus is responding to Nicodemus's taking His statement as relat
ing to physical birth. 

7. Some think Jesus explains both in the next verse. "Of water" is "of 
the flesh", referring to physical birth, the birth Nicodemus men
tioned in v 4. "Water" refers to semen, or amniotic fluid. "Of the 
Spirit" refers to spiritual birth, the birth mentioned in v 3. A second 
birth is indeed needed to enter, but not a physical one. Others think 
"of water" refers to water baptism. In this case, "of water and the 
Spirit" is equivalent to "of the Spirit" in v 6, and to "born again" 
in v 3, the water referring the outward act, the Spirit's birth to the 
inner reality. Some think "water" refers to John's baptism in 
Nicodemus's case, but is also prophetic of Christian baptism. It 
symbolizes repentance and cleansing from the old life. There are 
other views. Consult the commentaries. 

8. In v 6 and 8, Jesus uses a physical illustration to explain the spiri
tual truths in v 5 and 7. 

9. Flesh fathers flesh, Spirit fathers spirit. They reproduce "after their 
kind". The child shares the parent's nature, physically, and spiritually. 

I 0. This word is plural, and "all" is added to reflect this. It is equiva-
lent to "one" in v 3, 5; and "everyone" in v 8. It is a general truth. 

11. This is the same word as "Spirit". GK 4460. Related to "blows" next. 
12. Some manuscripts say "or" { K}. 
13. We do not know the source or destination of the wind. We only see 

its effects- the sound and movement it causes. So in the spiritual 
realm. We do not understand physically "how" (the question in v 
4). We only see the effect in the person's life after the person has 
been born of the Spirit. The spiritual wind blows, one is drawn to 
Him (6:44), and born from above. The seed is sown, and it grows
how, we do not know, Mk 4:27. 

14. That is, being born again and entering the kingdom. 
15. Or, how can these things "come about, take place, be"? GK 1181. 

The first question by Nicodemus was "How can one be physically 
born a second time?", v 4. Now he asks "How can one be spiritu
ally born from above?" Jesus chides his ability to understand such 
spiritual realities (v 10), and then tells him in v 14-15-believe in 
Me. This answer is then explained in v 16-21. 

16. Or, "know". On this word, see "know" in Lk I :34. 
17. Some think Jesus is including the Baptist; others, the prophets; oth

ers, the disciples; others, the Father; others, that He is referring to 
Himself, as in 9:4. 

18. Jesus asserts His authority, then chastises Israel for not accepting it. 
19. This word is plural here and in all four places in v 12. "People" is 

added to reflect this. Some think Jesus is referring to the Pharisees, 
v I; or more broadly, to the Jewish leaders in general; others, even 
more broadly, to "people like you". These are general statements 
reaching beyond Nicodemus. 

20. That is, things relating to physical reality, to this human existence; 
things proceeding from an earthly point of view versus a heavenly 
one; things reaching from earth to heaven versus from heaven to 
earth. Even things like 2:16, relating to the earthly temple. Ifthe 
Jews do not accept that kind of statement, and the authority of Jesus 
to speak it, why would they believe Him if He spoke of spiritual, 
unseen realities? 

21. Now Jesus gives the source of His authority, of what "we know" and 
"we have seen" (v 11 ); and of the Pharisees' lack of authority for 
passing judgment on what He says. He has "come from God" (v 2) 
in a much deeper sense than Nicodemus 1~alizes, in a unique sense. 

22. Some take this to mean "has personal communion with God". 
23. Some manuscripts add "the One being in heaven" { B}, which some 

think refers to Jesus as God. He has descended, and yet His eter
nal being is also in heaven. He is everywhere, yet in this body. 

24. Jesus now gives the answer to the question in v 9. 
25. On this, see Num 21 :8-9. Jesus too will be lifted up, and all putting 

faith in Him will live. Sarne word as in 8:28. While Jesus was refer
ring to the cross, this would not be clear to Nicodemus at this time. 

26. Or, "believing in". This grammar for "believe in, put faith in" is else
where only in Mk 1:15 ("in the gospel") and Eph 1:13 ("in which 
gospel", or, "in Whom"). On this word, see "believe" in 3:36. Com
pare 2 Thes 2: 12. II is not the preposition "in" normally used to say 
"believe in Him" (as in v 16). Compare Rom 4:5, "put faith upon". 
Some manuscripts do have the normal preposition here, and say 
"believing in Him may not perish but may have eternal life" {B}. 

27. Or, "it", the Son of Man lifted up. 
28. This is the Greek word order. It may also be punctuated "everyone 

believing may have eternal life in Him". 
29. Some think v 16-21 are John's words of explanation for us; others, 

Jesus' explanation for Nicodemus. 
30. This word means "so, thus, in this manner, like this, as follows, so 

much", and is used 208 times. GK 4048. Here, some think John 
means "in this manner", as it is used in 7:46; 11 :48; 18:22; others, 
"so much, to such an extent, so very", as it is used in Gal I :6, "so 
quickly"; Gal 3:3, "so foolish"; Heb 12:21, "so fearful"; and Rev 
16: 18, "so great". 

31. Or, "so that everyone believing in Him shall not perish, but shall 
have ... ", depending on whether this is expressing God's purpose, or 
the result. GK 2671. 

32. Or, "pass judgment on. execute judgment against, condemn". Yet 
Jesus has the authority to judge, and will exercise it later, 5:27. 
Compare 9:39; 12:47. Same word as in v 18; 5:22, 30; 7:24; 8:15, 
16,26; 12:47,48; 16:11; 18:31.0nthisword,seeMt7:1. 

33. Jesus came to save, but this salvation results in judgment for those 
who reject it. 

34. This one does not come into judgment, but has passed from death 
to life, 5:24. On this word, see Mt 7: I. 

A.Mt3:2 B.Lkl:l5 C.Revl7:8 D.Mtl6:21 E.Jn7:17,willing F.Jnl:7 G.Jnl:7 H.Revl2:9 J.Mt3:1 K.Mt25:46 L.Jn21:15, 
devotedlylove M.1Jn2:15 N.Jnl:l8 0.1Cor1:18 P.Mk3:14,sendout Q.Lk19:10 
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2 F. "But the one not believing has been judged A already, because he has not 
believed in the name of the only-bom8 Son of God 

Verse 

I< i. "And this is the judgment1- that the Light has come into the world, and I 'I 

people lovedc the darkness2 rather than the Light, for their works were evil0 

111. "For everyone practicingE badF things hatesG the Light, and does not 21 I 

come to the Light, in order that his works may not be exposed3 

211. "But the one doing the truth4 comes to the Light, in order that his 2 I 
works may become-visible5- that6 they have been worked7 in8 God" 

5;\. After these things Jesus and His disciples went into the Judean Iand9
, and there He was spending-timeH 

with them and baptizing 10 

1 B. Now John also was baptizing in Aenon near Salim, because there were many waters 11 there. And 
they were coming and being baptized. ·For John had not yet been thrown 12 into prison 

213. Then a debate 13 arose 14 from 15 the disciples of John with a Jew 16 about purification17 

:rn. And they came to John and said to him, "Rabbi\ He who was with you beyond the Jordan, 
concerning Whom you have testified, look-this One is baptizing, and all 18 are going to Him!" 

4B. John responded and said-

I l" "A personK cannot receive even one thing unless it has been given 19 to him from heaven. 
0 You 2' 

yourselves are testifying concerning me that I said that20 'I am not the Christ', but that 'I am 
one having been sent-forthL ahead of that One' 21 

2C. "The one having the bride is the bridegroom. And the friend22 of the bridegroom, the one '" 
standing there and hearing him, rejoices with joy23 because of the voice of the bridegroom.24 

So this, my joy,25 has been made-full26 

~ C. "It-is-necessaryM for that One to grow27, and for me to diminish28 _; 11 

I D. "The29 One coming from-aboveN is above30 all _; I 

l L "The one31 being from the earth is from the earth and is speaking from the earth 

2D. "The One coming from heaven is above all. 
0

What32 He has seen and did hear- this He ' 
is testifying 

I E. "And no one is receiving His testimony33 

:21-:. "The one34 having received His testimony certified35 that God is truthful,36 "for He _;_; __ ;4 
Whom God sent forth is speaking the words of God 

I F "For He37 does not give Him the Spirit from a measure38 

2F "The39 Father lovesc the Son40, and has given all things in His hand41 _,, 

I Ci. "The one believing42 in the Son has eternal life ;,, 
:'.Ci. "But the one disobeying43 the Son will not see life, but the wrath0 of God 

remainsP on him" 
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I. Or, "verdict, decision". This is how God presently judges the ones 
not believing- they loved the darkness because their deeds are 
evil. This is His present verdict. Terrifying consequences await 
those who end their life with this judgment still true of them. Same 
word as in 5:22, 24, 27, 29, 30; 7:24; 8:16; 12:31; 16:8, 11; Heb 
9:27; 10:27; 2 Pet 3:7; Rev 16:7; and as ''.justice" in Mt 12:18, 20; 
23:23. Used 47 times. GK 3213. Related to "judge" in Mt 7:1. 

2. Same word as in Mt4:16; Lk 1:79;Act 26:18; Rom 13:12; Eph 5:8, 
11; Col I: 13; I Pet 2:9. Used 31 times. GK 5030. Related to the 
word in Jn I :5, and "darkened" in Rom I :21 and Eph 4: 18. 

3. Thus the reason such people reject the Light lies with them. On this 
word, see Eph 5: 11. 

4. On "doing the truth", compare "doing sin" in 8:34. 
5. Or, "be revealed". On this word, see "made evident" in I Jn 2: 19. 
6. Or, "because". GK 4022. 
7. Or, "done, wrought, performed". This is a participle, they "are hav

ing been worked". On this word, see Mt 26: I 0. Related to "works" 
in v 20. 

8. Or, "in union with, in connection with, by means of". Or, "under" 
God, in His sphere of influence, as this word is used in Rom 2: 12. 
GK 1877. 

9. That is, Jesus left Jerusalem and went into Judea. This idiom, "the 
Judean land", is used only here. Compare Mk I :5. 

10. Note John's clarification of this in 4:2. On this word, see Mk 1:8. 
11. That is, many sources of water. Or, "much water", large quantities 

of water. On "many waters", see Rev 14:2. "Water" (used 76 times. 
GK 5623) is plural elsewhere only in Mt 8:32; 14:28, 29; Mk 9:22; 
andRev7:17;8:10, II; 11:6; 14:7; 16:4,5; 17:15. 

12. This is a participle, he "was not yet having been thrown" into 
prison. In Mt 4: 12 and Mk I: 14, this future imprisonment is where 
their description of the ministry of Jesus begins. In John, this 
imprisonment occurs before 5:1, and may have occurred in con
junction with the departure from Judea in 4: 1-3. 

13. Or, "controversy". On this word, see "controversy" in I Tim 6:4. 
14. Or, "took place, came about". GK I 181. 
15. The debate was between these disciples and this Jew, but this prepo

sition indicates it originated with these disciples. 
16. Some manuscripts have this plural, "with the Jews" {B). 
17. On this word, see 2 Pet 1:9. Perhaps John's disciples debated the 

place or effect of his baptism in view of that of Jesus. 
18. This hyperbole betrays the hearts of these men. 
19. This is a participle, unless it "is having been given" to him. 
20. Some manuscripts omit this word {C}. 
21. That is, John can only receive what God gives him. And God gave 

him the task of preparing the Lord's way, as these disciples very 
well know. 

22. Christ is the bridegroom, John is the friend of the bridegroom. 
23. The phrase "rejoices with joy" is a Hebrew way of saying "rejoices 

greatly". 
24. As the groomsman standing and listening to the bridegroom with his 

bride rejoices to hear him, so John rejoices to hear of Jesus' words 
and actions. Jesus is the center of attention, and John is His friend. 

25. That is, this rejoicing with 'friend of the bridegroom joy', which 
is my joy, has been made full (or, fulfilled) in my case. 

26. Same word as in 15:11; 17:13. Compare 16:24. 
27. Or, "increase". That is, grow in brightness as the Light in the dark

ness, grow in His effect on Israel, grow in His following, spread in 

His influence. Same word as the gospel "growing" in Col I :6 (see 
also Act 6:7; 12:24; 19:20), and Israel "increasing" in Act 7: 17. 
Used of plants, children, the church, faith, and Christians "grow
ing". Used 23 times. GK 889. 

28. Or, "reduce, decrease, be made lower". Elsewhere only as "made 
lower" in Heb 2:7, 9. GK 1783. Related to "lesser" in Jn 2:10. 

29. Some think that v 31-36 are the apostle John's comments; others, 
a continuation of the Baptist's words. 

30. Or, "over". Not related to "from-above". Same word as later in the 
verse. GK 2062. Jesus is preeminent. Paul says Jesus is "over all" 
in Rom 9:5, using a different word. 

31. This contrast is true of the Baptist, but is stated in a form that is true 
of all. Jesus comes from above, and is above all in rank and author
ity. The Baptist is from the earth, like all humans, and speaks the 
things of God from an earthly perspective. As a prophet, he speaks 
what God reveals to him, but knows nothing more, as in I Pet I: I 0-
12. All humans speak of heaven from an earthly source of knowl
edge, not from firsthand knowledge (like Jesus). 

32. Jesus speaks from personal knowledge-- not what was revealed to 
Him, but what He has personally seen and heard in heaven. Compare 
I Jn I: I. Some manuscripts say "And what...". Others combine this 
with v 31, omitting "is above all" and ''this", so that it says "The One 
coming from heaven is testifying what He has seen and did hear'' { C}. 

33. The Baptist may be referring primarily to the Jewish leadership in 
Jerusalem- the same ones rejecting him or giving him no more 
than lip service. Compare v 11, 26. Or, the apostle John may be 
referring to people in general. 

34. This is true of the Baptist and the special certification he gave (I :32-
34), but is stated in a form that is true of all who have received Jesus. 
The contrast here between IE. and 2E. is like that in I: 11-12. 

35. Or, "set his seal, sealed, attested". Same word as in 6:27. On this 
word, see "sealed" in Eph I: 13. 

36. To accept what Jesus says is to set your personal seal of approval 
on the truthfulness of God's words, for His words are God's words. 
The reverse is in I Jn 5: 10--- to reject Jesus is to make God a liar. 

37. Note that this is a negative statement, the Greek word order being, 
"Not from a measure does He give Him the Spirit". Some rephrase 
this as a positive statement, "He gives Him the Spirit without meas
ure". Some manuscripts say "God" {B). 

38. Or, "by means of a measure, out of a measure". This idiom is used 
only here. Jesus is not like the Baptist, or any other prophet to 
whom God gives a measured gift of His Spirit. God "is not giving" 
Him a measured-out portion, as with the other prophets. All the 
fullness dwells in Jesus, Col I: 19; 2:9. There are other views. Con
sult the commentaries. Same word as in Eph 4:7, where we all have 
a "measure" of grace. Same noun as in Mt 7:2; 23:32; Mk 4:24; 
Lk 6:38; Rom 12:3; 2 Cor 10:13; Eph 4:13, 16; Rev 21:17. Else
where only as "measuring" rod in Rev 21: 15. GK 3586. 

39. Having stated the negative, the positive is now given. 
40. The Baptist called Jesus "the Son of God" in I :34. 
41. Compare Jn 13:3. 
42. This word means "believe, put faith in, trust". It is also rendered 

"put faith" (see Rom 4:5 and Jn 3: 15); and "entrust" in Lk 16: 11; 
Jn 2:24; Rom 3:2; I Cor 9: 17; Gal 2:7; I Thes 2:4; I Tim I: 11; Tit 
1:3. Used 241 times. GK 4409. Related to "faith" in Eph 2:8; and 
"faithful" in Col I :2. 

43. Or, "refusing to believe". On this word, see Rom 11 :30. 

A.Mt7:1 B.Jnl:l8 C.Jn21:15,devotedlylove D.Act25:18 E.Rom2:1 F.Jam3:16 G.Rom9:13 H.Act12:19 J.Mt23:7 K.Mt4:4, 
mankind L. Mk 3:14, send out M. Mt 16:21, must N. Jn 3:3, again 0. Rev 16:19 P. Jn 15:4, abide 
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h.\. So when Jesus' knew2 that the Pharisees heard that Jesus was3 making and baptizing more disciplesA 4: I 
than John "(although4 Jesus Himself was not baptizing, but His disciples),°He leftl Judea and went again6 2-3 
toward Galilee. •And He had-to7 go through Samaria 4 

113. So He comes into a city a/Samaria being called Sychar, near the place which Jacob gave to his son :' 
Joseph. "Now a spring8 of Jacob was there. So Jesus, having become weary8 from the journey, was h 

sitting thus9 at the spring. The hour was about the sixth'° 

I (,. A woman of Samaria comes to draw water- 7 

ID. Jesus says to her, "Give Me water to drink" 

IL. For His disciples had gone into the city in order that they might buy food" ~ 

1 D. So the Samaritan woman says to Him, "How is it You, being a Jew, are asking something lJ 

to drink from me, being a Samaritan woman?" 

11· .. For Jews do not use-things-together-with 12 Samaritans 13 

>D. Jesus responded and said to her, "If you knewc the gift0 o/God14, and Who the One saying 
to you 'Give Me water to drink' is- you would have asked Him, and He would have 
given you livingE water" 

4D. The woman15 says to Him, "SirF, You have no bucket16, and the well 17 is deep. From where 
then do You have the living water? "You are not greater than our father Jacob, are You 18 , 

who gave us the well, and himself drank from it, and his sons, and his animals 19?" 
SD. Jesus responded and said to her, "Everyone drinking from this water will thirst again. 

But whoever should drink20 from the water which I will give him- he will never2 1 thirst, 
ever22• On the contrary, the water which I will give him will become a spring of water in 
him, bubbling-up23 to eternal life" 

61 ). The woman says to Him, "Sir, give me this water, in order that I may not24 be thirsting, 
nor coming here to draw it" 

71J. He25 says to her, "Go, call your husband, and come here" 
kD. The woman responded and said to Him, "I do not have a husband" 
')[) Jesus says to her, "You said rightlyG that 'I do not have a husband26 '. "For you had five 

husbands. And now he whom you have is not your husband. You have spoken this as a 
trueH thing" 

I OD. The woman says to Him, "Sir, I perceivel that You are a prophet. 27 "Our fathers 
worshiped on this mountain,28 and you29 Jews say that the place where one must30 

worship is in Jerusalem" 
11 D. Jesus says to her, "Believe Me, woman,31 that an hour is coming when you32 Samaritans 

will give-worship to the Father neither on this mountain nor in Jerusalem 

11 ·.. "You Samaritans worship what you do not knowc. We Jews worship what we know, 
because salvationK is from the Jews 

2 l-:. "But an hour is coming, and now is, when the trueL worshipers will give-worship 
to the Father in spirit and truth33 

11 ·. "For indeed the Father is seekingM such ones to be the ones worshiping Him 
21·. "God is spirit, and the ones worshiping Him mustN worship34 in spirit and truth" 
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I. Some manuscripts say "the Lord" { C). 
2. Or, "came to know, learned". On this word, see Lk I :34. 
3. More literally, "is", as the Greek typically phrases it. 
4. Or, "and yet". Used only here. GK 2793. John is correcting the 

information that the Pharisees heard. 
S. Perhaps Jesus left so the Pharisees could not try to play Him against 

the Baptist. John could correct his own disciples (3:25-26), but the 
Pharisees might attempt to exploit such questions among the peo
ple. This may also have been when John was imprisoned. See 3:24. 
Compare Mt 4:12; Mk 1:14; Lk 3:20; 4: 14. 

6. Or, "back". Jesus was there in I :43-2: 12. On this word, see Mk 
15: 13. Some manuscripts omit this word {A). 

7. Or, "it was necessary that He go". On this idiom, see "must" in 
Mt 16:21. 

8. Same word as in v 14; Jam 3: 11; 2 Pet 2: 17; Rev 7: 17; 8: 10; 14:7; 
16:4; 21 :6. Elsewhere only as "fountain" in Mk 5:29. GK 4380. Not 
related to "well" in v 11, which is the "shaft" in which the "spring" 
of water is located, but used to refer to both. "Spring" puts empha
sis on the water; "well" on the shaft dug down to the water. 

9. Some think John means "wearied, tired"; others, "as He was", with
out any preparation. On this word, see "so" in 3: 16. Compare 13 :25, 
where this same word is used. 

I 0. Some think John means noon, counting from sunrise, 6.A.M. Oth
ers think he means 6 P.M., counting from noon, Roman time. See 
19: 14 on this. 

11. Or, "provisions". It is plural here. On this word, see Mt 24:45. 
12. Or, "make use of vessels with", or more broadly, "associate with" 

as friends and equals. A Jew would not share water from the same 
bucket or cup as this Samaritan woman. Jews had business dealings 
with Samaritans, as seen even in v 8, but avoided becoming 
"unclean" by contact with them. Used only here. GK 5178. Related 
to "make use of" in I Cor 7:21. 

13. Some include this in the woman's statement. Some manuscripts 
omit "For Jews ... Samaritans" {A). 

14. The gift is the living water, eternal life, v 14. 
15. Some manuscripts omit "the woman" {C}, so that it says "She 

says ... ". 
16. Or, "drawing thing". Used only here. GK 534. Related to the verb 

"draw" in v 7, 15. 

311 John4:24 

I 7. Sarne word as in v 12. See "spring" in v 6. On this word, see "shaft" 
in Rev 9:1. 

18. The grammar indicates a "no" answer is expected. 
19. This word was used of animals fed by humans, especially sheep and 

goats. Used only here. GK 2576. 
20. Jesus contrasts the continual drinking of physical water, and the 

one-time drink of His spiritual water. 
21. This is an emphatic negative (see 8:51), further strengthened by 

adding "ever". 
22. Or, "forever, into the age". GK 172. This combination of"never" 

and "ever" is elsewhere only in Jn 8:51, 52; 10:28; 11:26; 13:8; 
I Cor 8: 13. 

23. Or, "springing up, welling up", but not related to "spring" or "well". 
Elsewhere only as "leap" in Act 3:8; 14:10. GK 256. Related to 
"leap on" in Act 19: 16. 

24. Or, "so that I will not". GK 2671. 
25. Some manuscripts say "Jesus" {N). 
26. Jesus changes the word order of the woman's claim, giving it His 

own emphasis. 
27. That is, because Jesus had supernatural knowledge about this 

woman's past. Compare the case in Lk 7:39. On "prophet", see I 
Cor 12:28. Since He was clearly a prophet, she asks Him an appro
priate question. 

28. Mount Gerizim is where the Samaritans worshiped, and this well 
was at the foot of it. 

29. The "you" here is plural, to reflect which, "Jews" is added. 
30. Or, where "it is necessary to". On this idiom, see Mt 16:21. Or, 

where "one ought to". On this idiom, see Act 25: 10. 
31. Some manuscripts say "Woman, believe Me" { K) . 
32. The "you" here and in v 22 is also plural. 
33. Truth is that which corresponds to reality, from God's point of view. 

Same word as in Lk 4:25; Jn 1: 17; 8:32; 17: 17; Rom I: 18, 25; Eph 
1: 13; 4:25; Phil 1: 18; 2 Thes 2: 10; 1 Tim 2:4, 7; 1 Jn 2:4; 3: 18. Used 
109 times. GK 237. Related to "true" in Jn 6:55 and 7:28, and 
"truly" in Mt 14:33. 

34. On "give worship" and "worship" (same word, different grammar) 
in v 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, see Mt 14:33. 

A. Lk 6:40 B. Mt 11 :28 C. 1 Jn 2:29 D. Rom 5: 15 E. Rev 20:4, came to life F. Mt 8:2, master G. Act 10:33, well H. Jn 6:55 J. Lk 10: 18, 
seeing K. Lk 19:9 L. Jn 7:28 M. Phil 2:21 N. Mt 16:21 
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12 IJ. The woman says to Him, "I know that Messiah A is corning- the One being called 2' 
Christ. When that One comes, He will declare8 all things to us" 

U D. Jesus says to her, "I, the One speaking to you, am He 1
" 211 

2 ( ·. And at this point His disciples came, and they were rnarvelingc that He was speaking with a 2' 
woman. Yet no one said, "What are you seeking?2

" or, "Why are You speaking with her?" 
JC. So the woman left her waterpot3, and went into the city. And she says to the people:"Corne, 21'-2'! 

see a man Who told me everything that I did. This One is not the Christ, is He?"4 0

They5 went _\I 1 

out of the city, and were corning to Hirn 
-H ·. In the meantime the disciples were asking Hirn, saying, "Rabbi0

, eat" 'I 

ID. But the One said to them, "I have foodE to eat that you do not know about" 
2D. So the disciples were saying to one another, "Someone did not bring Hirn something to 

eat, did he?"6 

3D. Jesus says to them, "My foodF is that7 I may do the will8 o/the One having sent Me, and 
accornplish9 His work 

I l. "Do you not say that 'There are still four months, and the harvest cornes'? 10 

21-. "Behold, I say to you- lift-upG your eyes and look-at the fields, that11 they are white12 

for harvestD. Already 14 0

the one reaping is receiving wages, 15 and is gathering fruit 
for life eternal, so that the one sowing and the one reaping may rejoiceH together 

11. "For in this case, the saying1 is trueK, that 'One is the one sowing and another 
is the one reaping 16 

21 "I sent17 you out to be reaping what you have not labored:for. 18 Others have 
laboredL, and you have entered into their labor" 

:"C And many o/the Samaritans from that city believed in Hirn because of the word o/the woman -~" 
testifying 19 that "He told me everything which I did" 

6l ·. Therefore when the Samaritans came to Hirn, they were asking Hirn to stayM with them. And -111 

He stayed there for two days 
7( ·. And many rnore20 believed because of His word. •And they were saying to the woman that -11--1.' 

"We are no longer believing because of your speaking21 • For we ourselves have heard, and we 
know that this One is truJyN the Savior0 of the world22" 

~( · And after the two days, He went forth from there to23 Galilee. 
0

For Jesus HirnselftestifiedP that -l '--IJ 
a prophet does not have honorO in his own horneland24 

2B. So when He came to Galilee, 25 the Galileans welcornedR Hirn, having seen all that He did in -l' 
Jerusalem at the Feast. For they also went to the Feast. 26 ·so He27 came again to Cana a/Galilee, -lt· 
where He made the water wine 

I ( ·. And there was a certain royal28 one whose son was sick5 in Capemaurn. 
0

This one- having -l -
heard that Jesus had29 come from Judea to Galilee- went to Hirn, and was asking that He 
come down and heaJT his son. For he was about to die 

2( ·. So Jesus said to him, "Unless you30 people see signs and wonders, you will by no means believe"31 -l.\ 
JC. The royal one says to Hirn, "Masteru, come down before my child dies" -l'; 
4l ·. Jesus says to him, "Go, your son Iives"32 '>11 

5( ·. The man believed the word which Jesus spoke to him, and was going 

ID. Now while he was already going down, his slavesv met him33, saying that his boyw lives34 'I 
2D. So he inquiredx from them the hour at which he got better35 ' ' 



I. On the phrase "I am He", see 8:58. 
2. Some think John means "What are you seeking [from Him)?"; oth

ers, "What are You seeking [from her)?". On "seeking", see Phil 2:21. 
3. With the "bucket" (v 11), the woman drew from the well; with the 

"waterpot", she carried it home. Elsewhere only in 2:6, 7. GK 5620. 
4. The grammar indicates that the woman expects the people to say 

"no" at this point. But the question calls upon them to examine the 
possibility. The same type of question occurs in v 33; Mt 12:23. 
"You don't think this might be the Messiah, do you?" She clearly 
believes Jesus is the Messiah, v 39. 

5. Some manuscripts say "So they ... " { N}, using the same word as 
in v 28. 

b. The grammar indicates a "no" answer is expected. 
7. Or, "to do". GK 2671. 
8. Jesus hungers to do God's will, and doing it satisfies His soul as 

food does the body. 
9. Or, "complete, finish". Same word as in 5:36; 17:4, on which see 

"perfect" in Heb 2: I 0. 
I 0. The grammar indicates a "yes" answer is expected. Do you not 

expect a delay between sowing and harvesting? Some think Jesus 
is appealing to the common experience of people. Others think that 
in addition, it implies there were actually four months remaining at 
that moment until harvest that year. 

11. Or, "because". GK 4022. 
12. Some think Jesus is referring to the people coming to Him from the 

city (v 30) in their white garments, not to any agricultural crop. In any 
case, He is referring to the spiritual harvest. Used 25 times. GK 3328. 

13. The spiritual harvest is here, as seen with this woman. Jesus just 
reaped the woman, and she is now reaping others, without any 
delay. Others have already sown, as seen in her statement in v 25, 
so the fields are ready. 

14. Or, this word may be joined to what precedes, "are already white 
for harvest". Some manuscripts add "and", so that it says, "are 
already white for harvest. And the one reaping ... " {B}. 

15. In other words, the reapers are already working the harvest. Both 
Jesus and the woman, as seen in v 39, are reaping. The "wages" are 
the "food" He has now (v 32), enjoyed while bringing in the har
vest. The fruit gathered will be enjoyed in eternal life. There, all 
who had a part in sowing and reaping will rejoice over it forever. 

16. Someone else is the sower. Jesus and the woman are the reapers. 
They entered into a harvest already prepared by others. 

17. Now Jesus applies this to the disciples with Him. The past tense 
may refer to the work they entered in 4:2. 

18. Israel was already prepared, anticipating the Messiah. The world was 
prepared for reaping. The disciples will reap the harvest for which 
many others have labored (extending from Jesus back to Moses). 

19. This shows the powerful effect of the woman's testimony in v 29. 
Some Samaritans believe before they see Jesus. 

313 John 4:52 

20. More literally, "more by much". That is, more than believed 
because of the woman's word, v 39. 

21. That is, what this woman said. Some believed because of her testi
mony, v 39. Many more were tentatively convinced by her, but fully 
believed when they heard Jesus for themselves. On this noun, see 8:43. 

22. The Samaritans must have heard this from Jesus, who would have 
explained why He, the Jewish Messiah, did not treat them as the 
Jews did. Some manuscripts say " ... world, the Christ" {N}. John 
calls Him "Savior of the world" also in I Jn 4: 14. 

23. Some manuscripts say "there, and went to Galilee" {N). 
24. Some think the homeland in view is Judea. Jesus went to Galilee 

because He would have been dishonored in Judea by the Pharisees, 
as began to happen in 4: 1-3. Others think the homeland is Galilee. 
Jesus went to Galilee because He knew He would not be honored 
there in a way that would bring Him into premature conflict with 
the Pharisees, as began to happen in 4: 1-3. Others think the home
land is Israel. Jesus deliberately went from where He was being 
honored (Samaria), back to Israel where He knew this would not be 
the case, where they would seek Him for His miracles, not His mes
sage. In Samaria, they were convinced by His word (v 42), with
out signs (none are recorded). In Israel they sought Him for His 
signs, but did not believe His word. His popularity in Judea (v I) 
and Galilee (v 44) was for the wrong reasons, and He was return
ing to Israel to bring this to its inevitable conclusion. There are 
other views. Consult the commentaries. Same word as "hometown" 
in Mt 13:57; Mk 6:4; Lk 4:24; where Jesus says this after He is dis
honored in Nazareth. On this word, see Heb 11: 14. 

25. That is, when Jesus came to where He was going in v 2 when He 
passed through Samaria. 

26. That is, unlike the Samaritans, who for this reason did not know Jesus. 
27. Some manuscripts say "Jesus" {N}. 
28. John probably means a royal official in the service of Herod Antipas 

(see Mt 14: I on him), though he could mean a member of Herod's 
family. On this word, see Act 12:20. 

29. More literally, "has", as the Greek typically phrases it. 
30. This word is plural, as is the next "you" in this sentence. "People" 

is added to reflect this. 
31. This is in contrast to the Samaritans, who believed "because of His 

word", v 41. The Jews come to Jesus as a miracle worker, not as 
"the Savior of the world", v 42. Jesus is expressing His disap
pointment that this is the case. 

32. Note that Jesus heals with a word, over a distance of some 20 miles 
or 32 kilometers (from Cana to Capernaum). 

33. Some manuscripts add "and reported" {N}. 
34. Some manuscripts say "saying that 'your boy lives'"; others, "say

ing that 'your son lives'" {B}. 
35. This is an idiom, literally "he had it better", that is, recovered. On 

this idiom, compare "being ill" in Mk I :32. 

A. Jn 1:41 B. Jn 16:13 C. Rev 17:8 D. Mt 23:7 E. Mt 6:19, eating F. Mk 7:19 G. 2 Cor 11:20 H. 2 Cor 13:11 J. I Cor 12:8, word 
K. Jn 7:28 L. Mt 11:28, being weary M. Jn 15:4, abide N. Mt 14:33 0. Lk I :47 P. Jn I :7 Q. I Tim 5: 17 R. Mt 10:40 S. 2 Tim 4:20 
T. Mt 8:8 U. Mt 8:2 V. Rom 6: 17 W. Act 3: 13, servant X. Act 23:34, learned 
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:m. So1 they said to him that "The feve~ left him yesterday at the seventh2 hour" 
.. m. Then the father knew that it was at that hour at which Jesus said to him, "Your son lives" :"3 
5D. And he believed\ he and his whole household8 

hC. Now4 this again5 was a second6 sign Jesus did, having come from Judea to Galilee '4 

7.\. After these things there was a Feast7 of the Jews, and Jesus went up to Jerusalem :" I 

\ ll. Now in Jerusalem near the Sheep8 gate, there is a pool- the one being called Bethzatha9 in Hebrew, 2 
having five porticos 10. 

0

In these porticos, a multitude 11 of the ones being sickc were lying-down- , 
blind ones, Iame0 ones, withered12 ones. •And there was a certain man there having14 thirty and15 413

-' 

eight years in his sickness 16 

2B. Jesus-having seen this one lying down, and having known17 that he already had18 a long time [in " 
his sickness]- says to him, "Do you want to become healthy19?" 

IC. The one being sickc answered Him, "SirE, I do not have a man to20 putF me into the pool when 
the water is stirred-upG. But while I am going, another goes down before me" 

2l. Jesus says to him, "Arise, pick up your cot, and walk!" ~ 

3C And immediately the man became healthy, and picked up his cot, and was walking 11 

313. Now it was a Sabbath on that day. 
0

So the Jews were saying to the one having been curedH, "It is I 11 

the Sabbath, and it is not lawfuJl for you to pick up your cot" 

I ( ·. But the one answered them, "The One having made me healthy, that One said to me, 'Pick up I I 
your cot and walk' " 

:!l. They21 asked him, "Who is the man having said to you, 'Pick up22 and walk'?" I~ 
3C. But the one having been healedK did not know who He was23 • For Jesus withdrew24, a crowd25 I.~ 

being in the place 
..:ic·. After these things, Jesus finds him in the temple. And He said to him, "See-you have become 14 

healthy! Do not be sinning26 any longer, in order that something worse may not happen to you" 
:" C : . The man went away, and reported27 to the Jews that Jesus was28 the One having made him healthy I ' 

413. And for this reason, the Jews29 were persecutingL Jesus30- because He was doing31 these things on IP 
a Sabbath 

IC·. But Jesus32 answered them, "My Father is workingM until now, and I am working"33 I -
2( . Therefore, for this reason the Jews were seekingN more to ki11° Him- because I~ 

1 D. He was not only breaking34 the Sabbath 
:'.I) But He was also callingP God His own35 Father, making Himself equal36 to God! 

5ll. Therefore Jesus responded and was saying to them-

IC'. "TruJyO, truly, I say to you- the Son can do37 nothing from38 Himself except something He 
sees the Father doingl9 

1 D. "For4° whatever things that One is doing, these things the Son is also likewise doing 

11 '.. "For4 1 the Father IovesR the Son, and showss Him all things that He Himself is doing 20 
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I . Some manuscripts say "And" { N). 
2. Some think the slaves mean I P.M., counted from sunrise. In this case, 

"yesterday" is from the Jewish point of view. They met that evening, 
which to them was the next day (it began at sundown). Others think 
they mean 7 P.M., counted from noon. See 19: 14. In this case, the late 
hour explains why the official was returning the next day. 

3. In v 50, the man believed in the word of healing. Now he believes 
in Jesus. Though wonderful for him, it proves what Jesus said in v 
48, and stands in contrast to v 41-42. 

4. Some manuscripts omit this word {C). 
5. That is, continuing from what John said in 2: 11. 
6. Jesus had done other signs in Judea, 2:23. This is the second (see 

2: I I) sign John mentions that was done in Cana, Galilee, after He 
had returned from Judea. John could mean the second in Galilee, 
the second in Cana, or the second manifesting His glory (due to the 
special nature of both). John may also mean the second of the seven 
He records (see 11: I), although he does not number the rest. 

7. Some manuscripts say "the Feast" {A). There are several views on 
which Feast this was. 

8. Or, "sheep place, sheep poof'. "Gate" is supplied based on Neh 3: I, 
32; 12:39. The KN supplies "market". This can also be rendered 
"Now in Jerusalem near the sheep pool is the pool being called ... ". 
Used only here. GK 4583. 

9. Used only here. GK 1032. Some manuscripts say "Bethsaida" (as 
in I :44, etc.); others, "Bethesda" (only here in the NT) { C). 

IO. That is, covered colonnades or cloisters where people gathered. 
Elsewhere only in 10:23; Act 3:11; 5:12. GK 5119. 

11. Some manuscripts say "a great multitude" {N). 
12. Same word as in Mk 3:3. Some manuscripts add "awaiting the mov

ing ofthe water" {A). Note v 7. 
13. Some manuscripts (with several variations) add as verse 4, "For an 

angel in due season was going down in the pool and stirring up the 
water. Then the one first having stepped in after the stirring up of 
the water was becoming healthy for whatever disease he was indeed 
being afflicted" {A). Whether this explanation is based in fact, or 
correctly represents the beliefs of this sick man, is uncertain. But 
it is clear that John did not write it. 

14. The idiom of"having" time is also in v 6; 8:57; 9:21, 23; 11:17. 
15. Some manuscripts omit this word {C). 
16. That is, the man had been lame or withered for 38 years. On this 

word, see "weakness" in Mt 8: 17. 
17. Or, "having come to know, having learned". John could mean Jesus 

knew it supernaturally, or that someone told Him. Perhaps Jesus 
inquired as to who had been sick the longest, and chose this one for 
healing. On this word, see Lk I :34. · 

18. More literally, "has", as the Greek typically phrases it. 
19. On this word, see Mt 12:13. Same word as in v 9, 11, 14, 15. 
20. More literally, "in order that he might" put. GK 2671. 
21. Some manuscripts say "So they asked ... " {N). 
22. To the Jews, any significance the healing might have had is can

celed by the violation of their Sabbath traditions. Compare the 
man's viewpoint in v 15. Some manuscripts add "your cot" {N). 

23. More literally, "is", as the Greek typically phrases it. 
24. Or, "turned aside". Used only here. GK 1728. Jesus turned His head 

in another direction and went away. 

25. John could mean Jesus turned aside because there was a crowd; or, 
that He turned aside into the crowd, the crowd giving Him the 
means to withdraw unnoticed. Both are true. 

26. That is, do not go on sinning any longer. Repent. Same command 
as in 8: 11. Some think Jesus is implying that the man's 38 year sick
ness was the result of sin; others do not. Jesus is speaking of the 
future, of what might happen if he continues in sin. "Something 
worse" could be a more severe ailment, death, or hell. 

27. The man's motive is not stated. Jesus may have told him to do so. 
Some manuscripts say "said" {N). 

28. More literally, "is", as the Greek typically phrases it. 
29. That is, the Jewish leaders, as in v I 0, 18. See I: 19 on this. 
30. Some manuscripts add "and seeking to kill Him" {N). 
31. The grammar implies the Jews were responding to Jesus' pattern of 

behavior, not just this one incident. 
32. Some manuscripts omit this word {C), so that it says "But the One 

answered ... ". 
33. Jesus claims a unique relationship to the Father ("My'', not "our" 

Father), and a divine justification to work on the Sabbath. He places 
His work on the Sabbath on an equal plane with God's working on 
the Sabbath. 

34. Or, "loosing". That is, annulling its authority. Same word as in Mt 
5:19, and as in Jn 7:23. 

35. Jesus was claiming a special relationship, a direct relationship, as 
seen in Lk I :35. 

36. On this word, see Phil 2:6, where Paul says Jesus was equal with 
God. Compare I 0:33. If God is the father of Jesus, then Jesus has 
the same essence and nature as God, as do all fathers and sons. 
Claiming to be God's Son in this sense is claiming to be God, or 
as John says, equal to God. This "equality" is seen clearly in what 
He says to them beginning in v 19. 

37. The focus of this part of Jesus' answer is on His authority for His 
actions, for His working on the Sabbath, v 17, 18. In summary, He 
always acts in submission to His Father, and He does all things the 
Father does. Thus, He has the Father's authority. 

38. Or, "of". That is, of His own initiative, originating in Himself. 
Same phrase as in 7:18; 11:51 (the high priest); 15:4; 16:13. Related 
to "from yourself" in 18:34, and "from Myself" in 5:30; 7:17; 
8:28; 14: IO; and "of Myself" in 7:28; 8:42; IO: 18. A different word 
is used in "out of Myself" in 12:49. 

39. That is, the Son's self-initiated acts are always in harmony with 
what He sees the Father doing. 

40. Not only can the Son not do something out of harmony with the 
Father, He does do what the Father is doing. Thus there is no trans
gression, and no falling short. Negatively, He cannot do something 
unless the Father is doing it. Positively, He is doing everything the 
Father is doing. He is in perfect harmony with the Father. 

41. How does the Son see what the Father is doing? The Father shows 
Him, because He loves Him. How much of what the Father is doing 
does He see? All things. Here Jesus makes explicit the infinite 
extent of what He is claiming. Only One "making Himself equal to 
God" could claim such a thing. 

A. Act 28:8 B. Mk 3:25, house C. 2 Tim 4:20 D. Heb 12: 13 E. Mt 8:2, master F. Rev 2:22, throw G. Gal I :7, disturb H. Mt 8:7 J. I Cor 6: 12 
K.Mt8:8 L.2Tim3:12 M.Mt26:10 N.Phil2:21 O.Rom7:11 P.Jnl2:49,say Q.Jnl:51 R.Jn21:15,affectionatelylove S.1Tim6:15 
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2 E. "And He will show Him greater works than these 1, in order that2 you may marveJA 

2D. "For3 just as the Father raises8 the dead and gives-life-to4 them, so also the Son gives-life- 2 I 
to5 the ones whom He wishes6 

I E. "For the Father does not even judge 7 anyone, but He has given all judgmentc to the ~ 2 
Son,"in order that8 all9 may honor0 the Sonjust-as 10 they are honoring the Father ~' 

IF. "The one not honoring the Son is not honoring the Father having sent Him 

2E. "TrulyE, truly, I say to you11 that the one hearing My word and believing the One .t 
having sent Me, has eternal life. And he does not come into judgmentc, but has 
passed12 from death to life 

:i D. "Truly, truly, I say to you that an hour is coming, and now is, 13 when the dead 14 will hear 
the voice of the Son o/God, and the ones having heard15 will liveF 

IF. "For just as the Father has JifeG in Himself, so also He gave 16 to the Son to have life 
in Himself 17 

21'.. "And He gave Him authority to execute 18 judgment19
, because He is a son o/man20 

.+D. "Do not be marveling-a/A this,2 1 because an hour is coming in which all the ones in the ~s 

gravesH will hear His voice,"and will come out- .'lJ 

I I n "The ones having donel the goodK things- to a resurrectionL of life 
21'. "The ones having practicedM the bad23 things- to a resurrection ofjudgmentc 

SD. "I can do nothing from Myself. 24 Just as I am hearing, I amjudging.25 And My judgmentc 
is righteous26, because I am not seekingN My will, but the will o/the One21 having sent Me 

2C. "If28 am I testifying0 about Myself, My testimonyP is not true. 29 "There is Another- the One 
testifying about Me- and I know that the testimony which He is testifying about Me is trueO 

I D "You have sent out messengers to John, and he has testified to the truth30 

I I:. "But I do not receive31 testimony from a human.32 Nevertheless, I am saying these 
things in order that you may be saved33 

21 ·:. "That one was34 the bumingR and shinings lamp, and you were willing to be overjoyedT 
in his light for an hour35 

;11 

.i I \1 
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I. That is, than works like healing this man. First of all, Jesus means 
greater works on earth, in His lifetime. The greater miracles of 
chapters 9 and 11 are included, but the greatest of all was the cross 
and resurrection! At these the Jews will marvel. In the future, He 
will also cany out the resurrection and the judgment mentioned in 
what follows, but their response to that will not be "marveling". 
Believers will marvel when Jesus returns (2 Thes I: I 0), but the rest 
will suffer affliction. 

2. Or, "so that you will marvel". GK 2671. The marveling by these 
Jews will be in fulfillment of prophecy, Act 13:41. They will mar
vel and perish, unless they repent. 

3. Jesus now gives the ultimate examples of the "whatever things" 
God is doing- the granting of eternal life, the resurrection, and the 
judgment. Note how He answers the specific issue by putting it in 
the context of much larger issues, with which the Jews would dis
agree even more! "My authority for healing on the Sabbath is that 
of God Himself, and it extends far beyond this. I have the ultimate 
authority over life and judgment, over your eternal destiny". 

4. Or, "make• alive". Same word as in 6:63; Rom 4:17; 8:11; I Cor 
15:22, 36; 2 Cor 3:6; Gal 3:21. Elsewhere only as "made alive" in 
I Pet 3:18; and "life-giving" in I Cor 15:45. GK 2443. It is used 
of giving physical life, spiritual life, and resurrection life. 

5. Note the tense. This is something Jesus "is doing", continuing the 
main argument. "Raising the dead and giving life" includes both 
the eternal life He "is giving" now (as in v 25), and the resurrection 
He "will give" later (as in v 28). The present tense informs us He is 
thinking of both aspects, not the latter only. Had Jesus said "will 
give life", this would become point IF., developing what the Father 
"will show Him", v 20. 

6. Or, "wills, wants, desires". On this word, see "willing" in 7:17. 
Same word as "want" in Rom 9: 18. 

7. Giving life and judging are two sides of the coin, and are seen 
together again in v 24, 26-27, 29. 

8. Or, "so that everyone will honor", depending on whether Jesus is 
expressing God's purpose or the future result. GK 267 I. 

9. Those to whom Jesus gives life honor Him by believing; the rest 
will bow the knee at His judgment. 

I 0. That is, in the same manner, to the same degree; that the Father and 
the Son might be treated equally (v 18) as to honor. Only one "mak
ing Himself equal to God" would say such a thing. GK 2777. 

11. Jesus now makes clear who the ones are to whom He "wishes" to 
give life, v 21. 

12. Same word as in I Jn 3:14; Jn 13:1; and as "pass on" in Mt 8:34; 
11: I; Jn 7:3. Used 12 times. GK 3553. 

13. This hour is present now, in the Son Himself. It is not the same as 
the hour yet to come in v 28. 

14. That is, the spiritually dead, Eph 2: I. Those who hear this voice will 
have eternal life. 

15. This is a subgroup of"the dead". The spiritually dead will hear, the 
ones who hear and believe will live. 

16. Some think Jesus is referring to what the Father gave to be in the 
incarnate Son; others, to an eternal giving within their eternal rela
tionship as Father and Son, I :4. Same word and tense as in v 27. Com
pare the tense "has given" in v 22, 36. On this word, see Eph I :22. 

17. Jesus is the source of life for the dead who hear and believe, I Jn 
5: 11. He gives them life out of Himself. 

18. Or, "do, accomplish, perform". This phrase "execute judgment" is 
also in Jude 15. Same word as in Lk 18:7, 8. On this word, see 
"does" in Rev 13:13. 

19. Some manuscripts add "also" {N}. 
20. That is, because He is a human. Or, "the Son o/Man". In either 

case, as the incarnate Son, He has this authority. Compare Act 
10:42; 17:31. This phrase "son of man" (without "the") is elsewhere 
only in Heb 2:6; Rev 1:13; 14:14 (and in Num 23:19; Job 16:21; 
25:6; 35:8; Ps 8:5; 80:17; 144:3; Isa 51:12; Jer49:18, 33; 50:40; 
51:43; Dan 7: 13); the plural "sons of men" is only in Mk 3:28; Eph 
3:5 (and over a dozen times in the OT). The phrase "the Son of 
Man" (with "the") is used 82 times in the NT. Some think no dif
ference in meaning between the two phrases is intended, both iden
tifying Christ as the one in Dan 7: 13. Others think the former refers 
to a quality of existence Christ shares with all humans; the latter 
to Christ alone, as His self-chosen title while on earth, pointing to 
Dan 7: 13 (where as part of a larger description, this phrase in itself 
means "like a human"). Compare Rev I: 13. On "man", see 
"mankind" in Mt 4:4. 

21. Do not marvel that Jesus is granting eternal life to those who hear 
His voice, for His voice will also raise the physically dead on that 
day, and direct them to their destinies. 

22. Compare Mt 25:46. 
23. On this word, see Jam 3:16. On this subject, note Rom 2:6-10. 
24. Some think this point is the conclusion of what precedes; others, 

the beginning of what follows, making this point 2C. On "from 
Myself", see "from Himself" in v 19. 

25. That is, as I hear the Father judging, so I am judging. This com
plements v 19. As Jesus sees the Father doing as to actions, and as 
He hears Him judging as to thoughts, He does the same. This 
includes His present judgments regarding Himself being God's 
Son, regarding His own actions, regarding others, and regarding 
them (as seen in what follows); and His future judgment on that 
day. His judgments are a just reflection of the Father's will. 

26. Or, "right, just". On this word, see Rom I: 17. Same word as in 7:24. 
27. Some manuscripts say "Father" {N}. 
28. The focus of this part of Jesus' answer is on His being God's Son, 

v 17, 18, and their response to it. 
29. That is, ifI alone were to testify that I am His Son, it would not be 

true. What Jesus is claiming can only be accepted as true if the 
Father Himself also testifies in agreement. And He has done so, as 
explained next. Compare 8: 13-14. 

30. Jesus is referring to I: 19, and John's testimony in 1:19-34. 
31. Or, "take, accept". On this word, see "taken" in Rom 7:8. 
32. The testimony Jesus receives and offers as to who He is does not 

come fiom a human source, but fiom the sources mentioned next. 
Jesus is not rejecting John's testimony, as He says next. After all, 
John "came for a testimony", I :7. Jesus is pointing to greater testi
mony than John's, under which John's is subsumed. 

33. Jesus is reminding the Jews of John's testimony in order that they 
might believe it. It was spoken for their benefit. 

34. The tense may indicate that John's testimony was finished; that he 
had been imprisoned. 

35. The Jewish leaders rejoiced that perhaps Messiah was coming as 
John said. But this joy was short-lived, because they rejected his 
testimony and refused his baptism, Lk 7:30. 

A. Rev 17:8 B. Mt 28:6, arose C. Jn 3: 19 D. 1 Tim 5:3 E. Jn 1 :51 F. Rev 20:4, came to life G. Rom 8: 10 H. Mt 23:29, tomb J. Rev 13: 13 
K. I Tim5:10b L.Act24:15 M. Rom2:1 N.Phil2:21 O.Jn 1:7 P.Jn 1:7 Q.Jn6:55 R. Mt5:15 S. Phil2:15 T. Lk 10:21,rejoicegreatly 



John 5:36 318 

:'.D. "But I have testimony greater than John's 1 

J L "For the worksA which the Father has given to Me that I should accomplish2 them3
-

the works themselves which I am doing are testifying4 about Me, that the Father has 
sent Me forth 

Verse 

:'.L "And the Father having sent8 Me- that One has5 testified6 about Me ' -

IF "Neither His voice have you ever heard, nor His form7 have you seen 
::F "And you do not have His word abidingc in you, because the One Whom that :~\ 

One sent-forth0 - this One you are not believing! 

:I I:. "You search8 the ScripturesE because you thinkF that in them you have eternal life- ·'' 1 

and those Scriptures are the ones testifying about Me! •And you are not willingG to -1 1
' 

come to Me in order that you may have life 

:ID. "I do not receive glory from peopleH, 
0

but I know9 you- that you do not have the love1 4 l --+ · 
of God in yourselves 10 

IL. "I have come in the name ofMy Father, and you are not receivingK Me. If another I• 
comes in his own name, you will receive that one 11 

2L "How are you able to believe while receiving glory from one another, and you are -l i 
not seekingL the glory from the only God? 

.. m. "Do not be thinkingF that I will accuse 12 you before the Father. The one accusing you is -l' 
Moses, in whom you have put-hope13 

IE. "For if you were believing Moses, you would be believing Me, for that one wrote -11 

about Me 
:: I. "But if you do not believe the writings of that one, how will you believe My words?" -l -

S,.\ .14 After these things, Jesus went away to the other side of the Sea of Galilee- ofTiberias 15 (, 

l ll. And a large crowd was following Him, because they were seeing the 16 signs17 which He was doing 
on the ones being sickM. •And Jesus went up on the mountain, and was sitting there with His 
disciples. •And the Passover18

, the FeastN of the Jews, was near 

l C. Then Jesus- having lifted-up0 His eyes and seen that a large crowd was19 coming to Him
says to Philip, "From where may we buy bread, in order that these ones may eat?" 

I J) Now He was saying this testingP him. For He Himself knew what He was going to do '' 

2l'. Philip answered Him, "Loaves worth two-hundred denarii20 are not enough/or them, in order 
that each one21 may receive a little bit22" 

3C. One of His disciples-Andrew, the brother a/Simon Peter- says to Him, 0 "There is a boy23 ~-ll 
here who has five barley loaves and two fish24, but what are these for so many?" 

4C. Jesus25 said, "Make the people fall-back [to eat]". And there was much grass in the place I Ii 
5C. So the men26

- about five-thousand as to the number- fell back [to eat] 
!>( '. Then Jesus took the loaves. And having given-thanksO, He distributedR them to the ones21 I I 

reclining-back [to eat]- likewise also from the fish- as much as they were wantings 
7C. And when they were filled28

, He says to His disciples, "Gather the left-over29 fragrnentsT so 12 
that nothing may be lost" 



319 John 6:12 

I. Jesus mentions three witnesses: His works, the Father, and the 
Scriptures. 

2. This is the same word as in 4:34. 
3. Compare 17:4; 4:34. Others omit this word, and render it "given 

to Me to accomplish", simplifying it. 
4. The miracles of Jesus are signs pointing to who He is, 2: 11. They 

are God's testimony, confirming what Jesus says. 
5. Some manuscripts say "And the Father Himself having sent Me 

has ... " [N}. 
6. Note the change in tense. The works "are testifying"; the Father "has 

testified". He has done so "in many portions and in many ways", Heb 
I: I. Some think Jesus is referring to all that the Father has spoken 
regarding the Messiah, including at His baptism and transfiguration 
(which Peter also point• to in 2 Pet I: 17-18). He refers to it here as 
something spoken by the Father. Then He refers to the Scriptures as 
a separate witness in v 39, the place where the Father's words are 
recorded. Others think Jesus is referring to the Scriptures here, mak
ing v 37-40 one witness, and making v 39-40 point 3F. 

7. Or, "outward appearance". This is the same word used of the dove 
in Lk 3:22. On this word, see "appearance" in 2 Cor 5:7. 

8. Or, this may be a command "Search ... ". Same word as in 7:52. On 
this word, see I Cor 2: I 0. 

9. Or, "have known, have come to know". The grammar implies "I 
have known and continue to know". Same word as in 2:24. On this 
word, see Lk I : 34. 

10. Jesus is not looking for glory from humans (outside of God's will), 
revealing that His motive is to please God. But He knows the 
motive of these Jews is not love for God. They love the praise of 
people, not God, and thus not the One He sent. Compare 12:43. 

11. The Jewish leaders will receive a human teacher or rabbi who does 
not claim to be sent by God. With a human teacher, they are in a 
reciprocal relationship of peers, exchanging glory on an equal basis. 
With a prophet sent from God, they must be in a subordinate posi
tion, hearing and obeying. This has always been at the root of why 
God's prophets were rejected. 

12. Or, "bring charges against". Sarne word as in Mt 12: 10; Lk 23: 14; 
Act 24:2; 28:19; Rom 2:15; Rev 12:10. Used 23 times. GK 2989. 
Related to "accusation" in Tit I :6. 

13. SarnewordasinMt 12:21;Rom 15:12;2Cor l:IO; I Tim4:10;5:5; 
6: 17; I Pet I: 13; 3:5. This verb means "hope, hope for, put hope, 
expect". Used 31 times. GK 1827. Related to the noun in Col I :5. 

14. Parallel account at Mt 14: 13; Mk 6:32; Lk 9: 10. 
15. This Roman name for this sea is also used in 21: I. The city of 

Tiberias (v 23) was the capital city of Herod Antipas (see Mt 14: I), 
which he built on the western shore of this sea. GK 5500. It was 
also known as the lake of Gennesaret, Lk 5: I. 

16. Some manuscripts say "His" {K}. 
17. The healings were signs pointing to who Jesus is, 5:36; 2:11, 23; 

7:31; 12:37. This was their primary purpose. 
18. This is the second Passover explicitly named. Some think this is two 

years after the one in 2: 13; others, one year. Jesus did not attend this 
Passover for the reason stated in 7: I. On this word, see 18:28. 

19. More literally, "is", as the Greek typically phrases it. 
20. A denarius was one day's wages for a laborer. On this word, see 

Mt20:2. 
21. Some manuscripts add "ofthem" {K}. 
22. Or, "something". Some manuscripts omit this word {C}. GK 5516. 
23. Or, "youth, lad, little boy". Used only here. GK 4081. 
24. This word was used of pieces of cooked fish, but also of fish just 

caught, as in 21: I 0. Elsewhere only in 6: 11; 21 :9, 13. GK 4066. It 
is not the same word as in Mtl4: 17; Mk 6:38; Lk 9: 13; Jn 21 :6; 
which is the word for fish as an animal. 

25. Some manuscripts say "And Jesus ... " {N}. 
26. This word refers to the males. Note Mt 14:21. 
27. Some manuscripts say "distributed to the disciples, and the disci

ples lo the ones" {N}, like Mt 14: 19. 
28. Or, "filled full". On this word, see Rom 15:24. Not the same word 

as in Mt 14:20; Mk 6:42; Lk 9: 17; which John uses in v 26. 
29. This is a participle, the fragments having left over, having abounded, 

having surpassed the need. 

A. Mt 26:10 B. Jn 20:21 C. Jn 15:4 D. Mk 3:14, send out E. 2 Pet 3:16 F. Lk 19:11 G. Jn 7:17 H. Mt4:4, mankind J. I Jn4:16 K. Jn 1:12 
L. Phil 2:21 M. 2 Tim 4:20 N. Jn 13:29 0. 2 Cor 11 :20 P. Heb 2: 18, tempted Q. Mt 26:27 R. Act 4:35 S. Jn 7: 17, willing T. Mt 15:37 
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~C. So they gathered, and filledA twelve baskets' o/fragments from the five barley loaves, which2 I l 
were left over by the ones having eaten 

lJl '. Therefore the people, having seen the sign3 which He4 did, were saying that "This One is truly8 I l 
the Prophet5 coming into the world" 

I Ol'. Then Jesus- having known that they were6 about to come and take Him away-by-force7 in I ' 
order that they might make Him king- withdrew8 again to the mountain, Himself alonec 

:'.B.9 Now when it became evening, His disciples went down to the sea. •And having gotten into a boat, 16-1 
they were going to the other side of the sea, to Capemaum 

I l '. And darkness already had come, and Jesus had not-yet 10 come to them 
:'.( '. And the sea was becoming aroused" from a great wind blowing ! ' 
3( . So having rowed 12 about twenty five or thirty stades 13, they see 14 Jesus walking on the sea and : ,, 

becoming near the boat. And they became afraid 
-W. But the One says to them, "I am the One 15 • Do not be afraid". 16 "So they were willing0 to 211- • 1 

take Him into the boat 
'.'C. And immediatelyE the boat came-to-be at the land to which they were going17 

3 H. 18 On the next day the crowd standing on the other side o/the sea saw that there had not been19 another 
small boat there except [the] one20

, and that Jesus had not entered21 into the boat with His disciples, 
but His disciples had gone22 away alonec. 

0

0ther23 small-boats24 came from Tiberias near the place 
where they ate the bread, the Lord having given-thanksF. "So when the crowd saw that Jesus was25 _' -l 
not there, nor His disciples, they26 got into the small boats, and went to Capemaum seekingG Jesus 

IC. And having found Him on the other side o/the sea, they said to Him, "Rabbitt, when27 have .'' 
You come here?" 

ID. Jesus responded to them and said, "Trulyi, truly, I say to you- :h 

I L. "You are seekingG Me 

IF. "Not because you saw signs28 

2 F. "But because you ate of the loaves-of-bread and were filled-to-satisfaction29 

2L "Do not be workingK for the foodL which is perishingM, but/or the food which is 
remainingN to30 eternal life- which the Son o/Man will give to you 

IF. "For God the Father certified31 this One" 

21). So they said to Him, "What may we be doing in order that we may be workingK the works0 ~ ~ 
o/God32?" 

3 D. Jesus responded and said to them, "This is the work of God- that you be believingP in ' 1 

the One Whom that One sent-forthO" 
.:\D. So they said to Him, "What then do You do as a sign,33 in order that we may see it and ;11 

believe You? What thing do you work? 

11-:. "Our34 fathers35 ate the manna36 in the wildemessR, just as it has been written37 [in ; I 
Ps 78:24), 'He gave them bread from heaven to eat'" 

5 l). So Jesus said to them, "Truly, truly, I say to you, Moses has not given you the bread from ; , 
heaven, but My Father is giving you the trues Bread from heaven38 



321 John 6:32 

I. Elsewhere only in Mt 14:20; 16:9; Mk 6:43; 8:19; Lk 9:17; all with 
reference to this incident. GK 3186. 

2. This word refers to "fragments". 
3. Some manuscripts say "signs" (B}. 
4. Some manuscripts say "Jesus" { B}. 
5. That is, the one Moses spoke of, referred to also in 1 :21 . 
6. More literally, "are", as the Greek typically phrases it. 
7. On this word, "take away by force, snatch away, seize", see "snatch 

away" in 2 Cor 12:2. The people were going to take Jesus against 
His will to make Him king. 

8. Or, "went back". This is John's only use of this word. On this word, 
see "went back" in Mt 4: 12. 

9. Parallel account at Mt 14:22; Mk 6:45. 
10. Some manuscripts say "not" {N}. 
11. Same word as in 2 Pet I: 13; 3: I. Elsewhere only as "woke up" in 

Lk 8:24; and "awakened" in Mk 4:39; Lk 8:24. GK 1444. 
12. Or, "having driven forward [by rowing]". Same word as in Mk 6:48. 

On this word, see "driven" in Lk 8:29. 
13. On this measure of distance, see Rev 14:20. Here it amounts to 2.9 

to 3.5 miles, or 4.6 to 5.6 kilometers, about halfway across. The Sea 
of Galilee is about six miles or ten kilometers wide. 

14. Or, "observe". GK 2555. Not related to the word in Mt 14:26; Mk 
6:49 (GK 3972). 

15. That is, it is I. On this phrase, see Jn 8:58. 
16. The grammar implies "Stop being afraid". 
17. This is not mentioned in Mt 14:32; Mk 6:51, which only say the 

wind stopped. John may intend this in a miraculous sense. Or, he 
may mean it in a relative sense, in comparison to the 8 to 10 hours 
(note Mt 14:25) it took to get halfway. The boat arrived at once, 
right away, without any further hindrance. 

18. Compare at Mt 14:34; Mk 6:53. 
19. More literally, "was not", as the Greek typically phrases it. 
20. Some manuscripts say, "except that one into which His disciples 

entered" {A}. The crowd looked back on the previous day and real
ized that there had only been one boat there, and that Jesus had not 
entered it with His disciples. He must still be there! When they 
could not find Him, they followed after the disciples. 

21. More literally, "did not enter", as the Greek typically phrases it. 
22. More literally, "went away", as the Greek typically phrases it. 

23. Or, "However, small boats". The form of this word could be either 
the word "but, however" (GK 247), or the word "other" (GK 257), 
and both fit here. Boats arrived, which they used to follow. 

24. Some manuscripts say "boats" { C}. 
25. More literally, "is", as the Greek typically phrases it. 
26. Some manuscripts add "also" {N). 
27. Or, "at what time". The crowd followed the disciples to find out where 

Jesus went, and are surprised to find Him with them. John's point is 
that they recognized that they last saw Jesus on the other side, and that 
they did not know when or how He got across the sea. GK 4536. 

28. Jesus passes by the crowd's superficial question and speaks to their 
hearts and motives. They were not seeking the meaning of His 
signs, only a personal earthly benefit from them. They were not 
seeking Him for spiritual motives. 

29. Same word as in Mt 14:20. On this word, see Phil 4:12. 
30. Or, "into, for". Work for food that satisfies an eternal hunger, not a 

temporary physical hunger. GK 1650. 
31. Or, "attested, set His seal on". Same word as in 3:33. The Father 

attested to Jesus in the miracle itself, as Jesus said in 5:36. And 
Jesus is the One with authority over eternal life, 5:21-23. This is the 
question the crowd should have been asking (v 26), "Who is God 
certifying You to be with this sign?" 

32. That is, works pleasing to God, the works God desires. The crowd 
takes up the command to work in v 27. 

33. Here the crowd's unbelief becomes clear. God had just attested to 
Jesus with a sign, the very miracle because of which they were now 
seeking Him, v 26, 14, and 2. Jesus responds in parabolic language. 

34. The crowd gives this as an example of the type of sign they want 
to see. 

35. This word means "father" in the sense of"parent", and in the sense 
of"forefather, ancestor", as here. Used 413 times. GK 4252. 

36. Same word as in v 49. On this word, see Rev 2: 17. 
37. This is a participle, as "it is having been written", it stands written, 

asin2:1-1. 
38. The manna was earthly, perishing bread, given to sustain the earthly 

lives of the Israelites, Ex 16. Through Moses God gave them earthly 
bread that came from heaven, not "the true bread from heaven". The 
Father is now giving these Jews the real Bread of eternal life
Jesus Himself. 

A. Mk 4:37 B. Mt 14:33 C. Jam 2:24 D. Jn 7: 17 E. Mt 13:5 F. Mt 26:27 G. Phil 2:21 H. Mt 23:7 J. Jn I :51 K. Mt 26: IO L. Mt 6: 19, 
eating M. I Cor 1:18 N. Jn 15:4, abide 0. Mt 26:10 P. Jn 3:36 Q. Mk 3:14, send out R. Mt 3:1 S. Jn 7:28 
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J E. "For the bread ofGod 1 is the One coming2 down from heaven and giving life to the .D 
world" 

hD. So they said to Him, "Master3, give us this bread always4
" 14 

7 [). Jesus5 said to them, "I am the bread of life l' 

I E. "The one coming to Me will never hunger, and the one believingA in Me will never 
ever6 thirst. "But I said to you7 that you have indeed8 seen Me9, and you are not believing _,!, 

2E. "All that the Father gives to Me will come to Me, and I will never10 throw 11 outside , 
the one coming to Me 

11 ·. "Because I have come down from heaven not in order that I may be doing My 3 ' 
will8 , but the will of the One having sentc Me 

2 F. "And this is the will of the One 12 having sent Me-- that as to all that He has given _, ' 1 

to Me, I will not lose0 anything from it13, but I will raise it upE on the last day 

I (I. "For14 this is the will ofMy Father15- that everyone seeing the Son and 411 

believing in Him may have eternalF life, and I will raise him up on the 
last day" 

2C. Then the Jews were grumblingG about Him because He said, "I am the bread having come ~ I 
down from heaven". •And they were saying, "Is this One not Jesus, the son of Joseph, whose -L' 
father and mother we know?16 How does He now17 say that 'I have come down from heaven'?" 

ID. Jesus responded and said to them, "Do not be grumbling with one another. "No one is -D-4-1 
able to come 18 to Me unless the Father having sent Me draws 19 him. And I will raise him 
up on the last day 

IL "It has been written20 in the prophets [in Isa 54: 13]- 'and they shall all be taught21 ~' 
ones of God' 

21c. "Everyone22 having heard from the Father, and having learnedH, comes to Me--

I I. "Not that anyone has seen the Father23, except the One being from God- this 4,, 
One has seen the Father 

31. "Trulyl, truly, I say to you- the one believing24 has eternal life 1-

11 "I am the bread of life 4~ 

I< i. "Your fathers ate the manna in the wilderness and died25 I• 1 

2< i. "This is the bread coming down from heaven in order that anyone may eat ''' 
of it and not die 

21 . "I am the living bread having come down from heaven. If anyone eats of this ·'I 
bread, he will live foreverK 

3 I "And26 indeed the bread which I will give27 for the life of the world is My flesh28" 

3C. Then the Jews were fighting29 with one another, saying, "How can this One give us His30 flesh31 ~_: 
to eat?" 
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I. That is, the bread God is giving. 
2. Grammatically, this refers to "bread", and could be rendered "the 

hread coming", which is how the crowd took it, as seen in their 
response next, v 34. But Jesus was referring to Himself, as seen 
in v 35. 

3. On this word, see Mt 8:2. Based on v 14, it is rendered "Master" here. 
4. Or, "at all times". The crowd may be thinking of physical bread, 

as the woman was thinking of physical water in 4: 15. Moses gave 
them manna for forty years. So You give us this true bread from 
heaven from now on, all the time. Or, they may even be asking for 
true spiritual bread. But they fail to understand that Jesus said He 
Himself is the bread. On this word, see I Thes 5:16. 

5. Some manuscripts say "And Jesus"; others, "Then Jesus" {N}. 
6. Or, "al any time". Elsewhere only in Lk 19:30; Jn I: 18; 5:37; 8:33; 

I Jn 4: 12. GK 4799. Not the same word as in 4: 14. 
7. Jesus "said" it, using different words, in v 26-27. 
8. Or, "even, also, both". The ones believing will receive the bread of 

life that you ask for, v 34. But I have already said that your prob
lem is unbelief. You have seen Me do a sign in which God certified 
Me, but you do not believe, v 26-27. You have indeed seen what you 
ask for in v 30. You are refusing the very bread you ask for in v 34. 

9. Some manuscripts omit this word {C}. 
10. Or, "by no means". On this phrase, see 8:51. 
11. Or, "put, send, cast". Said in reverse, I will always keep inside, hold 

on to, the one coming. "Throw outside" is also in 9:34; Lk 13:28. 
On this word, see "cast out" in Jn 12:31. 

12. Some manuscripts say "Father" {N}. 
13. That is, from the total quantity the Father has given to Jesus. Jesus 

is not speaking of individuals here, but of the total number of indi
viduals; the "all that" ofv 37, 39; 17:2; the whole mass. Next, in v 
40, He speaks individually. 

14. Some manuscripts say "And" {K}. 
15. The Father's will for people (v 40) is that everyone believing in the 

Son will have eternal life. Therefore, the Father's will for the Son (v 
39) is that He will lose none from the group of believers the Father 
gives Him. Some manuscripts say "of the One having sent Me" {K}. 

16. The grammar indicates a "yes" answer is expected. Note that the 
Jews correctly understood the implication of His "coming down 
from heaven", but rejected it. 

I 7. Some manuscripts say "then" { N}, so that it says "How then does 
He say ... ". 

18. This verse is the flip-side ofv 37. All that the Father gives will come 
to Me; none can come to Me unless drawn by the Father. Compare 
v 65; 8:43; 12:39. 

19. The unbelief of these Jews makes further explanation of His Son
ship pointless. Jesus instead declares why they do not believe Him, 
and points them again to the truth in v 47-50. Same word as in 
12:32, and as in 18: IO; 21 :6, 11. Elsewhere only as "dragged" in 
Act 16:19; 21 :30; Jam 2:6. GK 1816. 

20. This is a participle, it "is having been written", as in 2: 17. 
21. This adjective is elsewhere only in I Cor 2:13. That is, ones whom 

God Himself has taught will be the ones who come to Jesus. GK 
1435. Paul combines this into one word, "God-taught", in I Thes 4:9. 

22. Some manuscripts say "Therefore everyone ... " { N}. 
23. Jesus clarifies that the hearing He has in mind with regard to such 

ones is of a different kind than His own. 
24. Some manuscripts add "in Me" {A}. 
25. The manna only sustained their physical lives temporarily. The 

Israelites all eventually died. 
26. Jesus now explains how the life He will give is connected to Him

self. His words explain for those with an ear to hear (mainly after 
the cross), and are a stumbling stone for the rest. He adds these 
words to deepen the mystery for the Jews, not to simplify it. Like 
parables, this statement was intended to both explain and hide the 
truth. Hearing this, they will not hear, Mt 13:14-15. Some manu
scripts say" ... which I will give is My flesh, which I will give for 
the life of the world" {N}. 

27. That is, on the cross. Those hearing this would not have understood 
the sense in which Jesus "will give" it. Nevertheless, Jesus inti
mately links life with Himself personally, and it is this personal link 
He now makes even more explicit. 

28. The Word became flesh, I: 14, and He "will give" His flesh for the 
world, as the Lamb of God. On this word, see Col 2:23. 

29. Obviously Jesus was speaking symbolically, not of literal canni
balism. But the Jews fought over what this meaning might be. This 
is an escalation from "grumbling" in v 41. On this word, see "bat
tle" in 2 Tim 2:24. 

30. Some manuscripts omit this word {C}, either leaving it implied 
"His flesh", or meaning "give us flesh to eat". 

31. The Jews properly make the connection between "flesh" and "eat 
this bread". But they have no concept of the spiritual meaning of 
these words, and are stumbling on the physical meaning of them. 

A. Jn 3:36 B. Jn 7: 17 C. Jn 20:21 D. I Cor I: 18, perish E. Lk 18:33, rise up F. Mt 25:46 G. Lk 5:30 H. Phil 4: 11 J. Jn I :51 K. Rev 20: IO 



John 6:53 324 Verst, 

I D. So Jesus said to them, "Truly, truly, I say to you, unless you eat the flesh of the Son of "1 

Man and drink1 His bloodA, you do not have life in yourselves2 

IE. "The one eating3 My flesh and drinking My blood has eternal life, and I will raise '~ 

him up on the last day4 

\ F. "For My flesh is true5 food6, and My blood is true drink7 -,< 

2E. "The one eating My flesh and drinking My blood abides8 in Me, and I in him. "Just 5h-·: 
as the living Father sent Me forthc, and I live because of the Father, indeed the one 
eating Me- that one also will live because ofMe8 

3 E. "This is the bread having come down from heaven- not as the manna the fathers · ~ 
ate9 and died. The one eating this bread will live forever0

" 

2D. He said these things in a synagogue while teaching in Capemaum 10 
·" 

4C. Then many of His disciples, 11 having heard said, "This statement12 is hard13 • Who can hear14 it?" 111 

ID. But Jesus, knowing in Himself that His disciples are grumblingE about this, said to them, '•I 
"Does this offend15 you? "Then what if you see the Son a/Man going up where He was '·~ 
formerly 16? 

IL "The Spirit is the One giving-lifeF_ The flesh profits 17 nothing. The words which I 1 • i 

have spoken to you are spirit, and are life 18 

2L. "But there are some of you who do not believe" ''I 

IF. For Jesus knew from the beginning who the ones not19 believing were20, and 
who the one who will hand Him over<' was 

2F. And He was saying, "For this reason21 I have said to you that no one is able to r ·" 

come to Me unless it has been granted22 to him from the Father" 

5C. From this time23, many of His disciples went back24
, and were no longer walkingH with Him. ''" 

So Jesus said to the twelve,25 "You also are not wantingl to go-awayK, are you?"26 ,, 7 

ID. Simon27 Peter answered Him, "Lord, to whom shall we go? You have the words of eternal 1.~ 
life. •And we have believed, and have come-to-knowL that You are the HolyM One ofGod28" '") 

2D. Jesus answered them, "Did I not chooseN you, the twelve, and one of you is the devil29? -o 

11·:. Now He was speaking-o/Judas30, son ofSimon31 Iscariot32 • For this one, one33 of the 
twelve, was going to hand Him overG 

413. And34 after these things Jesus was walking35 in Galilee. For He was not willing! to be walkingH in 
Judea, because the Jews were seeking0 to kiW Him 

91\. Now the Tent-pitching36 Feast of the Jews was near37 > I 
- I 



325 John 7:2 

I . As food must be taken into the body in order to be transformed into 
life-giving energy, so Jesus must be taken into the hean, so that He 
becomes the source and cause of spiritual life, from the inside out. 
This is the converse of faith. Faith is the hean reaching out to Him; 
this eating and drinking is the hean bringing Him inside, incorpo
rating Him within. Note how Jesus characterizes these words in v 
63. Beyond this, some think Jesus has the future bread and wine 
of the Lord's Supper in mind (as similarly in 7:39). 

2. A more shocking, repugnant, and Law-violating phrase can hardly 
be imagined for a Jew than drinking human blood. Rather than 
soften or explain v 51 b, Jesus enlarges and emboldens the stumbling 
stone for these Jews. He makes no attempt to resolve their fighting, 
but inflames it even more, pushing it to a crescendo. In response to 
their desire to make Him king (v 15), He is deliberately forcing them 
to a decision over Him. He is forcing a division among His "disci
ples", which occurs in v 66. With a shocking presentation of the 
truth, He quashes the uprising to make Him king. 

3. Or, "chewing, munching, crunching, gnawing". Not the same word 
as v 53. This word is in v 54, 56, 57, 58. It was used of audibly eat
ing fruits and vegetables, and then simply of "eating". This is eat
ing with pleasure! It is an even more graphic word, pushing the 
bread of life metaphor to its limit. Instead of giving the "spiritual" 
explanation of this eating, Jesus gives an even more physical one! 
Elsewhere only in Jn 13: 18; Mt 24:38. GK 5592. 

4. This sentence parallels v 40, making "believing" parallel to this eat
ing and drinking. 

5. Or, "genuine, real". Same word as in 5:31; 8: 17; Phil 4:8; I Jn 2:8; 
and as "real" in Act 12:9. Used 26 times. GK 239. Related to "truth" 
in Jn 4:23. Some manuscripts say "truly" both times in this verse {N}. 

6. Same word as v 27. On this word, see "eating" in Mt 6:19. 
7. This is because it produces true life, eternal life, not just temporary 

physical life. 
8. How such a person will live "because of Me" will not be clear until 

after the cross, but an intimate abiding is needed. 
9. Some manuscripts say "not as your fathers ate the manna and 

died" {AJ. 
I 0. When the synagogue was entered is not clear. Perhaps it was in v 

52-53, or in v 41-43. 
11. Now the response is from Jesus' disciples, His learners, not from 

"the Jews" as in v 41, 52. 
12. Or, "saying, word, message". On this word, see "word" in I Cor 12:8. 
13. Or, "harsh". It does not mean hard to understand, but offensive, 

objectionable, hard to accept. How can Jesus claim to be the bread 
of life descended from heaven, whose flesh we must eat and blood 
drink for eternal life? Elsewhere only as "hard" in Mt 25:24; Act 
26: 14; Jam 3:4; and "harsh" in Jude 15. GK 5017. 

14. Or, "listen to it". Who can hear it with acceptance, or listen to and 
obey ii'' On this word, see Act 22:9. 

15. Or, "cause you to fall". On this word, see "cause to fall" in I Cor 8: 13. 
16. Or, "earlier, before". In other words, if these words offend these dis

ciples, what will happen when they see Jesus returning to heaven, 
His mission completed? Would this cause them to believe (because 
they see the spiritual nature of the kingdom and His words), or to 
fall (because He again does not tum out to be what they expected, 
an earthly king reigning from Jerusalem)? On this word, see "first" 
in 2CorI:15. 

17. Or, "helps, aids, benefits" nothing. On this word, see Rom 2:25. 
This phrase "profit nothing" is also in Mt 27:24; Jn 12: 19. 

18. Jesus is explaining the intent of His words in v 53-58. The Spirit 
gives life. Eating His physical flesh and drinking His physical blood 
would profit nothing. His words have a spiritual, life-giving mean
ing. They are aimed at the spirit, in order to produce life. 

19. Some manuscripts omit this word; others omit "who the ones not 
believing were, and" { B}. 

20. More literally "are", as the Greek typically phrases it. Likewise 
with "was" at the end of the verse. 

21. That is, because Jesus knew that some among His disciples did not 
believe in Him. 

22. Or, "given". Compare v 44. This is a participle, it "is having been 
granted". On this word, see Eph I :22. 

23. Or, "teaching, event". Same phrase as in 19: 12; l Jn 4:6. 
24. The idiom rendered "back" is also in 18:6; 20: 14. It is a phrase mean

ing "to the things behind'', and is found as such in Mk 13: 16; Lk 9:62; 
17 :31. More literally here, they "went away to the things behind". 

25. Note how the flow of this event has moved from the crowd, v 24; to 
the Jews, v 41, 52; to the disciples, v 60, 66; and now to the twelve. 

26. The grammar indicates Jesus expected a "no" answer. 
27. Some manuscripts say "So Simon ... " {N}. 
28. Some manuscripts say "the Christ, the Holy One of God"; others, 

"the Christ, the Son of God"; others, "the Christ, the Son of the liv
ing God" {A}. 

29. This is similar to when Jesus called Peter "Satan" in Mt 16:23. "The 
devil" has the same grammar as in l Pet 5:8, Rev 20:2. The gram
mar of the question indicates that a "yes" answer is expected. 

30. Judas is mentioned by name elsewhere only in Mt 10:4; 26:14, 25, 
47; 27:3; Mk 3: 19; 14: IO, 43; Lk 6: 16; 22:3, 47, 48; Jn 12:4; 13:2, 
26, 29; 18:2, 3, 5; Act 1:16, 25. GK 2683. Some manuscripts say 
"Judas Iscariot, [son] a/Simon" {N). 

3 l. This Simon is also mentioned in Jn 13:2, 26. 
32. Elsewhere only in Mt 10:4; 26: 14; Mk 3: 19; 14: 10; Lk 6: 16; 22:3; 

Jn 12:4; 13:2, 26; 14:22 ("not Iscariot"). Judas is called "Judas the 
Iscariot" only in Mt 10:4; Jn 12:4. GK 2697. Some manuscripts say 
"from Kerioth", a town in southern Judea, or in Moab, thus inter
preting "Iscariot" {N}. 

33. Some manuscripts say "being one ... " {N}. 
34. Some manuscripts omit this word {N}. 
35. This walking in Galilee extended from near Passover (6:4) to near 

Tabernacles (7:2); April to October. 
36. Or, "Booth-building, Tabernacle-building". This is made from the 

word "tent, tabernacle" and the word "pitch" in Heb 8:2. This was an 
eight-day feast in Jerusalem in October, celebrating that "I had the 
sons of Israel live in tents when I brought them out from the land of 
Egypt", Lev 23:43. See Lev 23:34-43; Deut 16:13-17. Used only 
here. GK 5009. 

37. The events of this section (7:2-10:22) begin before this Feast ofTents 
in October, and extend to the Feast of Dedication in December. The 
next Passover (in April) mentioned by John (l 1:55, 13: I) was when 
Jesus was crucified. So almost 70% of John (chapters 7-2 l ), focuses 
on the last seven months of His life, and His resurrection. 

A. I Jn 1:7 B.Jn 15:4 C.Mk3:14,sendout D.Rev20:l0 E.Lk5:30 F.Jn5:21 G.Mt26:2l,handover H.Heb 13:9 J.Jn7:17,willing 
K.Mt4:10 L.Lkl:34,know M.1Petl:l6 N.1Corl:27 O.Phil2:2l P.Rom7:1l 



John 7:3 326 Verse 

I B. So His brothers' said to Him, "Pass-onA from here and go to Judea, so that Your disciples [there] , 
also will see Your works which You are doing. "For no one does something in secrete and himself 4 
seeks to be in public2• Ifl You are doing these things, make Yourself known• to the world". "(For -; 
not even His brothers were believing5 in Him) 

IC. So Jesus says to them, "My time6 is not yet here,7 but your time is always ready8 (1 

I[) "The world cannot hatec you,9 but it is hating Me because I am testifying0 about it that -: 
its works are evil 

2D. "You go up to the 10 Feast ' 
JD. "I am not 11 going up to this Feast, because My time has not yet been fulfilledE" 

2C. And having said these things, He 12 remainedF in Galilee ·1 

JC. But when His brothers went up to the Feast13
, then He also went up- not openly 14 , but as15 111 

in secrete 
4C. Then 16 the Jews 17 were seeking-:forG Him at the Feast, and saying, "Where is that One?" I I 
5( ·. And there was much grumblingH about Him among the crowds I 2 

ID. Some were saying that "He is good!" 
2D. But 18 others were saying, "No, but He is deceivingK the crowd" 
3D. Yet no one was speaking with openness 19 about Him because offearL of the Jews20 '' '' 

213. Now the Feast already being-at-the-middle21
, Jesus went up to the temple, and was teaching 14 

I ( . Then22 the Jews23 were marvelingM, saying, "How does this One know writings24
, not having I ' 

leamed25?" 

ID. So26 Jesus responded to them27 and said- I 11 

1 E. "My teachingN is not Mine, but the One's having sent Me28 

IF. "If anyone is willing29 to be doing His will 30, he will know31 about the I ~ 
teaching- whether it is from God, or I am speaking from Myself32 

2E. "The one speaking from himself is seeking his own glory I.> 

IF. "But the One seekingG the glory of the One having sent Him- this One is 
true0

, and there is no unrighteousness33 in Him 

JL "Has not Moses given you the Law? And none of you is doing the Law! Why are I» 
you seekingG to kill34 Me?" 

2D. The crowd answered,35 "You have a demon! 36 Who is seeking to kill You?" ~11 
JD. Jesus responded and said to them37, "I did one work,38 and you all marvelM! ~I 

I\-,_ "For this reason39 Moses has given you circumcision (not that it is from Moses, but 
it is from the fathers40

), and you circumcise a man on a Sabbath 



327 John 7:22 

I. On the brothers of Jesus, see Mt 13 :55-56. 
2. If You wish to be known to Israel, go to Judea! Do not stay in the 

obscurity of Galilee. The brothers of Jesus do not understand His 
mission. Same word as in v 26; and as "openness" in v 13. On this 
word, see "confidence" in Heb 4: 16. 

3. Or. "Since". The grammar means "Assuming that You are doing 
these things ... ". Same grammar as in Mt 4:3. Jesus' brothers are not 
doubting His miracles; they want Him to do them at the Feast in 
Judea for maximum public exposure. 

4. Or, "reveal Yourself". Same word as "reveal" in 1:31; 2: 11. 
5. His brothers related to Jesus like the ones in 6:26. They were 

impressed by the signs, but did not grasp their meaning. 
6. Or, "favorable-time, opportunity, right-time". Some think Jesus 

means it is not the right time for Him to be revealed to the world; 
others, to go up to the Feast. Used twice in v 6, once in v 8, the only 
uses in John. On this word, see Mt 8:29. 

7. The suggestions and reasoning in v 3-4 are not wrong, just prema
ture. The timing is critical for Jesus because the response when He 
reveals Himself will not be what His brothers think. 

8. There is nothing to stop these brothers from going, and from believ-
ing. On this word, see "prepared" in Mk 14:15. 

9. Because these men are part of the world. 
10. Some manuscripts say "this" {K}. 
11. Some think that Jesus is not going up in the way His brothers are 

suggesting- to make Himself known to the world, v 4; others, that 
it will not be until the time is right, which occurs in the middle of 
the Feast, v 14. Some manuscripts say "not yet" {C}. 

12. Some manuscripts say" ... said these things to them, He remained ... " 
{B}. 

13. Some manuscripts say " ... went up, then He also went up to the 
Feast" {NJ. On this word, see 13:29. 

14. Related to "make known" in v 4. On this word, see "clearly" in 
Act 10:3. 

15. Jesus went up privately, not in a public caravan of pilgrims, staying 
out of public view. He did not go up to the temple, and may not 
have entered Jerusalem, until the middle of the Feast. Some man
uscripts omit this word { C}. 

16. That is, when the Feast began. 
17. That is, the Jewish leaders, as opposed to the "crowds" in v 12, who 

feared them, v 13. See I: 19. 
18. Some manuscripts omit this word { C}. 
19. Or, "in public". Same word as "public" in v 4. 
20. That is, the Jewish leaders. See I: 19. 
21. That is, about halfway through the feast. Used only here. GK 3548. 
22. Some manuscripts say "And" {K}. 
23. That is, the Jewish leaders, as in v 11. They seek to discredit Jesus, 

and lower Him beneath themselves by implying He is merely 
speaking His own opinions as a self-taught layman. 

24. Or, "learning". This word is used of alphabetic "letters", 2 Cor 3:7; 
Gal 6: 11; "letters" of correspondence, Act 28:21; "writings" (books 
of Scripture), Jn 5:47; 2 Tim 3: 15; and of the "learning" that comes 
from these things, Act 26:24. Elsewhere only of "writings" (writ
ten records) in Lk 16:6, 7; and the "letter" (written code of the 
Law), Rom 2:27, 29; 7:6; 2 Cor 3:6. GK 1207. Not related to the 

word "learned" that follows. Related to "uneducated" in Act 4: 13; 
to the verb "to write"; and to "scribe". 

25. That is, how can Jesus be educated in these matters, not having 
learned in the schools of these leaders? On this word, see Phil 4: 11. 

26. Some manuscripts omit this word { K). 
27. Jesus responds publicly to their public comment. 
28. In other words, Jesus' teaching is not based on His learning or their 

schools. It is the Father's teaching. 
29. Or, "wishing, wanting, resolving, intending". If your purpose is to 

do God's will, you will know. He will show you. This common 
word is used 208 times. GK 2527. The related noun is next. 

30. Same word as in Mt 6:10; 7:21; 12:50; Jn 5:30, 6:38; Eph 1:9; I 
Thes 4:3; 5:18; Heb 13:21; I Pet 4:19. Used 62 times. GK 2525. 

21. Or, "come to know". On this word, see Lk I :34. 
32. On "from Myself" and "from himself" v 18, see 5:19. 
33. Jesus moves from His teaching being true, to His character being 

righteous, to these Jews being unrighteous, v 19. 
34. As stated in 5: 18; 7: I. Jesus goes beyond answering them, and 

aggressively confronts the Law-violating intentions of these lead
ers. They are not willing or intending to do God's will, but are 
intending to violate His Law by killing Jesus. 

35. The crowd of pilgrim worshipers responds ignorantly, not knowing 
of the intentions of the Jewish leaders. Compare v 25. 

36. On having a demon, see I 0:20. 
37. By responding to the crowd, and referring to their response as "mar

veling", Jesus seems to imply that the crowd was aware of the heal
ing incident that took place a year or more earlier to which He now 
refers, and shared in the marveling that it had been done on a Sab
bath (though not in the anger of the leaders). If so, Jesus is cor
recting the reasoning of both the leaders and the crowd. If not, He 
is still speaking to the leaders in v 15. In any case, He does not 
answer the crowds "who" question, but answers the leaders' rea
soning as to "why" they wanted to kill Him. 

38. That is, one healing on the Sabbath, as seen in v 23. Note that Jesus 
calls it a "work", not a "healing" or "sign". The Jews wanted to kill 
Him because of the "work" on the Sabbath aspect of it. Their mar
veling was not at the healing, but at the fact that it was done on the 
Sabbath, as seen in 5: I 0, 12. 

39. The relation of this phrase to the context is uncertain. Some think 
Jesus means "For healing". Moses gave circumcision to Israel for 
the "healing" or making "sound" of one member. This sets the stage 
for the comparison in v 23. Others think He means "This is why 
Moses commanded that you circumcise on the Sabbath- to estab
lish a precedent for working on the Sabbath as I have just done". 
Others render this "For this reason [I say]". That is, because you 
marvel at this healing on the Sabbath, I respond as follows. Others 
place this phrase at the end of what precedes, "marvel because of 
this? Moses ... ". This would be the only time it comes at the end of 
a sentence (it is used 64 times), making it emphatic. There are other 
views. Consult the commentaries. 

40. Circumcision was given by God to Abraham as a sign of the 
covenant (Gen 17:10-14), and later incorporated into the Law of 
Moses (Lev 12:3). 

A. Jn 5:24, pass B. I Cor 4:5, hidden C. Rom 9: 13 D. Jn I :7 E. Eph 5: 18, filled F. Jn 15:4, abide G. Phil 2:21 H. Phil 2: 14 J. I Tim 5: IOb 
K. Jam 5:19, err L. Eph 5:21 M. Rev 17:8 N. I Cor 14:6 0. Jn 6:55 



John 7:23 

2F. 

31· .. 

328 

"If a man receives circumcision on a Sabbath in order that the Law o.fMoses may not 
be brokenA, are you angry1 at Me because I made an entire man2 sound3 on a Sabbath?' 
"Do not be judging8 according to appearance5, but be judging' the righteous judgment°' 

Verse 

2( . Then some of the people-of-Jerusalem7 were saying, "ls not this the One Whom they are seeking 2.; 
to kill?8 •And look- He is speaking in public9

, and they are saying nothing to Him. The rulers0 21, 
did not perhaps really 10 know 11 that this One is12 the Christ, did they? 13 "However, 14 we know '' 
where this One is from. But when the Christ is coming, 15 no one knows where He is from" 

ID. So Jesus cried-out16 while teaching in the temple and saying, "You both know Me and You 2' 
know where I am from.'7 And 18 I have not come ofMyself 19 

l L "However,20 the One having sent Me is true21
- Whom you do not know. "I know22 2'1 

Him, because I am from Him. And that One sent Me forth" 

2D. Therefore they were seeking to seizeE Him 'IJ 

."ID. And no one putF his hand on Him, because His hour had not yet come 

)( ·. But many from the crowd23 believed in Him. And they were saying, "When the Christ comes, .1 I 
He will not do more24 signsG than the ones which this One did, will He?" 25 "The Pharisees .'2 
heard the crowd murmuringH these things about Him. And the chief priests and the Pharisees26 

sent out officers27 in order that they might seizeE Him 

ID. So Jesus said,28 "I am with you a short time longer, and [then] I am going to the One 
having sent Me. "You will seek Me, and will not find Me. And where I am, you are not 
able to come" 

2D. Then the Jews said to themselves29
, "Where is this One going to go that we will not find 

Him? 

J J ·. "He is not going to go to the Dispersion30 o/the Greeks and teach the Greeks31
, is He?32 

21. "What is this statement33 that He said- 'You will seek Me and will not find Me. 
And where I am, you are not able to come'?" 

'' ', 

J ll. Now on the last day,34 the great day of the Feast\ Jesus was standing35 there 

IC. And He cried-out, saying, "If anyone is thirsting, let him come to Me36 and drink. "The one \ ~ 
believing in Me,37 just as the Scripture38 said- Rivers of living water will flow from his39 

belly4°" 

ID. Now He said this concerning the Spirit, Whom the ones having believed41 in Him were ;<1 

going to receive. For the Spirit42 was not yet given43 , because Jesus was not yet glorified44 

2C. Then some from the crowd,45 having heard these words46, were saying, "This One is trulyK the -til 
Prophet47" 

ID. Others were saying, "This One is the Christ" -+I 
2D. But the ones48 were saying, "The Christ is not indeed49 coming from Galilee, is He? 50 

Did not the Scripture say that the Christ comes from the seed of David, and from -t.::' 
Bethlehem, the village where David was?"51 



329 John 7:42 

I. This word implies a bitter, venomous anger. Used only here. GK 
5957. Related to "gall" in Act 8:23. Perhaps is should be "galled". 

2. That is. as opposed to one member of his body, as with circumcision. 
3. Or, "healthy". Jesus is referring to the man in 5:8, the recipient of the 

"one work" in v 21. Same word as "healthy" in 5:6. It is rendered 
"sound" here because this is the sense it would have with circumci
sion, the other halfofHis comparison. 

4. lfyou confer a bodily blessing on a man on the Sabbath as Moses 
commanded, why are you angry if I confer a greater bodily bless
ing? If the Law requires the making sound of this one member on 
the Sabbath, surely making sound a whole body is permitted. The 
Jews used similar logic in the case of one whose life was in dan
ger on a Sabbath- If one overrides the Sabbath for one of his 
members, should he not override it if his whole body is in danger? 
Compare Mt 12:11-12; Lk 13:15-16; Mt 12:5. 

5. On this word, see "face" in Rev I: 16. 
6. Some manuscripts have a different tense here {N), so that Jesus 

means "Do not be judging according to appearance, but make-the
judgment [which is] the righteous judgment". 

7. Or, "the Jerusalemites". The locals knew of the leaders' plans. Else-
where only in Mk I :5. GK 2643. 

8. The grammar indicates a "yes" answer is expected. 
9. Or, "openly, boldly". Same word as in v 4. 
10. Or, "truly". On this word, see "truly" in Mt 14:33. 
11. Or, "come to know, learn, recognize". On this word, see Lk I :34. 
12. Some manuscripts add "really" {K), repeating it from earlier. 
13. The grammar indicates a "no" answer is expected. 
14. As quickly as the people raise the possibility, they dismiss it. 
15. That is, at the time of the Christ's coming on the scene. The gram

mar in v 31 is different. The people do not mean this as to the Mes
siah's place of birth, which they knew was Bethlehem, v 42. They 
expected the Messiah to arrive suddenly and unexpectedly and deci
sively in power, anointed by Elijah, not as one whose ministry grew 
gradually over time. After the Messiah comes on the scene, then his 
origins would become known. 

16. Same word as in 7:37; 12:44. On this word, see Mt 8:29. 
17. Some think this is a statement; others, an ironic exclamation or 

question. 
18. Or, "And-yd', as it means in v 30. What the people know in this regard 

is not wrong, just incomplete. Jesus does not correct them on this 
point, but adds the main point that they need to know. In addition to 
what you know about Me, know this- I have not come of Myself. 
The Word ( 1: 14) did come suddenly on the scene from above, and 
they do not know where He is from. This is true right along side of the 
fact that they knew where Jesus was from. GK 2779. 

19. On "of Myself", see "from Himself" in 5:19. 
20. In spite of the fact that you do not know this latter fact, or reject it, 

My sender is real. 
21. That is, real, genuine, objectively true, corresponding to reality 

from God's point of view, as in 1:9; 4:23; 6:32; 15:1; 17:3; I Thes 
I :9; I Jn 2:8. Used 28 times. GK 240. Related to "truth" in Jn 4:23, 
and "true" in 6:55. 

22. Some manuscripts say "But I know ... " { N). 
23. That is, in contrast with the leaders of the Jews, v 30. 
24. Or, "greater". It may mean more in quantity, or more in quality. On 

this word, see "many" in Mt 13:52. 

25. The grammar indicates a "no" answer is expected. 
26. Some manuscripts reverse these two {N), so that it says "the Phar

isees and chief priests". 
27. That is, the temple guards, who were Levites. On this word, see 18:12. 
28. As in v 16, and v 28, Jesus responds to what is going on around 

Him. In each of these instances, He is not responding to a direct 
question put to Him, but to what people were saying to one another 
about Him. Here He speaks to the crowd of pilgrims, the Jewish 
leaders, and the officers. 

29. Or, "to each other". 
30. That is, the Dispersion of the Jews among the Gentile nations. On 

this word, see 1 Pet 1: I. 
31. The Jews may mean the Gentiles; or, the Jewish proselytes; or, the 

Greek-speaking foreign Jews. See 12:20. 
32. The grammar indicates a "no" answer is expected. 
33. Or, ''thing, saying, word". On this word, see "word" in 1 Cor 12:8. 
34. Some think John means the seventh day, Friday; others, the eighth 

day, the Sabbath. The choice may have a bearing on which aspect 
of the symbolism of the Feast Jesus might be alluding to. Consult 
the commentaries. 

35. Or, "stood". GK 2705. 
36. Some manuscripts omit "to Me" {B). 
37. Or, this may be punctuated" ... let him come to Me. And let the one 

believing in Me drink. Just as ... ". 
38. Perhaps Jesus is referring in general terms to verses like Joel 3: 18; 

Zech 13:1; 14:8; Ezek47:1; Isa 58:11. 
39. Or, "His". Some think this refers to believers, so that the rivers rep

resent the life-giving Spirit flowing out to eternal life (note 4: 14), 
and flowing through believers to others. Others think it refers to 
Christ, so that the rivers represent the Spirit flowing from Christ 
to believers. In this case, the punctuation in the note above (which 
allows either view) is followed. 

40. That is, his heart, his innermost being. On this word, see "womb" 
in Lk 1:15. 

41. Some manuscripts say "the ones believing" { B). 
42. Some manuscripts say "Holy Spirit" {A}. 
43. Or, "For there was not yet a Spirit". Compare Act 19:2. Some man

uscripts include this word. Others say "upon them" {A}. 
44. Same word as in 12: 16, 23; 17:1, 5. It refers to Jesus' death, resur

rection, and return to the Father. On this word, see Rom 8:30. 
45. Some manuscripts say "Then many from the crowd" {N ), as in v 31. 
46. Some manuscripts say "these words o/His" {N); others, "this 

saying" {K). 
47. On "the prophet", see I :21. 
48. This is the literal rendering of this idiom, which introduces another 

class of individuals alongside those already mentioned. Who is 
being referred to? This idiom can mean "But others" or "But some" 
from the crowd, referring to a third group not sympathetic with the 
two groups mentioned. Or it can mean "But the ones", referring to 
the first group in v 40 correcting the second. In any case, they 
respond to the previous suggestion. Instead of"But the ones", some 
manuscripts say "Others" were saying {N), as in the previous sen
tence. On this idiom, see Mt 26:67. 

49. This is the same word as in the same tone of question in Mt 27:23. 
50. The grammar indicates a "no" answer is expected. 
51. The grammar indicates a "yes" answer is expected. 

A. Mt 5: 19 B. Mt 7: I C. Jn 3: 19 D. Rev 1 :5 E. Jn 11 :S7 F. Mk 14:72, put upon G. 2 Thes 2:9 H. Lk 5:30, grumble J. Jn 13:29 K. Mt 14:33 



John 7:43 330 Verse 

.1D. So a divisionA took place in the crowd because of Him -I~ 
-ID. And some of them were wanting to seize0 Him, but no one put his hands on Him -l-1 

JC. Then the officers1 went to the chief priests and Pharisees. And those ones said to them, "For .:I' 
what reason did you not bring Him?" 

ID. 
2D. 

:m 

-m. 

The officers answered, "Never did a man speak in this manner2" -Ji, 
Then the Pharisees responded to them, "You also have not been deceivedc, have you?3 -l ~ 
Someone from the rulers0 did not believe in Him, did he, or from the Pharisees? ·But -1~-.:I" 
this crowd not knowing the Law- they are accursed4 ones" 
Nicodemus-the one having come to Him formerly5

, being one ofthem6
- says to them, 

"Our Law does notjudgeE the personF unless it first hears from him, and knows what he 
is doing, does it 7?" 
They responded and said to him, "You also are not from Galilee, are you? SearchG and 
see that a prophetH does not arise8 from Galilee" 

· 11 

, I 

4( · And9 each one went to his house, ·but Jesus went to the Mount o/Olives 10 

.:11-l. Now at dawn, 11 He again arrived in the temple. And all the people were coming to Him. And having 
sat-down, He was teaching them 

IC. And the scribes 12 and the Pharisees bring a woman having been caught 13 in adultery. And 
having stood her in the middle1, •they say to Him, "Teacher, this woman has been caught in the- -1 
act 14 , while committing-adulteryK. ·Now in the Law, Moses commandedL us to be stoning 
such women. 15 What then do You say?" 

ID. Now they were saying this testingM Him, in order that they might have grounds to be r, 
accusingN Him 16 

2C. But Jesus, having stooped17 down, was writing18 in the ground0 with His finger19 

J( ·. But as they were continuing-on20 asking Him, He straightened-up21 and said to them, "Let the 
sinless22 one among you throw a stone at her first"23 

4C. And again having stooped-down24
, He was writing in the ground ·' 

:'C. And the ones, having heard25 it, were going out one by one26, beginning from27 the older ones28• •! 

And He was left-behindP aloneO, and the woman being in the middle1 

hC. And Jesus, having straightened up29
, said to her, "Woman, where are they30? Did no one 111 

condemnR you?" 

ID. And the one said, "No one, Sir" I I 
2D. And Jesus said, "Neither do I condernnR you. 31 Go. And32 from now on33, do not be sinning 

any longer34" 

513. Then Jesus again35 spoke to them, saying, "I am the light of the world. The one following Me will I~ 
never walk5 in the darknessT, but will have the light o/life36" 

IC. So the Pharisees said to Him, "You are testifying about Yourself-Your testimony is not true" I ; 
2C. Jesus responded and said to them 1-1 

ID. "Even ifl am testifying about Myself, My testimony is true,37 because I know from where 
I came, and where I am going38 



331 John 8:14 

I. That is, the ones sent in v 32, who were waiting for a favorable 
opportunity to seize Jesus. As Levites themselves, they would have 
combined a personal interest in Jesus with their official duty. 

2. Some manuscripts add to this "like this man"; others, "like this man 
speaks" {B). 

3. The grammar indicates a "no" answer is expected, as with the next 
question. 

4. That is, the crowd has a curse upon them. Used only here. GK 2063. 
5. Or, "earlier, before". On this word, see "first" in 2 Cor I: 15. Instead 

of this word, some manuscripts say "by night" {N}. 
6. That is, being a Pharisee and a ruler. Nicodemus responds to the 

taunt in v 48, but does not declare his position. 
7. The grammar indicates a "no" answer is expected, as with the next 

question. 
8. Some manuscripts say "has not arisen" {K}. 
9. Some think that this story, from 7:53 to 8:11, is an original part of 

John's Gospel, based on the fact that many manuscripts have it, and 
on other evidence. Others think that because the oldest manuscripts 
omit these verses, and because of other evidence, they are not orig
inal. This is the view taken by UBS4, which marks these verses as 
not an original part of John's Gospel, but as very ancient. This view 
suggests that this is a genuine incident from the life of Christ added 
at a later date to the Gospel of John. In some manuscripts, this story 
is found after 7:36; in others, after 7:44; in others, after 21 :25; in 
others, after Lk 21 :38. In most that have it, it is here. 

I 0. This is the only time this mountain is mentioned by name in John. 
11. If this section is genuine, then this is the day after the Feast ended, 

7:37. See 8:12. On "dawn", see Lk 24:1. 
12. This is the only place the scribes are mentioned by name in John. 
13. Or, "overtaken, seized, taken down". On this word, see "overcome" 

in 1:5. 
14. Used only here. GK 900. 
15. Some manuscripts say "commanded us rhar such women should be 

stoned" {N). See Deut 22:22-24; Lev 20:10. These verses say the 
man and the woman are to die, but the Pharisees do not bring the 
man forth. Their interest was not in upholding Moses. 

16. If Jesus said that the Jewish leaders should stone her, it would violate 
the Roman law under which they were forbidden to execute anyone, 
18:31. They could then charge Him before the Romans with sedition. 
IfHe said they should not stone her, they could discredit Him among 
the people oflsrael. They think they have Jesus boxed in. 

17. Elsewhere only in Mk 1:7. GK 3252. 
18. Or, "drawing, writing down". Some think Jesus was writing specific 

words. Several suggestions have been made as to what they were. 
Others think He was simply ignoring them, waiting for them to 
leave. When they did not (v 7), He responded. Used only here. GK 
2863. "Writing" in v 8 is the same word without the prefix "down". 

19. Some manuscripts add "not taking notice" {N}. 
20. Or, "persisting". Same word and grammar as in Act 12:16, where 

Peter "was continuing-on knocking". 
21. On this word, see Lk 21:28. Same word as in v I 0. 

22. That is, the one who has not sinned, who has done no wrong. Used 
only here. GK 387. Related to "sin". 

23. The real question was not what the Law of Moses said, but who had 
the authority to carry it out. As a nation, Israel had lost that author
ity to the Romans. The Jews all knew it. Jesus confronts them with 
another issue about which they all knew the answer! He is not say
ing proper authorities must be sinless to enforce the Law, or that 
proper governments cannot execute punishment. But this was not 
an official court action. He is forcing the would-be executioners to 
affirm that they are sinless, and in particular, sinless in this execu
tion they would carry out on God's behalf. If they are going to 
appoint themselves as God's private executioners, outside of the 
governmental system, they had better be sinless! The Pharisees all 
knew that justice was not their real motive. 

24. Related to "stooped" in v 6. Used only here. GK 2893. 
25. Some manuscripts add "and being convicted by their conscience" 

{A}. 
26. On this idiom "one by one", see Mk 14:19. 
27. On the idiom "beginning from", see Mt 20:8. 
28. Or, "the elders". On this word, see I Tim 5: I. Some manuscripts 

add "until the last ones" {A}. 
29. Some manuscripts add "and having seen no one except the 

woman" {A}. 
30. Some manuscripts say "Where are those accusers of yours"; others, 

"Where are your accusers" {A}. 
31. That is, neither am I executing sentence against you at this time. 

Jesus did not come to judge, but to save, 3: 17. Jesus will judge on 
that still future day, 5:22, 29. These are not words of forgiveness, 
but of an earthly reprieve. Whether the woman later found forgive
ness is not stated. As with all humans in this age, Jesus shows mercy 
and calls for repentance. 

32. Some manuscripts omit this word {C}. 
33. Some manuscripts omit "from now on" {N}. "From now on" is else

where only in Lk I :48; 5: 10; 12:52; 22: 18, 69; Act 18:6; 2 Cor 5: 16. 
34. That is, do not continue sinning any longer. Repent. This is the 

same command as in 5: 14. 
35. If7:53-8: 11 is not genuine but was added later (see 7:53), then John 

may mean that 8: 12-10:21 also took place on the last day of the 
Feast, 7:37. Otherwise, the next note of time is in 10:22, two 
months later, and the events from 8: 12 to I 0:21 occur sometime 
between the two feasts, between October and December. 

36. This may mean the light which proceeds from life (I :4); or, leads 
the way to life and gives life; or, belongs to life. 

37. Compare 5:31. There, if Jesus were to testify apart from His 
Father's co-witness, it would not be true. Here, what He is testify
ing is true because it is spoken in agreement with His Father. 

38. Jesus knows Himself and His mission, and that His testimony is 
true. Other witnesses do not make it true, they only confirm that it 
is true. He has already given the Pharisees other witnesses, but men
tions one again in v 18. 

A. I Cor 1:10 B. Jn 11:57 C. Jam 5:19, err D. Rev 1:5 E. Mt 7:1 F. Mt 4:4, mankind G. I Cor 2:10 H. I Cor 12:28 J. 2 Thes 2:7, midst 
K. Mt 5:32 L. Mk 10:3 M. Heb 2:18, tempted N. Jn 5:45 0. Rev 7: I, land P. Act 6:2 Q. Jam 2:24 R. I Cor 11 :32 S. Heb 13:9 T. Jn I :5 



John 8:15 332 Verse 

I E. "But you do not know from where I come, or1 where I am going 

20. "You arejudgingA according to the flesh. 2 I am notjudgingA anyone3 I~ 

I le .. "But even ifl amjudgingA, My judgment8 is truec, because I am not alone0- but Ir. 
it is I and the Father having sent Me4 

JD. "But even in your Law, it has been written that the testimony of two people is true 1-

IE. "I am the One testifying about Myself I ' 
2E. "And the Father having sent Me is testifying about Me" 

3C. So they were saying to Him, "Where is Your Father?" I •1 

ID. Jesus answered, "You know neither Me nor My Father. If you knew Me, you would also 
know My Father" 

.:IC·. These words He5 spoke in the treasuryE, while teaching in the temple '11 

~C. And no one seizedF Him, because His hour had not yet come 

6B. Then He said again6 to them, "I am going away. And you will seek Me7
• And in your sin, you will .:'I 

die. 8 Where I am going, you are not able to come" 

IC . So the Jews were saying, "He will not kill Himself, will He9
- because He says, 'Where I am 

going, you are not able to come'?" 
2C. And10 He was saying to them- "You are from below, I am from above 11 • You are from this 

worldG, I am not from this world12• "Therefore I said to you that you will dieH in your sins. For 
unless you believe that I am the One 13

, you will die in your sins" 
3C. So they were saying to Him, "Who are You?" 14 

4C. Jesus said to them, "What thing 15 from the beginning16 I am indeed telling 17 you! 

.:'·l 

ID. "1'8 have many things to speak and to judgeA concerning you 19 '1. 

2D. "However,20 the One having sent Me is true1
• And what things I heard from Him-these 

things I am speaking to the world" 

11: They did not know that He was speaking to them about the Father2 1 

SC. Then22 Jesus said to them23
, "When you lift-up24 the Son o/Man, then you25 will know that .:':' 

I D. "I am the One26 

2D. "And27 I am doing nothing from Myself 28, but I am speaking these29 things just as the30 

Father taughtK Me 
JD. "And31 the One having sent Me is with Me. He32 did not leave Me alone33 , because I am '<1 

always doing the things pleasing34 to Him" 

(JC. While He was speaking these things, many believed in Him 311 

713. Then Jesus was saying to the Jews having believed Him35 , "If you remain36 in My wordL, you are .>I 
trulyM My disciplesN," and you will know the truth0 , and the truth will set you free37" .\.:' 



333 John 8:32 

I. Jesus possesses, and these leaders lack, the crucial facts in the mat
ter. Some manuscripts say "and" { N}. 

2. That is, the Pharisees are passing judgment on Jesus and con
demning Him by wrong criteria. 

3. Some think Jesus means "the way you are", according to appear
ances. Others think He means that He is not engaged in judging 
anyone. It is not His mission or habit to do so. His mission is to 
save, 3: 17. 

4. Even though it is not His mission, if Jesus does judge while carry
ing out His mission, His judgment is true (unlike theirs). This is 
because it is in concert with the Father's judgment. It is a wholly 
different kind of judgment than that of the Pharisees. And Jesus 
does have many things to judge concerning them, v 26. 

5. Some manuscripts say "Jesus" {K). 
6. This may mean "at a later time or occasion", as in v 12. But it may 

also refer to 7:34, which Jesus expands here. 
7. That is, the Messiah. 
8. This is the Greek word order here, and in the two places in v 24, 

reflecting a difference of emphasis. 
9. The grammar indicates a "no" answer is expected. 
IO. Note how the Jews respond with sarcastic mockery in v 22, but 

Jesus responds solemnly here, as if He must say these words 
whether or not they want to hear them. 

11. More literally, from "the places below", "the places above". That 
is, from earth, from heaven. 

12. Jesus is asserting His authority for what He says next. 
13. Or, "I am He, I am Who I say I am". Or simply "I am". On this 

idiom, see 8:58. 
14. The Jews are trying to get Jesus to explicitly say "I am the Christ, 

the Son of God", so they can charge Him with blasphemy. He does 
not allow them to hear such a direct statement until His hour is 
come, Mt 26:63-64. 

15. The phrase "what thing" is elsewhere only in Act 9:6, "what thing 
you must do". It is similar to "whatever thing" in Jn 2:5; 14: 13; 
15:16; on which see Col 3:17. These are usually simplified to 
"what" and "whatever", respectively. Instead of"what thing", some 
manuscripts say "that" { B}. See the next note. 

16. Or, "Exactly what thing 1 am indeed telling you!" Jesus clearly does 
not want to give them a direct answer. It is not yet His hour. The 
exact meaning of this word is unclear here. He is using an idiom for 
which there are not enough examples in Greek literature for schol
ars to reach a consensus as to its meaning. This word means "begin
ning", and is used 55 times in the NT (see Col I: 18 on it). But it is 
used only here in this grammatical relationship to the sentence 
(more literally, "as to the beginning, with reference to the begin
ning"). Others render it as a question, "What thing am I indeed 
telling youfrom the beginning?" Others, using the reading "that" 
mentioned in the previous note, render it "How is it that I am even 
speaking to you at all?" There are several other views. In any case, 
the main point of His answer is crystal clear- You ought to know 
by now who I am! 

17. Jesus is the Son of God, 5: 18; the life-giver and judge, 5:21-22; the 
One sent by the Father, 5:37; the bread from heaven, 6:51; the light 
of the world, 8: 12; the One in whom you must believe to have eter
nal life, 8:24, etc. 

18. Probably after a pause and a look, Jesus now continues with what 
He was saying in v 24. 

19. That is, negative things, condemnations, like v 23-24. These things 
must be spoken. Some come in v 31-58. 

20. Some think Jesus means that in spite of the fact that these leaders 
do not accept Him or the words He has to speak concerning them, 
His source is real and what He says comes straight from the Father. 
Others think Jesus means He has words of judgment to speak to 
them, but He is not speaking them. Rather, He is speaking what the 
Father gave Him to speak in accordance with His mission. Com
pare 7:28; 8: 16. 

21. John seems to mean the Jews did not know that Jesus meant that the 
One who sent Him was the Father sending His Son. They did not 
understand He was claiming equality with the Father as the Son, 
only that He was claiming God sent Him. Had they understood this, 
they would have reacted as in 5:18; 8:59; and 10:33; where this 
claim is clear. 

22. Jesus says this with reference to the failure to know Him in v 25. 
23. Some manuscripts omit "to them" {C}. 
24. Or, "raise high, exalt". Same word as in 3: 14; 12:32, 34; and as 

"exalt" in Act 2:33; 5:31. Used 20 times. GK 5738. Like "rise up" 
(Lk 18:33), it is a word that reveals, yet conceals the truth. Jesus 
means these leaders will lift Him up on the cross. They probably 
took Him to mean "exalt". This is not a word normally associated 
with death on a cross. Related to "highest" in Mt 21 :9. 

25. Those among these leaders who will believe (like Nicodemus and 
Joseph) will not do so until after the cross. Only then will they be 
sure. Perhaps after the cross, the Spirit opened their eyes to Isa 53, 
and what is now so confusing became clear to them. The others will 
also come to know this after the cross, when they stand before God. 
Some think Jesus is only referring to the latter, much larger group. 
Others think the words are broad enough to include both groups. 

26. Or, "I am Who I say I am". Or, simply "I am". On this idiom, see 
8:58. Others make this the sole conclusion of the previous sentence, 
and make what follows separate points (ID. and 20.), not addi
tional things these leaders "will know". 

27. Secondly, you will know that everything 1 am doing and speaking 
originated with the Father. 

28. On "from Myself", see "from Himself" in 5: 19. 
29. That is, all of the things Jesus is speaking and teaching. 
30. Some manuscripts say "My" {N}. 
31. Thirdly, you will know that the Father is with Me, and never left 

Me alone, because I am doing His will. 
32. Some manuscripts say "The Father" { N}. 
33. This is especially true of the Cross. The Jews will think God has 

abandoned Jesus. But afterward, they will know that God did not at 
all do so, but that this too was His will. Same word as 16:32, on 
which see Jam 2:24. 

34. Same word as in I Jn 3:22. Elsewhere only in Act 6:2; 12:3. GK 
744. Related to the verb "pleasing" in I Thes 2:4. 

35. Some think that whatever the sense may be in which these Jews 
"believed" Jesus, His word did not "advance" in their hearts (v 37), 
and it quickly becomes clear that they did not "remain in My word". 
These are like the ones in 2:23; 6:66. Others think that those respond
ing in v 33 are a different group, responding to this statement Jesus 
makes to those who truly believe in Him. Consult the commentaries. 

36. Or, "continue, abide, stay". On this word, see "abide" in 15:4. 
37. On this verb "to set free", see Rom 8:2. Same word as in v 36. 

A. Mt 7:1 B. Jn 3:19 C. Jn 7:28 D. Jam 2:24 E. Mk 12:41 F. Jn 11:57 G. 1Jn2:15 H. Rom 7:10 J. Jn 6:55 K. Rom 12:7 L. I Cor 12:8 
M. Mt 14:33 N. Lk 6:40 0. Jn 4:23 



John 8:33 334 Verse 

I c ·. They responded to Him, "We are the seed 1 of Abraham, and to no one have we ever been -' ' 
slaves2• How is it You say that 'You will become freeA'?" 

2C. Jesus answered them, "Truly8 , truly, I say to you that everyone doing sin3 is a slave4 of sin. 3-'l 
Now the slavec does not remain° in the house forever5. The son remains forever. "Therefore 3 5- 1 !1 

ifthe Son sets you free, you will really6 be freeA 

ID "I know that you are the seed of Abraham.7 But you are seekingE to kiW Me, because :;-
My word is not advancing8 in you 

2D. "I am speaking the things which I have seen with My Father ~" 
~ D. "And you therefore9 are doing 10 the things which you heard 11 from your father" 

3C. They responded and said to Him, "Our father12 is Abraham" J•i 
4C. Jesus says to them, "If you are 13 children of Abraham, you would be doing14 the works of Abraham 

ID. "But now 15 you are seeking to kill Me- a man Who has told you the truthG, which I 411 

heard from God 
2D. "Abraham did not do this 
3 D. "You are doing the worksH of your father 16" 

'C. So they said to Him, "We have not been bom1 out of sexuality-immorality17
• We have one 

Father- God" 

-11 

6C. Jesus said to them, "If God were your Father, you would be lovingK Me, for I came-forth and 4' 
am-here 18 from God. For I have not even comeL ofMyself 19

, but that One sent Me forthM 

ID. "For what reason are you not understandingN My speaking20? -l; 

11·:. "It is because you are not able to hear My word 
2E. "You are of your father the devil. And you are wanting21 to do the desires0 of your 4-l 

father22 

I F. "That one was a murdererP from the beginning, and was not standing23 in the 
truthG, because there is no truth in him 

2F. "Whenever he speaks the lie24
, he speaks from his own things, because he is a 

liar, and the father of it 

31·:. "And because I am speaking the truthG, you are not believing Me 

2 D. "Which of you convicts25 Me concerning sin26? lf27 I am speaking truth, for what reason 4(, 
are you not believing Me? 

3D. "The one being of28 God hears the words of God. For this reason you are not hearing- 4 -
because you are not of God" 

7C. The Jews responded and said to Him, "Do we not rightJyO say29 that You are a Samaritan30 and 4~ 
have a demon?"31 

8C. Jesus answered, "I do not have a demon, but I am honoringR My Father, and you are 4" 
dishonoring32 Me. 

0

But I am not seekingE My glory 50 

ID. "There is the One seeking it, andjudging33 

2D. "Truly, truly, I say to you- if anyone keepss My word, he will never34 seeT death, ever35" 51 



335 John 8:51 

I. That is, descendants. On this word, see Heb 11: 11. 
2. That is, in a religious sense (not a political sense). We have always 

worshiped the true God as Abraham's offspring, so how can You set 
us free? On this verb, see "are slaves" in Rom 6:6. 

3. Or, "committing sin". On "doing sin", compare I Jn 3:4, 8, 9. Com
pare also "doing the truth" in Jn 3:21; I Jn 1:6; and "doing right
eousness" in I Jn 2:29; 3:7, 10. 

4. The freedom Jesus has in mind is a personal, spiritual freedom from 
sin so as to be full and free family members in God's family, not 
just Abraham's. 

5. Slaves do not permanently live in the house. They go out to their 
own place. On "forever", see Rev 20: 10. 

6. Or, "in truth, in reality, cenainly". The Son will set you free to live 
and remain in the Master's house, not as a slave, but as a family 
member. You will no longer be slaves to sin. Same word as in Mk 
11 :32; Lk 23:47; 24:34; I Cor 14:25; Gal 3:21. Elsewhere only as 
"real" in I Tim 5:3, 5, 16; 6: 19. GK 3953. 

7. That is, physically. The conduct of these Jews proves it is not true 
spiritually 

8. Or, "going forward, making progress". Same word as in Mt 15: 17. 
Or, "making room, making a place, having a place". On this word, 
see "make room" in 2 Pet 3 :9. Said in reverse, "because you are 
refusing the advance of My word in you". 

9. Some manuscripts omit this word {K), so that it says "And you are 
doing ... ". 

10. Or, this may be a command, "You also therefore be doing the things 
which you heard from your father" (meaning, "Carry out your plans 
against Me", as in Mt 23:32); or," ... from the Father" (meaning, 
"Obey God and stop seeking to kill Me"). The Greek says "the 
father" in both places in this verse. The contrast between fathers, 
which is stated explicitly in v 40 and 44, may be implied in this 
verse. Some manuscripts add the words "My" and "your" {B}, 
making it explicit here. 

11. Some manuscripts say "have seen" { B}. 
12. That is, our physical and spiritual father. What we heard has been 

passed down to us since Abraham. 
13. Some manuscripts say "If you were" { N}. 
14. Some manuscripts have this as a command {B), so that it says "if 

you are children of Abraham, be doing the works ... ". 
15. Jesus may mean "But at the present time", or, "But as it is", as 

things stand. GK 3814. 
16. Jesus is implying that their father is someone other than Abraham. 
17. Jesus has called into question their spiritual relationship to Abra-

ham, so the Jews respond by asserting they have an even higher 
relationship. They are not illegitimate spiritual children, born of 
spiritual adultery. They have no other spiritual Father but God. They 
are God's people. Whatever they are doing is borne out of their rela
tionship to Him. Some also find here a mocking of the circum
stances of the binh of Jesus. On this word, see I Cor 5: I. 

18. Or, "am present, have come". Some think "came fonh" refers to the 
incarnation of Jesus; "am here" to His public ministry in Israel. 
Same word as "have come" in 2:4; 4:47; Mk 8:3; Lk 15:27; Heb 
10:7, 9; I Jn 5:20. Used 26 times. GK 2457. 

19. On "of Myself", see "from Himself" in 5:19. 
20. That is, what Jesus is saying, the content of His speaking. This noun 

is elsewhere only in Mt 26:73; Jn 4:42. GK 3282. 
21. Or, "intending, wishing, desiring". Your desire to do his will makes 

you unable to hear My words. On this word, see "willing" in 7: 17. 
22. That is, to kill Jesus (v 37), and to promote lies based on self-inter

est. These are the devil's desires. 
23. On this word, see "standing:Jlrm" in I Cor 16: 13. GK 5112. Some 

manuscripts say "does not stand" { C}, using GK 2705. The differ
ence is a kind of accent mark. 

24. Or, speaks "falsehood". On this word, see "falsehood" in Rev 14:5. 
25. Or, "exposes, rebukes". Same word as in 16:8. On this word, see 

"expose" in Eph 5: 11. 
26. This word refers to an offense against human or divine require

ments, a failing to hit the mark, a wrong. Used 173 times. GK 281. 
Related to the verb in Act 25:8, and "sinner" in Mt 9:10. 

27. Some manuscripts say "And if" {K}. 
28. That is, belonging to, originating in. 
29. This is what these leaders were in the habit of saying about Jesus. 
30. This is a racial and religious slur. You are a religious half-breed, 

proclaiming Your own religion in contradiction to the Scriptures 
and the traditions handed down from our forefathers. 

31. On having a demon, see 10:20. The grammar indicates that a "yes" 
answer is expected. 

32. Same word as in Rom 2:23. 
33. The Father is in fact seeking the glory of the Son. He is the One dis

cerning your heans. Jesus will pass judgment based on what He 
hears from Him, 5:30. These understated words of terror are fol
lowed by the gospel of hope. 

34. Or, "by no means". This is an emphatic negative, the strongest in 
Greek. John uses it in 4:14, 48; 6:35, 37; 8:12, 51, 52; 10:5, 28; 
11 :26, 56; 13:8, 38; 20:25. On this idiom, see Gal 5: 16. 

35. On "ever'', which is also in the next verse, see 4: 14. 

A. Mt 17:26 B. Jn I :51 C. Rom 6: 17 D. Jn 15:4, abide E. Phil 2:21 F. Rom 7: II G. Jn 4:23 H. Mt 26: 10 J. I Jn 2:29 K. Jn 21: 15, 
devotedlylove L.Mkl6:2 M.Mk3:14,sendout N.Lkl:34,know O.Ga15:16 P.1Jn3:15 Q.Actl0:33,well R.1Tim5:3 S.1Jn5:18 
T. Lk 10:18 



John 8:52 336 Verse 

<JC. So 1 the Jews said to Him, "Now we have come-to-knowA that You have a demon8
• Abraham 52 

died, and the prophets! And You say, 'If anyone keeps My word, he will never taste death2, ever!' 

I D "You are not greater than our father Abraham who died, are you?3 ' ~ 

2D. "The prophets died also 
:m. "Whom do You make Yourself?" 

I()(·. Jesus answered, "If I glorifyc Myself, My glory is nothing ' I 

ID. "The One glorifying Me is My Father- Whom you say that 'He is our' God' 
2D. "And you have not come-to-knowA Him,5 but I know0 Him " 
3 D. "And if I say that I do not know Him, I will be a liar like you. But I know Him, and I am 

keepingE His word 
4D. "Abraham your father rejoiced-greatJyF to6 see My day.7 And he saw it 8, and was gladG" _,1, 

I l l". So the Jews said to Him, "You do not yet have fifty years9
, and You have seen10 Abraham?" ,-

I 2C. Jesus said to them, "TruJyH, truly, I say to you- before Abraham came-into-being' 1, I am 12" '\ 

l.1C. Therefore13 they picked up stones in order that they might throw them at Him. ButJesus was "" 
hidden 14

, and went out of the temple 15 

Sil. And while passing on, 16 He saw a man blind from birth <I.I 

1 c ·. And His disciples asked Him, saying, "Rabbe, who sinnedK- this one or his parents, that he 
should be bomL blind?" ·Jesus answered, "Neither this one sinned nor his parents, but it was 
in order that the works of God might be made-visible 17 in him 

ID. "We 18 mustM be workingN the works0 of the One having sent Me while it is day. Night is -+ 
coming, when no one can work 

2D. "When 19 I am in the world, I am the light a/the world" 

2C. Having said these things, He spatP on the ground, and made mud from the saliva,20 and h 

smeared21 its22 mud on the eyes23
, •and said to him, "Go, washO in the pool a/Siloam" (which 

is translatedR, "Sent24") 

I D. So he went away and washed, and came [back] seeing25 



337 John 9:7 

I. Some manuscripts omit this word { C}. 
2. Jesus is referring to eternal death, but the Jews take it as physical 

death. This does not seem to be serious and sincere argumentation. 
They appear to be deliberately misinterpreting what He says in 
order to try to prove Him to be a self-deceived exaggerator. On 
"taste death", see Heb 2:9. 

3. The grammar indicates a "no" answer is expected. 
4. Some manuscripts say "Whom you say that He is your God" {B}. 
5. Some place this phrase with the previous sentence("' ... God', and 

you have ... "), and join the next phrase with what follows ("But I 
know Him. And if I say ... "). 

6. Or, "that he might see". GK 2671. 
7. Abraham looked forward to this day with eyes of faith, seeing and 

greeting the promises from afar, Heb 11: 13. He rejoiced to see the 
day when the whole world would be blessed through his descen
dant, as God promised. 

8. Abraham saw this day by faith, and rejoiced in it. These Jews, see
ing ii with their eyes, refuse to believe. 

9. Perhaps the Jews mean ''you are not even as old as we are". Jesus 
was about thirty when He began His ministry, Lk 3:23. On "hav
ing" years, see 5:5. 

I 0. Again the Jews seem to be deliberately misinterpreting Jesus, press
ing the literal physical meaning of "saw", trying to make Him 
appear to be claiming something all out of proportion to the obvi
ous truth. If Abraham physically saw Your day, then You must have 
seen Abraham! They think they have Him trapped and will force 
Him to back down, but He surprises them by claiming much more! 
Some manuscripts say, "and Abraham has seen You?" { B}. 

11. Or, "came-to-be", and in this sense, "was" or "was born". Same 
word as in I :2. 

12. Used over 70 times, the phrase "I am" is usually followed by a 
defining word or phrase, as in "I am a man, I am good, I am a Jew, 
I am from above, I am with you, etc. Jesus says "I am" the bread, 
the light, the door, the way, the vine, etc. This phrase stands alone 
like this only in the 17 places noted below, and means "I am the 
one", or "I am he'', the defining word being implied, but not stated. 
In Mt 26:22, 25, it means "I am not the one", the betrayer; in Mk 
13:6 and Lk 21 :8 some falsely say "I am the One", the Christ; in 
Act 13:25 the Baptist says "I am not the One", the Christ (this is 
fully stated in Jn I :20, 3:28); and in Jn 9:9 the blind man says "I 
am he". This phrase is used by Jesus in Mt 14:27; Mk 6:50; Jn 6:20, 
where He says "I am the One", meaning "It is Me", not a phantom 
(this idea is fully stated in Lk 24:39, "I am myself". Note also Mt 
14:28. In Jn 18:5, 6, 8, Jesus says "I am He", meaning "Jesus"; and 
in Jn 4:26 He says "I am He", meaning the Messiah. In Jn 8:24, 28; 
13: 19, He says "I am the One", meaning the One from God in the 
fullest sense. Here in Jn 8:58, notice that "I am the One" does not 
fit the context. No defining word is implied. It is used in an absolute 
sense. Abraham had a beginning point when he came into existence; 
Jesus has none. Jesus is not merely claiming to preexist Abraham, 
so He does not say "I was" or "I have been". He says "Before Abra
ham came into existence, I exist". Since only God simply "exists", 
or would use such language to describe Himself, Jesus is claiming 
to be God, as John said in I: I. Some think Jesus is referring to what 
God said in Ex 3: 14 (LXX), "I am the One being" (or, "existing", 
or, "who is"), or to the same phrase "I am He" in Isa 41:4; 43:10, 

13; 48: 12, etc. Some think this is also the meaning of this phrase in 
8:24, 28; 13: 19. 

13. Understanding this claim, as in 5: 18 and 10:33, the Jews try to kill 
Jesus for blasphemy. 

14. Same word and grammar as in Lk 19:42; Jn 12:36; Heb 11 :23. This 
word means "to hide, conceal, keep secret". Elsewhere only in Mt 
5:14; 11:25; 13:35, 44; 25:18, 25; Lk 18:34; Jn 19:38; Col 3:3; I 
Tim 5:25; Rev 2:17; 6:15, 16. GK 3221. Related to "hidden" in I 
Cor 4:5, and in I Cor 2:7. Since the word does not necessarily 
imply that someone else hid Jesus, some render it "hid Himself"; 
others leave it as normal, "was hidden", and leave it unexplained. 
It could simply mean that Jesus "was hidden" amidst the crowds as 
He went out of the temple. Compare 5:13. 

15. Some manuscripts add "having gone through the midst of them. 
And thus He was going along" {A}. 

16. John may mean this took place immediately after 8:59, outside of 
the temple. Jfso, Jesus immediately diwrts the Jews' anger in v 59 
by doing a great public miracle with which they must now contend. 
Or, it may have been later during this period (see 8: 12). Some take 
"then" in I 0:22 to mean that 9: 1-10:21 took place nearer that event 
than to 8:59. This event was on a Sabbath (v 14), and near the pool 
of Siloam (v 7), which was near the temple area. 

17. On this word, see "made evident" in I Jn 2: 19. This man was blind 
that others might see- see that Jesus is the light of the world, v 5. 
This is a most striking depiction of the Jews' lack of sight on the 
backdrop of this man's reception of sight. 

18. Some think Jesus is including the disciples; others, that He is refer
ring to Himself. Compare 3: 11. Some manuscripts say"!"; others, 
"We must work ... having sent us" {C}. 

19. Or, "Whenever, At the time that". Some think Jesus means "when" 
in the sense of"while, as longs as", referring to His present incar
nation. "During the time that" I am physically present in the world, 
I am personally the light of the world. In this view, "when I am in 
the world" is equivalent to "while it is day" in v 4. Others think 
Jesus means "whenever, as often as, every time that", and is refer
ring to all His visitations in OT times, in this present incarnation, 
and in the appearances and revelations coming after His death. In 
this view, He is stating the significance of His presence, whenever 
it occurs. GK 4020. 

20. To make mud was work ("kneading") in the eyes of these Pharisees, 
a violation of their Sabbath rules. Jesus deliberately chooses a 
method of healing that also offends them. He confronts their unbe
lief head-on. Note that both "offenses" are specified in v 14. In 
addition, several symbolic meanings are suggested for this. Consult 
the commentaries. 

21. Or, "spread, anointed". Elsewhere only in v 11. GK 2222. Related 
to "to anoint" in Lk 4: 18 

22. Or, "His". That is, the saliva's mud, "the mud of it". 
23. Some manuscripts add "ofthe blind one" {N}. 
24. This is a participle, "Having been sent forth". The water was "sent 

forth" through an underground tunnel built by King Hezekiah to 
bring water from a source outside the wall to this pool inside the wall. 

25. Or, "went [home] seeing". Perhaps the man came back seeking 
somehow to find Jesus, then went home. On the other hand, per
haps he was sitting outside his home when Jesus came along. 

A. Lk I :34, know B. I Cor 10:20 C. Rom 8:30 D. I Jn 2:29 E. I Jn 5: 18 F. Lk 10:21 G. 2 Cor 13: 11, rejoice H. Jn I :51 J. Mt 23:7 
K. Act 25:8 L. I Jn 2:29 M. Mt 16:21 N. Mt 26: 10 0. Mt 26: IO P. Mk 7:33 Q. Mk 7:3 R. Jn I :42 



John 9:8 338 Verse 

J ( ·. Then the neighbors 1, and the ones seeing him formerlyA- because2 he was a beggar3
- were R 

saying, "Is not this the one sitting and begging?"4 

ID. Others were saying that "This is he" 'I 

2D. Others were saying, "No, but he is like him"5 

JD. That one was saying that "I am he" 
4D. So they were saying to him, "How then6 were your eyes opened?" 1 () 
:iD. That one answered, "The man being called Jesus made mud, and smeared it on my 11 

eyes, and said to me 'Go to Siloam7 and wash'. So having gone away and washed, I 
received-sight8

" 

6 D. And they said to him, "Where is that One?" I ::' 

7D. He says, "I do not know" 

4( ·. They8 bring him to the Pharisees- the formerlyc blind one 

ID. Now it was a Sabbath on the day9 Jesus made the mud and opened his eyes 
2D. Therefore the Pharisees also were asking him again 10 how he received-sight8 

I L And the one said to them, "He put mud on my eyes, and I washed, and I see" 

I~ 

:m. Then some of the Pharisees were saying, "This man is not from God, because He does I'' 
not keep0 the Sabbath" 11 • But12 others were saying, "How is a sinfu]E man able to do such 
signsF?" And there was a division 13 among them. 

0

So 14 they say to the blind one again, I -
"What do you say about Him, seeing-that15 He opened your eyes?" 

I L. And the one said that "He is a prophet0 " 

4D. Then the Jews did not believe concerning him that he was blind and received-sight8 - i" 
until 16 they called the parents o/him having received-sight 

IL. And they asked them, saying, "Is this your son whom you are saying17 that he was J ll 

bomH blind? How then does he see now?" 
~ L. So 18 his parents responded and said, "We know that this is our son, and that he was .:'11 

born blind. ·But how he now sees- we do not know. Or who opened his eyes- we .:' I 
do not know. 19 Ask1 him. 20 He has a mature-age21 • He will speak about himself" 

I F. His parents said these things because they were fearing the Jews22 

I ( i. For the Jews already had agreedK that if anyone confessed23 Him as the 
Christ, he should become put-out-of-the-synagogue24 

2 (I. For this reason his parents said that "He has a mature-age, questionL him" ~ ~ 

5 D. Then they called for a second25 time the man who was blind, and said to him, "Give glory .:' -1 
to God. 26 We know that this man is a sinner"27 

IF. So28 that one responded29
, "Whether He is a sinnerE, I do not know. I know one .:'' 

thing- that being a blind one, now I see" 
2L. So they said to him30

, "What did He do to you? How did He open your eyes?" ::'t> 

31 :. He answered them, "I told you already and you did not listen. Why do you want to ::': 
hear it again? You also31 do not want to become His disciples, do you?"32 



339 John 9:27 

I. That is, the ones who lived near this man. Elsewhere only in Lk 
14:12; 15:6, 9. GK 1150. 

2. Or, "that". GK 4022. 
3. Some manuscripts say "blind" { N}, so that it says "that he was blind". 
4. The grammar indicates a "yes" answer is expected. 
5. Some manuscripts say instead "And others [were saying] that 'he 

is like him"' {N}. 
6. Some manuscripts omit this word { C}. 
7. Some manuscripts say "the pool a/Siloam" {N}. 
8. Some think John means the neighbors, v 8; others, an impersonal 

"they", certain ones hearing him speak. The man may have been 
brought as one needing correction; or, as a prime example proving 
who Jesus is. 

9. This may imply that one or more days had passed since the healing; 
or, it may simply be adding this piece of information which we need 
to know. Instead of"on the day", some manuscripts say "when" {N}. 

I 0. That is, in addition to all the people who had already asked this 
question. 

11. The Pharisees are correct that no matter what Jesus says or does, He 
cannot be from God ifHe breaks God's laws. But their key premise 
is in error- their Sabbath regulations are not in fact God's laws. 

12. Some manuscripts omit this word { C}. 
13. The Pharisees are divided over how to interpret this sign in light of 

their previous conclusions about Jesus. On this word, see I Cor I: I 0. 
14. Some manuscripts omit this word {K}. 
I 5. Or, "because, that". GK 4022. 
16. More literally, "up to which time". On this idiom, see Mt 5:25. 
17. The parents were speaking publicly of this, as one would expect. 

18. Some manuscripts say "And his parents responded to them and 
said" {N}. 

19. That is, we have no firsthand knowledge on these two questions. 
20. Some manuscripts say "He has a mature age, ask him. He will 

speak ... " {N}. 
21. On "having" time, see 5:5. On this word, see "life-span" in Mt 6:27. 
22. That is, the Jewish leaders. See I: 19. 
23. Or, "declared, acknowledged". On this word, see I Tim 6: 12. 
24. Or, "excluded from the synagogue". This adjective is elsewhere only 

in 12:42 and 16:2. GK 697. Related to "synagogue". Such a person 
would become ex-synagogued, an outcast. Some leaders "believed" 
but did not "confess" Him for this very reason, 12:42. 

25. This may imply that the Pharisees questioned the parents outside 
of the man's presence; or, that some time elapsed between v 21 and 
v 24, during which the man and his parents went away. Since the 
Pharisees could not escape the fact of it, perhaps by their authority 
they could induce this man to join their view of the One who did it. 

26. Some think the Pharisees mean to give God glory by now telling 
the truth, as in Josh 7: 19. Others think they mean to glorify the God 
who healed you, not this sinner! 

27. The Pharisees know this because Jesus does not keep the Sabbath, 
v 16. 

28. Some manuscripts omit this word {K}. 
29. Some manuscripts add "and said" {K). 
30. Some manuscripts add "again" {N}. 
31. That is, in addition to me. The formerly blind man wanted to 

become one as soon as possible. 
32. The grammar indicates that a "no" answer is expected. 

A. 2 Cor I: I 5, first B. Act 22: 13, look up C. Gal 2:6, ever D. I Jn 5: 18 E. Mt 9: 10, sinner F. 2 Thes 2:9 G. I Cor 12:28 H. I Jn 2:29 
J.Jn 17:9,pray K.Lk22:5 L.Lk9:18 



John 9:28 340 Verse 

4E. And 1 they reviled2 him and said, "You are a discipJeA of that One, but we are :'~ 

disciples o/Moses. "We know that God has spoken to Moses. But we do not know 2'1 
where this One is from" 

5 E. The man responded and said to them, "Why3, in this is the marvel4- that you do not > 11 

know where He is from, and He opened my eyes! 

IF. "We know that God does not hear5 sinners. But if anyone is a God-fearing6 

one, and is doing His will8 - He hears this one 
2 F. "It was not ever7 heard that someone opened the eyes of one having been born 

blind 
> F. "If this One were not from God, He would be able to do nothing" 

-~I 

' ' ' 

61'. They responded and said to him, "You were born entirelyc in sins8, and you are q 
teaching us?" 

7 L And they threw him outside9 

5C. Jesus heard that they threw him outside, and having found him, said, "Do you believe in the ' 
Son o/Man 10?" 

I D. That one responded and said, "Who indeed is He, Sir, in order that I may believe in Him?" .11. 

:'D. Jesus said to him, "You have both seen Him, and that One is the One speaking with you" ' 
.~D. And the one said, "Master 11 , I believe", and prostrated-himseif 12 before Him ', 

6C. And Jesus said, 13 "I came into this world for judgment14- so that the ones not seeing15 may ~' 1 

be seeing, and the ones seeing16 may become blind" 
7 ( ·. Some ofthe17 Pharisees heard these things- the ones being with him- and said to Him, "We -! 1' 

indeed are not blind 18 ones, are we?" 19 

~( . Jesus said to them, "If you were blind ones, you would not have sin.20 But you are saying -! I 
now that 'We see'- your2 1 sin remains0 

ID. "TruJyE, truly, I say to you,22 the one not entering into the fold23 a/the sheep through the Ill 
door, but going-up from-another-place 24- that one is a thiefF and a robber25 

:'D. "But the One entering through the door is the shepherd0 a/the sheep 

11-. "The doorkeeperH opens to this One 
21·:. "And the sheep hear26 His voice 
3F. "And He calls His own sheep by name,27 and leads them out28 

3D. "When29 He brings out all His own30, He proceeds in front of them 

I L "And the sheep are following Him- because they know His voice 
21'. "But they will never follow a stranger, but will fleeK from him- because they do 

not know the voice of strangers" 

4D. Jesus spoke this figure-of-speech31 to them, but those ones did not understand32 what the , , 
things were which He was speaking to them 

'JC. Then33 Jesus said again34 , "Truly, truly, I say to you that35-

ID. "I am the door36 a/the sheep37 



341 John 10:7 

I. Some manuscripts omit this word; others say "Then"; others say 
"But the ones ... " {N}. 

2. Or. "insulted, spoke abusively to". The content of it follows. On this 
word, see I Cor 4: 12. 

3. This same word introduces an incredulous question in 7:41 
("indeed"); here, an incredulous statement. GK I I 42. 

4. Or, "the amazing thing". Elsewhere only as "marvelous" in Mt 
21:42; Mk 12:11; I Pet 2:9; Rev 15:1, 3. GK 2515. 

5. Or, "listen to". God does not answer the requests of sinners. On this 
word, see Act 22:9. 

6. Or, "devout, God-worshiper". Used only here. GK 2538. The root 
word is "God". Related to "godliness" in I Tim 2: I 0. 

7. This is an idiom, literally, "from the age". It is similar to the idiom 
for "forever, into the age" (see Rev 20: I 0), but pointed into the past. 
Used only here. GK 172. Never in the past experience of the world 
has anything like this been reported. 

8. Like the disciples (v 2), the Pharisees simply assume this since the 
man was born blind. 

9. Some think John means physically, out of their presence; others, 
that the Pharisees put the man out of the synagogue, v 22. Same 
phrase as in v 35; 6:37. 

10. Some manuscripts say "ofGod" {A}. 
11. On this word, which is the same word as "sir" in v 36, see Mt 8:2. 
12. Or, "gave-worship to Him". On this word, see "worship" in Mt 14:33. 
13. Some think this is said later, some time elapsing since v 38; oth

ers, that Jesus says it right then, reflecting upon the two responses 
just seen. Some manuscripts omit v 38 and "And Jesus said" {B }, 
continuing with the words of Jesus directly from v 37. 

14. That is, Jesus came to make a separation, to divide- not to con
demn, pronounce judgment, 3: 17. His mission is not to execute 
judgment, but judgment results from His mission. The world sep
arates itself into two groups based on how it responds to Him, 3: 18-
19. He came to save, which forces this division. Compare Ml 13: 13. 
This noun is used of the judging action of a judge; the "judgment, 
decision, verdict" given; a judgment against, "condemnation"; and 
a "lawsuit" (I Cor 6:7). Used 27 times. GK 32 JO. Related to the 
verb ']udge" in Jn 3: 17; to ']udgment" in 3: 19; to the noun ']udge"; 
and to "condemned" in I Cor 11 :32. 

15. That is, that the ones without spiritual sight may receive it in believ
ing in Jesus- like the blind man, who received both physical and 
spiritual sight, v 38. 

16. That is, that the ones claiming to possess spiritual sight may be 
blinded in rejecting Jesus, like the Pharisees. 

17. Some manuscripts say "And [some] of the" {N}. 
18. That is, spiritually blind. 
19. The grammar indicates a "no" answer is expected. 
20. If these Pharisees were blind- lost, and not claiming to possess 

spiritual sight- they would not be guilty of sin in their response to 
Jesus (because they would not be treating Him as they are). Since 
they are even now continuing to claim to see while rejecting Him, 
their sin remains. On "have sin", see I Jn I :8. 

21. Some manuscripts say "therefore your ... " {N}. 
22. John links the story of the blind man to these words in chapter IO, 

concluding it with the comment about the blind man in v 21. Since 
the Jewish leaders/shepherds threw out the blind man (9:34 ), and 
Jesus responded with the voice of the Shepherd (9:35-37), to which 
the man immediately responded (9:38), Jesus now speaks an alle
gory giving the meaning of this incident for all. The Pharisees claim 
to "see" and know the way as shepherds oflsrael, but they are false 
shepherds, thieves and robbers in His fold. 

23. That is, the fenced or walled enclosure, open to the sky; the corral; 
the nighttime dwelling place of the sheep. On this word, see "court
yard" in Mt 26:3. 

24. That is, climbing over the wall from another location, entering the 
sheepfold some way other than the gate provided by the owner of 
the sheep. Used only here. GK 249. 

25. Such a person is not entering to care for the sheep, but to profit 
from them. On this word, see Mt 21:13. 

26. That is, listen to and obey. Same word as in v 16, 27, and as "lis
ten-to in v 8, 20. On this word, see Act 22·9. 

27. This picture is a common one. A large sheep pen or fold holding 
the flocks of several shepherds for the night is watched over by a 
gatekeeper. In the morning, the shepherd calls out to his flock, and 
his sheep respond to his voice and come out to him. He leads them 
to pasture. 

28. So by application, Jesus is calling His people out of the fold of 
Israel. His people hear the call to repent and come to their Shep
herd and follow Him. The blind man is an example. 

29. Some manuscripts say "And when ... " {K}. 
30. Instead of"all His own", some manuscripts say "His own sheep" {N}. 
31. Or, "allegory". Same word as in 16:25, 29. Elsewhere only as 

"proverb" in 2 Pet 2:22. GK 4231. 
32. The Pharisees claim to "see" (9:41 ), but they do not see at all. The 

words of Jesus are just madness to them (I 0:20). They do not under
stand the application of these words to themselves, to Him, or to Israel. 

33. Or, "Therefore, So". John may mean this was spoken on a later 
occasion; or, that is was spoken because the Pharisees did not 
understand, v 6. 

34. Some manuscripts add "to them" {N}. 
35. Jesus expands key aspects of the sheep-shepherd metaphor. He 

sharpens some truths from v 1-5, and brings out other truths. Some 
manuscripts omit this word {N}. 

36. That is, the point of access, of entry and exit to the fold and the pas
ture. Jesus is making a new point here. Inv 2 He was the shepherd 
entering the door, and was known to the doorkeeper. Here, He is the 
door, the entryway. 

37. Some think Jesus means the door "to the sheep", through which 
all true shepherds pass to get to the sheep. He protects His sheep 
from the robbers. They gain entry another way (v I), but the sheep 
do not follow them out. Others think He means the door ''for the 
sheep", through which they enter into the fold, as is more fully 
brought out in v 9. 

A. Lk 6:40 B. Jn 7: 17 C. Rev 3: I 0, whole D. Jn 15:4, abide E. Jn I :51 F. I Thes 5:2 G. Eph 4: II H. Jn 18: 17 J. Heb 11 :34, foreigner 
K.1Cor6:18 



John 10:8 342 Verse 

IL "All1 who came before Me2 are thievesA and robbers8 , but the sheep did not listen-to )I 

them 

::'D. "I am the door. If anyone enters through Me, he will be savedc. And he will go in and 'J 

go out, and he will find pasture 

I E. "The thief does not come except that he may steal and kill0 and destroyE Ir J 

::'!-:. "I came that they may have lifeF, and have abundance3 

JD. "I am the good0 shepherdH. The good shepherd lays-down4 His life for the sheep5 I I 

I E. "The one being a hired6 one and not a shepherd', of whom the sheep are not his own- I 7 

IF. "He sees the wolf coming and leaves8 the sheep and flees1, and the wolf 
snatches9 them and scattersK them 10 

2F. "Because 11 he is a hired one, and he is not concemed12 about the sheep I ; 

4D. "I am the good shepherd I-+ 

IE. "And I knowL My sheep, and My sheep know Me 13- "just as the Father knows Me, I.' 
and I know the Father 

::'L "And I lay-down 14 My life for the sheep 
31: "And I have other sheep, which are not of this fold 15 • I mustM bring those also I h 

4E. "And they 16 will hear17 My voice. And they will become 18 one flock 19, [with] one 
Shepherd20 

SD. "For this reason the Father lovesN Me- because I lay down My life so that I may take 1-
it up21 again22 

IE. "No one takes23 it away from Me, but I lay it down ofMyself24 I:-

IF. "I have authority0 to lay it down, and I have authority to take it up again 

2F. "I received this commandment25 from My Father" 

I OC ·. A26 divisionP again27 took place among the Jews because of these words 

ID. And many of them were saying, "He has a demon28 , and He is mad29 . Why are you :'!I 

listening-to Him?" 
2D. Others were saying, "These words are not from one being demon-possessedO. A demon :'I 

is not able to open the eyes a/blind ones, is he?"30 

I OJ\. Then31 the Festival-of-Dedication32 took place in Jerusalem. It was winter. •And Jesus was walking in :'::'-:' ~ 
the temple, in the porticoR of Solomon 

In. Then the Jews surrounded33 Him. And they were saying to Him, "How long34 are You keeping us ::'·~ 
in suspense?35 If You are the Christ, tell us with plainness36" 

::'B. Jesus answered them, "I told you, and you do not believe37 ::':' 

IC. "The workss which I am doing in the name of My Father- these are testifyingT about Me 
2C. "However, you do not believe, because you are not of My sheep38 :''1 



343 John 10:26 

I. That is, all you self-appointed, self-serving leaders of the flock who 
tried to get the sheep to follow you to a false sheepfold, or out of 
the true one. 

2. That is, in time. Some manuscripts omit "before Me" {C}. 
J. Or, "overflow, excess, surplus". That is, have life exceeding their 

own needs, a surplus abounding and flowing from them as in 7:38, 
bubbling up as in 4: 14. Jesus did not come to give existence, but 
life, an overflowing life. He is referring to eternal life (v 9, 28), and 
the spiritual dimension oflife. He brings an abundance of"real" life 
(I Tim 6: 19). GK 4356. 

4. Instead of "lays down", some manuscripts say "gives" {B} both 
here and in v 15. 

5. The good shepherd devotes himself to the sheep, even risking his 
own life to protect them. He might unintentionally even be killed 
defending them. Jesus, of course, means more than this with regard 
to Himself. He volwitarily gives up His life for the sheep. But those 
listening to Jesus would not have widerstood this deeper meaning. 

6. That is, the one working with the sheep for wages. This one puts 
his own personal interests, his own life, ahead of the flock. Same 
word as in v 13. On this word, see Mk I :20. 

7. More literally, "The hired one and not being a shepherd", two 
descriptions of this one person. Compare the phrase in I Tim 4:3. 

8. Or, more strongly, based on the context, "abandons". On this word, 
see "forgive" in Mt 6: 12. 

9. Same word as in v 28. 
10. Some manuscripts say "the sheep" {N}. 
11. Some manuscripts say "Now the hired one flees because he is a 

hired one, ... " {N}, starting a new sentence here. 
12. This is an idiom, more literally, "it is not a concern to him". On this 

word, see I Cor 7:21. 
13. Some manuscripts say "and I am known by My sheep" {N}. 
14. Some manuscripts say "give" {B). 
15. Same word as in v I. Jesus may mean the Jewish fold (out of which 

He is calling the believers, v 3), making the other sheep the Gen
tiles. He came only to the lost sheep of the house of Israel, Mt 
15:24. Or He may mean the nation-of-Israel fold, making the other 
sheep all the "children of God scattered" outside Israel (Jews and 
Gentiles), as in 11 :52. In either case, believing Jews and Gentiles 
will be united into one flock, 11 :52; Eph 2: 15. 

16. That is, all His sheep. 
17. Same word as in v 3. 
18. Or, "be". Some manuscripts say, "And there will be" {C}, using the 

same word with different grammar. GK 1181. 

19. Not the same word as "fold" earlier in the verse. Elsewhere only in 
Mt 26:31; Lk 2:8; I Cor 9:7. GK 4479. Related word in I Pet 5:2. 

20. These are related words in the Greek, somewhat like "one sheep
herd, [with] one Sheep-herder". 

21. This word, meaning "take up" in this context opposite of "lay 
down", occurs again in v 18 (as "take up" and as "received"). On 
this word, see "taken" in Rom 7:8. It is not the same word as "take
away" in v 18. 

22. Jesus lays it down in death for the purpose ofraising Himself to the 
life and glory also commanded by the Father. 

23. Some manuscripts say "took it away" {B }. 
24. This action is completely voluntary and unforced. On "of Myself", 

see "from Himself" in 5: 19. 
25. That is, the commandment to lay down and take up His earthly life. 

This is the Father's will for the Son, which the Son is carrying out 
by His own choice. The Father loves Him because He does His will. 
On this word, see Mk 12:28. 

26. Some manuscripts say "Then a division ... " { B}. 
27. As in 9:16. 
28. Note that this is defined in v 21 as "being demon possessed". See 

Mt 8:16 on this. 
29. Or, "out of His mind, raving". On this word, see I Cor 14:23. 
30. The grammar indicates that a "no" answer is expected. So the case 

of the healing of the man born blind, 9: 1-10:21, comes down to 
this- Is Jesus empowered by Satan or God? 

31. Or, "At that time". It can mean next in time, or next in sequence. 
On this word, see Mt 24:9. Some manuscripts say "And" { B}. 

32. That is, Hanukkah, the Feast of Lights, an eight-day celebration 
commemorating the rededication of the temple by Judas Mac
cabaeus in 165 e.c., after it had been desecrated by Antiochus 
Epiphanes. It could be observed anywhere, so John specifies 
Jerusalem. Used only here. GK 1589. This is the first note of time 
since 8:2 (see 8: 12). 

33. Or, "encircled". Same word as in Lk 21:20; Act 14:20. Elsewhere 
only as "encircled" in Heb 11 :30. GK 3240. 

34. On this idiom, see Mt 17: 17. 
35. This idiom is literally, how long "are you lifting up our soul?", in sus

pense, anticipation (or, in annoyance, anger, giving it a negative sense). 
36. Or, "openness". Same word as in 11: 14. On this word, see "confi

dence" in Heb 4: 16. 
37. Some manuscripts say "did not believe" {N}. 
38. Some manuscripts add "just as I said to you" { B}. These Jews are 

not part of God's flock. 

A.1Thes5:2 B.Mt21:13 C.Lkl9:10 D.Actl0:13,slaughter E.1Corl:l8,perish F.Rom8:10 G.1Tim5:10a H.Eph4:11 J.1Cor6:18 
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John 10:27 344 Verse 

3C. "My sheep hear1 My voice2 2""' 

11) "And I know them, and they follow Me 
2D. "And I give them eternal life, and they will never perish\ ever8 2\ 

IE. "And someone will not snatch3 them out of My hand. 
0

What4 My Father has given ~·1 
to Me is greater than all 

2L "And no one is able to snatch them out of the hand ofthe5 Fathef'i 
3 E. "I and the Father are one"7 ~~i 1 

_i B. The Jews again8 carried9 stones in order that they might stone Him \ 1 

413. Jesus responded to them, "I showed10 you many good 11 works from the12 Father. For which work 
ofthem 13 do you stone Me?" 

SB. The Jews answered Him 14 , "We do not stone You for a good work, but for blasphemyc- even '· 
because You, being a human°, are makingE Yourself God" 15 

613. Jesus responded to them, "Has it not been written 16 in your Law that 'I said, you are gods'? 17 ~ i 

IC. "If He 18 calledF those ones to whom the word of God came gods- and the Scripture cannot '' 
be broken19- •do you say as to the One Whom the Father set-apart20 and sent-forthG into the '' · 
world that 'You are blasphemingH• because I said, 'I am God's Son'?21 

2C. "Ifl am not doing the works ofMy Father, do not be believing Me 
3t . "But ifl am doing them- even if you do not believe Me, be believing the works, in order that '\ 

you may come-to-know and be understanding22 that the Father is in Me, and I in the Father23" 

713. Then24 they were seeking again to seize1 Him, and He went out of their hand '" 
:rn. And He went away again beyond the Jordan, to the place where John was first baptizingK. And He ·I 11 

was stayingL there 

I l ·. And many came to Him, and were saying that "John25 did no signM- but all that John said .JI 
about this One was trueN". •And many believed in Him there26 .+' 

I I A. Now27 there was a certain one being sick0 - Lazarus28 , from Bethany, of the village of Mary and I I 
Martha29

, her sister. •And it was Mary- the one having anointedP the Lord with perfumeO and having 
wiped His feet with her hair30- whose brother Lazarus was sick 

I B. So the sisters sent out a message to Him, saying, "Lord, look- the one whom You love31 is sick" 
213. And having heard, Jesus said "This sicknessR is not leading to death32, but for the glory a/God

in order that the Son of God may be glorified5 through it" 

l l. Now Jesus was loving33 Martha, and her sister, and Lazarus. 0 So34 when He heard that he was35 ,_,, 

sick, at that time He remained36 for two days in which place He was-• then37 after this, says 
to the disciples, "Let us be going38 to Judea again" 

ID. The disciples say to Him, "RabbiT, the Jews were just-now seekingu to stone39 You, and ,\ 
You are going there again?" 

2D. Jesus answered, "Are there not twelve hours of the day?40 If one walks during the day, <1 

he does not stumblev, because he sees the light of this world.41 "But42 if one walks during I 11 

the night, he stumbles, because the light is not in him" 

2l ·. He said these things, and after this43 He says to them, "Our friend Lazarus has fallen-asleepw, I I 
but I am going in order that I may awaken44 him" 



345 John 11: 11 

I. Same word as in v 3. 
2. Or, this may be punctuated "My sheep hear My voice, and I know 

them". ID. "And they follow Me, and I give them eternal life". 2D. 
"And they will never perish, ever, and someone will not snatch them 
out of My hand". 

J. Or, "take away by force, seize". No thief, robber, or wolf will get 
these sheep, because none is able to do so, v 29. Sarne word as in 
v 12. On this word, see 2 Cor 12:2. 

4. Or, "That which". Jesus may be abstractly referring to His "author
ity over all flesh to give eternal life" ( 17:2), with grammar similar to 
"it had been given" in 19: 11. Others think "what My Father has given 
to Me" is the same concept as in 17:24, and as "all that" He gave Him 
in 6:37, 39; 17:2; that is, the flock viewed as an abstract whole. In 
this case, this sentence is the beginning of point 2E., and the next sen
tence would say "able to snatch it". The gift that the Father gave 
Christ (the flock) is of greater importance than any and all who would 
oppose. The Father will not permit this gift to be diminished in any 
way. Some manuscripts say "My Father who has given them to Me 
is greaterthan all. And no one is able to snatch them ... " {D}. 

5. Some manuscripts say "My" {N}. 
6. In all the views noted above, the point Jesus is making is that both 

the Father who gives the flock, and the Son who holds them and 
gives them eternal life, ensure the eternal safety of the entire flock. 

7. That is, one in will and action, thus making Jesus God, v 33, 36. 
His previous claims (5: 17-18, 8:58) leave no doubt about what He 
is claiming here-- a oneness of will and action which He is shares 
with the Father because He is God's Son (v 36), and therefore 
shares the essence or substance of His Father. The Jews react 
accordingly, v 33. 

8. The last time was in 8:59. 
9. The Jews had to bring the stones from a distance to Solomon's por

tico (v 23) for this purpose. On this word, see Mt 8: 17. Not the same 
word as in 8:59. 

I 0. That is, as signs lo be studied to determine their significance. 
11. Or, "commendable, praiseworthy". On this word, see I Tim 5: I Oa. 
12. Some manuscripts say "My" {N}. 
13. Thal is, which of the works from My Father. Jesus is emphasizing 

the source. 
14. Some manuscripts add "saying" [N}. 
15. Compare 5: 18. In claiming to be "one" with God (v 30), Jesus is 

claiming lo be God's Son (v 36), to be one in essence and will. 
16. This is a participle, "Is it not having been written", does it not stand 

written? On this, see 2:17. 
17. Jesus is quoting Ps 82:6, where the psalmist calls the judges of 

Israel gods (in authority over the people), because they carried out 
divine justice. 

18. Thal is, God, the ultimate author of Scripture. Or, "it", Scripture. 
Or, "he", the psalmist. 

19. That is, its authority cannot be annulled. Same word as in Mt 5: 19 
20. Or, "consecrated". On this word, see "sanctify" in Heb I 0:29. The 

Father set Jesus apart for His own purposes. 
21. Jesus is doing something greater than those in the psalm did, so may 

He not use the term of Himself? It is an argument from the lesser 
lo the greater. He is not limiting the meaning of "Son of God" to 
what "gods" meant in their case. He is saying that everything that 
"gods" meant in their case-- and more- is true in His case. There-

fore may He not properly use the term of Himself? He is estab
lishing the minimum justification for using this term in a way that 
even these unbelievers cannot get around without "breaking" the 
force of the Scripture they claimed to follow. 

22. Or, "acknowledging''. The words "come-to-know" and "be under
standing" are the same word, repeated with a change in tense. On 
this word, see "know" in Lk I :34. Instead of "be understanding", 
some manuscripts say "believe" { B}. 

23. Some manuscripts say "and I in Him" {N}. 
24. Or, "Therefore". Some manuscripts omit this word { C}. 
25. The grammar closely links the two halves of this sentence. 
26. As in the allegory, God's sheep were going out of the fold (Judea) 

to their Shepherd. 
27. This occurs at some point between Jesus leaving the Festival of 

Dedication in December ( 10:22, 40) and Passover being near in 
April ( 11 :55), probably closer to the latter. 

28. This is the seventh miracle John records: !he water to wine, 2: 1-11; 
healing the royal one's son, 4:46-54; healing the lame man, 5:1-9; 
feeding the 5000, 6:5-13; walking on water, 6:16-21; healing the 
blind man, 9:1-7. 

29. Another incident with these two is recorded in Lk I 0:38-42. 
30. This well-known incident is described in 12:3-8. John mentions it 

here to clarify which Mary he means. 
31. That is, have affection for, or a family or friend kind oflove. Same 

word as in v 36. On this word, see "affectionately-love" in 21: 15. 
32. That is, death will not be the final result. Same idiom as "leading 

to death" in I Jn 5: 16. 
33. That is, Jesus was committing Himself to this family in love. On 

this word, see "devotedly-love" in 21: 15. No distinction may be 
intended in using these two words. 

34. Or, "Therefore". Because Jesus loved them, therefore He remained 
two days. 

35. More literally, "is", as the Greek typically phrases it. 
36. John uses grammar that closely links the two halves of this sentence. 
37. Or, "next, later". Used only here by John. On this word, see "after 

that" in I Cor 15:23. 
38. Or, "be leading forth, be on our way". Same word as in v 15, 16; 

14:31; Mk 1:38. 
39. The disciples are referring back to 10:31. 
40. The grammar indicates a "yes" answer is expected. 
41. In other words, Jesus is not going to stumble in going back to Judea, 

because He is walking in the light of the day God has given Him. 
42. The physical reference of this is clear. "The light is not in him" may 

mean "the sun does not provide illumination into his eyes", but may 
also have a metaphorical meaning. Jesus may be referring here to 
the Jews. They are the ones stumbling, because they have no spiri
tual light in them. Compare 12:35. Others think He is referring to 
death, after which we no longer have the light of this world in us. 

43. This may imply that some time passed, during which the disciples 
failed to respond. Jesus changes from "Let us go" in v 7 to "I am 
going" (see Mt 28: 19 on this word) here. 

44. Or, "rouse out of sleep". Used only here. GK 2030. Related to 
"awaken" in Act 16:27. There are two different words groups used 
for "sleep" in v 11-13. Both are used of physical sleep and as a 
euphemism for death. 
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John I I : 12 346 Verse 

I D. So the disciples said to Him, 1 "Lord, if he has fallen asleep, he will be restored2
" 12 

2D. Now Jesus had spoken concerning his death, but those ones thought that He was3 
J '1 

speaking concerning the sleep4 o/slumber5
• ·so at-that-time6 Jesus said to them with 14 

plainness\ "Lazarus died. •And I am glad8 for your sakes that I was not there7
, so that 15 

you may believe. But let us be going to him" 
~I) Then Thomas, the one being called Didymus8, said to his fellow-disciples, "Let us indeed I (1 

be going, so that we may die with Him9
" 

:'Ll. So having come, Jesus found him already having 10 four days in the tomb 17 

I c. Now Bethany was near Jerusalem, about fifteen stades11 away.• And many of the Jews12 had come l ~- l '1 

to Martha and Mary, 13 in order that they might consolec them concerning their brother. "So 21l 

Martha, when she heard that Jesus was 14 coming, met Him. But Mary was sitting in the house 

l [)_ Then Martha said to Jesus, "Lord, ifYou had been here, my brother would not have died. 
But 15 even now I know that whatever You ask God, God will give You" 

21) Jesus says to her, "Your brother will rise-up" 
3D. Martha says to Him, "I know that he will rise-up 16 in the resurrection° at the last day" 
4D. Jesus said to her, "I am the resurrection and the lifeE. The one believingF in Me- even 

though he dies, 17 he will live.• And everyone living and believing in Me will never die, 18 

ever. Do you believe this?" 
5D. She says to Him, "Yes, Lord. I have believed 19 that You are the Christ, the Son o/God, 

the One coming into the world" 

21 ,, 
L_ 

2C. And having said this, she went away20 and called Mary her sister secretly21 , having said, "The 2 ~ 
Teacher is here and is calling you" 

l J)_ And that one, when she heard, arose22 quicklyG and was going to Him 2'1 

IL Now Jesus had not yet come into the village, but was still23 in the place where Martha 311 
met Him. 

0

So the Jews- the ones being with her in the house and consolingc her- _,I 
having seen that Mary stood up quickly and went out, followed her, having 
supposed24 that she was25 going to the tomb" in order that she might weep1 there 

21). Then Mary- when she came where Jesus was, having seen Him- fell at His feet, saying 
to Him, "Lord, ifYou had been here, my brother would not have died" 

'1C. Then Jesus- when He saw her weeping26, and the Jews having come with her weeping
was deeply-moved27 in His spirit, and troubled28 Himself29 

,, 
' 

11) And He said, "Where have you laid him?" '-+ 
2D. They say to Him, "Lord, come and see" 
.1D. Jesus wept30 y; 
4D. So the Jews were saying, "Look- how He was lovingK him!" i<1 

'.']) And31 some of them said, "Was not this One- the One having opened the eyes of the 3' 
blind one- able32 to causeL that this one also33 should not die?" 

41l. Then Jesus, again being deeply-moved34 in Himself, comes to the tomb. Now it was a caveM, and -'~ 
a stone was lying upon35 it 

IC'. Jesus says, "Take away the stone" 3'> 



347 John 11 :39 

I. Some manuscripts say "So His disciples said, "Lord ... " { N}. 
2. That is, Lazarus will heal from his sickness. Let him sleep, he will 

get bener. On this word, see Jam 5: 15. 
3. More literally, "is", as the Greek typically phrases it. 
4. Used only here. GK 3122. Related to "fallen asleep" in v 11 and 12. 

The disciples thought Jesus meant "asleep", not "dead". 
5. This could be rendered ''the rest of sleep", or ''the sleeping of sleep" 

(but the words are not related). Elsewhere only as "sleep" in Mt 
I :24; Lk 9:32; Act 20:9; Rom 13: 11. GK 5678. Related to 
"awaken" in v 11, and to "fell-asleep" in Lk 8:23. 

6. Or, "then", meaning "next". Same word as in v 6 (its only other use 
in this chapter) and as "then" in I 0:22. 

7. Had Jesus been there, He would have healed Lazarus. Now, He will 
raise him, that the disciples might believe. 

8. The name "Thomas" is a Greek rendering of the Aramaic word for 
"twin". "Didymus" is the Greek word meaning "twin". On Thomas, 
see Lk 6:15. He is called Didymus also in 20:24; 21:2. GK 1441. 

9. Some think Thomas means "him", Lazarus. 
10. On the idiom of"having" time, see 5:5. 
11. On this measure, see Rev 14:20. Here, it amounts to 1.7 miles or 

2.8 kilometers. 
12. That is, many of the Jews in Jerusalem and Bethany. Same phrase 

as in v 45. 
I 3. Some manuscripts say "had come to the women around Martha and 

Mary, in order ... " {N}. 
14. More literally, "is", as the Greek typically phrases it. 
15. Some think these are words of hope. Martha's faith is based on the 

statement in v 4, sent back to her. She struggles to hold on to this 
hope in what follows. Others think they are words of confidence 
in Jesus, in spite of the fact that He was too late. Some manuscripts 
omit this word {C}, so that it says "And now" or "Even now". 

16. The word "will rise up" could be taken in two ways. Some think 
Martha is expressing the least assuming view of what Jesus said, 
taking His statement as the normal words of comfort believers 
receive in such circumstances. If Jesus means more, He will say 
more. Others think she in no way understood or expected His state
ment to mean that He would raise Lazarus immediately. On this 
word, see Lk 18:33. 

17. That is, physically. 
18. That is, spiritually, eternally. Our real life, which is in Jesus, will 

never end. 
19. Some manuscripts say "I believe" {K}. 
20. Apparently, Jesus sent her to gel Mary. 
21. Or, "called Mary her sister, having said secretly". On this word, see 

Mt 1:19. 
22. Some manuscripts say "arises" { N}. 
23. Some manuscripts omit this word {N}. 
24. On this word, see "thinking" in Lk 19: 11. Instead of "having sup

posed", some manuscripts say "saying" { B}. 
25. More literally, "is", as the Greek typically phrases it. 
26. Same word as v 31; 16:20; Mk 5:38; 14:72; Lk 6:2I;Act 9:39; Rom 

12: 15; Phil 3: I 8. Used of Jesus in Lk I 9:41. Used 40 times. GK 
3081. Related word in Mt 8: 12. 

27. Same word as in v 38. This word is used of expressing something 
with intense emotion, whether indignation (as in "sternly scold'', Mk 
14:5), or serious purpose (as in "sternly command", Mt 9:30; Mk 
I :43), its only other uses. GK 1839. It was used of horses "snorting" 
in anger. As seen in its usage, the word itself does not define the emo
tion, or the form of expression. These come from the context. Here, 
some think John means the emotion was not expressed. It was "in His 
spirit", "in Himself" (v 38), but seen on His face. Others think it was 
audibly expressed, and render this "He groaned". As to the emotion 
itself, anger and indignation are often associated with this word, and 
some see anger against the triumph of death over His friends here. 
Others think the context here points to genuine sorrow and sympa
thy flowing from His love for them and leading to tears in v 35. There 
are other views. Consult the commentaries on v 33-35. 

28. Or, "stirred up, unsettled". Same word as in Jn 12:27 and 13:21, but 
it is not passive here. Used only here with reference to what some
one does to himself. John does not say that Jesus "was troubled" by 
the outward circumstances, but that His response came from within 
Himself. In other words, it was a chosen response, not a reaction. 
Some think Jesus "stirred Himself" in sympathy for them out of 
His love for this family, culminating in tears, v 35. John says it this 
way because knowing what He was about to do, He would not 
"react" to the circumstances, He would "choose" His expression of 
love and sympathy for them. Others think John means Jesus agi
tated Himself over His anger and indignation at death and their mis
placed grief over it. On this word, see "disturbed" in Gal I: 7. There 
are other views. 

29. Note that this comes in response to the weeping. This occurs again 
when Jesus arrives at the tomb in v 38. 

30. Or, "shed tears, cried". Not the same word as in v 33. Used only here. 
GK 1233. Related to "tears" in Heb 5:7, where Jesus prayed with 
tears regarding His own death (see Act 20: 19 on "tears"). John seems 
to mean Jesus wept on the way to the tomb, arriving there in v 38. 
Some think that even though Jesus knew what He was going to do (v 
11 ), and was glad for the disciples (v 15), He genuinely shared in the 
human emotions associated with the death of a loved one. He shared 
this moment and the bereaved perspective with Martha and Mary, 
knowing what the next moment would bring. Take note that Jesus 
continues to share both perspectives every time one of His children 
dies- the grief of those left behind, the joy of the one with Him. Oth
ers think the tears were from sorrow over their misconception of 
death. There are other views. 

31. Or, "But". GK I 254. 
32. The grammar indicates a "yes" answer is expected. Yes, Jesus was 

able- if He had only been here, Lazarus would nol have died, v 21, 
32. Thus, this may be friends making a sincere comment like that of 
Martha and Mary. Or, this may be spoken in mockery by ones not 
His friends, perhaps the ones in v 46. 

33. That is, that this one also, like the blind man, should have been 
healed, and therefore not die. 

34. On this word, see v 33. 
35. Or, "against, over". That is, upon the entrance. GK 2093. 

A. Jn 10:24 B. 2 Cor 13:11, rejoice C. I Thes 5:14, encourage D. Act 24:15 E. Rom 8:10 F. Jn 3:36 G. Rev 22:7 H. Mt 23:29 J. Jn 11:33 
K. Jn 21:15, affectionately love L. Col 4:16 M. Mt 21:13, den 



John 11 :40 348 Yerse.:j 

I lJ. Martha, the sister of the one having come-to-an-end', says to Him, "Lord, he already 
stinks, for it is the fourth-day" 

20. Jesus says to her, "Did I not say to you that if you believe, you will see the glory o/God?"2 If 
3 D. So they took away the stone3 

..\ I 

2C. And Jesus lifted His eyes upwardA, and said, "Father, I thank8 You that You heard4 Me 

I D. "Now I knew that You always hear Me I: 
20. "But I said this for the sake of the crowd having stood around- in order that they may 

believe that You sent Me forth" 

:IC. And having said these things, He shoutedc with a loud voice, "Lazarus, come outside!" ..\.' 

I lJ. The5 one having died came out, having been bound0 as to the feet and the hands with l~ 
grave-cloths6 . And his face had been bound-around with a face-cloth7 

20. Jesus says to them, "UnbindE him, and allowF him to go" 

513. Therefore many of the Jews- the ones having come to Mary,8 and having seen the things which9 
..\'. 

He did- believedG in Him 
68. But some ofthem 10 went to the Pharisees and told them the things which Jesus did. 

0

So the chief ..\t>-r 

priests and the Pharisees gathered together a council 11 

IC And they were saying, "What are we doing? Because this man is doing many signsH. 
0

Ifwe ..\~ 
tolerate12 Him in this manner, everyone will believe in Him, and the Romans will come and 
take away both our place 13 and nationl" 

2C. But a certain one of them, CaiaphasK, being the high priest o/that year, said to them, "You do -l' 
not know anything- "nor do you consider 14 that it is better/or you 15 that one Man die for the '>( 

people, and the whole nation not perishL" 

ID. Now he did not say this from himself 16, but being the high priest o/thatyear, he prophesied 17 
.; ! 

that Jesus was going to die for the nation 

IE. And not for the nation only, 18 but in order that He might also gather together into ' 
one the childrenM of God having been scatteredN [in the world] 

3C. Therefore from that day, they planned 19 to20 kill0 Him 
4(:. Therefore Jesus was no longer walking in public21 among the Jews, but went away from there '-

to the regionP near the wildernessO, to a city being called Ephraim. And He stayed22 there with 
the disciples 

12A. Now the Passover23 [Feast] o/the Jews was near 

I B. And many went up to Jerusalem from the country24 before the Passover [Feast], in order that they 
might purify25 themselves 

IC. So they were seekingR Jesus, and saying, standing with one another in the temple, "What ~t 
seemss right to you- that He will by no means come to the Feast?"26 

2C. And27 the chief priests and the Pharisees had given commands28 that if anyone came-to-know 5· · 
where He was29

, he should discloseT it- so that they might seize30 Him 



349 John 11:57 

l. Thal is, having died. This is a euphemism for death. On this word, 
see Mk 9:48. 

2. Martha's faith wavers, and Jesus reminds her of His promise. The 
grammar indicates a "yes" answer is expected. 

3. Some manuscripts add "where the one having died was lying" {N}. 
4. Note the tense. This may mean that Jesus raised Lazarus already, 

without a spoken word. Lazarus only awaits the command to come 
out. Note 12: 17. There is no command to rise, as in Mk 5:41 or Lk 
7: 14. For the benefit of the crowd, He now gives thanks for what 
has already happened, in order to explicitly link this to the Father 
who sent Him. Or, Jesus may raise him with the command to come 
out. In any case, Jesus is now thanking the Father for giving Him 
this work, 5:20. 

5. Some manuscripts say "And the" { N}. 
6. Or, "swathings, wrappings, strips of cloth". Used only here. GK 3024. 
7. Same word as in 20:7, of Jesus. Elsewhere only as "handkerchief" 

in Lk 19:20; Act 19: 12. GK 5051. 
8. That is, the ones who came following Mary in v 31, and who came 

to her in v 19. 
9. Some manuscripts have this singular, "having seen what He did" {N}. 
l 0. Some think John means "some" in distinction from the "many" just 

mentioned (v 45). If so, their motive may be a personal rejection 
and hostility toward Jesus, or, an uncertainty about what this might 
mean. Others think he means some of the ones having believed (v 
45), who may have gone to present this evidence on behalf of Jesus. 

11. Or, "the Sanhedrin". Some think John means a meeting of the entire 
seventy-member Jewish governing body, presided over by the high 
priest; others, an informal meeting of part of this council. This is 
the only place John uses this word. On this word, see "council 
[chamber]" in Act 5:27. 

12. Or, "if we let Him go on". Sarne word as in Rev 2:20. 
13. Some think these leaders mean this in the sense of"our position as 

leaders", as in Act l :25; others, "our holy place", Jerusalem and 
its temple, as in Act 21 :28. Note that they are assuming that Jesus 
is not the Messiah, for the Messiah would not allow the Romans 

to take away anything. Jesus is simply a zealous teacher doing many 
signs, and leading the ignorant masses into a confrontation with 
Rome. It is up to these leaders to protect the nation from Him! On 
this word, see Eph 4:27. 

14. Or, "calculate, take into account". On this word, see Rom 3 :28. 
15. Some manuscripts say "us" {B}. 
16. On "from himself", see 5:19. 
1 7. That is, the high priest spoke a revelation from God, without know

ing it. On this word, see l Cor 14: l. 
18. As Caiaphas prophesied. Next John gives another reason why 

Jesus was going to die, extending the remark of Caiaphas to those 
outside of the nation of Israel- to the "other sheep" Jesus men
tioned in l 0: 16. 

19. Or, "took counsel, deliberated". Or, both here and in 12:10, "they 
resolved to kill Him". Same word as in 12:10; 2 Cor 1:17. Else
where only as "deliberate" in Lk 14:31; Act 27:39. GK 1086. 
Related to "counsel" in Eph l: l l. 

20. Or, "in order that they might", depending on whether John is giv
ing the content or the purpose of the plan. GK 2671. 

21. Or, "with openness". Same word as in 7:4. 
22. Some manuscripts say "was spending time" {N}, using the word 

in 3:22. 
23. This is the third Passover explicitly named. On this word, see 18:28. 
24. That is, the country or land of Israel, in contrast to the city of 

Jerusalem. Passover could only be celebrated inside the city of 
Jerusalem. Same word as "region" in v 54. 

25. Same word as in Act 21:24, 26; 24:18. On this word, see l Jn 3:3. 
26. That is, that Jesus surely will not come under these circumstances. 

Does this seem right to you, or do you think He might come? 
27. Some manuscripts add "both" {N}. 
28. Some manuscripts have this singular {N}, so that it says "a 

command". 
29. More literally, "is", as the Greek typically phrases it. 
30. Sarne word as 7:30, 32, 44; 8:20; 10:39. Used 12 times. GK 4389. 

A. Phil 3:14 B. Mt 26:27, given thanks C. Act 22:23 D. 1Cor7:27 E. Mt 5:19, break F. Mt 6:12, forgive G. Jn 3:36 H. 2 Thes 2:9 
J. Act 15:23, Gentiles K. Lk 3:2 L. l Cor l: 18 M. 1 Jn 3: 1 N. Mt 25:24 0. Rom 7: l l P. Mk 1 :5, country Q. Mt 3: l R. Phil 2:2 l 
S. Lk 19: l l, thinking T. Lk 20:37, showed 



John 12:1 350 Verse 

213. Therefore' Jesus, six days2 before the Passover [Feast], came to Bethany where Lazarus was, the 
one whom3 Jesus4 raisedA from the dead 

12: I 

I c. So they5 made a dinner" for Him there. And Martha was serving7
. And Lazarus was one of the 

ones reclining-back [to eat] with Him 
2( .8 Then Mary, having taken a pound9 ofvery-valuable8 genuinec nard0 perfumeE, anointedF the 

feet of Jesus, and wiped His feet with her hair. 10 And the house was filledG from the aromaH 
of the perfume 

I [). But Judas the Iscariot' 1- one of His disciples, the one going to hand Him over- says, .. 'For 
what reason was this perfume not sold for three-hundred denarii 12 and given to poor ones?" 

I r:. Now he said this, not because he was concerned 13 about the poor, but because he was 
a thief-1<. And having the money-box14

, he was carrying15 the things being put there 

20. So Jesus said, "Leave16 her alone 

IE. "lt was in order that 17 she might keepL it for the day a/My preparation-for-buria(M 

4-' 

(, 

:!I:. "For you 18 always have the poor with you, 19 but you do not always have Me" .\ 

.\C. Then the20 large crowd21 of the Jews came-to-knowN that He was22 there. And they came- not '! 

because of Jesus only, but in order that they might also see Lazarus, whom He raised from the dead 
--H. ·. And the chief priests planned23 to24 kill0 Lazarus also, "because many of the Jews were going- I U- I I 

awayP and were believing in Jesus because of him 

J ll. 25 On the next day the large crowd26- the one having come to the FeastO- having heard27 that Jesus I _' 
was28 coming to Jerusalem, "took the branches of palm-trees29 and came out to meet30 Him I ; 

IC. And they were shoutingR, "Hosannas! Blessed31 is the One coming in the name of the Lord, 
even32 the King a/Israel".• And Jesus, having found a young-donkey33, sat on it, just as it has I.+ 
been written34 [in Zech 9:9], 

0

"Do not be fearing, daughter o/Zion35 • Behold- your King is I' 
coming, sitting on a colt of a donkey" 

ID. His disciples did not understandN these things at first. But when Jesus was glorified16, I'' 
then they remembered that these things had been written37 for3 8 Him, and that they did 
these things to Him 

2( . Then the crowd39 was testifyingT- the one being with Him when40 He called Lazarus out of I -
the tomb and raisedA him from the dead 

ID. For this reason also41 the crowd42 met43 Him- because they heard that He had44 done I:-; 
this sign 

JC. Then the Pharisees said to themselves, "You see45 that you are profiting nothing46! Look- J •> 
the world47 went after Him!" 

4B. Now some of the ones going up in order that they might worshipu at the Feast were Greeks48• "So 20-~ I 
these ones came to Philip- the one from Bethsaida a/Galilee-- and were asking him, saying, 
"Sir, we wish to see Jesus" 

I ( ·. Philip comes and tells Andrew. Andrew49 and Philip come, and they tell Jesus 



351 John 12:22 

I. That is, because the Passover was near (11:55), and Jesus' hour was 
at hand. Or, "Then". 

2. If John means siK days before the slaughter of the Passover lambs (see 
Mk 14: 12). then this may mean Friday. Some think Jesus arrived Fri
day from Jericho (Lk 19:5), enjoyed this dinner with Lawus Friday 
or Saturday night (as we call it), and entered Jerusalem Sunday morn
ing. There are other views. 

3. Some manuscripts say "the one having died, whom Jesus raised ... " 
{A}. 

4. Some manuscripts say "He" {N}. 
5. This is undefined. Some think it means "people in Bethany". 
6. Or, "banquet". On this word, see Lk 14: 12. 
7. It was at Simon the leper's house, Mt 26:6; Mk 14:3. On this word, 

see "ministering" in I Pet 4: IO. 
8. Parallel account at Mt 26:6; Mk 14:3. Compare Lk 7:37-50. 
9. That is, a Roman pound, consisting of 327 grams or 11.5 ounces. 

Elsewhere only in 19:39. GK 3354. 
I 0. This was Mary's pure eKpression of love, and of gratitude for rais

ing her brother. 
11. On Judas, see Jn 6:71. Some manuscripts add "[son] ofSimon" {N}. 
12. That is, 300 day's wages of a laborer. A year's wages. On this word, 

see Mt 20:2. 
13. More literally, "because it was a concern to him". Same idiom as 

in 10:13. 
14. Elsewhere only in 13:29. GK I 186. 
15. Or, "pilfering". This word means "carry away, remove" (as in 

20: 15), and with the dishonest sense of it coming from the conteKt, 
"steal, pilfer". Judas was a thief, he carried the money boK for the 
group, and he pilfered from it. On this word, see Mt 8: 17. 

16. This command is singular here, aimed at Judas. It is plural in Mk 14:6. 
17. Or, "[She had it) in order that. .. ", meaning that this is the purpose 

for which Mary kept it up to now. In this rendering, it is assumed 
she poured it all out, and that she had kept it for this moment. The 
grammar is like 13: 18; 14:31; etc. Others render it "Leave her alone 
in order that. .. ". In this view, it is assumed that Mary did not pour 
it all out after she broke the neck of the alabaster jar (Mk 14:3), and 
that she is to keep the remainder of it until after the death of Jesus. 
Some manuscripts say "She has kept it for the day ... " {N}, which 
fits either view. 

18. This "you" is plural, addressed to them all. 
19. That opportunity will always eKist, but this one will never occur again. 
20. Some manuscripts omit this word, so that it says "a large crowd" {C}. 
21. John is referring to the crowd that was at the funeral, 11: 19, 45, the 

friends of Lazarus, Mary, and Martha, and others they had told. They 
now hear that a dinner is being given for Jesus, and come to see Jesus 
and Lazarus. This "Lazarus crowd" testifies the neKt day in v 17. 

22. More literally, "is", as the Greek typically phrases it. 
23. Same word as in 11 :53. 
24. Same idiom as in 11 :53. 
25. Parallel account at Mt 21: I; Mk 11: I; Lk 19:29. 

26. This is a different "large crowd'', defined neKt by John as the peo
ple of 11 :55-56. The "Feast crowd". 

27. How did the crowd hear? Probably from the Lazarus crowd ofv 9, 
who heard it the night before. 

28. More literally, "is", as the Greek typically phrases it. 
29. Or, "date palms". This common tree at that time is often seen on the 

coins of that day. Elsewhere only as "palm branches" in Rev 7:9. 
GK5836. 

30. This is an idiom, literally, came out from Jerusalem "for a coming
to-meet" Him. On this word, see Mt 25: I. 

31. This is a participle, "Having been blessed". On this word, see Lk 
6:28. 

32. Some manuscripts omit this word { C}. 
33. Used only here. GK 3942. Related to "donkey" in v 15, and in Mt 

21 :2, where it refers to the mother of the colt. 
34. This is a participle, it "is having been written", as in 2: 17. 
35. This is a transliterated Hebrew word referring to Jerusalem, its inhab

itants, or the people of Israel whose capital is Jerusalem. Elsewhere 
only in Mt 21:5; Rom 9:33; 11:26; Heb 12:22; I Pet 2:6; Rev 14:1. 
GK4994. 

36. Same word as in 7:39. 
37. This is a participle, "were having been written". 
38. Or, "about". That is, written as something destined to occur to 

Jesus. Same idiom as in Mk 9:12, 13; Rev 10:11. GK 2093. 
39. The Lazarus crowd begins testifying to the Feast crowd (v 12) who 

came out to meet Jesus. 
40. Some manuscripts say "that" {B}. so that it says "Then the crowd 

being with Him was testifying that...". 
41. Some manuscripts omit this word { C}. John eKplains that the Feast 

crowd also came out because they had heard about the sign. The 
Lazarus crowd had spread the word and the Feast crowd wanted to 
see both Jesus and Lazarus. The Lazarus crowd is now testifying to 
them as they proceed- Yes, we saw it. This is what He did. 

42. That is, the Feast crowd ofv 12. 
43. That is, had come out to meet Jesus. On this word, see Lk 14:31. 

Related to "meet" in v 13. 
44. More literally "has", as the Greek typically phrases it. They heard 

"Jesus has raised Lazarus!" 
45. Or, this may be a command, "Observe, notice" that you are accom-

plishing nothing; or, a question. On this word, see Lk I 0: 18. 
46. On the phrase "profit nothing", see 6:63. 
47. Some manuscripts say "the whole world" {N}. 
48. That is, Gentiles who were Jewish proselytes or God-fearers, com

ing to worship at Passover. Cornelius (Acts I 0) and the Ethiopian 
(Acts 8) are eKamples of such ones. John does not use the term 
"Gentile", and uses "Greek" elsewhere only in 7:35. Same word 
as in Gal 3:28. 

49. Some manuscripts say "And again, Andrew ... " {N}. On Philip and 
Andrew, see Lk 6: 14. 

A. Mt 28:6, arose B. Mt 13:46 C. Mk 14:3 D. Mk 14:3 E. Mt 26:7 F. Jam 5: 14 G. Eph 5: 18 H. 2 Cor 2: 14 J. Gal 4:9 K. I Thes 5:2 
L.1Jn5:18 M.Mkl4:8 N.Lkl:34,know O.Rom7:11 P.Mt4:10 Q.Jnl3:29 R.Act22:23 S.Mt21:9 T.Jn1:7 U.Mt14:33 
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2C. And Jesus responds to them, 1 saying 

IO. "The2 hour has come for3 the Son o/Man to be glorifiedA 

IE. "Truly8 , truly, I say to you, unless the seed4 of wheat having fallen to the earth5 dies, 
it remains alonec. But ifit dies, it bears much fruit 

2D.6 "The7 one loving0 his life losesE it, and the one hatingF his life8 in this world will keep9 

it for eternal life 

Ve rs 

IE. "If anyone servesG Me, let him be following Me. And where I am, there also My )1 

servant10 will be 
21-.. "If anyone serves Me, the Father will honor" him 

30. "Now My soul1 1 has been troubled12
• And what should I say- 'Father13

, save1 Me from 
this hour'? But for this reason 14 I came to this hour! "Father, glorifyA Your name!" 

.:ID. Then a voice came from heaven- "I both glorified it, and will again glorify it" 
5 D. Then the crowd- the one standing there and having heard- was saying that thunderK 

had15 taken place. Others were saying, "An angel has spoken to Him" 
60. Jesus responded and said, "This voice has taken place not for My sake, but for your 

sakes. "Now is the judgmentL o/this worldM! Now the ruler16 o/this world will be cast17 

out! •And ifl am lifted-up 18 from the earth, I will drawN all 19 people to Myself" 

IE. Now He was saying this signifying20 by what-kind-of death He was going to die 

)( 

1( 

.\ 

7D. Then the crowd responded to Him, "We heard from the Law that the Christ remains ,_ 
foreverO. How indeed do You say that 'The Son o/Man21 mustP be lifted-up22 '? Who is 
this Son o/Man?"23 

80. Then Jesus said to them, "The24 Light is among25 you for a short time longer '' 

IE. "Be walkingO while you have the Light,26 in order that darknessR may not overtake5 

you. Indeed the one walking in the darkness does not know where he is going 
2 L "While you have the Light, be believing in the Light, in order that you may become ;1 

sons27 o/Light" 

lC. Jesus spoke these things, and having gone away, was hidden28 from them29 

5B. Now He having done so-many30 signsT in front ofthem31- they were not believingu in Him 

I ( ·. In order that the word a/Isaiah the prophet might be fulfilledv which he spoke [in Isa 53: I], 
"Lord, who believedu our reportw? And to whom was the arm of the Lord revealedx?" 

I D. For this reason32 they were not able to believeu- because again Isaiah said [in Isa 6: IO], 
"He has blinded their eyes, and He hardened33 their heart34 

IE. "In order that they might not35 see v with their eyes, and comprehend36 in their heart, 
and be turned, and I shall healz them" 

2D. Isaiah said these things because37 he saw His glory and spoke about Him38 

,, 
'• 

-H 

-H 
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I. That is, Philip and Andrew, and the crowd standing near, v 29, 34. 
Some think the Greeks were also there; others, that Philip and 
Andrew were to relay the message to them. 

2. Before the disciples even ask, Jesus gives them the answer they 
need to hear, spoken from His perspective. Here, He speaks of Him
self in relation to them. 

3. More literally, "has come in order that the Son of Man may be glori
fied". The hour has come having this as its purpose in the plan of God. 
On this idiom, see 16:32. In other words, the time of Jesus' earthly 
ministry is over, the time of His death and resurrection has arrived. On 
"glorified", see 7:39. On the "hour" having come, see 2:4. 

4. This refers to an individual seed. On this word, see Mt 13:31. 
5. Or, "ground, soil". "Soil" fits best for the physical seed, but Jesus 

is also referring to Himself. On this word, see "land" in Rev 7: I. 
6. Compare Mt 16:25. 
7. Here, Jesus speaks of His followers in relation to Himself. 
8. Or, "soul", as in v 27. On this word, see "soul" in Jam 5:20. That 

is, this natural life. On "hating" it, compare Lk 14:26. Jesus exem
plifies hating His life in this world. Eternal "life" next is the nor
mal word for "life" (see Rom 8: 10 on it). 

9. Or, "guard, protect, preserve". Such a person will keep his or her 
life safe. Sarne word as in v 47; Jude 24; as "protect" in 2 Thes 3:3; 
and as "guard" in 2 Tim 1:14; I Jn 5:21; 17:12; 2 Pet 3:17. lt also 
means "keep" in the sense of"observe, obey". Used 31 times. GK 
5875. Related to "prison" in Act 5:22. 

10. On this word, see I Cor 3:5. Related to "serve" earlier. 
11 . Here, Jesus speaks of His own thoughts at the moment, the thoughts 

pressing on His own mind. 
12. That is, by the thought of what this hour will bring. Same word as 

in 11:33. 
13. Others take this as a genuine prayer, " ... say? Father, save me from this 

hour". Some think this prayer means "bring Me safely through it"; 
others, "keep Me out of it" (let this cup pass from Me, Mt 26:39). 

14. Because of the very aspect of this hour now troubling Jesus- His 
impending death- He came to earth. 

15. More literally, "has'', as the Greek typically phrases it. 
16. That is, Satan. Jesus is lifted up, Satan thrown down. Jesus conquers 

on the cross, and reigns until He puts all His enemies under His feet, 
including death, I Cor 15:25; Heb I: 13; I 0: 13. 

17. Or, "thrown out, driven out, put out". This is the same word often 
used of "casting out" demons. Used 81 times. GK 1675. 

18. Same word as in 3: 14 and 8:28. This is the third time Jesus has used 
it of Himself. 

19. Some think Jesus means all people without distinction, Jews and 
Gentiles, people from every nation; others, "all that the Father has 
given Me". 

20. On this word, see Rev I: I. Its fulfillment is in 18:32. 
21. This verse is the only place in the Gospels where this term is used 

by someone other than Jesus. See 5:27 on it. 
22. The crowd probably understood the words of Jesus in v 32 to mean 

"exalted" into heaven. See 8:28 on this subject. 
23. These questions refer to what Jesus has said in v 23-24 and 30-32. 

If Messiah is to remain forever, then who is this Son of Man in rela
tion to the Messiah? 

24. Jesus does not answer the crowd, but exhorts them to act on what 
they know before it is too late. 

25. Jesus has only hours or days before His death. Some manuscripts 
say "with" {N). 

26. Keep walking while you can see at all by My light. Compare 11 :9. 
27. That is, ones belonging to the Light, characterized by light. On 

"sons", see Gal 3:7. 
28. Same word as in 8:59. 
29. Some make this point 58., referring to the end of the public min

istry of Jesus rather than the end of this incident. 
30. Or, "such great''. That is, although Jesus had done so many signs. 

John records seven (see 11: I for the list). Note also 20:30; 21 :25. 
GK5537. 

31. That is, Israel. John now summarizes the reception of Jesus by Israel. 
32. That is, the fulfillment of prophecy. Compare 6:44. 
33. Some manuscripts say "has hardened"; others, "blinded" {C}. On 

this word, see Rom 11 :7. 
34. What John says God did, Matthew and Paul say the people them

selves did, Mt 13:15; Act 28:27. 
35. That is, that the people might not enter into the following process

see, comprehend, be turned, be healed. The healing is the certain 
conclusion of this process, but they do not even begin the process, 
because God blinded them. Note that "see-comprehend-be turned" 
correlates to "believe" in v 39. 

36. Or, "understand, perceive", but not the same as either of the words 
in Mt 13:14; Act 28:26. On this word, see "think" in Eph 3:20. 

37. Some manuscripts say "when" {B}. 
38. That is, the Christ, the Messiah. 

A. Rom 8:30 B. Jn 1:51 C. Jam 2:24 D. Jn 21: 15, affectionately love E. I Cor I: 18, perish F. Rom 9: 13 G. I Pet 4: 10, ministering 
H. I Tim 5:3 J. Lk 19:10 K. Rev 4:5 L. Jn 3:19 M. I Jn 2:15 N. Jn 6:44 0. Rev 20:10 P. Mt 16:21 Q. Heb 13:9 R. Jn 1:5 S. Jn 1:5, 
overcome T. 2 Thes 2:9 U. Jn 3:36 V. Eph 5:18, filled W. Heb 4:2, hearing X. 2 Thes 2:3 Y. Lk 2:26 Z. Mt 8:8 



John 12:42 354 Verse 

2C. Yet indeed, even many of the rulersA believed in Him. But because of the Pharisees, they were 42 
not confessing1 it in order that they might not become put-out-of-the-synagogue2. "For they 4 ~ 
loved8 the glory of people more3 than the glory of God 

(ill. And4 Jesus cried-outc and said- -14 

IC. "The one believing in Me is not believing in Me, but in the One having sent Me. •And the one -l ~ 
seeing Me is seeing the One having sent Me 

ID. "I have come into the world as a light, so that everyone believing in Me should not 41, 
remain in the darkness 

2C. "And if anyone hears My words and does not keep5 them, I do not judge0 him -1-

I D. "For I did not come in order that I might judge0 the world,6 but in order that I might saveE 
the world 

2D. "The one rejecting7 Me and not receivingF My words has that which judges0 him- the -ls 
word which I spoke, that will judge0 him at the last day 

3( · "Because8 I did not speak out ofMyself9, but the Father having sent Me- He has given Me -l'' 
a commandmentG as to what I should say 10 and what I should speak11 

-IC. "And I know that His commandmentG is eternal life. Therefore12 the things which I speak- :'11 

just as the Father has told Me, so I speak" 

13A. Now 13 before 14 the Feast15 of the Passover, Jesus- knowing16 that His hour came for 17 Him to passH I' I 
from this world to the Father- having loved 18 His own ones in the world, loved19 them to the end20 

I B. 21 And dinner22 taking-place23 , the devil having already put! into his24 heart that Judas son of Simon 
lscariot25 should hand Him over-• Jesus26, knowing27 that the Father gave Him all things into His 
hands28, and that He came forth from God and is going to God,"arises from the dinner and lays
down His [outer] garments 

I (:. And having taken a towel, He tied it around Himself. 29 "Then He puts1 water into the wash
basin30. And He began to washK the feet of the disciples, and to wipe them with the towel which 
had been tied-around31 Himself 

ID. Then He comes to Simon Peter. He says to Him, "Lord, do You wash my feet?" 

11 ·. Jesus responded and said to him, "You do not know what I am doing now, but you 
will understand32 after these things" 

(1 

2L. Peter says to Him, "You will never wash my feet, everL!" " 
~ L. Jesus responded to him, "Ifl do not wash you, you have no part33 with Me" 
4E. Simon Peter says to Him, "Lord, wash not my feet only, but also the hands and the 'I 

head!" 
SL Jesus says to him, "The one having bathed34 has no needM except to wash35 his feet, 36 I (I 

but is entirely37 cleanN. And you38 are clean- but not all of you" 

11·. For He knew the one handing Him overO. For this reason He said that "You I I 
are not all clean" 



I. Or, "declaring, acknowledging". On this word, see I Tim 6: 12. 
2. On this adjective, see 9:22. 
1. Or, "rather". This word means "more, rather, instead". Used 81 

times. GK 343 7. 
4. John does not state when or where Jesus said this. He chooses to 

close the public ministry of Jesus with this clearly stated message, 
rather than with his own summary of His reception in v 37-43. 

5. Some manuscripts say "believe" {N}. On this word, see 12:25. 
6 This was also said in 3: I 7. When He comes back, He will judge. 
7. Or, "refusing, setting aside". On this word, see "set aside" in Gal 2:21. 
8. Note that this is the reason for both points above, the positive in v 

44 and the negative in v 48. 
9. On "out of Myself", see "from Himself" in 5:19. Jesus uses a dif

ferent preposition here than in all the others listed there, but the idea 
is the same. His words did not originate out of His own heart or mind. 

I 0. Used 2353 times as "to say, call, mean, claim, tell". GK 3306. 
11. Used 296 times as "to speak, state, tell". GK 3281. 
12. That is, because Jesus knows they are the words of eternal life, He 

has accurately delivered them, 17:8. 
13. There are chronological issues associated with this verse, on which 

compare 13:29; 18:28; 19: 14, 31. Some think these verses indicate 
that the meal here in chapters 13-16 was not the Passover meal, but 
a meal "before the Feast of Passover". Others think that the meal 
here was the Passover. Compare Mk 14: 12. This is the Greek order 
of phrases in v 1. Consult the commentaries. 

14. When before the Passover? Some think John means "the evening 
before" it; others, that it is an indefinite reference to the past time 
Jesus spent with the disciples; others, that he means "immediately 
before" the Passover meal taking place in v 2. 

15. What occurred before the Passover? Some think John means "Jesus 
knowing before the Feast that His hour came"; others, "Jesus hav
ing loved them before the Feast"; others, that Jesus "loved them to 
the uttermost at this meal before the Passover meal". 

16. Some think John means "although He knew ... He loved them", Jesus 
nevertheless focused on the disciples, not on Himself. Others think 
he means "because He knew ... He loved them", He gave them His 
final gift oflove in what follows. Greek grammar permits either view. 

17. More literally, "came in order that He might pass". See 16:32. 
18. Some think John means "although He loved them" all along, Jesus 

loved them now to the uttermost. Others, "because He loved them" 
so deeply, He now gave them His final gift oflove. Greek grammar 
permits either view. 

19. How did He love them? Some think John is referring to the foot
washing that follows, linking v 1-2. Not linking v I to v 2, others 
think he is referring to all of chapters 13-17; others, chapters 13-
19, including His death. 

20. Or, "to the uttermost". Some think John means "to the end of His 
life"; others, "to the uttermost, to the extreme of His love, fully, 
decisively", in a final and perfect display oflove. On the phrase "to 
the end", see "to the uttermost" in I Thes 2: 16. 

21. Parallel account at Ml 26:20; Mk 14: 17; Lk 22: 14. 
22. Or, "supper". On this word, see Lk 14:12. It is used of the Lord's 

"Supper" in I Cor 11 :20. John does not mention the Lord's Sup
per at all. Where it best fits in between verse I and 31 is debated. 
See Lk 22:21. 

21. Or, "corning about". John may mean that "during the eating of the 
dinner", Jesus rose; or, that "while dinner was corning", He rose. The 

355 John 13: 11 

dinner appears to still be in progress in v 26. If after reclining to eat, 
while the dinner was corning about, but before the eating actually 
began in v I 2, Jesus rises from the dinner and washes the disciples' 
feet, then one view linking v I to v 2 (see the notes on v I) could 
mean "before the Passover meal began, He loved them to the utter
most by humbling Himself to wash their feet". Some manuscripts 
have this word in a different tense, meaning "having come about" or 
"having taken place" { B}, the latter of which is rendered "being 
ended" in the KN. GK 1181. 

24. Some think John means the devil had put it into his own heart that 
Judas will betray Jesus. Others, that the devil put it into the heart of 
Judas to betray Hirn. Note v 27. Some manuscripts say, "having 
already put into the heart of Judas, son of Simon Iscariot, that he 
should ... " { C}. 

25. See 6:7 I on him. Compare Lk 22:3. 
26. Some manuscripts include this word {N}. 
27. Some think John means "although He knew" this is who He was, 

Jesus rose and washed their feet; others, "because He knew". Greek 
grammar permits either view. 

28. In spite of knowing all about Judas, and having all power to stop 
him, Jesus rises and washes his feet! 

29. Jesus dressed as a slave would, then served the disciples as a slave 
would. He took the place of a nameless slave. 

30. Related to "wash" next. Used only here. GK 3781. 
3 I. This is a participle, which "was having been tied around". Elsewhere 

only in v 4; 21 :7. GK 1346. The root word is "gird" in Act 12:8. 
32. The foot-washing symbolizes Christ's humble service to believers, 

cleansing them from sin (see v I 0). The voluntary self-humiliation 
of this act symbolizes His greater voluntary humiliation on the cross. 
Jesus makes the humble service aspect of this an example for His 
disciples to follow in v I 2-17, but the pinnacle of His humble serv
ice comes later. Thus this act becomes partially understood when He 
explains it in v 12, but not fully understood until after His death. 

33. Or, "share". This is because Jesus has in mind the spiritual mean
ing of His act. If He does not perform His humble service for Peter, 
cleansing him from sin, Peter does not belong to Christ. On this 
word, see Rom 11 :25. 

34. On this word, see ''washed" in 2 Pet 2:22. Not related lo ''wash" next. 
35. Sarne word as in v 5, 6, 8, 12, 14. On this word, see Mk 7:3. 
36. Inv 7 and Sb, this act symbolizes something about Jesus, the giver. 

Inv I 0 Jesus brings out its symbolism for believers, the recipients. 
When He washes them in v 5-8, He symbolizes His own humilia
tion on the cross in order to cleanse us from sin. Here, washing only 
the feet communicates that they are clean, but still need His cleans
ing as they walk through life, symbolizing the cleansing of believ
ers' sins as they grow in holiness, as John speaks of in I Jn I :9. 
Some manuscripts say "has no need except to wash the feet only"; 
others, "has no need other-than to wash the feet"; others, "has no 
need to wash-himself" { B}. Some, accepting the last variant, think 
the foot-washing symbolizes the bath referred to here, salvation. No 
further washing is needed. 

37. Or, "completely, wholly". Sarne word as in 9:34. Because such a 
person had bathed, he is clean, except his feet. It is the difference 
between the washing (bath) of salvation (Tit 3:5), and the daily 
cleansing from sin (I Jn I :9). Since Jesus is washing believers here 
(except the one), they have "no need" for the former. GK 3910. 

38. This word is plural, referring to the eleven, not just Peter. 

A. Rev 1:5 B. Jn 21:15, devotedly love C. Mt 8:29 D. Mt 7:1 E. Lk 19:10 F. Jn 1:12 G. Mk 12:28 H. Jn 5:24 J. Rev 2:22, throw 
K.Mk7:3 L.Jn4:14 M.Tit3:14 N.Titl:l5 O.Mt26:21,handover 



John 13:12 356 Verse 

2( · Then when He washedA their feet, and1 took His garments, and fell back again [to eat], He 1 2 
said to them 

ID. "Do you understand2 what I have done3 for you? 
2D. "You call Me 'Teacher' and 'Lord'4- and you speak rightly8

, for I am. "Therefore ifl- 13-14 
the Lord and the Teacher- washed your feet, you also ought to be washing the feet of 
one another 

I I'.. "For I gave5 you an example6
, in order that you also should be doing just as I did I' 

for you1 

3D. "Truly8, truly, I say to you, a slavec is not greater than his master, nor is a messenger9 111 

greater than the one having sent0 him. "If you knowE these things 10
, you are blessed11 if I 7 

you are doing them 

IE. "I am not speaking with-reference-to12 all of you. I know the ones whom I chose 13 . I~ 
But it is taking place in order that14 the Scripture [in Ps 41 :9] might be fulfilledF-
'The one eating My bread15 lifted-up 16 his heel against Me' 

2E. "From now on, 17 I am telling you ahead of it taking place18
, in order that when it I 'l 

takes place you may believe that I am the One19 

4D. "Truly, truly, I say to you, the one receivingG whomever I send is receiving Me.20 And ~o 

the one receiving Me is receiving the One having sent0 Me" 

213. 21 Having said these things, Jesus was troubled22 in His spirit. And He testified23 and said, "Truly, : I 
truly, I say to you that one of you will hand Me overH" 

IC·. The24 disciples were looking! at one another, being perplexed25 about whom He was26 speaking 
2C. One27 of His disciples was reclining-back at the bosomK of Jesus- the one whom Jesus was 

loving28
• "So Simon Peter nods29 to this one to inquireL as to who it might be about whom He 

is speaking30 

'' ' 

I [). So that one, having leaned back thus31 on the chest32 of Jesus, says to Him, "Lord, who is it?" '' 
2 D. Jesus answers, "It is that one for whom I will dipM the piece-of-bread33 and give it to him"34 _' tl 

3 D. Then having dipped the piece-of-bread, He takes and35 gives it to Judas, son of Simon 
Iscariot36 

4 D. And after the piece-of-bread, at that time Satan entered37 into that one ~ 7 
5D. Then Jesus says to him, "What you are doing, do quicker38" 

11 c. Now39 none of the ones reclining-back [to eat] understoodN this- for what purpose _' S 
He said it to him40 

IF. For some were thinking0
, since Judas had the money-boxP, that Jesus was41 .'9 

telling him, "Buy the things of which we have a needO for the Feasr'2", or that 
he should give something to the poor43 

6D. So having received the piece-of-bread, that one went out immediately.44 And it was night .10 

313. Then when he went out, Jesus says ; 1 



357 John 13:31 

I. Some manuscripts omit this word { C). 
2. Or, "know". Same word as in v 7, on which see "know" in Lk I :34. 
3. What Jesus has done is this- the Master has served His slaves, giv-

ing them an example to follow, v 15. 
4. Or, "the Teacher", "the Lord". On "Lord", see "master" in Mt 8:2. 
5. Some manuscripts say "have given" {N). 
6. Same word as in Heb 4:11; Jam 5:10; 2 Pet 2:6. Elsewhere only as 

"copy" in Heb 8:5; 9:23. GK 5682. 
7. Some think Jesus is referring to the thing He asks the disciples if 

they understand in v 12- His example of humility and service. 
Others think that He is referring to actual foot washing, instituting 
a church ordinance to be followed. "Wash" in this section is the 
same word as in I Tim 5: I 0, where it is a good work attesting wid
ows. See Mk 7:3 on it. 

8. I fit is not below the Master's dignity, it is not below His slaves' dig
nity. On this word, see Mt 5: 18. 

9. Or, "apostle, sent one", but not related to the verb that follows. Used 
only here in John. On this word, see "apostle" in I Cor 12:28. 

I 0. That is, that you ought to serve others as I served you, because a 
slave is not greater than the master. 

11. Or, "happy. fortunate", from God's point of view. On this word, see 
Lk 6:20. 

12. Or, "about, concerning". As in v I 0, Jesus refers to Judas. Those 
who are not "clean" (saved) will not be blessed by doing these 
things. The blessing is only for believers who conduct themselves 
this way. GK 4309. 

13. Jesus chose all twelve to be apostles, and knows them all. On this 
word, see I Cor I :27. 

14. The fact that there is one among them to whom these words do not 
apply (a false one among His chosen twelve, 6:70) is not an acci
dent, but is in order that the Scripture regarding the betrayer might 
be fulfilled. 

15. Some manuscripts say "eating bread with Me" {CJ. 
16. Some manuscripts say "has lifted up" {N}. 
17. Or, "Henceforth". Same phrase as in 14:7, on which see Mt 26:64. 
18. Literally, "ahead ofthe taking place", before it happens. Jesus is 

explaining why He is now speaking repeatedly about this matter. He 
tells them in v I 0 and 18, and explicitly in v 21, 26. He continues 
to speak explicitly about future matters in chapters 13-16. Note 
14:29 and 16:4, where He makes a similar statement. GK I 181. 

19. On "I am the One", see 8:58. Only God knows the future. 
20. This is the converse ofv 16. The disciples are not greater than Jesus, 

and must humble themselves like He has, v 16-17. But as His rep
resentatives, sent by Him, receiving them will be equivalent to 
receiving Jesus and the Father. Thus they have a certain greatness 
because they are sent by Jesus, but they must conduct themselves 
as servants, like Him. 

21. Parallel account at Mt 26:21; Mk 14: 18; Lk 22:21. 
22. Same word as in 11 :33. 
23. This word is added because Jesus is testifying in advance (v 19) to 

His future betrayal. On this word, see I :7. 
24. Some manuscripts say "Then the ... " {N). 

25. Or, "being uncertain, being at a loss". On this word, see 2 Cor 4:8. 
26. More literally, "is", as the Greek typically phrases it. 
27. Some manuscripts say "Now one ... " [NJ. 
28. John is thought by most to be referring to himself, as he does again 

in 19:26; 21 :7, 20, and, using a different word for "love", 20:2. This 
is the writer of the book, 21 :20, 24. 

29. Or, "gestures". Elsewhere only in Act 24: 10. GK 3748. 
30. Some manuscripts instead say "nods to this one, and says to him, 

"Tell me who it is about whom He is speaking" {N). In this case, 
Peter either assumes John knows, or he means "find out who Jesus 
means and tell me". 

31. Some manuscripts omit this word {N). One can imagine John's ear 
being right below Jesus' mouth. Perhaps they all sat up in v 22, and 
now John leans back again. Same word as in 4:6. 

32. Or, "breast". Elsewhere only in Lk 18:13; 23:48; Jn 21:20; Rev 
15:6. GK 51 II. 

33. Elsewhere only in v 27, 30. GK 6040. 
34. Some manuscripts say "It is that one to whom I will give the piece 

of bread, having dipped it" {CJ. 
35. Some manuscripts omit "takes and" {CJ. 
36. Some manuscripts say "to Judas Iscariot, son ofSimon" {N). See 

6:71 on him. 
37. Compare 13:2; 6:70-71; Lk 22:3. 
38. Or, "sooner, faster". That is, sooner than Judas had intended. This 

command enables Judas to leave immediately and carry out his plot. 
The comparative form of the word found here is elsewhere only as 
"faster" in Jn 20:4; "sooner" in Heb 13:19; and "quicker" in Heb 
13:23. It may be rendered "quickly", dropping the comparative 
aspect. On this word, see "quickly" in Gal I :6. 

39. Some manuscripts omit this word (CJ. 
40. Some think the disciples understood that Jesus had now identified 

Judas as the one, but did not understand that Jesus was sending him 
out to betray Him at that moment. Had they understood this, per
haps they would have tried to prevent it. Thus "none" includes John. 
Others think they still did not understand that Judas was the one 
(except for John), and so did not understand the meaning of this 
command (including John). 

41. More literally, "is", as the Greek typically phrases it. 
42. Or, "Festival". Elsewhere only of the eight-day Passover/Unleav

ened Bread Feast, Mt 26:5; 27:15; Mk 14:2; 15:6; Lk 2:41, 42; 
22: I; Jn 2:23; 4:45; 6:4; 11 :56; 12: 12, 20; 13: I; the eight-day Feast 
of Tabernacles, Jn 7:2, 8, 10, 11, 14, 37; an unnamed Feast in Jn 
5: I; and in Col 2: 16. GK 2038. Some think the disciples mean the 
Passover meal on the next day, taking this to mean that the meal 
they were now eating was not Passover, but a meal "before" it, 13: I. 
Others think they mean things for the events or meals on the next 
day of the Feast, after the Passover meal which they were then eat
ing. Others think they mean additional things for the Passover meal 
they were then eating. See 13: I; 18:28. Consult the commentaries. 

43. It was customary to give to the poor on Passover night. The tem
ple opened at midnight. 

44. On when Judas left in relation to the Lord's Supper, see Lk 22:21. 

A. Mk 7:3 B. Act 10:33, well C. Rom 6:17 D. Jn 20:21 E. I Jn 2:29 F. Eph 5: 18, filled G. Jn I: 12 H. Mt 26:21, hand over J. Rev 1:11, 
see K.Jnl:l8 L.Act23:34,leam M.Revl9:13 N.Lkl:34,know O.Lk19:11 P.Jnl2:6 Q.Tit3:14 



John 13:32 358 Verse 

IC. "Now the Son ofMan was glorified, 1 and God was glorified in Him. "If God was glorified in 32 
Him,2 God will also glorify3 Him in Himself- and will glorify Him immediateJyA 

2C. "Little-children4, I am with you a little longer. You will seek8 Me, and just as I told the Jews -'·' 
that where I am going, you are not able to come, I also tell you now5 

ID. "I am giving you a new6 commandment7- that you be lovingc one another; just as I 1-1 

loved you, that you also be loving one another. 
0

By this everyone will know that you are '"' 
disciples to Me8- if you are having love in-the-case-of9 one another" 

3C. Simon Peter says to Him, "Lord, where are You going?" 10 

ID. Jesus answered him 11 , "Where I am going, you are not able to follow Me now. But you 
will follow 12 later" 

2 D. Peter says to Him, "Lord, for what reason am I not able to follow You right-now 13? I will 
lay-down my life0 for You" 

J D. 14 Jesus responds 15, "Will you lay-down your life for Me? TrulyE, truly, I say to you, a 
rooster will by no means crow until which time you denyF Me three-times! 

4C. "Do not let your 16 heart be troubled 17
• Be believing18 in God. Be believing also 19 in Me 

ID. "There are many places-to-stay20 in the houseG ofMy Father-otherwise21
, I would have 

told you 
~I). "For22 I am going to prepareH a place1 for you 
.rn. "And if I go and prepare a place for you, I am coming back23 

4D. "And I will take24 you to Myself- in order that where I am, you also may be 
5D. "And you knowK the way where 125 am going"26 -l 

(1D. Thomas says to Him, "Lord, we do not knowK where You are going. How27 are we able 
to knowK the way?" 

7D. Jesus says to him, "I am the way,28 and the truth, and the life.29 No one comes to the '' 
Father except through Me. 30 "Ifyou31 have knownL Me, you will know32 My Father also. 
And33 from now on, 34 you knowL Him, and you have seenM Him" 

8D. Philip says to Him, "Lord, showN us the Father, and it is enough35for us" 

IL Jesus says to him, "Am I with you36 al/for so long a time, and you have not known37 

Me, Philip?-

IF. "The one having seenM Me has seenM the Father. How38 is it you say, 'Show us 
the Father'? 

2 F. "Do you not believe that I am in the Father, and the Father is in Me?"39 

21'.. "I am not speaking the words which I am saying to you40 from Myself,41 but4 2 the 
Father abiding0 in Me is doing His works43 

IF "Be believing Me44
- that I am in the Father and the Father is in Me 

21'. "Otherwise, be believing45 because of the works themselves 

111 

11 



359 John 14:11 

I. Some think Jesus means that now, in sending out Judas as He did, 
He was glorified by not holding on to His life, but setting in motion 
His own death. In one sense, His life has come to an end now that 
Judas has left to betray Him. He has entered His "hour". His death 
is contained in this seed. Others think He is referring to His com
mg death as if it were past. 

2. Some manuscripts omit "If God was glorified in Him" {C}. 
3. Some think Jesus means that since God was glorified in this act of 

Jesus, God will also glorify Jesus in His death, which is coming 
immediately, the next day. Others think that since God was glori
fied in His death (looking at the future event as if it were past), He 
will glorify Him in His resurrection. 

4. This word is used only by John, and only here in John. On this 
word, see I Jn 2: I. 

5. Or, "at this moment". He said it to the Jews in 7:33-34; 8:21. On this 
word, see Rev 12:10. 

6. The commandment was old (Lev 19:18), but the example and 
motive was new, "as I loved you". In addition, it was never given 
as that which defined the community of believers. It is family love, 
proceeding from the family love believers have received from God. 
On this word, see Heb 8:13. 

7. This is the first thing Jesus says to the disciples in view of His leav
ing, because this will be of first importance for them while they 
remain on earth. He returns to this later. 

8. On this phrase, see 15:8. 
9. Or, "among", as in Rom 15:5. Or, "in the sphere of, in connection 

with". GK 1877. 
I 0. Peter is not prepared to hear v 34 until he understands v 33. 
11. Some manuscripts omit this word {C}. Each "you" in this verse is 

singular. Jesus is answering Peter himself. 
12. Some manuscripts add "Me" {N}. 
13. Or, "at this moment". Jesus used this word in v 33 ("now"), not in 

v 36 (which is GK 3814). 
14. Compare Lk 22:31; Mt 26:30; Mk 14:26. 
15. Some manuscripts add "to him" [N}. 
16. Both "your" and "be believing" are plural. Jesus turns from Peter, 

and speaks to the whole group, answering the question in v 36. 
17. That is, about Jesus going away. The grammar implies, "stop let

ting" or "do not be letting your heart be troubled". Jesus now begins 
to comfort the disciples regarding His leaving them. His comfort 
may be summarized as "You will be with Me some day where I am 
going", v 1-11; "It will be good for you that I go", v 12-17; "I will 
come to you where you are and reveal Myself to you", v 18-26; "I 
leave you my peace now", v 27-31. There are other views of the 
flow of thought of this chapter. Consult the commentaries. On this 
word, see "disturb" in Gal I :7. 

18. Or, "You are believing in God. Be believing also in Me". In both 
places, "believe" may be a command or a statement. 

19. Or, "And be believing in Me". Next, Jesus explains where He is going. 
20. Or, "dwellings, abodes, rooms, homes". Related to the verb "to stay, 

abide". Elsewhere only in v 23. GK 3665. 
21. Literally, "But if[this were] not [the case]". This idiom is elsewhere 

only in Mk 2:21, 22; Jn 14: 11; Rev 2:5, 16, and in the related "oth
erwise indeed" in 2 Cor 11: 16. 

22. Or, "Because". Be believing in Me ... because I am going to My 

Father's house to prepare for you. Or, this may be answering the 
unexpressed question "Why are You leaving?". Or, "that", with this 
as a question, "otherwise would I have told you that I am going to 
prepare a place for you?" Some manuscripts omit this word { B}. 
GK4022. 

23. Or, "again". Some think Jesus is referring to the Second Coming, the 
counterpart of His going. On this word, see "again" in Mk 15: 13. 

24. Or, "receive". Sarne word as in Mt I :20. 
25. In some manuscripts, the word emphasizing this word is omitted, 

meaning it would not be balded { C}. 
26. Some manuscripts say "And you know where I am going, and you 

know the way" {B}. 
27. Some manuscripts add a word meaning "and, indeed" {N}, so that 

it says "How indeed ... ", or, "And how ... ". 
28. From this, Christianity came to be called "the Way" (see Act 9:2). 

Jesus does not merely show the way, He is the way. 
29. Jesus is the way, the path, the means to our heavenly abodes in the 

Father's house where He is, and to the Father Himself. He is the 
embodiment of absolute truth, straight from the Father, regarding 
all these matters. He is the source and fountain of the true eternal 
life which we will fully experience when we are with Him there. 

30. Or, "by means of Me". Thus, Jesus says He is the way, and that 
there is no other way. 

31. Each "you" in this verse is plural. Jesus continues addressing all 
the disciples. 

32. This is a promise. The grammar means "Assuming that (or, since] 
you have known Me, you will also know My Father". The disciples 
will know the Father when Jesus takes them where He is going. Yet 
in another sense, they now know the Father and have seen Him
in Jesus. Some manuscripts have this as a rebuke, "If you had 
known Me, you would have known My Father also" {C}. 

33. Some manuscripts omit this word {N}. 
34. Sarne phrase as in 13:19. From the "expounding" (I: 18) that Jesus has 

done, which enters its most significant phase on this night, the disci
ples do truly know the Father through Jesus, and have seen Him in 
Jesus. And they will know Him when Jesus receives them to Himself. 

35. John's other use of this word is also by Philip, 6:7. On this word, 
see "sufficient" in 2 Cor 12:9. 

36. This "you" is plural, to reflect which, "all" is added. The next three 
are singular, answering Philip himself. 

37. Or, "come to know". Sarne word as three times in v 7. On this word, 
see Lk 1:34. 

38. Some manuscripts add the word "And, indeed", as in v 5 {N}. 
39. The grammar expects a "yes" answer. Yes, Philip believes. 
40. This is plural. Both verbs "believe" are plural. Jesus turns from 

Philip to address His answer to all the disciples. 
41. The Father is speaking through Jesus, so these words have His 

authority. Jesus says this again in v 24. On "from Myself", see 
"from Himself" in 5: 19. Compare 8:28; 12:49. 

42. Or, " ... Myself. And the Father ... ". 
43. The words of Jesus are among the works the Father is doing in Him. 

Some manuscripts say "in Me, He is doing the works {N}. 
44. That is, His words which are not from Himself. Or, believe His 

works, which the Father is doing in Him. 
45. Some manuscripts add "Me" { B}. 

A. Mk 6:25 B. Phil 2:21 C. Jn 21: 15, devotedly love D. Jam 5:20, soul E. Jn I :51 F. 2 Tim 2: 12 G. Mk 3:25 H. Mk 14: 15 J. Eph 4:27 
K. I Jn 2:29 L. Lk I :34 M. Lk 2:26 N. I Tim 6: 15 0. Jn 15:4 



John 14:12 360 Verse 

.'i( '. "Truly', truly, I say to you- the one believing in Me, that one also will do the worksA which 12 
I am doing. 2 And he will do greater3 works than these, because I am going to the4 Father 

ID. "And5 whatever thing6 you ask8 in My name, this I wilF do, in order that the Father may I l 
be glorifiedc in the Son. "If you ask Me8 anything in My name, I will do it 14 

2D. "If you love0 Me, you will keep9 My commandmentsw. • And 11 I will request12 the Father, l 5-1 (i 

and He will give you another Helper13 to 14 be 15 with16 you foreverE-"the Spirit oftruth 17 17 

IE. "Whom the world is not able to receiveF because it does not see nor know Him 
2E. "You 18 know Him because He abides 19 with20 you, and will be21 in22 you 

6C. "123 will not leaveG you as orphans. 24 I am going to come25 to you26 IX 

l D. "A little longer,27 and the world is no longer going to see Me, but you are going to see28 I 'I 

Me.29 Because I live, you also will live30 

IE. "On that day,31 you will know that I am in My Father, and you are in Me, and I am 20 
in you 

20. "The one having My commandments" and keepingl them32-that one is the one loving0 

Me. And the one loving Me will be loved by My Father. And I will love him and reveal3 3 

Myself to him" 
3 D. Judas (not the Iscariot34) says to Him, "Lord, what indeed35 has taken place that You are 

going to reveal Yourself to us and not to the world?"36 

4D. Jesus responded and said to him37 

IE. "If anyone loves38 Me, he will keep My word. And My Father will love him. And 
We will come to him. And We will make a place-to-stay39 with him 

I F. "The one not loving Me does not keepl My words40 

~I 

,, , 

'4 



361 John 14:24 

I. Continuing to comfort the disciples, Jesus turns from what His 
going means with regard to them being with Him again where He 
is going, to what His going to the Father will mean to them while 
they remain behind. 

2. That is, works granted by the Father. 
3. That is, works producing greater (more extensive) results than the 

works Jesus did. The conversion of3000 on Pentecost (Act 2:41) 
is an example. The disciples also did great miracles in Acts, but 
these were not in themselves greater than His miracles. But they 
were greater in the spiritual results produced. 

4. Some manuscripts say "My" {K}. 
5. Some think the connection is "And toward the doing of these greater 

works, whatever you ask ... "; others, that believers will do greater 
works "because I am going to the Father, and whatever you ask, I will 
do ... "; others see this as a separate promise alongside that ofv 12. 

6. On "whatever thing", see Col 3: 17. 
7. The works "I am doing" on earth (v 12) will be replaced by the 

works "I will do" after I go to the Father. Jesus will be working 
through His people, producing greater works. 

8. Some manuscripts omit this word {B}. 
9. Or, ··shall keep", a command. Some manuscripts say " ... Me, keep 

My commandments" {C}. Note 15:10. 
10. That is, love one another, 13:34; believe God, believe Me, 14: I, 11. 
I I. This is another thing Jesus will do to help believers when He goes 

to the Father, as part of a reciprocal relationship with them. He will 
ask the Father to give them the Spirit of truth to help them. Since 
it is a reciprocal relationship, He states both sides of it, as also in v 
21, 23- both how we will express our love to Him (v 15), and He 
to us (v 16). 

12. Or, "ask", but not the same word as "ask" in v 13, 14. On this word, 
see "pray" in 17:9. 

13. Or, "Comforter, Counselor, Advocate", one called alongside to 
help. Some transliterate this Greek word as "Paraclete". Same word 
as in 14:26; 15:26; 16:7. "Another" implies that Jesus is also a 
Helper. John uses this word of Him in I Jn 2: I ("Advocate"), its 
only other use. GK 4156. Jesus advocates for us to God; the Spirit 
gives us help from the Father and the Son. The Spirit will help us 
to do, v 12; to ask, v 13; and to know the truth, v 17. Related to 
"exhort" in Rom 12:8; and "encouragement" in Act 4:36. 

14. More literally, "in order that He may be". GK 2671. 
15. Some manuscripts say "abide" {N}, as in v 17. 
16. Or, "in your midst". Not the same word as in v 17. GK 3552. 
17. That is, the Spirit who communicates truth from Jesus, 16:13-14; 

15:26. 
18. Some manuscripts say "But you ... " {N}. 
19. Or, "will abide". On this word, see 15:4. 
20. Or, "beside, among". GK 4123. 
21. Some manuscripts say "and is" { C}. 
22. Or, "within". GK 1877. Thus three different prepositions are used 

of the Spirit in v 16-17. 
23. Now Jesus turns from what the disciples will do and the help He 

will give them when He goes to the Father, to what He personally 
will do for them where they are. He is going to come and reveal 
Himself to them only, not to the world. 

24. Jesus will not abandon the disciples, leave them permanently alone, 
or go away never to return. 

25. Or, "I will come". Literally, "I am coming'', the future sense com
ing from the preceding sentence. 

26. Some think Jesus means He will visibly come to the disciples after 
His resurrection, the word "see" being used in the same sense in both 
halves ofv 19; others, that He Himself will spiritually come to them; 
others, that He will come to them in and through the Spirit, this being 
a further explanation ofv 16-17. Compare v 21, 23; and 16: 16-23. 

27. That is, tomorrow (Friday) for the world, and Sunday or Pentecost 
for the disciples (see the views noted above). 

28. The world will not see Jesus physically. The disciples will see Him 
physically or spiritually (see the views noted above). 

29. Or, "the world will no longer see Me, but You will see Me". Liter
ally, the world "is no longer seeing", the disciples "are seeing". The 
present tense verbs are given a future sense by "a little while 
longer". Note that "going to" is in v 22. 

30. That is, the disciples will share in the life of Jesus. His life results 
in theirs. 

31. Some think Jesus means Sunday, when the disciples physically see 
Him alive again, they will know. Others think they will know on the 
day of seeing Him spiritually in the coming of the Spirit promised 
in v 16-17, Pentecost. 

32. Jesus broadens His promise from "you", to all who love Him, as 
seen in their obedience to Him; that is, to all who are in a recipro
cal relationship of love with Him. As in v 15-16, the promise is only 
for those in this reciprocal relationship, both sides of which Jesus 
again links together. 

33. Or, "make known, make clear, make visible". In this broader prom
ise, Jesus is certainly referring to a spiritual presence, not a physi
cal one. Historically, both were true of the apostles. Some think 
Jesus means He personally will reveal Himself and dwell in His fol
lowers (Eph 3: 17); others, that this occurs through the coming Spirit 
( 15:26). Same word as in v 22, John's only other use. GK J 872. 

34. On this word, see 6:71. On this Judas, see Lk 6: 16. 
35. Or, "Lord, and what has happened ... ". Some manuscripts omit this 

word {C}. Others say "Lord, why is it that You are going ... " (N}. 
36. Judas asks this question because the disciples expected the Mes

siah-King to reveal Himself publicly to the world, and establish His 
kingdom on earth. What has caused You to change and reveal Your
self only to us who love You? 

37. As the plural pronouns ("you") in v 24-26 indicate, the answer is 
addressed to all the disciples, through Judas. 

38. What has happened is that in God's plan, "the world did not know 
Him", 1:10. Jesus will reveal Himselfonly to those who do, who 
love and obey Him. He and the Father will come and dwell with 
them, revealing themselves to them. 

39. That is, the Father and the Son will come to live with such disci
ples, lodge with them. This is similar to "come in and have dinner 
with him", Rev 3:20. Some think this means the Father (I Jn 4: 12, 
16), the Son (Eph 3:17), and the Spirit (v 17), will dwell in them; 
others, that this dwelling takes place in and through the Spirit. Sarne 
word as v I. Note the reciprocal relationship again. 

40. And for this reason, I will not reveal Myself to such a one. Jesus is 
explaining the opposite case. 

A. Mt 26: 10 B. I Jn 5: 14, request C. Rom 8:30 D. Jn 21: 15, devotedly love E. Rev 20: I 0 F. Rom 7:8, taken G. Mt 6: 12, forgive H. Mk 12:28 
J. I Jn 5:18 
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2F. "And the word which you 1 are hearing is not Mine, but the Father's having sent Me 

5 D. "I have spoken these2 things to you while staying3 with you. 
0

But the Helper"- the Holy 25-~f 
Spirit, Whom the Father will send in My name- that One will teach you all things. and 
remind5 you of everything which 16 said to you 7 

7C. "I leaveA you peace.8 I give you My peace. I do not give to you as the world gives.9 Do not '.7 
let your heart be troubledw, nor let it be afraid" 

ID. "You heard that I said to you, 'I am going, and I am coming to you'. 12 If you were loving 'X 

Me, 13 you would have rejoiced8 that14 I am going to the Father, because the15 Father is 
greater than Me16 

::!D. "And now I have told you before it takes place, 17 in order that when it takes place, you ~lJ 

may believe 
3 D. "I will no longer speak many things with you, for the rulerC o/the18 world is corning. And ,( · 

he does not have anything in Me 19
, "but it is taking place20 in order that the world may ~I 

know21 that I love22 the Father, and that just as the Father commanded0 Me, so I am doing23 

413. "Arise, let us be going from here24 

IC "I am the true25 grapevine, and My Father is the farmer26
• "Every branch in Me not bearingE 1' I-~ 

fruit27- He takes it away. And every branch bearingE fruit- He cleans28 it in order that it 
may bearE more fruit 

ID. "You are already clean29
, because of the wordF which I have spoken to you 

2D "Abide30 in Me, and I in you31 

I E. "Just as the branch is not able to bearE fruit from itself unless it is abiding32 in the 
grapevine, so neither are you able unless you are abiding in Me 

3D. "I am the grapevine, you are the branches 

I E. "The one abiding33 in Me and I in him- this one bearsE much fruit. 34 Because apart 
from Me, you can do nothing 



363 John 15:5 

l. lfthe "you" is taken as referring to the apostles Jesus is speaking to, 
then this means that what He is saying to them now comes straight 
from the Father and has His authority, as in v 10-11. What you apos
tles are hearing about Our revealing Ourselves (v 23) is the Father's 
plan. If the "you" is taken as an impersonal reference to "people'', 
then this completes the previous thought. The one not loving Me 
does not keep My words, and the word which "people" hear from 
Me is My Father's, so such a one is rejecting both Me and My 
Father. For this reason, We will not reveal Ourselves to him. 

2. As with the previous point (v 12-17), Jesus ends by linking the dis
ciples to the Spirit whom the Father will give to them to help them. 
Others make this point 7C., beginning His conclusion. 

3. Or, "remaining, abiding". On this word, see "abiding" in 15:4. 
Related to the "place to stay" in v 23, which by contrast the Father 
and the Son "will make". 

4. On this word, see v 16. 
5. The disciples cannot absorb more now. The Spirit will guide them 

later. The grammar of "remind you of everything" is like 2 Tim 
2: 14, where this same word is used. Same word as in Lk 22:61; Tit 
3: I; 2PetI:12; Jude 5. Elsewhere only as "call to mind" in 3 Jn 10. 
GK 5703. Related to "reminder" in 2 Tim 1:5. 

6. In some manuscripts, the word emphasizing this word is omitted, 
meaning it would not be bolded {C}. 

7. This is primarily true for the apostles. It is secondarily true for the 
following generations who did not directly hear Jesus speak, but 
hear Him spiritually and through the apostles' written word. We too 
have the Anointing, I Jn 2:27. 

8. Now Jesus turns from viewing the future in light of His going away 
( 14: 1-26), back to the present, and gives His personal farewell and 
comfort to them. 

9. That is, a false, transient peace; peace promised but never realized; 
peace dependent on circumstances. 

10. Same word as in v I. 
11. Or, "fearful, cowardly, timid". It refers to being afraid to act, rather 

than to being afraid of the circumstances. Used only here. GK 1262. 
Related to "afraid" in Mk 4:40; and "fearlessness" in 2 Tim I :7. 

12. Jesus said He was going in 13:33; 14:2; and coming in 14:3, 18. 
13. That is, if you were able to express your love to Me right now, 

instead of worrying about yourselves and being distracted by a mul
titude of questions, you would be glad for Me. 

14. Or, "because". Some manuscripts say "because I said" {N} 
15. Some manuscripts say "My" {N}. 
16. If the disciples had fully known this One who emptied Himself and 

took on the form of a slave and became obedient to the point of death 
on a cross (Phil 2:7-8), they would have rejoiced that He was going to 
the Father- because Jesus was returning to the greatness of glory He 
shares with the Father ( 17:4-5), having accomplished all that He came 
to do. The Father is greater than the Incarnate Son, the humbled One. 
In addition, He is functionally greater than the Son, who always obeys 
His Father's will. As persons, as to Their essence, They are equal. 

17. That is, Jesus has told the disciples of His coming departure, and some 
of its meaning for Him and them. Literally, "before the taking place". 
Similar grammar to 13: 19, with a different preposition used here. 

18. Some manuscripts say "this" {K}. 
19. Or, "in My case". GK 1877. Satan has no claim on Jesus, no point 

under his authority or rule. What Jesus does, He does voluntarily. 

20. Note the similar grammar in 13: 18; 15:25. "Taking place" is sup
plied from 13:19. 

21. Or, "come to know". On this word, see Lk 1:34. 
22. Since Jesus loves the Father perfectly, He obeys Him completely. 

He perfectly exemplifies what will also be true in our relationship 
with Him, v 15. Note 15:10. Submission and obedience are at the 
heart of our relationship. 

23. This is the Greek word order. Others think Jesus means "but in order 
that the world may know that I love the Father- even as the Father 
commanded Me, thus I am doing'', which may be more smoothly 
rendered "but even as the Father commanded Me, thus I am doing, 
in order that the world may know that I love the Father". Others con
nect this with what follows, "But that the world may know that I love 
the Father, and that just as the Father commanded Me, so I am 
doing-arise, let us go from here [to meet this ruler and his forces]". 

24. Some think this means Jesus and the disciples left the upper room 
(making this parallel to Mt 26:30; Mk 14:26), and that what follows 
was spoken along the way, after which they crossed to the garden, 
Jn 18: I. Others think these words were spoken in the same room, 
before they actually left in 18: I. In any case, this indicates a break
ing point in His words. 

25. Jesus is the real, genuine vine which the earthly vine pictures or 
illustrates. On this word, see 7:28. 

26. Or, "vine-grower", but not related to "vine" (GK 306), "vineyard" 
(GK 308), or "grape" (GK 5091). It is the one who works the earth; 
here, tends the vines. Related to "farm", the root words mean "earth
worker". Elsewhere only in Mt 21:33-41; Mk 12: 1-9; Lk 20:9-16; 2 
Tim 2:6; Jam 5:7. GK 1177. The word "vine-keeper" (related to 
"grapevine") is used only in Lk 13:7. 

27. Judas is an example of this from this very night. 
28. Instead of using an agricultural word, Jesus uses the word from the 

human application of this picture. See the next note. This word 
means "to clean, make clean, to purify". The picture is of moral and 
spiritual cleaning, purifying, training, pruning. The Father purifies 
behavior and heart, and renews the mind (Rom 12:2). Used only 
here. GK 2748. 

29. Related to the word in v 2. They could be rendered "prunes" and 
"pruned", respectively. Same word as in 13: 10, "You are clean, but 
not all". Neither English nor Greek normally speaks of"cleaning" 
a branch, or "pruning" a person. So most translations render the first 
"prunes" (with reference to the branch), and the second "clean" 
(with reference to the apostles). This is correct, but then the inten
tional play on words is obscured. On this word, see Tit I: 15. 

30. Or, "Remain, Stay, Continue". Same word as in 14: I 0, 17; 15:4, 5, 
6, 7,9, IO;andas"stay"in 14:25,and"remain"in 15:16. Used 118 
times, 68 being by John. GK 3531. 

31. Some take this to mean "and I [will abide] in you"; others, "[as] I 
also [abide] in you"; others, "and [let] Me [abide] in you". Com
pare v 5, 7, where both sides are again mentioned. 

32. Some manuscripts say "abides" here and "abide" next {N}, the dif
ferent grammar emphasizing the fact of it rather than the continu
ing nature of it. 

33. That is, the one having a continual living connection to Jesus, a liv
ing reciprocal relationship with Jesus. 

34. Fruit includes all the products of a living relationship with the Vine. 

A. Mt 6:12, forgive B. 2 Cor 13:11 C. Rev 1:5 D. Mk 10:3 E. 2 Pet 1:17, carried F. I Cor 12:8 
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21~. "If anyone is not abiding 1 in Me- he was thrown2 outside3 like the branch4, and 1, 

was dried-upA. And they gather them5 together, and throw them into the fire. And 
they are burned8 

.JE. "If you abide6 in Me, and My wordsc abide in you, ask7 whatever you want0 , and it 
will be doneE for you 

.ff. "By this My Father is glorified8- that you be bearingF much fruit, and be9 disciplesG 
to Me 10 

40. "Just as the Father lovedH Me, I also 11 loved you. Abide in My love.'2 °Ifyou keepl My lJ-1 11 

comrnandmentsK, you will abide in My love 13
- just as I have kept the commandments 

of My Father and am abiding in His love 
5 D. "I have spoken these things to you in order that My joyL may be14 in you, and your joy I ' 

may be made full 15 

I F. "This 16 is My commandmentK- that you be lovingH one another just as I loved you 

IF. "No one has greater love than this- that one lay-down his life for his friends 17 

2E. "You 18 are My friendsM if you are doing the things which 19 I commandN you 11 

I F. "I no longer call you slaves0 , because the slave does not know what his master 
is doing 

2F. "But I have called you friends, because I made-knownP to you everything 
which I heard from My Father2° 

31-:. "You did not choose21 Me, but I chose you and appointedO you 

IF. "In order that you may go and bearF fruit, 22 and your fruit may remain23 

2 F. "In order that He may give you whatever thing24 you askR the Father in My name25 

41-.. "126 am commandingN these27 things to you so-that28 you will love one another29 

::'C. "If the world hates5 you,30 you know31 that it has hated Me before you32 I , 

ID. "If you were of the world, the world would be lovingr its own. But because you are not \ •1 

of the world, but I choseu you out of the world- for this reason the world hates you 
2D.33 "Remember34 the word that I said35 to you, 'A slave0 is not greater than his master' ~11 

I F. "If they persecutedv Me, they will also persecute you 
21':. "If they keptl My wordw, they will also keep yours36 

3D. "But they will do all these things to you because of My name,37 because they do not know .'I 
the One having sent Me 

I E. "If I had not come and spoken to them, they would not be having sin38 

I F "But now they do not have an excuse39 for their sin 
2 F. "The one hating5 Me is also hating My Father ' ' 

2F. "If I had not done among them the worksx which no other one did, they would not .::.J 
be having sin 
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I . That is, is not in a continuing living connection with Christ, the vine. 
2. The grammar ("was thrown") views the branch as thrown out and 

dried up outside the vineyard, summing up all that this means into 
a single fact. without reference to the process that led to this state. 
It emphasizes the fact (his "thrown-out-ness"), not the process (his 
"being taken and thrown"). Compare "takes away" in v 2, where 
the emphasis is that the Father is engaged in this process. Here, 
some think Jesus is speaking vividly from the perspective of the 
final judgment, "There he is- thrown out and dried up. And the 
process of gathering and burning is being carried out". Others think 
He is stating a timeless principle, "he is found to be thrown out and 
dried up", as is always true with such branches, picturing the future 
judgment. In any case, He only refers to the final end, skipping all 
the intermediate details, because this person is not His subject here. 
His focus is on abiding. 

3. That is, outside the vineyard. 
4. That is, like the fruitless branch, v 2. 
5. That is, all such thrown-out branches. 
6. That is, are connected to Me, summing up all that this means into 

a single fact. 
7. Some manuscripts say "you will ask" {N}. 
8. Literally, "was glorified". The grammar is stating this as a time

less principle. The Father "is glorified" when disciples are bearing 
fruit, that is, when such ones are truly His disciples (unlike the 
branches He takes away, v 2). On this word, see Rom 8:30. 

9. Or, "become, prove to be". In these two phrases, Jesus links 
together the vine metaphor (bearing fruit) and the human reality 
(being genuine disciples). GK I 181. Some manuscripts have this 
as a separate phrase in the future tense, "fruit. And you will be dis
ciples to Me" {C}. 

I 0. Jesus uses grammar here and in 13:35 that puts more emphasis on 
their being "disciples to Me" than "My disciples". 

11. Or, "and", so that it says "As the Father loved Me and I loved you, 
abide in My love". 

12. Jesus plainly states the key concept of the vine allegory. Abide in 
My love by doing as I command. 

13. Keeping His commands does not make Jesus love us. His love came 
first. Keeping them is our loving response ( 14: 15) to His love. 

14. Some manuscripts say "abide" {N}. 
15. Joy comes in the doing, the keeping the Father's commands, the 

bearing fruit, the glorifying the Father, the abiding in His love. His 
joy comes from this. Jesus has spoken all this that we may fully 
share in this joy by doing the same. 

16. In v 12-1 7, Jesus states in more specific terms the key aspects of 
what He has said in v 1-11. First, He names the key command 
referred to in v I Oa. 

17. This is the height of love Jesus commands us (1 Jn 3:16), and 
reflects what He was about to do. 

18. Next Jesus restates what He said in v 1 Oa in an even more simple 
and direct way. Doing what He says does not make Him your 
friend, but is your response as His friends. He chose His disciples 
as friends first. "lfyou keep My command to love one another, you 
are being My friends and abiding in My love". 

19. Some manuscripts say "what" (singular), "do what I command"; 
others, "whatever" I command {N}. 

20. Jesus commands us as friends, not slaves. As friends, He has 
included us in all that He has heard from His Father. Our obedi
ence flows from relationship, from the knowledge of God, not 
from command alone. 

21. Next Jesus makes explicit what He implied in v 9-10, that He first 
loved them. He initiated the friendship, the love relationship, the 
fruit-bearing relationship. He initiated the assignment of work and 
the fruit to come from it. On this word, see 1 Cor I :27. 

22. Just as between Jesus and the Father, our relationship with Jesus 
involves a fruit-bearing mission. 

23. This glorifies the Father, v 8. 
24. On this idiom, see Col 3:17. 
25. This glorifies the Son (14:13), and is part of an abiding reciprocal 

relationship (15:7). I chose you to go and bear fruit in a living recip
rocal relationship with God, where He answers your prayers. 

26. Others make v 17-18 point 2C., v 17 being the contrast leading 
into v 18. 

27. That is, abide in Me, v 4; abide in My love, v 9. 
28. Or, "in order that you may". GK 2671. 
29. This is the heart of the abiding, fruit-bearing, reciprocal relation

ship with God. Jesus commands us to abide in Him because lov
ing one another flows from this living relationship, bringing glory 
to the Father and the Son. 

30. The grammar assumes that this will be the case. 
31. Or, this may be a command, "Know, be aware, recognize, under

stand". On this word, see Lk 1 :34. 
32. Some manuscripts omit this word {N}, so that it says "hated Me 

first". On "before", see 1:15. 
33. Compare Mt 10:24-25. 
34. Instead of a command, this may be a question "Do you remember ... 

master'?". 
35. That is, in 13:16. Here Jesus makes a different application of this 

proverbial statement. 
36. Some think Jesus means "If they persecuted Me (and they did) ... 

If they kept My word (and they did not)". They will respond neg
atively to you as they did to Me. Others think He means "If they 
persecuted Me (and some did) ... If they kept My word (and some 
did)". They will respond to you as they did to Me, both negatively 
and positively. 

37. The world will persecute you because of their sin, their ignorance 
of God, their rejection of Me, not any failure in you. Jesus details 
the world's sin next. They rejected His words (v 22) and His works 
(v 24), making them rejecters of the Father, guilty before Him. This 
rejection will continue in the same ways against the disciples, based 
on their testimony about Jesus, v 27. 

38. That is, the world would not be guilty of this sin ofrejecting Jesus, 
of failing to repent in light of the revelation He brought from the 
Father. On "have sin", see I Jn 1 :8. 

39. Or, "plea". Now, in light of the revelation Jesus brought in words 
and works, the world has no valid excuse for their failure to repent 
from the sin they had before He came. On this word, see "pretense" 
in Phil 1:18. 

A. Mk 3:1, become withered B. Mt 5:15 C. Rom 10:17 D. Jn 7:17, willing E. Mt 6:IO F. 2 Pet 1:17, carried G. Lk 6:40 H. Jn 21:15, 
devotedly love J. I Jn5:18 K.Mk 12:28 L.Lk24:52 M.Lk 14:10 N.Mk 10:3 O.Rom6:17 P. Phil 1:22,know Q. I Thes5:9 R. l Jn5:14, 
request S. Rom 9: 13 T. Jn 21: 15, affectionately love U. 1 Cor 1 :27 V. 2 Tim 3: 12 W. 1 Cor 12:8 X. Mt 26: 10 



John 15:25 366 Verse 

IF "But now they have both seen and have hated both Me and My Father1 

3 L "But it has taken place in order that the word having been written in their Law [in 2.-" 
Ps 69:4] might be fulfilledA- that 'They hated8 Me without-a-reason2

' 

4 L "When3 the Helper'1 comes Whom I will send to you from the Father- the Spirit of 2', 
truth, Who proceeds5 from the Father-

11-. "That One will testifyc about Me 
2F "And you also are going to be testifying6

- because you are [the ones] with 
Me from the beginning7 

4D. "I have spoken these things to you in order that you may not be caused-to-fall0 

11 · _ "They will make you put-out-of-the-synagogue onesE 
2E. "Indeeds, an hour is coming for9 everyone having killedF you to thinkG that he is 

offeringH service10 to God 
JL "And they will do these things 11 because they did not know the Father nor Me 
41'. "But I have spoken these things to you so that when their12 hour comes, you may 

remember that I told you of them 

lh l 

_1c·. "Now I did not say these13 things to you from the beginning, because I was with you. "But now 
I am going to the One having sent Me 

1 [)_ "And none of you is asking Me, 'Where 14 are You going?',°but grief 15 has filledA your '' 
heart because I have spoken these things to you 

2D. "But I tell you the truthK- it is better16 for you that I go away 

11 ·.. "For ifl do not go away, the Helper17 will not come to you 
2E. "But ifl go, I will send Him to you 
3 L "And having come, is that One will convict19 the world concerning sin, and concerning ~ 

righteousness, and concerning judgment 

11-. "Concerning sinL- because20 they are not believing in Me21 

2 F. "And concerning righteousnessM- because I am going to the Father and you J 11 

are no longer going to see22 Me23 

3F "And concerningjudgmentN-because the rulerO a/this world has beenjudged24 I I 

-'IL "125 still have many things to say to you, but you are not able to bearP them now. I~ 
But when that One, the Spirit of truth, comes- I ; 

11. "He will guideO you in26 all the truth. For He will not speak from Himself,27 but 
He will speak whatever He will hear2s 

2F "And He will declare29 to you the things coming 
3 L "That One will glorifyR Me,30 because He will take from what is Mine and I-! 

declare it to you 

l(i_ "All that the Father has is Mine. 31 For this reason I said that He takes I' 
from what is Mine and will declare it to you32 

4( ·. "A little while and you are no-longer33 going to see34 Me. And again a little while, and you I (i 

will see35 Me"36 



367 John 16:16 

I. And thus the world does now "have sin" in this matter as a conse
quence. 

2. This hatred was not caused by Jesus, but came from within. On this 
word, see Gal 2:21. 

J. Some manuscripts begin this sentence with a word meaning either 
"Now", "And", or "But" (N}. 

4. On this word, see 14:16. Compare 14:26. 
5. Or, "comes out, goes out". Some think Jesus means "goes out eter

nally'', describing the eternal relationship of the Father and the 
Spirit; others, "is going to go out", the present tense verb getting a 
future sense from "I will send", referring to Pentecost. On this 
word, see "coming out" in Rev I: 16. 

6. Or, "will testify". Or, this may be a command, "also be testifying". 
In either case, the present tense verb gets a future sense from the 
preceding sentence, since it is when the Spirit "will testify" that the 
disciples' testifying also takes place. 

7. That is, the disciples have been with Jesus since the beginning of 
His ministry. They are His witnesses. 

8. Or, "But". A Jewish disciple might think that being put out of the syn
agogue is the pinnacle of rejection to be faced, but it is not. GK 247. 

9. More literally, "in order that everyone having killed you may 
think ... ". That is, an hour is coming having as its purpose that this 
will happen. On this idiom, see 16:32. In the purpose of God, an 
hour is coming for the disciples of Jesus, just as the hour has come 
for Jesus, 12:23. 

10. Or, "worship", divine service. On this word, see "worship" in 
Rom 12:1. 

11. Some manuscripts add "to you" {N}. 
12. Some manuscripts omit this word { B), so that it says "when the 

hour comes". 
13. That is, 15:18-16:4, about the fact that after Jesus is gone, the dis

ciples will be hated and persecuted in His place by their own peo
ple, who will think they are doing a service to God by killing them. 

14. In other words, the disciples' grief has overwhelmed their desire 
to know more about what this going means and will mean. They are 
not pursuing such questions. Nevertheless, Jesus now goes on to 
explain some of it, v 8-15. Note that in 13:36 and 14:5, they asked 
regarding what He told them they could not do- follow Him where 
He is going. 

15. Same word as in Lk 22:45, where Luke says this is what caused the 
disciples to sleep in the Garden. 

16. Or, "profitable, advantageous". On this word, see Mt 18:6. 
17. On this word, see 14:16. 
18. What follows is what the Helper will do with regard to the world, 

v 8-11. 
19. Or, "expose". The Helper will do this through the testimony of the 

disciples and the followers of Jesus. He will expose the world's 
guilt and their need, and call them to respond. Some will respond, 
others will reject. Compare the same words in 8:46, "convict con
cerning". On this word, see "expose" in Eph 5: 11. 

20. Or "that, in that". Same word as in v 10, 11. GK 4022. 
21. Some think Jesus means the Helper will convict the world of their 

sin "because they are not believing in Me", which is the ultimate 
sin, or which is the classic manifestation of their sinfulness; others, 

"that they are not believing in Me", defining the sin He has in view. 
There are other views. Consult the commentaries. 

22. Sarne idiom as in v 16, 14:19. Literally, "are seeing'', the future 
sense coming from the previous phrase. 

23. Some think Jesus means the Helper will convict the world that Jesus 
is personally righteous, not unrighteous as His killers supposed; 
others, that Jesus is the only source of the righteousness God 
requires, the answer to their need in v 9; others, of their lack of(or, 
false) righteousness (which is like filthy rags, Isa 64:6). In any case, 
the Helper does this "because" Jesus is returning to God, approved 
and vindicated, by virtue of His resurrection. One who understands 
why Jesus returned to the Father will also understand what true 
righteousness is. 

24. Some think Jesus means the Helper will convict the world of God's 
coming judgment upon them "because" Satan has now been judged 
in His victory; others, of their bad judgment, their spiritual blind
ness (since they thought they were pwperly judging Him), 
"because" Satan has been defeated at the cross, not Jesus. 

25. Now Jesus turns to what the Spirit will do with regard to the disci
ples, v 12-15. He will do then what cannot be done now. 

26. Or, "with, in connection with, by means of". GK 1877. Some man
uscripts say "into" {B ). 

27. Like Jesus, the Spirit will not originate the truth. The truth comes 
from the Father, through Jesus. On "from Himself", see 5: 19. 

28. Some manuscripts say "He hears"; others, "He may hear" {N). 
Jesus did the same, 12:49; 14:24. 

29. Or, "disclose, report, announce, tell, inforrn". Same word as in v 
14, 15; 4:25;Act 19:18; 20:20, 27; Rom 15:21; I Pet 1:12; I Jn 1:5. 
Elsewhere only as "report" in Jn 5:15; Act 14:27; 15:4; 2 Cor 7:7. 
GK334. 

30. The Spirit will do for Jesus what Jesus did for the Father. He will 
place Him before the world, resulting in conviction (v 8-11 ), and 
before believers. 

31. Only One equal to God (5: 18) could make such a statement. Com
pare 17:10. 

32. In other words, Jesus does not mean "Mine" in v 14 in an exclusive 
sense. The Father and the Son are one in this matter, and the Spirit 
will declare the one truth of God to us. Some manuscripts say "will 
take" {K). 

33. Some manuscripts say "not" {N }, as in v 17. 
34. Same word and idiom as in 14: 19. Literally, "are no longer seeing 

Me". Same word as in v I 7a, I 9a. On this word, see Lk I 0: 18. 
35. This is a different word for "see" than in the first phrase, and occurs 

also in v 17, 19, 22. On this word, see Lk 2:26. Both words are used 
in the same senses, so it is difficult to discern a distinction from the 
words themselves. But the change may be intended to convey two 
different senses in which the disciples will see Jesus. They will no 
longer "observe" Him as Jesus, but they will "see" Him after His 
resurrection as their risen Lord, or spiritually "see" Him after Pen
tecost. Compare 14: 19, where there is no change of word (both 
being the same as the word in the first phrase here), and the same 
views of the meaning. 

36. Some manuscripts add "because I am going to the Father" {A), as 
in v 17. 

A. Eph 5: 18, filled B. Rom 9: 13 C. Jn I :7 D. I Cor 8: 13 E. Jn 9:22 F. Rom 7: 11 G. Lk 19: II H. Heb 5:7 J. Jn 16:21 K. Jn 4:23 
L.Jn8:46 M.Roml:l7 N.Jn3:19 O.Revl:5 P.Mt8:17,carry Q.Lk6:39 R.Rom8:30 



John 16:17 368 

l D. Then some of His disciples said to one another 

IE. "What is this which He is saying to us- 'A little while, and you are not going to 
see Me. And again a little while, and you will see Me' 

2E. "And- 'Because1 I am going to the Father'?" 

Verse 

2D. Then they were saying, "What is this which He is saying2
- 'A little while'? We do not Ix 

know what He is speaking about 
3 D. Jesus3 knew that they were wantingA to question8 Him, and He said to them, "Are you I ' 1 

seeking4 with one another concerning this, that I said, 'A little while, and you are not 
going to see Me. And again a little while, and you will see Me'? 

11:. "Trulyc, truly, I say to you that you will weep0 and lament5, but the world will 
rejoiceE. You6 will be grievedF, but your griefG will become joy7 

1 F. "The woman has griefG when she gives-birth", because her hour came. But 
when she bearsJ the childK, she no longer remembers8 the affiictionL because 
of the joy that a personM was bornJ into the world 

21-. "You then also now9 have 10 grief- but I will see you again, 11 and your heart 
will rejoiceE. And no one is going to take away12 your joy from you 

2L "And in that day13 you will not question14 Me as to anything 15 

IF. "Truly, truly, I say to you, if you ask 16 the Father anything 17 in My name, He 
will give it to you 18 

21. "Until now you did not ask anything in My name. Be asking and you will 
receive, in order that your joy may be full 19 

3L "I have spoken these20 things to you in figures-of-speech21 

I F. "An hour22 is coming when I will no longer speak to you in figures-of-speech, 
but I will tell23 you about the Father with plainnessN 

2F "In that day you will ask in My name. And I am not saying to you that I will 
request24 the Father on your behalf25 

I Ci. "For the Father Himself loves0 you, because you have loved0 Me, and 
have believed that I came forth from God26 

~I 

4L. "I came forth from the Father,27 and I have come into the world. Again28, I am .'..' 
leavingP the world and going to the Father" 

4[)_ His disciples say29, "Look- '" 

l E. "Now You are speaking with plainnessN, and You are speaking no figure-of-speech 
2E. "Now we knowO that You knowO all things, and You have no needR that anyone _~11 

question30 You. By this we believe that You came forth from God" 

SD. Jesus responded to them, "Now31 you32 believe! "Behold, an hour is coming, and has _-; 1-3.1. 
come,33 for34 you to be scattered35- each to his own things36- and leaver Me alone 

IL. "And-yet I am not alone37, because the Father is with Me 



369 John 16:32 

I. The disciples are referring to v I 0, where these same words are 
used. Similar words are in 14: 12, 28; 16:5. 

2. Some manuscripts omit "which He is saying" {C}, so that it says 
"What is this 'little while'". 

3. Some manuscripts say "Then Jesus" {N}. 
4. That is, "seeking [to understand], looking-for [My meaning]". On 

this word, see Phil 2 :21. 
5. These two words were used of the mourning at funerals. On this 

word, see Mt 11:17. 
6. Some manuscripts say "And you ... " {N}. 
7. This is an idiom based on a Hebrew way of speaking. Literally, it 

"will come-to-be for joy". 
8. That is, "keeps in mind, thinks of". Used 21 times. GK 3648. 

Related word in Lk I :54. 
9. Jesus uses grammar that emphasizes the contrast between the two 

halves of this sentence. 
10. Some manuscripts say "will have" {B}. 
11. Some think Jesus is referring to His resurrection day; others, to 

Pentecost. 
12. Or, "will take away". Literally, "is taking away". The present tense 

verb gets its future sense from the previous phrase. "Joy" is related 
to "rejoice" in the previous sentence. Some manuscripts say "will 
takeaway" {B}. 

13. That is, in the days of their joy, v 20, 22; after the resurrection of Jesus, 
and continuing after He ascends and the Spirit comes on Pentecost. 

14. That is, ask for information. You will have no need to question Me 
in order to understand what I have told you. Or, "ask Me anything" 
in prayer. Same word as in v 19, and as "request" in v 26. On this 
word, see "praying" in 17:9. 

15. The disciples do not ask now from grief, v 6. They will not ask then 
from joy! Everything will be clear then. 

16. Same word as in v 24, 26a. On this word, see "request" in I Jn 5: 14. 
17. Instead of"if you ask the Father anything", some manuscripts say 

"that whatever you ask the Father" {B}. 
18. Some manuscripts say " ... anything, He will give ii to you in My 

name" {C). 
19. This is a participle, "having been made full". Same phrase as in I 

Jn I :4, 2 Jn 12. Same word with different grammar in 3 :29; 15: 11; 
17: 13. On this word, see "filled" in Eph 5: 18. 

20. That is, the things Jesus has told the disciples this night, including 
v 16. 

21. Or, in an enigmatic, indirect, somewhat obscure manner. Same 
word as in v 29. On this word, see 10:6. 

22. Some manuscripts say "But an hour" {N}. It is the same period as 
"that day" in v 23, 26. 

23. Or, "declare, report, announce". Same word as "announce" in I Jn 
I :2, 3, John's only other uses. 

24. Same word as in 14: 16, where Jesus does ask the Father for us, and 
as "question" in v 23. 

25. Or, "for you, with regard to you, in relation to you". GK 4309. That 
is, Jesus will not ask in their place, as an intermediary. He does not 
mean the disciples will ask Him and He will ask the Father for 
them. They will have direct access. Jesus does intercede on our 
behalf (Rom 8:34; Heb 7:25; I Jn 2: I), as does the Spirit (Rom 
8:26), but our prayers are heard directly by the Father. The Father 
loves His children, and needs no convincing, no higher authority to 
intervene, before He will hear them. In other words, "His name" 
gains us direct access to the Father who loves us. 

26. Some manuscripts say "the Father" {C}. 
27. Some manuscripts omit this phrase {C), so that what follows con

tinues on directly from v 27. 
28 This is the first word in the Greek sentence. Some think Jesus 

means "Again [I say], I am ... ", introducing the second saying. Oth
ers think it is placed first for emphasis, "I am leaving ... and going 
again ... ". On this word, see Mk 15:13. 

29. Some manuscripts add "to Him" {N}. 
30. Or, "ask You a question". The disciples say this because Jesus has 

just answered their question ofv 17-18 without them asking it. 
Same word as in v 19, 23. 

31. Or, "Right now, at this moment". On this word, see Rev 12: I 0. 
32. Or, "Do you now believe?" The disciples did believe, v 27; 17:8; 

but did not understand as much as they thought. 
33. Similar to "is coming and now is", 4:23, 5:25. Note 17: I. Some 

manuscripts say "has now come" { N}. 
34. More literally, "has come, in order that you may be scattered". The 

hour having this as its purpose has come. It is in fulfillment of 
prophecy, Mt 26:31. Same idiom as in 12:23; 13:1; 16:2. GK 2671. 
Each is referring to a still future part of God's purpose and plan. It 
is not the same as "an hour is coming when" in 4:21, 23; 5:25; 16:25. 

35. Or, "dispersed". Elsewhere only in Mt 12:30; Lk 11 :23; Jn I 0: 12; 
2 Cor 9:9. GK 5025. 

36. That is, his own pursuits, or, "his own (home]". On this phrase, see 
19:27. 

37. Same word earlier, and as in 8:29. On this word, see Jam 2:24. 

A. Jn 7: 17, willing B. Jn 17:9, pray C. Jn 1 :51 D. Jn 11 :33 E. 2 Cor 13: 11 F. 2 Cor 7:9 G. 2 Cor 7: 10 H. Lk 2: 11, born J. I Jn 2:29, born 
K. I Jn 2:14 L. Rev 7:14 M. Mt4:4, mankind N. Jn 10:24 0. Jn 21:15, affectionately love P. Mt 6:12, forgive Q. I Jn 2:29 R. Tit 3:14 



John 16:33 370 Verse 

~C. "I have spoken these1 things to you in order that you may have peaceA in Me. You have2 ~-~ 
affiiction8 in the world, but take-couragec- I have overcome3 the world" 

:;n_ Jesus spoke these things, and having lifted-up0 His eyes to heaven, said4 17 · 1 

I ( ·. "Father, the hour has come5
-

ID. "GlorifyE Your Son, so that the Son may6 glorifyYou-
0

just as You gave Him authority7 

over all flesh 8 in order that as to all that9 You have given Him, He may give eternal life 
to them 

IL "And this is eternal life- that they may be knowingF You, the only trueG God, and 
Jesus Christ Whom You sent-forth 10 

2D. "I glorified You on the earth, having accomplished 11 the work which You have given to ~ 
Me that12 I should do. •And now Father, You glorify13 Me 14 with Yourself with the glory 
which I was having with You before the world was15 

2C. "I revealed16 Your name to the men17 whom You gave to Me out of the world 1. 

ID. "They were Yours, and You gave them to Me 
2 D. "And they have keptH Your wordJ. "They have now come-to-know that all things that You 

have given to Me are from You 18
-

IF. "Because I have given them the words 19 which You gave to Me 
21'. "And they receivedK them, and truJyL understood20 that I came forth from You, and 

believed that You sent Me forth 

-' D "I am praying21 for them. I am not praying for the world, but for the ones whom You <J 

have given to Me-

IL. "Because they are Yours-• indeed all My things are Yours;22 and Yours, Mine23 Ii 1 

21 ·. "And I have been glorifiedE in them 
:I 1 ·. "And I am no longer in the world, and they24 are in the world, and I am coming to You25 I I 

.:\I) "Holy Father, keep26 them in27 Your name28 which29 You have given to Me, in order that30 

they may be one,31 just as We are 

IL. "When I was with them32 , I was keeping them in Your name which You have given I ' 
to Me.13 And I guarded34 them, and none of them perishedM-

11 ·. "Except the son of destruction35, in order that the ScriptureN might be fulfilled36 

21'.. "But now I am coming37 to You38 I ' 

-' !'.. "And I am speaking these39 things in the world40 so that they may have My joy4 1 

made-full42 in themselves 

:\( ·. "I have given them Your wordJ, and the world hated0 them- because they are not of the world, 1-1 
just as I am not of the world 



371 John 17:14 

I. That is. the things on this night. 
2. Some manuscripts say "you will have" { N}. 
3. Or. "conquered". On this word, see Rev 2:7. 24 of its 28 uses are in 

John's books. Used only here in the Gospel. 
4. Some manuscripts say "and lifted up His eyes to heaven, and said" 

{N). 
5. On this hour, see 2:4. 
6. When the Father glorifies the Son through His death and resurrec

tion, when the Son goes to His Father, the Son will bring further 
glory to the Father as He continues His works through believers, 
14: 12-14. Glorify the Son in view of what He still must do. Some 
manuscripts say "Your Son also may" {B}. 

7. Just as the Father gave Jesus authority to give eternal life to His peo
ple (His mission in coming to earth), now give Jesus glory that He 
may glorify the Father. Both sides of this are emphasized again in 
v 4-5, in reverse order. 

8. On "all flesh", see "no flesh" in Mt 24:22. 
9. The idiom "all that" is the same as in 6:37, 39. It views all believ

ers as an abstract whole. Compare v 24. 
I 0. Some think this is John's comment. Others think Jesus refers to 

Himself in the third person. On this word, see "send out" in Mk 3:14. 
11. Or, "completed, finished". Jesus views His entire earthly mission, 

from incarnation to ascension, as complete. Same word as in 4:34; 
5:36. Some manuscripts say "earth. I accomplished" {N}. 

12. Or, "given Me to do". GK 2671. 
13. This is a command. 
14. Glorify the Son in view of what He has done, the opposite view

point ofv I. 
15. That is, the glory of which Jesus emptied Himself to take on the 

forrn ofa slave, Phil 2:6-7. Literally, "before the being [or, exist
ing] as to the world". 

16. Or, "manifested, made known". On this word, see "made evident" 
in I Jn2:19. 

17. That is, the eleven. The twelfth is mentioned in v 12. Compare 
v 18, 20. 

18. That is, that all the words and works of Jesus are from the Father. 
19. Or "utterances" (see Rom IO: 17 on it). All the "words" of Jesus make 

up the Father's "word, message" which the disciples have kept. 
20. Or, "knew". Same word as "have come to know" in v 7, but differ

ent grammar. On this word, see "know" in Lk I :34. 
21. Or, "asking" on behalf of, with reference to; "making a request" 

concerning, with respect to. The same word is used again in this 
verse, and in v 15, 20, and as "request" in 14:16; 16:26. These are 
the only places it is used of Jesus asking the Father. It is used else
where of prayer only in I Jn 5:16, and perhaps Jn 16:23 ("ques
tion"). Elsewhere, this word is used 55 times of asking a question 
or requesting something from another person. GK 2263. 

22. Or, "All that is Mine is Yours". The grammar is emphasizing the 
totality. In other words, the emphasis is not "Every individual thing 
that is Mine is Yours" (though this is true), but, "The totality of 
everything that is Mine is Yours". 

23. A human could say the first part in relation to God or another human 
(as this same idiom is used in Lk 15:31); but only one "equal to 
God" (5: 18) could say the second part in relation to God. Compare 
16: 15. Only an equal or a superior can say "All that is yours is 
mine". An inferior can at best say "Most of what is yours is mine". 

24. Some manuscripts say "and these are ... " { N}. 
25. Some think Jesus means "My public ministry is over, and the dis

ciples' work in the world is now upon them, and I am now coming 
back to You"; others, "I am coming back to You, and their public 
work is now upon them, and I am now coming to You in prayer with 
this request". 

26. Or, "preserve, protect, keep intact, keep safe, guard". This is the 
content of Jesus' prayer, His request for the disciples, v 9. Note that 
He says "I revealed Your name to them (v 6) ... keep them in Your 
name". Same word as in v 12, 15. Note that they "kept" Your word 
(v 6), so You "keep" them (the same word is used in both places, 
in different senses). On this word, see I Jn 5:18. 

27. That is, "in the sphere of". Or, "by, by means of". GK 1877. 
28. Some think Jesus means "Keep the disciples in all that Your name 

means, includes and stands for. Protect and preserve them in their 
living relationship with You"; others, "Protect them from evil and 
the evil one by means ofYour name, by the power ofYour name". 

29. This refers to "name". Some manuscripts link it to "them" { B}, 
"keep in Your name them that You have given to Me". 

30. This expresses the purpose of it. Keep them in Your name so that 
they may be continuing in oneness. 

31. On the meaning of this, see v 21, where Jesus more fully states it. 
32. Some manuscripts add "in the world" {N}. 
33. Same phrase as in v 11. Omitting the following "and", and read

ing "whom" instead of"which", some manuscripts say "I was keep
ing in Your name they whom You have given to Me. I guarded 
them ... ", which could also be arranged "I was keeping them in Your 
name. I guarded whom You have given to Me" { B}. 

34. Or, ''protected", as in 2 Thes 3:3. This is a synonym of"keeping" in 
v 11, 12, with the similar meanings. On this word, see "keep" in 12:25. 
Perhaps Jesus means "I was preserving them ... and I protected them". 

35. On this word, see 2 Pet 2: I. Related to "perish". None perished (or, 
was lost) except the son of perishing, the one characterized by or 
belonging to this destiny. His character and actions belong to this 
destiny. The Antichrist is also called this in 2 Thes 2:3. The eleven 
were sons of light, sons of righteousness, sons of the kingdom, sons 
of God, etc. 

36. Note 13:18. 
37. As in v 11, some think Jesus means "ascending back to You"; oth

ers, "coming to You now in prayer". 
38. Therefore, Father, do now for them what I was doing for them. 

Keep them. 
39. Some think Jesus means "I am speaking this prayer out loud", as in 

11 :42; others, "I am speaking all the things I have spoken tonight, 
including this prayer". 

40. This is the Greek word order, and means "I am speaking while still 
on earth, before I leave". Others render it "I am speaking these 
things so that in the world they may have", meaning "that they may 
have My joy in the world where they will remain when I leave". In 
this case the Greek word order is used to emphasize "in the world". 

41. That is, the joy of a holy, fruit-bearing, obedient-to-the-end, rela
tionship with the Father, as in 15: 11. It is this joy that the disciples 
are hearing tonight and in this prayer, and that Jesus desires for 
them in its fullness. 

42. This is a participle, "having been made full" or complete. Same 
word as in 16:24. 

A.Actl5:33 B.Rev7:14 C.Act23:11 D.2Cor11:20 E.Rom8:30 F.Lkl:34 G.Jn7:28 H.1Jn5:18 J.1Cor12:8 K.Jnl:l2 
L. Mt 14:33 M. I Cor 1:18 N. 2 Pet 3:16 0. Rom 9:13 
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JD. "I am not prayingA that You take them out of the world, but that You keep8 them from the I·" 

evil one' 
2 D. "They are not of the world, just as I am not of the world-• set them apart2 in3 the4 truth. 16- I -

Your word5 is truthc 

1 L "Just as You sent Me forth 0 into the world,6 I also sent them forth into the world I c; 

2L "And I am setting apart Myself for them,7 in order that they may also be set apart8 I" 
in truth9 

4( ·. "And I am not prayingA for these ones only, but also for the ones believing10 in Me through = 11 

their word' 1 

ID. "That12 they 13 may all be 14 one 15-just as 16 You, Father, are in Me and I am in You, that17 = 1 

they also may be 18 in 19 Us 

I E. "In order that the world may be believingE that You sent Me forth20 

2D. "And I have given them the glory which You have given to Me21 

IL "In order that they may be one22 just as We are one-
0

I in them and You in Me23 

2F. "In order that they may be perfected24 into one 

I F "In order that25 the world may be knowingF that You sent Me forth, and lovedG 
them26 just as You loved Me 

' ' ' 
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I. Or, "from evil". This is the negative statement of what is positively 
asked in v 11. 

2. Or, "sanctify, consecrate". Set the disciples apart from the world 
to You in the sphere of the truth, or by means of the truth, which is 
Your word. Some think Jesus means "make them morally holy", 
in which case this word has a different sense in v 19; others, "set 
them apart for Your service", for the mission on which I sent them, 
v 18. On this word, see "sanctify" in Heb 10:29. 

3. That is, "in the sphere of". Or, "by, with, by means of". GK 1877. 
4. Some manuscripts say "Your" {N}. 
5. Note that Jesus says "I have given them Your word (v 14) ... set them 

apart in the truth (Your word)". 
6. Compare I 0:36, where the Father "set Jesus apart" to His mission 

and "sent Him forth" into the world, using the same two words as 
here in v 16-19. On "sent forth", see "send out" in Mk 3:14. 

7. That is, Jesus is setting Himself apart to God in His own mission, 
His work and death for the disciples' sake. 

8. This is a participle, be "having been set apart". Jesus sets Himself 
apart to God in the completing of His mission for the purpose that 
the disciples may be set apart to God in their mission. Their mis
sion proceeds from His, and from Him. 

9. Some think Jesus means "in Your truth"; others, "truly". On this 
word, see 4:23. 

10. Some manuscripts say "the ones who will believe" {N}. 
11. That is, through the mission on which Jesus sent them (v 18), the 

mission centered in His truth and word (v 17). The entire church is 
viewed as proceeding from the word of these eleven; as built on 
their foundation, Eph 2:20. 

12. Some think Jesus is stating the content of His request, as this word is 
used in v 15. Others think He is stating the purpose of His prayer for 
them all, and render this "in order that", as it is used in v 11. In this 
case, Jesus means that He is not praying "Keep them" and "Set them 
apart" for the eleven alone, but for all believers, "in order that they 
may all be one". GK 2671. Consult the commentaries on v 21-23. 

13. Some think "they all" means all believers including the eleven (that 
all believers may be one); others, that Jesus is praying separately 
for the future believers (that such ones all may be one). 

14. Same grammar as in "be one" in v 11, 22; "be in us" in v 21, and 
"be with Me" in v 24. The grammar implies "be continuously 
being, be being, be in a state of being" with reference to a state 
entered in the future (as in v 24), or a state continuing in existence 
from the present ("keep on being"). If the oneness is dependent on 
the coming Spirit, then the former is in view here. The word and 
grammar does not mean "become, get to be". GK 1639. 

15. Jesus could mean "one with Us" or "one with each other". Some 
think He defines this with the following phrase, "that they may be 
in Us". In this case, He is praying for a spiritual oneness with the 
Father and Son; a living, fruit-bearing relationship with God; an 
"abiding in Me and I in You" ( 15:4), which is the fountainhead of 
behaviors that result in the world believing. From this oneness, the 
love of God in us ( v 26) flows outward in word and deed. Others 
think Jesus is praying for a oneness or unity with each other, which 
is based on our faith in Christ, and results in the world believing. 

Some holding this view think He is praying for an ethical oneness 
or likeness shared by His people, a oneness of love (13:34), char
acter, purpose, and action; others, for a living unity of believers, a 
mystical body or unit of believers standing versus the world, which 
expresses itself in this ethical behavior. 

16. Jesus compares this oneness to Their oneness. It is like Their one
ness in some respects, but not equivalent to it. Ours is a oneness 
based on adoption and grace; Theirs, on essence, on likeness of 
nature and character. 

17. Some think Jesus means "in order that they may be one with Us in 
a similar way to how we are one with each other". The Father does 
His works in the Son (14: 10), and the Son is in the Father. They are 
one (I 0:30), yet distinct. In a similar but not identical way, the 
Father and Son work in believers ( 14: 12, 15:7), and we are in Them, 
and one with Them. Others think Jesus means "in order that they 
may be one with each another in a mystiral spiritual oneness that 
is similar to how we are one with each other". Others view this as 
a second request, parallel to the first, making it point 20. 

18. Some manuscripts add "one" {B}, so that ic says "be one in us". 
19. That is, in union with Us, abiding in Us (15:4), having Our life in 

them. GK 1877. 
20. Some think Jesus means this will occur by means of our oneness 

with God, as we share His Name, His word, and His love; others, 
by means of our oneness with one another, our compelling unity. 

21. Some think Jesus means the glory He made known as the Incarnate 
Son (v 6, 8, 14, 26); the glory ofYour Name, Your word; the glory 
the disciples saw and heard in Him (I: 14; 2: 11 ); the glory revealed 
in His life and death, the glory of His person, full of grace and truth. 
We are still being transformed by this glory, 2 Cor 3: 18. Others 
think Jesus is referring ahead to His exalted glory after His ascen
sion, the glory of His exalted Person working through them, 14: 13-
14. Others think He means the glory of humble service to God, of 
taking up your cross and serving God; others, the glory of the divine 
nature indwelling them (2 Pet I :4), of"I in them", v 23. 

22. Thus the oneness is based on the glory Jesus has given to His fol
lowers. He gave the glory to bring about the oneness. 

23. This is an abbreviated statement of"I in them and them in Me, Me 
in You and You in Me'', defining the oneness. 

24. Jesus gave the glory in order that His disciples might be made per
fect or complete in the oneness, brought completely into the one
ness, a purpose that will be fully reached after this life. Thus He 
gave the glory both that they "may be being one" (may be in a state 
of oneness), and that they "may be perfected into one" (may grow 
to completeness in that state). This means the oneness is a grow
ing thing, growing with faith. Some think Jesus is referring to a 
growing experience of the Father and Son, a growing relationship 
to them with all its results; others, to a growing unity among believ
ers. This is a participle, be "having been perfected". On this word, 
see Heb 2: I 0. 

25. The growing oneness as possessors and proclaimers of the glory 
Jesus gave will bring about this result. Some manuscripts say "And 
in order that the world ... " {N}. 

26. That is, believers, the "them" in v 22. 

A. Jn 17:9 B. I Jn 5: 18 C. Jn 4:23 D. Mk 3: 14, send out E. Jn 3:36 F. Lk I :34 G. Jn 21: 15, devotedly love 
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5C. 

hC. 

374 

"Father, as to what 1 You have given2 to Me, I desire1 that those ones also may be with Me 
where I am,4 in order that they may be seeing My glory5 which You have given to Me because 
You loved Me before the foundation of the world6 

"Righteous Father, indeed the world did not know You- but I knew You 

ID. "And these7 ones knew that You sent Me forth 

Verst: 

': 

2 D. "And I made Your name known to them, and will make it known, in order that the loveA 21, 
with which You loved Me may be in8 them, and I may be in them" 

I 4A.9 Having said these things, Jesus went-out 10 with His disciples to the other side a/the ravine 11 o/Kidron Ix I 

where there was a garden8 , into which He entered, He and His disciples 

I B. 12 Now Judas, the one handing Him over=, also knew the place- because Jesus often was gathered 
there with His disciples. "So Judas- having receivedll the [Roman] cohort14, and officers15 from 
the chief priests and from the Pharisees- comes there with lantems16 and torches0 and weaponsE 

213. Then Jesus, knowing all the things coming upon Him, went forth 

IC. And He says to them, "Whom are you seekingF?" 

ID. They answered Him, "Jesus the NazareneG" 
2 D. He 17 says to them, "I am 18 He" 
3D. Now Judas, 19 the one handing Him over, was also standing there with them 

2C. So when He said to them, "I am He", they went back,20 and fell on the ground. 'Then He again h· -
asked them, "Whom are you seeking?" 

ID. And the ones said, "Jesus the Nazarene" 
2 D. Jesus responded, "I told you that I am He. If then you are seeking Me, pennitH these ones .\ 

to go" 

I!'.. In order that the word which He spoke21 might be fulfilledJ, that "The ones whom q 

You have given Me- I did not lose any of them" 

3( · Then Simon Peter, having a swordK, drew22 it and hit the slaveL a/the high priest, and cut-offM J 11 

his right earN. And the name for the slave was Malchus 
4( . Then Jesus said to Peter, "Put0 the21 sword into the sheath. The cup which the24 Father has I I 

given Me- shall not I drink it?"25 

313. 26 Then the [Roman] cohortP and its commander27
, and the officers28 a/the Jews, arrested29 Jesus, and I~ 

boundO Him. •And they led30 Him to AnnasR first I -~ 

I(·. For he was the father-in-law o/Caiaphas5, who was the high priest a/that year. 'And Caiaphas 1-1 
was the one having counseled11 the Jews that it was12 better that one Man die for the peoplell 

2C. Now Simon Peter and another disciple14 were following Jesus I ' 

ID. And that disciple was knownT to the high priest, and he entered with Jesus into the 
courtyardu of the high priest.15 "But Peter was standing at the door outside I" 

2D. So the other disciple- the one knownT by the high priest- went out and spoke to the 
doorkeeper, and brought in Peter 

lD. Then the doorkeeper16 servant-girP7 says to Peter, "You are not also one of the disciples I' 
of this man, are you?"18 That one says, "I am not" 
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I. That is, the totality of believers, viewed as an abstract whole, as in 
"all that" in v 2. Compare 10:29. It is made personal and individ
ual by "those ones" in the next phrase. Some manuscripts say, 
"whom" { B}, which may be arranged as ''Father, I desire that those 
also whom You have given lo Me may be ... ". 

2. Jesus refers to the disciples with this word also in v 2, 6, 9, 11. 
3. Or, "want, will, wish". On this word, see "willing" in 7: 17. 
4. Thus Jesus refers back to the point He first made with them, 13:33. 

Note that all ofv 6-23 concerns the disciples while they remain in 
the world; this concerns them after they leave this world. 

5. This is the glory to which Jesus is returning (v 5), His unveiled 
glory as Jesus the Son of God. Thus there are three kinds or aspects 
of glory: His glory as the eternal Word with God (I: I; 17:5), His 
glory on earth as the Incarnate Son (I: 14), and His glory as the 
exalted Son, crowned with glory and honor, sitting at the right hand 
of God, King of kings, Lord of lords (17:24). The latter two were 
"given" to Jesus, the Son of God; the first is His eternally, by nature. 

6. On the phrase "before the foundation of the world", see I Pet I :20. 
7. That is, the eleven. 
8. Both here and next, Jesus may mean "within" (as in 14:20), or 

"among", or both, since one implies the other. GK 1877. 
9. Parallel account at Mt 26:36; Mk 14:32; Lk 22:39. 
IO. In conjunction with one's view of 14:31, this either means "from 

the upper room" (making this leaving parallel to Mt 26:30; Mk 
14:26); or, "from the city''. 

11. Or, "brook". This word was used of a ravine, and of the stream that 
flowed through it in the winter. Used only here. GK 5929. 

12. Parallel account at Mt 26:47; Mk 14:43; Lk 22:47. 
13. Or, "taken". On this word, see "taken" in Rom 7:8. 
14. On this word, see Mt 27:27. Same word as in v 12. How many were 

in this detachment is not stated. 
15. Same word as in v 12. 
16. Used only here. GK 5749. 
17. Some manuscripts say "Jesus" {C}. 
18. On this phrase, which is repeated in v 6 and 8, see "I am" in 8:58. 
19. Some think Judas kissed Jesus before the question in v 4; others, 

after v 6 or 9. 
20. On the phrase "went back", see 6:66. John does not say how many 

fell, or what was in their hearts. Some think it was because Judas 

and the religious leaders in front were stepping back to allow the 
officers to come forward and seize Him. Others think they were 
fearful, perhaps fearful Jesus would do some work of power. Oth
ers think this was a work of power and glory, emphasizing again 
that He was voluntarily surrendering. 

21. That is, in 17: 12. "Lose" here is the same word as "perish" there, the 
grammar being different. On this word, see "perish" in I Cor I: 18. 

22. On this word, see 6:44. Mt 26:51, Mk 14:47, and Jn 18: 10 each use 
a different word. 

23. Some manuscripts say "your" {K}. 
24. Some manuscripts say "My" {N}. 
25. The grammar indicates a "yes" answer is expected. Yes, He will 

drink it. 
26. Parallel account at Mt 26:57; Mk 14:53; Lk 22:54. 
27. Or, "tribune", the Roman commander of the cohort. On this word, 

see Act 21 :31, where another such commander rescues Paul. 
28. That is, the temple police, as also in Mt 26:28; Mk 14:54, 65; Jn 

7:32, 45, 46; 18:3, 18, 22; 19:6; Act 5:22, 26. They were Levites. 
On this word, see "attendants" in I Cor 4: I. GK 5677. Their leader 
is called a "captain", Act 5:26. 

29. Or, "seized". Sarne word as in Lk 22:54. 
30. Some manuscripts say "led Him away ... " [N}. 
31. Same word as in Rev 3: 18. Elsewhere only as "plotted" in Mt 26:4; 

Act 9:23. GK 5205. Related to "consultation" in Mk 15:1; and 
"counselor" in Rom 11 :34. 

32. More literally, "is", as the Greek typically phrases it. 
33. This advice is recorded in 11 :50. 
34. Some think this is John himself; others, perhaps a non-apostle. John 

is the "other disciple" in 20:2-8. 
35. Some think this is the courtyard of the palace of Annas, at which 

Caiaphas also lived. In any case, the scene does not change, for 
Peter is still standing there warming himself from v 18 to v 25. 

36. Elsewhere only in v 16; Mk 13:34; Jn 10:3. GK 2601. Related to 
"door" in Col 4:3. 

37. That is, the person the disciple spoke to in v 16. The doorkeeper 
was a servant girl. Same word as in Mt 26:69; Mk 14:66, 69; Lk 
22:56, and as "female servants" in Lk 12:45; and "slave woman" in 
Gal 4:22. Used 13 times. GK 4087. 

38. The grammar indicates that a "no" answer is expected. 

A. I Jn 4: 16 B. Jn 19:41 C. Mt 26:21, hand over D. Mt 25: I, lamps E. Rom 13: 12 F. Phil 2:21 G. Mt 2:23 H. Mt 6: 12, forgive J. Eph 5: 18, 
filled K.Eph6:17 L.Rom6:17 M.Gal5:12 N.Mkl4:47 O.Rev2:22,throw P.Mt27:27 Q.1Cor7:27 R.Lk3:2 S.Lk3:2 T.Roml:l9 
U. Mt26:3 
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4D. And the slavesA and the officers, 1 having made a charcoal-fire8 because it was cold, were I~ 
standing there and wanning themselves. And Peter was also with them, standing there and 
wanning himself 

JC. So the high priest2 questionedc Jesus about His disciples, and about His teaching0 I 11 

ID Jesus answered him, "I have spoken3 in public4 to the world. I always taught at ::'11 

synagogue, and in the temple, where all5 the Jews come together. And I spoke nothing in 
secretE. "Why are you questioning Me? Question the ones having heard what I spoke to 2 I 
them. Look, these ones know the things which I said" 

2D. And He having said these things, one of the officers standing near gave Jesus a slap6, 

having said, "In this manner do you answer the high priest?" 

IL Jesus answered him, "If I spoke wrongly, testify about the thing wrong. But if I 
spoke rightly, why do you beat7 Me?" 

-IC·. Then AnnasF sent Him forth, having been boundG, to CaiaphasH the high priest 
:'\( . And Simon Peter is standing there and wanning himself 

I D. So they said to him, "You are not also one of His disciples, are you?"8 That one denied1 

it and said, "I am not" 

::'-1 

2D. One of the slavesA o/the high priest- being a relativeK of the one of whom Peter cut-otfL ~'' 
the ear- says, "Did I not see you in the gardenM with Him?'"l "Then again Peter denied 1 it 

JD. And immediateJyN a rooster crowed 

4B. 10 Then they lead Jesus from Caiaphas to the Praetorium 11 • And it was early-moming 12 • And they 
themselves did not enter into the Praetorium, in order that they might not be defiled 13, but might 
eat 14 the Passover 15 [Feast16] 

IC. So Pilate0 went outside to them 

ID And he says, "What accusationP do you bring against this man?" 
2D. They responded and said to him, "If this One were not doing wrong 17, we would not have :, , 

handed Him over to you" 
3D. So Pilate said to them, "You take Him, andjudgeO Him according to 18 your Law" 11 
4D. The 19 Jews said to him, "It is not lawful2° for us to executeR anyone" 

11.. In order that the word of Jesus might be fulfilled, which He spoke signifying21 by 
what kind of death He was going to die 

2C. So Pilate entered again into the Praetorium, and called Jesus 

ID. And he said to Him, "Are You the King a/the Jews?" 
2 D. Jesus answered22

, "Are you saying this from yourself, 23 or did others tell you about Me?" ~ I 
JD. Pilate answered, "I am not a Jew, am /?24 Your nation5 and the chief priests handed You '' 

over to me. What did You do?" 
4D. Jesus answered, "My kingdom25 is not of this world. If My kingdom were of this world, _;,, 

My servants26 would be fightingT in order that I might not be handed-overu to the Jews27• 

But as-it-is28
, My kingdom is not from here" 

SD. Therefore Pilate said to Him, "So-then You are a king?"29 , 
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I. That is, the slaves of the high priest, and the officers of the temple 
(the Levites). The Romans are gone. 

2. Some think John means Annas, who is also called high priest in Lk 
3:2; Act 4:6 (just as we continue to call ex-officials by their for
mer titles); others, Caiaphas, in an informal meeting in Annas's 
quarters before the official one in v 24. 

3. Some manuscripts say "I spoke" {N}. 
4. Or, "with openness". Same word as in 7:4. 
5. Some manuscripts say "where the Jews always" {N}. 
6. Or, "blow". This word means a blow with a club or rod, or a slap with 

an open hand. Jesus calls it a "beating" in v 23. Elsewhere only as 
"slap" in 19:3; Mk 14:65. GK 4825. The related verb is in Mt 5:39. 

7. Elsewhere only in Mt 21:35; Mk 12:3, 5; 13:9; Lk 12:47, 48; 20:10, 
11; 22:63; Act 5:40; 16:37; 22: 19; I Cor 9:26; 2 Cor 11 :20. GK 1296. 

8. The grammar indicates a "no" answer is expected. 
9. The grammar indicates a "yes" answer is expected. 
10. Parallel account at Mt 27:1, 11; Mk 15:1; Lk 23:1. 
I I. That is, the Roman palace or fortress, Pilate's residence while in 

Jerusalem. On this word, see Phil I: 13. 
12. Same word as "early in the morning" in Mk 15: I, and related to the 

word in Mt 27: I. Same word as "early in the morning" in Jn 20: I 
where "while still being dark" is added. On this word, see Mk 
13:35. John may mean in the hour before or after 6 A.M. 

13. On this word, see Tit 1:15. Here it means "made ceremonially 
unclean". Some think John is referring to a seven-day defilement; 
others, to a one-day defilement. 

14. All the other uses of the phrase "eat the Passover" refer to the final 
meal Jesus ate with His disciples on the previous night, Mt 26: 17; 
Mk 14:12, 14; Lk 22:8, 11, 15. Note 2 Chron 30:22. 

15. Elsewhere only with reference to the Passover [lamb] in Mk 14:12; 
Lk 22:7; I Cor 5:7; the Passover [meal) in Mt 26:17, 18, 19; Mk 
14:12, 14, 16; Lk 22:8, 11, 13, 15; Heb 11:28; and the Passover 
[Feast] in Mt 26:2; Mk 14: I; Lk 2:41; 22: I; Jn 2: 13, 23; 6:4; 11 :55; 
12:1; 13:1; 18:39; 19:14;Act 12:4. TheFeastofUnleavenedBread 
(see Mk 14:12) was also called Passover, Lk 22:1; Act 12:4; Jn 
2:23. Three Passovers are explicitly named in John (2:13; 6:4; 
11 :55), and some think 5: I refers to a fourth. GK 4247. 

16. Or, "[meal)". Some think John means "celebrate the Feast", and is 

referring to these leaders' continuing participation in the meals of 
the Passover Feast. Others think he means "eat the Passover meal", 
indicating they had not yet eaten it. Of those holding this view, some 
think it implies that the meal in Jn 13: I was not the Passover meal, 
but a meal "before" it. Others think the Passover meal may have 
been eaten by the Jews on two different evenings based on two dif
ferent calendars, so that both meals were Passover meals. See 13: I, 
29; 19: 14, 31. Consult the commentaries on these and other views. 

17. Or, "causing harm", specifically implying "committing a crime". 
That is, doing a civil wrong, a criminal wrong. Same word as in Mt 
27:23. On this word, see "evil" in 3 Jn 11. Some manuscripts say 
"was not an evildoer" { B}, using the related word found in I Pet 
2: 12, which also means "criminal". 

18. That is, as your Law requires. I give you permission to judge Jesus 
as you see fit. 

19. Some manuscripts say "So the ... " {N}, which can also be rendered 
"Therefore the ... ". 

20. That is, under Roman law. Execution is what Jewish Law would 
require, but Rome did not permit the Sanhedrin to execute. 

21. Same word as in 12:33, where this statement is also found. Since 
the Romans executed using the cross, when the Jews handed Jesus 
over to them it sealed the fulfillment of the words of Jesus that He 
would be lifted up (not stoned). 

22. Some manuscripts add "him" {N}. 
23. The Jews were charging Jesus with a crime against Rome, with 

claiming to be a king in a political sense of interest to Pilate. Jesus 
asks if this is Pilate's meaning, or some other. On "from yourself", 
see "from Himself" in 5: 19. 

24. The grammar indicates a "no" answer is expected. 
25. Pilate indicates that he is repeating the Jews' accusation, so Jesus 

affirms that His kingdom is not earthly and political. 
26. More literally, "the servants to Me". Same grammar as in "disciples 

to Me" in 15:8. On this word, see "attendants" in I Cor 4: I. 
27. That is, the Jewish leaders. See 1:19. 
28. Or, "But now". Jesus may mean this in a logical sense, "as it is"; or, 

in a temporal sense, "at the present time". GK 3814. 
29. The grammar indicates that a "yes" answer is expected. Some ren

der this as an exclamation. 

A.Rom6:17 B.Jn21:9 C.Jnl7:9,pray D.1Corl4:6 E.1Cor4:5,hidden F.Lk3:2 G.1Cor7:27 H.Lk3:2 J.2Tim2:12 K.Roml6:7, 
kinsmen L. Gal 5:12 M. Jn 19:41 N. Mt 13:5 0. Lk 3:1 P. Tit 1:6 Q. Mt 7:1 R. Rom 7:11, killed S. Act 15:23, Gentiles T. I Tim 4: 10, 
struggle U. Mt 26:21 



John 18:38 378 Verse 

6D. Jesus answered, "You are saying that1 I am a king. I have been bomA for this2• And I 
have come into the world for this- that I might testify8 to the truthc. Everyone being of 
the truth hears3 My voice" 

7D. Pilate says to Him, "What is truth?" -'~· 

3l '. And having said this, he again went out to the Jews 

ID. And he says to them, "I find no charge4 in5 Him. "But it is a custom0 for you that I Y1 
releaseE one prisoner for you at the Passover [Feast]. So do you wish me to release6 the 
King of the Jews for you?" 

2D. Then they7 shoutedF back8, saying, "Not this One, but BarabbasG!" 411 

IL Now Barabbas was a robber9 

4l. So at that time 10 Pilate 11 took Jesus and whipped 12 Him 

I D. 13 And the soldierstt, having woven a crown1 out ofthomsK, put it on His head. And they 
clothed Him with a purple garment. •And they were coming to Him and saying 14

, "Haill, 
King of the Jews!" And they were giving Him slapsM 

SC. And15 Pilate again went outside 

ID. And he says to them, "Look- I am bringing Him outside to you in order that you may 
know that I find no charge in Him" 

2D. Then Jesus came outside, wearing the crown made-of-thomsN and the purple garment 
30. And he says to them, "Behold, the man!" 

I'! I 

4D. Then when they saw Him, the chief priests and the officers0 shoutedF, saying, "CrucifyP, 11 

crucify 16!" 
5 D. Pilate says to them, "You take Him and crucify Him, for I do not find a charge in Him" 
6D. The Jews 17 responded to him, "We have a law. 18 And according to the 19 law He ought to 

die, because He made Himself to be God's Son" 

(1(. Then when Pilate heard this statementO, he became more afraid. "And he entered into the ~·" 
Praetorium again 

I[) And he says to Jesus, "Where are You from?" 
2D. But Jesus did not give him an answer 
.l D. So Pilate says to Him, "You do not speak to me? Do You not know that I have authorityR I 11 

to releaseE You, and I have authority to crucify You?"20 

4D. Jesus answered him21
, "You would not have any authority against22 Me unless it23 had I I 

been given24 to you from above. For this reason the one25 having handed Me over to you 
has a greater26 sin" 

7C. From this time27
, Pilate was seeking28 to releaseE Him I' 

11 ). But the Jews shouted29 saying, "If you releaseE this One, you are not a friend5 o/CaesarT. 
Everyone making himself the king is speaking-againstu Caesar" 

8( ·. Therefore Pilate, having heard these words30, brought Jesus outside, and sat on a judgment- I 3 
seatv in a place being called 'The Pavement31 ' (but in Hebrew, 'Gabbatha') 



I. Some think this idiom means "Yes". Others think that the mean
ing comes from the context. Here, Jesus means "you are saying 
[correctly] that I am a king", as He states directly next. Some ren
der this word "because", that is, "you are saying ii [correctly], 
because I am a king". GK 4022. On this phrase, see Mt 27:11. 

2. That is, to be a king. 
3. That is, listens to and obeys. On this word, see Act 22:9. 
4. Or, "guilt, blame, fault, cause, reason, ground of accusation, case". 

It is used of a "charge, accusation" and the "guilt, blame, reason" 
underlying it. Same word as in 19:4, 6; as the "charge" posted 
above Jesus' head in Mt 27:37; Mk 15:26; as the "charge" worthy 
of death in Act 13:28; and as "reason" in Mt 19:3. Used 20 times. 
GK 162. Related to "guilt" in Lk 23:4, 14, 22. 

5. That is, in His case, in connection with Him. GK 1877. I am find
ing no guilt or basis of a charge; no case or charge (from the Roman 
law point of view) in connection with Jesus. From the answer Jesus 
gave, Pilate clearly sees that He is not a political revolutionary, or 
a threat to Rome. The case is religious, not political or criminal. 

6. This is an idiom, literally, "do you wish that I should release ... ". 
7. Some manuscripts add "all"; others add "all" and omit "back" {Nl. 
8. Or, "again". This is the first shout. On this word, see "again" in 

Mk 15:13. 
9. Or, "insurrectionist". Compare Mk 15:7; Lk 23:19. On this word, 

see Mt 21:13. 
IO. This phrase "So at-that-time" is elsewhere only in 11:14; 19:16; 

20:8. 
11. Implied in this is a trip back inside the Praetorium. 
12. This is not the same word as in Mt 27:26; Mk 15:15. Lk 23:16 uses 

a third word. Some think all these verses refer to the same beating, 
making this parallel to Mt 27:27. Others think the one in John and 
Luke was a milder whipping, and the one in Matthew and Mark was 
the much more serious flogging or scourging that preceded Roman 
crucifixions. On this word, see Heb 12:6. 

13. Compare Mt 27:27-31; Mk 15:16-20. 

379 John 19:13 

14. Some manuscripts omit "And they were coming to Him" {N}, so 
that it says "And they were saying". 

15. Some manuscripts say "Then" {N}. 
16. Some manuscripts add "Him" {N}. 
17. That is, the Jewish leaders. See 1:19. 
18. That is, a law regarding this case in the Law of Moses. 
19. Some manuscripts say "our" {N}. 
20. The grammar indicates a "yes" answer is expected. Some manu-

scripts reverse the two questions {N}. 
21. Some manuscripts omit this word { C}. 
22. Or, "in relation to". Same word as in 18:29. GK 2848. 
23. Grammatically, this does not refer to "authority" itself, but to a 

more abstract concept. Some think Jesus means "unless this situa
tion, this handing over of Me to you"; others, "unless your exer
cising of authority over Me". 

24. This is a participle, unless it "was having been given". 
25. That is, Caiaphas, the high priest, the head of the nation. 
26. Pilate was acting legally (within his judicial authority), though not 

morally (from God's viewpoint), in his treatment of Jesus. The high 
priest and the Sanhedrin who handed Jesus over to Pilate were act
ing immorally, unfairly, illegally, and in violation of their respon
sibility as God's priests. 

27. Or, "statement". That is, from this point on; or, as a result of this 
statement. Same phrase as in 6:66. 

28. Up to this point, Pilate has been trying to get the Jews to drop their 
demand for execution. Now he seeks a way to release Jesus unilat
erally. But the Jews effectively prevent it. Another trip outside is 
implied here. 

29. On this word, see Act 22:23. Some manuscripts say "were shout
ing"; others, "were crying out" { N}. 

30. Some manuscripts have this singular { K}, so that it says "this state
ment" as in v 8. 

31. Or, "the Mosaic", a place paved with stones. Used only here. 
GK 3346. 

A. I Jn 2:29 B. Jn I :7 C. Jn 4:23 D. I Cor 11: 16 E. Mt 5:31, sends away F. Act 22:23 G. Mk 15:7 H. Mt 28: 12 J. Rev 4:4 K. Lk 6:44 
L.Mt27:29 M.Jnl8:22 N.Mkl5:17 O.Jnl8:12 P.Mt27:35 Q.1Corl2:8,word R.Rev6:8 S.Lkl4:10 T.Lk3:1 U.Roml0:21, 
contradict V. Rom 14:10 



John 19: 14 380 Verse 

ID. Now it was Preparation1 day of the Passover [Feast2]. The hour was about3 the sixth4 14 
2D. And he says to the Jews, "Look-your King!" 
3D. Then those ones shoutedA, "Take Him away, take Him away, crucify Him!" I~ 
40. Pilate says to them, "Shall I crucify your King?" 
5 [). The chief priests answered, "We do not have a king except Caesar" 

•>c. So at that time he handed Him over to them5 in order that He might be crucified I r, 

5 B. 6 "So they took Jesus 7• •And bearing8 the cross for Himself8, He went out to the place being called I 7 

"The Place of a Skullc" (which is called in Hebrew, "Golgotha"), "where they crucified0 Him and I~ 
two others with Him- on this side and on this side9

, and Jesus in the middleE 

]( ·. And Pilate also wrote a title 10 and put it on the crossF. And it had been written 11 , "Jesus the I 'l 
NazareneG, the King of the Jews" 

ID. Therefore many of the Jews read this title, because the place where Jesus was crucified 
was near the city. 12 And it had been written in Hebrew 13 , Latin, Greek14 

::' D. So the chief priests of the Jews were saying to Pilate, "Do not write, 'The King of the 
Jews', but that that One said, 'I am King of the Jews'" 

JD. Pilate responded, "What I have written, I have written" 

::1 

2C. Then the soldierstt, when they crucified Jesus, took His garments1 and made four parts- a 2.1 
part/or each soldier- and the tunicK. Now the tunic was seamless, woven from the top 
through the whole. 

0

So they said to one another, "Let us not tear15 it, but let us cast-lotsL for 2-l 
it to decide whose it will be" 

ID. In order that the Scripture [in Ps 22: 18] might be fulfilled'·\ the one saying, 16 "They 
dividedN My garments1 among themselves, and they cast0 a lotP for My clothing" 

2 D. So indeed, the soldiers did these things 

."'t . Now His mother, and the sister17 o/His mother, Mary 18 the wife 19 o/Clopas, and Mary the 
MagdaleneO, were standing beside the cross of Jesus 

ID. So Jesus, having seen His mother and the disciple whom He was loving20 standing near, 
says to His mother, "Woman, look- your son!" 

0

Then He says to the disciple, "Look
your mother!" And from that hour the disciple took her into his own things21 

4t n After this, Jesus- knowing that all things have already23 been finished24 , in25 order that the 
Scripture [in Ps 69:21] might be accomplished26- says, "I am thirsty" 

ID. A jar27 full of sour-wineR was settings there. So having put a sponge full of the sour wine 2'> 
on a hyssop branch,28 they brought it to His mouth 

::'D. Then when He receivedT the sour wine, Jesus said, "It has been finished29!" :11 

31 J. And having bowed His head, He gave-over.1° His spirit 

6B. Then the Jews- because it was Preparation31 day, in order that the bodies might not remainu on .~I 
the cross during the Sabbath (for the day of that Sabbath32 was a great33 day}- asked Pilate that 
their legs be brokenv, and they be taken away 

IC:. So the soldiers came and broke the legs of the first one, and of the other one having been -~ 2 
crucified-withw Him 



381 John 19:32 

I. On this word, see v 31. 
2. Or, "[meal)". Some think John means "the Friday of the Passover 

Feast", the preparation day for the Sabbath, as the word is normally 
used. This would allow the meal of the previous night in 13:1 to 
have been Passover. Others think he means "the day of preparation 
for the Passover [meal)" coming that night, a Passover which coin
cided with the Sabbath that year, v 31, 42. This would mean that 
the meal in 13: I was a meal "before" the Passover, and that Jesus 
died while the Passover lambs were being sacrificed. See 13:1; 
19:31; 18:28. 

3. Some manuscripts say "(Feast), and about the sixth hour" {N}. 
4. Mark 15:25 says Jesus was crucified at the third hour, counted from 

sunrise, 9 A.M. Mt 27:45, Mk 15:33, and Lk 23:44 say that darkness 
fell at the sixth hour, noon. Some think John means noon. Others 
think he uses Roman time, counted from noon, as also in I :39; 4:6, 
52; making this 6 A.M. In other words, around 6 A.M., shortly after 
the beginning of the day, Jesus was about to be sentenced by Pilate. 
Others think the times are both correct, being approximate only 
since people in that day had no precise means of timekeeping. In 
our terms, the end of the third hour is 9 A.M. The beginning of the 
sixth hour is 11 A.M. If"about" is allowed to mean "within an hour 
or two of", then both Mark and John could mean about I 0 A.M. 

Some manuscripts say "third", agreeing with Mk 15:25 {N). 
5. Some think John means to the chief priests last mentioned, that is, 

to their will; others, to the soldiers who would carry this out. 
6. Parallel account at Mt 27:31; Mk 15:20; Lk 23:26. 
7. Some manuscripts add "and led Him"; others say "and the ones 

having taken Jesus led Him away" { B}. 
8. Or, "by Himself". Same word as "His own" in Lk 14:27, but dif

ferent grammar. It was Roman custom to make the condemned 
carry ii 10 the place of execution. Some manuscripts say "bearing 
His cross, He went..." {N}. 

9. This is an idiom, literally, "from here and from here", John point
ing out with the right hand and the left as he stood facing Jesus on 
the cross. Compare Rev 22:2. 

10. Or, "notice, inscription". Elsewhere only in v 20. GK 55 J 8. 
11. This is a participle, it "was having been written". Same word as 

in v 20. 
12. Or, "because the place a/the city where Jesus was crucified was 

near", which means the same thing. 
13. That is, the language of the Hebrews at that time, which modem 

linguists call Aramaic. Elsewhere only in 5:2; 19:13, 17; 20:16; 
Rev 9:11; 16:16. GK 1580. Related to the word in Act 6:1, and in 
Act 21:40. 

14. Some manuscripts say "Hebrew, Greek, Latin" {N}. 
15. Or, "spliL divide". Sarne word as in 21: 11. On this word, see Mt27:51. 
16. Some manuscripts omit "the one saying" {C}. 
17. Some think that the three women mentioned in Mt 27:56 and Mk 

15:40 are also mentioned here, with the addition of Mary His 
mother, making four women here. Under this suggestion, this sis
ter would be the Salome mentioned in Mk 15 :40, and the mother of 
the sons of Zebedee in Mt 27:56, making the apostles James and 

John (Mt 10:2) the cousins of Jesus. Mary ofClopas here would be 
the mother of James and Joseph mentioned in Mt 27:56; Mk 15:40. 
Others do not attempt to link the names, since "many other" women 
were there also, Mt 27:55; Mk 15:41. 

18. Some think there are four women here, punctuating it "His mother and 
the sister a/His mother, Mary the wife o/Clopas and Mary the Mag
dalene", grouping family and friends. Others think three are named, 
"His mother, and the sister a/His mother (Mary the wife o/Clopas), 
and Mary Magdalene", meaning the sisters had the same name. 

19. Or, "daughter, sister". 
20. See 13:23 on this disciple. It is John himself. 
21. That is, into his own interests and pursuits, into his own household, 

under his care. Sarne phrase in I: II; 16:32; Act 21 :6. "Own things" 
is also in Lk 18:28; Jn 8:44; I Thes 4: 11. 

22. Parallel account at Mt 27:45; Mk 15:33; Lk 23:44. 
23. Or, "now, by this time". On this word, see Mt 24:32. 
24. Same word as in v 30. 
25. This may refer to what precedes, "finished in order that... fulfilled, 

says", instead of what follows. 
26. Or, "fulfilled". This word is related to "finished", and is used only 

here with regard to the Scripture being fulfilled. Same word as in 
4:34; 17:4. 

27. Some manuscripts say "Therefore a jar ... " {N}, which can also be 
rendered "Now a jar ... ". 

28. Some manuscripts say instead "And the ones, having filled a 
sponge with sour wine and having put it on a hyssop branch, 
brought..." {N}. 

29. Or, "fulfilled, completed". Same word as in v 28. On this word, see 
Rev 10:7. 

30. Or, "delivered, handed over". It is the same word used of Judas and 
the priests "handing over" Jesus (see Mt 26:21 on it). 

31. That is, Friday, the day before the Sabbath, as seen here and in Mk 
15:42; Lk 23:54. Elsewhere only in Mt 27:62; Jn 19: 14, 42. GK 
4187. It was called such because all preparations for the Sabbath 
had to be made by sunset, when the Sabbath began and no work was 
permitted. Some think this Friday afternoon was the afternoon after 
the Passover meal. Others think it was the afternoon before it. See 
13:1; 19:14; Mk 14:12. Consult the commentaries. 

32. A similar phrase, "the day a/the Sabbath", is in Lk 4: 16; 13: 14, 16; 
14:5; Act 13:14; 16:13. 

33. Same word as in 7:37. That is, this Sabbath was a special Sabbath. 
Some think it coincided with the Passover meal and the first day 
of the Feast of Unleavened Bread, which was a great day of that 
Feast (a "holy convocation", Ex 12: 16; Lev 23:7). This would mean 
the Passover lambs were beginning to be sacrificed at the time when 
Jesus died, and that the Passover meal would be eaten that night, on 
the Sabbath. Others think it was special because of a sheaf offering 
made on it (Lev 23:11), or simply because it was the Sabbath that 
came during this holy Feast week. This would mean the meal of the 
previous night in 13: I was the normal Passover meal. See also 
18:28; 19:14; Mk 14:12.0nthisword,seeHeb 11:24. 

A. Act 22:23 B. Mt 8: 17, carry C. Mt 27:33 D. Mt 27:35 E. 2 Thes 2:7, midst F. Mt 10:38 G. Mt 2:23 H. Mt 28: 12 J. I Pet 3:3 K. Mt 5:40 
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John 19:33 382 Verse 

2C. But having come to Jesus, when they saw Him already dead', they did not break2 His legs. "But :n-~-l 
one of the soldiers stabbed3 His side with a spear, and immediatelyA blood and water came out4 

ID. And the one having seen5 it has testified8 , and his testimonyc is true0
. And that one6 

,, 

knows that he is speaking true7 things, so that you also may believe8 

IE. For these things took place in order that the Scripture [in Ex 12:46] might be )i, 

fulfilled, HA bone o/His will not be broken9". •And again another Scripture [Zech -~ 1 

12: 1 O] says, "They will look at the One Whom they pierced 10
" 

7B. 11 Now after these things Joseph fromArimatheaE- being a discipleF of Jesus, but having been hidden 12 
'' 

because of the feafl of the Jews- asked Pilate in order that he might take away the body of Jesus 

I C And Pilate permittedH it 
2C. So he came and took away His 13 body. 

0

And Nicodemus also came- the one having first '' 1 

come to Him by night- bringing a mixture ofmyrrhl and aloes 14, about a hundred pounds15 

ID. So they took the body of Jesus and boundK it in linen-cloths 16 with the spicesL, as is the ..\II 

customM for the Jews to prepare-for-burialN 
2D. Now there was a garden 17 in the place where He was crucified. And in the garden was a -11 

new tomb0 in which no one yet had been laid18 • 
0

So there- because of the PreparationP ·I~ 
day of the Jews, because the tomb was near- they laid Jesus 

15 A. 19 Now on the first day of the week, Mary the Magdalene20 goes to the tomb early-in-the-momingo_ 2' I I 
there still being darknessR- and sees the stone having been taken away from the tomb 

l l~. So she runs5 and comes to Simon Peter, and to the other disciple whom Jesus was loving21 • And she 
says to them, "They took the Lord out of the tomb, and we do not know where they put Him" 

2B. So Peter and the other disciple went forth, and were going to the tomb. •And the two were running '-~ 
together 

I C · And the other disciple ran ahead fasterT than Peter, and came to the tomb first. •And having 
stooped-to-look22

, he sees the linen-cloths lyingu there, but he did not enter 
2( . Then Simon Peter also23 comes, following him. And he entered into the tomb. And he sees the 1· 

linen-cloths lying there,24 "and the face-clothv which was on His head- not lyingu with the 
linen-cloths, but apart-from them, having been wrapped-up25 in one place 

3( ·. So at that time the other disciple also entered- the one having come to the tomb first- and 
saw and believed.26 0

For they did not yet understandw the Scripture27- that He mustx rise- 'i 

up v from the dead 
4C. Then the disciples went away again to them28 I U 

] LP9 Now Mary30 was standing outside at the tomb, weepingz I I 

IC. Then as she was weeping, she stooped-to-look into the tomb. •And she sees two angels in I ~ 
white, sitting- one at the head and one at the feet where the body of Jesus was lyingu 

2C. And those ones say to her, "Woman, why are you weeping?" I ; 
3C. She says to them, "Because31 they took my LordAA, and I do not knoww where they put Him" 
4C. Having32 said these things, she turned back33

, and sees Jesus34 standing there. And she did not 14 
knoww that it was35 Jesus 

ID. Jesus says to her, "Woman88, why are you weeping? Whom are you seekingcc?" 15 



383 John 20:15 

I. This is a participle, "having died, being dead". GK 2569. 
2. Same word as in v 31, 32. Elsewhere only in Mt 12:20. GK 2862. 
3. Or, "pierced, pricked". Used only here. GK 3817. Related to 

"pierced" in Act 2:37. 
4. Thus verifying the reality of the physical death of Jesus. On the var

ious symbolic meanings given to this, consult the commentaries. 
John mentions "blood and water" again in I Jn 5:6, 8. 

5. John seems to be referring to himself. He was an eyewitness of the 
fact that no bone was broken, and that the soldiers pierced the side 
of Jesus. He states this because both these things are fulfillments of 
prophecies, as he says next. Others think John is referring to some 
other disciple. 

6. Or, "that One". Some think John is referring lo himself; others, to 
God; others, to Jesus. 

7. This word is plural here. On this word, see 6:55. 
8. Some manuscripts say "may be believing" {C}, meaning, "may 

continue believing". See 20:31. 
9. On this word, see "bruised" in Ml 12:20. Same word as in Ex 12:46, 

which refers to the Passover lamb. Not the same word as in v 33. 
10. Or, "thrust through, killed". Elsewhere only in Rev 1:7. GK 1708. 

Not the same word as in v 34. Zech 12: I 0 is being quoted from the 
Hebrew. This word is used in the LXX in Num 22:29; Judg 9:54; 
Isa 14: 19, etc. 

11. Parallel account at Mt 27:57; Mk 15:42; Lk 23:50. 
12. Or, "concealed, secret". On this word, see 8:59. 
13. Some manuscripts say "the body o/Jesus" {N}. 
14. This is a transliterated Greek word referring to the aromatic sap of 

a tree. Used only here. GK 264. 
15. That is, Roman pounds. On this word, see 12:3. Equivalent to 33 

kilograms or 72 sixteen-ounce pounds. This is a large amount, such 
as would be done for a king. 

16. Elsewhere only in 20:5, 6, 7; and Lk 24:12. GK 3856. Not related 
to the word in Lk 23:53. Related to "sheet" in Act 10: 11. 

17. Elsewhere only in 18:1, 26; Lk 13:19. GK 3057. Related to "gar
dener" in 20: 15. 

18. This is a participle, "was having been laid". On this word, see "put" 
in Act 19:21. Not related to the word in Lk 23:53 (GK 3023). Some 
manuscripts say "was laid" {N}. 

19. Parallel account at Mt 28:1; Mk 16:1; Lk 24:1. 
20. On Mary, see Lk 8:2. 
21. This is the word "affectionately-love" in 21: 15. Elsewhere in this 

phrase (see 13:23), John uses the word "devotedly-love" in 21:15. 
Some think no difference in meaning is intended. 

22. Or, "having looked". Same word as in v 11. On this word, see Lk 
24:12. 

23. Some manuscripts omit this word {N}. 
24. John may mean the cloths were lying collapsed in the form of the 

body, but he does not state this. The point of all the detail in this 
verse is that the graveclothes were not missing, or strewn all over, 
as would be the case ifthe body had been stolen. 

25. Or, "rolled up, folded up". On this word, see "wrapped" in Mt 27:59. 
26. Some think John believed in the resurrection, even though he did 

not yet understand that all along the Scripture had said it must be 
this way; others, that he believed Jesus, in reference to His going to 
the Father ( 13:33; 14:2), but did not yet understand that He was 
raised back to life on earth. 

27. Among others, John is referring to Ps 16, which Peter quotes on 
Pentecost, Act 2:25-32. Here, John says that Jesus "must" rise; 
there, Peter says that it was "not possible" that He be held by death. 

28. By "them", some think John means the other disciples, Lk 24:9; 
others, their homes. 

29. Parallel account at Mk 16:9. 
30. That is, Mary Magdalene, v 18. 
31. Or, this word may simply introduce the quotation, "She says to 

them that "They took ... ". 
32. Some manuscripts say "And having" {N}. 
33. On this word, see 6:66. More literally, Mary "turned to the things 

behind". She turned away from the tomb. Some think that she heard 
Jesus behind her, or that the angels looked or pointed to Him when 
He appeared. 

34. It is nowhere stated why Jesus appeared first to the women. But it 
is fitting that the One who said the greatest ones will be servants 
(Mt 20:26), appeared first to those who served Him (Lk 8:3). 

35. More literally, "is", as the Greek typically phrases it. 

A. Mk 6:25 B. Jn I :7 C. Jn I :7 D. Jn 7:28 E. Mt 27:57 F. Lk 6:40 G. Eph 5:21 H. I Tim 2: 12 J. Mt 2: 11 K. I Cor 7:27 L. Mk 16: I 
M. Lk I :9 N. Mt 26: 12 0. Mt 23:29 P. Jn 19:31 Q. Mk 13:35 R. Jn I :5 S. 2 Thes 3: I T. Gal I :6, quickly U. Mt 3: 10 V. Jn 11 :44 
W. I Jn 2:29, know X. Mt 16:21 Y. Lk 18:33 Z. Jn 11 :33 AA. Mt 8:2, master BB. Jn 2:4 CC. Phil 2:21 



John 20:16 384 Verse 

2D. That one, thinkingA that He is the gardener', says to Him, "Sir°, if you carried Him awayC, 
tell me where you put Him, and I will take Him" 

JD. Jesus says to her, "Mary" I 1, 

4D. That one, having turned2
, says to Him in Hebrew3

, "Rabboni0 !" (which means, Teacher) 
5D. Jesus says to her, "Do not be clinging-to4 Me, for I have not yet gone-up5 to the Father.6 I~ 

But go to My brothers and say to them, 'I am going-up7 to My Father and your Father, 
and My God8 and your God'" 

5C. Mary the Magdalene comes9
, announcing to the disciples that "I have seenw the Lord", and I:) 

that He said these things to her 

4 l3. 11 Then- being evening on that first day of the week, 12 and the doors having been locked 13 where I · 1 

the disciples 14 were 15 because of the fearE of the Jews- Jesus came and stood in their midstF 

I ( ·. And He says to them, "Peace to you" 

ID And having said this, He showed0 them 16 His hands and His side 2fl 
2D. Then the disciples rejoiced17

, having seen the Lord 

2C. Then Jesus 18 said to them again, "Peace to you. Just as the Father has sent Me forth, I also am .:'I 
sending 19 you20

" 

1 D. And having said this, He breathed-on21 them 
20. And He says to them, "ReceiveH the Holy Spirit. 22 "Ifyou23 forgive! the sins of any, they , 

have been forgiven24 for them. If you retain25 the sins of any, they have been retained" 

58. Now Thomas, one of the twelve, the one being called DidymusK, was not with them when Jesus came 2 l 

IC. So the other disciples were saying to him, "We have seen the Lord!" .:'' 
2C ·. But the one said to them, "Unless I see the mark26 of the nails27 in His hands, and put my finger 

into the mark28 of the nails, and put my hand into His side, I will by no means believe" 
JC. And after eight days, His disciples were again inside, and Thomas was with them. Jesus ~'' 

comes- the doors having been locked 

ID. And He stood in their midst and said, "Peace to you" 
2D. Then He says to Thomas, "Bring29 your finger here and see My hands. And bring your 

hand and put it into My side. And do not be30 unbelievingL, but believing31 " 

JD. Thomas32 responded and said to Him,33 "My Lord8 and my God!" .:'S 
4D. Jesus says to him, "You have34 believed because you have seen Me. BlessedM are the .'<> 

ones not having seen and having believed" 

6B. Then indeed35 Jesus also did many other signs36 in the presence ofHis37 disciples, which have not 111 

been written38 in this book. "But these things have been written 1 I 

IC. So that you may believe39 that Jesus is the Christ, the Son of God 
2C. And so that believing, you may have lifeN in His name0 



385 John 20:31 

I. Used only here. GK 3058. Related to "garden" in 19:41. 
2. Mary has walked by Jesus, or turned back to the tomb, for now she 

must tum back (v 14) to Him again. 
3. Some manuscripts omit this word {K}. 
4. This word means "to touch", with the nuance coming from the con

text. Here, it means "take hold of, hang on to, cling to". The gram
mar implies, "Stop clinging". There is a similar case in Greek 
literature of people "taking hold" (same word), in astonishment and 
delight, of the hands, knees and clothing of a friend who had been 
presumed dead. Here, Mary needs to "stop clinging" and "be 
going". GK 721. Same word as "touch" in I Cor 7:1. In Mt 28:9, 
they "take hold of" His feet (different word). 

5. Or, "ascended". Same word as in 3:13; 6:62; Act 2:34; Rom 10:6; 
and as "ascended" in Eph 4:8, 9, 10. GK 326. 

6. Some think Jesus means that He will not be staying with Mary now, 
but must depart and ascend to the Father (for reasons of which we 
are ignorant); others, that there is no need for Mary to cling to Him, 
because He is not yet ascending to the Father (which He does not 
do for 40 days), and He has an urgent mission for her. There are 
other views. Some manuscripts say "My Father" {N}. 

7. That is, I am alive, and in the process of ascending to My Father 
(meaning either an immediate, or a forty-day process). 

8. Compare Eph 1:17. 
9. Or, "goes". On this word, see Mk 16:2. 
10. Some manuscripts say "that she has seen the Lord, and" {N). 
11. Parallel account at Mk 16:14; Lk 24:36. 
12. That is, Sunday evening. This is a Roman way of speaking. In Jew

ish terms, this is the evening of the second day of the week. Satur
day night is the evening of the first day. 

13. Or, "shut". Same word as in v 26; Lk 11:7; Act 5:23. Elsewhere 
only as "shut" 12 times. GK 3091. Related to "key". 

14. There were others present in addition to the apostles, Lk 24:33. 
Some think John is referring to them all; others, to the apostles. 

15. Some manuscripts say "had gathered together" {A}, a participle, 
"were having been gathered together". 

16. Some manuscripts add "both" {N}. 
17. This fulfills 16:22, where Jesus used this same word. 
18. Some manuscripts say "Then He said ... " { C}. 
19. Not the same word as "send forth" earlier. Jesus has used both 

words ofHimself(Jn 20:21; 5:37), and of them (Jn 17:18; 20:21). 
He mentioned this sending in His prayer for them in 17:18. This 
word is used 79 times. GK 4287. On the unrelated word "send 
forth", see "send out" in Mk 3: 14. Some think no difference in 
meaning is intended. 

20. Some think Jesus is referring to the apostles, His witnesses from 
the beginning (15:27). In this case, He is specifically commission
ing them ( 17: 18), and by application, all who believe through their 
word ( 17:20). Others think He is referring to all present there (com
pare Lk 24:33-36) as representatives of all the church, which is 
composed of witnesses in a broader sense. 

21. Or, "blew on". This is done to indicate that the Spirit comes from 
Jesus to these disciples. Used only here. GK 1874. Same word as 
when God "breathed" life into Adam, Gen 2:7; and in Ezek 21:31 
(wrath), 37:9 (life). II was also used of "blowing in" a musical 
instrument, and of"inflating" something. 

22. Some think this is symbolic of the coming that actually occurs on 

Pentecost; others, of Jesus giving the Spirit here not to individu
als, but to the church as a whole. Others think this is a partial recep
tion by the disciples of the Spirit or a gift of the Spirit, the fullness 
coming on Pentecost. For example, some think they receive spiri
tual life here, and gifts of power in Acts 2. Others think this is in 
regard to their commission for the mission just mentioned, while 
Acts 2 brings the power for it (Lk 24:49). Others link this specifi
cally with the authority given next. Others think the Spirit was given 
here to lead them into the truth, and that this complements Lk 
24:45. There are other views. 

23. Some think this authority is given to the apostles and those who car
ried on their office, ministers; others, to all individual Christians; 
others, to the church as a whole, represented by all the disciples 
present on this night. 

24. On this word, see Mt 6: 12. Some manuscripts say "they are for
given" {B}. 

25. Or, "hold firm, hold on to, hold fast, hold back". On forgiving and 
retaining sins, compare Mt 16:19; 18:18. Some think Jesus is giving 
authority to His ministers to absolve sins. Others think this refers to 
the authority of believers to speak for Jesus, based on His word; to say 
with His authority based on a person's confession that God forgives 
them or God does not forgive them, as in 8:24, 47; 9:41 (your sin 
remains); Act 2:38; etc. On this word, see "hold on to" in Heb 4:14. 

26. Or, "imprint". On this word, see "pattern" in I Pet 5:3. 
27. Used only in this verse. GK 2464. Related to the verb in Col 2: 14. 
28. Some manuscripts say "place" {N}. 
29. Jesus commands Thomas to do what he said he must do. Some 

think he did so, as did the others the week before, Lk 24:39. Oth
ers think Thomas no longer felt the need to do so. 

30 This is a command. The grammar implies, "Stop being ... ". 
31. Or, "faithless, but faithful". Both are adjectives. On this word see 

"faithful" in Col I :2. 
32. Some manuscripts say "And Thomas ... " {N}. 
33. Note that this is spoken to Jesus, not as an exclamation. Now believ

ing, Thomas addresses Jesus as God. He "honors the Son just as he 
honors the Father'', 5:23. If Jesus is not God, Thomas is blaspheming. 

34. Jesus characterizes Thomas's comment as "believing". After see
ing what the ten others saw, he also believes. Some manuscripts say 
"Thomas, you have ... " {K}. Some punctuate this as a question, 
"Have you ... Me?" 

35. Or, "So indeed, Now indeed". Same idiom as "so indeed" in 19:24, 
John's only other use of it. 

36. Some take this narrowly in this context as referring to signs of the 
resurrection of Jesus, authenticating His resurrection, such as eating 
broiled fish with them (Lk 24:43). In this case, it is the conclusion 
of the resurrection event. Others take it broadly as referring to the 
signs (miracles) done throughout His ministry. In this case, it is the 
conclusion to chapters 1-20. In either case, John's point is the same. 

37. Some manuscripts say "the" {C}. 
38. This is a participle, "are not having been written". On this expres

sion, see 2:17. John has written of seven, 11:1. 
39. Some manuscripts have this word in a different tense, "may be 

believing" { C}; that is, "may continue believing". Same word and 
variant as in 19:35. Some narrow John's purpose for writing this 
book to evangelism ("believe") or edification ("continue believing") 
based on the tense of this word. Consult the commentaries. 

A. Lk 19: 11 B. Mt 8:2, master C. Mt 8: 17, carry D. Mk I 0:51 E. Eph 5:21 F. 2 Thes 2:7 G. I Tim 6: 15 H. Rom 7:8, taken J. Mt 6: 12 
K.Jnll:l6 L.Mtl7:17 M.Lk6:20 N.Rom8:10 0.2Tim2:19 



John 21:1 386 Verse: 

1 hi\. After1 these things Jesus manifested2 Himself again to the disciples at the Sea o/Tiberias3
• And He 21 I 

manifested Himself as follows-

I B. Simon Peter, and Thomas (the one being called DidymusA), and Nathanael8 (the one from Cana of 2 
Galilee), and the sons o/Zebedee,4 and two other of His disciples were together 

I ( · Simon Peter says to them, "I am going5 to fish". They say to him, "We are also coming with 
you". They went out and got into the boat6 

::'C. And during that night they caughtc nothing 

::'13. Now having already become7 early-morning, Jesus stood at the shore. But the disciples did not 4, 
know that it was8 Jesus 

IC. So Jesus says to them, "Children9
, you do not have any fish-to-eat 10

, do you?" 11 :\ 

2C. They answered Him, "No" 
3C. And the One said to them, "Cast0 the netE to the right side of the boat and you will find them" I> 

4( ·. So they cast it, and they were no longer strong-enough F to drawG it [into the boat] because of 
the multitudeH of the fish 12 

:'C. Then that disciple whom Jesus was loving13 says to Peter, "It is the Lord" 

ID. So Simon Peter- having heard that it was 14 the Lord- tied his outer-gannent15 around1 

himse/f(for he was naked 16), and threw0 himself into the sea 
2D. But the other disciples came in the small-boat17 (for they were not far from the land, but X 

about two-hundred cubits 18 away)- draggingK the net of fish 

hC Then when they got out to the land, they see a charcoal-fire19 lying there, and fish20 lying upon 'I 

it, and bread 

ID. Jesus says to them, "Bring from the fish which you now caughtc" I() 

I I'.. So21 Simon Peter went up and drewG the net to22 land, fuUL a/large fish-a hundred I I 
fifty three 

21·:. And though being so many, the net was not tomM 

21 )_ Jesus says to them, "Come, eat-breakfast23" I .1 

IE. And24 none of the disciples was daringN to question25 Him, "Who are You?", 
knowing that it was26 the Lord 

21 :. Jesus27 comes and takes the bread and gives it to them, and the fish likewise I ' 

7C. This is now28 the third time Jesus was manifested29 to the disciples30 after having arisen31 from 14 
the dead 

311. Then when they ate-breakfast, Jesus says to Simon Peter I' 

I < ·. "Simon, son of John32
, do you devotedly-love33 Me more than these34?" 

ID. He says to Him, "Yes, Lord. You know that I affectionately-love35 You" 
21) He says to him, "Be feeding36 My lambs" 

2C . He says to him again a second time, "Simon, son of John, do you devotedly-love Me37?" I (l · 



387 John 21:16 

I. Chapter 21 relates the next appearance of Jesus, the third (v 14), 
and the lessons taught in it. John may simply be continuing on with 
what actually happened in historical sequence. Others think the 
book culminates in 20:30-31, and that chapter 21 is an appendix 
added by John to explain what happened to Peter and to clear up a 
misunderstanding (v 23 ). Others think it was not written by John 
(see 21 :24), but was added at a later date. There is no manuscript 
evidence lacking chapter 21. 

2. Or, "revealed, showed''. On this word, see "made evident" in I Jn 
2:19. 

3. This is the Roman name for the Sea of Galilee. See 6: I. 
4. That is, James and John (the one writing this Gospel), Mt I 0:2. This 

is the closest John comes to naming himself in this book. 
5. Some think this implies a turning away from Christ; others, a nerv

ous waiting for Him- "Let's stop sitting around waiting for His 
next appearance. Let's do something. I'm going fishing!". 

6. Some manuscripts add "immediately" {N}. 
7. Some manuscripts say "already becoming morning", meaning it 

was still dark {N}. 
8. More literally, "is", as the Greek typically phrases it. 
9. Or, "Boys, Lads''. On this word, see I Jn 2: 14. 
I 0. Or, "fish''. This word refers to fish as something to eat, rather than 

as an animal (the word in v 6). John uses a synonym in v 9. Thus 
he uses three different words for "fish" in v 5-13. Used only here. 
GK 4709. Related to "eat''. 

11. The grammar indicates a "no" answer is expected. 
12. This is the word for fish as an animal, also in v 8, 11. Used 20 times. 

GK2716. 
13. This is John's self-designation, 13:23. 
14. More literally, "is", as the Greek typically phrases it. 
15. Used only here. GK 2087. Related to "put on over" in 2 Cor 5:2. 
16. That is, wearing only his underclothes, stripped for work. On this 

word, see Jam 2: 15. 
17. This may be another word for the fishing boat, or it may refer to a 

small boat tied to it. 
18. On this measure, see Rev 21: 17. Here it amounts to about 100 yards 

or 92 meters. 
19. Elsewhere only in 18: 18. GK 471. Related to "coal" in Rom 12:20. 
20. On this word, which is also in v IO, 13, see 6:9. 
21. Some manuscripts omit this word {N}. 
22. Some manuscripts say "on" {N}. 
23. Same word as in v 15. On this word, see "eat the morning meal" 

in Lk 11:37. 
24. Some manuscripts omit this word {N}. 

25. Or, "examine, inquire of''. On this word, see "search out" in Mt 
IO:! I. 

26. More literally, "is", as the Greek typically phrases it. 
27. Some manuscripts say "Then Jesus" {N). Jesus serves them. 
28. Or, "already, by this time". On this word, see "already" in Mt 24:32. 
29. Or, "appeared''. Same word as in v I, but different grammar. 
30. That is, to a group of the disciples, the other two being in 20: 19 

and 26. 
31. Or, "having been raised''. On this word, see "arose" in Mt 28:6. 
32. Some manuscripts say "Jonah" {B} here and in v 16, 17. See Jn I :42. 
33. Or, "love". Compare the synonym below. This is the verb related to 

"agape''. It can refer to a volitional love, a love rooted in the one 
loving rather than elicited by the one loved. Same word as in Mt 
5:43; 22:37; Mk 10:21; Lk 6:32; Jn 3:16; 11:5; 14:15; Rom 9:13; 
13:8; Gal 2:20; Eph 5:25; I Jn 2:15; 4:7, 19; Rev 1:5; 12:11. Used 
143 times, all except here in v 15-16 being rendered "love''. GK 26. 
Related to the noun "love" in I Jn 4: 16, and "beloved" in Mt 3: 17. 

34. Some think Jesus means "these other disciples", since Peter had said 
"Though all fall, I will not'', Mt 26:33; Mk 14:29. Other think He 
means "these fish", your former life. The grammar permits either. 

35. Or, "love''. Peter uses a different word for "love''. Some do not 
think any distinction between these words is intended (as in 13:23, 
20:2), but that it is a stylistic variation (as with lambs/sheep, 
feed/shepherd, know/recognize here. See also "fish-to-eat" in v 5; 
send forth/send in 20:21 ). The use of synonyms in this way is a 
mark of John's writing style. Others think that while there is not 
always a distinction between them, a distinction is intended here. 
Jesus says agapao in v 15, 16, a volitional love given based on 
decision and choice. It is a love based on the commitment of the 
one loving. Peter may be reluctant to use this word because he had 
made a different choice- he denied Jesus three times. So Peter 
saysphileo in v 15, 16, 17, a love coming in response to something 
favorable in the other person. It is a friendship kind of love; a love 
based on the affectionate feelings one has for the other. This word 
is used 25 times, three times as "kiss" (see Mt 26:48), the rest (out
side ofv 15-17 here) as "love''. GK 5797. Related to "friend" in 
Lk 14: 10; "kiss" in Rom 16: 16; and words such as "love of money 
(I Tim 6: 10), "love for mankind" (Tit 3:4), and "brotherly love" 
(Heb 13:1). 

36. Or, "tending, grazing, leading to pasture''. Same word as in v 17. 
Elsewhere only in Mt 8:30, 33; Mk 5:11, 14; Lk 8:32, 34, 15:15. 
GK 1081. 

37. Note that this time Jesus drops the idea of comparison, "more than 
these". 

A. Jn 11: 16 B. Jn I :45 C. Jn 11 :57, seize D. Rev 2:22, throw E. Mt 4:20 F. Gal 5:6, can do G. Jn 6:44 H. Act 6:2 J. Jn 13:5, tied around 
K. Rev 12:4, sweeps away L. Rom 15:14 M. Mt 27:51 N. 2 Cor 11:21 



John 21:17 388 

ID. He says to Him, "Yes, Lord. You know that I affectionately-love You" 
2D. He says to him, "Be shepherding1 My sheep2

" 

Verse: 

3C. He says to him the third3 time, "Simon, son of John, do you affectionately-love Me?" 17 

ID. Peter was grievedA because4 He said to him the third time, "Do you affectionately-love 
Me?". And he says to Him, "Lord, You know all things. You recognize5 that I 
affectionately-love You" 

2D. Jesus6 says to him, "Be feeding8 My sheep 

IE. "Trulyc, truly, I say to you, when you were younger, you were girding7 yourself, Ix 
and walking where you were wanting to go. But when you become-old8, you will 
stretch-out0 your hands, and another will gird you, and bring9 you where you are not 
wantingE to go" 

2E. Now this He said, signifying10 by what kind 11 of death he will glorifyF God I lJ 

4C. And having said this, He says to him, "Be following Me!" 
5C. Peter, 12 having turned around, sees the disciple following them whom Jesus was loving13- '(' 

the one who also leaned back on His chest14 during dinner and said, "Lord, who is the one 
handing You over?" 

I[)_ So 15 Peter, having looked-at this one, says to Jesus, "Lord, and what of 16 this one? ~I 

I J·:. Jesus says to him, "If I wantE him to remainG until I come, what is it to you? You 
be following Me!" 

'.'F. Therefore this statementH went out to the brothersi, that "that disciple does not die" 17 ~' 
31' But Jesus did not say to him that he does not die, but "Ifl want him to remain until 

I come, what is it to you 18?" 

This19 one is the discipleK testifyingL about these things, and20 the one having written these21 things, and we22 ~-1 
know that his testimonyM is trueN. •And there are also many other things which Jesus did, which if they should '' 
be written individually0

, I supposer that not even the world itself would have-room-fo~ the books being written23. 



389 John 21:25 

I. Same word as in Act 20:28; I Pet 5:2. On this verb, see Rev 19: 15. 
2. Both here and in v 17, some manuscripts say "little-sheep" {NJ, 

using a related word. 
3. Some think Jesus asks Peter three times because Peter denied Him 

three times. 
4. Or, "that". Some think John means Peter was grieved because Jesus 

asked him a third time. The fact that Jesus now substitutes the other 
word for "love" only proves there is no distinction between them. 
Others think that it was because on this third time, His question 
refers to the exact same kind of love Peter had just claimed twice. 
Whether Peter thought he was claiming a different (lower, less voli
tional and God-like; or higher, more personal and tender) kind of 
love or not, it would surely grieve him that the Lord questioned pre
cisely what he was claiming. GK 4022. 

5. Or, "know, understand". On this word, see "know" in Lk I :34. This 
is a different word than previously in v 15, 16, and 17 (on which 
see I Jn 2:29). No distinction may be intended. These two words 
occur together also in Mt 24:43; Mk 4: 13; Lk 12:39; Jn 7:27; 8:55; 
13:7; Rom 7:7; I Cor 2: 11; 2 Cor 5:16; Eph 5:5; Heb 8:11; I Jn 
2:29; 5:20. 

6. Some manuscripts say "He says ... " { C}. 
7. That is, tying on your belt. On this word, see Act 12:8. 
8. Elsewhere only as "grow aged" in Heb 8:13. GK 1180. Related to 

"old age" in Lk I :36. 
9. Or, "carry, lead". On this word, see "carried" in 2 Pet 1:17. 

10. On this word, see Rev I: I. "Signifying by what kind of death" is 
also in 12:33; 18:32. That is, others will have control over Peter and 
lead him away to his death. 

11. Some think John means "a martyr's death"; others, crucifixion. 
Peter was crucified by Nero in about A.D. 64-65. 

12. Some manuscripts say "Now Peter ... " [N}. 
13. On this self-designation, see 13:23. 
14. Same word as in 13:25. 
15. Some manuscripts omit this word {NJ. 
16. Or, "as to, with reference to". Same grammar as in Act 12:18, "what 

became of Peter". 
17. That is, prior to the second coming of Jesus. 
18. Some manuscripts omit "what is it to you" {C}. 
19. That is, the one defined by the two descriptions in v 20, the sub

ject ofv 20-23. With the reference to himself still in his mind, John 
now transitions to the conclusion the book. putting the emphasis 
back on Jesus. 

20. Or, "even". 
21. Note the comparison between "these things written" and "other things 

not written" next. John is giving his attestation to the whole book. 
22. Some think John is referring to himself, as in 3 Jn 12. Others think 

this was added by others (perhaps the elders at Ephesus), adding 
their testimony to John's. Some holding this view think this indi
cates that all of chapter 21 was added by these other witnesses. 

23. Some manuscripts add "amen" {N}. 

A. 2 Cor 7:9 B. Jn 21:15 C. Jn 1:51 D. Act 27:30 E. Jn 7:17, willing F. Rom 8:30 G. Jn 15:4, abide H. I Cor 12:8, word J. Act 16:40 
K. Lk 6:40 L. Jn I :7 M. Jn I :7 N. Jn 6:55 0. Eph 5:33 P. Phil I: 17 Q. 2 Pet 3:9, make room for 





391 
Overview Acts 
I A. I made the first account, Theophilus, about all Jesus began to do and teach. He commanded the 

apostles to wait for the promise of the Father, and was lifted up. They returned to Jerusalem 
2A. And during these days, the brothers chose Matthias to take Judas's place of ministry and apostleship 
3A. And on the day of Pentecost, they were all together at the same place 

I 8. And a noise like wind, and tongues like fire came. They began to speak in other tongues 
28. The Jews marveled that they heard their native languages. Others said they were drunk 
38. And Peter said, God raised Jesus whom you killed, and He has poured forth what you see. 

Know for certain, God made Him both Lord and Christ- this Jesus whom you crucified 
48. And they said, What shall we do? Peter said, repent and be saved from this generation 
58. So indeed, about three thousand were added on that day 

4A. Now they were devoting themselves to teaching, fellowship, breaking bread, and prayers. Many 
signs and wonders were taking place through the apostles. They were sharing with one another 

SA. Now Peter and John were going up to the temple at the hour of prayer 

I 8. And a man lame from birth was begging to receive alms 
28. And Peter healed him, and he walked into the temple. The people were astonished 
38. And Peter said, God glorified Jesus, whom you denied. On the basis of faith in His name, this 

man was healed. And now, repent and return 
48. And while they were speaking, the priests came upon them and jailed them 
58. Peter told them it was by the name of Jesus whom you crucified that this man was healed. 

There is salvation in no other. They warned, threatened, and released them 
68. And they all praised God, prayed to speak with boldness, and were filled with the Spirit 

1 :1-14 

1:15-26 
2:1 

2:2-4 
2:5-13 

2:14-36 

2:37-40 
2:41 

2:42-47 

3:1 

3:2-3 
3:4-10 

3:11-26 

4:1-4 
4:5-22 

4:23-31 

6A. Now the heart and soul of the believers was one. And they sold their belongings to help those 
among them in need. Ananias did so deceitfully and died. Great fear came upon all 

4:32-5: 11 

7A. 

8A. 
9A. 

Now many signs and wonders were taking place through the apostles. Many were coming to them. 
The priests, filled with jealousy, arrested them. Peter said, We must obey God, not man. He raised 
Jesus, and we are witnesses. Gamaliel advised caution. They beat and released them 
Now a complaint arose over the serving of food. They selected seven men to be put in charge of it 
Now Stephen was doing great wonders and signs among the people 

I 8. Some argued with him, but they were unable to resist his wisdom. They stirred up others 
28. And they seized him, and dragged him before the Sanhedrin, and accused him 
38. And Stephen said, Your Fathers killed the Prophets who announced the Messiah, whom you 

also betrayed and murdered. You received the Law, but do not keep it 
48. And they were infuriated in their hearts, and grinding their teeth at him 
58. But full of the Spirit, Stephen said, I see Jesus standing on the right side of God 
68. And they cried out, and rushed upon him, and stoned him to death, Saul approving 
78. And a great persecution arose, and they were dispersed to the regions of Judea and Samaria 
88. So indeed, the ones having been dispersed went about announcing the word as good news 

I OA. Now Philip, having gone to Samaria, was proclaiming Christ to them 

I 8. And the crowds paid attention to his word, and the signs he was doing, including Simon 
28. And when they believed, they were being baptized, both men and women. Simon also 

5:12-42 

6:1-7 
6:8 

6:9-12 
6:12-7:1 

7:2-53 

7:54 
7:55-56 

7:57-8: 1 
8: 1-3 

8:4 

8:5 

8:6-11 
8:12-13 
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3B. And the apostles in Jerusalem, having heard, sent Peter and John, who prayed so that they 
might receive the Spirit. Simon tried to buy this power, and was rebuked by Peter 

4B. Now an angel directed Philip to an Ethiopian court official reading Isa 53. He was saved 
5B. And Philip was evangelizing all the cities from Azotus to Caesarea 

Overview 

8: 14-25 

8:26-39 
8:40 

I lA. Now Saul requested letters to Damascus authorizing him to imprison any belonging to the Way 9: 1-2 

18. And drawing near Damascus, Jesus appeared and said, Why are you persecuting Me? 
2B. Ananias was sent to him. Saul regained his sight and was baptized 
3B. Now Saul proclaimed Jesus in Damascus. They plotted against him, but he escaped 
4B. And having arrived in Jerusalem, Barnabas led him to the apostles 
5B. So indeed the church in Judea, Galilee and Samaria was having peace and increasing 

12A. Now Peter, passing through all the regions, came down to Lydda 

1 B. And he healed a man in Lydda, and all who lived there turned to the Lord 
2B. Called to Joppa, Peter raised Tabitha (Dorcas). He stayed with Simon, the tanner 
3B. God told Cornelius to call for Peter. He believed and God poured out the Spirit on him 
4B. Now those in Jerusalem objected to this at first, but then perceived it as the work of God 

9:3-9 
9:10-19 
9: 19-25 
9:26-30 

9:31 

9:32 

9:33-35 
9:36-43 
10:1-48 
11:1-18 

l 3A. Those dispersed to Antioch saw many Gentiles tum to the Lord. The church at Jerusalem sent 11: 19-12:25 
Barnabas. He got Saul, and they taught there for a year. Agabus predicted a famine. The 
Antioch church sent Barnabas and Saul to Jerusalem with an offering to help. Herod had James 
put to death and imprisoned Peter, but the Lord freed him. Barnabas and Saul returned 

14A. The Spirit spoke through prophets in the church at Antioch, sending out Barnabas and Saul 13: 1-J 

lB. So indeed, having sailed to Cyprus, Paul blinded Elymas. The proconsul believed 
2B. In Pisidian Antioch, Paul proclaimed Jesus. Some believed, others drove him out 
3B. In Iconium, the same thing occurred 
4B. In Lystra, Paul was declared to be a god. After Jews came, he was stoned 
5B. In Derbe, Paul proclaimed the gospel, then returned to the churches, strengthening them 
6B. And they returned to Syrian Antioch, and reported to the church all that God did 

13:4-12 
13: 13-52 

14: 1-7 
14:8-20 

14:21-23 
14:24-27 

15A. Now while spending some time in Antioch, some came from Judea saying, You must be 14:28-15:34 
circumcised. Paul and Barnabas disputed this. The church sent them to Jerusalem, where Peter 
and James said, God has accepted the Gentiles. They returned to Antioch with a letter 

l 6A. Now after spending some days in Antioch, Paul wanted to return with Barnabas to the cities 15:35-36 

lB. 
2B. 

3B. 
4B. 
5B. 
6B. 
7B. 
8B. 

And Barnabas was wanting to take John Mark. Paul disagreed, and they split up 
Paul chose Silas and departed, having been handed over to the grace of God by the 
brothers. They went through Syria, Cilicia, Derbe and Lystra, where he found Timothy 
And they passed through to Troas, where in a vision, God called them to Macedonia 
In Philippi, Paul cast out a demon and was jailed by a mob. The jailer was saved 
In Thessalonica, the Jews dragged Jason before the authorities and forced Paul to leave 
In Berea, they searched the Scriptures. The Jews from Thessalonica came to agitate 
In Athens, Paul was alone. He spoke in the synagogues, the market, and the Areopagus 
In Corinth, Paul found Aquila and Priscilla. The Lord told him in a vision not to fear, that he 
would not be harmed, but to speak. He taught there for 18 months 

15:37-19 
15:40-16:5 

16:6-10 
16:11-40 

17: 1-9 
17:10-14 
17:15-34 
18:1-17 
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9B. And Paul sailed off to Syria. He stopped in Ephesus, and promised to return, leaving 
Priscilla and Aquila there. From Caesarea, he went up to the church, and back to Antioch 

17 A. After some time, Paul departed, passing through Galatia and Phrygia, strengthening the disciples 

I B. Apollos came to Ephesus, was instructed by Priscilla and Aquila, and went to Corinth 
2B. Paul came to Ephesus. He laid hands on some to receive the Spirit. He spoke in the 

synagogue, then in the school ofTyrannus for two years. The word was prevailing 

l 8A. Now when these things were completed, Paul put in his spirit to be going to Jerusalem, having 
passed through Macedonia and Achaia, and then to go to Rome 

I B. And Paul sent Timothy and Erastus ahead to Macedonia, and held on in Asia for a time 
2B. Now at this time in Ephesus, Demetrius caused no small disturbance concerning the Way 
3B. And after the uproar ceased, Paul proceeded to Macedonia, and through to Greece 
4B. After three months, Paul returned to Philippi, while the others sailed to Troas 
5B. Paul sailed from Philippi to Troas, where Eutychus fell from the window 
6B. In Miletus, Paul summoned the elders from Ephesus, and exhorted them 
7B. In Tyre, the disciples were telling Paul not to go to Jerusalem 
8B. In Caesarea, at the house of Philip, Agabus said Paul would be bound in Jerusalem 
9B. In Jerusalem, Paul was welcomed by the brothers 

IC. On the following day, James suggested a plan to quiet the Jews 
2C. Then Paul was going to the temple, carrying out this plan 
3C. But Jews from Asia saw Paul, and stirred up the crowd, and dragged him out 
4C. And the Roman commander rescued him, chained him, and was taking him in 
5C. And Paul asked permission to speak to the crowd 
6C. And he having permitted it, Paul testified to the Jews about his mission 
7C. And they were listening until he spoke of going to the Gentiles 
8C. And the commander jailed him, and discovered Paul was a Roman 
9C. On the next day, the commander took Paul before the Sanhedrin 
IOC. On the following night, the Lord said, Take courage. You must witness also in Rome 
I IC. The commander discovered a plot to kill Paul, and sent him to Caesarea 

!OB. The soldiers delivered Paul and the commander's Jetter to Felix in Caesarea 

IC. Having read the letter, Felix ordered Paul held until the Jews arrived 
2C. After five days, the Jews came to accuse him, Paul responded, Felix adjourned them 
3C. After some days, Paul spoke to Felix and Drusilla about the gospel 
4C. After two years, the Jews accused Paul before Festus. Paul appealed to Caesar 
5C. Some days later, Paul defended himself before King Agrippa and Bernice 

11 B. Paul was taken to Rome by ship, and suffered a shipwreck along the way 
12B. In Rome, Paul was kept under house arrest with a soldier guarding him for two years. 

And he was preaching the kingdom of God and teaching about the Lord Jesus Christ 
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Acts 1:1 394 Verse 

1 .\. I made the first 1 account2 about everything, 0 Theophilus3
, which Jesus began4 both to do and teach 

until which day He was taken-up5 [after] having given-commands6 through the Holy Spirit to the apostles 
whom He choseA-"to whom He indeed presented8 Himself alive7 after His suffering by8 many 
convincing-proofs9, appearing 10 to them during 11 forty days, and speaking the things concerning the 
kingdomc of God 

0 
L 

I B. And being assembled-with 12 them 

I ( He ordered0 them not to depart from Jerusalem, but to wait-for the promise of the Fatherll 
"which you heard from Me. "Because John 14 baptizedE with water- but you will be baptized 
with 15 the Holy Spirit after these not many 16 days!" 

2C. So indeed the ones having come together were asking Him, saying, "Lord, are You restoring 17 1i 

the kingdomc to Israel at this time?" 18 • •And He said to them 19-

ID. "It is not yours to know the times or seasons20 which the Father appointed21 by His own 
authorityF 

2D. "But you will receive power22
- the Holy Spirit having comeG upon you :'\ 

3 D. "And you will be My witnesses23
- both in Jerusalem and in all Judea and Samaria, and 

as far as the last place of the earth24
" 

:;c. And having said25 these things, while they were looking, He was lifted-up". And a cloud 'I 

received26 Him from their eyes 
-'IC. And as they were looking-intentJyl into heaven, while He was going- and behold, two men J 1) 

in whiteK clothing were standing near them,• who also said I I 

ID. "Galilean men, why do you stand looking into heaven? This Jesus having been taken-up 
from you into heaven will come in this manner- the way you saw Him going into heaven" 

213. Then they returned to Jerusalem27 from the mountain being called 'of Olives', which is near I~ 
Jerusalem (having a journey of a Sabbath)28 

I ( ·. And when they went in the city, they went up to the upper-room29 where they were staying- I ' 

ID. Both Peter and John30
, and James31 and Andrew 

2D. Philip and Thomas 
JD Bartholomew and Matthew 
41>. James the son of Alphaeus, and Simon the ZealotL, and Judas the son of James 

2C. These all were devoting-themselvesM with-one-accord32 to prayer,33 along with women, and I l 
Mary the mother of Jesus, and His34 brothers 

2A. And during these days35
, Peter, having stood up in the midstN a/the brothers36 (and the crowd0 of names37 I' 

at the same place38 was about one-hundred twenty), said 

I A. "MenP, brotherso_ I<• 

IC. "The ScriptureR had-to39 be fulfilleds which the Holy Spirit spoke-beforehand40 through the 
mouth a/David concerning Judas, the one having become a guide for the ones having arrestedT 
Jesus, "because41 he was numbered42 among43 us, and received44 his share45 of this46 ministryu" I " 



395 Acts 1:17 

I. Luke's grammar implies a second, this book of Acts. 
2. Or, "treatise". Luke and Acts are two parts of one work. Each filled 

one papyrus scroll. On this word, see "word" in I Cor 12:8. 
3. Some think this was an actual person of prominence. It was a name 

used by both Jews and Gentiles. Since the name means "lover of 
God" or "loved by God", others think it might be a symbolic name 
for all such people. Elsewhere only in Lk I: I. GK 2541. 

4. What Jesus began Himself to do in Luke, He continues to do in Acts 
through His apostles. 

5. Same word as in v 11, 22; 10:16; Mk 16:19; I Tim 3:16. Used 13 
times. GK 377. Related to "ascension" in Lk 9:51. 

6. Or, "commanded". Same word as "command" in 13:47. One of 
these commands is in v 4. On this word, see Mk I 0:3. 

7. Or, "living". This is a participle. On this word, see "came to life" 
in Rev 20:4. 

8. Or, "in, with, by means of". GK 1877. 
9. Or, "positive proofs, sure signs". Used only here. GK 5447. 
I 0. Or, "being seen by them". Used only here. GK 3964. Related to 

"vision" in 2 Cor 12: I. 
11. Not continuously, but periodically during this period. This verse 

summarizes Lk 24: 13-45. 
12. Or, And "coming together". Verses 4-8 expand the "having given 

orders" ofv 2, and "speaking" ofv 3, and coincide with the meet
ings in Lk 24:46-49 and 24:50. The meaning of this word is not cer
tain. Others think it means "while eating with"; others, that it is an 
alternate spelling of a word meaning "while staying with". Used 
only here. GK 5259. 

13. That is, the promise given by the Father, consisting of the Helper, 
the Holy Spirit, Jn 14: 16, 26. Compare Act 2:33. 

14. Jesus uses grammar that emphasizes the contrast between the two 
halves of this sentence. 

15. Or, "in". See Mk I :8 on this, and Mk I :4, 8, 9 on baptism. 
16. That is, after these few days. Jesus ascended 40 days after Passover, 

v 3. The apostles waited I 0 more days until Pentecost, Act 2: I. On 
this idiom, see "no small" in 12: 18. 

I 7. Same word used of what Elijah would do, Mt 17: 11; Mk 9: 12. On 
this word, see Mk 8:25. Related to "restoration" in Act 3:21. God 
took away the kingdom, Mt 21 :43; 23:38. 

18. Some think this question is inappropriate--- a reflection of the apos
tles' faulty understanding of the spiritual kingdom Jesus was estab
lishing, and a yearning for the political kingdom on earth centered 
in Israel which they had expected the Messiah to bring. Others think 
the question is appropriate, and that His answer implies that the 
restoration of such a kingdom to Israel will take place in the future, 
in the Father's own time. Note Lk 21 :31. 

19. That is, to the eleven apostles, v 2, 13; and by application, to all. 
20. The phrase "times and seasons" also occurs in I Thes 5: I. Seasons 

are divisions of times. 
21. Or, "established, fixed, set". Or, "put within His own authority". On 

this word, see "put" in 19:21. 
22. That is, power for works (miracles) and words (proclamation) to 

fulfill their mission, as seen in this book. Same word as "miracle" 
in I Cor 12: 10. 

23. Same word as in Lk 24:48; Act 1:22; 2:32; 3:15; 5:32; 10:39, 41; 
13:31; I Pet 5: I. Used 35 times. GK 3459. Related to "testimony" 

in Jn I :7 and Act 4:33; "testify" in Jn I :7 and I Thes 2: 12. Some 
manuscripts say "be witnesses to Me" { K}. 

24. This phrase "as far as the last place of the earth" is also in 13:47. 
That is, from the nearest city and country to the farthest. 

25. Verses 9-11 expand the "taken up" in v 2, and coincide with Lk 24:51. 
26. Or, "took Him up". This word could mean the cloud lifted Jesus up 

from underneath, as when a dolphin takes up a performer; or, that 
the cloud enveloped Him from below, removing Him from their 
sight. Luke uses four different words to describe this, "carried up" 
in Lk 24:51; "taken up" in Act I :2, 11; "lifted up" earlier in I :9; and 
"received" here. GK 5696. 

27. Verses 12-13 expand on Lk 24:52. 
28. That is, the mountain was within a distance allowable for a journey 

on a Sabbath, which the rabbis determined to be 2000 cubits or 5 
stades, that is, about 1000 yards (.57 miles) or914 meters. Luke does 
not say here where the apostles were on the mountain, but Lk 24:50 
says "near Bethany", which probably means the Bethany side of the 
mountain. Bethany was about 15 stades from Jerusalem, Jn 11: 18. 

29. Or, "upstairs room". Elsewhere only in 9:37, 39; 20:8. GK 5673. 
30. Luke joins the two more prominent brothers of each family, then the 

other two brothers. Note Mt I 0:2. On these apostles, see Lk 6: 14. 
31. Some manuscripts reverse the order of these two names to the more 

familiar "James and John" {N}. 
32. Or, "with one mind, with one purpose". Elsewhere only in 2:46; 4:24; 

5:12; 7:57; 8:6; 12:20; 15:25; 18:12; 19:29; Rom 15:6. GK3924. 
33. This verse expands upon Lk 24:53, bringing the reader up to where 

Luke left off in that book, and completing the introduction to this 
book. Some manuscripts add "and supplication" {N). 

34. Some manuscripts add "with", "and with His brothers" {N}. On the 
brothers and sisters of Jesus, see Mt 13:55-56. 

35. This implies some number of days elapsed since the preceding 
event, though the number not given. 

36. Some manuscripts say "disciples" {N}. 
37. People are referred to as "names" also in Rev 3:4; 11: 13. 
38. Or, "together". On "at the same place'', see 2:47. The location of 

this meeting is not given. Perhaps it was at the temple, or some
where outdoors, given the number of people involved. 

39. Or, "It was necessary that the Scripture be fulfilled". On this idiom, 
see "must" in Mt 16:21. 

40. Or, "foretold". On this word, see Jude 17. 
41. The present situation with Judas is in fulfillment of the Scriptures 

about his death and replacement (v 20), because he-- as the pre
dicted traitor- was counted as one of the twelve to make this ful
fillment possible. 

42. Or, "counted". Or, "had been numbered". This is a participle, Judas 
was "having been numbered". Used only here. GK 2935. Related 
to the word in Lk 22:3, and the word in Lk 12:7. 

43. Some manuscripts say "with" [K}. 
44. On this word, see 2 Pet I: I. Judas obtained his apostleship by divine 

will. The divine lot, so to speak, fell to him. 
45. Or, "the lot". Same word as "lot" in v 26. On this word, see Col I: 12. 
46. That is, his share of the ministry of the apostles (which was to be 

witnesses of Christ's resurrection, v 22, and ministry), from which 
he turned aside (v 25). Judas filled a spot that God created, and that 
must now be re-filled. 

A. I Cor I :27 B. Rom 12: I C. Mt 3:2 D. I Tim I :3, command E. Mk I :8 F. Rev 6:8 G. Lk 21 :26, coming upon H. 2 Cor 11 :20 J. Lk 4:20 
K. Rev 4:4 L. Lk 6: 15 M. Act 2:42 N. 2 Thes 2:7 0. Mk 2: 13, multitude P. I Tim 2: 12 Q. Act 16:40 R. 2 Pet 3: 16 S. Eph 5:18, 
filled T. Lk 22:54 U. I Cor 12:5 



Acts I: 18 396 Verse 

11). Now indeed this one acquiredA a field with the wages8 of unrighteousness 1• And having I x 
become prostrate2, he burst-open in the middle,3 and all his inward-partsc spilled-out0

• 

And it became knownE to all the ones dwelling-inf Jerusalem, so that that field was called 1 'J 

'Hakeldama' in their own4 language, that is, 'Field ofBlood' 5 

2C. "For it has been written in the book of Psalms-

ID. 'Let his residence become desolate6
, and let there not be the one dwellingF in it' 7 [Ps 69:25] 

2D. And, 'let another take his office8
' [Ps 109:8] 

:'.IJ 

:w. "Therefore.from the men having accompanied us during all the time that the Lord Jesus went 2 I 
in and went out among us-"beginning from9 the baptismG of John, until the day that He was 
taken-upH from us- one of these must 10 become a witness1 of His resurrection with us" 

2U. And they put-fonvard11 two- Joseph (the one being called Barsabbas, who was called Justus), and ] ~ 
Matthias 

I ( ·. And having prayed, they said, "You, Lord, heart-knowerK of all- appoint 12 the one whom 
You chose13 from these two "to take the place 14 of this ministryL and apostleshipM from which 
Judas turned-aside to go to his own place" 

2C. And they gave lotsN for them 15 

3C. And the lot fell upon Matthias, and he was added16 with the eleven apostles0 

\ ·\. And during the day o/Pentecost17 being fulfilled 18
, they19 were all together2° at the same place21 

1 fl. And suddenly a noise22 from heaven like of a violent rushingP wind took place, and filledO the 
whole house where they were sitting. ·And dividing23 tonguesR as-if24 of fire appeared5 to them. And 
it25 sat on each one of them 

I ( ·. And they were all filled26 with the Holy Spirit, and began to speak in other27 tongues28 as the 
Spirit was giving the uttering29 to them 

:rn. Now there were Jews30 dwelling in Jerusalem, reverentT men, from every nation under heaven. 

2 I 

And this soundu having taken place, the crowd came together, and was confounded31 because they t• 

were each one hearing them speaking32 in his own language33 ! 

I ( . And they were astonished34
, and were marvelingv, saying35, "Behold- are not all these ones 

speaking Galileans?36 •And how is it we are each one hearing in our own language in which ~ 
we were bornw?-

ID. "Parthians37 and Medes38 and Elamites39
, and the ones dwelling-in Mesopotamia40 'I 

2 D. "And Judea41 and Cappadocia, Pontus and Asia," and Phrygia and Pamphylia42 1 il 
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I. This may mean ''the unrighteous wage", the wage characterized by 
unrighteousness; or, "the wage [he received) for his unrighteous
ness". The priests bought this parcel in Judas's name, Mt 27:6-8. 

2. Or, "prone". That is, flat on his face, head down. Used only here. 
GK 4568. Some think this word means "swollen, distended". 
Whether Judas fell down after he hung himself (Mt 27:5), or was 
cut down, is not stated. The Greek only says "having become". A 
"fall" is implied, not stated. 

3. Luke may mean the bursting was caused by the fall. Or he may 
mean that it was caused by swelling due to exposure- the body 
abandoned, unburied, and unwanted by anyone. Both ideas are sup
ported by early translations. 

4. Some manuscripts omit this word {N}. 
5. The field was called this either because it was acquired with blood 

money, as in Mt 27:8, or because Judas spilled his blood there, or both. 
6. Or, "deserted, abandoned". On this word, see "wilderness" in Mt 3: I. 
7. This is nicely rephrased "let there not be one to dwell in it". This 

was fulfilled when Judas died, as described in v 18-19. 
8. That is, Judas 's position of oversight, his responsibility. Sarne word 

as "office of overseer" in I Tim 3: I. The fulfillment of this is 
addressed next by Peter, v 21-22. 

9. On the idiom "beginning from", see Mt 20:8. 
I 0. In the Greek word order, "must" is the first word of v 21, and "one of 

these" are the last words of v 22. This is done for emphasis. Peter's 
point is, it must be so in order to fulfill the verse he quoted. Some think 
Peter was correct. Others think he was acting impulsively, God hav
ing chosen Paul for this purpose. On "must", see Mt 16:21. 

11. More literally, "they stood" two. GK 2705. 
12. Or, "show forth, reveal". Elsewhere only in Lk I 0: I, where Jesus 

appointed the seventy-two. GK 344. The root word is "show". 
13. Same word as v 2, where Jesus "chose" the apostles. 
14. Same word as later in the verse, on which see Eph 4:27. Some man

uscripts say "share, lot" { B}, using the word in v 17, 26. 
15. Some manuscripts say "they gave their lots" {B}. 
16. Matthias was included among the twelve. Used only here. GK 5164. 

Related to "calculate" in Rev 13: 18, and "calculate up" in Act I 9: I 9. 
17. This word means "fiftieth". Elsewhere only in Act 20: 16; I Cor 

16:8. GK 4300. This harvest celebration was held on the 50th day 
after the sheaf offering at Passover. Also known as the Feast of Har
vest (Ex 23: 16), and the Feast of Weeks (Ex 34:22, it is the day after 
seven weeks after Passover). See Lev 23: 15-22; Num 28:26-31; 
Deut 16:9-12. 

18. Or, "tilled up". Some think Luke means "while the day was in 
progress"; others, "while the fifty day interval was being brought 
to completion on this last day of it". Same word and idiom as in Lk 
9:51. This word is elsewhere only in Lk 8:23, of the boat being 
"tilled-with" water. GK 5230. Similar to the idiom in Lk 1 :23, 57; 
2:6, 21, 22; Act 7:23, 30; 9:23; 24:27. There is no indication of how 
many days passed after the incident in 1: 15-26. 

19. Luke does not define this further, except that they were all 
Galileans, v 7. It may referto the apostles only, I: 13; to all those in 
I: 14; or to the 120 in the previous incident (I :15). Being in a house, 
a smaller number may be indicated. 

20. Some manuscripts say "with one accord" {N}. 
21. The location is not identified, except as a house, v 2. Some link it 

to the room entered I 0 days ago in 1: 13. 

22. Or, "sound", but not the same word as in v 6. A wind-like noise 
filled the whole house. On this word, see "news" in Lk 4:37. 

23. This is a participle modifying "tongues". Some think Luke means 
"tongues being divided" or split, cloven, describing the tongue 
itself. Others think he means ''tongues dividing-up" to the people
either "distributing themselves", or, "being distributed". Same word 
as in Lk 11: 17, 18; 12:52, 53. Elsewhere only as "divide among" in 
Mt 27:35; Mk 15:24; Lk 23:34; Jn 19:24; and "distribute" in Lk 
22: 17; Act 2:45. GK 1374. 

24. Or, "like" fire. On this word, see Rom 6: 13. 
25. That is, a tongue. 
26. The phrase "filled with the Spirit" using this word is elsewhere only 

in Lk 1:15, 41, 67; Act 4:8, 31; 9:17; 13:9. It leads to a divine 
empowerment to speak. Same word as in Lk 4:28; 5:26; 6:11; Act 
3:10; 5:17; 13:45; 19:29. Used 24 times. GK 4398. 

27. Or, "different". That is, other than Hebrew (Aramaic}- in the lan
guages of other nations. 

28. That is, languages, as seen in v 8. Same word as in v 10. On this 
word, see I Cor 12: 10. On "in" tongues, see 1 Cor 14:2. 

29. Or, "speaking out, declaring". Or, "as the Spirit was giving ii to 
them to be uttering". These disciples spoke in foreign languages 
understood by the unbelievers described in v 8-11. The content of 
the utterances is described by the hearers in v 11. The twofold result 
of this miracle is seen in v 12-13. Elsewhere only as "declare" in 
Act 2: 14; 26:25. GK 7 JO. Related to ''utter" in 2 Pet 2: 18. Compare 
I Cor 14:21-22. 

30. That is, non-Judean Jews, non-native speaking Jews from every 
nation under heaven, as seen in v 9-11. Some manuscripts omit 
"Jews" { B}, so that it says "there were reverent men dwelling ... ". 

31. Or, "bewildered, confused". On this word, see 9:22. 
32. The details are not given. Did each speak one time in one other lan

guage, or one time after another to different people as the Spirit 
gave the uttering of their language? Did it occur only at this event 
prior to Peter's speech in v 14, or did it continue throughout the day 
or beyond that day? What is the relationship of this to what is dis
cussed in I Cor 14? Opinions vary about these questions, and about 
what inferences may be drawn from this event. 

33. Elsewhere only in I: 19; 2:8; 21 :40; 22:2; 26: 14. GK 1365. Our 
word "dialect" comes from this word, dialektos. 

34. Some manuscripts add "all", "they were all astonished ... ", as in v 
12 [NJ. On this word, see Mk 2:12. 

35. Some manuscripts add "to one another" {N}. 
36. The grammar indicates that a "yes" answer is expected. 
3 7. Parthians were from the Empire of Parthia, which stretched from 

the Euphrates to India. Their empire was a great rival of the Roman 
Empire at this time. Used only here. GK 4222. 

38. Medes were from the territory near the Persian Gulf(in the Parthian 
Empire). Used only here. GK 3597. 

39. Elam is also near the Persian Gulf, further east (in the Parthian 
Empire). Used only here. GK 1780. 

40. Mesopotamia is the land around and between the Tigris and 
Euphrates Rivers, mostly in modem day Iraq. Thus all four of these 
names refer to peoples living to the northeast of Israel. 

41. Used 43 times. GK 2677. 
42. These refer to Roman provinces or regions, from Judea, north and 

west into what is modem Turkey. 

A. 1 Thes 4:4 B. Rev 22: 12, recompense C. Phil I :8, deep feelings D. Act 2: 17, pour out E. Rom I: 19 F. Eph 3: 17, dwell G. Mk 1:4 
H.Actl:2 J.Actl:8 K.Actl5:8 L.1Corl2:5 M.Roml:5 N.Coll:l2,share 0.1Corl2:28 P.2Petl:l7,carried Q.Eph5:18 
R. I Cor 12: I 0 S. Lk 2:26, see T. Lk 2:25 U. Mk 1 :26, voice V. Rev 17:8 W. I Jn 2:29 



Acts 2: 11 398 

_\ f) "Egypt and the regions a/Libya 1 toward Cyrene2 

J D. "And the Romans residing3 here 
4D. "Both Jews and proselytes4 

5 D. "Cretans5 and Arabs6 

6D. "We are hearing them speaking the great7 things of God in our own tongues" 

Verse 

11 

2l . And they were all astonishedA and greatly-perplexed8
, saying one to another, "What does I~ 

this mean8?" 
'l . But others, while scoffing9, were saying that "They have been filled 10 with sweet-new-wine 11 " I_; 

:rn. And Peter, having stood with the eleven, raised his voice and declared 12 to them 13- 1-1 

I c ·. "Menc, Jews 14 , and all the ones dwelling-in Jerusalem- let this 15 be known° to you, and pay
attention-to16 my words 

ID. "For these ones are not drunkE, as you are assuming17. For it is the third hour18 a/the day I-; 
2D. "But this is the thing having been spoken through the prophet Joel [in Joel 2:28-32]- I" 

'And it shall be in the lastF days, God says, that I -

11:. 'I will pour-out19 from20 My Spirit upon all flesh21-and your sons and your daughters 
will prophesy0 , and your young men will see visionsH, and your older men will 
dreamK with dreams 

21. 'And indeed22 I will pour-out from My Spirit in those days upon My ma/e-slavesL I' 
and upon My female-slavesM- and they will prophesy 

~ 1-.. 'And I will give wondersN in the heaven above, and signs0 on the earth below- I'' 
blood, and fire and a vapor of smoke. 

0
The sun will be changedP into darkness, and 21 1 

the moon into bloodO, before the great and glorious23 day of the Lord comes24 

41 :. 'And it shall be that everyone who calls-uponR the name of the Lord will be saved5 ' 2 I 

2C. "Menc, Israelites, listen-to these words 

11 ). "As to Jesus the NazareneT- a man having been attested25 by God to you with miraclesu 
and wondersN and signs0 which God did through Him in your midst, just as you 
yourselves26 know 

21). "This One- given-over27 by the determined28 purpose29 and foreknowledgev ofGod
you killedw, having fastened30 Him to a cross by the hand o/Lawless31 ones 

1 D. "Whom God raised-upx, having put-an-end-to32 the pains33 of death, because it was not ~ I 

possible that He be held-on-to34 by it35 

11-:. "For David says with reference to Him [in Ps 16:8-11], 'I was seeing36 the Lord in my '-; 
presence continuallyv, because He is on my right side so that37 I may not be shakenz 

11·. 'For this reason my heart was cheered38 and my tongue rejoiced-greatlyAA .'1, 

2F. 'And furthermore, my flesh will also dwell 39 in hope, "because You will not 
abandon88 my sou1cc to Hades00, nor give40 Your holyEE One to see41 decay42 

JF. 'You made the ways of life known to me. You will make me full of gladness43 2,-; 
with Your presence' 

21 .. "Men, brothersFF, it is proper44 to say to you with confidence00 about the patriarchHH '<l 

David that he both came-to-an-end45 and was buried. And his tomb is with us to this day 



399 Acts 2:29 

I . Libya was a nation west of Egypt, on the North African Coast. Used 
only here. GK 3340. 

2. Cyrene is a city on the North African coast, west of Libya. Used 
only here. GK 3255. "Cyrenian" is in 6:9. 

3. Or, "visiting". Used of foreigners temporarily staying in a place. 
Elsewhere only of Athens, 17:21. GK 2111. Related to "go on a 
journey" in Mt 21:33. 

4. That is, Gentile converts to Judaism. On this word, see Mt 23:15. 
5. From the island of Crete. Elsewhere only in Tit 1:12. GK 3205. 
6. From Arabia, east and south of Israel. Used only here. GK 7 32. 

Related to "Arabia" in Gal I: 17. 
7. Or, "magnificent, mighty, splendid, grand". Used only here. GK 

3483. Related to "majesty" in Lk 9:43. 
8. Literally, "what does this intend to be?'', an idiom elsewhere only 

in 17:20. These people are looking for the answer. The next group 
has already decided, v 13. This is the "sign from heaven" the Jews 
had sought from Jesus. 

9. Or, "sneering, mocking, jeering". Used only here. GK 1430. 
Related to the word in 17:32. 

I 0. This is a participle, "they are having been filled". That is, they are 
full. Used only here. GK 3551. Related to "full" in Rom 15:14. 

11. Causing drunkenness, v 15. Some think this means these mockers 
did not understand the words. Others think they understood the 
words, but considered the people to be excessively exuberant, as 
with David in 2 Sam 6: 16. The twofold result in v 12-13 is a reflec
tion of the hearts of the hearers, not the utterance of the speaker. 
Used only here. GK 1183. 

12. Same word as "uttering" in v 4. This utterance also was from the 
Spirit. 

13. On the location of this speech, and the size of this crowd, see v 41. 
14. Same word as in v 11. On this word, see Jn I: 19. Not the same word 

as "Judea" in v 9. 
15. That is, v 16--- that the explanation for what is being seen and heard 

is found in the prophecy of Joel 2:28. It is a gift poured out from 
God's Spirit. 

16. Or, "give ear to". Used only here. GK 1969. Related to "ear". 
17. Or, "supposing". Same word as in Lk 7:43. 
18. That is, 9 A.M. 

19. Same word as in v 18, 33; and in 10:45, where "the gift a/the Holy 
Spirit" is poured out, referring again to the tongues, v 46. This word 
is used of pouring out the Spirit in Tit 3:6; the love of God in Rom 
5:5; coins in Jn 2:15; and bowls in Rev 16:1, 2, 3, 4, 8, IO, 12, 17. 
Elsewhere only as "spill out" in Mt 9: 17; Lk 5:37; Act I: 18; "shed" 
blood in Lk 11 :50; Rom 3: 15; Rev 16:6; and "poured forth" in Jude 
11. GK 1772. Related word in Mt 26:28. 

20. Or, "of". Thal is, God will pour out gifts "from, of" His Spirit
prophecies, dreams, visions, but here specifically, "what you both 
see and hear" ( v 33 ), the tongues. Only here and in v 18 is the word 
"pour out" followed by the preposition "from, of". When the Spirit 
was given (Jn 7:39) to be "in" them (Jn 14: 17), He was seen in the 
gifts of power (Act I :8) given "from" Him, seen here in the tongues. 

21. On "all flesh", see "no flesh" in Mt 24:22. 
22. Or, "Yes, and", or, "Even upon My ... I will pour out". The promise 

is repeated from a different viewpoint. The previous statement is 

from the human viewpoint, "your sons and daughters, etc"; this one 
is from God's viewpoint, "My slaves". 

23. Or, "remarkable, notable, conspicuous, famous, renowned, prominent, 
visible". Used only here. GK 2212. Related to "appearance" in 2 Tues 
2:8, and "appeared" in Tit 2: 11. The root word is "to shine". 

24. Some think Peter means that this was all symbolically fulfilled here, 
indicating that such prophecies are not to be taken literally. Others 
think Joel's prophecy, including the pouring out from His Spirit, 
was only partially fulfilled here, and that it awaits a full and literal 
fulfillment upon all flesh and all the cosmos when Christ returns. 
In this view, Joel speaks with reference to both the first and sec
ond comings, without distinguishing them. 

25. Or, "proved, shown". Same word as "prove" in 25:7. On this word, 
see "display" in 2 Tues 2:4. 

26. Some manuscripts add "also" {K}. 
27. Or, "given up, surrendered, delivered up". The root word is "give". 

Used only here. GK 1692. 
28. Or, "decided, appointed". This is a participle, "the having been 

deterrnined" purpose. Same word as in Lk 22:22. 
29. Or, "plan, counsel". Same word as in 4:28. On this word, see "coun

sel" in Eph 1:11. 
30. Or, "fixed, affixed". Used only here. GK 4699. Not related to 

"nailed" in Col 2: 14. Some manuscripts say "having taken Him, 
having fastened ... " { N}. 

3 I. That is, ones without God's Law, although operating under Roman 
law. On this word, see "without the Law" in I Cor 9:21. 

32. Or, "loosed, brought to an end, annulled, broken [the authority of]". 
On this word, see "break" in Mt 5:19. 

33. On this word, see "birth-pains" in I Thes 5:3. The intent of Peter's 
metaphor may be that when Jesus died, death was thrown into birth
pains until He was delivered, raised from the dead. God raised Him, 
releasing death from its role. Or, it may be used figuratively here, 
without specific reference to "birth" pains. 

34. Or, "held fast, held back". That is, held under its control, prevented 
from leaving. On this word, see Heb 4: 14. 

35. That is, by death. It was not possible because of the prophecy of 
David given next. 

36. Same word as "foresee" in v 31. Here, it means "seeing-before me" 
in my presence continually. 

37. Or, "so that I will not", giving the result. GK 2671. 
38. On this word, see "celebrate" in Rev 12: 12. Related to "gladness" 

in v 28. 
39. Or, "settle down, make its dwelling upon". Elsewhere only as 

"nests" in Mt 13:32; Mk 4:32; Lk 13:19. GK 2942. Related to 
"nest" in Lk 9:58. 

40. That is, perrnit. On this word, see Eph I :22. 
41. That is, experience. On this word, see Lk 2:26. 
42. Or, "corruption, destruction". Elsewhere only in v 31, and in 13:34, 

35, 36, 37, where Paul makes this same argument. GK 1426. 
43. Or, "good cheer", the joy of celebration. Elsewhere only in 14: 17. 

GK 2372. Related to "cheer" in v 26. 
44. Or, "perrnitted, possible, allowable". This is a participle, it "is being 

proper". On this word, see "lawful" in 1 Cor 6: 12. 
45. That is, died. On this word, see Mk 9:48. 

A.Mk2:12 B.Lk9:7 C.1Tim2:12 D.Roml:l9 E.1Corll:21 F.Hebl:2 G.1Corl4:1 H.Rev9:17 J.1Tim5:1 K.Jude8 
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Acts 2:30 400 Verse 

:>I c. "Therefore, being a prophetA, and knowing that God swore8 to him with an oathc 'r' 
to seat0 One from the fruit of his loins 1 upon his throne,"having foreseen 2 it, he ~I 
spoke concerning the resurrection of the Christ- that He3 was neither abandoned 
to Hades, nor did His flesh see decay 

4D. "God raised up this Jesus, of which we are all witnessesE I -

5D. "Therefore having been exaltedF to4 the right hand of God, and having received the , , 
promise of the Holy Spirit5 from the Father, He poured-out this which you are both6 

seeing and hearing 

IL. "For7 David did not go up into the heavens, but he himself says [in Ps 110:1], 'The 
Lord said to my Lord, "Be sitting on My right side "until I put Your enemies as a 
footstool ofYour feet' 

61). "Therefore let all the houseG of Israel know with-certaintyll that God made Him both Lord 
and Christ- this Jesus Whom you crucified" 

.:\ B. And having heard it, they were pierced9 in the heart, and said to Peter and the other apostles, "Men, 
brothers, what should we do?" 

' I 

I ( . And Peter says10 to them, "RepentH, and let each of you be baptizedi on-the-basis-of11 the name ; \ 
of Jesus Christ for the forgivenessK of your12 sins, and you will receive the giftL of the Holy Spirit 

ID. "For the promise is for you, and for your children, and for all the ones far-awayll- all- '" 
whom the Lord our God will call-to 14 Himself" 

2l And he solemnly-testifiedM with many other words, and was exhortingN them, saying, "Be -111 

saved0 from this crooked 15 generationP" 

513. So indeed, the ones having welcomed 16 his word were baptized. And about three-thousand souls 4 1 

were addedO on that day' 7 

4,\. Now 18 they were devoting-themselves 19 to the teachingR of the apostles20 and to fellowship\ to the21 I' 
breaking22 of the bread and to prayers 

I 13. And awe23 was taking place in every souF .:\ ~ 
2ll. And many wondersu and signs were taking place through the apostles24 

> B. And all the ones believing were at the same place25 , and were having all things comrnon26• •And 44-4' 
they were selling properties27 and possessions28

, and distributingv them to all- as29 anyone was 
having a needw 

4ll. And while continuingx daily with-one-accordv in the temple and breaking30 bread house by house31 , 41 · 
they were sharing-inz food with gladnessAA and simplicity32 ofheart,"while praising88 God, and I 
having favorcc with the whole people 

SB. And the Lord was addingO the ones being saved0 daily at-the-same-p/acel3 

5/\. Now Peter and John were going up to the temple at the hour of prayer, the ninth hour34 

1 ll. And a certain man being lame from his mother's womb00 was being carried 

IC. Whom they were putting daily at the gate of the temple being called "Beautiful", that he might 
be asking:for alms35 from the ones coming into the temple 
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I. That is, from David's offspring. On this word, see Heb 7:5. Some 
manuscripts say "to raise up the Christ from the fruit ofhis loins 
according to the flesh to sit upon His throne" { B}. 

2. Same word as in Gal 3:8. Elsewhere only as "seeing" in Act 2:25, 
and "previously seen" in Act 21 :29. GK 4632. 

J. Some manuscripts say "His soul" { N}. 
4. Or. "by". 
5. That is, the promise consisting of the Helper, the Holy Spirit. Com

pare 1:4. 
6. That is, the speaking in languages not learned which they are see

ing and hearing. Some manuscripts omit this word { C}. Some man
uscripts add "now" ( N}, "which you are now both ... ". 

7. This verse is quoted with regard to the exaltation mentioned in v 33. 
8. On this word. see "securely" in 16:23. Related to "certainty" in 

Lk 1:4. 
9. Or, "stabbed, pricked, stunned". Used only here. GK 2920. Related 

to "stabbed" in Jn 19:34. 
IO. Some manuscripts omit this word, leaving it implied {C}; others 

say "said" ( N}. 
11. Or. "in reference to, by use of, in, for". This is the only place where 

this preposition is used with "baptize". GK 2093. Some manu
scripts have the more normal "in" {N}. Luke uses the phrase "on 
the basis of the name" ten of its fourteen occurrences, Mt 18:5; 
24:5; Mk 9:37, 39; 13:6; Lk I :59; 9:48; 21 :8; 24:47; Act 2:38; 4: 17, 
18; 5:28, 40. See also Act 3: 16. 

12. Some manuscripts omit this word {N}. 
13. Peter may mean physically distant- the Jews in the dispersion. He 

may mean spiritually distant- the Gentiles, as this word is used 
in 22:21; Eph 2:13, 17. He may mean distant in time-future gen
erations. Or, he may have all of this in mind, intending it in the 
broadest sense. GK 3426 and 3431. 

14. Or, "will summon". Same word as in 13:2, and "call" in 16:10. 
Elsewhere 26 times as "summon". GK 4673. 

15. On this word, see I Pet 2: 18. This generation is no longer straight 
with the truth. 

16. Or, "received, accepted". Elsewhere only in Lk 8:40; 9:11; Act 
18:27; 21: 17; 24:3; 28:30. GK 622. Some manuscripts add "gladly" 
{N}, as in 21:17. 

17. This may mean Peter spoke to over 3000 at one time, the transi
tion from the house in v 2 to the place this occurred (perhaps the 
temple) not being given. Or, it may mean that at the end of the day, 
from those who heard this speech at the house and all those who 
subsequently heard of this event and spoke with the apostles and 
disciples, 3000 were added. 

18. Having seen the proclamation of the church and its response, Luke 
now gives an internal view of the church. He repeats this cycle two 
more times in chapters 3-6. 

19. Or, "persisting, persevering in; attending to; engaging in; busying, 

occupying themselves with; continuing in". Same word as in I: 14; 
6:4; Rom 12: 12; 13:6; Col 4:2. Elsewhere only as "continuing" in 
Act 2:46; "attach oneself to" in Act 8: 13; 10:7; and "stand ready 
for" in Mk 3:9. GK 4674. Related to "persevere" in Heb 11 :27, and 
"perseverance" in Eph 6: 18. 

20. The learners (the disciples) are now the teachers! 
21. Some manuscripts say "and to the ... " { N}. 
22. Some think Luke is referring to eating together, as in the only other 

use of this word, Lk 24:35. Others think that he is referring to the 
Lord's Supper, perhaps eaten in conjunction with a meal. GK 3082. 
The related verb is in v 46. Related to "fragments" in Mt 15:37. 

23. Or, "fear". On this word, see "fear" in Eph 5:21. 
24. Some manuscripts add "in Jerusalem. And a great awe was upon 

all" {C}. 
25. Or, were "together". See v 47. 
26. This is explained in 4:32, where this same word is used. The believ

ers were sharing everything with their new "family" having God as 
Father. They were sharing their things which God provided and 
owns, regarding everything as being for God's use. 

27. On this word, see Mt 19:22. Same word as in Act 5:1, where Ana
nias sold a property. Related to "owner" in 4:34. 

28. Elsewhere only in Heb 10:34. GK 5638. 
29. Or, "in proportion as, to the degree that, according as". Same word 

as in 4:35. The believers were repeatedly selling their extra things 
to help as needs arose. GK 2776. 

30. Elsewhere only of miraculous bread, Mt 14:19; 15:36; Mk 8:6, 19; 
of the Lord's Supper, Mt 26:26; Mk 14:22; Lk 22:19; I Cor 10:16; 
11 :24; of an ordinary meal, Lk 24:30; Act 27:35; and in Act 20:7, 
11, where as here, opinions differ as to whether Luke means the 
Lord's Supper or an ordinary meal. GK 3089. Some think "sharing 
in food" which follows explains this phrase. Others think it is in 
addition to this phrase. It was the Jewish custom for the father to 
break the bread at the start of a meal. So this term can simply mean 
"eating their meals". Or, it could refer to the special Christian cele
bration, the Lord's Supper. Related to the word in v 42. 

31. On this idiom, see 5:42. 
32. Used only here. GK 91 I. 
33. Or, added "together". This idiom is elsewhere only in Mt 22:34; Lk 

17:35; Act I: 15; 2: I, 44; 4:26; I Cor 7:5 ("together"); 11 :20; 14:23. 
Some take it here to mean "on the same number", that is, adding 
to their total, or to their number. Others take is as a technical phrase 
meaning "into church fellowship". Some manuscripts add "to the 
church" and take this phrase with 3:1 {B}, so that it says "daily to 

the church. Now together, Peter and John ... ". 
34. That is, 3 P.M. How many days passed since Pentecost is not stated. 

2:42-47 describes events in the interim. 
35. That is, charitable giving to the poor. On this word, see "almsgiv

ing" in Mt 6:2. Same word as in v 3, IO. 
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Acts 3:3 402 Verse 

:'C. Who, having seen Peter and John being about to go into the temple, was asking to receive1 alms 

:in. And Peter, along with John, having looked-intentlyA at him, said, "Look at us!" 

I ( ·. And the one was fixing-his-attention-on8 them, expectingc to receive something from them 
2C. And Peter said, "There is2 no silver and gold with me. But what I have, this I give to you- in r, 

the name of Jesus Christ the Nazarene0 , arise3 and walk" 

ID. And having seizedE him by the right hand, he raisedF him 
::i [) And at once his feet and ankles were made-strong4 

'D. And leaping-up5, he stood and was walking-around 

:;c And he entered with them into the temple, walking and leaping6 and praisingG God 
-H ·. And all the people saw him walking and praisingG God " 

ID. And they were recognizingH him- that he7 was the one sitting for alms at the Beautiful l 11 

Gate of the temple 
::i I). And they were filled with wonderll and astonishment1 at the thing having happened to him 

:i 11. And while he9 was holding-on-toK Peter and John, all the people ran-together10 to them at the porticoL I 1 

being called "Solomon's", struck-with-wonder11 • •And having seen it, Peter responded to the people I ' 

It . "MenM, Israelites, why are you marvelingN at this? Or why are you looking-intentiyA at us as
if we caused12 him to walk by our own powefl or godlinessP? 

I J) "The God of Abraham and the God 13 of Isaac and the God of Jacob, the God of our I , 
fathers- He glorified 14 His servant15 Jesus 

IL. "Whom you indeed handed-overO and deniedR in the presence o/Pilate5-that one 
having determined 16 to releaser Him 

I F. "But you deniedR the Holyu and Righteous One, and asked that a man who I I 
was 17 a murderer be granted to you 

21:. "And you killedv the Author18 o/life, Whom God raisedF from the dead-a/which I' 
we are witnesses 

2D. "And on-the-basis-of 19 [our] faith20 in His name, His name made this one strong whom I 11 

you see and know. And the faith that comes through Him gave him this wholeness21 in 
front of all of you 

2C. "And now, brothers, I know that you actedw in-accordance-with22 ignorance23,just as also your I -
rulersx. 

0

But God fulfilledv in this manner the things which He announced-beforehand24 I~ 
through the mouth of all the prophets- that His25 Christ would sufferZ 

ID. "Therefore repentAA and tum-back88 so that your sins may be wiped-out26 I <l 

IL "So that times o/refreshing27 may come from the presence of the Lord, and He may .:'O 
send-forth28 the Christ having been appointed29 for you- Jesus-'0 



403 Acts 3:20 

I. Some manuscripts omit this word, so that it says ''was asking for 
alms" {N}. 

2. Or, in a more specific sense, silver and gold "is not possessed by me; 
is not present with me; is not at my disposal; is not in my possession; 
does not belong lo me". Luke uses this word to mean "is" in 23 of 
its 25 occurrences in Acts. On this word, see "being" in Phil 2:6. 
Many simplify this by rephrasing it as "I do not have silver ... ". 

3. Some manuscripts omit "arise and", so that it simply says "walk" 
[ C}. Same word as "raised" in v 7. 

4. Or, "made firm". Same word as in v 16. On this word, see "became 
firm" in 16:5. 

5. Used only here. GK 1982. 
6. Same word as in 14: 10. On this word, see "bubble up" in Jn 4:14. 

The man was "springing". Related to "leaping up" earlier. 
7. Some manuscripts say "that this one" { N}. 
8. Or, "amazement". Elsewhere only as "astonishment" in Lk 4:36; 

5:9. GK 2502. Related to "astonish" in Mk I :27. 
9. Some manuscripts say "while the lame one having been healed was 

holding-on-to Peter ... " { K}. 
IO. Same word as in Mk 6:33. Elsewhere only as "run with" in I Pet 

4:4. GK 5340. Related word in 21:30. 
11. This adjective is used only here. GK 1702. Related to "wonder" in 

v I 0. The related verb is in Mk 9: 15. 
12. This is a participle, more literally, "as if it is we having caused him 

to walk". Jesus never made such a disclaimer. On this word, see 
"does" in Rev 13: 13. 

13. Some manuscripts say "the God of Abraham and Isaac and 
Jacob" {C}. 

14. Peter may mean "by healing this man" (as in v 16), or, "by raising 
Jesus from the dead" (as in v 15). 

15. This word is used of Jesus also in v 26; 4:27, 30; Mt 12:18. lt was 

used of Messiah, based on Isa 42: I; 52: 13, etc., and points to Jesus 
as the suffering servant of Isa 53. It means "boy, girl" (with differ
ent grammar), and "child, servant". Used 24 times. GK 4090. 
Related to "children" in I Jn 2: 14. 

16. Or, "judged, resolved, decided". That is, having made a judicial 
decision to release Jesus. On this word, see ''.judge" in Mt 7: I. 

17. On the idiom "a man who was ... ", see Lk 24:19. 
18. Or, "Originator, Pioneer, Leader". Same word as "leader" in 5:31. 

On this word, see Heb 2: IO. 
19. Some manuscripts omit this word {N}, so that it says "And by faith ... ". 
20. Same phrase as in Phil 3:9. Same grammar as "on the basis of His 

name" in Act 2:38. 
21. Or, "completeness'', that is, complete in all its parts. Used only here. 

GK 3907. Related to "whole" in I Thes 5:23. 
22. Or, "based on, by way of, according to''. GK 2848. 
23. The point of this is not that they are therefore excused, but that for

giveness is therefore possible. On this word, see Eph 4: 18. 
24. Or, "foretold''. Elsewhere only in 7:52. GK 4615. 
25. Some manuscripts have this word with prophets { K}, " ... all His 

prophets- that the Christ...". 
26. Or, ''wiped away, rubbed out". On this word, see Col 2: 14. 
27. Or, "relief, a breathing space, relaxation''. Used only here. GK 433. 

Related to "refresh" in 2 Tim I: 16. 
28. Peter is referring to the Second Coming, v 21. God sent Jesus forth 

now for your salvation, v 26 (same word, on which see "sent out" 
inMk3:14). 

29. Or, "selected, chosen". On this word, see 22: 14. Some manuscripts 
say "preached before" { K}. 

30. Or, "send forth the One having been appointedfor you- Christ 
Jesus". Some manuscripts say "send forth the One having been 
appointed for you-Jesus Christ" {N}. 

A. Lk 4:20 B. I Tim 4:16 C. Lk 3:15, waiting in expectation D. Mt 2:23 E. Jn 11:57 F. Mt 28:6, arose G. Rom 15:11 H. Col 1:6, 
understood J. Mk 5:42 K. Heb 4:14 L. Jn 5:2 M. I Tim 2:12 N. Rev 17:8 O. I Cor 12:10, miracle P. I Tim 2:2 Q. Mt 26:21 R. 2 Tim 2:12 
S.Lk3:1 T.Mt5:31,sendsway U.1Petl:l6 V.Rom7:11 W.Rom2:1,practicing X.Revl:5 Y.Eph5:18,filled Z.Gal3:4 AA.Act26:20 
BB. Jam 5: 19 



Acts 3:21 404 Verse 

IF. "Whom it-is-necessary1 that heaven2 receiveA until the times of restoration3 of 21 
all things, of which God spoke through the mouth o/His4 holy5 prophets from 
the past age6 

2D. "Moses7 said8 [in Deut 18: 15-19] that 'The Lord your9 God will raise-up8 a prophet/or 
you from your brothers like me. You shall listen-tow Him in relation to all that He says 
to you. •And it will be that every soulc who does not listen-to that prophet will be utterly- "I 

destroyed11 out of the people' 
JD. "And indeed all the prophets from Samuel and his successors 12 who spoke 13 also 2-+ 

announced 14 these days 
-'ID. "You are the sons0 of the prophets, and (){the covenantE which God covenanted15 with 

your 16 fathers, saying to Abraham [in Gen 22: 18], "And all the families of the earth will 
be blessedF in your seedG" 

:'D "God, having raised-up8 His Servant17
, sent Him forth to you first- blessingH you in 18 ,. 

tuming-away 19 each of you from your evil-ways" 

-rn. And while they were speaking to the people, the priests20 and the captain1 a/the temple [guard] and -+ I 
the Sadducees suddenly-came-uponK them, "being greatly-disturbed21 because of their teaching the 
people and proclaimingL in22 Jesus the resurrectionM from the dead 

I ( ·. And they put their hands on them, and put them in jail23 until the next day. For it was already 
evening 

2l. But many of the ones having heard the word believed. And the number of the men became -+ 
about24 five thousand 

5n. And it came about on the next day that their rulers and elders and scribes were gathered together 
in Jerusalem-• and Annas25 the high priest, and Caiaphas, and John, and Alexander, and all who 1' 

were of the high-priestly familyN 

I ( ·. And having stood them in the middle, they were inquiring0 , "By what power or by what name 
did you do this?" 

2( . Then Peter, having been filledr with the Holy Spirit, said to them, "Rulers of the people, and \ 
elders26

- ·If we are being examinedO today for a good-deedR to a weak27 man, by what · 1 

means28 this one has been restored5 

11). "Let it be known T to you all and to all the people of Israel I 11 

I!·:. "That by the name of Jesus Christ the Nazareneu- Whom you crucified, Whom 
God raisedv from the dead- by this One29 this one stands before you healthyw 

21·. "This One is the stone- I ! 

I I . The One having been treated-with-contempt30 by you, the builders 
21'. The One having become31 the head of the comer32 

3L "And there is no salvationx inJJ any other, for neither is there another name under I ' 
heaven having been given among people by which we musty be savedz" 

.K. Now observingAA the boldness88 of Peter and John, and having understood34 that they were35 I ; 
uneducated36 and untrained37 men, they were marvelingcc. And they were recognizing00 them, 
that they had been38 with Jesus. •And seeing the man standing there with them, the one having I-+ 
been curedEE, they were having nothing to speak-against39 it 



405 Acts 4:14 

I. Or, "Whom heaven must receive". On this idiom, see "must" in Mt 
16:21. 

2. Peter uses grammar that implies a correlating statement at the end 
of this sentence, but is left unsaid, something like "And then He will 
return". 

J. Used only here. GK 640. Related to "restoring" in I :6. 
4. Some manuscripts say "all His" {N). 
5. Some manuscripts say ''the mouth of the Holy Ones- His prophets 

from the past age" { B). 
6. On this phrase, "from the past age", see Lk I :70. 
7. Some manuscripts say "For Moses ... " {N). Peter uses grammar that 

expects a second witness to follow, which comes in v 24. 
8. Some manuscripts add "to the fathers" { B). 
9. Some manuscripts say "our"; others omit this word {C). 
10. That is, listen and obey. 
11. Used only here. GK 2017. Same word as "cut off" in Gen 17:14; 

Ex 12:15;and"destroy"inDeut 1:27,2:34. Usedover200timesin 
the Greek OT. Related to "destruction" in I Cor 5:5. 

12. That is, to the ones coming after him in succession, one by one. On 
this word, see "successive" in Lk 8: I. 

13. Or, "And all the prophets also, from Samuel and his successors
as many as spoke also announced these days". 

14. On this word, see "proclaim" in Phil 1:18. Some manuscripts say 
"announced-beforehand" {K), using the related word in v 18. 

15. Peter uses the verb and noun of the same root word. On this word, 
see Heb 8: I 0. 

16. Some manuscripts say "our" { C). 
17. Some manuscripts add "Jesus" {K), as in v 13. 
18. Or, "by". That is, "in connection with" or "by means of". GK 1877. 
19. God is blessing this generation in seeking to tum them away from 

their sin of rejecting His Messiah instead of judging them for it
assuming they now listen to Him. On this word, see Heb 12:25. 

20. Some manuscripts say "the chief priests" {B). 
21. Elsewhere only as "greatly annoyed" in 16:18. GK 1387. The root 

word is "pain" in Col 4: 13. 
22. This may mean "in the case of Jesus" or "by means of Jesus". This 

phrase may have Luke's emphasis in the word order, and mean "the 
resurrection from the dead in the case of Jesus". Or, Luke may 

mean the apostles were teaching that the resurrection of the dead is 
real- a doctrine which the Sadducees denied- and proclaiming 
it to be available through faith in Jesus. GK 18 77. 

23. Or, "custody, safekeeping", the "keeping" place. Same word as in 
5: 18, where "public" is added. Luke may mean in the public jail 
here, or he may mean somewhere in the temple, under guard. The 
root word is "to keep". 

24. Some manuscripts omit this word { C). 
25. On Annas and Caiaphas, see Lk 3:2. John may be the son of Annas 

named Jonathan, who replaced Caiaphas as high priest in A.D. 36. 
Alexander is unknown to us. 

26. Some manuscripts add "oflsrael" {B). 
27. Or, "feeble, sick", physically weak and powerless. On this word, 

see I Thes 5: 14. 
28. This includes both the power and name ofv 7. Or, "name", agree

ing grammatically with "name" in v 7, 10. 
29. Or, "this name". Note the repetition of "this one" three times in v 

10-11. GK 4047. 
30. Or, "despised". Same word as in Lk 23: 11, dlld related to the word 

in Mk 9: 12. On this word, see I Thes 5:20. Peter does not say 
"rejected" (as in Mt 21 :42; Mk 12: 10; Lk 20: 17; I Pet 2:7; which 
are all quoting Ps 118:22). This may be because he is hoping these 
leaders will not reject Jesus now. 

31. More literally, "having come-to-be for the head ... ", a Hebrew way 
of speaking. 

32. On this phrase, see Mk 12: I 0. 
33. Or, "by means of". GK 1877. 
34. Or, "comprehended, grasped". On this word, see "overcome" in 

Jn 1:5. 
35. More literally, "are", as the Greek typically phrases it. 
36. Or, "unlearned, unschooled". The apostles were not trained in the 

Jewish schools. They had no formal rabbinic training. Used only 
here. GK 63. Related to "writings" in Jn 7: 15, where a similar com
ment is made of Jesus. 

3 7. That is, "laymen" in theological matters. On this word, see "unin
structed" in I Cor 14: 16. 

38. More literally, "they were", as the Greek typically phrases it. 
39. Same word as used by Jesus in Lk 21:15. 

A. Mt 10:40, welcome B. Lk 18:33 C. Jam 5:20 D. Gal 3:7 E. Heb 8:6 F. Gal 3:8 G. Heb 11:11 H. Lk 6:28 J. Act 5:26 K. Lk 21:34 
L. Phil I: 18 M. Act 24: 15 N. I Cor 12:28, kind 0. Act 23:34, learned P. Act 2:4 Q. I Cor 2: 14 R. I Tim 6:2, good work S. Jam 5: 15 
T. Rom 1:19 U. Mt 2:23 V. Mt 28:6, arose W. Mt 12:13 X. Lk 19:9 Y. Mt 16:21 Z. Lk 19:10 AA. Lk 10:18, seeing BB. Heb 4:16, 
confidence CC. Rev 17:8 DD. Col I :6, understood EE. Mt 8:7 



Acts4:15 406 Verse 

4( ·. But having ordered A them to go outside of the council 1 [chamber], they were conferring with I :" 
one another,• saying, "What should we do2 with these men? I r, 

ID. "For that3 a known8 signc has taken place through them is evident0 to all the ones 
dwelling-in Jerusalem, and we cannot denyE it-

0

but in order that it may not spread I ' 
further" to the people, let us threaten5 them to no longer be speaking on the basis of this 
name to any of mankind6

" 

5C. And having called them, they commandedF them not to be speaking7 nor teaching at all on the I ' 

basis of the name8 of Jesus 
hC. But having responded, Peter and John said to them, "Whether it is rightG in the sight of God 1 •1 

to listen-to you rather than God, youjudge9• 
0

For we are not able to not be speaking the things ~' 1 

which we saw and heard" 
7( . And the ones, having threatened further, releasedH them ~I 

ID. Finding nothing as to how they might punishJ them 
.::! D. Because of the people- because they were all glorifyingK God for the thing having taken 

place 

I L For the man was more than forty years old upon whom this signc of healingL had 
taken place 

(1B. And having been releasedH, they went to their own people and reportedM all-that the chief priests 
and the elders said to them 

IC. And the ones having heard it lifted their voice to God with-one-accordN and said 

ID. "Master0 , You are10 

11 ·.. "The One having made the heaven and the earth and the sea, and all the things in them 
2E. "The One having said by the Holy Spirit,from the mouth of our father David, Your '' 

servant11 [in Ps 2: 1-2], 'WhyP did the Gentiles 12 rage 13, and the peoples plot14 futile 15 

things? 
0

The kings of the earth took-their-stand 16, and the rulersO were gathered- ·., 
together at the same place17 against the Lord, and against His Anointed-One 18 ' 

IF "For in accordance with [Your] truth 19, both HerodR and Pontius Pilate5 

together with the Gentiles and the peoples20 of Israel were gathered-together in 
this city21 against Your holy servantT Jesus Whom You anointed22- "to do all
that Your hand and Your23 purpose24 predestined25 to take place 

2D. "And as to the things now, Lord-

11. "Look-upon26 their threatsu 
21 · "And grant to Your slavesv to speak Your word with all boldnessw "while27 You are 

stretching-outx Your hand for healingL, and28 signsc and wondersY are taking place 
through the name a/Your holy servantT Jesus" 

2C. And they having prayed, the place in which they had been gathered-together29 was shakenz. And 
they were all filled30 with the Holy Spirit. And they were speaking the word of God with boldnessw 

hi\. Now31 the heartAA and soul88 of the multitude of the ones having believed was one '' ' 



407 Acts 4:32 

I. Or, "Sanhedrin". Luke may be referring to the room, or to the coun
cil meeting in it. Same word as in 5:27. 

2. Some manuscripts say "will we do" {K}. 
3. The grammar emphasizes the contrast between the two halves of 

this sentence. We cannot deny this known sign, but we can hinder 
the spread of the teaching based on this name. 

4. Thois is an idiom, "to the more". On this idiom, see 2 Tim 2: 16. 
5. Or, "forbid them with threats". Elsewhere only in I Pet 2:23. GK 

580. Related to "threaten further" in v 21, and to "threats" in v 29. 
Some manuscripts say "threaten with threats" {N}, imitating a 
Hebrew way of speaking. 

6. That is, to any human. This idiom (used only here) is related to 
"none of mankind" in Mk 11 :2. 

7. Or, "uttering a word, producing a sound". On this word, see "utter" 
in 2 Pet 2:18. 

8. On this phrase, see 2:38. 
9. This is a command. On this word, see Mt 7: I. 
10. Some manuscripts say "You are God-the One ... " {B}. 
I I . Some manuscripts say instead, "The One having said through the 

mouth a/David Your servant" {C}. 
12. Or, "nations". Same word as in v 27. On this word, see 15:23. 
13. Or, "behave arrogantly, act haughtily". Used of horses snorting and 

stomping, and cocks crowing. Used only here. GK 5865. 
14. This word means "think on, meditate on"- here in a negative 

sense, "conspire, plot". On this word, see its use in a positive sense 
in I Tim 4: 15, "take care with". 

15. Or, "vain, empty", things without result or effect. On this word, see 
"empty" in I Thes 2: I. 

16. Or, "stood near, appeared, presented themselves" with hostile 
intent. On this word, see "present" in Rom 12: I. 

17. This same phrase occurs in Mt 22:34. The verb itself means "gath
ered together", as it is used here and in v 27 (and in v 5, 31 ). GK 
525 I. The idiom "at the same place" corresponds to "in this city" 
in the next verse. Others render the whole phrase "gathered 

together", taking the idiom "at the same" to mean "together" here 
(see 2:47 on this). 

18. Or, "Christ". It is rendered this way to show its relationship to 
"anointed" in v 27. 

19. On "in accordance with truth", see Lk 4:25. 
20. This word is plural with reference to Israel only here. Some think 

these disciples mean "the people oflsrael", as the singular is used; 
others, the people groups within Israel, Israel as an aggregate of the 
peoples attending Passover from various nations. On the plural use 
of this word, see Rev 21 : 3. 

21. Some manuscripts omit "in this city" { K}. 
22. This is the verb related to "Christ", the "Anointed One" in v 26. On 

this word, see Lk 4: 18. 
23. Some manuscripts omit this word { C}. 
24. Same word as in 2:23, God's determined "purpose". 
25. On this word, see Rom 8:29. The opposition of the leaders and peo

ples against Jesus was in fulfillment of the prophecy spoken by 
David. And they are still opposing Him- as seen in v 5-22. 

26. That is, "concern Yourself with". Elsewhere only in Lk 1:25. GK 
2078. The root word is "to see". 

27. Or, "during Your stretching out...". This idiom, "during" followed 
by a verb in this way, is a mark of Luke's style, Lk I :8, 21; 2:6, 43; 
5:1, 12; Act 2:1; 8:6; etc. Others think that here it means "by You 
stretching out....". 

28. On the relationship of this phrase to what precedes, this may mean 
"for healing andfor signs and wonders to take place", giving two 
objects to "stretching out for"; or, "while You are stretching out 
Your hand for healing, and signs and wonders are taking place ... ", 
giving two components to the "while" phrase; or, "that they might 
speak Your word ... healing, and that signs and wonders might take 
place ... ", giving two components to this request. 

29. This is a participle, "they were having been gathered together". 
30. Same word as in 2:4. 
31. As in 2:42, Luke again turns to an internal view of the church. 

A. Mt 14:28 B. Rom 1:19 C. 2 Tues 2:9 D. Rom 1:19 E. 2 Tim 2:12 F. I Tim 1:3 G. Rom 1:17, righteous H. Mt 5:31, sends away J. 2 Pet 2:9 
K.Rom8:30 L.Lkl3:32 M.1Jnl:3,announcing N.Actl:l4 O.Jude4 P.Mt27:46 Q.Rev1:5 R.Mtl4:1 S.Lk3:1 T.Act3:13 
U. Eph 6:9, threatening V. Rom 6: 17 W. Heb 4: 16, confidence X. Act 27:30 Y. 2 Thes 2:9 Z. Act 17: 13 AA. Rev 2:23 BB. Jam 5:20 



Acts 4:33 408 

J 13 And not even one of them was saying that any of the things belongingA to him were his own, but 
all things were common1 to them 

2 I~. And with great power, the apostles were rendering3 their testimony' of the resurrection of the Lord 
Jesus5 

3 B. And great grace8 was upon them all-"for there was not even someone in-need6 among them 

IC For all-who were owners7 a/lands or houses, selling them, were bringing8 the proceedsc of the 
things being sold9 "and laying it at the feet of the apostles. And it was being distributed10 to 
each one as 11 anyone was having a need0 

2C. Now Joseph12, the one having been called Bamabas 13 by the apostles (which being translatedE 
is "son of encouragement 14"), a LeviteF, a Cyprian 15 by nationaJityG-" a field belongingA to 
him- having made-a sale, brought the money and laid it at16 the feet of the apostles 

-Ill. But a certain man, Ananias by name, along with his wife Sapphira, sold property 17. •And he kept
back18 some of the proceeds 19, his wife also having shared-the-knowledge20 

I ( . And having brought a certain part of it, he laid it at the feet of the apostles 

1 D. But Peter said, "Ananias, for what reason did Satan fill 21 your heart that you should lie
to22 the Holy Spirit and keep-back some of the proceeds of the land? 

Verse 

, 
-~ --i 

J ..... 

·' (' 

.1 

." I< 

I I·. "While remainingH unsold, was it not remainingH yours?23 And having been sold, .J 

was it not within your authority24? 
21·. "Why is it that you put25 this thing in your heart? You did not lie to people, but to 

God"26 

2D. And Ananias, hearing these words, having fallen-down, expired27 

3 [). And great fear came upon all the ones hearing i t28 

-ID. And having arisen, the youngerK men wrapped him up29. And having carried him out, 1, 

they buried him 

2C. Now an interval a/about three hours took place, and his wife came in-not knowing the thing 
having happened 

ID. And Peter responded to her, "Tell me whether you30 two sold31 the land/or so much?" 
2 I). And the one said, "Yes.for so much" 
1 I). And Peter said to her, "Why is it that it was agreed32 by you two to test33 the Spirit of the 

Lord? Behold- the feet of the ones having buried your husband are at the door. And 
they will carry you out" 

-ID. And she fell at-onceL at his feet, and expired 
~I). And having come in, the young-menM found her dead. And having carried her out, they 

buried her with her husband 

]II 

lC. And great fear came upon the whole church, and upon all the ones hearing-cf these things I I 

7 A. Now34 many signsN and wonders0 were taking place through the hands of the apostlesP among the people. I ~ 
And they35 were all with-one-accordO in the portico36 of Solomon 

1 B. But none of the rest37 was daringR to join38 them, yet the people were magnifying39 them I 3 
:w. And more people believing in the Lord were being added40- multitudes o/both men and women 1 ~ 



409 Acts 5: 14 

I. Or, "shared". The multitude shared everything. Same word as in 
2:44; Jude 3. On this word, see "defiled" (which is "common" in 
another sense) in Heb 10:29. Related lo "share" in 2 Jn 11. 

2. Luke may mean "powerful speech" (the boldness of v 31); or, 
"powerful works" (miracles); or, both. 

3. Or, "giving back, duly-giving". The word implies the apostles were 
fulfilling an obligation, paying what was owed. On this word, see 
Mt 16:27. 

4. Same word as in I Cor 1:6; 2 Cor 1:12; 2 Thes 1:10; I Tim 2:6; 2 
Tim I :8. Used 19 times, 11 of which are in the phrase "for a testi
mony" (see Mk I :44). GK 3457. Related to "testimony" in Jn I :7; 
and "witness" in Act I :8. 

5. Some manuscripts say "of Jesus Christ the Lord"; others, "of the 
Lord Jesus Christ" { C}. 

6. Or, "impoverished, needy". Used only here. GK 1890. Related to 
the verb "to beg". The reason this was true is explained next. 

7. Used only here. GK 3230. Related to "property" in 5: I. 
8. That is, the owners were selling things from time to time and bring

ing in the proceeds. 
9. Same word as in 5:4. On this word, see Rom 7:14. Not the same 

word as "selling" earlier in v 34, which is also in 4:37 ("made a 
sale") and 5: I (GK 4797). There is no apparent difference in mean
ing. A third word is used in 5:8. 

I 0. Or, "given-through". Same word as in Lk 18:22, where Jesus com
manded one to do this. Elsewhere only in Lk 11 :22; Jn 6: 11. GK 
1344. The root word is "give". 

11. This phrase, "as ... need" is exactly the same as in 2:45. 
12. Some manuscripts say "Joses" {N}. 
13. This is the one in 9:27; 11 :22, 30; 12:25; who went with Paul on 

his first missionary journey (13:1-14:28), and to the Jerusalem coun
cil (15:1-29), and split with Paul in 15:35-39. Barnabas was the 
cousin of Mark, Col 4: I 0. He is also mentioned in I Cor 9:6; Gal 
2: I, 9, 13. GK 982. 

14. Or, "exhortation". Some think this means Barnabas was known as 
an encourager; others, as a preacher, exhorter. Same word as in 
15:31; Rom 15:4; Phil 2: I; Heb 6: 18; and as "comfort" in Lk 6:24; 
Act 9:31; 2 Cor I :3-7; "consolation" in Lk 2:25; "exhortation" in 
Act 13: 15; Rom 12:8; I Cor 14:3; I Thes 2:3; Heb 12:5; "appeal" 
in 2 Cor 8:4; "urging" in 2 Cor 8:17. Used 29 times. GK 4155. 
Related to "exhort" in Rom 12:8; and "Helper" in Jn 14:16. 

15. That is, Barnabas was from the island of Cyprus. This was the first 
place he went with Paul (13:4), and after he split from Paul (15:39). 
Elsewhere only in 11:20; 21: 16. GK 3250. On "Cyprus", see 13:4. 

16. Or, "to, toward". GK 4639. Not the same word as in 4:35 and 5:2 
("at, beside, near", GK 4123), though some manuscripts have that 
word here {N}. 

17. Same word as in 2:45. 
18. Or, "removed for himself, embezzled, stole". Same word as in v 3. 

Elsewhere only as "pilfer" in Tit 2: I 0. GK 3802. 
19. Or, "price", the price received. Same word as in v 3; 4:34. On this 

word, see "honor" in I Tim 5: 17. 
20. Or, "having co-knowledge". Elsewhere only as "conscious of" in 

I Cor 4:4. GK 5323. This verb is related to "conscience" in 23: I. 
21. Some think this is a Hebrew way of speaking meaning "For what rea

son did Satan cause you to dare to lie ... ", Esther 7:5; Eccl 8: 11. Some 
manuscripts say instead "tempt" {B}. On this word, see Eph 5:18. 

22. Same word as "lie" in v 4. Used 12 times. GK 6017. Related to 
"falsehood" in Rev 14:5, and "liar" in Rom 3:4. 

23. Ananias did not have to sell at all. The grammar indicates a "yes" 
answer is expected to this and the next question. 

24. Ananias was under no obligation to give. After selling, the money 
was still his, to do with as he pleased. On this word, see Rev 6:8. 

25. Same word as in Lk 21:14. 
26. Ananias lied about the selling price, claiming his gift represented all 

of it. He could have given any part of it. But he wanted his gift to seem 
like a greater sacrifice than it actually was. He wanted to be seen as 
one who gave it all. He attempted to deceive his fellow believers. Luke 
does not say whether Peter had heard the price from someone else, 
or the Spirit revealed it to him. 

27. That is, died. Elsewhere only in 5:10; 12:23. GK 1775. This word is 
based on the word "life, soul". Ananias breathed out his life. A simi
lar word based on the word "breath" is used of Jesus in Mk 15:37. 

28. Some manuscripts say "these things" (K}, as in v 11. 
29. That is, in a burial shroud. Or, "packed him up, removed him". On 

this word, see "shortened" in I Cor 7:29. 
30. This word is plural, referring to both of them. To reflect this, "two" 

is added. Likewise in v 9. 
31. Or, "gave up, gave away". Same word as in 7:9; Heb 12:16. This 

is the third different word Luke uses for "sell" in 4:34-5:8 (see the 
note on 4:34). This one may put the emphasis on what this couple 
gave up when they sold the land, or gave away from their posses
sions. Or, perhaps no difference in meaning is intended. On this 
word, see "render" in Mt 16:27. 

32. Or, "that an-agreement-was-made by you two". On this word, see 
Mt 18:19. 

33. Or, "tempt". Of course, this is not what these two thought they were 
doing. Like them, people often prefer to view their actions as if they 
were independent of God's scrutiny and judgment. On this word, 
see "tempt" in Heb 2: 18. 

34. This is Luke's third external view of the church. As in chapters 3-
4, the proclaiming and miracle working of the apostles, v 12-16, 
leads to a confrontation with the Sanhedrin, v 17. 

35. That is, the apostles. 
36. The apostles were publicly violating the command of the Jewish 

leadership, 4: 18. On this word, see Jn 5:2. 
3 7. Or, "the others". Some think Luke is referring to the Jewish leaders 

and priests, in contrast with "the people" next; others, to the other 
believers, who did not dare to publicly defy the Jewish leaders in this 
way; others, to the non-believers, who (unless they became believ
ers, as in v 14; or were seeking a miracle, as in v 15-17) did not dare 
to associate with the Christians because of the Ananias and Sapphira 
event and the Sanhedrin's command, making "the rest" equivalent 
to "the people" next (they did not join them, but they honored them). 
On this word, see "other" in 2 Pet 3: 16. 

38. Or, "unite with, associate with". Thal is, in the portico. Same word 
as in 8:29; 9:26; I 0:28; 17:34. On this word, see I Cor 6: 16. 

39. Same word as in 10:46; 19:17. On this word, see "enlarge" in 2 
Cor10:15. 

40. Or, " ... believing were being added ro the Lord". Compare 11 :24, 
which has different grammar. 

A. Heb 10:34, possessions B. Eph 2:8 C. Act 5:2 D. Tit 3:14 E. Act 13:8 F. Jn 1:19 G. I Cor 12:28, kind H. Jn 15:4, abide J. Eph 5:21 
K.Tit2:6 L.Mt21:19 M.1Jn2:13 N.2Thes2:9 0.2Thes2:9 P.1Corl2:28 Q.Actl:l4 R.2Corll:21 



Acts 5:15 410 Verse 

1 ( ·. So 1 that they were even bringing-out the sickA into the wide-roads8 and putting them on little- I ' 

beds and cots, in order that while Peter was coming, if-even2 his shadow might overshadow3 

one of them 
2C. And the multitude/ram the cities around Jerusalem4 was also coming-together5, bringing sickA 11. 

ones and ones being troubled by unclean spirits 
~ C. Who all were being curedc 

> 13. And having arisen, the high priest and all the ones with him- the sect6 of the Sadducees existing7 i -
there- were filled0 with jealousyE. •And they put their hands on the apostles and put them in the I ' 
publicF jail8 

IC. But an angel of the Lord- having opened9 the doors of the prison during the night, and having I', 
led them out- said,• "Go! And having stood, be speaking in the temple to the people all the ·· 11 

words of this10 lifeG" 
.:::<. And having heard, they entered into the temple at 11 dawn 12 and were teaching 

4B. And having arrived 13 , the high priest and the ones with him called together the Sanhedrin- even 
the whole council-of-elders 14 of the sonsH of Israel. And they sent-out1 officers to the jailhouse15 

that they might be brought 

1 ( · But having arrived, the officersK did not find them in the prison 16 

2 l . And having returned, they reportedL, •saying that "We found the jailhouse having been lockedM 
with all securityN, and the guards 17 standing 18 at the doors. But having opened, we found no 
one inside" 

.1L And when both 19 the captain of the temple [guard) and the chief priests heard these words, 
they were greatly-perplexed20 about them as to what this would become 

4C. But having arrived, someone reportedL to them21 that "Behold- the men whom you put in 
the prison are standing in the temple and teaching the people" 

SC. Then the captain22
, having gone away with the officers23

, was bringing them- not with 
violence24 (for they were fearing the people, that25 they might be stoned) 

5B. And having brought them, they stood them in the council26 [chamber] 

IC. And the high priest questioned0 them,· saying, "Did we not27 commandP you with a command~8 

not to be teaching on the basis of this name? And behold- you have filledO Jerusalem with 
your teaching. And you intend29 to bring the blood of this man30 upon us" 

::ic. But having responded, Peter and the apostles said, "lt-is-necessary31 to obey32 God rather than 
peopleR 

I D. "The God of our fathers raised5 Jesus- Whom you murdered33, having hung T Him on a crossu 
::i D. "God exaltedv this One to His right hand34 as Leader35 and Saviorw, that He might grant 

repentance36 to Israel and forgivenessx of sins 
JD. "And we are witnesses37 a/these things38 . And so is the Holy Spirit, Whom God gave to 

the ones obeying Him" 

'J 

JC. And the ones having heard it were infuriated39, and were intending40 to kiUV them , , 
4l'. But having stood up, a certain Pharisee in the Sanhedrin- Gamaliel by name, a Law-teacherZ '-1 

honored41 by all the people- gave-ordersAA to make the men42 be outside/or a little while. 
And he said to them ' ' 

ID. "Men°0
, Israelites, take heed to yourselves43 as to what you are about to do to these men 



411 Acts 5:35 

I. Some consider v 14 a parenthesis, so that this follows directly 
fromv13. 

2. Or. "at least". This word expresses these people's hope of healing. 
II is the same word used by the woman in Mk 5:28, and as "even" 
in Mk 6:56. GK 2829. Compare Act 19:12. 

3. On this word, see Mt 17:5. Related to "shadow". 
4. Some manuscripts add "to", making it "the surrounding cities to 

Jerusalem" {B}. 
5. Or, "gathering, assembling". Same word used of those who came 

together to hear and be healed by Jesus in Lk 5: 15. GK 5302. 
6. Or, "faction, party". The same group as in 4: I. This "sect" (as 

opposed to the Pharisee "sect'', 15:5) was closely associated with the 
high priest and his family. On this word, see "faction" in I Cor 11: 19. 

7. Or, "the existing sect", meaning "the local sect". It is the same 
idiom as in 13: I. 

8. Same word as in 4:3. Luke uses three different words here for this 
place. Based on the root words, it is the place they were "kept" 
(v 18,jail, GK 5499); "bound" (v 21,jailhouse); and "guarded" 
(v 22, prison). 

9. Some manuscripts say" ... Lord opened the doors ... night. And hav
ing led them out, he said" {N}. 

IO. That is, the life which the Sadducees deny (23:8}-etemal life, res
urrection life, in Jesus Christ. 

11. More literally, "under the dawn", that is, near dawn. GK 5679. 
12. The gates of the temple were closed at night, but the apostles were 

there when they opened that morning. This phrase reveals their 
excitement and their urgency to obey. On this word, see Lk 24: I. 

13. That is, the next morning after v 18. 
14. Or, "Senate". Used only here. GK 1172. Related to the word "old 

man" in Jn 3:4. 
15. Same word as in v 23; 16:26. Elsewhere only as "prison" in Mt 

11:2. GK 1303. The root word is "to bind" in I Cor 7:27. 
16. Same word as v 19, 25. Used 47 times. It also means "watch" of the 

night (see Lk 2:8). GK 5871. The root word is "to guard", on which 
see "keep" in Jn 12:25. Related to "guards" in v 23. 

17. Elsewhere only in 12:6, 19. GK 5874. 
18. Some manuscripts add "outside" { K}. 
19. Some manuscripts say "both the [high) priest and the captain ... , and 

the chief priests" {N}. 
20. Same word as in 2: 12, the response to the tongues. On this word, 

see Lk 9:7. 
21. Some manuscripts add "saying" { K}. 
22. That is, the leader of the Jewish temple police, the "officers" men

tioned next. Same word as in v 24; 4: I; Lk 22:4, 52. Elsewhere only 
of Roman city "magistrates" in Act 16:20, 22, 35, 36, 38. GK 5130. 

23. Same word as in v 22. On this word, see Jn 18:12. 
24. Or, "force". Same word as in 21 :35. Elsewhere only as "force" 

in 27:41. GK 1040. This implies the apostles came with the cap
tain willingly. 

25. This idiom, expressing fear of a potential negative consequence, is 
also in 23: IO; 27: 17, 29; 2 Cor 11 :3; 12:20; Gal 4: 11. This word is 
GK3590. 

26. Or, "among the Sanhedrin". Same word as "Sanhedrin" in v 21, 34, 
41. Luke may be referring to the room where the Sanhedrin met (as 
in 4: 15; Lk 22:66), or to the council meeting there. This word most 
often means "Sanhedrin" (the Jewish ruling council), but is also 
used of "councils" in a broader sense (as in Mt I 0: 17; Mk 13:9). 
Used 22 times. GK 5284. 

27. The grammar indicates a "yes" answer is expected. Some manu
scripts omit this word, making it a statement, "we commanded 
you ... " {C}. The command is in 4: 18. 

28. This idiom reflects a Hebrew way of speaking. 
29. Or, "you are determined, you wish, want, desire". Same word as 

in v 33. On this word, see "willed" in Jam 1:18. 
30. That is, the responsibility for the death of Jesus. The Jews had 

already accepted it, Mt 27:25. 
31. Or, "We must obey". On this idiom, see "must" in Mt 16:21. 
32. Same word as in v 32. On this word, see 27:21. 
33. Or, "killed, slayed"; literally, "laid hands on violently", bringing 

about death. Elsewhere only in 26:21. GK 1429. 
34. Same phrase as in 2:33. 
35. Or, "Prince'', not in the sense of royalty, but in the sense of 

"Leader". Same word as "Author" in 3:15. 
36. On this word, see 2 Cor 7: I 0. God grants repentance to the Gentiles 

also, 11:18. 
37. Some manuscripts add "His" {B}, "His witnesses ... ". 
38. Or, "matters". The apostles witness with bold words. The Spirit wit

nesses with the works of power about which these Jews were jeal
ous, v 14-16. Compare 14:3. 

39. The root word means these leaders were "sawn through'', cut 
through the heart. Elsewhere only in 7:54. GK 1391. This word is 
also used outside the NT of"grinding, gnashing" the teeth, often in 
rage. Related to "sawn in two" in Heb 11 :37. 

40. Same word as in v 28. Some manuscripts say instead "deliberat
ing" { B }, using the word in 27:39. 

41. Or, "respected by, precious to all ... ". On this adjective, see "pre
cious" in 2 Pet I :4. 

42. Some manuscripts say "apostles" {N}. 
43. On "take heed to yourselves", see Lk 12: I. 

A.1Thes5:14,weak B.Lk14:21 C.Mt8:7 D.Act2:4 E.2Corll:2 F.Actl6:37 G.Rom8:10 H.Gal3:7 J.Mk3:14 K.Jnl8:12 
L. I Jn I :3, announcing M. Jn 20: 19 N. Lk I :4, certainty 0. Lk 9: 18 P. I Tim I :3 Q. Eph 5: 18 R. Mt 4:4, mankind S. Mt 28:6, arose 
T. Act 10:39 U. 1 Pet 2:24 V. Jn 8:28, lifted up W. Lk I :47 X. Col I: 14 Y. Mt 2: 16 Z. I Tim I :7 AA. Mt 14:28, order BB. I Tim 2: 12 



Acts 5:36 412 

IF. "For before these days, Theudas aroseA, saying that he was' somebody 

IF. "With whom a number ofmenjoined-up2
, about four-hundred 

2F. "Who was killed3 

:i F. "And all who were being persuaded4 by him were dispersed, and they became 
nothing5 

Verse 

2E. "After this one, Judas the Galilean aroseA in the days of the registration6 and drew- I"' 

away7 a group-of-peoples after him 

I I·. "That one also perished8 

2F. "And all who were being persuaded by him were scatteredc 

2D. "And as to the things now, I say to you 

I L. "Draw-away9 from these men, and leave0 them alone 

11·. "Because if this planE or this workF should be from humans 10, it will be 
overthrown 11 

2 I. "But if it is from God, you will not be able 12 to overthrow them 13 ; • 1 

2F. "That you indeed may not perhaps be found to be fighting-against-God" 

3 [). And they were persuaded 14 by him 

)( ·. And having summonedG the apostles, having beaten15 them, they commandedH them not to be ~11 

speaking on the basis of the name of Jesus, 16 and releasedJ them 

613. So indeed the ones were going from the presence of the Sanhedrin rejoicingK that they were .JI 
considered-worthyL to be dishonored 17 for the name's. •And every day, in the temple and house by -12 
house 19, they were not ceasingM teaching and announcing-the-good-news20 as to Jesus. the Christ21 

8A. Now22 during these days, while the disciples were multiplyingN, grumbling23 arose24 from the Hellenists0 1, I 

against the Hebrews25 because their widows were being overlooked26 in the daily ministry27 [of food] 

11~. And the twelve, having summonedG the multitude2s of the disciples, said 

IC·. "It is not pleasing29 that we, having left-behind30 the wordP of God, should be serving31 tables32 

2c · "But33 brothersO, look-for34 seven men from-among you being attested35 , fullR of the Spirit36 , 

and wisdom5, whom we will put-in-charge37 over this need3s 
IC'. "And we will devote-ourselvesT to prayeru and the ministry39 (){the wordP" .J 

213. And the statementP was pleasingv in the sight of the whole multitude. And they chose40 Stephen41 

(a man fullR of faith and of the Holy Spirit), and Philip42 , and Prochorus, and Nicanor, and Timon, 
and Parmenas, and Nicolas (a proselytew from Antioch),° whom they stood before the apostles 1, 

I ( ·. And having prayed, they laid their hands43 onx them 

313. And the word ofGod44 was growingv. And the number: of the disciples in Jerusalem was being 7 
multipliedN greatly. And a large crowdAA of the priests were obeying45 the faith46 



413 Acts 6:7 

I. More literally, "is", as the Greek typically phrases it. 
2. Or, to whom a number of men "attached themselves, inclined 

themselves". Used only here. GK 4679. Related to "partiality" in 
I Tim 5:21. 

3. Same word as in v 33, on which see Mt 2:16. 
4. Or, "convinced". Or, "were following, obeying" him. Same word 

as in v 37, 40. On this word, see I Jn 3:19. 
5. This is a Hebrew way of speaking. More literally, "they came-lo

be for nothing". 
6. Or, "census". On this word, see Lk 2:2. Some think this refers to a 

census in A.D. 6 after Archelaus (see Mt 2:22) was deposed and 
Judea was put under Roman rule. It caused a rebellion, and the rise 
of the Zealots. 

7. Or, "caused to depart". That is, in a rebellion. On this word, see 
"depart" in I Tim 4: I. 

8. Same word as in Lk 9: 13. On this word, see "peoples" in Rev 21 :3. 
Some manuscripts say "many people" {A). 

9. Or, "Withdraw". Same word as "drew-away" in v 37. 
IO. That is, if it turns out to be from humans. 
11. Or, "thrown down, destroyed, put down". Same word as in the next 

verse. That is, since Jesus, the leader of these men, has been killed 
like Theudas and Judas, His followers will soon be scattered as 
theirs were. There is no reason to take the drastic action of killing 
these men. On this word, see "tear down" in Mt 24:2. 

12. Some manuscripts say "you are not able" {K}. 
13. Some manuscripts say "it" {A}, referring to the "work". 
14. Luke uses the same word of these leaders that Gamaliel used twice 

with reference to rebels following a lost cause! 
15. Same word as in Mk 13:9, where Jesus predicted it. On this word, 

see Jn 18:23. 
16. As these leaders also commanded in 4: 18. 
17. Elsewhere only in Mk 12:4; Lk 20: 11; Jn 8:49; Rom 1 :24; 2:23; 

Jam 2:6. GK 869. Related to "dishonor" in 2 Tim 2:20. 
18. Or, "His name". Some manuscripts say "His name"; others, "the 

name of Jesus" { N}. 
19. More literally, "according to house (singular)", here meaning 

divided up by house, at their house, in every house, in relation to 
their house. Same phrase as in 2:46, and as "at the house" in Rom 
16:5; I Cor 16: 19; Col 4: 15; Phm 2. Elsewhere only with "houses" 
plural, meaning "from house to house", in Act 8:3; 20:20. 

20. This verb, "to announce the good news, announce as good news, 
proclaim the gospel", is used 54 times. GK 2294. Same word as in 
Lk 2:10; 4:18; 7:22; 9:6; Act 8:12, 25, 35; 10:36; 14:7, 15; Rom 
1:15; I Cor 1:17;Gal 1:8, 16;Eph2:17;Heb4:2; I Pet 1:12;4:6; 
Rev 10:7; 14:6. On the noun "good news, gospel", see I Cor 15:1. 

21. Or, "as to Christ Jesus". Or, "announcing-the-good-news-of Jesus 
as the Christ". 

22. This is Luke's third internal view of the church, 2:42; 4:32. He has 
alternated between external and internal views. 

23. Or, "complaining". On this word, see Phil 2: 14. 
24. Or, "came about, look place". GK 1181. 
25. That is, from the Greek-speaking Jewish Christians against the 

native Hebrew Jewish Christians. Elsewhere only in 2 Cor 11 :22; 
Phil 3:5. GK 1578. Related to "Hebrew" (language) in 21:40. 

26. Or, "neglected". Used only here. GK 4145. Related to "to see, look". 
27. Or, "service". Apparently the ones serving were favoring their 

own, the locals, no doubt unintentionally. This kind of thing natu
rally occurs in the absence of explicit planning and organization. 
On this word, see I Cor 12:5. Same word as in v 4. Related to 
.. serve" in v 2. 

28. Or, "crowd, assembly, number". Used 31 times. GK 4436. 
29. Or, "it is not a pleasing thing". On this word, see Jn 8:29. 
30. Or, "left to the side", and so, "neglected". There is only so much 

time. The apostles would have to leave the one to do the other. This 
would not be pleasing to anyone. Used 24 times meaning "leave, 
leave behind, leave remaining". GK 2901. 

31. On this word, see "ministering" in I Pet 4: I 0. Related to "deacon" 
in Phil 1:1. 

32. This may mean the apostles had been the ones doing so. Or, it may 
mean they felt they would have to do so in order to solve the prob
lem. To "serve tables" could mean "to disperse food", or, "to dis
perse money" (the money of 4:34-35). The word "table" is used 
ofa banker's table in Mt 21:12; Lk 19:23. It is related to "banker" 
in Mt 25:27. 

33. Some manuscripts say "Therefore" { C}. 
34. Or, "examine, look at" and thus, "select". On this word, see "look 

after" in Heb 2:6. 
35. That is, attested in the faith. Or, "being borne witness" in a positive 

sense, "approved, well spoken of". Same word as Act I 0:22; 16:2; 
22:12; Rom 3:21; 1Tim5:10; Heb 7:8, 17; 11:2, 4, 5, 39; 3 Jn 12. 
On this word, see "testify" in Jn 1 :7. 

36. Some manuscripts say "Holy Spirit" {N}. 
37. Or, "appoint, set". Same word as in Mt 24:45, 47; 25:21, 23; Lk 

12:42, 44. Elsewhere only as "appoint" in Lk 12:14; Act 7:10, 27, 
35; Tit 1:5; Heb 5:1; 7:28; 8:3; "made" in Rom 5:19; Jam 3:6; 4:4; 
2 Pet 1:8; and "conducted" in Act 17:15. GK 2770. Some manu
scripts say "may put in charge" {K}. 

38. Or, the "function, business, task, responsibility" addressing the 
need. On this word, see Tit 3: 14. 

39. Same word as in v 1. 
40. The multitude chose these seven. The mix of Hebrews and Hellenists 

is unstated. The names are all Greek, so it is possible that all seven 
were Hellenists. However, the names alone are insufficient to prove 
this, since Greek names were common in Israel. Some of the apos
tles have Greek names. On this word, see I Cor I :27. 

41. Stephen's story is told in 6:8-8:2. He was the first martyr. Men
tioned also in 11:19; 22:20. GK 5108. 

42. Philip's story is told in 8:5-40. In 21:8 he is called an evangelist. 
43. On the laying on of hands, see Heb 6:2. It occurs in this sense in 

Act 13:3; I Tim 4: 14; 5:22; 2 Tim I :6. 
44. Some manuscripts say "the word of the Lord" { B}. 
45. Same word as in Mt 8:27; Mk I :27; 4:41; Lk 8:25; 17:6; Rom 6: 12, 

16, 17; IO:l6;Eph6:1,5;Phil2:12;Col3:20,22;2Thes 1:8;3:14; 
Heb 5:9; 11 :8; I Pet 3:6. Elsewhere only as "answer" in Act 12: 13. 
GK 5634. Related to "obedience" in Rom 16:26. 

46. The phrase "obeying the faith" is found only here, but is related to 
"obedience of faith" in Rom I :5; 16:26. 

A. Lk 18:33, rise up B. I Cor I: 18 C. Mt 25:24 D. Mt 6: 12, forgive E. Eph I: 11, counsel F. Mt 26: I 0 G. Act 2:39, call to H. I Tim I :3 
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Acts 6:8 414 

<J \ Now Stephen, fuUA of grace' and power8 , was doing great wondersc and signs among the people 

Ill But some of the ones from the synagogue0 being called "of Freedmen"2
- both Cyrenians3 and 

Alexandrians', and the ones from Cilicia5 and Asia- rose-upE, debating6 with Stephen 

I ( · And they were not able to resist7 the wisdomF and the Spirit with which he was speaking 
2( Then they secretly-induced8 men [to begin] saying that "We have heard him speaking 

blasphemousG words against Moses and God" 
1l. And they stirred-up9 the people and the elders and the scribes 

213. And having suddenly-come-uponH him, they seized10 him, and brought him to the Sanhedrin 

I ( ·. And they put:forward11 false witnesses, saying, "This man does not ceasei speaking words 12 

against this 13 holy place and the Law. ·For we have heard him saying that this Jesus the NazareneK 
will tear-down 14 this place, and changeL the customsM which Moses handed-downN to us" 15 

2( And having looked-intently0 at him, all the ones sitting in the council 16 [chamber] saw his 
face was like 17 a face of an angel 

1( ·. And the high priest said, "Do these things hold so?" 18 

3 ll And the one said, "Men, brothers, and fathers, listen-

I ( . "The God of glory 19 appearedP to our father Abraham while being in Mesopotamia, before he 
dwelledO in Haran: and said to him [in Gen 12: I], 'Go out from your land and from20 your 
relatives, and come to the land which21 I will show you' 22 

I[) "Then having gone out from the land of the Chaldeans, he dwelledO in Haran 
2D. "And from there, after his father died,23 He removed24 him to this land in which you are 

now dwellingO 
3 [) "And He did not give him an inheritanceR in it, not even the step of a foot 
-11 >. "And He promised to give it to him for a possession5, and to his seedT after him- there 

not being a child for him! 
"[) "But God spoke as follows [in Gen 15: 13-14)- that his seedT will be a foreigner25 in a 

land belonging-to-another26 

11 "'And they will enslaveu it27 and mistreat28 it for four-hundred years 
21 . . " 'And I will judge v the nation in whichever they will serve-as-slaves w, said God 
1 I . "'And after these things, they will come out and worship29 Me' in this place 

hlJ. "And He gave him the covenantx of circumcisionY 

2l . "And so he fathered 30 Isaac, and circumcised him on the eighth day; and Isaac, Jacob; and 
Jacob, the twelve patriarchsz. 

0 

And the patriarchs, having become-jealous-ofAA Joseph, sold 
him into Egypt 

ID. "And God was with him: and rescued88 him from all his afflictionscc, and gave him 
favor00 and wisdom in the sight of Pharaoh, king a/Egypt. And he appointed31 him to be 
rulingEE over Egypt, and over32 his whole house 

21l. "And a famineFF came over all Egypt33 and Canaan, and a great afflictioncc. And our 
fathers were not finding foodl4 

1 I) "But Jacob, having heard-£?{ grain being in Egypt, sent-forthGG our fathers first 
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I. This grace refers to the divine gifts given to Stephen, gifts of speak
ing and power, as seen in what follows. Some manuscripts say 
"faith" {N}. as in v 5. 

2. That is, Hellenistic Jewish slaves who were freed, and returned to 
Israel. Some think Luke names one synagogue made up of the four 
nationalities. Others think he names two synagogues, "o/Freedmen 
and Cyrenians and Alexandrians, and, the ones from Cilicia and 
Asia". Others think he names five separate synagogues. 

3. That is, from the city of Cyrene on the African coast. Elsewhere 
only of Simon who carried the cross (Mt 27:32; Mk 15:21; Lk 
23:26), and in Act 11:20; 13:1. GK 3254. "Cyrene" is in Act 2:10. 

4. From the city of Alexandria in Egypt. 
5. Cilicia (used 8 times. GK 3070) and Asia (used 18 times. GK 823) 

are Roman provinces in what is now known as Turkey. 
6. Or, "arguing, disputing". On this word, see Mk 8: 11. 
7. Same word as in Lk 21:15. 
8. Or, "suborned". That is, the debaters secretly instigated false testi

mony. Used only here. GK 5680. 
9. Or, "set in motion, aroused". Used only here. GK 5167. Related to 

"move" in Rev 2:5. 
I 0. That is, seized with violence and took Stephen with them. On this 

word, see Lk 8:29. 
11. Or, "they stood". These debaters controlled it all from behind the 

scenes. Same word as in I :23. GK 2705. 
12. Some manuscripts say "blasphemous words" {N}, as in v 11. 
13. Some manuscripts say "the" holy place { C}. 
14. Same word as in Mt 24:2. 
15. Jesus did say these things would happen, and they did happen in 

A.D. 70. But that this was against this place or the Law is false. It 
was a fulfillment of God's word. The false witnesses left out 
Stephen's explanation of this event. 

16. Or, "Sanhedrin", as in v 12. On this word, see 5:27. 
I 7. Or, "as if". On this word, see "as if" in Rom 6: 13. 
18. In other words, are these things true? On this idiom, see 12: 15. 
19. That is, the God characterized by glory; the glorious God. 
20. Some manuscripts omit this word {C}. 

21. More literally, "whichever". The land- whichever it may be- I 
will show you. There is an indefiniteness about it which is difficult 
to reproduce in English. Heb 11 :8 states it clearly. 

22. Stephen is saying that the call of Gen 12: 1-3 was first given in 
Chaldea (as implied in Gen 15:7), and provides the explanation for 
Abraham leaving for Canaan and settling in Haran (Gen 11 :31 ). Gen 
12:1-3 then records the repetition of this call in Haran. In other 
words, Stephen is giving his interpretation of the full Genesis record. 

23. Some think Genesis indicates Abraham's father was still Jiving 
when he left. Gen 11 :32 says that his father died at age 205. Abra
ham left at age 75 (Gen 12:4). Gen 11:26 may indicate Terah was 
70 when Abraham was born (assuming they are named in order of 
birth, and that Abraham is not named first because of his promi
nence in what follows), making Terah 145 (75 plus 70) when Abra
ham left Haran. This would mean Terah lived 60 more years after 
Abraham left Haran. Perhaps Stephen simply means "after he died 
in the progression of Genesis", since his death is recorded in 11 :32, 
prior to Abraham leaving Haran in Gen 12:4. Some ancient OT 
manuscripts say in Gen 11 :32 that Terah dieJ at age 145, and this 
was a commonly held view among the Jews in that day. 

24. Or, "resettled, changed his dwelling over to". Same word as in v 43. 
God caused Abraham to resettle through the call of Gen 12: 1-3. 

25. Or, "resident alien''. On this word, see I Pet 2: 11. 
26. Or, "a foreign land", but not related to "foreigner" earlier. On this 

word, see "foreigners" in Heb 11 :34. 
27. That is, Abraham's seed, viewed as a collective whole. Stephen 

changes to the plural "they" in v 7. 
28. Same word as in v 19. On this word, see "do evil" in I Pet 3: 13. 
29. Or, "serve". Same word as in Ex 3:12, to which this alludes. On this 

word, see Heb 12:28. 
30. On this word, see "born" in I Jn 2:29. Same word as in v 29; Mt I :2. 
31. Or, "put him in charge''. Same word as in v 27. 
32. Some manuscripts omit this word {C}. 
33. Some manuscripts say "the land o/Egypt" {N). 
34. Used only here. GK 5964. Used of "forage, fodder" for cattle, 

"food" for people. Related to "grass, hay". 

A. Mt 14:20 B. Mk 5:30 C. 2 Thes 2:9 D. Act 13:43, gathering E. Lk 18:33 F. I Cor 12:8 G. I Tim I: 13 H. Lk 21 :34 J. I Cor 13:8 
K. Mt 2:23 L. Rom I :23, exchanged M. Lk I :9 N. Act 16:4, delivering 0. Lk 4:20 P. Lk 2:26, see Q. Eph 3: 17 R. Eph I: 14 S. Act 7:45, 
taking possession T. Heb 11: 11 U. Rom 6: 18 V. Mt 7: I W. Rom 6:6, are slaves X. Heb 8:6 Y. Eph 2: 11, circumcised Z. Heb 7:4 
AA. 2 Cor 11 :2, jealous for BB. Gal I :4 CC. Rev 7: 14 DD. Eph 2:8, grace EE. Heb 13:7, leading FF. Lk 21: 11 GG. Gal 4:4 
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4D. "And during the second visit, Joseph was made-known-again 1 to his brothers, and the 
famiJyA of Joseph became known2 to Pharaoh 

50. "And having sent-forth8 his brothers, Joseph summoned Jacob his father and all his 
relatives, amounting-to3 seventy five4 soulsc 

60. "And Jacob went down to Egypt. And he came-to-an-end5, and our fathers. ·And they 
were transferred0 to Shechem, and placed in the tombE which Abraham6 bought7 for a 
priceF of silver from the sons of Hamor in8 Shechem 

3C. "Now as the time of the promise which God declared9 to Abraham was drawing-nearG, our 
people grew and were multiplied10 in Egypt, ·until which time another king aroseH over Egypt11 

who did not know Joseph 

ID. "This one, having dealt-shrewdly-with 12 our nation 13
, mistreated14 our fathers, so that he 15 

caused 16 their babies 17 to be exposed18
, that they might not be kept-alive 19 

2D. "At which time, Moses was bom1- and he was beautiful2° to God 

I F. "Who was brought-up for three months in the house of his father 
2 f'. "And he having been exposed, the daughter of Pharaoh took him up21

, and brought 
him up for herself for a son 

:; E. "And Moses was trainedK in all the wisdom of the Egyptians. And he was powerfuJL 
in his22 words23 and deeds 

:; D. "And as a forty-year24 period was being fulfilledM for him,25 it came-up26 on his heart to 
visit27 his brothers, the sonsN of Israel 

IE. "And having seen someone being wronged28
, he defended him, and executed 

vengeance29 for the one being oppressed30
, having struck the Egyptian 

.2F. "Now he was thinking0 that his brothers were understandingP that God was31 

granting them deliveranceO by his hand. But the ones did not understand 
31 "And on the following day, he appearedR to them while they were fighting5 

I F. "And he was reconciling32 them to peace, having said, 'Men, you are brothers. 
Why are you wronging one another?' [Ex 2: 13] 

2F. "But the one wronging his neighbor33 rejected34 him, having said, 'Who 
appointed35 you rulerT and judge over us? ·vou do not intend36 to kill me the 
way you killed the Egyptian yesterday, do you?' 31 [Ex 2: 14] 

.\ F. "And Moses fledu at this word 

4D. "And he became a foreigner38 in the land o/Midian, where he fathered1 two sons. •And 
forty years having been fulfilledM, an angeP9 appearedR to him in the wildemessv of 
Mount Sinai, in the flame40 of fire of a bush 

IL "And having seen it, Moses was marveling-at4 1 the sight 
2L "And while he was approachingw to look-closelyX, the voice of the Lord came42-

'I am the God of your fathers, the God of Abraham and Isaac and Jacob43 ' 

3L "And having become trembling\ Moses was not daringz to look-closelyx 
4L. "And the Lord said to him, 'UntieAA the sandal from your feet, for the place upon 

which you stand is holy88 groundcc. ·Having seen, I saw44 the mistreatrnent45 o/My 
people in Egypt, and I heard their groaning00, and I came down to rescue46 them. 
And now, come, I will send47 you forth8 to Egypt' 
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I. Or, "reacquainted to, recognized by". Used only here. GK 341. 
Same word as in Gen 45: I, which has different grammar, "made 
himself known". 

2. Or, "visible". On this word, see "evident" in Rom I: 19. Not related 
to "make known" earlier. 

3. Or, "consisting in". GK 1877. 
4. Gen 46:27 (and Ex 1:5; Deut 10:22) says 70 persons, and that 

Joseph had "two sons". Stephen is quoting the Septuagint of Gen 
46:27, which (along with Ex I :5) says 75 persons, including 66 plus 
Joseph's "nine sons". On who might be included in the two counts, 
consult the commentaries. 

5. That is, died. On this word, see Mk 9:48. 
6. Jacob purchased this land in Shechem (Gen 33:19), and Joseph and 

his sons were buried there (Josh 24:32). Abraham purchased land in 
Machpelah (Gen 23: 14-20), and Jacob was buried there (Gen 49:29-
32; 50: 13 ). Stephen has abbreviated all this. In substituting Abraham 
for Jacob as the purchaser here, some think Stephen confused the two 
and Luke recorded what he actually said. Others think an early error 
was made copying the manuscript of Acts (for which there is no evi
dence at present). For other views, consult the commentaries. 

7. Used only here. GK 6050. 
8. Some manuscripts say "the one of Shechem", or, "the father of 

Shechem"; others, "the one in Shechem" { C}. 
9. On this word, see "confess" in I Tim 6: 12. Some manuscripts say 

"swore"; others, "promised" { B}. 
10. Same word as in 6:6, 7; 9:31; 12:24. Used 12 times. GK 4437. 
11. Some manuscripts omit "over Egypt" { C}. 
12. Or, "outwitted, taken advantage of". Used only here. GK 2947. 

Same word as in Ex I :9. 
13. Or, "people, race". Same word as "family" in v 13. On this word, 

see "kind" in I Cor 12:28. 
14. Same word as in v 6, and as "afflict, oppress" in Ex I: 11. Related 

word in v 34. 
15. That is, the new Pharaoh. Or, "they", the Israelites. The subject is 

not expressed. Both are true. Pharaoh "caused" the Israelites do it; 
they "caused" their infants to be eKposed. 

16. Or, "made, forced". Rendered this way, it gives the culmination of 
Pharaoh's mistreatment, as described in EK I: 11-22. Or, "that he 
might cause ... ", giving the purpose of his mistreatment, which was 
to control the size of the Hebrew population, EK I :9-10. On this 
word, see "does" in Rev 13: 13. 

17. That is, the newborn male infants, Ex I :22. On this word, see Lk I :41. 
18. Or, "put out, abandoned". This adjective is used only here. GK 

1704. Related to the verb in v 21 (GK 1758). 
19. Or, "preserved". On this word, see "give life to" in I Tim 6: 13. 
20. Or, "well-bred", in contrast to what the Egyptians thought of the 

Hebrews. Elsewhere only in Heb 11 :23, also of Moses. GK 842. 
Same word as in EK 2:2. 

21. This word "took up" is used only here with this grammar. Same 
word as in EK 2:5, 10. Some think it means "accepted". On this 
word, see "kill" in Mt 2: 16. 

22. Some manuscripts omit this word {K}. 
23. Some think Stephen means Moses' written words. 
24. Elsewhere only in 13:18. GK 5478. 
25. That is, when Moses was nearly forty years old. 
26. Or, "arose". GK 326. This idiom of a thought "arising on the bean" 

is also in Lk 24:38; I Cor 2:9. 
27. Or, "look after, care for". On this word, see "look after" in Heb 2:6. 
28. Or, "harmed, injured". This word means "to do wrong (physically 

or morally), do unrighteousness", as in I Cor 6:7; Gal 4: 12; Rev 
22: 11; and "to harm, injure, mistreat" as here, Rev 2: 11. Used 28 
times. GK 92. Related to "crime" in 18: 14, "wrongdoers" in I Cor 
6:9, "unrighteousness" in Rom I: 18, and "declare righteous" in 
Rom 3:24. 

29. On "execute vengeance", see Lk 18:7. 
30. Or, "mistreated, subdued, worn out". On this word, see 2 Pet 2:7. 
31. More literally, "is", as the Greek typically phrases it. 
32. That is, stopping these Jews from fighting. Used only here. GK 

5261. Related word in Rom 5:10. Some manuscripts say "and he 
reconciled them ... " {N}. 

33. Same word as in Mt 19: 19. Used 17 times. GK 4446. 
34. Or, "pushed aside". Same word as in v 39. On this word, see 

"reject" in Rom 11: I. 
35. Same word as v 10, 35. On this word, see "put in charge" in 6:3. 
36. Or, "want, wish, desire". On this word, see "willing" in Jn 7: 17. 
3 7. The grammar indicates that a "no" answer is eKpected. 
38. Same word as in v 6. 
39. Some manuscripts say "an angel of the Lord" {N}. 
40. That is, in the flame belonging to a fire in the bush. On this word, 

see "flaming" in 2 Thes I :8. 
41. Some manuscripts say "marveled-at" {N}. 
42. Some manuscripts add "to him" {K}. 
43. Some manuscripts say "the God of Abraham and the God oflsaac and 

the God of Jacob" {N). Inv 31-34, Stephen summarizes EK 3:4-10. 
44. This phrase, "having seen, I saw" is a Hebrew way of speaking, 

meaning "I have surely seen". 
45. Used only here. GK 2810. Same word as rendered "affliction" or 

"oppression" in Ex 3:7. Related to the verb in v 19. 
46. Same word as in v 10. 
47. More literally, "let Me send you fonh", a command to Himself, an 

eKpression of His own resolve. Since this would sound in English 
like God was asking permission from Moses, most clarify it by 
changing it to "I will send you fonh". Same word and form as in 
Ex 3: 10. Some manuscripts say "I will send fonh" (N}. Same word 
as "sent fonh" in v 35. On this word, see "sent out" in Mk 3: 14. 

A. I Cor 12:28, kind B. Mk 3: 14, send out C. Jam 5:20 D. Heb 11 :5, removed E. Lk 23:53 F. I Tim 5: 17, honor G. Lk 21 :28 H. Lk 18:33, 
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salvation R. Lk 2:26, see S. 2 Tim 2:24, battle T. Rev 1:5 U. I Cor 6:18 V. Mt 3:1 W. Heb 10:22 X. Heb 10:24, consider Y. Heb 12:21 
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Acts 7:35 418 Verse: 

:'iD. "This Moses' whom they deniedA, having said, 'Who appointed8 you ruler and judge?' _,, 
[Ex 2:14]-

IL. "This one God has sent-forth2 to be both3 ruler and deliverer4, with5 the hand of the 
angel having appearedc to him in the bush0 

21. "This one led them out, having done wondersE and signs in Egypt land6
, and in the 6 

RedF Sea, and in the wildernessG for forty years 
3L "This one is the Moses having said to the sons a/Israel, 'God7 will raise-upH a 

prophet! like me for you from your brothers' 8 [Deut 18: 15] 
.:II . "This one is the one having been in the congregationK in the wilderness, with the ;x 

angel speaking to him at Mount Sinai, and with our fathers 

11:. "Who received living oracles9 to give to us 10 

2 F. "To whom our fathers were not willingL to become obedientM, but they ·'I 

rejected" him, and turned-awayN in their hearts to Egypt 

I Ci. "Having said to Aaron, 'Make gods for us who will go before us. For this HI 
Moses who led us out of the land ofEgypt- we do not know what happened 
to him' [Ex 32:1] 

2< i. "And they made-a-calf in those days, and brought-up a sacrifice0 to the ~ I 
idol. And they were celebratingP in 12 the works of their hands 

_, 1 ·. "And God tumed-awayN, and handed them over13 to worship14 the host15 ofheaven, -12 
just as it has been written in the book of the prophets [in Amos 5:25-27]-

I< I. 'House of Israel, you did not offer-0 victims 16 and sacrifices0 to Me for forty 
years in the wilderness, didyou? 17 "Indeed you took-upR the tabernacle 18 of i_1 
Moloch 19 and the starofyour2° god Rephan21-the images5 which you made 
to give-worshipT to them. Indeed I will remove22 you beyond Babylon!' 

4( . "The tabernacle 23 of testimony24 was with our fathers in the wildernessG, just as the One 14 
speaking to Moses directedu him to make it according to the pattern5 which he had seen 

11) "Which25 our fathers, having received-it-in-succession26, also brought in with Joshua J' 
during the taking-possession27 of the nations whom God drove-outv from the presence of 
our fathers- until28 the days a/David, "who found favorw before God 11i 

:'.ll "And he asked that he might find a dwelling-place29 for the house30 of Jacob,"but l 7 
Solomon builtx a house for Him 31 

rn. "But the Most-Highv does not dweUZ in things32 made-by-human-hands33 , just as the .J~ 
prophet says [in Isa 66: 1-2]-

11 ·. 'The heaven is a throneAA for Me, and the earth is a footstool of My feet. What kind I <1 

of house will you buildx for Me?' says the Lord, 'or what will be the place of My 
rest88? "Did not My hand make all these things?34 ' 'il 

5( ·. "Stiff-necked ones, and uncircumcised in your hearts35 and ears- you are always resisting36 , I 
the Holy Spirit. As your fathers did, you also are doing37 

ID. "Which of the prophets did your fathers not persecutecc? '2 
2D. "And they killed00 the ones having announced-beforehand EE about the coming38 of the 

righteousFF One-
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I. Now Stephen finishes the foundation for his answer to the first 
charge against him. Stephen is not speaking against Moses, 6: 11, 
and the Law. 6: 13. But the fathers of these Jews rejected this Moses 
sent to them, this one who did signs and wonders, just as they are 
rejecting Jesus now. Moses gave them the Law, the word of God, 
which they also rejected, just as they were rejecting His words now. 
Stephen ma.Ices the point with Moses here, and applies it to his hear
ers in v 51-52. 

2. Instead of"has sent forth'', some manuscripts say "sent forth" {K}. 
3. Some manuscripts omit this word { C}. 
4. Or, "redeemer". Used only here. GK 3392. Related to "redemption" 

in Rom 3:24. 
5. Or, "together with, along with, accompanied by". GK 5250. Some 

manuscripts say "by", meaning "by means of" {K}. 
6. Some manuscripts say "in the land ojllgypt"; others, "in Egypt" {N}. 
7. Some manuscripts say "the Lord your God" { K}. 
8. God did so, and these Jews are rejecting Him, as their fathers did 

Moses. Some manuscripts add "You shall listen-to Him" {N}, as 
in 3:22. 

9. Or, "sayings, declarations". On this word, see Heb 5: 12. 
10. Some manuscripts say "you" {B}. 
11. Same word as in v 27. 
12. Or, "in connection with". GK 1877. 
13. The word "hand over" is the same word Paul uses in Rom I :24, 26, 

28 of God handing over the Gentiles. 
14. Same word as in v 7. God brought Israel out to worship Him, but 

handed them over to worship idols. On worshiping the host of 
heaven, see Deut 17:3; 2 King 17:16; 21:3; Jer 8:2. 

15. That is, the sun, moon, and stars. On this word, see Lk 2: 13, where 
it refers to angels. 

16. That is, slaughtered animals as offerings. Used only here. GK 5376. 
Related to "slaughter" in 8:32, and "slay" in I Jn 3: 12. 

I 7. The grammar indicates a "no"answer is expected to this question. 
18. Or, "tent". That is, the dwelling place. Same word as in v 44. On 

this word, see "dwelling" in Lk 9:33. 
19. Used only here. GK 3661. Mentioned also in 2 King 23:10; Jer 

32:35. A Canaanite god. 

20. Some manuscripts omit this word, so that it says, "of the god 
Rephan" { C}. 

21. Stephen is quoting the Septuagint of Amos 5:25-27, which gives 
the names Moloch and Rephan. The manuscripts have several 
spellings of the name of this god, including Rephan, Romp ha, and 
Remphan {N}. GK 4818. 

22. Or, "deport, resettle". Elsewhere only in v 4, where it is a positive 
removal for blessing. Here, it is a negative removal for judgment. 
GK 3579. Related to "deportation" in Mt 1:17. 

23. This phrase "tabernacle oftestimony" is also in Rev 15:5. 
24. Stephen now lays the foundation to answer the second charge, that 

he spoke against this holy place, 6: 13. God does not dwell in any 
man-made place. This place is only holy to the degree it is set apart 
to Him. If the Jews killed the Messiah, and God chose to destroy 
this place as Jesus said, Stephen does no wrong in saying so. 

25. This refers to "tabernacle". 
26. Or, "received in tum". Used only here. GK 1342. It is used of some

thing received from a former holder. Related to "successor" in 24:27. 
27. Elsewhere only as "possession" in v 5, where it means a "holding

in-possession". GK 2959. Same word as in Gen 17:8. 
28. The "receiving in succession" continued until the days of David. 
29. That is, a permanent building, a temple. On this word, see "tent" 

in 2 Pet I: 13. Related to "tabernacle". 
30. That is, a permanent temple of God for the people of Israel. Some 

manuscripts say "God" {B}. 
31. Solomon's temple which he built for God was destroyed by God. It 

was later rebuilt by Herod, God's enemy. 
32. Some manuscripts say "temples" {K}. 
33. Using this same word, Paul makes the same point in 17:24. 
34. The grammar indicates that a "yes" answer is expected. 
35. Some manuscripts have this word singular, "heart" {N}. 
36. Or, "opposing'', literally, "falling against". Used only here. GK 528. 

Same word as in Num 27:14. 
37. These Jews are rejecting God's messengers, and putting an improper 

value on a man-made temple. 
38. Or, "arrival". Used only here. GK 1803. Related to "come" in Mk 

16:2. 
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IF. O/Whom you now became1 betrayers2 and murderers3
-

0

you who received the Law "' 
by" the directions5 of angels, and did not keepA it!" 

48. And hearing these things, they were infuriated6 in their hearts, and were grinding their teeth at him 
.:'B. But being full 8 of the Holy Spirit, having looked-intentlyc into heaven, he saw the glory of God, 

and Jesus standing7 on the right side of God. ·And he said, "Behold- I see the heavens opened8
, 

and the Son of Man standing on the right side of God!" 
613. And having cried-out0 with a loud voice, they held-shut9 their ears, and rushed 10 against him with

one-accordE 

I ( ·. And having drivenF him outside of the city, they were stoning him 

I D. And the witnessesG laid-asideH their garments at the feet of a young-man 11 being called Saul 

2C. And they were stoning Stephen while he was calling-upon1 Jesus and saying, "Lord Jesus, 
receiveK my spirit". •And having put down his knees, he cried-out0 with a loud voice, "Lord, 
do not set12 this sin against them''. And having said this, he fell-asleepL 

ID. And Saul was giving-approvalM to his killing 13 

7B. And a great persecution 14 came about on that day against the church in Jerusalem, and they were 
all dispersed 15 throughout the regionsN of Judea and Samaria, except the apostles 16 

,, 

~ I 

IC. And reverent0 men carried-in 17 Stephen [for burial], and made a loud lamentation 18 over him 2 
2C. And Saul 19 was destroying20 the church. Entering from house to house, dragging-away21 both 

men and women, he was handing them over to prisonP 

~B. So indeed, the ones having been dispersed went about announcing the word as good newsO 4 

10.-\. Now Philip22
, having gone down to the23 city of Samaria, was proclaimingR the Christ to them ' 

1 B. And the crowds were with-one-accordE paying-attention-to24 the things being said by Philip, during 1, 

their hearing and seeing the signs5 which he was doing 

IC. For many o/the ones having unclean spirits- they25 were coming out while shoutingT with a 
loud voice. And many paralyzed26 ones and lame ones were curedu 

2( ·. And there was great joy in that city :-1 

.i(. Now a certain man, Simon by name, was-previouslyv in the city practicing-magic27 and ') 
astonishing28 the nation29 of Samaria, saying that he was30 someone great 

I D. To whom they all, from the small up to the great, were paying attention, saying, "This one 111 
is the Power31 of God being called 'Great'" 

2D. And they were paying attention to him because he had astonished them/or a considerable I I 
time with the magic-arts 

213. And when they believedw Philip announcing-the-good-newsO about32 the kingdomx of GodJJ and 12 
the name of Jesus Christ, they were being baptizedv- both men and women 

IC. Now Simon himself also believedw. And having been baptizedV, he was attaching-himselfZ to 13 
Philip. He was astonished, seeing both signs and great miracles34 taking place 



421 Acts 8:13 

I. Or, "proved to be, came to be". GK 1181. Some manuscripts say 
"have become" {K}. 

!. Or, "traitors''. Elsewhere only as "traitor" in Lk 6: 16; 2 Tim 3:4. 
GK 4595. Your fathers killed the announcers; you killed the 
announced One! 

3. Same word as in 3: 14; 28:4. Elsewhere only in Mt 22:7; I Pet 4: 15; 
Rev 21:8; 22:15. GK 5839. Related word in Act 9:1. 

4. Or, "in, at". GK 1650. 
5. Or, "decrees, ordinances, commanded things". It is plural here. 

Stephen could mean the directions given to angels by God, or the 
directions given by angels to Moses. On this word, see "ordinance" 
in Rom 13:2. 

6. Same word as in 5:33. 
7. Some think Jesus is standing to welcome Stephen to heaven; oth

ers, to call him home to Him; others, as an advocate in Stephen's 
defense; others, as a witness against his murderers. There are other 
views. Note that it is this vision Jesus granted to Stephen (which 
these Jews considered blasphemy) which pushed them over the 
edge and resulted in Stephen's death. 

8. This is a participle, "having been opened", that is, "standing open". 
9. These Jews did not want to hear any more "blasphemy" from 

Stephen. On this word, see "control" in 2 Cor 5: 14. 
10. Same word as used of the pigs "rushing" down the hill, Mt 8:32; 

Mk 5: 13; Lk 8:33. These leaders stampeded upon Stephen in a vio
lent attack. Elsewhere only in Act 19:29. GK 3994. Related to 
"attempt" in 14:5, and "violence" in Rev 18:21. 

11. This word is used of someone about 24-40 years old, in the prime 
oflife. Prior to that is one's "youth". Elsewhere only in 20:9; 23: 17. 
GK 3733. 

12. Or, "put, make stand". GK 2705. 
13. Used only here. GK 358. Related to "kill" in Mt 2: 16. 
14. In other words, the Jewish leaders did not stop with killing Stephen. 

They went after all the believers. 
15. Or, "scattered". That is, scattered like seed, the root word being "to 

sow". Elsewhere only in v 4; 11:19. GK 1401. Related to "disper
sion" in I Pet I: I. 

16. Perhaps the apostles were left alone because of the earlier decision 
of the Sanhedrin, 5:38-39. 

17. Or, "brought-in". That is, helped in burying. Used only here. GK 5172. 
18. Used only here. GK 3157. Related to "beat the breast" in Rev 1:7. 
19. Note how Saul is intertwined three times in 7:58-8:3. Luke returns 

lo him in 9: I. 

20. Or, "harming, damaging, ruining, spoiling; inflicting outrages, 
indignities, and personal injuries upon". Used only here. GK 3381. 
Related words not in the NT mean "spoiler, destroyer"; "injurious, 
destructive"; "outrage, maltreatment". 

21. Same word as "drag" in 14:19; 17:6. On this word, see "sweep 
away" in Rev 12:4. 

22. That is, the one in 6:5. Philip is distinguished from the apostles 
in v 14. 

23. Some think Luke means its main city, known as Samaria in the OT, 
and as Sebaste in NT times, but called Samaria here to link this to 
Act I :8; others, "the" main religious city of Samaria, a city named 
Neapolis (Shechem in the OT). Some manuscripts omit this word, 
so that it reads "a city of Samaria" {CJ. 

24. Or, "giving heed to". Same word as in v IO, 11. On this word, see 
I Tim3:8. 

25. Luke changes subjects from "many" people, to "they", the spirits. 
Some manuscripts smooth it out, "For unclean spirits shouting with 
a loud voice were coming out of many having them" {N}. 

26. This is a participle, "having been paralyzed". On this word, see 
"made feeble" in Heb 12: 12. 

27. Used only here. GK 3405. Related to "magic-arts" in v 11, and to 
"magician" in 13:6. This man is known as Simon Magus, "Magus" 
being the Greek word for "magician" found in 13:6. 

28. Same word as in v 11, 13. On this word, see Mk 2:12. 
29. Or, "people", in the sense of the people as a whole. GK 1620. This 

word is usually rendered "Gentile, nation" (see 15:23 on it). 
30. More literally, "is", as the Greek typically phrases it. 
31. That is, the supernatural spirit, angel or demon, the divine being. 

Simon is one of God's "Powers", the one being called "Great". He 
is the Power named "Great". "Power" may be used in this sense 
also in Mt 14:2; 24:29; Mk 6: 14; 13:25; Lk 21 :26; Rom 8:38; I Pet 
3:22. On this word, see Mk 5:30. Some manuscripts omit "being 
called'', so that it says "This one is the Great Power of God" {A}. 

32. Some manuscripts add "the things" {K}, so that it says "announc
ing-as-good-news the things about...". 

33. The phrase "announcing the good news about the kingdom of God" 
is similar to Lk 4:43; 8: I; 16: 16. 

34. On this word, see I Cor 12: 10. Some manuscripts say "miracles and 
signs" {K}. 

A.Jnl2:25 B.Mtl4:20 C.Lk4:20 D.Mt8:29 E.Act1:14 F.Jnl2:31,castout G.Actl:8 H.Roml3:12 J.1Petl:l7 K.Mtl0:40, 
welcome L. I Thes 4: 13 M. Rom I :32 N. Mk I :5, country 0. Lk 2:25 P. Act 5:22 Q. Act 5:42, announcing the good news R. 2 Tim 4:2 
S. 2 Thes 2:9 T. Mt 3:3 U. Mt 8:7 V. Lk 23:12 W. Jn 3:36 X. Mt 3:2 Y. Mk 1:8 Z. Act 2:42, devoting themselves to 



Acts 8:14 422 Verse.:~ 

_-; 13. And the apostles in Jerusalem, having heard that "Samaria has acceptedA the word o/God"1
, sent- I -l 

forth 8 Peter and John to them-"who, having come down, prayed for them so that they might ! S 
receive the Holy Spirit2 

I c For He had not yet fallen3 upon any of them, but they had only been baptized4 in the name of i h 

the Lord Jesus5 

.2l ·. Then they were layingc their hands6 on them, and they were receiving the Holy Spirit 1 7 
_i(.. Now Simon- having seen that the Spirit7 was8 given9 through the laying-on° of the hands of I~ 

the apostles- offeredE them moneyF, •saying, "Give this authorityG to me also, so-that10 on ! 'l 

whomever I lay on my hands, he may receive the Holy Spirit" 

11 l. But Peter said to him, "May your silver be with you for destruction 11
, because you thought 'r 1 

to acquireH the gift1 of God with money. 'There is no partK nor shareL for you in this matter12 · I 

IL. "For your heart is not straight13 before God14 

21· .. "Therefore repentM from this evilnessN of yours, and pray to the Lord 15, ifperhaps 16 

the intention of your heart will be forgiven° you. 
0

For17 I see you being in the gall 18 

ofbitterness 19 and the bond20 of unrighteousness" 

,, 
·- ~' 

2D. And having responded, Simon said, "You21 pray to the Lord for me, so that nothing of '-l 
the things which you have spoken may come upon me" 

-l(" So indeed the ones- having solemnly-testified22, and having spoken the word of the Lord-were '' 
returning23 to Jerusalem and announcing-the-good-news-tor many villages of the Samaritans 

-+I~. Now an angel of the Lord spoke to Philip saying, "Arise and go toward the south24 on the road going . <i 

down from Jerusalem to Gaza25". This is a wildernessO [road].26 'And having arisen, he proceeded 

I ( And behold- there was an Ethiopian27 man 

11 l. A eunuch28 

21 l. A court-official29 ofCandace30 (queen of the Ethiopians), who was over all her treasury31 

.i I l Who32 had come to Jerusalem to worship33 , •and was returning, and sitting on his chariot34 · S 

-+ll. And he was reading the prophet Isaiah 

2( And the Spirit said to Philip, "ApproachR and join35 this chariot" 

1 ll. And having run up, Philip heard him reading Isaiah the prophet36, and said, "Do you ;u 
indeed understand5 the things which you are reading?"37 

2 ll. And the one said, "How indeedT might I be able, unless someone will guideu me?" : I 
-'I l And he invitedv Philip to sit with him, having come up 

_i( . Now the passage of Scripture which he was reading was this- "He was led like a sheep to 
slaughter38

. And as a lamb before the one having shearedw it is silentX, so He does not open 
His mouth. 

0

In His39 humiliationv, His justice40 was taken-away41 • Who will describe42 His 
generation43? Because His lifeZ is taken-away from the earth" [Isa 53:7-8] 

'' '' 

11 l And having responded, the eunuch said to Philip, "I ask you, about whom is the prophet _;4 
saying this- about himself or about some other?" 



423 Acts 8:34 

I. Same phrase as in 11 : I, where the apostles heard the Gentiles 
accepted the Word of God. 

!. That is, the visible manifestation of the Spirit, proving that God 
accepted the Samaritans just as He had the Jews in chapter 2. Com
pare the case of the Gentiles in 10:44, and the disciples of John in 
19:2. Though the gift of tongues is not specified as the manifesta
tion, it is reasonable to assume this is intended. On "receive the 
Spirit", see Jn 7:39; 14: 17; 20:22; Act 1:8; 2:33, 38; 8: 17, 19; 10:47; 
19:2; Rom 8: 15; I Cor 2: 12; 2 Cor 11 :4; Gal 3:2, 14. 

3. This is a participle, "he was not yet having fallen". This word "fall 
upon" is used of the Spirit also in I 0:44; 11: 15. Used 11 times. 
GK 2158. 

4. This is a participle, "they were having been baptized". Here, the 
Spirit comes after water baptism (as in 2:38; 19:5); in 10:47, before 
it. In both cases, the Spirit only comes to the new category of 
believers in the presence of Peter. On this word, see Mk I :8. 

5. These Samaritans had believed and been baptized for forgiveness 
of sins, but they had not visibly received the gift of the Spirit. Peter 
and John came to bring it about. The rift between Jews and Samar
itans was not allowed to continue in the church. These believers are 
visibly subordinated to the apostles in the one body of Christ. 

6. On "laying on hands", see the related word in Heb 6:2. Used of the 
Spirit only in v 17, 19; 9:17; 19:6. 

7. Some manuscripts say "Holy Spirit" { B). 
8. More literally, "is", as the Greek typically phrases it. 
9. It is unclear whether this means that Simon had received the Spirit, 

or that he only saw others receiving Him. 
10. Or, "so that ... he will receive". GK 2671. 
11. That is, may your silver come to destruction while in your posses

sion. On this word, see 2 Pet 2: I. 
12. Peter may be referring to what Simon asked for, the ability to cause 

others to visibly receive the Spirit, a task only the apostles were able 
to perfonn in this case. Even Philip could not do so. Or, he may 
mean Simon cannot even receive the Spirit, because of his unbelief. 

13. ElsewhereonlyinMt3:3;Mk 1:3;Lk3:4,5;Act9:11; 13:10;2Pet 
2:15. GK23/8. 

14. Some think Peter means that Simon is not yet a true believer, but 
continues to be a slave of sin needing to repent, v 22-23. Others 
think Simon is a true believer (v 13), but is in need of instruction 
and discipline. 

15. Some manuscripts say "pray to God" {K). 
16. The idiom "if perhaps" is elsewhere only in Mk 11: 13; Act 17:27. 

It means "in the hope that", but expresses some uncertainty about 
whether it will in fact happen. 

17. Peter explains why he is uncertain about whether Simon will do so. 
18. Or, "poison, venom", as this word is used in Job 20: 14. In Deut 

29: 18-19, God warns against "a root springing up with gall and bit
terness" (same two words as here), referring to an Israelite who 
turns to other gods while saying "I will have peace even though I 
follow the stubbornness of my heart". God says He will not spare 
such a person, but will blot out his name from under heaven. If 
Peter has this verse in mind, then he means "I see you having the 
bitter poison of self deception, thinking you can still serve your old 
gods and claim to believe in the true God". Elsewhere only in Mt 
27:34, where it was mixed with wine. GK 5958. 

19. That is, in a bitter gall or poison, a gall characterized by bitterness. 

Elsewhere only in Rom 3:14; Eph 4:31; Heb 12:15. GK 4394. 
Related word in Col 3: 19. 

20. Or, "an unrighteous bond", a bond characterized by unrighteous
ness. This word refers to the thing that binds together, fastens, 
unites. Elsewhere only in Eph 4:3, "bond" of peace; in Col 3:14, 
"bond" of perfection; and in Col 2: 19, "ligaments". GK 5278. Here, 
Simon is bound by his unrighteousness. He is shackled or tied to it, 
and ii is restraining him from genuine repentance. He is in bondage 
to unrighteousness. 

21. Thal is, Peter and John. The word is plural. Simon's fear is clear; 
his repentance is not stated. 

22. Same word as in 2:40. On this word, see "solemnly charge" in I 
Tim5:21. 

23. Some manuscripts say "returned ... and announced ... " {K). 
24. Or, "Go at mid-day", noon, as this word is used in 22:6. Used only 

in these two places. GK 3540. 
25. This coastal town is on the road to Egypt. Used only here. GK J J 24. 
26. Instead of being Luke's explanation to his readers, this may be part 

of the angel's words, explaining which road to take. 
27. Ethiopia was the kingdom south of Egypt, along the Red Sea, 

including parts of modem Sudan. Its capital was Meroe (in the 
south of modem Sudan). Used only in this verse. GK I 34. 

28. That is, a castrated male. Such ones were used as keepers of the 
harem, and served the government in other positions. Our English 
word is from this Greek word eunouchos, which literally means "lo 
have charge of the bed". Elsewhere only in v 34, 36, 38, 39, and Mt 
19: 12. GK 2336. 

29. Or, "ruler". Elsewhere only as "ruler" in Lk I :52; I Tim 6: 15. 
GK 1541. 

30. This is a title, like "Pharaoh", not a name. Luke defines it in what 
follows. Used only here. GK 2833. 

31. Used only here. GK 1125. Related to the word in Mk 12:41. 
32. Some manuscripts omit this word {NJ, making it "an Ethiopian 

man ... had come". 
33. On this word, see Mt 14:33. On the grammar of this word, see "to 

do" in 24: 17. This man was at least a God-fearer, and some think 
he was a Jew. 

34. Used of a traveling chariot or carriage, as here, v 29, 38. Elsewhere 
only of a war chariot in Rev 9:9. Also used outside the NT of a rac
ing chariot. GK 76/. 

35. Or, "stick to". On this word, see I Cor 6: 16. 
36. This man may have just purchased the Septuagint (the Greek trans

lation of the OT, also referred to as the LXX), or the scroll from it 
containing Isaiah. The quote in v 32-33 is from the Septuagint. 

37. The grammar of this question implies neither a "yes" nor a "no" 
answer. It occurs also in Lk 18:8. 

38. Elsewhere only in Rom 8:36; Jam 5:5. GK 5375. Related to "vic
tim" in Act 7:42. 

39. Some manuscripts omit this word {C). 
40. Or, "judgment". That is, the judgment or justice due this One was 

taken away. On this word, see ''judgment" in Jn 3: 19. 
41. Or, "removed". Same word as later in this verse. GK 149. 
42. Or, "narrate, tell". On this word, see "relate" in Lk 8:39. 
43. That is, this One's contemporaries who do this to Him. Or, "fam

ily", His origin. Or, "descendants", His posterity. On this word, see 
Mt 24:34. 

A. Mt 10:40, welcome B. Mk 3: 14, send out C. Lk 10:30, laid on D. Heb 6:2 E. Heb 5:7 F. Mk 10:23, wealth G. Rev 6:8 H. I Thes 4:4 
J.Rom5:15 K.Coll:l2 L.Coll:l2 M.Act26:20 N.1Pet2:1,badness O.Mt6:12 P.Act5:42 Q.Mt3:1 R.Hebl0:22 S.Lkl:34, 
know T. Mt 27:23 U. Lk 6:39 V. Rom 12:8, exhorting W. I Cor 11 :6 X. I Cor 14: 10, speechless Y. Jam I: 10, lowliness Z. Rom 8: 10 



Acts 8:35 424 Verse· 

2 D. And Philip- having opened his mouth, and beginning from 1 this Scripture- announced \' 
Jesus as good newsA to him 

.+C. And as they were proceeding along the road, they came upon some water. And the eunuch \ii 
says, "Behold- water. What is preventing8 me from being baptizedc?" ~ -i 

l D. And he ordered0 the chariot to stop3• And they both went down into• the water, both Philip ; s 
and the eunuch, and he baptized him 

2D. And when they came up out-of5 the water, the Spirit of the Lord snatched Philip awayli. \•I 

And the eunuch did not see him any longer, for7 he was going his way rejoicingE 

SB. And Philip8 was found at Azotus9• And while going through, he was announcing-the-good-news- -W 

toA all the cities until he came to Caesarea 10 

11 A. Now Saul, still 11 breathing threatF and murder12 against the disciples of the Lord, having gone to the 'I I 
high priest," asked-for lettersG from him to the synagogues at Damascus 13 so that if he found any being 2 
of the Wayl4, both men and women, he might bring them bound15 to Jerusalem 

Ill. And during the proceeding16
, it came about that he was drawing-nearH to Damascus. And suddenly1 

a light from heaven flashed-around 17 him 

I C. And having fallen on the ground\ he heard a voice saying to him, "Saul, Saul, why are you 4 
persecutingL Me?" 

2( ·. And he said, "Who are You, sir18?" 
~C. And the One said, 19 "I am Jesus Whom you are persecuting.20 0

But arise and enter into the '' 
city, and it will be told you what thing you mustM do" 

4C ·. And the men traveling-with him were standing speechless21 , hearing22 the voice23- but seeing 7 

no one 
'iC And Saul was raised24 from the ground. And his eyes having been opened, he was seeing " 

nothing25
• And hand-leading26 him, they brought him into Damascus 

(,(·. And he was not seeing/or three days. And he did not eat, nor drink •1 

213. Now a certain disciple was in Damascus-Ananias by name Ill 

I e.·. And the Lord said to him in a visionN, "Ananias". And the one said, "Behold, I am here, Lord" 

ID And the Lord said to him, "Having arisen°, go on the laneP being called 'Straight', and I I 
seek one-from-Tarsus27

, Saul by name, in the house of Judas. For behold- he is praying. 
And he saw28 a man in a vision29

, Ananias by name, having come in and laidO hands30 on I:' 
him so that he might see-againR" 

2D. And Ananias responded, "Lord, I heard31 about this man from many- how many bad5 I 1 
things he did to Your saintsT in Jerusalem. •And here he has authorityu from the chief I i 
priests to bind all the ones calling-upon v Your name" 

'.1 D. And the Lord said to him, "Go, because this one is a chosen32 instrument33 for Me- that I ' 
he might carryw My name before both Gentiles and kings, and sons a/Israel. 

0

For I will I (1 

show him how-many34 things he mustM suffer35 for My name" 

2( ·. And Ananias departed, and entered into the house. And having laidO his hands on him, he said, I 7 

"Brother Saul, the Lord has sent me forthx- Jesus36, the One having appearedv to you on the 
road on which you were coming- so that you may see-again and be filledz with the Holy Spirit"37 



425 Acts 9:17 

I. On the idiom "beginning from'', see Mt 20:8. 
2. Some manuscripts add as v 3 7, "And Philip said lo him, 'If you believe 

from your whole heart, it is permitted'. And having responded, he said, 
'I believe that Jesus Christ is the Son ofGod' {A}. 

3. Or. "stand [still]". GK 2705. 
4. Or, "to". On "baptize", see Mk I :8. 
5. Or, "from". Note that this word is referring to both of them, like 

"into" in v 38. Same word as in Mk I: IO. GK 1666. 
6. On the word "snatched away", see 2 Cor 12:2. Luke leaves us to imag

ine how this occurred. Some manuscripts say "water, the Holy Spirit 
fell upon the eunuch. And an angel of the Lord snatched" {A}. 

7. That is. for he was going on, and Philip was no longer with him. 
8. The next time we meet Philip is in 21 :8, on an occasion when Luke 

was with Paul (note that "we came"). So perhaps Luke learned of 
these events directly from Philip. 

9. This is a coastal town north of Gaza. Used only here. GK 111. 
Known as Ashdod in the OT. Caesarea is still further north. 

JO. This either was, or became Philip's home, Act 21:8. This was the 
capital city and chief port of the province of Judea. It was built by 
Herod the Great. The Roman governors (like Pilate, Felix, Festus), 
lived here. Elsewhere only in Act 9:30; I 0: I, 24; 11: 11; 12: 19; 
18:22; 21:8, 16; 23:23, 33; 25:1, 4, 6, 13. GK 2791. On Philip's 
Caesarea, see Mt 16: 13. 

11. How much time has elapsed since 8:3 is not stated. 
12. Elsewhere only in Mt 15:19; Mk 7:21; 15:7; Lk 23:19, 25; Rom 

I :29; Heb 11 :37; Rev 9:21. GK 5840. Related word in Jam 4:2. 
13. This is a city north of Israel. It was the capital of the Roman 

province of Syria. Elsewhere only in v 3, 8, 10, 19, 22, 27, and in 
reference to the events of this chapter in Act 22:5, 6, 10, 11; 26: 12, 
20; 2 Cor 11:32; Gal I: 17. GK 1242. 

14. That is, belonging to the Way. Same term as in 19:9, 23; 22:4; 
24:14, 22. On this word, see Lk 3:4. Compare 16:17; 18:25, 26. 

15. This is a participle, "having been bound". 
16. Same word as in Act 22:6; 26: 12. On this word, see "gone" in Mt 

28:19. 

17. Elsewhere only in 22:6. GK 4313. Related to "lightning", and to 
"flashing" in Lk 17:24. 

18. Or, "lord", as in Rev 7: 14. Paul does not yet know who is speak
ing to him. On this word, see "Master" in Mt 8:2. 

19. Some manuscripts say "And the Lord said" {K}. 
20. Some early translations, but no Greek manuscripts, say " 'perse

cuting. It is hard for you to kick against the goads'. While both 
trembling and marveling, he said, 'Lord, what do you want me to 
do?' And the Lord said to him, 'Arise and enter into the city, and it 
will ... "' {N}. Note 26: 14 and 22: IO. Erasmus (see the Introduction) 
translated this from the Latin and included it in his Greek text, from 
which it came into the KJV. 

21. Or, "dumbfounded". Used only here. GK 1917. 
22. Luke uses grammar that emphasizes the contrast between the two 

halves of this sentence. 
23. Or, "sound". On this word, see Mk 1:26. Note 22:9. 
24. Or, "arose". On this word, see "arose" in Mt 28:6. 
25. Some manuscripts say "no one" {N}. 
26. Elsewhere only in 22:11. GK 5932. Related tu the word in 13:11. 
27. That is, from the city of Tarsus, 9:30. 
28. Saul had this vision while blind! The advance information provides 

further objectification to the event. 
29. Some manuscripts omit "in a vision" { C}. 
30. Some manuscripts have this singular {N}, "his hand". On this con

cept, see Heb 6:2. 
31. Some manuscripts say "have heard" {N}. 
32. More literally, "an instrument of choosing", that is, of God's choice. 

On this word, see "choosing" in Rom 11:5. 
33. Or, "vessel, implement, utensil, tool". On this word, see "vessel" in 

I Thes4:4. 
34. Same word as in v 13. GK 4012. 
35. See Col I :24. 
36. Some manuscripts omit this word {N}. 
3 7. Saul does not receive the Spirit through the other apostles, but 

through a divinely sent messenger. 

A. Act 5:42, announce the good news B. I Cor 14:39, forbid C. Mk I :8 D. Mt 14:28 E. 2 Cor 13: 11 F. Eph 6:9, threatening G. 2 Thes 3: 17 
H. Lk 21 :28 J. Lk 2: 13 K. Rev 7: I, land L. 2 Tim 3: 12 M. Mt 16:21 N. Act I 0:3 0. Lk 18:33, rise up P. Mt 6:2 Q. Lk I0:30, laid on 
R. Act 22:13, look up S. 3 Jn 11, evil T. I Pet 1:16, holy U. Rev 6:8 V. I Pet 1:17 W. Mt 8:17 X. Mk 3:14, send out Y. Lk 2:26, see 
Z. Act2:4 



Acts9:18 426 

JD. And immediatelyA something like scales 1 fell from his eyes 
::'D. And he saw-again2, and having arisen8

, was baptized3 

:rn. And having taken foodc, he strengthened0 

:m. Now he4 came-to-be with the disciples in Damascus/or some days 

Verse 

IX 

i'I 

I ( ·. And immediately he was proclaimingE Jesus5 in the synagogues- that this One is the Son of God 21 l 

ID And all the ones hearing were astonishedF, and were saying, "ls not this the one having ~I 

destroyedG in Jerusalem the ones calling-uponH this name?6 And he had come here for 
this- that he might bring them bound7 to the chief priests!" 

2C. And Saul was becoming more strong8
. And he was confounding9 the 10 Jews dwelling in 

Damascus, proving that this One is the Christ 
i( · And when considerable days 11 were being fulfilled 12, the Jews plotted13 to kill him. "But their 2' .'--1 

plot1 was known by Saul 

l D And they were even 14 closely-watchingK the gates both by day and by night so that they 
might kill him 

::'ll But his 15 disciples, having taken him by night, let him down through the walJl 6
, having 

lowered 17 him in a large-basketL 

.:Ill. And having arrived in Jerusalem, he 18 was tryingM to join the disciples. 19 And they all were fearing 
him, not believing that he was20 a discipleN 

I ( ·. But Bamabas21 , having taken-hold-of0 him, brought him to the apostles, 22 and relatedr to them 

I D. How he saw the Lord on the road, and that He spoke to him23 

::' D. And how in Damascus he spoke-boldly24 in the name of Jesus 

::'C. And he was with them,25 going in and going out in Jerusalem, speaking-boldly26 in the name '\ 
of the Lord27 

_-; ( · And he was speaking and debatingO with the HellenistsR, but the ones were attempting28 to kill him _' <l 

4( · But the brothers, having leamed5 it,29 brought him down to Caesarea30, and sent him away to ;1) 

Tarsus31 

Sil. So indeed32 the church33 throughout all Judea and Galilee and Samaria was having peace, while ; I 
being built-upT. And it was being multipliedu while walkingv in the fear of the Lord and in the 
comfort34 of the Holy Spirit 

12/\. Now it came about that Peter, while going through all the regions35 , came down also to the saintsw 
dwelling-inx Lydda36 

113. And he found there a certain man, Aeneas by name, who had been paralyzed37, lying down on a cot 
for eight years38 

'' '' 

IC. And Peter said to him, "Aeneas, Jesus Christ39 healsv you. Arise8 and make2 your bed/or _i--l 
yourself"40 

2( · And immediately he arose8 



427 Acts 9:34 

I. Used only here. GK 3318. This word was used of"scales" ofa fish, 
"flakes" of skin, "shells" of an egg, "bark" of a tree, "husks" and 
"skins" of fruits and vegetables, "flakes" of snow, etc. Something 
physical which produced the blindness fell off. 

2. Or, "received sight". Same word as "looked up" in 22:13. Some 
manuscripts add, "at once" {N}. 

3. Presumably, by Ananias, 22: 16. 
4. Some manuscripts say "Saul" {K}. 
5. Some manuscripts say "the Christ" {K}. 
6. The grammar indicates a ''yes" answer is expected. 
7. This is a participle, "having been bound". 
8. On the word "become strong", see 2 Tim 2: I. 
9. Or, "stirring up, throwing into confusion". Same word as in 2:6. 

Elsewhere only as "stir up" in 21 :27, 31; and "confused" in 19:32. 
GK 5177. 

10. Some manuscripts omit this word {C}. 
11. Saul was there for three years (Gal I: 18), though how much of this 

was in Arabia is not stated. 
12. Or, "completed". Same word as in 7:23, 30. On this word, see 

"filled" in Eph 5: 18. Compare Act 2:1. 
13. Same word as in Mt 26:4. Related to "plot" in v 24. On this word, 

see "counseled" in Jn 18: 14. 
14. Or, "also". Some manuscripts omit this word {K}. 
15. Some manuscripts say "But the disciples, having taken him ... " (N}. 
16. That is, the city wall, bypassing the gates. 2 Cor 11 :32-33 adds that 

it was through a window, and that this plot enlisted the aid of the 
local authorities. 

17. Same word as in 2 Cor 11:33; Act 27: 17. 
18. Some manuscripts say "Saul" {K}. 
19. Saul came to see Peter, Gal I: 18. 
20. More literally, "is'', as the Greek typically phrases it. 

21. That is, the one last mentioned in 4:36. 
22. Specifically, Peter and James, Gal I: 19. 
23. Or, "and that he spoke to Him". Or, "and what thing He spoke to him". 
24. Same word as in v 28, and four other times of Paul in Acts. On this 

word, see Eph 6:20. 
25. Saul was there for fifteen days, Gal I: 18. 
26. Some manuscripts say "and speaking-boldly" { K}. 
27. Some manuscripts add "Jesus" {K}. 
28. Or, "undertaking, setting their hand to". The root word is "hand". 

On this word, see "undertook" in Lk I: I. 
29. In addition, Saul received a vision from the Lord, 22: 17-21. 
30. That is, the sea port, 8:40. 
31. This is the capital city in Cilicia, and Paul's hometown, 9: 11. Else

where only in 11 :25; 22:3. GK 5433. Related word in 9: 11; 21 :39. 
32. The conversion of Saul, ending his overt persecution of the 

churches, resulted in an outward peace with the Jews. They appar
ently gave up on the frontal-assault method of stopping the Way. 

33. Some manuscripts have this plural, "churches ... were having peace. 
And they were being multiplied ... " {A}. 

34. Or, "encouragement". On this word, see "encouragement" in Act 4:36. 
35. Or, "districts, places". This word is supplied from 20:2 (Macedo

nia); Mt 2:22 (Galilee), 16: 13 (Caesarea), etc. The grammar does 
not agree with "cities" or "churches". 

36. This was a town west of Jerusalem on a road to the coast. Elsewhere 
only in v 35, 38. GK 3375. 

37. This is a participle, "who was having been paralyzed". 
38. Or, "from eight years old''. 
39. Some manuscripts say "Jesus the Christ" {N}. 
40. That is, arise and do now for yourself what you have not been able 

to do for many years. 

A.Mtl3:5 B.Lkl8:33,riseup C.Mt24:45 D.Lk22:43 E.2Tim4:2 F.Mk2:12 G.Gall:l3 H.1Petl:l7 J.Act23:30 K.Lk6:7 
L. Mt 15:37 M. Heb 2: 18, tempted N. Lk 6:40 0. Lk 20:20 P. Lk 8:39 Q. Mk 8: 11 R. Act 11 :20 S. Col I :6, understood T. I Cor 14:4, 
edify U. Act 7:17 V. Mt 28:19, gone W. I Pet 1:16, holy X. Eph 3:17, dwell Y. Mt 8:8 Z. Mk 14:15, spread 



Acts 9:35 428 Verse 

1( . And all the ones dwelling-in Lydda and Sharon' saw him- who2 [then] turned to the Lord .~' 

213. Now in Joppa3, there was a certain disciple, Tabitha by name (which being interpreted4 means .'\<· 
"Dorcas5"). This one was fuW of good8 works and acts-of-almsgiving6 which she was doing 

I ( ·. And it came about in those days that having become sickc, she died. And having washed0 her, :i-
they laid her in an upper-roomE 

2C Now Lydda being near Joppa, the disciples- having heard that Peter was7 in it8
- sent-outF >> 

two men to him urgingG, "Do not delay to come to us"9 

1 C And having arisen, Peter went with them- whom, 10 having arrived, they brought up into the ~' 1 

upper room 

ID. And all the widows stood near him, weepingH, and showing1 him tunicsK and gannents
all-that Dorcas was making while being with them 

2 [). And Peter- having put everyone outside, and having put down his knees- prayed. And .+ 1 ' 

having turned to the body, he said, "Tabitha, rise-upL" 
:; J). And the one opened her eyes! And having seen Peter, she sat up 
4D. And having given her his hand, he raised her upL l 1 

.'> J) And having called the saints and the widows, he presentedM her alive 

4l . And it became knownN throughout all Joppa, and many put-faith" upon the Lord .1' 

'>( ·. And it came about that he stayed considerable 12 days in Joppa with a certain Simon, a tanner13 .+ · 

3 B. Now there was a certain man in Caesarea14
, Cornelius by name- a centurion° from the cohortP 111 I 

being called "ltalian"15, •a devout 16 one, and one fearingO God with all his household, doing many 
acts-of-almsgiving 17 to the [Jewish] people, and praying to God continuallyR 

I<·. He saw 18 in a vision 19 clearly20
, as-ifs it were aroundl 1 the ninth hour of the day, an angel of 

God having come-in toll him, and having said to him, "Cornelius!" 

ID. And the one- having looked-intentlyT at him, and having become terrifiedll_ said, 
"What is it, sirl4?" 

2]). And he said to him, "Your prayers and your acts-of-almsgiving went up for a memorial25 

before God. ·And now, send men to Joppa, and send-foru a certainl6 Simon who is called 
Peter. 

0

This one is lodgingl7 with a certain Simon, a tanner, whose house is beside the sea"l8 1. 

2< ·. And when the angel speaking to himl9 departed, having called two of his household-servantsv 
and a devout30 soldierw from the ones attaching-themselves31 to him,• and having describedx 
everything to them, he sent them forth to Joppa3l 

.1( ·. Now on the next day, while those33 ones were journeying and drawing-nearY to the city, Peter 
went up on the housetopz around the sixth34 hour to pray 

" 

I D And he became hungry and was wanting to eatAA. And while they were preparing88 it, a J 11 

trance35 came36 upon him 

11 ·:. And he sees the heaven having been opened, and a certain objectcc like a large sheet37 I I 
coming down38

, being let down39 by four corners00 on the groundEE_ "in which were 12 
a1140 the four-footed-animals41 and reptiles of the earth4l, and birds of the heaven 

21.. And a voice came to him, "Having arisen, Peter, slaughter43 and eat44 !" I ; 



429 Acts 10:13 

I. This is the coastal plain area from Joppa to Caesarea. Used only 
here. GK 4926. 

2. This word is plural, referring to "all the ones". 
3. This town is on the coast, about 10 miles or 16 kilometers further west 

from Lydda. Both towns are in the area Philip evangelized in 8:40. 
4. Or, "translated", from Aramaic to Greek in this case. On this word, 

see I Cor 12:30. 
5. Dorcas means "gazelle". She was known by both names, "Dorcas" 

in v 39, and "Tabitha" in v 40, as Peter was known by both Cephas 
and Peter. Note the similar statement in Jn I :42. 

6. On this word, see "almsgiving" in Mt 6:2. Acts of charity for the poor. 
7. More literally, "is", as the Greek typically phrases it. 
8. That is, Lydda. 
9. That is, hurry to us. Some manuscripts say "urging that he not delay 

to come to them" {K}. 
I 0. That is, Peter. 
11. On "put faith upon", see Rom 4:5. 
12. Or, "many". Same word as in 9:23. GK 2653. 
13. That is, a leather worker, one who prepared animal hides for vari

ous uses. Elsewhere only in I 0:6, 32. GK 1114. 
14. On this word, see 8:40. Cornelius was serving at the Roman head

quarters in Israel. 
15. That is, the Italian cohort, made up of Romans. This may mean Cor

nelius was a native Italian (Roman), and may have been a volun
teer. Used only here. GK 2713. 

16. Or, "godly, reverent, pious". Elsewhere only in v 7, and as "godly" 
in 2 Pet 2:9. GK 2356. Related to "godliness" in I Tim 2:2. 

17. Same word as in 9:36, and as 10:4, 31. 
18. In the Greek, v 1-3 is all one sentence, "Now a certain man in Cae

sarea, Cornelius ... saw in a vision ... ". 
19. Or, "sight". Same word as in 9:10, 12; 10:17, 19; 11:5; 12:9; 16:9, 

IO; 18:9. Elsewhere only as "sight" in Mt 17:9; Act 7:31. GK 3969. 
It refers to the thing seen, not the state of the one seeing. Related to 
theverb"appeared"in Lk 1:11; 22:43; 24:34;Act 7:2, 30; 13:31, 
etc; and to "vision" in Rev 9: 17, and in 2 Cor 12: I. The root word 
is "to see". In Act 7:30, the angel "appeared" in the bush, and in the 
next verse Moses marvels at the "vision, sight". In 16:9, both words 
are used, "a vision appeared". In Act 10: 10, 17 and 11 :5, it occurs 
in a trance. "Vision" is the Greek word orama, from which we get 
"pan-orama", a full view or vision. 

20. Or, "plainly, openly, distinctly". Elsewhere only as "openly" in Mk 
1:45; Jn 7:10. GK 5747. Related to "evident" in Rom 1:19. 

21. Or, "clearly, about around the". This is the Greek word order of the 
verse. Luke may be emphasizing the clarity of the vision. The sight 
of the angel was as clear as if it were about 3 P.M. (broad daylight) 
inside the house ( 11: 13). Others note that in v 30, Cornelius says 
the vision was at 3 P.M., and suggest that this is the meaning here, 
"about around 3 P.M.". Luke says "about the sixth hour" in Lk 
23:44, and "around the sixth hour" in Act 10:9, but "about around" 
is found only here. Some manuscripts omit "around", making it 
"about the ninth hour" {N}. 

22. On the idiom, "come-in to", see 16:40. 
23. Or, "afraid". On this word, see Lk 24:37. 
24. Or, "lord", as in Rev 7: 14. Or, in the presence of this angel sent 

from God, Cornelius could be answering God directly, not the 
angel, in which case he is saying "What is it, Lord". On this word, 
see "Master" in Mt 8:2. 

25. On this word, see Mt 26: 13, where what the woman did was a 
memorial for her. Here, what Cornelius did was a memorial for him 
before God, a thing for him to be remembered-by before God. And 
God "remembered" (v 31) him and brought Peter to him for his sal
vation, 11: 14. 

26. Some manuscripts omit this word {B}. 
27. Or, "staying as a guest". Same word as in 10:18, 32; 21:16. Else

where only as "give lodging" in Act I 0:23; "entertained" (as guests, 
or showed hospitality to guests) in Act 28:7; Heb 13:2; "be strange" 
in Act 17:20; and "think strange" in I Pet 4:4, 16. GK 3826. Related 
to "lodging" in Act 28:23; "host" in Rom 16:23; "received 
strangers" in I Tim 5: IO; and "hospitality" in Heb 13 :2. Thus, using 
this word group, to "strangers" the "host" "shows hospitality" and 
"provides lodging". 

28. Some manuscripts add "This one will tell you what you must do" [N}. 
29. Some manuscripts say "Cornelius" {K}. 
30. Same word as in v 2. 
31. Or, "devoting themselves" to Cornelius, by their choice. Not those 

"attached to" his regiment, but those who "attached themselves to" 
him, who were personally loyal to him. In other words, fellow God
fearers. Same word as in 8: 13. On this word, see "devoting them
selves to" in 2:42. 

32. This is a distance of about 30 miles or 50 kilometers. 
33. Some manuscripts say "while they were journeying ... " { N}. 
34. That is, noon. 
35. Same word as in I I :5 (where it is paired with "vision"); 22: 17. On 

this word, see "astonishment" in Mk 5:42. 
36. Some manuscripts say "fell" {N}. 
37. Elsewhere only in 11:5. GK3855. Related to "linen cloth" in Jn 19:40. 
38. Some manuscripts add "to him" {N}. 
39. Some manuscripts say "having been bound and being let down ... " 

{ C}. There are other variations. 
40. That is, all types. 
41. Or, "quadrupeds". Elsewhere only in 11 :6; Rom I :23. GK 5488. 
42. Some manuscripts say "four-footed animals o/the earth and wild 

beasts and reptiles, and birds ... " { B}. 
43. Or, "kill". This word is used of slaughtering for food, as in Mt 22:4; 

Lk 15:23, 27, 30; Act 11 :7; and for a sacrifice. Elsewhere only as 
"sacrifice" in Mk 14: 12; Lk 22:7; I Cor 5:7; 10:20; "offer sacrifice" 
in Act 14: 13, 18; and "kill" in Jn 10: 10. GK 2604. Related to "sac
rifice" in Heb 9:26. 

44. Sarne word as in v 14; 11 :7. It is the common word for "eat", used 
158 times. GK 2266. 

A. Mt 14:20 B. I Tim 5: I Ob C. 2 Tim 4:20 D. 2 Pet 2:22 E. Act 1:13 F. Mk 3: 14 G. Rom 12:8, exhorting H. Jn 11 :33 J. Act 18:28 
K.Mt5:40 L.Lkl8:33 M.Rom12:1 N.Roml:l9 O.Mt8:5 P.Mt27:27 Q.Eph5:33,respecting R.2Thes3:16 S.Rom6:13 T.Lk4:20 
U. Act 11: 13 V. Rom 14:4 W. Mt 28: 12 X. Jn I: 18, expound Y. Lk 21 :28 Z. Lk 5: 19 AA. Heb 6:4, taste BB. 2 Cor 9:3 CC. I Thes 4:4, 
vessel DD. Col I: 18, beginning EE. Rev 7: I, land 



Acts IO: 14 430 Verse 

3 F. But Peter said, "By no means, Lord, because I never ate anything defiled 1 and2 14 
unclean" 

4E. And a voice again came to him for a second time, "The things which God made- I~ 

clean3, don't you be making-defiled4
" 

''1 .. And this5 took place three-times6, and immediately7 the object was taken-upA into I 1, 

heaven 

2D. Now while Peter was being greatly-perplexed8 within himself as to what the visionc 1-
which he saw might mean°, beholds- the men having been sent-forthE by Cornelius, 
having asked-repeatedly9 as to the house of Simon, stood at the gate. •And having called, I ' 
they were inquiringF, "Is Simon, 10 the one being called Peter, lodgingG here' 1?" 

.:;o. And while Peter was pondering 12 about the vision, the Spirit said to him 13 , "Behold- i ' 1 

three 14 men are seekingH you. 
0

But15 having arisen, go down and proceed with them not ::11 

doubting16 at all, because I have sent them forth" 
.:\D. And Peter, having gone down to the men 17

, said, "Behold- I am the one whom you are ~I 
seekingH. What is the reasoni for which you are-hereK?" 

:; D. And the ones said, "Cornelius- a centurion, a righteousL man, and one fearingM God, 
and one being attestedN by the whole nation of the Jews- was directed1s by a holy angel 
to summon° you to his house, and to listen-to wordsP from you" 

4C. Then having invited them in, he gave-them-lodgingG. And on the next day, having arisen, he 19 

went forth with them. And some20 of the brothers from Joppa went with him 
5( ·. And on the next day, he21 entered into Caesarea. And Cornelius was expectingO them, having 

called together his relatives and closeR friends 

11). And when Peter's entering the house came about, 22 Cornelius- having met5 him, having 
fallen at his feet- paid-homage23 

.:'.D. But Peter raised him, saying, "Stand up. I myself also am a manT" 
3D. And while conversing-with24 him, he went in and finds many having come-together 
4 D. And he said to them, "You know how it is unlawful25 for a Jewish man to be joining'6 or 

coming-to27 a foreigners. And-yet God showed me that I should be calling no person 
defiled29 or unclean. 

0

Therefore, having been sent-forD, I indeed came without-objection. 
So I ask.for what reasonu did you send-forD me?" 

." D. And Cornelius said, "Four days ago at this hour, 30 I was praying31 in my house at the 
ninth32 hour, and behold- a man stood before me in shining clothing33 

11.. And he says, 'Cornelius, your prayer was heard, and your acts-of-alms giving were 
remembered34 before God. 

0

Therefore send to Joppa, and summon35 Simon, who is 
called Peter. This one is lodging in the house a/Simon, a tanner, beside the sea'36 

21. "Therefore I sent to you at-oncev, and you did well 37, having come 
:11.. "So now we are all here before God to hear all the things having been commandedw 

you by the Lord3s" 

.~ 11 

6D. And Peter, having opened his mouth, said, "I understand39, in accordance with [God's] ; I 
truth,40 that God is not a respecter-of-persons41 , 

0

but in every nation, the one fearingM _;' 
Him and workingx righteousness42 is acceptable43 to Him 

11· .. "As to the message44 which45 He sent-forthE to the sonsY a/Israel, announcing-the- 3h 
good-news-of46 peace47 through4s Jesus Christ- this One is Lordz of all49 



431 Acts 10:36 

I. That is, profane, ritually unholy. On this word, see Heb 10:29. The 
related verb is in v 15. 

2. Some manuscripts say "or" {K). 
3. Or, "declared-clean, treated-as-clean". If God told Peter to eat it, then 

it is clean. Peter is not to correct God on this matter. The OT laws 
on clean and unclean animals pass away with the old covenant, Heb 
8: 13. Peter gets the message, at least in part, as seen in v 28. Same 
word as 11 :9 and Mk 7: 19. On this word, see "cleansed" in Heb 9:22. 

4. Or, "declaring-defiled, treating-as-defiled". Note the tenses. God 
has already made these things clean. Do not be making them defiled 
again. The grammar implies "Stop making them defiled". On this 
word, see Mk 7:15. 

5. That is, this conversation. Then the object is taken up. 
6. This is an idiom, literally "for three-times". II is elsewhere only in 

11: I 0. The word "three-times" is GK 5565. 
7. Some manuscripts say "again"; others omit this word { B}. 
8. Some manuscripts say "and behold" {N}. 
9. Or, "asked continually". Literally, they "questioned through" to the 

house by inquiring of one person after another until they found it. 
Used only here. GK 1452. 

IO. Or, "inquiring whether Simon ... is lodging here." 
11. Elsewhere only in Lk 24:41; Jn 4: 15, 16; Act 16:28; 17:6; 25: 17, 

24. GK 1924. 
12. Or, "reflecting, thinking". Used only here. GK 1445. Related to the 

word in Mt 1:20. 
13. Some manuscripts omit "to him" {C}. 
14. Some manuscripts omit this word {B}. 
15. That is, in contrast to what your conscience will tell you, to what 

you think is proper. 
16. Or, "hesitating, wavering, disputing with yourself". Note 11 :2-3, 

where others do this very thing. On this word, see Jam I :6. The rea
son Peter would doubt that it was wise or proper to go with them 
is stated in v 28. 

17. Some manuscripts add "having been sent from Cornelius to him" {N}. 
18. Or, "given a divine message". On this word, see "revealed" in Lk 2:26. 
19. Some manuscripts say "Peter" { K}. 
20. That is, six of them, 11:12. 
21. Some manuscripts say "they" { C}. 
22. Or, And when it came about "that Peter entered" or "that Peter 

should enter". The point of the unusual grammar is that Cornelius 
meets him immediately at his entry, whether outside or inside. He 
meets him at the door of the house, or the gate of the court (like 
12: 13), and then in v 27 they enter the room where the people are. 

23. On this word, see "worship" in Mt 14:33. 
24. Used only here. GK 5326. Related to "converse" in 24:26. 
25. Or, "forbidden". That is, according to the rabbis, according to their 

customs. On this word, see I Pet 4:3. 
26. Or, "associating with, keeping company with". This is equivalent to 

"ate with" in 11 :3. On this word, see I Cor 6: 16. 
27. That is, coming to his home. Equivalent to "went in" in 11:3. 
28. That is, a Gentile, a non-Jew, one from another tribe (than Abra

ham's). Used only here. GK 260. The root word is "tribe". 
29. In pondering what the vision might mean (v 17), in the light of the 

events that followed in v 19-22, Peter made a correct application to 
the Gentile people the Spirit was preparing him to see. Same word 
as in v 14. 

30. This is an idiom, literally, "From the fourth day until this hour". The 
Greek thinks of it from the past forward, "from the fourth day". In 
English, we count it from the present backward, "four days ago". 

31. Some manuscripts say "From the fourth day I was fasting until this 
hour, and praying in my house ... " { B). 

32. That is, at my 3 o'clock prayers. 
33. On "shining clothing'', see Lk 23: 11. 
34. Or, "kept in mind, not forgotten". On this word, see Lk I :54. 

Related to "memorial" in v 4. 
35. Elsewhere only in 7: 14; 20: 17; 24:25. GK 3558. 
36. Some manuscripts add, "who, having arrived, will speak to you" { B}. 
37. Or, "acted commendably", as in Mt 12: 12; Lk 6:27. That is, you did 

a good thing by having come. Same idiom as in Mk 7:37; I Cor 
7:37, 38; Phil 4: 14; Jam 2:8, 19; 2 Pet I: 19; 3 Jn 6. This word is the 
adverb of"good", and means "well", "commendably" (in Mt 12: 12; 
Lk 6:27; Gal 4: 17), "rightly" (as in Mk 7:6; Jn 4: 17), "nicely" (in 
Mt 7:9). Used 37 times. GK 2822. Related to "good" in I Tim 5: lOa. 

38. Some manuscripts say "by God" { C}. 
39. Or, "grasp, comprehend". On this word, see "overcome" in Jn I :5. 
40. On this phrase "in accordance with truth", see Lk 4:25. 
41. Used only here. GK 4720. Related to the word in Jam 2:1. 
42. These are the two things said about Cornelius in v 2. In other words, 

even non-Jews fearing and obeying the true God are welcome to 
Him. They do not have to become Jews first. This is a revolution
ary idea to Peter, a Jewish Christian, (note 11 :3). Compare Jn 9:31. 
Peter upholds this principle in chapter 15. 

43. Or, "welcome". On this word, see Lk 4: 19. 
44. Same word as in v 44. The grammar of v 36-38 is complex. Other 

arrangements are possible. This is the Greek word order. Some 
think Peter uses similar grammar as in 2:22, "As to Jesus ... ". Oth
ers render it "You know the message", taking the verb "you know" 
to govern "the message" and "the matter". Others link this with v 
34-35, "acceptable to Him, [which is) the message which He 
sent...". There are other views. Consult the commentaries. 

45. Some manuscripts omit this word { C}, making it possible to ren-
der it "He sent forth the message to the ... ". 

46. This word modifies "He", "He sent forth ... announcing", not "mes-
sage". God both sent the "message", and He is announcing "peace'', 
from which it is clear that the message concerns this peace. 

47. That is, salvation, peace with God. God announced, purchased, and 
dispenses this peace through Jesus. 

48. Some think this word goes with "announcing". He sent, "announc
ing through Jesus Christ" the good news of peace. Others think it 
goes with peace, "peace through Jesus Christ". Both are true. 

49. Some see this phrase as giving the scope of the message. As to the 
message sent forth to Israel that Jesus is the source of peace with 
God- this Jesus is Lord of all. both Jews and Gentiles. He is the 
judge and the source of forgiveness for all, v 42-43. Others see this 
as a parenthesis, Peter exalting Jesus after his first mention of Him. 

A. Act I :2 B. Lk 9:7 C. Act 10:3 D. Mt 26:26, is E. Mk 3: 14, send out F. Act 23:34, learned G. Act 10:6, lodging H. Phil 2:21 J. Jn 18:38, 
charge K. Rev 17:8, be present L. Rom I: 17 M. Eph 5:33, respecting N. Act 6:3 0. Act 11: 13, send for P. Rom 10: 17 Q. Lk 3: 15, waiting 
in expectation R. Tit 3: 14, necessary S. Act 20:22 T. Mt 4:4, mankind U. I Cor 12:8, word V. Mk 6:25 W. Act 17:26, appointed X. Mt 26: 10 
Y. Gal 3:7 Z. Mt 8:2, master 



Acts 10:37 432 

::!F. "You know' the matter2 having taken place throughout all Judea, beginning from3 

Galilee after the baptismA which John proclaimed8 , •as to Jesus from Nazareth4-

I F. "How God anointedc Him with the Holy Spirit and with power0 

2F. "Who went about doing-good5 and healingE all the ones being oppressed6 by 
the devil, because God was with Him 

Verse 

I Ci. "And we are witnessesF of everything which He did both in the country :; ' 1 

of the Jews and in Jerusalem 

3F. "Whom indeed7 they killedG, having hung8 Him on a crossH 

J L "God raisedJ this One on the third day, and grantedK that He become visible9
- 411 

IF. "Not to all the people 4 ! 
::!F. "But to witnessesF having been chosen-beforehandw by God- to us, who ate 

with and drank with Him after He rose-upL from the dead 

4L. "And He 11 commandedM us to proclaim8 to the people, and to solemnly-wam 12, that 4:' 
this One 13 is the One having been designated14 by God as judge15 of the living and 
the dead 

SL "All the prophets testifyN concerning this One 16
, that everyone believing0 in Him 4 ~ 

receives forgivenessP of sins through His name" 

7D. While Peter was still speaking these words, the Holy Spirit fell 17 upon all the ones hearing 44 
the message 18 

I E. And the believers of the circumcision 19- all-who came with Peter- were astonished20 4' 
that the giftO of the21 Holy Spirit had22 been poured-out23 also on the Gentiles! 

I F. For they were hearing them speaking in tongues24 and magnifying25 God -11 • 

2L Then Peter responded, ""No one is able to forbid 26 the water so that these may not 4 ~ 
be baptizedR, is he?27

- who received the Holy Spirit as also we did 

IF. And he commanded28 that they be baptized in the name of Jesus Christ29 -1~ 

SD. Then they asked him to stay5 some days 

413. Now the apostles and the brothers being throughout Judea heard that the Gentiles also acceptedT I I I 
the word of God30 

IC. But when Peter went up to Jerusalem, the ones of the circumcision31 were disputing32 with 
him, "saying that "You went in to men having uncircumcision, 33 and you ate with them" 

2C. But having begun34, Peter was explaining35 it to them in-orderu, saying 4 

ID. "I was in the city of Joppa praying. And in a trancev, I saw a visionw- a certain objectx ' 
like a large sheet coming down, being let down by four comers from heaven. And it came 
to me,"into which having looked-intentlyv, I was observingz (, 



433 Acts 11:6 

I. Peter gives this group the gospel by first reviewing what they 
already knew, the historical course of the life of Christ, v 37-39. 
Then he adds to this that God raised Him, made Him judge of all, 
and grants forgiveness through Him, v 40-43. 

2. Or, "thing, message". This "matter" is summed up in v 38-39. Some 
render this "the message having come-to-be [proclaimed or spread] 
throughout all Judea". It is not the same word as "message" in v 36, 
though it can also mean this. On this word, see "word" in Rom I 0: 17. 

3. In the Greek, the grammatical connection of this phrase "beginning 
from ... proclaimed" to what precedes is unusual, and is simplified in 
some manuscripts {B}. On the idiom "beginning from", see Mt 20:8. 

4. In this rendering, "you know" governs both the "matter" and the 
person, "Jesus". Others combine "Jesus from Nazareth" with what 
follows, "how God anointed Him-Jesus from Nazareth- with ... ", 
a Hebrew way of speaking, which is smoothed out by dropping 
"Him". This phrase "Jesus from Nazareth", is elsewhere only in Mt 
21: 11; Jn I :45. Compare Lk 24: 19-20. 

5. Or, "working good". Used only here. GK 2308. Related to "good 
deed" in 4:9. 

6. Or, "exploited, dominated". Elsewhere only in Jam 2:6. GK 2872. 
7. Or, "also". Some manuscripts omit this word {K}. 
8. Sarne word as in this phrase in 5:30 and Gal 3:13. Elsewhere only 

in Mt 18:6; 22:40; Lk 23:39; Act 28:4. GK 3203. 
9. The phrase "become visible" is also in Rom 10:20. 
IO. Or, "appointed beforehand". Used only here. GK 4742. Related to 

"appointed" in 14:23. 
11. That is, Jesus, the raised One. 
12. Or, "solemnly testify". On this word, see "solemnly charge" in 

I Tim 5:21. 
13. Some manuscripts say "He" instead of "this One" {N}. 
14. Or, "appointed, declared, ordained". On this word, see Rom I :4. 
15. As Jesus said in Jn 5:22, 27, etc. As Paul says in 2 Tim 4:1. As Peter 

says in I Pet 4:5. 
16. Or, "testify to this". 
17. Same word as in 8:16. There, for the Samaritans' benefit, Peter, a 

Jew, had to lay his hands on them. Here, for the Jewish Christians' 
benefit, as seen in 11: 15-18, the Spirit falls on these Gentiles with
out Peter's intervention. God used both methods to produce the one 
result, unity through equality in Christ, I Cor 12: 13. Compare the 
case in 19:1. 

18. Or, "word". Same word as "message" in v 36. On this word, see 
"word" in I Cor 12:8. 

19. That is, the six Jewish Christians with Peter from Joppa (10:23; 
11: 12), as Luke specifies next. 

20. On this word, see Mk 2: 12. These Jewish Christians did not expect 
the Gentile believers to be accepted on equal terms. 

21. That is, the gift given by the Spirit, a gift which they all heard, as 
explained in v 46. 

22. More literally, "has", as the Greek typically phrases it. 
23. Sarne word as in 2:17. 
24. Peter and the Jewish Christians with him recognize this as "identical" 

to the Acts 2 experience, 11:15, 17. On "tongues", see I Cor 12: 10. 
25. On this word, see "enlarge" in 2 Cor I 0: 15. Related to "great" in 

Act 2: 11. Because these Jewish Christians understood the lan
guages in which these Gentile believers were saying these things, 
they knew it was same gift given to them on Pentecost, 11: 15. 

26. Or, "withhold". To do so is to forbid God, 11:17 (same word). 
27. The grammar indicates that a "no" answer is expected. If these Gen

tiles received the Spirit like we Jews did, who is able to refuse them 
baptism? Note that here water baptism follows the falling of Spirit, 
the opposite of8:16. 

28. Sarne word as in v 33. 
29. Some manuscripts say "the Lord" instead of"Jesus Christ" {B}. 
30. Sarne statement as in 8: 14, where the apostles heard the Samaritans 

accepted the Word of God. Both groups have become Christians 
without becoming Jews. 

31. Since all these in Jerusalem were Jews, some think this refers to a 
party within the community of believers, the group which later 
demands that Gentiles be circumcised and keep the Law, 15:5. 
Here, they are forced to recognize that God saved these Gentiles, 
v 18. But later in chapter 15, they attempt to dictate how they must 
live their lives. Others think that Luke means "the Jewish Chris
tians" in general, as in I 0:45. 

32. Sarne word as "doubting" in I 0:20, which is disputing with oneself. 
These people are doing the very thing the Spirit told Peter not to do. 

33. Though Cornelius was a devout worshiper (I 0: I), he was in a state 
of uncircumcision. 

34. Some supply "[from the beginning]", based on "in order" later in 
the verse; others, "[to speak]" or "[to answer]". 

35. Or, "setting out, setting forth". Sarne word as in 18:26; 28:23. Else
where only as "exposed" in 7:21. GK I 758. 

A. Mk I :4 B. 2 Tim 4:2 C. Lk 4: 18 D. Mk 5:30 E. Mt 8:8 F. Act I :8 G. Mt 2: 16 H. I Pet 2:24 J. Mt 28:6, arose K. Eph I :22, give 
L. Lk 18:33 M. I Tim 1:3 N. Jn 1:7 0. Jn 3:36 P. Coll:l4 Q. Rom 5:15 R. Mk 1:8 S. Rom 11:22, continue T. Mt 10:40, welcome 
U. Lk 1:3 V. Act 10:10 W. Act 10:3 X. I Thes 4:4, vessel Y. Lk 4:20 Z. Heb 10:24, consider 



Acts 11 :7 434 Verse 

IL. "And I saw the four-footed-animals of the earth, and the wild-beasts, and the reptiles, 
and the birds of the heaven 

21'.. "And I also heard a voice saying to me, 'Having arisen, Peter, slaughterA and eat!' 7 
] I:. "But I said, 'By no means, Lord, because a defiled or unclean thing never1 entered x 

into my mouth' 
4 L "But a voice responded2 for a second time from heaven, 'The things which God <J 

made-clean6 , don't you be making-defiled' 
:' 1 ·. "And this took place three times, and everything was pulled-up3 again into heaven I ( J 

::D. "And behold- three men immediately stood at the house in which we were4 staying, 11 
having been sent forth from Caesarea to me 

11 ·. "And the Spirit told me to go-with them, having made no distinction5 I ~ 
:: I . . "And these six brothers also went with me 

3D. "And we entered into the house of the man 

11 . "And he reportedc to us how he saw the6 angel having stood in his house, and having I ~ 
said, 'Send-forth7 to Joppa, and send-for8 Simon, the one being called9 Peter,"who I ·I 
will speak words 10 to you by which you will be saved0

- you and all your householdE' 
21 .. "And at my beginning to speak, 11 the Holy Spirit fell 12 upon them just as also upon I' 

us at the beginning 13 

3L "And I rememberedF the word0 of the Lord, how He was saying, 'John 14 baptized I h 

with water- but you will be baptized with the Holy Spirit!' 15 

.ff. "Therefore if God gave the identical 16 gift 17 to them as also to us- having 18 put I -
faith upon 19 the Lord Jesus Christ- who was I to be able to forbid20 God?" 

JC. And having heard these things, they were quiet21 • And they glorified22 God, saying, "Then 1 ~ 
God grantedH the repentance23 leading-to lifel to the Gentiles24 also!" 

1.11\. Now indeed the ones having been dispersed25 because of the affiictionK having taken place over I <J 

Stephen went as far as Phoenicia26 and Cyprus27 and Antioch28 , speaking the word to no one except 
Jews only.°But there were some of them- Cyprian and Cyrenian29 men- who, having come to 211 

Antioch, were speaking also30 to the Hellenists31 , announcing-as-good-newsL the Lord Jesus 

1 ll. And the hand of the Lord was with them. And a large number, having believed, turnedM to the Lord 
:: I l. And the wordN about them was heard in the ears of the church existing32 in Jerusalem. And they sent 

out Barnabas to goll to Antioch-• who, having arrived and having seen the grace0 of God, rejoicedP 

I ( . And he was encouraging34 everyone to be continuing-in35 the Lord with purpose36 ofheart,37 

21 

, ' 
' 

because he was a goodO man, and fullR of the Holy Spirit and of faith 2~ 
2( ·. And a considerable crowd was addeds to the Lord 

:lll. And he38 went forth to Tarsus39 to search-for4° Saul. "And having found him, he brought him to 2:'-::r, 
Antioch. And it came about 

It·. For them41 that42 for a whole year they were gathered-together43 in the church and taught a 
considerable crowd 

::c. And that the disciples were first called ChristiansT in Antioch 

41l. And during these days,44 prophetsu came down from Jerusalem to Antioch 



435 Acts 11:27 

l. Some manuscripts say "because anything defiled or unclean never" 
{K). The added word, "anything", is the same word as in 10: 14. 

2. Some manuscripts add "to me" {N). 
3. Elsewhere only in Lk 14:5. GK 413. 
4. Some manuscripts say "I was" { C}. 
5. That is, between you and those Gentiles. "Made a distinction" is the 

same word as "doubt" in 10:20, but with different grammar. Some 
manuscripts have the same grammar here, "not doubting at all". 
Others have a different tense of this word, meaning "making no dis
tinction" { C}. In all these cases, "no" and "not at all" is the same 
Greek word, GK 3594. 

6. Some manuscripts omit this word {C}, so that it says "an angel". 
7. Samewordasin 10:8, 17,20; 11:11.0nthisword,see"sentout" 

in Mk 3: 14. Some manuscripts add "men" {K}. 
8. Same word as in 10:5, 29; 11: 13; 20: I; 24:24, 26. Elsewhere only 

as "summon" in 10:22; 25:3. GK 3569. 
9. Same word as in this phrase in 10:5, 18, 32. On this word, see "call 

upon" in I Pet 1:17. 
10. Same word as 10:22, 44. On this word, see Rom 10:17. 
11. Peter had not even begun to apply the message to his hearers when 

God intervened in l 0:44. It had to be this way, because Peter did 
not properly understand how to apply it to Gentiles! God begins to 
reveal this in this incident. 

12. Same word as in 10:44. 
13. Because it was identical to the experience in Acts 2, God's accept

ance of these Gentiles was undeniable. 
14. The grammar emphasizes the contrast between the two halves of 

this sentence. 
15. Same sentence as in l :5. Jesus said He would baptize them with the 

Spirit, and He did so here, with no assistance from Peter. This can 
only mean that He has accepted these Gentile believers on an equal 
basis with the Jews at Pentecost. By "you", Jesus must have been 
including both. 

16. Or, "equal, same". On this word, see "equal" in Phil 2:6. 
17. Same word as in 2:38; 8:20; 10:45; its only other uses in Acts. On 

this word, see Rom 5: 15. 
18. This phrase applies to both groups in what precedes, "[we both] 

having put faith upon ... ". 
19. On "put faith upon", see Rom 4:5. 
20. Or, "prevent, hinder, try to stop". Same word as in 10:47. On this 

word, see l Cor 14:39. All of Peter's actions with regard to these 
Gentiles were in direct response to God Himself, objectively proven 
by the fact that God gave them the identical gift. 

21. That is, with reference to their complaint, 11 :2-3. On this word, see 
I Thes 4: 11. 

22. Some manuscripts say "were glorifying" {N}. 
23. On this word, see 2 Cor 7: 10. Compare 5:31. 
24. The Jewish believers knew the message was for the world. But that 

salvation was to come to the Gentiles apart from Judaism, with all 
the implications that this has, was a new thought for them. They 
were assuming salvation would be proclaimed to the world as part 
of and through a true, spiritual Judaism; that Judaism would reign 
and all people would become Jews as part of finding life in Christ; 
that Israel's culture would gloriously become world culture. 

25. On this word, see 8: I, to which event Luke is referring. 
26. On this region, see 21 :2. 
27. On this island, see 13:4. 
28. This is a city north oflsrael; the capital of the Roman province of 

Syria, mentioned also in l l :20, 22, 26, 27; 13: I; 14:26; 15:22, 23, 
30, 35; 18:22; Gal 2: 11. GK 522. On another Antioch, see 13: 14. 

29. That is, men from the island of Cyprus (4:36, 13:4), and the city 
ofCyrene (2: 10, 6:9). 

30. Some manuscripts omit this word { K). 
31. In its only other uses in 6: I and 9:29, this word meant foreign-born, 

Greek-speaking Jews, like the Cyprian and Cyrenian men speaking 
the gospel here. Here, it must mean "Greeks" in the sense of"Gen
tiles", in contrast to the "Jews only" in v 19. GK 1821. The con
version of Greek-speaking Jews would not have aroused interest in 
Jerusalem. Some manuscripts say "Greeks'" {C}, a word related to 
"Hellenist" which is found in Gal 3:28. 

32. Or, "being". Same word as in 13: I, but different grammar. Some 
manuscripts omit this word { N}. 

33. Some manuscripts omit "to go" {C}. 
34. Or, "exhorting". Same word as in 14:22. This is the verb related to 

the meaning of"Bamabas", as explained by 4:36. 
35. Or, "remaining in, staying with, abiding with". Same word as in Act 

13:43; l Tim 5:5. Elsewhere only as "remain with" in Mt 15:32; Mk 
8:2; and "stay on" in Act 18:18; l Tim 1:3. GK 4693. 

36. Or, "resolve, plan". That is, with a resolved, planned devotion and 
resolution of heart. Same word as in 2 Tim 3: 10; Act 27: 13. Used 
of God's "purpose" in Rom 8:28. 

37. Or, "was encouraging everyone with purpose of heart to be ... ". In 
other words, the phrase "with purpose of heart" could be describ
ing Bamabas's encouraging, or these believers' continuing in the 
Lord. In the Greek word order, it stands between the two. 

38. Some manuscripts say "Barnabas" {K). 
39. On this city, see 9:30. 
40. Elsewhere only in Lk 2:44, 45. GK 349. 
41. Some manuscripts make this word the subject, "And it came about 

that they for a whole year were ... " { K). 
42. This is the Greek word order of this sentence. On this phrase, "and 

it came about that", see Lk 5: I. This word is used this way only here 
in Acts. Others think this word is not part of the construction found 
in Lk 5: I, but means "And it came about for them that for indeed 
a whole year". Some manuscripts omit this word, so that it says 
"And it came about... that for a whole year" { K). 

43. That is, Barnabas and Saul were brought together for a joint min
istry in the church. Others think Luke means they "were brought
in by the church", that is, received hospitably, as this word is used 
in Mt 25:35. Others think he means the disciples "were gathered 
together" in the church, and Barnabas and Saul "taught" them, thus 
implying a different subject for each verb. Others simplify ii as 
"they were gathered together with the church". 

44. That is, the year just mentioned. Or, it may be a more general ref
erence to the time of growth in Antioch. 

A. Act l 0: 13 B. Act I 0: 15 C. l Jn l :3, announcing D. Lk 19: l 0 E. Mk 3:20, house F. Lk I :54 G. Rom I 0: 17 H. Eph l :22, give J. Rom 8: I 0 
K. Rev 7:14 L. Act 5:42 M. Jam 5:19, turns back N. I Cor 12:8 0. Eph 2:8 P. 2 Cor 13:1 l Q. l Tim 5:10b R. Mt 14:20 S. Lk 17:5, 
increase T. l Pet4:16 U. l Cor 12:28 



Acts 11 :28 436 Verse 

I ( •. And having stood up, one ofthem,Agabus by name, signified1 through the Spirit that there would- ::'S 
certainly2 be a great farnineA over the whole world3

- which took place in-the-time-ofB Claudius• 
2C. And as any of the disciples was prospering5, each of them detenninedc to send money for a 2'! 

ministry6 to the brothers0 dwelling in Judea-• which they also did, having sent it forth to the > r 1 

elders7 by the hand a/Barnabas and Saul8 

'iH. And about that time, 9 Herod 10 the king put hands 11 on some ofthe ones from the church to 12:1 
mistreatE them 

IC. And he killed James 12, the brother of John, with a sword 2 
2C. And having seen that it was13 pleasing14 to the Jews, he proceeded to arrestF Peter also (now 

the days of the Feast of Unleavened-BreadG were taking place)-"whom indeed having -+ 
seizedH, he put into prison1 

ID. Having handed him over to four squads 15 of soldiersK to guardL him 
::'D. IntendingM to bring him upN to the people after the Passover16 [Feast] 

3C. So indeed Peter was being kept0 in the prison. And prayer was fervently 17 being made18 by the 
church to God for him 

4C. And when Herod was about to bring him forth 19
, on that night Peter was sleeping between 11 

two soldiers, having been boundP with two chainsO. And guardsR in front of the door were 
keeping-watch-over0 the prison1 

ID. And behold- an angel of the Lord stood near, and light20 shineds in the cell21 

2D. And having struck the side a/Peter, he woke him, saying, "Arise quickly". And his chainsO 
fell off of his hands 

.1D. And the angel said to him, "Gird-yourself22 and tie-onT your sandals". And he did so :-; 

.:ID. And he says to him, "Put-on your cloak and be following me". •And having gone forth, q 

he was following23 

IL. And he did not knowu that the thing taking place by-means-of24 the angel was25 

realv, but he was thinking that he was seeing a visionw 
'.'I.. And having gone through a first guard-post26 and a second, they came to the iron 111 

gate leading into the city, which by-itselfX was opened for them 
.\I.. And having gone out, they went ahead one lane27

, and immediately the angel 
departed from him 

5( . And Peter, having become within himself,28 said, "Now I know trulyv that the Lord sent-outz I I 
His angel and rescuedAA me from the hand of Herod, and from all the expectation29 of the 
people of the Jews". ·And having become-aware30, he went to the house a/Mary, the mother I ' 
of John (the one being called Mark), where there were many assembled-together3 1 and praying 

ID And he32 having knocked-on the door66 of the gatecc, a servant-girl00 went to it to I ; 
answer33

- Rhoda by name 

I L. And having recognizedEE the voice of Peter, because of her joy she did not open the I I 
gate, but having run in, she reported FF that Peter was34 standing in front of the gate 

'.'L. But the ones said to her, "You are mad35" I' 
.ff But the one was insisting that it was holding so36 

4L. But the ones were saying, "It is his angelGG" 



437 Acts 12:15 

I. Some manuscripts say "was signifying" {A}. On this word, see 
Rev 1:1. 

2. More literally, "will certainly", as the Greek typically phrases it. On 
this word, see 24:15. 

3. On this word, see Heb 2:5. Luke may be referring to Judea, or to 
the Roman Empire as in Lk 2: I. 

4. Some manuscripts add "Caesar" {K). That is, the Roman Emperor. 
See 18:2 on him. 

5. Or, "was well off, having plenty, thriving". Literally, "going well" 
financially. Used only here. GK 2344. Related to "prosperity" in 
Act 19:25. 

6. Or, "service". On this word, see I Cor 12:5. 
7. On this word, see I Tim 5: I 7. This is the first mention of them in Acts. 
8. Some think Luke means Barnabas and Saul left Antioch before 

Herod's death in chapter 12, and returned after it in 12:25, placing 
the famine in A.O. 43-44. Others think he is summarizing here what 
occurs in 12:25, meaning they leave and return some time after 
Herod's death. In this case, the famine could have been in A.O. 47-
48. It is also possible that multiple trips were made, to which Luke 
refers here in summary fashion. 

9. Luke may mean the time of the famine, when Barnabas and Saul 
were in Jerusalem between! I :30 and 12:25. Or, this may be a more 
general reference to this period of time. This phrase "about that 
time", is also in 19:23; and is similar to the phrase in Rom 5:6; 9:9. 

I 0. That is, Herod Agrippa I, the grandson of Herod the Great (see Mt 
2: I), the son of Aristobulus. Caligula (Roman Emperor from A.O. 

37-41) gave him the territory of Philip (see Lk 3: I) in A.O. 37, and 
the territory of Antipas (see Mt 14: I) in A.O. 39. Claudius (see Act 
11 :28) gave him Judea (which had been under Roman prefects like 
Pilate since A.O. 6, see Mt 2:22) in A.O. 41. This gave Agrippa I a 
kingdom as large as Herod the Great. He was king of Israel until 
his death in A.O. 44, which is described in v 23. Agrippa I was the 
first king since Herod the Great, and the last king of Israel. Upon 
his death, Judea was put under the rule of Roman procurators until 
the revolt in A.O. 66. 

11. Used 177 times. GK 593 I. 
12. Thal is, the apostle. He is often linked with Peter and John. See Lk 

6:14 on him. 
13. More literally, "is", as the Greek typically phrases it. 
14. Or, "a pleasing thing". On this word, see Jn 8:29. 
15. Or, "quatemians". Used only here. GK 5482. That is, a squad of 

four Roman soldiers, two inside chained to the prisoner and two 
outside, working a three hour shift (one squad for each watch of the 
night). This was the usual Roman custom. 

16. That is, for his execution. On this word, see Jn 18:28. 
17. On this word, see I Pet I :22. Some manuscripts say "fervent prayer 

was being made" {N}. 
18. Or, ''taking place". GK JI 8 I. 
19. Or, "bring him forward, bring him before them". On this word, 

see "going ahead" in 2 Jn 9. Some manuscripts say "bring him to 
them" {N}. 

20. Or, "a light". Did it radiate from this angel? The source of the light 
is not given. 

21. Or, "room, quarters". That is, the dwelling-place or room inside the 
prison, where Peter was. Used only here. GK 3862. 

22. That is, put on and fasten your belt. The belt was worn over the 
tunic (undergarment) and under the cloak (outer garment, robe). 
Elsewhere only in Jn 21: 18. GK 2439. Related to "belt" in Rev 
I: 13; "gird" in Eph 6: 14; "gird up" in I Pet I: 13; "tie around" in Jn 
13:5; "undergird" in Act 27:17. 

23. Some manuscripts add "him" {K}. 
24. Or, "with, through". GK I 328. 
25. More literally, "is", as the Greek typically phrases it. 
26. Or, "prison". This word may refer to a ward of the prison (same 

word as in 16:24, an inner "prison"), or to a guard post with its 
guard. Same word as "prison" in v 4, 5, 6, 17. On this word, see 
"prison" in 5:22. Related to "guard" in v 6, 19; 5:23. 

27. Or, "alley, narrow street". Luke may mean "crossed the street"; or, 
that Peter and the angel went down the street to the first lane. On 
this word, see Mt 6:2. 

28. That is, having collected himself, and seen that it was "real", v 9. 
Luke uses a similar phrase in Lk 15: 17. 

29. Or, "anticipation". On this word, see Lk 21 :26. That is, from all that 
these Jews expected would happen. They expected to see Peter 
killed like James. 

30. Or, "having realized it". That is, aware of where he was. Elsewhere 
only in 14:6. GK 5328. 

31. This is a participle, "having been assembled together". Elsewhere 
only in 19:25. GK 5255. Related word in Lk 24:33. 

32. Some manuscripts say "Peter" { K}. 
33. That is, to listen to who is there and respond accordingly. Used only 

here in this sense. On this word, see "obey" in 6:7. 
34. More literally, "is", as the Greek typically phrases it. 
35. Or, "out of your mind". On this word, see I Cor 14:23. 
36. That is, that it was true. The facts were holding true in the way this 

girl spoke them. This idiom is elsewhere only in 7: I; 17: 11; 24:9. 

A. Lk 21:11 B. Lk 3:2 C. Rom 1:4, designated D. Act 16:40 E. 1Pet3:13, do evil F. Lk 22:54 G. Mk 14:12 H. Jn 11:57 J. Act 5:22 
K. Mt 28:12 L. Jn 12:25, keep M. Jam 1:18, willed N. Mt 4:1, led up 0. I Jn 5:18, keeping P. I Cor 7:27 Q. Act 28:20 R. Act 5:23 
S. 2 Cor 4:6 T. Eph 6: 15, sandaled U. I Jn 2:29 V. Jn 6:55, true W. Act 10:3 X. Mk 4:28 Y. Mt 14:33 Z. Gal 4:4, sent forth AA. Gal 1:4 
BB. Col 4:3 CC. Mt 26:71 DD. Jn 18:17 EE. Col 1 :6, understood FF. 1Jn1:3, announcing GO. 1Tim3:16, messenger 



Acts 12:16 438 Verse 

2D. But Peter was continuing-on' knocking. And having opened, they saw him and were I 11 

astonishedA 

IL. And having motioned to them with his hand to be silent8 , he relatedc to them2 how 1-
the Lord led him out of the prison 

21·. And he said, "Report0 these things to James3 and the brothers" 
.11" And having gone out, he proceeded to another place 

(,( ·. Now having become day, there was no small4 disturbance5 among the soldiers as to what then I ~ 
became o/6 Peter 

7( ·. And Herod, having searched-forE him and not having found him, having examinedF the guards, I'! 
orderedG that they be led away. 7 And having gone down from Judea to Caesarea8

, he was 
spending-time9 there 

I D Now hew was being very-angry with the Tyrians and Sidonians 11 211 

2D. And they were coming to him with-one-accordH. And having won-over12 Blastus, the one 
over the bedroom 13 of the king, they were asking-for peace, because of their country being 
provided-for14 from the royal 15 /and 

~ D. And on an appointed day, Herod- having put on the royal clothing, and 16 having sat on .2 I 
the judgment-seat!- was giving-a-public-address 17 to them 

11 · And the public-assembJyK was calling-out 18
, "The voice of a god and not of a man!" 

.21 ·.. And at once an angel of the Lord struck him because 19 he did not give the glory to God 
:l L. And having become eaten-by-worms20

, he expired21 

hB. But the word o/God22 was growingL and being multipliedM 
7B. And Barnabas and Saul returned, having fulfilledN the ministry23 to24 Jerusalem, having25 taken 

along John26 with them (the one having been called Mark) 

l.:IA. Now there were prophets27 and teachers at Antioch0 in28 the church existing29 there- Barnabas and 1_; 
Simeon (the one being called Niger30

) and Lucius the CyrenianP, and Manaen (one brought-up-with31 

Herod the tetrarch32
) and Saul.33 •And while they were ministering34 to the Lord and fastingO, the Holy 

Spirit said,35 "SeparateR now36 Barnabas5 and Saul/or Me, for the work which I have called them to37". 

Then, having fasted and prayed and laidT their hands38 on them, they sent them away39 

1 ll. So indeed, having been sent-out4° by the Holy Spirit, they41 went down to Seleucia42 , and from -l 
there sailed-away to Cyprus43 

I ( . And having come-to-be in Salamis44, they were proclaimingu the wordv of God in the 
synagogues of the Jews. And they also were having John as an assistant45 

2l ·. And having gone through the whole46 island as far as Paphos47, they found a certain man who < 1 

was a magician48
, a Jewish false-prophetw for whom the name was Bar-Jesus•9-·who was 

with the proconsul5°, Sergius Paulus, an intelligent51 man 

1 D. This one,52 having summonedx Barnabas and Saul, soughtE to hear the word of God 



439 Acts 13:7 

I. Same idiom as in Jn 8:7. On this word, see "continue" in Rom 11 :22. 
2. Some manuscripts omit "to them" {C}. 
3. That is, the brother of the Lord, the leader of the Jerusalem church. 

See Mt 13:55 on him. 
4. That is, a large commotion. This figure of speech, called "litotes" 

(expressing something by using the negative of its opposite, like 
saying "not bad" instead of"great"; "not many" instead of"a few"), 
occurs also in 1:5; 14:28; 15:2; 17:4, 12; 19:11, 23, 24; 20:12; 
21:39; 26:19, 26; 27:20; 28:2, and is a mark of Luke's style. This 
word means "small, little, short, brief, few", with the specific 
nuance coming from the context. Used 40 times. GK 3900. 

5. Or, "commotion". Elsewhere only in 19:23. GK 5431. Related to 
"disturb" in Gal I :7. 

6. Or, "what then happened with reference to". Same idiom as in Jn 
21 :21, "What of this one?" 

7. That is, to execution, the Roman custom. 
8. That is, to the Roman capital of Judea on the coast. See 8:40. 
9. Same word as in Jn 3:22; Act 15:35. Elsewhere only as "spend" 

followed by a time indicator, Act 14:3, 28; 16: 12; 20:6; 25:6, 14. 
GK 1417. 

10. Some manuscripts say "Herod" {K}. 
11. That is, ones living in Tyre and Sidon. Note the threefold descrip

tion of this area in 21:2. 
12. Or, "convinced, persuaded", perhaps with a bribe. Same word as in 

Act 14:19, and as "win approval of" in Gal I: 10. On this word, see 
"persuade" in I Jn 3: 19. 

I 3. That is, the chamberlain, the one in charge of the king's sleeping 
quarters. A trusted attendant. Used only here. GK 3131. 

14. Or, "providing for itself". Or, "being fed, feeding itself". That is, 
these port cities were economically dependent on Herod. Their food 
came from Herod's land. Perhaps they were having some commer
cial dispute. Their cities were not part of Herod's kingdom, but of 
the province of Syria. On this word, see "feed" in Lk 23:29. 

15. Elsewhere only in v 21; Jn 4:46, 49; Jam 2:8. GK 997. That is, King 
Herod's land. 

16. Some manuscripts omit this word { C}. 
17. Or, a public oration. Used only here. GK 1319. Related to "public 

assembly" next, and "public" in 16:37. 
18. Elsewhere only in Lk 23:21; Act 21 :34; 22:24. GK 2215. 
19. Or, "in return for". On this idiom, see 2 Thes 2:10. 
20. Used only here. Related to "eating" in Mt 6: 19. 
21. That is, Herod died. On this word, see 5:5. Josephus, who also 

speaks of this, adds that he died five clays later. 
22. Some manuscripts say "of the Lord" {NJ. 
23. Same word as in 11 :29. That is, the delivery of money to Jerusalem 

mentioned in 11 :30. 
24. Or, "in". This could be rendered "returned to Jerusalem, having ful

filled the ministry ... " (the Greek word order), but this does not fit 
the context. It would be odd to say they took John-Mark to his own 
city (v 12), and it is clearthat by 13:2 they have "returned" to Anti
och. Some manuscripts say "from" { C}, so that it says "returned 
from Jerusalem, having fulfilled ... ". 

25. Some manuscripts say "and having ... " { K}. 
26. John Mark is the cousin of Barnabas, Col 4: IO. He is first met in 

12: 12 at his mother's house. Here he comes to Antioch, from which 
he goes out with Paul and Barnabas ( 13 :5 ), and then departs from 
them and returns lo Jerusalem in 13: 13. He surfaces again in 15:37. 
See also I Pet5:13. 

27. On this word, see I Cor 12:28. Some manuscripts add a word mean
ing "some, certain", { N}, so that it says "certain prophets", or, 
"some prophets". 

28. Or, "throughout, in relation to". Same word as "throughout" in 
9:31, 42; I0:37; 11:1. GK 2848. 

29. Or, "the existing church", meaning "the local church". Same idiom 
as in 5:17. 

30. Simeon's second name is a Latin name, meaning "black". Used 
only here. GK 3769. 

31. Or, "a foster brother, childhood companion of". This word was 
used of children raised in the same home who were not related. If 
Manaen was about the same age as Herod, he would be 65-70 years 
old. Used only here. GK 5343. 

32. On this word, see Lk 3:19. That is, Herod Antipas (Mt 14:1), who 
was exiled in A.O. 39. 

33. The Greek groups the first three names and the last two names, but 
the reason is unclear. Saul was mentioned in 7:58; 8:1, 3; 9:1, 4, 8, 
11, 17, 22, 24; I 1:25, 30; 12:25. 

34. Or, "serving". On this word, see Rom 15:27. This word was used 
of those doing "priestly service" in the temple, and of those "serv
ing" in public office. Luke could mean "to" the Lord, that is, pray
ing or worshiping. Or, he could mean "for" the Lord, that is, 
prophesying or teaching. 

35. Presumably, through one of the prophets. 
36. This word implies urgency. On this word, see "indeed" in Mt 13:23. 
37. Or, "summoned them". On the word "call to", see 2:39. In English 

we prefer to say "to which I have called them". 
38. On laying on of hands, see Heb 6:2. 
39. Or, "they let them go, dismissed them". Same word as in 15:30, 33. 

On this word, see "sends away" in Mt 5:31. 
40. Elsewhere only as "sent away" in 17:10. GK 1734. 
41. Some manuscripts say "these ones" {N}. 
42. This is the port city near Antioch. Used only here. GK 4942. 
43. This is the native country of Barnabas, 4:36. Elsewhere only in 

11:19; 15:39; 21:3; 27:4. GK 3251. Related to "Cyprian" in 4:36. 
44. Salamis is a city on the east end of the island. 
45. Or, "helper". On this word, see "attendant" in I Cor 4: I. That is, 

Mark, 12:25. 
46. Some manuscripts omit this word {Kf. 
47. Paphos is a city on the west end of the island. It was the Roman seat 

of government. 
48. Or, "a magus", the singular form of "magi". On this word, see 

"magi" in Mt 2: I. Related to "practice magic" in Act 8:9. 
49. Or, "Bar-Joshua". GK 979. "Bar" means "son of" in Hebrew. Paul 

calls him "son of the devil" in v IO. 
50. That is, the governor ofa Roman province under the control of the 

Roman senate. Elsewhere only in v 8, 12; 18: 12; 19:38. GK 478. 
51. Or, "understanding". On this word, see I Cor I: 19. 
52. That is, the proconsul. 

A.Mk2:12 B.1Corl4:34 C.Lk8:39 D.1Jnl:3,announcing E.Phil4:17,seekfor F.1Cor2:14 G.Mtl4:28 H.Actl:l4 J.Roml4:10 
K. Act 19:30 L. Jn 3:30 M. Act 7: 17 N. Eph 5: 18, filled 0. Act 11: 19 P. Act 6:9 Q. Mt 6: 16 R. Rom I: I S. Act 4:36 T. Lk I0:30, laid on 
U. Phil 1:18 V. I Cor 12:8 W. Rev 16:13 X. Act 2:39, call to 



Acts 13:8 440 Verse 

2D. But the magician Elymas1 (for so his name is translated2) was opposingA them, seeking8 S 
to tum awayc the proconsul from the faith 

~ D But Saul (the one also called PauP), having been filled0 with the Holy Spirit, having ') 
looked-intentlyE at him,• said- I 11 

IE. "O son of the devil4 full of all deceitF and all villainy5, enemy of all righteousness
will you not ceaseG perverting6 the straightH ways of the Lord? 

21·. "And now, behold- the hand of the Lord is upon7 you, and you shall be blind, not I I 
seeing the sun for a time" 

4D. And at-once1, mistiness8 and darkness fell upon him. And going around, he was seeking8 

anes-leading-by-the-hand9 

5D. Then the proconsul- having seen the thing having taken place- believed, being I ' 
astoundedK at 10 the teachingL of the Lord 

:in. And having put-to-seaM from Paphos, the ones around Paul 11 came to Perga of Pamphylia12. But I ; 
John, having departed13 from them, returned to Jerusalem. "But they, having gone through 14 from I 1 
Perga, arrived at Pisidian 15 Antioch. And having entered into the synagogue on the day of the 
Sabbath, they sat-down 

l C. And after the reading of the Law and the Prophets, the synagogue-officialsN sent forth a I' 
message to them, saying, "Men, brothers, if there is any word0 of exhortation 16 among you 
for the people, speak" 

::'C. And Paul- having stood up, and having motioned with his hand, said J 1, 

ID. "MenP, Israelites, and the ones fearingO God- listen 

11 . "The God of this people Israel choseR our fathers I -
2L "And He lifted-up 17 the people during the stay5 in the land of Egypt, and with an 

upliftedr arm, led them out of it 

IF. "And/or about a forty year period, He put-up-with 18 them in the wildemessu \ '. 
21. "And having brought-down 19 seven20 nations in the land a/Canaan, He gave l" 

them21 their land as-an-inheritance22 "about in23 [a total of] four-hundred and ..'1 1 

fifty years24 

3 L "And after these things, He gave them judges until Samuel the prophet 
41 '.. "And from there they asked-far a king. And God gave them Saul- the son a/Kish, ..' I 

a man from the tribe a/Benjamin- for forty years 
5 I. "And having removedv him, He raised-upw David/or them, for a king- concerning 

whom25 also having testifiedx, He said, 'I found David the son of Jesse, a man in
accordance-with26 My heart, who will do all My desires27 ' 

(1L "From the seedy of this one, in accordance with the promisez, God brought28 a 
SaviorAA for2 9 Israel, Jesus-

11·. "John having publicly-proclaimed30 a baptism88 of repentancecc for all the '·I 
people a/Israel before the presence31 a/His comingl2 

7L. "And as John was completing00 his courseEE, he was saying, 'What33 do you ..':' 
supposeFF that I am? I am not the One. But behold- He is coming after me, of 
Whom I am not worthyGG to untie1m the sandaP1 of His feet' 



441 Acts 13:25 

I. This is not a translation of"Bar-Jesus", nor is it an otherwise known 
Greek word. GK 1829. Thus, Luke's meaning is unclear to us. Some 
think he is translating "magician". Luke knows what "Bar-" means, 
having correctly "translated" (same word as next) it in 4:36. Consult 
the commentaries. 

2. Elsewhere only in Mt 1:23; Mk 5:41; 15:22, 34; Jn 1:38, 41; Act 
4:36. GK 3493. 

3. He is called Paul from this point forward in Acts. 
4. That is, one originating from him, or belonging to him. 
5. Or, "fraud, unscrupulousness". Used only here. GK 4816. Related 

to the word in 18:14. 
6. Or, "making crooked". Same word as "tum away" in v 8. On this 

word, see Phil 2: 15. 
7. That is, in a negative sense, "against". GK 2093. 
8. This man's eyes clouded up and all became darkness for him. Used 

only here. GK 944. 
9. Or, "hand-leaders, guides". Used only here. GK 5933. The related 

verb is used of Paul in 9:8. 
I 0. This is the Greek word order. II could also be rendered "taken place, 

being astounded- put faith upon the teaching ofthe Lord", on 
which compare Lk 24:25. 

11. That is, the ones around Paul as their leader. 
12. Perga is a city in the region of Pamphylia, which at this time was part 

of the Roman province of Lycia, but shortly prior to this time was a 
province itself. Paul returns here in 14:25, and to its port city, Attalia. 

13. Or, "gone away, left, withdrawn". Some render it more strongly 
negative, "deserted, abandoned". Elsewhere only in Mt 7:23; Lk 
9:39. GK 713. John-Mark departed from Barnabas and Paul once 
they reached Perga, 15:38. The reason for his departure is not 
stated. Consult the commentaries for the various suggestions. 

14. These two had to "go through" the Taurus mountain range. They 
are going inland (north) from Perga. 

15. That is, the Antioch near Pisidia (it was north of its border, in the 
region of Phrygia, not in the region of Pisidia) as opposed to the 
Antioch in Syria, from which they first left, 13: I. Thus it is the Anti
och (GK 522) in the region of Phrygia and in the Roman province 
of Galatia. The region of Pisidia lies between this Antioch and the 
province of Pamphylia, as implied in 14:21, 24. This Antioch is 
mentioned also in 14:19, 21; 2 Tim 3:11. It was called Pisidian 
Antioch because there is another Antioch in Phrygia. Used only 
here. GK 4408. 

16. Or, "encouragement". This is a polite invitation to speak, if any 
among them desired to do so, in accordance with Jewish synagogue 
custom. The writer of Hebrews calls his book "a word of exhorta
tion" (13:22), the only other use of this phrase. On this word, see 
"encouragement" in Act 4:36. 

17. Or, "exalted, raised high". On this word, see Jn 8:28. Related to 
"uplifted" later in the verse. 

18. Or, "endured, bore with". Used only here. GK 5574. Some manu
scripts use a word meaning "carried, bore, cared for" { C}, the word 
in Deut I :31 (where the same variation occurs). If correct, this 
word, which varies by one letter, would also be used only here in 
the NT (GK 5578). 

19. Same word as in Lk I :52. On this word, see "tearing down" in 
2 Cor 10:4. 

20. These nations are mentioned in Deut 7: I; Josh 3: IO; 24: 11. 
21. Some manuscripts include this word { B}. 
22. This word, "to give as an inheritance" is used only here. GK 2883. 

This occurs in Josh 11:23; 21:43-45. 
23. The grammar here, "about in" is not the same as "for about" in v 

18, and is not used elsewhere. In both cases, "about" is GK 6055. 
24. Paul seems to mean that Israel received the land as their inheritance 

about 450 years after they left it for Egypt- 400 years in Egypt (v 
17, Act 7:6), plus 40 in the desert (v 18), plus the time of Joshua's 
conquest (5 years by Josh 14:6, 10). In some manuscripts, this 
phrase comes later in the verse { C}, "And after these things He gave 
them judges about/or 450 years". Consult the commentaries. 

25. This word is singular, referring to David. 
26. Or, "in agreement with, in harmony with". Paul gives his explana

tion of this in the next phrase. GK 2848. 
27. Or, "wants, wishes, purposes''. Though used 62 times, it is plural 

only here and as "wants" in Eph 2:3. Elsewhere it is rendered 
"will". On this word, see Jn 7: 17. It refers to the multiple expres
sions of God's will as David's life progressed. Paul combines Ps 
89:20, I Sam 13:14, and his own words into a summary quotation 
giving God's view of David. 

28. The key point of Paul's history review in v 17-22 is that God did 
these things. He took the initiative and acted for His people whom 
He chose. And so it is with the Savior. Some manuscripts say 
"raised up for" { B}. 

29. Or, "to''. 
30. Or, "proclaimed-beforehand''. Used only here. GK 4619. Related 

to "proclaim" in 2 Tim 4:2. 
31. On the phrase "before the presence", see "ahead of His presence" 

in Lk 9:52. 
32. Or, "entering", meaning before the presence of Jesus' entering on 

the scene in Israel. Many simplify this to "before His coming''. 
Same word as "coming" in Mal 3:2. On this word, see "entrance" 
in I Thes I :9. 

33. Some manuscripts say "Who" { B}. Or, this may be rendered "I am 
not what you suppose that I am''. 

A. Eph 6: 13, resist B. Phil 2:21 C. Phil 2: 15, pervert D. Act 2:4 E. Lk 4:20 F. Mt 26:4 G. I Cor 13:8 H. Act 8:21 J. Mt 21: 19 K. Mt 7:28 
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Acts 13:26 442 Verse 

2D. "Men\ brothers8 , sonsc of the family of Abraham, and the ones among you fearing0 21, 
God- the messageE a/this salvation1 was sent-outF to us2 

11·:. "For the ones dwelling in Jerusalem and their rulersG, not having known3 this One4 

and the voices of the prophets being read every Sabbath- having condemnedH Him, 
fulfilled5 them 

I 1-. "And having found no charge6 worthy of death, they asked Pilatel that He be 2.' 

21. 

executedK 
.::>I . "And when they fulfilled7 all the things having been written about Him, having .::>' 1 

taken Him down from the crossL, they8 laid Him in a tomb 

"But God raisedM Him from the dead-"Who appearedN for many days to the ones 
having come up with Him from Galilee to Jerusalem, who now9 are His witnesses0 

to the people 
"And we are announcing-as-good-news-top you the promiseO having been made to 
the fathers-"that God has fulfilled 10 this promise for us their children 11 

I F. "Having raised-up 12 Jesus, as it has also been written in the second Psalm
'You are My Son. Today I have fatheredR You' [Ps 2:7] 

_:;!J-.i I 

-H·. "And thatD He raised Him up from the dead as One no longer going to return5 to _, + 
decay, He has spoken in this manner [in Isa 55:3]- that 'I will give You 14 the holy 15, 

trustworthy 16 things a/David'. "Therefore also in another place it says, 'You 17 will _,' 
not give 18 Your holy One to see 19 decay' [Ps 16: 10] 

11. "For David20, having served21 the purpose22 of God in his own generation,23 _;1, 

fell asleep, and was put-with24 his fathers, and saw decay25- "but He Whom ' 
God raised did not see decay 

:; I) "Therefore let it be known T to you, men, brothers, that ; ~ 

I L "Through this One26 forgivenessu of sins is being proclaimedv to you 
2L. "And27 from all things from which you could not be declared-righteousw by the Law 

o/Moses-"by28 this One everyone believing is declared-righteous ;q 

4D. "Therefore be watching-outx that the thing having been spoken in the Prophets [in Hab 41 I 
I :5] may not come upon you-

11 ·.. 'Look, scoffers, and marvelv, and perish29
. Because I am working a work in your 41 

days- a work which you will never believe if someone tells you in detaiP0'" 

.\(. And while they31 were going out, they32 were beggingz that these words might be spoken to -L' 
them on the next Sabbath. ·And the gathering]) having been released34 , many of the Jews and 4; 
of the worshipingAA proselytes88 followed Paul and Barnabas- who, speaking to them, were 
persuadingcc them to continue-in°0 the grace of God 

4( ·. Now on the coming Sabbath, almost the whole city was gathered together to hear the word of 4-l 
the Lord35 

ID. But the Jews, having seen the crowds, were filledEE with jealousyFF. And they were .+_.; 
contradicting36 the things being spoken by Paul, blaspheming37 



443 Acts 13:45 

I. That is, this salvation brought by the Savior mentioned in v 23. 
2. That is, us Jews. It was sent out by God through the Savior, not 

through the Jewish leaders, as seen next. His witnesses (v 31 ), and 
we (v 32), are announcing it. Some manuscripts say ''you" {B}. 

3. Or, "being ignorant of". On this word, see Rom 10:3. 
4. Or, "this [message of salvation)" just mentioned. 
5. On this word, see "filled" in Eph 5: 18. 
6. The only charge was that Jesus said He was the Son of God, which 

He in fact was, but the Jews would not listen. On this word, see Jn 
18:38. Paul uses "charge worthy of death" of himself in 28: 18. 
"Worthy of death" is in 23:29; 25:11, 25; 26:31; etc. 

7. Or, "finished, accomplished". On this word, see ''finish" in Rev 10:7. 
8. Joseph and Nicodemus, two of the rulers, members of the San

hedrin, did so. 
9. Some manuscripts omit this word {CJ. 
IO. This is a third word for this (compare v 27, 29). Used only here. GK 

I 7 40. Related to the word in v 27. 
11. It is also possible to take "us" with what follows, ''for their children, 

having raised up Jesus/or us". Some manuscripts say ''for our chil
dren, having ... ": others, ''for their children, having ... " {CJ. 

12. Some think Paul is referring here to the bringing of the Savior to 
Israel (v 23), His entrance into ministry (v 24), as this word is used 
of Him in 3:22. It is not the same word as "raise up" David in 13:22, 
but the same idea. Others think Paul is referring to His resurrection, 
as this word is used in v 34, where he adds "!Tom the dead". On this 
word, see Lk 18:33. 

13. That is, "And as to the fact that". 
14. That is, the Messiah. 
15. The promises and decrees God made regarding David will be given 

lo the Messiah, who will permanently fulfill them. Therefore, He 
cannot die as David did. Therefore Ps 16: I 0 says He will not expe
rience decay in the grave, as David did. Same word as in v 35. On 
this word, see Heb 7:26. 

16. Or, "faithful, dependable, reliable, sure". On this word, see "faith-
ful" in Col I :2. 

17. That is, God. 
18. That is, permit. 
19. That is, experience. 

20. Paul uses grammar that emphasizes the contrast between the two 
halves of this sentence, between David and Christ. 

21. Or, "helped, rendered service". Elsewhere only in 20:34; 24:23. GK 
5676. Related to "assistant" in v 5. 

22. Or, "plan". On this word, see "counsel" in Eph I: 11. 
23. Or, "having served his own generation in the purpose of God". 
24. Or, "added to". On this word, see "increase" in Lk 17:5. 
25. Same word as in v 34, 35, 37, and in 2:27 (where Peter makes this 

same argument). 
26. That is, through the agency of this One whom God brought (v 23), 

who sent us out to announce it (v 32). 
27. Some manuscripts omit this word {CJ. 
28. Or, "in'', so that it says "everyone believing in this One is declared

righteous". That is, by means of this One, the Savior. This "by" is 
in contrast with "by" (same word, GK I 877) the Law earlier. Not 
the same word as "through" in v 38 (GK I 328). 

29. Or, "disappear, be destroyed". On this word, see "disfigure" in 
Mt6:16. 

30. This word, "tell in detail" is elsewhere only as "describe in detail" 
in 15:3. GK 1687. Related to "relate" in Lk 8:39. 

31. Some think this refers to Paul and Barnabas; others, to the Jews. 
Some manuscripts say "while the Jews were going out from the 
synagogue" {A}. 

32. Some think this refers to the ones worshiping there, who follow in 
the next verse. Others think it refers to the Gentile worshipers in 
particular. Some manuscripts say "the Gentiles" {B}. 

33. Or, "the synagogue, congregation, meeting". This word is used of the 
place, the people meeting there, and the meeting held there. "Syna
gogue" is transliterated from the Greek, and means "gathering". 
Same word as in Jam 2:2. Elsewhere this word is rendered "syna
gogue" 54 times. GK 5252. Related to "gather together" in v 44. 

34. Or, "broken up, brought to an end, dismissed". On this word, see 
"break" in Mt 5: 19. 

35. Some manuscripts say "the word of God" {CJ. 
36. Or, "speaking against". On this word, see Rom 10:21. 
37. Some manuscripts say "contradicting and blaspheming" { B}. On 

this word, see I Tim 6: I. 

A. I Tim 2: 12 B. Act 16:40 C. Gal 3:7 D. Eph 5:33, respecting E. I Cor 12:8, word F. Gal 4:4, sent forth G. Rev I :5 H. Mt 7: I, judge 
J. Lk 3: I K. Lk 23:32 L. I Pet 2:24 M. Mt 28:6, arose N. Lk 2:26, see 0. Act I :8 P. Act 5:42 Q. I Jn 2:25 R. I Jn 2:29, born S. 2 Pet 2:21, 
tum back T. Rom 1:19 U. Col 1:14 V. Phil 1:18 W. Rom 3:24 X. Rev 1:11, see Y. Rev 17:8 Z. Rom 12:8, exhorting AA. Act 13:50 
BB. Mt 23: 15 CC. I Jn 3: 19 DD. Act 11 :23 EE. Act 2:4 FF. 2 Cor 11 :2 



Acts 13:46 444 Verse 

2 [). And Paul and Barnabas, having spoken-boldly1
, said, "It was necessaryA that the word 41i 

of God be spoken to you first. Since you are rejecting2 it, and judging8 yourselves not 
worthyc of eternal life, behold- we are turning to the Gentiles 

l E. "For thus the Lord has commanded0 us [in Isa 49:6]- 'I have placed you for a ·l' 
light3 to the Gentiles, that you may be a light for salvationE as far as the last' place 
a/the earth'" 

:; I). And the Gentiles, having heard it, were rejoicingF and glorifyingG the word of the Lord5. 4 '< 

And all who had been appointed6 to7 eternal life, believedH 

'.\( ·_ And the word a/the Lord was being carried8 through the whole region9 4' l 

(,C. But the Jews incited the prominent worshiping 10 women and the leading 11 men of the city, and '11 

aroused 12 a persecution1 against Paul and Barnabas, and drove them outK from their districtsL 
7C. But the ones, having shaken-out13 the dust from their feet against them, went to Iconium14 'I 

XC. And the disciples were being filledM with joy and with the Holy Spirit ' ' 

3B. Now it came about in lconium that according to the same plan 15 , they entered into the synagogue 141 
of the Jews and spoke in this manner, so that a large number a/both Jews and Greeks believedH 

IC. But the Jews having disobeyed16 arousedN and embittered17 the souis0 a/the Gentiles against 
the brothersP 

2C. So indeed they spent a considerable time speaking-boldly1 8 for19 the Lord, Who was testifying20 J 
to the word a/His grace, granting21 that signs and wondersO be taking place by their hands 

JC. And the multitude a/the city was divided22- indeed some were with the Jews; and others, with -l 
the apostles 

4l'. But when an attempt23 came about by both the Gentiles and Jews together with their rulers to 
mistreatR and to stone them-

l D. Having become-aware5, they fled24 to the cities o/Lycaonia25- Lystra and Derbe, and h 

the surrounding-region T. •And there they were announcing-the-good-newsu 

4A. And in Lystra, a certain man powerless26 in the feet was sitting- a lame27 one from his mother's ·" 
wombv, who never walked 

l C. This one heard Paul speaking- who, having looked-intentlyw at him, and having seen that he ') 
had28 faith that he might be restored29

, •said with a loud voice, "Stand up straightx on your feet" IO 
2C. And he leaped30 and was walking 
_i( ·. And the crowds, having seen what Paul did, raised their voice, saying in Lycaonian, "The gods l I 

came down to us, having become-like31 menY!" 

l D. And they were calling Barnabas "Zeus32
", and Paul "Herrnes33'', since he was the one 1.2 

leadingz the speakingAA 
2D. And the priest of the temple of Zeus being before34 the city, having brought bulls and I ' 

garlands to the gates,35 was intending36 to offer-sacrifice88 with the crowds 

4l ·. But the apostles37
, Barnabas and Paul- having heard-of it, having torn38 their garments- I 4 

leaped-out39 into the crowd, crying-outcc •and saying, "Men, why are you doing these things? l ~ 
We also are men v of-like-nature00 to you, announcing-the-good-newsu to turn EE you40 from 
these worthless41 things to the living God-



445 Acts 14:15 

I. Or, "speaking boldly" concurrently with the verb "said". On this 
word, see Eph 6:20. 

2. Or, "pushing it aside". Same word as in 7:27, 39. On this word, see 
Rom 11:1. 

3. That is, to be a light. This was said of the Messiah in Lk 2:32. 
4. Same phrase as in I :8, "as far as the last place of the earth". 
5. Some manuscripts say "the word of God"; others, just "God" (C}. 
6. Or, "assigned, stationed, arrayed, arranged". This is a participle, 

"were having been appointed". On this word, see "established" in 
Rom 13: I. Some think Luke means "predestined by God to 
believe". Others think he means "providentially arranged for eter
nal life" that day- ripe fruit ready to be harvested by Paul. 

7. Or, "for". GK 1650. 
8. Or, "spread". Same word as in Mk 11 : 16. GK 142 2. 
9. That is, the region of Phrygia, which is part of the Roman province 

of Galatia. 
I 0. Same word as in v 43. It is used of Gentile God-fearers who wor

shiped God in the synagogue with the Jews, but did not obligate 
themselves to keep the whole Law as the Jews did. Elsewhere only 
inMt 15:9;Mk7:7;Act 16:14; 17:4, 17; 18:7, 13; 19:27.GK4936. 
Related to "worship" in Rom I :25. Some manuscripts say "wor
shiping and prominent" (N}. 

11. Or, "first, chief, foremost". The Jews incited the people of prominence 
against these disturbers of the peace. Same word as in Mk 6:21; Lk 
19:47; Act 17:4; 25:2. On this word, see "first" in I Cor 15:3. 

12. Or, "raised up, awakened", and figuratively, "stirred up, excited". 
Elsewhere only in 14:2. GK 2074. The root word is "to raise". 

13. Elsewhere only in Mt 10:14; Mk 6: 11; Act 18:6. GK 1759. Related 
to "shake off" in Lk 9:5. 

14. This is the easternmost city in the region of Phrygia. GK 2658. 
15. Or, "in accordance with the same thing". Compare 17:2. This 

phrase is elsewhere only in I Cor 12:8, "according to the same" 
Spirit. The same phrase (except plural) is in Lk 6:23, "in the same 
way". Some render it "together" here (like the phrase in 2:4 7), "that 
they entered together into ... ". 

16. Or, "refused to believe". The ones who disobeyed did what follows. 
They disobeyed the Son, Jn 3:36; the truth, Rom 2:8; the word, I 
Pel 2:8; the gospel of God, I Pet 4: 17. On this word, see Rom 
11 :30. Some manuscripts say "the disobeying Jews" { N}. 

17. Literally, "made evil". The Jews caused these Gentiles to think evil 
of the believers. They turned them against them. On this word, see 
"do evil" in I Pet 3:13. 

18. Same word as in 13:46. 
19. Or, "on the basis of, for the purposes of". GK 2093. 
20. Or, "bearing witness". The grammar indicates it is the Lord testi

fying. Thus, both spoke- Paul and Barnabas in words, the Lord 

in signs and wonders; they with the message, He with the confir
mation. Compare 5:32. On this word, see Jn I :7. 

21. This explains how the Lord gave His testimony. The signs and won
ders confirmed their word, as in Heb 2:3-4. On this word, see "give" 
in Eph 1:22. Some manuscripts say "and granting" {N}. 

22. Or, "split". On this word, see "tom" in Mt 27:51. Related to "divi
sion" in I Cor 1:10. 

23. Or, "start, onset, impulse, violent attack". Elsewhere only as 
"impulse" in Jam 3:4. GK 3995. Related lo "rushed" in 7:57. 

24. Or, "fled for refuge". On this word, see Heb 6:18. 
25. Lycaonia is the district, Lystra and Derbe are cities in that district. 

This is still part of the Roman province of Galatia. Used only here. 
GK 3377. Related word in v 11. 

26. Or, "impotent". Same word as "not-strong" in Rom 15: I. 
27. Some manuscripts add "being" (K}, "being a lame one". 
28. More literally, "has", as the Greek typically phrases it. 
29. Or, "saved". On this word, see Jam 5:15. 
30. Same word as in 3: 8, when Peter healed such a one. 
31. Same word as used of Jesus in Heb 2: 17, on which see Mt 13:24. 
32. This is the Greek name of the chief god, the god of the sky, 

enthroned on Olympus, known as "Jupiter" by the Romans. Used 
only here and in v 13. GK 2416. 

33. This is the Greek name for the son of Zeus, who was the messen
ger of the gods, known as "Mercury" by the Romans. Thus Paul is 
seen as the spokesman for Barnabas (Zeus). Used only here, and as 
someone's name in Rom 16: 14. GK 2258. 

34. Or, "in front of, ahead of". The temple was located outside on the 
road before one reached the city. GK 4574. 

35. Luke may mean the gates of the city, of the temple, or of the house 
where Paul's team was staying. 

36. Or, "wishing, wanting". On this word, see "willing" in Jn 7: 17. 
3 7. Only here and in v 4 are Barnabas and Paul called apostles in Acts. 

They were "sent out" by the Holy Spirit, 13:4. All other uses of this 
word in Acts refer to the twelve. On this word, see I Cor 12:28. 

38. Same word as used of the high priest's action in Mt 26:65. On this 
word, see Lk 8:29. 

39. Or, "sprang out, bounded out, jumped out, rushed out". Used only 
here. GK 1737. Barnabas and Paul sprang from being in front of 
the crowd and about to be worshiped, to being in the crowd as fel
low humans. Their action matched their words. Related to "jump 
up" in Mk I 0:50, and "rush in" in Act 16:29. Some manuscripts say 
"leaped into" ( K}, using the same word with a different prefix. 

40. Or, "announcing-the-good-news that you should tum ... ", or, 
"announcing-the-good-news-to you to tum you ... ". 

41. Or, "futile, pointless". On this word, see "futile" in I Car 15:17. 

A. Tit 3: 14 B. Mt 7: I C. Rev 16:6 D. Mk 10:3 E. Lk 19:9 F. 2 Car 13: 11 G. Rom 8:30 H. Jn 3:36 J. Mk 10:30 K. Jn 12:31, cast out 
L.Mk!O:l M.Eph5:18 N.Actl3:50 O.Jam5:20 P.Actl6:40 Q.2Thes2:9 R.1Thes2:2 S.Actl2:12 T.Mkl:28 U.Act5:42 
V. Lk I: 15 W. Lk 4:20 X. Heb 12: 13 Y. Mt 4:4, mankind Z. Heb 13:7 AA. I Cor 12:8, word BB. Act I 0: 13, slaughter CC. Mt 8:29 
DD. Jam 5:17 EE. Jam 5:19, turns back 



Acts 14:16 446 Verse 

ID. "Who made the heaven and the earth and the sea and all the things in them 
2 J) "Who allowedA all the nations to be going their ways in the generations having gone- I r' 

by, "and yet did not leave Himselfwithout-witness 1
- 1-

I L "Doing-good8 

21.. "Giving you2 rains from heaven and fruitfuP seasons 
·'I·•. "Fillingc your4 hearts with food0 and gladness5

" 

:'( . And saying these things, with-difficultyE they restrained6 the crowds, that they might not I ~ 
offer-sacrificeF to them 

,,( ·. But Jews came-over from Antioch and lconium. And having won-over7 the crowds, and having I '' 

stoned8 Paul, they were draggingG him outside of the city, thinking9 that he was 10 dead 
7l'. But the disciples having surroundedH him- having stood-up1, he entered into the city ~11 

:' 15 And on the next day he went forth with Barnabas to Derbe. ·And having announced-the-good- ~ I 
news-toK that city, and having made many disciples 11

-

I ( ·. They returnedL to Lystra, and to lconium, and to Antioch 

ID Strengthening 12 the soulsM of the disciples 
:'I) Encouraging 13 them to continue-in 14 the faith, and that "lt-is-necessary15 that we enter 

into the kingdomN of God through many afflictions0 " 

:2( ·. And having appointedr eldersOfor them in each church 16
, having prayed with fastingsR, they , ~ 

commended17 them to the Lord in Whom they had believed 

615. And having gone through Pisidia, they came to Pamphylia. •And having spoken the word18 in 
Perga19, they went down to Attalia20• •And from there they sailed-away to Antioch21 - from where 
they had been handed-over22 to the grace of God for the work which they completed23 

I < · And having arrived, and having gathered together the church, they were reporting24 all that 
God did with them, and that He opened a door of faith to the Gentiles 

' _,, 

15 \.Now they were spendings not a little time25 with the disciples.26 •And certain ones having come down27 :'S- l' 
from Judea were teaching the brothers that "Unless you are circumcisedT by the custom28 of Moses, 
you cannot be savedu". • And29 no small dispute30 and debate31 by Paul and Barnabas with them having 
taken place, they32 appointed33 Paul and Barnabas and some others of them to go up to the apostles and 
eldersO in Jerusalem concerning this issue34 

l ll. So indeed the ones, having been sent-forwardv by the church, were going through both Phoenicia 
and Samaria, describing-in-detail35 the conversion36 of the Gentiles. And they were producing37 

great joy in all the brothers w 
2ll. And having arrived in Jerusalem, they were welcomed38 by the church and the apostles and the 

eldersO. And they reportedx all-that God did with them 
~ l l. But some of the ones from the sectY of the Pharisees having believed39 stood-up-out-of40 the assembly, ' 

saying that "lt-is-necessary41 to circumcise them and to commandz them to keepAA the Law ofMoses" 
4ll. And the apostles and the elders were gathered together to see88 about this mattercc. •And much b-

debate00 having taken place, Peter, having stood up, said to them 

I< . "Men, brothersw, you know that from the old42 days God made-a-choiceEE among you43, that 
by my mouth the Gentiles should hear the messagecc of the good-news FF and believe 



447 Acts 15:7 

I. Or, "witnessless, without testimony". Used only here. GK 282. 
God's works bear testimony to Him. 

2. Some manuscripts say "us" {KJ. 
3. Or, "fruitbearing". Used only here. GK 2845. Related to "bear fruit" 

in Rom 7:4. 
4. Some manuscripts say "our" { K J. 
5. Or, "cheerfulness". On this word, see 2:28. 
6. Or, "brought to rest". Elsewhere only as "rest" in Heb 4:4, IO; and 

"give rest" in Heb 4:8. GK 2924. 
7. Or, "persuaded, convinced". Same word as in 12:20. 
8. Paul mentions this in 2 Cor 11 :25. 
9. Or, "supposing". This word refers to holding an opinion. The opin

ion may be correct (as in Act 16:13), but usually is not correct. 
Same word as in Mt 5: 17; 20: IO; Lk 2:44; Act 7:25; 8:20; 17:29; I 
Cor 7:26, 36. Elsewhere only as "suppose" in Mt 10:34; Lk 3:23; 
Act 16:13. 27; 21:29; I Tim 6:5. GK 3787. 

I 0. Or, "had died". More literally, "is dead" or "has died'', as the Greek 
typically phrases it. 

11. The verb "made disciples" is the same word as in Mt 28: 19. 
12. Or, "Confirming". Elsewhere only in 15:32, 41; 18:23. GK 2185. 

Related to "establish" in I Thes 3:2. 
13. Or, "exhorting". Same word as in 11:23; 15:32; 20:1, 2. On this 

word, see "exhorting" in Rom 12:8. 
14. Or, "remain in, be true to". On this word, see Gal 3:10. Related to 

the word in 11 :23; 13:43. 
15. Or, "We must enter". On this idiom, see "must" in Mt 16:21. 
16. Or, "according to church, in every church, church by church". Same 

idiom as "house by house" in Act 2:46; "in each city" in Tit I :5. 
17. Or, "entrusted, committed, deposited". More literally, "placed 

beside". On this word, see "put before" in 17:3. 
18. Some manuscripts add "ofthe Lord"; others, "o/God" (BJ. 
19. If Paul and Barnabas did not do so in 13: 13 when they arrived, they 

did so now. 
20. This city was the main seaport of Pamphylia, the city of Perga being 

up-river about 7 miles or 11 kilometers. 
21. That is, in Syria, probably first arriving at the same port from which 

they left in 13 :4, Seleucia. 
22. Or, "delivered, committed, entrusted". This is a participle, "they 

were having been handed over". Luke is referring to 13:2-4. Same 
word as in 15:26, 40; as "committing" in I Pet 2:23; and as when 
Judas "handed over" Jesus (see Mt 26:21 on it). 

23. Paul and Barnabas completed what the Spirit sent them out from 
Antioch to do, 13:4. On this word, see "filled" in Eph 5: 18. 

24. On this word, see "declare" in Jn 16: 13. Some manuscripts say 
"reported" { K}. 

25. That is, a long time. On this idiom, see "no small" in 12: 18. Some 
manuscripts add "there" { K}. 

26. Some think it was during this time in Syrian Antioch that Paul wrote 
Galatians to the churches in Pisidian Antioch, Iconium, Lystra, and 
Derbe visited in 13: 14-14:23 (the South Galatia theory). Others 
think it was written from Corinth (in Act 18:5) or Ephesus (in Act 
19: I 0) or Corinth (in Act 20:3)- some to the churches just men
tioned; others, to unnamed churches that Paul visited in Act 16:6 or 
18:23 (the North Galatia theory). 

27. That is, to Antioch, where Paul and Barnabas were staying, 14:28. 
28. In other words, Gentiles had to become Jews before they could be 

Christians. On this word, see Lk I :9. 
29. Some manuscripts say "Therefore" (NJ. 
30. Or, "dissension, discord, uprising". On this word, see 23:7. On "no 

small", see 12: 18. 
31. Or, "controversy". Same word as in v 7. On this word, see "con-

troversy" in I Tim 6:4. 
32. That is, the brothers (v l); the church in Antioch (v 3). 
33. Or, "assigned". Same word as in 13:48. 
34. Or, "controversial question". Elsewhere only in 18: 15; 23:29; 

25: 19; 26:3. GK 2427. Related to "debate" earlier. 
35. On this word, see "tell in detail" in 13:41. 
36. Or, "turning". Used only here. GK 2189. Related to "turning" in v 19. 
37. Or, "making, bringing about". On this word, see "does" in Rev 13: 13. 
38. Or, "accepted, received". On this word, see "accept" in Mk 4:20. 
39. That is, some believers who were formerly Pharisees. 
40. Same word as "stood up" in v 7, with the prefix "out of" added. 

These men stood up in distinction from the rest, and made the fol
lowing statement. On this word, see "raised up from" in Mk 12: 19. 

41. On this idiom, see "must" in Mt 16:21. 
42. Or "ancient", relative to the church. That is, in the beginning days 

of the church. Peter is referring to the events in Acts I 0, now some 
ten years in the past. Note Mt 16: 19. The extension of salvation to 
the Gentiles originated in the early days through me by God's 
choice. This now is a continuation of what God did then. Same 
word as in 21: 16; 2 Cor 5: 17. Elsewhere only as "ancient" in Mt 
5:2 l, 33; Lk 9:8, 19; Act 15:21; 2 Pet 2:5; Rev 12:9; 20:2. GK 792. 

43. Some manuscripts say "us" (NJ. 

A. I Cor 10:13 B. l Tim 6:18, working good C. Rom 15:24 D. Mt 24:25 E. I Pet 4:18 F. Act 10:13, slaughter G. Rev 12:4, sweeps away 
H. Jn 10:24 J. Lk 18:33, rise up K. Act 5:42 L. 2 Pet 2:21, tum back M. Jam 5:20 N. Mt 3:2 0. Rev 7:14 P. 2 Cor 8:19 Q. I Tim 5:17 
R. 2 Cor 11:27 S. Act 12:19, spending time T. Lk 2:21 U. Lk 19:10 V. Rom 15:24 W. Act 16:40 X. Jn 16:13, declare Y. I Cor 11:19, 
faction Z. I Tim 1:3 AA. I Jn 5:18 BB. Lk 2:26 CC. I Cor 12:8, word DD. I Tim 6:4, controversy EE. I Cor 1:27, chose FF. I Cor 15:1 



Acts 15:8 448 Verse 

2C. "And God, the heart-knower1, testified2- having given the Holy Spirit to them, just as also x 
to us. •And He made no distinction3 between both us and them, having cleansedA their hearts '' 
by faith 

JC. "Therefore why are you now testing" God- by laying a yoke5 on6 the neck of the disciples Ill 
which neither our fathers nor we were able7 to bear8? "Rather, we believe that we are savedc I I 
through the grace0 of the Lord Jesus8 in accordance with the way9 those also are savecl' 

SB. And the whole assemblyE was silentF. And they were listening-to Barnabas and Paul describing10 12 
all the signs and wondersG that God did 11 through them among the Gentiles 

68. And after they 12 were silent, James 13 responded, saying, "MenH, brothers, listen-to me- I 1 

I l ·. "Simeon14 described how God first visited 15 to take a people/or His name from the Gentiles I ..I 
2C. "And the words of the prophets agree1 with this, just as it has been written [in Amos 9: 11-12]- I ' 

ID. 'After these things I will return, and I will rebuild16 the fallen 17 tent a/David. And I will I 1, 

rebuild its things having been torn-down 18
• And I will restoreK it "so that the rest 19 of I: 

mankindL may seek-outM the Lord- even all the Gentiles upon whom My name has been 
called-uponN them20 ', says the Lord doing0 these21 things "known22 from the past age23 ' I I.: 

3C. "Therefore I judger that we not be troubling24 the ones from the Gentiles turningO to God,"but \ lJ-21l 
that we write to them that they should be abstaining25 from the contaminated26 things of idols, 
and sexual-immorality2', and the strangled thing28, and blood29 

ID. "For30 from ancientR generations, Moses has the ones proclaiming5 him in each city- .'I 
being read in the synagogues every Sabbath" 

7B. Then it seemedT good to the apostles and the elders, along with the whole church, that having 
chosen31 men from-among them, they should send them to Antioch with Paul and Barnabas- Judas 
(the one being called32 Barsabbas) and Silas33 , leading34 men among the brothers 

I C ·. Having written by their35 hand-

ID. "The apostles and the elders, your brothers36- to the brothers from the Gentiles37 

throughout Antioch and Syria and Cilicia38, greetingsu 
21). "Because we heard that some having gone out39 from us disturbedv you with wordsw, 1 ~ 

unsettling40 your souls41 - to whom we did not give-orders-• it seemedT good to us 2' 

11-.. "Having become of-one-accordx 
21-. "Having chosen men42 

-'I:. "That we should send them to you, with our belovedv Barnabas and Paul-

IF. "Men43 having handed-over44 their livesz for the name of our Lord Jesus Christ ~(1 

3 D. "Therefore we have sent-forth AA Judas and Silas- they also will be declaring88 the same 
things by spoken wordw 

4D. "For it seemedT good to the Holy Spirit and to us to be laying-once you no greater 2S 
burden°0 except these essentials45

- •that you be abstaining from foods-sacrificed-to- .:''I 
idolsEE, and blood, and strangled things46, and sexual immorality 

IE. "KeepingFF yourselves from which things, you will do wellGG 



449 Acts 15:29 

I. Elsewhere only in I :24. GK 2841. 
2. That is, God testified that these Gentiles were truly and fully saved, 

just like we Jews, when He gave them the Spirit. 
3. This word, "make a distinction", is the same word as in 11: 12. 
4. Or. "tempting, putting to the test". If God is put to the test by these 

former Pharisees (v 5), He will respond to them with disciplinary 
judgment, because they are rejecting the testimony He Himself has 
clearly given. On this word, see "tempt" in Heb 2: 18. 

5. Using the same word, Paul calls it a "yoke" of slavery in Gal 5: I. 
It is not Christ's easy "yoke", Mt 11 :30. 

6. This word "lay on" is the same word as in v 28; Mt 23:4. On this 
word, see Lk 10:30. 

7. Or, "were strong-enough, had strength". In addition to rejecting 
God's own testimony, these former Pharisees are trying to impose 
a Law on others which they themselves could not keep (as Paul also 
says in Gal 6: 13). On this word, see "can do" in Gal 5:6. 

8. Some manuscripts add "Christ" {N}. 
9. On this idiom, "in accordance with the way", see 27:25. 
10. Same word as in v 14; 21:19. On this word, see "expound" in Jn 

I: 18. Related to "describe in detail" in v 3. 
11. The signs and wonders confirm that God was with these two, and 

their message. 
12. That is, Barnabas and Paul. 
13. That is, the brother of Jesus, writer of James, and head of the 

Jerusalem church. See Mt 13:55 on him. 
14. That is, Peter, v 7. This is the Aramaic form of"Simon", as in 2 Pet 

I: I. See Lk 6: 14. GK 5208. 
15. Same word as in v 36. James is referring to Cornelius in Acts I 0. 
16. Or, "build again''. Used only in this verse, twice. GK 488. Related 

to "build, build up, edify" (see "edify" in I Cor 14:4). 
17. This is a participle, "having fallen", that is, "the tent ofDavid hav

ing fallen''. 
18. Or, "dug down, razed to the ground, utterly destroyed". Elsewhere 

only in Rom 11 :3, of altars. GK 2940. The root word is "to dig''. 
19. Or, "the remaining ones". That is, those other than the Jews. Used 

only here. GK 2905. 
20. Or, "named upon them", as an act of ownership. That is, on whom 

God has placed His name. A Hebrew way of speaking. Same idiom 
as in Jam 2:7, "the good name having been called upon you". In 
both cases, "called" is the word "called upon" in I Pet I: 17. 

21. Some manuscripts say "all these things. All His works are known 
to God from the past age" { B}. 

22. On this adjective, see Rom I: 19. 
23. On this phrase, "from the past age", see Lk 1:70. 
24. Or, "annoying, causing difficulties for''. Used only here. GK 4214. 

Related to the word in Lk 6: 18. 
25. Same word as in I Thes 4:3. The following list is repeated in v 29 

and in 21:25. 
26. Or, "polluted, defiled''. That is, the things defiled by their associa

tion with idol worship, specified in v 29 to mean eating "foods sac
rificed to idols''. Used only here. GK 246. The related verb 
"defiled" is used in Dan 1:8; Mal 1:7, 12. 

27. Some think James is specifically referring to the sexual immorality 
associated with idol worship; others, to all sexual immorality; oth-

ers, to the spiritual adultery consisting of pagan worship of any 
kind. Some manuscripts omit "and sexual immorality", resulting in 
a threefold prohibition {A}. On this word, see I Cor 5:1. Some 
think this is the only moral issue, the other three being matters of 
Jewish dietary laws (falling under I Cor 10:23-33). Others think all 
four are moral issues associated with idol worship (falling under I 
Cor 10: 14-22). There are other views. 

28. That is, from eating the meat of strangled animals, because the 
blood remained in it. This command regarding eating blood goes 
back to Noah's time in Gen 9:4; and is repeated in the Law of 
Moses, Lev 17:10-14. Elsewhere only in v 29; 21:25. GK 4465. 

29. Some think James means contact with or eating/drinking blood. 
Others think he is referring to murder. 

30. Some think this gives the reason for these restrictions. It is not to 
be saved, v 9, 11. It is so as not to offend the Jews in every city who 
still preach Moses. It is so as not to unnecessarily hinder the 
progress of the gospel with them, as in I Cor 9:20. Others think it 
gives the reason for not troubling the Gentiles, v 19. Moses already 
has his advocates. 

31. Same word as in v 25. On this word, see 1 Cor 1:27. 
32. Some manuscripts say "named" {K}. 
33. See v 40 on him. 
34. That is, men who were leading, leaders. On this word, see Heb 13:7. 
35. That is, the apostles and elders. Note 16:4. 
36. Some manuscripts say "and the brothers" {B}. On this word, see 

16:40. 
3 7. Notice that the Jewish believers do not say "Gentile brothers''. They 

think of them as "ones from the Gentiles turning to God", v 19. 
They consider them brothers, and no longer part of the Gentiles 
(pagans), in keeping with v 14. Compare 21:25 and I Cor 12:2. This 
word means "Gentiles, nations''. It sometimes refers to "non-Jews" 
(including Christians, as in Gal 2: 12; Eph 3: I), and other times to 
"unbelievers, pagans", from God's point of view. Used 162 times. 
GK 1620. 

38. Antioch (see 11: I 9) is the capital of Syria. Syria and Cilicia are 
neighboring provinces, north of Galilee. 

39. These men claimed authority they did not possess, and taught a 
message not propounded by the apostles or the church in Jerusalem. 
Some manuscripts omit "having gone out" { C}. 

40. Or, "breaking up, dismantling, tearing down''. Used only here. 
GK 412. 

41. Some manuscripts add "saying to be circumcised and keep the 
Law" {A}. 

42. Some manuscripts say "that having chosen men, we should send ... " 
{C}, as in v 22. 

43. This phrase refers back specifically to Barnabas and Paul. 
44. Or, "committed, delivered". Same word as in 14:26; 15:40. In pro

claiming the gospel, these two handed over their lives to the will 
of God, leaving to Him the outcome of the persecutions they 
encountered. 

45. Or, "necessities''. Used only here. GK 2055. Related to "necessity" 
in I Cor 7:26. 

46. Some manuscripts have this singular as in v 20 and 21 :25, "the 
strangled thing" { B}. 
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Acts 15:30 450 Verse 

.'.iD. "Farewell'" 

~B. So indeed the ones, having been sent-awayA, went down to Antioch. And having gathered together '11 

the multitude, they delivered the letter 

I l'. And having read it, they rejoiced8 over the encouragement2 _1 I 
:x. Both Judas and Silas, also3 themselves being prophetsc, encouraged4 and strengthened5 the ~2 

brothers0 with a long6 messageE 
JC. And having done time there, they were sent-awayA with greetings of peace7 from the brothers '1 

to the ones having sent them out8 1~· 

J 6A. Now Paul and Barnabas were spending-timeF in Antioch, teaching0 and announcing-as-good-newsH the ; '· 
wordE of the Lord, along with many others also. •And after some days, Paul said to Barnabas, "Having _;r. 

returned1, let us now 10 visitK the 11 brothers in every city in which we proclaimedL the word of the Lord 
to see how they are having12 things" 

I 13. And Barnabas was wanting 13 to also take along John with them, the one being called Mark 

I ( · But Paul was considering-it-fitting14 that they not be taking-along-with 15 them this one having 
withdrawn 16 from them since 17 Pamphylia 18

, and not having gone with them to the workM 
2C . And a disagreement19 took-place20, so that they were separated21 from one another 
.lC ·_ And Barnabas, having taken along Mark, sailed-offN to Cyprus22 

'~ '. 

2ll. And Paul, having chosen23 Silas24, went forth, having been handed-over25 to the grace of the -l!I 

Lord26 by the brothers. ·And he was going through Syria and Cilicia27 , strengthening0 the -l I 
churchesP. 'And he came also28 to Derbe, and to Lystra It, i 

I C ·. And behold, a certain disciple was there- Timothy29 by name, the son of a believing30 Jewish 
woman31

, but of a Greek father32
-

0

who was being attestedO by the brothers in Lystra and Iconium 
2C · Paul wantedR this one to go forth with him. And having taken him, he circumcised5 him 

because of the Jews being in those places, 33 for they all knew that his father was34 a Greek 
.1C ·_ And as they were proceeding through the cities, they were delivering35 to them the decrees36 -l 

to be keeping37 having been deterrnined38 by the apostles and elders in Jerusalem 
4l So indeed the churches were being made-firrn39 in the faith, and were abounding40 in number 

daily 



451 Acts 16:5 

I . Or. "Be well, Keep well". This is a command often used to close 
letters, but used only here in the NT. GK 4874. 

2. Or. "exhortation, comfort". On this word, see 4:36. Related to 
"encouraged" in v 32. 

3. Some think Luke means in addition to those in Antioch, 13: I; oth
ers, in addition to Barnabas and Paul; others, in addition to being 
"leading men" in Jerusalem (v 22) sent to deliver the letter. 

4. Or, "exhorted". Same word as in 11 :23; 14:22. On this word, see 
"exhort" in Rom 12:8. 

5. On this word, see 14:22. Same word as in v 41. 
6. Or, "great", meaning "great" in quantity (long, lengthy) or in qual

ity. This rendering assumes Luke is referring to the single occasion 
when the letter was delivered by these men, v 3 I. If he is referring 
to multiple occasions during their stay (v 33 ), then this would be 
rendered "much speaking'', as it is in 20:2. Same word as "great" 
in Heb 5:11. On this word, see "many" in Mt 13:52. 

7. "Peace to you" is a common greeting. This word is used 92 times, 
of peace from God, peace with God, and peace between people and 
governments. GK 1645. 

8. Some manuscripts say "from the brothers to the apostles" {K}. 
9. Some manuscripts add as v 34, "But ii seemed good to Silas to 

remain there" {A}, to prepare for v 40. Whether Silas remained, 
or returned to Jerusalem and was later summoned by Paul in v 40, 
is not known. 

10. Or, "indeed". On this word, see "indeed" in Mt 13:23. 
11. Some manuscripts say "our" { K}. 
12. Thal is, to see how the believers are doing. On this idiom, compare 

"being ill" in Mk I :32. 
13. Some manuscripts have a related word meaning "determined, 

decided, resolved" {K}. 
14. Same word as in 28:22. On this word, see "consider worthy" in 

2 Thes I: 11. 
15. Same word as in v 37; 12:25. Elsewhere only in Gal 2: I. GK 5221. 

Related to "take along" in v 39. 
16. Or, "departed". Some give it a stronger sense here, "abandoned, 

deserted". On this word, see "depart" in I Tim 4: I. Not related to 
"departed" in 13: 13. Paul thought it was not "fitting" because since 
Perga ( 13: 13), Mark had not worked with them. The reason he left 
them is not given. Some think these words imply that Paul felt Mark 
deserted them, and was a quitter; that he left them for reasons that 
reflect poorly on his character at that time. Barnabas wanted to 
work with his cousin (see 12:25). Mark later served with Peter, 
wrote the Gospel, and served with Paul, I Pet 5: 13; 2 Tim 4: 11. 

17. Or, "from". This may mean that Mark had not worked with Barn
abas and Paul at all since then, even in Antioch, 15:35; or, it may 
refer only to the work to which he now wants to return. 

18. Luke is referring to 13:13. 
19. Or, "a provoking, stirring up, an irritation, exasperation, aggrava

tion". On this word, see "provoking" in Heb I 0:24. Here, it is a pro
voking to disagreement. In Hebrews, it is a provoking to love. 

20. Or, "arose, occurred". GK 1181. The difference of opinion was not 
resolvable. Both men were strongly committed to their positions, 
and the subsequent history of the three of them proved both were 
right. Sometimes, as with living cells, division is multiplication, 
because the divided parties spread life, not a cancer of bitterness. 

21. Or, "parted, split''. That is, a disagreement arose, with the result that 
they were separated from one another by it. On this word, see 
"split" in Rev 6: 14. 

22. This was the native country of Barnabas, and the first place he went 
with Paul and John-Mark (13:4-5). Instead of the two of them re
visiting "every city" (15:36), Barnabas and Mark take those in 
Cyprus which all three of them had visited (13:5-12), and Paul takes 
those in Pamphylia and Galatia which only he and Barnabas had 
visited (13:13-14:24). 

23. Or, "selected", literally, "called upon". Elsewhere only as "called" 
in Jn 5:2. GK 2141. The root word is "to say". 

24. He is called "Silvanus" in I Thes I: I. Elsewhere only in 15:22, 27, 
32; 16:19, 25, 29; 17:4, 10, 14, 15; 18:5. GK 4976. 

25. On this word and phrase, see 14:26. 
26. Some manuscripts say "ofGod" {B}. 
27. This time, Paul went directly by land, instead of by sea. Thus, 

Derbe is reached first. 
28. Some manuscripts omit this word {C}. 
29. See I Tim I :2 on him. 
30. Some manuscripts say "a certain believing ... " { K}. 
31. Her name was Eunice, 2 Tim 1:5. Timothy's grandmother was 

named Lois. 
32. That is, non-Jewish, an unbeliever. His name is not given here or in 

2 Timothy. 
33. That is, so that Timothy's ministry among the unbelieving Jews in 

the synagogues would not be hindered. 
34. Some think the tense of this word implies Timothy's father was 

now dead. 
35. Or, "passing on", "handing down" (as in 6: 14). Related lo the word 

in 15:30 (GK 2113). Same word as in Rom 6:17; I Cor 11:2; 15:3; 
2 Pet 2:21; Jude 3, on which see "hand over" in Mt 26:21. Related 
to "tradition" in I Cor 11 :2. 

36. Or, "decisions, commands". On this word, see Eph 2: 15. 
37. Or, "to be keeping the decrees having been ... ", "that they should 

be keeping the decrees having been ... ", the Greek word order. On 
this word, see Jn 12:25. 

38. Or, "decided". Same word as in 21 :25, and as "judge" in 15: 19. Same 
word as in 3: 13; 25:25; 27: I. On this word, see "judge" in Mt 7: I. 

39. Or, "made-solid, made-strong; were being strengthened, were becom
ing firm". Elsewhere only as "made strong" in 3:7, 16. GK 5105. 
Related to "firm" in 2 Tim 2: 19, "firmness" in Col 2:5. 

40. Or, "overflowing''. On this word, see 2 Cor 8:2. 

A.Mt5:31 B.2Corl3:11 C.!Corl2:28 D.Actl6:40 E.1Corl2:8,word F.Actl2:19 G.Roml2:7 H.Act5:42 J.Jam5:19,tums 
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Acts 16:6 452 Verse 

:i 13. And they went1 through the Phrygian and Galatian2 region, having been forbidden3 by the Holy " 
Spirit to speak the word in Asia.4 • And5 having come opposite6 Mysia,7 they were trying to proceed 7 

into Bithynia8, and the Spirit of Jesus9 did not allowA them. •And having passed-by10 Mysia, they x 
came down to Troas 11 

IC. And a vision8 appearedc to Paul during the night- a certain Macedonian 12 man 13 was ') 
standing, and appealing-to0 him, and saying, "Having crossed 14 to Macedonia, helpE us" 

2( ·. And when he saw the vision, immediately we 15 soughtF to go forth to Macedonia, concluding16 111 

that God 17 had18 called 19 us to announce-the-good-news-toG them 

4H. And20 having put-to-sea from Troas, we ran-a-straight-course21 to Samothrace22 , and on the I I 
following day to Neapolis23. •And from there we went to Philippi, which is a city of the first24 I.' 
districtH a/Macedonia, a colony25. And we were spending some days in this city 

IC. And on the day of the Sabbath, we went outside the gate26 beside a river where we were I ' 
supposing1 that there was a place of prayer27. And having sat-down, we were speaking to the 
women28 having come together 

ID. And a certain woman worshipingK God- Lydia by name, a purple-fabric-dealer29 from 14 
the city of Thyatira- was listening, whose heart the Lord opened to pay-attention-toL 
the things being spoken by Paul 

2D. And when she and her householdM were baptized, she urged0 us, saying, "If you have 15 
judgedN me to be a believer30 in the Lord, then having entered into my house, be 
staying0 with me" 

3D. And she prevailed-upon31 us 

2C:. And it came about while we were going to the place of prayer, that a certain servant-girIP I <i 

having a soothsaying32 spirit met us, who was bringing-aboutO a large profit33 to her masters 
telling-fortunes34 

ID. This one, while closely-followingR Paul and us35, was crying-out5, saying, "These men I: 
are slavesT a/the Most-High36 God, who are proclaiming0 to you37 a way38 o/salvationv" 

2D And she was doing this for many days I~ 

_i( . And Paul-having been greatly-annoyed39, and having turned to the spirit- said, "I commandw 
you in the name of Jesus Christ to depart from her!" And it went out at the very hour4° 

4('. And her masters- having seen that their hope of profit went-out41 , having taken-hold-ofX I •) 
Paul and Silas- dragged42 them into the marketplace43 before the rulersv 

1 ll. And having brought them to the magistrates44
, they said, "These men are throwing our '11 

city into confusion45 , being Jews. •And they are proclaiming0 customsz which it is not .'I 
lawfu(AA for us to be accepting88

, nor to be doing,46 being47 Romans" 

SC. And the crowd rose up together against them. And the magistrates, having torn-off their8 

garments, were giving-orderscc to beat them with rods49. •And having laid many blows on50 

them, they threw them into prison, having commandedw the jailer to keep them securely51 

'l 

.'J 



453 Acts 16:23 

I. Some manuscripts say "Now having gone through ... " {N}. 
2. By "the Phrygian and Galatian region" (referring to one region), 

Luke would mean the region of Galatia inhabited by Phrygians, 
which includes the cities of lconium and Pisidian Antioch. Others 
render the first as a noun (as in 18:23), so that it says "Phrygia and 
rhe Galatian region". In this case, Phrygia is the region extending 
from lconium and Antioch northward toward Bithynia, and the 
Galatian region is the province east of Phrygia. Some think that the 
unnamed cities of North Galatia referred to in the latter case were 
the recipients of Galatians (see 14:28). 

3. Or, "prevented ... from speaking". On this word, see I Cor 14:39. 
4. That is, to continue west from Antioch into the region of Asia, 

bounded by the regions of Mysia to the north and Phrygia on the 
east. Later, Paul spends two years in Asia ( 19: I 0, 26), based in Eph
esus. The seven churches of Rev 2-3 are in Asia. 

5. Some manuscripts omit this word {K}. 
6. Or, "along, upon, toward, to, down to, over against". GK 2848. 
7. This indicates Paul and Silas turned north (perhaps at Antioch, or 

at Lystra) instead of continuing west. They end up in northern Phry
gia at the latitude of Mysia. The region of Mysia, like part of the 
region of Phrygia, was part of the Roman province of Asia. The city 
names are not given. GK 3695. 

8. This is the Roman province north of Asia, and east of the region of 
Mysia. Instead, Paul and Silas turned west. 

9. This phrase "the Spirit of Jesus" occurs only here. Some manu
scripts say "the Spirit"; others, "the Spirit of the Lord" {A}. 

10. That is, in terms of ministry. GK 4216. 
11. Troas was a key city on the Aegean Sea (in present day Turkey, 

like all the cities and regions mentioned in 16:1, 6-8). This city 
is in the region of Mysia, in the Roman province of Asia. It was 
a Roman colony. 

12. Macedonia is the Roman province across the Aegean Sea from 
Troas, part of present day Greece. 

13. Some think that this man was Luke, who joins Paul in v I 0. 
14. That is, having crossed the Aegean Sea. On this word, see Heb 11 :29. 
15. This is the first "we" by which Luke includes himself in Paul's 

group. Some think Luke joined Paul at this point. "They" came to 
Troas (v 8), and "we" went to Macedonia (v 10). 

16. Or, "bringing together, uniting" the vision with the call. GK 5204. 
17. Some manuscripts say "the Lord" { B}. 
18. More literally, "has", as the Greek typically phrases it. 
19. Or, "summoned". On this word, see "call to" in 2:39. 
20. Some manuscripts say "Therefore" {B}. 
21. Elsewhere only in 21: I. GK 2312. This is a sailing term made from 

"straight" and "course" (2 Tim 4:7). 
22. This is an island in the Aegean Sea, west and north ofTroas, almost 

halfway to Neapolis. GK 4903. 
23. The city of Philippi is about JO miles or 16 kilometers inland from 

its port city, Neapolis. GK 3 7 35. 
24. This is a conjectural reading accepted by the UBS committee, and 

is not found in any Greek manuscript { D}. It is offered because 
Philippi was not "the" first (chief, leading) city of Macedonia, and 
because the Romans divided Macedonia into four "districts". Thes
salonica was "the" chief city of Macedonia. Amphipolis (17: 1) was 
"the" leading city of the district in which Philippi was located. Oth
ers consider this conjecture unnecessary, accepting the reading of 

the Greek manuscripts, "which is a leading city of the district...". 
There are other views. On this word, see 1 Cor 15: 13. 

25. That is, Philippi was a Roman colony in the province of Macedo
nia. Used only here. GK 3149. 

26. That is, the gate of the city. Some manuscripts say "city" { K}. 
27. Some manuscripts say "a place where prayer was the custom" {C}, 

that is, where group prayer was customarily made. There were 
apparently not enough Jews (ten men were required) in this Roman 
colony to have a synagogue. 

28. Perhaps Euodia and Syntyche (Phil 4:2) were among these women. 
29. Or, "a seller of purple cloth". Thyatira was famous for its purple 

dyes. It is in the province of Asia. GK 4527. 
30. Or, "faithful to, trustworthy in". On this word, see "faithful" in 

Col 1:2. 
31. Or, "forced" us, using social force or pressure. Elsewhere only as 

"strongly urge" in Lk 24:29. GK 4128. 
32. Or, "divination". Used only here. GK 4780. Not related to the word 

at the end of the verse. Some manuscripts say "a spirit of sooth
saying" {N}. 

33. Or, "business". Same word as in v 19, and as "business" in 19:24. 
34. Or, "acting as a seer, giving oracles, divining". Used only here. 

GK 3446. 
35. This is the last plural of this "we" section. The next is in 20:5, again 

in Philippi. Luke does not specifically include himself in the ones 
beaten and imprisoned next. 

36. The hearers may have taken this to mean the highest of the gods 
they worshiped, not the one and only true God. Or, perhaps they 
understood it as a reference to the Jewish God. On this word, see 
"highest" in Mt 21:9. 

37. Some manuscripts say "us" {B}. 
38. The hearers probably took this to mean one among many ways to 

salvation, not the only way. 
39. Paul was probably annoyed at the place this person was assuming for 

herself, as well as at her words. No kind of validation from her would 
be accepted by Paul. On this word, see "greatly disturbed" in 4:2. 

40. On this phrase "at the very hour'', see Lk 2:38. 
41. Same word as "depart" and "went out" in v 18. GK 2002. 
42. Same word as 21 :30; Jam 2:6. On this word, see "draw" in Jn 6:44. 
43. That is, the public square where the rulers and courts were also 

found. Same word as in 17: 17. Used 11 times. GK 59. 
44. That is, the Roman governors of the colony. There were two of 

them. Used in this sense also in v 22, 35, 36, 38. On this word, see 
"captain" in 5:26. 

45. This word, "throw into confusion, agitate" is used only here. GK 
1752. Related to "disturb" in Gal I :7. 

46. Note 17:7, for example. 
47. This word (GK 1639) is not the same word as in v 20 (GK 5639). 
48. That is, the garments of Paul and Silas. The magistrates probably 

ordered it done, as in 18:16. 
49. The word "beat with rods" is elsewhere only in 2 Cor 11 :25. GK 4810. 

It was a Roman method of punishment, carried out by the "officers" 
in v 35. Related to "rod" in I Cor 4:21; and "officer" in Act 16:35. 

50. Luke uses this idiom "having laid on blows" also in Lk I 0:30. 
"Blows" is the same word as "wounds" in v 33. 

51. Same word as in Mk 14:44. Elsewhere only as "with-certainty" in 
Act 2:36. GK 85 7. Related to "certainty" in Act 21 :34. 
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Acts 16:24 454 Verse 

ID. Who, having received such a commandA, threw them into the inner prison8
, and secured' 2-l 

their feet to the wood2 

hl. And about midnight, Paul and Silas were singing-praise-to3 God while praying. And the 
prisoners were listening-to• them. ·And suddenly a great earthquake took place, so that the 
foundations of the jailhouse5 were shakenc 

ID And at-once0 all the doors were opened, and the bonds6 of everyone were unfastened7 

2D. And the jailer- having become awakened, and having seen the doors of the prison 
having been opened, having drawnE his sword- was about to kill himself, supposingF 
that the prisonersG had8 escapedH 

i I). But Paul called-out with a loud voice, saying, "Do no hannl to yourself, for we are all here" :: ~ 
4 D And having asked-for lights, he rushed-in. And having become tremblingK, he fell before ~ '> 

Paul and Silas. •And having brought them outside, he said, "SirsL, what mustM I do in ~' 1 

order that I may be savedN?" 

IL. And the ones said, "Put faith upon9 the Lord Jesus 10
, and you will be saved- you 

and your household''. •And they spoke the word a/the Lord" to him, along with 12 

all the ones in his house 13 

'] 

:' D. And having taken them at that hour a/the night, he washed0 off their wounds : I 

liD. And he was baptizedP at-once0 - he and all his household 
7D. And having led them up to his house, he set a table 14 before them, and rejoiced-greatlyQ_ _q 

having believed in God with-his-whole-household15 

7( . And having become day, the magistrates sent forth their officers 16, saying, "ReleaseR those men" : _-; 

ID. And the jailer reported5 these words 17 to Paul, that "The magistrates have sent forth in 
order that you may be released. Now therefore having come out, proceed in peace" 

2 D. But Paul said to them, "Having beaten T us in public 18
- uncondemned 19 men being 

Romans20
- they threw us into prison. And now they are throwing us out secretlyu? No 

indeedv! But having come themselves, let them lead us out!" 
3 D. And the officers reported5 these words to the magistrates 
-lll. And having heard that they were21 Romans, they became afraid. •And having come, they 

appealed-tow them.22 And having led them out, they were asking them to depart from the city 

Kt - And having gone forth from the prison, they went-in to23 Lydia. And having seen the brothers24 , 111 
they encouragedw them, and went forth 

-" ll Now having traveled-throughx Amphipolis and Apollonia, they came to Thessalonica,25 where there I - I 
was a synagogue of the Jews 

I ( . And in accordance with the thing having become-a-custom26 with Paul, he went-in to them. 
And on three Sabbaths he reasoned27 with them from the Scriptures,• opening28 them, and 
putting-before29 them 

1 D. That the Christ had-to30 sufferY and rise-upz from the dead 
:m And that "This One is the Christ- the Jesus31 Whom I am proclaimingAA to you" 

2<. And some of them were persuaded88 and were allotted-to32 Paul and Silas- both a large -l 
number a/the worshipingn Greeks, and not a few34 of the Ieading35 women36 



455 Acts 17:4 

J. Or. "made secure". Elsewhere only as "make secure" in Mt 27:64, 
65. 66, of Christ's tomb. GK 856. Related to "securely" in v 23. 

2. Or. "beam, log, post'', with chains. Or, "in the stocks". This word 
is used of anything made of wood. The precise method of securing 
Paul and Silas is not specified by this word. On this word, see 
"cross" in I Pet 2:24. 

3. Same word as in Heb 2: 12. Elsewhere only as "sing a hymn" in Mt 
26:30; Mk 14:26. GK 5630. Related to "hymn" in Eph 5: 19. 

4. Or, "overhearing". Used only here. GK 2053. 
5. On this word, see 5 :21. Related to "bonds" next; to "prisoner" in v 

25. 27; to ''.jailer" in v 23, 27, 36. 
6. Or, "bindings, fetters". On this word, see "imprisonment" in Phil I :7. 
7. Or, "loosened, let go". On this word, see "let go" in Heb 13:5. 
R. More literally, "have", as the Greek typically phrases it. 
9. On "put faith upon", see Rom 4:5. 
JO. Some manuscripts add "Christ" {N}. 
11. Some manuscripts say "o/God" {B}. 
12. Some manuscripts say "to him and to all the ones in his house" {K}. 
13. That is, his family and servants. 
14. That is, a table of food. 
15. Or, this may be punctuated "rejoiced greatly with his whole house

hold- having believed in God", the Greek word order. Used only 
here. GK 4109. 

16. Or, "lictors, rod-bearers". That is, the authorities who reported to 
the city magistrates and executed their commands. Elsewhere only 
in v 38. GK 4812. Related to "beat with rods" in v 22. 

17. Some manuscripts say "the words" { C}. 
18. Elsewhere only in 5: 18; 18:28; 20:20. GK 1323. Related to the 

word in 12:21. 
19. That is, without a trial. It was illegal to do this to a Roman citizen. 

On this word, see 22:25. 
20. That is, Roman citizens. Paul was born a citizen, 22:28. Silas was 

also apparently a Roman citizen. 
21. More literally, "are", as the Greek typically phrases it. 
22. That is, not to take legal action against them, but to excuse their crime. 
23. That is, went-in to her house, or went-in to her presence. This 

idiom, "to come or go in to" a person, is elsewhere only in Mk 6:25; 
15:43; Lk I :28; Act 10:3; 11 :3; 17:2; Rev 3:20. The verb "went in" 
is the common verb meaning "enter, go in, come in", used 194 
times. GK 1656. 

24. That is, the fellow believers, Lydia included, as "brothers" (plural) 

is sometimes used in the NT. To address a mixed group, "brothers" 
was used ("sisters" always refers to females). This word means 
physical brothers (males), but is also used figuratively of fellow 
family members in a broader sense. The reader can discern from the 
context whether the reference of the plural is to physical brothers, 
fellow-members of Abraham's family (male, or male and female 
Israelites). or fellow-members of God's spiritual family (male, or 
male and female fellow-believers). Reflecting modem sentiments, 
when the plural is used figuratively with reference to both men and 
women, some prefer to make this explicit by rendering this word 
"brothers and sisters". Used 343 times. GK 81. Compare "sister" 
in I Cor 9:5. 

25. These are three cities in Macedonia, Berea in v 10 being another. 
26. Compare 14:1. Same idiom as in Lk 4:16. 
27. Or, "discussed, spoke, held a discussion, conversed" to try to con

vince. Same word as in v 17; 18:4, 19; 19:8. 9. Elsewhere only as 
"speaking" in Act 20:7, 9; 24:25; Heb 12:5; Jude 9; and "argue" in 
Mk 9:34; Act 24: 12. GK 1363. 

28. Or, "explaining". Same word as in Lk 24:32. Elsewhere only in Mk 
7:34; Lk 2:23; 24:31, 45; Act 7:56; 16: 14. GK 1380. 

29. Or, "setting before, demonstrating, pointing out". Same word as in 
Mt 13:24, 31. Elsewhere only as "set before" in Mk 6:41; 8:6, 7; Lk 
9: 16; 10:8; 11:6; Act 16:34; I Cor 10:27; "entrust" in Lk 12:48; I Pel 
4: 19; "commend" in Lk 23:46; Act 14:23; 20:32; and "deposit" in I 
Tim I: 18; 2 Tim 2:2. GK 4192. Related to "deposit" in I Tim 6:20. 

30. Or, "That it was necessary for the Christ to suffer". On this idiom, 
see "must" in Mt 16:21. 

31. Some manuscripts say "This One is the Christ Jesus Whom ... "; oth
ers, "This One is Christ Jesus Whom ... "; others, "This One is Jesus 
Christ Whom ... " {C}. 

32. Or, "were attached to, assigned to". That is, by God. A similar con
cept is found in I Pet 5:3. Others state this from the human point of 
view ("joined themselves to, attached themselves to") rather than 
God's point of view. Used only here. GK 4677. Related to "lot" in 
I Pet 5:3; and "allotted" in Eph I: 11. 

33. On this word, see 13:50. Some manuscripts say "of the ones wor-
shiping and Greeks" {B}. 

34. On this idiom, see "no small" in 12: 18. 
35. Same word as 13:50. 
36. Or, "of the wives of the leading men". 

A.1Timl:5 B.Act5:22 C.Act17:13 D.Mt21:19 E.Mkl4:47 F.Actl4:19,think G.Eph3:1 H.Rom2:3 J.3Jnll,evil K.Hebl2:21 
L. Mt 8:2, master M. Mt 16:21 N. Lk 19: I 0 0. 2 Pet 2:22 P. Mk I :8 Q. Lk I 0:21 R. Mt 5 :31, sends away S. I Jn I :3, announcing T. Jn 18:23 
U.Mtl:l9 V.Mt27:23 W.Roml2:8,exhorting X.Lk8:1 Y.Gal3:4 Z.Lkl8:33 AA.Phi11:18 BB.1Jn3:19 



Acts 17:5 456 

_ic. But the Jews'- having become-jealousA, and having taking along some evil8 men.from the 
marketplace,2 and having formed-a-crowd- were throwing the city into-a-commotion3 

ID. And having suddenly-come-uponc the house of Jason, they were seeking0 them4 to bring 
them forth to the public-assemblyE 

2D. But not having found them, they were draggingF Jason and some brothers before the city
authorities5, shoutingG that 

11'.. "The ones having upsetH the worldi- these ones are also presentK here, "whom 
Jason has received6 

21' "And these ones all are acting contrary to the decreesL ofCaesarM, saying that Jesus 
is another7 king" 

JI). And they stirred-up8 the crowd and the city-authorities hearing these things 
4D. And having received the bond9 from Jason and the others, they releasedN them 

hll. And the brothers immediately0 sent-awayP both Paul and Silas during the night to Berea- who, 
having arrived, were going into the synagogue of the Jews 

I ( ·. Now these ones were more-noble 10 than the ones in Thessalonica- who 11 received0 the word 
with all eagemessR, examining5 the Scriptures daily to see if these things might hold so 12 

2( · So indeed many of them believed- and not a few of the prominent13 Greek women and men 
_i( ·. But when the Jews from Thessalonica came-to-knowT that the word of God was proclaimedu 

by Paul in Berea also, they came there also, shaking 14 and stirring-up 15 the crowds 
4C. And at that time the brothers immediately0 sent Paul away, that he might go as-far-as 16 to the 

sea. And both Silas and Timothy remainedv there 

71l. Now the ones conducting 17 Paul brought him as far as Athens 18. And having received a commandw 
for Silas and Timothy that they should come to him as soon as they could, they were going away 
[to them]. •And while Paul was waiting-forX them 19 in Athens, his spirit was being provoked20 

within him while observingY the city being full-of-idols 

I ( · So indeed he was reasoningz in the synagogue with the Jews and the ones worshiping21 , and 
in the marketplace every day with the ones happening-to-be-there 

::ic. And some of the Epicurean22 and Stoic23 philosophers24 also25 were conversing26 with him 

ID. And some were saying, "What would this scavenger27 be intendingAA to say?" 
2D. And others, "He seems to be a proclaimer of strange28 deities29"- because he was 

announcing-the-good-news00 as to Jesus and the resurrection 

.1( :. And having taken-hold-ofcc him, they brought him to the Areopagus30, saying, "Can we know 
what this new teaching00 being spoken by you is? "For you are bringing-inEE some things 
being strange31 to our ears. So we want to know what these things mean32" 

ID. Now all Athenians and the strangers residingFF there were finding-an-opportunity)) for 
nothing other than to say something or to hear something newer 

4C. And Paul, having been stood in the midst of the Areopagus, said-

ID. "MenGG, Athenians, I see how you are very-religious34 in all respects 



457 Acts 17:22 

I. Some manuscripts say "But the Jews not being persuaded- hav
ing ... " IN}, where "not being persuaded" is related to "persuaded" 
in v 4, and which could also be rendered "But the disobeying 
Jews ... ", similer to 14:2. 

2. That is, idle people hanging around the marketplace. 
3. On the word "throw into a commotion", see Mt 9:23. 
4. That is, Paul and Silas. 
5. Or, "politarchs". This is the title for the five or six member city 

council in Thessalonica. Elsewhere only in v 8. GK 4485. 
6. That is, "received as guests". On this word, see Lk 10:38. 
7. This word means another of a different kind. On this word, see "dif

ferent" in I Cor 12:9. 
8. Or, "agitated, troubled, disturbed". Same word as in v 13. On this 

word, see "disturb" in Gal I :7. 
9. Or, "the sufficient-amount-of [money)". The city authorities got a 

pledge from Jason and the others that they would send Paul away, 
and took a large enough bond to ensure that they did so. Because 
of this quick and effective expulsion, whereby Paul was "orphaned" 
(I Thes 2: 17) from them, we have Paul's two letters to the Thessa
lonians. On this word, see "sufficient" in 2 Cor 3:5. 

I 0. Or, "more-noble-minded, more-open-minded", referring to their 
spiritual "nobility". The Bereans were open to examining the Scrip
ture on the matter. On this word, see "well-born" in I Cor I :26. 

11. This refers back to "these" Bereans. 
12. That is, might be true. On this phrase "to hold so'', see 12:15. 
13. Same word as in 13:50; Mk 15:43. GK 2363. 
14. Or, "agitating, causing to move". Same word as in 2 Thes 2:2; and 

as Act 2:25; 4:31; 16:26. Used 15 times. GK 4888. 
15. Same word as in v 8. Some manuscripts omit "and stirring up" {B}. 
16. Some manuscripts have a word that can make this mean "as-if" to 

the sea or toward the sea { N}. Some think the Bereans took Paul by 
boat to Athens; others, that they pretended to be going by sea, but 
went by land, throwing off their pursuers. 

17. That is, the ones "put in charge" of Paul's safe journey. On this 
word, see "put in charge" in 6:3. 

18. The city of Athens is in the Roman province of Achaia. 
19. Timothy, at least, did join Paul there, and was then sent back to 

Thessalonica, I Thes 3: I. 
20. Or, "stimulated". Whatever emotion was provoked- righteous 

anger, grief, compassion, love- Paul was clearly provoked to 
action, as seen by what follows. On this word, see I Cor 13:5. 

21. On this word, see 13:50. That is, the God-fearing Gentiles. 
22. This is a pleasure seeking; eat, drink, and be merry philosophy. 

Used only here. GK 2134. 

23. This is a philosophy of self-mastery, rationalism, self-sufficiency, 
austerity, and duty. Used only here. GK 5121. 

24. Used only here. GK 5815. Related to "philosophy" in Col 2:8. 
25. Some manuscripts omit this word {K}. 
26. Or, "pondering, debating, disputing". Literally, they were "throw

ing [words] together" with Paul in a fiiendly manner, in accordance 
with the custom of these philosophers. GK 5202. 

27. Or, "babbler". This word was used of birds and people hanging 
around the marketplace picking up and living off of scraps falling 
from loads of merchandise. The word literally means "picking up 
seeds" (the root word is "seed", GK 5065), and some render it 
"seed-picker". The philosophers are ridiculing Paul as one picking 
up scraps of truth from others and passing them on as his own with
out full understanding. Note that Paul uses phrases and quotations 
from both philosophies in his speech in v 22-31. "Scavenger" 
places emphasis on the random gathering of these tidbits of truth; 
"babbler, chatterer", on the unsophisticated proclamation of them. 
Used only here. GK 5066. 

28. Related to "being strange" in v 20. Same word as in Heb 13:9. 
29. Or, "gods, divinities", as these Greeks used this word. In its other 

62 uses in the NT, it is rendered "demons'', as Jews and Christians 
use the word. GK 1228. Note I Cor 10:20. Related to "demon-pos
sessed" in Mt 8: 16. 

30. Transliterated from the Greek, this word means "hill of Ares" (the 
Greek god of war, for whom the Roman name was "Mars"). This 
was used to refer lo the hill itself, and to the city's governing coun
cil that met there, before whom Paul was taken. One of its mem
bers is named in v 34. Elsewhere only in v 22. GK 740. Related to 
the word in v 34. 

31. Note the polite nuance. The philosophers do not brand Paul's teach
ings as "strange things", reflecting a conclusion about them. They 
call them things presently "being strange" to them, about which they 
want to know more. Same word as "think strange" in I Pet 4:4. 

32. More literally, "what these things intend to be", an idiom elsewhere 
only in 2:12. Same word as "intending" in v 18. On this word, see 
"willing" in Jn 7:17. 

33. Or, "having leisure, spending the time, finding the time". This is 
how the Athenians spent their leisure time. Elsewhere only in Mk 
6:31; I Cor 16:12. GK 2320. Related to "favorable opportunity" 
in Ml 26: 16; and "opportune" in Mk 6:21. 

34. Used only here. GK 1273. This word is used to mean both "super
stitious" and "religious". Related to "deities" in v 18, and "religion" 
in 25:19. 

A. 2 Cor 11 :2, jealous for B. Act 25: 18 C. Lk 21 :34 D. Phil 2:21 E. Act 19:30 F. Act 8:3, dragging away G. Mt 3:3 H. Gal 5: 12 J. Heb 2:5 
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Acts 17:23 458 Verse 

J l- _ "For while going-about and looking-carefully-at1 your objects-of-worshipA, I also 2.l 
found an altar in which it had been inscribed, 'To a not-known2 god' 

2 L "Therefore what3 you are worshiping• while not-knowing5, this I am proclaiming8 

to you 

2D. "God, the One having made the world and all the things in it-

11: "This One, being Lord a/heaven and earth, does not dwellc in temples0 made-by
human-hands6 

::' l _ "Nor is He servedE by humanF hands, [as if] being-in-need of something7- He ~' 

Himself giving life and breath and all things to all people 

-~I). "And He made from one man8 every nationG of mankind9 

I J_ "That they should dwellc upon all the face of the earth- having deterrninedtt the 
times 10 having been appointed 11 for them, and the boundaries 12 of their dwelling
places13 

::'J __ "That they should seek God 14- ifperhaps 15 indeed they might grope-for16 Him and 
find Him, though indeed He being not far from each one of us 

-, 7 

IF "For in Him we live and move and exist17, as also some a/your poets have ~s 
said 18- 'For we are indeed the One's offspring19 ' 

c.JJ) "Being then offspring of God, we ought not to thinkK that the divineL being is like gold ~·> 

or silver or stone- a work20 o/humanM craft21 and thought22 

5))_ "So indeed, having overlooked23 the times o/ignorance24, God, as to the present things25 , ;11 

is commandingN peopleM that everyone everywhere should repent0 

11 •. "Because He set26 a day on which He is going to judger the worJdO in righteousness • I 
by a Man Whom He designatedtt, having granted27 a proof28 to everyone- having 
raised Him upR from the dead" 

5(- Now having heard-of a resurrections of the dead, some were scoffing29, but others said, "We ; 1 

will indeed again hear you concerning this"30 

(i( · _ So Paul went out of their midst ' 1 

7( . And some men havingjoinedT him believedu, among whom also were q 

I U. Dionysius the Areopagite31 

21) And a woman- Damaris by name 
3D. And others with them 

8l3_ After these things, having departed from Athens, he32 went to Corinth33 

I l' And having found a certain Jew-Aquila34 by name, a Pontian35 by nationalityv, having recently 
come from Italy because Claudius36 had orderedw all the Jews to depart from Rome37- and 
Priscilla38 his wife, he went to them 

11) And because of being the same-trade, he was stayingx with them and working- for they 
were tent-makers39 by tradev 

I~ 



459 Acts 18:3 

I . Or, "examining, looking at again and again, considering". Else
where only in Heb 13:7. GK 355. 

2. Or, "unknown". Used only here. GK 58. It is rendered this way to 
show its relationship to "not-knowing" next. 

3. Some manuscripts say "whom ... , this One ... " {N}. 
4. Or, "reverencing, showing devotion to". On this word, see "rever

ence" in I Tim 5:4. 
5. Or, "being un-knowing". On this word, see "being ignorant of" in 

Rom 10:3. Related to "not-known'', and to "ignorance" in v 30. 
6. Same word as in Mk 14:58;Act 7:48; Heb 9:11, 24. Elsewhere only 

as "done by human hands" in Eph 2: 11. GK 5935. The negative of 
this word is in Mk 14:58. 

7. Or, "someone". God does not need the offerings and sacrifices of 
humans. 

8. Some manuscripts say "blood" {B}. so that it says "from one blood". 
9. Or, "every race of men", "the whole race of mankind". On this 

word, see Mt 4:4. 
I 0. That is, the periods of ascendancy, as in the "times" of the Gen

tiles (Lk 21:24). 
11. Or, "commanded, prescribed, fixed, assigned". Elsewhere only as 

"commanded" in Mt 1:24; 8:4; Mk 1:44; Lk 5:14;Act 10:33, 48. GK 
4705. Some manuscripts say ''preappointed" {K}, a related word. 

12. Or, "limits". Used only here. GK 3999. 
13. Or, "habitations, settlements, colonies". That is, the limits of each 

nation's borders. Used only here. GK 3000. Related to "dwell" ear
lier in the verse. 

14. Some manuscripts say "the Lord" {A}. 
15. On "if perhaps", see 8:22. Paul is expressing a hope, yet an uncer

tainty, about whether they would do so. 
16. Or, "feel about for". On this word, see "touch" in Lk 24:39. 
17. Or, "are". This is the simple verb "to be", which sometimes is used 

in the sense of"to exist", on which see Rev 22: 14. 
18. Paul quotes from Aratus (270 B.C. He was from Paul's country, Cili

cia), or from Cleanthes (220 B.C.). Both were Stoics. 
19. Or, "family, people". On this word, see "kind" in 1 Cor 12:28. 
20. Or, "a carved-work, an engraved-work" or the "work" of some 

other craft. This noun refers to the thing made, stamped, engraved, 
carved, etc. Elsewhere only of the "mark" of the beast (see Rev 
13: 16). GK 5916. 

21. Whether that craft is stone-cutting, wood-carving, metal-working, 

etc. Same word as in Rev 18:22. Elsewhere only as "trade" in Act 
18:3. GK 5492. Related to "craftsman" in 19:24. 

22. Or, "reflection". On this word, see Heb 4:12. Note the objection to 
this idea in 19:26. 

23. Or, "disregarded, looked beyond". Used only here. GK 5666. 
24. Same word as Peter used in 3:17. On this word, see Eph 4:18. 

Related to "not knowing" in v 23. 
25. That is, as to the present circumstances. Elsewhere only as "as to 

the things now" in 4:29; 5:38; 20:32; 27:22. "Now" is GK 3814. 
26. Or, "appointed, fixed, established, caused to stand". GK 2705. 
27. Or, "shown, presented, offered, brought about". Same word as in 

Lk 7:4; Act 22:2; Col 4:1; I Tim 6:17. Elsewhere only as "show" 
in Act 28:2; Tit 2:7; "offer" in Lk 6:29; "bring about" in Act 16: 16; 
19:24; and "cause" in Mt 26:10; Mk 14:6; Lk 11:7; 18:5; Gal 6:17; 
I Tim 1:4. GK 4218. 

28. Or, "pledge, assurance". Or, "faith'', as this word normally means, 
"having granted [an opportunity for] faith to all"- a thought sim
ilar to "a door of faith" in 14:27. Used only here in this sense. On 
this word, see "faith" in Eph 2:8. 

29. Used only here. GK 5949. Related to the word in 2: 13. 
30. Some think this was a sincere statement; others, a polite way of put

ting Paul off for the indefinite future. 
31. That is, a member of the council that just heard Paul. Used only 

here. GK 741. 
32. Some manuscripts say "Paul" { B}. 
33. This city was a Roman colony, and the capital of the Roman 

province of Achaia (Greece). 
34. On this man, see Rom 16:3. 
35. That is, from Pontus, a region east of Bithynia and Galatia, men

tioned also in 2:9; I Pet I: I. Used only here. GK 4507. 
36. Claudius was the Roman Emperor from A.O. 41-54. He is also men

tioned in 11 :28. GK 3087. 
37. Some think this is referring to an event in A.O. 49, when Claudius 

expelled the Jews for riots that occurred at the instigation of"Chres
tus" (according to Suetonius, by which name some think he means 
"Christos", Christ). 

38. Aquila and Priscilla are mentioned again in v 18, 26. She is called 
"Prisca" by Paul, on which see Rom 16:3. 

39. Used only here. GK 5010. 

A. 2 Thes 2:4 B. Phil 1:18 C. Eph 3:17 D. Rev 11:1 E. Mt 8:7, cure F. I Cor 10:13, common to humanity G. Act 15:23, Gentiles H. Rom 1:4, 
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Acts 18:4 460 Verse 

2C. And he was reasoningA in the synagogue every Sabbath, and persuading8 Jews and Greeks. 4 
But when both Silas1 and Timothy came down from Macedonia,2 Paul was occupying-himseif3 " 

with the word4, solernnly-testifyingc to the Jews that the Christ is Jesus5 

JD. But while they were opposing6 and blaspheming0
, he said to them, having shaken-outE h 

his garments, "Your blood be upon your head, I am cleanF. From now on I will go to the 
Gentiles" 

2 D. And having passed on from there, he entered into the house of a certain one worshipingG 
God-Titius7 Justus by name- whose house was bordering8 on the synagogue 

.'C. And Crispus9, the synagogue-official 10
, believed in the Lord with his whole household. And ~ 

many of the Corinthians hearing were believing and being baptized 
-ll.. And the Lord said to Paul during the night through a visionH '! 

ID. "Do not be afraid11
, but be speaking, and do not be silent!-

IL. "Because I am with you, and no one will set-upon 12 you to harmK you 
:'. L. "Because there is a large people for Me in this city" 

.:'. D. And he sat for a year and six months, 13 teaching the word of God among them 

Iii 

11 

"l. Now while Gallio 14 was being proconsul 15 of AchaiaL, the Jews with-one-accordM rose-up- I 2 
against 16 Paul and brought him before the judgment-seat17

, •saying that "This one is I' 
persuading18 people to worshipG God contrary to the law" 19 

I D And Paul being about to open his mouth, Gallio said to the Jews I ~ 

11·:. "If20 it were some crime21 or evil villainy22
, 0 Jews, I would have bome-with23 you 

in accordance with reasonN-"but since it is issues24 about talk25 and names26 and I .; 
your0 Law, see to it yourselves. I am not willingP to be a judge of these things" 

2D. And he drove them away from the judgment-seat I 1, 

ID. And having all27 taken-hold-ofO Sosthenes28, the synagogue-official, they were strikingR I -
him in front of the judgment seat 

.+D. And none of these things29 was-a-concem5 to Gallio 

'! 13. And Paul, having stayed-on T considerableu days longer, having said-good-bye v to the brothers30, I ~ 
was sailing-off to Syria31

- and Priscilla and Aquila with him- having sheared32 his head in 
Cenchrea33

, for he had a vow34 

I ( . And they35 came to Ephesus36
• And those37 ones he left-behindw there38 

2C. And he himself, having entered into the synagogue, reasonedA with the Jews.• And while they 
were asking him to stay for more time, he did not consent39. "But having said-goodbyev, and 
having said,40 "I will retum41 again to you, God willingx", he put-to-sea from Ephesus 

~C And having come down to Caesarea v, having gone up and greetedz the church42, he went down 
to Antioch43 

17 A. And having done some time there,44 he went forth,45 going successively46 through the Galatian region 
and Phrygia47

, strengtheningAA all the disciples 

I" 
2ll 
21 



461 Acts 18:23 

I. This is the last mention of Silas in Acts. See 15:40 on him. 
2. At this point, Paul wrote I Thessalonie.ns (I Thes 3:6). Some think 

he also wrote Galatians sometime during this stay at Corinth (see 
14:2S). 

3. Or, "was being occupied with, confined to". That is, Paul was work
ing full time at it. On this word, see "control" in 2 Cor 5: 14. 

4. Some manuscripts say "Spirit", so that it says "Paul was compelled 
by the Spirit" {B}. 

5. This is the Greek word order. Or, "that Jesus is the Christ". Same 
phrase and word order as in v 2S. 

6. Or, "resisting". On this word, see Rom 13:2. 
7. Some manuscripts say "Titus"; others omit this word {C}. 
S. Or. "was next door to. adjoining, adjacent to". This is a participle. 

Used only here. GK 5327. 
9. Crispus is mentioned elsewhere only in I Cor I: 14. He was one of 

the few Paul baptized in Corinth. GK 3214. 
IO. Or, "synagogue-leader". Elsewhere only in Mk 5:35, 36, 3S; Lk 

S:49; 13: 14; Act IS: 17; and plural in Mk 5:22; Act 13: 15. GK 801. 
11. The grammar implies "Stop being afraid". 
12. That is, attack. Same word, but different grammar, as "laid on" 

blows in 16:23. On this word, see "laid on" in Lk 10:30. 
13. That is, Paul sat as teacher. During this time, between v 11 and v 

IS, while Silas and Timothy were still with him (2 Thes I: I), he 
wrote 2 Thessalonians. 

14. Junius Gallio was the Roman proconsul (governor) of Achaia in 
A.D. 51-52. He was the brother of Seneca, the philosopher. Else
where only in v 14, 17. GK 1136. 

15. Some think Luke means that after the IS months, shortly after Gal
lio became proconsul, the Jews rose up against him. On this word, 
see I 3:7. 

16. Or, "came down upon". Used only here. GK 2987. 
17. That is, the one of Gallio. He is the highest authority in the 

province. Same word as in v 16, 17. On this word, see Rom 14: IO. 
IS. Or, with a more negative overtone, "inducing". Used only here. 

GK 400. 
19. That is, the Roman law shielding Judaism. Gallio rejects this, see

ing it as an issue regarding Jewish Law. 
20. The grammar means "if it were (but it is not) some crime". Gallio 

uses grammar that emphasizes the contrast between the two halves 
of this sentence. 

21. Same word as in 24:20. Elsewhere only as "wrongs" in Rev I S:5. 
GK 93. 

22. Used only here. GK 4815. Related to the word in 13:10. 
23. The grammar indicates Gallio has already made up his mind. On 

this word, see 2 Cor 11 :4. 
24. That is, since Paul's offense concerns issues about talk, etc. The 

grammar means "If, as is the case (in Gallio's opinion)"; that is, 
"since". Some manuscripts have this word singular, "an issue" {N}. 
On this word, see 15:2. 

25. As opposed to deed. Or, "language", or a "word, message". The 
word is singular. On this word, see "word" in I Cor I 2:S. 

26. Perhaps Gallio means like whether "Jesus" is also "Christ". 
27. Some think Luke means Gallio's men drove out Paul and the Jews, 

and beat Sosthenes in front of Gallio; others, that the Corinthian 

bystanders beat this Jewish leader. Some manuscripts add "Greeks" 
{8}, so that it says "all the Greeks having taken hold ... ". Others think 
that his fellow Jews beat Sosthenes for having bungled the case. 

2S. This Sosthenes may also have become a believer, I Cor I: I. 
29. Luke may mean the matters raised by the Jews; or, the actions taken 

toward Sosthenes; or both. Gallio was not concerned about the 
Jews' request or Paul and the Christians in general, or about Sos
thenes in particular. 

30. Or, this may be punctuated" ... longer with the brothers, having said 
good bye, was sailing-off ... ". 

31. That is, Paul's final destination was Antioch in Syria, from where 
he began this journey. 

32. Or, "cut off [the hair of]". On this word, see I Cor 11:6. 
33. This is the eastern port city of Corinth, facing Syria and Israel. On 

this word, see Rom 16: I. 
34. Or, a "prayer". Same word as in 21 :23. Elsewhere only as "prayer" 

in Jam 5: 15. GK 2376. As a result of an answered prayer or vow, 
probably regarding his just completed work in Corinth, Paul cut off 
his hair. This was a Jewish custom. Related to "pray" in Rom 9:3. 

35. Some manuscripts say "he" {B}. 
36. This was the capital city of the Roman province of Asia, on the 

Aegean coast of modern Turkey. Used 16 times. GK 2387. 
3 7. That is, Priscilla and Aquila. 
3S. That is, in Ephesus, in preparation for the planned return mentioned 

next. Paul has chosen Ephesus as his next center of ministry, and 
leaves these two companions from Corinth to prepare. He seems to 
have planned this in Corinth, and taken these two with him from 
there (v IS) for this purpose. Same word as in 21 :4. 

39. This word is used of nodding in agreement. Used only here. GK 
2153. Related to "nod" in Jn 13:24. 

40. Some manuscripts say "But he said goodbye, having said" { K}. 
41. Some manuscripts say "said, 'I must by all means make the com

ing feast in Jerusalem. I will return ... " {A}. 
42. Some think Luke means the Jerusalem church, because the verbs "go 

up" and "go down" are commonly used with reference to Jerusalem. 
43. Here Paul completed his second missionary journey from Antioch, 

to which this church committed him in 15 :40. Whether or not Silas 
also returned is not stated (he is last mentioned in v 5). On this jour
ney, at the Lord's direction (v 9), Paul changed from journeying 
from city to city, to staying in one city as a center of ministry for an 
extended period of time (over IS months, v 11). Paul repeats this 
latter strategy next in Ephesus, staying over two years. 

44. That is, in Antioch. 
45. Note that the church at Antioch is not mentioned this time. Paul is 

returning to his new base of operations in Ephesus/ Asia, which he 
has already chosen and prepared. 

46. Or, "in order". On this word, see "successive" in Lk S:I. 
47. Or, "the Galatian and Phrygian region". Paul again travels by land 

from Antioch, as in 15 :41-16:6. Some think the churches of Derbe, 
Lystra, Iconium, and Pisidian Antioch are again in view here; oth
ers, unnamed churches in North Galatia and Phrygia. Some think 
Luke is referring to two regions; others, to a single region, as in 16:6. 
Elsewhere only in 2:10; 16:6. GK 5867. 

A. Act 17:2 8. I Jn 3:19 C. I Tim 5:21, solemnly charge D. I Tim 6:1 E. Act 13:51 F. Tit 1:15 G. Act 13:50 H. Act 10:3 J. Mk 4:39, 
bestill K.1Pet3:13,doevil L.Actl9:21 M.Actl:l4 N.1Corl2:S,word O.Ephl:l5 P.Jaml:IS Q.Lk20:20 R.Lk6:29 S.1Cor7:21 
T. Act II :23, continue in U. 2 Cor 3:5, sufficient V. 2 Cor 2: 13 W. Act 6:2 X. Jn 7: 17 Y. Act S:40 Z. Mk 15: IS AA. Act 14:22 



Acts 18:24 462 Verse 

1 ll. Now a certain Jew-Apollos 1 by name, an Alexandrian2 by nationalityA, an eloquent3 man-came8 24 
to Ephesus, being powerful4 in the Scriptures 

IC. This one had been instructed5 as to the way of the Lord6
. And boiling7 in spirit8

, he was 2.'1 
speaking and teaching accuratelyc the things concerning Jesus9

, knowing-about10 only the 
baptism0 o/John 11 

2( ·. And this one began to speak-boldJyE in the synagogue 21, 
3C ·. And having heard him, Priscilla and Aquila 12 took him aside and explainedF the way o/God13 

to him more-accurately 14 

4C. And he wantingG to go to Achaia- the brothers, having urged him forward 15
, wrote to the 

disciples to welcomeH him 16 

ID. Who 17, having arrived, 18 greatly helped the ones having believed through grace 19 • 'For he > 
was vigorously20 refuting the Jews in public!, showing21 through the Scriptures that the 
Christ is Jesus 

213. And it came about during Apollos's22 being in Corinth that Paul, having gone through the upper 1" I 
regions23 , came down24 to Ephesus25 and found some disciples26 

IC·. And27 he said to them, "Did you receive the Holy Spirit, having believed28?" 

I [). And the ones said29 to him, "But we did not even hear if the Holy Spirit is given30
" 

2 D. And he said31 , "Into what then were you baptized?" 
-~ [) And the ones said, "Into John's baptism0 " 

4D And Paul said, "John baptizedK a baptism of repentanceL, saying to the people that they ·~ 

should believe in the One coming after him, that is, in Jesus32" 

'\D. And having heard it, they were baptized in33 the name of the Lord Jesus.• And Paul having "-< 
laidM his hands on them, the Holy Spirit came upon34 them, and they were speaking in 
tongues35 and prophesyingN 

<iD. And all the men were [totaling] about twelve 

2C . And having entered into the synagogue,36 he was speaking-boldJyE for three months, reasoning ~ 
and persuading37 as to the38 things concerning the kingdom0 of God 

:lC But when some were becoming-hardened39, and were disobeying40, speaking-evil-of41 the ' 1 

Way42 before the assembly43
- having departed44 from them, he separatedP the disciples, 

reasoningO daily in the school45 o/Tyrannus46 

4C ·. And this took place for two years,47 so that all the ones dwelling-inR Asia5 heard the wordT of I I 1 

the Lord48
- both Jews and Greeks 



463 Acts 19:10 

I. Apollos is mentioned elsewhere only in 19:1; I Cor 1:12; 3:4, 5, 
6, 22; 4:6; 16:12; and perhaps in Tit 3:13. GK 663. 

2. That is, Apollos was from the city of Alexandria in Egypt. 
3. Or, "learned, educated". Skilled in words and knowledge. Used 

only here. GK 3360. 
4. Or, "strong, mighty". On this word, see Lk 24: 19. 
5. This is a participle, "was having been instructed". On this word, see 

Gal6:6. 
6. That is, Jesus, as Luke says next. 
7. Elsewhere only in Rom 12:11, in this same phrase. GK 2417. 

Related to "hot" in Rev 3:15. 
8. Or, "in the Spirit". Some think Luke means being fervent and zeal

ous, having burning zeal; others, motivated by the Holy Spirit. 
9. Some manuscripts say "concerning the Lord" {A}. 
IO. Or, "knowing, being acquainted with, understanding". Same word 

as in 19: 15; 24: IO; 26:26. Elsewhere only as "know" in Act I 0:28; 
15:7; 19:25; 20:18; 22:19; Heb 11:8; Jam 4:14; Jude 10; and 
"understand" in Mk 14:68; I Tim 6:4. GK 2179. Related to "mas
ter" in Lk 5:5; and "knowledgeable" in Jam 3: 13. 

11. Apollos is a partially instructed Christian, perhaps having been 
taught by disciples of John the Baptist. What exactly he knew and 
taught about Jesus is not stated, but it was "accurate" as far as it went. 
Perhaps his deficiency is seen in those described next in 19:2-6. 

12. Paul left these two in Ephesus in v 19. Some manuscripts say 
"Aquila and Priscilla" {N}. 

13. Some manuscripts omit "ofGod" {C}. 
14. Same word as "accurately" in v 25, on which see Mt 2:8. 
15. Or, "urged him on, inclined him forward", and thus "encouraged" 

Apollos to go. Used only here. GK 4730. 
16. In 2 Cor 3:1, Paul reminds the Corinthians that he needed no such 

letter. 
I 7. That is, Apollos. 
18. That is, in the Roman province of Achaia (v 27); specifically, the 

city of Corinth (19: I), where Paul had just been in 18:1-18, and laid 
a foundation (I Cor 3:6-10) for over 18 months (Act 18:11). 

19. This is the Greek word order. Some think Luke is describing Apol
los who "helped ... through grace"; others, the Achaians who 
"believed through grace". 

20. Or, "forcefully". On this word, see Lk 23: 10. 
21. Or, "demonstrating, proving". Elsewhere only in Mt 16: I; 22: 19; 

24: I; Lk 17: 14; Act 9:39; Heb 6:17. GK 2109. 
22. In 18:24-19:1, Luke takes pains to show how Paul and Apollos 

related to Ephesus and Corinth (Paul came first to both places), and 
one another (Apollos received instruction from disciples of Paul). 
That this was an issue with some in Corinth is clear from I 
Corinthians 1-4, which was written in Act 19: IO. 

23. Since Ephesus was on the coast, most of Asia between Ephesus and 
Phrygia ( 18:23) was upper country in relation to that city. On this 
word, see "part" in Rom 11 :25. 

24. Some manuscripts omit this word { C}. 
25. This was the capital and chief city of Asia, where Paul was forbid

den to go in 16:6. He stopped here briefly in 18: 19-21, planning to 
return. Now he spends over two years here, 19: 10. Apollos had just 
left here, 18:24-27. 

26. Some think these are Christian disciples in a similar spiritual con
dition as Apollos in 18:25; others, disciples of John the Baptist. 

Some think Luke is implying they were fruit from Apollos 's min
istry before he met Priscilla and Aquila in 18:26. In any case, 
Luke's purpose in recording this event may be to demonstrate the 
apostolic authority of Paul, through whom these receive the Spirit 
just as it took place through Peter in Act 2, 8, I 0, for reasons that 
are clear from I and 2 Corinthians. God gives the Spirit through 
Paul to ones like Apollos. There are other views of Luke's purpose. 
There are also differences of opinion as to why only these four 
occurrences of the giving of the Spirit are recorded in Acts, and the 
theological inferences to be drawn from this fact and from the 
events themselves. 

27. Some manuscripts say "Ephesus. And having found some disciples, 
he said ... " {N). 

28. Some take this participle to mean "when you believed"; others, 
"after you believed". 

29. Some manuscripts include this word {K}. 
30. This word is supplied as in Jn 7:39. Or, "hear whether there is yet a 

Holy Spirit", "hear whether there is a Holy Spirit". These disciples 
were ignorant of the coming and presence of the Spirit, and of the ful
fillment of John's teaching, Mt 3: 11. As John's disciples, they would 
have been anticipating the baptism with the Spirit that he taught. 

31. Some manuscripts add "to them" {N}. 
32. Some manuscripts say "Christ Jesus" {N}. 
33. Or, "into". See Mk I :9 on "baptize in". 
34. The Spirit "coming upon" a person occurs elsewhere only in Mt 

3: 16, of Jesus. A related word is used of the Spirit "coming-upon" 
a person only in Lk I :35 (Mary) and Act I :8 (the apostles). Using 
different words, the Spirit "fell upon" them in Act 8: 16; I 0:44; 
11: 15; and was "poured out upon" them in Act 2: 17; 10:45; Tit 3:6. 

35. On this word, compare Act 2:4, 11; I 0:46; I Cor 12: I 0. First 
Corinthians was written during Act 19: I 0. 

36. That is, the synagogue Paul said he would return to in 18:21. 
37. Same two words as in 18:4, "reasoning and persuading". 
38. Some manuscripts omit this word { C}, so that it says "persuading 

them concerning the kingdom of God". 
39. Or, "were hardening-themselves". On this word, see Rom 9: 18. 
40. Same word as in 14:2. 
41. Or, "reviling, insulting". Elsewhere only in Mt 15:4; Mk 7: IO; 9:39. 

GK2800. 
42. On this name, see 9:2. Same word as in v 23. 
43. Or, "crowd, multitude". That is, in the synagogue, v 8. On this word, 

see "multitude" in 6:2. 
44. Or, "withdrawn". On this word, see I Tim 4: I. 
45. That is, the school building. Used only here. GK 5391. 
46. Whether Tyrannus was the main teacher using the building, or the 

owner of the building, is not clear. The nature of the school is also 
not known. Consult the commentaries on the suggestions. Some 
manuscripts say "a certain Tyrannus"; others, "a certain Tyrannus, 
from the fifth hour until the tenth" {B}, that is, from 11 A.M. to 4 P.M. 

47. During this time, Paul wrote I Corinthians. Some think he also 
wrote Galatians (see 14:28). 

48. That Luke does not mean that all the Asians heard from Paul per
sonally is clear from Col I :7 and 2: I, for Colossae is a city in Asia. 
It was reached by Paul and those who went out from this base in Eph
esus. The seven churches mentioned in Revelation may have been 
started during this time in Asia. Some manuscripts add "Jesus" (K}. 

A. I Cor 12:28, kind B. Act 26:7, attain C. Mt 2:8 D. Mk 1:4 E. Eph 6:20 F. Act 11:4 G. Jam 1:18, willed H. Act 2:41 J. Act 16:37 
K.Mkl:8 L.2Cor7:10 M.Lkl0:30,laidon N.1Corl4:1 O.Mt3:2 P.Roml:I Q.Actl7:2 R.Eph3:17 S.Act6:9 T.1Corl2:8 



Acts 19:11 464 Verse 

ID. And God was doing not the ordinary 1 miraclesA by the hands of Paul-· so that 11-12 
handkerchiefs8 or aprons2 were even being carried-forth3 from his skin4 to the ones being 
sick, and the diseasesc were being released5 from them, and the evil spirits were going out6 

2D. And even7 some of the Jewish exorcists8 going-around0 attempted9 to nameE the name of I~ 
the Lord Jesus over the ones having the evil spirits, saying, "1 10 make you swear11 by the 
Jesus Whom Paul is proclaimingF" 

IL· .. Now there were seven sons of a certain Sceva12
, a Jewish chief priest, doing this I 4 

2 L. But having responded, the evil spirit said to them, "I know Jesus13 and know-about 14 I' 
Paul- but who are you?" 

3L. And the man in whom was the evil spirit- having leaped on them, having subdued15 I I· 

all' 6 of them- prevailed 17 against them, so that they fledG out of that house nakedH 
and having been wounded1 

4l:. And this became knownK to all the ones dwelling-in Ephesus- both Jews and I -
Greeks. And fear fell upon them all 

3D. And the name of the Lord Jesus was being magnified 18 

4D. And many of the ones having believed were coming, confessing-out19 and declaring20 I' 
their [evil] practicesL 

.:'I). And many of the ones having practicedM sorceries21 , having brought-together their I'' 
books22

, were burning them up in the presence of everyone. And they calculated-up23 the 
pricesN of them, and found it to be fifty thousand silver-coins24 

hD Thus in accordance with the might25 of the Lord,26 the word27 was growing0 and prevailing ., 11 

IS.·\. Now when these28 things were completedr, Paul put29 in his spirit30 that, having gone through Macedonia ~ I 

and Achaia31
, he should be going to Jerusalem, having said that "After I come-to-be there, I mustO also 

see Rome"32 

113. And having sent-outR two of the ones ministering5 with him to Macedonia33- Timothy and 
Erastus- he himself held-on34 in Asia35 for a time 

2B. Now about that time, no small disturbance36 took place concerning the Way 

IC . For a certain Demetrius by name, a silversmith making silver shrines37 of Artemis38 , was 
bringing-about39 no small business40 for the craftsmen41- ·whom having assembled-together42, 

and the workers43 with respect to such things, he said 

, ; 



465 Acts 19:25 

I. Literally, miracles "not having happened" before. Another under
statement (see "no small" in 12: 18). That is, unusual, extraordinary 
miracles, because they took place without Paul's personal presence. 
This idiom is elsewhere only in 28:2. GK 5593. 

2. That is, aprons such as a worker would wear. Whether these were 
items belonging to Paul that were repeatedly carried back and forth, 
or items belonging to the sick brought to Paul, is not stated. Used 
only here. GK 4980. 

3. Or, "carried away, brought, taken". On this word, see I Cor 16:3. 
4. Used only here. GK 5999. 
5. Or, "were being ridded, were leaving". Luke speaks from the per

spective of the disease (it was removed), rather than the person (he 
was cured, healed). Elsewhere only in Lk 12:58; Heb 2: 15. GK 557. 

6. Some manuscripts add "from them" {K}. 
7. Or, "also, indeed". Luke is showing how powerful and well-known 

Paul's ministry came to be in Ephesus. 
8. That is, ones who cast out demons with magical formulas and oaths. 

They used the sentence given next as part of their incantation. Used 
only here. GK 2020. Related to "make swear" next. 

9. Or, "undertook, took in hand". See "undertook" in Lk I: I on it. 
10. Some manuscripts say "We" {N}. 
11. Or, "put you under oath, adjure you". This seems to be intended to 

force the demon to leave rather than swear allegiance to Christ. 
Elsewhere only in Mk 5:7. GK 3991. Related to "exorcists" ear
lier in the verse; "put under oath" in Mt 26:63; "adjure" in I Thes 
5:27; and "oath" in Jam 5:12. 

12. This was the man's name. 
13. The grammar emphasizes the contrast between the two halves of 

this sentence (represented by the bold and the dash). Some manu
scripts omit this, in which case "Jesus" would not be bolded, and 
the dash would be replaced by a comma { C}. 

14. Or, "know, am acquainted with". This is a different word for 
"know", but no difference in meaning may be intended. These two 
words are not used together elsewhere in the NT. GK I I 82, 2 I 79. 

15. Or, "mastered, overpowered". On this word, see "lord over" in 
I Pet 5:3. 

16. Or, "both", if only two were present or active participants in this case. 
Luke may mean both speakers were attacked while the other five fled. 
On this word, see 23:8. Some manuscripts say ''them" {N}. 

17. Or, "was strong, mighty, powerful, won out". Same word as in v 20; 
Rev 12:8. On this word, see "can do" in Gal 5:6. 

18. Or, "made great". On this word, see "enlarge" in 2 Cor 10: 15. 
19. Or, "confessing-openly". Luke may mean "confessing-out Jesus", 

confessing their allegiance to Jesus, as this word is used in Rom 
14: 11; Phil 2: 11. Or, he may mean "confessing-out... their practices", 
as this word is used in Mk 1:5; Jam 5:16. On this word, see Jam 5:16. 

20. Or, "announcing, disclosing". On this word, see Jn 16:13. 
21. Or, "magic things, inquiring things". That is, making inquiries of 

the spirits. GK 4319. 
22. That is, their books or scrolls containing the spells and incantations. 

On this word, see Mt I: 1. 
23. Or, "counted up". Used only here. GK 5248. Related to "calculate" 

in Rev 13:18. 
24. Probably the Greek drachma (Lk 15:8), which is equivalent to a 

denarius (Mt 20:2). This is a considerable sum of money. Literally, 
"five ten-thousands". On this word, see "money" in Mt 25:27. 

25. Or, "according to, based on" His might. Some render this phrase as 
an adverb, "mightily", "So the word of the Lord was growing 
mightily". On this word, see Eph 6:10. 

26. This is the Greek word order. Or, "Thus in accordance with His 
might, the word of the Lord was growing ... ". In the former case, the 
grammar is unusual, but like "in accordance with the working of 
Satan" in 2 Thes 2:9; and like Act 22:3; Rom 16:26; Tit 1 :3. In the 
latter case, the word order of "the word of the Lord" would be 
unique to this verse in the Greek Bible, placing emphasis on "of the 
Lord". However, some manuscripts say "the word of the Lord" (as 
eight times elsewhere in Acts) or, "the word of God" (as eleven 
times elsewhere in Acts) using the normal Greek word order { B}. 

27. "The word" is used like this also in 4:4; 6:4; 8:4; 11: 19; 14:25; 16:6; 
17:11; 18:5. Compare 6:7; 12:24. 

28. That is, Paul's ministry in Ephesus, 19: 1-20- when his mission 
to Asia through Ephesus was finished. 

29. This word means "put, place, lay" in various senses. Used 100 
times. GK 5502. 

30. That is, Paul resolved or established or purposed in his spirit. Or, 
he "resolved in the Spirit". This phrase is used only here, but it is 
similar to "put in the heart" in Lk 1 :66; 21 :14; Act 5:4; all of which 
all use the same word "put". Compare 20:3, 22. 

31. That is, Greece (20:2), the Roman province where Corinth and 
Athens are located. Elsewhere only in 18: 12, 27; Rom 15:26; 1 Cor 
16:15; 2 Cor 1:1; 9:2; 11:10; I Thes 1:7, 8. GK 938. Paul will pass 
through here to strengthen the disciples, and to gather the collec
tion he will take to Jerusalem. 

32. Rather than proceeding directly to Rome, Paul envisions a journey 
to Jerusalem first with an offering by the Gentile churches (see 
20:4), and then to Rome (and Spain, Rom 15:28). The rest of the 
book of Acts is occupied with the journey defined here, which ends 
where, but not how, Paul envisioned. 

33. This trip is mentioned in 1 Cor 4: 17; 16: 10. 
34. Or, "stayed, waited, paused". On this word, see "fix attention on" 

in I Tim4:16. 
35. That is, in Ephesus. 
36. Or, "commotion". Same word and phrase as in 12:18. That is, a 

large disturbance. 
37. Or, "temples", that is, miniature replicas of their world-famous tem

ple. On this word, see ''temple" in Rev 11: 1. 
38. This is Artemis of the Ephesians, a many-breasted goddess of fer

tility whose temple in Ephesus was considered one of the wonders 
of the world. Some distinguish this Artemis from the Greek god
dess Artemis, who was also known as the Roman goddess Diana. 
Others link the three together. GK 783. 

39. Same word as in 16: 16. On this word, see "grant" in 17:31. 
40. Same word as in v 25, and as "profit" in 16: 16, 19. On this word, 

see "practice" in Eph 4: 19. 
41. Same word as in v 38. On this word, see "designer" in Heb 11: 10. 

Related to "craft" in 17:29. 
42. The grammar indicates that Demetrius assembled the craftsmen and 

workers. On this word, see 12: 12. 
43. Some think Luke means the ones working for the silver craftsmen; 

others, the workers from related trades who would be affected along 
with the silver workers, such as ones who made these shrines out 
of terra cotta. 

A.1Corl2:10 B.Jnll:44,facecloth C.Mt8:17 D.1Tim5:13 E.2Tim2:19 F.2Tim4:2 G.Rom2:3,escape H.Jam2:15 J.Lk20:12 
K.Roml:l9 L.Mtl6:27 M.Rom2:1 N.1Tim5:17,honor O.Jn3:30 P.Eph5:18,filled Q.Mtl6:21 R.Mk3:14 S.1Pet4:10 



Acts 19:26 466 Verse 

11). "Men, you know that prosperity1 for us2 is from this businessA 
2D. "And you are seeing and hearing that this Paul- having persuaded3 people not only from 2ri 

Ephesus, but from almost all Asia- tumed-away4 a considerable crowd, saying that the 
gods being made5 with hands are not gods6 

:; [) "But not only is-there-a-danger8 for us that this part7 may come into disrepute8
, but also 

I I: "That the temple9 of the great goddess Artemis may be countedc for nothing 
21'.. "And that she whom all Asia and the world0 worshipsE may even be about to be 

tom-down 10 from her majestyF" 

2C. And having heard it, and having become fullG ofrageH, they were crying-outi, saying, "Great ='' 
is Artemis of the Ephesians!" 

ID And the city 11 was filledK with confusion 12• And they rushedL with-one-accordM into the ~" 

theater, having seizedN Gaius and Aristarchus 13
- Macedonian fellow-travelers0 of Paul 

2D. And while Paul was wantingP to enter into the public-assembly 14
, the disciples were not ~1' 

lettingO him 
3D. And even some of the Asian-officials 15- being friends with him, having sent to him- ; I 

were urgingR him not to give himself to the theater 

JC. Then indeed, other ones were crying-out! another thing. 16 For the assembly was confused17, 

and the majority did not know for what reason they had come together 
4C ·. And some from the crowd gave-instructions-to 18 Alexander- the Jews having put him forward5 

ID And Alexander, having waved his hand, was intending19 to speak-a-defenseT to the public
assembly 

'. ' 

2D. But having recognized0 that he was20 a Jew, one voice came21 from everyone- crying- _;_\ 
outl for about two hours, "Great is Artemis of the Ephesians!" 

~C. And the town-mayor22, having calmed the crowd, says, "Men, Ephesians, who indeedv is there , ' 
ofmankindw who does not know the city of the Ephesians as being temple-keeper23 of the 
great24 Artemis, and of the image fallen-from-heaven25? 

ID. "These things then being undeniable26, you must27 continue-being calmed28 and doing ~1• 

nothing reckless-• for you brought here these men being neither temple-robbers29 nor 
ones blaspheming30 our3 1 goddess 

2D. "So indeed if Demetrius and the craftsmen with him have a complaint32 against anyone, _,' 
courtsJJ are being led,34 and there are proconsuls35 • Let them bring-a-charge36 against one 
another 

:m. "Now if you are seeking-forX anything further37, it will be settled in the lawful38 ;.1 

assemblyv. "For indeed we are in-danger-of 8 being charged2 with a riot39 because of -W 
today- there being no cause40 for it- in relation to which we will not41 be able to 
renderAA an account42 for this gathering43" 

6C. And44 having said these things, he dismissed88 the assembJyY 



467 Acts 19:40 

I. Used only here. GK 2345. Related to "prospering" in 11 :29. 
2. Some manuscripts say ".:mr prosperity" { K}. 
3. Or, "won over", as in 12:20; or more negatively, "induced". On this 

word, see I Jn 3:19. 
4. Or, "removed". Paul removed them from the purview of our busi

ness. Elsewhere only as "removed" in Lk 16:4; Act 13:22; I Cor 
13:2; and "transferred" in Col I: 13. GK 3496. 

5. Or, "coming into being". GK 1181. 
6. That is, the physical idols are not gods, nor are the spiritual beings 

they purport to represent. 
7. That is, their personal interest, their job or trade of shrine-making, 

their line of work. To this Demetrius next adds a religious motive, 
the interest of their goddess. The crowd (v 28) responds (at least on 
the surface) to this latter threat, and the town mayor answers the lat
ter issue in v 35-36. How many times religion is used to protect per
sonal and commercial interests! On this word, see Rom 11 :25. 

8. Or, "discredit, refutation". Used only here. GK 591. Related to 
"expose" in Eph 5: 11. 

9. Except here, this word is always used of the Jewish temple in 
Jerusalem, 70 times. GK 2639. The root word is "holy". See also 
the unrelated word in Rev 11: I. 

10. Or, "thrown down, brought down". On this word, see 2 Cor 10:4, 
words Paul wrote not long after this (in Act 20:2). 

11. Some manuscripts say "the whole city" {N}. 
12. Or, "tumult, uproar". Used only here. GK 5180. 
13. Aristarchus was from Thessalonica, and is mentioned also in 20:4; 

27:2; Col 4: 10; Phm 24. Note 2 Cor 8:18-19. 
14. Or, "populace, crowd". Elsewhere only in 12:22; 17:5; 19:33. GK 

1322. Related word in 12:21. 
15. Or, "Asiarchs", high officials of the province of Asia who were 

elected by the cities. Used only here. GK 825. 
16. That is, something different than Demetrius, v 24-27. Perhaps it 

was something anti-Jewish, causing the Jews to seek to defend 
themselves in v 33. Christianity was considered to be a sect of 
Judaism al this time. This literally renders the words of this idiom, 
which may be more fully phrased "some were crying out one thing; 
others, another". There is a similar idiom in 21 :34. 

17. This is a participle, "having been confused". That is, the assembly 
was in a state of confusion. Related to "confusion" in v 29. On this 
word, see "confound" in 9:22. 

18. Or, "advised" (as this word is used in I Cor 2: 16, "instruct"). That 
is, the crowd told Alexander to speak up, or what to say. Or, "con
cluded, inferred" (as it is used in Act 16: I 0) that Alexander was the 
reason. GK 5204. Some manuscripts have a related word meaning 
that "they brought forward Alexander from the crowd" { B}. 
Alexander may be a Jew put forward by the Jews to defend Judaism 
and distinguish it from Christianity on the advice of some in the 
crowd. Some take the variant reading to mean he was a Jewish 
Christian brought forward by the Jews as the local culprit in this 
matter (like Jason in 17:6). 

19. Or, "wanting, wishing". On this word, see "willing" in Jn 7: 17. 
20. More literally, "is", as the Greek typically phrases it. 
21. Or, "came about, arose". GK 1181. 

22. Or, "town-clerk, town-secretary". This man was the chief executive 
of the city. He answered to the proconsul. GK 1 208. 

23. Or, "temple guardian". Used only here. GK 3753. 
24. Some manuscripts add "goddess" {K}, as in v 27. 
25. The Ephesians taught that the statue of Artemis fell from heaven. Note 

how this proves Paul's point reflected in v 26. Even they felt the need 
to claim a heavenly origin for their idol! Used only here. GK 1479. 

26. In spite of the fears of Demetrius (v 27), nothing has changed these 
facts, so stay calm. Used only here. GK 394. Related to "without 
objection" in I 0:29. 

27. Same word as in Mt 16:21, with different grammar. 
28. Or, "restrained, quiet". More literally, "it is being necessary that 

you be having been calmed". That is, it continues to be necessary 
that you remain being calmed. Though cumbersome in English, the 
Greek tenses and participles are quite vivid. Elsewhere only in v 35. 
GK2948. 

29. Or, "sacrilegious ones", ones who commit acts of sacrilege. Used 
only here. GK 2645. Related word in Rom 2:22. 

30. Thus, Gaius and Aristarchus (v 29) have committed no crime. On 
this word, see I Tim 6: I. 

31. Some manuscripts say "your" { B}. 
32. Or, "matter". On this word, see "word" in I Cor 12:8. 
33. Elsewhere only as "marketplace" in 17:5. GK 61. 
34. That is, they are in session. Legal recourse is available through the 

local courts in the marketplaces. 
35. On this word, see 13:7. Recourse through the Roman governor is 

also available. There was only one proconsul al a time for a 
province. The mayor is referring to the entire category, using an 
abstract plural. 

36. Same word as in v 40, "being charged". On this word, see Rom 8:33. 
37. Or, "more, in addition". That is, anything beyond what can be set

tled in a private court action, anything requiring a lawful town meet
ing. Used only here. GK 4304. Some manuscripts say "anything 
concerning other matters" { B}. 

38. This assembly was not lawful. On this word, see "within the law" 
in I Cor 9:21. 

39. This is the real concern of the leaders in v 31, and this man. Their 
city-state status itself- but more realistically, the job of this very offi
cial- would be endangered if it fell into mayhem and mob violence. 
Rome would not tolerate it. On this word, see "dispute" in 23:7. 

40. Or, "source". No guilty person or crime can be pointed to as a cause 
for it. On this word, see "guilt" in Lk 23:4. 

41. That is, in relation to which charge of rioting we will not be able 
to defend ourselves. Some manuscripts omit this word { C}, so that 
it reads "today- there being no cause in relation to which we will 
be able to render an account for this gathering". In either case, the 
point is that their conduct was not justifiable. 

42. This phrase "render an account" is elsewhere only in Mt 12:36; Lk 
16:2; Heb 13:17; I Pet4:5. Compare Rom 14:12. On this word, see 
"word" in I Cor 12:8. 

43. That is, "disorderly gathering", based on the context. On this word, 

see 23:12. 
44. English translations number this as verse 41. 

A. Act 19:24 B. I Cor 15:30, are in danger C. Rom 3:28, consider D. Heb 2:5 E. Act 13:50 F. Lk 9:43 G. Mt 14:20 H. Rev 16:19, fury 
J. Mt 8:29 K.Act 2:4 L. Act 7:57 M. Act 1:14 N. Lk 8:29 0. 2 Cor 8:19 P. Jam 1:18, willed Q. I Cor 10:13, allow R. Rom 12:8, exhorting 
S. Lk 21 :30, put forth T. Lk 21: 14 U. Col 1 :6, understood V. Mt 27:23 W. Mt 4:4 X. Phil 4: 17 Y. Rev 22: 16, church Z. Rom 8:33, bring 
a charge AA. Mt 16:27 BB. Mt 5:31, sends away 



Acts 20: I 468 

311. And after the uproa~ ceased8 , Paul- having sent for the disciples and having encouraged1 them, 
having said-farewell'- went forth to proceed2 to Macedonia.3 ·And having gone through those 
regions,4 and having encouraged them with much speaking5

, he came to Greece6 

.m And having done three months there, a plot0 having been made7 against him by the Jews while he 
was about to put-to-seaE for Syria- he became of a mind8 that he should be returningF through 
Macedonia9 

Verse 

211: I 

IC. And Sopater, son of Pyrrhus 10, a Berean 11 was accompanying him 12
; and Aristarchusn and -+ 

Secundus of the Thessalonians; and Gaius, a Derbean 14
; and Timothy15

; and Tychicus 16 and 
Trophimus 17

, Asians 18 

2C. But these, having gone ahead, 19 were awaitingG us20 in Troas 

511. And we sailed-off21 from Philippi after the days of the Feast ofUnleavened-BreadH, and came to i> 

them at Troas within five days, where we spent! seven days 

1 c ·. And on the first day of the week, we22 having been gathered together to break bread23, Paul was 
speakingK to them, being about to go away on the next day. And he was extending the messageL 
until midnight24 • •And there were many lampsM in the upper-roomN where we25 had been > 
gathered-together26 

2( ·. And a certain young-man°, Eutychus by name, sitting on the window [sill], was being carried- '' 
away27 by a deepP sleep0 while Paul was speaking further2 8. Having been carried-away by the 
sleep, he fell down from the third floor, and was picked-up deadR 

:IC But having gone down, Paul fell upon him, and having embraced29 him, said, "Do not be J 11 

thrown-into-a-commotion30, for his lifes is in him!" 
.f( . And having gone up, and having broken T the bread and eaten31 , and having conversedu for a I I 

considerable time, until daybreak32 , in this manner he departed 
5C And they brought33 the boy [along] alive34

. And they were not moderately35 comforted36 I~ 

1113. And we37
, having gone ahead to the ship, put-to-sea38 for Assos, intendingv from there to pick-upw I ; 

Paul. For thus having arranged39 it, he was intendingv to go-on-foot4°. •And as he was meeting41 I-+ 
us in Assos, having picked him up, we came to Mitylene42 . •And having sailed-away43 from there I' 
on the following44 day, we arrived opposite45 Chios46

• And on another day we crossed-over47 to 
Samos. And48 on the next49 day, we came to Miletus50 

I ( . For Paul had determined51 to sail-by Ephesus so that it might not happen to him that he lose- I'' 
time52 in Asia. For he was hurrying to be in Jerusalem- if it might be possible for him- the 
day of Pentecost53 

2C. But having sent from Miletus to Ephesus, he summonedx the elders54 of the church I -
3( . And when they came to him, he said to them- · J ,\ 
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I. Or, "exhorted". Same word as in v 2, on which see "exhort" in Rom 
12:8. Some manuscripts say "disciples, having said farewell" {K}. 

2. Paul is departing according to his plan in 19:21. The uproar did not 
force him to leave. 

3. Along the way, Paul stopped in Troas, 2 Cor 2:12-13. 
4. On this trip, Paul met Titus (2 Cor 7:5-7) and wrote 2 Corinthians. 
5. Same phrase as "long message" in 15:32. Here Luke is referring 

to multiple messages and locations. 
6. Greece is the more popular term for the Roman province of Achaia 

(see 19:21). Specifically, Paul came to the city of Corinth. During 
the three months here, he wrote Romans (having set his sights on 
Rome in 19:21 ), and perhaps Galatians (see 14:28). Used only here. 
GK 1817. 

7. Or, "having arisen". GK 1181. 
8. Or, "purpose, intention, judgment, decision, opinion". Some para

phrase this phrase as "he decided". On this word, see "purpose" in 
I Cor I: 10. 

9. That is, to go by land from Corinth back up to Philippi (v 6), and 
then sail from its port city, Neapolis. 

10. Some manuscripts omit "son ofPyrrhus" [B}. 
11. That is, from the city of Berea, 17: I 0. 
12. Some manuscripts add "until Asia" { B}. 
13. See 19:29 on him. 
14. That is, from Derbe in Galatia. The Gaius in 19:29 was from 

Macedonia. 
15. Timothy was from Lystra in Galatia, 16: I. 
16. Mentioned elsewhere only in Eph 6:21; Col 4:7; 2 Tim 4:12; Tit 

3:12.GK5608. 
17. Trophimus is from Ephesus (21 :29), in the province of Asia. 
18. These are the delegates carrying the offering from the churches of 

Macedonia, Galatia and Asia to the poor believers in Jerusalem, men
tioned in I Cor 16: 1-4, 2 Cor 8-9, and Rom 15:26. This collection is 
not directly mentioned in Acts (see 21: 18). Note that there is no 
Corinthian (Achaian) mentioned, but Paul refers to their gift in Rom 
15:26. Perhaps they entrusted their gift to one of these men, or to Paul 
himself. Perhaps Luke, who also now travels with Paul to Jerusalem 
(see v 5), was the delegate from Philippi. 

19. The group went by sea as planned (v 3) to Troas, while Paul and 
Luke went by land to Philippi, and then by sea to Troas. 

20. Luke reappears. The last ''us" was also in Philippi in 16: 17. He may 
have been there since then. Some think he lived there. The accounts 
that follow are far more detailed, reflecting Luke's eyewitness status. 

21. Or, "sailed out". Elsewhere only in 15:39; 18:18. GK 1739. Related 
to "sail away" in v 15; "sail" in 21 :3. 

22. Some manuscripts say "the disciples" { K}. 
23. Some think Luke means to eat a meal; others, the Lord's Supper; 

others both. Same word as in v 11. Some think they ate dinner early 
in the evening, and the Lord's Supper in v 11. See 2:46 on this. 

24. Some think Luke means midnight Saturday night (as we call it), based 
on the Jewish day which began at sunset; others, midnight Sunday 
night (as we call it), based on the Greek day which began at sunrise. 

25. Some manuscripts say "they" (NJ. 
26. This is a participle, where ''we were having been gathered-together". 
27. Or, "overwhelmed, overcome". Same word as later in the verse. 

GK 2965. 
28. Or, "to the more". On this idiom, see 2 Tim 2: 16. 

29. That is, put his arms around him. Used only here. GK 5227. 
30. That is, such as was normally done for the dead. The grammar 

implies the people had started mourning Eutychus, and should stop 
doing it. On this word, see Mt 9:23, where this was happening. 

31. The subject of all this is singular, referring to Paul. Luke may mean 
that Paul himself now ate, having delayed it due to his speaking to 
these people. Same word as in 23: 14. 

32. Or, "daylight, dawn". Used only here. GK 879. 
33. Luke may mean the group brought Eutychus along as they walked 

with Paul toward the ship. Or, he may mean they brought him 
"[home]" after the meeting. 

34. Or, "living". This is a participle. On this word, see "came to life" 
in Rev 20:4. 

35. Or, "measurably, within measure". Used only here. GK 3585. 
Related to "measure" in Jn 3:34. 

36. Another of Luke's wonderful understatements (litotes, see 12:18). 
The people were comforted beyond measure. 

37. That is, Luke and the others. Paul walks to Assos, a city about 20 
miles or 32 kilometers south ofTroas. 

38. Used in this sense also in Lk 8:22;Act 13:13; 16: 11; 18:21; 20:3; 21 :I, 
2; 27:2, 4, 12, 21; 28: 10, 11. On this word, see "led up" in Mt 4: I. 

39. Or, "directed, commanded". See "directing" in I Cor 7: 17 on it. 
40. Or, "go by land" (versus sea), not necessarily meaning on foot. 

Used only here. GK 4269. 
41. That is, in the process of meeting us. While we expect Luke to say 

"when he met us" (and many render it such), this is not what he says. 
The grammar seems to imply that Luke and the others arrived first 
and met Paul as he was proceeding to meet them in Assos (as 
opposed to Paul arriving first atAssos, and meeting them at the dock). 

42. This city is on the Aegean island ofLesbos, south of Assos. GK 3639. 
43. Elsewhere only in 13:4; 14:26; 27:1. GK 676. Related to "sail off" 

in v 6; "sail by" in v 16; "sail" in 21 :3. 
44. Or, " ... there, on the following day we arrived ... ". Elsewhere only 

in 7:26; 16:11; 21:18; 23:11. GK 2079. 
45. Luke probably means they anchored off shore at Chios. Used only 

here. GK 513. 
46. Chios and Samos are islands still further south. 
47. Or, "came near, approached". Luke does not say whether they 

stopped there. Used only here. GK 4125. 
48. Some manuscripts say "And having stayed at Trogyllium, on the 

next-day ... " {B}. Trogyllium may refer to a city on the mainland, 
opposite from Samos, or to the strait between it and Samos. 

49. On this idiom, see Lk 13:33. Luke uses three different expressions to 
refer to ''the next day" in this verse, a fourth in v 7, and a fifth in 21: I. 

50. This city is on the coast of the province of Asia, about 30 miles or 
48 kilometers south ofEphesus. The ship may have been in this port 
for seven days, as in Troas (v 6), and in Tyre (21 :4). GK 3626. 

51. Or, "judged, decided". This decision seems to have been made in 
Troas in v 13, when Paul chose this ship. On this word, see "judge" 

in Mt 7:1. 
52. Or, "waste time, spend time". Used only here. GK 5990. Related to 

"spend time" in 12:19. 
53. On Pentecost, see 2: I. To do so, Paul had about forty-three days 

from Philippi in v 6. 
54. On this word, see I Tim 5: 17. Paul calls them "overseers" in v 28. 

A. Mk 5:38, commotion B. I Cor 13:8 C. Mk 15:18, greet D. Act 23:30 E. Act 20:13 F. 2 Pet 2:21, tum back G. Jn 15:4, abide H. Mk 14:12 
J. Act 12: 19, spend time K. Act 17:2, reasoned L. I Cor 12:8, word M. Mt 25: I N. Act I: 13 0. Act 7:58 P. Lk 24: I Q. Jn 11: 13, slumber 
R. Mt 8:22 S. Jam 5:20, soul T. Act 2:46 U. Act 24:26 V. Mk 10:32, going to W. Act 1:2, taken up X. Act 10:32 



Acts 20:19 470 Verse 

ID "You know, from the first day from which I set-foot1 in Asia2
-

J I:. "How I was3 with you the whole time-• serving' the Lord with all humblemindedness5, I 'J 
and tears6, and tria(sA (the ones having happened8 to me by the plotsc a/the Jews) 

2 E. "How7 I in no way drew-back8 from the things being profitable9 so as not to declare0 211 
them to you and teach you in publicE and from house-to-house-

0

while 10 solemnly- 21 
testifying 11 both to Jews and to Greeks as to the repentanceF toward God and faith 0 

in our Lord Jesus12 

2D. "And now, behold- having been boundn in my spirit, 14 I am going to Jerusalem 

If . "Not knowing the things that will meet 15 me in it-• except that the Holy Spirit is :n 
solemnly-warning me 16 in each city17, saying that imprisonmentH and afflictions1 

are awaitingK me 
2E. "But I am making my lifeL of no account18 as to value to myself, 19 so-asM to finishN ~-I 

my course20 and the ministry21 which I received from the Lord Jesus- to solemnly
testify to the good-news0 about the grace of God 

:;D. "And now, behold- I know that you all, among whom I went-about proclaimingP the 
kingdom22 , will no longer see my face23 

IF. "Therefore, I am bearing-witnessO to you on this very day24 that I am clean25 of the ~'' 
blood of everyone. "For I did not draw back so as not to declare26 the whole 
purpose27 of God to you 

21:. "Take heed to28 yourselves,29 and to all the flockR among which the Holy Spirit ·:. 
placed30 you as overseers5- to shepherd31 the church ofGod32 which He obtained33 

with34 His own35 blood36 

IL "I know37 that after my departure savage wolves will come in among you, not ~'I 
sparing T the flock 

21 "And men will rise-upu from you yourselves, speaking things having been ;11 

pervertedv, that they might be drawing-awayw the disciples after them 
:; F. "Therefore keep-watchingX, remembering38 that night and day for three years , I 

I did not cease Y admonishingz each one of you with tearsAA 

.:ID. "And as to the things now,39 I commend40 you to God41 , and to the word of His grace 
being42 able to build you up and to give you the inheritance88 among all the ones having 
been sanctified43 

.'.i [) "I covetedcc the silver or gold or clothing of no one. 
0

You44 know that these hands ·' '· ;~ 
served45 my own needs, and the people being with me. •Jn all respects, I showed00 you ; ' 
that laboring in this manner, it-is-necessary46 to help47 the ones being weak and remember 
the words of the Lord Jesus-

IL. That He Himselfsaid,48 'It is more blessedEE to be giving than to be receiving'" 

.:IC. And having said these things, having put-down his knees with them all, he prayed49 '' 

Sl · And there was much weepingFF from everyone. And having fallen upon the neck of Paul, they 
were kissing00 him,· suffering-painHH especially over the statement11 which he had spoken- :-> 

that they were50 no longer going see his face 
Ii(·. And they were accompanyingKK him to the ship 
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I. More literally, "went on [the ground]". On this word, see 21 :4. 
2. Paul was in Ephesus briefly in 18:19-21, then in 19:1-41 for about 

three years, v 3 I . 
3. Or, "became, proved to be". GK I 18/. That is, how Paul conducted 

himself with the Ephesians, how he behaved with them, his man
ner of life with them. 

4. Or, "serving-as-a-slave to". On, this word, see "are slaves" in Rom 
6:6. 

5. On this word, see Phil 2:3. Same phrase as in Eph 4:2. 
6. Elsewhere only in v 31; Lk 7:38, 44; 2 Cor 2:4; 2 Tim 1 :4; Heb 5:7; 

12: 17; Rev 7: 17; 21 :4. GK 1232. Note Phil 3: 18. Some manuscripts 
say "many tears" {K}. 

7. Or, "That". GK 6055. Not the same word as in the previous state
ment (GK 4802). 

8. Or, "shrank, withdrew". Paul's trials did not cause him to keep silent 
about the truth. Same word as in v 27. Elsewhere only in Gal 2: 12; 
Heb 10:38. GK 5713. Related to "drawing back" in Heb 10:39. 

9. Or, "beneficial, advantageous, helpful". That is, the whole purpose 
of God, v 27. On this word, see "beneficial" in 1Cor6:12. 

I 0. Paul did not draw back from teaching the Ephesians as believers, 
while also solemnly testifying to unbelievers. 

11. On this word, see "solemnly charge" in I Tim 5:21. Same word as 
in v 24, and as "solemnly warn" in v 23. 

12. Some manuscripts add "Christ" {B}. 
13. Or, "tied". Same word as in 21:11, 13, 33; 24:27; Col 4:3. On this 

word, see I Cor 7:27. 
14. Or, "by the Spirit". Verse 22-23 contrasts the Spirit's warnings with 

Paul's own spirit's determination (formed in submission to God). 
Paul has an inward constraint to go there, knowing nothing of the 
outcome except the affliction the Spirit says is coming. The Spirit 
is warning him, not binding him. Because of his determination to 
proceed with the plan of 19:21, we have Romans, Ephesians, 
Philippians, Colossians, Phi lemon, Luke and Acts. 

15. Or, "encounter, befall, happen to". Elsewhere only in Lk 9:37; 
22:10; Act 10:25; Heb 7:1, 10. GK 5267. 

16. Some manuscripts omit this word {K}. 
17. Or, "city by city, in every city, according to city". 
18. That is, continuing to live is not a factor when Paul counts the 

things of value to him- only finishing his course. His determina
tion is not influenced by the certainty of affliction awaiting him, 
which is a measure of how sure he was that he was following the 
course God intended for him. 

19. Some manuscripts say "But I make an account of none of these 
things, nor do 1 hold my life as precious lo myself" {N}, in which, 
"precious" is the same word as "value" (see "precious" in 2 Pet I :4). 

20. Same word as in 2 Tim 4:7, where Paul has done so. Some manu
scripts add "with joy" {N}. 

21. On this word, see I Cor 12:5. Paul defines his ministry next, as "to 
solemnly testify ... ". 

22. Some manuscripts add "ofGod" {N}. On this word, see Mt 3:2. 
23 This is because Paul plans to go from Jerusalem directly to Rome 

(19:21), and beyond. 
24. This is an idiom, "on the today day", on which see Rom 11 :8. 
25. Or, "pure". Same statement as in 18:6. On this word, see Tit 1:15. 

26. Same words and grammar as in "drew back so as not to declare" 
in v 20. On this word, see Jn 16: 13. 

27. Or, "plan, counsel". On this word, see "counsel" in Eph I: 11. 
Romans is a sample of Paul's teaching on this. 

28. Some manuscripts say "Therefore take heed to ... " {K}. 
29. On "take heed to yourselves", see Lk 12: I. 
30. Or, "put, set, appointed, established, made". On this word, see "put" 

in 19:21. 
31. Same word as in I Pet 5:2. On this word, see Rev 19:15. Related 

to "flock". 
32. Some manuscripts say "of the Lord" {C}. "Church of the Lord" is 

not found elsewhere in the NT. "Church of God" is in I Cor I :2; 
10:32; 11:16, 22; 15:9; 2 Cor 1:1; Gal 1:13; I Thes 2:14; 2 Thes 
1 :4; 1 Tim 3:5, 15. Some think an early copyist unconsciously 
changed it to the more familiar "church of God". Others think an 
early copyist may have been troubled over ascribing blood to God, 
and substituted the easier "Lord". 

33. Or, "acquired, gained for Himself". On this word, see I Tim 3: 13. 
34. Or, "through, by, via". GK 1328. 
35. This word is used 114 times. GK 2625. 
36. Some render this phrase in the usual, natural fashion, "His own 

blood" (calling Christ "God"), as in the only other places "His own" 
is used with this grammar, Jn 1 :41, "his own brother"; Jn 5:43, "his 
own name"; Jn 7:18, "his own glory"; and Act 1:25, "his own 
place". Others, thinking for various reasons that Paul could not 
intend to refer to the blood of God, render this "the blood of His own 
Son". The grammar can have this meaning, and the word "own" 
standing alone is used this way in Act 4:23, "their own people"; Act 
24:23, "his own people"; and 1 Tim 5:8, "his own relatives". Some 
manuscripts have different grammar (which is identical to that in 
Heb 9:12 and 13:12) that allows only the first possibility {A}. 

3 7. Some manuscripts say "For I know this- that ... " { N}. 
38. That is, keeping in mind. Same word as in v 35. On this word, see 

Jn 16:21. 
39. That is, as to your present circumstances. On this phrase, see "as to 

the present things" in 17:30. Some manuscripts add "brothers" {K}. 
40. Same word as in 14:23. 
41. Some manuscripts say "to the Lord" { B}. 
42. The phrase that follows modifies "word". Or, "to God and to the 

word of His grace, to the One being able ... ". In this case, God and 
His word are grouped together, and a second reference to God 
begins here. 

43. Or, "set apart to God, made holy". On this word, see Heb I 0:29. 
44. Some manuscripts say "And you ... " { K}, which some render, "Yes, 

you ... ". 
45. Or, "assisted, helped". On this word, see 13:36. 
46. Or, "You must help, one must help". On this idiom, see "must" in 

Mt 16:21. 
47. On this word, see I Tim 6:2. That is, take a part corresponding to 

the need of the weak. Related to "helps" in I Cor 12:28. 
48. This is not recorded in the Gospels. It is one of the things mentioned 

in Jn 21:25. 
49. This is the Greek word order. Or, "knees, he prayed with them all". 
50. More literally, "are", as the Greek typically phrases it. 

A.Jaml:2 B.Act21:35 C.Act23:30 D.Jnl6:13 E.Actl6:37 F.2Cor7:10 G.Eph2:8 H.Phill:7 J.Rev7:14 K.Jnl5:4,abide 
L. Jam 5:20, soul M. Lk 9:52 N. Heb 2: 10, perfect 0. I Cor 15: 1 P. 2 Tim 4:2 Q. I Thes 2: 12, testify R. I Pet 5:2 S. Phil I: I T. Rom 11 :21 
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Acts 21:1 472 Verse 

713. And when it came about that having withdrawn 1 from them we put-to-sea\ having run-a-straight
course8, we came to Cos,2 and on the next3 day to Rhodes, and from there to Patara4

• •And having 
found a ship crossing-over to Phoenicia5, having boardedc, we put-to-sea. •And having sighted0 

Cyprus, and having left it behind on the left, we were sailing to Syria. And we came down to Tyre, 
for there the ship was unloading its cargoE 

21 

I ( ·. And having foundF the6 disciples, we stayed thereG seven days- who were telling Paul 
through the Spirit not to be setting-foot7 in Jerusalem 

2 ( ·. But when it came about that we finishedH the days, 8 having gone out, we were proceeding
everyone accompanying! us, with wives and children, as far as outside the city 

ID. And having put down our knees on the beach, having prayed,9 "we said-farewell to one r, 
another 

2D. And we went-up into the ship, and those ones returned to their own things 10 

SI3. And we, having completed 11 the voyage from Tyre, arrived in Ptolemais12 • And having greetedK the 
brothers, we stayed with them one day. •And having gone-out13 on the next day, we 14 came to 
Caesarea15 • And having entered into the house a/Philip the evangelist 16 (being one of the seven17

), 

we stayed with him "(and this one had 18 four virginL daughters prophesying19!) <1 

IC And while we were staying-onM for more20 days, a certain prophetN from Judea, Agabus21 by 11, 

name, came down. •And having come to us, and having taken Paul's belt0 , having boundP his I ' 
own feet and hands, he said 

ID "These things says the Holy Spirit- 'In this manner the Jews in Jerusalem will bindP 
the man whose belt0 this is, and hand him overO into the hands of the Gentiles'" 

2C. And when we heard these things, both we and the local-residents22 were beggingR that he not I ' 
be going up to Jerusalem 

>C . Then23 Paul responded, "What are you doing, weepings and breaking my heart? For I am I ~ 
ready24 not only to be boundr, but even to die in Jerusalem for the name of the Lord Jesus" 

..JC And he not being persuadedT, we were quiet25, having said, "Let the Lord's will be doneu" I~ 

'Jl:L And after these26 days, having made-preparations27, we were going up to Jerusalem. •And some of I~- I,, 
the disciples from Caesarea also came with us, bringing us to Mnason28- a certain Cyprian, an 
old29 disciple, with whom we might lodgev. •And we having come-to-be in Jerusalem, the brothers I · 
welcomedw us gladly 

1 ( · And on the following day, Paul was going in with us30 to JamesX, and all the elders Y were present I ~ 

Ill And having greetedK them, he was describing31 individually32 each of the things which i ' 1 

God did among the Gentiles through his ministryz 
2D. And the ones, having heard it, were glorifyingAA God33 • And they said to him, "You see, ~11 

brother, how many myriads34 of the ones having believed there are among the Jews! 35 

I J:. 
21-

"And they are all zealots36 for the Law 
"And they were informed37 about you- that you are teaching all the Jews throughout 
the nations38 apostasy88 from Moses, saying that they should not be circumcising 
their children, nor walkingcc in their customs00 

"What, then, is to be done? They39 will surelyEE hear that you have come. "Therefore 
do this40 which we tell you-

:'I 

, ...., , '\ _____ , 



473 Acts 21:23 

I. Or, ''having been parted, drawn away". Same word as in Mt 26:51; 
Lk 22:41. Elsewhere only as "draw away" in Act 20:30. GK 685. 

2. Cos and Rhodes are islands further south from Miletus. Al this point 
the ship makes the turn eastward toward Judea. GK 3271. 

3. Same word as in Lk 9:37; Act 25: 17; 27: 18. Elsewhere only as 
"afterwards" in Lk 7: 11 (different grammar). GK 2009. 

4. This city is on the coast of the Roman province ofLycia. GK 4249. 
5. This is the coastal region where the cities of Tyre and Sidon are 

found, and is part of the Roman province of Syria. Note that Luke 
uses all three names here, Syria, Phoenicia, Tyre. Elsewhere only 
in 11:19; 15:3. GK 5834. Paul's group changed to a ship making a 
direct run to Tyre, a journey of about three to five days. 

6. There has probably been a church here since 11:19. Note 15:3. 
Some manuscripts omit this word {K}. 

7. Same word as in 20: 18; 25: I. More literally, "going upon [the 
ground]". Elsewhere only as "boarded" (gotten on) in Act 21 :2; 
27:2; and "mounted" (gotten on) in Mt 21 :5. GK 2094. Some man
uscripts say "go up to Jerusalem" {K}. 

8. That is, the days permitted to the group based on the ship's depar
ture date. 

9. Some manuscripts say "beach, we prayed. And having said farewell 
to one another, we went up ... " {K}. 

I 0. On this phrase "lo their own things", see Jn 19:27. 
11. Or, "continued". Some think Luke means that they finished the 

entire voyage by ship in Ptolemais, and that they next went by land 
lo Caesarea; others, that they finished the voyage from Tyre in 
Ptolemais, then continued on by sea to Caesarea. Used only here. 
GK 1382. 

12. This coastal city is between Tyre and Caesarea, about 30 miles or 
48 kilometers from Caesarea. GK 4767. 

13. Same word as in v 5. It could mean out to the ship as in v 5, or out 
on foot to Caesarea. 

14. Some manuscripts say "we, the ones around Paul, came ... ". Others 
say "the ones around Paul came" {A}. 

15. On this seaport, see 8:40. 
16. On this word, see Eph 4: 11. On Philip, see Act 6:5. He was last 

mentioned in this town, 8:40. 
17. That is, one of the seven chosen in 6:5. Same idea as "the twelve". 
18. This is an idiom, literally, "And there were for this one ... ". 
19. Luke tells us a remarkable fact about this family. On this word, see 

I Cor 14: I. 
20. Perhaps Luke means more than at first intended. 
21. Agabus predicted the famine in 11 :28. 

22. Or, "the ones belonging to that place". Note Luke's perspective. 
Used only here. GK l 954. 

23. Some manuscripts say "Then Paul responded and said ... ". Others 
take "then" (meaning "at that time") with the previous verse, 
"Jerusalem at that time. And Paul responded ... ". Others say "And 
Paul responded" { B}. 

24. This is an idiom, literally "I am holding myself ready", on which 
see l Pet 4:5. 

25. Same word as in 11: 18. 
26. That is, the days spent in Caesarea, v I 0. 
27. Or, "having packed up, gotten ready" for the journey. It may imply 

"having packed up" the horses. Used only here. GK 2 l 7 l. 
28. Some render this "bringing Mnason with them". 
29. That is, one from the early days of the church. Same word as in 15:7. 
30. Luke does not tell us whether this group of"us" (presumably includ

ing those in 20:4) delivered the collection at this time (he never men
tions this collection in Acts. Paul may refer to it in 24: 17). This is 
the last "we" of the section that began in 20:5, where Luke includes 
himself. He is physically separated from Paul in v 26-27 (as a non
Jew, and then by the imprisonment). Luke reappears in 27: I. 

31. Same word as in 15: 12. 
32. This is an idiom, on which see Eph 5:33. 
33. Some manuscripts say "the Lord" {N}. 
34. Or, "ten thousands". Used as a literal number in Act 19: 19 (50,000 

is five 10,000's) and Rev 9: 16. Elsewhere only as "myriads", a large 
number of uncounted thousands in Lk 12:1; Heb 12:22; Jude 14; 
Rev 5: 11. GK 3689. Related to "ten thousand" in Mt 18:24, and I 
Cor4:15;14:19. 

35. That is, how many myriads of believers there are among the Jews. 
Some manuscripts say "myriads of Jews there are of the ones hav
ing believed" {NJ, which means the same thing .. 

36. But these believing Jews are not the ones in v 27. On this word, see 
l Cor 14:12. 

37. Same word as in v 24. On this word, see "instructed" in Gal 6:6. 
38. That is, the Jews in the dispersion. The objection raised by the Jew

ish believers is not to teaching the Gentiles in this way, but to teach
ing Jewish believers to abandon the Law of Moses. On this word, 
see "Gentiles" in 15:23. 

39. Some manuscripts say "The multitude must surely come together. 
For they will hear ... " { B}. The believers must assemble and discuss 
Paul and this matter. 

40. This plan is aimed at correcting the false information given to the 
Jewish Christians (v 20) about Paul. 

A. Act 20: 13 B. Act 16:11 C. Act 21 :4, setting foot D. Lk 19:11, appear E. Rev 18: 11 F. Lk 2:16 G. Lk 9:27, here H. 2 Tim 3:17, equipped 
J.Roml5:24,sentforward K.Mkl5:18 L.Revl4:4 M.Romll:22,continue N.1Corl2:28 O.Revl:l3 P.1Cor7:27 Q.Mt26:21, 
handover R.Roml2:8,exhorting S.Jnll:33 T.1Jn3:19 U.Mt6:10 V.Actl0:6 W.Act2:41 X.Mtl3:55 Y.1Tim5:17 Z.1Corl2:5 
AA. Rom 8:30 BB. 2 Thes 2:3 CC. Heb 13:9 DD. Lk l :9 EE. l Cor 9: 10 
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IF. "There are four men with us having a vow1 upon themselves2 

2F. "Having taken along these men, be purified3 together-with them. And spend4 24 
money for them, so that they will shaveA the head 

:i F. "And everyone will know5 that there is nothing trne of the things which they 
have been informed about you, but even you yourself are walking-in-line6, 

keeping8 the Law 

41-. "But concerning the Gentiles having believed-- we wrote-to 7 them, having determined8 .2' 
that they9 should guard-themselves10 as to food-sacrificed-to-an-idol and blood and 
the strangled thing and sexual immorality" 

2l. Then Paul-having taken along the men on the next11 day, having been purified together-with _2r, 

them- was going into the temple, giving-notice as to the completion of the days of purification, 
until which time the offering 12 was offeredc for each one ofthem 13 

3l·. But as the seven days were about to be completed0
, the Jews from Asia, 14 having seen him in 

the temple, were stirring-up 15 the whole crowd 

I D. And they put their hands on him," crying-outE, "MenF, Israelites, helpG ! This is the man '' 
teaching everyone everywhere against our people and the Law and this place. And 
furthermore, he also brought Greeks into the temple, and has defiledH this holy place" 

IL For they had previously-seen 16 Trophimus17 the Ephesian in the city with him, whom 
they were supposing! that Paul brought into the templeK 

21 l. And the whole city was set-in-motion18, and a running-together19 of the people took place ;1 1 

m. And having taken-hold-ofL Paul, they were dragging20 him outside of the temple. And 
immediatelyM the doors were shutN 

4l . And while they were seeking0 to kill him, a report went up to the commander2 1 of the [Roman] 
cohortr that all Jerusalem was22 stirred-up-• who at-onceQ, having taken along soldiers and 
centurions23

, ran down upon them 

ID. And the ones, having seen the commander and the soldiers, ceasedR striking5 Paul 

'' ,, 

2D. Then having drawn-nearT, the commander took-hold-ofL him '· 

IL. And he orderedu that he be bound with two chainsv 
21-. And he was inquiringw as to who he might be and what he has done2~. "But other '.J 

ones in the crowd were calling-outx another thing25 

3D. And he not being able to know the certainty26 of it because of the uproarY- he orderedu 
that he be brought into the barracks2 

.:JI) But when he27 came-to-be on the stairs, it happened28 that he was carried by the soldiers 
because of the violenceAA of the crowd-• for the multitude of the people were following, '1 • 

crying-outE, "Take him away" 

SC. And being about to be brought into the barracks, Paul says to the commander, "ls it 
permissible88 for me to say something to you29?" 

ID. And the one said, "You know Greek? 
0

Then are you not the Egyptian- the one before -~~ 
these days having caused-an-upset30 and led out into the wilderness the four-thousand 
men of the Assassins31 ?" 
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1. On this word, see 18: 18. Upon completion of their vow, these four 
would cut their hair, as Paul did in 18: 18. 

2. For details on this vow, see Num 6. 
J. Same word as in v 26. On this word, see 1 Jn 3:3. 
4. That is, pay their expenses, showing your support for them. This 

was perceived as a good deed for a Jew, an act of charity. Elsewhere 
only in Mk 5:26; Lk 15:14; 2 Cor 12:15; Jam 4:3. GK 1251. Related 
to "cost" in Lk 14:28. 

5. Some manuscripts instead say" ... in order that they will shave the 
head and all may know ... " {K}. 

6. That is, that Paul has not abandoned his Jewish heritage. On this 
word, see Gal 5:25. 

7. Same word as in 15:20, where this occurred. In other words, the 
Jewish believers are not saying Gentiles should perform the Jewish 
customs Paul was being asked to do in v 24. On this word, see Heb 
13:22. Some manuscripts say "we sent [a letter], having ... " {C}. 

8. Same word as 16:4. 
9. Some manuscripts say "they should keep no such thing, except that 

they should guard ... " { B}. 
IO. Or, "be on guard against", and so "avoid". Same word as in Lk 

12: 15; 2 Pet 3:17. Same word as "keeping" in 16:4 and 21:24, with 
different grammar. On this word, see "keep" in Jn 12:25. Not 
related to "abstain" in 15:29. On the four items, see 15:20, 29. 

11. On this idiom, "on the next day", see Lk 13:33. 
12. Elsewhere only in 24: 17; Rom 15: 16; Eph 5:2; Heb I 0:5, 8, I 0, 14, 

18. GK 4714. Related to "offer" next. 
13. That is, Paul was going in repeatedly until the offerings for all five 

of them were completed. 
14. This plan (v 23-24) would have worked with the local Jewish Chris

tians. But when these Jews from Asia (Ephesus) recognized Paul 
and Trophimus (v 29), they aroused the Jerusalem Jews, and the 
believers could do nothing. 

15. Same word as in v 3 I. On this word, see "confound" in 9:22. 
16. This is a participle, "they were having previously seen". 
17. Trophimus came with Paul in 20:4. He is mentioned elsewhere only 

in 2 Tim 4:20, as left sick at Miletus. GK 5576. 

18. Or, "aroused". On this word, see "move" in Rev 2:5. 
19. Used only here. GK 5282. The related verb is in 3: 11. 
20. Same word as in 16: 19. 
21. His name was Claudius Lysias, 23 :26. This word means a military 

commander of 1000 men, similar to a modem major or colonel. In 
the Roman army, this person was known as a "tribune", and com
manded a cohort of about 600 men plus support staff. Centurions 
reported to him. He was in charge of Jerusalem in the absence of the 
procurator (governor). He reported to the procurator, who for Lysias 
was Felix, 23:24. Felix was in Caesarea at this time. Used in this 
sense in Mk 6:21; Jn 18: 12; Act 21:31, 32, 33, 37; 22:24, 26, 27, 28, 
29; 23:10, 15, 17, 18, 19, 22; 24:22; 25:23. Elsewhere only in Rev 
6:15; 19:18. GK 5941. 

22. More literally, "is", as the Greek typically phrases it. 
23. These were commanders of 100 men. On this word, see Mt 8:5. 
24. This is a participle, what "he is having done". 
25. That is, than the one speaking. This is the literal rendering of this 

idiom. It may be more fully phrased as "some in the crowd were 
calling out one thing; others, another". This idiom is similar to the 
one in 19:32. 

26. Same word as in 22:30, and as "certain" in 25:26, where Festus still 
struggles with it. Elsewhere only as "secure" in Heb 6: 19; and 
"safe" in Phil 3:1. GK 855. Related to "securely" in Act 16:23; 
"make secure" in 16:24; and "certainty" in Lk I :4. 

27. That is, Paul. Paul is carried off by the soldiers. 
28. Elsewhere only in Mk 10:32; Lk 24:14; Act 3:10; 20:19; I Cor 

10:11; I Pet4:12;2Pet2:22.GK520/. 
29. Some manuscripts say "to speak to you" {N}. 
30. Or, "caused a rebellion, revolt". On this word, see ''upset" in Gal 5: 12. 
31. Or, "Sicarii". This was the name of a radical Jewish nationalist 

group that used assassination against their political opponents. The 
word means "dagger", and is used only here. Josephus speaks of 
them and of this Egyptian. Used only here. GK 4974. 
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2 D. And Paul said, "11 am a Jewish man from-Tarsus o/Cilicia2, a citizenA of no insignificant3 '') 

city- and I beg8 you, pennitc me to speak to the people" 

<iC. And he having pennittedc it, Paul, standing on the stairs, motioned with his hand to the people. ~ 1 I 

And a great silence having come about, he addressed them in the Hebrew' language0
, saying-

ID. "MenE, brothersF, and fathers, hear my defenseG to you now" 22.1 

IL And having heard that he was addressing them in the Hebrew language0
, they 

granted" more quietnessi 

2D. And he says:"I am5 a Jewish man 

I E. "Having been born in Tarsus of Cilicia, but having been brought-up in this city6 
2 E. "Having been trainedK at the feet of GamalieF in accordance with the strictness8 the 

Law of my ancestor9 

JI·.. "Being a zealotL for God just as 10 you all are today-• who persecutedM this Way 11 

to the point of death, binding12 and handing-overN both men and women to prisons, 
as indeed the high priest testifies0 concerning me, and the whole Council-of-eldersP :i 

IF. "From whom also having received letters to the brothersF, I was proceeding13 

to Damascus to bring14 bound15 to Jerusalem even the ones being there, in order 
that they might be punished16 

3D. "But it came about in my proceeding and drawing-nea~ to Damascus about mid-dayR, h 
that suddenly5 a great light from heaven flashed 17 around me. •And I fell to the ground 18, 

and heard a voice saying to me, 'Saul, Saul, why are you persecutingM Me?' 

l E. "And I answered, 'Who are You, sir?' 19 ~ 

2E. "And He said to me, 'I am Jesus the NazareneT, Whom you are persecuting' 
3E. "And the ones being with me saw the light20- but did not hear2 1 the voice a/the '' 

One speaking to me 
41~. "And I said, 'What shall I do, Lord?' 111 
SL. "And the Lord said to me, 'Having arisen, proceed into Damascus. And there it will 

be told you concerning everything which has been assigned22 to you to do' 
<>L "But since I was not seeing because of the glory a/that light, I came into Damascus I I 

being hand-ledu by the ones being with me 

4 D. "And a certain Ananias- a reverentv man in-relation-to23 the Law, being attestedw by all I 2 
the Jews dwellingx there24 :having come to me, and having stood near- said to me, I~ 
'Brother Saul, see again' 

l E. "And I looked-up25 at him at the very hour26 

2L. "And the one said- 14 

1 F. 'The God of our fathers appointed27 you 

I Ci. 'To knowY His will28 

2<1. 'And to seez the Righteous One29 and hear a voice from His mouth 
J< i. 'Because you will be a witnessAA for Him to all people of the things which I~ 

you have seen and which you heard 
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Paul uses grammar that implies he will make a second statement, 
which is the request in the second half of this sentence. He links 
together his answer and his request. 
Tarsus was the capital city in the Roman province ofCilicia. 
On this idiom, see "no small" in 12:18. 
That is, the spoken language of the Hebrews at that time, which 
modem linguists call Aramaic. Elsewhere only in 22:2; 26: 14. GK 
1579. Related to the word in 6:1; and in Jn 19:20. 

i. Some manuscripts have the same grammar as in 21 :39, which indi
cates that additional statements about himself will follow (N}. 

I. That is, Jerusalem. 
1. Gamaliel was a famous and respected rabbi, mentioned elsewhere 

only in 5:34. GK I 137. 
~- Or, "exactness, precision, minuteness, accurateness". Used only 

here. GK 205. Related to "strictest" in 26:5, and to "accurately" in 
Mt2:8. 

9. That is, the Law passed down from my father. Paul was a son of 
Pharisees, 23:6. On this word, see 24: 14. 

I 0. Paul also was a zealot acting "not in accordance with knowledge" 
(Rom 10:2) at that time in his life. 

11. On this term, see 9:2. 
12. This word is used with "chains and shackles" in Lk 8:29. On this 

word, see "bind-up" in Mt 23 :4. 
13. Paul was an official, authorized agent of the Sanhedrin in this mat

ter, from whom he was proceeding. 
14. On the grammar of this word, see "to do" in 24: 17. 
15. This is a participle, "having been bound". On this word, see I Cor 

7:27. Not related to the word in v 4. 
16. Elsewhere only in 26: 11, where the purpose is stated- to force 

these believers to blaspheme Jesus. GK 5512. Related to "punish
ment" in Heb 10:29. 

17. Same word as in 9:3, but here "around" is also expressed separately. 
18. This word refers to the "bottom" of anything. Used only here. 

GK 1611. 
19. See 9:5 on this question. "Sir" is the same word as "Lord" in v IO. 
20. Paul uses grammar that emphasizes the contrast between the two 

halves of this sentence. Some manuscripts add "and became ter
rified" {B}. 

21. Both "hear" and "voice" are the same words as in 9:7 (the grammar 
is different, but this in itself requires no difference in meaning). 
"Hear" is the common word meaning "hear, hear of, listen to", used 
428 times. GK 20/. In this context, "hear" means "understand'', as 
it does in Mk 4:33; I Cor 14:2. In 9:7, the others heard the sound, 
but saw no one. Here, they saw the light, but did not understand the 
voice. Both taken together give the full picture. Compare Jn 12:29. 

22. Or, "appointed". On this word, see "established" in Rom 13: I. 
23. Or, "with reference to, according to" the requirements of the Law. 

GK2848. 
24. Some manuscripts say "dwelling in Damascus" (B}. 
25. Same word as "see again" earlier, and in 9: 12, 17. It means "to 

receive sight, see again", and simply "to look up". Here it combines 
both ideas, Paul saw again and looked up at Ananias. Used 25 
times. GK 329. 

26. On this phrase, see Lk 2:38. 
27. Or, "selected, chose, took into His hand, prepared/or Himself". 

Elsewhere only in 3:20; 26: 16. GK 4741. The root word is "hand". 
28. That is, His "whole purpose" 20:27. On this word, see Jn 7: 17. 
29. That is, Jesus. 

A. Heb 8: 11, fellow citizen B. 2 Cor 8:4 C. I Tim 2:12 D. Act 2:6 E. I Tim 2: 12 F. Act 16:40 G. I Pet 3: 15 H. Act 17:31 J. I Tim 2: 11 
K. I Cor 11 :32, disciplined L. I Cor 14: 12 M. 2 Tim 3: 12 N. Mt 26:21 0. Jn I :7 P. I Tim 4: 14 Q. Lk 21 :28 R. Act 8:26, south S. Lk 2: 13 
T. Mt 2:23 U. Act 9:8 V. Lk 2:25 W. Act 6:3 X. Eph 3: 17 Y. Lk I :34 Z. Lk 2:26 AA. Act I :8 



Acts 22: 16 478 Verse. 

2 F. 'And now, why are you delaying? Having arisen, be baptizedA, and wash-away8 I 1, 

your sins, having called-uponc His name1' 

5 D. "And it came about at my having returned to Jerusalem, and while I was praying in the I 7 
temple, that I came-to-be in a trance0 , "and saw Him saying to me, 'HurryE, and go out 1 ~ 
from Jerusalem quicklyF, because they will not acceptG your testimonyH about Me' 

11 ·. "And I said, 'Lord, they themselves know that throughout the synagogues2 I was : •1 

imprisoning and beatingl the ones putting-faith upon3 You. •And when the blood of '11 

Stephen Your witness4 was being shedK, I myself also was standing-near and giving
approval5 and guardingL the garments of the ones killing him' 6 

:'.I:. "And He said to me, 'Be going, because I will send you outM, far away to the 
Gentiles'" 

7C. And they were listening-to him up to this statementN. And they raised their voice, saying, 
"Take away such a one from the earth, for it was not proper7 that he continue-living8

" 

SC. And while they were shouting9 and throwing-off their cloaks and throwing dust into the air, • 
the commander ordered that he be brought into the barracks- having said that he should be ~4 
interrogated10 with whips 11 , in order that he might leam0 for what reason they were calling-
out12 against him in this manner 

I D. But when they stretched him out with the straps 13, Paul said to the centurionP standing ~' 
there, "ls it lawfu!Ofar you to whip a man who is a Roman and uncondemned14?" 

2D. And having heard it, the centurion, having gone to the commander, reported\ saying, 'ii 

"What15 are you about to do? For this man is a Roman" 
:; D. And having gone to him, the commander said to him, "Tell me, are you a Roman?" 

11.. And the one said, "Yes" 
n . And the commander responded, "I acquired5 this citizenshipT with a large sum [of .' :-: 

money]" 
11 .. And Paul said, "But I indeed have been bom16 one" 

-rn. So the ones being about to interrogate him immediately withdrewu from him _·q 

5D. And the commander also became afraid, having leamed0 that he was 17 a Roman, and 
because he had bound 18 him 

'!C And on the next day, wanting to know the certaintyv as to why he was 19 being accusedw by ;, 1 

the Jews, he released20 him, and ordered the chief priests and the whole Sanhedrin to come 
together. And having brought Paul down, he stood him before them 

11 l. And Paul, having looked-intentlyx at the Sanhedrin, said, "Men, brothers, I have conducted
myself21 with all good conscience22 before God up to this day" 

I 1 ·. And the high priest Ananias23 commandedv the ones standing near him to strikez 
his mouth24 

21.. Then Paul said to him, "God is going to strike you- whitewashed25 wall! Do You 
indeed sit there judgingAA me according to the Law, and violating-the-Law26, order88 

that I be struckz?" 
.IL And the ones standing near said, "Are you revilingcc the high priest of God?" 
41 :. And Paul said, "I did not know0

D, brothers, that he was27 high priest. 28 For it has been " 
written [in Ex 22:28) that 'You shall not speak badly29 ofa rulerEE of your people'" 
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I. Some manuscripts say "the name of the Lord" { K}. 
2. Or. "synagogue by synagogue, according to the synagogues". Com-

pare 26: I I where "all" is added. 
3. On "put faith upon", see Rom 4:5. 
4. Or. "martyr". On this word. see Rev 2: IJ. 
5. Same word as in 8: I. Some manuscripts add "to his killing" {N}, 

as in 8: I. 
6. Paul offers this as evidence that he is the most qualified one to reach 

those in Jerusalem. 
7. Or, "fitting". Elsewhere only in Rom I :28. GK 2763. 
8. This idiom means "he ought to have been killed long ago", "he should 

not have been permitted to live this long", "his death is long overdue" 
(as opposed to "he should be killed right now"). Compare 25:24. 

9. Elsewhere only in Mt 12:19;Lk4:41;Jn 11:43; 12:13; 18:40; 19:6, 
12. 15. GK 3198. Related to "clamor" in Act 23:9, and "cry out' in 
Mt8:29. 

10. Or, "examined". Elsewhere only in v 29. GK 458. Related to 
"search out" in Mt 10: 11. 

11 . On this word, see "scourge" in Mk 3: I 0. Related to the verb in v 25. 
12. Same word as in 21 :34. 
I 3. Or, "for the straps", that is, for the whips. This word refers to a 

leather thong or strap, and could refer either to that with which the 
soldiers secured Paul, or to the leather straps in the whip. Elsewhere 
only of the "strap" ofa sandal in Mk I :7; Lk 3: 16; Jn 1:27. GK 2666. 

14. Without a Roman judgment against Paul, the answer is no. Else
where only in 16:37. GK 185. 

15. Some manuscripts say "Watch what you are about to do" {A}. 
16. This means that Paul's father or a previous ancestor had somehow 

become a citizen. For some theories, consult the commentaries. On 
this word, see I Jn 2:29. 

17. More literally, "is", as the Greek typically phrases it. 
18. This is a participle, "he was having bound". The commander's 

treatment of Paul broke the Roman law. 
19. More literally, "is", as the Greek typically phrases it. 
20. Or, "unbound him". Some manuscripts add "from the bonds" {N}. 

Paul's case now became one with regard to Jewish law rather than 
Roman law. The commander would have to decide what to do with 
Paul after hearing the Sanhedrin's charges against him, and would 
keep him in protective custody until that time. As it turns out, Paul 
remains in this status until the end of the book. lfthe Jews charged 
and convicted Paul of desecrating the temple by bringing in a Gen
tile (21 :28-29), the commander would execute him in accordance 
with Jewish law regarding the temple, even though he was a Roman 
citizen (but by sword, not in a disgraceful way like crucifixion). On 
this word, see "break" in Mt 5: 19. 

21. Or, "conducted-my-citizenship". On this word, see Phil I :27. 
22. Elsewhere only in 24:16; Rom 2:15; 9:1; 13:5; I Cor 8:7, 10, 12; 

10:25, 27, 28, 29; 2 Cor I: 12; 4:2; 5: 11; 1 Tim I :5, 19; 3:9; 4:2; 2 
Tim 1:3; Tit 1:15; Heb 9:9, 14; 10:22; 13:18; I Pet 3:16, 21; and 
as "consciousness" in Heb 10:2; I Pet 2: 19. GK 5287. It means 
"consciousness", and, "moral consciousness, conscience". The root 
words mean "to know together with, to have co-knowledge", so the 
conscience is the moral knowledge that we have together with the 
action itself. 

23. Ananias is mentioned elsewhere only in 24: I. He was high priest 
from A.O. 47-58. GK 393. 

24. Whether or not Paul was struck is not stated. Paul either interrupts 
the command, or responds after it is done. 

25. This is a participle, wall "having been whitewashed". On this word, 
see Mt 23:27. 

26. Or, "breaking-the-Law, acting-contrary-to-the-Law". This is a 
participle. Used only here. GK 4174. Related to "law-violation" 
in 2 Pet 2:16. 

27. More literally, "is", as the Greek typically phrases it. 
28. On the suggestions as to why Paul did not know this, consult the 

commentaries. Some think this was an informal inquiry by the 
Roman commander held in the Roman fortress. 

29. Or, "evil-ly", referring to the name Paul called Ananias in v 3. GK 
2809. Related to "evil" in v 9. 

A.Mkl:8 B.1Cor6:11 C.1Petl:l7 D.ActlO:lO E.2Pet3:12,hasten F.Revl:I G.Mk4:20 H.Jnl:7 J.Jnl8:23 K.Mt26:28, 
poured out L. Jn 12:25, keep M. Gal 4:4, sent forth N. I Cor 12:8, word 0. Col I :6, understood P. Mt 8:5 Q. I Cor 6: 12 R. I Jn I :3, 
announcing S. I Thes 4:4 T. Eph 2: 12 U. I Tim 4: I, depart V. Act 21 :34 W. Jn 5:45 X. Lk 4:20 Y. Lk 8:25 Z. Lk 6:29 AA. Mt 7: I 
BB.Mtl4:28 CC.1Cor4:12 DD.1Jn2:29 EE.Revl:5 
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2D. And Paul, having known that the one part of them was1 o/Sadducees and the other of '' 
Pharisees, was crying-outA in the Sanhedrin, "Men, brothers, I am a Pharisee, a son of 
Pharisees2. Pam beingjudged8 concerning the hope4 and5 resurrection of the dead" 

I E. And he having said this, a dispute6 between the Pharisees and Sadducees took place, 
and the assemblyc was divided7 

I F. For Sadducees8 say that there is not a resurrection, nor an angel, nor a spirit
but Pharisees confess0 all9 three 

7 

2E. And a great clamor10 took place '' 
JI~. And having stood up, some 11 of the scribes of the Pharisees' part12 were battling 13, 

saying, "We are finding no evil 14 in this man. And what if a spirit did speak to him, 
or an angel15?" 

:m. And while a great dispute was taking place, the commanderE-having feared that16 Paul i 11 

might be torn-to-pieces 17 by them- orderedF the troop 18, having gone down, to snatch19 

him out of the midst0 of them, and bring him to the barracksH 

I oc·. And on the following night,20 the Lord, having stood near him, said, "Take-courage21 . For as 
you solemnly-testifiedi in Jerusalem as to the things concerning Me, so you mustK also testifyL 
in Rome" 

I IC. And having become day, 22 the Jews23 , having held a gathering24 , bound themselves under-a
curse25, saying that they would neither eat nor drink until which time they killed Paul 

11 

'' '~ 

I D. Now there were more than forty having made this sworn-pact26- •who, having gone to I ' I -t 
the chief priests and the elders, said, "With a curse27, we bound ourselves under-a-curse28 

to eat29 nothing until which time we kill Paul 

IL. "Now therefore, you, along with the Sanhedrin, notify the commander3° so that he '' 
may bring him down to you31 , as-though you are intendingM to deterrnine32 the things 
concerning him more accurately33 

21·:. "And we are preparedN that we might kill him before he draws-near0 " 

2D. But the son of the sister of Paul- having heard-a/the ambush34 , having come and entered i" 
into the barracks- reportedP it to Paul 

:rn. And Paul, having summonedO one of the centurions, said, "Lead this young-manR away I' 
to the commander, for he has something to reportP to him" 

40. So indeed the one, having taken him along, led him to the commander. And he says, "Paul IS 
the prisoner5

, having summonedO me, asked that/ lead this young man to you- he 
having something to tell you" 

5 D. And the commander- having taken-hold-off his hand, and having withdrawnu privatelyv- I •J 

was asking, "What is it that you have to reportP to me?" 

IE. And he said that "The Jews agreedw to ask you so that tomorrow you might bring ~11 
Paul down to the Sanhedrin, as-though intendingM to inquirex something more 
accurately concerning him 

2L. "So don't you be persuadedY by them. For more than forty men from-among them ~I 
are lying-in-wait-forZ him who bound themselves under-a-curse neither to eat nor 
drink until which time they kill him 

JI:. "And now they are preparedN, waiting-forAA the promise35 from you" 
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I. More literally, "is", as the Greek typically phrases it. 
2. Some manuscripts have this singular, "of a Pharisee" {N}. 
3. In some manuscripts, the word that makes this bold is omitted {C}. 
4. Compare 24:21; and 24: 15; 26:6, 7; 28:20. On "hope", see Col 1:5. 
5. That is, our hope for the dead and the resurrection of the dead, stat

ing in abbreviated form the same concept from two viewpoints. It 
could also be rendered "our hope- even the resurrection ... ". It is 
a dual statement of a single concept, which some simplify into one 
phrase, "the hope of the resurrection ... ". Note Paul's statement of it 

in 24:21. 
6. Or, "dissension, discord, uprising". Same word as in 15:2; 23:10; 

24:5; and as "riot" in Act 19:40; and "rebellion" in Mk 15:7; Lk 
23: 19, 25. The root word is "to stand", the sense in these uses being 
"to take a stand against" lo various degrees. Elsewhere only in a dif
ferent sense as "standing" in Heb 9:8. GK 5087. 

7. Same word as in 14:4. 
8. Luke uses grammar that emphasizes the contrast between the two 

halves of this sentence. 
9. Or, "both", if ·'nor an angel nor spirit" is viewed as one thing. Note 

v 9. This word means "both" if referring to two things, or "all" if 
more than two. Same word as in 19: 16. Elsewhere only as "both" 
in Mt 9: 17; 13:30; 15: 14; Lk I :6, 7; 5:7; 6:39; 7:42; Act 8:38; Eph 
2:14, 16, 18. GK 317. 

I 0. Or, "shouting, outcry". A shouting match. On this word, see "out-
cry" in Heb 5:7. Related to the verb "shouting" in 22:23. 

11. Some manuscripts omit "some of" {N}. 
12. Same word as in v 6, where the two parts are defined. 
I 3. That is, verbally. Or, "fighting, contending, arguing vehemently". 

Used only here. GK 1372. Related to "battle" in 2 Tim 2:24. 
14. Or, nothing "bad, wicked, wrong". The Jews found plenty to disagree 

with, but nothing evil. On this word, see 3 Jn 11. They support Paul 
with regard to the principles included in his stand which they agree 
with, but not with regard to the Christian details of his stand. 

15. Some manuscripts say "and ifa spirit did speak to him, or an angel, 
let us not fight against God" { N}. 

16. On this idiom, see 5:26. 
17. Elsewhere only of chains being "tom apart" in Mk 5:4. GK 1400. 
18. Or, "squad, detachment, band of soldiers". Same word as in v 27, 

where it is also singular. ll is plural in Mt 22:7; Lk 23: 11; Rev 9: 16. 
Elsewhere only as "armies" in Rev 19:14, 19. GK 5128. Related 
to "soldier" in Mt 28: 12. 

19. Or, "seize, take by force". On this word, see "snatch away" in 2 Cor 
12:2. 

20. That is, that night (as we call it), the night following the day men
tioned in 22:30. 

21. Elsewhere only in Mt 9:2, 22; 14:27; Mk 6:50; 10:49; Jn 16:33; all 

this same command. GK 2510. Related to the noun "courage" in 
28: 15, expressed separately with the verb "to take". Some manu
scripts add "Paul" { N}. 

22. Note how parallel the flow of phrases is in v 11 and 12. The Lord 
makes a promise or oath to Paul for the purpose of life, and the Jews 
make an oath to God for the purpose of death (note Jn 16:2). 

23. Some manuscripts say "some of the Jews" {B}. 
24. This noun means a collection, aggregate, gathering of things. It is 

used ofa "swarm" of bees, a "flock" of birds, so that perhaps "hav
ing formed a band [of conspirators]" says it here. In both NT occur
rences, it is used of a gathering of people- in Act 19:40, a 
"disorderly gathering"; here, a "seditious gathering". GK 53 71. The 
evil nature of the gathering as a conspiracy comes from the context. 
The related verb is "gather" in Ml 17:22. Thus, they "held a gath
ering", at which they "bound themselves under a curse", resulting 
in a "sworn pact and alliance", v 13. 

25. On this word, "to bind-under-a-curse", see "curse" in Mk 14:71. 
Same word as in v 14, 21. The oath these men took was, "May God 
curse us if we eat or drink before we kill Paul". They enlist the Jew
ish authorities in this pact in v 14. 

26. Or, "having formed this conspiracy". This word means "conspir
acy, a body of men leagued by an oath". Used only here. GK 5350. 
The root word is "to swear with an oath", the word in Jam 5: 12. It 
is a "swearing together" by a group, a "sworn alliance" (empha
sizing the forty men), and a "sworn pact" (emphasizing the oath 
taken). Both ideas are included here. 

27. On this word, see "accursed" in Rom 9:3. 
28. The Greek reflected here, repeating the noun and verb of the same 

word, is a literal rendition of a Hebrew way of speaking. ll means 
"we bound ourselves under a solemn curse". 

29. Or, "taste". Elsewhere in Acts only in 10: 10; 20: 11. On this word, 
see "taste" in Heb 6:4. Not the same word as in v 12 and 21 (see 
Act 10:13). 

30. That is, notify him officially. Luke does not state whether all the 
Sanhedrin were to be told of this plot. The conspirators may have 
approached the Sadducee faction and excluded the Pharisee faction. 
These leaders try this again two years later, in 25:3. 

31. Some manuscripts add "tomorrow" {N}, as in v 20. 
32. Or, "discern, distinguish". Same word as 24:22. 
33. The commander had already said that he desired this, 22:30. On this 

word, see Mt 2:8. 
34. Elsewhere only in 25:3. GK 1909. Related to "lying in wait for" 

in v 21. 
35. That is, the promise that the commander will bring Paul down to 

them at a certain time. On this word, see I Jn 2:25. 

A. Mt 8:29 B. Mt 7:1 C. Act6:2, multitude D. I Tim 6:12 E.Act21:31 F. Mt 14:28 G. 2 Thes 2:7 H. Rev 20:9, camp J. I Tim 5:21, solemnly 
charge K. Mt 16:21 L. Jn 1:7 M. Mk 10:32, going to N. Mk 14:15 0. Lk 21:28 P. I Jn 1:3, announcing Q. Act 2:39, call to R. Act 7:58 
S. Eph 3: I T. Lk 20:20 U. Mt 4: 12, went back V. Mt 14: 13 W. Lk 22:5 X. Act 23:34, learn Y. I Jn 3: 19 Z. Lk 11 :54 AA. Act 24: 15 
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6D. 

482 

Then indeed the commander sent away the young-man, having commandedA him to tell 
no one "that you revealed 1 these things to me". •And having summoned6 a certain2 two 
of the centurionsc, he said 

I L. "Prepare0 two-hundred soldiers and seventy horsemen3 and two-hundred spearmen4, 
so that they may proceed to Caesarea5 at the third hour" of the night" 

Verse 

,~ 
L_ 

21'. And that they should provideE mountsF, in order that having put-on Paul, they might 2-l 
bring him safely throughG to Felix7 the governor,• he having written a IetterH having , ' 
this form!-

IF. "Claudius Lysias8
, to the most-excellent9 governor Felix, greetingsK ~'' 

2F. "I rescuedL this man having been seizedM by the Jews and being about to be 
killed by them, having come-suddenly-uponN them with the troop 10

- having 
learned0 that he was 11 a Roman 12 

J F. "And wanting to know the reason for which they were accusingP him, I brought 
him down to their Sanhedrin-

0

whom 13 I found being accusedP about issues 14 
''I 

a/their Law, but having no accusation15 worthyO of death or imprisonmentR 
-lF. "And a plot16 having been disclosed 17 to me that would 18 be against the man 19, ~' 1 

I sent him to you at once, having also ordered20 his accusers to speak the things 
against him before you21 " 

I llB. So indeed the soldiers, in accordance with the thing having been commanded5 them, having picked- 'I 
up T Paul, brought him during the night to Antipatris22

. 'And on the next day, they23 returned to the 
barracks, having let24 the horsemen depart with him-' who25, having entered into Caesarea, and · , 
having delivered the letter to the governor, presentedE Paul to him also 

I ( ·. And26 having read it, and having asked from what province he was27
, and having Iearned28 that : l 

he was from Cilicia, 
0

he said, "I will give you a hearing29 whenever your accusers also ·' 
arrive"- having ordered30 that he be guardedu in the Praetorium31 of Herod 

:'. C . And after five days, the high priest Ananias v came down with some elders32 and an attorney33, =-i I 
a certain Tertullus- who34 brought-charges against Paul to the governor 

I IJ. And he35 having been called, Tertullus began to accusew him, saying-

11 . "Attainingx much36 peace through you- and reforms37 taking place for this nation 
through your foresightY 'both38 in every way and everywhere- we welcome39 it, 
most-excellentz FelixAA, with all thankfulness66 

:1.1. "But in order that I may not hinder4° you furtherCc, I beg you to hear us briefly, by -l 
your kindness41 

11 . "For having found this man to be 

I Ci "A plague42 

2< i. "And setting-in-motion43 disputes44 among all the Jews throughout the 
world00 

:ic,. "And a ringleader45 of the sectEE of the Nazarenes46 

4Ci. "Who even tried to profane47 the temple '' 

21·. "Whom also we seizedFF_4s -•9 

JF "From whom you yourself, having examinedGG him, will be able to JearnHH ~ 
about all these things of which we are accusingw him 
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I. Or. "gave notice of". Same word as "notify" in v 15. GK 1872. 
2. The commander hand-picked two men to do this. Some manu

scripts omit this word { C) . 
3. Or, "cavalrymen". Elsewhere only in v 32. GK 2689. Related to 

"cavalry" in Rev 9: 16. The root word is "horse". 
4. Or, "slingers, bowmen". The precise meaning of this military term 

is not certain. The root word is "right", perhaps implying a weapon 
taken in or used by the right hand. The shield was taken in the left 
hand. Used only here. GK 1287. 

5. That is, the Roman capital of Judea on the coast, 65 miles or 100 
kilometers from Jerusalem. See 8:40. 

6. That is, 9 P.M. More literally, "from the third hour". Beginning from 
9 P.M., the troop would be proceeding there. 

7. After the death of King Herod Agrippa I in A.D. 44 (Act 12: I), the 
Roman Emperor Claudius (Act 18:2) put Judea under the rule of 
Roman procurators (similar to the prefects like Pontius Pilate). 
Felix was the fourth procurator of Judea, serving from A.D. 52-59. 
He is mentioned in chapter 23-24, and in 25: 14. GK 5772. 

8. This is the name of the Roman "commander" in view since 21 :31, 
and elsewhere only in 24:22. GK 3385. 

9. Same word as in 24:3; 26:25. On this word, see Lk I :3. 
I 0. Same word as in v I 0. 
11. More literally, "is", as the Greek typically phrases it. 
12. Lysias reverses the order of events, providing himself with the higher 

motive (rescuing a Roman), rather his real initial motive (maintain
ing order, doing his duty). He omits the messy (and now irrelevant) 
details. Some punctuate this with what follows, "troop. Having 
learned that he is a Roman, and wanting to know ... him, I brought...". 

13. That is, Paul. 
14. Or, "controversial questions". On this word, see 15:2. 
15. Or, "charge". Elsewhere only in 25: 16. GK 1598. Related to 

"accuse" just used twice. 
16. Elsewhere only in 9:24; 20:3, 19. GK 2101. 
17. On this word, see "showed" in Lk 20:37. 
18. More literally, "will", as the Greek typically phrases it. 
19. Some manuscripts add "from them". Others say "that will certainly 

be against the man by the Jews" { B}. 
20. Lysias gave this order on the next day, after this letter was sent, but 

before Felix read it. Same word as "commanded" in v 22. 
21. Some manuscripts add "Farewell" { B}. 
22. This is a city about 40 miles or 60 kilometers from Jerusalem. Used 

only here. GK 526. 
23. That is, the walking soldiers. The horsemen continued on from 

Antipatris to Caesarea with Paul. 
24. That is, the centurions in charge of the mission permitted it. Luke 

abbreviates. 
25. That is, the horsemen. 
26. Some manuscripts add "the governor" { K}. 
27. More literally, "is", as the Greek typically phrases it. 
28. Or, "learned-by-inquiry". Elsewhere only as "inquire" in Mt 2:4; 

L.k 15:26; 18:36; Jn 4:52; 13:24; Act 4:7; 10: 18; 21 :33; 23:20; and 
"ask" in Act 10:29; 23: 19. GK 4785. 

29. This verb "give-a-hearing", a legal term, is used only here. GK 
1358. Or, "I will hear you fully". 

30. Some manuscripts say" ... arrive". And he ordered ... " {K). 
31. On this word, see Phil I: 13. It was built in Caesarea by Herod the 

Great. 
32. Some manuscripts say "the elders" {NJ. 
33. Or, "advocate, speaker". That is, a lawyer (in the Roman sense) who 

could skillfully argue their case. Some think he was a Hellenistic 
Jew; others, a hired Roman. Used only here. GK 4842. 

34. This word is plural, and refers back to the whole group. 
35. That is, Paul. 
36. Or, "long". Either "much" in quality or quantity. Tertullus begins 

with exaggerated flattery. 
37. Used only here. GK 1480. Some manuscripts say "prosperity" {N}. 

Related to "reformation" in Heb 9: I 0. 
38. This is the Greek word order. Tertullus is exaggerating Felix's 

accomplishments. Or, "foresight- we welcome ii both in every 
way and everywhere". In this case, he is exaggerating the Jews' sub
mission to Felix. 

39. Or, "accept, acknowledge, approve". On this word, see Act 2:41. 
The Jews welcome the peace and reforms. 

40. Or, "delay, detain, cut in on, weary". On this word, see Gal 5:7. 
41. Or, "graciousness, reasonableness, fairness, tolerance". Elsewhere 

only in 2 Cor I 0: I. GK 2116. Related to "kindness" in Phil 4:5. 
42. Or, "a pestilent one, a diseased one, a pest, a troublesome one". That 

is, a public menace, a (spiritually) diseased person who is a threat to 
society. Elsewhere only in Lk 21: 11, of literal plagues. GK 3369. 

43. Or, "arousing, agitating". Same word as in 21:30. 
44. Or, more strongly, "riots". Some manuscripts have this word sin

gular {N}, meaning "dissension". Same word as in 23:7. 
45. In a more favorable context, this word would mean "leader, chief". 

Used only here. GK 4756. 
46. Used in this way only here. On this word, see Mt 2:23. 
47. Tertullus is referring to 21 :28-29. On this word, see Mt 12:5. 
48. Having raised the hammer of accusation, Tertullus stops, and hands 

it to Felix, instead of slamming it down himself in conclusion. Fiery 
demands would surely backfire. This is especially true in view of 
the weakness of the accusations- "a pest"?; "disputes"?; "tried 
to"? These are Jewish religious complaints, not violations of 
Roman law. Lysias was correct, 23:29. It appears the Jews are hop
ing for a favorable response based on political considerations and 
good relations, not evidence. They want a favor (25:3), not Roman 
justice. The Romans often went along with them in this fashion 
with regard to Jewish people and issues (as in the case of Jesus), but 
they would not do so with regard to a Roman. 

49. Some manuscripts add as v 6b-8a, "And we wanted to judge him 
according to our Law. But having arrived, Lysias the commander 
led him away from our hands with much violence, having com
manded his accusers to come before you" { B). This addition also 
makes "from whom" in v 8 refer to Lysias rather than Paul. 

A. I Tim I :3 B. Act 2:39, call to C. Mt 8:5 D. Mk 14:15 E. Rom 12: I, present F. I Cor 15:39, livestock G. Act 27:43, bring safely through 
H. 2 Thes 3:17 J. I Pet 5:3, pattern K. 2 Cor 13:11, rejoice L. Gal 1:4 M. Lk 2:21, conceived N. Lk 21:34 0. Phil 4:11 P. Act 26:2 
Q. Rev 16:6 R. Phil I :7 S. I Cor 7: 17, directing T. Act I :2, taken up U. Jn 12:25, keep V. Act 23:2 W. Jn 5:45 X. Lk 20:35 Y. Rom 13: 14, 
provision Z. Lk I :3 AA. Act 23:24 BB. I Tim 4:3, thanksgiving CC. 2 Tim 2: 16 DD. Heb 2:5 EE. I Cor 11: 19, faction FF. Heb 4: 14, 
hold on to GG. I Cor 2: 14 HH. Col I :6, understood 



Acts 24:9 484 Verse: 

2 D. And the Jews also joined-in-the-attack 1, assertingA that these things hold so2 'I 

3 D. And Paul responded, the governor8 having noddedc to him to speak I r J 

11'. "Knowing-about0 you being a judge3 to this nation for many years,4 I cheerfully5 I I 
speak-a-defenseE as to the things concerning myself-

0

you being able to learn6 that 

IF. "It is not more than twelve days7 sinceF I went up to Jerusalem to worship8 

2 F. "And neither in the temple did they find me arguing9 with anyone, or causing I 2 
an onset10 of a crowd- nor in the synagogues, nor throughout the city! 

J F. "Nor are they able to prove11 to you the things concerning which they now are I \ 

accusingG me 

~le .. "But I confess 12 this to you- that according to the Way13 which they call a sect14
, 1-l 

thus I am worshiping15 the God of my ancestor16 

l F. "Believing all the things in accordance with the Law, and the things having 
been written in the Prophets 

2 F. "Having a hopeH in God which these ones themselves also are waiting-for 17- I' 
that there will-certainly 18 be a resurrection 19 of both righteous ones and 
unrighteous ones 

3 F. "In this20 indeed I am striving21 to have a blamelessl conscienceK toward God I h 

and people continuallyL 

3L "Now after many years,22 I came to do23 acts-of-almsgiving24 for my nation, and I : 
offerings25, •during which they found me in the temple, having been purified26- not I .~ 
with a crowd, nor with a commotion27 

4 E. "But there were some Jews from Asia- who28 ought-to-have29 been present30 before I •1 

you and accusingG me, if they have something against me 
SL "Or let these ones themselves31 say what crimeM they found32- I having stood .'ti 

before the Sanhedrin 

IF. "Other-than concerning this one shoutN which I cried-out0 while standing ' I 
among them33

- that 'I am being judgedP before you today concerning the 
resurrection of the dead'" 

4D. And Felix34 adjourned35 them 

11 ·.. Knowing36 more-accuratelyO the things concerning the Way 
2F. Having said, "Whenever Lysias37 the commander comes down, I will determine38 the 

things concerning you39 people" 
~ r. Having given-ordersR to the centurion ~ i 

11-. That he40 be kepts [in custody] 
21-. And that he have a relaxation41 [of custody] 
3 F. And that they forbid42 none of his own people to serve43 him 

JC. And after some days, Felix- having arrived with Drusilla44 his own45 wife, she being a Jew- ~4 
sent for Paul, and listened-to him concerning faith in Christ Jesus46 



485 Acts 24:24 

I. Or, ''.joined in sening upon" him. Used only here. GK 5298. Related 
to "set upon" in 18: 10. Some manuscripts say "agreed" (NJ, using 
the word found in 23:20. 

2. That is, that they are true. On this idiom, see 12:15. 
3. That is, one administering justice. GK 3216. Related word in Mt 7: I. 
4. Felix had been the Roman procurator for about five years at this 

point, with two years remaining until he was replaced by Festus, v 
27. See 23:24 on Felix. Paul had been out of the country for over 
seven years, except for the brief visit in 18:22. But he knew of Felix. 

5. Used only here. GK 2315. Related to "cheerful" in 27:36. Some 
manuscripts say "more-cheerfully" (NJ. 

6. Or, "fully know, find out". Same word as in v 8. Thus the Jews point 
Felix to Paul, who points him to other witnesses. Both express their 
confidence that Felix can find the facts through his own investiga
tion. On this word, see "understood" in Col I :6. 

7. This is an idiom, literally, "there are no more than twelve days for 
me since ... ". The Greek counts from the past forward. We count 
from the present backward, and would say "No more than twelve 
days ago, I went...". Some think Paul is counting from his arrival in 
Jerusalem in 21: 17 to his leaving it in 23:23; others, to his arrival 
in Caesarea in 23:33. There are other views. 

8. Or, "to worship in Jerusalem". On this word, see Mt 14:33. On the 
grammar of it, see "to do" in v 17. 

9. Or, "holding a discussion, speaking". That is, trying to convince 
anyone of anything. On this word, see "reasoned" in 17 :2. 

I 0. Or, "a stoppage, beginning". Paul did nothing to cause a crowd to 
stop and gather. Some manuscripts say "disturbance" {NJ. Else
where only as "pressure" in 2 Cor 11 :28. GK 2180. Related to "sud
denly come upon" in Lk 21 :34. 

11. This word means "to place beside, present, offer". Used only here in 
this sense. The Jews cannot place witnesses and evidence beside their 
assertions to prove them. On this word, see "present" in Rom 12:1. 

12. Or, "acknowledge, admit, declare". On this word, see I Tim 6:12. 
13. See 9:2 on this term. 
14. Same word as in v 5. 
15. Or, "serving". On this word, see Heb 12:28. 
16. Or, "father". Paul is linking himself and the Way to historic 

Judaism, which had the protection of Roman law. Elsewhere only 
in 22:3 (of Law), and 28:17 (of customs). GK 4262. 

17. Or, "accepting". Same word as in Mk 15:23; Lk 2:25, 38; 12:36; 
23:51; Act 23:21; Tit 2:13; Jude 21. Elsewhere only as "accept" in 
Heb 10:34; 11:35; "welcome" in Lk 15:2; and "receive" in Rom 
16:2; Phil 2:29. GK 4657. 

18. This word with this grammar is elsewhere only in 11:28; 27:10. 
This word is in a similar idiom in Ml 24:6. 

19. Same word as in Lk 14: 14; 20:27; Jn 5:29; 11 :24, 25; Act 2:31; 4:2; 
17:18; 24:15; I Cor 15:12; Heb 6:2; 11:35; Phil 3:10; 2 Tim 2:18; 
Rev 20:5. Also used of the resurrection of Christ, Act I :22; Rom I :4; 
Phil 3: IO; I Pet I :3. Also used of a spiritual resurrection to new life 
in Christ, Rom 6:5. Used 42 times. GK 414. The related verb is "rise 
up" in Lk 18:33. Some manuscripts add "of the dead" (NJ. 

20. That is, in his worship, v 14-15. Some manuscripts say "And in this 
I am striving ... " {KJ. 

21. Or, "endeavoring, practicing, training, doing my best, making ii a 
practice". Used only here. GK 828. 

22. Paul has been gone from Israel since 18:22, about five years. See v 11. 

23. This is a future participle, used to express purpose. This idiom 
occurs elsewhere only in Mt 27:49 ("to save"); Act 8:27 ("to wor
ship"); Act 22:5 ("to bring"); and Act 24: 11 ("to worship"). 

24. That is, acts of charity (with the gifts sent by the Gentile churches. 
See Rom 15:26). On this word, see "almsgiving" in Mt 6:2. 

25. On this word, see 21 :26. Paul may be referring to the offerings asso
ciated with Pentecost (20: 16), viewing the gifts of the Gentiles as 
a firstfruit offering. 

26. Same word as in 21 :24, 26. Thal is, in obedience to its laws, not in 
violation of them. 

27. Same word as "uproar" in 21:34. 
28. Paul stops abruptly, and calls for his absent eyewitness accusers to 

specify the charges against him. Why should he state it for them by 
finishing the sentence with "who accused me of defiling the temple". 

29. On this idiom, see "should have" in Mt 25 :27. 
30. Or, "been here". That is, to have been and continue to be present. 

The word "ought-to-have" looks back to the beginning of this event 
in v I. This word (more literally, "be present") refers to the pres
ence of these accusers which still continues to be necessary at the 
moment Paul is speaking. The idea is that if they had done what 
they "ought to have" done, they would "be present" now. English is 
unable to reflect both verbs, so some render it as "ought to have 
been present"; others, as "ought to be present". 

31. That is, the high priest and those with him (v I), who were not eye
witnesses of anything. 

32. Some manuscripts add "in me" (BJ. 
33. The following statement caused a great dispute and split between 

the Pharisees and Sadducees in 23:6- to which Lysias will attest, 
and about which the Romans have absolutely no interest. Thus the 
Jews can produce no witnesses against Paul, while Paul can pro
duce Lysias himself to prove it was a purely religious dispute. 
Paul's case is strong. 

34. Some manuscripts say "And having heard these things, Felix ... " (N}. 
35. Or, "deferred, postponed". Used only here. GK 327. 
36. Some think Luke means "Although knowing .. .'', and therefore being 

without excuse for not releasing him. 
37. That is, the Jerusalem commander who rescued Paul, 23:26. 
38. Or, "decide". Felix will investigate through to a judicial decision. 

He says this in keeping with their confidence in him to "learn" the 
facts, v 8, 11 (a related word). Though he surely saw Lysias many 
times in the following two years, he did not decide the case. He had 
nothing to gain by deciding it. His motive is made plain in v 26. 
Elsewhere only in 23: 15. GK l 336. Related to "decision" in 25:21. 

39. This word is plural, referring to all of them. To reflect this, "peo
ple" is added. 

40. Some manuscripts say "Paul" { K}. 
41. Or, "loosening, abatement". That is, a measure of freedom within 

his confinement, in deference to Paul's Roman citizenship. On this 
word, see "rest" in 2 Cor 8: 13. 

42. Or, "hinder, prevent, restrain, try to stop" from serving Paul. On this 
word, see I Cor 14:39. 

43. On this word, see 13:36. Some manuscripts add "or come to" {N}. 
44. Drusilla was the sister of Agrippa II and Bernice (25: 13). Their 

father was Agrippa I (12:1). GK 1537. 
45. Some manuscripts omit this word; others say "his wife" (N}. 
46. Some manuscripts omit this word (BJ. 

A.Act25:19 B.Mt27:2 C.Jnl3:24 D.Actl8:25 E.Lk21:14 F.Revl6:18 G.Jn5:45 H.Coll:5 J.1Corl0:32 K.Act23:1 
L.2Thes3:16 M.Actl8:14 N.Mkl:26,voice O.Mt8:29 P.Mt7:1 Q.Mt2:8 R.1Cor7:17,directing S.1Jn5:18 



Acts 24:25 486 Verse 

ID. But while he was speakingA about righteousness8
, self-controlc and the comingjudgment0

, ~' 
Felix- having become afraidE, responded, "As to the present, 1 go. And having received 
an opportunity2, I will summonF you"-

11-. At the same time also hoping that moneyG would3 be given to him by Paul.4 ~11 
Therefore indeed, sending for him very-frequentlyH, he was conversing5 with him 

-ll. Now two years having been fulfilled, 6 Felix1 received a successor- Porcius Festus7
• And 

wishingK to gain8 favor9 with the Jews, Felix left Paul boundw. ·so Festus, having set-foot11 2' I 
in the province, went up after three days to Jerusalem from Caesarea 

JI) And the chiefpriests 12 and the leading 13 ones of the Jews brought-charges to him against 
Paul. And they were appealing-toL him: asking-for a favorM against him 14

, so that he 
might summonN him to Jerusalem- while making an ambush0 to kill him along the way 

2 D. Then indeed Festus responded that Paul was being keptP in Caesarea, and that he himself 
was about to be proceeding-out [of Jerusalem] shortly15 

IL "So", he says, "the powerfuIO ones among you having gone-down-with me- if 16 

there is something out-of-place 17 in 18 the man, let them be accusingR him there" 

.\ D. And having spent5 days among them (not more 19 than eight or ten), having come down to 1' 

Caesarea, having sat on the judgment-seatT on the next day, he ordered that Paul be brought 

11.. And he20 having arrived, the Jews having come down from Jerusalem stood around 7 
him, bringing many and weighty21 charges22 against him, which they were not able23 

to prove24-

IF. Paul speaking-in-defenseu that "Neither against the Law of the Jews, nor ~ 
against the temple, nor against Caesar, did I sin25 anything" 

21:. But Festus, wishingK to gain26 favorM with the Jews, having responded to Paul, said, 'I 

"Are you willingK, having gone up to Jerusalem, to be judgedv there before27 me 
concerning these things?" 

·'I:. And Paul said, "I am standing here before the judgment-seatT of Caesar, where I 10 
ought-to28 be judgedv 

11 . "I did the Jews no wrong, as you also are knowing very well 
21 . "So29 if30 I am doing wrong31 and have committed something worthy l!f death, I I 

I am not refusingw to die32- but if the things of which these ones are accusingR 
me are nothing, no one is able33 to freely-give 34 me to them 

'I·. "I appeal-tax Caesar"35 

.:II Then Festus, having talked-with36 his councilv, responded, "You have appealed-tax 12 
Caesar- you will go before Caesar" 

5C. Now some days having passed, Agrippa37 the king and Bernice38 arrived39 in Caesarea, having I 1 
greeted4° Festus 

ID. And while they were spending5 more days there, Festus laid-before41 the king the things 1-1 
concerning Paul, saying 



487 Acts 25:14 

I. This is an idiom, literally, "As holding the now", used only here. 
2. Or, "an opportune time, a convenient time". GK 2789. 
3. More literally, "will", as the Greek typically phrases it. 
4. Some manuscripts add "so that he might release him" {N}. It is a 

perfect solution for Felix. He honors Paul's Roman citizenship by 
no! punishing him; he does not infuriate the Jews by releasing him; 
and he opens up the possibility of making a personal (though ille
gal) gain off the whole affair. 

5. Elsewhere only in Lk 24: 14, 15; Act 20: 11. GK 3917. 
6. Or, "completed, filled up". Probably during this period, A.D. 57-59, 

Luke gathered the information to write the Gospel of Luke and much 
of Acts. Perhaps he even wrote Luke and started Acts. While pres
ent in Palestine. he was able to talk with the eyewitnesses. Same 
word as in 7:23, 30; 9:23. On this word, see "filled" in Eph 5: 18. 

7. Festus was the fifth procurator of Judea since the death of King 
Agrippa I (in Acts 12), appointed by the Emperor Nero, and serving 
from A.D. 59-62. Upon his death, the high priest had James (the leader 
of the Jerusalem church, Act 15: 13) killed, an illegal act that cost him 
his position. Festus is mentioned in chapter 25 and 26. GK 5776. 

8. This word means ''to lay down, deposit, lay up in store". Elsewhere 
only in 25:9. GK 2960. Luke could mean "lay up a store of favor with 
the Jews" (gain favor), or "lay down a favor for the Jews" (grant a 
favor). Having been recalled to Rome regarding another incident, 
Felix wanted no further problems following him there, as might have 
happened had he released Paul. 

9. Or, "gratitude". Same word as in 25:3, 9. On this word, see "grace" 
in Eph 2:8. Some manuscripts have this word plural {N). 

10. This is a participle, "having been bound". That is, in custody at 
Caesarea. 

11. On this word, see 21 :4. More literally, "having gone upon [the 
ground]". 

12. Some manuscripts say the "high priest" {N}. 
13. Same word as in 13:50. 
14. That is, Paul. 
15. Festus answers based on his schedule. He is not staying in Jerusalem 

long enough to summon Paul. So instead, the Jews should go to 
Caesarea with him, and he will deal with it right away. On this 
idiom, see "quickly" in Rev I: I. 

16. Or, "since", as Festus supposes there is, 25: 18. The grammar means 
"assuming that there is something ... ", granting their position for 
now. Paul must have done evil, or the Jews would not want him so 
badly, and Felix would not have kept him in custody. Festus learns 
more in 25: 19. 

17. Or. "wrong". On this word, see 2 Thes 3:2. Some manuscripts say 
instead "this" {N\, so that it says "if there is anything in the case 
of this man". 

18. Or, "in the case of". GK 1877. 
19. Some manuscripts say "(more than ten)" {N}. 
20. Thal is, Paul. 
21. Or, "serious". Same word as in Mt 23:23; 2 Cor 10:10. Elsewhere 

only as "heavy" in Mt 23:4; "burdensome" in I Jn 5:3; and "sav
age" in Act 20:29. GK 987. Related to "weight" in I Thes 2:6. 

22. Or. "complaints". Used only here. GK 166. Related to "charge" in 
v 18, 27; 28: 18 

23. Or, "having the power". On this word, see "can do" in Gal 5:6. 
24. Or. "attest, show". Same word as "attest" in 2:22. The Jews could 

not "show, display" evidence to "attest, prove" their charges. On 
this word, see "display" in 2 Thes 2:4. 

25. This word means "do wrong, commit an offense, fail a requirement, 
miss the mark". Used 43 times. GK 279. Related to the noun "sin" 
in Jn 8:46. 

26. Or, "grant". On this word, see 24:27. 
27. That is, with me as the judge. Same word and grammar as in v 10; 

twice in 25:26; 26:2. Here, some think Festus means "in my pres
ence", with the Sanhedrin as judge. Same word (but different gram
mar) as "before" Caesar in v 12. GK 2093. 

28. Or, "should". More literally, ''where it is necessary that I" be judged. 
The root word is "it is binding''. This idiom refers to what should 
or ought to happen by necessity, the compulsion being based on 
what is fitting or proper or required by the circumstances. Here, as 
Festus knows, the necessity lies in the circumstances of the case and 
Paul's Roman citizenship. Same idiom as in v 24; 26:9; Lk 12:12; 
13: 14; Rom 8:26; 12:3; I Cor 8:2; Col 4:4; I Thes 4: I; 2 Thes 3:7; 
Tit I:! I; etc. GK 1256. Same word as in the idiom "must" in Mt 
16:21; and "should have" in Mt 25:27. 

29. Some manuscripts say "For" { K}. 
30. Paul uses grammar that emphasizes the contrast between the two 

halves of this sentence. 
31. That is, under Roman law, the only other possibility. 
32. That is, ifthe Romans had a case against Paul, they would have exe

cuted him. The fact that they have not done so is not because Paul 
refused! He is being held for political, not legal purposes. Festus 
knows this, but his reason for his proposal is not justice (v 9). So 
Paul takes it out of his hands by appealing to Caesar. 

33. That is, under Roman law. 
34. Or, "grant, give as a favor, graciously give", without cause. Same 

word as in v 16. On this word, see I Cor 2: 12. 
35. In this case, to Nero, Emperor from A.D. 54-68. This was the right 

of every Roman citizen in a capital case. This is repeated in v 12, 
21, 25; 26:32; 28: 19. If Paul could not reach Rome as a free man, 
he would go as a prisoner. On "Caesar", see Lk 3: I. 

36. Elsewhere only in Mt 17:3; Mk 9:4; Lk 4:36; 9:30; 22:4. GK 5196. 
37. That is, Agrippa II, son of Herod Agrippa I (Act 12: I), great-grand

son of Herod the Great (Mt 2:1). His Roman name was Marcus 
Julius Agrippa. The Emperor Claudius ( 18:2) made him King of 
Chalcis, and later made him tetrarch of the areas once ruled by 
Lysanias and Philip (Lk 3: I). The Emperor Nero gave him more ter
ritory in A.D. 54. He was given authority to appoint the high priests 
in Jerusalem, though he did not rule Judea. His capital was in Cae
sarea Philippi (Mt 16: 13), which he renamed "Neronias". He ruled 
until about A.D. I 00. 

38. Bernice was the sister of Agrippa II and Drusilla (24:24). She was 
the daughter of Agrippa I (12:1). She is mentioned also in v 23; 
26:30. GK 1022. 

39. Presumably from his capital in Caesarea Philippi. 
40. Or, "greeting". On this word, see Mk 15: 18. The tense of this verb 

means "having greeted [upon arrival]", or "greeting [at the time of 
arrival]''. Some manuscripts say "to greet" {N}, expressing the pur
pose of their visit using the same grammar as "to do" in 24: 17. 

41. That is, laid before Agrippa for his consideration. Elsewhere only 
in Gal 2:2. GK 423. 
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IF. "A certain man has been left-behind' by Felix as a prisoner\• concerning whom- 15 
I having come-to-be in Jerusalem2- the chief priests and the elders of the Jews 
brought-charges, asking-for a sentence-of-condemnation3 against him 

I F. "To whom I responded that it is not a custom8 with Romans to freely-give• any I Ii 
person5 before the one being accusedc should have his accusers face-to-face, 
and should receive a place6 for a defense7 concerning the accusation° 

2 E. "So they8 having come-with me here9- I having made no delay 10, having sat on the I -
judgment-seatE on the next day- I orderedF that the man be brought 

IF. "Concerning whom 11 , the accusers having stood were bringing no chargeG of the I' 
evil 12 things which I was supposing13, 

0

but were having certain issues 14 with him I 'I 

I Ci. "Concerning their own religion15 

2(j. "And concerning a certain Jesus having died, whom Paul was asserting 16 

to be alive 

3E. "And I, being perplexedH as to the investigation! concerning these things, 17 was ~11 

saying whether he might be willingK to go to Jerusalem, and there be judgedL 
concerning these things 

4E. "But Paul having appealedM that he be kept for the decision of the EmperorN, I ~I 

ordered0 that he continue-being-kept18 [in custody] until which time I might send 
him up 19 to Caesar" 

5 I- And Agrippa says to Festus, "I myself also was wantingK to hear the man"20 

6F. "Tomorrow'', he says, "you will hear him" 

2D. So on the next day, Agrippa and Bernice having come with great pageantry21 , and having 
entered into the auditorium22 with both commanders23 and prominent24 men of the city25 , 

and Festus having given-orders0 - Paul was brought 
~ D. And Festus says, "King Agrippa, and all the men being present-with us- you see this ' I 

one concerning whom the whole assembly26 of the Jews appealed27 to me, both in 
Jerusalem and here, shoutingP that he ought not to28 live any longer 

IL "But I found-out29 that he had30 committed nothing worth yo of death : ·' 
2E. "And this one himself having appealed-toM the Emperor, I deterrninedL to send 

him-
0

concerning whom, I do not have something certain31 to write to my lord32 ~(, 
31:. "Therefore I brought him before you, and especially before you King Agrippa, so 

that the examination33 having taken place, I may have something I may write34 

IF "For it seems unreasonableR to me, while sending a prisonerA, not also to 
signify5 the chargesG against him" 

4D. And Agrippa said to Paul, "It is perrnittedT to you to speak concerning35 yourself" ~Ci I 
SD. Then Paul, having stretched-outu his hand, was speaking-a-defense36-
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I. This is a participle, "is having been left behind". Same word as 
"left" in 24:27. On this word, see 6:2. 

2. That is, when I was in Jerusalem. 
J Or, "a judgment against". Used only here. GK 2869. Related to 

"condemn" in Lk 6:37. Some manuscripts say "penalty" {N}, the 
word in 2 Thes I :9. 

4. Festus uses Paul's word, v I I. 
5. That is, any Roman person, any Roman citizen. Some manuscripts 

add "to destruction" {N}. 
6. That is, a place in the process, an opportunity. On this word, see 

Eph 4:27. 
7. On this word, see I Pet 3:15. Related to "speak in defense" in v 8. 
8. Some manuscripts omit this word {C}. 
9. Or, "having come-together here". GK 5302. 
I 0. Or, "postponement". Used only here. GK 332. Related to "adjourn" 

in 24:22. 
11. Or, "Around whom", as in v 7. GK 4309. 
12. This word means "evil, wicked, bad". Some render it more specif

ically here from the Roman point of view, as "crimes". Used 78 
times. GK 4505. Related to "evilness" in Mt 22:18. Some manu
scripts omit this word, so that it reads "no charge of which things I 
was supposing" {C}. 

13. Or, "suspecting". Same word as in 13:25. Elsewhere only as "sus
pecting" in 27:27. GK 5706. Related to "suspicion" in 1Tim6:4. 

14. Same word as used by Lysias in his letter, 23:29. 
15. Used only here. GK 1272. Related to "very religious" in I 7:22; and 

"deity" in I 7: I 8. 
16. Or, "claiming". Same word as in 24:9. Elsewhere only "claiming" 

in Rom I :22. GK 5763. 
17. This motive is valid, but another motive was behind it at the time 

(v 9), which Paul thwarted. 
18. With different grammar, the same word "kept" is used in two dif

ferent senses in this verse. On this word, see 1 Jn 5: 18. 
19. Some manuscripts omit this word {N}. 

20. Or, "I myself also wou/dwish to hear". Rendering it as "was want
ing" means it was Agrippa's actual desire in the past, either imply
ing he already knew of Paul (similar to Herod in Lk 23:8), or 
meaning "I was (just now] wanting" while Festus was speaking (as 
in Gal 4:20). Rendering it as "would wish" makes it a present 
request. In any case, he is making an indirect, politely phrased 
request, less direct than saying "I want to hear him". 

21. Or, "pomp". Used only here. GK 5752. 
22. Or, "audience room". Used only here. GK 211. Related to "hearer" 

in Rom 2:13. 
23. Or, "tribunes". On this word, see 21:31. That is, men like Lysias, 

though he is not said to have been there. There were five cohorts 
in Caesarea, each led by a tribune. 

24. This is an idiom, more literally, "the men o/the city with-respect
to prominence". Used only here. GK 2029. 

25. That is, Caesarea. 
26. Or, "throng, crowd, mass, number, multitude". That is, the whole 

group of leaders Festus spoke with. On this word, see "multitude" 
in 6:2. 

27. Or, "petitioned". On this word, see "intercede" in Rom 8:34. 
28. On "ought to", see 25: 10. 
29. More literally, he "laid hold of the fact". On this word, see "over

come" in Jn I :5. Some manuscripts say "But having compre
hended" {N}, combining this point with point 2E. 

30. More literally, "has", as the Greek typically phrases it. 
3 I. Same word as "certainty" in in 21 :34. The Romans in Judea end 

exactly where Lysias began, seeking this certainty. 
32. That is, to the Emperor. Same word as "master" in Mt 8:2. 
33. Or, "investigation". Used only here. GK 374. Related to "examine" 

in 24:8. 
34. Some manuscripts say "something to write" {N}. 
35. Some manuscripts say "for" {N}, meaning "on behalf of". 
36. Same word as in v 2. On this word, see Lk 21: 14. 

A. Eph 3: I B. Lk I :9 C. Jn 5:45 D. Act 23:29 E. Rom 14: 10 F. Mt 14:28 G. Jn 18:38 H. 2 Cor 4:8 J. I Tim 6:4, controversy K. Jam I: 18, 
willed L.Mt7:1,judge M.IPetLl7,callupon N.Act27:1,imperial O.Mtl4:28,order P.Mt3:3 Q.Revl6:6 R.JudelO,unreasoning 
S. Rev I: I T. I Tim 2: 12 U. Act 27:30 
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I l-.. "King Agrippa, I regard 1 myself fortunate2- being about to speak-a-defense before 2 
you today concerning everything of which I am being accused3 by the Jews 

11 . "Especially4 you being an expert5 of all of both the customsA and issues8 in 
relation to the Jews 

2 F. "Therefore I beg6 that you listen-to me patiently 

2L. "Indeed then, all the7 Jews know my manner-of-life from youth- it having taken I 
place from the first8 in my nation9 and in Jerusalem,• they knowing me beforehand10 

from-the-beginning 11 if they are willingc to testify0
- that12 I lived as a Pharisee in 

accordance with the strictest 13 sectE of our religionF 

IF "And now I am standing here being judgedG for the hopeH of the promise1 <1 

having been made by God to our fathers 14
- •to which our twelve tribes are 

hoping to attain15
, while worshipingK night and day 16 with fervency 17! 

I ( '· "Concerning which hope, I am being accused by the Jews, King18 

2C;. "Why is it beingjudgedG unbelievable 19 among you20 people if God raisesL 
the dead? 

-' L "So indeed21
, I thoughtM to myself that I ought-toN do many things contrary22 to the '1 

name of Jesus the Nazarene0- •which indeed I did in Jerusalem 111 

IF "And I both locked-up23 many of the saintsP in prisons, having received the 
authorityO from the chief priests, and- while they were being killed24- cast 
my vote25 against them 

21-. "And while punishingR them often throughout all the synagogues26
, I was I I 

compelling27 them to blaspheme28 

-'II .. "And being exceedingly29 enraged at them, I was persecuting5 them as far as even 
to the outside30 cities-• during which, while proceeding to Damascus with I ' 
authority0 and a commission31 from the chief priests,• in the middle of the day along I ; 
the road, King, I saw a light from heaven beyond the brightness of the sun, having 
shined-around32 me and the ones going with me 

11 . "And we all having fallen down to the ground, I heard a voice saying to me33 I I 
in the Hebrew languageT, 'Saul, Saul, why are you persecuting5 Me? It is hardu 
for you to kick against the goads34 ' 

2 F "And I said, 'Who are You, sir?' 35 I' 
:;1:. "And the Lord said36, 'I am Jesus Whom you are persecuting. ·sut arise and I 11 

stand on your feet. For I appearedv to you for this- to appointw you as a 
servantx, and a witnessY 

I (i 'Both of which things you sawv as to Me37 

2< !. 'And of which things I shall be seenv by you38 ·while rescuing39 you from I ' 
the [Jewish] people, and from the Gentiles-to whom I am40 sending you 
forthz 'to open their eyes I ;; 

111. 'That they may turnAA from darkness to light, and from the authorityO 
of Satan to God 
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I. The grammar implies "I have regarded and continue to regard". 
That is, I am in a state of regarding myself fortunate. On this word, 
see Jam I :2. 

2. Or, "blessed". On this word, see "blessed" in Lk 6:20. 
3. Same word as in v 7, and in 23:28, 29. Related to "accusation" in 

23:29. On this word, see "bring a charge" in Rom 8:33. 
4. Or this may be punctuated, "You being especially expert in all ... ". 
5. Or, "knowledgeable one". Used only here. GK I 195. Related to 

"know". 
6. Some manuscripts add "you" {NJ, so that it says "I beg you to 

listen ... ". 
7. Some manuscripts omit this word {C}. 
8. Or, "beginning". That is, from when Paul came to Jerusalem to be 

brought up at the feet of Gamaliel, 22:3. On this word, see "begin
ning" in Col I: 18. 

9. That is, Israel, as Paul uses "my nation" elsewhere in 24:17; 28: 19. 
Some think he means Cilicia. 

I 0. Or, "previously-knowing me". That is, before this incident. On this 
word, see "foreknew" in Rom 8:29. 

11. That is, from the beginning of my life in Jerusalem. On this word, 
see "again" in Jn 3:3. Luke uses "from the first" (v 4) and "from
the-beginning" together also in Lk I :2-3. 

12. This is Paul's description of his "manner oflife" (v 4), which all the 
Jews know about him. 

13. Or, "most accurate, most precise, most exact". Used only here. GK 
207. Related to "strictness" in 22:3, and "accurately" in Mt 2:8. 

14. That is, the hope of resurrection life with God. It is the historic hope 
oflsrael, of Abraham (Heb 11:16). 

15. Or, "come to, arrive at, reach". It is the current hope of Israel to 
attain to this promise. Same word as in 27: 12; Eph 4: 13; Phil 3: 11. 
Elsewhere only as "come" in Act 16:1; 18:19, 24; 28:13; I Cor 
10:11; "arrive" in Act 20:15; 21:7; 25:13; and "reach" in I Cor 
14:36. GK 2918. 

16. That is, continually. On this phrase, see Rev 7:15. 
17. Or, "earnestness". Used only here. GK 1755. The root word is 

"stretch out". Related to "fervently" in I Pet I :22; and "fervent" 
in I Pet 4:8. 

18. Some manuscripts add "Agrippa" {N}. 
19. Or, "not believable, incredible". Used elsewhere 22 times mean

ing "unbeliever" or "unbelieving". GK 603. 
20. This word is plural. To reflect this, "people" is added. Some think 

that Paul means his current audience; others, you Jews. Compare 
17:32; 23:8. 

21. Paul resumes from v 5. So as a Pharisee, "I thought. ... ". Having 
summarized the key issue in v 6-8, he now returns to the beginning 
to give the details. 

22. Or, "opposed, hostile". Same adjective as in 28: 17; 27:4. Paul uses 
this word of the Jews in I Thes 2:15. 

23. Elsewhere only in Lk 3:20. GK 2881. 
24. That is, in mob actions, as happened to Stephen (7:58; 8: I), not in 

legal executions through Rome. On this word, see Mt 2: 16. 
25. Literally, "pebble", used to cast a vote. That is, as the authorized 

representative of the chief priests. On this word, see "pebble" in 
Rev 2:17. 

26. On this phrase, compare 22: 19. 
27. The grammar may mean "trying to compel", or, "repeatedly com

pelling". On this word, see Gal 6: 12. 
28. That is, to deny or curse (I Cor 12:3) Jesus, if Paul is still viewing 

his past, and the "blasphemy" in particular, from his present Chris
tian standpoint (note "saints" in v I 0). Some think he is referring to 
blasphemy from the Jewish point of view as a Pharisee persecuting 
Christians at that time in his life, in which case blasphemy would 
mean confessing Jesus as the Messiah (compare Mt 26:65). On this 
word, see ITim 6: I. 

29. Or, "beyond measure, very, even more". Paul could mean he was 
enraged "beyond measure". Or, he could mean he was enraged 
"even more", the persecuting in Jerusalem increasing rather than 
decreasing his passion. Elsewhere only as "even more" in Mt 27:23; 
Mk 10:26; 15:14. GK 4360. 

30. That is, outside Jerusalem or Judea. 
31. Or, "full power" to act. Used only here. GK 2207. Related to "stew-

ard" in Lk 8:3. 
32. Elsewhere only in Lk 2:9. GK 4334. 
33. Some manuscripts say "speaking to me and saying ... " {N}. 
34. This is a proverbial saying of that day, based on an ox kicking back 

against the rod or goad used by the ploughman to goad him on. It 
is hard to resist the divine force pricking your heart. Paul speaks 
to what only Saul knew. On this word, see "stinger" in I Cor 15:56. 

35. On this question, see 9:5. 
36. Some manuscripts say "And the One said" { N) . 
37. Some manuscripts omit "as to Me" {C}. 
38. Or, "I shall appear to you". That is, in later visions and revelations 

which Paul will see. 
39. Same word as in 23:27. On this word, see Gal I :4. 
40. Some manuscripts add "now" {K). 

A. Lk I :9 B. Act 15:2. C. Jn 7: 17 D. Jn I :7 E. I Cor 11: 19, faction F. Jam I :26 G. Mt 7: I H. Col I :5 J. I Jn 2:25 K. Heb 12:28 
L. Mt 28:6, arose M. Lk 19:11 N. Act 25:10 0. Mt 2:23 P. I Pet 1:16, holy Q. Rev 6:8 R. Act 22:5 S. 2 Tim 3:12 T. Act 2:6 U. Jn 6:60 
V. Lk 2:26, see W. Act 22:14 X. I Cor4:1, attendant Y. Act 1:8 Z. Mk 3:14, send out AA. Jam 5:19, turns back 
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211. 'That they may receive forgivenessA of sins, and a share8 among the 
ones having been sanctified1 by faith in Me' 

Verse 

SE. "Hence, King Agrippa, I did not become2 disobedient3 to the heavenly visionc, i 'J 
but was declaring0 211 

IF. "To the ones both in Damascus first and in Jerusalem, and throughout all the 
country of Judea 

2 F. "And to the Gentiles 
3 F. "That they should repent" and turnE to God, doing worksF worthyG of repentanceH 

61·.. "For these reasons, Jews, having seizedl me while being5 in the temple, were trying 
to murderK me 

7F. "Therefore, having obtainedL help6 from God, I stand to this day,7 bearing-witnessM 
to both small and great, saying nothing outside of the things which both the Prophets 
and Moses spoke about things going to8 take place-

IF. "Whether9 the Christ is subject-to-suffering 10 

21·. "Whether He first 11 from 12 a resurrection/ram the dead is going to proclaimN 
light both 13 to the [Jewish] people and to the Gentiles0

" 

<iD. And while he was speaking these things in his defense, Festus says in a loud voice, "You 
are mad14, Paul. Great learning15 is turning you to madness 16" 

11-. But Paul17 says, "I am not mad, most-excellentP Festus, but I am declaring 18 words 
oftruthO and of sound-mindednessR 

11-'. "For the king knows about these things 19- to whom indeed I am speaking 
while speaking-openly20. For I am in no way persuaded5 that any21 of these 
things escape-notice-ofT him, for this has not been done22 in a corneru 

2F. "King Agrippa, do you believe the Prophets? I know that you believe" 

7 D. And Agrippa says to Paul, "In a short time,23 are you persuading5 me so as to make24 me 
a Christian v7" 

IL. And Paul says, "I would prayw to God that both in a short time and in a long time, 25 

not only you, but also all the ones hearing me today, might become such ones of
what-sort26 I also am27- except for these bonds28" 

'I 

8 D. And29 the king stood up, and the governor; and Bernice and the ones sitting with them -~ 11 

11· .. And having gone-away30, they were speaking to one another, saying that "This man 
is in no way doing anything31 worthyG of death or imprisonment" 

21'.. And Agrippa said to Festus, "This man could have been releasedx if he had not 
appealed-to Caesar" 

11 B. And when it was determinedv that we32 should sail-away to Italy33, they were handing-ovefl both 
Paul and some other prisoners to a centurionAA of the Imperial34 cohort88, Julius by name 

IC·. And having boarded an Adramyttian35 ship being about to sail to the places along [the coast 
of] Asia,36 we put-to-sea-Aristarchus37, a Macedonian o/Thessalonica, being with us 

~ I 
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I. Or, "made holy, set apart to God". On this word, see Heb 10:29. 
2. Or, "prove to be". GK 1181. 
3. That is, Paul became totally obedient. On this idiom, see "no small" 

in 12:18. 
4. Elsewhere only in Mt 3:2; 4:17; 11:20, 21; 12:41; Mk 1:15; 6:12; 

Lk 10:13; 11:32; 13:3, 5; 15:7, 10; 16:30; 17:3, 4; Act 2:38; 3:19; 
8:22; 17:30; 2 Cor 12:21; Rev 2:5, 16, 21, 22; 3:3, 19; 9:20, 21; 
16:9, 11. GK 3566. Related to "repentance" next. 

5. Some manuscripts omit "while being" { C). 
6. This word was used of the help or aid received from an ally. Used 

only here. GK 2135. The related noun (not in the NT) is "ally". 
7. Or, this may be punctuated "help from God to this day, I stand here 

testifying". 
S. More literally, "of things going to". 
9. Or, "If". Paul presents these two issues as questions to be consid

ered based on Scripture. These are the two main subjects Paul rea
sons about with the Jews- whether the Scriptures teach these two 
things- and are the same two subjects Jesus mentions in Lk 24:46. 
For simplicity, others render this word "that", making these two 
statements. Same idiom as in 4: 19; 5:8; Mk 15:44; Jn 9:25; I Cor 
7:16; etc. GK 1623. 

I 0. That is, whether the Scriptures teach that the Messiah can suffer, 
is capable of suffering. He does suffer, as Isa 53 shows. Note Act 
3: 18. First comes the suffering, then the glory, I Pet I:! I. Used only 
here. GK 4078. Related to "sufferings" in Phil 3: 10. 

11. Paul may mean first before others, "whether He the first One 
from ... ", a thought similar to firstfruits of the dead in I Cor 15:20. 
Or he may mean first before glory, "whether He first" (before He 
comes as the King in glory, incapable of suffering) "from a resur
rection from the dead" (implying also His suffering and death) is 
going to proclaim ... ". Death could not hold Jesus, 13:35. From it, 
He proclaims the light of salvation. 

12. Or, "by, by means of". Same phrase as "by the resurrection from 
the dead" in Rom I :4. 

13. Some manuscripts omit this word {K}. Paul is referring to Isa 49:6. 
14. Or, "raving, out of your mind". Same word as in v 25. On this word, 

see I Cor 14:23. 
15. Or, "Much learning". On this word, see "writings" in Jn 7: 15. 
16. Used only here. GK 3444. Related to "mad" earlier. The Greek is 

mania, from which our word comes. 
17. Some manuscripts say "But the one says" {K). 
18. Or, "speaking out, uttering". On this word, see "uttering" in 2:4. 
19. Not firsthand, but by report. Agrippa was born in A.D. 28, and lived 

in Rome until about A.D. 50. 
20. Or, "speaking boldly, speaking freely". On this word, see "speak 

boldly" in Eph 6:20. 

21. Some manuscripts omit this word { C), so that it may be rendered 
either "For I am not persuaded that any of these things", or "For I 
am persuaded that none of these things". 

22. This is a participle, "is not having been done". This is another 
understatement (litotes), on which see 12: 18. It was done right out 
in the open, for all to see. 

23. Or, "with a little effort, in a little while, with a brief speech". Some 
paraphrase this here as "almost". Whichever is chosen, v 29 is to be 
rendered the same way. Some take this as a question, "In [such) a short 
time", do you think you can persuade me?; others, as a statement, "In 
a short time [longer]" you are going to persuade me. In either case, 
Agrippa is evading a direct answer. He does not want to say "No, I 
do not believe the Prophets", nor does he want to say he believes them 
and be drawn into the discussion about what they teach (v 23). He saw 
exactly where Paul was leading with his question, and refused to go 
there. There are other views. Consult the commentaries. 

24. Some manuscripts instead say "become" {A}, as in v 29, so that it 
says, "persuading me to become a Christian". 

25. Or, "with a little effort and a great effort", or "with a brief speech 
and a long speech". 

26. This word is elsewhere only in I Cor 3: 13; Gal 2:6; I Thes I :9; Jam 
I :24. GK 3961. 

27. That is, Christians, to use Agrippa's word from v 28. 
28. Or, "this imprisonment". Same word as "imprisonment" in v 31. 

On this word, see "imprisonment" in Phil I :7. Paul is probably not 
implying that he was physically restrained at the time, but is speak
ing of his continuing custody there. Consult the commentaries. 

29. Some manuscripts say "And he having said these things, the 
king ... " (N). 

30. Or, "withdrawn, retired". On this word, see "went back" in Mt 4: 12. 
31. Some manuscripts omit this word { C), so that it says "This man is 

doing nothing worthy ... ". Compare 23:29; 25:25. 
32. Luke returns as a participant from here until the end of the book. 

He was last heard from in 21: 18. 
33. That is, when the arrangements had been made and the time to leave 

arrived. 
34. Or, "Augustan". That is, a cohort performing duties for the Emperor. 

Elsewhere only as "Emperor" in 25:21, 25. GK 4935. 
35. That is, a ship from the seaport town of Adramyttium in the region 

ofMysia, near the town ofTroas. GK IOI. 
36. That is, from Caesarea, along to places on the coast of the province 

of Asia; along modem-day Turkey. 
37. On this man, see 19:29. Both he and Luke came with Paul from 

Troas to Jerusalem, and apparently remained in Israel during Paul's 
two-year confinement. They now set off with him to Rome. 

A.Col1:14 B.Col1:12 C.2Corl2:1 D.1Jnl:3,announcing E.Jam5:19,tumsback F.Mt26:10 G.Revl6:6 H.2Cor7:IO J.Lk2:21, 
conceived K. Act 5:30 L. Lk 20:35, attain M. Jn I :7, testify N. Phil I: 18 0. Act 15:23 P. Lk I :3 Q. Jn 4:23 R. I Tim 2:9 S. I Jn 3: 19 
T. 2 Pet 3:5 U. Mk 12: I 0 V. I Pet 4: 16 W. Rom 9:3 X. Mt 5:31, sends away Y. Mt 7: I, judge Z. Mt 26:21 AA. Mt 8:5 BB. Mt 27:27 
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:::c. And on another1 day we put in at Sidon2 

ID. And Julius, having treatedA Paul humanely3, permitted8 him to obtain care4
, having gone 

to his friends 

Verse 

lC. And from there, having put-to-seac, we sailed-under-the-shelter-o/ 5 Cyprus, because of the -1 
winds being contrary.6 •And having sailed-through the open-sea0 along Cilicia7 and ' 
Pamphylia8, we came down to Myra o/Lycia9 

ID. And there the centurion, having found an Alexandrian ship 10 sailing to Italy, put us on (, 
board in it 

4( ·. And in many days 11 , sailing-slowly and with-difficuJtyE, having come-to-be off Cnidus12
- the 

wind not permitting us to go farther13
- we sailed-under-the-shelter-ofCrete 14 off Salmone 15

. 

And sailing-along 16 it 17 with-difficuJtyE, we came to a certain place being called Fair Havens 18
, 

near to which was the city Lasea19 

SC. And a considerable time having passed,20 and the voyage being already dangerous21 because '! 

even the Fast22 had passed-by already23
-

ID. Paul was advisingF:saying to them, "Men, I perceiveG that the voyage will-certainly24 be 111 
with damage25 and great loss"- not only of the cargo1 and the ship, but also of our livesK" 

2D. But the centurion was being persuadedL more by the helmsmanM and the captain26 than 11 
by the things being said by Paul 

3 D. And the harbor being unsuitable for wintering, the majority made a plan27 to put-to-seac I ~ 
from there28

- if somehow they might be able to spend-the-winter having attainedN to 
Phoenix29

, a harbor of Crete looking toward30 the southwest and toward the northwest 

ill. Now a south-wind31 having blown-moderately- having supposed0 that they had32 taken-hold- I : 
of P their purpose33, having lifted anchor, they were sailing-along very-near Crete. 

0

But after not I -1 
much time, a violent34 wind rushed35 down from it36

- the one being called the "Northeaster"37 

ID. And the ship having been seized38 and not being able to face-into39 the wind, we were I' 
being carried-alongO, having given ourselves up to it 

I!-:. And having run-under-the-shelter-of a certain small-island being called Cauda40
, I<' 

we were able with-difficultyE to come-to-be in-control41 of the [ship's] boat42
-

having lifted which, they were using supports43 , undergirding44 the ship I -
21 . And fearing that4 5 they might run-aground46 at Syrtis47

, having lowered48 the gear49
, 

in this manner they were being carried-alongO 



495 Acts 27: 17 

I. That is, on the next day. Same expression as in 20: 15. 
2. This is a town about 69 miles or 111 kilometers north ofCaesarea, 

in the region of Phoenicia. GK 4972. 
3. Or, "kindly". That is, with a love for a fellow human, with human 

decency. Used only here. GK 5793. Related to "humaneness" in 28:2. 
4. Or, "attention". Whether Luke means medical care, personal 

refreshment, or spiritual fellowship is not stated. Used only here. 
GK 2149. Related to "take care of" in Lk I 0:34. This does not 
imply Paul was unaccompanied by a guard. 

5. Or, "sailed under the lee of". Elsewhere only in v 7. GK 5709. The 
"lee" is the side of a ship or island sheltered from the wind. 

6. Because the wind was contrary (that is, from the west) they could not 
sail the straighter course to the south of Cyprus, the one Paul took in 
21 : 3. They had to take the the coastal route to the north so as to take 
advantage of the westerly currents there and the more fuvorable winds 
coming off the land. This advantage continues until Cnidus (v 7). 

7. That is, the next Roman province west of Syria. On this word, see 6:9. 
8. The next region west ofCilicia. GK 4103. 
9. That is, the town of Myra (GK 3688) in the province ofLycia (GK 

3379), the next coastal area. It may have taken 15 days to reach Myra. 
I 0. It was a grain ship carrying wheat (v 38); and 276 people (v 37). It 

was part of the grain fleet sailing from Alexandria in Egypt to Rome. 
11. The trip from Myra to Cnidus, which would have taken one day 

with favorable winds, took many difficult days due to the contrary 
(northwest) winds. 

12. This is a town on the coast of the next province, Asia, on the south
west extremity of modem Turkey. GK 3118. 

13. That is, farther west and north toward Italy. This verb, "permit to 
go farther", is used only here. GK 4661. 

14. They turned south and sailed over 100 miles or 160 kilometers to 
the island of Crete. At Salmone, they turned west and sailed along 
Crete's south coast, under the shelter of the island. 

15. This is a town on the east end of the island of Crete. GK 4892. 
16. Or, "coasting along". Elsewhere only in v 13. GK 4162. 
I 7. That is, the south side of Crete. 
18. Or, "Beautiful Harbors". This was the farthest point on Crete a ship 

fighting a northwest wind could reach, due to the geography of the 
island. This proper name as such is GK 2816. "Havens" is the word 
"harbor", figuratively meaning "haven, retreat, refuge'', and is else
where only as "harbor" in v 12. GK 3348. 

19. The city ofLasea is roughly in the middle of the island. 
20. Luke may mean since the beginning of the voyage (perhaps a month 

and a hall), or while waiting at Fair Havens for the winds to change. 
21. Or, "prone lo fall, prone to be tripped up". Used only here. GK 

2195. The root word is "to trip up, cause to fall". 
22. Thal is, the fast on the Day of Atonement at the end of September or 

early October, the only fast commanded by the Law of Moses. The 
Mediterranean was considered unsafe for travel between mid-Sep
tember and mid-November, when sailing ceased for the winter. Some 
think the Day of Atonement referred to here was October 5, A.O. 59. 

23. Or, "by this time, now". On this word, see Mt 24:32. 
24. Paul had been shipwrecked three times prior to this, 2 Cor 11 :25. He 

draws this conclusion based on experience. On this word, see 24: 15. 
25. Or, "disaster, hardship, injury". Same word as in v 21. On this word, 

see "insult" in 2 Cor 12:10. 
26. Or, the owner who acted as captain of the ship. Used only here. GK 

3 729. The captain was probably an independent contractor work
ing for the state, hauling grain from Egypt to Rome. 

27. Or, "laid a plan, laid-down counsel, gave counsel". On the word 
"plan", see "counsel" in Eph I: 11. 

28. Some manuscripts add "also" {K}, as at their previous stops, v 7-8. 
29. This is a town about 38 miles or 61 kilometers further west on the 

south side of Crete. GK 5837. 
30. That is, looking toward the winds blowing in from these directions, 

meaning that the harbor faced west. 
31. That is, a wind from the south, which would blow them west to 

Phoenix in a few hours. 
32. More literally, "have", as the Greek typically phrases it. 
33. Or, "plan, design". Same word as in 11 :23. 
34. Or, "tempestuous, typhonic". It is literally a wind "pertaining to a 

typhoon, hurricane, whirlwind". Used only here. GK 5607. 
35. More literally, "threw". On this word, see "throw" in Rev 2:22. 
36. That is, from Crete, blowing down off of the island, driving them 

away from the coast. 
37. Or, "Euraquilo'', spelled in some manuscripts "Euroclydon" {BJ, 

blowing from the northeast. Used only here. GK 2350. 
38. That is, seized suddenly and violently by the wind and carried away 

by it. On this word, see Lk 8:29. 
39. This word means "to look in the eye, to look eye-to-eye to, face 

against". Used only here. GK 535. 
40. Some manuscripts spell this "Clauda" {B}. It is about 30 miles or 

50 kilometers south of Phoenix, Crete. GK 3007. 
41. Or, "in command". Used only here. GK 4331. 
42. Or, "skiff, light boat", the small boat towed behind the ship, used 

to go to and from shore. It would have taken on a lot of water dur
ing this storm. Elsewhere only in v 30, 32. GK 5002. 

43. Or, "helps". Some think Luke is referring to ropes or cables which 
ancient ships carried for such an emergency. They were run under 
the hull and secured on deck to help hold the ship together. The 
straining caused by the heavy mast as the ship was tossed in the sea 
would spread the planks of the hull, causing the ship to founder and 
sink. Elsewhere only as "help" in Heb 4: 16. GK 1069. Related to 
"help" in Rev 12: 16. 

44. Used only here. GK 5690. The root word is "gird" in 12:8. 
45. On this idiom, see 5:26. 
46. Literally, "fall off" the sea on to the land. Same word as in v 26, 

29. On this word, see "fall from" in Gal 5:4. 
47. That is, the GulfofSidra, off the coast of modem Libya, a place 

of shallow and shifting sands. If the sailors let the wind drive the 
ship in its path, they feared this northeast wind (if it blew long 
enough) would push them straight into the coastline of Africa, 
resulting in the certain loss of the ship. So they chose to tum to the 
wind, and be driven into the open sea. With storm sail set, they 
would have pointed the ship as much northward (away from Africa) 
as the ship could bear. This would drive them west. As the North
easter abated, they could tum further north to Italy. GK 5358. 

48. Or, "let down". Same word as in v 30. Elsewhere only in Mk 2:4; 
Lk 5:4, 5; Act 9:25; 2 Cor 11 :33. GK 5899. 

49. Or, "thing, equipment". This is a very general word. Some think 
Luke is referring to a lowering of the main sail. Others think he 
means a floating sea anchor to help control or slow the ship. On this 
word, see "vessel" in I Thes 4:4. 

A. I Cor 7:21, make use of B. I Tim 2: 12 C. Act 20: 13 D. Mt 18:6, deep part E. I Pet 4: 18 F. Act 27:22 G. Lk 10: 18, seeing H. Phil 3:7 
J.Gal6:5,load K.Jam5:20,soul L.1Jn3:19 M.Revl8:17 N.Act26:7 O.Lkl9:11,thinking P.Heb4:14,holdonto Q.2Petl:l7,carried 
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2 [). And we being violently storm-tossed 1, on the next day they were doing a jettison2 I " 
3D. And on the third day they3 threw-offA the equipment4 of the ship with-their-own-hands I 'J 
4D. And neither sun nor stars appearing8 for many days,5 and no small6 storm lying-upon7 us, 211 

finally all hope that we might be savedc was being taken-away8. • And9 much 10 abstinence- 2 I 
from-food 11 being present, 12 at that time Paul, having stood in their midst0 , said 

11 •. "O men, having obeyed JJ me, you indeed should-haveE not put-to-seaF from Crete 
and gained14 this damage and loss 15 

2L "And as to the things now, I advise 16 that you cheer-up 17. For there will be no lossG 
of lifeH from-among you, only of the ship 

11· "For an angel stood-before 18 me on this night19 from the God Whose 12° am, 
Whom also I serve21 , •saying, 'Do not be afraid, Paul. You must! stand-before" 
Caesar. And behold- God has granted22 you all the ones sailing with you' 

2 F. "Therefore, cheer up, men. For I believe God that it shall happen23 in this 
manner- in accordance with the way24 it has been spoken to me 

31·. "But we must! run-agroundL on a certain island" 

7C. Now when the fourteenth night came, while we were being driven-about25 in the Adriatic
sea26, during the middle of the night, the sailors were suspecting27 that some land was 
approaching28 them 

21 

ID. And having taken-soundings29, they found it to be twenty fathoms30 2\ 
2D. And having set a short intervaP1, and again having taken-soundings, they found it to be 

fifteen fathoms 
JI). And fearing that32 we might run-agroundL somewhere against rocky places, having ''' 

thrown-offn four anchors from the stem34, they were prayingM that day might come 
4 D. And while the sailors were seekingN to flee0 from the ship, and had lowered the [ship's] boat ; i 1 

to the sea on a pretense35 as-though intendingP to stretch-out36 anchors from the bow-

11 . Paul said to the centurion and the soldiers, "Unless these ones remainO in the ship, ; ! 
you cannot be savedc" 

2L. Then37 the soldiers cut-offR the ropes5 of the [ship's] boat, and let it fall-away38 ' 

~I). And until which time day was about to come, Paul was urging39 everyone to receive40 ' , 
foodT, saying, "While waiting-in-expectation41 for a fourteenth day today, you are 
continuing without-food42, having takenu nothing. "Therefore I urge you to receive foodT. _q 
For this is for your preservation43. For a hair from the head of none of you will be losr'4" 

I I'.. And having said these things, and having takenv bread, he gave-thanksw to God in 
the presence of everyone. And having brokenx it, he began to eat 

2L And everyone having become cheerful45 , they also were takingu foodT 
3 L Now we, all the soulsH in the ship46, were two-hundred seventy six47 



497 Acts 27:37 

I. Used only here. GK 5928. Related to "stonn" in v 20. 
2. Or, "a throwing out''. Used only here. GK 1678. The sailors were 

throwing off excess or unnecessary things in order to lighten the 
ship, as they do again in v 19 and v 38. 

3. Some manuscripts say ''we" { N}. 
4. Related to "gear" in v 17. Luke could mean the "gear, tackle, rig

ging, furnishings". Used only here. GK 5006. Whatever it was, it 
belonged to the ship, and the crew itself threw it overboard. 

5. This would make it impossible for the sailors to detennine their 
position. 

6. On "no small", see 12: 18. 
7. Or, "pressing upon". On this word, see "press upon" in Lk 23:23. 
8. Or, "removed". The worsening condition of the ship, and the grow

ing weariness of the sailors, were also key factors. Sarne word as in 
2 Cor 3:16: Heb 10:11. Elsewhere only as "cast off" in 27:40; 
28: 13. GK 4311. 

9. Or, "And there being much abstinence-from-food", or, "And much 
abstinence-from-food existing". 

I 0. This could mean a "long" abstinence, or a "great, serious, severe" one. 
11. Or, "lack of appetite, not-eating". Not related to "fasting". Used 

only here. GK 826. Related to "without food" in v 33. 
12. Luke seems to be implying that the lack of eating was the visible 

expression of the desperate situation and loss of hope, v 20. Note 
that Paul does not address the eating, but the fear, telling them twice 
to "cheer up", v 22, 25. By the fourteenth night (perhaps several 
days later), still having not eaten, but hope returning, Paul gets them 
to eat, v 33-38. 

13. This word means ''to obey one in authority". Elsewhere only of obey
ing God (Act 5:29, 32), and authorities (Tit 3: I, "be obedient"). Paul 
is not saying "I told you so". He is saying that he is the authority that 
should be listened to, to prepare for what he will say in v 23. And the 
others do listen to Paul after this, v 31, 36. GK 4272. 

14. Or, "incurred". This word means "to gain, profit, win". On this 
word, see Mk 8:36. It also can mean "to avoid or spare oneself" a 
loss, thereby "gaining" the loss. This would be rendered here, 
"Crete, and spared-yourselves this damage and loss". 

15. These are the same two words Paul used in v I 0. 
16. Or, "recommend, urge publicly". Elsewhere only in v 9. GK 4147. 

Note that in v 9, Paul's recommendation was his opinion, and was 
only half right. Here his words are based on revelation from God, 
and prove to be true. 

17. Or, "be of good spirit, be cheerful". Same word as in v 25. Else
where only as "be cheerful" in Jam 5:13. GK 2313. Related to 
"cheerful" in v 36, and to "cheerfully" in 24: IO. Paul's "good 
cheer" is reminiscent of his singing praises in jail in 16:25. 

18. Or, "stood by, beside, near". Same word as in the next verse. On 
this word, see "present" in Rom 12: I. 

19. Assuming this conversation took place in the daytime, Paul means 
the night previous to the day on which he is now speaking. For a 
Jew, the day began at sundown. So what we would call "last night", 
he calls "this night'', the night of this day. If the conversation took 
place at night before sunrise, then he means "earlier on this night 
still in progress". 

20. In some manuscripts. the word that makes this bold (emphasized) 
is omitted {CJ. 

21. Or, "worship". On this word, see "worship" in Heb 12:28. 
22. Or, "freely given". On this word, see "freely give" in I Cor 2: 12. 
23. Or, "be". On this word, see Mt 16:22. 
24. This idiom, "in accordance with the way'', is elsewhere only in 

15:11. It is similar to "the way" in Mt 23:37; Lk 13:34; Act 1:11: 
7:28; 2 Tim 3:8. The word "way" is used 13 times. GK 5573. 

25. Or, "carried different ways, cast about, carried through". GK 1422. 
26. That is, the sea between Crete and Greece, and Malta and Italy, as 

people of that day defined it. Used only here. GK 102. 
27. Or, "supposing". On this word, see "supposing" in 25: 18. Some 

think the sailors heard waves breaking on the point of Koura on the 
island of Malta. 

28. This is from the sailor's perspective. We would say "that they were 
approaching some land". 

29. Or, "having heaved the lead". That is, having dropped a weighted 
line to the bottom. Used only in this verse. GK 1075. 

30. A fathom is the length of a man's outstretched anns, about six feet, 
or 1.8 meters. A sailor "measured" the distance to the bottom as he 
pulled up the weighted line. Used only in this verse. GK 3976. 

31. That is, an interval of time, which would allow an interval of dis
tance. Based on the geography, some think Luke means about thirty 
minutes. Or, "having separated a short distance, having stood apart 
a little". On this word, "set an interval", see "separated" in Lk 24:51. 

32. On this idiom, see 5:26. 
33. Sarne word as in v 19. On this word, see "throw forth" in Mt 9:36. 
34. That is, the rear of the ship, holding the ship in place pointing in 

to shore, waiting for daylight so they could see to navigate, pray
ing that the anchors would hold until then. To do this, they would 
probably have raised the rudders (v 40). 

35. That is, a falsely alleged motive. On this word, see Phil I: 18. Some 
think the sailors were intending to deceive the captain, and that a 
passenger, or Paul himself, overheard their plan. 

36. Same word as in 4:30: 26: I. Used 16 times. GK 1753. 
37. Paul's prediction now coming to pass, the soldiers obey him as if 

he were the captain! In addition, the soldiers would surely regard it 
to be in their own self-interest to keep the sailors on board. 

38. Or, "run aground", as in v 17, 26, 29. Luke does not mean "full down" 
into the water, for it was already in the water. He means to presently 
"fall away, drift away" from the ship, or to ultimately "run aground''. 

39. Or, "encouraging, exhorting". Same word as in v 34. On this word. 
see "exhort" in Rom 12:8. 

40. Or, "share in, receive a share of". Same word as in v 34. On this 
word, see "share in" in Heb 12: I 0. 

41. That is, for the stonn to lift. On this word, see Lk 3: 15. Same word 
as in 28:6. 

42. Used only here. GK 82 7. Related to "abstinence from food" in v 21. 
43. Or, "deliverance". On this word, see "salvation" in Lk 19:9. 
44. Or, "will perish". On this word, see "perish" in I Cor I: 18. Some 

manuscripts say "fall" ( N}. 
45. Or, "in good spirits". Used only here. GK 2314. Related to "cheer 

up" in v 22. 
46. Used as "ship" 22 times, and as a fishing "boat" 45 times. GK 4450. 
4 7. This is not a large number for that day. Josephus shipwrecked on a 

ship carrying 600 people. Some manuscripts say "about seventy 
six" {B}. 

A. Mt 9:36, thrown forth B. Tit 2:1 I C. Lk 19:10 D. 2 Thes 2:7 E. Mt 25:27 F. Act 20:13 G. Rom 11:15, rejection H. Jam 5:20, soul 
J. Mt 16:21 K. Rom 12:1, present L. Gal 5:4, fell from M. Rom 9:3 N. Phil 2:21 0. I Cor 6:18 P. Mk 10:32, going to Q. Jn 15:4, abide 
R.Gal5:12 S.Jn2:15 T.Mt24:45 U.Roml4:1,accept V.Rom7:8 W.Mt26:27 X.Act2:46 
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6D. And having been satisfiedA with food, they were lightening1 the ship- throwing-out8 '.'r; 

the wheat into the sea 

~C. And when it became day, they were not recognizingc the land. But they were looking-closely- i'! 
at0 a certain bay2 having a beach, to which they were deliberating3 whether4 they might be 
able to drive-out5 the ship 

ID. And having cast-off6 the anchors, they were leaving them in the sea. At the same time, .:\(1 

having unfastenedE the ropes of the rudders7
, and having raised the sail 8 to the blowing 

[wind], they were holding9 [course] for the beach 
::'D. But having fallen-into 10 a place between-seas 11

, they grounded 12 the vessel 13 .:\I 

IL. And the bow 14
, having become stuck 15

, remained immovable- but the stem was 
being broken-up 16 by the force 17 of the waves 18 

.\D. Now the planF of the soldiers came-to-be that they should kill the prisoners, that none .:\' 
should escape, having swum-away 

.:\D. But the centurion, wantingG to bring Paul safely through 19
, forbid20 them from their .:\; 

intention21 . And he orderedH 

IL. The ones being able to swim, havingjumped-overboard22 first, to go away to the land 
21. And the rest to follow- some upon planks, and others on some of the things from .:\.:\ 

the ship 

:'D. And so it happened that everyone was brought-safely-through to the land 

LJ( ·. And having been brought-safely-through, then we23 leamed24 that the island was25 called Malta26 :: ~ · I 

ID. And the natives27 were showing1 us not the ordinary28 humaneness29 . For having lit a fire, 
they welcomedK us all because of the rain having set-upon30 us and because of the cold 

2 D. And Paul having gatheredL a certain31 quantity32 of dry-sticks, and having put them on the 
fire- a viper having come-out33 because of the heat fastened-on his hand 

11 . And when the natives saw the beastM hangingN from his hand, they were saying to .:\ 
one another, "Surely0 this man is a murderer whom, having been brought-safely
through from the sea, Justice34 did not allowP to live" 

21.. Then indeed the one, having shaken-offO the beast into the fire, sufferedR no harm 
."\I:. And the ones were expecting5 that he was about to be swelling-up, or suddenly be 1, 

falling down dead 
41-. But while they for a long time were waiting-in-expectation5 and observing nothing 

out-of-placer happening to him- having changed their minds35, they were saying 
that he was36 a god 

:l I). Now in the areas around that place were lands belonging to the leading37 official of the island, 
Publius by name-- who, having welcomedu us, entertained31 us courteously39 for three days 

11-. And it came about that the father of Publius was lying-down, being grippedv with :.: 
fevers• 0 and dysentery4 1, to whom having gone in and having prayed, having laidw 
his hands on him, Paul healedx him 
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I. That is, so the sailors could get the ship as close to shore as possi
ble before it hit groWld. Used only here. GK 3185. 

2. Today, this bay on Malta is called St. Paul's Bay. 
3. Or, "deciding, planning". On this word, see "plan" in Jn 11 :53. 

Some manuscripts have a different tense, meaning "deliberated, 
decided, planned" {K}. 

4. Or, "were planning (if they could) to drive out the vessel". 
5. Elsewhere only in 7:45. GK 2034. 
6. Or, "removed". That is, the sailors threw off the ropes to the four 

anchors in v 29. On this word, see "take away" in v 20. 
7. Or, "steering paddles". Greek ships had two oar-like paddles to 

steer the ship. Some think Luke means the sailors Wllashed these 
rudders from their raised position, so that they could again steer the 
ship. Elsewhere only in Jam 3:4. GK 4382. 

8. That is, the foresail, near the bow. Used only here. GK 784. 
9. On this word, see "hold down" in Rom 1: 18. 
I 0. Or, "encountered". On this word, see Jam I :2. 
11. That is, a reef or sandbar, an underwater point of land with deeper 

sea on both sides. The ship did not make it all the way to shore, as 
they had hoped. So they had to swim. Used only here. GK 1458. 

12. Or, "ran aground, brought to shore, beached". Used only here. 
GK 2131. 

13. Or, "large ship". Used only here. GK 3730. Compare "ship" in v 37. 
14. That is, the front of th ship. Luke uses grammar that emphasizes the 

linkage between the two halves of this sentence. 
15. Or, ''jammed, fixed, planted". Used only here. GK 2242. 
16. Or, "broken to pieces, broken down". On this word, see "break" in 

Mt5:19. 
17. Or, "violence". On this word, see "violence" in 5:26. 
18. Some manuscripts omit "of the waves" { C}. 
19. This word, "to bring safely through, to save, to rescue" is also in v 

44; 28: I, 4; 23:24; I Pet 3:20. Elsewhere only as "restore" in Mt 
14:36; Lk 7:3. GK 1407. 

20. Or, "prevented, stopped". On this word, see I Cor 14:39. 
21. Or, "purpose, will". On this word, see "will" in I Pet 4:3. 
22. More literally, "thrown [themselves] from [the ship]". Used only 

here. GK 681. 
23. Some manuscripts say "they" {K}. 

24. Or, "recognized", as this same word is used in 27:39. 
25. More literally, "is", as the Greek typically phrases it. 
26. This means the storm blew them about 476 miles or 762 kilometers 

west from Crete, about half the distance from Israel to Italy. Malta 
is about 50 miles or 80 kilometers south of Sicily. The Greek is 
"Melita". Used only here. GK 3514. 

27. Or, "barbarians". That is, the local non-Greek-speaking people on this 
Roman island. They were civilized people, but "foreigners" from 
Luke's Greek point of view. On this word, see "barbarian" in Col 3: 11. 

28. Literally, not a kindness "having happened", the same idiom as in 
19:11. Another of Luke's Wlderstatements (see 12:18). That is, a love
of-mankind out of the ordinary, Wlusual, extraordinary. GK 5593. 

29. Or, "love-for-mankind, philanthropy, kindness". On this word, see 
"love for mankind" in Tit 3:4. Related to the word in 27:3. 

30. Or, "having set in, having stood upon" them. That is, now pouring 
upon them. On this word, see "suddenly come upon" in Lk 21 :34. 

31. Some manuscripts omit this word {K}. 
32. That is, an arm-load of sticks. 
33. Some manuscripts say "come out through [the sticks]" (N}. 
34. That is, the goddess of justice, justice personified as a deity; or, jus-

tice as an abstract concept. GK 1472. 
35. Or, "changed sides, turned about". Used only here. GK 3554. 
36. More literally, "is", as the Greek typically phrases it. 
37. Or, "chief man". While this could simply mean "the leading man" of 

the island (as the plural of this word is used in 13:50; 25:2; 28:17; 
etc.), it has been foWld in inscriptions on Malta as an official title. 
The first man of Malta. Some think it is a title used of the highest 
Roman official on the island. Others think it is a title used with ref
erence to a non-Roman office. On this word, see "first" in I Cor 15:3. 

38. Or, "received us as guests, gave us lodging". Same word as in Heb 
13:2. On this word, see "lodging" in Act 10:6. 

39. Or, "kindly, in a friendly manner". Used only here. GK 5819. 
40. That is, recurring attacks of fever. Elsewhere only in Mt 8: 15; Mk 

I :31; Lk 4:38, 39; Jn 4:52. GK 4790. The root word is "fire". 
Related to "sick with fever" in Mk I :30. 

41. Our English word comes from this Greek word, dusenterion. Used 
only here. GK 1548. 

A. I Cor 4:8 B. Jn 12:31, cast out C. Col I :6, understood D. Heb I 0:24, consider E. Heb 13:5, let go F. Eph I: 11, coWlsel G. Jam I: 18, 
willed H.Mtl4:28 J.Actl7:31,grant K.Rom14:1,accept L.Mtl7:22 M.Revl3:1 N.Actl0:39 0.1Cor9:IO P.1Cor10:13 
Q. Lk 9:5 R. Gal 3:4 S. Lk 3: 15, waiting in expectation T. 2 Thes 3:2 U. Heb 11: 17, receive V. Mt 4:24 W. Lk 10:30, laid on X. Mt 8:8 



Acts 28:9 500 Verse 

2E. And this having taken place, the others on the island having infirrnitiesA were also 9 
corning to him and being cured6-

0

who also honoredc us with many honors0 , and l O 
at our putting-to-seaE, provided1 the things for our needs2 

I OC ·. And after three rnonths,3 we put-to-seaE in a ship having spent the winter at the island4- an I l 
Alexandrian5 one rnarked6 with the Twin-brothers7 

ID. And having put-in at Syracuse8, we stayedF three days-"frorn which, having cast-otf9, 12-1 ~ 
we carne0 to Rhegiurn 10 

2 D. And after one day, a south wind having come up, we carneH on the second day to Puteoli 11-

where, having found brothers, we were invited! to stayF with them for seven days 12 14 

I I ( . And so we carne13 to Rome. •And from there the brothersK, having heard the things I' 
concerning us, carne 14 as far as the Forum of Appius15 and the Three Taverns 16 to rneet17 us
whorn having seen, Paul, having given-thanksL to God, tookM courage 18 

1213. And when we entered into Rome, it was perrnittedN to Paul19 to stay0 by hirnself,20 with the soldier I h 

guardingP him 

I ( ·. And it came about after three days that he21 called-together the ones being leadingO ones of I -
the Jews 

I U. And they having come together, he was saying to them 

I E. "I- rnenR, brothersK- having done nothing contrary to our people or our ancestorsw 
custorns5, was handed-overT as a prisoneru from Jerusalem into the hands of the 
Romans 

IF "Who, having exarnined23 me, were wantingv to releasew me because of there I~ 

being no charge24 worthy of death in connection with me 
2 F. "But the Jews speaking-against25 it, I was cornpelledx to appeal-to v Caesar26- I 'I 

not as-though having anything to accusez my nation 

2E. "For this reason therefore, I called-for27 you, to see and speak to you. For I am ~11 

wearingAA this chain28 for the sake of the hope29 o/Israel" 

2 D. And the ones said to him .: i 

I ! '.. "We neither received letters from Judea concerning you, nor did any of the brothers 
having arrived report66 or speak anything evilcc concerning you 

21 :. "And we consider-it-titting00 that we hear from you the things which you thinkEE. 
For indeed concerning this sect30, it is knownFF to us that it is being spoken-against00 

everywhere" 

2( ·. And having appointedHH a day for him, more came to him at his lodging31- to whom he was 
explainingJJ it from early-in-the-rnorningKK until evening, solernnly-testifyingLL as to the 
kingdornMM of God, and persuadingNN them concerning Jesus from both the Law o/Moses and 
the Prophets 

'' ' 



501 Acts 28:23 

I. Same word as "laid on" in v 8. Paul laid hands on them; they "laid 
on" us the things we needed. Or, "put on [the ship]". On this word, 
see "laid on" in Lk I 0:30. 

2. Some manuscripts have this word singular {N}, "need". 
3. That is, some time in February. 
4. It would have been in the port ofValetta. 
5. Being from Alexandria, Egypt, it may also have been part of the 

grain fleet. 
6. Or, taking this adjective as a noun, "with the Twin-brothers mark". 

This word refers to the emblem, sign, ensign, insignia of a ship. 
Some think Luke is referring to a carved figurehead. Others think 
he means an emblem painted on each side of the prow. Used only 
here. GK 4185. 

7. Or, "Dioscuri". That is, the Greek gods Castor and Pollux, twin 
sons of Zeus and Leda. They were the patron gods of sailors. Used 
only here. GK I 483. 

8. This is the chief city of Sicily, on the east side of the island, about 
80 miles or 128 kilometers north or Malta. GK 5352. 

9. Same word as in 27:40. Presumably, Luke is referring to the ropes 
securing them. Some manuscripts say "having gone around" { C}, 
which may mean "by tacking". 

I 0. This town is on the toe of Italy, across the strait of Messina from 
Sicily, about 70 miles or 112 kilometers further. GK 4836. 

11. This was a major port on the west side of Italy, a journey of about 
182 miles or 290 kilometers. GK 4541. 

12. Presumably this was allowed by Julius the centurion (as in 27:3), 
while he was attending other business. He had to make arrange
ments for their 130 mile or 210 kilometer journey by road to Rome. 
This does not imply that Paul was unguarded during this week. 

13. Or, "went". Luke could be looking back, "in this manner- with 
such a voyage- we came to Rome". Or he could be looking for
ward, "in this manner- using the road from Puteoli to Rome- we 
went to Rome". 

14. Some manuscripts say "came out" { N}. 

15. Some came for a meeting here, 39 miles or 63 kilometers south 
of Rome. 

16. Or, "Three Inns". Some came for a meeting here, 30 miles or 49 
kilometers south of Rome. 

I 7. This is an idiom, literally "for a meeting" with us. On this word, see 
Mt25:6. 

18. This noun is used only here. GK 25//. Related to the verb in 23: 11. 
Paul had written them the book of Romans (in Act 20:2), about three 
years earlier, and now takes courage from their concern for him. 

19. Some manuscripts say "Rome, the centurion handed over the pris
oners to the captain of the guard. But it was permitted ... " {A}. 

20. That is, in his own lodging (v 23), or rented quarters (v 30), rather 
than in prison. 

2 I. Some manuscripts say "Paul" { K}. 
22. That is, the customs passed down from our forefathers. On this 

word, see 24: 14. It is plural here. 
23. Same word as in 24:8. 
24. Same word as in 25: 18, 27. Same phrase, "charge worthy of death", 

as in 13:28. 
25. Or, "objecting, opposing". Same word as in v 22. On this word, see 

"contradict" in Rom I 0:21. 
26. On this, see 25: 11. 
27. Or, "called you alongside me, called you to me". Or, "appealed to you 

to see and speak to me". On this word, see "exhorting" in Rom 12:8. 
28. Elsewhere only in Mk 5:3, 4; Lk 8:29; Act 12:6, 7; 21 :33; Eph 6:20; 

2 Tim I: 16; Rev 20: I. GK 268. Whether or not Paul has been 
chained since 22:29 (opinions differ), now the Romans thus main
tain control of him in his quarters. 

29. Same word as in 23:6; 24: 15; 26:6, 7. Broadly, this refers to the ful
fillment of God's promises in Jesus the Messiah. On this word, see 
Col 1:5. 

30. That is, Christians. On this word, see "faction" in I Cor 11: 19. 
31. Elsewhere only in Phm 22. GK 3825. Related to "entertained" in 28:7. 

A. Mt 8:17, weakness B. Mt 8:7 C. I Tim 5:3 D. I Tim 5:17 E. Act 20:13 F. Rom 11:22, continue G. Act 26:7, attain H. Mk 16:2 
J. Rom 12:8, exhorting K. Act 16:40 L. Mt 26:27 M. Rom 7:8 N. I Tim 2: 12, permit 0. Jn 15:4, abide P. Jn 12:25, keep Q. I Cor 15:3, 
first R. I Tim 2: 12 S. Lk I :9 T. Mt 26:21 U. Eph 3: I V. Jam I: 18, willed W. Mt 5:31, sends away X. Gal 6: 12 Y. I Pet I: 17, call upon 
Z. Jn 5:45 AA. Heb 5:2, surrounded BB. I Jn 1:3, announcing CC. Act 25:18 DD. Act 15:38 EE. Rom 8:5 FF. Rom 1:19 GG. Rom 10:21, 
contradict HH. Rom 13: I, established JJ. Act 11:4 KK. Mk 13:35 LL. I Tim 5:21, solemnly charge MM. Mt 3:2 NN. I Jn 3: 19 



Acts 28:24 502 Verse 

ID. And some were being persuadedA by the things being said, but others were not-believing1 24 
2D. And being not-in-agreement2 with one another, they were departing3

- Paul having 2~ 

spoken one statement8
, that 

IL. "The Holy Spirit spoke rightlyc through Isaiah the prophet [in Isa 6:9-10] to your' 
fathers: saying, 'Go to this people and say- 5 2h 

11·. 'In hearing, you will hear and by no means understand. And while seeing, you 
will see and by no means perceive. "For the heart of this people became dull, r 

and they hardly heard with their ears, and they closed their eyes 

I Ci. 'That they might not ever see with their eyes, and hear with their ears, 
and understand in their heart, and tum-back, and I shall heal them '6 

2E. "Therefore let it be known° to you that this7 salvationE of God was sent-forthF to 2~ 

the Gentiles. They also will hear it 8" 2'!; 

~C And he 10 stayedG two whole years 11 in his own rented-quarters 12 • And he was welcomingH all _~11 

the ones coming-in to him-
0

proclaimingl the kingdom of God, and teachingK the things -~I 
concerning the Lord Jesus Christ with all boldness 13, without-hindrance 14 



503 Acts 28:31 

I. Or, "refusing to believe". On this word, see "are faithless" in 2 
Tim 2:13. 

2. Or, "being at variance, not being harmonious". Used only here. GK 
115 /. Related to "agreement" in I Cor 7:5, and "agree" in Mt 18: 19. 

3. Used only here with this grammar. These Jews were "releasing 
themselves, letting themselves go, dismissing themselves". On this 
word, see "sends away" in Mt 5 :31. 

4. Some manuscripts say "our" {B}. 
5. See Mt 13: 14-15 on the following quotation (through v 27), which 

is exactly the same there. 
6. Paul places the blame on these Jews for not entering the process that 

results in spiritual healing- see and hear, understand, turn back, 
be healed. They shut their hearts, not wanting to hear it. Compare 
Jn 12:40. 

7. Some manuscripts say "the" {K}. 
8. Or, "And they will listen". 
9. Some manuscripts add as v 29, "And he having spoken these things, 

the Jews departed, having a great dispute among themselves" {A}. 
10. Some manuscripts say "Paul" {K}. 
11. Thus closing the book of Acts some time in A.D. 62. Some think 

Paul's case was then dismissed, the Jews having failed to prosecute 
it; others, that it was heard and he won. Some think that during this 
two-year period in Rome, Paul wrote Ephesians, Philippians (note 
Phil I: 13; 4:22), Colossians, and Philemon (which are accordingly 
called the Prison Epistles). Others think these letters were written 
during an imprisonment in Ephesus during Acts 19; others, in Cae
sarea during the two years there, Act 24:27. After Acts 28, some 
think that Paul was released and traveled again, during which time 
he wrote I Timothy and Titus. Then he was imprisoned again in 
Rome, during which he wrote 2 Timothy. Then he was beheaded. 
There are other views. 

12. Or, "at his own expense", in Roman government quarters. Used 
only here. GK 3637. Related to "hire, pay wages". 

13. Or, "confidence, openness, freedom-of-speech". This phrase, "with 
all boldness" is also in 4:29; Phil I :20. On this word, see "confi
dence" in Heb 4: 16. 

14. Or, "unforbidden". Used only here. GK 219 Related to "forbid" 
in I Cor 14:39. In the providence of God, this arrangement allowed 
Paul to reach Rome while being protected from the Jews by the 
Roman government! 

A.1Jn3:19 B.Roml0:17,word C.Actl0:33,well D.Roml:l9 E.Lk2:30 F.Mk3:14,sendout G.Gal3:10,continuein H.Act2:41 
J. 2 Tim 4:2 K. Rom 12:7 





505 Romans Overview 

Introduction 

IA. The wrath of God is revealed against all ungodliness of people holding down the truth 

I B. Because the thing known of God is evident in them, for God made it evident to them 
2B. Because having known God, they did not glorify Him as God, but became futile in thinking 

1 C. They became foolish and exchanged God for an idol. God handed them to impurity 
2C. Who exchanged the truth of God for the lie. God handed them to dishonor 
3C. And as they did not approve of God, God handed them over to a disapproved mind 

3B. Therefore you are without excuse, 0 human- everyone judging 

1:1-17 

1:18 

I :19-20 
1:21 

1:22-24 
1 :25-27 
1 :28-32 

2:1 

1 C. For in what you judge others, you condemn yourself, because you do the same things 2: 1-2 
2C. But are you thinking this, 0 human, that you will escape the judgment of God? 2:3 
3C. Or are you disregarding His goodness, not knowing its purpose is your repentance? 2:4 
4C. But by your unrepentance, you are storing up wrath for yourself on the day of wrath 2:5-8 

4B. There will be affliction and distress upon every human doing evil- the Jew and the Greek 

IC. For there is no respect of persons with God 
2C. For all who sinned will be judged, whether without the Law or through the Law 

ID. For the Gentiles will be judged by the things of the Law written on their hearts 
20. But if you are a Jew and rely upon the Law, do you obey it? You transgress it. 

Circumcision will be of no profit to transgressors of the Law 

5B. What then is the advantage of the Jew? Much in every way. God keeps His promises 
6B. Therefore what? Are we better than they? No. All are under sin, accountable to God 

2A. But now apart from law, the righteousness of God has been revealed 

I B. And it is the righteousness of God through faith in Jesus Christ to all the ones believing 

1 C. For there is no distinction- all have sinned, and are declared righteous as a gift through 
the redemption in Christ, whom God set forth as the satisfaction of His wrath 

2C. Therefore where is the boasting? It was shut out by faith. God is God of all by faith 
3C. Abraham also believed God, and it was credited for righteousness. This was apart from 

circumcision and Law, so that he might become the father of all believers 

2:9-10 

2:11 
2:12-13 

2:14-16 
2: 17-29 

3: 1-8 
3:9-20 

3:21 

3:22 

3:22-26 

3:27-31 
4: 1-25 

2B. Therefore, we have peace with God, and access by faith into this grace in which we stand. And 5: 1-11 
we boast in the hope of the glory of God, a hope which does not put to shame 

3B. Because of this, just as sin and death entered the world through one man, so also the gift of 5: 12-21 
righteousness and life came through one Man. Grace now reigns over sin and death 

4B. Therefore should we be continuing in sin that grace might increase? No, we died to sin 6: 1-2 

IC. Or do you not know that we were baptized into His death? 
2C. We were buried with Him that we might be raised with Him to newness of life 

6:3 
6:4-11 
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JC. Therefore do not let sin reign in your body, for you are not under the Law, but grace 6:12-14 

5B. Therefore should we commit a sin because we are not under the Law but under grace? No 6:15 

IC. Do you not know you are slaves to whom you obey? You were slave of sin, but you 6: 16-2J 
obeyed the teaching from the heart and were set free. Present yourself to God 

2C. Or do you not know that the Law lords over a person only while he lives? You have died 7: 1-25 
to the Law, and now serve in the newness of the Spirit. But the Law did not cause my sin 
or death. The sin in me used the Law to kill me 

6B. Therefore, there is now no condemnation for the ones in Christ. For the law of the Spirit oflife 8: 1-2 
in Christ Jesus set you free from the law of sin and death 

IC. For what the Law could not do, God did through His own Son for us walking in accordance 
with the Spirit. For you are not in the flesh, but in the Spirit 

8:J-9 

2C. 
JC. 
4C. 

And if Christ is in you, the body is dead, but the Spirit is life 
And ifthe Spirit is in You, God will give life to your mortal bodies through the Spirit 
So then, brothers, we are debtors not to the flesh. For if by the Spirit you are putting to 
death the practices of the body, you will live-

ID. For all who are being led by the Spirit of God- these are sons of God 
20. And if we are children, we are heirs- heirs of God and fellow heirs with Christ 

IE. For the sufferings of the present are not worthy to the glory to be revealed 
2E. For creation is awaiting the revelation of the sons of God, to also be set free in 

the glory of the children of God, and is groaning and suffering-birthpains 
JE. And we ourselves are groaning while awaiting our adoption, for we were saved 

in hope of this glory we do not see. And the Spirit helps us 

JD. And we know all things are working together for good for the ones loving God 

7B. Therefore, what shall we say to these things? If God is for us, who can be against us? 

JA. I am telling the truth. There is great grieffor me and unceasing pain in my heart over Israel 

I B. For I would pray that I might be accursed from Christ on behalf of my kinsmen, the Israelites 
2B. But it is not such as that the word of God has failed 

IC. For all these ones from Israel are not Israel, nor children of promise. God chooses 
2C. Therefore is God unrighteous? No. He has mercy and He hardens whom He wants 
JC. Therefore why does He still find fault? He is the Creator, carrying out His purposes 

JB. Therefore, what shall we say? 

IC. That Gentiles, the ones not pursuing righteousness, took hold of it by faith 
2C. But Israel, pursuing the Law of righteousness, did not attain it, but stumbled on Christ 

4B. Brothers, I pray for their salvation, but their zeal is not in accordance with knowledge 

8:10 
8:11 

8:12-14 

8:14-16 
8:17 

8:18 
8: 19-22 

8:2J-27 

8:28-JO 

8:J 1-J9 

9: 1-2 

9:J-5 
9:6 

9:6-IJ 
9:14-18 
9: 19-29 

9:30 

9:JO 
9:J l-JJ 

10:1-2 
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IC. For being ignorant of God's righteousness, they did not subject themselves to it 

ID. For Christ is the end of the Law for righteousness for everyone believing 
2D. For Moses says the one having done the Law will live. But salvation is by faith 
3D. For Scripture says everyone putting faith in Him will be saved- obeying the report 

announced. But they did not all obey the report, as Isaiah said 

2C. But I say- it is not that they did not hear. The word went out 
3C. But I say- it is not that they did not know. Moses and the prophets told them 

5B. Therefore did God reject His people? No. The remnant was saved, the rest hardened 
6B. Therefore did they stumble in order to fall? No 

IC. By their trespass, salvation came to the Gentiles. How much more their fullness 
2C. And I glorify my ministry to the Gentiles that I might provoke them to jealousy 
3C. But if the root is holy, so are the branches. God can regraft them into their tree 
4C. For a partial hardening has happened to Israel until the fullness of Gentiles comes in 

7B. 0 the depths of God's wisdom and knowledge. To Him be the glory forever, amen 

4A. Therefore I urge you to present your bodies as a sacrifice to God as your spiritual worship 

IB. And do not be conformed to this age, but be transformed by the renewing of your mind 
2B. For I say to all of you by the grace given to me- be thinking accurately about yourself and 

your place in the body; love one another, be diligent, bless your enemies, be humble 
3B. Let every soul be subject to superior authorities 
4B. Owe nothing to anyone except to love one another. Love is the fulfillment of the Law 
5B. And do this knowing the time. Lay aside darkness and put on the weapons of light 
6B. Now be accepting the one being weak in faith, but not for disputes about opinions 

IC. One has faith to eat, another not. Do not treat with contempt or judge one another 
2C. One judges a day above another. Let each be assured in his own mind. We live for the 

Lord. We will all stand before His judgment seat and give an account for ourselves 
3C. Therefore judge this- not to place a cause of stumbling or falling for your brother 
4C. Therefore do not let your good thing be blasphemed 
5C. So then, let us pursue the things of peace and edification 
6C. Therefore be accepting one another, as Christ accepted you, for the glory of God 

7B. Now may the God of hope fill you with joy and peace in believing 

5A. Paul explains why he wrote, his commission by God, his present and future plans 

Conclusion 

10:3 

10:4 
10:5-10 

10:11-17 

10:18 
10:19-21 

11: 1-10 
11:11 

11: 11-12 
11: 13-15 
11:16-24 
11 :25-32 

11 :33-36 

12:1 

12:2 
12:3-21 

13: 1-7 
13:8-10 

13: 11-14 
14:1 

14:2-4 
14:5-12 

14:13-15 
14:16-18 

14:19-15:6 
15:7-12 

15: 13 

15: 14-33 

16:1-27 
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;\ Paul, a slaveA a/Christ Jesus', a called2 apostle8
, having been separated3 for the good-newsc of God 

I. Which He promised-beforehand0 through His prophets in the Holy Scriptures4 

" Concerning His Son-

n. The One having come from the seedE a/David according-to5 the flesh 
b. The One having been designated6 as the Son of God with7 power according to the Spirit8 

o/holiness9 by10 the resurrection from the dead 
c. Jesus Christ our Lord 
d. Through Whom we' 1 received graceF and apostleship 12 for13 the obedience of faith 14 among 

all the Gentiles 15 for the sake of His name-• among whom you also are called16 ones of 
Jesus Christ 

13. To all the ones being in Rome 17, beloved0 ones of God, called saints 18 

l'. Grace to you and peace from God our Father and the Lord Jesus Christ 
J)_ First19, I am giving-thanksH to my God through Jesus Christ for you all, because your faith is being 

proclaimed1 in the whole worldK 

I . For God is my witnessL- Whom I am servingM in my spirit in20 the good-newsc of His Son
how unceasingly21 I am making mention of you 

0

always22 in my prayers, asking23 if somehow 
now at last I shall be prospered24 in the will of God to come to you 

a. For I am yearningN to see you in order that I may impart25 some spiritual0 gift26 to you, so 
that you may be established27 • •And this is that I may be encouraged-together-with you 
among you- through each other's faith, 28 both yours and mine 

~-· And I do not want you to be-unawareP, brothersO, that often I planned29 to come to you- and was 
preventedR until now- in order that I might have some fruit among you also, as indeed among the 
other Gentiles 

I . I am a debtor30 both to Greeks and barbarians,31 both to wise and foolishs 
" So for my part,32 /am eager33 also to announce-the-good-newsT to you, the ones in Rome 
J. For I am not ashamed-of 34 the good-news35 , for it is the power0 of God for36 salvationv to 

everyone believing37
- both to the Jew first, and to the Greek 

<1. For the righteousness38 of God39 is revealedw in it from faith to faith,40 just as it has been 
written [in Hab 2:4], "But the righteous41 one shall live by faith"42 

Verse 

') 

L 

·f 

(, 

,, 
111 

11 

I 

I; 
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I. That is, a slave belonging to Christ Jesus. Some manuscripts say 
"Jesus Christ" {B}. 

2. Or, "called to be an apostle". This adjective is also in v 6, 7. Paul 
uses it again of himself only in I Cor I: I. On this word, see Rom 
8:28. It was God who appointed Paul, not Paul himself, and not 
other humans. 

3. That is, "set apart, appointed" for this purpose. Same word as in Gal 
I: 15, where Paul says it was from his mother's womb, and in Act 
13:2. Elsewhere only in Mt 13:49; 25:32; Lk 6:22; Act 19:9; 2 Cor 
6: 17; Gal 2: 12. GK 928. 

4. Or, "Sacred Writings". This phrase is used only here. On "Scrip
tures" see 2 Pet 3: 16. Compare 2 Tim 3:15. 

5. Or, "with respect to, in relation to". Same word as in v 4. GK 2848. 
Same phrase as in 4: I; 9:3, 5. 

6. Or, "declared, appointed, defined, determined, ordained, marked 
out as being". Same word as in Act I 0:42; 17:31; Heb 4:7. Else
where only as "determine" in Lk 22:22; Act 2:23; 11 :29; 17:26. GK 
3988. The related noun means "boundaries, borders". 

7. Or, "in, by means of". Some think Paul means "designated ... with 
power'', in a mighty way, mightily, powerfully, by the resurrec
tion; others, "God's Son with power", as opposed to His days of 
humiliation. 

8. Or, "spirit". Some think Paul means the human spirit of Jesus, char
acterized by holiness, as opposed to His flesh in v 3; others, His 
divine nature as opposed to His human nature in v 3; others, the 
Holy Spirit, so that the contrast is between what His human descent 
shows Him to be, and what His resurrection by the Spirit shows 
Him to be. There are other views. 

9. Elsewhere only in 2 Cor 7: I; I Thes 3: 13. GK 43. Related to "holi
ness" in Heb 12:14. 

IO. Or, "since, from the time of", as in Mk I0:20; Jn 9: I; or, "because 
of'', as in 2 Cor 13:4; Rev 16:10. GK 1666. 

11. Some think Paul means "I"; others, "we apostles". 
12. Or, "the office of apostle". Elsewhere only in Act I :25; I Cor 9:2; 

Gal 2:8. GK 692. Related to "apostle" in v I. 
13. That is, "to bring about". Compare Gal 2:7-9; Eph 3:8-9. 
14. On "obedience o/faith", see 16:26. 
15. Or, "nations". On this word, see Act 15:23. 
16. Same word as in v I. Some think Paul means "called ones belonging 

to" Jesus; others, "ones called to be" His; others, "called by" Him. 
17. Having set his sights on Rome in Act 19:21, having come to Corinth 

for the winter, Paul writes this book in Act 20:3 to prepare his way 
to Rome after returning to Jerusalem with the gift of the churches 
for the poor, Rom 15:25-29. He arrives in Rome three years later in 
Act 28, as a prisoner. 

18. Or, "called ones, holy ones", making three parallel adjectives
beloved, called, and holy ones. On "called saints", see I Cor I :2. 

19. Paul details his prayers in view of his personal desires. He uses 
grammar that may imply a second point (perhaps regarding his 
plans in view of his mission, v 13, in which case he continues with 
"and", rather than "then" as in Heb 7:2 and Jam 3: 17, or "second"). 
Or, this grammar may mean "first" in the sense of "above all", 
expecting no second point. Same grammar as in 3:2, I Cor 11: 18. 

20. Or, "in connection with". That is, in connection with the good news 
about or proceeding from His Son. GK 1877. 

21. Elsewhere only in I Thes 1:2; 2:13; 5:17. GK 90. A related word 
is used in 2 Tim I :3. 

22. Or, "making mention of you, always in my prayers asking ... ". 
23. That is, asking to come to you, as I know is His will for me, if per

haps He will arrange it now. 
24. Or, "succeed, get along well, do well". Elsewhere only in I Cor 

16:2; 3 Jn 2. GK 2338. 
25. Or, "give a share of". On this word, see "giving" in 12:8. 
26. On the word "gift", see I Cor I :7. These two words are used 

together only here. That is, some grace gift pertaining to the Spirit. 
27. Same word as in 16:25. On this word, see I Thes 3:2. 
28. That is, the faith in God that is active in both the Romans and Paul. 

More literally, "through the faith in one another". 
29. Or, "set before myself, purposed". On this word, see "set forth" 

in 3:25. 
30. Elsewhere only in Mt 6: 12; 18:24; Lk 13:4; Rom 8: 12; 15:27; Gal 

5:3. GK 4050. I owe them the gospel. 
31. This is like saying "to the civilized (in Greco-Roman terms) and the 

uncivilized". On "barbarian", see Col 3: 11. 
32. This is an idiom, literally, So "as to the thing according to me". The 

idea is, "as far as it depends on me". Used only here in this sense. 
Used in the plural as "the things concerning me" (meaning "my cir
cumstances") in Eph 6:21; Phil I: 12; Col 4:7; and in Act 24:22; 
25:14. 

33. Or, "So the eagerness on my part is also to announce". On this 
word, see "willing" in Mt 26:41. Related to "eagerly" in I Pet 5:2, 
and "eagerness" in 2 Cor 8: 19. 

34. Elsewhere only in Mk 8:38; Lk 9:26; Rom 6:21; 2 Tim 1:8, 12, 16; 
Heb 2:11; 11:16. GK 2049. Related to "shame" in Heb 12:2; "put 
to shame" in I Jn 2:28; and "shameful" in Tit I: 11. 

35. Some manuscripts add "a/Christ" {N}. 
36. That is, resulting in, leading to. GK 1650. 
37. Or, "exercising faith". On this word, see Jn 3:36. Same root word 

as "faith" in the next verse. 
38. This word means "righteousness, rightness, justice", either from 

God's viewpoint, or people's viewpoint, depending on the context. 
Used 92 times. GK 1466. Related to "declare righteous" in 3:24. 

39. Some think Paul means righteousness "from God", the righteous 
status we have from God; others, "belonging to God", God's right
eousness, a God kind of righteousness into which we enter by faith. 
There are other views. 

40. Some think Paul means a righteousness "starting from faith and 
leading to a life of faith"; others, "beginning with faith and ending 
with faith"; others, "revealed from the faith of one to the faith of 
another". There are other views. On "faith", see Eph 2:8. 

41. This word means "righteous, right, just", either from God's view
point, or people's viewpoint, depending on the context. Used 79 
times. GK 1465. Related to "declare righteous" in 3:24. 

42. Or, "Bui the one righteous by faith shall live", the Greek word order. 

A. Rom 6: 17 B. I Cor 12:28 C. I Cor 15: I D. 2 Cor 9:5, previously promised E. Heb 11: 11 F. Eph 2:8 G. Mt 3: 17 H. Mt 26:27 J. Phil I: 18 
K. I Jn 2: 15 L. Act I :8 M. Heb 12:28, worship N. I Pet 2:2 0. I Cor 14: I P. Rom I0:3, being ignorant Q. Act 16:40 R. I Cor 14:39, 
forbid S. Tit 3:3 T. Act 5:42 U. Mk 5:30 V. Lk 19:9 W. 2 Thes 2:3 



Romans 1:18 510 Verse 

I . .\. For1 the wrath2 of God is revealed3 from heaven against all ungodliness• and unrighteousness5 of peopleA I >: 

holding-down6 the truth in 7 unrighteousness 

113. Because8 the thing known9 ofGod 10 is evident 11 in them12
, for God made it evident13 to them J <1 

I ( ·. For His invisible things- both His etemal8 power: and divine-nature 14- are clearly-seen15, being 211 

understood16 since the creation of the world in the things made, so that they are17 without-excuse° 

2l3. Because 18 having known 19 God, they did not glorifyE Him as God or give-thanksF, but became- 2 I 
futile20 in their thoughts21 , and their senseless22 heart was darkened23 

IC. While claiming to be wise, they became-foolish24
, "and exchanged25 the glory of the immortal26 2'-'' 

God for a likenessG- an image27 of a morta(H person\ and ofbirds and of four-footed-animals 
and of reptiles28 

ID. Therefore God handed them over29 in the desires1 of their hearts to impurityK 

11:. So that their bodies30 are31 dishonoredL among them 

2C. Who32 exchanged33 the truthM ofGod34 for the lie35, and worshiped36 and servedN the creation37 :2' 

rather than the One having created0 - Who is blessedP foreve~, amen 



511 Romans 1:25 

I. That is, "Now" or "You see,". Paul now begins his lengthy exposi
tion of the revelation of God's righteousness (v 17), and its impli
cations. He uses this word to assert his first point. GK 1142. 

2. Thal is, God's anger directed at sin. All hwnans are children of wrath 
(Eph 2:3; Rom 9:22), whose sin will bring God's wrath (Jn 3:36; 
Eph 5:6; Col 3:6; Heb 3:11), which iscoming(Mt 3:7; Rom 2:5; Rev 
6: 17; 11: 18; 14: IO; 19: 15), but from which believers are delivered 
(Rom 5:9; I Thes I: IO; 5:9). On this word, see Rev 16: 19. 

3. The wrath is revealed now in God's "handing over" people to their 
life choices, with all the consequences in this life. This only begins 
what also will be revealed in the future, when they will "pay the 
penalty" in the next life, 2 Thes I :9. On this word, see 2 Thes 2:3. 

4. Or, "impiety, godlessness, profaneness". Lack of reverence toward 
God. Elsewhere only in 11 :26; 2 Tim 2:26; Tit 2: 12; Jude 15, 18. 
GK 813. 

5. Or, "wrongdoing, iniquity, violation of what God considers right". 
This word is also used with reference to human standards of right 
and justice. Same word as in 1:29; 2:8; 3:5; 6:13; 9:14. Used 25 
times. GK 94. Related to "wronged" in Act 7:24, and "declare right
eous" in Rom 3:24. 

6. Or, "suppressing. holding back". People hold down what truth they 
know in their desire to live as they please. This word means "to hold 
down, suppress; to hold back, restrain; to hold on to, retain, hold 
fast". Elsewhere only as "hold on to" in Lk 8: 15; I Cor 7:30; 11 :2; 
2 Cor 6:10; I Thes 5:21; Heb 3:6, 14; 10:23; "hold on" in I Cor 
15:2; "hold" in Lk 14:9; Act 27:40; Rom 7:6; "hold back" in Lk 
4:42; Phm 13; "restrain" in 2 Thes 2:6, 7. GK 2988. 

7. That is "in connection with, in the sphere of". Or, "by, by means 
of". GK 1877. 

8. Paul explains their "holding down", and God's wrath on it, in v 19-
32. These people are acting contrary to the truth God has revealed 
about Himself, resulting in God's judgment. Paul continues this 
theme in a different way in 2: I. 

9. Same adjective as in Jn 18:15, 16; Act 1:19; 2:14; 4:10, 16; 9:42; 
13:38; 15:18; 19:17; 28:22, 28. Elsewhere only as "acquaintance" 
(a "known" one) in Lk 2:44; 23:49. GK 1196. 

I 0. That is, about God. Some think Paul means "what may be known, the 
knowable"; others, "what is known, the known". What is the known 
thing? It is God's existence, and the things mentioned next in v 20. 

11. Or, "known, clear, visible, plainly seen". Same adjective as in Act 
4:16; I Cor3:13; 14:25;Gal5:19; I Tim4:15; I Jn3:10.Elsewhere 
only as "visible" in Lk 8:17; Rom 2:28; Phil 1:13; "visibility" in 
Mt 4:22; Lk 8: 17; and "known" in Mt 12: 16; Mk 3: 12; 6: 14; Act 
7: 13; I Cor 11: 19. GK 5745. Related to "made evident" next. 

12. Or, "among them". Some think Paul means God's existence is evident 
"in their minds" as evidenced by the universal drive of all hwnans to 
worship something greater than themselves. Others think he means 
God made it evident "among them", that is, in creation (v 20). 

13. Or, "made known, made clear". Related to the word earlier in the 
verse. On this verb, see "made evident" in I Jn 2: 19. 

14. Or, "divineness, divinity", as seen in His attributes and actions. 
Used only here. GK 2522. 

15. Or. "distinctly seen, perceived". Used only here. GK 2775. The 
invisible is perceived with the mind through the visible creation. 

16. Or, "perceived, comprehended". See "think" in Eph 3:20 on this word. 
17. Or, "so that they might be without excuse". This indicates either the 

actual result or the intended purpose of God's action in v 19. The 

people in v 18 are without excuse because God revealed enough 
about Himself in creation to make them accountable (3:19). 

18. Rather than the next step in explaining v 18, others connect this with 
v 20 as the reason why people are without excuse (making it point 
ID.). Same word as in v 19, and elsewhere in Romans only in 3:20; 
8:7. Used 23 times, meaning "therefore, because". GK 1484. 

19. That is, as a result of God's revelation in creation. What people 
knew, they turned away from. 

20. Or, "worthless". People directed their thoughts to worthless, futile, 
pointless things. When they stand before God, they will see just 
how futile they were. Used only here. GK 3471. Related to "futile" 
in I Cor 15:17. 

21. Or, "reasonings, opinions". On this word, see Jam 2:4. 
22. Or, "foolish", from God's point of view. Same word as in v 31. On 

this word, see "without understanding" in IO: 19. 
23. Used 5 times. GK 5029. Related to "darkness" in Jn 3: 19. 
24. Or, "were made foolish". Same word as "made foolish" in I Cor 

I :20. GK 3701. 
25. Elsewhere only as "changed" in Act 6:14; I Cor 15:51, 52; Gal 

4:20; Heb I: 12. GK 248. Related to "exchange" in v 25. Same word 
as in Ps I 06:20, "they exchanged their glory for the image of an 
ox", and reflecting that grammar. 

26. Elsewhere of God only in I Tim I: 17. It is the word "mortal" (used 
next) with a negative prefix. On this word, see "undecayable" in 
I Cor 15:52. 

27. Rendered this way, this phrase explains "likeness". More literally, 
"for a likeness of an image". Others think Paul means "for a copy 
of a figure" of a mortal, etc. On this word, see Col I: 15. 

28. Here, people begin to worship God in the form of an idol, repre
senting the infinite glory of their immortal Creator as an object of 
their own creation in the likeness of one of His creations. 

29. Or, "delivered them". Same word as in v 26, 28. Compare Eph 4: 19. 
God "handed over" Israel in Act 7:42. On this word, see Mt 26:21. 
Some manuscripts say "also handed over" { N}. 

30. Some think the subject is an implied "they"; others, "their bodies". 
See the next note. The grammar permits either. 

31. Some think Paul means "with the result that" this happens. Others 
think it expresses their purpose, "so that they might dishonor their 
bodies" or "so that their bodies might be dishonored'', that is, so 
that they might carry out their impure desires in their bodies. Oth
ers think it defines impurity, "impurity- the dishonoring as ro their 
bodies among themselves". 

32. This word resumes the subject ofv 22-23. Same word as in v 32. 
Others think v 25-27 is subordinate to v 24 (so that v 24 is 2C., v 
25 is ID., and v 26 is 20.). There are other views. 

33. Elsewhere only in v 26. GK 3563. Same root word and grammar as 
"exchanged" in v 23. 

34. Some think Paul means "the Truth'', that is, God; others, "the truth 
that God revealed about Himself". 

35. Or, "for falsehood". On this word, see "falsehood" in Rev 14:5. The 
lie of false religion. 

36. Or, "venerated". Used only here. Related to "object of worship" in 
2 Thes 2:4, and "worshiping" in Act 13:50. 

37. Or, "creature". Here, people worship creation as their god, rather 
than God as their Creator, trading truth for lies. Some think Paul is 
describing progressive steps away from God; others, different 
aspects of the same thing as in v 22-23. On this word, see 8:39 

A. Mt 4:4, mankind B. Jude 6 C. Mk 5:30 D. Rom 2: I E. Rom 8:30 F. Mt 26:27 G. Phil 2:7 H. I Cor 15:53, decayable J. Gal 5: 16 
K. I Thes 2:3 L. Act 5:41 M. Jn 4:23 N. Heb 12:28, worship 0. Eph 2: 15 P. Rom 9:5 Q. Rev 20: I 0 



Romans 1:26 512 

ID. For this reason God handed them over to passions 1 of dishonor2 

11·:. For both their femalesA exchanged the natural8 [sexual] function for3 the one 
contrary to naturec 

21'.. And likewise also the males0
, having left\ the natural [sexual] function of the female, 

were inflamed5 by their craving6 for one another 

11·. Males with males committing7 the indecent-act8
, and receiving-backE in 

themselves the retum9 which was due 10 their error11 

3( . And as they did not approve 12 to have God in their knowledge 

ID. God handed them over to a disapproved13 mind, to do the things not being properF 

Verse 

IL Having been filledG with all unrighteousness, evilness 14, greed", badness1 2'! 

21·:. FullK of envyL, murderM, strifeN, deceit0 , malice 15 

.1 I·. Whisperers 16, •slanderers 17, God-haters 18, violentP, arrogantO, boasters, inventors of 11 l 
evils 19

, disobedient to parents," senseless\ unfaithful2°, unaffectionate21 , unmerciful .~ I 
41 :. Who, having known5 the regulation22 a/God-that the ones practicingT such things 1' 

are worthyu of death- not only are doing them, but are also giving-approval23 to the 
ones practicing them 

3B. Therefore you are without-excuse24
, 0 humanv- everyonejudging25 

IC. For in what you26 are judging the other person, you are condemningw yourself- for you, the 
one judging, are practicing27 the same things! 

I D. And we know that the judgmentx of God is according to truth28 upon the ones practicing 
such things 

2( '. But are you thinking29 this, 0 human- the one judging the ones practicing such things. and 
doing them [yourself]- that you will escape30 the judgmentx of God? 

' I 

3C. Or are you disregarding31 the riches o/His goodness32 and forbearancev and patiencez, not I 
knowing that the good33 thing of God is leading34 you to repentance35? 

4( ·. But in-accordance-with36 your hardness37 and your unrepentant38 heart, you are storing-up39 wrath -; 
for yourself on the day of wrath and the revelationAA of the righteous-judgment40 of God-

ID. Who will render4 1 to each one according to his works42-
,, 



513 Romans 2:6 

I. Elsewhere only in Col 3:5; I Thes 4:5. GK 4079. Related word in 
Rom 7:5. 

2. Paul may mean "characterized by dishonor", that is, "dishonorable 
passions"; or, "leading to [further] dishonor"; or, "proceedingfrom 
[the] dishonor" God gave them up lo in v 24. On this word, see 2 
Tim 2:20. Related to "dishonored" in v 24. 

3. This word (GK 1650) is a different word for "for" than in the phrase 
"exchanged ... for" in v 23 and 25 (GK 1877). 

4. Or, more strongly, based on this context, "abandoned". On this 
word, see "forgive" in Mt 6: 12. 

5. Or, "set on fire" with burning desire. Used only here. GK 1706. 
Related to "bum". 

6. Or, "lusting, desiring, longing". Used only here. GK 3979. Related 
to "aspire to" in I Tim 6: I 0. 

7. Or, "carrying out". On this word, see "work out" in Phil 2:12. 
8. Or, "the shame, indecency, shameful deed". Some give this a more 

abstract sense by rendering it plural in English. Elsewhere only as 
"shame" in Rev 16: 15. GK 859. Related to "private parts" in I Cor 
12:23; and "behave dishonorably" in I Cor 7:36. 

9. Or, "recompense, requital", the thing deserved. The root words 
mean "the wage corresponding to". Elsewhere only in 2 Cor 6: 13. 
Here the context implies a negative sense, "penalty"; there, a pos
itive sense, "reward''. GK 521. 

I 0. Or, "was necessary for, had to be for". On this word, see "must" in 
Mt 16:21. 

11. Or, "deception, delusion". On this word, see 1 Thes 2:3. Some think 
Paul means that such people receive in their own persons the con
sequences of their homosexual behavior; others, that this behavior 
is the penalty they receive for their error of rejecting God, v 25. 

12. On this word, see 12:2. People disapprove of God for themselves, 
and others (v 32). 

13. Note the play on the root word. They did not "approve-after-test
ing", so their mind was "disapproved-after-testing". On this word, 
sec I Cor 9:27. 

14. On this word, see Mt 22: 18. Some manuscripts add "sexual 
immorality" before this word; others have this and the next two 
words in different order { C}. 

15. Or, "an evil disposition, maliciousness", a desiring to harm others. 
Used only here. GK 2799. Related to "badness" earlier. 

16. Or, "gossips, slanderers''. Used only here. GK 6031. Related to 
"whisperings" in 2 Cor 12:20. 

17. Used only here. GK 2897. Related to "speak against" in I Pet 3: 16. 
18. Or, "God-hated". Used only here. GK 2539. Some combine these as 

"slandering whisperers, God-hated violent ones, arrogant boasters". 
19. Paul may mean "evil things'', "evil things to do'', "ways of doing 

evil". On this word, see 3 Jn 11. Related to "malice". 
20. Or, "undutiful". That is, unfaithful in the sense of"not faithful to 

their promises". Used only here. GK 853. 
21. Or, "without natural affection, affectionless, without good feelings 

for others''. Elsewhere only in 2 Tim 3:3. GK 845. Some manu
scripts add "unreconcilable" {A}, which is also found in 2 Tim 3:3. 

22. Or, "ordinance, righteous decree". Same word as in Lk I :6; Heb 
9: I, I 0. Elsewhere only as "requirement" in Rom 2:26, 8:4; "right
eous acts" (the keeping of God's requirements) in Rom 5:18; Rev 
15:4; 19:8; and "verdict of righteousness" (the final result) in Rom 
5:16. GK 1468. Related to "righteousness" in v 17. 

23. Or, "well-pleased-with, agreeing-with, giving consent to". These peo
ple promote anti-God behavior. Same word as in Lk 11 :48; Act 8: I; 
22:20. Elsewhere only as "consent" in I Cor 7: 12, 13. GK 5306. Not 
related to "approved" in v 28, but to "well pleased" in Mt 17:5. 

24. Elsewhere only in I :20. GK 406. Notice Paul changes from 
addressing "they" to "you''. 

25. That is, exercising judgment, applying God's Law to others. Paul 
speaks here to all who know the right thing, as evidenced by judging, 
but who do not do it. Note Jam 4: 17. The point of correspondence 
between those in chapter I and those here is 1 :21- they do not act 
in accordance with what they know. Their knowledge renders them 
without excuse with regard to their sin. Some think Paul is referring 
here to the broad case of the moral person in general; others, to the 
specific case of the Jew, without explicitly naming him until v 17. On 
this word, see Mt 7: I. 

26. Or, "For while you ... ". 
27. Used five times in 1 :32-2:3. It means "to do, practice, act, commit". 

Used 39 times. GK 4556. Related word in Mt 16:27. 
28. This is the Greek word order. Some think Paul means that God's 

"judgment is truly upon" such people; others, that His "judgment 
based on truth is upon" them (not based on their pretensions). 

29. Or, "counting, calculating". On this word, see "consider" in 3:28. 
Is this how you count it out? Do you calculate that you will escape? 
Do you add it up in such a way that you will be exempt even though 
you do the same things? 

30. Same word as in Heb 2:3; 12:25; and Lk 21 :36; Act 16:27; 2 Cor 
11:33; 1 Thes 5:3. Elsewhere only as "flee out" in Act 19:16. 
GK 1767. 

31. Or, "caring nothing for, scoffing at, treating as unworthy of notice, 
looking down on, scorning". Since you continue to do the things you 
know are wrong, you must either think you are exempt, or you must 
simply be unconcerned about it, scorning God's goodness by not 
taking to heart its purpose. Same word as in Mt 6:24; Lk 16: 13; I 
Tim 6:2; Heb 12:2. Elsewhere only as "look down on" in Mt 18: 10; 
1 Tim 4: 12; "treat with contempt" in 1 Cor 11 :22; and "despise" in 
2 Pet 2:10. GK 2969. Related to "scoffer" in Act 13:41. 

32. Or, "kindness". On this word, see 3:12. Kindness is goodness in 
action, shown to another. 

33. Or, "kind''. Related to the word earlier in the verse. Same word as 
Lk 6:35. On this word, see I Pet 2:3. 

34. Or, "is trying to lead". 
35. That is, a change of mind resulting in a change of action. On this 

word, see 2 Cor 7: I 0. 
36. Or, "based on, because of". GK 2848. 
37. Or, "stubbornness". This noun is used only here. GK 5018. Related 

to "harden" in 9: 18. In Mk 16: 14, it is combined with the word 
"heart" to mean "hardness-of-heart". 

38. This one is unrepentant because he continues to do the same things, 
v 3. Used only here. GK 295. Related to "repentance" in v 4. 

39. Or, "treasuring up". On this word, see I Cor 16:2. 
40. Or, ·~ust verdict". This compound word is used only here. GK 1464. 
41. Or, "give back, repay, pay back". On this word, see Mt 16:27. Com

pare Jn 5:29; 2 Cor 11: 15; 2 Tim 4:8, 14; Rev 2:23; 20: 12, 13. 
42. See Rev 20: 12 on this phrase. Faith without works is dead, Jam 

2:14-26. 

A. Mt 19:4 B. 2 Pet 2: 12, creatures of instinct C. Eph 2:3 D. Mt 19:4 E. Lk 16:25, receive F. Act 22:22 G. Eph 5: 18 H. Eph 4: 19 J. I Pet 2: I 
K.Roml5:14 L.Mkl5:10 M.Act9:1 N.ICorl:ll,quarrels O.Mt26:4 P.1Timl:l3 Q.Jam4:6 R.Roml0:19,withoutunderstanding 
S. Col I :6, understood T. Rom 2: 1 U. Rev 16:6 V. Mt 4:4, mankind W. I Cor 11 :32 X. Jn 9:39 Y. Rom 3:26 Z. Heb 6: 12 AA. 2 Thes I :7 



Romans 2:7 514 Vern: 

11 ·: To the' ones seeking glory and honor and immortalityA in accordance with endurance8 

in good work2- He will render3 eternal life 
21 c. But4 to the ones indeed disobeyingc the truth, and obeying0 unrighteousness out of .\ 

selfish-interests- there will be wrathE and furyF 

.rn. There will be affliction6 and distressG upon every soulH o/the person7 committing8 evil- both of " 
the Jew first, and of the Greek. ·aut there will be glory and honor and peace to everyone working1 111 

good- both to the Jew first, and to the Greek 

I l.. For there is no respect-of-persons9 with God 1 I 
2( ·. For all who sinned without-Law will also perishK without-Laww. And all who sinned under' 1 I 2 

the Law will be judgedL by the Law. ·For not the hearers 12 o/law 13 are righteous before God, I ' 
but the doers 14 o/law will be declared-righteousM 

11 J. For whenever Gentiles, the ones not having the LawN, are doing by nature's the things of I -j 
the Law, these ones not having the Law are a law to themselves, 16 ·who are demonstrating 17 1 ~ 
the work0 of the Law 18 written 19 in their hearts-

11 · Their conscienceP bearing co-witness20 

21· .. And their thoughts21 accusingQ or even defendingR between one another22 

.\ 1 ·. On the day when God judges23 the hidden24 things of people5 according to my good- I h 

news2s, through Christ Jesus26 

2 IJ But27 if28 you call-yourself29 a Jew, and rely upon the Law, and boastT in God, •and know 1-: I~ 
His will, and approve0 the things mattering30- being instructedv out of the Law-• and I '1 

are confident31 as to yourself that you are a guide of blind ones, a light of the ones in 
darkness,· a corrector32 of foolish w ones, a teacher of childrenx, one having the embodiment33 }. (I 

a/knowledge and truth in the Law 

11 ·. Then34
- the one teaching another, are you not teaching yourself ?3s 21 

IF The one proclaimingv not to steal, do you steal? 
21'. The one saying not to commit-adulteryz, do you commit-adultery? 



I. Paul uses grammar that links together point IE. and 2E. as a two
part statement. 

2. That is, work that is good from God's perspective. Some paraphrase 
this "doing good". This phrase "good work" is elsewhere only in 
Act 9:36; Rom 13:3; 2 Cor 9:8; Eph 2: IO; Phil I :6; Col I: 1 O; 2 Thes 
2: 17; I Tim 2: IO; 5: 10; 2 Tim 2:21; 3:17; Tit 1:16; 3: I. On "good" 
see I Tim 5: I Ob. On "work", see Mt 26: I 0. See also "good works" 
in Tit 2: 14, which uses a different word for "good". 

1. The grammar links "eternal life" to the subject of"will render" in 
v 6. God Himself will personally render or give back eternal life, 
v 7. Wrath will result, v 8. 

4. Note that Paul places the "you" group in this category. They are 
storing up this wrath (v 5). 

5. Or, "self-seeking, self-ambition". On this word, see Jam 3: 14. 
6. Notice the change from addressing "they" (I: 19-32), or ''you" (2: 1-

8), to the universal principle. Others place 2:9-16 under v 6, plac
ing v 9 as 3E., v 10 as 4E., v 11as20., and v 12-13 as 30. Then v 
17 becomes 4B. On this word, see Rev 7: 14. 

7. Or, "man, human". This word is singular. Grammatically, "the per
son committing evil" describes "soul" ("committing" modifies 
"person", not "soul"). That is, every soul belonging to the class 
defined as "the person committing evil", every individual in this 
category, both from the Jew class and the Greek class. Paul means 
the same thing as ifhe had said "everyone committing" (using the 
grammar from v I 0, "everyone working"), but states it here in a 
more explicit manner. This phrase is found only here, and may be 
contrasted with "souls a/people" in Rev 18:13, where both words 
are plural; and "every conscience (singular) of mankind (plural)" 
in 2 Cor 4:2. On this word, see "mankind" in Mt 4:4. 

8. Or, "producing". Same word as in 1 :27. Same root word as "work
ing" in 2: l 0. 

9. That is, neither Gentile nor Jewish persons. God has a single stan
dard. On this word, see Jam 2: 1. 

10. This is the case of the "Greek" in v 9. How they sin "without the 
Law" of Moses, yet not "without law" from God, is explained in v 
14-16. Used only in this verse. GK 492. Related to "without the 
Law" in I Cor 9:21. 

11. Or, "in", meaning "in the sphere of, in the domain of". Used in this 
sense also in 3: l 9; 7:23; Lk 23:40; Tit 1:6, and perhaps Jn 3:21. GK 
1877. This is the case of the "Jew" in v 9. 

12. Elsewhere only in Jam 1:22, 23, 25. GK 212. Related to "audito
rium" in Act 25:23. 

13. It is lowercase here because this statement applies to both groups 
in v 12. "Law" means one thing for the Gentiles, as explained next, 
and another for the Jews. Used 64 times in Romans. On this word, 
see 7:21. 

14. Same word as in Jam I :22, 23, 25; 4: 11. Next Paul shows how nei
ther Gentiles nor Jews are "doers" of what they know. Both are 
"under sin" (3:9), violators of God's Laws (written in one case in 
their hearts; in the other case, in the Law of Moses), and are there
fore subject to God's impartial judgment in accordance with their 
works. GK 4475. 

15. That is, by their natural-born moral abilities, "instinctively". Oth
ers render this "having no Law by nature, are doing". That is, by 
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birth, they are ones living apart from the Law, as in v 27. On this 
word, see Eph 2:3. 

16. Where the Gentile's own standards coincide with God's Law, at 
those points they become a law to him. 

17. Or, "showing, proving", in their actions. On this word, see Eph 2:7. 
18. That is, their actions demonstrate that some of the requirements of 

God's Law are written on their hearts, as part of their own internal 
standard of conduct. By these requirements, they can be judged. 

19. The grammar indicates that this adjective modifies "work", not 
"Law". Used only here. GK 1209. 

20. Their conscience bears witness with their actions to these require
ments written in their hearts. It renders judgment on their actions 
based on these internal standards. Elsewhere only as "bearing wit
ness with" in this same phrase in 9:1, and in 8:16. GK 52/0. 

21. Or, "reflections". On this word, see "considerations" in 2 Cor I 0:4. 
22. The thoughts are a third witness to the requirements written on the 

heart, as these Gentiles apply them. Some think "one another" refers 
to the thoughts themselves, as they alternately accuse or defend one's 
action between themselves; others think it refers to the interaction with 
other people, as they accuse or defend their actions to one another. 

23. The present tense "judges" is given a future sense by the reference to 
that "day". Some manuscripts say "shall judge" { N}. Some think 
Paul means that such people judge their actions now, and that God 
will also judge them on that day, using their own standards that coin
cide with His Law, as witnessed by their actions, conscience, and 
thoughts. On this basis they will be condemned because they are not 
"doers" oftheirown moral principles, v 13; 3:20. Others connect this 
verse to v 12 or 13, so that Paul says "will be judged" (v 12) or "will 
be declared righteous (v 13) ... on the day when God judges", mak
ing a parenthesis of what comes between. 

24. Or, "the secrets". On this word, see I Cor 4:5. 
25. That is, the good news I proclaim. Compare 2 Thes I :8. God's judg

ment is certain. The good news is about eternal life in Christ for 
all who believe. On this word, see 1 Cor l 5: I. 

26. Some manuscripts say "Jesus Christ" { C}. 
27. Neither are the Jews "doers". They have "sinned under the Law" (v 

12), and are subject to impartial judgment by God through the Law. 
Paul does not need to explain the "how" as with the Gentile. He 
only needs to apply the Law to them. They have it, and boast in their 
knowledge, but they do not obey it. Others group 2: 1-16 together 
and start a new point (4B.) here, so that v 17 begins the specific 
application to the Jew of the general principles of 2: 1-16. 

28. That is, "assuming that". Instead of"But if", some manuscripts say 
"Behold!" {N}. 

29. Or, "are named, bear the name, name yourself". Used only here. 
GK 2226. The root word is "name". 

30. On this phrase, see Phil 1: 10. 
31. Or, "are sure, convinced". On this word, see "persuade" in l Jn 3: 19. 
32. Or, "trainer, discipliner, instructor". On this word, see "discipliner" 

in Heb 12:9. 
33. Or, "form, shape". Elsewhere only as "form" in 2 Tim 3:5. GK 3673. 
34. This concludes the "if" in v 17. "But ifv 17-20 is true of you, then ... ". 
35. These examples of being "judged through the Law" (v 12) are 

enough to prove Paul's point. 

A.1Corl5:42,undecayability B.Jaml:3 C.Romll:30 0.1Jn3:19,persuade E.Revl6:19 F.Revl6:19 G.2Cor6:4 H.Jam5:20 
J. Phil 2:12, work out K. 1Cor1:18 L. Mt 7:1 M. Rom 3:24 N. Rom 7:21 0. Mt 26:10 P. Act 23:1 Q. Jn 5:45 R. Mt 21:14, speak a defense 
S. Mt 4:4, mankind T. 2 Cor l l: 16 U. Rom 12:2 V. Gal 6:6 W. 2 Cor l I: 16 X. 1 Cor3: l, infant Y. 2 Tim 4:2 Z. Mt 5:32 
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3 F. The one detesting1 idols, do you rob-temples2? 

2L You who are boasting in the Law are dishonoring3 God through transgressionA of 
the Law4 

IF. For "the name of God is being blasphemed8 among the Gentiles because of 
you", just as it has been written [in Isa 52:5] 

31'.. For5 circumcision6 profits7 if you practicec the Law8
- but if you are a transgressor' 

of the Law, your circumcision has become uncircumcision9 

IF. So ifthe uncircumcised 10 one keeps the requirements 11 o/the Law, will not his 
uncircumcision be countedE for circumcision? 12 

2 F. And the uncircumcised one by nature13 who is fulfillingF the Law will judgeG 
you, the transgressor0 of the Law with the letter14 and circumcisionH 

3 F. For the Jew in the visible 15 thing is not a Jew, nor is the circumcision in the 
visible thing in the flesh circumcision 

.. ff But the Jew in the hidden1 thing is a Jew, and circumcision is of the heart, by 
the Spirit not the letter16- whose praiseK is not from peopleL, but from God 

Verse 

2-1 

513. What then is the advantage o/the Jew? Or what is the profit17 of circumcision? "Much in every _-;:I-~ 
way. For18 first- that they were entrustedM the oracles 19 o/God! 

IC·. What20 indeed21 if some were faithless 22? 

ID. Their faithlessness23 will not nullify24 the faithfulnessN o/God, will it?25 

IE. May it never be26! But let God be [seen to be] true0 and every personL a liar27
, just -I 

as it has been written [in Ps 51 :4]- "So that You might be declared-righteous28 in 
Your words, and prevai!P in Your being judged29

" 

2C. But if our unrighteousness demonstrates30 the righteousness of God, what shall we say? 

ID God, the One inflictingo the wrath\ is not unrighteous5
, is He?31 (I am speaking in 

accordance with humanL thinking32) 

IL May it never be! Otherwise how will GodjudgeG the world? 

.K. ButH ifthe truthT of God aboundedu in my lie34 to His glory 

I D Why am I also still being judgedG as a sinner?35 

(1 

7 

IE. Indeed, why not say "Let us do evil things that good things may come?'', as we are .~ 
blasphemed36

, and as some affirm us to say- whose37 condemnation v is just38 

(113. Therefore what? Are we39 better'0 [than they]? Not at-all41 'I 

IC. For we already-charged42 that both Jews and Greeks are all under sin43, "just as it has been Ill 
written-
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I. Or, "abhorring". Elsewhere only as "be abominable" in Rev 21 :8. 
GK 1009. Related to "abomination" in Rev 17:4, and "detestable" 
in Tit 1:16. 

2. Or, "commit sacrilege". Used only here. GK 2644. The related noun 
is in Act 19: 3 7, where it is clear that this was a problem in that day. 
The exact details of this behavior are uncertain to us. Some take this 
literally. Others take it to mean "profit from idol temples". It is 
related to "rob" in 2 Cor 11 :8. Others think Paul means "rob God 
of what is due Him'', including the offerings commanded by God 
for the support of His temple. Others take it in the general sense of 
"commit sacrilege" in various ways. 

3. Same word as in 1:24, of the Gentiles. On this word, see Act 5:41. 
4. Or, this may be a question, "Law- are you dishonoring ... ?". 
5. Paul uses this word to assert his next point. It may be rendered 

"Now" or "Indeed". GK 1142. You who call yourselves Jews and 
break God's Law are dishonoring God. And circumcision will not 
protect you. 

6. Paul uses grammar that emphasizes the contrast between the two 
halves of this sentence. 

7. Or, "benefits, helps, is ofuse or value". Sarne word as in Mt 16:26; 
27:24; Mk 8:36; Lk 9:25; Jn 6:63; 12: 19; I Cor 13:3; 14:6; Gal 5:2; 
Heb 4:2; 13:9. Elsewhere only as "benefit" in Mt 15:5; Mk 5:26; 
7:11. GK 6067. Related to "profit" in 3:1; "profitable" in 2 Tim 
3: 16; and "unprofitableness" in Heb 7: 18. 

8. What was done to a Jewish male when he was eight days old is only 
of value if he obeys God's Law. Doers will be declared righteous, 
not circumcised ones. 

9. The rite has become worthless. This rite was given by God as a sign 
of the covenant with Abraham (Gen 17:9-14), but by itself is of no 
value. Righteousness is what is needed to be accepted by God. 

I 0. Paul uses the same word in two senses. Here it refers to "uncir
cumcised" people, as also in v 27; 3:30; 4:9; Gal 2:7; Eph 2: 11; Col 
3: 11. Inv 25 and 26, it refers to a state of"uncircumcision", as else
where only in Act 11 :3; Rom 4: 10, II, 12; I Cor 7: 18, 19; Gal 5:6; 
6: 15; Col 2: 13. In both cases, this word is sometimes used as 
another way of saying "Gentile", "non-Jew", as here. GK 213. 

11 . Paul is not saying this is possible. He is saying that considering the 
matter in this way proves that it is obedience, not circumcision, that 
makes the difference. On this word, see "regulation" in I :32. 

12. The grammar indicates a "yes" answer is expected. 
I 3. Or, this may be a question, "And will the uncircumcised ... judge?", or 

"and will [not] the uncircumcised ... judge?". Sarne word as in v 14. 
14. That is, the Law, the written code. Same word as in v 29. On this 

word, see "writings" in Jn 7:15. 
15. That is, the outward, open and public things like dress, rituals, cul

ture, etc. On this word, see "evident" in I: 19. 
16. Or, "in the spirit, not the letter". On "the letter", compare 2:27; 7:6; 

2 Cor 3:6. 
17. Or. "usefulness, utility, gain, benefit". Elsewhere only as "advan

tage" in Jude 16. GK 6066. Related to "profit" in 2:25. 
18. Some manuscripts omit this word {C}, so that it just says "First...", 

as in I :8. Paul's grammar may imply there are other reasons (more 
are listed in 9:4); but he chooses not to list more here. Or, Paul may 
mean "first" in the sense of"above all". See I :8. 

19. That is, the sacred writings, the Holy Scriptures. On this word, see 
Heb 5:12. 

20. Paul is either answering Jewish objections to what he has said, or false 
inferences drawn from what he has said by "some", v 8. He gives three 
true inferences (IC., 2C., 3C.), states the false conclusions drawn from 
them (level D), and refutes the false conclusions (level E). 

21. Or, "What then? If some ... ". On this word, see Mt 27:23. Or, "For 
what if...". 

22. Or, "did not believe, were unfaithful", with reference to the oracles 
God entrusted them to them as Jews, the OT. "Were faithless", 
"faithlessness", and "faithfulness" (and also the word "entrusted") 
are from the same root word, and they are rendered this way to 
show this connection. On this word, see 2 Tim 2: 13. 

23. Or, "unbelief". On this word, see "unbelief" in I Tim I: 13. 
24. If some Jews (the majority of Israel) did not believe, will this nul

lify God's faithfulness with regard to the oracles He entrusted to 
them? On this word, see "done away with" in 6:6. 

25. The grammar indicates a "no" answer is expected to this question, 
and the one in v 5. 

26. Or, "happen, take place, come about". GK 1181. 
27. God will not abandon His promises. Though every human is found 

to be a liar, He will be found faithful to His word. Elsewhere only 
in Jn 8:44, 55; I Tim 1:10; Tit 1:12; I Jn 1:10; 2:4, 22; 4:20; 5:10. 
GK 6026. 

28. Or, "vindicated". When it comes to being faithful to His promises, 
God will be pronounced righteous by all. On this word, see 3:24. 

29. Or, "in Your judging", that is, when You judge. On this word, see 
Mt7:1. 

30. Or, "exhibits, shows". On this word, see 5:8. If our sin provides a 
contrast against which God's righteousness may be exhibited, then 
what? "Our unrighteousness" refers to Israel, the "some who were 
faithless" in v 3. 

31. Is it unfair for God to punish Israel, since their sin serves to prove 
His righteousness and faithfulness? 

32. Or, "in accordance with mankind". That is, with human logic and 
perspective; the way a human might look at it. 

33. Some manuscripts say "For" { B}. 
34. Or, "falsehood". Used only here. GK 6025. Related to "liar" in v 4. 
35. Why is an individual Jew held accountable if his sin magnifies 

God's glory? Paul answers by showing the absurd conclusion. 
36. Or, "spoken against, slandered". On this word, see I Tim 6: I. 
37. That is, the slanderers who blaspheme Paul or affirm him to say 

this. Neither they nor Paul taught this. Or, more generally, ones who 
would say such a thing. 

38. Or, "deserved, right". Elsewhere only in Heb 2:2. GK 1899. 
39. Some think Paul is referring to the Jews; others, to Christians. 
40. This word means "to be before, to be first, to excel", so Paul could 

mean "are we better" than they, or "are we ahead". Do we have an 
advantage? Others take it as passive, "are we excelled?" Are they 
better than we? Do they have an advantage over us? The word also 
means "to hold something in front" for protection, so Paul could 
mean "are we excused'', "are we shielded" by Judaism or circum
cision, "do we excuse ourselves". Used only here. GK 4604. 

41. Or, "surely not". Some think Paul means "Not in every way". On 
this word, see "surely" in I Cor 9: I 0. 

42. Or, "previously charged". Paul is referring to I: 18-2:29. Used only 
here. GK 4577. 

43. And therefore "children of wrath", Eph 2:3. 

A. Rom 5: 14 B. I Tim 6: I C. Rom 2: I D. Jam 2:9 E. Rom 3:28, consider F. Rev 10:7, finished G. Mt 7: I H. Eph 2: 11 J. I Cor 4:5 
K. I Cor 4:5 L. Mt 4:4, mankind M. Jn 3:36, believe N. Eph 2:8, faith 0. Jn 6:55 P. Rev 2:7, overcome Q. Jude 9, bring R. Rev 16: 19 
S. I Cor 6:9, wrong-doers T. Jn 4:23 U. 2 Cor 8:2 V. Jn 9:39, judgment 
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ID. "There is not a righteousA one, not even one. "There is no one understanding8 . There is 1 I 
no one seeking-outc God. "They all turned-away0 , together they became useless'. There 12 
is no one doing goodness2• There is not3 as-many-as4 one" [Ps 14: 1-3] 

::'D. "Their throat is an opened5 grave. With their tonguesE they were deceiving" [Ps 5:9] I., 
JD. "The poison of asps is under their lips" [Ps 140:3] 
-ID. "Whose mouth is fuW of cursing6 and bitternessG" [Ps 10:7] I·, 
5 D. "Their feet are swift to shed" blood. "Destruction and misery are in their ways. "And 15-1 ~ 

they did not know the way of peace" [Isa 59:7-8] 
60. "There is no fear' of God before their eyes" [Ps 36: 1] I" 

::'C. And we know that whatever the Law says, it speaks to the ones under7 the Law- in order I 'I 

that every mouth may be stopped8, and the whole world may become accountable9 to God 
JC. Because by the works oflaw 10 no flesh will be' 1 declared-righteousK in His sight. For through .::'11 

law comes the knowledge of sin 

2r\. But now apart from law 12
, the righteousnessL ofGod13 has been revealed 14, being attestedM by the Law 21 

and the Prophets 

I B. And it is the righteousnessL of God through faith 15 in Jesus Christ for all 16 the ones believingN 

I ( . For there is no distinction-"for all sinned0 and are coming-short-of17 the glory18 a/God, "being19 2J-.::'-I 
declared-righteous20 as-a-gift21 by His graceP through the redemption22 in23 Christ Jesus 

1 D. Whom God set-forth24 as that-which-satisfies25 [His wrath] 

IF. Through faith 
21·.. ln26 His blood27 

JI:. For28 the demonstration29 o/His righteousness\ because of the passing-by30 ofthe 
sins having previously-taken-place31 "in32 the forbearance33 of God .::' 1 • 



I. Or, "unprofitable, worthless". Used only here. GK 946. Related to 
"unprofitable" in Mt 25:30. 

2. Or, "kindness, generosity". Same word as in 2:4. Elsewhere only as 
"kindness" in Rom 11 :22; 2 Cor 6:6; Gal 5:22 (where it is distin
guished from "goodness"); Eph 2:7; Col 3:12; Tit 3:4. GK 5983. 
Related to "good" in I Pet 2:3, and "show kindness" in I Cor 13:4. 

3. Some manuscripts omit the words "There is not" {CJ. 
4. Or, "up to" one. There is not a single individual. GK 2401. 
5. This is a participle, a grave "having been opened". 
6. That is, prayer for evil to come upon someone, calling down evil 

upon someone. Used only here. GK 725. Related words in Jn 7:49; 
Gal3:IO;Rom 12:14. 

7. Same word as in 2:12. What Paul said in v 10-18 cenainly applies 
to Jews! They are not exempt. 

8. Or, "shut, closed, blocked". Elsewhere only in 2 Cor 11: 1 O; Heb 
11 :33. GK 5852. If God's people are not excepted, no one is. 

9. Or, "answerable, liable, subject to". Used only here. GK 5688. 
I 0. Placed here, this explains and concludes this section in universal 

terms, "law" applying in a different sense (as in 2: 13) to both Jews 
and Greeks (v 9). Others make this point ID., explaining and con
cluding the case of the Jew only. In this case, this would be rendered 
"of the Law" here and later in the verse. 

11. This is an idiom, literally, "all flesh will not be". On "no flesh", see 
Mt 24:22. By works of law, whether the Law of Moses or the laws 
of conscience (2:15), all flesh (every human) earns wrath (1:18), 
and death (6:23). 

12. That is, law of any kind. Or, "the Law" of Moses. 
13. The contrast of the two kinds of righteousness is seen clearly in Phil 

3:9. It is God's righteousness apart from my obedience to any kind 
of rule or law, received as a free gift by faith. 

14. Same word as in 16:26; Col 1:26; 2 Tim I: IO; Tit I :3. On this word, 
see "made evident" in I Jn 2: 19. 

15. Instead of giving the human point of view, some think this is from 
Christ's point of view, "through the faithfulness of Jesus Christ" to 
the work He was sent to do, leaving the human side to the next 
phrase ("the ones believing"). On this word, see Eph 2:8. 

16. Or, "to all". Some manuscripts say "to all and on all" { B}. 
17. Using this same word, Hebrews exhorts us not to come short of the 

promise in 4:1, or the grace of God in 12:15. On this word, see "be 
in need" in Lk 15: 14. 

18. Some think this means "ofrendering to God the glory due Him"; oth
ers. "of reflecting the glorious character of God originally given to 
mankind", God's image; others, "of the glory or praise now given by 
God"; others, "of the future heavenly glory God will give". 

19. Some think Paul means there is no distinction, for all sinned and all 
are declared righteous in the same way. Others take "For ... God" as 
a parenthesis, so that he means " ... for all the ones believing (for 
there ... God), being declared righteous". 

20. Or, ''justified". Same word as in Rom 2: 13; 3:4, 20, 26, 28, 30; 4:2, 
5; 5: I, 9; 6:7; 8:30, 33; and Mt 12:37; Lk 16: 15; 18: 14; Act 13:38, 
39; I Cor 6: 11; Gal 2: 16, 17; 3:8, 11, 24; 5:4; 1 Tim 3: 16; Tit 3:7; 

Jam 2:21, 24, 25. Elsewhere only as "vindicate" in Mt 11:19; Lk 
7:29, 35; 10:29, and "declare right" in I Cor4:4. GK 1467. Related 
to the two words in I: 17, and "unrighteousness" in I: 18. 

21. Or, "freely". On this word, see "without a reason" in Gal 2:21. 
22. Or, "deliverance, release". It is the "release" based on payment of a 

ransom, used of what Christ did on the cross in I Cor I :30; Eph I :7; 
Col 1:14; Heb 9:15; and for what He will do in the future in Lk 
21:28; Rom 8:23; Eph 1:14; 4:30. Elsewhere only in Heb 11:35. GK 
667. Related to "ransom" in Mt 20:28 and I Tim 2:6; "redeem" in 
I Pet I: 18; "redemption" in Heb 9: 12; and "deliverer" in Act 7:35. 

23. Or, "in connection with, by, by means of". GK 1877. 
24. Or, "presented, publicly displayed". Elsewhere only as "purposed" 

(that is, set forth to oneself) in Eph I :9, and "planned" in Rom I: 13. 
GK 4729. Related to "presentation" in Mk 2:26. On this concept, 
compare Act 2:23; Rev 13:8. 

25. Or, "that which propitiates; the means-of-satisfaction; the satisfy
ing-sacrifice", the effect of which is to satisfy God's wrath and 
obtain His mercy (its focus is on God). Some think it means "that 
which expiates, covers, cleanses" our sin, the effect of which is to 
remove our sin and guilt (its focus is on our sin). "Propitiation" is 
the removal or satisfaction of wrath. Stated from the human per
spective, it is the means of gaining His mercy. Jesus is the sacri
fice that removes or satisfies the wrath against sin (I: 18) that Paul 
has just proven is upon all flesh (1:18-3:20). As a result, God is 
"merciful" (the related word in Heb 8: 12). Elsewhere only as 
"mercy seat" in Heb 9:5, the place where the propitiation was made. 
GK 2663. Related to "satisfaction" in I Jn 2:2, and "make-an-offer
ing-for-satisfaction" in Heb 2: 17. We could never satisfy God's 
wrath against sin. He set forth His own Son as the satisfaction for 
His own wrath for the reason stated at the end ofv 26. 

26. Or, "By". GK 1877. 
27. On this word, see I Jn I :7. Some think Paul means "through faith 

in His blood"; others, that the propitiation is both "through faith" 
and "in His blood". In other words, the faith is in Christ, the pro
pitiation is in His blood. 

28. That is, to prove His righteousness with regard to His passing by all 
the sins of the past. GK 1650. 

29. Or, "showing, proof". Sarne word as in v 26; 2 Cor 8:24. Elsewhere 
only as "sign" in Phil I :28. GK 1893. Related to "demonstrate" in 
Eph 2:7; and "evidence" in 2 Thes I :5. 

30. Or, "leaving unpunished". This word is used of debts or obligations, 
and also means the "remission, forgiveness" of debts. Used only 
here. GK 4217. 

31. Or, "happened-beforehand". That is, before Christ died for them. 
Used only here. GK 4588. God "passed over" them in anticipation 
of the Cross. Compare Act 17:30. 

32. That is, in connection with. God passed them by in connection with 
His forbearance. 

33. Or, "holding back, delay of punishment, clemency". Elsewhere 
only in 2:4. GK 496. 

A. Rom 1:17 B. Mt 13:13 C. Heb 11:6 D. Rom 16:17 E. I Cor 12:10 F. Rev4:6 G. Act 8:23 H. Act 2:17, pour out J. Eph 5:21 K. Rom 3:24 
L. Rom 1:17 M. Act 6:3 N. Jn 3:36 0. Act 25:8 P. Eph 2:8 
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4F. For' the demonstration2 a/His righteousnessA at the present time, so that He might 
be3 righteous8 and declaring-righteousc the one of faith4 in Jesus 

Verse 

2C. Where then is the boasting?5 It was shut-out6 . Through what kind oflaw7? O/works? No, but 
through a law a/faith 

ID. Forll we consider9 a person to be declared-righteous by faith apart from works0 of the Law 

I I'. Or is He the God of Jews only10? Is He not also the God of Gentiles? Yes, a/Gentiles ~· > 

also: since11 there is one God- Who will declare-righteousc the circumcised by .111 

faith, and the uncircumcised through the same faith 12 

2D. Do we then nulJifyE the Law through the faith? 13 

IE. May it never be! On the contrary, we establish 14 the Law 

JC. What then shall we say that Abraham, our forefather 15 according-to 16 the flesh, has found? 17 -+ I 
For if Abraham was declared-righteous by works, he has a boast18

- but not before God 19 

l D. For2° what does the Scripture say?- "And Abraham believedF God, and it was credited21 , 

to him for righteousnessA" [Gen 15:6] 

I I'. Now to the one workingG, the wages22 are not credited to him based-on23 grace", but -+ 
based on debt24 

21:. But to the one not working, but putting-faith25 upon the One declaring the ungodly26 

righteous27
- his faith1 is credited for righteousness 

3 E. Just as David also says [in Ps 32: 1-2] as to the blessednessK a/the personL to whom 11 

God credits righteousness apart from works0 -

IF. "BlessedM are the ones whose lawless-deeds28 were forgivenN, and whose sins 
were covered 

21·. "BlessedM is the man whose29 sin the Lord will never0 countP" 

2D. So is this blessedness30 upon the circumcised31 , or upon the uncircumcisedO also? For32 '' 

we say, "Faith was credited to Abraham for righteousness". "How then was it credited- 11 l 
to one being in circumcisionR, or in uncircumcisionO? 

11:. Not in circumcision, but in uncircumcision! 
2L. And he received the signs of circumcision-a seal33 a/the righteousnessA o/faith34 I I 

while in uncircumcision- so that he might be35 

11-. The father of all the ones believingF through uncircumcision- so that 
righteousnessA might be creditedr also36 to them 

2F. And the father of the circumcisedR- I~ 

I (;. To the ones not of circumcision only37 

2( i. But indeed to the ones walking-in-line38 in the footsteps a/the faith of our 
father Abraham while he was in uncircumcision39 



521 Romans4:12 

I. Or, "For the purpose of, with a view to". GK 4639. Not the same word 
as "For" in the previous phrase, but having the same general meaning. 

2. That is. to prove His righteousness with regard to His present 
declaring-righteous through faith in Jesus. Instead of making the 
two "demonstration" statements parallel as here, some think this 
one explains the "passing by", "because of the passing by of the sins 
having previously taken place in the forbearance of God with a 
view to the demonstration ofHis righteousness at the present time". 
Then the following phrase "So that He might be righteous ... " 
becomes the 4E. point. 

J. Or, "so that He is", depending on whether Paul is referring to the 
purpose or the result of the demonstration. That is, that God might 
be righteous, based on the propitiation, and be seen to be righteous, 
based on the demonstration. 

4. Same phrase as "the ones of faith" in Gal 3:7, 9. That is, the one 
who "lives by faith", Rom I :17. Compare the phrase in 4:14. 

5. Since there is no distinction between Jew and Gentile (v 22), and 
since it is not by our works, there can be no boasting. Boasting 
comes from a perceived distinction between people, a basis for feel
ing superior over another. On this word, see 2 Cor 7:4. 

6. Or, "excluded". On this word, see Gal 4: 17. 
7. Some think Paul means this in the sense of "principle, system", 

both times in this verse; others, as "God's Law", not through a Law 
wrongly understood as of works, but a Law rightly understood as 
leading to faith, 9:31-32. On this word, see 7:21. 

8. Some manuscripts say "Therefore" {B}. 
9. Or, "think, count, conclude". This word means "count, calculate, 

compute; credit, account, put to the account; take into account; con
sider, evaluate, estimate, regard, think, be of the opinion". Same 
word as in Jn 11:50; Rom 8:18, 36; 14:14; I Cor 4:1; 2 Cor 10:2, 
7, 11; Phil 3:13; 4:8; Heb 11:19. Elsewhere only as "count" in Lk 
22:37; Act 19:27; Rom 2:26; 4:8; 6:11; 9:8; I Cor 13:5, 11; 2 Cor 
3:5; 5: 19; 2 Tim 4: 16; I Pet 5: 12; "credit" in Rom 4:3, 4, 5, 6, 9, 
10, 11, 22, 23, 24; 2 Cor 12:6; Gal 3:6; Jam 2:23; and "think" in 
Rom 2:3; 2 Cor 11 :5. GK 3357. 

10. Or, "alone". This would be the conclusion if we were saved through 
a Jewish Law of works. 

11. Or, "if as is the case". On this word, see 8:9. 
12. Or, "that faith". Paul means "the faith" just mentioned, to show 

which, "same" is added. 
13. A natural question since Paul just nullified the Law as an item of 

boasting, national pride and making distinctions between people. 
No, the fact that God sent His Son to satisfy the justice of the Law 
establishes its place forever as His standard for righteousness. 

14. Or, "confirm, make stand". Used in this sense also in 10:3. GK 2705. 
15. Used only here. GK 4635. Some manuscripts say "father" {B}. 
16. Or, "with respect to, in relation to". GK 2848. 
17. That is, did the Jew's physical forefather find righteousness by faith 

or by works? Or, "has found according to the flesh?'', that is, by his 
works. Some manuscripts omit "has found" { N}, so that it says " ... 
say as to Abraham, our forefather according to the flesh?" 

18. That is, a matter or ground for boasting, something to boast about. 
On this noun, see Phil I :26. 

19. Some think this means Abraham could boast to others, but not to 
God, because he would simply have done what was required; oth
ers, that he does not have such a boast at all. 

20. Some think Paul uses this word to assert his first point, in response 
to v I. It can be rendered "Now" or "Well". What has he found? 
Well, what does the Scripture say? GK 1142. Others think this is in 
response to v 2. Abraham has no boast before God, for what does 
the Scripture say? In either case, the Genesis quote is the answer, 
and the first main point in the lesson from Abraham. 

21. Same word as "consider" in 3:28. It occurs 11 times in this chap-
ter as "credit" and "count". 

22. Or, "pay, reward". On this word, see "recompense" in Rev 22: 12. 
23. Or, "according to, in keeping with". GK 2848. Same word as in v 16. 
24. That is, as something owed based on the work. A wage is not based 

on the grace of the giver, but on the debt to the worker. Elsewhere 
only in Mt 6: 12. GK 4052. 

25. Or, "believing", as it is rendered in v 3. This verb is normally trans
lated "believe". It means "to believe, put faith in" and is related to 
the noun "faith". It is used with the preposition "upon" elsewhere 
only in Rom 4:24; Mt 27:42; Act 9:42; 11: 17; 16:31; 22: 19; and 
with different grammar in Rom 9:33; 10: 11; Lk 24:25; I Tim I: 16; 
I Pet 2:6. All of these are rendered "put faith upon" to distinguish 
them. Compare Jn 3:15. On this word, see Jn 3:36. 

26. Same word as in 5:6. On this word, see Jude 15. 
27. This striking phrase is the heart of the gospel and Paul's message 

here. God declares the ungodly righteous by faith- not the godly, 
the obedient, the one who keeps the Law, who deserves it, who 
earns it, but the ungodly. 

28. Or, "lawlessnesses". This word is plural only here and Heb I 0: 17. 
On this word, see I Jn 3:4. 

29. Some manuscripts say "to whom" {N}, so that it says "to whom the 
Lord will never count sin". 

30. Same word as in v 6. 
31. Continuing the lesson to be learned from Abraham, does one have 

to be a Jew to receive this blessing? 
32. Since the word "blessedness" comes from the reference to David 

in v 6, Paul first explains that he is speaking again with reference 
to Abraham in Gen 15. 

33. Same word as in I Cor 9:2; 2 Tim 2: 19; Rev 5: I; 8: I; 9:4. GK 
5382. Related to the verb in Eph I: 13. 

34. Or, "by faith"; or, "his faith righteousness". The seal of his right
eousness in Gen 15 came at least 14 years later in Gen 17. 

35. Or, "so that he is", indicating either the purpose of receiving it, or 
the result of receiving it. 

36. Here Paul is referring to the Gentiles with faith like Abraham's. 
Some manuscripts omit this word { C}. 

3 7. That is, those with circumcision but without Abraham's faith. 
38. That is, "to the circumcised ones walking in line". On this word, 

see Gal 5:25. 
39. In other words, true Jews, 2:28-29; 9:8. Abraham is not the spiri

tual father of his descendants who are merely circumcised (though 
he is their physical father), but only of those with both his circum
cision and his faith. 

A.Roml:l7 B.Roml:l7 C.Rom3:24 D.Mt26:10 E.Rom6:6,doneawaywith F.Jn3:36 G.Mt26:10 H.Eph2:8 J.Eph2:8 
K. Gal 4:15 L. Mt 4:4,.mankind M. Lk 6:20 N. Mt 6:12 0. Gal 5:16 P. Rom 3:28, consider Q. Rom 2:26, uncircumcised R. Eph 2:1, 
circumcised S. 2 Thes 2:9 



Romans 4:13 522 Verse 

\ [). For1 the promiseA to Abraham or to his seed2 that he should be the inheritor8 of the world3 I ; 
was not through4 the Law5, but through the righteousness of faith6 

\I·•. For if the ones of the Law7 are inheritors- faith has been made-empty8
, and the I-~ 

promise has been nullified9 

2L For the Law brings-aboutc wrath. 10 But 11 where there is no Law, neither is there I 0 • 

transgression 12 

~I:. For this reason 13 it 14 is by faith0 , in order that it may be based on graceE, so that the \ 1o 

promise might be firm 15 to all the seedF-not to the seed of the Law only, 16 but also 
to the seed of the faith of Abraham 17 

IF. Who is the father of us all-

I ( i. Just as it has been written [in Gen 17:5], that "I have made you a father of I " 
many nations" 

2Ci. Before God 18 Whom he believed- the One giving-Iife-toG the dead, and 
callingH the things not being as 19 being 

2F Who believed contrary-to20 hopeJ, upon hope, so that he might become21 the I., 

father of many nations in accordance with the thing having been spoken [in 
Gen 15 :5]- "So shall your seedF be" 

I (I. And22 not having weakenedK in faith, he considered23 his own body I q 

already24 having become impotent25- being about a hundred years old-
and the deadnessL of the wombM of Sarah 

2< i. But he did not waver26 in unbeliefN with reference to the promise of God, 211 

but became-strong27 in faith 

111. Having given glory to God 
211. And having been fully-convinced28 that what He had promised, He 2 I 

was29 able also to do 

:i 1 ·. Therefore indeed30 it was credited0 to him for righteousness 
4F. And31 it was not written for his sake only that it was credited to him,"but also 2.\-2.~ 

for our sake to whom it is going-tor be credited- the ones putting-faith upon32 

the One having raisedO Jesus our Lord from the dead 

I ( i. Who was handed-over33 for34 our trespassesR and was raised35 for our > 
justification36 
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I . Paul uses this word to assert his next point in the lesson to be 
learned from Abraham. It may be rendered "Indeed" or "More
over". GK 1142. Since Abraham is the father of all believers, v 11-
12, on what basis is the promised inheritance granted to him and 
to his seed? Paul points out that it was not made dependent on obe
dience to God's Law, but was freely given based on the righteous
ness resulting from faith. 

2. That is, his believing offspring, his spiritual descendants, those of 
whom he is the father, v 11-12, 16, who are fellow-heirs with 
Christ, 8:17. Same word as in v 16, 18. GK 5065. Some think Paul 
specifically means Christ alone, as in Gal 3: 16. 

3. Compare Gen 22:17-18. 
4. Or, "via, by means of". GK 1328. Same word as in 3:20, 22, 25, 

27, 30, 31. 
5. Or, "law". Note that Paul has combined the case of Abraham and 

his seed. Viewing it from Abraham's historical point of view, before 
the Law was given, some think Paul means "law" in general, or "a 
legal system" of obedience. Viewing it from the point of view of the 
"seed", which is the case Paul expands upon in v 14-16, others think 
he means God's Law, and more specifically, "works of the Law" 
(3:28) as taught by the Jews in Paul's day. The promise was not 
received by Abraham or his seed through any kind of works-right
eousness, but through a faith-righteousness. These two views of 
"Law" occur also in v 14 and 15, but in v 16 it is agreed that Paul 
is referring to the Law of Moses, God's Law. 

6. Or, "faith righteousness". That is, the kind of righteousness that is 
granted through faith. Note that in what follows, Paul does not 
develop the historical argument with regard to Abraham (as he does 
in Gal 3: 17), but shows that Law and Promise are incompatible with 
regard to salvation. 

7. That is, ones relying upon their obedience to God's Law, hoping 
to be accepted by God through obedience to His Law. Paul says this 
is the heart of Israel's error in 9:31-32; 10:3. Compare "the one of 
faith" in 3:36. 

8. Or, "voided". That is, made empty of any value or place. On this 
word, see "emptied" in Phil 2:7. 

9. The promise ofa free gift is nullified, since such people would then 
need to obey in order to attain it. The path of promise would be a 
dead end. More abstractly, even if perfect obedience were attained, 
the reward would be earned; the inheritance would not be God's gift 
based on His promise. Promise and Law are mutually exclusive. On 
this word, see "done away with" in 6:6. 

I 0. In addition to nullifying the path of promise, the path of Law also 
brings its own consequences. Because we cannot keep it, God's 
Law produces a result opposite of what "the ones of the Law" are 
hoping. It only makes us aware of our sin (3:20), condemns us for 
our failure to perform, and causes us to desire a Savior (Gal 3:24). 
It is powerless to give life, and was not given for this purpose. 

I I. Some manuscripts say "For" { B}. 
12. Or, "violation". There is no law to violate connected with the prom

ise of a gift, so there can be no transgression or wrath either. 
Promise, inheritance, gift, and grace are one reality; Law, obedi
ence, transgression, and wrath is a different reality. On this word, 
see 5: 14. 

13. Some think this looks back to the negative side in v 14-15. Because 

Law nullifies the promise and brings only wrath to those under it, 
not the promised blessing, it is by faith. Others think it points for
ward to the positive side that follows, "For this reason ii is by 
faith- that ii may be based ... ". 

14. That is, the promise, the inheritance, righteousness, salvation. 
15. Or, "secure, certain, sure". On this word, see 2 Pet I: I 0. It is firm 

because it is based on grace, not works. 
16. That is, to believing Jews like Paul himself, those following Moses' 

Law and Abraham's faith. 
17. That is, to believing Gentiles, those following Abraham's faith alone. 
18. Abraham is the spiritual father before God of all believers; the 

father of the faith relationship with God. 
19. Or, "as-if". Some take these words to mean "calling [into] being the 

things not being" in an act of creation, as seen in the birth of Isaac, v 
19. Others think "the things not being" are the things God has planned 
and promised, but which do not yet exist. God calls or names them "as 
if" they already existed, as when He called Abraham a "father of 
many nations" when he had no child, v 17. GK 6055. 

20. Or, "against, beyond". That is, contrary to all that human hope 
could offer, upon the hope God promised. 

21. Paul may mean Abraham believed for this purpose, so that he might 
become what God promised. Or, "so that he became", meaning that 
he believed, with the result that he in fact became the father of nations. 

22. Paul details the scope and endurance of Abraham's faith. 
23. Abraham considered it, but did not waver. Some manuscripts say 

"He did not consider" it { C}, meaning that his faith was so strong 
he did not even consider it. On this word, see Heb I 0:24. 

24. Or, "by this time, now". On this word, see Mt 24:32. Some manu
scripts omit this word { C}. 

25. Or, "become dead, as good as dead, lifeless", dead from the point 
of view of procreation. Same word as in Heb 11: 12. Elsewhere only 
with different grammar as "put to death" in Col 3:5. GK 3739. 
Related to "deadness" next. 

26. Or, "doubt". On this word, see "doubting" in Jam I :6. 
27. Or, "was strengthened" by faith. On this word, see 2 Tim 2: I. 
28. Same word as in 14:5. 
29. More literally, "has promised, He is able", as the Greek typically 

phrases the tenses. 
30. Some manuscripts omit this word { C}. 
31. For the final time in v 13-25, Paul links Abraham and his seed. 
32. On "put faith upon'', see 4:5. 
33. This same word is used of the action of Judas (Mt 26:48); the Jews 

(Mt 27:2; Jn 18:35; Act 3: 13); Pilate (Jn 19: 16); Jesus (Jn 19:30; Gal 
2:20; Eph 5:25); and God (Rom 8:32). On this word, see Mt 26:21. 

34. Or, "because of, for the sake of". This word is used twice in this 
verse, and twice in v 23-24 as "for [his] sake". If both occurrences 
in v 25 are to be taken in the same sense, some think both look back
ward ("because we had sinned, because we had been justified"); oth
ers, forward ("for the sake of atoning for our sin, for the sake of 
demonstrating our justification"). Others think Paul means "because 
of our trespasses" and "for the sake of our justification". GK 1328. 

35. Or, "arose". Same word as in v 24. 
36. On this word, see "a declaring-righteous" in 5: 18. Related to 

"declare righteous" in 5: I. 

A. I Jn 2:25 B. Rom 8: 17, heir C. Phil 2: 12, work out D. Eph 2:8 E. Eph 2:8 F. Heb 11: 11 G. Jn 5:21 H. Rom 8:30 J. Col I :5 
K. 2 Tim 4:20, sick L. 2 Cor 4: 10, dying M. Lk 2:23 N. I Tim I: 13 0. Rom 4:3 P. Mk 10:32 Q. Mt 28:6, arose R. Mt 6: 14 
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::'H. Therefore, having been declared-righteousA by faith, we have' peace with God through our Lord ~:I 

Jesus Christ,°through Whom also we have2 the access1 by faith4 into this grace5 in which we stand 2 

IC. And we are boasting6 over7 the hope8 of the glory of God 
::ic. And not only this,8 but we also are boasting in the afflictionsc- knowing that the affliction is 

producing0 enduranceE, •and the endurance is producing approvedness9, and the approvedness -I 

is producing hope8 

ID. And the hope does not put-to-shame 10
, because the love ofGod 11 has been poured-outF 

in our heartsG through the Holy Spirit having been given to us 

l E. For while we were still being weakH, yet12 at the right-time 11
, Christ died for " 

ungodly1 ones 

11·. For one will rarely 14 die for a righteousK person 
2F. For15 perhaps someone may even dareL to die for the good16 person 
3F. But God demonstrates 17 His own loveM for us, because while we were still \ 

being sinners, Christ died for us 

::'E. Therefore by much more, having now been declared-righteousA by His bloodN, we " 
shall be saved0 from the wrath 18 through Him 

l I·. For if while being enemies, 19 we were reconciled20 to God through the death I 11 

of His Son 
2F. By much more, having been reconciled, we shall be saved0 by His JifeP 

:ic:. And not only this,2 1 but we are also boasting22 in God through our Lord Jesus Christ, through I I 
Whom we now received the reconciliation21 

:; I~. Because of this, 24 just as through one manO sin entered into the world, and death through the sin, I ' 

and so25 death went-through26 to all peopieO, because27 all sinned- 28 

l ( ·. For until the Law,29 sin was in the world- but sin is not charged-to-the-account30, there being I ; 
no law11 

2c.·. Nevertheless death reignedR from Adam until Moses- even over the ones not having sinned 1-1 

in the likeness12 of the transgression11 of Adam, who is a pattem14 of the One coming 

ID. But not as is the trespass15, so also is the grace-gift36-

IE. For if by the trespass of the one man. the many37 died18 

IF. By much more, the grace of God and the gift19 by the grace of the one man 
Jesus Christ abounded5 for the many 

2D. And not as what resulted through one man having sinned, is the given-gift4°-

,, 
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I. Some manuscripts say "let us have" (A}, that is, "let us be having, 
enjoying", as this word is used in Act 9:31. 

2. That is, we have come-to-have it. The grammar implies that we 
came-to-have it in the past, and continue to have it now. Some try 
to communicate the sense of this by paraphrasing it "we have 
obtained". 

3. Or, "introduction, approach, admission", as into a king's presence. 
Elsewhere only in Eph 2: 18; 3: 12. GK 4643. Related to "bring to" 
in1Pet3:18. 

4. Some manuscripts omit "by faith" {C}. 
5. That is, this state of grace. 
6. Or, "let us boast", here and in v 3, if"let us have" is adopted ear

lier. Same word as in v 3, 11. We boast in God's gift to us, God's 
accomplishment. On this word, see 2 Cor 11: 16. Related to "boast
ing" in 3:27. 

7. Or, "on, on the basis of, in, in reference to". GK 2093. Nol the same 
word as "in" in v 3, 11. 

8. We not only boast in the hope, we boast in the affliction that pro
duces the hope. 

9. This word means the approved quality of a thing having been tested. 
On this word, see 2 Cor 2:9. 

I 0. Or, "dishonor, disgrace, humiliate, disappoint". Hope would put us 
to shame ifit never became reality, I Cor 15:14. Same word as in 
9:33; 10:11; and Lk 13:17; I Cor 1:27; 2 Cor 7:14; 9:4; I Pet 2:6; 
3: 16. Elsewhere only as "shame" in I Cor 11 :4, 5; and "humiliate" 
in I Cor 11 :22. GK 2875. Related word in I Jn 2:28. 

11. That is, God's love for us. 
12. Some manuscripts omit this word; others omit the previous "still" 

{CJ. It is the same word, "yet, still". 
13. That is, God's time. See Gal 4:4; Eph I: IO; Tit I :3. GK 2789. 
14. Or, "hardly, scarcely". On this word, see "with difficulty" in I 

Pet 4:18. 
15. Others render this word "Though, Yet" here, so that this qualifies 

the first case, rather than standing as a second case. GK 1142. 
16. Some think Paul is contrasting a righteous person (whom we 

respect) with the good person (whom we love). On this word, see 
I Tim 5:10b. 

17. Or, "shows, exhibits, commends". Same word as in 3:5; 2 Cor 7: I I; 
Gal 2: 18. Elsewhere only as "commend" (see 2 Cor 3: I); and with 
different grammar, "stand with" in Lk 9:32, and "have existence" 
(see 2 Pet 3:5). GK 5319. 

18. That is, God's wrath against sin (1:18), which is coming (2:5). On 
this word, see Rev 16:19. 

19. We were on course to receive His wrath, 1:18; 2:8, 9. 
20. Elsewhere only in 2 Cor 5: 18, 19, 20; and in I Cor 7: 11. GK 2904. 

Related to "reconcile" in Col I :20; "reconcile" in Act 7:26; "rec
oncile" in Mt 5:24; and "reconciliation" in Rom 5:11. 

21. Others make this point 3E. ("not only [shall we be saved] ... "), or 3F. 
("not only [reconciled and saved]. .. "). 

22. Same word as in v 2. 
23. Elsewhere only in 11: 15; 2 Cor 5: 18, 19. GK 2903. Related word 

in v 10. 
24. That is, because we now received the reconciliation as a gift by 

grace through the sacrifice of Jesus Christ, resulting in righteous
ness, peace with God, and eternal life. Paul now puts this in broad 
perspective, comparing Christ's one act bringing life to Adam's one 
act bringing death, and the former reign of sin to the present reign 

of grace. His death brought global changes even more far-reach
ing than Adam's sin. Grace now reigns in the world, resulting in 
eternal life for all who receive the gift of righteousness. 

25. Or, "in this manner". That is, through one man. Compare I Cor 
15:22. Some render this "even so", eliminating the break at the end 
of the verse. On this word, see Jn 3: 16. 

26. Or, "spread, came through". Used by Paul also in I Cor IO: I; 16:5; 
2 Cor 1:16. Used 43 times. GK 1451. 

27. On this idiom, see "for which" in Phil 3: 12. 
28. Note that Paul breaks off his thought. He picks it up again in verse 

18, and gives the "so also". His basic point is that both Adam and 
Christ performed one act that affected all their progeny. But before 
he can make this point, he must explain how Adam's act affected 
his whole race. So next he explains the meaning of"all sinned". 

29. That is, the period of time between Adam and Moses, v 14. 
30. Used only here. GK 1824. Related to "charge to my account" in 

Phm 18. 
31. That is, since there was no law. See 4:15. With no requirement, 

there can be no accountability. 
32. Adam violated a requirement of God. People living between Adam 

and Moses had no such requirements or violations. Yet they died. 
On this word, see Phil 2:7. 

33. Or, "violation". This word refers to the violation of a law or com
mand. With no law from God, there can be no violation of His law. 
Thus Paul does not mean "all sinned" in v 12 in the sense of "vio
lated God's command". Inv 13-14 Paul is proving that death is not 
the result of each person's individual sins, but in some sense, is a 
consequence upon all humanity resulting from Adam's sin, "the tres
pass of the one man", v 15, 17. Consult the commentaries. Having 
proven this, he can now compare and contrast the universal conse
quences of Adam's act and Christ's. Elsewhere only in 2:23; 4:15; 
Gal 3:19; I Tim 2:14; Heb 2:2; 9:15. GK 4126. Related to "trans
gressor" in 2:25, 27; Jam 2:9; and "transgress" in Mt 15:2, 3. 

34. Or, "model". Same word as in I Pet 5:3. But Adam is not a pattern 
not in all respects. Before Paul returns to where he left off in v 12 to 
explain how these two are similar (just as ... so also), he first explains 
how they are not similar. 

35. Or, "false step". Related to "fall". Same word as in v 16, 17, 18, 20. 
On this word, see Mt 6:14. 

36. That is, the gift is not like the trespass. The contrast is between the 
sin which takes away life, and the gift which abounds in life. Same 
word as in v 16b. On this word, see "gift" in I Cor I :7. Related to 
"grace", this word is emphasizing its "freeness". Not related to 
"gift" next. 

37. When referring to Adam, "the many" and "all" means all his progeny, 
mankind. They died (v 12, 15) and were condemned (16, 18, 19). 
When referring to Christ, these words mean all His progeny, those 
"receiving" the gift (v 17), the verdict of righteousness (v 16, 18, 19). 

38. That is, if by the sin of Adam, His entire progeny fell under the 
reign of death. 

39. Same word as in v 17, the "gift" of righteousness. Elsewhere only 
in Jn 4: IO; Act 2:38; 8:20; 10:45; 11: 17; 2 Cor 9: 15; Eph 3:7; 4:7; 
Heb 6:4; all of God's gifts. GK 1561. Related to the verb "to give", 
this word emphasizes its "givenness". 

40. That is, the gift given is not like the result of Adam's act. On this 
word, which is related to "gift" in v 15, see "gift-given" in Jam I: 17. 
This word emphasizes the gift as the result of an act of giving. 

A. Rom 3:24 B. Col 1:5 C. Rev 7:14 D. Phil 2:12, work out E. Jam 1:3 F. Act 2:17 G. Rev 2:23 H. I Thes 5:14 J. Jude 15 K. Rom 1:17 
L.2Corll:21 M.1Jn4:16 N.1Jnl:7 O.Lkl9:10 P.Rom8:10 Q.Mt4:4,mankind R.Revl9:6 S.2Cor8:2 



Romans 5: 17 526 Verse 

11 ·:. For the judgment1 is from one trespass2, resulting-in3 a verdict-of-condernnation4-

but the grace-gift is from many trespasses,5 resulting in a verdict-of-righteous6 

2 L. For if by the trespass of the one man, death reignedA through the one- I -

IF. By much more, the ones receiving the abundance8 of the gracec and of the gift 
of righteousness7 will reign in life0 through the One, Jesus Christ8 

>C. So then,9 as it was through one trespassw resulting-in a verdict-of-condemnation for all I~ 

peopleE, so also it was through one righteous-act' 1 resulting-in a declaring-righteous12 issuing 
in life 13 for all peopleE 

ID For just as through the disobedience 14 of the one man, the many were rnade 15 sinners i '1 

2D. So also through the obedienceF of the One, the many will be made righteous ones 

..)( . And the Law16 carne-in-beside 17 that the trespass might increaseG. But where sin increased, ~11 

grace super-abounded18, 
0

in order that ~I 

ID. Just as sin reignedA in death 
2D. So also grace might reign through righteousnessH resulting-in eternal life through Jesus 

Christ our Lord 

4B. Therefore, what shall we say? Should19 we be continuing! in sin in order that grace might increase?20 h 

May it never be! How shall we who died to sin still live in it? 

IC. Or do you not know that all we21 who were baptizedK into22 Christ Jesus23 were baptized into 
His death? 

::'C Therefore we were buried-with Hirn through baptisrnL into death, in order that just as Christ 
arose24 from the dead through the glory of the Father, so also we might walkM in newnessN ojlife 

ID. For if we have become united-with25 Him in the likeness0 ofHis death, certainly we shall 
be also in the likeness of His resurrectionP 

IL. Knowing26 this- that our oldO person27 was crucified-with28 Him in order that the 1. 

bodyR of sin29 might be done-away-with30, so that we no longer are-slaves31 to sin 

I F. For the one having died has been declared-righteous5 from sin32 

21~. And if we died with Christ, we believe that we shall also live-withT Hirn,"knowing i-·" 

that Christ- having arisen33 from the dead- dies no more. Death lords-overu Hirn 
no longer 

IF. For the death that He died,34 He died to sin once-for-all35 • But the life that He \ 11 

is living, He is living to God 
2F. So also you, be countingv yourselves to be36 dead37 to sin- but living to God I I 

in Christ Jesus38 



527 Romans 6:11 

I . Paul uses grammar that emphasizes the contrast between the two 
halves of this sentence; between the judgment and the grace-gift. 
On this word, see Jn 9:39. 

2. This is supplied from what follows. Or, "man having sinned'' from 
what precedes. The contrast is between judgment as the deserved 
response of God to one sin, and the gift as the undeserved response 
of God to many sins. 

3. Used twice in this verse, this word means "to, into, for, toward, result
ing in, leading to, for the purpose of". It is also in 5: I 8, 2 I; and as 
"leading to" in 6:16, 19, 22; 8:15. Used 1767 times. GK 1650. 

4. Same word as in v 18, and as "condemnation" in 8: I. 
5. For judgment, the starting point was one sin. For the gift, the start

ing point was many sins. 
6. Or, ''justification". Used in this sense only here. Same word as 

"righteous-act" in v 18. 
7. That is, "consisting of righteousness". 
8. The sin of Adam brought a reign of death to all people. The gift 

brings a reign in life to all who receive it. 
9. Paul turns now to the positive sense in which Adam is a pattern of 

Christ ( v 14 ), which is also returning to what he began to say in 
verse 12. The first half of this verse restates v I 2 using words from 
v 15- I 7. Then the "so also" is given. 

I 0. Some render this "the trespass of one", and later, "the righteous act 
of One". 

11. Same word as in Rev 15:4; 19:8. It is rendered "righteous act" to 
correspond to "one trespass" preceding and "obedience" in v I 9. 
Others render it "verdict of righteous [upon Christ]", as it is used 
in v 16. On this word, see "regulation" in I :32. Related to "declare 
righteous" in 3:24, "declaring righteous" here, "righteous" in v 19, 
and "righteousness" in v 17, 21. 

12. Or, "justification". Elsewhere only as "justification" in 4:25. GK 
1470. Related to "declare righteous" in 3:24. 

13. Literally, "oflife". Or, "resulting in life, characterized by life". Paul 
could have added such a word earlier, "verdict-of-condemnation 
issuing in death". 

14. Or, "refusal-to-listen". On this word, see 2 Cor 10:6. 
15. Or, "constituted, caused to become". Same word as later in the 

verse. On this word, see "put in charge" in Act 6:3. 
16. Paul now puts Law and grace into this broad perspective. The reign 

of grace resulting in righteousness and eternal life in contrast to the 
reign of sin through the Law resulting in death is the subject to 
which he turns in chapters 6-8. 

17. This is the same root word as "entered" in 5: 12, with the prefix 
"beside" added. Sin "came into the world", Law "came in 
beside". Elsewhere only in a negative sense as "sneaked in" in 
Gal 2:4. GK 4209. 

18. Elsewhere only in 2 Cor 7:4. GK 5668. Related to the word in Mk 
7:37, and in I Thes 5: 13. 

19. Some manuscripts say "Shall..." {N}. 
20. A natural question. If salvation is all by grace, and we stand in grace 

at peace with God (5: I), and where sin increased grace abounded 
(5:21 ), then does it matter how we live after we are saved? After all, 
the worse sinner I am, the more God's grace and mercy will be 
magnified. 

21. A similar construction occurs in Gal 3 :27, "all you who were 
baptized". 

22. On "baptize into", see Mk 1:9. On "baptize", see Mk I :8. 
23. Some manuscripts say "Jesus Christ" {K}. 
24. Or, "was raised". On this word, see Mt 28:6. 
25. Or, "united-with" the likeness; "united-together", "grown-together" 

in the likeness. This adjective is used only here. GK 5242. Related 
to "grow with" in Lk 8:7. The word may imply a uniting together 
into a living union, as in a graft. 

26. This word (see Lk I :34) is not the same word as "knowing" in v 9 
(see I Jn 2:29). 

27. Paul uses this metaphor also in Eph 4:22; Col 3:9. Some think he 
means "the former self", the one "in Adam" before we became new 
creations "in Christ", 2 Cor 5: 17. There are other views. 

28. Same word as in Gal 2: 19. Elsewhere only of the two thieves in Mt 
27:44; Mk 15:32; Jn 19:32. GK 5365. 

29. Some think Paul means "the physical body characterized by sin", 
our sinful body; others, "the body belonging to sin", sin's body; oth
ers, "the mass of sin", consisting of sin; others, "the sinful self"; oth
ers, the "old person". 

30. This word basically means "to work down to nothing'', "to make 
barren, useless, inoperative, null", and therefore "powerless, inef
fective", with English renderings depending on the context. Same 
word as in I Cor 6: 13; Gal 3: 17; 2 Thes 2:8; Heb 2: 14. Elsewhere 
only as "bring to nothing" in I Cor I :28; 2:6; "abolish" in I Cor 
15:24, 26; Gal 5:11; Eph 2:15; 2 Tim 1:10; "nullify" in Rom 3:3, 
31;4:14;"selaside"in I Cor 13:8, 10, ll;"useup"(waste,exhaust, 
make barren) in Lk 13:7; "pass away" in 2 Cor 3:7, 11, 13, 14; 
"release" in Rom 7:2, 6; "alienate" in Gal 5:4. GK 2934. 

31. Or, "are serving as slaves". This word means "to be a slave lo, to 
serve as slave to". Some think Paul means "so that we are no longer 
slaves to sin", expressing the result of the death (as this grammar is 
used in 7:3); others, "that we might no longer be serving as slaves 
to sin", expressing the purpose of the death. Both are true. Same 
word as in Jn 8:33; Gal 4:8, 9, 25; Tit 3:3. Elsewhere only as 
"serve" in Mt6:24; Lk 16:13; Act 20:19; Rom 7:6, 25; 9:12; 12: 11; 
14: 18; 16: 18; Gal 5: 13; Eph 6:7; Phil 2:22; Col 3:24; I Thes I :9; I 
Tim 6:2; "serve as slaves" in Act 7:7; and "slaving" in Lk 15:29. 
GK l 526. Related to "slave" in 6: 17; "slavery" in 8: 15; "enslaved" 
in 6: 18; and "enslave" in 2 Cor 11 :20. A key word group. 

32. We are no longer slaves of sin because having died with Christ, we 
have been declared righteous, and therefore are freed from it. 

33. Or, "been raised". Same word as in v 4. 
34. More literally, "For what He died ... what He is living", or "For that 

which He died ... that which He is living". 
35. Or, "one time". On this word, see Heb 7:27. 
36. Some manuscripts omit "to be" {C}. 
37. Paul uses grammar that emphasizes the contrast between the two 

halves of this sentence. 
38. Some manuscripts add "our Lord" {A}. Some manuscripts say 

"Jesus Christ" { K}. 

A. Rev 19:6 B. 2 Cor 8:2 C. Eph 2:8 D. Rom 8: 10 E. Mt 4:4, mankind F. Rom 16:26 G. 2 Cor 8: 15 H. Rom I: 17 J. Rom 11 :22 
K. Mk I :8 L. Mk I :4 M. Heb 13:9 N. Rom 7:6 0. Phil 2:7 P. Act 24: 15 Q. Mk 2:21 R. Eph I :23 S. Rom 3:24 T. 2 Cor 7:3, live together 
U. Rom 7:1 V. Rom 3:28, consider 



Romans 6:12 528 Verse 

JC. Therefore do not let sin be reigning1 in your mortalA body so that you are obeying8 its desires2, 12 
nor be presenting3 your body-parts4 to sin as instruments5 of unrighteousnessc I J 

ID. But present yourselves to God as-if6 being alive7 from the dead8
, and your body-parts to 

God as instruments of righteousness 
2 D. For sin shall not lord-over0 you- for you are not under the Law9

, but under grace I-+ 

5 B. Therefore, what? Should we sin 10 because we are not under the Law but under grace? May it never be! I ' 

IC. Do you not know that to whom you are presenting yourselves as slaves for obedienceE, you Ir, 
are slaves to whom you are obeying8 - whether slaves of sin, leading-to 11 death, or slaves of 
obedience, leading-to righteousness? 

ID. But thanksF be to God that you were slaves12 of sin, but you obeyed8 from the heart the 1-; 
fonn 1J ofteachingG to which you were deliveredH 

2D. And having been set-free 14 from sin, you were enslaved15 to righteousness"(! am speaking 1 ii- I 'l 
in human 16 terms because of the weakness! of your flesh 17

) 

JD. For just as you presented your body-parts as slaves to impurityK and lawlessnessL 
leading-to lawlessness, so now present your body-parts as slaves to righteousness 
leading to holiness 18 

11-.. For when you were slaves of sin, you were freeM to righteousness. 19 "So what fruitN 20-:' I 
were you having at that time? Things over2° which you are now ashamed0 ! 

I F For the outcomeP of those things is death 

21:. But now having been set-free from sin and enslaved to God, you are having your 
fruitN leading-to21 holinessO 

1 F. And the outcomeP is eternal life 

JL For the wages22 of sin is death, but the giftR of God is eternal life in Christ Jesus2J 
our Lord 

2C. Or do you not know,24 brotherss (for I am speaking to ones knowing the Law25), that the Law 
lords-over26 the person for as much time as he lives? 

ID. For the married27 woman has been boundT by the Law to the living husband. But if the 
husband dies, she has been released28 from the law of the husband 

IL So then, while the husband is living, she will be called29 an adulteressu if she 
comes30 to a differentv husband 

:'I:. But if the husband dies, she is freeM from the law, so that she is not an adulteress, 
having come to a differentv husband 

- I 

2D. So-thenJ 1 my brothers, you also were put-to-deathn with reference to the Law3J through -+ 
the body of Christ,34 so that you might comeJs to a differentv One- to the One having 
arisen36 from the dead- in order that we might bear-fruitJ7 for GodJ8 



I. This word is used in Romans of death reigning, 5: 14, 17; of sin 
reigning, 5:21; 6: 12; and of grace reigning, 5: 17, 21. On this word, 
see Rev 19:6. 

2. On this word, see Gal 5: 16. Some manuscripts say "so that you 
obey it"; others, "so that you obey it in its desires" {B). 

3. Or, "providing, offering, putting at the disposal of". Same word as 
later in the verse (note the change of tense), and in v 16, 19, and 12: I, 
"present your bodies as a living sacrifice". On this word, see 12: I. 

4. Or, "parts, members" of your body. Same word as in 6:19; 7:5, 23. 
On this word, see Col 3:5. 

5. Or, "tools, equipment, weapons". On this word, see "weapons" in 
13:12. 

6. Or, "as though". This is Paul's only use of this word. Made of two 
words "as" and "if". Elsewhere only as "as if" in Mt 3: 16; Mk 
9:26; Lk 24: 11; Act 2:3; I 0:3; Heb I: 12; "like" in Mt 9:36; Lk 
22:44; Act 6: 15; and "about" in Mt 14:21; Lk 3:23; 9: 14, 28; 22:41; 
22:59; 23:44; Act 1:15; 2:41; 19:7. GK 6059. 

7. Or, "living". Same word as "live" in v 2, 10, 11. On this word, see 
"came to life" in Rev 20:4. 

8 That is, "as if" presently possessing resurrection life like Jesus (v 
4), or "as" being alive from the spiritually dead. 

9. That is, the Law that came in beside, 5:20. The escape from the 
lordship of sin is explained by the release from the Law that 
occurred when we died to it. Under the Law, sin did in fact lord over 
them. Note I Cor 15:56. Paul explains this in chapter 7. 

I 0. That is, should we commit a sin, as opposed to continuing to live 
in sin, v I. 

11. Or, "for, resulting in". Same word as in the next phrase, in v 19, 22, 
and as "resulting in" in 5: 16. 

12. Same noun as in Rom 1:1; 6:16, 17, 19, 20; I Cor 7:21, 22, 23; 
12:13;2Cor4:5;Gal 1:10;3:28;4:1, 7;Eph6:5,6,8;Phil 1:1;2:7; 
Col 3: 11, 22; 4:1, 12; I Tim 6: I; 2 Tim 2:24; Tit 1:1; 2:9; Phrn 16; 
Jam 1:1; I Pet 2:16; 2 Pet 1:1; 2:19; Jude I; plus 89 times in the 
Gospels, Acts, Revelation (see Rev I: I). GK 1528. The feminine 
form is in Lk 1:38. Related to "fellow slaves" in Rev 19: 10; "are 
slaves" in 6:6. 

13. Or, "pattern". On this word, see "pattern" in I Pet 5:3. 
14. Same word as in v 22. On this word, see 8:2. 
I 5. Or, "made slaves". Elsewhere only in 6:22; Act 7:6; I Cor 7: I 5; 9: 19; 

Gal 4:3; Tit 2:3; 2 Pet 2: 19. GK 1530. Related to "are slaves" in 6:6. 
16. That is, in referring to our status as slavery to righteousness, in using 

the slavery analogy. On this word, see "common to humanity" in I 
Cor 10:13. 

17. Some think Paul is referring to their understanding. Compare 
Heb 5: 14. 

18. Or, "sanctification". Same word as in v 22. 
19. Since you were not slaves to two masters, you were slaves to sin 

and free with regard to righteousness. 
20. Punctuated this way, this gives the answer to the previous question. 

Others punctuate it "at that time, over which things you are now 
ashamed?", in which case the implied answer is "none". 

21. Same word as in v 19 and v 16. 

529 Romans 7:4 

22. Or, "rations". A military word. The pay earned from sin. Same word 
as in Lk 3: 14. Elsewhere only as "rations" in I Cor 9:7; 2 Cor 11 :8. 
GK 4072. 

23. Some manuscripts say "Jesus Christ" {K}. 
24. Paul now takes up the other part of 6: 14-15, that we are not under 

the Law. 
25. Some think Paul means the Law of Moses; others, the general prin

ciple of law and legal justice. On this word, see 7:21. 
26. Or, "rules, is master of, is lord over". This is the verb related to the 

word "lord". It is used in Romans of death (6:9), sin (6: 14), and 
Law (7:1), which no longer "lord over" us; and of Christ (14:9), 
who "is Lord" over us. Same word as in Lk 22:25; 2 Cor I :24. Else
where only as "being lords" in I Tim 6: I 5. GK 3259. Related to 
"lord over" in I Pet 5:3. 

27. This word is made of the word "man" with the prefix "under", and 
means ''under a man, subject to a man". Used only here. GK 5635. 
Not related to the words "marry" or ''wedding, marriage" (Mt 22: 11 ). 

28. Same word as in v 6. 
29. Or, "she will bear the name". Same word as in Act 11 :26. The Law 

names her as such. On this word, see "revealed" in Lk 2:26. 
30. Or, "comes-to-be with". GK 1181. Same word as in v 3b, 4. 
31. Now Paul applies to us the principle ofv I, illustrated by v 2-3, that 

death ends the authority of the Law. 
32. Or, "were made dead to the Law". It is passive only here, 8:36; 2 

Cor 6:9; I Pet 3: 18. Elsewhere only in Mt 10:21; 26:59; 27: I; Mk 
13:12; 14:55; Lk 21:16; Rom 8:13. GK 2506. It is the verb related 
to the word "death" (see 2 Cor 11 :23). 

33. That is, God's Law as the basis ofa relationship with Him, His terms 
and conditions of which we must be "doers" to be saved (if this were 
possible). For the Jews, the Law of Moses is the written expression 
of this, the "letter", and is foremost in Paul's mind here. For the Gen
tiles, some of the things of God's Law are written on their hearts, 
2: I 5. Thus, it is the Law we must be "released" from if we are to 
be saved, the Law that will judge and condemn us before God if we 
must face it. We did not die to man's civil law or all law in general, 
but to God's Law as the standard of righteousness for acceptance by 
Him. Christ did not need to die to release us from our subjective 
legalism, however we might impose it upon ourselves in God's 
name, but from God's objective legal requirements. On this word, 
see 7:21. 

34. Our "old person" was crucified with Christ (6:6), and buried with 
Him(6:4). 

35. Same word as used in both illustrations ofv 3. It is not the normal 
word for "marry", but that is the idea in v 3-4. GK 1181. 

36. Or, "been raised". On this word, see "arose" in Mt 28:6. 
37. Same word as in v 5. Elsewhere only in Mt 13:23; Mk 4:20, 28; 

Lk 8: I 5; Col I :6, I 0. GK 2844. Related to "fruitful" in Act 14: 17. 
38. Some think the metaphor is that Christ (the husband) bears fruit 

through us (His bride), for the glory of God, similar to Jn 15:8, 16; 
others think there is a change of metaphor here, from marriage to 
an agricultural metaphor as in Jn I 5, vine and fruit. 

A. 2 Cor 5:4 B. Act 6:7 C. Rom 1:18 D. Rom 7:1 E. Rom 16:26 F. Eph 2:8, grace G. I Cor 14:6 H. Act 16:4 J. Mt 8:17 K. I Thes 2:3 
L. I Jn3:4 M. Mt 17:26 N.Mt7:16 O.Rom 1:16 P.Rom 10:4,end Q. Heb 12:14 R. l Cor 1:7 S.Act 16:40 T. l Cor7:27 U.Je.m4:4, 
adulterous V. I Cor 12:9 



Romans 7:5 530 Verse 

11:. For when we were in the flesh, 1 the passions2 of sins3 which4 were through the Law5 ' 

were at-work6 in our body-parts7
, so as to bear-fruitA/or death 

21. But now8 we were released9 from the Law- having died10 to that by which11 we r, 
were being held12

- so that we are serving 13 in newness 14 of the Spirit15 and not in 
oldness of the letter16 

JD. Therefore, what shall we say? Is the Law sin? 17 May it never be! On-the-contrary 18
, l1 9 

would not have known20 sin except through the Law 

IL For indeed I would not have known21 coveting22 if the Law were not saying [in Ex 
20: 17), "You shall not covet"23 

IF. But sin, having taken24 an opportunity25 through the commandment26, 

produced8 every [kind of] coveting27 in me 

IC i. For apart-from28 the Law, sin is dead29 

21:. And I was once30 alive31 apart from the Law ' 1 

11 But the commandmentc having come, sin became-alive32, •and I diedn 111 

2 r·. And the commandment for Iife0- this was found in me to be for34 death 

I ( i. For sin, having taken an opportunity through the commandment, deceived35 I I 

me, and through it, killed36 me 

J L So-then the Law37 is hofyE, and the commandment is holy and righteousF and goodG- I~ 

4D. Therefore did the good thing become death for me?38 May it never be! On the contrary, I ; 

it was sin, in order that it might become-visible39 as sin while producing40 death in me41 

through the good thing, in order that sinH might become extremely42 sinfuJl through the 
commandment 



531 Romans 7:13 

I. That is, before we were Christians, new creations, in the Spirit, cru
cified with Him. 

2. Used in this sense elsewhere only in Gal 5:24. On this word, see 
"sufferings" in Phil 3: I 0. Related word in Rom I :26. 

3. Some think Paul means "the sinful passions"; others, "the passions 
belonging to the sins"; others, "the passions leading to sins", along 
the lines of Jam I: 14. 

4. The grammar indicates this refers to "the passions". 
5. That is, they were increased through the Law, 5:20. Paul explains 

this next in v 7-8. 
6. Or, "in operation, working". On this word, see "works" in I Cor 12: 11. 
7. Same word as in 6: 13. 
8. Paul is contrasting the present to the past (v 5), our condition before 

and after we died with Christ. 
9. Or, "discharged, disengaged". Used in this sense also in v 2. On this 

word, see "done away with" in 6:6. 
I 0. The KJV says "being dead", a conjectural reading with no manu

script support. 
11. More literally, "died in-connection-with the thing by which we were 

being held". Some think Paul is referring to the Law. Others render 
it "died in-the-sphere-of what we were being held", referring to the 
state of slavery in which we were held, but from which we are now 
freed to "serve in newness ... ". 

12. Or, "held down". On this word, see "holding down" in I: 18. Related 
to the word in Gal 5: I. 

13. That is, "with the result that we are serving as slaves" to our new 
Master. On this word, see "are slaves" in 6:6. 

14. Elsewhere only in 6:4, "newness" of life. GK 2786. 
15. Or, "spirit". 
16. That is, the written code of Law, the Law of Moses (God's only 

written code), as in 2:27, 29; 2 Cor 3:6. 
I 7. A natural question since Paul just said that the passions of sins were 

through the Law, v 5. ls God's Law the problem? ls it His Law that 
makes me a sinner? No, the Law is not sin, but it defined a standard 
against which sin rebelled, causing my death. 

18. This same word follows "May it never be" elsewhere only in 3 :31; 
7:13; ll:ll.GK247. 

19. Some think Paul is referring to his own personal history; others, that 
he is speaking vividly; others, that he is speaking as a representative 
of Jews, or of mankind before the Law, or of Adam before the fall. 

20. Or, "come to know". Or, "I did not know ... ". On this word, see Lk 
1:34. That is, Paul would not have known of sin's presence in him 
as sin (IE.), and its power to kill him in relation to God (2E. ). Apart 
from God's Law, we consider sin to be merely "your opinion" or 
"my mistakes or bad choices". God's Law defines sin as God Him
self views it, and will view it on judgment day. When we understand 
His standards, we come to know that sin is in us, and is killing us. 

21. Or, "known about, had knowledge of". Or, "I was not knowing ... ". 
22. Or,"[ evil] desire". This is the normal word for "desire", used in both 

a positive and negative sense. When we desire what is not ours, this 
word can be translated "covet" as here. On this word, see "desire" 
in Gal 5: 16. See Gal 5: 17 for the verb, which is also used here. 

23. The Law saying not to do it made Paul aware he was doing it. 
24. Or, "received". Same word as in v 11. This is the common verb 

"take, receive" used 258 times. GK 3284. 

25. Or, "occasion, starting point, base of operations". Elsewhere only 
inv 11;2Cor5:12; 11:2;Gal5:13; I Tim5:14.GK929. Notice the 
parallelism with verse 11. Sin made the commandment its base of 
operations. 

26. Or, this phrase may go with "produced", "opportunity, produced ... 
in me through the commandment", like v 13. 

27. Once aware that it was forbidden, sin increased it. Sin stimulated 
coveting in rebellion to the Law. This explains how the passions 
ofsins are "through the Law", v 5. 

28. Or, "without a law". Note 4: 15. Sin is lawlessness, I Jn 3:4. Sin 
against God requires a law from God to rebel against, a line to 
cross. In a more abstract sense, violation requires a rule to violate. 

29. This is stated as a general principle. Sin is present, but inactive until 
it has a law to transgress. God's Law is the power of sin, I Cor 
15:56. Or, "was dead", stating it as the historical experience of Paul. 

30. Or, "formerly". Some think Paul is referring to his childhood, when 
he was unaware of the Law; others, to his self-righteous, compla
cent ignorance before the Law became real to him, like the ruler in 
Lk 18:21, "[ kept all these things". He thought he was alive, as all 
do, until the Law did its work in him and he came to understand 
God's requirements. Others think Paul is referring to mankind 
before the Law was given; others, to Adam before the command. 
On this word, see "ever" in Gal 2:6. 

31. Or, "living". Same word as in 6:13. Related to "became alive" in 
the next phrase. 

32. Or, "sprang to life, came back to life". GK 348. Elsewhere only as 
"became alive again" in Lk 15:24. 

33. Used 111 times. GK 633. 
34. That is, it was "for the purpose of" life, but it "resulted in" death, 

both being the same word (see "resulting in" in 5: 16 on it). This 
verse is true because it is God's command, God's standard. 

35. Or, "completely deceived". Or, "opportunity, deceived me through the 
commandment". Same word as in 16:18; I Cor3:18; 2Cor 11:3; 2 
Tues 2:3. Elsewhere only as "completely deceived" in I Tim 2: 14. GK 
1987. It is a strengthened form of the word "deceive" in I Tim 2: 14. 

36. Used 74 times. GK 650. 
37. Paul's grammar implies there is a correlating statement, which is 

left unsaid, something like "But I am dead in sin". The bold word 
and the dash attempt to reflect this nuance in English. 

38. A natural question, since Paul just said the Law resulted in death 
for him, v 10. Is God's Law responsible for my death? Is my con
demnation to death the fault of God's requirements? This is the sub
ject ofv 13-25. 

39. Or, "appear, be revealed". On this word, see "shine" in Phil 2:15. 
40. On this word, used also in v 8, 15, 17, 18, 20, see "work out" in 

Phil 2:12. 
41. Paul uses himself as the example to show that sin is the killer, not 

God's Law. 
42. Or, "supremely, utterly, extraordinarily, exceedingly, beyond meas

ure". On this phrase, see "beyond measure" in I Cor 12:31. The 
extremity of the consequence, death, demonstrates the extremity of 
the cause, sin. Otherwise, sin is merely opinion. 

A. Rom 7:4 B. Phil 2: 12, work out C. Mk 12:28 D. Rom 8: 10 E. I Pet I: 16 F. Rom I: 17 G. I Tim 5: !Ob H. Jn 8:46 J. Mt 9: 10, sinner 
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I I'.. For1 we know that the Law is spiritual.2 But I am3 made-of-flesh4, having been sold5 14 

under sin6 

I F. For I do not understand7 what I am producing8 

I (I. For I am not practicingA this which I am wanting9• But I am doing8 this 
which I am hatingc 

2F. But if I am doing this which I am not wanting, I am agreeing-with IO the I 11 

Law 11- that it is good0 

JF And now I am 12 no longer producing it, but the sin dwellingE in me13 is I -

2E. For I know that good 14 does not dweJIE in me, that is, in my flesh 15 i' 

IF. For the wanting is present16 in me, but the producing the good 17 is not18 

I< I. For I am not doing the goodF which I am wanting. But I am practicingA I · 1 

this evil which I am not wanting 

21·. But ifl am doing this which Jl9 am not wanting, I am no longer producing it, ~11 

but the sin dwelling in me20 is 

3 E. I find then the law21 in me, the one wanting to do the good0 , that the evil22 is present ~I 

in me 
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I. Paul explains how the Law as the objective yardstick demonstrates 
how extremely sinful sin is. 

2. That is, the Law is spiritual in origin, coming from God (as this 
word is used in I Cor 10:3), and therefore "good", v 16. But Paul 
is enslaved to sin, as he explains next. 

3. Note that Paul changes to the present tense in v 14-25, the signifi
cance of which is the subject of no small debate. The purpose of 
these verses is to explain how sin is responsible for his death, not the 
Law ( v 13), thus defending God's Law from the charge of causing 
the death of those to whom it was given. Some think Paul is reflect
ing on his experience under the Law of Moses as a devout Pharisee 
who wanted to keep God's Law and earn acceptance by Him, but 
could not keep it. His sin produced spiritual death, a state which con
tinued until he was saved, and died to the demands of the Law, v 6. 
Others think he is reflecting on his experience as a Christian rightly 
seeking to live in holy obedience to the laws of conscience, as led 
by the Spirit. He is reflecting upon law as a principle, broadly con
ceived, in its present place in his life, to prove what was also true 
under the Law of Moses, exonerating God's Law. He is unable to 
obey, his sin grieving the Spirit, and he lives in this state of struggle 
until his physical death, when he is separated from his sinful flesh. 
Others think it is the experience of a Christian wrongly trying to live 
up to rules and obligations in a desire to please God. Such a person 
is unable to do so, his violations producing human guilt. He contin
ues in this state until he gives it up and walks in the Spirit, as in chap
ter 8. Others think that the experience described here accurately 
illustrates all three of these views, using differing definitions oflaw, 
sin, and death, because Paul is talking about the experience of any
one who tries to live under law as a rule of life. There are other 
views. Consult the commentaries. 

4. On this word, see I Cor 3: I. Related to "fleshly" in 1 Cor 3:3, a 
word which some manuscripts have here {N}. Some think Paul 
means "carnal, fleshly'', partially controlled by the flesh. Others 
think he means "human, of Adam's race", and therefore not good, 
but in bondage to sin, "in the flesh" (7:5). 

5. Elsewhere only in Mt 13:46; 18:25; 26:9; Mk 14:5; Jn 12:5; Act 
2:45; 4:34; 5:4. GK 4405. 

6. Same phrase as "under sin" in 3:9. Some think Paul would not say 
this of a Christian as described in 6:2, 6-7, 12-14, 17-18, 21-22; 7:4-
6. It was our time "in the flesh" (v 5) that was dominated by sin, 
prior to our "release" from the Law (v 6). Others think it is an 
appropriate description of the sin that remains in our flesh, which 
by the leading of the Spirit we are striving to put to death (8: 13). 

7. Or, "know, acknowledge, recognize". On this word, see Lk I :34. 
Paul does not acknowledge such an action as representing his true 
desires, or understand how to control it. He does not approve of it. 

8. To use Paul's example in v 8, "I do not understand this coveting I 
am producing". It is not what he wants. On this word, see v 2. 

9. Or, "wishing, desiring, willing". Same word as in v 16, 18, 19, 20, 
21. On this word, see "willing" in Jn 7: 17. 

I 0. Or, "concurring with". Used only here, this word is made of"with" 
and "to say". Paul is speaking along with the Law, saying what it 
says, saying its demand is good; but he is not doing it. GK 5238. 

11. This proves v 14a. The Law is not the problem. Paul agrees with 
the Law that the action is wrong, and does not want to do it. 

12. Sin enslaves Paul in spite of his own desire to obey God, and in 
spite of his agreement with what God is requiring of him. When 
God says not to do it, he agrees and does not want to do it, but sin 
produces it in him anyway. Thus it is sin, not God's Law, that causes 
his death. The sin in him is against him and against God! How 
extremely sinful it truly is! 

13. This proves v 14b. Paul is "under sin", under its domination. The 
sin is using the command to produce in him actions which he hates 
and does not desire (v 8), yielding death (v 11 ). Sin is the problem, 
not the Law. 

14. The emphasis of v 14-17 was "The Law is good, I cannot stop doing 
what I hate". The emphasis of v 18-20 is "I am not good, I cannot 
do the good I want to do". The inner good necessary to be accepted 
by God is not in him. On this word, see I Tim 5: IOb. 

15. That is, the flesh "sold under sin", v 14. 
16. Or, "ready, at hand". Elsewhere only in v 21. GK 4154. 
17. Paul uses two different words for "good" here. "Good" (inner moral 

goodness) does not dwell in Paul, for though he wants it, he can
not produce the "good" (outer, visible moral goodness, I Tim 
5:10a) corresponding to it. Both words are used of the Law, v 12, 
13, 16. It is good in both senses. 

18. Some manuscripts say, "but the producing the good I do not find" { B}. 
19. Some manuscripts do not have the word making this emphatic 

(bolded) { C}. 
20. This proves v 18. Good does not dwell in Paul, but sin. Good is not 

in him producing good, but sin is in him producing sin, and over
coming his good desires to obey God's good Law. Thus the sin in 
him causes his death. 

21. Some think Paul means "the principle", referring to the law of sin, 
v 23. Others render it, "I find then as to the Law [of God], in me ... ". 
This word is used 194 times, 74 of which are in Romans. Used of 
God's Law, the Law of Moses, a system of law, an individual law, 
a principle, the first five books of the OT, the entire OT. GK 3 795. 
See also the note on 7:4. 

22. Notice the progression. The Law is good, v 14-17; Paul is not good, 
v 18-20; the evil is in him, v 21-25. 

A. Rom 2:1 B. Rev 13:13 C. Rom 9:13 D. I Tim 5:10a E. Rom 8:11 F. 1Tim5:10b 
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IF. For I am rejoicing-with 1 the Law of God according-to2 the inner3 person.4 

But I am seeing a differentA law in my body-parts5 waging-war-against6 the 
law of my mind7, and taking me captive8 under9 the law of sin existing 10 in my 
body-parts 

I G. I am a wretched11 person8 ! Who will deliver12 me from this body o/deathll? 
2Ci But thanks14 be to God through Jesus Christ our Lord! 

2F. So then, 15 I myself am servingc the Law of God with the mind 16- but the law 
of sin with the flesh 

Verse 

liB. Therefore, 17 there is now 18 no condemnation19 for the ones in Christ Jesus. 20 °For2 1 the law22 a/the ~.I-~ 
Spirit o/life23 in Christ Jesus24 set you25 free 26 from the law of sin and death 

IC For27 the thing impossible28 for the Law29
, in that it was weak0 through the flesh, 30 God did. 

Having sentE His own Son in the likenessF a/sinful flesh 31 , and for3 2 sin, He condemnedG sin 
in the flesh, 33 "in order that the requirement34 a/the Law might be fulfilledH in us35- ~ 
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I. Or, "taking pleasure with, delighting in". Used only here. Made of 
"with" an1 the word "pleasure" in Lk 8: 14. Some think this could 
not be said of an unbeliever, whose fleshly mind is "hostile" to God, 
8:7. Others think it is what would be said by those in 2: 17-20 and 
10:2, who think they are "alive", 7:9. GK 5310. 

2. Or, "with-respect-to my inner person". GK 2848. 
3. Same phrase as in 2 Cor4:16; Eph 3:16. Compare the phrase in I 

Pet 3:4. Elsewhere only as "inside" in Mt 26:58; Mk 14:54; 15: 16; 
Jn 20:26; Act 5:23; I Cor 5:12. GK 2276. 

4. This is seen in Paul's "wanting", v 15, 18, 21. Paul calls this his 
"mind" in v 23, 25. It is precisely here that the great deception of 
sin occurs. We think that because we know what is right, and intend 
to do it, that it is enough. It is when the commandment of God 
"comes" to us in its full meaning that we die ( v 9), and see our cap
tivity to sin and death, and cry out to God as in v 24. 

5. Same word as in v 5. 
6. Or, "fighting against". Used only here. GK 529. Related to "fight" 

in I Tim 1:18. 
7. That is, Paul's "wanting" to obey, v 15, 18, 21; the inner person, v 

22. This word means "mind, intellect, understanding, way of think
ing". Same word as in Lk 24:45; Rom I :28; 7:25; 11 :34; 12:2; 14:5; 
I Cor 1:10; 2: 16; 14: 14, 15, 19; Eph 4:17, 23; Col 2:18; I Tim 6:5; 
2 Tim 3:8; Tit 1:15; Rev 17:9. Elsewhere only as "understanding" 
in Phil 4:7; 2 Thes 2:2; Rev 13:18. GK 3808. 

8. Or, "making me prisoner". On "taking captive", see 2 Cor I 0:5. 
9. Or, "in the sphere of, in the domain of". Same word as "under" 

Law in 2:12. 
I 0. Or, "being". It is the common verb "to be". GK 1639. 
11. Or, "miserable". Elsewhere only in Rev 3: 17. GK 5417. Related to the 

verb in Jam 4:9, "be miserable". Some think such a statement would 
not be made by the pious Pharisee who thinks he is "alive" (v 9), but 
by the believer truly struggling with sin. Others think this is what that 
Pharisee said in v 9 when the commandment came to him and "he 
died", and is not how Paul would speak of himself as a Christian. 

12. Or, "rescue". On this word, see Col 1:13. Some think Paul is cry
ing out for salvation; others, for resurrection. 

13. Or, "the body a/this death". That is, "this body" characterized by 
death. Or, the body characterized by "this death". Note 6:6. 

14. Compare I Cor 15:57. Some manuscripts say instead "I thank God 
through Jesus ... "; others, "The grace o[God through Jesus ... ", where 
"grace" is the same word as "thanks" {B}. 

15. Some think Paul states this as the condition in which the believer 
now remains until his physical death. Such a person struggles with 
sin as he puts to death the practices of the body by the Spirit, 8: 13. 
Others think Paul states this as the dead end for all who would seek 
to be accepted by God through works of the Law, through obedi
ence. Such a person knows what to do and so is without excuse 
(2: I), but he cannot do it (3: 19), because sin enslaves him. He needs 
to be saved by grace (3:24), and then to live under grace in the new
ness of the Spirit (6: 15, 7:6), not under the Law. 

16. That is, his "wanting", v 15, 18, 21; the inner person, v 22. Paul 
uses grammar that emphasizes the contrast between the two halves 
of this sentence. 

17. This "therefore" continues on in Paul's main argument, building fur
ther upon it. He turns now from correcting false inferences drawn 
from salvation by grace (chapters 6-7), to again teaching true ones. 

18. Some think Paul means "now in becoming a Christian", in our sal
vation; others, "now in our life as Christians", as we live it out in 

the Spirit as ones who are saved. Thus some think this follows log
ically from 7:4-6, in contrast to the pre-Christian state described 
in 7: 14-25, and in answer to the question of 7:24. Others think it 
logically continues from chapter 7, now describing the Christian 
life from the Spirit's point of view. 

19. Those "in Christ" are completely beyond the scope of condemnation, 
because they have already died in Christ and are now living in Christ 
(Gal 2:20). They will be disciplined here as God's children (Heb 12:6); 
they will fuce reward and loss there (Rom 14: II; 1Cor3:15); but there 
is no condemnation. They battle with sin from victor's ground. Else
where only as "verdict of condemnation" in 5: 16, 18. GK 2890. 
Related to "condemned" in v 3. The opposite of"justification". 

20. These have died in Christ to the Law (7:4), from which condem
nation comes. All others continue to be subject to law, and will be 
judged and condemned by law, 2: 12. Some manuscripts add "not 
walking according to the flesh"; others, "not walking according to 
the flesh but the Spirit" {A}, from v 4. 

21. This explains why there is now no condemnation for those in 
Christ. We have been set free. 

22. That is, the operative power, the controlling principle, as in 7:21, 
23, 25, and later in this verse. GK 3795. 

23. That is, the life-giving Spirit, the Spirit who is life (v 10), the One 
by and in whom we now live and will live. 

24. Or, "For the law of the Spirit of life set you free in Christ Jesus ... ". 
25. This word is singular. Paul makes it personal. Some manuscripts 

say "me" {B}. 
26. This word "to set free" is the same word as in 6: 18, 22. Elsewhere 

only in Jn 8:32, 36; Rom 8:21; Gal 5: 1. GK 1802. Related to "free
dom" in Gal 5: 13; and "free" in Mt 17:26. 

27. This explains how such ones were set free. 
28. That is, lo conquer the death-producing power of sin, to give life. 

Note Gal 3:21. On this word, see Heb 6:4. 
29. More literally, "of the Law.from the Law". 
30. The flesh used the Law to produce death, chapter 7. We could not 

keep the Law, and the Law could not empower us to do so. It only 
condemned us, 7: I 0. 

31. More literally, "of the flesh of sin", the flesh characterized by sin 
(GK 281). lt was in the "likeness" of sinful flesh because the Son's 
flesh was not sinful. Note that Paul does not say "in the likeness of 
flesh" or "in sinful flesh". On "flesh", see Col 2:23. 

32. Or, "concerning sin". Some think Paul means "[as an offering] for 
sin", as in Heb 10:6, 8; 13:11 and the OT; others, "for" sin in the 
broadest sense, to deal with sin in all its aspects. GK 4309. 

33. Or, "in His flesh", "the" flesh just mentioned. Some think Paul 
means "in His body on the cross"; others, "in the flesh which He 
shares with us", the very flesh through which sin dominated us. 

34. Or, "regulation", as in I :32 (where it is singular, as it is here). This 
word views the entire Law as a single requirement. Some take this 
in a legal sense, the requirement for perfect holiness. This describes 
our salvation, and is fulfilled in all who die with Him and now live 
in the Spirit. Others take it in a practical sense, the requirement for 
living a holy life in keeping with God's will, of loving God and 
neighbor. This describes our life after becoming Christians, and is 
fulfilled in us as we live it out in the Spirit. 

35. Thus in v 1-4, some think Paul means that there is no condemna
tion for us because when we became Christians, we passed from 
the controlling power of sin leading to death to that of the Spirit of 
life, because God condemned sin in His Son in order that the per-

A. 1Cor12:9 B. Mt4:4, mankind C. Rom 6:6, are slaves D. 2 Tim 4:20, sick E. Jn 20:21 F. Phil 2:7 G. 1Cor11:32 H. Eph 5:18, filled 
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ID. The 1 ones walkingA not in-accordance-with2 the flesh8 , but in accordance with the Spirit 

I L. For3 the ones being4 in accordance with the flesh are thinking5 the things of the flesh, 
but the ones being in accordance with the Spirit, the things of the Spirit 

Verse 

IF. For6 the way-of-thinking7 of the flesh is death, but the way-of-thinking of the h 

Spirit is life and peace 

l (j. Because8 the way-of-thinking of the flesh is hostility9 toward God. For it 
is not subject10 to the Law of God, for it is not even able 11 

2L And 12 the ones being in the flesh are notD able to please 14 God. 
0

But you are not in X-'1 

the flesh, but in the Spirit- since15 the Spirit of God is dwellingc in you 

11-. But if anyone does not have the Spirit of Christ, this one is not of Him 16 

2C. And17 if Christ is in you, the body 18 is dead19 because of sin- but the Spirit is life20 because I I 1 

of righteousness21 

3C. And22 ifthe Spirit a/the One having raised0 Jesus from the dead is dwelling23 in you, the One I I 
having raised Christ from the dead will also give-Iife-toE your mortaJF bodies through24 His 
Spirit dwelling0 in you 

4( ·. So then, brothersH, we are debtors25
- not to the flesh, that we should be living26 in accordance I = 

with the flesh. 27 °For28 if29 you are living in accordance with the flesh, you are going-tol die30 • I ~ 
But if by the Spirit31 you are putting-to-deathK the practicesL a/the bodyM, you will live32-

I D For33 all who are being Ied34 by the Spirit of God- these are sons of God35 11 
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feet holiness required by the Law might be fulfilled in us, the ones 
having received Christ's righteousness by faith (3:22) and now liv
ing in the Spirit. Others think he means that there is no condemna
tion for us because now that we are Christians, we live under the 
controlling power of the Spirit of life, not of sin leading to death, 
because God condemned sin in His Son in order that the moral holi
ness required by God's Law might be fulfilled in our daily lives as 
we live in the Spirit. Others think these two are not separable, and 
that both are in view, as in v I 0. 

I. Verses 4b-9 identify the "us" in whom this is true (by their lifestyle, 
thinking pattern, and spiritual capability), and explain why it is so. 
Paul defines the "us" as not being in one class, but being in the other. 
The "us" are all those "in Christ Jesus" (v I), "in the Spirit" (v 9). God 
fulfills this requirement "in us" walking with His Spirit, as opposed 
to those who are not in Christ. Paul is not saying "in those of us" 
Christians (a subgroup of"us") who walk in the Spirit, as opposed to 
those Christians who do not walk in the Spirit. What God did in v 3-
4a, He did for all who are in Christ. The exhortation comes in v 12. 

2. Or, "in conformity with, in harmony with, based on''. This word 
occurs four times in v 4-5. GK 2848. 

3. This explains why this freedom is not true of the ones walking in 
accordance with the flesh. Their thinking is limited to the realm of 
the flesh. They set their minds on this realm. They are natural (I 
Cor 2: 14), not spiritual. 

4. Or, "existing, living''. Another way of saying "walking", v 4. Same 
word as in v 8, and as "you are" in v 9. GK 1639. 

5. Or "setting their minds on, being intent on''. This is the focus of the 
hearts and minds of such ones. Elsewhere only in Mt 16:23; Mk 
8:33; Act 28:22; Rom 11 :20; 12:3, 16; 14:6; 15:5; I Cor 13: 11; 2 
Cor 13:11; Gal 5: 10; Phil 1:7; 2:2, 5; 3:15, 19; 4:2, 10; Col 3:2. GK 
5858. The word also means "to be minded or disposed''. Related to 
"way of thinking" in v 6; and "understanding" in Eph I :8. 

6. This explains why this freedom cannot be true of ones thinking the 
things of the flesh. The content and outlook of this thinking that 
occupies their mind constitutes death in relation to God. It is death, 
and it leads to death. 

7. Or, "the mind-set, the mind, the thinking''. Used three times in v 
6-7. Elsewhere only as "mind" in v 27. GK 5859. Related to "think
ing" in v 5, this is the content of that thinking, what is thought. 

8. This explains why the way of thinking of the flesh is death. 
9. Same word as in Jam 4:4. On this word, see Eph 2: 14. Related to 

"enemy''. Note I Cor 2: 14. 
I 0. Or, "does not subject itself, is not in submission to, is not subordi

nate to''. On this word, see Eph 5:21. 
11. As Paul explained in chapter 7. It is dominated by sin. 
12. Others place verse 8 as 2G., the second reason that way of thinking 

is death. Then verse 9 becomes point 2E., "But you are not...". 
13. Note that v 5 defines this group by what they are doing, v 8 by what 

they are not able to do. 
14. On this word, see I Thes 2:4. Related to the word in Heb 11 :6. II 

is impossible to please God without faith. 
15. Or, "if as is the case, if indeed''. Same word as in Rom 3:30; 8:17; 2 

Thes I :6. Elsewhere only as "if indeed" in I Cor 8:5; 15: 15. GK 1642. 
16. That is, does not belong to Him. Such a person is not a Christian. 

All those "in Christ" have the Spirit. Compare Jude 19. 
17. Note that Paul is no longer explaining "walking not in the flesh" 

of v 4. He is giving another aspect of the freedom of v 2. The 
emphasis ofv 3-9 was freedom from "sin", the cause of death. Now 
he turns to "death" itself. 

18. Paul uses grammar that emphasizes the contrast between the two 
halves of this sentence. 

19. That is, our physical body is dead and will die. This is the only 
aspect of death that remains for us. 

20. The Spirit is life in us now, true life, the life of God. We are set free 
from spiritual death. Same word as in v 6. It means "life" in all 135 
of its uses. GK 2437. Here, some take "spirit" to be the human spirit 
as opposed to the body, and so must render this "alive", "but the 
spirit is alive''. In this case also, Paul means that the life of God is 
now in us. The related verb is "came to life" in Rev 20:4. 

21. Some think Paul means "God's righteousness" in us by faith; oth
ers, our growing righteousness, the fruit of the Spirit living in us; 
others think these cannot be separated, and that he means both. 

22. Not only is His Spirit life in us now, He will set our bodies free from 
physical death on that day. 

23. Or, "living". Used of the Spirit also in v 9 and I Cor 3:16. Else
where only in Rom 7:17, 18, 20; I Cor 7:12, 13; I Tim 6:16. GK 
3861. Related to the word later in this verse. 

24. Or, "by means of''. Some manuscripts say "because of" { B}. 
25. Not to that which enslaved us to death, but to God who set us free 

into life. On this word, see I: 14. 
26. That is, with the result that we should be living according to the 

flesh. This is the realm of condemnation and death. 
27. Note that Paul does not continue on with this thought as an exhor

tation, "We are debtors to live according to the Spirit''. Instead, he 
continues the teaching begun in v 11 about resurrection life, pick
ing it up with "You will live" at the end ofv 13. He takes up exhor
tation in detail in 12: I. 

28. The reason we have this debt is the outcome of each path. The path 
of the flesh ends in a death after earthly life, but the Spirit's path 
continues in a life after physical death. We are debtors to God, for 
we live, and we will live! 

29. That is, "assuming it is true that". Same grammar as "if" in v 9b, 
10, 11, 13b. 

30. Or, "you are destined to die, you will die''. Same idiom as in 4:24; 
Mt 17:22; Jn 11 :51; Act 26:22; Rev I: 19. 

31. Or, "spirit", the human spirit empowered by the Holy Spirit. 
32. The "will live" points to the "life" of v 11, the future redemption, 

and our inheritance with Christ. 
33. This gives the reason for "will live''. If you are living by the Spirit, you 

"will live" with God, "for" this means you "are" one of His children. 
34. This is related to being "in the Spirit" and "walking in the Spirit", 

of which "putting to death the practices of the body" is one part. 
This is the broad category of which that is one specific part. Every 
Christian is led by the Spirit to become more like their Father, to 
bear the family resemblance. In part, this leading is how the Spirit 
bears witness, v 16. Compare I Jn 3:9. On this word, see Lk 4:1. 

35. Note that "children" is used in v 17. That is, family members. We are 
called "sons of God" elsewhere only in Mt 5:9; Lk 20:36; Rom 8: 19; 
9:26; Gal 3:26. Paul means "sons" versus "slaves", with all the status, 
security and privilege associated with the one as opposed to the other. 
On "sons", see Gal 3:7. Compare "children of God" in Jn I: 12. 

A. Heb 13:9 B. Col 2:23 C. Rom 8:11 D. Mt 28:6, arose E. Jn 5:21 F. 2 Cor 5:4 G. Col 3: 16 H. Act 16:40 J. Mk 10:32 K. Rom 7:4 
L. Mt 16:27 M. Eph 1:23 



Romans 8:15 538 Verse 

J F. For1 you did not receive a spirit2 of slavery3 again4 leading-to5 fearA. But you I' 
received a Spirit6 of adoption7, by Whom we are crying-out8 "Abbac! Father!" 

2E. The Spirit Himselfbears-witness-with0 our spirit8 that we are childrenE of God I(, 

2D. And9 if we are children, we are heirs 10 also. We are heirs 11 ofGod12- and fellow-heirs 13 I -
ofChrist, 14 since 15 we are suffering-with16 Him in order that we may also be glorified-
with17 Him 

IE. For18 I considerF that the sufferings0 of the present time are not worthyH to the I:-
glory19 destined20 to be revealed21 to22 us 

2E. For23 the eager-expectation1 of the creation24 is awaiting25 the revelationK of the sons I ' 1 

of God 

IF. For26 the creation was subjected27 to futility28- not willingly29, but because of ~11 

the One having subjected it- in hope30 • that31 the creation itself also will be ~ I 
set-free32 from the slaveryL of decay33 into the freedomM of the glory34 of the 
childrenE of God 

2F. For35 we know that the whole creation is groaning-together36 and suffering
birthpains-together37 until the present 

] L. And38 not only creation, but also ourselves having39 the firstfruitN of the SpirifO, we 
ourselves also are groaning41 within ourselves while eagerly-awaiting adoption42-
the redemption° of our body 

I F. For43 we were savedr in hope44 

I ( i. But hope being seen is not hope, for who hopes-forO what he sees?•5 

2(i. But since46 we hope-for what we do not see, we are eagerly-awaiting it 
with endurance47 



J. This gives the reason or proof that they are "sons", family members. 
2. That is, a spirit or disposition characteristic of slavery, a slave kind 

of spirit, tending toward fear. Or, "Spirit", a Holy Spirit of slavery 
(since there is no such thing). See "Spirit" next. 

3. Or, "servility". Elsewhere only in 8:21; Gal 4:24; 5:1; Heb 2:15. 
GK 1525. Related to "are slaves" in 6:6. 

4. That is, such as we had when we were slaves of sin and death. Some 
think Paul means "receive ... again"; others, "leading to fear again". 
We have been freed from fear, not returned to it, Heb 2: 15; I Jn 4: 18. 

5. Same word as "resulting in" in 5: 16. 
6. Or, "spirit". Others take both occurrences as "spirit"; others take 

both as "Spirit". 
7. On this word, see Gal 4:5. The Spirit leads us as family members 

of God, not as slaves. We call on God as our daddy (abba) in an inti
mate relationship, as Jesus did, Mk 14:36; Gal 4:6. 

8. That is, our spirit crying out to our Father in v 15. We cry out "My 
Father"; He bears witness "My child". 

9. This is the consequence of sonship. You "will live" for you are 
"sons", and childship implies heirship. 

I 0. Or, "inheritors", ones designated to inherit. Same word as in Mt 21 :38; 
Mk 12:7; Lk 20:14; Gal 3:29; 4:1, 7; Tit 3:7; Heb 6:17. Elsewhere 
onlyas"inheritor"inRom4:13, 14;Heb 1:2; 11:7;Jam2:5.GK3/0/. 
Related to "inherit" in Gal 4:30, and "inheritance" in Eph 1:14. 

11. Paul uses grammar that closely links the two halves of this sen
tence; heirs and fellow-heirs. 

12. That is, ones God has designated to inherit from Him. 
13. Or, "co-heirs''. Elsewhere only in Eph 3:6; Heb 11 :9; I Pet 3:7. 

GK 5169. 
14. That is, we are God's heirs and Christ's fellow heirs. 
15. Same word as in v 9. The suffering always comes before the glory, 

8:18; Phil 3:10; Heb 2:9; 1 Pet 1 :I I; 4:13. 

539 Romans 8:25 

Angels and humans are not in view here. Consult the commentaries. 
On this word, see v 39. 

25. Or, "eagerly-awaiting". Same word as in I Pet 3:20. Elsewhere only 
as "eagerly-await" in Rom 8:23, 25; 1 Cor I :7; Gal 5:5; Phil 3:20; 
Heb 9:28. GK 587. 

26. Verses 20-21 give the reason creation eagerly awaits our revelation 
in glory. God gave it this hope. 

27. That is, by God, in Gen 3:7-19. Creation shared the penalty of the Fall. 
28. Or, "purposelessness, pointlessness". Elsewhere only in Eph 4: 17; 

2 Pet 2:18. GK 3470. Related to "futile" in I Cor 15:17. 
29. Or, "of its own will", still personifying creation. It was because of 

the Fall. Elsewhere only as "of my own will" in I Cor 9:17. GK 
I 776. Related word in 1 Pet 5:2. 

30. Or, "on hope, on the basis of hope". That is, "in the hope granted 
to it that". The hope is on the part of the creation, and results in its 
"eager expectation" in v 19. Some link this with v 19, "awaiting ... 
in hope", making "For the creation ... subjected ii" a parenthesis. 
Grammatically, the hope (in the sense of "expectation") could be 
ascribed to God, "on the basis of the expectation that the creation 
itself", which would make this the only place "hope" is used with 
God as the subject in the Bible. On this word, see Col 1 :5. 

31. Or, "because", so that it says " ... in hope, because the creation ... ". 
32. On this word, see v 2. Related to "freedom" next. 
33. That is, consisting of decay, or belonging to decay, or characterized 

by decay. On this word, see I Cor 15:42. 
34. Some think Paul means the freedom characterized by glory, the glo

rious freedom; others, the freedom belonging to the glory. 
35. This verse confirms that creation has this eager expectation (v 19) 

by reference to a generally accepted fact. The fact is known by 
observation; the linkage to the Fall and redemption of mankind, by 
God's Word. 

16. Some think Paul is referring to sufferings because we are Chris- 36. Used only here. GK 5367. Related to the word in v 23 and the word 
tians, as in v 17; others, to all the sufferings we continue to in v 26. 
endure- Christian and human- even though we are His children 37. That is, for the birth of the new age. Used only here. GK 5349. 
and heirs. Elsewhere only in I Cor 12:26. GK 5224. Related words in I Thes 5:3 and Gal 4:19. 

17. Used only here. GK 5280. Related to "glorified" in v 30. 38. Our own eager expectation, led by the Spirit in us as the firstfruit 
18. Paul uses this word to assert his first point. It may be rendered of the glory, confirms creation's eager expectation (v 19) as a sec-

"Now" or "Indeed''. Likewise in v 19. GK I 142. Some think this ond witness. Both are "awaiting" the glory to come while "groan-
affirms the greatness of our inheritance. Being heirs of God, the ing" in "hope". Note the repetition of these three words. 
glory will be so great that the sufferings we endure now are not wor- 39. Some think that Paul means "since we have"; others, "even though 
thy of comparison. Others think Paul is offering comfort in view of we have". 
the sufferings. They are nothing by comparison. 40. Some think Paul means the initial foretaste of the Spirit, of which 

19. That is, to be compared to the glory. Compare 2 Cor4:17. the fullness then will be the harvest. Others think he means "the 
20. This is a participle, the glory "being destined, being about to be". This firstfruit which is the Spirit", the Spirit now being the first "install-

word and grammar is elsewhere only in Gal 3:23; Rev 1:19; and as ment" of the fullness of all the blessings that God will bestow on 
"about to" in Rev 3: 16; 12:4. Same word as "going to" in Rom 8: 13, us then, the firstfruit of the state of glory. 
but different grammar. On this word, see "going to" in Mk J0:32. 41. Related to the word in v 22. On this word, see Jam 5:9. 

21. This word is used three times in Romans. Wrath is revealed (I: 18), 42. Same word as in v 15. 
but glory will be revealed (8: 18), because the righteousness of God 43. As with v 20, this gives the reason for the waiting and groaning. 
is revealed ( 1: 17). Compare Gal 3:23, where they awaited the faith. God saved us in hope. 
We await the glory. On this word, see 2 Thes 2:3. 44. Or, "by hope". That is, the hope of the redemption ofour body, and 

22. Or, "for, in''. GK I 650. living forever in glory with God. 
23. Or, "Indeed". Some think this again confirms the greatness of the 45. Some manuscripts say "For why indeed is he hoping-for what 

coming glory. It is so great, all creation will share in it. Others think someone sees?" [ B}. 
it confirms the certainty of it. All creation is awaiting this impend- 46. Or, "if", as is the case. 
ing glory, by the design of God. 4 7. Endurance is called for because of our suffering, v 17. On this word, 

24. Paul is personifying the physical creation. That is, "all nature". see Jam I :3. 

A. Eph 5:21 B. Mt 8:29 C. Mk 14:36 D. Rom 2:15, bearing co-witness E. I Jn 3:1 F. Rom 3:28 G. Phil 3:JO H. Rev 16:6 J. Phil 1:20 
K.2Thesl:7 L.Rom8:15 M.Gal5:13 N.1Cor15:20 O.Rom3:24 P.Lkl9:10 Q.Jn5:45,puthope 



Romans 8:26 540 

2 F. And similarly' also2 the Spirit helps3 our weakness4 

IC i. For we do not know what we should prayA as we ought-to,5 but the Spirit 
Himself intercedes-for6 us7 with8 inexpressible9 groanings 10 

Verse 

2Ci. And the One searching8 our hearts 11 knows 12 what the mind13 of the Spirit 2~ 

is, because 14 He is interceding15 for the saintsc in accordance with God 16 

3 D. And 17 we know that all things are working-together18 for good0 for the ones lovingE God, 2X 
the ones being called19 ones according to His purpose20 

IL Because whom He foreknew21
, He also predestined22 to be similar-to-the-fonn23 of 2'! 

the image24 of His Son, so that He might be firstbom 25 among many brothersF 
21-:. And whom He predestined, these He also called26 _lll 

31:. And whom He called, these He also declared-righteousG 
41-.. And whom He declared righteous, these He also glorified27 

713. Therefore, what shall we say to these things? lf28 God is for us, who is against us? 

I C. He Who indeed did not spareH His own Son, but handed Him over' for us all, how will He not 
also29 with Him freely-give30 us all things? 



541 Romans 8:32 

I. Or, "likewise, in like manner". Some think Paul means "with groan- 17. Instead of the closing climax of this section, others make this 3F., 
ing". The groaning of the "firstfruit" in us is added as a second wit- another source of help to us. Others render this word "But", see-
ness to our own, His not being a groaning for the glory to come, but ing this as a contrast to the groaning. 
similar to it, a groaning to help us as we await that glory. Others 18. Or, "cooperating, helping, assisting, joining in working, contributing". 
think he means "as hope sustains us while we endure (v 24 ), simi- Elsewhere only as "work with" in Mk 16:20; 2 Cor 6: I; Jam 2:22; and 
larly the Spirit helps us". Others connect this to v 25, "Since we "help" in I Cor 16: 16. GK 5300. Related to "fellow worker" in 16:3. 
hope for what we do not see, we await it with endurance, and the Some render it "that He works all things together for good"; others, 
Spirit helps us with our weakness as we wait", giving our side and "that in all things, He joins in working for good for the ones loving 
God's side of the matter. Elsewhere only in Mt 20:5; 21 :30, 36; God". Some manuscripts add "God" as the subject { B}. 
25:17; Mk 12:21; 14:31; Lk 13:5; 20:31; 22:20; I Cor 11:25; I Tim 19. That is, the people who are called ones of God. This adjective is else-
2:9; 3:8, 11; 5:25; Tit 2:3, 6. GK 6058. where only in I: I, 6, 7; Mt 22: 14; I Cor I: I, 2, 24; Jude I; Rev 17: 14. 

2. Or, "indeed, even". GK 3105. Related to "called" in v 30; and "calling" in 2 Pet I: 10. 
3. Or, "takes a share of" the load. Elsewhere only in Lk 10:40. GK 20. This same word is used of God's purpose in Rom 9:11; Eph 1:11; 

5169. Related to the gift of "helps" in I Cor 12:28. 3: 11; 2 Tim I :9; and of human purpose in Act 11 :23; 27: 13; 2 Tim 
4. Some think Paul means all our weakness, to which we respond with 3: 10. Literally, the word refers to something "set before, put before" 

prayer, groaning, waiting, and endurance, the prayer itself being yourself; that is, a plan, purpose, design, resolve. Elsewhere only 
one part of it. Others think he specifically means our weakness in as "presentation", the bread of presentation physically "set before" 
praying. Some manuscripts say "weaknesses" {N}. On this word, God in the temple, in Mt 12:4; Mk 2:26; Lk 6:4; Heb 9:2. GK 4606. 
see Mt 8: 17. The related verb is "purposed" in Eph I :9. 

5. More literally, we do not know "the what we should pray accord- 21. Or, "knew beforehand, had advance knowledge of". Some think 
ing as it is necessary [to pray]". That is, what we should pray as is this refers to God's advance knowledge of something in the person. 
necessary to pray in view of our situation. We do not know the right Others think "knew" in this word has the sense of"had regard for, 
thing to ask with regard to the situation we are praying about. Paul loved, took interest in" (similar to Gen 18: 19; Jer I :5; Amos 3:2; 
is an example, 2 Cor 12:8-9. On "ought to", see Act 25:10. etc.), and therefore "chose beforehand". Same word as in 11 :2; I 

6. Or, "intercedes on behalf of". Used only here. GK 5659. Related Pet I :20. Elsewhere only as "know beforehand" in Act 26:5; 2 Pet 
to the word in v 27. 3:17. GK 4589. Related to "foreknowledge" in I Pet 1:2. 

7. Some manuscripts express this word {A}. 22. This word also means "to decide beforehand, to predetermine, to 
8. Or, "in". preappoint, to predesignate, to preset". Elsewhere only in Act 4:28; 
9. This word can mean "unspoken, wordless", or, "unspeakable, inex- Rom 8:30; I Cor 2:7; Eph I :5, 11. GK 4633. Related to "designated" 

pressible, too deep for words". Used only here. GK 117. Related to in 1:4, and "separated" in I: I. Compare the unrelated words, "pre-
the word "dumb, mute" in Mk 7:37; 9: 17, 25. pared beforehand" in Rom 9:23, and "appointed" in Act 13:48. 

I 0. Some think these are the Spirit's groanings. He intercedes with His 23. Or, "like-the-appearance". On this adjective, see Phil 3:21, "simi-
unspoken/unspeakable (in human words) groanings to God, this lar-in-forrn" to the body of His glory. We shall be "like" Him, says 
being Paul's metaphorical way of describing the communication I Jn 3:2, using a different word. Some think Paul is referring here 
between the Father and the Spirit, like the groanings of creation, v to that which will take place on that day; others, to that which 
22. Or, the Spirit intercedes in our hearts with His groaning, begins to occur at salvation and is completed on that day. Compare 
prompting us to pray as needed. Others think these are our groan- I Cor 15:49; 2 Cor 3:18. 
ings. The Spirit intercedes by carrying our unspoken/unspeakable 24. Or, "likeness". On this word, see Col I: 15. 
(because we do not know what to ask) groanings to God, and some 25. That is, the preeminent One, first in rank, the supreme One. On this 
include here our groanings spoken in tongues. Elsewhere only in word, see Col I: 15. 
Act 7:34. GK 5099. Related to the words in v 22 and v 23. 26. Or, "summoned". Same word as in Mt 9: 13; Rom 9:12, 24; I Cor 

11. That is, as we "groan within ourselves" (v 23), not knowing what 1:9; 7:17; Gal 1:6, 15; 5:8, 13; Eph 4:1, 4; Col 3:15; I Thes 2:12; 
to ask (v 26). Note the word in Act 1:24. 4:7; 5:24; 2 Thes 2:14; I Tim 6:12; 2 Tim 1:9; Heb 9:15; 11:8; I Pet 

12. Some think Paul means "knows" in the sense of "approves of, rec- I: 15; 2:9, 21; 3:9; 5: 10; 2 Pet I :3; Rev 19:9. This word also means 
ognizes with approval, honors, takes interest in", as this word is "call" in the sense of"name" (as in Mt I :21 ); or "invite" (as in Mt 
used in I Thes 5: 12; others, "knows" in the simple sense. 22:3; Lk 14:7; Jn 2:2; I Cor 10:27). Used 148 times. GK 1813. 

13. That is, the content of the thinking. On this word, see "way of think- Related to "called" in v 28. 
ing" in 8:6. The Father, who searches our hearts to know what we 27. Paul puts this in the past tense, as something already certain, already 
are thinking, also knows (and honors) what the Spirit is interceding done. This word, used 61 times, is not used elsewhere of God glo-
on our behalf. Or, the Father who searches our hearts knows (and rifying us, but note v 17. GK 1519. "Glory" (GK 1518) is used of us 
honors) what the Spirit is prompting there. in Rom 8: 18, 21; Jn 17:22; I Cor 2:7; 2 Cor 4: 17; Phil 3:21; Col 

14. That is, God knows (and honors) the Spirit's way of thinking in our I :27; 3:4; I Thes 2: 12; 2 Tim 2: 10; Heb 2: 10; I Pet I :7; 5: I, 4, 10. 
situation, because the Spirit intercedes according to God's will. Or, 28. Or, "since". That is, if, as is the case. GK 1613. 
"that'', God knows the purpose and content of the Spirit's mind. 29. This is the Greek word order. Some think Paul means "also with 

15. On this word, see 8:34, where Christ intercedes for us. Him"; others, "also freely-give". 
16. That is, the Spirit intercedes in accordance with God's will, asking 30. Or, "graciously grant". On this word, see I Cor 2: 12. Related to the 

what we could not, due to our not knowing. word "grace". 

A. I Tim 2:8 B. I Cor 2:10 C. I Pet I: 16, holy D. I Tim 5: lOb E. Jn 21:15, devotedly love F. Act 16:40 G. Rom 3:24 H. Rom 11:21 
J. Mt 26:21, hand over 



Romans 8:33 542 Verse 

2( ·. Who will bring-a-charge1 against the chosen2 ones of God? God3 is the One declaring-righteousA! ·', 
3( Who is the one who will condemn?4 Christ Jesus5 is the One having died, but more, having H 

been raised6, Who also is at the right hand of God, Who also intercedes7 for us! 
-1(. What8 shall separate8 us from the lovec ofChrist9? 1" 

ID. Affiiction°, or distressE, or persecutionF, or famine, or nakednessG, or danger10, or sword? 

IL. Just as it has been written [in Ps 44:22] that "For your sake we are being put-to- Jr, 
deathH the whole day. We were consideredl as sheep for slaughterK" 

2D. But in all these things we overwhelmingly-conquer11 through the One having lovedL us ~ -

5( . For I am convincedM that neither death nor life, nor angels nor rulers12
, nor things present13 nor )\ 

things coming 14, nor powers 15, ·nor height nor depth, nor any other creation16 will be able to .1•1 

separate8 us from the lovec of God in Christ Jesus our Lord 

~.\. I am17 telling the truth in Christ, I am not lying, 18 my conscienceN bearing-witness-with19 me in the Holy '! I 

Spirit-·that there is great grief0 in me, and unceasingP painO in my heart 

In For I would pray20 that I myself might be accursed21 from Christ for the sake of my brothers,22 my 
kinsmenR according to the flesh: who are Israelites -I 

I ( ·. Of whom23 is the adoption24
, and the glory25

, and the covenants26
, and the Law-giving, and the 

[temple] service27
, and the promisess 

2C. Of whom are the fathers 28 

.H . And from whom is the Christ according-to29 the flesh, the One being30 

11) Over all 
21J. God 
1 D. Blessed31 foreverT, amen 

2ll. But it is not such as that the word32 of God has failed33 

I ( · For not all these ones from Israel are lsrael.34 ·Nor are they all children35 because they are 
seed36 of Abraham 

I l). But37
, "In Isaac a seed38 will be calledu for you" [Gen 21: 12] 

,, 



543 Romans 9:7 

I. Same word as in Act 19:38. Elsewhere only as "charge" in Act 
19:40; and "accuse" in Act 23:28, 29; 26:2, 7. GK 1592. 

2. Or, "elect, selected". Elsewhere only in Mt 22: 14; 24:22, 24, 31; Mk 
13:20, 22, 27; Lk 18:7; 23:35; Rom 16:13; Col 3:12; I Tim 5:21; 2 
Tim2:10;Tit 1:1; I Pet 1:1;2:4,6,9;2Jn l:l, 13;Rev 17:14.GK 
1723. Related to the verb in I Cor I :27, and "choosing" in Rom 
11 :5. An unrelated word for "choose" is used in 2 Thes 2: 13. 

3. Others make this ID., followed by the question "Who is the one con
demning'!". Then "Christ Jesus ... for us" becomes 20., followed by 
the question "Who shall separate us from the love of Christ?". 

4. Or, "Who is the one condemning?" The difference between the 
future and present is an accent mark. On this word, see I Cor 11 :32. 

5. Some manuscripts omit this word {C}. 
6. Or, "having arisen". On this word, see "arose" in Mt 28:6. 
7. Or, "petitions, appeals". Same word as in 8:27; Heb 7:25. Else

where only as "appeal" in Act 25:24; Rom 11 :2. GK 1961. Related 
to the word in 8:26, and to the noun "intercessions" in I Tim 2: I. 

8. Or, "Who". Same word as "who" in v 33, 34; "what" in 3:1; 11:15. 
It is used both ways. GK 5515. 

9. Thal is, "Christ's love" for us. 
I 0. Elsewhere only in 2 Cor 11 :26, where several are mentioned. GK 

3074. Related word in I Cor 15:30. 
11. Or, "we are completely victorious". Used only here. GK 5664. The 

root word is "overcome" in Rev 2:7. 
12. Paul may mean human rulers, or angelic rulers, or both. On this 

word, see "beginning" in Col 1:18. 
I 3. This is a participle, the things "having come, being present". On 

this word, see Heb 9:9. 
14. Or, "things going to be". Same word as in I Cor 3:22. On this word, 

see "going lo" in Mk 10:32. 
15. Some manuscripts have "nor powers" after "nor rulers" {A}. On 

"powers", see Act 8: I 0. 
I 6. Or, "creature, created thing". Same word as in I :20, 25; 8: 19, 20, 

21,22;Mk 10:6; 13:19; 16:15;2Cor5:17;Gal6:15;Col 1:15,23; 
Heb 4: 13; 9: 11; 2 Pet 3:4; Rev 3: 14. Elsewhere only as "institution" 
in I Pet 2: 13. GK 3232. Related to "create" in Eph 2: 15. 

I 7. Paul turns now to address the critical question, "If God is doing this, 
why has Israel not believed?". 

18. Paul makes this statement also in 2 Cor 11 :31; Gal I :20; I Tim 2:7. 
19. On this word, see "bearing co-witness" in 2: 15. Paul's conscience 

is a second witness to what he is affirming. 
20. Or, "wish" (pray in a non-religious sense). Some think Paul means 

"I would pray" but can't, because it is not possible; others, "I could 
almost pray" but don't, because it is not possible. Or, this could be 
rendered "I was wishing", which would mean Paul did at one time 
wish this could be true, similar to Moses in Ex 32:32. At one time, 
Paul thought he was the perfect person to reach his people, Act 
22: 19-20. Perhaps this thought burst from his heart when he real
ized that such would not be the case. With the same grammar, Paul 
wishes for something impossible in Gal 4:20 also. Elsewhere only 
in Act 26:29; 27:29; 2 Cor 13:7, 9; Jam 5:16; 3 Jn 2. GK 2377. 
Related to "vow" in Act I 8: I 8, and "praying" in I Tim 2:8. 

21. This is a noun, anathema. That is, cursed by God, devoted to destruc
tion. Same word as in I Cor 12:3; 16:22; Gal I :8, 9. Elsewhere only 

as "a curse" in Act 23:14. GK 353. On the related verb "to curse, to 
bind with an oath under threat ofa curse", see Mk 14:71. 

22. That is, that they might be saved, I 0: I. 
23. That is, "To whom belong". 
24. On this word, see Gal 4:5. Used only here with reference to 

Israelites. 
25. That is, the glory of God, in all its manifestations in their history. 
26. On this word, see Heb 8:6. Some manuscripts say "covenant" { B}. 
27. Paul may also have in mind services in the home and synagogue. 

On this word, see "worship" in 12: I. 
28. That is, Abraham, Isaac and Jacob, as in 11 :28; 15:8. 
29. Or, ''with respect to", as to His human ancestry. Same phrase as in I :3. 
30. Or, "the One Who is". The three descriptions that follow all refer 

to this participle. The Christ is "the One Who is" these three things. 
This could be rendered "the One being over all, blessed God for
ever" or "the One being God over all, blessed forever". The exact 
Greek is "the One being over all God blessed forever". The key is 
that grammatically, "the One being'', "God", and "blessed" are all 
referring to "the Christ", just as in 2 Cor 11 :31 "the One being 
blessed forever" (same words as here) refers back to "Father". 
Some, for theological reasons which they think outweigh the gram
mar and context, do not think Paul could have called Christ God 
here. Based on this, this view makes this a doxology to the Father, 
having a grammar occurring only here in the Greek Bible. It may 
be rendered as" ... flesh. May the One being God over all be blessed 
forever", or," ... flesh, the One being over all. May God be blessed 
forever". Consult the commentaries on these and other views. 

31. Or, "spoken well of, praised". This is an adjective. It is a descrip
tion, not an action (like "blessed by God"). When used in a doxol
ogy in Greek or Hebrew (as it is in Lk I :68; 2 Cor I :3; Eph I :3; I 
Pet I :3), the word order is always "Blessed be God", not "God be 
blessed". Elsewhere only in Mk 14:61; Rom I :25; 2 Cor 11 :31. GK 
2329. The related verb is in Lk 6:28. 

32. That is, the promises made to Abraham and his descendants, to Israel. 
33. Or, "fallen". On this word, see "fall from" in Gal 5:4. The nation's 

rejection of Christ is not God's failure. 
34. Not all the physical descendants of Jacob (Israel) making up the 

nation oflsrael are spiritual Israel. God's word did not fail, for not 
all of Abraham's Israel is God's Israel, nor are they all God's chil
dren because they are Abraham's children. God's "Israel" in this 
sense is not the ethnic nation of physical descendants, nor the geo
political nation in Judea, nor the religious nation living under the 
Law of Moses, but the spiritual nation of those receiving God's 
promises by faith, the physical-spiritual "seed" of Abraham in 
whom God continues to fulfill His promises to Abraham. Stated 
positively, God's word is fulfilled in all those among physical Israel 
who are His children, whom Paul later calls "the remnant... accord
ing to the choosing of grace" in 11 :5. 

35. That is, children of God, v 8. God's children will also walk in line 
with Abraham's faith (4:12), circumcised in heart (2:28-29). 

36. That is, physical descendants. On this word, see Heb 11 : 11. 
3 7. Isaac and Ishmael prove that not all Abraham's physical children are 

his God-promised "seed" in whom the promises would be fulfilled. 
38. That is, a line of descendants fulfilling God's promises to Abraham. 

A. Rom 3:24 B. Mt 19:6 C. I Jn 4: 16 D. Rev 7: 14 E. 2 Cor 6:4 F. Mk 10:30 G. 2 Cor 11:27 H. Rom 7:4 J. Rom 3:28 K. Act 8:32 
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T. Rev 20:10 U. Rom 8:30 



Romans 9:8 544 Verse 

l E. That is, 1 these children o/the flesh2 are not children of God, but the children o/the x 
promise3 are countedA for seed4 

l F. For5 the word of promise is this- "I will come at this time, and there will be '! 

a son to Sarah" [Gen 18: 1 OJ 

2D. And not only6 this, but there is also Rebekah having bed7 from one man- Isaac our father I ii 

I L For the twins having not yet been bom8
, nor having done anything good or bad- I I 

in order that8 the purpose9 of God according to His choosing 10 might continue 11 , 

not 12 ofworks13 but of the One callingc- it was said to her [in Gen 25:23] that "the I~ 

older will serve0 the younger14
" 

IF. Just15 as it has been written [in Mal 1 :2-3], "I loved16 Jacob, but I hated17 Esau" I ' 

2C. Therefore 18 what shall we say? There is not unrighteousnessE with God, is there? 19 May it \ .1 
never be! 

ID. For He says to Moses [in Ex 33: 19], "I will have-mercy-onF whomever I have-mercy, I' 
and I will have-compassion-on whomever I have compassion" 

IL So then, mercy is not o/the20 one wanting0 , nor of the one running, but of the One I h 

having-mercyF- God21 

2D. For the Scripture says to Pharaoh [in Ex 9:16] that "I raised you up22 for this very 1-

purpose- so that I might demonstrate" My power23 in you, and so that My name might 
be proclaimed in all the earth" 

11:. So then, He has-mercy-onF whom He wants0 , and He hardens24 whom He wants0 I~ 

JC. Therefore25 you will say to me, "Why then26 does He still find-fault27? For who has resisted28 I" 
His will29?" 

ID. 0 human1
, on the contrary, who are you, the one answering-backK to God? The thing formed ~I I 

will not say to the one having formed30 it, "Why did you make me like-this?", will it?31 

2D. Or does not the potter have authority32 of the clay to make from the same lump one ~I 
vesselL for honorM, and another for dishonor33? 



545 Romans 9:21 

I. Paul generalizes from Isaac and Ishmael to "children" of flesh and 
promise. Some think he is referring to Ishmael and Abraham's other 
children and their descendants, versus Isaac and the subsequent chil
dren of promise. Others think he is also referring to the case under 
discussion, unbelieving Israel versus believing Israel, the remnant. 

2. This category of children are not children of God. The next cate
gory of children are the children of God. 

3. That is. belonging to the promise, originating in the promise, pro
ceeding from the promise. The promises to Abraham will be ful
filled in children resulting from the promise, not children 
independent of the promise. 

4. Or, "counted as seed". That is, by God, for His purposes. 
5. The generalization ofv 8 is proved by the specific case oflsaac. He 

was born as the result of God's word of promise, and so he was 
counted as the "seed" promised to Abraham. 

6. Jacob and Esau prove that God did not choose Abraham's promised 
"seed" based on their personal merit. God chose between the twins 
fathered by His "child of promise", Isaac, before they were born. 

7. That is, having conceived. See Heb 13 :4 on "bed". 
8. This clause is moved forward in the Greek word order for emphasis, 

and could all be balded. Paul means it was said to Rebekah before 
the children were born "that 'the older will serve the younger', in 
order that the purpose ... continue". This is why it was said then. 

9. Same word as in 8:28. What purpose is in view here? All agree it 
includes God's purpose of creating a nation based on His promise, 
and of defining a line to the One who would fulfill His promise, and 
of fulfilling His promises to Abraham. In addition, some think Paul 
is including God's purpose of saving individuals here; others, that 
personal salvation is not in view here, only national purposes. The 
answer influences what inferences may be drawn from v 11-13, on 
which, consult the commentaries. In either case, however, the 
example of Isaac and Jacob does at least illustrate the process of 
salvation which "continues" in all believers. We too were chosen 
before we were born (Eph I :4), apart from our merit, and called 
according to His purpose (Rom 8:28), to become spiritual seed of 
Abraham (Gal 3:29). 

10. Or, "election, selection". Or, "in relation to choosing, in choosing, 
based on choosing, [carried out] in accordance with [His] choos
ing". On this word, see 11 :5. 

11 . Or, "remain, stay, abide". On this word, see "abide" in Jn 15 :4. Some 
render it "stand" in the sense of"abide" only here. The grammar indi
cates Paul means "be continuing". God's purpose "continues" with 
Jacob as in the case of Isaac. God also chose Isaac before he was 
born, without reference to his works, and promised he would be the 
"seed'', and "called" him. 

12. Some think Paul means "the purpose ... not of works ... "; others, 
"continue [being] not of works ... ". In either case, the purpose of 
God, accomplished through His choosing, carried out not on the 
basis of works but His call, continues in the case of Jacob, because 
it was said to Rebekah in advance of the birth or actions of her twins 
that "the older will serve the younger". 

13. Or, "by works, from works". That is, not based on works, but based 
on the God who calls. Same phrase as in Eph 2:9, and "by works" 
in v 32; 11 :6; Tit 3:5; etc. 

14. More literally, "the greater will serve the lesser", but here used in 
the sense of age. In Gen 25:23, this refers to these two as individ-

uals who would become heads of nations, "two nations, two peo
ples" in your womb. On "older", see "greater" in Mt 11: 11. This 
word is elsewhere only as "lesser" in Jn 2: IO; Heb 7:7; and "fewer" 
in I Tim 5:9. GK 1781. 

15. Some think this quotation explains the positive basis of God's 
choice, which was given negatively in v 12. Others think is restates 
God's choice of Jacob in different terms. Others think it proves 
God's choice by means of their subsequent history. 

16. Israel (Jacob's nation) and Edom (Esau's nation) are the subject of 
Mal I :2-5. On this word, see "devotedly love" in Jn 21: 15. 

17. Some think this means "hated" in the sense of"loved less"; oth
ers, "rejected" for God's purposes. Used 40 times. GK 3631. 

18. That is, because being "children of God" is based on God's choos
ing and calling, not on their works or merit. 

19. A "no" answer is expected to this question. Is il unjust for God to 
choose one over the other? Paul's answer is that it is not unjust, 
because mercy is God's choice to make. God gives gifts of mercy 
as He chooses, as He thinks best and right. He owes it to no one. 
He hardens whom He chooses, as He thinks best for His purposes. 

20. That is, is not in response to, dependent on. 
21. God is not unrighteous because it is not a matter of justice or debt for 

the One showing mercy, nor of the desire, effort, or merit of the one 
seeking mercy. It is a matter of grace, undeserved kindness. Gift-giv
ing is the prerogative of the giver, carried out for reasons important 
to the giver. God cannot be faulted for blessing Isaac and Jacob. 

22. Some think this means "I spared you from the last plagues"; oth
ers, "I placed you on the stage of history". GK 1995. 

23. Both God's power to save (Israel) and to punish (Egypt) were 
demonstrated, His mercy and His wrath. 

24. God's choice to harden instead of show mercy is also His to make. 
God is not unrighteous to harden because all punishment for sin is 
earned and deserved, just as all mercy is undeserved. This hardening 
was seen in the case of the Gentiles in I :24, 26, 28. Paul will say later 
that God hardened those in Israel whom He did not choose, 11 :7-8. 
Elsewhere only in Act 19:9; Heb 3:8, 13, 15; 4:7. GK 5020. But see 
Exodus 7:13, 22; 8:15, 19, 32; 9:7, 12, 34, 35; 10:1, 20, 27; 11:10; 
14:8; Deut 2:30; I Sam 6:6; 2 Chron 36: 13; 2 Cor 3: 14. Related to 
"hardness" in Rom 2:5. Another word is used in Rom 11 :7. 

25. That is, since God has mercy on or hardens whomever He wills. 
26. Some manuscripts omit this word {C}. 
27. Elsewhere only in Heb 8:8, of God finding fault with Israel. GK 

3522. Related to "faultfinders" in Jude 16. 
28. Or, "opposed, stood against". On this word, see Eph 6: 13. If God 

has mercy or hardens as He chooses, how can people be held 
accountable since they are unable to stand against His will in either 
direction? Paul's answer is that the creature cannot complain to the 
Creator, apart from whom he would not exist; that the Creator has 
the right to do as He chooses; and that God intends to demonstrate 
both His wrath and His mercy in mankind, v 22-24. 

29. Or, "intention, purpose". On this word, see I Pet 4:3. 
30. Or, "molded, made". Elsewhere only in I Tim 2: 13, of Adam and 

Eve. GK 4421. Related to the noun earlier. 
31. The grammar indicates a "no" answer is expected. 
32. Or, "power, freedom" to act. On this word, see Rev 6:8. See Prov 16:4. 
33. The grammar indicates a "yes" answer is expected. On this word, 

see 2 Tim 2:20. On the potter, compare Isa 29: 16; 45:9; Jer I 8:6. 
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_~D. But what1 if God, wanting2 to dernonstrate3 His wrath and to rnake-knownA His power- 2:' 

11-.. Bore4 with much patience5 vessels8 ofwrath6 having been prepared7 for destructionc 
:'I _ And8 did so in order that He might rnake-known9 the riches0 o/His glory upon 2 ~ 

vessels of rnercyE which He prepared-beforehand 10 for glory-• even us whom 11 He 2-+ 
calledF not only from the Jews, but also from the Gentiles? 

11· As 12 He says also in Hosea-

I Ci. "I will caW 'Not My peopleG', 'My people'; and 'Not having been loved' 13 , 

'Having been loved'" [Hos 2:23] 
2Ci. "And it shall be in the place where it was said to them 'you are not My ~ r • 

peopleG', there 14 they will be calledF sons 15 of the living God" [Hos 1: 1 O] 

2 J_ But16 Isaiah cries-outH concerning Israel-

IC i "If the number of the sons 17 of Israel should be like the sand of the sea, 
the rernnant18 will be savedK. °For the Lord will accornplish 19 His word20 

'\ 

upon the earth, cornpleting21 and cutting-short22" [in Isa 10:22-23] 
2C i_ And just as Isaiah said-beforeL [in Isa 1 :9], "Unless the Lord ofSabaothM ~» 

had left-behindN a seed23 for us, we would have become like Sodom, and 
we would have been likened24 as Gomorrah" 

313. Therefore,25 what shall we say? ~I l 

IC. That Gentiles, the ones not pursuing0 righteousnessr, took-hold-of 26 righteousness- but a 
righteousness by faith 

2C. But Israel, pursuing the LawO of righteousness, did not attain27 to that Law28• 
0

For what reason? ~I - ~~ 

I I). Because they pursued it not by faith, but as-if it was by works29 

21) They30 sturnbledR on the Stone5 of sturnbling31 , "just as it has been written [in Isa 28: 16], , , 
"Behold- I am laying in ZionT a Stone of stumbling and a Rocku offalling32 • And the 
one33 putting-faith34 upon Hirn will not be put-to-sharnev" 

-+13. Brothersw, my heart's desire35 and petitionx to God for thern36 is for their salvationY. "For I testifyz I U: I - ' 
concerning them that they have a zealAA for God- but not in-accordance-with37 knowledge88 

I ( . For being-ignorant-of38 the righteousness of God39, and seekingcc to establish40 their own 
righteousness41

, they did not subject42 themselves to the righteousness of God 



547 Romans 10:3 

I. Same grammar as in Act 23:9, and similar to Jn 6:62. Or, this may 
be a statement, "But if God ... bore with much patience vessels of 
wrath ... destruction, ii is indeed in order that He might make 
known ... ". 

2. Or. "wishing, willing, intending". Some think Paul means "because 
of wanting"; others, "although wanting". Same word as in v 18. 

3. Same word as in v 17, of Pharaoh. Related to "demonstration" in 3:25. 
4. Or, "Carried, Endured, Put up with". The idea is "canied the load 

consisting of such vessels". Same word as in Heb 12:20; 13: 13. On 
this word, see "carried" in 2 Pet 1:17. 

5. Same word as in 2:4, where it is for repentance. 
6. Like Pharaoh. Compare Eph 2:3; 5:6; Jn 3:36; Rom 2:5, 8; 5:9. On 

this word, sec Rev 16: 19. 
7. In what sense are these people prepared? Perhaps in the sense that 

as clay vessels they are "hardened" in their choices, 11 :7-10. Who 
prepared them? Perhaps God (as in 9: 18; 11 :7-8; Jn 12:37-40); or 
perhaps Paul means the people themselves did (this word could be 
translated "having prepared themselves"); or, that Satan did. This 
word means to "put in order, prepare, equip, furnish, complete, 
restore". Same word as in Mt 4:21; 21: 16; Mk I: 19; Heb 10:5; 11:3; 
13:21. Elsewhere only as "made complete" in I Cor 1:10; "com
plete" in I Thes 3: IO; "restore" in 2 Cor 13: 11; Gal 6: I; I Pet 5: IO; 
and "fully trained" in Lk 6:40. GK 2936. Related to "restoration" 
in 2 Cor 13:9, and "equipping" in Eph 4: 12. 

8. Or, "even in order that ... ". Some manuscripts omit "and" [A}. In 
any case, Paul means "bore ... in order that". 

9. Same word as in 16:26; Eph I :9; 3:3, 5, 10; Col I :27. On this word, 
see "know" in Phil I :22. 

I 0. Note that God "endured, bore" the one, but He actively "prepared 
beforehand" the other, as Paul said in 8:28-30. On this word, see 
Eph 2: I 0. Not related to "prepare" in v 22. 

11. Or, "us whom He also called ... ", or, "whom He also called, even us, 
not only ... ". 

12. Here Paul proves that the Gentiles would be called to salvation. God 
will tum to people for the most part outside of Judea. 

13. In Hos I :6, 9, "Not my people" and "Not having been loved" are 
the names given to two of Hosea's children by God. On this word, 
see "devotedly love" in Jn 21: 15. 

14. Or, "in that place". Used 105 times. GK 1695. 

15. That is, family members, with reference to both sexes. See 8: 14 on 
"sons of God". 

16. Here Paul proves that only a remnant oflsrael would be saved. 
17. That is, the physical descendants of Jacob. On "sons", see Gal 3:7. 
18. That is, God's remnant, the spiritual children of Abraham who fol

low his faith, 4: 12. Used only here. GK 5698. Related to the word 
in I I :5, the remnant according to the choosing of grace; and to 
"left" in 11:3. 

I 9. Or, "do, execute, perform, carry out''. On this word, see "does" in 
Rev 13:13. 

20. Some give this a more specific meaning here, "sentence, work"; 
others a more general one, "matter''. On this word, see I Cor 12:8. 

21. On this word, see "accomplished" in Mk 13:4. Paul may mean 

"completing [the judgment]", or "carrying out [His word]", or 
"closing [the account]" with finality. 

22. This word "cut short, shorten, limit, cut off, cut down" is used only 
here. GK 5335. Some think Paul means "cutting short (the nation]", 
that is, cutting it down to the remnant. Others think he means "cut
ting short (the time]", that is, quickly. Paul is quoting the Septu
agint, from which some manuscripts add additional words {A}, as 
seen in the KJV. The KJV, translating "word" as "work", interpre
tively renders this verse as "For He will finish the work, and cut it 
short in righteousness: because a short work will the Lord make 
upon the earth." 

23. The seed, or descendants, is the remnant. On this word, see Heb I I: 11. 
24. Or, "compared''. That is, we would have been used as an illustra

tion of desolation, like Gomorrah. On this word, see "become like" 
in Mt 13:24. 

25. This concludes what precedes, and leads to what follows. God did 
not fail them (v 6), they failed God. 

26. Or, "seized, took possession of''. On this word, see "overcome" 
in Jn 1:5. 

27. Or, "reach, anive at". On this word, see "came" in I Thes 2:16. 
28. That is, they pursued the Law demanding righteousness, or con

taining God's righteousness, for the purpose of attaining right
eousness through obedience to it. But they did not attain to its 
standard. Some manuscripts add "of righteousness" {N}. 

29. Some manuscripts add "oflaw" {B}. 
30. Some manuscripts say "For they ... " {K}. 
31. This phrase refers to a stone one accidentally strikes against and 

stumbles over. On this word, see "opportunity for stumbling" in 
14:13. Related to the verb earlier. 

32. This phrase refers to a rock deliberately placed as part of a trap, a 
cause of being caught, trapped, offended. Same word and phrase as 
in I Pet 2:8. On this word, see "cause of falling" in 11 :9. Same 
word as "offense" in Gal 5: 11. 

33. Some manuscripts say "And everyone putting faith ... " {A}. 
34. On "put faith upon", see 4:5. 
35. Or, "good-pleasure, good will''. Same word as in 2 Thes I: 11. On 

this word, see "good pleasure" in Eph I :5. Paul's grammar implies 
there is a correlating statement, which is left unsaid- something 
like "But they are not willing", which is explained in v 3. 

36. Some manuscripts say "Israel" {A}. 
37. Or, "based on". GK 2848. 
38. Or, "not knowing''. Same word as in I Tim I: 13, where Paul con

fesses his own ignorance leading to unbelief, and Heb 5:2; 2 Pet 
2: 12. It also means "to be unaware, to not understand". Used 22 
times. GK 51. Related to "ignorance" in Heb 9:7, and in Act 3:17. 

39. Or, "God's righteousness''. That is.from God, or belonging to God. 
Same phrase as in I: 17; 3:21. 

40. Same word as in 3:3 I. 
41. Some manuscripts omit this word { C}. Or, "seeking to make their 

own righteousness stand''. 
42. Or, "they were not subjected, made subject". On this word, see 

Eph 5:21. 
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ID. For1 Christ is the end2 of the Law3 for4 righteousnessA for everyone believing8 4 
2D. For5 Moses writes6 [in Lev 18:5] as to the righteousness ofthe7 Law that 'The personc having ' 

done them will live by them".8 "But the righteousness of9 faith speaks as follows-- r, 

IE. "Do not say in your heart10 

IF. "Who will go up into heaven?"- that is, to bring Christ down 11 

::'F. Or "who will go down into the abyss0 ?"- that is, to bring Christ up from the 
dead 12 

::'L:. But what does it13 say? "The word is nearE you, in your mouth and in your heart"- ~ 

that is, the word of faith 14 which we are proclaimingF, "that15 ,, 

IF. If you confess16 with your mouth Jesus as Lord 17 

2 F. And you believe8 in your heart that God raisedG Him from the dead 
3 F. You will be savedH 

I< I. For it18 is believed with the heart, resulting-in 19 righteousnessA 111 

::'Ci. And it is confessed with the mouth, resulting in salvation1 

3D. For20 the Scripture says [in Isa 28:16], "everyone putting-faith21 upon Him will not be 11 

put-to-shameK" 

IE. For22 there is no distinction between both Jew and Greek- for the same Lord is I ' 
Lord of all, being richL toward all the ones calling-uponM Him 

21-. For "everyone who calls-uponM the name of the Lord will be savedH" [Joel 2:32] I ~ 
31-:. How then23 may they24 call-uponM the One in Whom they did not believe8? And how I l 

may they believe the One Whom25 they did not hear? And how may they hear without 
one proclaimingF? •And how may they proclaim if they are not sent-forthN?- I ' 

IF. Just as26 it has been written [in Isa 52:7]- "How beautiful are the feet of the 
ones announcing-good-news-of0 good27 things!" 

2F. But they28 did not all obey29 the good-newsP. For3° Isaiah says [in Isa 53: l], I 11 

"Lord, who put-faith-in31 our report?"32 



549 Romans I 0: 16 

I. Paul uses this word to assert his first point. GK 1142. This sum
marizes the heart oflsrael's ignorance and their wrong approach to 
God- the relationship between Christ, Law, righteousness, faith, 
and works. 

2. Or, "completion, fulfillment, termination, goal, conclusion, out
come". Some think Paul means Christ is the "fulfillment" of the 
Law, because He fulfilled its demands for us, 8:4; others, that Christ 
is the "termination" of the Law as a way of righteousness, because 
in Him a righteousness apart from law has been revealed, 3:21; oth
ers, that Christ is the "goal" to which the Law was leading, the Law 
being our instructor to lead us to Christ, Gal 3:23-24. This word is 
used 40 times. Same word as "end" in Mt 10:22; Mk 3:26; 13:7; Lk 
I :33; Jn 13: I; I Cor I :8; 10: 11; 15:24; 2 Cor 3: 13; Phil 3: 19; Heb 
6: 11; Rev 21 :6; "fulfillment" in Lk 22:37; "goal" in I Tim I :5; 
"outcome" in Mt 26:58; Rom 6:21; I Pet I :9; 4: 17. GK 5465. 
Related to "finish" in Rev 10:7. 

3. Some think Paul means the Law of Moses; others, the principle of 
law in relation to God. See 7:4 on this. 

4. Or, "for the purpose of, leading to, resulting in, with a view to" 
righteousness for everyone. Some think Paul means "for purposes 
of righteousness.for everyone"; others, "so that there may be right
eousness/or everyone". On this word, see "resulting in" in 5: 16. 

5. Using this word to assert his next point, Paul details the content of 
Israel's ignorance. They were ignorant about the saving value of 
their law-righteousness, which they sought to establish. Moses 
implies it cannot save them because the Law requires perfect obe
dience in order to attain life. By contrast, God's saving righteous
ness, to which they did not subject themselves, comes to those who 
believe and confess Jesus. There are other views on the flow of 
thought in v 3-5. Consult the commentaries. 

6. Some manuscripts say "For Moses writes that the person having 
done the righteousness from the Law will live by it" {N}, where 
"it" refers to "righteousness". 

7. Some manuscripts omit this word {C}. 
8. Under Law, the doing is the prerequisite of the living. Only doers 

will be justified, 2: 13. 
9. Or, "from, by". Same word as in v 5, "of" the Law. GK 1666. 
IO. Paul uses phrases from Deut 30:11-14 to help describe God's sav

ing process, explaining his current application of each. Notice the 
parallelism with v 9. Inv 6-7 Paul gives two questions based on 
unbelief, representing what the righteousness by faith does not say. 
In v 9 he gives two statements corresponding to these two ques
tions, representing what the righteousness by faith does say. 

11. The righteousness by faith does not say "who is going to bring 
down the Messiah from heaven", because He has already come. 
Rather, it confesses Jesus as Lord (v 9), as the Messiah come down 
from heaven. 

12. The righteousness by faith does not say "Who is going to bring 
Jesus back from the dead", because He has already been raised. 
Rather it believes that God has raised Him from the dead (v 9). 

IJ. That is, what does the righteousness by faith say? 
14. That is, the message "about faith", or "producing faith", or "calling 

for faith". The message is in v 9. 
15. Rendered "that'', the words that follow in v 9-10 detail the content 

of "the word of faith which we are proclaiming". Or, "because", 

explaining why the righteousness of faith says it is near, or why it 
is near you in your mouth and heart. 

16. Same word as in v IO and Mt 10:32, "If you confess me before men, 
I will confess you ... ". On this word, see I Tim 6: 12. But "confess
ing Him" is not just saying words, as seen in Tit I: 16, where the 
same word is used. 

17. Or, "Lord Jesus". Some manuscripts say "confess the word with 
your mouth, that Jesus is Lord" {N}. 

18. That is, "the word of faith which we proclaim" (v 8). Note that the 
two verbs in this verse are passive. 

18. On this word, see 5:16. 
20. Asserting his next point, Paul proves that the Jews were ignorant of 

the true basis of salvation. The Scripture says it is faith. Others think 
v 11-13 are given in proofofv IO, and start a new point with v 14. 
There are other views of the connection and tlow ofv 11-18. Con
sult the commentaries. 

21. On this phrase, "putting-faith upon", see 4:5. Same word as in v 16 
(but different grammar), and as "believe" in v 4, 9, 10, 14. 

22. Paul uses this word to assert his point that "everyone" means 
"everyone", Jews and Gentiles. GK 1142. 

23. Now Paul works out the logical implications of the Scriptures just 
quoted, tracing back step by step from everyone calling upon the Lord 
in faith to the sending forth of the messengers. The preceding Scrip
tures imply that the response of faith is made to a message proclaimed 
to everyone by ones sent forth from God. Compare Act 26:23. 

24. Thal is, "everyone" (v 13), "Jew and Greek" (v 12). Israel's igno
rance is about God's way for everyone, including themselves. Paul 
carries out his argument in the universal terms of the prophets, 
which he is applying to the case of Israel in particular. 

25. The people hear Jesus in the message brought, the "report" (v 16, 
17). Some render this "a/Whom", meaning either "from Whom" 
or "about Whom". 

26. Paul quotes Isaiah to prove that the last two steps have been done, 
initiating the process. God has done His part. The messengers (the 
apostles being the foundation) have indeed been sent forth by God 
to proclaim the message so that all may hear, believe, call upon Him 
and be saved. 

27. On this word, see I Tim 5: I Ob. Some manuscripts say " ... announc
ing-good-news-of peace, the ones announcing-good-news-of good 
things" {N}, the repeated word "announce-good-news" being ren
dered as "preach the gospel" and "bring glad tidings" in the KJV. 

28. That is, all who heard the proclamation of the good news. Paul 
continues the universal language, which he is applying to Israel 
in particular. 

29. Related to "hear" in v 14; and to the "obedience" of faith in 16:26, 
which is in view here. On this word, see Act 6:7. 

30. Isaiah also predicted the rejection of God's message by Israel- fur
ther proofoftheir ignorance (v 3). This too is a universal principle, 
a reality that takes place everywhere the good news is proclaimed, 
a predicted response to God's message. 

31. Or, "believed". Same word as in v 11. It is rendered this way to 
show its connection to "faith" in v I 7, the same root word. 

32. In Isaiah 53, the rejected "report" is about the suffering Messiah. 
Jn 12:38 also refers to this verse to explain the unbelief of Israel. 

A. Rom 1:17 B. Jn 3:36 C. Mt4:4, mankind D. Rev 9:1 E. Lk 21:30 F. 2 Tim 4:2 G. Mt 28:6, arose H. Lk 19:10 J. Lk 19:9 K. Rom 5:5 
L.1Tim6:18 M.1Petl:l7 N.Mk3:14,sendout O.Act5:42 P.1Corl5:1 



Romans 10: 17 550 

.lF. So1 the faith2 comes from a report-hearing1, and the report-hearing through a 
word4 about Christ5 

2C. But6 I say- it is not that they did not hear7, is it?8 

ID. On the contrary- "Their voice went-out9 into all the earth, and their words to the endsA 
of the world8

" [Ps 19:4] 

3C. But I say- it is not that Israel did not know 10, is it? 11 

I[) First Moses says [in Deut 32:21 ], "I will provoke you to jealousy12 over what is not a 
nation. I will provoke you to anger11 over a nation without-understanding14" 

::'ll. And Isaiah is very-bold and says [in Isa 65: l], "I was found by the ones not seekingc Me. 
I became visible 15 to the ones not asking-for0 Me" 

:m. But with-regard-to 16 Israel He says [in Isa 65:2], "I held-out 17 My hands the whole day 
toward a disobeying 18 and contradicting 19 people" 

5 ll. Therefore I say, God did not reject20 His people, did He? May it never be! 

IC For21 I also am an Israelite, from the seedE of Abraham, the tribeF a/Benjamin 
2C. God did not reject His people whom He foreknew22 

ID Or do you not know what the Scripture says in-connection-with21 Elijah [in 1 Kings 19: 14], 
how he appeals24 to God against lsrael?25- ""Lord, they killed Your prophets, they tore
down26 Your altars, and I aloneG was left, and they are seekingc my lifeH" 

::'I). But what does the divine-response27 say to him [in 1 Kings 19: 18]?- "I left-remaining28 

for Myself seven-thousand29 men30 who did not bow a knee to BaaP1" 
'I). In this manner then, there has come-to-be a remnant12 also at the present time, according

toll the choosing14 of gracei 

I I·.. And if it15 is by grace, it is no longer by works. Otherwise the grace becomes grace 
no longer16 

JC· Therefore what? This17 which Israel is seeking-forK, it did not obtainL. But the chosen38 

obtained it, and the restM were hardened19, "just as it has been written-



551 Romans 11:8 

I. Here Paul summarizes the process he has deduced from the Scrip
tures he quoted above. This is what Scripture teaches as to how a 
person comes to be saved. Faith in the hearer comes in response to 
a report about Christ, and this report comes through a message pro
claimed by one sent (or, a word directly from Christ in such a mes
sage). By this faith, we call upon Him and are saved. This is God's 
way, not works of the Law. About this Israel was ignorant. 

2. That is, the faith to call upon His name and be saved. 
3. Or, "a hearing, a report". This word means both "hearing" (the act 

of hearing) and "report" (the message heard). It is the same word 
as "report" in v 16, and is related to "hear" in v 18, and is rendered 
this way to show the connection to both. In addition, "hearing" 
means both "listening to, hearing" the words (as Israel did in v 18), 
and "obeying" what is heard (as they did not do in v 16). Here, Paul 
is referring to an obedient-hearing of the report of the good news. 
This word focuses on the receptor's response. On this word, see 
"hearing" in Heb 4:2. 

4. Or, "message". That is, "the word of faith we proclaim" (v 8); the 
"words" ofv 18 (same word in all three places). The "word" is the 
report sent by God (v 16); the good news (v 15); the proclamation 
brought by the ones sent (v 15). This word focuses on the pro
claimer's message. It means "that which is said, a speech, saying, 
word, statement, discourse, message", and more generally, "matter, 
thing". It is used 68 times, by Paul only in Rom I 0:8, 17, 18; 2 Cor 
12:4; 13:1; Eph 5:26; 6:17. GK 4839. 

5. Or, "from Christ", sent through His messengers. Some manuscripts 
say "God" {A}. 

6. Moving on !Tom describing the content oflsrael's ignorance, Paul now 
addresses their culpability for it. It is not that they did not hear or 
know. Their rejection of the message and the Prophets was willful. 

7. That is, listen to it, have an opportunity to hear it. Israel did hear 
(listen to) the report proclaimed, but they failed to hear (obey) it. 

8. This idiom (also found in v 19; I Cor 9:4-5; 11 :22), is a double neg
ative, literally, "They did not not hear, did they?", the grammar 
expecting a "no" answer, "No, they heard". In other words, Israel 
did not fail to hear, did they? Is their problem that they did not hear 
Jesus and the gospel proclaimed? Does this explain their ignorance 
and failure to subject themselves to God, v 3? No, they did hear. 
Israel cannot claim they did not hear the report, for the messengers 
took it to the world. 

9. It went out, but it has not arrived everywhere yet. 
I 0. Or, "understand". That is, know its meaning. Israel's ignorance and 

failure (v 3), is not because they did not know the meaning of the 
message about Christ being proclaimed. It was a willful rejection 
of the message and the OT prophecies regarding its meaning for the 
world and for them. They should have known better, based on the 
OT given to them by God, and are solely responsible for their 
actions. They are without excuse. On this word, see Lk I :34. 

11. Same idiom as in v 18, literally, "Israel did not not know, did they?", 
expecting a "no" answer. Israel did not fail to know. God told them 
from the beginning, when He first spoke to Moses, that He would 
go to the Gentiles and Israel would not believe. 

12. The word "provoke to jealousy" is the same word as in 11: 11, 14, 
where this is explained. 

13. On this word, "provoke to anger", see Eph 6:4. 
14. Or, "foolish, senseless". Same word as in Mt 15: 16; Mk 7: 18. Else

where only as "senseless" in Rom I :21, 31. GK 852. The nation that 

knows God, and has His Word, and is trained in spiritual matters, 
will be angered by ones with no such expertise. 

15. That is, known. Elsewhere only in Act 10:40, of Christ becoming 
visible after His resurrection. GK /871. 

16. As this word is used in Lk 19:9; Heb I :8. Or, "against", as it is used 
in Lk 20: 19. GK 4639. 

17. This verb "to hold out, stretch out" in an imploring, begging, plead
ing gesture, is used only here. GK / 7 36. 

18. Not related to "obey" in v 16, this word means "refusing to 
believe". On this word, see 11 :30. 

19. Or, "speaking against, opposing". Same word as in Act 13:45; Tit 
I :9; 2:9. Elsewhere only as "speak against" in Lk 2:34 (where Jesus 
was appointed as a sign to be spoken against); 21: 15; Jn 19: 12; Act 
4: 14; 28: 19, 22; and "deny" in Lk 20:27. GK 515. 

20. Or, "push away, push aside". This word is used by Paul of Israel's 
rejection of the gospel in Act 13:46. Same word as in Rom 11:2; 
Act 7:27, 39, of Israel rejecting Moses. Elsewhere only as "push 
aside" in I Tim 1:19. GK 723. 

21. Some take this as the motive for the denial; others, as part of the 
answer, "I myself am proof". 

22. Same word as in 8:29. Some think Paul is referring to the remnant 
(v 5); others, to "His people Israel" as a whole, of which the "rem
nant" now believes, and the "rest" were hardened, but hopefully 
will believe (v 11-31 ). 

23. Or, "in the case of, in [the place about]". GK 1877. 
24. Or, "intercedes, petitions". On this word, see "intercede" in 8:34. 
25. Some manuscripts say "Israel?- saying, "Lord ... " {N}. 
26. On this word, see Act 15: 16. Some manuscripts say "and they tore

down" {K}. 
27. Or, "the communication from Gori". Used only here. GK 5977. 

Related to "revealed" in Lk 2:26. 
28. Or, "left behind". Same word as in Heb 4: I. On this word, see "left 

behind" in Act 6:2. 
29. Some think this is symbolic of "the full, complete number", as a 

multiple of seven. 
30. This word means "males". The number of women and children is 

unstated. On this word, see I Tim 2: 12. 
31. The Jews substituted the word "shame" for "Baal'', and this is 

reflected in Paul's grammar here. Used only here. GK 955. 
32. Used only here. GK 3307. Related to the word in 9:27; "left" in 

11 :3; and "left remaining" in 11 :4. This proves Israel's rejection 
was not a complete rejection. 

33. Or, "in accordance with, based on". GK 2848. 
34. Or, "election, selection". Same word as in v 28; 9: 11. Elsewhere 

only as "chosen" in 11 :7; Act 9: 15; and "election" in I Thes I :4; 2 
Pet I: I 0. GK 1724. See 8:33 for related words. 

35. That is, the choosing. 
36. Some manuscripts add "But if it is of works, it is no longer grace, 

otherwise the work is no longer work" {A}. 
37. That is, righteousness, life. Israel sought it through obedience to the 

Law, not faith, 9:31-32; I 0:3. 
38. Literally, "the choosing, election'', as in v 5. This abstract term 

refers to the whole group of those chosen. 
39. Elsewhere only in Mk 6:52; 8: 17; Jn 12:40; 2 Cor 3: 14. GK 4800. 

Another word is used in Rom 9: 18. Related to "hardness" in 11 :25. 
For another example of God doing this, see 2 Thes 2: 11-12. 

A. Heb 6: 16 B. Heb 2:5 C. Phil 2:21 D. Lk 9: 18, questioned E. Heb 11: 11 F. Rev I :7 G. Jam 2:24 H. Jam 5:20, soul J. Eph 2:8 
K. Phil 4:17 L. Heb 11:33 M. 2 Pet 3:16, other 



Romans 11 :9 552 Verse 

I O. "God gave them a spirit of stupor [Isa 29: IO]- eyes that they may not see and ears that 
they may not hear- until this very day1" [Deut 29:4] 

2D. And David says [in Ps 69:22-23], "Let their table become2 a snare3, and a trap4, and a 1i 

cause-of-falling5, and a retribution6 to them. "Let their eyes be darkenedA that they may 111 

not see. And bend their back7 continually8
" 

6B. Therefore I say, they did not stumble9 in order that they might fall 10
, did they? May it never be! I ! 

IC. On-the-contrary 11
, by their trespass 12

, salvation8 came to the Gentilesc, so as to provoke them 13 

to jealousy14 

ID. But iftheir trespass is riches0 for the worldE, and their defeat15 is riches for the Gentiles, I ' 
how much more will their fullness 16 be! 

2C. And17 I am speaking to you the Gentiles. So indeed18 to the extent 19 I am an apostJeF of the 11 
Gentiles I glorify20 my ministry0 - •if somehow21 I might provoke my flesh22 to jealousy and ! .+ 
saveH some of them 

l D. For iftheir rejection23 is reconciliation24/or the world, what will their acceptance25 be if I :i 
not life26 from the dead? 

JC. But27 ifthe firstfruitl is holy, the lump is also.28 And if the root29 is holy, the branches are also I h 

l D. Now if some of the branches were broken-off30 and you31 , being a wild-olive-tree, were I" 

grafted-in32 among them33 and became a co-partner34 of the root, o/35 the fatness36 of the 
olive tree,• do not be vaunting37 over the branches38 \ ~ 

l F. But if you vaunt, [remember] you are not carryingK the root, but the root you 
2E. You will say then, "Branches were broken off in order that I might be grafted-in" \ '! 



553 Romans 11: 19 

I. This is an idiom, literally, "until the today day". Elsewhere only in 
2 Car 3: 14; Mt 28: 15; Act 20:26. 

2. More literally, "come-to-be for a snare, and for a trap, and for a 
cause of falling, and for a retribution ... ", reflecting a Hebrew way 
of speaking. 

3. Or, "trap". Elsewhere only in Lk 21 :35; I Tim 3:7; 6:9; 2 Tim 2:26. 
GK 4075. The verb is in Mt 22: 15. 

4. Or, "net". A wild game trap. Used only here. GK 2560. Related to 
the word for "wild animal". 

5. This word means "the trip-stick" that causes the trap to spring and 
the prey to fall, then a ''trap" set for a prey or an enemy, then a "cause 
of falling, a cause of being trapped or captured, a cause of offense". 
See also 14:13. Same word as in Mt 13:41; 16:23; 18:7; Lk 17:1; 
Rom 14: 13; 16: 17; I Jn 2: IO; Rev 2: 14. Elsewhere only as "falling" 
in the phrase "Rock of falling" in Rom 9:33; I Pet 2:8; and "offense" 
in I Car 1:23; Gal 5:11. The Cross is a cause of falling for many. GK 
4998. On the related verb, "cause to fall'', see I Car 8: 13. 

6. Or, "pay back". Elsewhere only as "repayment" in Lk 14: 12. GK 
501. Related to "payback" in Col 3:24; "repay" in 2 Thes I :6. 

7. David may mean "in bondage or slavery", "in fear or grief", or, 
"under their burden". 

8. Or "always, through all". On this phrase, see 2 Thes 3:16. 
9. On this word, see 2 Pet 1:10. Not related to "stumble" in Rom 14:21. 
I 0. Or, "so that (GK 267 /)they fell". Note that both the stumbling and 

falling are from God's viewpoint. Unbelieving Israel would not 
admit to either. Paul may mean "for the purpose of falling" perma
nently. A permanent fall was not God's purpose, was it? Or, he may 
mean "with the result that they have fallen". In this case, some think 
he means "They did not stumble with this permanent result, did 
they?"; others, "A permanent fall was not the only result, was it?"; 
others, "A fall with the possibility of getting up was not the only 
result, was it?". Same word as in v 22; 14:4. Used 90 times. GK 
4406. Compare Mt 21 :42-44; Heb 4: 11. 

11. On this word and construction, see 7:7. 
12. Or, "false step". Some think this is a reference to the "stumbling" of 

v 11, and means Israel's stepping in the wrong direction, causing them 
to stumble. In this case, Paul is denying that they fell permanently. 
Others think this refers to the related verb "fall" in v I I, and render it 
"fall". In this case, he is giving the other reason for their fall (whether 
permanent or not permanent). Same word as in v 12, and 5:15. 

13. That is, Israel. 
14. This word, "provoke to jealousy, make jealous", is elsewhere only 

in Rom 10: 19; 11: 14; I Car 10:22. GK 4143. 
15. Or, "failure". If Israel's fall brought the spiritual wealth of the 

gospel to the world, what will happen when Israel believes? Else
where only in I Car 6:7. GK 2488. The related verb is in 2 Pet 2:20. 
Some take this to mean "diminishing" in order to have an opposite 
to "fullness" ("fulfilling") in the next phrase. 

16. Some think Paul means the completion or fulfilling of Israel's full 
number, as in v 25, where the same word is used. Others think he 
means the "fullness" of their obedience to God's will, their "ful
filling" of God's command, in contrast to their trespass; others, their 
fullness of salvation. On this word, see Col I: 19. 

17. Some manuscripts say "For" { N}. 
18. Some manuscripts omit "So indeed" {N}. 
19. Or, "as long as, as far as, inasmuch as". Paul could mean "inasmuch 

as" I am an apostle (as this phrase is used in Mt 25:40, 45); or, "as 

far as" I am able to reach, even to you in Rome; or, "as long as" I am 
alive in this ministry (as it is used in Mt 9: 15; 2 Pet I: 13 ). This 
phrase occurs elsewhere only with the addition of the word "time" 
in the phrase "as much time" in Rom 7: I; I Car 7:39; Gal 4: I. 

20. That is, I magnify, honor, publicize it, so Israel will see what God is 
doing among the Gentiles, be provoked to jealousy, and return to God. 

21. Or, "if perhaps". This is a modestly stated hope that he might be 
part of God's plan in this matter. On this idiom, see Phil 3: 11. 

22. That is, my fellow Israelites, as in 9:3. 
23. Or, "throwing off, being cast away", by God. Elsewhere only as 

"loss" in Act 27:22. GK 613. Related to "throw off, away" in Mk 
10:50; Heb 10:35; and to "rejected" in I Tim 4:4. Not related to 
"reject" in v I. 

24. On this word, see Rom 5: 11. Some think Paul is referring to the 
objective reconciliation of the world to God in the death of Christ; 
others, to the subjective reconciliation of individuals in the world 
upon conversion. 

25. Or, "reception", by God, v 25-26. Used only here. GK 469/. 
Related to "accept" in 14: I. 

26. Some think Paul means the physical resurrection at the return of 
Messiah. Others think he means spiritual life (as in 6: 13, "alive from 
the dead"), and refers to an unprecedented future spiritual awaken
ing that is worldwide in scope. Others think he means a present life, 
"what is their acceptance if not" spiritual life for them as well. 

27. Paul now turns from their failure, which serves the Gentiles, to their 
remaining potential for salvation. 

28. Firstfruit refers to the first part of the lump of dough offered to God. 
Some think Paul is referring to Abraham, or "the fathers" (v 28). If 
they are holy, then the whole lump is holy, that is, Israel. Others think 
this metaphor has a different meaning than the next one. It refers to 
Jewish Christians, the firstfruit of believers in the church. If they are 
holy, then so is the lump from which they came. They sanctify (set 
apart) the unbelieving Israel lump (similar to I Car 7: 14). 

29. The root is Abraham or the "fathers" (v 28); the branches, Israelites. 
30. That is, if unbelieving branches were broken off. Physical Israel 

was pruned from spiritual Israel, 9:6-13. Compare Jn 15:2. 
31. Inv 17-24, "you" is singular, referring to a single Gentile as a rep

resentative. In v 25, "you" is plural again. 
32. Paul is illustrating what God in fact did spiritually, using the con

cept of grafting. Whether or not an olive grower would graft wild 
stock to domestic stock is irrelevant to the physical process of graft
ing, and to Paul's point. 

33. Paul is referring to Gentile Christians being grafted in to the root of 
Abrahamic faith (Gal 3:29), among the other branches on that tree, 
including Jewish Christians. 

34. Or, "joint-sharer, co-participant". On this word, see Phil I :7. 
35. Some manuscripts say "of the root and of the fatness ... " { B}. 
36. Or, "richness, wealth". That is, the life of the tree. Some think Paul 

means "of the fat root of the olive tree"; others, "of the root- (that 
is,] of the fatness of the olive tree". Used only here. GK 4404. 

37. Used twice here; elsewhere only in Jam 2:13; 3: 14. GK 2878. It means 
"to vaunt over, to boast over, gloat over", to boastfully call attention 
to your triumph. Used of gladiators vaunting over their defeated foes. 

38. Paul may be referring to the unbelieving branches, or to all of them, 
to even the Jewishness of Jewish Christians (the Gentile Christians 
perhaps continuing in the church any former anti-Jewish sentiments 
they may have had). This word is GK 3080. Used 11 times. 

A.Roml:21 B.Lkl9:9 C.Actl5:23 D.1Tim6:17 E.1Jn2:15 F.1Corl2:28 G.1Corl2:5 H.Lkl9:10 J.1Corl5:20 K.Mt8:17 



Romans 11 :20 554 

11 ·. Well said! They were broken off by their unbelief A, and you stand by your faith8 . 

Do not be thinkingc lofty' things, but be fearing2
-

11 . For if God did not spare the branches in accordance with nature3, perhaps4 

neither will He spare5 you 

2 J) Therefore behold the kindness6 and severity7 of God-

11 ·:. Severity upon the ones having fallen8
- but the kindness o/God9 upon you, if you 

continue 10 in His kindness. Otherwise you also will be cut off 
21'. But those ones also-- if they do not continue in unbeliefA-will be grafted-in. For 

God is able to graft them in again 

Verse 

211 

' ' ' 

11·. For if you were cut off from the wild-olive-tree according to nature" and were = l 
grafted-in contrary to nature12 into a cultivated-olive-tree, how much more will 
these, the ones in accordance with nature, be grafted-in their own olive tree! 

4l For I do not want you to be unaware0
, brothersE, as to this mysteryll- in order that you not be '' 

wiseF among 14 yourselves- that a hardness 15 in part16 has happened to Israel until 17 the 
fullness 18 of the Gentiles comes in 

ID. And so 19 all Israel2° will be savedG, just as it has been written-

I J: "The One deliveringH will come21 from Zionl, He will tum-awayK ungodliness22 

from Jacob23
• •And this is the covenantL from Me with them, when I take-awayM 

their sins" [Isa 59:20-21] 

2 I). In relation to the good-news24 the/5 are enemies26 [of God] for your sake27- but in relation ~' 

to the choosing28 of God they are belovedN ones [of God] for the sake of the fathers29 

11 · For the gifts0 and the callingP of God are without-regret30 _''i 



555 Romans 11 :29 

I. That is, do not think proud thoughts. This same phrase occurs in 
12: 16. On this word, see "highly-valued" in Lk 16: 15. Some man
uscripts combine "think" and "lofty, high" into one word, "do not 
be high-minded" {NJ, the word in I Tim 6: 17. 

2. Some think Paul means "be reverencing God, be in awe of God"; 
others, "be afraid of unbelief". 

J. That is, the natural branches. Same word as in 2:27; 11 :24; Gal 
2: 15. On this word, see Eph 2:3. 

4. Or, "(fear] that He will somehow not spare you". This phrase "per
haps, somehow" is also in 2 Cor 11 :3; 12:20; Gal 4: 11. Elsewhere 
only as "not somehow" in I Cor 8:9; 9:27; 2 Cor 2:7; 9:4; Gal 2:2; 
I Thes 3:5. GK 4803. Some manuscripts omit it {C}. 

5. Elsewhere only in Act 20:29; Rom 8:32; I Cor7:28; 2 Cor 1:23; 12:6; 
13:2; 2 Pet 2:4, 5. GK 5767. Related to "sparingly" in 2 Cor 9:6. 

6. Or, "goodness". On this word, see "goodness" in Rom 3: 12. 
7. Used only in this verse. GK 704. Related to "severely" in 2 Cor 13:10. 
8. A permanent fall was denied in v 11. The fall is not yet permanent, 

as seen in v 23. Paul uses grammar that emphasizes the contrast 
between the two halves of this sentence. 

9 Some manuscripts omit "o/God" {N}. 
10. Compare Heb 3:6, 14. Same word as in v 23; Col 1:23, and in Rom 

6: I; I Tim 4:16. Elsewhere only as "continue-on" in Jn 8:7; Act 
12:16; "stay" in Act 10:48; 21:4; 28:12, 14; I Cor 16:7; Gal 1:18; 
"stay-on" in Act 21: 10; I Cor 16:8; "remain" in Phil 1:24. GK 2152. 

11. Some think Paul means "according lo your nature as a Gentile"; 
others, "the wild olive tree by its nature". 

12. Some think Paul means "contrary to your nature", not your native 
tree; others, "contrary to normal practice". On this word, see Eph 2:3. 

13. This word is used of truth hidden in the past, but now revealed by 
God; something known only by God's revelation. Some think the 
mystery is that "all" Israel will be saved in this way after the full
ness of the Gentiles comes in; others, that all Israel will be saved in 
this way from Paul's day ''until" Christ's return, implying their con
tinued existence until then. Elsewhere only in Rom 16:25; I Cor 
2:1, 7; 4:1; 13:2; 14:2; 15:51; Eph 1:9; 3:3, 4, 9; 5:32; 6:19; Col 
I :26, 27; 2:2; 4:3; 2 Thes 2:7; I Tim 3:9, 16; and in Mt 13: 11; Mk 
4:11; Lk 8:10; Rev 1:20; 10:7; 17:5, 7. GK 3696. 

14. This phrase "among yourselves" is also in 12: 16. Some manuscripts 
say "in yourselves" { C}. 

15. Elsewhere only in Mk 3:5; Eph 4: 18. GK 4801. Related to "hard
ened" in 11 :7. 

16. That is, to part of Israel, "some" of the branches, v 17. This idiom 
"partial, in part" is used elsewhere only in Rom 15:15, 24; 2 Cor 1:14; 
2:5. This word, meaning "part, share" in various senses, is used 42 
times. GK 3538. This idiom is related to "in part" in I Cor 12:27. 

17. It is temporary, "until", as in Luke 21 :24, "until the times of the 
Gentiles be fulfilled". Some think Paul means that the hardness in 
part ends then, and the fullness of Israel's response comes; others, 

that the hardness in part continues until then, when Christ returns, 
implying nothing about a national conversion at that time. GK 948. 

18. Same word as in v 12. That is, the "sum total, full number", or, the 
"completion". 

19. Or, "And in this manner", "And thus". Thal is, with the fullness of 
the Gentiles coming in, and the moving of Israel to jealousy (v 11 ), 
so that they believe (v 23), and are regrafted into their tree (v 24). 

20. Some think Paul means the nation of Israel as a whole (not every 
individual), ending the temporary "hardness in part" (v 25), result
ing in "fullness" (v 12). It is "Israel" ofv 25; and of 11 :2, 7; 10:19, 
21; 9:6 (first mention), 27, 31; Israel in contrast to the remnant. 
The emphasis is on "all" versus "in part". This is the answer to v 
11. They have not fallen forever, God is able to do it (v 23 ). The 
remnant is saved for now, the fullness then. Just as the generation 
at Christ's first coming was hardened, so the generation at His sec
ond coming will be saved. Paul hoped this would be one and the 
same generation (that is, his generation), just as we hope it will 
be ours. Others do not think this is an end-time prophecy, but a 
description of how the Jewish remnant wiil be saved along with 
the fullness of Gentiles until Christ returns. "Israel" is not the 
"Israel" of v 25, but of 9:6 (second mention). "All Israel" means 
all true, spiritual Israel, the remnant in contrast with Israel (9:27). 
The emphasis is on "so" (in this manner). Thus, in this manner, 
alongside the continuing hardness in part, moved to jealousy, all 
the Jews who are to believe will believe; all the remnant will 
believe, all the elect Jews will be saved. 

21. Some think Paul is referring to Christ's first coming; others, to His 
second coming. 

22. This word is plural, "(acts of] ungodliness, impieties, Jackings of 
reverence". On this word, see I: 18. 

23. That is, Israel. 
24. Paul uses grammar that emphasizes the contrast between the two 

halves of this sentence. On this word, see I Cor 15: I. 
25. Some think Paul is referring to the remnant of as yet unsaved Jews 

in both halves of this verse, "choosing" having the same reference 
as in v 5, 7; others, to the nation as a whole ("Israel" ofv 25, "His 
people" of v I), not the remnant. 

26. Some think Paul specifically means they are enemies of the 
progress of the gospel in the world, as described in I Thes 2: 15-16. 

27. Such ones are treated as enemies by God. They are rejected (v 15), 
so that you might be saved, summarizing v I 1-15. 

28. Or, "election". Same word as in I I :5. In relation to their choosing 
as His people. 

29. That is, Abraham, Isaac and Jacob. For the sake of God's gifts and 
promises to them, and His calling of them, they are beloved. 

30. Or, "unregretted, unchanged". The Lord does not regret His prom
ises to Israel. He keeps them, 3:4. Elsewhere only as "unregretted" 
in 2 Cor 7: I 0. GK 294. Related to "regret" in Mt 21 :29. 

A.1Timl:I3 B.Eph2:8 C.Rom8:5 D.Roml0:3,beingignorantof E.Actl6:40 F.Mt7:24 G.Lk19:10 H.Coll:l3 J.Jnl2:15 
K. Heb 12:25,turnawayfrom L. Heb8:6 M. Mk 14:47,tookotf N. Mt3:17 0. I Cor 1:7 P. 2 Pet 1:10 



Romans 11 :30 556 Verse 

:; D. For just as you once1 disobeyed2 God, but now were shown-mercyA in3 the disobedience4 _ilJ 

of these Jews: so also these Jews now disobeyed in the mercy8 belonging to you,5 in .l I 
order that they also now6 may be shown-mercy7 

IF. For God confinedc all in disobedience in order that He may show-mercyA to all 

713. 0 the depth ofriches0
, both8 of the wisdom and the knowledge a/God! How unsearchable9 are His 

judgmentsE and untraceable 10 His ways! 

I ( ·. "For who knew the mindF of the Lord? Or who became His counselor?" [Isa 40: 13] 
2(·. "Or who previously-gave 11 to Him and it will be repaidG to him?" [Job 41: 11] 
:;c. Because all things are from Him and through Him and for Him 
4( ·. To Him be the glory foreverH, amen 

4,.\. Therefore, I urge1 you, brothersK, by the compassions 12 of God, to present13 your bodies as a sacrificeL- I 2. I 
living, hoJyM, pleasingN to God-as your spiritual 14 worship 15 

I 13. And do not be conformed 16 to this age 17
, but be transformed 18 by the renewing 19 of your2° mindr, so 

that you may be approving21 what is the good0 and pleasing22 and perfectP willO of God23 

213. For24 I say to everyone being among you through the grace having been given to me25 

I ( . Not to be thinking-highly26 of yourself beyond what you ought-to27 thinkR 
2C ·. But to be thinkingR so as to be sound-minded28

, as God apportioned29 to each a measure30 offaith5 

ID. For31 just as we have many body-partsT in one body, and all the body-parts do not have .J 

the same functionu, "in this manner we the many are one body in Christ, and individuallyv 
body-parts of one another 



557 Romans 12:5 

I. Or, "formerly". On this word, see "ever" in Gal 2:6. 
2. This word means "to disobey, be disobedient; to refuse to obey, 

comply". Elsewhere only in 2:8; I 0:21: 11 :31; 15:31; and in Jn 
3:36;Act 14:2; 19:9;Heb3:18; 11:31; I Pet2:8;3:1,20;4:17.GK 
5 78. Related to "disobedience" in this verse, and to "disobedient" 
in Lk I: 17. Based on the context here, where the "obedience of 
faith" ( 16:26) is in view, some prefer to render these words "did not 
believe" and "unbelief", though they are not related to the word for 
"believe" itself. 

3. Or, "by". Paul may mean "because of", "as a result of", "through". 
It is the same thought as v 11. 

4. Elsewhere only in v 32; Eph 2:2; 5:6; Col 3:6; Heb 4:6, 11. GK 577. 
Related to "disobey" earlier. 

5. This is the Greek word order of v 30-31. Some think the phrase, "in 
the mercy belonging to you" is placed fmward in the Greek word 
order for emphasis, and belongs with the next phrase, providing a 
parallelism of phrases in v 30-31. Thus, it would be rendered " ... 
disobeyed, in order that they also now may receive mercy in the 
mercy belonging to you". 

6. Some manuscripts omit this word { C}. 
7. The Gentiles received mercy in connection with Israel's disobedi

ence. Israel receives mercy in the Gentile's mercy (not obedience). 
8. Or, "riches, and of .. ", so that "riches" stands by itself, perhaps 

referring to riches of grace and mercy. 
9. Used only here. GK 451. Related to "search" in I Cor 2:10. 
10. Or, "inscrutable, incomprehensible". Elsewhere only in Eph 3:8. 

GK 453. His paths cannot be traced out. 
11. Or, "gave beforehand, gave in advance". Used only here. GK 4594. 
12. Or, "[acts of] compassion". Elsewhere only in 2 Cor 1:3; Phil 2:1; 

Col 3: 12; Heb I0:28. GK 3880. The related verb "to have compas
sion" is used only in Rom 9: 15, where it is distinguished from 
"mercy". Related to "compassionate" in Jam 5: 11. 

13. This word is used outside the Greek Bible to mean "offer" a sacri
fice, and some think the context points to this meaning here. Or, 
Paul may mean it in the same way he used this word in 6:13, 16, 
19. Present your bodies for God's use. Same word as in Lk 2:22; 
Act 1:3; 9:41; 23:33; 2 Cor4:14; 11:2; Eph 5:27; Col 1:22, 28; 2 
Tim 2: 15. It also means "be present, be here; stand (near, by, 
before)", etc. Used 41 times. GK 4225. 

14. Or, "reasonable, thoughtful". This is not the normal word for "spiri
tual". It is "word, reason" with a suffix meaning "pertaining to". Here 
it means pertaining to reason, or to the real ("spiritual") nature of 
things. The Gospel does not call for mindless ritual, but service per
taining to what is reasonable and rational in view of the compassions 
of God, and therefore "in spirit and truth". Elsewhere only as "of-the
word" in I Pet 2:2, the milk "pertaining to the word". GK 3358. 

15. Or, "service". This word is used of the service of divine worship in the 
temple as prescribed by God. We offer ourselves in "spiritual wor
ship", Heb 12:28; 13:15; I Pet 2:5; or in "reasonable service" appro
priate to what God has done for us. Elsewhere only as "service" in Jn 
16:2; Rom 9:4; Heb 9:1, 6. GK 3301. Related word in Heb 12:28. 

16. Or, "molded". The grammar implies "Stop being conformed, do not 
continue to be conformed". Elsewhere only in I Pet I :14. GK 5372. 
Some manuscripts say "And not to be conformed ... , but to be trans
formed" {N}, making v 1-2 one sentence. 

17. Or, "world". GK 172. 
18. Or, "metamorphosed, changed in form". The grammar implies, 

"Continue to be transformed". Same word as in 2 Cor 3: 18, as we 
behold His glory. Elsewhere only as "transfigured" in Mt 17:2; Mk 
9:2. GK 3565. Related to "formed" in Gal 4:19. 

19. Or, "renewal". On this word, see Tit 3:5. 
20. Some manuscripts include this word {N}. 
21. Or, "so that you approve", depending on whether Paul is referring 

to the purpose or the result. This word means "to test, examine, 
assay (a metal), prove by testing" and "to approve after testing". 
The NIV combines both meanings here "test and approve". A 
renewed mind allows us to approve the right things- "what is 
pleasing to the Lord", Eph 5: 10; "the things mattering", Phil I: 10. 
Same word as in Rom 1:28; 2:18; 14:22; I Cor 16:3; I Thes 2:4. 
Elsewhere only as "test" in Lk 12:56; 14:19; I Cor 3:13; I Thes 
2:4; 5:21; I Tim 3:10; I Pet 1:7; I Jn 4:1; "examine" in I Cor 
11:28; and "prove" in 2 Cor 8:8, 22; 13:5; Gal 6:4. GK 1507. 
Related to "trial" in Heb 3:9; "approvedness" in 2 Cor 2:9; 
"approved" in 2 Tim 2: 15; "testing" in Jam I :3; "disapproved" in 
I Cor 9:27; and "rejected" in Heb 12:17. 

22. Same word as in v I. 
23. Or, "approve what is the will o/God- the thing good and pleasing 

and perfect". 
24. Paul uses this word to assert his next point. GK I I 42. It may be ren

dered "Moreover". 
25. Paul is probably referring to his gift as an apostle of Jesus Christ. 

Compare Eph 4:7. 
26. Used only here. GK 5672. Paul uses the root word "think" three 

times in this verse. 
27. Or, "must think", in accordance with the facts. On this idiom, see 

Act25:10. 
28. Or, "be sensible, be serious, be in control, be moderate, be in one's 

senses, be in a right mind". Sound-minded thinking focuses on our 
spiritual endowments from God. We are to measure ourselves 
against God's gift to us, not against one another (2 Cor I 0: 12), and 
not against the world's standards (slave or free, rich or poor, male 
or female; human merit, achievement; personal opinion). "What has 
God given me to invest for Him, and how am I doing with it?" are 
sound-minded questions, not "Am I better than you?" Elsewhere 
only in Mk 5: 15; Lk 8:35; 2 Cor 5: 13; Tit 2:6; I Pet 4:7. GK 5404. 
On this word group, see I Tim 3:2. 

29. Or, "divided, distributed". God divided the portions. On this word, 
see I Cor7:17. 

30. That is, "a quantity, a measured portion" of faith appropriate to the 
gifts God gives to each person in v 6. Paul is not referring to sav
ing faith, nor to the gift of faith (I Cor 12:9). God has given us gifts 
to serve Him and His people, and the faith to exercise them. We are 
to measure ourselves against our own use of our own faith and gifts, 
just as God will do on that day (Rom 14:10-12). Same word as in 
Eph 4:7. On this word, see Jn 3:34. 

31. Paul further explains this sound-minded thinking about ourselves, 
using the illustration of the human body. 

A. Rom 12:8 B. Mt 9: 13 C. Gal 3:22 D. I Tim 6: 17 E. Jn 9:39 F. Rom 7:23 G. 2 Thes I :6 H. Rev 20: 10 J. Rom 12:8, exhorting 
K. Act 16:40 L. Heb 9:26 M. I Pet I: 16 N. Eph 5: 10 0. I Tim 5: I Ob P. I Cor 13: 10, complete Q. Jn 7: 17 R. Rom 8:5 S. Eph 2:8 
T. Col 3:5 U. Mt 16:27, practice V. Eph 5:33 



Romans 12:6 558 Verse 

.:'.D And having differentA grace-gifts 1 according-to2 the grace having been given3 to us, 1, 

exercise them accordingly4-

l F. Whether prophecy8 , in accordance with the proportion5 of your" faith7 

:'.I-:_ Or service8, in-the-sphere-of9 your service 10 

JI: Or the one teaching11 , in the sphere of your teaching 12 

4-L Or the one exhorting13, in the sphere of your exhortation 14 

5 L. The one giving 15, with 16 generosity 17 

6L The one leading18
, with diligencec 

7E. The one showing-mercy19
, with cheerfulness20 

_"1( • _ I say to let your2 1 love be sincere22, while abhorring the evil, clinging23 to the good0 '1 

..J( ·. To be affectionate24 to one another in brotherly-loveE, preferring25 one another in honorF J 11 

:;c-. To not be hesitant26 in diligencec I I 
6l'. To be boiling27 in spirit, servingG the Lord,° rejoicing" in hope, enduring1 in afflictionK, I~ 

devoting-yourselvesL to prayer,"sharing28 in the needsM of the saintsN, pursuing0 hospitaJityP I; 
7(__ Be blessingO the ones persecuting you29

- be blessing and not cursing30 I l 



559 Romans 12:14 

I. On this word, see "gift" in I Cor I :7. It is rendered this way to show 
its relationship to "grace" next. 

2. Or, "based on". GK 2848. 
3. Compare Eph 4:7. 
4. Some think Paul transitions from explanation to exhonation here, 

intending the reader to supply the commands needed, whether a sin
gle command is added as here, or a separate one is added to each 
gift. Others think this continues from v 5, explaining the second half 
ofv 4 and the individual apponionment ofv 3. It would be rendered 
"one another, and are having different grace-gifts ... given lo us
whether ... "; would add no commands; and would have no commas 
dividing each of the seven following phrases. 

5. Or, "the right relationship to, agreement with". Used only here. 
GK 381. 

6. Or, "the faith given". This is the word "the", and each of the first 
four gifts has it. It is taken here to mean "the faith given to you". 
Others think Paul means "the faith" in a different sense, as 
explained next. 

7. Some think Paul means the personal "measure of faith" given in v 
3. He may be referring to the faith that allows this person to hear 
the revelation from God. "Prophesy in correspondence to the faith
received revelation from God, saying nothing more, nothing less". 
Or he may mean "Exercise your prophetic ministry as widely as 
your God-given faith perrnits". Others think Paul means the objec
tive content of"the faith" (as in Jude 3), "prophesy according to the 
right relationship to the faith delivered to us". Other prophets would 
discern this, as in I Cor 14:29. 

8. Or, "ministry". This word is used regarding food preparation (Lk 
10:40), apostleship (Act 1:25), the Word (Act 6:4), giving (Act 
11 :29; 2 Cor 9: I), missions (Act 12:25), the work of service (Eph 
4: 12), etc. On this word, see "ministries" in I Cor 12:5. The related 
verb is in I Pet 4: I 0, 11, where "serving" and "speaking" summa
rize all the gifts. It is also related to "deacons" in Phil I: I. Some 
think Paul means service to the poor, sick, and suffering; others, 
deacon-ministry; others, all kinds of practical service. 

9. Or, "in, in connection with, with, by". This word is also used in the 
next five phrases, but is rendered "with" in the last three. GK 1877. 

I 0. Or, "the service given". The same noun is used twice. Both the gift, 
and the sphere or realm in which it is used are from God. In this case, 
the gift of"service" for one means distributing food; for another, run
ning the nursery, etc. Use your gift of serving in the ministry God 
gives you. Look to Him for both. Compare I Cor 12:4-6. 

11. This verb is used 97 times. GK 1438. Related to "teacher" in I 
Cor 12:28. 

12. Or, "the teaching given". On this noun, see I Tim 5: 17. 
13. Or, "encouraging". This word means "to appeal to" in Rom 15:30; 2 

Cor 5:20; 10:1; "beg" in Mt 8:34; 14:36; Act 13:42; 21:12; "exhon" 
in I Cor I: IO; Eph 4: I; Phil 4:2; I Thes 4: I; Tit I :9; 2: 15; "urge" in 
Act 16:15; 27:33; Rom 12:1; 16:17; I Tim 2:1; "encourage" in Act 
15:32; Col 4:8; I Thes 4: I 8; "comfort" in Mt 2: I 8; 5:4; Act 20: 12; 2 
Cor I :4; 7:6; 2 Thes 2: 17. Used 109 times. In some verses, more than 
one of these senses is appropriate. GK 4151. 

14. Or, "encouragement, comfon". Related to the previous verb, and to 
"helper" in Jn 14: 16. Like teaching, this takes place on a personal 
and group basis, forrnal and inforrnal, on various subjects. On this 
word, see "encouragement" in Act 4:36. 

15. Or, "giving a share of" one's things. Same word as in Lk 3: 11; Eph 
4:28. Elsewhere only as "impan" to spiritual needs in Rom I: 11; I 
Thes 2:8. GK 3556. Paul is referring to giving proceeding from 
God-given faith, not human philanthropy. 

16. Paul changes from referring to the sphere in which the gift is used, 
to the manner in which it is used, using the same Greek word. 

17. Or, "simplicity, sincerity". Same word as in 2 Cor 8:2; 9:11, 13. 
Elsewhere only as "simplicity" in 2 Cor I: 12; and "sincerity" in 2 
Cor 11 :3; Eph 6:5; Col 3:22. Here, some think Paul means with 
"simplicity", without any self-seeking motive, respect of persons, 
hidden purposes; others, with "sincere concern"; others, with "gen
erosity". Related to "generously" in Jam I :5, and to "single" in Mt 
6:22. GK 605. 

18. Or, "managing, ruling, directing, being at the head, taking the lead, 
standing before, presiding over". Used of elders. Same word as in I 
Tues 5:12; I Tim 3:4, 5, 12; 5: 17. Elsewhere only as "take the lead" 
in Tit 3:8, 14. GK 4613. Related to "benefactor" in 16:2. Some think 
this refers to leading in all kinds of Christian works; others, to elders. 

19. This word is used of Jesus meeting physical needs for healing in Mt 
9:27; of forgiving debt, Mt 18:33; and of God "having mercy on" 
us, Rom 9:15, 18; 11:30-32. Used 29 times. GK 1796. Related to 
"alrnsgiving" in Mt 6:2. Related to "mercy" in Mt 9:13, which is 
used of what the Good Samaritan did, Lk 10:37. God desires it, Mt 
9: 13, 23:23. Related to "merciful" in Mt 5:7. Some think this refers 
to caring for the sick, aged, dying, and needy based on faith-driven 
motives, not human philanthropy. 

20. Used only here. GK 2660. Related to "cheerful" in 2 Cor 9:7. 
21. What follows is clearly a series of exhortations, so most make them 

all commands. Here, they are given as Paul wrote them. Since he has 
given no clear indication that he has changed subjects, they are listed 
as a continuation of what he wants to "say to everyone being among 
you", v 3. "Love" here is a noun, "affectionate" is an adjective. 

22. Or, "genuine, without hypocrisy, unhypocritical". It is the negative 
of the word "hypocrisy" in Gal 2: 13. Elsewhere only in 2 Cor 6:6; 
I Tim I :5; 2 Tim I :5; Jam 3: 17; I Pet I :22. GK 53 7. 

23. Or, "joining oneself to, associating with". On this word, see "join" 
in I Cor 6: 16. 

24. Or, "warrnly devoted, tenderly loving, dearly loving". Used oflove 
between family members. Used only here. GK 5816. 

25. Paul may mean "leading the way for one another in honor", or 
"being first to honor one another", or "esteeming one another more 
highly in honor". Used only here. GK 4605. Related to "regarding" 
in Phil 2:3. 

26. This adjective is elsewhere only as "lazy" in Mt 25:26, and "trou
blesome" in Phil 3: I. GK 3891. Related to "lo delay" in Act 9:38. 

27. This participle is used of Apollos in Act 18:25. Or, "boiling in the 
Spirit". 

28. Same word as in Gal 6:6 (with teachers); Phil 4: 15 ("partnered" with 
Paul); Rom 15:27 (in spiritual things). On this word, see 2 Jn 11. 

29. Some manuscripts omit this word {CJ. "Persecute" is the same 
word as "pursue" in v 13. 

30. Or, "calling a curse upon". Sarne two words as in "Bless those curs
ing you" in Lk 6:28. Elsewhere only in Mt 25:41; Mk 11:21; Jam 
3:9. GK 2933. Related to the noun "curse" in Gal 3: 10. 

A. Heb 8:6, more excellent B. I Cor 12:10 C. 2 Cor 8:16, earnestness D. I Tim 5:10b E. Heb 13:1 F. I Tim 5:17 G. Rom 6:6, are slaves 
H.2Corl3:11 J.Jarnl:l2 K.Rev7:14 L.Act2:42 M.Tit3:14 N.1Petl:l6,holy 0.1Cor14:1 P.Hebl3:2 Q.Lk6:28 



Romans 12: 15 560 Verse 

~( '. I say to rejoiceA with rejoicing ones, to weep8 with weeping ones IS 
9C. To be thinkingc the same thing1 toward one another, not thinkingc lofty2 things, but being I(, 

carried-along-with3 the lowly". Do not be wise5 among yourselves6 

I OC. To be giving-back0 evil for eviJE to no one I I 
I IC. To be providing-for7 goodF things in the sight of all peopJeG, 

0

1iving-in-peace8 with all people Ii-, 
if possible- as far as from you9 

12( ·. To not be avengingH yourselves, beloved1, but give a place10 to the wrathK of God. For it has I '1 

been written-

ID. "Vengeance 11 is for Me, I will repayL, says the Lord" [Deut 32:35] 
2D. "But12 if your enemy is hungry, feedM him. Ifhe is thirsty, give-a-drink to him. For doing 211 

this, you will heap coals o/fire 13 upon his head" [Prov 25:21-22] 

I .'l. Do not be overcomeN by evil, 14 but be overcoming evil with good0 

3 B. Let every soulP be subject15 to superior16 authoritiesO 

IC. For there is no authorityO except by17 God. And the existingR ones18 are established 19 by God. 
So then the one opposing20 the authority has resisted21 the ordinance22 of God. And the ones 
having resisted will receive judgment23 on themselves 

ID. For24 the rulers5 are not a fearT to good0 work, but to evil25 

::'D. Now do you want to not be fearing the authority? Be doing good0 , and you will have 

~I 

UI 

praiseu from him26- •for he is God's servantv to you for good0 4 
3D. But if you are doing eviJE, be fearing! For he does not bear27 the sword28 in-vain29- for 

he is God's servantv, an avenger3° for wrath31 on the one practicingw evilE 

::'( · Therefore it is a necessityx to be subject- not only because of the wrath, but also because of 
the conscience32 

:ic·. For because ofthisJJ also you payY tributes34
. For they are ministers35 a/God devoting-themselves". ', 

to this very thing36 

4C'. Give-back37 to all authorities the things owed38- the tribute to the one owed the tribute, 
the tax39 to the one owed the tax, the fear4° to the one owed the fear, the honorAA to the one 
owed the honor 



561 Romans 13:7 

I. Paul uses this same phrase in Rom 15:5; 2 Cor 13:11; Phil 2:2; 4:2. 
The same idea is in I Cor I : I 0. 

2. Or, "high. proud". Same phrase as in 11 :20. 
3. Or, "being accommodating to; associating with". That is, give up 

lofty thinking about yourself and allow yourself to be carried along 
with the lowly. Elsewhere only as "carried away by" in the sense of 
"led astray" in Gal 2:13; 2 Pet 3:17. GK 5270. 

4. Or, "humble". Some take the grammar to mean "lowly things". Be 
carried along with the lowly things of life, the humble tasks. Be 
accommodated to humble things. Others take it to mean "lowly peo
ple". Be associating with the lowly people. Both are true, and fitting 
contrasts with "thinking lofty things". On this word, see Jam I :9. 

5. This word (on which see Mt 7:24) is the same root word as "think
ing" just used twice. 

6. Same words as in Rom 11 :25. The Corinthians did this, I Cor 4: 10; 
2 Cor 11: 19 (same word for "wise"). 

7. Or, "planning for, taking thought for''. On this word, see 2 Cor 8:21. 
Related to "provision" in 13:14. 

8. Or, "being at peace". Elsewhere only in Mk 9:50; 2 Cor 13:11; I 
Thes 5:13. GK 1644. 

9. This is an idiom, "the from you part". That is, to the extent your 
part reaches. 

10. On the phrase "give a place", see Eph 4:27. 
11. On this word, see "punishment" in 2 Thes I :8. Related to "avenge" 

earlier, and to "avenger" in 13:4. 
12. Some manuscripts say "Therefore" {N}. 
13. Paul is referring to the burning of shame for their behavior that will 

be caused by returning good for evil. 
14. That is, the evil done to you. Do not be controlled and directed by 

it, but take the lead yourself with good. 
15. Or, "submit himse!f". On this word, see Eph 5:21. Same general 

command as in Tit 3: I; I Pet 2: 13. 
16. That is, governmental authorities. This is a participle, to authorities 

"being superior". Same word as in I Pet 2: 13. On this word, see 
"surpassing" in Phil 2:3. Related to "superiority" in I Tim 2:2. 

17. Even Pharaoh, 9:17. Some manuscripts say "from" {N}. 
18. Some manuscripts say "authorities" {N}. 
19. Or, "put in place, stationed, arranged, arrayed, appointed, 

assigned". This is a participle, they "are having been established", 
they stand established by God. Elsewhere only as "ordered" in Mt 
28:16; "placed" in Lk 7:8; "appoint" in Act 13:48; 15:2; 28:23; I 
Cor 16: 15; and "assign" in Act 22: I 0. GK 5435. 

20. Or, "resisting", but not the same word as follows. It means "to 
establish, arrange, set oneself in array against". The root word is 
"establish" in v I. Elsewhere only in Act 18:6; Jam 4:6; 5:6; I Pet 
5:5. GK 530. 

21. Or, "stood against". On this word, see Eph 6: 13. 
22. Or, "decree, direction", that which is ordered or commanded. The 

authority of government is God's decree. Paul is commanding sub
ordination to the authority of government, however that is expressed 
in your nation. In some nations, this includes active involvement in 
government. In other nations, citizens have no input. Elsewhere 
only as "directions" in Act 7:53. GK 1408. Related to "edict" in 
Heb 11 :23, and to the verb "to direct" in I Cor 7: 17. 

23. That is, from God whose ordinance was resisted. Secondarily, from 
the authorities, if you are caught. On this word, see Jn 9:39. 

24. Paul explains and applies God's ordinance regarding government 
in general, dealing here with none of the exceptions. 

25. That is, civil evil, crime, criminal wrong. Same word as in v 4. On 
this word, see 3 Jn 11. Some manuscripts have these words plural 
{N}, so that it says "to good works, but to evil ones". 

26. Or, "it". That is, the authority mentioned earlier in this verse. Praise 
for good is the general rule. But Paul also was persecuted for 
good- for being a Christian. He does not address this here. Note 
I Pet 3:13-14; 4:13-16. 

27. Or, "wear". On this word, see I Cor 15:49. 
28. Governments have God's authority to punish evil to the fullest 

extent- including death. A government may choose not to punish 
evil with death, but this does not change the fact that it has this 
authority from God, and serves as His servant when carrying it out. 
Whether or not a government should choose not to use the sword is 
not addressed here. 

29. That is, for no reason. On this word, see Col 2: 18. 
30. Elsewhere only in I Thes 4:6. GK 1690. Related to "avenging" and 

"vengeance" in 12:19. 
31. That is, for the purpose of carrying out God's wrath, as His servant. 

On this word, see Rev 16: 19. 
32. On this word, see Act 23: I. We are to submit out of fear of God's 

wrath expressed through His servant (government), and because of 
our conscience toward God based on His will. In general, these two 
are in agreement. But in exceptional cases, which Paul does not 
speak to here, the latter must always be preeminent. If government 
requires us to disobey God, then we must obey God and suffer the 
consequences, like Peter (Act 5:28-29) and Daniel (Dan 6). Early 
Christians suffered death rather than deny Christ. 

33. Some think Paul means because such authorities are serving God's 
purposes (v 1-5); others, because of wrath and conscience (v 5). 

34. Same word as in v 7. Tributes were paid by foreigners to a ruling 
state, such as that paid by Israel to Rome. Elsewhere only in Lk 
20:22; 23:2. GK 5843. 

35. Or, "public servants", as when we say prime minister or defense 
minister, etc. Note that Paul is talking here about the Roman gov
ernment that ruled the world from the city to which this letter is 
addressed, a foreign power that conquered and subjugated his 
nation and took away their freedom and right of self-government. 
Yet Paul says the Romans are "servants of God". This word was 
was used of priests in the OT. Elsewhere only in Rom 15:16 (of 
Paul); Phil 2:25 (of Epaphroditus); Heb I :7 (of angels); and Heb 
8:2 (of Jesus). GK 3313. Related to the verb in 15:27. 

36. Some think Paul means serving the public good, and God's pur
poses (v 1-4 ); others, collecting the taxes. 

37. Some manuscripts say "Therefore give ... " (K}. On this word, see 
"render" in Mt 16:27. 

38. Or, "due". This noun is rendered "owed" to show its relation to 
"owing" in v 8. On this word, see "due" in I Cor 7:3. 

39. This refers to taxes, duties, tolls, etc. paid to your own country. 
Here the local government is addressed. Same word as in Mt 
17:25. GK 5465. 

40. Or, "respect". On this word, see Eph 5:21. 

A. 2 Cor 13:11 B. Jn 11 :33 C. Rom 8:5 D. Mt 16:27, render E. 3 Jn 11 F. I Tim 5: IOa G. Mt 4:4, mankind H. 2 Cor 10:6, punish 
J. Mt 3: 17 K. Rev 16: 19 L. 2 Thes I :6 M. I Cor 13:3, dole out N. Rev 2:7 0. I Tim 5: I Ob P. Jam 5:20 Q. Rev 6:8 R. Mt 26:26, is 
S.Revl:5 T.Eph5:21 U.1Cor4:5 V.1Cor3:5 W.Rom2:1 X.1Cor7:26 Y.Revl0:7,finished Z.Act2:42 AA.1Tim5:17 
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..+ll. Be owing 1 nothing to anyone except to be loving one another. For the one loving the other2 has >-: 

fulfilledA the Law 

I c . For the saying "You shall not commit-adultery8 , you shall not murderC, you shall not stea13, ·1 

you shall not covet0 " [Ex 20: 13-17], and if there is any other commandmentE, is summed-upF 
in this sayingG- in the4 "You shall love your neighborH as5 yourself" [Lev 19: 18] 

2C. Love does not workJ harm6 to the neighbor. Therefore love is the fulfillment7 of the Law I r1 

'ill. And do this,g knowing the time, that it is already the hour for you9 to arise 10 from sleepK 11 

I c ·. For now our salvationL is nearer than when we believed 
2C. The night is advancedM, and the day has drawn-nearN I: 
3( . Therefore let us lay-aside11 the works of the darkness, and let us put-on the weapons 12 of the 

light. 
0

Let us walk properly 13 as in 14 the day I ; 

ID. Not in revelries 15 and drunkenness16
, not in beds 17 and sensualities0

, not in strifeP and 
jealousyO 

2D. But put-on1g the Lord Jesus Christ, and do not be making provision 19 for the flesh- for 14 
its desiresR 

6B. Now be accepting20 the one being weak21 in the faith22
- [but] not for disputes23 about opinions24 141 

IC·. One has faith to eat all things, but the one being weak5 eats vegetables25 

ID. Let not the one eating be treating-with-contempt26 the one not eating 
2D. And let not the one not eating be judgingT the one eating- for God accepted him. 

0

Who 
are you, the one judging27 a household-servant2g belonging-to-anotheru? 

IL. To his own masterv he stands or falls 
2L. And he will stand29

, for the Lord30 is able to make him stand 

2C. For3 1 one judgesT a day beyond a day32
, but another judges every day alike. Let each one be 

fully-convinced33 in his own mindw 

ID. The one thinking34 as to the day, is thinking/or the Lord35 h 

2D. And the one eating, is eating/or the Lord- for he gives-thanksx to God 
3D. And the one not eating, is not eating/or the Lord- and he gives-thanksx to God36 

41) For37 none of us3g lives for himself, and none dies for himself. 
0

For if we live, we live for --s 
the Lord; and if we die, we die for the Lord. Therefore39 if we live and if we die, we are 
the Lord's 

11:_ For Christ died and came-to-life40 for this- that He might be-LordY both of dead •> 
and living ones 

5 D. But4 1 why are you judging T your brother? Or why also are you treating your brother with 111 
contempt? 
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I. Related to the word in v 7. The "owing" and the "loving" here refer 
to the same group of people. Thus, Paul is referring to our personal 
relations with individuals. Paul's main point here is that love is a 
debt we always owe to all, which he shows by contrast to debts we 
can pay off. He is not giving an absolute rule, "Never borrow any
thing from your neighbor". Paul means "Keep all your balances 
(monetary and otherwise) with other people clear or paid up as 
agreed- except love, which is never clear or paid up". On this 
word, see "ought" in I Jn 4: 11. 

2. That is, the other person, in the broadest of terms. Same word as 
"other" commandment in v 9. GK 2283. 

3. Some manuscripts add "you shall not bear false witness" {B}. 
4. Some manuscripts omit "in the" {C}, which introduces the quotation. 
5. Or, "like". See Mt 19: 19. 
6. Or, "evil", civil or personal. On this word, see "evil" in 3 Jn 11. 
7. Or, "fulfilling". On this word, see "fullness" in Col I: 19. 
8. Paul is probably referring to all of chapters 12-13 to this point. This 

is a motive for all of it. 
9. Some manuscripts say "us" { B). 
I 0. Or, "be raised, be awakened". On this word, see "arose" in Mt 28:6. 
11. Or, "put aside, put away", like a garment. Same word as in Act 7:58; 

Eph 4:22, 25; Col 3:8; Heb 12:1; Jam 1:21; I Pet 2:1. Elsewhere 
only as "put away" in Mt 14:3. GK 700. Some manuscripts say "let 
us throw off" {A}. 

12. Or, "tools, instruments". Same word as in Jn 18:3; 2 Cor 6:7; 10:4. 
Elsewhere only as "instruments" in Rom 6:13. GK 3960. Related 
to "arm yourselves" in I Pet 4: I, and "full armor" in Eph 6: 11. 

13. Or, "decently, with propriety". Elsewhere only in I Cor 14:40; I 
Thes4:12. GK 2361. 

14. Or, "during". Some think Paul means the daytime, as in broad day
light; others, as in the future day with Jesus, when He comes; oth
ers, as in the present daylight of the gospel. GK 1877. 

15. This word is used of wild parties with drunken antics and debauch
ery of all kinds. Elsewhere only in Gal 5:21; I Pet 4:3. GK 3269. 

16. This word is plural, and may mean "episodes of drunkenness, 
drinking bouts". Elsewhere only in Lk 21:34; Gal 5:21. GK 3494. 
Related word in Jn 2: I 0. 

17. Thal is, sex, and in this context, illicit sex, orgies. Same word as in 
9: 10. On this word, see Heb 13:4. 

18. Or, "dress in, wear, clothe-yourself-in", like a garment. Same word 
as in v 12; Mt 6:25; 27:31; Mk 6:9; 15:20; Lk 8:27; 12:22; 15:22; 
24:49; Act 12:21; I Cor 15:53, 54; Gal 3:27; Eph 4:24; 6:11, 14; 
Col 3: 10, 12; I Thes 5:8. Elsewhere only as "dress in" in Mt 22: 11; 
Mk 1:6; Rev 1:13; 15:6; 19:14. GK 1907. 

19. Or, "foresight, forethought, plan". Elsewhere only as "foresight" in 
Act 24:2. GK 4630. Related to "providing for" in 12: 17. 

20. Same word as in v 3; 15:7; and as "welcome" in Act 28:2. It also 
means "take, lake aside". Used 12 times. GK 4689. 

21. Such a person is not fully aware of the implications of their faith for 
their behavior, and is carrying over things from their former way of 
life- observing days, rituals, rules about foods, etc. Some think the 
weaker brother here is the Jewish Christian who was unable to leave 
his former traditions completely behind. This person would "judge" 
the Gentile Christian for not following these traditions, and the Gen
tile Christian would "treat him with contempt" for his opinions. That 
the Jewish Christians were the ones not being accepted may be the 

reason Paul concludes as he does in 15:7-12. But we do not know 
the precise circumstances. There are other views. Consult the com
mentaries. In any case, neither person is saying their course must be 
followed to be saved, as in Act 15: I. GK 820. 

22. Or, "in faith". The faith of these people is weak in that it does not 
allow them to accept or enjoy their full freedom in Christ. 

23. This word means "discernments, judgments", and negatively, the 
"disputes, quarrels" that result from this behavior. On this word, see 
"discernment" in I Cor 12: I 0. Related to "dispute" in Act 11 :2. 

24. Or, "reasonings, thoughts, doubts". On this word, see "thoughts" in 
Jam 2:4. That is, for the purpose of correcting the weaker one's 
opinions about matters of Christian living by disputing with that 
person based on your knowledge. 

25. An occasion of eating may be in view here, such as a banquet 
attended by both groups of believers. The weak person's faith or 
beliefs lead them to conclude that God does not want them to eat 
the meat, perhaps out of fear of defilement. This person feels the 
meat has a negative spiritual significance and must be avoided. The 
strong person's faith leads them to put no significance in the mat
ter. Paul addresses both, the strong first. 

26. Or, "despising, disregarding". Same word as in v 10. Used of the 
Pharisee in Lk 18:9. On this word, see I Thes 5:20. 

27. Paul continues addressing the one ''.judging". The two are addressed 
again using the same two verbs in v I 0. 

28. Or, "slave", generally. Same word as in Lk 16:13; Act 10:7. Elsewhere 
only as "servants" in I Pet 2: 18. GK 3860. Related to "house". 

29. Or, "he will be caused to stand, made to stand". Same word as 
"make stand" next. On this word, see "standing" in Mk 13: 14. 

30. Or, "Master". Same word as "master" earlier in the verse. On this 
word, see "master" in Mt 8:2. Some manuscripts say "God" {A}. 

31. Paul uses this word to assert his next point. It may be rendered 
"Moreover". GK 1142. Some manuscripts omit this word {C}. 

32. This person feels one day has a positive spiritual significance 
beyond "ordinary" days, and must be observed as such. Perhaps 
Paul is referring to the Sabbath, or some other "holy" day on the 
Jewish calendar. Compare Gal 4: IO; Col 2: 16. 

33. Each should follow the course proceeding from their own faith in 
Christ. On this word, see "fulfill" in Lk I: I. 

34. On this word, see Rom 8:5. This person thinks of the day in a spe
cial way, and honors it more highly, out of a desire to worship God 
more deeply. He or she is "intent on" honoring the day in a special 
way. This is the weak one. 

35. Some manuscripts add "and the one not thinking o/the day, does 
not think/or the Lord" {N}. 

36. In other words, both are making their choices for the right reasons. 
Both are living for the Lord. 

37. Paul generalizes from his illustrations in v 6. We Christians are all 
living for the Lord, in life and death. 

38. That is, none of us Christians- weak or strong. 
39. Therefore the point is that we all are the Lord's- in all of life's 

choices, and in death. He is our Lord. 
40. Or, "lived, became alive". On this word, see Rev 20:4. This refers 

to Christ's resurrection. Some manuscripts say "died and rose"; oth
ers, "also died and rose and lived" {A}. 

41. That is, if we are all the Lord's in life and death (v 9), then why do 
you judge one another? 

A. Eph 5:18, filled B. Mt 5:32 C. Jam 4:2 D. Gal 5:17, desire E. Mk 12:28 F. Eph 1:10 G. I Cor 12:8, word H. Act 7:27 J. Ml 26:10 
K. Jn 11: 13, slumber L. Lk 19:9 M. 2 Tim 2: 16 N. Lk 21 :28 0. 2 Pet 2:2 P. I Cor I: 11, quarrels Q. 2 Cor 11 :2 R. Gal 5: 16 S. 2 Tim 4:20, 
sick T. Mt 7: I U. Heb 11 :34, foreigner V. Mt 8:2 W. Rom 7:23 X. Mt 26:27 Y. Rom 7: I, lord over 
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11 ·.. For we will all stand before the judgment-seat1 o/God2. "For it has been written [in I I 
Isa 45:23] "As I live", says the Lord, "every knee will bow to Me. And every tongue 
will confess-out3 to God" 

::'F. So then,4 each of us will giveA an account8 for himself to God5 I:· 

J( ·. Therefore let us no longer be judging one another. But rather judge6 this- I.\ 

ID. Not to be placingc an opportunity-for-stumbling7 or a cause-of-falling8 for the brother0 

11-. I know9 and am convincedE in the Lord Jesus that nothing 10 is defiled11 in itself 12, I I 
except to the one consideringF anything to be defiled- to that one it is defiledll 

::'D. For14 if your brother is grieved15 because offoodG, you are no longer walkingH according- I· 
to 16 love 

:; D. Do not be destroyingl with 17 your foodG that one for whom Christ died 

.+C. Therefore do not be letting your18 good19 thing be blasphemed20 

1 D. For the kingdomK a/God is not eatingL and drinkingM, but righteousness and peace and I -

joy21 in the Holy Spirit 
::'D. For the one serving22 Christ in this23 is pleasingN to God and approved24 by people I~ 

)( ·. So then, let us be pursuing25 the things of peace26 and the things of edification27 for one another I '1 

ID Do not be tearing-down° the work28 a/God for the sake of foodG '11 

11 ·. All things29 are clean30- but it is evi!P for the personO eatingR with an opportunity
for-stumbling3 1 

21 . It is good5 not to eatR meats, nor to drink wine32, nor to do anything by which your ~I 
brother stumbles33 

::i D. The faith34 which35 you have, be having for36 yourself in the sight of God 

11:. BlessedT is the one notjudgingu himselfin37 what he is approving38 



565 Romans 14:22 

I. Or, "the tribunal". Same word as in 2 Cor 5: IO; of Pilate in Mt 
27:19;Jn 19:13;ofHerodinAct 12:21;ofGallioinAct 18:12, 16, 
17; and of Festus in Act 25:6, 10, 17. Elsewhere only as "step" in 
Act 7:5. GK 1037. 

2. Some manuscripts say "Christ" {B }. 
3. Or, "praise", as in 15:9. Same word and idea as in Phil 2: 11. On this 

word, see Jam 5: 16. 
4. Some manuscripts say "Therefore" {C} instead of"So then". 
5. Some manuscripts omit "to God" {C). 
6. That is, in the sense of"determine, decide, resolve". What follows 

to v 15 is directed at the strong person. Same word as earlier in the 
verse. On this word, see Mt 7: I. 

7. Or, "an occasion to take offense; an occasion to stumble into sin". 
Same word as in 14:20; I Cor 8:9. Elsewhere only as "stumbling" 
in Rom 9:32, 33; I Pet 2:8. GK 4682. Related to "stumble" in Rom 
14:21, and the word in 2 Cor 6:3. 

8. On this word, see 11 :9. The difference is that the "opportunity for 
stumbling" may cause an accidental fall, an unintentional result. 
The "cause of falling" is intentional, a consciously chosen thing. In 
this case, the strong person deliberately proceeds with behavior he 
knows is objectionable to the weak person, perhaps even in defi
ance of him. Jesus said it is better to die than to do this, Mt 18:6. 

9. Before Paul continues exhorting the strong, he firmly acknowledges 
his agreement with their position. As to knowledge, they are cor
rect. But there is another way of viewing it besides "in itself", as 
he goes on to explain. 

IO. That is, nothing in the category of things under discussion here. 
11. Or, "common, impure, ritually defiled" as opposed to "holy". Com

pare Mk 7: 15. On this word, see Heb 10:29. 
12. That is, by means of being what it is. Even in the OT, pig was not 

unclean because it was pig. All things God created are good. It was 
unclean to the Jews because God said so. Now God says all things 
are clean. 

13. Regardless of what it is in itself and to God, it is defiled to a person 
who thinks it to be such; it is defiled to their conscience. They make 
it defiled for themselves, in spite of what God says. The strong per
son's judgment of their opinions will not help them grow out ofit. 
It may harden them in their weakness, or cause division. Loving 
acceptance may give them the chance. 

14. Some manuscripts say "But" {K}. 
15. Or, "distressed, caused pain, caused sorrow". This is not godly sor

row (2 Cor 7:8-11 ), but self-destructive sorrow. Such people follow 
the behavior of the strong, without the support of their conscience, 
apart from their own faith, and afterward suffer under their con
science, and are hindered in their growth and walk with God. On 
this word, see 2 Cor 7:9. 

16. Or, "in accordance with, in harmony with, based on". GK 2848. 
17. Or, ''.for". 
18. Some think Paul means ''you strong ones"; others, all of you, strong 

and weak. This word is plural. 
19. Some think Paul means your food, your freedom in Christ; others, 

your salvation; others, the gospel. On this word, see I Tim 5: I Ob. 
20. Or, "spoken against". Some think Paul means by outsiders; others, 

by the weak ones. Thus some think this is addressed to the strong-

"Do not let your exercise of freedom cause it to be spoken against 
by your weaker brother" (as mere self-indulgence, for example). 
Others think Paul is speaking to both the strong and the weak
"Do not let the gospel (or your salvation) be blasphemed by the 
unbelievers because of your selfish disputing over your opinions 
about these matters". On this word, see I Tim 6: I. 

21. Some think these three things refer to our relationship with God. 
It is the subjective experience of these three things from God that 
the strong can take from the weak. Others think they refer to our 
relationship with one another. 

22. That is, serving as a slave to Christ. On this word, see "are slaves" 
in 6:6. 

23. Some think Paul means "in this righteousness, peace, and joy in the 
Holy Spirit which the kingdom of God is really about"; others, "in 
this Spirit"; others, "in this way" (foregoing your rights for others). 
Some manuscripts say "in these things" { N}. 

24. On this adjective, see 2 Tim 2: 15. This is as opposed to being blas
phemed, v 16. Related to the word in v 22. 

25. On this word, see I Cor 14: I. Some manuscripts say "we are pur
suing" {D}. 

26. That is, belonging to or leading to peace ... and edification. 
27. Or, "building up". Same word as in 15:2; I Cor 14:3, 5, 12, 26; 2 

Cor 12: 19; Eph 4:29. Elsewhere only as "building up" in 2 Cor 
I0:8; 13: 10; Eph 4: 12, 16; and as a "building" in Mt 24: I; Mk 13: I, 
2; I Cor 3:9; 2 Cor 5:1; Eph 2:21. GK 3869. Related to "edify" in 
I Cor 14:4. 

28. Some think Paul means God's work in the church; others, the work 
God is doing in the weak one. 

29. Paul uses grammar that emphasizes the contrast between the two 
halves of this sentence. 

30. This phrase is similar to I Cor 6: 12, "All things are lawful". 
31. Some think Paul means for the strong person whose eating is 

accompanied with an opportunity for others to stumble; others, for 
the weak person who eats in violation of his conscience. Same word 
as in v 13. Related to "stumbles" in v 21. 

32. Some think this refers to an additional limitation the weak placed 
on themselves; others think Paul is generalizing the issue (similar 
to I Cor I0:31), without necessarily implying this was really an 
issue for them. 

33. Or, "takes offense". Same word as in Jn 11 :9, IO; Rom 9:32; I Pet 
2:8. Elsewhere only as "strikes against" in Mt 4:6; 7:27; Lk 4: 11. 
GK 4684. Some manuscripts add "or is caused to fall or is made 
weak" { B}. Related to the word in v 13. 

34. Paul is referring to the faith to eat all things (v 2), the faith of the 
strong person. 

35. Some manuscripts omit this word { C}, so that it means either "The 
faith you have" or "Do you have faith?" 

36. Or, "in the interest of, in relation to". GK 2848. 
37. Or, "by". GK 1877. 
38. On this word, see 12:2. Some take this to mean "Blessed is the 

strong person who does not judge himself over these things like the 
weak one does"; others, "Blessed is the strong person who does not 
approve the wrong things, bringing judgment on himself". 

A.Ephl:22 B.Act19:40 C.Act19:21,put D.Actl6:40 E.1Jn3:19,persuade F.Rom3:28 G.Mk7:19 H.Hebl3:9 J.1Cor1:18, 
perish K. Mt 3:2 L. Mt 6: 19 M. Col 2: 16 N. Eph 5: 10 0. Mt 24:2 P. 3 Jn 11 Q. Mt 4:4, mankind R. Act I 0: 13 S. I Tim 5: I Oa 
T. Lk 6:20 U. Mt 7: I 
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But the one doubting1 has been condemnedA ifhe eats, because it was not from faith. 
And everything2 which is not from faith3 is sin4 

But we-- the strong5 ones- ought6 to be carrying7 the weaknesses8 a/the ones not
strong9, and not to be pleasing6 ourselves 10 

·'D. Let each of us be pleasing6 his neighborC for good0
, toward [his] edificationE 

IL. For even Christ did not please6 Himself, but just as it has been written [in Ps 69:9], 
"The reproachesF of the ones reproachingG You fell upon Me" 

Verse 

15: I 

IF. For all that was written-beforeH was written for our instructioni, in order that ~ 

we might have hope through enduranceK and through 11 the encouragementL of 
the Scriptures 

-ID. Now may the God o/enduranceK and encouragementL grant you to be thinking the same12 

thing among one another according to Christ Jesus 13, "in order that with-one-accordM " 
you may with one mouth be glorifyingN the God and Father of our Lord Jesus Christ 

ii( . Therefore, be accepting14 one-another15,just as Christ also accepted you16-for17 the glory of God 

ID For18 I say that Christ19 has become20 a servant21 of the circumcised22 on behalf of the s 
truth of God-

I I:. So that He might contirm0 the promisesP of the fathers23 

21 And24 the Gentiles might glorifyN God for His mercy, just as it has been written- '1 

11 . "For this reason I will praise25 You among the Gentiles, and I will sing-praiseo 
to Your name" [Ps 18:49] 

:21. And again he says, "CelebrateR, Gentiles, with His people" [Deut 32:43] I: 1 

3 F And again, "All Gentiles, be praising26 the Lord, and let all the peoples praise27 I I 
Him"[Ps117:1] 

-II·. And again Isaiah says, "There will be the root5 of Jesse, even the One rising-up28 I~ 

to rule29 the Gentiles. The Gentiles will put-their-hopeT upon Him" [Isa 11: 10] 

71l. Now may the God o/hope30 fillu you with all joy and peace in believing, so that you may be I ; 
aboundingv in hope by the power of the Holy Spirit 

SA. Now I am convincedw, my brothers-even I myself concerning you-that you yourselves also are full 31 1-1 
of goodness, having been filledu with all knowledge, being able also to admonishx one another 

I B. But I wrote more-boldly32 to you33- in part34 as reminding you again- because of the grace having I ; 
been given to me by God "so that I might be a ministerY a/Christ Jesus35 to the Gentiles I 11 

IC. Performing-priestly-service-for36 the good-newsz of God in order that the offering37 of the 
GentilesAA might become acceptable38, having been sanctified39 by the Holy Spirit 

21l. I then have this boasting4° in Christ Jesus41 as to the things pertaining to God. "For I will not dare66 I'- I~ 
to speak anything of things which Christ did not accomplish42 through me in word and deed for43 
the obedience44 of the Gentiles 



567 Romans 15:18 

I. This refers to the weak person, the one not having "the faith which 
you have" regarding the matter. On this word, see Jam I :6. 

2. Some think Paul means "everything in regard to issues like this"; 
others, "everything, period", so that he is giving the broad general 
principle (like Heb 11 :6) which includes the matters in this context. 

3. Some think Paul means "proceeding from Christian faith", so that 
he is giving the general principle that all actions outside of Christ
ian faith are sin, of which the actions here are one example. Oth
ers think he is referring to the faith guiding our conscience, so that 
he is giving the broad principle that everything done in violation of 
our conscience is sin, including the things here. Others think he 
means the faith that permits us to exercise our freedom in these mat
ters, as "faith" is used in v I, 2, 22, 23, so that he means everything 
done while doubting whether Christ permits it is sin. 

4. Some manuscripts have 16:25-27 here {A}. See 16:25. 
5. Or, "powerful, able". That is, the spiritually strong. The strong 

would agree completely with 14:22-23. This is the point Paul also 
wants them to see, the one that breaks the deadlock, the one they 
were not seeing. 14:23 is not just "their problem". GK 1543. 

6. Same word as "owing" in 13:8. This is a debt we owe. 
7. Or, "bearing, bearing with". The strong are not to just tolerate the 

weak, but to carry, support and help them. Same word as in Gal 6:2, 
"carry one another's burdens". Paul himself approaches life this 
way, I Cor 10:31-33. On this word, see Mt 8:17. 

8. Used only here. GK 82 /. Related to "weak" in 14: I, 2; and "weak
ness" in Mt 8: 17. 

9. Or, "powerless, not able". Same word as "strong" earlier, with a 
negative prefix. This is a broader term, including, but not limited to 
the "weak" ones of 14: I. Same word as "powerless" in Act 14:8. 
On this word, see "impossible" in Heb 6:4. 

10. Thal is, pleasing ourselves without regard to the impact of our 
behavior on others. 

11. Some manuscripts omit this word {N}. 
12. Paul is not praying the Romans will agree about the foods and days, 

but about their treatment of one another, eliminating the judging 
and the treating with contempt mentioned in 14:3. On "think the 
same thing", see 12:16. 

13. Paul may mean "according to His will"; or, "in accordance with His 
example and commands"; or "in relation to Christ Jesus". "Accord
ing to" is GK 2848. 

14. This is Paul's conclusion of this discussion. He repeats the same 
word he began with in 14: I. 

15. Same word as 14: 13, 19. GK 253. 
16. Some manuscripts say "us" {A}. 
17. Some think Paul means "accept one another ... for ... "; others, 

"accepted you for ... "; others, both. 
18. Some think these verses imply that the Jewish Christians were the 

weak ones not being accepted. Others think both groups may have 
been composed of former Jews and Gentiles. Some manuscripts say 
"Now" {K). 

19. Some manuscripts say "Jesus Christ" {K}. 
20. Some manuscripts say "became" {N}. 
21. Or, "minister". Related to the verb Jesus used of Himself in Mt 

20:28. On this word, see I Cor 3:5. 
22. That is, the Jews. On this word, see Eph 2: 11. 
23. That is, the promises belonging to Abraham, Isaac and Jacob. 

24. Others take this as a second thing Paul says, "For I say that Christ 
has become ... ; but that the Gentiles glorify". 

25. On this word, see "confess out" in Jam 5: 16. Nol related to the word 
in v 11. 

26. Elsewhere only in Lk 2:13, 20; 19:37; Act 2:47; 3:8, 9; Rev 19:5. 
GK 140. Related words in Heb 13:15; Mt 21 :16. 

27. Or, "commend, approve, compliment". This word is different but 
related to "praising" earlier in this verse. Elsewhere only in Lk 16:8; 
I Cor 11 :2; 17, 22. GK 2046. Related to the word in I Cor 4:5. 
Some manuscripts say "and all peoples, praise Him" {NJ. 

28. Or, "standing up". On this word, see Lk 18:33. 
29. Or, "be ruler of". Same word as in Mk 10:42. Elsewhere it is used 

84 times meaning "to begin". GK 806. Related to "ruler" in Rev 
I :5, and "beginning in Col I: 18. 

30. That is, the One granting us hope, the source of hope, as in "God 
of endurance" (v 5) and "God of peace" (v 33). 

31. Elsewhere only in Mt 23:28; Jn 19:29; 21: 11; Rom I :29; Jam 3:8, 
17; 2 Pet 2: 14. GK 3550. Not related to "filled" next. 

32. Or, "more daringly". That is, more boldly than the Romans may 
have expected. Or, "very boldly". Used only here. GK 5529. 
Related to "dare" in v 18. 

33. Some manuscripts add "brothers" {N}. 
34. This is the Greek position of"in part". Some take it with what fol

lows, as here. Paul wrote partially to remind the Romans and par
tially for the reason he states in v 23-24. Others take this with what 
precedes. He "wrote more boldly in part", that is, in some parts of 
the book, such as chapter 14. On "in part", see 11 :25. 

35. Some manuscripts say "Jesus Christ" {K}. 
36. Or, "serving as priest for". Used only here. GK 2646. Paul applies 

the word describing the work of priests who offered sacrifices in the 
temple to his work in connection with the gospel. He is doing tem
ple duties in God's spiritual temple. Related to "priesthood" (Heb 
7: 11 ), "priest", "temple", "temple duties" (I Cor 9: 13 ). Not related 
to uminister" earlier. 

37. On this word, see Act 21 :26. That is, in order that the offering to 
God consisting of the Gentiles may become acceptable to Him. In 
calling them an offering, some think Paul is thinking of Isa 66:20, 
where the same concept occurs. Some think Paul means the Gen
tiles are his own offering; others, that they offer themselves to God. 

38. Or, "welcome". Same word as in 15:31; 2 Cor 8: 12; I Pet 2:5. Else
where only as "very acceptable" in 2 Cor 6:2. GK 2347. Related 
to "acceptable" in Lk 4: 19. 

39. Or, "made holy, set apart [to God]". On this word, see Heb 10:29. 
This word refers back to "offering". 

40. That is, this act of boasting by Paul just written in v 16, as to his 
God-given ministry for Christ. On this noun, see 2 Cor 7:4. His 
boasting is in Christ Jesus, who made him a minister to the Gen
tiles and is working through him. Or, "my boasting". Literally "the 
boasting" just given, bu! some manuscripts omit "the" { C). 

41. Some manuscripts say "Jesus Christ" { K). 
42. On this word, see "work out" in Phil 2: 12. Stated positively, it 

would be "For I will dare only lo speak of what Christ accom
plished through me". 

43. Or, "for the purpose of, leading to, resulting in". On this word, see 
"resulting in" in 5: 16. 

44. That is, the obeying of what they hear. On this word, see 16:26. 

A.1Corll:32 B.1Thes2:4 C.Act7:27 D.1Tim5:10b E.Roml4:19 F.Hebl0:33 G.1Pet4:14 H.Ga13:1,portray J.1Tim5:17, 
teaching K. Jam I :3 L. Act 4:36 M. Act I: 14 N. Rom 8:30 0. I Cor I :6 P. I Jn 2:25 Q. Eph 5: 19, make melody R. Rev 12: 12 S. Rev 22: 16 
T. Jn 5:45 U. Eph 5:18 V. 2 Cor 8:2 W. I Jn 3:19, persuade X. Col 1:28 Y. Rom 13:6 Z. I Cor 15:1 AA. Act 15:23 BB. 2 Cor 11:21 



Romans 15:19 

I ( · By1 the power of signs and wonders2 

2C. By the power of the Spirit ofGod3 

568 

.rn. So-that4 from Jerusalem and around as far as Illyricum,5 I have completed6 the good-newsA ofChrist, 

Verse 

I 'J 

and was thus7 being ambitious8 to be announcing-the-good-news8 where Christ was not named9, in 211 

order that I might not be buildingc upon a foundation° belonging-to-anotherE 

IC. But just as it has been written [in Isa 52: 15], "Ones to whom it was not declaredF concerning 2 I 
Him will see0 , and they who have not heard will understand 10

" 

c.Jll. Therefore indeed I was hinderedH as to many things 11 from coming to you. "But now no longer 
having a placei in these regions, and having a yearning 12 for many years that I should come to 
you• whenever I am proceeding into Spain- 13 ..' I 

I ( . For14 I hope, while proceeding-throughK, to see you and to be sent-forward15 there by you, if 
I may first be filled 16 in part17 with your company 

2( ·. But now I am proceeding to Jerusalem, serving 18 the saintsL - ' 

ID. For Macedonia and Achaia19 were well-pleased20 to make a certain contribution21 for the ..'il 
poorM among the saints in Jerusalem 

2D. For they were well-pleased, and22 they are their debtors23 

IL. For if the Gentiles shared24 in their spirituaJN things, they are indebted0 also to 
minister25 to them in fleshly26 things 

K. Having then completedr this, and having sealed27 this fruitO to them, I will go through you ..' \ 
into Spain 

4( ·. And I know that while coming to you, I will come in the fullnessR of the blessing5 of Christ28 ..''I 

'.i 13. Now I appeal-toT you, brothers29, through our Lord Jesus Christ, and through the Jove of the Spirit30, ~11 
to struggle-with31 me in your prayers to God for me-

IC. That I may be delivered32 from the ones disobeyingu in Judea ; I 

2C. And that my service33 for Jerusalem may prove-to-be34 acceptablev to the saintsL 
_\( . In order that having come in joy to you by the willw of God35, I may rest-up-with36 you 

hB. Now the God of peace be with you all, amen37 _;_1 

A. Now I commend38 to you our sister Phoebe- she being also39 a servant40 of the church in I c' I 
Cenchrea41- ·in order that you may receivex her in the Lord worthilyY of the saintsL, and may stand-
by42 her in whatever matterZ she may be having-need of you. For she herself indeed became43 a 
benefactor« of many, and of me myself 



569 Romans 16:2 

I. That is, "accomplish ... by". 
2. That is, the signs of the apostle, 2 Cor 12:12. On "signs and won

ders", see 2 Thes 2:9. 
3. Some manuscripts omit "ofGod"; others say "the Holy Spirit" {C}. 
4. This resumes from v 17 (28.), summarizing the extent of his God

given ministry. 
5. In modem terms, from Israel up and around the Mediterranean to 

north of Greece in the area of the Balkans. 
6. Or, "fulfilled". Paul has "completed [the announcing of] the good 

news about Christ". "Fully preached" paraphrases this. Same word 
as in Act 13:25; 14:26; and as "fulfill" in Col 1:25. He finished his 
pioneering ministry in these areas, leaving them for others to build 
upon. He finished what he was to do. On this word, see "filled" in 
Eph5:18. 

7. Some take this as looking back, "And thus engaged in this work". 
Others take this word ("thus, so, in this manner, as follows") as refer
ring to what follows, and begin a new sentence with v 20, "And in 
this manner I was being ambitious- to announce ... ". On this word, 
see "so" in Jn 3:16. Some manuscripts say "Christ. And thus I am 
ambitious ... " {N}. 

8. Or, "aspiring, making it my ambition, pursuing as my ambition". 
Elsewhere only in 2 Cor 5:9; I Thes 4:11. GK 5818. 

9. That is, called upon in faith, acknowledged, confessed. On this 
word, see 2 Tim 2:19. 

10. Same word as in Mt 13:13. 
11. Or, "many times". 
12. Used only here. GK 2163. Related to "yearn for" in I Pet 2:2. 
13. Paul does not complete this sentence. He takes the subject up again 

in v 28. Some manuscripts do complete it, adding "I will come to 
you" {A). 

14. Paul explains how the Romans fit in to his yearning for Spain, and 
his plan to get there. 

15. Sarne word as in Act 15:3; I Cor 16:6, 11; 2CorI:16; Tit 3: 13; 3 Jn 
6. Elsewhere only as "accompany" in Act 20:38; 21 :5. GK 4636. 

16. Or, "filled full". That is, may have my fill of your company; may 
enjoy your company to my satisfaction. Elsewhere only in Lk I :53; 
6:25; Jn 6:12; Act 14: 17. GK 1855. 

17. Paul may mean "in part" compared to the fullness of a longer visit; 
or "for a while". Same idiom as in v 15. 

18. Or, "ministering to". Not related to "minister" in v 16 or v 27, but 
to "service" in v 3 I. On this word, see "ministering" in I Pet 4: I 0 
(GK I 354). Paul calls it a "ministry to the saints" in 2 Cor 8:4 (same 
word as "service" in v 3 I). 

19. On these examples, see the note on I Cor 16: I. 
20. On this word, see Mt 17:5. It was their pleasure to do so. 
21. Or, "fellowship". That is, a tangible sign of partnership. This con

tribution is referred to in 2 Cor 8-9; I Cor 16: 1-4; Act 24: 17. 
Related to the word "shared" in v 27. Same word as in 2 Cor 9: 13. 
On this word, see "fellowship" in I Cor I :9. 

22. Or, "indeed". 
23. On this word, see I: 14. Related to "indebted" in v 27. 
24. On this word, see 2 Jn 11. Related to "contribution" in v 26. 
25. Or, "serve". This word is used of priestly service in the temple, and 

of public service. This is the "priestly service" of the Gentiles. Else
where only in Act 13:2; Heb 10:11. GK 3310. Related to "minister" 
in Rom 13 :6; "service" in 2 Cor 9: 12; and "ministering" in Heb I: 14. 

26. Or, "material". Same word and concept as in I Cor 9: 11. On this 
word, see I Cor 3:3. 

27. That is, secured and certified in accordance with its intention, v 3 lb. 
Some put the emphasis on securing its complete and honest deliv
ery; others, on certifying and ensuring its proper significance in 
relation to Jewish and Gentile Christians, as Paul envisioned it. Paul 
seems to have seen it as symbolic of the love and unity of both parts 
of the church, and seems to have viewed it as part of his mission 
as an apostle. On this word, see Eph I: 13. 

28. Some manuscripts say "blessing of the gospel a/Christ" {A}. 
29. Some manuscripts omit this word {C}. 
30. Some think Paul means the love originating in the Spirit, proceed

ing from the Spirit to us, produced in us by the Spirit. Others think 
he means "the Spirit's love" for us. 

31. Or, "fight along with". Used only here. GK 5253. Related to "strug
gle" in I Tim 4: I 0. This word indicates Paul is asking for earnest
ness and effort on the Romans' part. 

32. Or, "rescued". On this word, see Col I: 13. 
33. Or, "ministry". On this word, see "ministry" in I Cor 12:5. Some 

manuscripts say "gift-bearing" {A}. 
34. Or, "come-to-be, become, be". GK 1181. 
35. Some manuscripts say "Jesus Christ"; others, "Christ Jesus"; oth

ers, "the Lord Jesus". Others say "in order that I may come in joy 
to you through the will ofGod and may rest up with you" {C}. 

36. Used only here. GK 5265. Related to "refresh" in Phm 7. 
37. Some manuscripts include 16:25-27 here {A}. See 16:25. 
38. Same word as in 2 Cor 3: I. Paul is introducing Phoebe to the 

Romans, she probably being the one who delivered this letter. 
39. Or, "indeed". Some manuscripts omit this word { C) . Same word as 

"indeed" in v 2. GK 2779. 
40. Or, Paul may mean "deaconess". Same word as "deacon" in Phil 

1:1.Compare I Tim3:11. 
41. This is the eastern seaport of Corinth, facing toward Ephesus and 

Jerusalem. Elsewhere only in Act 18: 18. GK 3020. 
42. Or, "help, aid". Same word as in 2 Tim 4: 17, and as "provide" in 

Act 23:24. It is the word "stand near, stand by" used in a figurative 
sense, just as in English. On this word, see "present" in 12: I. 

43. Or, "was, proved to be". GK I 181. 
44. Or, "patron, protector, helper". Used only here. GK 4706. Related 

to "lead" in 12:8. 

A. I Cor 15: I B. Act 5:42 C. I Cor 14:4, edify D. I Tim 6: 19 E. Heb II :34, foreigners F. Jn 16: 13 G. Lk 2:26 H. Gal 5:7 J. Eph 4:27 
K. Lk 13:22,joumeying through L. I Pet 1:16, holy M. Gal 4:9 N. I Cor 14:1 0. Rom 13:8, owing P. 2 Cor 7:1, perfecting Q. Mt 7:16 
R. Col 1:19 S. 2 Cor 9:5 T. Rom 12:8, exhorting U. Rom II :30 V. Rom 15: 16 W. Jn 7: 17 X. Act 24:15, wait for Y. 3 Jn 6 Z. Mt 18: 19 



Romans 16:3 570 

ll. GreetA Prisca 1 and Aquila2
- my fellow-workers3 in Christ Jesus,° who risked4 their own neck5 for 

my life, to whom not only am I giving-thanks8
, but also all the churches of the Gentiles-

0

and the 
church at their house6 

I. Greet Epaenetus, my belovedc, who is the firstfruit7 of Asia8 for Christ 
2. Greet Mary, who labored-at 0 many things for you9 

, Greet Andronicus and Junias 10, my kinsmen 11 and my fellow-captives 12, who are notable 13 

among 14 the apostlesE, who also were 15 in Christ before me 
.:!. Greet Ampliatus, my belovedc in the Lord 
5. Greet Urbanus, our fellow-workerF in Christ, and Stachys my belovedc 
6. Greet Apelles, the approved0 one in Christ 
7. Greet the ones from the ones 16 of Aristobulus 
x. Greet Herodion, my kinsman 
tJ_ Greet the ones from the ones a/Narcissus, the ones being in the Lord 
IO. Greet Tryphaena and Tryphosa, 17 the ones laboring0 in the Lord 
11. Greet Persis18 the belovedc, who labored-at 0 many things in the Lord 
I :2. Greet Rufus 19

, the chosen20 one in the Lord, and his mother and mine 
13. Greet Asyncritus, Phlegon, Hermes21 , Patrobas, Hermas and the brothers with them 
14. Greet Philologus and Julia22, Nereus and his sister, and Olympas, and all the saints with them 
I S. Greet one another with a holy kiss23 

( · All24 the churches of Christ greetA you 
D Now I urgeH you, brothers\ to be watching-out-for25 the ones producingK the dissensions26 and the 

causes-of-fallingL contrary to the teaching which you leamedM, and be tuming-away27 from them 

I. For such ones are not servingN our Lord Christ28, but their own stomach29• And by smooth-talk 
and flattery30, they deceive31 the hearts of the guileless32 ones 

~ For your obedience0 reached33 to all. Therefore I am rejoicingP over you. But I want you to be 
wise with-reference-to34 the goodO, and innocent35 with-reference-to the eviIR 

3. And the God of peace will crush36 Satan under your feet shortly5 

.:!. The grace of our Lord Jesus37 be with you38 

L. Timothy my fellow-workerF greets39 you, and so do Lucius40 and Jason41 and Sosipater42, my kinsmen 

I . I, Tertius, greetA you- the one having written the letter in the Lord43 

2. Gaius, the host44 of me and of the whole church, greets you 
1. Erastus, the steward45 of the city, greets you, and so does Quartus, our brother 

Verse 

~ 

') 
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571 Romans 16:24 

I. Paul always calls her Prisca (Rom 16:3; I Cor 16: 19; 2 Tim 4: 19). 
Luke always calls her Priscilla (Act 18:2, 18, 26), a diminutive, 
more familiar form of Prisca, like saying Debbie instead of Debo
rah. Some manuscripts say "Priscilla" here { N}. She is mentioned 
before her husband in four of the six references. GK 4571. 

2. Aquila is mentioned in Act 18:2, 18, 26 as a Jewish man whom Paul 
met in Corinth, and in I Cor 16:19; 2 Tim 4:19. GK 217. 

J. Elsewhere only in Rom 16:9, 21; I Cor 3:9; 2 Cor 1:24; 8:23; Phil 
2:25; 4:3: Col 4: 11; I Tues 3:2; Phm I: I, 24; 3 Jn 8. GK 5301. 

4. Or, "put down, laid down". They put down their neck on the block, 
stuck out their neck. Elsewhere only as "pointing out" in I Tim 4:6. 
GK 5719. 

5. The circumstances are unknown to us, but Paul is apparently refer
ring to a life-threatening situation for them. Used 7 times. GK 5549. 

6. Churches in that day met in homes, Act 2:46; I Cor 16:19; Col 
4: 15; Phm 2. 

7. On this word, see I Cor 15:20. Compare I Cor 16:15. 
8. That is, the Roman province of Asia, of which Ephesus was a key 

city. Some manuscripts say "Achaia" {N}. 
9. Some manuscripts say "us" { N}. 
I 0. This is a male name. Some manuscripts have it as a female name, 

"Junia" {A}. Originally, Paul's letter had no accents. When they 
were added in later manuscripts, some accented this as a male name 
(as two co-workers, like those in v 21; perhaps brothers), others as 
a female name (as perhaps a husband and wife, or brother and sis
ter, as with "Julia" in v 15). Used only here. GK 2687. 

11. That is, fellow Jews, fellow countrymen. Same word as in v 11, 21; 
9:3. Elsewhere only as "relatives" in Mk 6:4; Lk I :58; 2:44; 14: 12; 
21: 16; Jn 18:26; Act 10:24. GK 5150. 

12. Paul may mean they once shared an imprisonment with him; or, that 
they too were once jailed for Christ, without implying it was at the 
same time or place as any of his many imprisonments prior to this 
letter (2 Cor 6:5; 11 :23). We do not know the details. Elsewhere only 
in Col 4: IO; Phm 23. GK 5257. Related to "take captive" in 2 Cor 
10:5; and "captives" in Lk 4: 18. Not related to "prisoner" in Eph 3:1. 

13. Or, "famous, distinguished, outstanding, prominent". Elsewhere 
only as "notorious" in Mt 27: 16, of Barabbas. GK 2168. 

14. Some think Paul means well known "as apostles", meaning they 
were apostles in the wider sense of the word; others, well known "to 
the apostles" (the twelve), their imprisonment having taken place in 
Judea (where they were believers before Paul). 

15. The grammar means "have been and are in Christ". GK 1181. 
16. Paul could mean "the relatives", "the servants", "the household 

members". He probably means "Greet the believers (as he further 
defines it after this same phrase in v 11) from the members of the 
Aristobulus household". 

17. These arc names of two women, perhaps sisters. Some think they 
were twins because of the similarity of their names, which mean 
"Delicate" and "Dainty". 

18. This is a woman. 
19. Some think this may be the one mentioned in Mk 15:21. On why, 

consult the commentaries. It was a very common name for a slave. 
It means "red". 

20. On this word, see 8:33. Some take it here to mean "choice, distin
guished", since all Christians are "chosen"; others, "chosen by God". 
Compare "brother" in v 23. 

21. Some manuscripts reverse the position of"Hermes" and "Hermas" 
{K}. 

22. Perhaps she was the wife or sister of Philologus. 
23. Elsewhere only in I Cor 16:20; 2 Cor 13:12; I Thes 5:26; I Pet 

5: 14; and in Lk 7:45; 22:48. Men kissed men, women kissed 
women. It was a form of greeting. GK 5 799. 

24. Perhaps Paul is referring to the representatives with him, Act 20:4. 
This book was written in Act 20:3. Some manuscripts omit this 
word {K}. 

25. Or, "watching". On this word, see "looking for" in 2 Cor 4:18. 
26. Elsewhere only in Gal 5:20. GK 1496. The root words mean "a 

standing in two". 
27. Or, "avoiding, turning aside". Elsewhere only in 3: 12; I Pet 3: 11. 

GK 1712. 
28. Some manuscripts say "Lord Jesus Christ" { K}. 
29. Same word as in Phil 3:19. Such people are self-serving, and serve 

the desires of this life. On this word, see "womb" in Lk 1:15. 
30. Or, "good-sounding argument, false eloquence, praise". Paul may 

mean their good speech about you (praise, flattery); or, their good
sounding but false speech regarding what they are teaching. On this 
word, see "blessing" in 2 Cor 9:5. 

31. Or, "completely deceive". On this word, see 7: 11. 
32. Or, "innocent, unsuspecting". Elsewhere only as "innocent" in Heb 

7:26, of Christ. GK 179. 
33. That is, the report of it reached to all. Used only here. GK 919. 
34. Or, "for the purpose of", as also later in this sentence. GK 1650. 
35. Or, "pure". Elsewhere only in Mt 10:16; Phil 2:15. GK 193. Com

pare Mt 10:16; I Cor 14:20. 
36. Paul is alluding to Gen 3:15, and repeats the promise of final vic

tory. On this word, see "bruised" in Mt 12:20. 
3 7. Some manuscripts add "Christ". Some manuscripts have this bene

diction, "The grace ... with you", in verse 24 instead of here. Others 
have it after verse 27, concluding the letter {A}. 

38. Some manuscripts add "amen" {K}. 
39. Some manuscripts have this plural {N}, so that it says" ... worker, 

and Lucius ... kinsmen, greet you". 
40. Some think this is Luke (Phm 24). Elsewhere only in Act 13: I. 

GK 3372. 
41. Some think this is the Jason of Act 17:5-9. 
42. Some think this is the "Sopater" of Act 20:4. 
43. This is the Greek word order. Or, "greet you in the Lord, the one 

having written the letter". Tertius wrote this book of Romans down 
for Paul, or copied it from what Paul wrote. 

44. Paul is apparently staying with Gaius in Corinth as he writes this 
letter. This may be the Gaius in I Cor I: 14. Elsewhere only as 
"stranger" Mt 25:35, 38, 43, 44; 27:7; Act 17:21; Eph 2: 12, 19; Heb 
11 :13; 3 Jn 5; and "strange" in Act 17: 18; Heb 13:9; I Pet 4: 12. GK 
3828. Related to "lodge" in Act I 0:6. 

45. Or, "manager, administrator". Some suggest a more specific mean
ing here, such as "treasurer". On this word, see I Pet 4: I 0. 

46. Some manuscripts have a benediction like v 20b here as v 24 ("The 
grace of our Lord Jesus Christ he with you all. Amen") instead of 
as v 20b {A}. See the note on v 20b. 

A. Mk I 5: 18 B. Mt 26:27 C. Mt 3: 17 D. Mt 11 :28, being weary E. I Cor 12:28 F. Rom 16:3 G. 2 Tim 2: 15 H. Rom 12:8, exhorting 
J. Act 16:40 K. Rev 13:13, does L. Rom 11:9 M. Phil 4:11 N. Rom 6:6, are slaves 0. Rom 16:26 P. 2 Cor 13:11 Q. I Tim 5:10b 
R. 3 Jn II S. Rev I: I, quickly 



Romans 16:25 572 

F. Now1 to the One being able to establish2 you 

I. In-accordance-with3 my good-newsA and the proclamation8 of Jesus Christ4 

J. [Which is] in-accordance-with5 the revelationc of the mystery6 

I. Having been kept-silent0 for eterna(E times7 

' But having now been revealed8 

J. And having been made-known9 

J. Through the propheticF Scriptures10 

h. According to the command 11 of the eterna(E God 
c. For the obedience12 of faith 13 

d. To all the nations 14 

2. To the only wise God through Jesus Christ, to Whom 15 be the glory forever16, amen 

Verse 

25 



I. This doxology (v 25-27) appears in different places in the manu
scripts { C}. Some manuscripts have it here, omitting v 24. Some 
manuscripts have it both here and after 14:23, omitting 16:24. Some 
have it after 14:23 and end the letter with 16:24. Some do not have 
it at all, ending the letter with 16:24. One has it after 15:33 and ends 
the letter with 16:23. Several theories have been suggested to 
account for these variances, on which consult the commentaries. 

2. Same word as in I: 11. On this word, see I Thes 3:2. 
3. Or, "Based on, In relation to". GK 2848. That is, "establish you in 

accordance with ... ". 
4. That is, about Jesus Christ. This proclamation is given in its great

est detail in this book. 
5. This is explaining the "good news" and "proclamation". They are 

in harmony with the mystery God kept hidden, but now revealed. 
Others make this point 2., further explaining "establish" (in which 
case, "[which is)" is omitted). 

6. On this word, see 11 :25. This mystery is defined by the next three 
phrases. 

7. On this phrase, "eternal times", see 2 Tim I :9. 
8. Same word as in 3:21. 
9. These two verbs- revealed, made known- also occur together in 

Col I :26, 27. 

573 Romans 16:27 

10. Compare 1:2. 
11. Or, "order". Same word as in I Cor 7:6, 25; 2 Cor 8:8; I Tim I: I; 

Tit 1:3. Elsewhere only as "authority" in Tit 2:15. GK2198. The 
related verb is in Lk 8:25. 

12. This word is used with reference to Christ in 2 Cor I 0:5, and the 
truth in I Pet I :22. Elsewhere only in Rom I :5; 5: 19; 6: 16; 15: 18; 
16: 19; 2 Cor 7: 15; 10:6; Phrn 21; Heb 5:8; I Pet I :2, 14. GK 5633. 
Related to "obey" in "obey the faith" in Act 6:7; "not obey the good 
news" in Rom 10:16; 2 Thes 1:8; and "obeying Him" in Heb 5:9. 
Related to "obedient" in 2 Cor 2:9. 

13. Some think Paul means the obedience "which consists of faith"; 
others, "which comes from faith"; others, the "faith kind of obedi
ence"; others, the obedience "to the faith". Same phrase as in I :5. 
Thus he opens and closes the book with this thought. On "faith", 
see Eph 2:8. 

14. Or, "Gentiles". On this word, see "Gentiles" in Act 15:23. 
15. Some think this refers to "God"; others, to ··Jesus Christ". Some 

manuscripts omit "to Whom" {N}, so that it says "To the only wise 
God, through Jesus Christ, be the glory forever, amen". 

16. On this idiom, "into the ages", see Rev 20:10. Some manuscripts 
say "forever and ever" {A}. 

A.1Corl5:1 B.1Corl:21 C.2Thesl:7 D.1Corl4:34,besilent E.Mt25:46 F.2Petl:l9 



1 Corinthians S74 

Introduction 

I A. I exhort you brothers, that you all speak the same thing, and that there not be divisions among you 

IB. For I hear that there are quarrels among you, divisions over Paul, Apollos, Cephas, Christ 
2B. Has Christ been divided? Was Paul crucified for you? Were you baptized in Paul's name? 

1 C. I give thanks I baptized none of you 
2C. For He did not send me to baptize, but to speak the gospel without wisdom of speech 

1 D. For the speech of the cross is foolishness to the world, but God's power to us 
20. For God said He would destroy the wisdom of the wise. He did so in saving us 

3C. And I having come to you, I did not proclaim God's mystery with human wisdom 
4C. Yet we are speaking wisdom to the mature, but a wisdom not of this age or its rulers 

ID. Rather we speak God's wisdom-the hidden wisdom predestined for our glory 
20. And God revealed it to us through the Spirit. We speak it in Spirit-taught words 
30. But a natural person does not accept the things of the Spirit of God 
40. But the spiritual person examines all things 

SC. And I, brothers, was not able to speak to you then as to spiritual ones. I gave you milk 
6C. But even still you are fleshly, walking like mankind, saying I am of Paul, Apollos 

3B. Therefore what is Apollos and Paul?- Servants through whom you believed 

IC. I planted, Apollos watered, but God was causing the growth. We are not anything 
2C. Apollos and I are one, for we are co-workers of God. You are His farm, His building 
3C. Let no one deceive himself. The wisdom of this world is foolishness with God 
4C. So then, let no one be boasting in people. All things are yours 
SC. Let a person consider us as attendants of Christ, and stewards of the mysteries of God 

4B. I applied these things to Apollos and me that you may learn not to be puffed up about men 

2A. Sexual immorality is being heard of among you. Remove the immoral person from among you 
3A. Does any one of you dare to take your cases before the unrighteous judges and not the saints? 
4A. Flee sexual immorality. Your body is for the Lord, a part of Christ, and a temple of the Spirit 
SA. Now concerning the things which you wrote 

lB. Concerning marriage issues 
2B. Concerning virgins, and the remarriage of widows 
3B. Concerning the eating of foods sacrificed to idols 

IC. 
2C. 
3C. 
4C. 

We know that we all have knowledge. Knowledge puffs up, but love builds up 
Therefore we know that an idol is nothing, and that there in only one God 
But all do not know this. Some eat by the custom of the idol, staining their conscience 
But food will not bring us near to God. We lose or gain nothing by it 

Overview 

1 :1-9 

I: 10 

I: 11-12 
1:13 

1:14-16 
1:17 

1:18 
I: 19-31 

2: 1-S 
2:6 

2:7-9 
2:10-13 

2:14 
2:1S-16 

3: 1-2 
3:3-4 

3:S 

3:6-7 
3:8-17 

3:18-20 
3:21-23 

4: 1-5 

4:6-21 

S: 1-13 
6: 1-11 

6: 12-20 
7:1 

7: 1-24 
7:2S-40 

8:1 

8: 1-3 
8:4-6 

8:7 
8:8 



575 1 Corinthians Overview 

5C. But watch out that this right of yours does not somehow cause the weak to stumble 
6C. Ifmeat causes my brother to stumble, I will never eat it again. Follow my example. I 

freely give up any right so as not to hinder the gospel, but advance it 
7C. Run so as to lay hold of the prize, and so as not to become disapproved. Remember 

Israel. They are examples to us. Take heed, and flee from idolatry 
8C. All things are lawful, but not all is beneficial. Be seeking the good of the other 
9C. Therefore do all to the glory of God. Become blameless to all, imitators of me 

4B. Head coverings for women when prophesying 
5B. Proper conduct at the Lord's Supper 
6B. Concerning spiritual gifts 

IC. You were led away to the speechless idols. Know then how the Spirit leads 
2C. Now there are differences of gifts, ministries, and things-worked, given by the one God 
3C. And the manifestation of the Spirit is given to each for our benefit, as He wills 
4C. For just as the human body has many body-parts but is one body, so also is Christ 

I 0. For with one Spirit we were all baptized into one body 
20. For the body is not one body-part, but many, all placed by God 
30. And there are many body-parts, but one body, blended together by God 
40. And you are the body of Christ and its body-parts. Be zealous for the greater gifts 

5C. And I show you a way still beyond measure- love. Be pursuing love 
6C. Now be zealous for spiritual gifts, but even more that you might be prophesying 

10. For one speaking in a tongue speaks to God, edifying himself, not the church 
20. Now the one prophesying is greater, unless the tongues are interpreted to edify 
30. Therefore, let the one speaking in tongues pray to interpret. Otherwise, those 

hearing will not know what is said, or be edified 
40. Brothers, do not be children in your understanding. Be mature. The 

tongues are for the unbelievers, the prophecy is for the believers 
50. What then is to be done, brothers? In church, do all things for edification 
60. So then my brothers, be zealous to prophesy, do not forbid tongues, be orderly 

7B. Now I make known the good news which I announced to you, through which you are saved 

1 C. I delivered to you that Christ died, and was raised, appearing to many 
2C. How is it some are saying there is no resurrection? If He is not raised, all is empty 
3C. But He has been raised, the firstfruit. For as in Adam all die, in Christ all are raised 
4C. How are they raised? Like a seed sown. The natural is sown, the spiritual raised 
5C. Behold- We will not all sleep, but we will all be changed, death conquered 
6C. So then brothers, abound in the work of the Lord. Your labor is not empty 

8B. Concerning the collection for the poor in Jerusalem 
9B. Concerning Apollos 

Conclusion 
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1 Corinthians 1 : 1 576 Verse 

A. Paul, a called apostle a/Christ Jesus 1 by the will o/God, and Sosthenes2 our brother 
H. To the church o/God being in Corinth,3 to ones having been sanctified4 in Christ Jesus, called5 saints6 2 

I. With7 all the ones calling-uponA the name of our Lord Jesus Christ in every place, their Lord 
and ours8 

C. Grace to you and peace from God our Father and the Lord Jesus Christ , 
D. I am giving-thanks8 to my9 God always for you for the gracec o/God having been given to you in -l 

Christ Jesus 10-

I. Because 11 you were enriched 12 in everything in 13 Him- in all speech14 and all knowledge," even ,_r, 
as the testimony0 o/Christ15 was confirrned 16 in you17 

a. So that18 you are not lackingE in any gift19 while eagerly-awaitingF the revelationG of our 
Lord Jesus Christ 

b. Who20 also will confirm you until the end21 , so as to be blameless22 on the day of our Lord ~ 

Jesus Christ23 

' God is faithful, 24 through Whom you were calledH into the fellowship 25 of His Son, Jesus 
Christ our Lord 

I A. Now I exhortl you, brothersK, by the name of our Lord Jesus Christ, that you all be speaking the same 111 

thing26
, and that there not be divisions27 among you, but28 that you be made-complete29 in the same 

mind30 and in the same purpose31 

I L3. For it was made-clearL to me concerning you, my brothers, by the ones of Chloe,32 that there are I I 
quarrels33 among you. "Now I meanM this- that each of you is saying "I am of Paul", and "I of I= 
Apollos34

", and "I o/Cephas35", and "I a/Christ" 
2 ll. Has36 Christ been dividedN? Paul was not crucified0 for you, was he?37 Or were you baptizedP in38 I ~ 

the name of Paul? 

1 l. I give-thanks8 to God39 that I baptized none of you, except Crispus40 and Gaius41
, •so that no l-l-1.' 

one may say that you were baptized42 in my name! 

ID. Now I baptized also the householdQ of Stephanas43 • As to the rest44, I do not know if I Ir, 
baptized any other 

2C ·. For Christ did not send me forthR to be baptizing, but to be announcing-the-good-news5- not 
in wisdomT o/speech,45 in order that the crossu a/Christ may not be made-empty46 



577 I Corinthians I : 17 

I. Some manuscripts say "Jesus Christ" { B}. On "called apostle", see 
Rom 1:1. 

2. Perhaps this man is the one in Act 18: I 7, the leader of the syna
gogue in Corinth beaten in Paul's place, if he subsequently became 
a Christian. Otherwise, he is unknown to us. GK 5398. 

3. Paul spent over 18 months in Corinth in Act 18: 1-18, and writes this 
letter in Act 19: I 0. 

4. Or, "made holy, set apart [to God]". On this word, see Heb 10:29. 
5. Same word and grammar as in "called" apostle, v I. "Called" is an 

adjective. On this word, see Rom 8:28. Some think Paul means 
"saints because called"; others, "called to be saints". 

6. Or, "holy ones". On this word, see "holy" in I Pet I: 16. "Sanctified" 
and "saints" are the verb and adjective of the same word. It means 
"holy, dedicated to God, separated from the world and set apart to 
God's service". Same phrase as in Rom I :7. 

7. Some think Paul means "to the church ... with all'', expanding the 
addressees of this letter to all Christians; others, "called saints with 
all", linking the Corinthians to the larger body of Christ. 

8. Or, "their place and ours". 
9. Some manuscripts omit this word {A}. 
10. Some manuscripts say "Jesus Christ" {K}. 
11. Or, "That". GK 4022. In any case, Paul is detailing the grace given. 
12. Or, "made rich". Elsewhere only in 2 Cor 6:10; 9:11. GK 4457. 

Related to "riches, wealth". 
13. Or, "in connection with, by". GK 1877. 
14. Or, "word, doctrine, speaking". Same words as the gift in 12:8, the 

"word" of "knowledge". Some think Paul means "in all your 
speech", in every form of speaking and knowing, including all 
supernatural gifts of speaking and knowledge; others, "in all our 
speech'', "in all doctrine and knowledge" we spoke to you. 

15. That is, "about Christ"; Paul's message, the gospel. 
16. Or, "established, strengthened, made firm". Same word as in v 8; 

Mk 16:20; Rom 15:8; Heb 2:3. Elsewhere only as "establish" in 2 
Cor I :21; Col 2:7; Heb 13:9. GK 1011. Related to "firm" in 2 Pet 
I: 10, and "confirmation" in Phil I :7. 

17. Or, "among you". Some think Paul means "confirmed among you" 
by the miraculous gifts which Paul displayed, Rom 15: 19; 2 Cor 
12: 12; Heb 2:3; others, "confirmed in you" by the Corinthians' dis
play of Christian character and acceptance of truth in the heart, and 
by their gifts of the Spirit such as prophecy and tongues. Others see 
no reference to gifts at all. The Corinthians were enriched "in the 
doctrine and knowledge of Jesus Christ even as the testimony about 
Christ was established in your hearts". 

18. Or, "With the result that". Some think Paul means "given ... so that"; 
others, "enriched ... so that"; others, "confirmed ... so that". 

19. That is, any gift (in the broadest sense) given by God's grace, v 4. 
Same word as in Rom I: 11; 6:23; 11 :29; 1 Cor 7:7; 12:4, 9, 28, 30, 
31; 2 Cor I: 11; I Tim 4: 14; 2 Tim 1:6. Elsewhere only as "grace
gift" in Rom 5:15, 16; 12:6; I Pet 4:10. GK 5922. Related to 
"grace" in Eph 2:8. 

20. Some think Paul is referring to Christ in v 6, 7; others, to God in v 
4 (making this point 2.). 

21. This phrase, "until the end", is elsewhere only in 2 Cor 1:13. On 
related phrases, see Mt 10:22. 

22. On this word, see Tit I :6. There is similar grammar in I Thes 3: 13 
and Phil 3:21. 

23. Some manuscripts omit this word { C}. 
24. Note the past tense in v 5-6, present tense in v 7, future tense in v 

8. God is faithful in all three senses. 
25. This word means "sharing, partnership, communion, participation, 

contribution". The Greek word is koinonia. Same word as in Act 2:42; 
2 Cor 6: 14; 13: 13; Gal 2:9; Phil 2: I; Phm 6; I Jn 1:3, 6, 7. Elsewhere 
only as "sharing" in I Cor I 0: 16; Heb 13: 16; "partnership" in 2 Cor 
8:4; Phil 1 :5; 3: 10; and "contribution" (a physical sharing) in Rom 
15:26; 2 Cor 9: 13. GK 3126. Related to "share" in 2 Jn 11; "sharer" 
in 2 Pet 1:4; "sharing" in I Tim 6:18; "common" in Jude 3. 

26. This phrase "speak the same thing" is used only here. See Rom 
12:16 on "think the same thing". 

27. Or, "splits, tears". The Greek is schisma, from which our word 
"schism" comes. Same word as in Jn 7:43; 9:16; 10:19; I Cor 
11:18; 12:25. Elsewhere only as "tear" in Mt 9:16; Mk 2:21. GK 
5388. Note 11:18-19 on divisions. Related to "tom" in Mt 27:51. 

28. The first two phrases speak of external consensus or unity, the next 
two of the internal from which it proceeds. 

29. Or, "mended, put in order, restored". This is a rarticiple, be "having 
been made complete". On this word, see "prepared" in Rom 9:22. 

30. Or, "understanding". On this word, see Rom 7:23. 
31. Or, "intention, judgment". That is, the judgments and purposes 

resulting from the understanding or mind in the previous phrase. 
Same word as in Rev 17: 13, 17. Elsewhere only as "mind" in Act 
20:3; "opinion" in I Cor 7:25, 40; 2 Cor 8: 10; and "consent" in 
Phm 14. GK 1191. 

32. Paul may mean "family members" or "slaves" of this household. 
These people may have been sent by Chloe to Paul, or this may 
simply define their household. Chloe may have lived in Corinth, 
or in Ephesus (from which Paul was writing this book in Act 19: I 0). 
She is mentioned only here. GK 5951. 

33. Same word as in Tit 3:9. Elsewhere only as "strife" in Rom I :29; 
13:13; I Cor 3:3; 2 Cor 12:20; Gal 5:20; Phil 1:15; I Tim 6:4. GK 
2251. It means "quarrels" when plural; "strife" when singular. 
These quarrels led to "divisions" (v I 0), which are described next. 

34. Act 18:24-19: I seems to have been included specifically to show 
the relationship of Paul to Apollos, and both to Corinth. 

35. That is, Peter. The Corinthians formed parties, as they did with their 
philosophers. The opinions and reasonings of these four groups has 
been inferred and described in several ways. Consult the commen
taries. On "Cephas", see Gal I: 18. 

36. Some take this as an exclamation, "Christ has been divided!". 
37. The grammar of this question expects a "no" answer. 
38. On "baptized in", see Mk I :9. 
39. Some manuscripts omit "to God" {C}. 
40. Crispus is the former synagogue leader mentioned in Act 18:8. 
41. Paul stayed with Gaius when he later came to Corinth, Rom 16:23. 
42. Some manuscripts say "that I baptized" { N}. 
43. Stephanas was the firstfruit of Achaia, who came to visit Paul in 

Ephesus, 16:15, 17. GK 5107. 
44. Or, "remainder". On this word, see "other" in 2 Pet 3: 16. 
45. Paul could mean the content of the speech (as in v 18); or, the man

ner of speaking (as in 2:1, 4). Same word as in v 5. 
46. That is, emptied of what God gave it. On this word, see "emptied" 

in Phil 2:7. Note I Cor 2:5. 

A. I Pet I: 17 B. Mt 26:27 C. Eph 2:8 D. Act 4:33 E. Lk 15: 14, be in need F. Rom 8: 19, awaiting G. 2 Thes I :7 H. Rom 8:30 J. Rom 12:8 
K.Act 16:40 L. I Cor3:13 M.Jn 12:49,say N. l Cor7:17,apportioned 0. Mt27:35 P. Mk 1:8 Q. Mk3:20,house R. Mk3:14,sendout 
S. Act 5:42 T. I Cor 12:8 U. Mt 10:38 



I Corinthians I: 18 578 Verse 

ID. For1 the speech2 o/the cross is foolishnessA to the ones perishing3- but is the power8 I:-; 
of God to us being savedc 

2D. For" it has been written [in Isa 29: 14], "I will destroy5 the wisdom o/the wise ones, and I" 
I will set-aside0 the intelligenceE o/the intelligent6 ones". 

0

Where is the wise one? Where 211 

is the scribe7? Where is the debater8 of this age? Did not God make-foolish9 the wisdom 
of the 10 world? 

IL. For11 since, in the wisdom of God, the world through 12 its wisdom did not know13 ..'I 
God, 14 God was well-pleasedF through the foolishnessA of the proclamation 15 to 
savec the ones believingG 

IF. Because indeed Jews are asking-for H signs 16 and Greeks are seeking1 wisdom, 
but we are proclaiming 17 Christ crucified18-

I l1. To Jews- an offense 19 

..'(i. And to Gentiles20- foolishness 
:;c; But to the calledK ones themselves, both Jews and Greeks- Christ the '-1 

power of God and the wisdom of God 
4Ci. Because the foolishL thing ofGod21 is wiser than humansM, and the weakN '-, 

thing of God is stronger than humans 

::'L. For look-at22 your calling0 , brothers- that there are not many wise according-to23 :r. 
the flesh, 24 not many powerful25, not many well-bom26 

I l. But God chose27 the foolishL things of the world in order that He might be 
putting the wise ones to shamer 

21·. And God chose the weakN things of the world in order that He might be putting 
the strong things to shame 

3 F. And God chose the low-bom28 things of the world, and the things having been '"' 
treated-with-contempt29- the things not being30, in order that He might bring
to-nothing31 the things being32 

.:11 ·. So that no flesh may boast33 in the sight of God34 :'' 1 

51'. But by Him you are in Christ Jesus, Who became wisdom to us from God- ;11 
both35 righteousness and holiness36, and redemption37- •in order that, just as ; I 
it has been written [in Jer 9:24], "Let the one boasting be boasting in the Lord" 

.lC. And I, having come to you, brothers, did not come38 in accordance with superiority39 of speech :'.I 
or of wisdom while proclaiming40 to you the mystery4 1 of God 

11 l. For I determinedO not to know anything among you except Jesus Christ- and this One 
having been crucified 

2D. And I was42 with you in weaknessR, and in fear5, and in much trembling43 

11 l. And my speech44 and my proclamation45 was not in persuasive words46 £?f wisdom, but 
in demonstration47 of the Spirit and power8

, 
0

in order that your faith might not be in the 
wisdom o/humansM, but in the power of God 



579 l Corinthians 2:5 

I. For what follows is what the message of the cross is, by God's def
inition. To announce it with human wisdom is to empty it of its 
power to accomplish one or both of these God-intended purposes. 

2. Or, the "message, word". Same word as in v 17. That is, the con
tent of the message-- Christ crucified, v 23. 

3. Such people are on this path. Paul uses grammar that emphasizes 
the contrast between the two halves of this sentence. This word is 
used 90 times of "perishing, being destroyed, lost, ruined" in both 
an earthly and eternal sense. Elsewhere by Paul only in Rom 2: 12; 
I Cor IO:IO; 15:18; 2 Cor 2:15; 4:3, 9; 2 Thes 2:IO; and as 
"destroy" in Rom 14: 15; I Cor I: 19; 8: 11; I0:9. GK 660. Related 
to "destruction" in 2 Pet 2: I. 

4. For it is God's plan and intention to show through the gospel the 
foolishness of human wisdom. 

5. Same word as "perishing" in v 18, with different grammar. 
6. Or this may be rendered "insight of the insightful, cleverness of the 

clever, understanding of the understanding". Elsewhere only in Mt 
11:25; Lk 10:21; Act 13:7. GK 5305. 

7. That is, the scholar, the expert in the Law. GK 1208. 
8. Or, "disputer". Used only here. GK 5186. Related to "controver

sies" in I Tim 6:4; "issue" in Act 15:2; and "debate" in Mk 8: 11. 
9. In the gospel, God acted in deliberate contradiction to human wis

dom as a judgment on it. He made it foolish by saving through that 
foolish proclamation (v 21-25), and by saving ones the world con
siders foolish (v 26-31 ). 

10. Some manuscripts say "this" world {N}. The grammar indicates a 
"yes" answer is expected. 

11. The first half of this verse tells why God made it foolish, the sec-
ond half how He did it. 

12. Or, "by, by means of", as also later in the verse. GK 1328. 
13. Or, "come to know". On this word, see Lk I :34. 
14. Human wisdom did not lead the world to God (as they think), but 

away from Him (as He declares). Paul expands this in v 22-24. 
15. Or, "proclaimed message". That is, the foolishness belonging to the 

proclamation (from the world's point of view), to the content of the 
message, to "Christ crucified", v 23. Elsewhere only in Mt 12:41; 
Mk 16 (short ending); Lk 11:32; Rom 16:25; I Cor 2:4; 15:14; 2 
Tim 4: 17; Tit I :3. GK 3060. The related verb is in v 23. Note that 
this "foolishness" is later called God's wisdom, 2:7. Thus God was 
well pleased to save the ones believing by His wisdom, not the 
world's wisdom. On God's view of the world's opinion, see 3:19. 

16. Some manuscripts say "a sign" { K}. 
17. This word means "proclaim as a herald". On this word, see 2 Tim 

4:2. Related to "proclamation" in v 21, but not to "proclaim" in 2: I. 
18. Or, "a crucified Messiah". This is a participle, "having been crucified". 
19. Or, a "trap". On this word, see "cause of falling" in Rom 11 :9. 
20. Some manuscripts say "Greeks" {N}. 
21. That is, the message, the proclamation (v 21) of Christ crucified 

(v 23 ), proceeding from God. 
22. Or, this may be a statement, not a command, "For you see your call

ing ... ". On this word, see "see" in Rev I: 11. 
23. Or, "with respect to, in relation to" human standards or natural gifts. 

GK2848. 
24. Or, "that not many are wise ... flesh'', or, "that not many wise ... flesh 

are called''. Likewise for the next two phrases. 
25. Or, "mighty, strong". Same word as in Act 25:5. Used of Apollos 

in Act 18:24. On this word, see Lk 24: 19. 

26. Or, "noble". Elsewhere only in Lk 19:12 (physical nobility); Act 
17: 11 (spiritual nobility). GK 2302. 

27. Or, "called out, picked out, selected". Same word as in v 28; Mk 
13:20; Lk 6:13; 9:35; 10:42; 14:7; Jn 6:70; 13:18; 15:16, 19; Act 
1:2, 24; 6:5; 13:17; 15:22, 25; Eph 1:4; Jam 2:5. Elsewhere only 
as "made a choice" in Act 15:7. GK 1721. Related to "chosen" in 
Rom 8:33. 

28. Or, "base, not-noble, not-well-born", answering to the word "well
born" in v 26. Ones of no family. Used only here. GK 38. 

29. Or, "despised". On this word, see I Thes 5:20. 
30. Some manuscripts say" ... treated with contempt, and the things not 

being" { B}. That is, the things not "being, existing" as anything at 
all in the eyes of the world. 

31. Same word as in 2:6. 
32. That is, God chose things thought to be worthless, nothing, to void 

things thought to be of value, important. 
33. More literally, "so that all flesh may not boast". On "no flesh", see 

Mt 24:22. On "boast", see 2 Cor 11: 16. 
34. Some manuscripts say "His", {N}, so that it says "in His sight". 
35. Paul closely links these two terms. Some think there are three par

allel concepts, "wisdom ... , both righteousness and holiness, and 
redemption". Others think the last three terms explain "wisdom". 
Others think the last three terms stand for and detail the unex
pressed "power of God" (note v 24). 

36. Or, "sanctification". On this word, see Heb 12:14. 
37. Some think Paul means our initial redemption at salvation, and that 

it is placed last for emphasis; others, that it refers to our final 
redemption. On this word, see Rom 3:24. 

38. That is, in Act 18: I. 
39. Or, "preeminence, excellence". On this word, see I Tim 2:2. 
40. This word means to proclaim as a messenger. See Phil I: 18 on it. 

Compare the word in I Cor 1:23. 
41. That is, the gospel. See v 7 on this word. Some manuscripts say 

"testimony" {B}, as in 1:6. 
42. Or, "came-to-be with, came to". GK 1181. 
43. This is the opposite of human self-confidence, because Paul's 

power had to come from God. On this word, see Phil 2: 12. Com
pare 2 Cor 2:14-3:6; I Thes 2:1-12. 

44. Some take this word as in 2: I, referring to Paul's manner of speak
ing; others, as in I: 18, referring to the content of his speaking; oth
ers, as a general reference to his speaking. 

45. Same word as in I :21. Some think Paul means the content, the mes
sage; others, the act of proclamation; others, the form of the message. 

46. Some manuscripts omit "words", either leaving it implied, "the per
suasive words of wisdom", or meaning "the persuasion of wisdom". 
Other manuscripts say "persuasive words ofhuman wisdom" { C}. 

47. Or, "proof, display". Some think Paul means "from the Spirit and 
power". His words were spoken "in connection with the demon
stration or proof in their hearts proceeding from or given by the 
Spirit and God's power", rather than in connection with persuasive 
words proceeding from human wisdom. Others think Paul means 
his words were spoken "in connection with proof that the Spirit and 
power were in him". Compare I Thes I :5. Some think miracle 
working, or miraculous gifts are included here. Used only here. GK 
618. Related to "display" in 4:9. 

A. I Cor 2:14 B. Mk 5:30 C. Lk 19:10 D. Gal 2:21 E. Eph 3:4, understanding F. Mt 17:5 G. Jn 3:36 H. I Jn 5:14, request J. Phil 2:21 
K. Rom 8:28 L. Tit 3:9 M. Mt 4:4, mankind N. I Thes 5: 14 0. 2 Pet I: 10 P. Rom 5:5, putto shame Q. Mt 7: I ,judge R. Mt 8: 17 S. Eph 5:21 



I Corinthians 2:6 580 Verse 

4C. Yet we are speaking wisdomA among the mature1, but a wisdom not of this age, nor a/the 1, 

rulers8 a/this age- the ones being brought-to-nothing2 

1 D. Rather3 we are speaking God's wisdom in a mystery"- the wisdom having been hidden5 

1 L Which God predestinedc before the ages for our glory 
2E. Which none a/the rulers a/this age has understood0

. For if they had understood, '-
they would not have crucified the Lord of glory 

'.' L'.. But6 it is just as it has been written- '1 

I F. "Things which an eye did not see, and an ear did not hear, and which did not 
come-up7 on the heart of a human- which8 God preparedE for the ones 
lovingF Him"9 

2D. And10 God revealedG it 11 to us through the12 Spirit 

1 I'. For the Spirit searches13 all things, even the deepH things of God 

11 ·. For who among people1 knowsK the things of the person except the spirit of the I I 
person within him? In this manner also, no one has known° the things of God 
except the Spirit of God 

21.. And we did not receive the spirit a/the world14, but the Spirit from God, in order 1 ' 

that we might knowK the things having been freely-given 15 to us by God-

11 . Things which we also are speaking- not in words taughtL by human wisdom, 16 I ; 

but in words taught by the Spirit17, combining 18 spiritualM things with spiritual 
words 

JD. But a natural 19 person1 does not accept20 the things of the Spirit of God I l 

1 I'. For they are foolishness 21 to him 
2L. And he is not able to understand0 , because they are spiritually examined22 

4D. But the spiritual23 person examines all24 things, yet he himself is examined by no one25 I' 

11:. For "who knew0 the mindN of the Lord, who will instruct Him?" [Isa 40: 13], and we I 11 

have the mindN of Christ26 

'.iC. And I, brothers, was not able to speak to you as to spiritualM ones, but as to ones made-of
flesh27, as to infants28 in Christ. 

0

I gave you milk to drink, not29 food0 , for you were not yet able 
6C. But not-even30 still31 now are you able, "for you are32 still fleshly33 

11 l. For where there is jealousyP and strife34 among you, are you not fleshly and walkingO in 
accordance with human1 thinking35? 

2D. For whenever one says, "I am of Paul'', and another "I am of Apollos", are you not 4 
[mere] humans36? 



581 I Corinthians 3:4 

I. Or, "complete, perfect". Some think Paul means the "spiritual ones" 
(2: 15; 3: I), as opposed to "infants" (3: I). Others think he means 
"Christians" as opposed to "natural ones" (2: 14). On this word, see 
"complete" in I Cor 13:10. 

2. Same word as in I :28. Or, "done away with, nullified". On this 
word, see "done away with" in Rom 6:6. 

3. Same word as "But" in v 4, 5, 9, 12, 13. GK 247. 
4. Some think Paul means "speaking ... in a mystery"; others, "God's 

wisdom (contained] in a mystery". "Mystery" refers to something 
hidden in the past, but now revealed by God, that is, the gospel. It 
is defined in v 7-13; Rom 16:25-26; Eph 3:3-7; Col 1:26-28. On 
this word, see Rom 11 :25. 

5. This verb modifies "wisdom'', not "mystery''. Elsewhere only in 
Eph 3:9; Col I :26; Lk 10:21. GK 648. Related to the words in Mk 
4:22; Jn 8:59; I Cor 4:5. 

6. That is, "But this wisdom is", or ''But we are speaking" (in both 
cases, referring back to v 7). Paul is continuing the contrast with what 
"this age" (v 6) thinks, as exemplified in its rulers (v 6, 8). This could 
also be placed as point 20. Others take this as a direct contrast to the 
rulers and their action described in v 8, making this point IF. "But it 
happened just as ... ". 

7. Or, "arise". Same phrase as in Act 7:23; Lk 24:38. GK 326. 
8. Instead of"which", some manuscripts say "all that" {N}. 
9. Some think Paul is paraphrasing Isa 64:4; others, summarizing sev

eral passages. Consult the commentaries. God's mystery or hidden 
wisdom contains things which are not human in origin and not 
known by humans, but which He planned from eternity, kept hid
den until Christ, and revealed in the gospel, v I 0-13. 

10. Or, "But, Now". Some manuscripts say "For" {B}. 
11. That is, the "hidden wisdom" in the "mystery" (v 7), containing 

things "predestined" (v 8) and "prepared" (v 9), but unimagined by 
humans (v 9). Or, "them", the prepared things (v 9), contained in 
the hidden wisdom (v 7). 

12. Some manuscripts say "His Spirit" {N). 
13. Or, "inquires, investigates, examines''. Elsewhere only in Jn 5 :39; 

7:52; Rom 8:27; I Pet I: 11; Rev 2:23. GK 2236. 
14. Some think Paul means "Satan"; others, the spirit of human wis

dom in general. 
15. Or, "granted", given as a gift or favor without cause. Same word 

as in Act 25: 11, 16; Rom 8:32; Gal 3: 18; and as "grant" in Lk 7:21; 
Act 3: 14; 27:24; Phil I :29; 2:9; Phm 22. Elsewhere only as "for
give" twelve times (see Lk 7:42). GK 5919. This is the verb related 
to the word "grace" in Eph 2:8. 

16. Or, "not in taught words o/human wisdom". 
17. Some manuscripts say "Holy Spirit" {N}. 
18. This word means "combine, compare, explain''. Some think Paul 

means that spiritual truths or thoughts of God (v 10-11) are com
bined with the spiritual words given by the Holy Spirit. Others think 
he means "explaining spiritual things to spiritual people''. It is used 
of Joseph "interpreting" the dream in Gen 40:8. There are other 
views. Elsewhere only as "compare" in 2 Cor 10: 12. GK 517 3. 

19. This word means "pertaining to the soul", a soul-person, a person 

limited to the human soul's abilities and perspectives, a non-Chris
tian, the human animal. Jude 19 adds "not having the Spirit". Jam 
3: 15 combines "earthly, natural, demonic". Elsewhere only in I Cor 
15:44, 46, of the natural, physical body. GK 6035. 

20. Or, "receive, welcome". On this word, see "welcome" in Mt 10:40. 
21. Same word as in 1:18, 21, 23. Elsewhere only in 3:19. GK 3702. 

Related to "foolish" in Tit 3:9, and the verb in I :20 and Rom I :22. 
22. Or, "investigated, questioned, discerned". This word is used of arriv

ing at the truth through questioning and investigation, as in a judi
cial hearing. The natural person does not have the spiritual ability to 
properly examine spiritual things or people. Elsewhere only in 2: 15; 
4:3,4;9:3; 10:25,27; 14:24;andinLk23:14;Act4:9; 12:19; 17:11; 
24:8; 28: 18. GK 373. Related to "examination" in Act 25:26. 

23. This word means "pertaining to the Spirit", a Spirit-person, a per
son under the direction of the Holy Spirit. Used in this sense only 
in 3:1; 14:37; and Gal 6:1. On this word, see 14:1. 

24. Some manuscripts can be understood to say "examines everyone, 
yet..." {C}. 

25. That is, no one without the Spirit; no natural person. 
26. The spiritual person has the mind of Christ and examines things 

using God's wisdom. Some manuscripts say "of the Lord" {B}. 
27. Or, "fleshy ones". That is, ones like non-believers in their thinking, 

ones upon whom the Spirit has made very little impact as yet since 
they had just become believers. Paul is not faulting such people. He 
regards them as infants. Same word as in Rom 7:14; 2 Cor 3:3. 
Elsewhere only as "fleshy" in Heb 7:16. GK 4921. Some manu
scripts say "fleshly" { N}, using the related word in v 3. 

28. Or, "children, immature ones, child-like ones, minors (not yet of 
age)". Same word as in Heb 5:13. Elsewhere only as "child" in Mt 
11:25; 21:16; Lk 10:21; Rom 2:20; I Cor 13:11; Gal 4:1, 3; Eph 
4:14; and "child-like" in I Thes 2:7. GK 3758. Related to "be child
like" in 14:20. 

29. Some manuscripts say "and not" { K}. 
30. Some manuscripts say "neither" {K}. 
31. Some manuscripts omit this word {A}. 
32. The contrast is between what the Corinthians "were" (v 1-2), which 

was appropriate at the time, and what they "are" now, which is no 
longer appropriate at all. 

33. Or, "carnal". This word means "pertaining to the flesh", flesh-peo
ple; here, Christians still living like non-Christians; people with the 
Spirit, living by the flesh. Paul is faulting the Corinthians here. This 
sense occurs in 2 Cor I: 12; I Pet 2: 11. Elsewhere only in the sense 
of"material, physical" in Rom 15:27; I Cor9:1I;2 Cor 10:4. GK 
4920. Related to "made of flesh" in v I. 

34. On this word, see "quarrels" in I: 11. Some manuscripts add "and 
divisions" {B}. 

35. Or, "in accordance with mankind". That is, with human logic, goals, 
ways of viewing things. The grammar indicates a "yes" answer is 
expected to this question, and the next one. 

36. And so Paul returns full circle to where he began in I: 12-13. Some 
manuscripts say "fleshly" {N}, as in v 3. 

A. I Cor 12:8 B. Rev 1:5 C. Rom 8:29 D. Lk I :34, know E. Mk 14: 15 F. Jn 21: 15, devotedly love G. 2 Thes 2:3 H. 2 Cor 8:2 J. Mt 4:4, 
mankind K. I Jn 2:29 L. Jn 6:45 M. I Cor 14: I N. Rom 7:23 0. Mk 7: 19 P. 2 Cor 11 :2 Q. Heb 13:9 



I Corinthians 3:5 582 

>13. Therefore, what' is Apollos? And what is Paul?- servants2 through whom you believed, even as 
the Lord gaveA to each3 one 

I c·. I planted, Apollos watered, but God was causing-growth8 

ID. So then neither is the one planting anything, nor the one watering, but God causing the 
growth 

2l ·. And the one planting and the one watering are one4, but each will receive his own rewardc 

Verse 

7 

according to his own labor5. °For we are God's fellow-workers6; you are God's farm, God's ·1 

building0 

1 D. I laid7 a foundationE according-to8 the grace of God having been given to me as a wise i 11 

master-builder9
, and another is building-uponF it 

2 D But let each one be watching-out 10 how he builds-uponF it 

1 L For no one can layG another foundation" other than the one which is laid 12, which : 1 
is Jesus Christ 

21 And if one buildsF gold, silver, precious stones, wood, hay, straw upon the 13 i .~ 
foundationE, •each one's work will become evident" · I 

11 . For the day 14 will make it clear15, because it is revealed1 by fire. And the fire 
itself 16 will test 17 what-sortK each one's work is 

I< 1. lfone's work which he built-uponF it shall remain18, he will receive a rewardc '-l 

2C i. lfone's work shall be burned-up, he will suffer-loss 19
• But he himself will I' 

be savedL, yet so as through fire 

.1 I). Do you not know that you are God's temple20, and the Spirit of God is dwellingM in you21 ? I <1 

If anyone ruins22 the temple of God, God will ruin this23 one. For the temple of God is 1 7 

holyN- which24 you are! 

-'C ·. Let no one be deceiving0 himself. If anyone among you thinksr that he is wise in this age, let ; ~ 
him become foolish, in order that he may become wise. 

0

For the wisdom of this world is 1 'l 
foolishness with God 

I D. For it has been written [in Job 5: 13 ], "He is the One catching the wise in their craftiness25" 

2 I). And again [in Ps 94: 11 ], "The Lord knows the thoughts26 of the wise, that they are futile27" ~O 

4( ·. So then, let no one be boastingO in peopleR ' I 

I D. For all things are yours-' whether Paul or Apollos or Cephas or the world or life or death 
or things present or things coming28- all things are yours 

2[) And you are Christ's, and Christ is God's 

,, 

'l 

5( ·. Let a person be considering29 us in-this-manner- as attendants30 a/Christ, and stewards31 of -+•I 
the mysteriess of God 

11 ). Here32
, furthermorer, it is soughtu in33 stewards that one be found faithful34 2 



I. Both here and in the next phrase, some manuscripts say "who" 
instead of"what" {N}. Some manuscripts reverse the names, Paul 
first, then Apollos {A}. 

2. Or, "ministers", not faction leaders. The root word means "to 
serve". It is used in the NT of Christ, household servants, minis
ters/servants of Christ, deacons, and government authorities. Same 
word as Mt 20:26; 22: 13; 23: 11; Mk 9:35; 10:43; Jn 2:5, 9; 12:26; 
Rom 13:4; 15:8; 16:1; 2 Cor 6:4; 11:23; Col 1:7; I Tim 4:6. Else
where only as "minister" in 2 Cor 3:6; 11: 15; Gal 2: 17; Eph 3:7; 
6:21; Col I :23, 25; 4:7; and "deacon" in Phil I: I; I Tim 3:8, 12. GK 
JJ56. Related to "ministry" in I Cor 12:5. Some manuscripts say 
"Paul, other than servants ... " {N), "other than" also being found 
in 2 Cor 1:13. 

3. That is, to Paul and Apollos. 
4. Or, "one thing", that is, in one category. This is detailed in v 9. Paul 

and Apollos are God's fellow workers. 
5. Or, "toil, work". Same word as in 15:58; I Thes I :3; Rev 2:2; 14: 13. 

It also means "troubles" (see Lk 18:5). Used 18 times. GK 3160. 
Related to "being weary" in Mt 11 :28. 

6 Paul may mean "Apollos and I are co-workers serving God"; or, 
"we are co-workers with God". 

7. Some manuscripts say "I have laid" {N}. That is, in Corinth. 
8. Or, "based on". GK 2848. 
9. Or, "architect". Used only here. GK 802. The Greek is architekton, 

from which we get our English word. 
10. Or, "beware". On this word, see "see" in Rev 1:11. 
11. Same word as in v 10, 12; Rom 15:20; Eph 2:20. 
12. Or, "than the one lying there". This is a participle. That is, the one 

laid by God and Paul in Corinth (v I 0), and more broadly than 
Corinth, by God at the cross (Gal I :6-7). This part of the building 
is done. GK 3023. Not related to "lay" earlier. 

13. Some manuscripts say "this" {N}. 
14. That is, the day of judgment. See Rom 14:10; 2 Cor 5:10. 
15. Or, "make it evident, reveal it, show it". "Make clear" is the same 

word as in I Cor I: 11; Col I :8; Heb 9:8; 2 Pet I: 14. Elsewhere only 
as "indicate" in Heb 12:27; I Pet 1:11. GK IJ17. Related to "evi
dent" in Gal 3: 11. 

16. Or, "it", so that it says "And of what sort each one's work is, the fire 
will test it". Some manuscripts omit this word {C). 

583 1 Corinthians 4:2 

17. Or, "prove, examine by testing". On this word, see "approve" in 
Rom 12:2. 

18. Some manuscripts say "remains" {N}, the difference being an 
accent mark. 

19. Or, "forfeit" (the reward). Same word as in 2 Cor 7:9; Phil 3:8. Else
where only as "forfeit" in Mt 16:26; Mk 8:36; Lk 9:25. GK 2423. 
Related to "loss" in Phil 3:7. 

20. Same word as in Eph 2:21; I Cor 6: 19; 2 Cor 6: 16. The concept is 
also in I Pet 2:5; 4: 17; Rom 8:9; etc. 

21. This word is plural. "You (collectively) are the temple, and the 
Spirit dwells in you (collectively)". Compare 6: 19, where each 
Corinthian is individually a temple of God. 

22. Or, "corrupts, destroys, spoils". Elsewhere only as "corrupt" in 
15:33; 2 Cor 7:2; 11 :3; Eph 4:22; Rev 19:2; and "destroy" in 2 Pet 
2:12; Jude 10. GK 5780. 

23. Some manuscripts say "will ruin him" {NJ. 
24. Some think Paul is referring back to "holy"; others, to "temple". 

The temple, considered as a spiritual building of living stones in 
which God lives- you all are that temple. 

25. Or, "trickery, cunning". Elsewhere only in Lk 20:23; 2 Cor 4:2; 
II :3; Eph 4:14. GK 4111. Related to "crafty" in 2 Cor 12:16. 

26. Or, "reasonings, opinions". On this word, see Jam 2:4. 
27. Or, "worthless", in terms of knowing God. On this word, see I 

Cor 15: 17. Compare Act 14:15; I Pet I: 18. 
28. On this phrase, "things present or things coming", see Rom 8:38. 
29. Or, "counting, estimating, regarding". On this word, see Rom 3:28. 
30. Or, "assistants, servants, underlings, helpers", such as of a king, a 

court, a temple, a doctor, or some other superior. Same word as in 
Lk 4:20. Elsewhere only as "servant" in Lk I :2; Jn 18:36; Act 
26: 16; "assistant" in Act 13:5; "officer" of the court in Mt 5:25; and 
"officer" of the temple (see Jn 18: 12). GK 5677. Related to "serve" 
in Act 13:36. 

31. Or, "household managers, administrators". On this word, see I 
Pet4:10. 

32. Paul may mean "here on earth" or "here in this matter". GK 6045. 
33. That is, "in the case of". GK 1877. 
34. Or, "trustworthy, dependable". Same word as in Mt 24:45; 25:21, 

23; 2 Tim 2:2. On this word, see Col I :2. 

A. Eph 1:22 B. Jn 3:30, grow C. Rev 22:12, recompense D. Rom 14:19, edification E. I Tim 6:19 F. Jude 20, building up G. Act 19:21, put 
H.Roml:l9 J.2Thes2:3 K.Act26:29 L.Lkl9:l0 M.Rom8:11 N.1Petl:l6 O.Rom7:11 P.Lkl9:11 Q.2Corl1:16 R.Mt4:4, 
mankind S. Rom 11 :25 T. 2 Pet 3: 16, other U. Phil 2:21 



I Corinthians 4:3 584 Verse 

2D. Now to me, it is a very small thing1 that I should be examined2 by you, or by a humanA , 
day0 of judgment 

3D. But I do not even examine myself! 

IE. For I am consciousc of nothing against myself, but I have not been declared-right1 4 
by this 

2E. But the One examining me is the Lord 

4 D. So then do not be j udging4 anything before the time0 , until the Lord comes 

IL. Who will both5 illuminateE the hidden6 things of the darkness,7 and revea(F the 
motives8 of the hearts 

21~ .. And at-that-timeG the praise9 will come to each one from God 

41~. Now brothersH, I applied 10 these things to myself and Apollos for your sakes, in order that in us 1 • 

you might leaml the saying "Do not go 11 beyond the things which have been written"- in order 
that you might not be puffed-up 12 , one on behalf of the one against the other11 

IC. For who discems14 you to be superior? 
::'C. And what do you have that you did not receive? But if indeed you received it, why do you 

boast as-though not having received it? 
iC. You are already satisfied15! You already became-richK! You became-kings 16 without us! And :--

o-that indeed you became-kings, in order that we also might reign with you. 
0

For17 I thinkL God LJ 

displayed 18 us the apostles as last, 19 like ones condemned-to-death- because 

ID. We were made20 a spectacle21 to the worJdM- both to angels and to people 

I L We are foolish ones for the sake of Christ, but you are wise ones in Christ 111 
21'. We are weak ones, but you are strong ones 
3L You are distinguishedN ones, but we are dishonored0 ones 
.:.J.E. Until the present hour indeed we hunger, and thirst, and are naked22

, and are I I 
beaten21

, and live-transiently24, •and laborP - workingO with our own hands I ' 
~L While being reviled25 , we bless\ while being persecuteds, we endureT; while being I; 

slandered, we conciliate26 

2D. We were made like the sweepings27 of the worldM, the scum28 of all things, up to now 

4( . I am writing these things not shamingu you, but admonishing29 you as my belovedv childrenw 14 

ID. For if you should have ten-thousand tutorsx in Christ, yet you do not have many fathers I' 
:'I). For I fatheredv you in Christ Jesus through the good-newsz. "Therefore I exhortAA you- J 1, 

be30 imitators00 of me 
:m. For this reason I sent Timothy to you11 I -

IF. Who is my belovedv and faithfulcc childw in the Lord 
::'!:. Who will remind you as to my ways in Christ Jesus12, just as I am teaching 

everywhere in every church 

.:.J.D. Now some were puffed-up as-ifl were not coming to you. "But I will come to you soon, I ~-1 'l 
ifthe Lord wills00 



585 l Corinthians 4: 19 

I. More literally, "it is for a very small thing". That is, "it means very 
little" to me. 

2. That is, as to his faithfulness, his execution of his stewardship. On 
this word, see 2: 14. Same word as in v 4. 

3. That is, right before God, faithful, innocent, worthy of reward and 
praise (v 5). My self-judgment as to my faithfulness- good or bad
lacks God's perspective, so I do not judge myself. The fact that I am 
ignorant of a fault will not relieve me of responsibility for it, and loss 
(3: 15). On this word, see "declared righteous" in Rom 3:24. 

4. The grammar implies "stop judging", or, "do not make a habit of 
judging". 

5. Or, "also". 
6. Same word as in 14:25; Mk 4:22; Lk 8:17; Rom 2:16, 29; 2 Cor4:2; 

I Pet 3:4. Elsewhere only as "secret" in Mt 6:4, 6; 10:26; Lk 12:2; Jn 
7:4, 10, 18:20. GK 3220. Related to the verb "hidden" in Jn 8:59. 

7. That is, the things the darkness hides, the unseen things. God will 
reveal the whole picture. 

8. Or, "counsels, purposes, plans". On this word, see "counsel" in 
Eph 1:11. 

'I. Or, "approval, commendation". Elsewhere only in Rom 2:29; 13:3; 
2 Cor 8: 18; Eph 1:6, 12, 14; Phil I: 11; 4:8; I Pet I :7; 2: 14. GK 
2047. Related to the verb in Rom 15: 11. 

I 0. Or, "transformed, adapted, changed". Used in a rhetorical sense 
only here. I transformed my teaching into an exposition concern
ing myself and Apollos. On this word, see "transform" in Phil 3:21. 

11. The verb is not expressed. Some manuscripts say "To not think 
beyond ... " {N}. 

12. That is, puffed up with pride. Same word as in v 18, 19. Elsewhere 
only in I Cor 5:2; 8: I; 13:4; Col 2: 18. GK 5881. 

13. That is, for example, one on behalf of Paul against Apollos. 
14. Or, "distinguishes, differentiates". Same word as in 6:5; 14:29. On 

this word, see "doubting" in Jam I :6. The related noun occurs in 
12: I 0, "discernments" of spirits. We are puffed up with pride and 
divide into parties because we think we are superior. We are right 
and they are wrong. Paul asks, "Who distinguishes you as superior 
to someone else?", "Who regards you as superior?". Others trans
late "Who makes you to differ?", that is, who among you makes 
you superior? 

15. Or, "filled". Or, "You already have enough, have all you want, have 
your fill". This is a participle, you are already "having been satis-

tied". Note the sarcasm in these 3 phrases, and how they build to a 
climax. Elsewhere only in Act 27:38. GK 3 I 70. 

16. Or, "reigned" as kings, as this word is used later in the verse. On 
this word, see "reign" in Rev 19:6. 

17. I wish we reigned with you, for our state as apostles is quite the 
opposite. 

18. Or, "exhibited". On this word, see 2 Thes 2:4. 
19. That is, last in status, regarded as low as men condemned to die. 

God put us on display as the lowest in rank of all people, looking 
up to your exalted position! Paul enlarges this in verses 10-13. 

20. Or, "We became" here and in v 13 (2D.). GK I 181. 
21. Or, a "show, theater". Elsewhere only as "theater" in Act 19:29, 31. 

The Greek is theatron. GK 2 5 I 9. Related to "make a spectacle" in 
Heb 10:33. 

22. Or, "poorly clothed". That is, without proper clothing. Used only 
here. GK I 2 I 7. Related to "naked" in Jam 2: 15, and "nakedness" 
in 2 Cor 11:27. 

23. This word means "to strike with the fist". Elsewhere only in Mt 
26:67; Mk 14:65; 2 Cor 12:7; I Pet 2:20. GK 3139. 

24. Or, "are unsettled, unstable, vagabonds, drifters, homeless; wan
dering from place to place". That is, the apostles are always mov
ing from place to place, without a permanent home. It is a negative 
word. It is hard to find a single English word for this that does not 
add its own connotations. Used only here. GK 841. Not related to 
"home", but to "unsteady, unstable". 

25. Or "slandered, insulted, spoken to abusively, reproached". Else
where only in Jn 9:28; Act 23:4; I Pet 2:23. GK 3366. Related to 
"a reviling" in I Pet 3:9; and "reviler" in I Cor 5: 11. 

26. Or, "encourage, appeal, exhort, comfort". On this word, see 
"exhorting" in Rom 12:8. 

27. Or, "rinsings, filth, trash'', that which is cleaned out when something 
is cleaned. Used only here. GK 4326. The root word is "clean". 

28. Or, "dregs, scrapings, offscouring", that which is wiped off or 
scraped out. Used only here. GK 4370. The related verb means "to 
wipe around". 

29. On this word, see Col I :28. Some manuscripts say "I am admonish-
ing" {C}. 

30. Or, "become". GK 1181. 
31. However, the letter would arrive first, 16: I 0. 
32. Some manuscripts omit this word {C}. 

A. I Cor 10: 13, common to humanity B. 2 Pet 3:8 C. Act 5:2, shared the knowledge D. Mt 8:29 E. Heb 6:4, enlighten F. I Jn 2: 19, make evident 
G. Mt 24:9, then H. Act 16:40 J. Phil 4:11 K. I Tim 6:18, be rich L. Lk 19:11 M. I Jn 2:15 N. Lk 7:25, glorious 0. I Cor 12:23, more 
without honor P. Mt 11 :28, being weary Q. Mt 26: 10 R. Lk 6:28 S. 2 Tim 3: 12 T. 2 Cor 11 :4, bear with U. Lk 18:2, have regard for 
V. Mt 3:17 W. I Jn 3:1 X. Gal 3:24 Y. I Jn 2:29, born Z. I Cor 15:1 AA. Rom 12:8 BB. Eph 5:1 CC. Col 1:2 DD. Jn 7:17 



I Corinthians 4:20 586 Verse 

11 :. And I shall come-to-knowA not the talk' of the ones having been puffed-up8 , but the 
powerc. •For the kingdom0 of God is not in2 talk, but in power 11J 

::'I·. What do you want? Should I come to you with a rod3, or with love and a spirit of ::'I 
gentlenessE? 

2.-\. Sexual-immorality4 is actually5 being heard-of among you- and such sexual immorality which is not " 
even6 among the Gentiles, that someone has7 the wife of his father8 

I ll. And you are puffed-up9
, and did not moumF instead, in order that the one having doneG this deedH 

might be taken out of your midst 10 

::'13. For indeed I, being" absenti in the body but presentK in the 12 spirit, have already judged13- as
though being present14

- the one having thus committedL this thing 

I ( . In the name of our Lord Jesus 15 

::'C. You and my spirit having been gathered-togetherM 
3( With 16 the powerC of our Lord Jesus 
4( ". You are to hand-over17 such a one to Satan for the destruction18 of his flesh 19, in order that his 

spirit may be savedN on the day of the Lord20 

'll. Your boast21 is not good. Do you not know that a little leaven22 leavens the whole lump23? ·clean- fl-" 

out24 the old leaven, in order that you may be a new lump, just as you are unleavened0 

I ( . For indeed, our Passover [Lamb] was sacrificed25- Christ 
::ic · So then let us celebrate-the-feast26 not with old leaven,27 nor with the leaven ofbadness28 and 

evilnessr, but with the unleavened0 loaves of purity29 and truthO 

413. I wrote30 you in the letter3 1 not to associate-with32 sexually-immoraP3 ones-·not34 at-all35 meaning 9- I il 

with the sexually-immoral ones of this world, or with the greedy and36 swindlers37, or with idolaters, 
because then you would have to go out of the world! 

I ( But now38 I wrote39 to you not to associate-with them if anyone being named a brotherR should I I 

be a sexually-immoral one, or a greedy one, or an idolater, or a reviler4°, or a drunkard41 , or 
a swindler'- not even to eat with such a one 

::'( For what do I have to do with42 judging43 the ones outside44? I.' 

.i ( Are you not judging the ones inside?45 

4( . But Godjudges46 the ones outside Ii 

Sil. Remove47 the eviF one from-among you yourselves48 

';\. Does any one of you, having a matteru against the other, darev to go-to-court49 before the unrighteousw <' I 
ones, and not before the saintsx? 



587 1 Corinthians 6: 1 

I. Or, "speech, word". On this word, see "word" in 12:8. 
2. Or, "in the sphere of". GK 1877. 
J. That is, a rod used to give whippings, as happened to Paul in Act 

16:22. Same word as in Heb 9:4; Rev 2:27; 12:5; 19: 15. Elsewhere 
only as "staff" in Mt IO: IO; Mk 6:8; Lk 9:3; Heb 11:21; Rev 11:1; 
and "scepter" in Heb I :8. GK 4811. Related to "beat with rods" in 
Act 16:22. 

4. This word, rendered "fornication" by the KJV, refers to illicit sex 
in general, to sexual intercourse outside of the marriage relation
ship. It is also used metaphorically of spiritual unfaithfulness to 
God. Elsewhere only in Mt 5:32; 15:19; 19:9; Mk 7:21; Jn 8:4l;Act 
15:20, 29; 21:25; I Cor 6: 13, 18; 7:2; 2 Cor 12:21; Gal 5:19; Eph 
5:3; Col 3:5; I Thes 4:3; Rev 2:21; 9:21; 14:8; 17:2, 4; 18:3; 19:2. 
GK 4518. The Greek isporneia. Related to the noun in 5:9; the verb 
in 6: 18; and "prostitute" in 6: 15. 

5. Same word as in 6:7. Elsewhere only following "not" as "at all" in 
Mt 5:34; I Cor 15:39. GK 3914. 

6. Some manuscripts add "named" {N}. 
7. That is, as his wife or cohabiting sexual partner. Same word as in 

7:2, and Mt 14:4, where Herod "has" his brother's wife. It is the 
common verb "to have'', used 708 times. GK 2400. 

8. That is, his step mother. Evidently this woman was not a Christ
ian, since Paul does not address her case (note v 12). 

9. This is a participle, you are "having been puffed up". Same word 
as in 4:6. 

I 0. Some take this as a question, "And you are puffed up, and did not 
rather mourn ... ?" On this word, see 2 Thes 2:7. 

I I . Some manuscripts say "as being absent" { N}. 
12. That is, "my spirit". Note v 4. 
13. Or, "determined". Some think Paul means "I have judged ... the one 

having"; others, "I have determined ... as to the one having". This is 
the Greek order of phrases in v 3-5. On this word, see Mt 7: I. 

14. That is, in body. On this word, see Rev 17:8. 
15. Some manuscripts add "Christ"; others say "the Lord Jesus" { C}. 

Some take this phrase with "gathered together"; others, with "hand 
over"; others, with both. Paul placed it first for emphasis. 

16. This word means "together with, along with, accompanied by", not 
"by means of". GK 5250. Some take this with "gathered-together"; 
others, with "hand over". 

17. Or, "deliver". Used for handing over prisoners to the authorities. 
Same phrase as in I Tim I :20. Compare Mt 18: 15-20; 2 Thes 3: 14-
15. Some think this refers to a special apostolic power, as seen in 
Act 5: 1-11and13:9-11; others, to putting him out of the church, as 
in v 13; Mt 18: 17. On this word, see Mt 26:21. 

18. Same word as in I Thes 5:3; 2 Thes I :9. Elsewhere only as "ruin" 
in I Tim 6:9. GK 3897. Related to "utterly-destroyed" in Act 3:23; 
and to "destroyer" in I Cor 10:10. 

19. Some think Paul means the sinful flesh, the fleshly lusts; others, the 
physical body, that is, for suffering and death; others, both. 

20. Some manuscripts add "Jesus"; others add "Jesus Christ"; others 
say "our Lord Jesus Christ" { B}. 

21. That is, the matter about which you are boasting; the content of 
your boast. On this word, see Phil I :26. 

22. Some think Paul is referring to the evil this man represents; oth
ers, to the evil man himself; others, to the Corinthians' boasting 

concerning their tolerance of him. In any case, the evil referred to 
will permeate like leaven, and change the whole church for the 
worse. Clean it out! On this word, and the verb next, see Mt 13:33. 

23. That is, lump of dough. 
24. Some manuscripts say "Therefore, clean-out" {N}. 
25. On this word, see "slaughter" in Act I 0: 13 Some manuscripts add 

"forus" {N). 
26. Used only here. GK 2037. Related to "feast" in Jn 13:29. 
27. As part of the Jewish Passover, all leaven is removed from the 

house and unleavened bread is eaten as a reminder of the haste 
with which the Israelites left Egypt. Paul applies this to the 
Corinthians' spiritual lives. 

28. Or, "malice". That is, moral or interpersonal badness. On this word, 
see I Pet 2: I. 

29. Or, "sincerity". On this word, see 2 Cor I: 12. 
30. Or, "I did write". On this word, see I Jn 2: 12. 
3 I. Some think Paul means a previous letter, which we do not have. Oth

ers think he is referring to this letter, to what is implied in v 2, 5. 
32. Or, "mingle together, mix with, keep company". Elsewhere only in 

5: 11; 2 Thes 3: 14. GK 5264. The root word is "mix". 
33. Or, "fornicators". Elsewhere only in 5:10, 11; 6:9; Eph 5:5; I Tim 

1:10; Heb 12:16; 13:4; Rev 21:8; 22:15. GK 4521. Related word 
in 5: I. 

34. Some manuscripts add prior to "not" the word "indeed" { N), ren-
dered "yet" in the KJV. 

35. Or, "surely not meaning". On this word, see "surely" in 9: IO. 
36. Some manuscripts say "or" {N). 
37. Or, "robbers, plunderers". Same word as in v 11; 6:10. On this 

word, see "ravenous" in Mt 7: 15. Related to "plundering" in Heb 
10:34, and "snatch away" in 2 Cor 12:2. 

38. Or, "But as it is", making a logical connection to what was previ
ously written, rather than a temporal connection. This idiom "but 
now" is used both ways. Same idiom as in 7: 14; 12:20; 14:6. "Now" 
is GK 3814. 

39. Or, "l did write". That is, here in this letter, and clarified here. Same 
word and grammar as in v 9. 

40. Elsewhere only in 6: I 0. GK 3368. The related verb is in 4: 12. 
41. Elsewhere only in 6: I 0. GK 3500. Related to "get drunk" in Jn 2: IO. 
42. On this phrase, see Jn 2:4. 
43. Some manuscripts add "also" {N}. On this word, see Mt 7:1. 
44. That is, the ones outside the church, non-Christians. 
45. The grammar indicates a "yes" answer is expected. We are to judge 

ones inside the church who are living like non-Christians. 
46. Or, "God will judge". The difference is an accent mark. 
47. Or, "Take out, Purge, Expel, Put away". Used only here. GK 1976. 

The root word is "take". Paul is echoing the phrase in Deut 17:7; 
19:19; 22:21, 24; 24:7; where this same word is used. Some man
uscripts begin this sentence with "And" { N}, which is rendered 
"Therefore" by the KJV. 

48. This phrase "you yourselves" is elsewhere only in 7:35; 11: 13; and 
Mk 6:31; Act 20:30. 

49. Or, "to be judged". This word normally means "to judge", as in 
5: 12, 13; 6:2, 3. But it is also a legal term meaning "to take to court, 
to sue, to be judged in court", as here and v 6. Same word as "sue" 
in Mt 5:40. On this word, see "judge" in Mt 7: I. 

A. Lk 1:34, know B. I Cor 4:6 C. Mk 5:30 D. Mt 3:2 E. Eph 4:2 F. Jam 4:9 G. Rom 2:1, practicing H. Mt 26: IO, work J. 2 Cor 13:10 
K. Rev 17:8 L. Phil 2:12, work out M. Mt 25:35, brought in N. Lk 19:10 0. Mk 14:12, unleavened bread P. Mt 22:18 Q. Jn 4:23 R.Act 16:40 
S.Mt7:15,ravenous T.Act25:18 U.Mtl8:19 V.2Corll:21 W.1Cor6:9,wrongdoers X.1Petl:l6,holy 



1 Corinthians 6:2 588 

J B. Or1 do you not know that the saints will judgeA the world? And if the world is judged by you, are 
you unworthy of the smallest cases2? 

0

Do you not know that we will judge angels?3 Shall I not
indeed4 mention things-pertaining-to-this-life5? 

2 ll. So indeed, if you have cases6 pertaining-to-this-life, are you seating7 these [as judges]- the ones 
having been of-no-account8 in the church? ·r say this to your shame9 

I ( ·. So is there10 not among you anyone wise who 11 will be able to discern 12 between his brotherll and 

Verse 

this brother-"but13 brother is going-to-court14 against brother, and this before unbelieversc? 11 

3 B. So indeed15, it is already0 actually16 a defeat 17 for you18 that you have lawsuitsE with each other 

I ( ·. Why19 not rather be wrongedF? Why not rather be defrauded20? 
2C. But you are wronging and defrauding- and this [your own] brothers! 21 ' 

I 0. Or do you not know that wrongdoers22 will not inheritG God's kingdomH? 'J 

IF. Do not be deceivedJ. Neither sexually-immoralK ones, nor idolaters, nor adulterers, 
nor homo-erotic-partners23, nor homosexuals24 , •nor thieves, nor greedy ones- not25 111 

drunkards, not revilers, not swindlers26- will inheritG the kingdom of God 
2L And some of you were these things. But you washed-them-away27, but you were 11 

sanctified28, but you were declared-righteousL in the name of the Lord Jesus Cluist29 

and in the Spirit of our God 

4i\. "All things are lawful3° to me", but not all things are beneficial31. "All things are lawful to me'', but I will I~ 
not be mastered32 by any 

I B. Foods are for the stomachM, and the stomach/or foodsn. But God will do-away-with34 both this and I I 
these 

2ll. But the body35 is not for sexual-immoralityN, butfor the Lord, and the Lord is for the body.• And I I 
God both raised0 the Lord, and will raise us up36 by His power 

3 Ii. Do you not know that your bodies are body-parts37 of Christ? Therefore, having taken-away the I' 
body-parts of Christ, shall I make them body-parts of a prostitute38? May it never be! 



589 l Corinthians 6: 15 

I. Some manuscripts omit this word {N}. 
2. Or, "courts, tribunals", as in Jam 2:6. Used of courts, and the cases 

heard there. Elsewhere only in v 4. GK 3215. 
3. The grammar of this question expects a "yes" answer. 
4. This word implies a question expecting a "no" answer, "No, don't 

mention them". Used only here. GK 3615. Others rephrase this as 
"How much more the things pertaining to this life!" 

5. Same word as in v 4. On this word, see "pertaining to life" in Lk 
21:34. 

6. Or, "courts". Same word as in v 2. 
7. Some take this as a command, "seat these ... church!"; others as an 

exclamation, "you seat these ... church!"; others, as a question. On 
this word, see "sat-down" in Rev 20:4. 

8. Or, "disregarded, despised, disdained". As a command, Paul means 
"seat the least one in the church as judge rather than go to unbe
lievers!" As a statement or a question, he is referring to the seating 
of unbelievers (v 6) as judges over them by going to their courts. 
On this word, see "treat with contempt" in I Thes 5:20. 

9. That is, to cause them to be ashamed. Elsewhere only in 15:34, 
where this sentence also refers to what precedes. GK 1959. Related 
to the verb in 4: 14, where Paul says he is not writing what precedes 
to shame them. 

I 0. Some render this "[ls it) so [that) there is not". 
11. Some manuscripts say "So is there not among you a wise one, not 

even one who ... " {N}. 
12. Or, "make a discernment, evaluation, decision". Same word as in4:7. 
13. Some take this phrase as part of the previous question; others, as a 

separate sentence, either as an exclamation, or as a question. 
14. Same word as in v I. 
15. Same phrase, "so indeed", as in v 4. Paul moves from where to try 

the case, to the fact that such lawsuits exist at all. Both sides already 
lost before God before the case is even heard! Some manuscripts 
omit"so" {C}. 

16. Same word as in 5:1. 
17. Or, "failure". On this word, see Rom 11: 12. 
18. Some manuscripts say "among you" { K}. 
19. More literally, "For what reason are you not rather being ... ", both 

times in this verse. GK 1328. 
20. Or, "robbed, deprived", as Christ taught, Mt 5:38-42. The party 

pressing the lawsuit has been defeated because he did not follow 
Christ in this matter. It is better to be wronged and defrauded than 
to have a lawsuit with a brother, even though you are in the right. 
Same word as in Mk I 0: 19; I Cor 6:8. Elsewhere only as "fraudu
lently withhold" in Jam 5:4; "deprive" in I Cor 7:5; and "rob" in I 
Tim 6:5. GK 691. 

21. Though Paul could mean that the party filing the lawsuit was in the 
wrong and trying to defraud his brother through it, perhaps he is turn
ing to the other party, the one committing the wrong. This party has 
been defeated by the sin itself Paul addresses this party in v 9-11. 

22. Or, "unrighteous ones", as in v I. Same root word as "wrong" in v 
7 and 8 (see Act 7:24), and rendered this way to show the connec
tion. Used 12 times. GK 96. 

23. Or, "catamites". This word was used of men and boys who gave 
themselves to be kept and used homosexually by older men. Thank
fully, modern English has no commonly used word for this prac
tice. GK 3434. 

24. That is, an adult male who engages in sex with another male. Made 
of two words "male-bed". "To have bed" means to have intercourse 
as in Rom 9: I 0. Elsewhere only in I Tim I: I 0. GK 780. ' 

25. Paul changes from "nor" to "not". Perhaps this is stylistic, or per
haps he highlights these because they describe the issues in Corinth 
resulting in their lawsuits. Some manuscripts continue to say "nor" 
in these three cases { N}. 

26. Same word as in 5: I 0, 11. On "reviler" and "drunkard", see 5: 11. 
27. Or, "you washed away your sins, you washed yourselves". It is not 

passive, as in "you were washed". Some think Paul is referring to 
when the Corinthians believed and were baptized. Elsewhere only 
in Act 22: 16, "wash away your sins". GK 666. Related to "wash
ing" in Eph 5:26. 

28. Or, "made holy, set apart [to God)". On this word, see Heb I 0:29. 
29. Some manuscripts omit this word {C}. 
30. Or, "permitted, authorized, right, proper" before God. This phrase 

is used twice here and in I 0:23. Paul probably made this statement 
to them with reference to the external things formerly commanded 
to him as a Jew, especially food restrictions (a subject found both 
here and in 10:23). The Corinthians appear to have misapplied this 
to the area of sexual behavior, which Paul now corrects. Paul 
appears to be quoting it as their slogan. Same word as in Mt 12:2, 
4, 10, 12; 14:4; 19:3; 20:15; 22:17; 27:6; Mk 2:24, 26; 3:4; 6:18; 
10:2; 12:14; Lk 6:2, 4, 9; 14:3; 20:22; Jn 5:10; and with regard to 
Roman law in Jn 18:31; Act 16:21; 22:25. Elsewhere only as "is 
permitted" in 2 Cor 12:4; "is permissible" in Act 21:37; and "is 
proper" in Act 2:29. GK 2003. 

31. Or, "useful, profitable, expedient, advantageous, helpful" (brought 
together for good). Same word as in 10:23; 2 Cor 8:10; 12:1; and 
as "benefit" in I Cor 12:7; Heb 12: IO. Elsewhere only as "be prof
itable" in Act 20:20; "be better" (see Mt 18:6); "be expedient" in 
Mt 19:10; and "bring together" in Act 19:19. GK 5237. Related to 
"benefit" in I Cor 7:35. 

32. Or, "be under the authority or power of". Elsewhere only as "have 
authority" in Lk 22:25; I Cor 7:4. GK 2027. Related to "authority" 
in Rev 6:8. 

33. Some think Paul is again quoting the Corinthians' slogan, which 
they were applying to sexual matters. "It's only natural", and has 
no moral or eternal consequence. Others think this is Paul's state
ment, affirming that this is the purpose for which God created 
foods, and thus "All things are lawful" is correctly applied to them. 
They have no other significance, and no place in the next life. 

34. Or, "bring to nothing, nullify". God will abolish both the stomach 
and the foods. On this word, see Rom 6:6. 

35. The case of the body is different. It was not made for sex, but for 
the Lord. And it will not be done away with, but transformed (Phil 
3:21), resurrected. It has a permanent place in the next life. 

36. Some manuscripts say "raised us up"; others, "raises us up" { B}. 
"Raise up" (GK 1995) is related to "raise" earlier. 

37. Or, "limbs, members of the body". On this word, see Col 3:5. 
38. Or, "whore". Elsewhere only in Mt 21 :31, 32; Lk 15:30; I Cor 6: 16; 

Heb 11:31; Jam 2:25; Rev 17:1, 5, 15, 16; 19:2. GK 4520. Related 
to the "sexual immorality" word group in 5:1; 5:9; 6:18. 

A. Mt 7: I B. Act 16:40 C. Mt 17: 17, unbelieving D. Mt 24:32 E. Jn 9:39, judgment F. Act 7:24 G. Gal 4:30 H. Mt 3:2 J. Jam 5: 19, err 
K. I Cor 5:9 L. Rom 3:34 M. Lk I: 15, womb N. I Cor 5: I 0. Mt 28:6, arose 



1 Corinthians 6: 16 590 Verse 

1 ( ·. Or1 do you not know that the one joining2 himself to a prostitute is one body with her? For He Jr, 

says [in Gen 2:24] "the two will be3 one flesh" 
2< '. But the one joining himself to the Lord is one spirit with Him I -
.\( '. Be fleeing4 sexual immorality I~ 

.m. Every sin which a personA may do is outside the body.5 But the one committing-sexual-immorality6 
is sinning against his own body 

I l'. Or do you not know that your body is the temple of the Holy Spirit in you, Whom you have I 'J 

from God? 
2 l. And you are not your own 7, •for you were bought8 with a pricec : 11 

J( . Therefore glorify0 God in your body8 

5.\. Now concerning the things which you wrote9 

11 l. ft is good 10 for a manA not to touch 11 a woman 

I< . But because of sexual-immoralitiesE, let each man have 12 his own wife, and let each woman 
have her own husband 

11 ). Let the husband give-backF to his wife her due 13, and likewise also the wife to her husband 

~ ' 
I 

2 D. The wife does not have-authority 14 over her own body, but the husband does. And J 

likewise also the husband does not have-authority over his own body, but the wife does 
3D. Do not be depriving0 one another- except perhaps by agreement15, for a time, in order ' 

that you may devote-yourselves16 to prayer 17 and [then] be 18 together19 again- in order 
that Satan may not temptH you because of your lack-of-self-control2° 

2<.. ·. But I am saying this21 by way of concession, not by way of command!. • And22 I wishK that all , , 
people" were as indeed myself23 

ID. But each has his own gift24 from God- one in this manner, and another in this manner 

.\C. And I say to the unmarried25 and the widows- it is good for them if they remainL as I also am ' 

ID. But if they do not have-self-control26
, let them marry27

. For it is betterM to marry than to 
be buming28 

4( ·. But to the ones having married I commandN- not I, but the Lord29-

ID. That a wife not be separated30 from her husband. 
0

But ifindeed she is separated, let her 1 I 
remainL unmarried, or let her be reconciled0 to her husband 

2D. And that a husband not leave31 his wife 

~< ·. But to the rest32 I say, not the Lord33- I, 

ID. If any brother has an unbelievingP wife, and this one consents34 to dwellO with him, let 
him not leave her. •And if any woman has an unbelieving husband, and this one consents I .~ 
to dwell with her, let her not leave her husband35 



591 I Corinthians 7: 13 

I. Some manuscripts omit this word { C}. 
2. This word means ''.join, unite, cling to, glue together". It is used of 

a husband and wife in Mt 19:5; of a believer and the Lord in I Cor 
6: 17; of joining or associating with others in Lk 15: 15; Act 5: 13; 
8:29; 9:26; 10:28; 17:34. Elsewhere only as "cling" in Lk 10:11; 
Rom 12:9; and in the idiom "reached" in Rev 18:5. GK 3140. 
Related word in Mk 10:7. 

3. Literally, "be for one flesh", a Hebrew way of speaking. 
4. Same word as in 10: 14 (idolatry); I Tim 6: 11 (love of money); 2 

Tim 2:22 (youthful desires). Used 29 times. GK 5771. 
5. All sin proceeds from the heart outwardly (Mt 15: 18-20) against the 

Lord (like idolatry), and usually also against another person (like 
theft). With sexual immorality, sin is in addition against one's own 
body. Some do not think Paul intends to imply that only immoral
ity is against the body. It is also true of drugs, drunkenness, gluttony, 
etc. Others think Paul means sexual sin is different from all other 
sin, and suggest various senses in which this might be true. 

6. Or, "engaging in illicit sex, fornicating". This verb is related to the 
words in 5:1, 9; 6:15. Elsewhere only in 10:8; Rev 2:14, 20; 17:2; 
18:3, 9. GK 4519. 

7. More literally, "You are not your awn's" or "You are not of your
self". That is, you do not belong to yourself. To those who would 
say "I can do what I want, because it is my body", Paul says, Not so! 

8. Some manuscripts add "and in your spirit, which are God's" {A}. 
9. Some manuscripts add "to me" {N}. The Corinthians wrote to Paul 

about several issues, and he now begins to answer their questions. 
Some think their questions are behind each 8. point through 16: I, 
and perhaps even the question about Apollos in 16: 12. Six of the 
nine 8. points that follow begin with "Now concerning", a phrase 
Paul uses elsewhere only twice (I Thes 4:9; 5:1). Others think the 
lack of"Now concerning" at 11:2 (and the comment in 11:18, and 
other factors) indicates that Paul returns there to writing proactively 
(as in chapters 1-6) about issues he heard about from other sources 
(perhaps the three men mentioned in I 6: I 7). In this case, the 8. 
points beginning at 11 :2 would become A. points. Then again, per
haps chapters I 1-16 are a mixture of Paul's issues and their ques
tions. In any case, the understanding of each separate section in 
chapters 7-16 is unaffected by this question. Lacking an explicit 
indication from Paul that he has finished with their letter, the 
TransLine continues at the 8. level for the rest of the book. 

I 0. Or, "commendable, praiseworthy, advantageous, noble, desirable". 
Same word as in v 8, 26. On this word, see I Tim 5: I Oa. 

11. Or, "to take hold of, cling to, have contact with". That is, it is good 
not to marry. Used 39 times, mostly of touching to heal. Used only 
here with reference to marriage and sexual contact. It also means 
"light" a lamp or fire. GK 721. 

12. Or, "be having". That is, marry, and have sexually, as this word is 
used in 5: I. In order to avoid sexual immorality, let these God-cre
ated needs be fulfilled in one another. 

13. That is, give back what is owed to one another. The physical is in view 
here, but it is true in all ways. Some manuscripts say "the kindness 
being due her" {N}. Elsewhere only as "owed" in Rom 13:7; and 
"debt" in Mt 18:32. GK4051. The related verb is "ought" in I Jn4:1 I. 

14. Or, "have the right". That is, the authority to refuse or deprive the 
other of sexual relations. On this word, see "mastered" in 6: 12. 
Related to "right" in 8:9. 

15. Used only here. GK 5247. Related to "harmony" in 2 Cor 6:15. 
16. This word means "to have time/or, have leisure/or'', have free time 

to devote to something, and then "give your time to, devote your
self to". Elsewhere only as "unoccupied" in Mt 12:44. GK 5390. 

17. Some manuscripts say "for fasting and prayer" {A}. 
18. On this word, see "is" in Mt 26:26. Some manuscripts say 

"come" {N}. 
19. On "together", see "at the same place" in Act 2:47. 
20. Or, "lack of power over yourself". Elsewhere only in Mt 23:25 as 

"self-indulgence". GK 202. Related to "without-self-control" in 
2 Tim 3:3. 

21. Some think Paul is referring to v 2, to marry; others, to v 5, the 
making of such agreements. 

22. Some manuscripts say "For" { 8}. 
23. That is, single and pure. Paul prefers the single life for reasons he 

explains in verses 32-35. 
24. Both marriage and singleness are a gift from God. On this word, 

see 1:7. 
25. Used of men and women. Elsewhere only in v 11, 32, 34. GK 23. 
26. Elsewhere only as "exercises-self-control" in I Cor 9:25, of the 

self-control of athletes. GK 1603. Related to the word in v 5, and 
to words in Tit I :8 and 2 Pet I :6. 

27. Same word as in v 10, 28, 33, 34, 36, 39. Used 28 times. GK 1138. 
Related to "give in marriage" in v 38, and "wedding" in Mt 22: 11. 

28. That is, with sexual desire. On this word, see 2 Cor 11 :29, where 
Paul uses it of burning with anger or concern. 

29. See the Lord's command in Mt 5:31-32; 19: 1-12; Mk 10: 1-12; 
Lk 16:18. 

30. Whether by separating herself, or by being sent away by the husband. 
The commam;l applies to both cases. On this word, see Mt 19:6. 

3 I. Or, "abandon, divorce". Used only in v 11, 12, 13 in this sense. On 
this subject, see Mt 5:31. Same word as Rev 2:4, "left" your first 
love. This word is used 143 times in the NT, mostly as "to leave, 
permit, allow" and "to forgive" (see Mt 6: 12). GK 918. 

32. As seen by what follows, Paul means those in marriages where one 
partner became a believer. On this word, see "other" in 2 Pet 3: 16. 

33. That is, Jesus did not address this issue while on earth. Paul has no 
command from the Lord. Note v 25. 

34. Or, "approves". On this word, see "give approval" in Rom I :32. 
35. Some manuscripts say "leave him" {N}. 

A. Mt 4:4, mankind 8. Rev 5:9 C. I Tim 5: 17, honor D. Rom 8:30 E. I Cor 5: I F. Mt 16:27, render G. I Cor 6:7, defraud H. Heb 2: 18 
J. Rom 16:26 K. Jn 7:17, willing L. Jn 15:4, abide M. Heb 1:4 N. I Tim 1:3 0. Rom 5:10 P. Mt 17:17 Q. Rom 8:11 



I Corinthians 7: 14 592 Verse 

11:. For the unbelieving husband has been sanctified 1 by his wife. And the unbelieving I '1 

wife has been sanctified by the brother2 
21 :. Otherwise then your children are unclean, but now3 they are holy" 

2D. But if the unbelieving one separatesA, let such a one5 separate. The brother or the sister 15 
has not been enslaved8 by such things6

, but God has calledc you7 in peace 

I L. For8 how do you know, wife, whether you will save0 your husband? Or how do you I (, 
know, husband, whether you will save your wife? 

2E. Except9 that as the Lord 10 apportioned 11 to each one, as God has calledc each one, 1-: 
in this manner let him be walkingE. And thus I am directing12 in all the churches 

IF. Was anyone calledc having been circumcisedF? Let him not conceal 13 it. Has Ix 
anyone been called 14 in uncircumcisionG? Let him not be circumcised 

IC i. CircumcisionH is nothing, and uncircumcision is nothing, but the keeping I <J 

of the commandmentsl o/God 
::ic i. Each in the callingK in which he was calledc- in this let him remainL :'I 1 

:'I Were you called as a slaveM? Do not let it be a concem 15 to you. But ifalso16 21 
you are able to become freeN, rather make-use-of0 the opportunity17 

IC i. For the one having been calledc in the Lord as a slaveM is a freedperson 
of the Lord. Likewise18 the one having been called as a freeN one is a slave 
of Christ 

:'Cl. You were bought with a price 19- do not become slaves of people20 

3( i. Each in what he was calledc, brothers- in this let him remainL with God 

2B. Now concerning virgins21 , I do not have a commandP from the Lord, but I am giving an opinion22 

as one having been shown-mercyO by the Lord to be trustworthyR 



I. Or, "consecrated, made holy". On this word, see Heb 10:29. 
Though the marriage is not "in the Lord" (v 39), the marriage and 
family have been made holy by the presence of the believer. Such 
a person is consecrated as a husband or wife, not as an individual 
before God. Rather than being "defiled" by the unbeliever, who is 
probably an idolater, the believer "sets apart, consecrates" the unbe-
1 iever, and the children. 

2. Some manuscripts say "husband" {A). Paul means the "believing 
husband". 

3. Or, "but as it is". On this idiom, see 5:11 
4. On this word, see I Pet I: 16. Related to "sanctified" earlier. 
5. This command refers back to "the unbelieving one", whether the 

husband or the wife. The subject is rendered "such a one" here 
instead of "him" (as nonnal, with reference to both genders) to 
more clearly bring this out. Paul makes the universal reference he 
implies here explicit in the next sentence. 

6. Or, "in such ma/lers", or relationships. Or, "by such ones" who 
have departed, the unbelievers. You are "free" (v 39) from that part
ner to live in peace, not still bound to the deserter and living in tur
moil. The "hardness of heart" (Mt 19:8) of the deserter has 
destroyed the marriage. Move on with the Lord in peace. 

7. Some manuscripts say "us" { B). 
8. Note the difference. Stay together because of the positive impact 

you as a believer will have regardless of whether or not your part
ner comes to Christ, v 14. But ifthe unbeliever leaves, let the mar
riage go and move on, because you do not know if such a one will 
ever come to Christ and return to the marriage. Thus Paul gives the 
reason for accepting the dissolution of the marriage caused by the 
unbelieving partner. Some connect this verse with v 12-13, so that 
Paul is giving a further reason to stay together. In this case, v 15 
becomes point IF., a parenthesis, and this verse becomes 3E. 

9. Having said that the believer is "not enslaved" to human relation
ships in v 15, Paul now contrasts this statement with the broader 
view. This is the general principle of Christian living extending 
beyond marriage to all oflife, of which the case in v 15 is an excep
tion. In general, focus on serving Christ in whatever place or sta
tus in life He called you, rather than trying to ¢hange or escape from 
your obligations or situation. Allow Him to bring about change 
from within, through you. Some smooth this idiom as "but, only, 
however, nevertheless". It nonnally means "except, unless, if not". 
In any case, it indicates a contrast with what precedes. 

I 0. Some manuscripts say "God" here, and "the Lord" in the next 
phrase, reversing them ( N}. 

11. Or, "divided, distributed, assigned". Some manuscripts say "has 
apportioned" {N}. Same word as in Rom 12:3, of spiritual gifts, and 
in 2 Cor 10:13. Elsewhere only as "divided" in Mt 12:25, 26; Mk 
3:24, 25, 26; 6:41; Lk 12:13; I Cor 1:13; 7:34; Heb 7:2. GK 3532. 

12. Or, "commanding, ordering, giving orders". Same word as in Lk 
8:55; Act 7:44; I Cor 9:14; 16:1; Tit 1:5. Elsewhere only as "give 
directions to" in Mt 11: I; "order" in Act 18:2; "give orders to" in 
Act 24:23; "set in order" in I Cor 11 :34; "arrange" in Act 20: 13; and 
"command" in Lk 3: 13; 17:9, 10; Act 23:31; Gal 3:19. GK 1411. 

I 3. Or "pretend he is uncircumcised, mask it". Let the Jewish Chris-

593 I Corinthians 7:25 

tians not seek to undo their Jewish heritage. Used only here. GK 
2177. This is a medical tenn meaning "to pull over the foreskin", 
used metaphorically here. 

14. Some manuscripts say "Was anyone called" {NJ. as in the first 
sentence. 

15. Same word as in Mt 22: 16; Mk 12:14; Jn 10:13; 12:6; Act 18:17; 
I Cor 9:9; I Pet 5:7. Elsewhere only as "care" in Mk 4:38; Lk 
10:40. GK 3508. 

16. Or, "even, indeed". The grammar means "Assuming that you are 
able to become free". This word adds one of three nuances to the 
condition, so that it means assuming that "also", or "even'', or 
"indeed". "If also" is in 2 Cor 11:15. "If even", meaning "even 
though", is in Mk 14:29; Lk 11 :8; 18:4; 2 Cor 4: 16; 5: 16; 7:8, 12; 
11 :6; 12: 11; Phil 2: 17 ("if even"); Col 2:5; Heb 6:9. "If indeed" is 
in Lk 11: 18; I Cor 4:7; 2 Cor 4:3. A related idiom is used in Phil 
3:12; I Pet3:14. 

17. All three nuances mentioned in the note above are advocated here, 
since Paul does not state what it is these slaves are to make use of. 
Some think he means "Assuming that you also (while not being 
concerned about it, but serving where the Lord called you) are able 
to become free, rather make use of this opportunity", making this a 
parenthetical softening of"not a concern". Others think he means 
"Assuming that you indeed are able to become free, rather make use 
of your new freedom", so that in this verse he addresses both slave 
and free, as in v 18 he addressed both circumcised and uncircum
cised. Others think he means "Assuming you even are able to 
become free, rather make use of your present state", heightening 
the exhortation to serve Christ now. Do not wait until you are free 
to serve Him. 

18. Some manuscripts say "Likewise also" { N}. 
19. Same sentence as in 6:20. 
20. Some think Paul means "do not sell yourself as a slave". Others 

think he means "do not become slaves of the opinions of others 
regarding your status as slave or free", including this with v 22 in 
the parallel to v 19. 

21. That is, unmarried females usually, but sometimes males (as in Eng
lish). Here, some think Paul means females, as in the other uses of 
this word in this context (v 28, 34, 36, 37, 38. In these cases, the 
grammar is clear. Here in v 25, it is not specific). Others think he 
means both, because what follows is specifically applied to both, 
v 26-28, 32-34. In any case, what should they and their families do 
about past commitments to arranged marriages, or about future 
marriages? Marriages were arranged by the parents, and commit
ments were made between families and individuals. Should they 
cancel or honor them? Should their child go ahead and marry? For 
example, what should two people in the status of Joseph and Mary 
do, Mt I: 18-19. During this status, which could last a year, the still 
virgin couple continued to live with their respective parents, but 
they were considered to be man and wife, based on the commit
ments made by the families. On this word, see Rev 14:4. 

22. Or, "judgment". Same word as in v 40. On this word, see "purpose" 
in 1:10. 

A. Mt 19:6 B. Rom 6:18 C. Rom 8:30 D. Lk 19:10 E. Heb 13:9 F. Lk 2:21 G. Rom 2:26, uncircumcised H. Eph 2:11, circumcised 
J. Mk 12:28 K. 2 Pet I: I 0 L. Jn 15:4, abide M. Rom 6: 17 N. Mt 17:26 0. I Cor 7:31 P. Rom 16:26 Q. Rom 12:8 R. Col I :2, faithful 



I Corinthians 7:26 594 Verse 

I c I thinkA then thatthis 1 is good8 because of the present2 necessity3, that it is good8 for a personc 2<• 
to be0 so• 

ID. Have you been bound5 to a woman6? Do not be seekingE a release7 r 
2D. Have you been released8 from a woman? Do not be seeking a wife 
:; [) But even ifyou9 marry, you did not sin. And ifthe 10 virgin marries, she did not sin 2x 

IF. But such ones will have afflictionF in the flesh, and I am sparing0 you11 

2C. And this I say, brothersH- the time 12 is shortened 13
, so that henceforth 

ID. Even the ones having wives should be0 as-though not having 
2D. And the ones weeping' as-though not weeping 
l D. And the ones rejoicingK as-though not rejoicing 
4D. And the ones buyingL as-though not holding-on-to 14 

:; I). And the ones making-use-of 15 the world as-though not making-full-use-of 16 it 
(1D. For the form 17 a/this world is passing away 

>C. Now I want you to be free-from-concern 18 

ID. The unmarriedM man is concerned-aboutN the things of the Lord- how he may 
please0 the Lord 

.<1 

IL But the man having married is concerned-about the things of the world- how he ' , 
may please his wife: and he has been divided 19 .~4 

2 J) And the unmarriedM woman20
, and the virgin, is concerned-about the things of the Lord

that she may be holyP both in the body and in the spirit 

11:. But the woman having married is concerned-about the things of the world- how 
she may please her husband 

4C. Now I am saying this21 for the benefit22 of you yourselves- not that I may throw a noose23 on 1' 

you, but toward good-order24 and devotion25 to the Lord, undistractedly26 

I[) But if one27 thinks that he is behaving-dishonorably28 toward his virgin daughter29- if -~ 11 

she is beyond-the-bloom-of-youth30, and it oughtO to be31 so,32 let himll do what he wants. 
He is not sinning. Let them marry 

2D. But he who -' ·· 

I I-.. Stands steadfastR in his heart,34 not having a necessity35 



595 I Corinthians 7:37 

I. That is, the status of being a virgin and unmarried mentioned in v 25. 
2. This is a participle, "having come, being present". On this word, 

see Heb 9:9. 
3. Or, "constraint, pressure, compulsion", and then a "distress, 

calamity" caused by external necessities or forces. Paul's advice is 
given in view of some unusual circumstance, perhaps a persecution 
or a famine. Same word as in Mt 18:7; Lk 14:18; Rom 13:5; I Cor 
7:37; 9: 16; Heb 7: 12, 27; 9: 16, 23; Jude 3. Elsewhere only as "com
pulsion" in 2 Cor 9:7; Phm 14; "constraint" in 2 Cor 6:4; 12: 10; and 
"distress" in Lk 21:23; I Thes 3:7. GK 340. 

4. More literally, "that the being so is goodfora person". Some think 
Paul means "the being a virgin, unmarried" (v 25), this phrase clar
ifying and emphasizing the previous one. Others think he means 
"that it is good for a person to be as-follows" (as this word is used 
in Mt 1:18; Rom 10:6; Rev 9:17; etc. GK 4048). Others take this to 
mean "to be as he is", so that it is broad enough to include the 
unmarried and married in what follows. 

5. Some think Paul is referring to the agreements or arrangements for 
marriage previously made by their families. This view renders the 
next word "woman". Others think he means bound in marriage, as 
this word is used in 7:39; Rom 7:2. This view renders the next word 
"wife". Used 43 times as "bind, tie". GK 1313. 

6. Used three times in this verse, this word means either "woman" or 
"wife", based on the context. It is used 215 times in the NT. GK 1222. 

7. Or, "an unbinding, untying, a loosing". That is, a release from a 
pledge or obligation. Some think Paul means "Do not seek a release 
from your commitment to marry. Do not break your commitments"; 
others, "Do not seek a a divorce", as in v I 0-11. Used only here. GK 
3386. Related to the next word. 

8. Or, "unbound, untied, loosed". Used 42 times in the NT, but only 
here with regard to a man-woman relationship. Those who take the 
first view of the previous word give this related word the same 
meaning, "released" from a commitment to marry. Those who take 
the previous word to mean "divorce" give this word a different 
meaning, such as "freed from the marriage bond" by any circum
stance; or, more broadly, "unmarried" (including those never mar
ried). On this word, see "break" in Mt 5: I?· 

9. If you take the next step and marry, you have not sinned. Paul states 
this for both parties. "You" is the male. 

10. Some manuscripts say "a virgin" {N}. 
11. That is, Paul is trying to spare the young couples from the problems 

they will have caused by the "present necessity" (v 26). 
12. Thal is, the time remaining in one's life to serve Christ before one 

dies, or He comes. 
13. Or, "drawn in, compressed". This is a participle, "is having been 

shortened", is in a state of shortness. Elsewhere only as "wrapped 
up" in Act 5:6, ofa dead body. GK 5366. 

14. Or, "retaining". Compare 2 Cor 6: 10. On this word, see "hold 
down" in Rom I: 18. 

15. Or, "using". Sarne word as in 7:21; 9:12, 15. Elsewhere only as "use" 
in Act 27: 17; 2 Cor 3: 12; I Tim I :8; 5:23; "act" in 2CorI:17; 13: IO; 
and "treat" in Act 27:3. GK 5968. Related to "make full use" next. 

16. This verse speaks of an internal separation from this world that is 
reflected in actions. Same word as in 9: 18, where Paul does this. 
Some give this word a negative flavor, "abuse". 

17. On this word, see "outward appearance" in Phil 2:7. The present 
form of this world is passing away. 

18. Or, "without a care". Elsewhere only in Mt 28:14. GK 291. 
19. Paul is not saying marriage is bad. But in view of the "present 

necessity", it may be unwise. Some manuscripts say "and he has 
been divided. And the unmarried woman and the unmarried vir
gin ... ". Others say "and the woman has been divided. And the 
unmarried virgin ... ". Others say "The wife and the unmarried vir
gin have also been divided. She is concerned ... " { D}. 

20. That is, the widow (v 39-40), the abandoned or divorced (v 15). 
21. That is, that the unmarried should remain so. 
22. Or, "profit, advantage". Elsewhere only in 10:33. GK 5239. Related 

to "beneficial" in 6: 12. 
23. Or, "a slip knot", a rope used as a lasso, a snare, or a restraint, a hal

ter. A choke chain. That is, not to try to restrain or control you. Used 
only here. GK I 105. 

24. Or, "what is proper, appropriate, decent, becoming, presentable". 
The word means "of good form, elegant, graceful". Same word as 
"presentable" in 12:24. GK 2363. Related to "properly" in 14:40. 

25. Or, "service, constant waiting upon, attending to". Used only here. 
GK 2339. Related to "serve" in 9: 13. 

26. Used only here. GK 597. This adverb is related to "distracted" in 
Lk 10:40. 

27. Inv 36-38, some think Paul is addressing the father of a daughter 
of marriageable age; others, a groom betrothed or engaged to a girl. 
Consult the commentaries on these and other views. 

28. Or, "improperly, disgracefully, indecently", the opposite of "good 
order" in v 35. Such would be the father's position if he acted 
against his daughter's will and needs (v 7, 9) and did not permit her 
to wed (it was his decision to make in that day). He would be dis
honoring himself, and placing her in danger of temptation and dis
grace. Those who think Paul is referring to the groom take this to 
mean "if the man is unable to control his passions". Elsewhere only 
in 13:5. GK 858. 

29. Those who think this refers to the groom supply "fiancee". 
30. That is, of marriageable age, past full physical development. Those 

who think Paul is referring to the groom think he means "if she is 
beyond her prime", that is, getting old; or, "if he is of strong pas
sions" and needs to marry her. Used only here. GK 5644. 

31. Or, "become". GK 1181. 
32. That is, if the marriage is right and ought to take place, all things 

considered; ifthe father feels it is his duty to permit his daughter to 
marry, all things considered. 

33. That is, the father making this decision. In the other view, this refers 
to the groom. 

34. That is, believing it is best for his daughter to remain single as Paul 
said, in spite of the cultural pressure against this decision. In this 
case, the father is certain that this is the honorable choice in his 
daughter's case, all things considered. In the other view, this refers 
to the groom's resolve to remain single. 

35. Or, "constraint, obligation, compulsion". Same word as in v 26. 
Outside forces, including his daughter's desires and needs, are not 
compelling the father to do otherwise. Nothing is compelling him 
to act against his best judgment. In the other view, this means that 
the groom's sexual passions are not forcing him to marry. 

A.Actl4:19 B.1Tim5:10a C.Mt4:4,mankind D.Mt26:26,is E.Phil2:21 F.Rev7:14 G.Rom11:21 H.Actl6:40 J.Jnll:33 
K. 2 Cor 13: 11 L. Rev 5:9 M. I Cor 7:8 N. Mt 6:25, be anxious 0. I Thes 2:4 P. I Pet I: 16 Q. I Jn 4: 11 R. Col I :23 
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2F. And has authority' concerning2 his own will 
-'I'.. And has determined" this in his own heart- to keep3 his virgin daughter 
41- He will do well' 

Verse 

3 I). So then, both the one giving his virgin daughter5 in marriage is doing well, and6 the one 3 :-; 
not giving-in-marriage7 will do8 better0 

:'( '. A wife has been bound9 for as much time as her husband lives °i'J 

ID. But if her husband falls-asleepw, she is freec to be married to whom she wishes0 - only 
in the Lord 

2D. But she is happier" if she remainsE thus12, according to my opinionF- and I also think -+r1 

that I have the Spirit of God 

.ll-l. Now concerning the foods-sacrificed-to-idols 13 X: I 

IC. We know that we all have knowledge'' 

ID. Knowledge puffs-upG, but love builds-up" 
2D. lf 15 anyone thinks1 that he has come-to-know16 anything, he did not-yet know17 as he 

ought-to 18 know. 19 "But if one lovesK God, this one has been known by Him20 

2( . Therefore concerning the eating of the foods-sacrificed-to-idols- we knowL that an idol is ~ 

nothing21 in the world, and that there is no22 God except one 

ID. For even if-indeed23 there are ones being calledM gods, whether in heaven or on earth- ' 
as-indeed there are many gods and many lords24-"yetforus there is <> 

11'. One God the Father, from Whom are all things. And we are25 for Him 
21 . And one Lord Jesus Christ, through Whom are all things. And we are through Him 

K. But this knowledge is not in all people 

I D. But some, by the accustomed-habit26 of the idol until now, eat this food as food-sacrificed
to-an-idol. 27 And their conscienceN, being weak0 , is stained28 

4C. But foodr will not bring us29 near-3° to God- neither-3 1 if we do not eat are we lackingi2, nor 
if we eat are we aboundingll 
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I. Or, "power, freedom to act". That is, the father has the freedom and 
resources to do what he wants to do. Nothing is preventing him 
from doing as he thinks best. For example, a father who was a slave 
would not have this authority. In the other view, this means that the 
groom has power over his own passions, a positive restatement of 
the previous phrase. On this word, see Rev 6:8. 

2. Or, "in relation to, with regard to". GK 4309. 
3. That is, to keep her as she is, unmarried; to keep his daughter in his 

household and support her so that she can serve the Lord undis
tractedly, v 35. Those who think Paul is referring to the groom think 
he means "to keep his virgin fiancee in that status" or "to keep his 
virgin fiancee a virgin", implying either "to not marry her" or "to 
delay marrying her". 

4. Thal is, he will be doing a good or commendable thing. On this 
idiom, see Act 10:33. Some manuscripts say "he does well" {K). 

5. Some manuscripts omit "his virgin daughter" {N). 
6. Some manuscripts say "but" { K). 
7. Used twice in this verse, this word (GK I 139) is elsewhere only in 

Mt 22:30; 24:38; Mk 12:25; Lk 17:27; 20:35; all in the phrase 
"marry and give-in-marriage", where the word "marry" is the word 
in I Cor 7: 9. Here, those who think Paul is referring to the groom 
in v 36-38 take this word to mean the same thing as "marry" in 7:9. 
Related word in Lk 20:34. Some manuscripts say "give out in mar
riage" both times in this verse {N), the word also being a variant 
for this word in Mt 22:30; 24:38; Lk 17:27; 20:35. 

8. Some manuscripts say "does" {K}. 
9. Same word as in v 27. Some manuscripts add "by the Law" {N). 
I 0. That is, dies. Same word as 15:6, 18, 20, 51. On this word, see I 

Thes 4: 13. 
11. Or, "more blessed, more fortunate". On this word, see "blessed" 

in Lk 6:20. 
12. Thal is, single, so that she can serve undistractedly, v 35. However, 

outside of this "present necessity" (v 26), Paul advises younger 
widows to remarry, I Tim 5:11-15. 

13. That is, the eating of meat or foods that had been previously offered 
as a sacrifice to an idol. Part was burned on the altar to the deity, part 
was eaten at a meal in the idol's temple, and part was sold in the meat 
market. As unbelievers, it was the Corinthians' custom to buy and eat 
this meat (v 7), but now they have become concerned about it in view 
of their commitment to Christ. Elslwhere only in Act 15:29; 21 :25; I 
Cor 8:4, 7, 10; 10:19; Rev 2:14, 20. GK 1628. 

14. Some think Paul is referring to a claim the Corinthians made about 
themselves in their letter to him. He corrects the spirit of it, in light 
of the fact ofv 7. 

15. Some manuscripts say "And if" {N}. 
16. Or, "has known". Same word as "know" and "known" next, on 

which see "know" in Lk I :34. Some manuscripts say "knows" {N}. 
17. Some manuscripts say "he has not yet known" {K}. Some manu

scripts add "anything" {N}, so that it says "not yet know anything". 
18. Or, "as it is necessary" to know. On this idiom, see Act 25: 10. 
19. The knowledge we all have (v I) is at best a partial ( 13:9), dim 

reflection ( 13: 12). It never fully attains. 
20. That is, assuming that you love God, you are known by God, 

because the love you have is from God, I Jn 4:7. Love defines our 

relationship to God and His family, not knowledge. Knowledge 
proves nothing, for even the demons know Him (Jam 2: 19). Love 
shows that a relationship has been established. 

21. Or, "that there is no idol", that is, no genuine representation of 
any god. 

22. Some manuscripts add "other" {N). 
23. That is, even if there are many called gods, as is the case, yet for 

us there is one God. On this word, see "since" in Rom 8:9. 
24. Paul later calls them "demons", I 0:20. 
25. Or, "exist, live". Same idea in the second statement in this verse. 
26. Or, "custom, habitual use, the being accustomed to a thing". Same 

word as "custom" in 11 : 16. Some manuscripts instead have the 
word used later in the verse, "conscience, consciousness" {A}. 

27. Such people eat the food as ifthe "sacrifice", the "eating", and the 
"idol" still carried their old meanings. They have not yet escaped 
the former mental associations. 

28. Or, "dirtied, soiled, defiled". Elsewhere only in Rev 3:4; 14:4. GK 
3662. Related to "stain" in 2 Cor 7: I. Such people have a dirty con
science because they suspect (incorrectly) that eating these idol
sacrifices is an offense to God. 

29. That is, us having knowledge, whose choi~es are the focus of the 
entire discussion in chapters 8-10. Paul is currecting a false esti
mation of the spiritual significance of eating or not eating that the 
strong might hold, and even proclaim to the weak- that they gain 
spiritually by exercising this freedom, or lose by restricting it. Verse 
8 is also true for the weak ones in v 7, but it does not address their 
case. They would say the opposite of v 8- that they are better not 
to eat, and worse if they eat. 

30. Or, "present us". This word, "bring near'', is the same word as 
"present" in Rom 12: I. Some manuscripts say "does not bring 
near" {N). Some think Paul means "present us to our advantage, 
bring us near", based on the context. When food is spiritually con
sidered, we lack no advantage if we do not eat, and we gain none 
if we do eat. But the word itself is neutral, and others prefer a neu
tral meaning here, "present". When food is physically considered, 
it does not "present" us to God for either reward or judgment. It has 
neither a positive nor a negative effect on us before God. Compare 
Rom 14:17. 

31. Note the precision of Paul's statement. He does not say "eating or 
not eating is neither good nor bad". He says not eating causes no 
lack, eating no gain. This is true for both strong and weak; both 
directly for themselves, and indirectly for themselves through its 
effect on others. However, not eating can bring reward, and eating 
can bring loss. This is true for the weak (directly, as seen in v 7, IO
I I) and the strong (indirectly, the loss being seen in v 9, 12, the gain 
beginning in v 13). Note that it is this side of things, the indirect 
effects of the behavior of the strong on others and on themselves, 
that Paul turns to and develops beginning in 8:9. Some manuscripts 
say "For neither" ( N). 

32. Or, "are we in need". That is, before God. On this word, see "be in 
need" in Lk 15: 14. 

33. Some manuscripts invert the order of these two clauses, putting "if 
we eat. .. abounding" first (N). On this word, see 2 Cor 8:2. 

A. Ml 7:1,judge B. Heb 1:4 C. Mt 17:26 D. Jn 7:17, willing E. Jn 15:4, abide F. I Cor7:25 G. I Cor4:6 H. I Cor 14:4, edify J. Lk 19:11 
K. Jn 21: 15, devotedly love L. I Jn 2:29 M. Jn 12:49, say N. Act 23: I 0. I Thes 5: 14 P. Mk 7: 19 
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S< · But be watching-outA that this right1 of yours does not somehow become an opportunity-for- 'J 

stumbling2 to the weak3 ones 

ID. For if someone sees you- the one having knowledge4- reclining5 [to eat] in an idol- i IJ 
temple, will not his conscience0 , being weakc, be built-up6 so as to eat the foods
sacrificed-to-idols? 

11 c. For7 the one being weak8 is being destroyed9 by your knowledge- the brother0 for I I 

the sake of whom Christ died! 
2E. And in this manner sinningE against the brothers and striking 10 their conscience0 12 

while being weakF, you are sinning against Christ 

6( ·. For-this-very-reason 11 , if food0 causes my brother to fall, I will never eat meats, ever12
- in- I ~ 

order-that13 I may not cause my brother to fall' 4 

ID. Am 115 not free 16? Am I not an apostleH? Have I not seen Jesus 17 our Lord? Are you not '! I 

my work1 in the Lord? 18 

IE. If to others I am not an apostle, yet indeed I am to you. For you are the sealK of my 
apostleshipL in the Lord-"this19 is my defenseM to the ones examiningN me! 

2 D. We do not fail2° to have the right to eat and drink, do we?21 "We do not fail to have the ·k 
right to take along a sister22 who is a wife23

, do we?- as also the other apostles, and the 
brothers24 o/the Lord, and Cephas25 • "Or26 I alone and Bamabas0 - do not we have the ,, 
right not to be working?27 

I L Who ever serves-as-a-soldierP with his own rationsO? Who plants a vineyard and 
does not eat the fruitR of it? Or who shepherds5 a flock and does not eat of the milk 
of the flock? 

21-. I am not speaking these things according to [mere] humanT thinking28
, am n Or ~ 

does not the Law also say these things?29 "For in the Law a/Moses it has been '' 
written [in Deut 25:4], "You shall not muzzle a threshing ox" 

I F God is not concemedu about the oxen, is He? 30 

21' Or is He surely31 speaking for our sake? 111 

'F. Indeed32 it was written for our sake- because33 the one plowing oughtv to 
plow on the basis of hopew, and the one threshing to thresh on the basis of 
hope that he might partake34 

>I c. If we sowedx spiritualv things to you, is it a great thing if we shall reap fleshly35 I I 
things from you? 

41 ·. If others partake of this right over you36, should we not more? I ' 
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I. Or, "authority, power", the "right" to eat this food. Same word as 
in 9:4, 5, 6, 12, 18; Jn I: 12; 2 Thes 3:9; Heb 13: 10; Rev 22:14. Else
where only as "authority", 91 times (see Rev 6:8). Knowledge 
brings a power, a freedom to act. But do not allow your actions to 
cause unintended harm to those who do not have your knowledge. 
Freedom is bounded by love of God and our neighbor. 

2. On this word, see Rom 14: 13. It refers to an accidental cause of 
someone else stumbling or taking a misstep. 

3. The weak here are those with a weak conscience (v 7), who follow 
the strong believer's example and then have a dirty conscience about 
it. Their knowledge of God's truth is not sufficient to support their 
acting this way. On this word, see I Thes 5: 14. Some manuscripts say 
"the one.< being weak" { K}. 

4. Note Paul does not say "the strong one". Whether this person is 
'"strong" will depend on how he or she uses their knowledge. 

5. People in that day laid down to eat. Though not the subject here, later 
Paul addresses the question of whether the stronger brother should 
be doing this at all, 10: 14-22. There he says it is wrong to do so. 

6. Or, "established, strengthened". The grammar indicates a "yes" 
answer is expected. Same word as in 8: I. 

7. Some manuscripts say "And"; others, "Therefore" { N}. 
8. Some manuscripts say "the brother being weak" {K}. 
9. Or, "ruined". On this word. see "perish" in I: 18. Some manuscripts 

say "will perish" {N}. 
I 0. Or, "assaulting", and thus "wounding". On this word, see Lk 6:29. 
11. That is, to not be a cause of stumbling (v 9), and thus sin against 

Christ (v 12). Elsewhere only in 10:14. GK 1478. 
12. On this idiom, "never ... ever", see Jn 4: 14. 
13. Or, "so that I will not cause". GK 2671. 
14. Note that this is a negative reason for doing this- so that others are 

not caught in a trap that hinders them from further spiritual growth 
or damages their spiritual life. Such causes of falling will come (Mt 
18:7), but Paul acts so as not to unnecessarily become one by his 
own personal choices. The positive reason is given in 9:24. This 
word means "cause to fall, be caught, be trapped; to take offense; 
to give offense". Jesus said it is better to die than to do this, Mt 18:6. 
Same word as in Mt 5:29, 30; 13:21; 18:6, S., 9; 24:10; 26:31, 33; 
Mk 4: 17; 9:42, 43, 45, 47; 14:27, 29; Lk 17:2; Jn 16: I; 2 Cor 11 :29. 
Elsewhere only as "take offense" in Mt 11:6; 13:57; 15: 12; Mk 6:3; 
Lk 7:23; and "offend" in Mt 17:27; Jn 6:61. GK 4997. On the 
related noun, see Rom 11 :9. 

15. Paul now uses himself (in foregoing his right to financial support) 
as an example of choosing not to use one's rights for the good of the 
progress of the gospel, so as to justify the bold statement in 8: 13. 

16. That is, Paul's behavioral decisions are not based on the opinions 
of others. He is free to eat meat. The choice to not do so is his free 
choice. made not because someone disapproves of the meat, but 
because he is seeking something greater than meat. He returns to 
this in v 19. On this word, see Mt 17:26. Some manuscripts reverse 
these two questions, putting "apostle" first {N}. 

17. Some manuscripts add "Christ" { K}. 
18. Paul's point in saying this is to prove that he has certain rights because 

of his status. calling, and work. Specifically, he has certain rights over 
the Corinthians, because he is an apostle to them, one being the right 
to financial support, which he proves in v 4-12. Note that v 1-14 are 
aimed at proving he has the right which he gives up in v 12, 15. 

19. Some think this is a parenthetical comment regarding the defense of 
Paul's apostleship, a matter he does not discuss further here. In this 
case, ''this" looks back to "you are the seal". Others think he means 
his defense regarding the strong statement in 8: 13; that is, regarding 
his call to place a voluntary restriction on our "rights" for the good 
of other believers. In this case, "this" looks forward to what follows, 
and verse 2 is parenthetical. This sentence would begin point 20., 
"This is my defense lo the ones examining me--". 

20. Note that Paul's first argument (v 4-12), is negative. Surely we are 
not excluded from this right, are we? His conclusion in v 12 is that 
he did not make use of this right from which he was not excluded. 
Compare v 13-14. 

21. That is, to eat and drink from you, at your expense, to sustain our
selves through our work in the Lord. On the grammar of this and 
the next question, see Rom 10: 18. More literally, "we do not not 
have the right..., do we?" or "It is not that we do not have the right, 
is it?" You would not say Barnabas and I do not have the right, 
would you? We are not excluded from the rights all others have, are 
we? The grammar expects a "no" answer. 

22. That is, a fellow believer, a spiritual sister, as also in Mt 12:50; Rom 
16: I; I Cor 7: 15. Used also of physical sisters, as in Lk 10:39. Used 
26 times. GK 80. Compare "brother" in Act 16:40. 

23. The grammar expects a "no" answer. Barnabas and I have the right 
to take with us on our journeys a wife who is a believer al the 
church's expense. On this idiom, see "a man who was" in Lk 24: 19. 

24. On the brothers and sisters of the Lord, see Mt 13:55-56. 
25. That is, Peter. On this name, see Gal I: 18. 
26. The first two questions say "If all others have this right, we are not 

excluded, are we?" Now Paul says the reverse, "Even if all others 
are excluded from this right over you, do not we alone have it?" 

27. That is, notto work outside the ministry- at tentmaking- to support 
ourselves in our ministry to you. The grammar implies "Surely we 
have the right not to work, do we not?", and expects a "yes" answer. 

28. Or, "according to mankind". That is, based merely on the authority 
of the human illustrations just given. The grammar expects a "no" 
answer. Paul is speaking in accordance with God's Law. 

29. The grammar expects a "yes" answer. 
30. More literally, "It is not a concern to God about the oxen, is it?" 

Not muzzling the ox allowed it to eat the grain while it was thresh
ing it. The grammar expects a "no" answer. That is, God is not con
cerned about how the animal is fed. The law was given for the 
Israelites' benefit, to teach them a lesson. The ox would be fed with 
or without this law. Whether it is before, during, or after threshing 
is not the real concern of God. 

31. Or, "certainly, by all means". Same word as in Lk 4:23; Act 21 :22; 
28:4; and as "by all means" in I Cor 9:22. Elsewhere only with a 
negative as "not at all" (surely not) in Rom 3:9; I Cor 5:10; 16:12. 
GK4/22. 

32. Or, "For". Paul uses this word to assert his answer. GK 1142. 
33. Or, "that", so that it says "[meaning] that the one plowing ... ". 
34. Same word as in v 12, on which see Heb 2:14. Some manuscripts 

say instead "hope, and the one threshing in hope ought to partake 
of his hope" {N}. 

35. Or, "material". Similar statement in Rom 15:27. On this word, see 
I Cor 3:3. Paul commands this in Gal 6:6. 

36. That is, the right to financial support in view in this section. 

A. Rev I: 11, see B. Act 23: I C. I Thes 5: 14 D. Act 16:40 E. Act 25:8 F. 2 Tim 4:20, sick G. Mk 7: 19 H. I Cor 12:28 J. Mt 26: 10 
K.Rom4:11 L.Roml:5 M.1Pet3:15 N.1Cor2:14 O.Act4:36 P.1Timl:l8,fight Q.Rom6:23,wages R.Mt7:16 S.Revl9:15 
T. Mt 4:4, mankind U. I Cor 7:21 V. I Jn 4: 11 W. Col I :5 X. 2 Cor 9:6 Y. I Cor 14: I 
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3 [). Nevertheless, 1 we did not make-use-of A this right8
• But we are bearing2 all things. in

order-that3 we might not give any hindrance4 to the good-newsc of Christ 
4D. Do5 you not know that the ones working0 the temple-duties6 eat the things1 from the 1 ; 

temple, that the ones serving at the altar divide-a-share with the altar? "So also the Lord 14 
directed8 the ones proclaimingE the good-newsc to be livingF from the good-news 

:'D. But I have not made-use-of any a/these things9 15 

1 L. And I did not write these things in order that it might become so in my case'°, for 
it would be bettefi for me to die rather than 11 - no one shall emptyH my boast12 ! 

IF. For13 if I am announcing-the-good-news14
, it is not a boast for me 

ll 1. For 15 a necessity 16 is lying-upon 17 me 
::c;. For woe is to me ifl do not announce-the-good-news 

Iii 

2F. For18 ifl am practicing! this 19 of-my-own-will20, I have a reward21 ; but if not- I -
of-my-own-will, I have been entrustedK a stewardship22 

JF. What then is my reward?23 That while announcing-the-good-news, I might I\ 
placeL the good-news24 free-of-charge 25

, so as not to make-full-use-of26 my 
right8 in27 the good-news28 

(JD. For29 while being free 30 from all people, I enslavedM myself to all in order that I might i <1 

gainN the more 

11:. Indeed I became .=j l 

IF. To the Jews as a Jew, in order that I might gain Jews 
21·. To the ones under the Law31

, as under the Law- not being myself under the 
Law32

- in order that I might gain the ones under the Law 
>I . To the ones without-the-Law33

, as without-the-Law- not being without-the- ' I 
law of God34

, but within-the-law35 of Christ- in order that I might gain the 
ones without-the-Law 

2L. I became weak0 to the weak,36 in order that I might gain the weak37 

.\I·:. I have become all things to all people,38 in order that I might by all means saver some 
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I. Having proven that he cannot be denied this right, this is Paul's 
conclusion. He chose not to eKercise this right, so as not to hinder 
the gospel. The Corinthians also should forego rights that no one 
would ever deny are theirs, for the sake the the weaker brother, and 
the gospel. 

2. Or, "enduring". On this word, see 13:7, "love bears all things". 
3. Or, "so that we will not give". GK 2671. 
4. Used only here. GK 1600. Related to "hindered" in Gal 5:7. 
5. Now Paul makes his point even stronger. Having said that he did 

not make use of a right from which he was not excluded, he now 
says he did not and will not make use of the right which he was 
specifically commanded by the Lord, v 13-18 

6. Or, "sacred services or things". On this word, see "sacred" in 2 Tim 
3: 15. Related to "temple'', "priest". 

7. Some manuscripts omit "the things" {C}, so that it says "eat from 
the temple". The Jewish priests ate portions of some sacrifices. 

8. On this word, see 7:17. See Mt 10:10; Lk 10:7 on the command. 
9. Even though Jesus commanded it. So also you should forego rights 

given Lo you in Scripture by God- rights based on knowledge of 
the truth- for the weaker brother, based on love. 

IO. Or, "in me, in connection with me". GK 1877. 
11. This idiom occurs ten other times, siK meaning "rather than'', four 

meaning "more than". Paul breaks off this thought, and with emo
tion, gives an eKclarnation. Some manuscripts say "rather than that 
anyone should make my boast empty" { B}. 

12. That is, the thing Paul boasts about. No one will empty his boast 
of its content. Paul did he not make use of his right to financial sup
port, and this sacrifice of his right is a personal matter of boasting 
for him which he would rather die than give up. On this word, also 
in v 16, see Phil I :26. 

13. Paul would lose his matter of boasting ifhe accepted their financial 
support, for he cannot boast that he announces the gospel, only in 
how he does so sacrificially. Broadly stated, there is no boast in 
receiving my due, in utilizing my rights, while doing my duty. The 
boast is in not doing so while doing my duty. 

14. That is, "If I carry out my ministry", "If I fulfill what Jesus called 
me to do". On this word, see Act 5:42. 

15. Paul has no boast because he has no choice in the matter. It is not 
optional. He must preach the gospel. 

16. Or, "a constraint, a compulsion". On this word, see 7:26. 
17. Or, "is laid upon, is imposed upon, is pressing upon". On this word, 

see "pressing upon" in Lk 23:23. Jesus stopped Paul on the road and 
assigned (Act 22: IO) him this task. It is his duty and obligation to his 
Master. It is his destiny. It is not a freely chosen act of service. He 
must do it, or suffer woe. Of course, it is also his joy and passion. 

18. Paul distinguishes between two scenarios of "announcing the 
gospel". Only one has reward for him. 

19. That is, announcing the gospel. 
20. On this word, see "willingly" in Rom 8:20. The related word is used 

next (GK 220). They may also be rendered "willingly ... unwillingly, 
voluntarily ... not voluntarily". The idea here is "by my own choice". 

21. Or, "recompense, wage, compensation". Some think Paul means 
that if he by his own choice had taken up this ministry of announc
ing the gospel, he would have the reward due him for it (whether 
a reward by God; or financial support from those he serves; or a 
reward from the task itself). But this is not the case for him. It was 
a necessity, a stewardship, laid on him. In this case, this point 

would be 3G., another reason it is not a boast for him. He does not 
have this ministry in reward mode, but in stewardship mode. Oth
ers think he means that if he performs his assigned ministry in a 
way that in addition reflects his own willing devotion- as he is 
doing by not accepting support- then he has a reward from God. 
In this case, he is positively stating the means by which he can have 
a reward for his work. There are other views of this and the flow 
of v 15-18. Consult the commentaries. On this word, see "recom
pense" in Rev 22: 12. 

22. That is, a position of management responsibility. Paul uses the word 
"stewardship" of his ministry again in Eph 3:2; Col I :25. On this 
word, see Eph I: I 0. A steward was a slave assigned a management 
task by his master. The task was the master's choice and assignment, 
not the steward's. The steward's task was to be faithful, I Cor 4:2. 
He had no boast in doing what he was obligated lo do, Lk 17: I 0. 
Paul means that if he did not take up this ministry by his own choice 
or add an element to it of his own choice (depending on the mean
ing of the first phrase), he nevertheless must still perform it, for it 
is a task, a necessity, a responsibility laid upon him as a steward. 

23. That is, for announcing the gospel, carrying out my assigned min
istry (v 16), since it is not in the doing of it. 

24. Some manuscripts add "o/Christ" {N}. 
25. Or, "without charge". Used only here. GK 78. Related to "cost" in 

Lk 14:28 (GK /252). 
26. Elsewhere only in 7:31. GK 2974. Related to "make use of" in v 

12, 15. 
27. Or, "in connection with". GK 1877. 
28. Paul's reward for doing his duty is to accept no human reward or 

wage, even though it is his right to receive it. His reward is to sac
rifice it, to share Christ's sufferings, Phil 3:10. This is a reward to 
Paul because by carrying out his ministry this way- and doing so 
purely out of devotion, not any kind of obligation to anyone- he 
earns the opportunity to boast in how he did what was laid upon 
him to do, a boast he will not allow them to make empty. So also 
you, by choosing to give up your rights for the weaker brother, you 
can earn the ability to boast in your choices. 

29. Concluding his justification of his bold statement in 8: 13, Paul now 
eKpands beyond the pay illustration to a general principle. He does 
all things for the sake of the gospel, and so should the Corinthians. 

30. Paul again emphasizes this point made in 9: I. He makes his sacri
fices freely, by choice, not obligation or law. Same word as in 9: I. 

31. This is a broader group than "Jews", including proselytes and God
fearers. On this word, see Rom 7:21. 

32. Note Gal 2:19-20. Some manuscripts omit "not being myself under 
the Law" {A). 

33. That is, living outside the Law. This refers to Gentiles, as opposed 
to those living under the Law, v 20. The same word is used four 
times in this verse. Elsewhere only as "lawless" in Lk 22:37; Act 
2:23; 2 Thes 2:8; I Tim 1:9; 2 Pet 2:8. GK 49/. 

34. Some manuscripts say "to God", and "to Christ" next { N}. 
35. This word means ''within the law, legal, under the law, lawful, sub

ject to the law". Elsewhere only as "lawful" in Act 19:39. GK 1937. 
36. Some manuscripts say "I became to the weak ones as weak" { N}. 
37. This is what Paul said in 8:13, and it is the goal of this exhortation 

to the Corinthians. 
38. Paul gives up all personal liberties and rights for the progress of the 

gospel among all people. 

A. I Cor 7:31 B. I Cor 8:9 C. I Cor 15: I D. Mt 26: 10 E. Phil I: 18 F. Rev 20:4, came to life G. I Tim 5: IOa, good H. Phil 2:7 J. Rom 2: I 
K.Jn3:36,believe L.Actl9:21,put M.Rom6:18 N.Mk8:36 0.1Thes5:14 P.Lk19:10 



1 Corinthians 9:23 602 

-ii-. And I am doing all 1 things for the sake of the good-newsA, in order that I might 
become a co-partner of it 

Verse 

7( ·. Do you not know3 that the ones running8 in a racec all4 run- but one receives the prize5? Be 
running in this manner6- that you may take-hold-of0 the prize7 

I [). And everyone competing8 exercises-self-controlE as to all things. So those9 do it in order 2" 
that they might receive a decayableF crownG- but we an undecayableH one 

:1.D So-indeed 10 I run in this manner, as not aimlessly". I box in this manner, as not beating1 :!<· 
the air. "But I bruise 12 my body and make it my slave 13

, that having proclaimedK to others, 
I myself should not somehow become disapproved14 

IF. For15 I do not want you to be unawareL brothers, that our fathers were all under the I (J I 

cloud, 16 and all went through the sea," and all were baptized 17 into Moses in the 
cloud and in the sea,"and all ate the same spiritual 18 food,° and all drank the same -~--1 
spiritual drink 19 

11 ·. For they were drinking from a spiritual2° rock following them. And the rock 
was Christ21 

2 I·. But God was not well-pleasedM with the majority of them, for they were strewn22 in 
the wildemessN 

3 I.. Now these things took place as our examples0
, so that we might not be desirers23 of r • 

evil things, as those also desiredP 

I I. And do not be24 idolaters, as some of them, as-indeed it has been written [in Ex 
32:6], "The people sat-down to eat and drink, and stood up to play" 

:! I . And let us not be committing-sexual-immoralityO, as some of them committed 
sexual immorality, and twenty three25 thousand fell in one day [Num 25: 1-9] 

:; I . And let us not be putting Christ26 to the test27, as some of them28 testedR, and '' 
were being destroyed by the serpents5 [Num 21 :5-6] 

-II. And do not be grumblingr, like some of them grumbled, and perished29 by the I I' 
destroyer3° [Num 16:41-49] 

5 F. Now these31 things were happening to those ones as-an-example. And it was I I 
written for our admonitionu, on whom the ends32 of the ages have come33 

-II·. So then34 let the one thinking35 that he stands be watching-outv that he may not fall 36 I' 

I I . A temptation37 has not seized38 you except what is common-to-humanity39 I ~ 
21. And God is faithfulw, Who will not allow4° you to be tempted41 beyond what 

you are able, but also with the temptation will makex the way-out, that you 
may be able to endure42 

SL. For-this-very-reason43 , my beloved\ be fleeingz from idolatry44 I I 



603 l Corinthians LO: 14 

I. Some manuscripts say "this" instead of"all things" {N}. 
2. That is, one assisting in the advance ofit. On this word, see Phil I :7. 
3. Paul just said in 8: 13-9:23 that the Corinthians should limit their 

freedom so that they do not cause their brother to stumble or hin
der the gospel- that is, for the good of others. Now he says they 
should do this so that they might lay hold of their own personal 
reward, and not lose any reward they already have- that is, for 
their own good. 

4. Paul uses grammar that emphasizes the contrast between the two 
halves of this sentence. 

5. Elsewhere only in Phil 3: 14, the goal Paul aims at. GK 1092. See 
also Heb 12:1-2. 

6. Some think this looks back. Run like the athlete who wins the prize 
in order that you might lay hold of your prize; run like a winner. 
Others think it looks forward. Run in such a way that you lay hold 
of the prize; run to win. 

7. That is, that you may earn it, and keep it. 
8. Or, "striving, contending [for a prize]". On this word, see "strug

gle" in I Tim 4: IO. 
9. Paul uses grammar that emphasizes the contrast between the two 

halves of this sentence. 
I 0. This word, ··well then, hence, therefore, so indeed" is elsewhere 

only in Heb 13: 13; and as "well then" in Lk 20:25. GK 5523. 
11. Or, "uncertainly, unknowingly"- like eating without any thought 

of the impact on others. Used only here. GK 85. Related to "uncer
tain" in I Cor 14:8; and "uncertainly" in I Tim 6: 17. 

12. Or. "give a black eye to, beat black and blue, treat severely". On 
this word, see "wear out" in Lk 18:5. 

13. Or, "subjugate it". Used only here. GK 1524. 
14. Or, "rejected after testing, disqualified" for the prize, "failing to 

meet the test". Elsewhere only in Rom 1 :28; 2 Cor 13:5, 6, 7; 2 Tim 
3:8; Tit 1:16; Heb 6:8. GK 99. See the positive word, "approved" 
in 2 Tim 2: 15. That is, that I may receive and keep my reward. The 
idea is that Paul does not want to run the race and then be disqual
ified and forteit the prize due to some rule violation. In context, the 
danger for the Corinthians is that they might run the race and seem 
to win a reward based on their knowledge and effort, but then lose 
the reward because of the harm they caused their fellow believers 
through lack of love in matters such as eating meat offered to idols, 
or in falling into idolatry (IO: 14). 

15. A fall into disapproval is not theoretical. It happened to Israel. God 
disciplines those who do not obey him. Paul is the positive exam
ple, Israel the negative. Israel did not exercise self-control and run 
for the prize as Paul did. 

16. See Ex 13:21. 
I 7. On this word, see Mk I :8. Some manuscripts say "baptized them

selves", "had themselves baptized" {C}. 
18. Same word as twice in v 4. On this word, see 14: I. That is, the 

physical manna they ate was spiritual in origin, coming lo the 
Israelites from God. 

19. That is, the water they drank was spiritual in origin, because it was 
provided by God, as described next. 

20. Note that this word is here applied to the source of the water, not 
the water itself as previously. Paul could mean that the physical 
rock following them (based on Jewish tradition) was spiritual in ori
gin; that is, from the realm of God. Or, he may be referring to the 

nature of the rock. It was a spiritual, supernatural, invisible rock; 
that is, Christ Himself. 

21. Some think Paul is agreeing with a Jewish tradition that a physical 
rock giving water followed the Israelites, and is identifying that 
rock as Christ. Others think he is saying Christ was the source of 
water following them, not any physical rock, correcting the tradi
tion. Compare Ex 17:6; Num 20:8. 

22. Or, "spread out, strewn about". That is, killed and left. Used only 
here. GK 2954. Same word as in Num 14:16 (killed, slaughtered). 
All but two were "disapproved", v 27. 

23. Or, "ones who desire". This noun is used only here. GK 2122. 
Related to "desired" next. 

24. Or, "be becoming". GK I 181. 
25. Num 25:9 says 24,000. Paul gives a correct, approximate number. 
26. Some manuscripts say "the Lord"; others, "God" { B}. 
27. On "put to the test", see Mt 4:7. Related to "tested" next. 
28. Some manuscripts add "also" {K}. 
29. Same word as "being destroyed" in v 9, with different grammar. On 

this word, see I: I 8. 
30. Used only here. GK 3904. Related to the verb in Heb 11 :28. Not 

related to "perished" earlier. 
31. That is, the consequences of sin just described. Some manuscripts 

say "all these things" { B}. 
32. On this word, see Rom I 0:4. Related to "conclusion" in Heb 9:26. 
33. Or, "arrived, reached". The preceding ages ended in Christ. Christ 

begins a new age. On this word, see "attain" in Act 26:7. 
34. Now Paul applies these examples to the Corinthians. 
35. Such a person supposes he stands based on his knowledge, but he 

may be falling into sin, as Israel did. On this word, see Lk 19: I I. 
36. That is, fall into sin and "become disapproved" (9:27), and lose 

one's reward. Same word as in v 8, on which see Rom 11: 11. 
37. Or, "trial, testing''. The testing or temptation in this context is in 

regard to meat offered to idols- with reference to both loving the 
weaker brother and idolatry, as seen next. Some think v 13 is an 
encouragement, "You need not fall. Your temptations are not 
unique, and do not exceed your strength. God will show you the 
way out". Others think it is a warning, "You have only had common 
human temptations up to now. Worse is coming, but God will help 
you". On this word, see "trials" in Jam I :2. 

38. Or, "taken". This common word meaning "to take, to receive" is 
used 258 times. GK 3284. 

39. Or, "human". Elsewhere only as "human" in Act 17:25; Rom 6: 19; 
I Cor 2:13; 4:3; Jam 3:7; I Pel 2:13. GK 474. 

40. Same word as in Mt 24:43; Lk 4:41; 22:51; Act 14: 16; 16:7; 28:4. 
Elsewhere only as "let" in Act 19:30; 23:32; 27:32; "leave" in Act 
27:40; and "let alone" in Lk 4:34. GK I 572. 

41. Related to "temptation" in v 12, 13. On this word, see Heb 2:18. 
42. Or, "bear up under". Same word as in 2 Tim 3: 11, of persecution. 

Elsewhere only as "bear up" in I Pet 2: 19, of unjust treatment. 
GK 5722. 

43. That is, that you may not fall while thinking you stand, v 12. Same 
word as 8:13. 

44. Paul now applies this to eating in idols' temples, an issue mentioned 
but not addressed in 8: I 0. Your knowledge in which you stand will 
cause you to fall if you think you can do this and not arouse the jeal
ousy of God. 

A. I Cor 15: I B. 2 Thes 3: I C. Rev 14:20, stade D. Jn I :5, overcome E. I Cor 7:9, have self control F. I Cor 15:53 G. Rev 4:4 H. I Cor 15:52 
J. Jn 18:23 K. 2 Tim 4:2 L. Rom I 0:3, being ignorant of M. Mt 17:5 N. Mt 3: I 0. I Pet 5:3, pattern P. Gal 5: 17 Q. I Cor 6: 18 R. Heb 2: 18, 
tempted S. Rev 19:9 T. Lk 5:30 U. Eph 6:4 V. Rev 1:11, see W. Col 1:2 X. Rev Rev 13:13, does Y. Mt 3:17 Z. I Cor6:18 



1 Corinthians 10: 15 604 Verse 

I F. I speak as to wise 1 ones, you judge2 what I say- IS 

I (;. The cup ofblessing3 which we blessA- is it not a sharing4 of the blood8 of I h 

Christ? The bread which we break-is it not a sharing of the body of Christ? 

111. Because there is one bread, we the many are one body5- for we all I: 
partakec from the one bread 

2Ci. Look-at0 Israel according to the flesh6
- are not the ones eating the I;.; 

sacrificesE sharers7 of the altar? 

21·. Therefore what am I saying? That food-sacrificed-to-an-ido]F is anything, or I 'I 

that an idol is anything?8 

I Ci. On the contrary, that the things which they9 are sacrificingG, they are 211 
sacrificing to demons 10

, and not to God11
• And I do not want you to be 12 

sharers of the demons 
2C i. You cannot13 drink the Lord's cup and the demons' cup. You cannot 21 

partakec of the Lord's table and the demons' table 
1( i. Or do we provoke the Lord to jealousy14? We are not stronger than He, 

are we? 15 

i'\C. All things are lawful, 16 but not all things are beneficial.'7 All things are lawful, but not all 
things build-up 18 • "Let no one be seekingH his own thing, but19 the thing of the other2° 

ID. Be eating anything being sold in the meat-market, examining21 nothing for the sake of 
conscience.22 0

For "The earth and the fullness23 of it are the Lord's" [Ps 24: l] 
1 D. If one of the unbelievers invites1 you,24 and you want to go, eat anything being set-beforeK 

you, examining nothing for the sake of conscienceL. 
0

But if one25 should say to you "This 
is offered-in-sacrifice26", do not eat27- for the sake of that one having disclosed28 it, and 
the conscience29 

11-.. Now the conscience I mean is not the one of oneself,30 but the one of the other3 1 2ll 

l F. For32 why33 is my freedomM being judged34 by another's conscience? 
0

1f35 I .~I I 
am partakingc with thanks36, why am I being blasphemedN for that which I am 
giving-thanks0 ? 

'>C. Therefore,37 whether you are eating or drinking or doing anything, be doing all for the glory ~ l 
of God 

ID Be38 blameless39 both to Jews and Greeks, and to the church of God i ' 

11 '· Just as I also am pleasingP all people as to all things, not seekingH the benefitO of , ' 
myself, but the benefit of the many- in order that they might be savedR 

::'D. Be imitators5 of me, just as I also am of Christ 11 

41'1. Now I praiseT you40 because41 you have remembered42 me as to everything, and you are holding
on-tou the traditions43

, just as I deliveredv to you. • And44 I want you to knoww that Christ is the 
headx of every man45

, and the husband46 is the head of a wife47, and God is the head ofChrist48 



605 I Corinthians 11 : 3 

I. Or, "sensible". On this word, see Mt 7:24. 
2. This is a command. 
3. That is, "the cup of blessing", as it was called in the Passover meal, 

which we bless with regard to the Lord's Supper, as Jesus did on 
that night. On this word, see 2 Cor 9:5. 

4. Or, "communion, partnership". On this word, see "fellowship" in 
I :9. Related to "sharer" in v 18, 20. 

5. Partaking of the one bread makes us sharers of Christ, and makes 
us one with all the others who do so. Paul's point is that the same 
is true in the idol temple. Others render this, "Because we the many 
are one body, one bread". 

6. That is, the physical nation of Israel worshiping in the temple of 
Jerusalem. 

7. Or. "partners. fellowshipers". Same word as in v 20. Related to 
"sharing" in v 16. On this word, see 2 Pet I :4. 

8. These arc the same two points of"knowledge" that Paul began with 
in 8:4 and 8:8. Some manuscripts reverse them, putting "that an idol 
is anything" first {K}. 

9. Some manuscripts say "the Gentiles" { C}. 
I 0. The Gentiles used this word to mean "deities" (as in Act 17: 18), but 

the Jews and Christians used it to mean "demons". Used 63 times. 
GK l 228. Related to "demon possessed" in Mt 8: 16. 

11. Or, "and to a no god". Paul may be quoting Deut 32: 17. 
12. Or, "be becoming". GK l 181. 
13. That is, without provoking God to jealousy (v 22), and bringing His 

judgment upon you (v 7, 11). 
14. On the word "provoke to jealousy", see Rom 11: 11. Paul may be 

referring to Deut 32:21. 
15. The grammar expects a "no" answer. 
16. Same phrase as in 6: 12. Now Paul returns to the matter of eating 

foods sacrificed lo idols begun in 8: I. Both here and in the next sen
tence, some manuscripts add "to me" {N), as in 6:12. Paul may 
again be quoting the Corinthians' slogan here. 

17. As just seen, some things harm other believers, some things dis-
qualify from reward, some things bring God's discipline upon us. 

18. Or, "edify". Same word as 8:1, IO. On this word, see "edify" in 14:4. 
19. Some manuscripts add "each" {N}, as in Phil 2:4. 
20. This is beneficial to both you and the other. It is the guiding prin

ciple in this whole matter, and is applied in detail next. Compare 
Phil 2:3-4. 

21. On this word, see 2: 14. Make no investigation or inquiry in any way 
about where the meat came from. 

22. Some think Paul means "examining nothing with questions your 
conscience might propose"; others, "examining nothing, making no 
inquiries, so as not to trouble your conscience". 

23. That is, everything filling it. On this word, see Col 1:19. 
24. That is, to his home, not to the idol's temple, as Paul said in v 14-22. 
25. Paul is apparently referring to a weaker brother who is a fellow 

guest at that meal. 
26. Used only here. GK 2638. Some manuscripts say "food-sacrificed

to-idols'', the word in 8: I. 
27. The grammar implies "stop eating". 
28. That is, for his good (v 24), out of love for him (as discussed in 

8: 1-9:23 ). On this word, see "showed" in Lk 20:37. 
29. That is, for not harming his conscience, 8: 12. Some manuscripts 

add the quotation from v 26, "For the earth and the fullness of it are 

the Lord's" {A]. Paul does not mean the conscience of the one he 
is exhorting, as he did in v 25 and 27, so he clarifies this next. 

30. Because your conscience is not harmed by it. The food is not an 
issue for you, the strong one. 

31. That is, the one who disclosed it, v 28. 
32. Some think Paul is defending the stronger one, so as to balance 

love's sacrifice with the freedom in Christ. His or her freedom exer
cised in good conscience is not limited by the judgment of another's 
conscience. If the strong one partakes with thanksgiving, others 
have no right to blaspheme him. He has the right to eat. But in this 
case, do not eat, out of love for the weaker one. This choice is based 
on love, not on any guilt in the strong one's conscience caused by 
the other person, and not by any submission to his viewpoint. Oth
ers think Paul is exhorting the strong one, as in Rom 14: 16. Do not 
eat, for why should you give an occasion for your freely chosen 
behavior to come under condemnation? Why conduct yourself in 
a way that what you receive with thanksgiving, others blaspheme 
you for? Do not do so. 

33. Or, "for what purpose". Not the same word as in v 30. On this word, 
see Mt 27:46. 

34. Or, "condemned". On this word, see Mt 7:1. 
35. Some manuscripts say "But if" or "For if" {K). 
36. This word also means "grace", hence we speak of"saying grace". 

GK 592 l. Related to "give thanks" next. 
37. Paul concludes with the broadest possible expression of the prin

ciple he has been teaching since 8: I. 
38. Or, "Be becoming". GK JJ81. Same word as in 11:1. 
39. Or, "without an opportunity for stumbling, without offense". Else

where only in Phil I: IO; Act 24: 16. GK 7 l 8. It is the negative of the 
word "opportunity for stumbling" in 8:9. 

40. Some manuscripts add "brothers" { N). 
41. Or, "that". GK 4022. 
42. Or, "kept me in mind" as to all my teachings and your questions. 

On this word, see Lk I :54. 
43. Or, "what is handed down, delivered". Used in this sense in 2 Thes 

2: 15; 3:6. Elsewhere only in Mt 15:2, 3, 6; Mk 7:3, 5, 8, 9, 13; Gal 
1:14; Col 2:8. GK 4142. Related to "delivered" next. 

44. Or, "But, Now". Same word as "now" in v 2, and "but" in v 17. GK 
l 254. "And" or "Now" would mean this continues with the questions 
about which the Corinthians have kept Paul in mind, as seen in their 
writing to him about them, 7: I. "But" would mean this begins an 
issue about which they had not kept Paul in mind, or had not held 
on to his teaching, about which he now writes to correct them. In this 
case, some think Paul is continuing to respond to their questions; oth
ers, that he now moves on to an issue about which he heard from 
other sources (as perhaps in the next issue, v 18). See 7: I. 

45. Same word as "husband" next. It means either "man" or "husband", 
based on the context. Used 216 times. GK 467. 

46. Or, "and the man is the head of his wife". Or, "the man is the head 
of a woman", when the two are considered as a pair. 

47. This word means either"woman" or "wife", depending on the con
text. It is used 215 times. GK l 222. 

48. This is the general spiritual principle. Paul now applies this principle 
to a question from the Corinthians specific to their culture, "Should 
women continue to wear veils while praying or prophesying". It was 
their custom to do so (v 16), and Paul argues to continue it. 

A. Lk 6:28 B. I Jn I :7 C. Heb 2: 14 D. Rev I: 11, see E. Heb 9:26 F. I Cor 8: I G. Act 10: 13, slaughter H. Phil 2:21 J. Rom 8:30, called 
K. Act 17:3, put before L. Act 23: I M. Gal 5: 13 N. I Tim 6: I 0. Mt 26:27 P. I Thes 2:4 Q. I Cor 7:35 R. Lk 19: I 0 S. Eph 5: I 
T.Roml5:11 U.Roml:l8,holddown V.Actl6:4 W.1Jn2:29 X.Mkl2:IO 



I Corinthians 11 :4 606 Verse 

I ( ·. Every man prayingA or prophesying8 while having a covering down over his head is shaming1 his -l 
head2• •And every woman praying or prophesying3 with the head unveiled4 is shaming her head5 

ID. For6 she is one and the same with the one having been shaved7 

11 ·•. For if a woman is not veiling-herself8
, let her also9 have-herself-sheared10 

(, 

2 L. But if it is shamefu!l 1 for a woman to have-herself-sheared or shaved, let her be 
veiling-herself 

2 [). For a man 12 oughtc not to be veiling the head, being the image0 and gloryE of God- but 
the woman is the glory o/man13 

Ir. For man is not from woman, but woman from man14 ~ 

2 I•. For indeed man was not createdF for the sake of the woman, but woman for the sake '' 
of the man 15 

_i I.. For this reason, 16 the woman oughtc to be having authority 17 on her head because I 11 

of the angels 18 

4L. Nevertheless 19 there is neither woman without man, nor2° man without woman in the I I 
Lord. 

0

For just as the woman is from the man, so also the man is through the woman. I~ 
And all things are from God 

2( . JudgeG among21 you yourselves22- is it fitting23 that an unveiled woman should prayA to God? I ; 

~( ·. Does not even nature24 itselfteachH you that if a man25 has long hair, it is a dishonor to him- 1-l 

but if a woman has long hair, it is a gloryE to her? Because26 the long hair has been given to I ' 

her27 for2 8 a covering29 

-!( ·. But if anyone seems30 to be contentious, we do not have such a custom31 , nor do the churches I < • 

of God 



607 I Corinthians 11 : 16 

I. Or, "dishonoring". On this word, see "put to shame" in Rom 5:5. 
2. Some think Paul means Christ; others, the man's physical head; oth

ers, both. The reason is given in v 7. 
3. Some think Paul is implying that this praying and prophesying took 

place "in church" for both the man and the woman; others, else
where for the woman, based on 14:34. 

4. Or. "uncovered, without a head covering". Elsewhere only in v 13. 
GK l 114. Related to "veil" in v 6. 

5. Some think Paul means the woman's husband, v 3; others, her phys
ical head, v 6; others, both. When she is praying or prophesying, a 
woman should wear a veil in order to honor her husband and mar
riage and herself, not shame them. Her spiritual equality is to be 
exercised in subordination to her marriage relationship, so as not to 
bring unnecessary shame on them or on Christ from her society
as this is expressed in her culture. 

6. The woman shames her head because she identifies herself with the 
ones her society considers shamed, and thus brings unnecessary 
insult upon the gospel from her society. It was improper in that soci
ety to not wear a veil. 

7. Some think Paul is referring to adulteresses, who were shaved in 
Israel. Others think he is referring to women who try to look like 
men. Elsewhere only in v 6 and Act 21 :24, shaving men's heads for 
a vow. GK 3834. 

8. Or, "covering". Used twice here, and elsewhere only in v 7. GK 
2877. Related to "unveiled" in v 5. 

9. If you are going this far in violating proper decorum, then why not 
go all the way and cut off your hair! 

I 0. Elsewhere only in Act 18: 18, of Paul keeping his vow; and in Act 
8:32, of sheep. GK 3025. 

11. It was shameful in the culture of that day, but in other cultures the 
length of a woman's hair is not a matter of decency or shame. There 
is nothing to be gained for Christ by violating one's societal stan
dards of decency. Much can be unnecessarily lost. On this word, 
see Tit 1:11. 

12. Paul uses grammar that emphasizes the contrast between the two 
halves of this sentence. 

I 3. Some think Paul is implying something the man is that the woman is 
not. Adam reflects God's image in a way Eve does not, because he is 
in the position of rule and authority. However, perhaps Paul is instead 
stating something the woman is that the man is not. Adam is the 
human counterpart of God's attributes, created from Hirn to reflect His 
glory. He ought to reflect that glory, not veil it. Eve, in addition to 
reflecting God's image and glory like Adam (including the dominion 
they were given as a pair, Gen I :26-28), also reflects the glory of 
Adam, being created from him as his counterpart, v 8-9. The aspects 
of her that are a counterpart to the man are related specifically to her 
as his mate, to the marriage relationship. In a special way, her spirit 
and body "corresponds" to him, making them a pair. Since the glory 
of her "maleness" is for him and no other, honoring it is honoring him, 
herself, and their marriage. She should honor it in whatever way is 
appropriate in her culture- in the case here, by veiling the head. 

14. That is, Eve, the first woman, was made from Adam (Gen 2:21-22), 
rather than from dust. 

15. Paul is referring to Gen 2: 18-24, where Eve was made from Adam 
to be a mate suitable to him. Paul is not saying that Genesis means 
the woman was created lo serve the man as his slave, but that she 
was created lo complete him, to be his mate, to be the second half 
of the pair, as Adam observed among the animals he named. 

16. That is, because the woman was created from man and for man (v 
8-9); because she is the glory of man (v 7), the completion of man 
as his mate. 

17. Some think Paul means a veil as a "symbol of authority", symbol
izing the husband's authority and the wife's freedom to act within 
it. It symbolizes that she is exercising her spiritual freedom to pray 
and prophesy within the chain of relationships as established by 
God. Since she is her husband's mate, she should wear a veil while 
praying or prophesying. Others think Paul means she ought to have 
"control over" her head so as not lo bring shame upon herself and 
others, as this same phrase means in Rev 11 :6; 14: 18; 20:6. On this 
word, see Rev 6:8. Some manuscripts say "a veil" (A}. 

18. Or, "messengers". Some think Paul is referring to the angels pres
ent during worship. Note 4:9. Others think he is referring to the 
human messengers, the preachers present during worship. There are 
other views. On this word, see "messengers" in I Tim 3: 16. 

19. The creation of woman from man and for man is the order of the 
first creation, our existence as humans on earth. This order does not 
exist in the new creation, where there is no male or female in the 
Lord, Gal 3:28. But at the present, we live and have responsibilities 
in both spheres. Balancing the woman's freedom "in the Lord", 
with what was "fitting" (v 13) by their cultural standards, and would 
not bring unnecessary insult and shame to Christ, is Paul's goal in 
this whole section. 

20. Some manuscripts put the "man without woman" phrase first {K}. 
21. Or, "within". GK 1877. 
22. Paul asks them to use their common sense in this matter. On "you 

yourselves", see 5: 13. 
23. Or, "proper, suitable, seemly, becoming". Same word as in Mt 3: 15; 

I Tim 2:10; Tit 2:1; Heb 2:10; 7:26. Elsewhere only as "proper" in 
Eph 5:3. GK 4560. Our ''judgment" as to what is "fitting" differs by 
culture. For example, if Christian women in Western cultures were 
made to wear veils, it would not be judged "fitting" at all, but would 
bring the very insults and shame upon the church that Paul is trying 
to avoid here. Compare 14:34, where the same issue arises. 

24. The grammar expects a "yes" answer to this question. By "nature", 
some think Paul means the physical makeup of man and woman, 
women in general having a richer endowment of hair. Others think he 
means the natural disposition and preferences of men and women in 
this matter, as reflected in the customs regarding hair. Note that his 
point is not about how long one's hair should be, or what our customs 
regarding hair should be, but that woman's natural covering of hair 
honors her in a special way when she is not wearing a veil, and as 
such, shows that a veil is also honorable. On this word, see Eph 2:3. 

25. Paul uses grammar that emphasizes the contrast between the two 
halves of this sentence. 

26. Or, "That", making this a second question. GK 4022. 
27. Some manuscripts omit "to her" { C}. 
28. Or, "corresponding to, answering to". GK 505. 
29. Elsewhere only as "cloak" in Heb 1: 12. GK 43 l 6. 
30. Or, "thinks, presumes". That is, seems to you, or thinks in himself. 

On this word, see "thinking" in Lk 19: 11. 
31. That is, if you want to debate this, we have no other custom. All our 

women wear the veil. This is the habit we are accustomed to in the 
churches. Elsewhere only in Jn 18:39, and as "accustomed habit" 
in I Cor 8:7. GK 5311. Some think Paul means "we have no cus
tom of fighting about these things". 

A. I Tim 2:8 B. 1Cor14:1 C. 1 Jn 4:11 D. Col 1:15 E. 2 Pet 2: 10 F. Eph 2:15 G. Mt 7:1 H. Rom 12:7 J. 2 Tim 2:20 



I Corinthians 11 : I 7 608 Verse 

:iB. But while commandingA this, I do not praise 1 I' 

I c. Because you are coming-together not for the better8
, but for the worse 

ID. For first2, while you are coming-together in church3, I am hearing4 that there are divisionsc I~ 
among you. And a certain part5 of it I believe0

-

IL. For there indeed have-to6 be factions7 among you, in order that the approved8 ones I 'J 
may also9 become knownE among you 10 

2D. So 11 while you are coming-together12 at the same place 13
, it is not that you may eat the 2r1 

Lord'sf Supper! "For at the eatingG, each one is taking his own dinner 14 before others15 • 21 

And one is hungry, and another is drunk16 

IL You do not indeedH fail to have houses for eating and drinking, do you? 11 

21-. Or are you treating the church of God with contempt18
, and humiliating1 the ones 

not having 19? 

-1 D. What should I say to you? Shall I praiseK you? In this20 I do not praise 

2C For I receivedL from the Lord what I also handed-over21 to you-

ID. That the Lord Jesus, in the night on which He was being handed-over, took bread. •And 2-1 
having given-thanksM, He brokeN it, and said "This22 is23 My body, the one being given24 

for you. Be doing this for My remembrance25" 

2D. Similarly also the cup after the dining26, saying, "This cup is the new0 covenantP in My ::'." 
bloodo. Be doing this, as-often-as27 you drink it, for My remembrance" 

JD. For as-often-as you eat this bread and drink the28 cup, you are proclaimingR the death of 2<, 
the Lord, until which time He comes 

~( · So then, whoever eats the29 bread or3° drinks the cup of the Lord unworthily31 shall be guilty32 

of the body and the blood of the Lord. 
0

But let a person5 examine33 himself, and in this manner ~ :-: 
let him eat ofl4 the bread and drink of the cup 

ID For the one eating and drinking35 while not rightly-judging36 the body37, is eating and ~·l 

drinkingjudgment38 on himself. 
0

For this reason many among you are weaF and sicku, '(I 

and many 39 sleepv 



609 I Corinthians 11 :30 

I. As Paul did in 11 :2. Same word as in v 2, 22. 
2. Paul uses grammar that may imply a second issue is to be named 

(as perhaps in v 20); or, he means "first" in the sense of"above all". 
Same grammar as in Rom I :8. 

3. Or, "an assembly, a congregation". That is, a gathering of people, 
often in a home. On this word, see Rev 22: 16. 

4. Perhaps Paul heard it from the same people as in I:! I, or those in 
16: I 7. This may mean the Corinthians did not ask Paul about this 
issue: or, that in addition to their question about the Lord's Sup
per, Paul had heard this news about them. 

5. Or, "And some part I believe". That is, "in part". Same idiom as in 
Act 5:2, and elsewhere only as "any part" in Lk II :36. 

6. Or, "must". Or, "it is necessary that there be ... ". On this idiom, see 
"must" in Mt 16:21. 

7. This word means "a choice, a chosen opinion, a taking of sides". 
Same word as in Gal 5:20. Then it means the "school, sect, or 
party" professing that opinion- as in the "sect" of Sadducees in 
Act 5: 17: Pharisees in Act 15:5; 26:5; Nazarenes in Act 24:5; the 
Way in Act 24: 14: Christians in Act 28:22. Then, if rejected, this 
opinion becomes a "heresy", as this word is elsewhere only used in 
2 Pet 2: t. Our word "heresy" is from this word. GK 146. These 
groups should not be built around personalities, I Cor I: I 0. But 
Christianity itself was seen as a sect or faction of Judaism- and 
this was necessary in order to separate out the approved ones, Chris
tians. Related to "chose" in Mt 12: 18; and "divisive" in Tit 3: I 0. 

8. This adjective means "approved after testing". See 2 Tim 2: 15 on it. 
9. Or, "indeed". Some manuscripts omit this word { C}. 
I 0. Choices between good and bad, right and wrong exist in order to 

separate the approved from the disapproved. 
11. Or, "Then, Therefore". This is either a second problem, or a spe-

cific manifestation of the first problem. 
12. Same word as in 11: 17, 18, 33, 34; 14:23, 26. GK 5302. 
13. On this idiom, "al the same place", see Act 2:47. 
14. Same word as "Supper" preceding. On this word, see Lk 14:12. 

Related to "dining" in v 25. 
I 5. Thal is, they are not waiting for one another and eating together, v 3 3. 

They are eating independently. Paul is referring to the "love-feast" or 
common meal associated with the Lord's Supper at that time. 

16. They are not sharing food. Some take to the point of excess, others 
do not get enough. Note v 33. Elsewhere only in Mt 24:49; Act 2: 15; 
I Thes 5:7; Rev 17:6. GK 3501. Related to "get drunk" in Jn 2: 10. 

17. The grammar expects a "no" answer. Same grammar as in 9:4. 
More literally, "you do not indeed not have houses ... , do you?". 

18. Or, "looking down on" the church. On this word, "treat with con
tempt", see "disregard" in Rom 2:4. 

19. That is, the poor, the have-nots who are going hungry at your din
ner, v 21. 

20. Some punctuate this "Shall I praise you in this? I do not praise". 
21. Or, "delivered, handed down". Same word as later in v 23; and as 

"delivered" in 11 :2; 15:3; etc. On this word, see Mt 26:21. 
22. Some manuscripts say "Take, eat, this ... " {A J. 
23. On this word, see Mt 26:26. 
24. The verb "being given" is supplied from Lk 22: 19. Some manu

scripts here say "being broken" [A}, using the same word as 
"broke" earlier in this verse, a word used 14 times in the NT, always 
of breaking bread (see Act 2:46 on it). 

25. Or, "reminder, calling to memory". Same word as in 11 :25; Lk 
22: 19 (by Jesus of the Lord's Supper). Elsewhere only as 
"reminder" in Heb 10:3, in the sacrifices there was a "reminder" of 
sin year by year. GK 390. 

26. That is, the eating of dinner. Same word as in Lk 22:20. Elsewhere 
only as "have dinner" in Lk 17:8; Rev 3:20. GK 1268. Related to 
"dinner" in v 21. 

27. Or, "as many times as". That is, as often as you drink this cup, not 
as often as you drink anything. Jesus gives no indication of how 
often it should be done. Elsewhere only in 11 :26: Rev 11 :6, "as 
often as they desire". GK 4006. 

28. Some manuscripts say "this" {N}. 
29. Some manuscripts say "this" {N}. 
30. Some manuscripts say "and" { K}. 
31. That is, in a manner unworthy of the Lord- by being in sin dur

ing the very act of remembering His sacrifice for sin! In the 
Corinthians case, Paul is referring to the way in which they were 
conducting themselves while partaking of the Lord's Supper, as 
described in v 18-22- their actions and attitudes toward it and one 
another. Used only here. GK 397. Related to "unworthy" in 6:2. 

32. Or, "liable/or, answerable for". Same word as in Mk 3:29; Jam 2: 10. 
Elsewhere only as "liable to" in Mt 5:21, 22; and "subject to" in Mt 
26:66; Mk 14:64; Heb 2:15. GK 1944. Such people are rendered 
"guilty" by their unworthy conduct with regard to the Lord's Supper, 
and therefore "liable" to the Lord's discipline for their actions, v 32. 

33. Or, "test, approve". Same word as "prove" in 2 Cor 13:5. On this 
word, see "approve" in Rom 12:2. 

34. Or, "from". Same preposition used with "drink" next. GK 1666. 
35. Some manuscripts add "unworthily" {A}, as in v 27. 
36. Or "discerning, distinguishing". By "body", some think Paul means 

"the Lord's Supper as a remembrance of His body and blood on the 
cross". Thus some think Paul means "Not distinguishing the Lord's 
Supper from all other meals", treating the bread and wine as com
mon. That is, not properly reverencing or hallowing the remem
brance of the Lord, and therefore the Lord Himself. Others think he 
means "Not appreciating the true nature and full meaning of the 
Lord's Supper, the Lord's body given for you", failing to see what 
these elements mean in themselves and for your behavior. That is, 
they are partaking of this remembrance without applying it to them
selves, without seeing the ways in which His sacrifice for us requires 
that we be holy and sacrifice ourselves for our fellow believers. By 
"body", others think Paul means "the church, the body of believers". 
Thus he means "while not appreciating the true meaning of the body 
of Christ with whom you are celebrating this remembrance", failing 
to properly honor one another and join together as one body in the 
remembrance of the Lord. Same word as in v 31, and related to 
"judgment" next. It is rendered this way to show these connections. 
On this word, see "doubting" in Jam I :6. 

37. Some manuscripts say "the body ofthe Lord" {A}. In the Greek 
word order, the phrase "while not rightly-judging the body" is at 
the end of the sentence, after "himself". 

38. That is, discipline, as Paul says in v 32. See Heb 12:7-1 t. Sickness 
and death are examples of this discipline. On this word, see Jn 9:39. 

39. This is a different word than earlier, perhaps meant to convey 
"many-others". GK 2653. 

A.1Timl:3 B.Hebl:4 C.!Corl:IO D.Jn3:36 E.Roml:l9,evident F.Revl:IO G.Actl0:13 H.Mt27:23 J.Rom5:5,puttoshame 
K. Rom 15: 11 L. Lk 17:34, taken M. Mt 26:27 N. Act 2:46 0. Heb 8: 13 P. Heb 8:6 Q. I Jn I :7 R. Phil I: 18 S. Mt 4:4, mankind 
T.1Thes5:14 U.Mkl6:18 V.1Thes4:13,fallingasleep 



I Corinthians 11 :31 610 Verse 

IL. But 1 if we were rightly-judging ourselves, we would not be beingjudged2 11 

21.. But while being judged, we are being disciplined3 by the Lord, in-order-that" we I' 

might not be condemned5 with the world 

.o\C . So then my brothers, while coming-together so as to eat, be waiting-fo~ one another. "If6 one 33-_14 
is hungry, let him eat at home, in-order-that7 you might not come-together for8 judgment 

:'C. And I will set-in-order0 the remainingc things whenever I come 

hll. Now concerning the spiritual0 gifts9
, brothers, I do not want you to be unawareE 

I ( · You know that when 10 you were Gentiles11 ,you were being led-away12 to the speechless13 idols, 
however14 you were being led. "Therefore I make-knownF to you that 

ID. No one speaking by the Spirit of God is saying "Jesus is accursed15" 

21 )_ And no one is able to say "Jesus is Lord" 16 except by the Holy Spirit17 

I ~-"-· 

2C. Now there are differences 18 of gifts 19
, but the same Spirit. "And there are differences of -+-' 

ministries20
, and the same Lord. •And there are differences of things-worked21 , but22 the same 1. 

God working23 all things in all persons 
:IC. And the manifestation24 a/the Spirit is given to each one for our benefit25 

ID. For to one, a word26 of wisdom27 is given through the Spirit 
2D. And to another, a word o/knowledge28 according-to29 the same Spirit 
l D. To 30 a different31 one, faith 32 by the same Spirit 
-tD. And to another, gifts o/healings33 by the one34 Spirit 

l) 



611 1 Corinthians 12:9 

I. Some manuscripts say "For" { N). 
2. That is, be experiencing judgment as described in v 30. Same word 

as next, on which see Mt 7: I. 
3. Or, "corrected, trained, instructed, educated". We are disciplined as 

God's children. not condemned with unbelievers. Same word as in 
Lk 23: 16, 22; 2 Cor 6:9; Heb 12:6, 7, 10; Rev 3: 19. Used of parents 
disciplining their children, and government disciplining (with 
whippings. floggings) its wayward subjects. Here, discipline by 
God with sickness and death is in view. Elsewhere only as "correct" 
in 2 Tim 2:25; and "train" in Act 7:22; 22:3; I Tim I :20; Tit 2: 12. 
GK 4084. Related to "training" in 2 Tim 3: 16. 

4. Or, "so that we will not", depending on whether Paul is referring to 
the purpose or the result of the discipline. GK 2671. 

5. That is, "judged against", pronounced judgment upon. Used 18 
times. GK 2891. Same root word as "judge rightly", "judgment", 
and "judge". Thus the same root word is used six times in v 29-32. 

6. Some manuscripts say "And if" {N). 
7. Or, "so that you will not". GK 2671. 
8. Or, "resulting in, leading to". On this word, see "resulting in" in 

Rom 5:16. 
9. Some supply "gifts" here, based on 12:4, 31; others, "manifestations" 

from v 7, in light ofv 2-3; others, "people", as in 14:37. Both words 
"spiritual" and "gift" are used together only in Rom I: 11. 

10. Compare Act 15:23. Some manuscripts omit this word {N}, so that 
it says" ... that you were Gentiles being led away ... ". 

11. That is, pagans, non-believers. On this word, see Act 15:23. 
12. The Corinthians were led away to the idols by outside forces. Not 

so now. Paul wants them to understand, to not be unaware of how 
the Spirit is working among them and through them. GK 552. 

13. The idols neither spoke, nor did they lead you to speak! Not so with 
the Spirit, whose influence is known to you, and is discemable by 
its results. On this word, see "meaningless" in 14:10. 

14. Or, "whenever", as in 11 :34; Rom 15:24; Phil 2:23. This idiom is 
elsewhere only as "as if" in 2 Cor 10:9. 

15. Or, "Jesus be cursed". The word is anathema. It means "the object 
ofa curse". On this word, see Rom 9:3. 

16. That is, from the heart, not simply mouthing the words. Compare 
Jn 6:44; Rom 10:9. 

17. Paul gives no historical context to verse 3. Many theories about 
what may lie behind this verse have been proposed. Consult the 
commentaries. In any case, Paul begins his discussion of spiritual 
things by distinguishing the ministry of the Spirit from what the 
Corinthians experienced from their speechless idols. 

18. Or, "divisions, varieties, allotments, distributions''. Used only in v 
4-6. GK 1348. The related verb is "distributing" in v 11. 

19. This emphasizes the source. They are gifts of grace freely given 
without merit in the receiver. Same word as in v 9, 28, 30, 31. On 
this word, see I :7. 

20. Or, "services", ways of serving, spheres of serving. This empha
sizes the purpose- to serve others. Same word as in Act I: 17, 25; 
6: I, 4; 11 :29; 12:25; 20:24; 21: 19; Rom 11:13; I Cor 16: 15; 2 Cor 
3:7, 8, 9: 4: I; 5: 18; 6:3; 8:4; 9: I, 12, 13; 11 :8; Eph 4: 12; Col 4: 17; 
2 Tim 4:5. Elsewhere only as "service" in Lk 10:40; Rom 12:7; 
15:31; I Tim 1:12; 2 Tim 4:11; Heb 1:14; Rev 2:19. GK 1355. 
Related to "servant" in 3:5; and "ministering" in I Pet 4: 10. 

21. Or, "effects, products, results, what is worked" in us. This empha
sizes the result which is produced in and through us by God. That 
is, there are different manif~stations or results of God's working 
in us, different "activities, operations, workings" of God in us, dif
ferent things He accomplishes in and through us. This Greek word 
is forrned like "gift" in v 4. As God's giving results in a "thing 
given" (a gift), so His working (v 6) results in a "thing worked" (a 
work, though this English word is ambiguous). Thus "teaching" is 
a gift, a service, and a spiritual work of God in and through the 
teacher. Elsewhere only in v 10. GK 1920. 

22. Some manuscripts say "and" {N}. 
23. On this word, see "works" in v 11. Related to "things-worked''. 
24. Or, "open disclosure, public revelation". Gifts are public disclosures 

of the Spirit in us. Some think Paul means gifts are our means of 
exhibiting the Spirit; others, His means of exhibiting Himself. Else
where only as "open disclosure" in 2 Cor 4:2. GK 5748. Related 
to "evident" in Rom 1:19; and "make evident" in I Jn 2:19. 

25. Or, "profit". This is an idiom, "with a view to the thing being ben
eficial". Same word as "beneficial" in 6: 12. Compare the similar 
phrase in Heb 12: 10. 

26. This common word, logos, used 330 times, means "word, speech, 
talk, saying, statement, message, reason, account, matter". GK 3364. 

27. This word, sophia, is used 51 times, in I Cor only in I: 17, 19, 20, 
21, 22, 24, 30; 2:1, 4, 5, 6, 7, 13; 3:19; 12:~. Some think Paul is 
using the word as he did in 2:6-13, where the wisdom we speak 
(2:6) is the Spirit's revelation (2: 10) about God's mystery, Christ 
(2:7), spoken in words taught by the Spirit (2: 13 ). Others define it 
as a "wise saying" revealed by the Spirit for a specific circumstance 
(such as when on trial, Lk 21: 15). Others define it more generally, 
as an appropriate speaking of God's wisdom to a specific circum
stance, "wise counsel". GK 5053. 

28. Elsewhere only in Lk I :77; 11 :52; Rom 2:20; 11 :33; 15: 14; I Cor 
1:5; 8: I, 7, 10, 11; 13:2, 8; 14:6; 2 Cor 2: 14; 4:6; 6:6; 8:7; 10:5; 11 :6; 
Eph 3: 19; Phil 3:8; Col 2:3; I Tim 6:20; I Pet 3:7; 2 Pet I :5, 6; 3: 18. 
GK 1194. Some define it as knowledge of the revealed word of God. 
Others define it as a revelation of unknown facts, such as when Jesus 
knew the woman had five husbands, Jn 4: 18, 29. 

29. Or, "based on, by way of". GK 2848. 
30. Some manuscripts say "And to ... " {N}. 
31. In verses 8-10, "another" can mean "another of the same kind" (GK 

257, used 155 times, also as "other"). "Different" can mean 
"another of a different kind" (GK 2283, used 98 times, mainly as 
"another, other"). The change ofterrns may be stylistic, or Paul may 
be intending to divide the gifts into three groupings. If the latter, 
there are different opinions as to what the meaning of these three 
groupings might be. Consult the commentaries. 

32. Used in I Coronly in 2:5; 12:9; 13:2, 13; 15:14, 17; 16:13. Most 
define it based on 13:2, faith so as to move mountains. Faith to per
forrn works of faith, 2 Thes I: 11. On this word, see Eph 2:8. 

33. That is, the effecting ofhealings as seen in Act 3:6; 4:30; 5:15-16; 
8:7; 9:34; 10:38; 28:8-9. Elsewhere only in 12:28, 30. GK 2611. 
Note Lk 9: I, 6; I 0:8-9. Related to "heal" in Mt 8:8. See also "cure" 
inMt8:7. 

34. Some manuscripts say "by the same Spirit" {A). 

A. Heb II: 10 B. I Cor 7: 17, directing C. 2 Pet 3: 16, other D. I Cor 14: I E. Rom 10:3, being ignorant of F. Phil I :22, know 



I Corinthians 12: I 0 612 Verse 

·' D. And to another, things-worked1 by miracles2 111 
6 D. And3 to another, prophecy 
7D. And5 to another, discemments6 of spirits 
I-ID. To1 a different one, kindsA oftongues8 

9D. And to another, interpretation9 of tongues 
IOD. But the one and the same Spirit works 10 all these things, distributing 11 to each one 11 

individually 12, just as He wills 13 

-'IC·. For just as the [human] body is one [body] and has many body-parts 14
, and all the body-parts I~ 

of the [human] body 15, being many, are one body, so also is Christ16 

ID. For indeed 17 with 18 one Spirit, we all 19 were baptized20 into one body21 - whether Jews I·; 

or Greeks, whether slaves or free. And we all were given one Spirit to drink22 

2D. For indeed the body is not one body-part, but many23 1-l 

IE. If the foot should say, "Because I am not a hand, I am not a part of the body'', it is I' 
not for this reason not a part of the body. •And if the ear should say, "Because I am I 1 

not an eye, I am not a part of the body", it is not for this reason not a part of the body 
2 E. If the whole body were an eye, where would the hearing be? If the whole were an I -

ear, where would the smelling be? 
3[. But now24 , God placed8 the body-parts-each one of them-in the body, just as He I:. 

wantedc 
·ff. And if all were one body-part, where would the body be? I· 1 

.1.D. But now,25 there are many26 body-parts- but one body27 _:11 

IF. And the eye cannot say to the hand, "I do not have need0 of you". Or again the head 
to the feet, "I do not have need of you" 

2L On the contrary, much rather the body-parts of the body seemingE to be weakerF are 
necessaryG. ·And the things of the body which we are thinkingE to be more-without
honor28, on these we are putting-on more honor29 

.'I 



613 1 Corinthians 12:23 

I. Or, "products, effects, workings of His powers; effects which are 
miraculous, consisting of miracles; workings by Him of miracles". 
That is. miraculous things God does by the working of His powers. 
On this word, see v 6. This does not refer to a human ability to pro
duce a miracle (note Act 3: 12; 4:30), but to the miraculous result 
itself. produced by God. To another, God gives miracles (compare 
v 28, where this gift is simply "miracles"). The related verb (in v 
11) is used with "miracles" in Gal 3:5, of God "working miracles". 

2. Or "powers". That is, supernatural effects of the powers of God 
other than healing (though heatings were also miracles). For exam
ple, execution, Act 5:9: raising the dead, Act 9:40; blinding, Act 
13:11. Same word as in Mt 7:22; 11:20, 21, 23; 13:54, 58; Mk6:2, 
5; 9:39: Lk I 0: 13; 19:37; Act 2:22; 8: 13; 19: 11; I Cor 12:28, 29; 2 
Cor 12: 12: Gal 3:5; Heb 2:4. Same word as "power" in Lk 5: 17; 
6: 19; 8:46; 9: I; Act I :8; 3: 12; 4:33; Rom 15: 19; I Cor 2:4; 2 Thes 
2:9; etc. On this word, see "power" in Mk 5:30. 

3. Some manuscripts omit this word {C}. 
4. That is, the output of a prophet when he or she prophesies. Prophets 

(noun, 12:28, 29; 14:29, 32, 37, see 12:28) prophesy (verb, II :4, 5; 
13:9; 14:1, 3, 4, 5, 24, 31, 39, see 14:1) prophecies (noun, 12:10; 
13:2, 8; 14:6, 22). Elsewhere only in Mt 13: 14; Rom 12:6; I Thes 
5:20; I Tim 1:18; 4:14; 2 Pet 1:20, 21; Rev 1:3; 11:6; 19:10; 22:7, 
10, 18, 19. GK 4735. Prophets are the direct mouthpiece of God, 
Lk 1:70. Compare Mt 26:68; Mk 14:65; Lk 2:36; 7:39; Jn4:18, 19; 
11:51; Act 2:17, 30; 11:28; 21:9-11; I Cor 14:30; Eph 3:5; 2 Pet 
I :21: Rev I :3; 22: 18. Some define this gift as speaking revelation 
from God confirmed by supernatural knowledge of past, present, or 
future events. Others define it as speaking revelation from God, but 
without the supernatural confirmation aspect. Others define it as 
"speaking for God, preaching, forthtelling", defining it based on its 
results in the hearer ( 14:3, 31) rather than its source. 

5. Some manuscripts omit this word {C}. 
6. Or "judgments, distinguishings". Same word as in Heb 5: 14. Else

where only as "disputes" in Rom 14: I. GK l 360. The related verb 
is in 14:29. It is the gift of distinguishing the source of a spirit or 
message or act, as in 14:29; I Jn 4:1-3. Act 16:16-18 may be an 
example. I Cor 14:29 may indicate that prophets also had this gift. 
Some think it is based on revelation. 

7. Some manuscripts say "And lo ... " { N}. 
8. That is, "languages". For two views of this gift, see 14:2. 

"Tongues" (plural) may refer to this gift in Mk 16: 17; Act 2:3, 4; 
10:46; 19:6; I Cor 12:10, 28, 30; 13:1, 8; 14:5, 6, 18, 22, 23, 39; 
and "tongue" (singular) in I Cor 14:2, 4, 9, 13, 14, 19, 26, 27. 
"New tongues" is in Mk 16: 17; "other tongues" is in Act 2:4. 
Related to "other-tongues" in I Cor 14:21. Elsewhere only of the 
organ itself in Mk 7:33; Lk 16:24; Rev 16: IO; of languages in Act 
2: 11; of peoples grouped by language in Rev 5:9; 7:9; IO: 11; 11 :9; 
13:7; 14:6; 17:15;ofhumansbeingsinRom 14:ll;Phil2:11;and 
of speech in Mk 7:35; Lk I :64; Act 2:26; Rom 3: 13; Jam I :26; 3:5, 
6, 8: I Pet 3:10; I Jn 3:18. GK JJ85. 

9. Or, "translation". Used only here and 14:26. GK 2255. Related to 
"translated" in Jn 1:42; "translated" in Act 13:8; "interpreter" in I 
Cor 14:28: and "interpret" in I Cor 12:30. 

10. Or, "effects, produces". Same word as in v 6; and in Gal 2:8; 3:5; 
5:6; Eph I: 11, 20: Phil 2: 13; Jam 5: 16. Elsewhere only as "at work" 
in Mt 14:2; Mk 6:14; Rom 7:5; 2 Cor 1:6: 4:12; Eph 2:2; 3:20; Col 

1:29; I Thes 2:13; 2 Thes 2:7. GK 1919. Related to "working" in 
Phil 3:21; "things-worked" in I Cor 12:6; and "effective" in Heb 
4: 12. The root word is "work" in Mt 26: 10. 

11. Or, "dividing". Elsewhere only in Lk 15:12. GK 1349. Related to 
"differences" in v 4. 

12. Or, "to each one his own". On this word, see "own" in Act 20:28. 
13. Or, "wants, wishes". On this word, see Jam I: 18. 
14. Or, "members, parts". On this word, see Col 3:5. Used 13 times in 

this chapter. 
15. Some manuscripts say "the one body" {N}. 
16. Having detailed diversity (v 7-10) and unity (v 11 ), Paul now illus

trates both in the human body. Each phrase of v 12 is discussed 
next. The "one body" (ID), with "many members" (20), is "one 
body" (30). "So also Christ" (40). 

17. This phrase "For indeed" is also in v 14; 5:7; 11 :9; 14:8; and as "For 
even" in 8:5. It occurs 39 times. 

18. Or, "in, by". Paul could mean "by" the Spirit, that the Spirit bap
tized us into one body. Or he could mean that Jesus baptized us into 
one body "by means of, in, with" the Spirit. Elsewhere, Jesus is 
always the baptizer "in, with" the Spirit. On "with, in, by" the 
Spirit, see Mk I :8. GK 1877. 

19. Unity is the point here. To make the body metaphor work, Paul 
must prove believers are all parts of "one body". 

20. This word is used regarding the Spirit only here, and when con
trasting John's baptism "in" or "with" water to Jesus' baptism "in" 
or "with" the Spirit. On this word, see Mk I :8. 

21. That is, the body of Christ. The baptism makes us "one body", and 
the gifts make us "many members". 

22. Some see this as a different metaphor with the same point, unity. 
Our unity is produced through a Spirit baptism, through a drink of 
living water. We are given the Spirit to drink either by the Father 
(as in Jn 14:16, 26); or by Jesus (as in Jn 15:26; 16:7). Others see 
this as something distinct from the baptism. Consult the commen
taries. The verb "give to drink" is GK 4540. Some manuscripts add 
"into", so that it says "And we were all made to drink into one 
Spirit" {N}. 

23. Now Paul shows that the differences in the body are necessary and 
intentional. We should not devalue ourselves because we are not 
some other part we admire. Those who consider themselves lesser 
members than others are still essential members of the body, and 
are needed by the body as God placed them. 

24. Or, "But as it is". On this idiom, see 5: 11. 
25. In contrast to his previous point (v 14), Paul gives another side of 

the illustration. 
26. Paul uses grammar that emphasizes the contrast between the two 

halves of this sentence. 
27. The diverse members still form one body, each part mutually 

dependent on the other. Those who consider themselves more hon
orable members are dependent on the lesser members of the body. 

28. Elsewhere only as "without honor" in Mt 13:57; Mk 6:4; and "dis
honored" in I Cor4:10. GK 872. Here it is a comparative, "more 
dishonored", that is, "less honored, less honorable". Related to 
"dishonor" in Act 5:41. 

29. Perhaps like putting on a gold ring or shoes or a cloak. The verb 
"put on" is used of a robe in Mt 27:28. 

A. I Cor 12:28 B.Act 19:21,put C.Jn 7:17, willing D. Tit3:14 E. Lk 19:11, thinking F. I Thes5:14 G. Tit3:14 



I Corinthians 12:24 614 Verse 

11 ·. Indeed our private 1 parts have more presentability2, "but our presentable parts 24 
have no need3 

:i I:. But God blended-together4 the body, having given more honorA to the body-part 
lacking8 , •in order that there should not be divisionc in the body, but that the body- 2' 
parts should be having the same concem5 for one another 

41:. And if one body-part is suffering0 , all the body-parts are suffering-withE it. Ifone6 2r, 
body-part is being glorifiedF, all the body-parts are rejoicing-with it 

4D. And you are the body of Christ, and body-parts in part7 

IL And God placedG some8 in the church as first, apostles9
; second, prophets 10; third, :> 

teachers 11
; then miracles12

; then giftsH ojbealings1
, helps 13

, administrations14, kinds15 

oftonguesK 
::' L. All are not apostles, are they? 16 All are not prophets, are they? All are not teachers, "" 

are they? All do not do miracles, do they17? •All do not have gifts ofhealings, do .11' 

they? All do not speak in tongues, 18 do they? All do not interpret19, do they? 
3 L But be zealous-for2° the greater21 gifts22 1 I 

'C. And23 I showL you a way24 still25 beyond measure26 

11). If I speak in the tonguesK of humansM and of angels27, but I do not have loveN- I have I .1 

become a sounding28 brass [gong] or a clanging cymbal 

IL And ifl have prophecy0 and know29 all mysteriesP and all knowledgeO, and if I have 
all faith so as to removeR mountains, but I do not have love- I am nothing 



615 1 Corinthians 13:2 

I. That is, our reproductive organs, our "shameful" parts (related to 
"indecent" in Rom I :27), or our "un-honored, dishonorable, unbe
coming" parts (related to "behave dishonorably" in I Cor 7:36). 
Used only here. GK 860. 

2. Or, "decorum, decency, propriety". That is, because we put more 
honor on such parts by covering them with clothing. Our present
able members have no need of this. Used only here. GK 2362. A 
related word follows. 

3. Some manuscripts add "o{honor" {N}. 
4. Or, "united, mixed together, combined, composed". Elsewhere only 

as "united" in Heb4:2. GK 5166. Related to "mix" in Rev 14:10. 
5. The equality of honor comes from the mutual dependence. On this 

word, "be having concern", see "be anxious for" in Mt 6:25. 
6. Some manuscripts omit this word { C}, so it says "ifa body part ... ". 
7. Some think Paul means "body parts (of it] in part", meaning the 

Corinthians are only part of Christ's body, which is worldwide; oth
ers, "body-parts in [your assigned] part"; others, "body parts viewed 
as individual parts of the whole", that is, "individually". Perhaps 
Paul means "you are a partial body-part", meaning for example, not 
"the eye'', but "the eye in part". This phrase "in part" is elsewhere 
only in 13:9, I 0, 12; and is similar to "in part" in Rom 11 :25. 

8. Paul starts to say "some as apostles, others as prophets" (as in Eph 
4: 11 ), but then combines this with "first... second" in order to rank 
the gifts. 

9. Or, "sent ones, official representatives, messengers". Jesus chose 
the twelve and gave them this name, Lk 6: 13. They and Paul were 
personally sent by Christ to the world as eyewitnesses of Christ 
(Act 1:21-22), with miraculous powers, (Act 2:43; 8:18; 2 Cor 
12:12; Heb 2:4). Other than of the Twelve and Paul, this word is 
used of Jesus in Heb 3: I; perhaps of James in Gal I: 19; of Barn
abas and Saul, sent by the Holy Spirit in Act 14: 14; of"missionar
ies, delegates, representatives" sent by churches in 2 Cor 8:23; Phil 
2:25, and perhaps Rom 16:7; and of"messengers" in general in Jn 
13: 16. Used four times of"false apostles", who claim this author
ity. Some define this gift narrowly, as those Jesus Himself chose 
and sent as His eyewitnesses. Others define it broadly as "mission
ary, church planter". GK 693. Used 80 times. 

10. Used 144 times, in this sense perhaps in Lk 11:49; Act 11:27; 13:1; 
15:32; 21:10; I Cor 14:29, 32, 37; Eph 2:20; 3:5; 4:11; Rev 18:20; 
22:6, 9. Elsewhere only of the OT prophets, John the Baptist, Jesus, 
the Cretan prophet (Tit I : 12), and in Revelation. GK 47 3 7. The fem
inine word is used of Anna (Lk 2:36), and in Rev 2:20. See the related 
words in I Cor 12:10; 14:1; 2 Pet 1:19. 

11. Used 59 times, in this sense as in Act 13: I; Eph 4: 11; I Tim 2:7; 2 
Tim I: 11; Heb 5: 12; Jam 3: I. Elsewhere only of Jesus, John the 
Baptist, teachers of Israel, false teachers. GK 1437. Apollos is a 
good one, Act 18:24-28. Related words in Rom 12:7; I Cor 14:6. 

12. Or, "powers". Same word as in 12:10. 
13. This means "helpful deeds, assistance, aid, support". Used only 

here. GK 516. Related to the word in I Tim 6:2; and in Rom 8:26. 
The root words imply "take a part corresponding to the need". 

14. Or, "governing, leadership, management". Used only here. GK 3236. 
A related word meaning "pilot ofa ship, helmsman" is in Rev 18: 17. 

15. Same word as in Mt 13:47; Mk 9:29; I Cor 12:10; 14:10. Elsewhere 
only as "offspring" in Act 17:28, 29; Rev 22: 16; "family" in Act 

4:6; 7: 13; 13:26; I Pet 2:9; "nation" in Act 7: 19; 2 Cor 11 :26; Gal 
I: 14; Phil 3:5; and "nationality" in Mk 7:26; Act 4:36; 18:2, 24. GK 
1169. It is plural only in I Corinthians. 

16. The grammar of all these questions expects a "no" answer. 
17. Or, "All are not [workers of] miracles, are they", "All do not have 

(the gift of] miracles, do they". See 12: I 0. 
18. Some think Paul means "in the church, officially" as opposed to "in 

the closet, privately". 
19. Same word as in 14:5, 13, 27. Elsewhere only as "translate" in Act 

9:36; and of"interpreting" Scripture in Lk 24:27. GK 1450. On this 
word group, see 12: 10. 

20. Same word as in 14: I. 
21. Verse 28 is the only place Paul ranks the gifts, other than prophecy 

and tongues in chapter 14. Some manuscripts say "better" { N}, the 
word in 7:9, 38; 11: 17; Heb I :4. 

22. The Spirit distributes the gifts as He desires, v 11, 18. But since we 
do not know the works He has prepared for us (Eph 2: I 0), we 
should seek to lay hold of all that for which we were laid hold (Phil 
3: 12). We should aim high, desiring that God produce the greatest 
possible results through us, so that we can be of maximum value to 
the body. Do not all seek to have the same gift, because all do not 
have it. But seek to have the greater gifts. Some think Paul means 
to seek to have the greater gifts expressed in your local church; oth
ers, seek to have them personally. 

23. Having completed his primary explanation of gifts, Paul now 
describes their needed balance, love. 

24. Or, "path". Some think the "way" is love; others, gifts exercised 
with love. On this word, see Lk 3:4. 

25. This word means "still, yet, as yet"; and "furthermore" (as in Lk 
14:26; Act 2:26; 21:28; Heb 11:36), "longer, more". "Still" is used 
with a phrase like this only in Lk I: 15; Jn 11 :30; Rom 5:6; Rev 12:8. 
Paul may mean it in the second sense, "and furthermore, I show you 
a way beyond measure". Used 93 times. GK 2285. 

26. This idiom is rendered "extremely" in Rom 7:13; 2 Cor 1:8; 4:17; 
Gal I: 13. The word itself means "excess", as elsewhere only in 2 Cor 
4:7; 12:7. The Greek word is huperbole, from which we get "hyper
bole'', meaning "excessive or exaggerated speech". While some gifts 
are "greater" than others, love is beyond measure, and outside the 
ranking of gifts. It is in a still unmeasured category- as infinite as 
the character of God, and operative in every member of the body of 
Christ (whereas no gift is possessed by all believers). Some render 
this phrase as a comparative here, love is a "more excellent" path than 
gifts; others as a superlative, "most excellent" ("excellent" comes 
from the context, where it is "beyond measure" in the direction of 
good). Related to "surpassing" in 2 Cor 9: 14. GK 5651. 

27. Some think this is a hyperbole, "even of angels, [if that were possi
ble]", giving the maximum, unattainable height of expression of the 
gift, as in v 2-3. The Greek word order is "If in the tongues (]{humans 
I speak, even (or 'and'; the word means both] of angels". Others think 
Paul is referring to something truly possible and attainable. 

28. That is, a brass making its sound. Used only here. GK 2490. 
29. Some think Paul is referring to an additional gift or gifts; others, to 

the extent of the gift of prophecy- if God is giving me revelations 
to speak to the point that I know all His mysteries and knowledge. 

A. I Tim 5:17 B. Lk 15:14, be in need C. I Cor 1:10 D. Gal 3:4 E. Rom 8:17 F. Rom 8:30 G. I Cor 12:18 H. I Cor 1:7 J. I Cor 12:9 
K. I Cor 12: 10 L. I Tim 6: 15 M. Mt 4:4, mankind N. I Jn 4: 16 0. I Cor 12: 10 P. Rom 11 :25 Q. I Cor 12:8 R. Act 19:26, tum away 



1 Corinthians 13:3 616 

2F. And if I dole-out1 all my possessions2, and if I hand-over3 my body so that I may 
boast", but I do not have loveA- I am profited8 nothing 

Verse 

2D. LoveA is patient5. Love shows-kindness6 

Ir:. Love7 does not emy, does not brag, is not putfed-upc, •does not behave-dishonorably9, 

does not seek10 its own things, is not provoked11 , does not count12 the bad13, •does 1, 

not rejoice0 over unrighteousnessE, but rejoices-with the truthF, "bears14 all things, 
believesG all things, hopesH all things, endures15 all things 

3 D. Love never fails 16
• But if there are prophecies1

, they will be set-aside 17
• If there are :-. 

tongues\ they will cease 18
. If there is knowledgeL, it will be set-aside 

IL For we knowM in partN, and we prophesy0 in part-"but when the complete 19 thing 'J-111 

comes, the20 thing in part will be set-aside 
2F. When I was a childr, I was speaking like a child, thinking21 like a child, counting22 I I 

like a child23
- when24 I have become25 a man, I have set-aside the things of the child 

3L For now we are seeing through26 a mirror, in an enigma27
- but then face to face I_' 

.ff. Now I know in part- but then I will know-fully28, just as I also was fully-known 

.:\D. But now29 these three are remainingO- faith\ hopeS, loveA. But love is the greater30 I ; 
of these 

SD. Be pursuing31 love I ..I : 



617 1 Corinthians 14: 1 

I . Or, "give away" piece by piece. This word was used of "feeding" a 
child by putting little bits in the mouth. That is, ifl dole out all my 
possessions piece by piece to poor ones. Elsewhere only as "feed" 
in Rom 12:20. GK 6039. Related to "piece of bread" in Jn 13:26. 

2. Or. "belongings". This is a participle, on which see Heb I 0:34. 
3. Or, "deliver". Paul may mean deliver his body into slavery to help 

others or feed the poor; or, as a martyr. On this word, see 11 :23. 
4. Compare 9: 16. On this word, see 2 Cor 11: 16. Some manuscripts say 

"that I may be burned", perhaps as in Daniel 3, or as a martyr {C}. 
5. Or, "has patience, waits patiently". Same verb as in Mt 18:26, 29; 

Lk 18:7; I Thes 5: 14; Jam 5:7, 8; 2 Pet 3:9. Elsewhere only as ''wait 
patiently" in Heb 6: 15. GK 3428. Related to "patience" in Heb 6: 12. 
The root words mean "is long to anger, is keeping anger far away". 

6. This verb is used only here. GK 5980. Related to "goodness" in 
Rom 3: 12; and "good" in I Pet 2:3. Kindness is goodness in action. 

7. II is also possible to punctuate by grouping the first two, "Love 
waits patiently, shows kindness, love does not envy, love does not 
brag"; or, the second two, "Love waits patiently, love shows kind
ness, does not envy, love does not brag". Some manuscripts omit 
the third "love" { C] . 

8. Or, "does not behave jealously" in a negative sense. On this word, 
see "jealous-for" in 2 Cor 11 :2. 

9. On "behave dishonorably", see 7:36. 
I 0. Same word as I 0:24, 33; Phil 2:21. 
11. That is, to anger. Or, "irritated". Elsewhere only in Act 17: 16. GK 

4236. Related to "provoking" in Heb 10:24. 
12. Or, "account, calculate, consider". Some think Paul means "take 

account of it"; others, "count it against", hold a grudge, be resent
ful; others, "impute it" to others. On this word, see "consider" in 
Rom 3:28. 

13. Or, "wrong". Some think Paul means the wrong suffered; others, 
the wrong done. On this word, see "evil" in 3 Jn 11. 

14. Or, "endures, covers, shelters, protects". Elsewhere only in 9: 12; I 
Thes 3: l, 5. GK 5095. The root word means "roof" (Mt 8:8). 

15. Or, "perseveres". On this word, see Jam I: 12. 
16. Or, "falls, falls down". Used in this sense also in Lk 16: 17. On this 

word, see "fall" in Rom 11: 11. Related word in Rom 9:6. 
17. Or, "made idle, done away with". Same word as in v IO, 11. On this 

word, see "done away with" in Rom 6:6. 
18. Or, "leave off, stop, come to an end". Some think tongues cease 

before the "complete thing" comes and "sets aside" the other gifts, 
v l 0. Others think they cease when "the complete thing" comes. 
Same word as in Lk 5:4; 8:24; 11: I; Act 5:42; 6: 13; 13: 10; 20: l, 
31; 21 :32; Eph I: 16; Col I :9; Heb l 0:2; l Pet 4: l. Elsewhere only 
as "stop" in I Pet 3: 10. GK 4264. 

19. Or, "perfect, mature, finished, having attained its end or purpose". 
Some think "the complete thing" is the completed revelation of the 
NT. Once complete, the gifts of revelation and confirmation (includ
ing prophecy and knowledge) ceased or continued in a non-revelatory 
sense. Others think it refers to the fullness that comes when Christ 
returns. We shall then be like Him, l Jn 3:2. The body will be 

"mature", Eph 4: 13 (same word). The partial will be completed and 
prophecy and knowledge will no longer be needed. There are other 
views. Same word as in Jam I :4. Elsewhere only as "perfect" in Mt 
5:48; 19:21; Rom 12:2; Heb 9:11; Jam 1:17, 25; 3:2; I Jn 4:18; and 
"mature" in I Cor2:6; 14:20;Eph4:13;Phil3:15;Col 1:28;4:12;Heb 
5:14. GK 5455. Related to ''to perfect" in Heb 2:10. 

20. Some manuscripts say "then the" { N}. 
21. On this word, see Rom 8:5. I set my mind on things as a child does. 
22. Or, "calculating, evaluating". Same word as in v 5. A narrower 

term, focusing on intellectual reasoning. 
23. That is, with partial understanding. Prophecy, tongues, and knowl

edge belong to the period of childhood. They will appear as child
ish when the complete comes. Not wrong; just partial, incomplete, 
rudimentary. 

24. Some manuscripts say "But when" {N}. 
25. This word "have become" is the same word and form as 9:22; 13: I; 

2 Cor 12: 11. GK 1181. As it is characteristic of adults to have done 
so now, so it will be ofus then. Paul is comparing the state of child
hood with the state of adulthood. As an adult, I have put away child
ish things and am going on in the things of adulthood. 

26. Or, "by means of, with". GK 1328. 
27. That is, in a form that is imperfectly seen, indistinctly reflected, 

hence "dimly, unclearly, indirectly". Used of sayings that were "rid
dles". Ancient mirrors were made of polished metal, and produced 
an imperfect reflection. Our present vision of God is like a reflec
tion in a primitive mirror. But then, we will see His face, Rev 22:4. 
Used only here. GK 141. 

28. On this word, used twice in this verse, see "understood" in Col I :6. 
29. Paul says "these three", as a group, are remaining, love being the 

greater. Some think he means "But as it is, these three remain for
ever, in contrast to the gifts, which cease when Jesus comes". This 
means faith and hope must take on a new meaning after He comes, 
since as we know them now, faith becomes sight and hope is ful
filled. What this new meaning might be is differently explained. 
Others think Paul means "But at the present, these three virtues 
remain, along with gifts, but superior to them. But love is superior 
to them all". Faith and hope are added because they are our present 
connection to "then" in v 8-13. These three are remaining as more 
fundamental, more important, and more powerful than gifts. Love 
is superior "beyond measure" ( 12:31 ), because God is love. Love 
is as infinite and as eternal as He is. All these other things are 
expressions of His love, and His love gives meaning to them. Pur
sue love, and all these three will grow, and gifts will have value, v 
1-3. There are other views. Consult the commentaries. 

30. Though the form of this word is "greater", some think the sense of 
it here is "greatest". 

31. Or, "running after, seeking after". Same word as in Rom 12: 13; 
14:19; I Thes5:15; l Tim6:11;2Tim2:22; Heb 12:14; I Pet3:11; 
"press on" in Phil 3: 12, 14; and "persecute" in 2 Tim 3: 12. Used 
45 times. GK 1503. Others link this with what follows, "Pursue 
love and be zealous-for ... ". 

A. I Jn4:16 B.Rom2:25 C. I Cor4:6 D.2Corl3:11 E.Rom 1:18 F.Jn4:23 G.Jn3:36 H.Jn5:45,puthope J. l Cor 12:10 K. I Cor 12:10 
L. I Cor 12:8 M. Lk 1:34 N. I Cor 12:27 0. I Cor 14:1 P. l Cor 3:1, infant Q. Jn 15:4, abide R. Eph 2:8 S. Col 1:5 



I Corinthians 14:2 618 

hC. Now be zealous-for1 the spiritual2 gifts, but even-more3 that you might be prophesying4 

ID. For5 the one speakingA in6 a tongue7 is not speaking to people8 , but to God8- for no one 
hears9, but he speaks mysteries10 with his spirit11 . "But the one prophesying is speaking 
edificationc and exhortation° and consolation 12 to people 

Verse 

11 . The one speaking in a tongue is edifying13 himself. 14 But the one prophesying is 4 
edifying the churchE 

2L And I wish 15 that you all were speaking in tongues, but even-more 16 that you might 
be prophesying 

2D. Now 17 the one prophesying is greater18 than one speaking in tongues- unless19 he 
interprets20 in order that the church may receive edificationc 

11 :. But now21 , brothersF, if I come to you speaking in tongues22 

I F. What will I profit23 you, unless I speak to you either by24 a revelationG or by 
knowledgeH or by a prophecyl or by a teaching25? 

21 • Likewise26 the lifeless things giving a soundK- whether a flute or harp 

11·. If it does not give a distinction in the tones, how will the thing being fluted or 
the thing being harped be knownL? 

1, 

I ( i. For indeed, if a trumpet gives an uncertainM soundK, who will prepareN :-; 
himself for battle0 ? 

21. So also you27 with the tongue28
- if you do not give a clear word29, how will 

the thing being spoken be known? For you will be speaking into the air! 



619 l Corinthians 14:9 

I. Now Paul returns to where he left off in 12:31. Same word as in 
12:31; 14:39. Related to "zealots" in 14: 12. On this word, see "jeal
ous for" in 2 Cor 11 :2. 

2. This word means "pertaining to the spirit". Elsewhere only in Rom 
1:11; 7:14; 15:27; I Cor2:13, 15;3:1;9:11; J0:3,4; 12:1; 14:37; 
15:44, 46; Gal 6:1; Eph 1:3; 5:19; 6:12; Col 1:9; 3:16; I Pet 2:5. 
GK 4461. The root word is "spirit". 

J. Or, "still more". Used 81 times. it means "more", or in a contrast, 
"rather, instead". GK 3437. Some render it "especially" here. Same 
word as in v 5. 

4. This verb is elsewhere only in 11:4, 5; 13:9; 14:3, 4, 5, 24, 31, 39; 
and in Mt 7:22; 11: 13; 15:7; 26:68; Mk 7:6; 14:65; Lk I :67; 22:64; 
Jn 11 :51; Act 2:17, 18; 19:6; 21:9; I Pet I :JO; Jude 14; Rev 10:11; 
11:3. GK 4736. Related words in I Cor 12:JO; 28; 2 Pet 1:19. 

5. Seek to prophesy, for tongues has no edification value to the 
church- unless accompanied by the interpretation. Paul's focus in 
chapter 14 is specifically on defining the value and place of tongues 
in the public assembly of the local church. 

6. Or, "with". When "speaking" is connected to "tongues" it is always 
with the same grammatical construction, which implies either "in" 
or "with" tongues. Only in 14:19 is the actual preposition with the 
same meaning used (GK 1877). 

7. What was occurring in Corinth is different from what occurred in 
Acts 2. In Acts, the speaking was in public and was understood by 
the native speakers of the language present. In I Cor 14, the speak
ing was in church and was not understood unless accompanied by the 
gift of interpretation. Based on this some think that there are two dif
ferent gifts of tongues; others that the one gift was used in two ways. 
Thus, some think Paul is not referring here to the gift seen in Acts 2, 
but to a different gift, a personal prayer language understood only by 
God. In Corinth they were using this gift in church. Since no one 
understood, the result was confusion. Others think he is referring to 
the same gift seen in Acts 2. In Corinth they were using it for wor
ship in church with no native speakers present who could interpret 
and no one with the spiritual gift of interpretation. Since no one 
understood, the result was confusion. See 12: JO on "tongue". 

8. That is, the speaker addresses his speech to God (speaking, pray
ing, singing, blessing), whereas prophets address their speech to 
people for edification. The one speaking in a tongue is not focused 
on people and edification. 

9. That is, hears with understanding. Some take this to mean no one 
except a native speaker as in Acts 2, or an interpreter as in v 5. The 
speaker does not address people in general because they do not 
understand. Others think Paul means no human understands because 
it is a personal prayer language addressed to God. The speaker does 
not address any human being, because none understands and none 
is intended to understand. Same word as in Act 22:9. 

10. That is, truths yet to be explained. They need interpretation (v 5), 
to be understood. Prophecy speaks truths immediately understood. 
On this word, see Rom 11 :25. 

11. Paul may be emphasizing the source of the mysteries spoken, "in the 
Holy Spirit" (as in 12:2); or that they are spoken "with his spirit", 
apart from his mind (as in 14: 14, 15); or that they are spoken "with 
his spiritual gift" (as this same word is used in 14: 12). All are true, 
of course. He clearly does not mean "silently", "in his spirit". 

12. Or, "comfort, encouragement". Used only here. GK 4171. Related 
to "encourage" in I Thes 5: 14. 

13. Or, "building up, strengthening, establishing". Same word as in v 
17, and as "build up" in Act 9:31; 20:32; I Cor 8: I, IO; I 0:23; I 
Thes 5: 11. Used 40 times. GK 3868. Related to "edification" in v 
3, 5, 12, 26 (on which see Rom 14:19), and "builder" in Act 4:11. 

14. This is not because the speaker understands, but because God is 
speaking through him. All gifts edify the person using them, but with 
tongues alone is it possible for this to be the only benefit that takes 
place. Some think this personal benefit is God's intended use of this 
gift, a personal prayer language for self-edification. Others think the 
gift was given to be used with unbelievers as described in v 21-22, 
and that the personal benefit is a by-product, as with all other gifts. 

15. Or, "want". Some think Paul wishes this "in theory", knowing that 
neither is possible (as he said in 12: 11, 18, 30), just as in 7:7 he 
"wished" (same word and grammar) all to be single like him even 
though each has his own gift from God. Others think Paul truly 
"wants" all to do both- to develop a personal prayer language, and 
to focus on edifying others by proclaiming the truth. On this word, 
see "willing" in Jn 7: 17. 

16. Same exact phrase as in v I. Or, "rather", if Paul is making a con
trast with tongues. 

17. Or, "But, And". Some manuscripts say "For" {K}. 
18. That is, in this person's ability to edify the church, not personally. 

Paul wants edification to be the focus. 
19. Literally, "except unless", an idiom elsewhere only in 15:2; I Tim 

5:19. It means "with this exception, unless ... ". 
20. Sometimes the tongue-speaker also had the gift of interpretation; other 

times not, v 13, 28. The interpretation is equal to prophecy in edifi
cation value. For this reason, Paul allows both to contribute to the 
church, 14:27, 29. His focus is on edification. On this word, see 12:30. 

21. Or, "But as it is". As in 5: 11 and 12:20, Paul is beginning a point in 
his argument in contrast to what he previously said. But now, in con
trast to the case with interpretation, what can tongues alone profit you? 
His intent in v 6-12 is to prove that tongues alone has no edification 
value to others, so the Corinthians should be seeking to edify through 
the greater gifts ( 12:31 ). 

22. Some think Paul means "actually speaking in tongues in your pres
ence"; others, "as one with this gift, as a tongues-speaker". See the 
next note. 

23. Some think Paul means that only if his tongue is interpreted can 
its content, which could be one of these four things, profit the hear
ers. Others, that since his tongue cannot profit the hearers, if Paul 
is to do so he must instead use one of these other four gifts. Same 
word as in 13:3. On this word, see Rom 2:25. 

24. Or, "with, in", four times in this verse. GK 1877. Some manu
scripts omit the fourth "by", so that it says, "by a prophecy or a 
teaching" {C}. 

25. This noun is used 30 times. GK 1439. Related to "teacher" in 12:28. 
26. Or, "yet", meaning "There are lifeless things giving a sound, whether 

a flute or harp, yet if it does not give a distinction ... ". GK 3940. 
27. Paul applies the lesson of the flute and harp to the Corinthians. 
28. This is the Greek word order. Or, "So also you- if you do not give a 

clear word with the tongue". Some think Paul is referring to nonnal 
speaking, articulating words; others, to the interpretation of the gift. 

29. Or, "give intelligible speech". The speaker must give a word that 
is understandable by the hearer. 

A. Jn 12:49 B. Mt 4:4, mankind C. Rom 14: 19 D. Act 4:36, encouragement E. Rev 22: 16 F. Act 16:40 G. 2 Thes I :7 H. I Cor 12:8 
J. I Cor 12:10 K. Mk 1:26, voice L. Lk 1:34 M. Lk 11:44, unmarked N. 2 Cor9:3 0. Rev 12:7, war 



I Corinthians 14: 10 620 Verse 

_iJ-:_ There are perhaps1 so-many kindsA of spoken sounds2 in the world, and none3 is JIJ 

meaningless4 

I I-'_ If then I do not know the force5 of the spoken sound, I will be a barbarian6 to 11 
the one speaking, and the one speaking a barbarian with me 

4E_ So also you7- since you are zealots8 for spiritual9 gifts, be seeking10 that you may 12 
abound8 for the edificationc of the church 

3 D. Therefore 11 let the one speaking in a tongue pray 12 in order that he might interpret0 I~ 

IE_ For13 ifl am prayingE in a tongue, my spirit14 is praying, but my mind15 is unfruitfuJl 6 14 
2F. What then is to be done 17? I will pray with the spirit, and 18 I will also pray with the I-; 

mind. I will sing-praiser with the spirit, and I will also sing-praise with the mind 
3 J-'_ Otherwise19, if you are blessing20 with21 your spirit22 [only], how will the one fillingG I 1' 

the place23 of the uninstructed24 say the "Amen" at your thanksgivingH, since he does 
not know what you are saying? 

IF. For you25 are giving-thanksJ wellK- but the other person is not being edifiedL I -

4L. I give-thanksJ to God26 I speak in tongues more than all of you. "But in church,27 I I~- I 'I 
wantM to speak five words with my mind in order that I might also instructN others, 
rather than ten-thousand words0 in a tongue 

4D. Brothers, do not be childrenP in your understanding28 • But be childlike29 in evilnessO, and .::11 

be mature30 in your understanding 

IL It has been written in the Law [in Isa 28:11-12] that "I will speak to this people31 ~I 

by people of other-tongues32, and by the lips of others. 33 And not even in this manner 
will they listen-to Me, says the Lord"34 



621 I Corinthians 14:21 

I. This word is an idiom meaning here "!fit should happen [that they 
can be counted)", which some smooth into "who knows" how 
many, or, "maybe" so many, or, "doubtless" so many. This idiom 
is elsewhere only in 15:37. GK 5593. 

2. This is a common word used ofa "sound" or "voice", and the same 
word as "sound" in v 7, 8. Here and in v 11, it has the sense of"lan
guage" or "speech", the spoken sounds of humans. 

3. Some manuscripts say "none of them" { N}. 
4. Paul has a play on words here. There are many kinds of"voices" but 

none is "voiceless", many kinds of"speech", but none is "speech
less". It means "speechless" in the sense of"unable to communicate" 
here; and is used in the sense of "incapable of speaking" in I Cor 
12:2; 2 Pet 2: 16. Elsewhere only as "silent" in Act 8:32. GK 936. 

5. That is, the meaning. This is from the hearer's viewpoint; v 9 is from 
the speaker's viewpoint. On this word, see "power'' in Mk 5:30. 

6. Or, "foreigner". That is, unable to communicate in a common lan
guage. On this word, see Col 3: 11. 

7. Having proved his point- that tongues alone does not edify- Paul 
now gives the conclusion for the Corinthians. Note that he does not 
state the conclusion as might be expected, "So do not speak in 
tongues in church without interpretation", but as a positive, "so seek 
to edify the church", which excludes speaking tongues in church 
without interpretation. 

8. Or, "zealous ones, enthusiasts, zealous admirers". This noun is else
where only in Lk 6:15; Act 1:13; 21:20; 22:3; Gal 1:14; Tit 2:14; I 
Pet 3:13. GK 2421. Related to verb "be zealous for" in v I. 

9. Or, "spirits". Same word as in Holy "Spirit". Used here (and per
haps in 14:2, 14, 15, 16, 32; Eph 1:17; 2 Thes 2:2; 2 Tim 1:7; Rev 
22:6) in the sense of"spiritual manifestation" or "spiritual gift". GK 
4460. Related to "spiritual" in 14: I. 

IO. Or, "striving for, trying to obtain". Same word as in 10:24, 33; 13:5; 
Col 3:1. On this word, see Phil 2:21. 

11. Now Paul draws the positive conclusion from v 5 and v 12. 
12. Some think Paul means the one desiring to speak in a tongue should 

first pray in his native language for the gift of interpretation, so that 
his tongue can edify. Others think he means the one speaking in a 
tongue should pray in this tongue for the purpose of interpreting 
it, so that the interpretation may edify the body. 

13. Some manuscripts omit this word { C}. 
14. Or, "spiritual g(fi", as in v 12. Paul may mean my "human spirit", 

or my "spiritual gift" of tongues. See v 2. 
15. Or, "understanding, intellect". Same word as in v 15 (twice), 19. 

On this word, see Rom 7:23. 
16. Or, "barren, unproductive". Same word as in Mt 13:22; Mk 4:19; 

Eph 5: 11; Tit 3: 14; 2 Pet I :8. Elsewhere only as "fruitless" in Jude 
12. GK 182. My mind produces nothing for edification. What I pray 
is a mystery to me (v 2), and bears no fruit in others. 

17. What is the tongue-speaker personally to do? What is the conclu
sion of the matter for the individual? Same idiom as in v 26, and 
in Act 21 :22. 

18. Or, "but". Same word as in the next sentence. Some think Paul 
means "I will pray with one or the other separately". I will abound 

for edification by praying privately in tongues "with my spirit" for 
myself, and praying publicly "with my mind" (in the common lan
guage) for the church. Others think he means "I will pray with both 
sequentially". I will abound for edification of the church by pray
ing in my tongue "with my spirit" and then praying also the inter
pretation "with my mind". Others think he means "I will pray with 
both at the same time", meaning in his normal language. 

19. If you do not follow the course in v 15, this is what will result. 
20. On this word, see Lk 6:28. Some manuscripts say "shall bless" {N}. 
21. Some manuscripts omit this word, leaving it implied {C}. 
22. Or, "spiritual gift", as in v 12. Equivalent to v 14, "praying [a bless

ing] in a tongue". 
23. Some think Paul means "the status"; others, "the physical location", 

the seats, the room. On this word, see Eph 4:27. 
24. Or "untrained, unskilled; a layman, outsider, uninformed one, one 

not versed in a thing". Same word as in 14:23, 24. Elsewhere only 
as "untrained" in Act 4: 13; 2 Cor 11 :6. GK 2626. This person is 
defined in this verse as one who "does not know what you are say
ing". He is not versed on the significance of the gift of tongues, and 
he does not understand the tongue you just spoke in. 

25. Paul uses grammar that emphasizes the contrast between the two 
halves of this sentence. 

26. Some manuscripts say "my God" (N}. Note that Paul's purpose 
here is to confirm by his own example what he taught in v 15 and 
illustrated in v 16-17, that is, do not use tongues without interpre
tation in the church. 

27. Where then did Paul speak in tongues? Some think outside the church, 
to unbelievers, in accordance with v 22, Acts. Others think privately 
in a personal prayer language for personal edification, v 4, 28. 

28. Or, "thinking, thoughts". That is, regarding tongues. The grammar 
may imply "stop being children". Used only here, twice. GK 5856. 
Related to "thinking" in 13: 11. 

29. Or, "be infants, babies, children". This verb is used only here. GK 
3757. Related to "infant" in 3: I. Not related to "children" earlier. 

30. Or, "complete, perfect". Same word as "complete" in 13: 10. Com
pare Rom 16:19. 

31. That is, Israel. "This people" (singular) is elsewhere only in Mt 
13: 15; 15:8; Mk 7:6; Lk 21 :23; Act 13: 17; 28:26, 27. On "people", 
see Rev 21 :3. 

32. Or, "different-tongues'', the languages of others. This word is a 
combination of"other" (different) and "tongues", the two words 
found separately in Act 2:4. Used only here. GK 2280. 

33. That is, by people speaking foreign languages. This verse describes 
exactly what happened in Acts 2. Some think this indicates that 
"tongues" in I Cor 14 is the same as that seen in Acts 2. Others 
agree that this verse describes what happened in Acts 2, but think 
that I Cor 14 also describes a different gift, a personal prayer lan
guage. Some manuscripts say "by other lips" { N}. "Others" is the 
same word as in the compound word preceding. 

34. In Isaiah 28, it was a sign of judgment on Israel through the Assyr
ian conqueror. If Israel will not listen to the prophets, God will 
speak to them through foreigners as punishment for their unbelief. 

A. I Cor 12:28 B. 2 Cor 8:2 C. Rom 14:19 D. I Cor 12:30 E. I Tim 2:8 F. Eph 5:19, make melody G. l Thes 2:16, fill up H. I Tim 4:3 
J. Mt 26:27 K. Act 10:33 L. I Cor 14:4 M. Jn 7: 17, willing N. Gal 6:6 0. l Cor 12:8 P. I Jn 2: 14 Q. I Pet 2: I, badness 



I Corinthians 14:22 622 

2 I:. So then 1 the tongues are for a sign2- not for the ones believingA, but for the 
unbelievers.3 But the prophecy is not for the unbelievers8

, but for the ones believing4 

1 F. Therefore, if the whole church comes-together at the same place5, and they all 
speak in tongues,6 and uninstructed7 ones or unbelievers come-in, will they not 
say that you are mad8? 

2 F. But if they all prophesy, and some unbeliever or9 an uninstructed one comes 
in, he is convicted10 by all. He is examinedc by all. 

0

The 11 hidden° things ojbis 
heart become evident 12

• And thus, having fallen on his face, he will give
worshipE to God, declaringF that God is reallyG among you 

Verse 

:"D. What then is to be done 13 , brothersH? Whenever you come-together, each 14 one has a 2(, 

psalmi, has a teachingK, has a revelation 15 , has a tongue\ has an interpretationM. Let all 
things be doneN for edification° 

I r-:. If anyone speaks in a tongue, let it be done by two or at the most three, and in turn, 
and let one 16 person interpretP 

IF. But if there is no interpreter17
, let him be silentO in church. And let him speak 

to himself and to God18 

2L And let two or three prophets speak, and let the others19 discern20• "But ifa prophecy 2'l-_~11 
is revealedR to another being seated, let the first be silent21 

IF. For you can all prophesy individually22 , in order that all may learn5, and all 31 
may be exhorted23 

21-. And the spirits24 of prophets are subjectT to prophets25 ' 

:lF. For God is not the God of disorder26, but of peace J.' 

31· .. As27 in all the churches28 of the saints,"let the women29 be silent30 in the churches. 31 '~ 
For it is not permitted32 for them to speak33 

IF. But let them be subjectT, just as the Law also says34 



623 I Corinthians 14:34 

I. This is Paul's application of the OT quotation, the mature thinking 
he wants the Corinthians to have. 

2. Some think it is a sign of God's presence in the one speaking, as 
in Acts 2, a sign that God was speaking to the hearers. It was 
responded to based on the state of the hearer's heart. Some believed, 
some rejected, as seen in Acts 2. Israel was supposed to speak for 
God. Instead, God now speaks to Israel through foreign languages. 
In Acts 2, the tongues sign created the opportunity to say "Repent 
and be saved, or face judgment". Others think it was a sign of judg
ment on Israel, as in Isaiah. 

3. That is, tongues are for use outside of the church setting, as seen 
in Acts. In the church setting, without interpretation, this gift is inef
fective for all but the speaker, v 3, 23. The believers may be 
"instructed" about it, but still do not understand it. 

4. When used in the church setting, prophecy is effective for all, even 
any unbelievers present, v 24-25. It is not "for a sign", but for the 
things mentioned in v 3, 31. 

5. Same phrase as in 11 :20. 
6. That is, without interpretation. Paul is referring to the fact of its 

occurrence, not the manner (for example, in a disorderly manner). 
Since it is not for believers (v 22), that is, not for the church setting, 
what follows will be the result. 

7. Same word as in v 16, 24. Note that "uninstructed" and "unbe
liever" are plural here, singular in v 24. 

8. Or, "raving, out of your mind. Since no one understands, they con
clude you are mad. The grammar indicates a "yes" answer is 
expected. This word was used of being "mad" with rage, bloodlust, 
a god, wine, love, joy, etc. Used of mad dogs. Elsewhere only in 
Jn 10:20 (of Jesus); Act 12:15 (of a girl); Act 26:24, 25 (of Paul). 
GK 3419. Related to "madness" in Act 26:24. 

9. Both will understand what is said and neither needs instruction on 
the significance of the gift of prophecy. Since it is for believers, that 
is, the church setting, it will have a positive effect in that environ
ment upon all present. 

10. Or, "exposed, rebuked". On this word, see "expose" in Eph 5: 11. 
All the prophets speak to this person's heart. 

11. Some manuscripts say "And thus, the hidden ... " {N}. 
12. Or, "known". On this word, see Rom 1:19. 
13. What is the church to do? What is the conclusion of the matter for 

the church? Same phrase as v 15. 
14. Some manuscripts say "each of you" {N}. Each has what God has 

given him, these being examples. 
15. On this word, see 2 Thes I :7. Some manuscripts reverse this, put

ting "tongue" here, and "revelation" next {K}. 
16. This is the number "one". Paul could mean that one person is to 

interpret for all three speaking in tongues; or, that one person inter
prets per speaker. GK 1651. 

17. Note that the speaker must know in advance that his tongue can be 
interpreted, or he is not to speak out loud. Used only here. GK 
1449. See also 12: 10. 

18. Some think Paul means "speak silently to himself and God", so as 
to exercise his gift without causing confusion in the church. Others 
think he means "speak privately, somewhere else, out loud, to him
self and God". In either case, the speaker is to use the gift God gave 
him, not abandon it. But he is to use it properly, v 40. 

19. That is, "the others of the same kind", meaning the other prophets. 
Same with "another" later in the verse. 

20. This is the verb related to "discernment" (12: 10) of spirits. Prophets 
seem to be among those having this gift. That is, discern whether God 
is the source of the prophecy. On this word, see "doubt" in Jam I :6. 

21. The grammar means "keep silent". Some think Paul means "imme
diately". God would not give a revelation to both at the same time, 
v 33. Others think he means "before the second one speaks. Do not 
speak at the same time". 

22. Or, "one by one". On this idiom, see Eph 5:33. 
23. Or, "encouraged". On this word, see Rom 12:8. 
24. Same word as in v 12. Paul could mean "the human spirits" or "the 

spiritual gifts". 
25. The prophets and the tongue-speakers (as seen in v 28) are not in a 

state of uncontrollable ecstasy, possessed by the gods as in the 
Corinthians' former pagan religions. There is a shared control by 
the Spirit and the prophet. 

26. Or, "unruliness, commotions". On this word, see Jam 3: 16. God is 
not the source. 

27. Or, "As in all the churches, let the wives of the saints be silent in the 
churches", that is, Christian wives. Or, "but of peace, as in all the 
churches of the saints. Let the wives ... ". Some manuscripts have v 
34-35 after v 40 {B}. 

28. As in 11: 16 with veils, Paul appeals to the general practice or cus
tom of the churches with which he was associated. Some think it is 
going beyond what is said to teach that these customs apply to every 
church in every culture. The principle must be applied in each cul
ture so that the intended result is achieved, that is, to conduct our
selves in church honorably and without bringing unnecessary shame 
on the gospel. Others think it is going beyond what is said to view 
these as culturally specific applications, and that veils and silence 
should be observed in all churches. Others accept the first position 
with regard to veils, and the second position with regard to women. 

29. Or, "wives". "Wives" are mainly in view here, based on v 35. Some 
manuscripts say "your" women {N}. On this word, see I Tim 2: 11. 

30. Same word used of tongue-speakers and prophets, v 28, 30. They 
were instructed to be silent regarding expressing their gift. Same 
wordasinLk 18:39;Act 12:17; 15:12, 13. Elsewhereonlyas"keep 
silent" in Lk 9:36; Rom 16:25; and "become silent" in Lk 20:26. 
GK4967. 

31. Some think that women prayed and prophesied in the church like 
the men, the women being veiled, the men bare-headed (subordi
nating this verse to 11 :4-5). Aside from such participation led by 
the Spirit, they are to remain quiet. General talking and asking ques
tions are in view here, v 35. Others think that women prayed and 
prophesied elsewhere (subordinating 11 :4-5 to this verse), and that 
Paul is forbidding all speaking in church by women. 

32. Or, "allowed". On this word, see I Tim 2: 12. 
33. Or, "talk". Some think Paul means to speak out of order, as with the 

tongue-speakers and prophets. His point with all three groups is 
"properly and in order" (v 40), not "shamefully and out of order". 
Others take this absolutely. On this word, see Jn 12:49. 

34. Note Paul's explanation in 11:8-9 and I Tim 2:13-14. It is part of 
God's created order before the Fall (Gen 2: 18), and part of His curse 
afterthe Fall (Gen 3:16). Compare Eph 5:23-24. 

A. Jn 3:36 B. Mt 17: 17, unbelieving C. I Cor 2: 14 D. I Cor 4:5 E. Mt 14:33 F. I Jn I :3, announcing G. Jn 8:36 H. Act 16:40 J. Eph 5: 19 
K. I Cor 14:6 L. I Cor 12:10 M. I Cor 12: IO N. Mt 6:10 0. Rom 14: 19 P. I Cor 12:30 Q. I Cor 14:34 R. 2 Thes 2:3 S. Phil 4: 11 T. Eph 5:21 



I Corinthians 14:35 624 Verse 

2 F. And if they want to leamA anything, let them question8 their own husbands at >" 
home. For it is shameful 1 for a woman2 to speak in church 

4L Or3 did the word of God go-forth from you? Or did it reachc to you only? Vi 
51'. If anyone thinks0 that he is a prophet or a spiritualE person, let him acknowledge4 17 

the things which I am writing to you- that they are a commandment5 of the Lord 

I I. But if anyone does not-know this, he is not-known6 3 ~ 

(1D. So then my7 brothers, be zealous-forF the prophesying. And do not be forbiddings the 3'J 
speaking in tongues. ·But let all things be done0 properlyH, and in accordance with order 411 

71-l. Now I make-known! to you, brothers, the good-news9 which I announced-as-good-news 10 to you, which 15 I 
you also receivedK, in which you also stand,"through which you also are being savedL- if 11 you are 
holding-on 12 in that13 messageM I announced-as-good-news to you, unless14 you believedN in-vain15 

IC". For I delivered0 to you among the first 16 things what I also receivedK-

ID. That Christ died for our sins in accordance with the ScripturesP 
2D. And that He was buried 
> D. And that He has been raisedO on the third day in accordance with the Scriptures 
4D. And that He appearedR to Cephas 17, then to the twelve's 

IL After that He appeared to over five-hundred brothers at-one-timeS, of whom the ,, 
majority are remainingT until now. 19 But some fell-asleepu 

2L After that He appeared to James20
, then to all the apostles 

JI'. And last of all, as-if-indeed21 to the untimely-bom22 one, He appeared to me also 

I F. For I am the least of the apostles- who am not fitV to be calledw an apostle, '' 
because I persecutedx the church of God 

21 . But by the grace Y of God I am what I am 111 

3 F. And His grace toward me did not become23 empty24 • But I labored even more 
than them all25

- yet not I, but the grace of God with me 

5D. So whether it was I or those, thus we are proclaimingz, and thus you believedN I I 

2( . But if Christ is being proclaimed26 that He has been raisedO from the dead, how is it some are I_' 
saying among you that there is no resurrection AA of dead ones?27 

ID. Now ifthere is no resurrection of dead ones, neither has Christ been raised." And if Christ \ _i. J -1 
has not been raised 

I L Then our proclamation88 is also2s emptycc 
21. Your29 faith is also empty 
J L. And we are even found to be false-witnesses00 of God30, because we testified EE '' 

against3
' God that He did raise Christ- Whom He did not raise if-indeed32 then 

dead ones are not raised 



625 1 Corinthians 15: 15 

I . Same word as in 11 :6. A woman shames herself and her church in 
the eyes of her society. Paul's goal is to avoid bringing unnecessary 
shame on the church. On this word, see Tit I: 11. 

2. Some manuscripts say "women" {K). 
3. Some think this is said specifically in regard to women, making this 

point JF. Others think is applies to all the directions for public wor
ship given in v 26-35. 

4. Or, ·•recognize". On this word, see "understood" in Col I :6. 
5. On this word, see Mk 12:28. Some manuscripts say "that they are 

commandments ... " { N}. 
6. Or, "not-recognize ... not-recognized". If someone does not recog

nize this, he or she is not recognized as a prophet or spiritual per
son. The same word is repeated. Some manuscripts have this as a 
command, "let him be not-known" {B}. On this word, see "being 
ignorant of" in Rom !0:3. 

7. Some manuscripts omit this word {C}. 
8. Or, "preventing, hindering, trying to stop". "Forbidding" is verbally 

"hindering". Same word as in Mt 19: 14; Mk 9:38, 39; 10:14; Lk 
9:49,50; 18:16;23:2;Act 10:47; 11:17; 16:6;24:23;27:43; I Thes 
2:16; I Tim 4:3; 3 Jn 10. Elsewhere only as "hinder" in Lk 11:52; 
"prevent" in Act 8:36; Rom I: 13; Heb 7:23; "withhold" in Lk 6:29; 
and "restrain" in 2 Pet 2: 16. GK 3266. Related to "prevent" in Mt 
3: 14; and "without hindrance" in Act 28:31. 

9. Or, "gospel", the good news about Jesus Christ, the good news from 
God. Same word as in Mt4:2; 24:14; 26:13; Mk 1:1, 14, 15; 16:15; 
Act 15:7; 20:24; Rom 1:1, 16; 2 Cor4:3; Gal 1:6; 2:2, 7; Eph 1:13; 
3:6; Phil I :5, 7; Col I :5; I Thes 2:4; 2 Thes I :8; 2 Tim I :8, 10; I 
Pet 4: 17; Rev 14:6. Used 76 times. GK 2295. 

10. In this verse Paul uses the noun and the verb of the same word, as 
also in Gal I: 11. On this verb, see Act 5:42. 

11. The grammar means "assuming that you are holding on". 
12. The unique grammar here indicates Paul is speaking of what we 

hold on "in" or "with". Elsewhere, with different grammar, this 
word means "hold on to", as in 7:30; 11 :2. On this word, see "hold 
down" in Rom 1:18. 

13. Or, "which", but not the word used elsewhere in v 1-2 (GK 4005). 
The uncertainty arises because of this issue of the resurrection 
addressed in this chapter. If the Corinthians do not believe Jesus 
was raised, they are not saved. GK 5515. 

14. The Corinthians would have believed in vain if there is no resur
rection, v 17. On this idiom, see 14:5. 

15. That is, to no purpose. On this word, see Col 2: 18. 
16. That is, the most important things. This word means "first, fore

most, leading". Used 155 times. GK 4755 and 4756. 

I 7. That is, Peter. On this name, see Gal I: 18. 
18. This may be a title, not a count, as in Lk 24:33. Judas was gone at 

this point, but they are still called "the twelve", as in Jn 20:24. They 
are called "the eleven" in Mt 28: 16; Mk 16: 14; Lk 24:9, 33. Or, if 
Paul is using this term in the revised sense of Act I :26 and 6: 12 
(note also Act 2: 14), then Matthias is the twelfth. 

19. This letter was written in about A.D. 55, in Act 19: I 0, about 25 years 
after the death of Christ. 

20. That is, the brother of the Lord. See Mt 13:55 on him. 
21. Or, "as it were". Used only here. GK 6062. It is "as if" because 

Paul was not in fact born "late" in God's plan, but was separated 
from his mother's womb, Gal I: 15. 

22. Or, "abnormally born". This word means "miscarriage, abortion, 
forced birth, untimely birth". Perhaps Paul refers to himself as a 
"forced birth". Before the normal course of events led to his spiri
tual birth, Christ intercepted him on the road and "forced" his birth. 
Or perhaps he intends a general sense, "one not born in a normal 
way". Or perhaps he means, "an apostle born after the normal 
time", after Christ ascended. Used only here. GK I 765. 

23. Or, "prove to be". Same word as in Act 26:19. GK 1181. 
24. Or, "without result". Same word as in v 14, 58. 
25. Paul may mean "than all of them together"; or, "than any one of 

them". 
26. That is, by all these witnesses in v 5-8, and others. Assuming that 

Christ's body was raised as all these witnesses are proclaiming, how 
can resurrection be impossible? 

27. These people were not saying that there is no heaven and hell, but 
that our bodies will not be resurrected. We will be spirits. Some 
philosophers taught that the body was evil, part of this world. Note 
the response in Act 17:32. 

28. If Christ's resurrection is not an objective, historical reality, then 
Christianity is worthless, and the worst deception ever foisted upon 
the world. Apart from His resurrection, none of it is believable or 
worth believing. If He was raised, then nothing other than what 
Jesus and His apostolic witnesses said about God is believable or 
worth believing. There is no middle ground for Paul. Some manu
scripts omit this word { C}. 

29. Some manuscripts say "Our" {B}. 
30. That is, concerning God. 
31. That is, against or in contradiction to the truth of God. Or, "by 

God", under oath, as this word is used in Heb 6: 13, 16. That is, we 
claimed God's authority for our message. GK 2848. 

32. That is, "if we assume it is true that the dead are not raised", as is the 
case under this false teaching. On this idiom, see "since" in Rom 8:9. 

A. Phil 4:11 B. Lk 9:18 C. Act 26:7, attain D. Lk 19:11 E. I Cor 14:1 F. I Cor 14:1 G. Mt 6:10 H. Rom 13:13 J. Phil 1:22, know 
K. Lk 17:34, taken L. Lk 19:10 M. I Cor 12:8, word N. Jn 3:36 0. Act 16:4 P. 2 Pet 3:16 Q. Mt 28:6, arose R. Lk 2:26, see S. Heb 7:27, 
once for all T. Jn 15:4, abide U. I Thes 4: 13 V. 2 Cor 3:5, sufficient W. Rom 8:30 X. 2 Tim 3: 12 Y. Eph 2:8 Z. 2 Tim 4:2 AA. Act 24: 15 
BB. I Cor I :21 CC. I Thes 2: I DD. Mt 26:60 EE. Jn I :7 



I Corinthians 15: 16 626 Verse 

2 I). For if dead ones are not raised, neither has Christ been raised. "And if Christ has not J (>-I -

been raised 

11 '.. Your faith is futile1. You are still in your sins 
2 r:. Then also the ones having fallen-asleep2 in Christ3 perished4 

J 1.; 

.rn. Ifwe are ones having hoped5 in Christ in this JifeA only, we are more pitiable6 than all J 'J 

people8 

3 c. But now, Christ has been raised from the dead- the firstfruit7 of the ones having fallen-asleep 2r1 

J 1). For since death came through a man, the resurrectionc of dead ones also came through 21 

aman 
2D. For just as in8 Adam all die, so also in Christ all9 will be given-life10

• "But each in his 22-2' 
own order11-

I E. Christ the firstfruit 
2L. After-that12 the ones ofChrist13 at His coming14 

JE. Then 15 comes the end0 - when He hands-over 16 the kingdomE to His God and ~l 

Father, when He 17 has abolished18 all rule 19 and all authorityF and power' 

I F. For He2° mustH reignJ until which time He21 has putK all the enemies under His feet 
2 I·. DeathL, the last enemy, is abolished22-"for "He23 subjectedM all things under 2f>-2-

His24 feet" [Ps 8:6] 

I (;. But when He says25 that "All things have been subjected", it is clearN that 
this is except the One having subjected all things to Him26 

2(;. But when all things are subjected to Him27, then the Son Himself also28 ~ ,\ 
will be subjected to the One29 having subjected all things to Him, in30 

order that God may be all things in all31 

3 D. Otherwise32, what will the ones being baptized0 for33 the deadP do?34 If dead ones are not 2' 1 

raised at-allo, why indeed are they baptized for them35? 
4D. Why indeed36 are we in danger37 every hour? ;11 

l I c. I die daily38- by39 your boasting40, brothers41 , which I have in Christ Jesus our Lord 
2L If in accordance with human8 thinking42 I fought-wild-animals43 at Ephesus, what 

is the profit« to me? 

; J 

'' ' 



627 I Corinthians 15:32 

I. Or, "useless, pointless, to no end, worthless". Same word as in 3:20; 
I Pet I: 18. Elsewhere only as "worthless" in Act 14: 15; Tit 3:9; Jam 
I :26. GK 3469. Related to "become futile" in Rom I :21; "futility" 
in Rom 8:20; "in vain" (futilely) in Mt 15:9; "worthless-talkers" 
in Tit I: IO; and "worthless-talk" in I Tim I :6. 

2. That is, having died. On this word, see I Thes 4: 13. 
3. That is, as Christians. 
4. Or, "were lost". That is, died in their sins. On this word, see I 

Cor 1:18. 
5. Or. the two verbs may be combined as "lfwe have hoped". Or, "If 

we are only ones having hoped in Christ in this life". 
6. That is, more deserving of pity. On this adjective, see Rev 3: 17. 
7. Or, "first portion". Jesus is the first, the representative of what is 

to come. Elsewhere only in Rom 8:23; 11:16; 16:5; I Cor 15:23; 
16:15; 2 Thes 2:13; Jam 1:18; Rev 14:4. GK 569. Some manu
scripts say "dead. He became the firstfruit..." { N}. 

8. That is, in the sphere of, in connection with. GK 1877. 
9. This is the Greek word order. Some punctuate it "as all in Adam 

die, so also all in Christ...". That is, all humanity dies, all believers 
will be raised. Unbelievers will be raised also, but they are not "in 
Christ". and are not in view here. Others punctuate it "as all die in 
Adam, so also all will be given life in Christ". In this case, Paul is 
referring tc the universal resurrection of all humanity, some to life, 
others to judgment, as in Jn 5:29; Act 24: 15. 

I 0. Or, "made alive". Same word as in v 36, 45, on which see Jn 5:21. 
11. Or, "group". This word means a "class, division, group, rank", and 

is used of a "detachment, division" of troops. It also means the 
"arrangement, tum". Used only here. GK 5413. 

12. Or, "Then, Next in order". Same word as in v 6, 7. Same word as 
"then" in 12:28; 15:46; I Thes 4: 17. Used 16 times. GK 2083. 

13. That is, belonging to Christ. 
14. That is, both those dead, and those still living, I Thes 4:16-17. On 

this word, see 2 Thes 2:8. 
15. Or, "Next". It implies nothing as to the length of time between the 

coming of Jesus and the end; only that they are sequential events. P
M (see the note on Rev 20: I) thinks there is an interval of I 000 years 
between them; A-M thinks there is no significant interval between 
them. The end comes immediately after Christ returns. Same word 
as in v 5, 7; Mt 4:28; I Tim 2:13. Used 15 times. GK 1663. 

16. Or, "delivers". Some manuscripts have this word in the same tense 
as the verbs following {N}, so that the three of them would be ren
dered "hands over ... abolishes ... puts". On this word, see Mt 26:21. 

17. Some think this refers to the Son, and what He does before He 
hands over the kingdom, this phrase continuing the subject of "He 
hands over" earlier, which also continues in "He must reign" in v 
25. Reading forward from v 24 to 25, one would naturally assume 
there is no change in subject. Others think this verb refers back to 
"the God and Father", and is referring to what the Father will do 
prior to when Christ hands it over. Since the One subjecting all 
things under His feet is the Father in v 26-28, Paul may intend us 
to read that fact back into v 24-25. 

18. Paul changes tense, indicating that the rule, authority, and power 
are "abolished" (and the enemies are "put", v 25) before Christ 
"hands over" the kingdom. P-M thinks the abolishing, reigning, and 
putting down of enemies, including death last, takes place during 
the interval (that is, the millennium) between His coming and the 
end (when He hands over the kingdom). A-M thinks the reigning is 

taking place now, and the abolishing and putting down take place 
immediately after His coming, just before He hands over the king
dom. There is no interval between these final events. On this word, 
see "done away with" in Rom 6:6. 

19. Paul may mean this in an abstract sense, the very principle and posi
tion of these things apart from God, as well as the beings holding 
those positions, human or angelic. Or he may mean it in a personal 
sense, "every ruler and every authority and power", the enemy 
beings themselves. Same word as "rulers" in Rom 8:38. 

20. That is, the Son. 
21. Some think Paul means the Father, as in v 27; Ps 110: I; Ps 8:6; oth

ers, the Son. 
22. Or, "done away with, nullified". Same word as in v 24. Once all are 

raised, death no longer has any meaning. Compare Rev 20: 14. 
23. That is, the Father. 
24. That is, the Son. 
25. Some think Paul means "when God says in Psalm 8:6"; others. "when 

God says at the end" (note the change to "have been subjected"). 
26. That is, "except the Father who subjected all things to the Son", v 

28. He remains the Father. Compare 11 :3. 
27. That is, the Son. 
28. Some manuscripts omit this word {C}. 
29. That is, the Father. 
30. Some think Paul means "will be subjected ... in order that. .. "; oth-

ers, "the One having subjected ... in order that". 
31. This same phrase, "all things in all'', is used of Christ in Eph I :23. 
32. That is, "Otherwise, if v 20-28 is not the case, then what?". 
33. This may mean "on behalfof", "for the sake of", "because of", or 

"with reference to". GK 5642. 
34. What Paul means here is uncertain. Note that v 29 is in the third 

person- the ones, they, them- and that v 30 has an emphatic 
"we". Some think this indicates Paul is talking about what some 
other people do. Some think he is sarcastically referring to some 
pagan practice of proxy baptism familiar to the Corinthians. How
ever, no such practice is known at this time from other sources. Oth
ers think it was "because of" the dead, because of the influence of 
their lives, or to be with them. Consult the commentaries. 

35. Some manuscripts say "for the dead" {N}. 
36. Or, "Why also", or "And why". Same phrase as "why indeed" in v 29. 
37. Or, "in peril, at risk". Elsewhere only in Lk 8:23; Act 19:27, 40. GK 

3073. The related noun is in Rom 8:35. 
38. That is, I face death daily. Note 2 Car 4: 11. 
39. Used only here. GK 3755. This word was used in strong affirma

tions or solemn oaths, like "by Zeus. by God". Paul means, I swear 
this is true "by the boasting I do concerning you". 

40. On this word, see 2 Cor 7:4. It refers to the act of boasting. 
41. Some manuscripts omit this word {C}. 
42. Or, "in accordance with mankind". That is, for human motives and 

goals, with no promise of a resurrection. 
43. It was unlawful to throw a Roman citizen such as Paul to the ani

mals in the amphitheater, so this was either an unofficial mob action, 
or Paul is using this term with reference to his human enemies. or 
it is a figure of speech. It is not mentioned in Acts or in 2 Car 11 :23-
29. He may mean "If I even went so far as to do this, what is the 
profit ifthe dead are not raised?" Used only here. GK 2562. 

44. Or, "advantage, help, use, good, benefit". Elsewhere only in Jam 
2:14, 16. GK 4055. 

A.Rom8:10 B.Mt4:4,mankind C.Act24:15 D.Mk13:7 E.Mt3:2 F.Rev6:8 G.Mk5:30 H.Mtl6:21 J.Revl9:6 K.Actl9:21 
L. 2 Cor 11 :23 M. Eph 5:21 N. Gal 3: 11, evident 0. Mk I :8 P. Mt 8:22 Q. I Cor 5: I, actually 



I Corinthians 15:33 628 Verse 

.l L. If dead ones are not raised, "Let us eat and drink, for tomorrow we die"' [Isa 22: 13] 

SD. Do not be deceivedA- bad8 companionships2 corruptc good0 habits3• "Sober-up4 :n-:;..i 
righteously5 and do not be sinning,6 for some have an ignorance7 o/God. I speak to your 
shame8 

-It·. But someone will say, "How are the dead raisedE? And with what kind of body do they come?" J ·' 

l D. FoolishF one! What you sow is not given-life9 unless it dies ]<, 
2D. And as to what you sow-you do not sow the body which will come, but a bareG seed 10, :;-

perhaps 11 of wheat or of some of the rest". •And God gives it a body just as He willedi- :; ~ 
indeed, to each of the seeds its own body 12 

11·:. Not all fleshK is the same flesh. But there is one 13 ofhumansL, and another flesh of .~'' 
livestock 14, and another flesh ofbirds, and another o/fish 15 

21 ·:. And there are heavenJyM bodies 16 and earthJyN bodies. But the gloryO of the heavenly -l 11 

is one kind, and the glory of the earthly is differentP 
.1 L. There is one glory of the sun, and another glory of the moon, and another glory of -l I 

the stars. For star differsO from star in glory0 

:; D. So also is the resurrection of the dead -12 

I 1:. It is sown in decay17
, it is raised in undecayability 18 

2L. It is sown in dishonorR, it is raised in glory0 

.11'. It is sown in weakness5, it is raised in powerT 

.ff. It is sown a natural 19 body, it is raised a spiritualu body 

.:ID. If20 there is21 a natural body, there is also a spiritual body 

-l-l 

11·:. So also it has been written [in Gen 2:7], "The first man, Adam, became a living -I' 
soul22

". The Last Adam23 became a life-giving24 spirit 

SD. But the spiritual body is not first- but the natural body, then the spiritual -It' 

11 ·. The first man was from earth, made-of-dust25 . The second26 Man is from heaven27 -I·· 
21-. Such as was the one made-of-dust- such ones also are the ones made-of-dust.28 -l'-

And such as is the heavenJyM One- such ones also are the heavenly ones 
:; 1.. And just as we bore the image29 of the one made of dust, we shall also bear3° the -1 ll 

image of the heavenly One 

~( · Now I say this, brothers-that flesh and blood31 are not able to inheritv the kingdomw of God, 'II 

nor does decay inherit undecayability32 

ID Behold, I tell you a mystery33
- we will not all fall-asleepx. But we will all be changed34- ' I 

in a moment35
, in the blink36 of an eye, at the last trumpet37 '_. 

11 ·.. For it will trumpet, and the dead will be raisedE undecayable38, and we39 will be changed 
2 !-:. For this decayable40 body mustY put-on41 undecayability, and this mortal2 body must ' ; 

put on immortality42 



629 I Corinthians 15:53 

I. Because our claim to speak God's good news is clearly false. 
2. Or, "associations". This word refers to those one habitually converses 

with, shares company with. Used only here. GK 3918. Related to 
"converse" in Act 24:26. Paul is referring to those influencing the 
"some" in v 12. He may be quoting a proverb current in his day. 

J. Or, "customs, character". Used only here. GK 2456. 
4. Used only here. GK 1729. "Wake up from a drunken stupor, come 

to your senses". Related to "sober" in I Pet 1:13. 
5. Or, "rightly". Same word as in I Thes 2:10; Tit 2:12; I Pet 2:23. 

Elsewhere only as ''.justly" in Lk 23:41. GK 1469. Related to "right
eous", "righteousness", and "declare righteous" (see Rom 3:24). 

6. The grammar implies "stop sinning". 
7. Elsewhere only in I Pet 2:15. GK 57. Related word in Rom 10:3. 
H. On this word, see 6:5. That is, to cause you to be ashamed. 
9. Same word as in v 22. That is, a new life, a new form. 
IO. Thal is, an individual grain. On this word, see Mt 13:31 
11. This is an idiom, "if it should turn out to be so, if it should happen". 

Same idiom as in 14: 10. GK 5593. 
12. These bodies God gives take many forms and have many degrees 

of glory, as can be seen by the following examples. If this is so now, 
God will do so also then. He will give us new bodies in connection 
with this body, but with a new glory and dimension. There are dif
ferent forms of existence and glory for the same type of thing
flesh, stars, etc.- even in the natural world. So the human body can 
also exist in a different form with a different glory. 

13. Some manuscripts add "flesh" {K} 
14. This word is used of animals kept as property- horses, donkeys, 

cattle, sheep, etc. Elsewhere only as "mount" in Lk 10:34; Act 
23:24; and "cattle" in Rev 18:13. GK 3229. Related to "property" 
in Mt 19:22. 

15. Some manuscripts reverse "fish" and "birds" {K}. 
16. Some think Paul is referring to angelic bodies versus human bod

ies next; others, to celestial bodies, as in v 41. On this word, see 
Eph I :23. 

17. Or, "corruption, ruin, destruction". Sarne word as in v 50; Rom 8:21; 
Gal 6:8. Elsewhere only as "destruction" in 2 Pet 2: 12; "corruption" 
in 2 Pet 1:4; 2:19; and "perishing" in Col 2:22. GK 5785. "Decay" 
comes from the verb which means "to corrupt, destroy, ruin, spoil", 
on which see "ruin" in 3: 17. Related also to "decayable" in v 53, and 
"undecayability" next. 

18. Or, "incorruptibility". Sarne word as in v 50, 53, 54. Elsewhere only 
as "immortality" in Rom 2:7; Eph 6:24; 2 Tim I: I 0. GK 914. 
Related to "undecayable" in v 52. 

19. That is, material, physical. On this word, see 2:14. 
20. Some manuscripts omit this word { K}. 
21. Or, "exists". GK 1639. 
22. This word is related to "natural" in verse 44. Literally, "came to be 

for a living soul... for a life-giving spirit", a literal translation of a 
Hebrew way of speaking. On this word, see Jam 5:20. 

23. That is, Christ. Adam means "man" in Hebrew. Christ is the last 
progenitor, the last head of a race. 

24. That is, one giving resurrection life, creating spiritual bodies. Same 
word as "given life" in v 22. 

25. Elsewhere only in v 48, 49. GK 5954. 
26. This word corresponds with v 46. First the natural man, second the 

spiritual Man. 
27. Paul is speaking as to their origin and nature. The second Man is from 

heaven, the spiritual realm, though He took a body in common with 
Adam's race. He will return from heaven to give us our new bodies, 
v 22-23. Some manuscripts say "the Lord from heaven" (A}. 

28. That is, as to the composition and nature of the body, Adam's fam
ily takes after him, Christ's after Him. 

29. Or, "likeness". On this word, see Col 1:15. 
30. Used twice in this verse, and in Rom 13:4. Elsewhere only of 

"wearing" clothes in Ml 11:8; Jn 19:5; Jam 2:3. GK 5841. Some 
manuscripts say "let us also bear" { B}. 

31. That is, our mortal human bodies, characterized by decay. 
32. On "decay" and "undecayability", see v 42. 
33. On this word, see Rom 11 :25. That is, a truth formerly hidden, but 

now revealed. 
34. Same word as in v 52. On this word, see "exchanged" in Rom I :23. 
35. This word means "indivisible, not cut-able". An indivisible unit of 

time. Used only here. GK 875. 
36. Or, a "twinkle", which is a "wink". This noun is used of various 

rapid events, depending on what word it is associated with- "in 
the throw of a spear", "in the rush of a wind", "in the quivering of 
a harp", "in the twinkling of a star", "in the flapping of a wing", etc. 
Used only here. GK 4846. 

37. Compare Mt 24:31; I Thes 4: 16. 
38. Or, "imperishable, not subject to decay, incorruptible". Same word 

as in 9:25; I Pet I :4. Elsewhere only as "imperishable" in Mk 16 
(short ending); I Pet 1:23; 3:4; and "immortal" in Rom 1:23; I Tim 
1:17. GK 915. Related to the two words in v 53, and to the two 
words in v 42. 

39. Some think Paul means "we all" (as in v 51 ), all Christians. Others, 
we who are living, who did not "fall asleep" (v 51; I Thes 4: 15-17). 

40. Or, "perishable, corruptible". Elsewhere only as "decayable" in I 
Cor 9:25; 15:54; ''perishable" in I Pet I: 18, 23; and "mortal" in Rom 
I :23. GK 5778. Related to "ruin" in 3: 17; and "decay" in 15:42. 

41. Or, "wear, dress in", like a garment. Used four times in v 53-54. On 
this word, see Rom 13: 14. 

42. Or, "un-dying, deathlessness". Elsewhere only in v 54; I Tim 6: 16. 
GK 114. Related to "mortal" preceding. The root word is "death". 

A. Jam 5:19,err B. 3 Jn 11,evil C. I Cor3:17, ruin D. I Pet2:3 E. Mt28:6, arose F. 2Cor11:16 G. Jam 2:15, naked H. 2 Pet3:16, 
other J.Jn7:17 K.Col2:23 L.Mt4:4,mankind M.Eph3:10 N.Phil2:10 0.2Pet2:10 P.1Corl2:9 Q.Phill:IO,manering R.2Tim2:20 
S. Mt 8:17 T. Mk 5:30 U. I Cor 14:1 V. Gal 4:30 W. Mt 3:2 X. I Thes 4:13 Y. Mt 16:21 Z. 2 Cor 5:4 



I Corinthians 15:54 630 Verse 

2D. And when this decayable body puts-on undecayability, and this mortal body puts on "4 
immortality, then the saying having been written will come-about1-

IE. "DeathA was swallowed-up8 in victoryc" [Isa 25:8] 

:m. "Death, where is your victory? Death2, where is your stinger3?'' [Hos 13: 14] 

IE. Now the stinger' of death is sin, and the power0 o/sin is the Law5. "But thanksE be 56-'~ 
to God, the One giving us the victory6 through our Lord Jesus Christ 

6C. So then my belovedF brothersG, be7 steadfastH, immovable8, always abounding1 in the work of 51' 

the Lord, knowing that your laborK is not empty9 in the Lord 

~rn. Now concerning the collection 10 for the saintsL, just as I directed 11 in the churches of Galatia, I(, I 
so you do also 

IC Every first day of the week, 12 let each of you put-aside13 beside himself14, storing-up 15 whatever 
thing 16 he may be prosperedM 

ID. In-order-that17 when I come, collections might not be taking place at-that-timeN 

2( . And when I arrive, whomever you approve0
, I will send these ones with letters 18 to carry-

forth19 your grace-giftP to Jerusalem.· And if it is fitting20 that I also go, they will go with me ~ 
JC Now21 I will come to you whenever I go through Macedonia,22 for I am going through 

Macedonia23 

I D. And perhaps24 I will continueO with you, or even spend-the-winter, in order that you may (, 
send me forwardR wherever I may go 

2D. For I do not want to see you now in passing, for2 5 I am hoping to stay5 with you/or some 
time, if the Lord pennits26 

] D. But I will stay-on5 in Ephesus27 until Pentecost," for a great and effective28 door has :-; '1 

opened to me, and there are many opposing T 

4C. But ifTimothy comes,29 see that he may come-to-be with you fearlessly. 30 For he is workingu 111 
the workv of the Lord as I also 

I IJ. Therefore let no one treat him with contempt31 I I 
2D. And send him forwardR in peace in order that he may come to me, for I am waiting-forw 

him with the brothers32 

') l l. NowB concerning Apollos34 our brother, I strongly urgedx him that he come to you with the brothers35 I ~ 

IC. And it was not at all his wiW that he come now, but he will come whenever he finds-an
opportunityz 



631 1 Corinthians 16:12 

I. Or, "take place, happen, come to pass". GK 1181. 
2. Some manuscripts say "Hades", as does the Septuagint. 
3. Some manuscripts have "stinger" in the previous phrase and "vic

tory" in this one { B}. 
4. That is, the part that does harm, that injects the poison. As the scor

pion delivers its poison through its stinger, so death does through 
sin. Sin is what brings separation from God in death, the bitterest 
of poisons. Apart from sin, death is powerless. Same word as in v 
55; Rev 9: I 0. Elsewhere only as "goad" in Act 26: 14. GK 3034. 

5. The Law of God establishes the line to cross, the rule to break
and the penalty for doing so. 

6. Elsewhere only in v 54, 55; Mt 12:20. GK 3777. Related to the 
word in I Jn 5:4, and to "overcome" in Rev 2:7. 

7. Or, "become". GK ll81. 
8. Used only here. GK 293. Related to "moved away" in Col I :23. 
9. Or, "in vain". Same word as in v I 0, 14. 
I 0. Thal is, the collection Paul was raising from the Gentile churches 

for the poor Christians in Jerusalem. See 2 Cor 8-9 for more. Here 
Paul gives the Galatians as an example for the Corinthians (he wrote 
this book in Act 19: I 0). Later, he gives the Macedonians as exam
ples for them in 2 Cor 8, and reports that he had given the Corinthi
ans as examples for the Macedonians in 2 Cor 9:2 (written in Act 
20:2). And later, he reports the contribution given by the Corinthi
ans and Macedonians to the Romans in Rom 15:26 (written in Act 
20:3). Elsewhere only in v 2. GK 3356. 

11. Perhaps Paul did this on the trip mentioned in Act 18:23. On this 
word, see 7: 17. 

12. That is, Sunday by Sunday. 
13. Or, "lay away, put down". On this word, see "put" in Act 19:21. 
14. That is, at home. 
15. Or, "treasuring up". Same word as in Lk 12:21; Rom 2:5; 2 Cor 

12: 14; Jam 5:3; 2 Pet 3:7. Elsewhere only as "treasure up" in Mt 
6: 19, 20, where it is used with the related noun "treasure". GK 
2564. Note Mt 19:21. 

16. On the phrase "whatever thing", see Col 3: 17. 
17. Or, "So that... collections will not...". GK 2671. 
18. These approved people would be official representatives. Some are 

named in Act 20:4. This may also be punctuated " ... you approve 
with letters, I will send these ones ... ". In one case, the Corinthians 
give each person they approve a letter of authorization; in the other 
case, Paul gives them letters of introduction to those to whom he 
would be sending them in Judea and Jerusalem. 

19. Or, "bring, take away". Same word as in Act 19: 12. Elsewhere only 
as "carry away" in Lk 16:22; Rev 17:3; 21: IO; and "take away" in 
Mk 15: I. GK 708. The root word is "bring, carry". 

20. Or, "worthy". Paul may mean that ifthe amount collected made it 
appropriate for him to go, he would do so; or, that if it is fitting for 
him to go at that time, in view of other circumstances, he would go. 
Later, in Act 19:21, while still in Ephesus, after writing this letter, 
Paul decided he would go to Jerusalem. He did go, leaving from 
Corinth in Act 20:3. There are no Corinthians in the list of those 
who went with him in Act 20:4, for reasons unknown. On this word, 
see "worthy" in Rev 16:6. 

21. Paul gives the Corinthians more details about when he plans to 
come there to finalize and send the collection, and the reasons for 
this plan. If v 12 is not taken as the final question in the Corinthi
ans' letter to Paul, then the conclusion of the letter begins here 
instead of in v 13. See v 12. 

22. This took place in Act 20: 1-2. 
23. This represents a change in plans already communicated to them. 

See 2 Cor 1:16. 
24. Or, "it may be that". This idiom, more literally "having turned out 

that way", is used only here. It is the same word as in the idiom in 
15:37, with different grammar. 

25. Some manuscripts say "but" {N}. 
26. Paul stayed 3 months (Act 20:3), during which he wrote Romans. 

On this word, see I Tim 2:12. 
27. Paul is writing this letter from Ephesus. 
28. Or, "active''. On this word, see Heb 4: 12. 
29. Paul sent Timothy ahead to Macedonia in Act 19:22, and from there 

to Corinth, I Cor 4: 17. Whether or not Timothy made it there is not 
known. Note 2 Cor I: I. 

30. Paul was probably concerned about Timothy's age, since he writes 
to Timothy eight to ten years later and says "Let no one look down 
on your youth", I Tim 4: 12. 

31. On this word, see "treat with contempt" in I Thes 5:20. 
32. Some think Paul means "the brothers with him"; others, "the broth

ers with me". 
33. Or, "And". This is the last occurrence of"Now concerning", and a 

question about the return of Apollos, whom the Corinthians loved, 
can easily be imagined as part of their letter to Paul (see 7:1). Or, 
if this is not in response to their letter, it may be rendered "And con
cerning". In this case Paul is updating them about Apollos, as he 
just did regarding Timothy. In this view the conclusion of the book 
begins at v 5, making the update on Paul point A., the command 
about Timothy (v I 0) point B., the update on Apollos point C., and 
then continuing with point D. in v 13. 

34. See Act 18:24 on Apollos. 
35. Some think Paul means the brothers with Paul, perhaps those in v 

17; others, the brothers with Apollos. 

A. 2 Cor 11 :23 B. Heb 11 :29 C. I Cor 15:57 D. Mk 5:30 E. Eph 2:8, grace F. Mt 3: 17 G. Act 16:40 H. Coll :23 J. 2 Cor 8:2 K. I Cor 3:8 
L. I Pet I: 16, holy M. Rom I: I 0 N. Mt 24:9, then 0. Rom 12:2 P. Eph 2:8, grace Q. Jam I :25 R. Rom 15:24, sent forward S. Rom 11 :22, 
continue T. Ph ill :28 U. Mt 26: 10 V. Mt 26: to W. Heb 11: to X. Rom 12:8, exhorting Y. Jn 7: 17 Z. Act 17:21 



I Corinthians 16: 13 632 

A. Keep-watchingA, be standing:firm1 in the faith, be acting-like-men2, be growing-strong3, "Jet all your 
things be done8 in love 

!I. And I exhortc you, brothers- you know the household0 of Stephanas4
, that it is the firstfruitE of 

Achaia5, and they appointed6 themselves for ministryF to the saintsG-"that you also be subject7 to 
such ones. and to everyone helping8 and laboringH 

( ·. Now I am rejoicingl over the coming9 o/Stephanas and Fortunatus and Achaicus, because these ones 
filled-upK your lack10• 

0

For they refreshedL my spirit and yours. 11 Therefore be acknowledging 12 

such ones 
D. The churches of Asia 13 greetM you. Aquila and Prisca 14 greet you eamestlyN in the Lord, along with 

the church at their house. •All the brothers greet you 
I:. Greet one another with a holy kiss0 

F. The greeting a/Paul by my own hand15-

I. If anyone does not love 16 the Lord 17
, let him be accursed 18 

, Marana tha 19 

' The graceP o/the20 Lord Jesus21 be with you 
..i. My love22 be with you all in Christ Jesus23 

Verse 

1.\-1 '1 

l'I 
2(1 

21 

,. 
L.' 



633 I Corinthians 16:24 

I. This word is also in Gal 5:1; Phil 1:27; 4:1; I Thes 3:8; 2 Thes 2:15. 
Elsewhere only as "stand" in Mk 3:31; 11:25; Jn 8:44; Rom 14:4. 
GK 5J/2. 

2. Or, "be manly, be courageous". Used only here. GK 437. This is the 
word "man" made into a verb. 

3. Or, "be strengthened". On this word, see "be strengthened" in 
Eph3:16. 

4. Paul baptized this household, I: 16. 
5. On this word, see Act 19:21. This is the Roman province in which 

Corinth is located. 
6. Or, "stationed, arranged, established". On this word, see "estab

lished" in Rom 13:1. 
7. Related to "appointed" earlier. Station yourselves under such ones. 

On this word, see Eph 5:21. 
8. Or, "working with us". On this word, see "work together" in Rom 

8:28. 
9. That is, to Ephesus, where Paul was. 
10. That is, your physical lack, your absence. Both "your lack by me", 

"your lack of me". These men made up for your absence, filling the 
gap between us. They probably brought letters and information to 
Paul, and he may be sending this letter back with them. Others think 
Paul means "your lack [of service]", as in Phil 2:30. The grammar 
of "your lack" here is different from the other occurrences of this 
word. Some manuscripts have the same grammar {N}. On this 
word, see Phil 2:30. 

11. Paul may mean that sending these men refreshed your spirit when 
you sent them. Sending them set you at ease, and with their arrival 

here, you can take comfort. Or, that these men refreshed your spirit 
upon their return to Corinth with this letter (it will be past tense 
when the Corinthians read this letter). 

12. On this word, see "understood" in Col I :6. Fully recognize them. 
13. Ephesus, the city from which Paul is writing, is in the Roman 

province of Asia. 
14. Some manuscripts say "Priscilla" {N}. See Rom 16:3 on these two. 

Paul had found them in Corinth, Act 18: 1-2. They went with Paul 
to Ephesus, Act 18: 18-19, where they met and helped Apollos, Act 
18:24-26. 

15. This is the same phrase as in Col 4: 18; 2 Thes 3: 17. Similar to Phm 
19. This may indicate Paul had been dictating to a secretary until 
here. 

16. Same word as affectionately-love in Jn 21:15. Elsewhere by Paul 
only in Tit 3: 15. It is related to "kiss" in v 20. 

17. Some manuscripts add "Jesus Christ" {K}. 
18. The word is the word anathema, on which see Rom 9:3. 
19. This is a transliterated Aramaic phrase, either marana tha, "Lord, 

come!", or maran atha, "The Lord has come". Used only here. GK 
3448. Like "Amen'', "Hosanna", and other terms, it crossed over to 
Greek- and English- without translation. 

20. Some manuscripts say "our" { K}. 
21. Some manuscripts add "Christ" {N}. 
22. This is the word agape, the word in chapter 13. On this word, see 

I Jn 4:16. 
23. Some manuscripts add "amen" {B}. 

A. I Thes 5:6 B. Mt 6: 10 C. Rom 12:8 D. Mk 3:25, house E. I Cor 15:20 F. I Cor 12:5 G. I Pet 1:16, holy H. Mt 11 :28, being weary 
J. 2 Cor 13: II K. I Thes 2: 16 L. Phm 7 M. Mk 15:18 N. Mt 13:52, many 0. Rom 16:16 P. Eph 2:8 



2 Corinthians 634 

Introduction 

IA. Blessed be God who comforts us in all our affliction so that we may be able to comfort others 
2A. Our conscience boasts that we conducted ourselves with you in simplicity and purity from God 

J B. For we are writing no other thing than what you read or indeed, understand 
2B. And I hope you will understand that we are your boast, even as you are ours 
3B. And in this confidence, I was intending to come to you first, on the way to Macedonia 
4B. Therefore, while intending this, did I act with lightness? I changed plans to spare you 
5B. Now having come to Troas, I had no rest at not finding Titus. I went to Macedonia 
6B. But thanks be to God who leads us, and makes the aroma of Christ evident through us 

JC. Because we are the fragrance of Christ- of death to some, of life to others 
2C. For we are not like those peddling the Word. We are speaking in Christ before God 
3C. Are we commending ourselves? You are our letter of recommendation from Christ 
4C. And we have such a confidence through Christ toward God 

1 D. Not that we are sufficient from ourselves to count anything as out of ourselves 
2D. But our sufficiency is from God, who made us ministers of a new covenant 
3D. And this ministry comes with a permanent glory surpassing the old covenant 
4D. Therefore we use much boldness, reflecting the glory, not veiling it like Moses 

5C. For this reason, having this ministry even as we received mercy, we do not lose heart 

ID. But we renounced hidden motives. If the truth is veiled, it is so in the perishing 
2D. But we have this treasure in clay vessels. Death is at work in us, life in you 
3D. But we believe, therefore we speak, knowing God will raise us with Jesus 
4D. Therefore we do not lose heart, but we are renewed daily by hope 
5D. Therefore we are ambitious to please God, for we must all appear before Him 

7B. Now we have been made known to God, and I hope also in your consciences 

8B. 

9B. 

IC. We are not commending ourselves, but giving you an opportunity to boast in us 
2C. For it we lost our senses, it is for God! Ifwe are sound minded, it is for you! 
3C. For Christ's love controls us- He died for all, and we live for Him as new creations 
4C. And all things are from God- the One who reconciled us and gave us this ministry 
5C. Therefore we are ambassadors for Christ, since God is appealing through us 

ID. We are begging on behalf of Christ- Be reconciled to God! 
2D. In nothing giving an opportunity for stumbling, so the ministry is not faulted 
3D. But in everything commending ourselves as God's servants 

Our mouth and heart have opened wide to you, Corinthians. You open wide also. Do not 
become mis-yoked to unbelievers. Make room for us. I do not condemn you 
I have been filled with comfort by the news of you brought by Titus 

3A. Now we make known to you the grace of God granted in the churches of Macedonia-

Overview 
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635 2 Corinthians Overview 

1 B. That their abundance of joy and deep poverty abounded into their generosity 
2B. But just as you abound in everything, be abounding also in this grace. Complete the doing 
3B. I am sending Titus and two brothers to you so that you may be prepared when I come 
4B. Now this I say- the one sowing sparingly will reap sparingly. God will help you 
SB. Thanks be to God for His indescribable gift 

4A. Now I beg to not have to be bold toward some considering us as walking according to the flesh 

1 B. For we do not wage war according to the flesh, but with God's weapons 
2B. You are looking at things according to appearance 

1 C. If anyone is confident in himself that he is Christ's, we are also 
2C. For if I boast about our authority which the Lord gave us, I will not be put to shame 
3C. For we do not dare to compare ourselves with those who commend themselves 
4C. And we will not boast unmeasurable things, but based on the standard God gave us 
SC. But let the one boasting boast in the Lord, for the one He commends is approved 

3B. 0 that you would bear with me in a little bit of foolishness, yet keep bearing with me 

1 C. For I am jealous for you. I fear for you that your minds are being corrupted 
2C. For if one comes to you with another Jesus, spirit or gospel, you bear with them nicely! 
3C. For I in no way come short of the superlative apostles- except for my self-support 

4B. Again I say, receive me even if as foolish, in order that I also may boast a little bit 

1 C. What I am speaking is not according to the Lord, but as in foolishness 
2C. Since many are boasting according to the flesh, I also will boast- in my weaknesses 
3C. It is necessary to boast, so I will go on to visions and revelations of the Lord 

SB. I have become foolish- you compelled me! I ought to be being commended by you! 

IC. For I in no way come short of the superlative apostles- the signs prove it 
2C. For in what were you worse off than the others, except that I was not your burden 

6B. All this time are you thinking we are defending ourselves? We are speaking before God 

IC. For I fear that having come, we may not find each other such as we would want 
2C. This is the third time I am coming to you 

1 D. Every word shall be established based on the mouth of two and three witnesses 
20. If I come I will not spare you, since you are seeking proof of Christ in me. Prove 

yourselves! We pray you not do anything bad, for your sakes, not mine 

3C. I am writing these things while absent so I may not have to act severely when I come 

Conclusion 
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2 Corinthians I : I 636 

,.\. Paul, an apostleA a/Christ Jesus 1 by the will of God, and Timothy2 our brother 
B. To the church of God being in Corinth,3 together-with all the saints0 being in all Achaia4 

c ·. Grace to you and peace from God our Father and the Lord Jesus Christ 

Verse 

I ~\. Blessedc be the God and Father of our Lord Jesus Christ, the Father of compassions5 and God of all 1 
comfort6, "the One comforting0 us conceming7 all our afflictionE so that we might be able to comfort the -l 
ones in8 every affliction with the comfort by which we ourselves are being comforted by God 

I B. Because just as the sufferingsF o/Christ9 are aboundingG in us, so our comfort also is abounding 
through Christ 

IC. And if we are being afflictedH- it is for the sake of your comfort and salvation 10 f, 

2C ·. Ifwe are being comforted- it is for the sake of your comfort, the comfort being at-work 11 in 
your endurance1 of the same sufferings which we also are sufferingK 

I TJ. And our hope for you is firm 12, knowing that as you are sharersL of the sufferings, so also 
of the comfort 

21). For we do not want you to be unawareM, brothersN, with-reference-to 13 our afflictionE having taken ~ 

place in Asia, 14 that we were burdened15 extremely0 beyond our power16, so that we despaired17 

even o/living18 

IC. But we had19 the sentence of death in ourselves in order that we should not be trusting20 in 'I 

ourselves, but in God, the One raising the dead 

ID. Who delivered us from so great a death21 , and will deliver22 us 111 

2D. In Whom we have put our hope that He will indeed23 still24 deliver us-°you also joining- I I 
in-helping25 in your prayer for us 

11 ·.. In-order-that26 thanks might be givenr on our27 behalf by many faces28 as to the gift29 

granted to us through many prayers30 

2A. For31 our boasting32 is this- the testimonyO of our consciencen that34 we conducted-ourselvesR in the I_' 
world, and especially toward you, in simplicity35 and purity36 from God37, and38 not in fleshly5 wisdom, 
but in the grace of God 

113. For we are writing no other things to you other than the things which you read or indeed understand39 I ; 
2Il. And I hope that you will understand until the end40- "just as you also did understand us in part4 1- 1-l 

that42 we are your boast43, even as you also are ours, on the day of our44 Lord Jesus 



637 2 Corinthians I: 14 

I. Some manuscripts say "Jesus Christ" {K). 
2. Paul is now with Timothy, whom he had sent to Macedonia and 

Corinth (in Act 19:22; I Cor 4: 17), and had written to the Corinthi
ans about in I Cor 16: 10-11. Whether Timothy ever reached 
Corinth is not mentioned. He is mentioned again in this book only 
in v 19. See I Tim I :2 on Timothy. 

3. This letter was written in Act 20:2, before Paul's three-month stay 
in Corinth in Act 20:2-3. 

4. This is the Roman province in which the city of Corinth was located 
(see Act 19:21 ). It is also called "Greece" in Act 20:2. 

5. Or, "acts of compassion, mercy". That is, the Father characterized 
by compassions; or, the Father who is the source of the compas
sions we experience. On this word, see Rom 12: I. 

6. Or, "encouragement". That is, the God who is the source of all com
fort, of every kind of comfort. Paul uses this word and its related verb 
I 0 times in v 3-7. On this word, see "encouragement" in Act 4:36. 

7. Or, "in reference to, for, upon, over". GK 2093. Same word as "in" 
in 7:4; I Thes 3:7. 

8. Or, "within, in the sphere of, under". GK I 877. 
9. On this subject, see Phil I :29; 3: 10; Col I :24; I Pet 4: 13; Jn 15:20; 

Rom 8: 17; Heb 13: 13; etc. Paul could mean the sufferings we expe
rience because we are Christians; or, the suffering Christ experiences 
when His people are made to suffer (Act 9:4). Or, he could mean 
both, the sufferings of Christ which He shares with His people. 

I 0. Some manuscripts omit "and salvation ... your comfort", which 
resulted in other variations {A). 

11. Or. "in operation". On this word, see "works" in I Cor 12: 11. 
12. Or, "sure, secure", like an anchor. On this word, see 2 Pet I: 10. 
13. Or, "concerning, about". GK 5642. 
14. That is, where Paul intended to remain in I Cor 16:8-9. This hap

pened during Acts 19, after Paul wrote I Corinthians, and may be 
foreshadowed by "many opposing" in I Cor 16:9. We do not know 
to what Paul refers, but the Corinthians did, perhaps through Titus. 
Some think it was a persecution; others, a sickness. Some manu
scripts add "to us" {N), so it says "having happened to us in Asia". 

15. Or, "weighed down". Same word as 5:4; I Tim 5:16. Elsewhere 
only as "weighed down" in Mt 26:43; Lk 9:32; 21:34. GK 976. 
Related to the word in I Thes 2:9. 

16. Some take this as a single description of Paul's internal distress, 
"burdened ... beyond our power"; others, as two descriptions, "bur
dened extremely" externally, and "beyond our power" internally. 

I 7. Or, ·•were utterly at a loss, were in great perplexity, were utterly per
plexed". On this word, see "utterly perplexed" in 4:8. 

18. Or, "even that we should live". That is, they could not see how they 
would survive the danger facing them. GK 2409. 

19. Or, "have". The grammar implies it continues to be true. 
20. Or, "having confidence, putting confidence, relying". Same word as 

in Mt 27:43; Lk 11 :22. On this word, see "persuade" in I Jn 3: 19. 
21. That is, "a [peril] of death", as in 11 :23. Paul considered himself 

dead. Some manuscripts say "so many deaths" {B). 
22. Some manuscripts say "and delivers us"; others omit this phrase 

IB[. On this word, see Col 1:13. 
23. Or, "even, also". GK 2779. 
24. That is, in the future. Instead of "hope that ... still", some manu

scripts say "hope. And He will still deliver us" { C). 
25. Paul may mean "joining with me"; "joining together with one 

another"; or, "joining with others". Used only here. GK 5348. 

26. Or, "So that thanks will be given ... ". GK 267 /. 
27. Some manuscripts say "your" { B}. 
28. Or, "persons". That is, persons viewed as faces looking up to God 

in prayer. On this word, see "presence" in Lk 9:52. 
29. That is, the gift of future deliverance from the peril of death. 
30. Or, "people", people praying. 
31. Paul uses this word to assert his first main point, as in Rom I: 18. 

GK I I 42. Paul is under attack, and he is writing 2 Corinthians to 
vindicate himself and his apostleship, and to expose his detractors. 
But he begins with his answer, without first detailing the questions 
being raised about him. Thus we feel as if we are jumping into the 
middle of their conversation here, and we must infer what was 
being said about Paul from the responses he gives. He begins by 
boasting that he behaved with simplicity and purity, and then proves 
it by recounting the reasons for his decisions, and sharing his inner 
thoughts regarding his ministry, I: 12-7:4. In chapters 10-13, Paul 
takes on his detractors more directly. This book is a deeply personal 
and introspective look into the heart of Paul. Acts is the outside 
view; this is the inside view. 

32. Our boasting or glorying is our conscience giving its testimony as 
to our behavior toward you, not our boasting as to our strengths or 
accomplishments. To understand this statement, compare Rom 9: I. 
Here Paul does not begin with an "I" statement, such as "I am the 
apostle who brought you the gospel and the ones attacking me are 
wrong for the following reasons", that is, with a direct boast about 
his ministry and a rebuke of them. Instead he says his boasting is 
his conscience bearing witness, almost as if it were a third party. 
On this word, see 7 :4. 

33. That is, the testimony proceeding from our conscience. On this 
word, see Act 23: I. 

34. What follows in this verse is the "testimony" that our "conscience" 
is "boasting". 

35. Or, "frankness". On this word, see "generosity" in Rom 12:8. Some 
manuscripts say "holiness" {B). 

36. Or, "sincerity". Paul is referring to the purity of his motives, which 
come from God, thus, his "sincerity". Elsewhere only in I Cor 5:8 
and 2 Cor 2:17. GK 1636. Related to "pure" in Phil 1:10. 

37. Literally "ofGod". That is, God-given, derived from God. Others ren
der this "godly"; others, "god-like"; others, "before God". Some take 
this with both of the preceding words; others, only with "purity". 

38. Some manuscripts omit this word { C). 
39. Paul's simplicity and purity of motive is reflected in his writing. 

There is no hidden meaning or motive. Perhaps some were accus
ing him of this by saying, "there is a hidden meaning in Paul's 
words"; or, "he does not mean what he says". 

40. Some think Paul means "fully, completely" in contrast with the 
Corinthians' past partial understanding; others, "until the end of your 
lives" or "until the end of the world" (as in I Cor I :8). On this word, 
see Rom 10:4. Some manuscripts say "even until the end" [ K}. 

41. Paul may mean "some of you understood us" or "you understood 
us partially". On this idiom, see Rom 11 :25. 

42. Some think Paul means "you will understand ... that"; others, "you 
did understand ... that". In either case, it is clear that Paul knows he 
does not enjoy the unqualified favor of all in Corinth. 

43. That is, the content of your boast. On this word, see Phil I :26. 
44. Some manuscripts omit this word {C), so that it says "the day of 

the Lord Jesus". 

A. I Cor 12:28 B. l Pet 1:16,holy C.Rom9:5 D.Rom 12:8,exhorting E.Rev7:14 F.Phil3:10 G.2Cor8:2 H.2Cor4:8 J.Jam 1:3 K.Gal3:4 
L. 2 Pet 1:4 M. Rom 10:3, ignorant of N. Act 16:40 0. I Cor 12:31, beyond measure P. Mt 26:27, given thanks Q. Act 4:33 R. Eph 2:3 S. I Cor 3:3 



2 Corinthians I : 15 638 Verse 

.11l. And in this confidence1, I was intendingA first2 to come to you in order that you might have a I' 

second3 benefit", • and5 to go through you to Macedonia, and from Macedonia to come again to I 1' 

you, and to be sent-forward6 by you to Judea7 

-rn. Therefore,8 while intendingA this, I did not then act with lightness9
, did n Or do I plan10 the things 1-

which I plan according-to 11 the flesh- so that there is with me the yes, yes, and the no, no? 12 

IC. But as God is faithful, 13 our message8 to you is 14 not yes and no 15 i' 

ID. For God's Son Jesus Christ, the One having been proclaimedc among you by us- by me i '' 
and Silvanus 16 and Timothy-did not become17 yes and no, but has become 18 yes in Him 19 

11:. For as many as there are promises0 of God- in Him is the yes20! 21, 
2L Therefore also through Him21 is [spoken] the amen22 to God for His glory23, through us24 

::: ( . And the One establishing25 us with you for26 Christ and having anointedE us27 is God28- •the ::: I -~ ' 
One also having sealedF us, and having given the pledge29 of the Spirit in our hearts 



639 2 Corinthians 1 :22 

I. Paul may be referring to his self-confidence (v 12), the confidence 
of a clear conscience and pure motives. Or, he may mean his con
fidence in their mutual relationship, v 14. It is clear from v 15-17 
that his change of plans regarding his next visit to Corinth had 
become an issue with some in Corinth, and was used to cast him 
in a bad light. Here Paul recounts his original plan, the plan he 
changed in I Cor 16:3-6. Elsewhere only in 2 Cor 3:4; 8:22; 10:2; 
Eph 3: 12; Phil 3:4. GK 4301. 

2. Or, "formerly". This is the position of this word in the Greek word 
order. Some think Paul means "to come to you first'', on the way to 
Macedonia. Others think he means "I was intending formerly", refer
ring to the plan he changed. Same word as in Gal 4: 13; Heb 7:27. 
Elsewhere only as "former'' in Eph 4:22; Heb I 0:32; I Pet I: 14; and 
"formerly" in Jn 6:62; 7:50; 9:8, I Tim I: 13; Heb 4:6. GK 4728. 

3. Paul may mean "second" because this would be his second visit to 
them, making the visit described next (upon his return from Mace
donia) his third visit. See "again" in 2: I. Or, "second" may refer to 
the return visit described next. I was coming to you first so that you 
might have a second visit when I return from Macedonia. The word 
does not mean "dual, double, twice", but this gives the sense of it here 
for this view. Used 37 times, all rendered "second". GK 1311. 

4. Or "grace, kindness, favor". Some think Paul is referring to his 
upcoming visit with the Corinthians as a benefit of God's grace to 
them (compare Rom I: 11; I 5:29); others, as a personal act of kind
ness toward them. Some manuscripts say "joy" { B}. On "have a 
benefit", see "have gratitude" in Lk 17:9. 

5. Or, "indeed, even", defining the two benefits. 
6. Same word as in Rom 15:24 of the Romans sending Paul forward 

into Spain. 
7. This original plan led Paul to Corinth first- clockwise from Eph

esus to Corinth to Macedonia, then back to Corinth, and then to 
Jerusalem. Paul changed this plan when he wrote I Cor 16:3-6. His 
new plan was to go to Corinth last- counterclockwise from Eph
esus through Macedonia to Corinth, stay for the winter, and then go 
to Jerusalem. This was his actual course, as seen in 2 Cor 2: 12-13; 
Act 20: 1-3. Before he came to Corinth, somewhere in Macedonia, 
Titus (coming from Corinth, 2 Cor 7:5-6) met him, and Paul wrote 
this letter (in Act 20:2). Not long after this letter, he arrived in 
Corinth and stayed three months, and then changed his plans again 
about the trip to Jerusalem, Act 20:3. 

8. In these words, Paul is apparently referring to accusations made 
against him. Some saw his change in plans as evidence that he was 
not a divinely directed apostle, but made and changed his plans as 
a mere man. 

9. That is, did I make my plans lightly?. Was I vacillating, fickle? The 
grammar indicates a "no" answer is expected. Used only here. GK 
17116. Related to the word in 4: I 7. 

I 0. Or, "decide, resolve". On this word, see Jn I I :53. Related to 
"intending" in v 15, 17. 

11. Or, "based on" human desires. GK 2848. 
12. That is, are my plans based on human uncertainty? If so, the next 

question could be "ls your message, the gospel, also uncertain?" 
Paul's answer begins in v 18 with an answer to this broader ques
tion, and moves to the specific question in v 23. 

13. Some think this is an oath, like Rom 14:11 (which has the same gram
mar). Same idiom as in 2 Cor 11: 10. Others render it "But God is 
faithful in-that our message ... ". There is a similar idiom in Gal I :20. 
On "faithful", see Col I :2. 

14. Some manuscripts say "was" {N}. 
I 5. There is no wavering or uncertainty in the message we brought. It 

is as firm as God's Son's accomplishment. 
16. That is, Silas. See I Thes I: I on Silvanus. 
I 7. Or, "did not prove to be ... but has proven to be"; or, "was not... but 

has been (and continues to be)". GK 1 /IJJ. 
18. Some think the subject of both occurrences of this verb is the Son 

"the Son did not become yes and no, but He has become yes i~ 
connection with the Father"; others think the subject changes, "for 
the Son did not prove to be yes and no among you, but the mes
sage has proven to be yes in Christ"; others think the subject of 
both verbs is "the message" (the Son the three of us proclaimed 
among you), "the message did not prove to be uncertain, but has 
proven to be yes in Christ". 

19. Some think Paul means "Our message is not 'maybe' (uncertain or 
vacillating), for the Son of God Himself did not become a 'maybe', 
but has become the 'yes' in connection with God and His prom
ises". Paul is affirming the certainty of the message by the Son's 
connection with God. Others think he means "Our message is not 
uncertain, for the Son did not prove Himself to be uncertain among 
you, but the message has proven to be a 'yes' in Christ in your own 
experience of Him". He is affirming the certainty of the message 
by its result among them. 

20. That is, Christ is the fulfillment, the confirmation, the affirmation 
of all the promises of God. 

21. Instead of"Therefore also through Him", some manuscripts say 
"And in Him" {N}. 

22. That is, the amen of response to God's message, and acceptance 
ofit. 

23. This is the Greek word order. Or, "for glory to God". 
24. Or, "by us". Some think Paul means "through us messengers". 

Through Christ, the amen is spoken by all who accept this message 
brought to them through us. Others think he means "by us Christians". 
Through Him, the amen is spoken by us all, in response to God's mes
sage. Others think he means "by us messengers". Through Him, the 
amen is spoken by us messengers as we bring the message to you. 

25. That is, establishing us together in the faith. The faithful God is the 
One doing this for both us who are bringing the message, and you 
who are receiving it. On this word, see "confirm" in I Cor I :6. 

26. This word is used in Rom 16:5; Phm 6; I Pet I: 11. Or, "in Christ'', 
as in Act 24:24; Gal 2: 16. This idiom is elsewhere only in different 
senses, six times. This is not Paul's normal phrase for "in Christ". 
GK 1650. 

27. Some think the "us" in this and the next two phrases carries forward 
the "us" in the first phrase, and so refers to Paul and his compan
ions as ones specially anointed (commissioned) by God to bring the 
message to the Corinthians. Others think the "us" carries forward 
the "us with you" in the first phrase, and so refers to what is true 
of all Christians. In this case, some think Paul means anointed to 
reign with Christ (note Rom 5: 17); others, anointed with the Spirit. 

28. This is the Greek word order of this phrase, "the One establishing ... 
and having anointed is God". 

29. This word means "earnest money, down payment, first installment, 
deposit'', a partial payment of an obligation, pledging that the remain
der is forthcoming. Elsewhere only in 5:5 and Eph I: 14. GK 775. 

A. Jam I: 18, willed B. I Cor 12:8, word C. 2 Tim 4:2 D. I Jn 2:25 E. Lk 4: 18 F. Eph I: 13 



2 Corinthians I :23 640 Verse 

_lC And I call-uponA God as witness8 for my soulc that sparing0 you 1 I no longer came2 to 21 
Corinth-"not that we are lording-overE your faith, but we are fellow-workersF of your joy3. 2-+ 
For you stand in your faith4 

ID_ For5 I detennineda this/or myself- not to come to you again6 in grief" 2: I 

I E. For ifl grieve1 you, who indeed is the one cheeringK me except the one being grieved 2 
by me? 

2 D. And I wrote this very thing1 in order that having come, I should not have grief" from the ' 
ones of whom I ought-to-have8 rejoicingL- having confidence9 in you all that my joy is 
the joy of you all 

If-:. For I wrote to you through many tears 10
, out of much afflictionM and anguishN of ~ 

heart- not that you might be grieved1, but that you might know0 the lover which I 
have especially11 for you 

IF. But12 if anyone has caused-grief, 13 he has grieved not me, but in part14 (that I 
not be a burden15

), you all 
2F This 16 punishment by the majority17 is sufficient18 for such a one " 

I()_ So that on-the-contrary 19
, instead you should forgiveO and comfort20 him, 

that such a one should not somehow be swallowed-upR by more grief" 
2C. Therefore I urge you to confinn21 your love for him ~ 

2 L. For I also wrote for this purpose- that I might know22 your approvedness23, whether 
you are obedient24 in all things 

I 1-. And25 to whom you are forgivingO anything, I also 

I < '. For indeed what I have forgiven, ifl have forgiven anything, 26 is for your 

l) 

Ill 

sakes in the presence of Christ,• in order that we may not be exploited27 by I I 
Satan. For we are not unawares as to his schemes28 

5B. Now29 having come to Troas30 for the good-newsT a/Christ- and a door having been opened/or I_' 

me by the Lord-
0

1 had no rest31 in my spirit at my not finding Titus32 my brother. But having said- I ; 

goodbye33 to them, I went forth to Macedonia34 

613_ But thanksu be to God, the One always leading us in triumph35 in Christ and making the aroma36 I ~ 
of the knowledge o/Him37 known38 through us in every place 



641 2 Corinthians 2:14 

I. Sparing them grief was Paul's motive for changing his plans, which 
he explains in 2: 1-11. An incident had occurred causing griefin the 
church with which the Corinthians had lo deal, v 5-7. Paul's pres
ence would have increased the grief. 

2. That is, came "first", according to his original plan, v 15-16. Paul 
is on the way there now. 

3. The aim of Paul and his co-workers is to bring the the joy of sal
vation to the Corinthians. 

4. Or, "by your faith"; "in the faith"; "by faith". 
5. Instead of "For'', some manuscripts have a word meaning "Now, 

But, And" (C}. 
6. Some think Paul means "come again". He did not want this planned 

second visit to be one of grief, so he aborted it. Others think he 
means "again in grief", implying there was a former "sorrowful 
visit" not recorded in Acts, and thus making the aborted visit men
tioned here his third planned visit. For more, see 12: 14; 13: I; I: 15. 
The Greek word order is "not again in grief to you to come". 

7. That is, his change of plans, I :23. Some manuscripts add "to you" 
{N}. Some think Paul wrote of this change in I Cor 16:5-7. Oth
ers think he is referring to some other letter, now lost. Others think 
he is referring to chapters I0-13, sent as a separate letter before 
chapters 1-9, but combined in Corinth into the form we have it. This 
theory is based on the internal content and tone of the two sections. 
It has no support in the ancient manuscripts we presently have. 
There are other views. Compare the notes on v 4; 7:8, 12. 

8. On this idiom, see "should have" in Mt 25:27. Same grammar as in 
Act 24: 19. 

9. That is, having confidence that the Corinthians share Paul's joy in 
the gospel of Christ and would therefore respond to the directions 
in his letter and correct the problem. 

I 0. Some think the tears were over the divisions and immorality in I 
Cor 1-6. Others think this description is too strong to refer to I Cor 
1-6, and that Paul must be referring to some other letter. On this 
word, see Act 20: 19. 

11. Same word as in I : 12. Paul's love for the Corinthians is seen in his 
speaking the truth to them about their behavior. GK 4359. 

12. Paul pauses to comment on the case about which he wrote to them 
in order to avoid coming to them again in grief, v I. 

13. Some think Paul is referring to the man living with his father's wife, 
delivered to Satan in I Cor 5; others, to the ringleader of opposition 
to Paul's apostolic authority in Corinth (see chapters I0-13). There are 
other theories. Compare 7: 12. 

14. Same idiom as in Rom 11 :25. Some think Paul means the man who 
sinned is only "partially" responsible for the Corinthians' grief. The 
Corinthians' actions, Paul's letter, and the "punishment" (v 6) they car
ried out also caused grief in the church. Others think that he grieved 
them "to some degree"; others, that he grieved "some of them". 

15. Or, "weigh heavily". Some think Paul means "that I not exagger
ate, put too severely" the extent of the grief; others "that I not be a 
burden to him", by blaming him for all the grief; others, "that I not 
be a burden to you all" by detailing your responsibility in the mat
ter. On this word, see I Thes 2:9. 

16. Paul may mean "This grief-causing punishment"; or, "This pun
ishment of which Titus has now informed me". 

17. Some think this implies a minority who preferred a more lenient 
approach; others, a harsher approach. 

18. Or, "enough, adequate". Same word as in 3:5. It was sufficient 
because it led to repentance. Some think Paul is referring to a pun
ishment such as that in I Cor 5:5, 13. 

19. Some think Paul means on the contrary to the minority view, which 
sought a harsher, continued punishment; others, on the contrary to 
continuing the punishment (without reference to a minority view). 
Elsewhere only in Gal 2:7; I Pet 3:9. GK 5539. 

20. Or, "encourage". On this word, see "exhort" in Rom 12:8. 
21. That is, to publicly affirm, reaffirm. Elsewhere only as "ratify" in 

Gal 3:15. GK 3263. 
22. Or, "come to know". On this word, see Lk I :34. 
23. This word means "the approved quality of a thing having been 

tested, the approval that comes after testing". Same word as in 9: 13; 
Rom 5:4; Phil 2:22. Elsewhere only as the "test" in 2 Cor 8:2; and 
its result, the "proof" in 2 Cor 13:3. GK I 509. On this word group, 
see "approve" in Rom 12:2. 

24. And now I know it. You were obedient. Elsewhere only in Act 7:39; 
Phil 2:8. GK 5675. Related to "obedience" in Rom 16:26. 

25. And in view of your approved handling of the matter, I am follow
ing you in forgiving whoever needs it- whether the one in v 5-6, 
or any other involved in this incident. The matter is closed. 

26. Some manuscripts say "For if indeed I have forgiven anything to 
whom I have forgiven it, it is for ... " {N}. 

27. Or, "cheated, defrauded, taken advantage of". On this word, see 
I Thes 4:6. 

28. Or, "thoughts". On this word, see "minds" in 3: 14. 
29. Moving on from discussing his aborted plans, Paul summarizes his 

travels before he met Titus returning with news from Corinth. 
30. Paul was there in Act 16:8. The trip here in v 12-13 was in Act 20:2. 
31. Or, "refreshment, relief". Same word as in 7:5, on which, see 8: 13. 
32. A door was opened, but since Paul could not find Titus, he felt he 

had to go to Macedonia seeking him so as to find out about how 
things went at Corinth and put his spirit at rest. 

33. Or, "having taken leave, bid farewell". Elsewhere only in Mk 6:46; 
Lk 9:61; 14:33; Act 18: 18, 21. GK 698. 

34. After a lengthy reflection on his ministry and motivation, in 7:5 
Paul completes this description of his travels, giving his thoughts 
after he found Titus and heard the report from Corinth. 

35. Or, "triumphing over us, causing us to triumph". Elsewhere only as 
"triumph over" in Col 2:15. GK 2581. Note the change to the pres
ent tense. Paul moves from his past change of itinerary lo a lengthy 
reflection on his present ministry (2: 14-6: I 0), occasioned by the 
positive report of Titus concerning the Corinthians, 7:5-7. It is a 
remarkable look into the heart of Paul. Because he returns to the 
meeting of Titus in 7:5, some call this an extended digression. Oth
ers think the heart revealed here is the main thing he wanted to com
municate to them. It is mature thinking, Phi I 3: 15. Though I had no 
rest in my spirit, nevertheless God is leading me in triumph. His tri
umph does not depend on whether I understand what He is doing 
or what I am feeling- or on whether those to whom I speak choose 
life or death. He leads me in His victory. 

36. Or, "smell, odor". Elsewhere only in v 16; Jn 12:3; Eph 5:2; Phil 

4:18. GK 4011. 
37. That is, the aroma consisting ofour knowledge about Christ (or, God). 
38. Or, "making evident, making manifest, revealing". On this word, 

see "made evident" in I Jn 2: 19. 

A. I Pet 1:17 B.Act 1:8 C. Jam 5:20 D. Rom 11:21 E. Rom 7:1 F. Rom 16:3 G. Mt 7:1,judge H. 2 Cor7:10 J. 2 Cor7:9 K. Rev 12:12, celebrate 
L. 2 Cor 13: 11 M. Rev 7: 14 N. Lk 21:25 0. Lk I :34 P. I Jn 4: 16 Q. Lk 7:42 R. Heb 11 :29 S. 2 Cor I :8 T. I Cor 15: I U. Eph 2:8, grace 



2 Corinthians 2: 15 642 

I ( Because we are the fragrance 1 of Christ/or God2 among the ones being savedA, and among the 
ones perishing8 - •to the ones3 an aroma from death to death,4 but to the others an aroma 
from life to Iife.5 And who is sufficient6 for these things? 

2( ·. For7 we are not like the many8 peddling9 the word of God. But as from purity10
, but as from 

God, we are speaking in Christ before God 
.1( · Are we beginning to commend 11 ourselves again? Or we do not have-need of lettersc of 

recommendation 12 to you or from 13 you, like some, do we? "You are our Jetter-

I[) It having been inscribed 14 in our hearts 15 

21). It being known° and being read by all peopJeE 
JJ) You being made-known 16 that you are a letterfrom 17 Christ 

11 ·. Having been servedF by us 
21 :. Having been inscribed 

11. Not with ink, but with the Spirit of the living God 
21: Not in tablets made-of-stone, but in tablets which are heartsG made-of-flesh 18 

..\( · And we have such a confidence 19 through Christ toward God20 

I [). Not that we are sufficient21 from ourselves22 to countH anything as out of ourselves 

Verse 

17 

.> I 

::' ll But our sufficiency23 is from God,° Who indeed made us sufficient24 as ministers25 of a I' 
new1 covenantK- not26 of the letter27 but of the Spirit28. For the Jetter kills, 29 but the Spirit 
gives-JifeL 

_;[)_ And ifthe ministryM of death having been engraved30 in letters on stones came in glory 
(so that the sons31 (){Israel could not Jook-intentJyN at the face a/Moses, because of the 
glory o/his face 32- the glory passing-away33), "how shall the ministry o/the Spirit not ' 
be more in glory! 

11.. For if in the ministry34 of condemnation° there was glory, by much more the ministry ' 1 

of righteousnessP is aboundingO in glory 

11 ·. For indeed the [ministry of the letter]35 having been glorified36 has not been 111 

glorified in this respect- because of the surpassingR glory 

21 For ifthe [ministry of the letter] passing-away was with glory, by much more the 11 
[ministry of the Spirit] remaining5 is in glory 

41) Therefore, having such a hope,37 we are using great boldnessr, •and are not like Moses38 I ::'-I_; 



643 2 Corinthians 3: 13 

I. Or, "good smell", as in the "fragrance of a rose". Elsewhere only in 
Eph 5:2; Phil 4:18. GK 2380. 

2. Or. "to God". Paul may mean that to God, we smell like Christ among 
those we minister, "to God" being added to show His approval of us. 
Or he may mean "for God", for the purposes of His triumph. 

3. Paul uses grammar that emphasizes the contrast between this group 
and the next. 

4. Some think Paul means "from Christ's death to their death". Such 
people see Jesus as dead, and only smell His death on Paul, lead
ing to their own eternal death. Others think he means they consider 
the message of Christ to originate and result in death. 

5. Some think Paul means "from Christ's life to their life". Paul has 
the aroma of resurrection life to these people, leading them to eter
nal life. Others think he means they consider the message we bring 
as originating in life, and resulting in life. 

6. Same word as in 3:5. Who is equal to the task? Some think Paul 
leaves the question unanswered here, but means "No one is 
humanly sufficient. Our sufficiency is from God", as he says in 3:5-
6. Others think that the question implies a choice, "Us, or those 
speaking against us?", and that v 17 is the answer, "We are, for we 
are not like them ... ". 

7. Some think this answers the previous question; others, that it is the 
next point in his argument, stating v 15 in comparative terms. The 
many influencing you change the message to make it more appeal
ing. We speak it as God intended it, recognizing that the dual effect 
produced is His plan, I Cor 1:18-19. 

8. Some manuscripts say "others" { B}. 
9. Or, "hawking, being hucksters of". We are not selling it for personal 

gain, retailing it, being a merchant of it. This word comes to mean 
"adulterate", since it includes the idea of using all the tricks of the 
trade to make the product more sellable. Thus here it refers to both 
wrong motives and wrong methods. Used only here. GK 2836. 

I 0. Same word as in I: 12. This gives the internal source of Paul's words, 
pure motives. The next phrase gives its external source, God. 

11. Or, "exhibit, show, present". Are we proclaiming our own compe
tence? Paul pauses to answer a false conclusion that could be drawn 
from 2: 14-17, and perhaps was made about him by his opponents. 
God Himself commended us when He saved you! Same word as 
in2Cor4:2;5:12;6:4; 10:12, 18; 12:ll;Rom 16:1.0nthisword, 
see "demonstrate" in Rom 5:8. 

12. That is, to prove that we are who we say we are, that we are God's 
authorized representatives. Apollos (Act 18:27) and Phoebe (Rom 
16: I) received such letters. The grammar expects a "no" answer. 

13. Some manuscripts say "or letters of recommendation from you" {N}. 
14. Or, "written in, recorded". Same word as in v 3. Elsewhere only as 

"recorded" in Lk I 0:20. GK 1582. 
15. Christ wrote you as the letter we carry in our hearts, not in our 

pockets. Some manuscripts say "your hearts" {A}. 
16. When people read "it", the letter about you inscribed in our hearts, 

what follows is what is made known about you. Same word as in 
2: 14. Not related to the word earlier. 

17. Or, "about". Some think Paul means "from Christ to others'', writ
ten by Christ; others, "about Christ to others". 

18. This is the Greek word order. Or, "but in tablets made of flesh
in hearts". On the idiom "tablets which are hearts", see "a man who 
was a prophet" in Lk 24: 19. On this word, see I Cor 3: I. 

19. That is, as described in 2: 14-3:3, confidence that God is leading us 

in His triumph, and that we are the fragrance of Christ among you, 
and that we speak in Christ from God to you, and that you are our 
credentials from Christ. On this word, see I: 15. 

20. Next Paul further explains the source of this confidence. It is not 
based on self-sufficiency (v 5), but on sufficiency God granted us 
for the ministry in which He placed us (v 6), and on the glory inher
ent to this ministry itself (v 7-11). Therefore we use boldness 
reflecting this confidence and glory (v 12-18). 

21. Or, "competent, fit, adequate, enough, worthy". Same word as in 
2:6, 16; Mt 28: 12; as "fit" in I Cor 15:9; Mt 3: 11; 8:8; as "compe
tent" in 2 Tim 2:2; and as "enough" in Mk 15: 15. It often means 
"considerable, many". Used 39 times. GK 2653. Related to "suffi
ciency" and "made sufficient" in v 6. 

22. That is, from our own resources and abilities. 
23. Or, "qualification, fitness". Used only here. GK 2654. 
24. On "made sufficient", see "qualified" in Col I: 12. 
25. Or, "servants". On this word, see "servants" in I Cor 3:5. Related 

to "served" in v 3, and "ministry" in v 7, 8, 9. 
26. Some think Paul means "ministers ... not of the letter ... "; others, 

"new covenant which is not of the letter ... ". 
27. On this word, see Rom 2:27, 29. 
28. Or, "spirit". Not of the Law (in the sense described in v 7), but of 

the Spirit. Or, not of a code in letters, but of true righteousness in 
the spirit, "written on the heart" (Heb 8: 10); a circumcision of the 
heart (Rom 2:29). Some think Paul means "spirit" in each case 
down through v 18. 

29. The Law brings the death sentence, Rom 6:23; 7:10-11. It is a min
istry of death. The "killing" and "giving life" are amplified in v 9. 

30. Or, "carved, chiseled". This word modifies "ministry", not "letters". 
Others render this "ministry of death in letters, having been engraved 
on stones", the Greek word order. In this case, Paul is describing two 
characteristics, in letters (versus in the Spirit), engraved in stone 
(versus hearts). Used only here. GK 1963. 

31. That is, descendants. On this word, see Gal 3:7. 
32. The Israelites were afraid to come near Moses, Ex 34:29-30. God's 

glory made Moses' face shine temporarily. 
33. Or, "being done away". Same word as in v 11, 13, 14. On this 

word, see "done away with" in Rom 6:6. 
34. Some manuscripts say "For if the ministry of condemnation has 

glory" {B}. 
35. Both here and in v 11 and 13, the Greek says "the thing", leaving 

the reader to supply the reference from the context. To make Paul's 
point clearer, the fuller phrase has been supplied in brackets. 

36. The ministry of the letter was glorified in the face of Moses, and 
in other ways. Yet it has no glory at all compared to the surpassing 
glory of the ministry of the Spirit. It does not lack glory in itself, 
but its glory pales by comparison. 

3 7. Some think Paul means the hope which characterizes this ministry, 
the hope of an "abounding" (v 9) and "remaining" (v 11) glory. By 
"hope" he does not mean "wish", but "expectation". Others think 
"hope" is equivalent to "confidence" in v 4, and make this point 
5C., a resumption of his main argument. 

38. Based on the confidence (v 4), which issues from this hope, we use 
much boldness, in keeping with the glory of the ministry God has 
given us as His sufficient servants of the new covenant. We are not like 
Moses, who hid his fading glory. We reflect a growing glory. The flow 
and meaning of v 12-18 is difficult. Consult the commentaries. 

A. Lk 19:IO B. I Cor 1:18 C. 2 Thes 3:17 D. Lk 1:34 E. Mt4:4, mankind F. I Pet4:IO, ministering G. Rev 2:23 H. Rom 3:28,consider J. Heb 8:13 
K. Heb 8:6 L. Jn 5:21 M. I Cor 12:5 N. Lk 4:20 0. 2 Cor 7:3 P. Rom I: 17 Q. 2 Cor 8:2 R. 2 Cor 9: 14 S. Jn 15:4, abide T. Heb 4: 16, confidence 



2 Corinthians 3: 14 644 

I F. He was puttingA a veil8 on his face so that the sonsc oflsrael might not look-intently' 
at the end2 of the [face of glory]3 passing-awat 

Verse 

11'. But5 their minds6 were hardened7
, for until this very day8 the same vei19 14 

remains0 on the reading of the o(dE covenant10
- it not being unveiled 11 

because 12 it passes-away13 in Christ 
2F. Indeed 14, until today whenever Moses is being read, a veil liesF on their heart I' 
:i F. But whenever15 it16 turns to the Lord 17

, the veil is taken-away18 I <i 

I (j. Now the Lord is the Spirit, 19 and where the Spirit of the Lord is, there is I-: 
freedom20! 

~E. But21 we all with a face having been unveiledG, while reflecting the glory of the Lord I~ 

as a mirror22
, are being transforrned23 into the same imageH from glory to glory,24 

just-as25 from the Lord, the Spirit26 

5C. For this reason,27 having this ministry even-as28 we received-mercy29
, we do not lose-heart30 -11 

1 D. But we renounced31 the hidden1 things of shame32 

IF. Not walkingK in craftinessD, nor handling-deceitfully34 the word of God 



645 2 Corinthians 4:2 

I. Same word as in v 7. 
2. Or, "cessation, termination, finish, goal". On this word, see Rom I 0:4. 
3. As in v 7. Others supply "[ministry of the letter)" as in v 11 (which 

is then explained in various ways); and there are other views. 
4. Ex 34:34-35 says Moses repeatedly would remove the veil before 

God, then speak unveiled before the people, and then veil his face 
until he went before God again. From the point of view of Paul's 
application of this event here, after Moses proclaimed the words of 
the old covenant with the effect of God's glory shining from his face 
for all to see, he veiled his face so they would not focus on the immi
nent cessation of this fading glory. The fading glory symbolized the 
temporary nature of that covenant. 

5. Paul draws an application from Moses for Israel. 
6. Or, ·'thoughts". Same word as in 4:4; I I :3; Phil 4:7. Elsewhere only 

as "thoughts" in 2 Cor I 0:5; and "schemes" in 2 Cor 2: I I. GK 
3784. Related to "think" in Eph 3:20. 

7. But the Israelites were hardened to the spiritual meaning of this fad
ing glory, and did not understand that the temporary glory of Moses 
pointed to the temporary glory of the covenant he brought. This 
means they were hardened to the true nature and meaning of the old 
covenant itself, which is seen in the fact that a veil still remains on 
their understanding of it whenever they read it, until this very day. 
On this word, see Rom 11:7. 

8. On this phrase, "until this very day", see Rom 11 :8. Some manu
scripts say "until this day" {N}. 

9. It is the "same veil" in that, like the one on Moses, it hides the tem
porary glory. But unlike the one on Moses, this veil is on the hearts 
of the ones looking (here, reading), not on the thing seen (here, the 
old covenant). Elsewhere only in v 13, 15, 16. GK 2820. The 
related verb is in 4:3. 

I 0. This is the only place where the old covenant is called such. Com
pare Heb 8: 13. On this word, see Heb 8:6. 

11. That is, the veil not being removed. Elsewhere only in v 18. GK 365. 
12. Or, "that", "it not being unveiled [that is, revealed) to them that it 

[the old covenant] passes away in Christ". 
13. Or, "is done away". The same word as in v 7, 11, 13. 
14. Paul repeats this to make clear that the veil is not on the Law, but 

on their hearts. Same word as "But" beginning v 14. GK 247. 
15. Or, "at the time when". Elsewhere only in v 15. GK 2471. 
16. Or, "he". Some think Paul is referring to such a veiled heart (v 15) or 

hardened mind (v 14) as just mentioned. This may be simplified by 
supplying "a person, a Jew, a heart, one". Others render it "he", refer
ring to "Moses" as the type of the person turning to the Lord. When 
Moses returned to the presence of God, he first removed the veil, Ex 
34:34. As with Moses physically, so today spiritually. The veil is 
removed when one turns to the Lord. There are other views. 

17. Some think Paul means "God", as in the physical case of Moses in 
Ex 34:34; others, "Christ", as in the spiritual case today, as defined 
by v 14b. 

18. On this word, see Act 27:20. 
19. Some think this is intended to link the "Lord" in view in v 16 (that is, 

in the reference to Ex 34) to the Spirit today. As Moses physically 
turned to the Lord speaking then, we must spiritually tum to the Spirit 
speaking now. Others think Paul means "Christ is the Spirit", contin
uing the link of "Lord" back to "in Christ" in v I 4b. That is, Christ is 
the Spirit of the Lord (as used in the OT) in our experience of God. 
Christ is the Spirit in the same sense as "I and the Father are one" and 
"The one having seen Me has seen the Father" (Jn I 0:30; 14:9). 

20. That is, freedom from the ministry of death (v 7), and all it entails 
(Rom 8:2); freedom as full members of God's family (Rom 8: 15, 
Gal 5: I). Some manuscripts say "there is freedom", meaning, "in
that-place there is freedom" {N}. On this word, see Gal 5: 13. 

21. Or, "And". Now Paul gives the application of Moses for us, the 
other side of the comparison begun in v 13. "We are not like Moses. 
He was ... But we are ... ". Others think Paul has dropped the link to 
v 13, and that this links to v 17. "There is freedom! And we all..." 
(giving a spiritual sense in which we are like Moses, not unlike him, 
in contrast to hardened Israel). 

22. Or, "looking at the glory of the Lord as in a mirror". Moses veiled 
his face to hide the temporary physical glory produced in him by 
God's glory, v 13. All we Christians with unveiled face boldly 
"reflect" the growing spiritual glory of the Lord being produced in 
us. Others link this to v 17 as point 2G. Moses took off the veil to 
look at the glory, and to reflect it to the people. We also with 
unveiled face, "looking at" (or, "reflecting") the glory, are spiritu
ally transformed. This word, "reflecting as a mirror", is used only 
here. GK 3002. 

23. On this word, see Rom 12:2. Our "reflection" of the glory is grow
ing in intensity as we are transformed by the Lord, the Spirit. Or, 
while we are "looking at" the glory, we are being transformed by it. 

24. Some think Paul means not from glory to fading to glory to fad
ing, like Moses. But from glory leading to more glory, continually. 
Others think he means "from His glory to our glory". 

25. Or, "as". That is, just as would be expected. Same word as "like" in 
v 13. Used 13 times. GK 2749. 

26. Or, "the Lord who is the Spirit", as stated in v 17. Others think Paul 
means "the Lord Spirit", "the Spirit who is Lord", similar to "the 
Lord God"; others, "the Lord of the Spirit", the Lord who sends the 
Spirit. There are other views. Consult the commentaries. 

27. That is, because we have such a confidence (3 :4 ), having been made 
sufficient for this ministry by God (3:6), and are serving in the glory 
of this ministry with boldness. Others make this point 50., the con
clusion of the previous section, and start the new point in 4:7. 

28. Or, "just as". That is, from the Lord, as a gift of His grace. This 
phrase is added to explain the true nature of this ministry. It is some
thing received as a gift of grace, just like salvation. Therefore we 
do not lose heart in it. It is part of His triumph, not our personal 
achievement for Him. We are discovering the greatness of His gift, 
not creating it. GK 2777. 

29. On this word, see "showing mercy" in Rom 12:8. 
30. Or, "grow weary". Same word as in v 16; Lk 18: I; Eph 3: 13. Else

where only as "grow weary" in Gal 6:9; 2 Thes 3: 13. GK 1591. 
31. Or, "disowned". Without this renouncing, we would be losing heart. 

Used only here. GK 584. 
32. That is, the secret things proceeding from shameful motives (such 

as pleasing people, Gal I: IO); or resulting in shame when they are 
known; or the secret things that shame leads one lo hide. In v 2-6, 
Paul is speaking to the internal cause of losing heart. Our failure to 
attain hidden motives or goals of self-interest causes us to Jose heart. 
Paul renounces them, and simply speaks the truth, leaving the results 
to God. Therefore he does not lose heart when the majority reject 
him, v 3. God's plan is twofold, 2:16. On this word, see Heb 12:2. 

33. Or, "trickery". That is, using any means to gain our ends. On this 
word, see I Cor 3: 19. 

34. Or, "adulterating, counterfeiting, falsifying". Used only here. GK 
1516. Related to "deceit" in Mt 26:4. 

A.Actl9:21 B.2Cor2:14 C.Gal3:7 D.Jnl5:4,abide E.Mk2:21 F.Mt3:10 G.2Cor3:14 H.Col1:15 J.1Cor4:5 K.Hebl3:9 



2 Corinthians 4:3 646 

2L But by the open-disclosure1 of the truth, cornrnending2 ourselves to every conscienceA 
()fmankind3 in the sight of God 

3 L. And if indeed4 our good-news8 is veiled5
, it is veiled in6 the ones perishingc 

Verse 

I F In whose case the god of this age blinded the minds0 of the unbelieversE so that J 

they might not see7 the illumination8 of the good-news8 of the glory o/Christ-
Who is the imageF of God 

.+I-:. For we are not proclaimingG ourselves, but Jesus Christ9 as Lord, and ourselves as 
your slaves11 for the sake of Jesus10 

11. Because God, the One having said "Light will shine 11 out of darkness", is He 
Who shined in our hearts for12 the illumination ofthe13 knowledge of the glory 
of God in the face of Jesus 14 Christ 

2 D. But15 we have this treasure 16 in vessels made-of-clay, in order that the excess 17 of the 
power may be God's and not from us 

11 :. In every way 

11·. Being afflicted18
, but not restrained19 

2F. Being perplexed20, but not utterly-perplexed21 

_-;I . Being persecutedK, but not forsaken22 

-H. Being struck down, but not perishingc 

2 L. At-all-timesL carrying-around in our body the dying23 o/Jesus24
, in order that the life 111 

of Jesus may also be made-evident25 in our body 

11 ·. For we the ones living are always being handed-overM to death for the sake of I i 

Jesus, in order that the life of Jesus may also be made-evident in our mortafN flesh 

3 L. So then, death26 is at-work27 in us, but life in you I ' 

JI). But28 having the same spirit29 of faith in accordance with the thing having been written [in I · 

Ps 116: 10), "I believed0
, therefore30 I spoke"- we also believe, therefore we also speak 

11:. Knowing that the One having raisedP the Lord31 Jesus will also raise us with32 Jesus, I l 
and will presentO us with you 

11 ·. For all33 things are for your sakes- in order that graceR, having increased5 through I ' 
the more people, may cause thanksgivingT to aboundu to the glory of God 

-+I). Therefore we do not lose-heartv. But even though34 our outer person w is being destroyed35, I 1 • 

nevertheless our36 inner person is being renewed37 day in and day out 

11:. For the momentary lightness38 of our afflictionx is producing Y for us an eternal2 I , 
weightAA of glory extremely beyond measure39, 

0

while we are not looking-for4° the I:, 
things being seen, but the things not being seen 



647 2 Corinthians 4: 18 

I. Or, "manifestation". On this word, see "manifestation" in I Cor 12:7. 
2. Or, "presenting, showing, recommending". That is, presenting our

selves positively. On this word, see 3: I. This word does not mean 
"gaining their approval, causing them to approve of us". Some think 
Paul means that in the sight of God, he recommends himself for the 
approval of every kind of human conscience by means of an open 
disclosure of the truth, not by means of any secret crafty subterfuge. 
As to the response, some approve, others reject and persecute him. 
Others think he means that he presents himself to their conscience 
in such a way that it approves of his sincere and honest approach, 
even if outwardly they reject and persecute him. 

3. Or, "people". In this phrase, "conscience" is singular and 
"mankind" is plural, "every individual conscience of all people". 
Compare "every soul of the person" in Rom 2:9. 

4. Or, "And even if". On this idiom, see "if also" in I Cor 7:21. 
5. This is a participle, "is having been veiled". Likewise in the next 

phrase. Assuming that the open disclosure of the truth of the gospel 
is indeed veiled in the hearer, it is not because of the messenger. On 
this word, see "covers" in I Pet 4:8. Related to "veil" in 3:14. 

6. That is, "in the case of", as next. GK 1877. 
7. Or, "so that the illumination .... might not shine forth on them". 

Some manuscripts add "on them" {N}. Used only here. GK 878. 
Related to "daybreak" in Act 20: 11. 

8. Elsewhere only in v 6. GK 5895. Related to "light" in v 6. 
9. Some manuscripts say "Christ Jesus" {N}. 
10. Some manuscripts say "your slaves through Jesus" {B}. 
11. Elsewhere only in Mt 5:15, 16; 17:2; Lk 17:24; Act 12:7. GK3290. 

Paul is referring to Gen I :3. Some manuscripts say" ... having told 
light to shine ... " { N}. 

12. God shined in our hearts to create in us the illumination for others 
to see, consisting of the knowledge of the glory of God as seen in 
the person of Christ. We give out the illumination to which those 
perishing are blinded, v 4. 

13. Thal is, "consisting o.fthe" or "produced by the", as in v 4. 
14. Some manuscripts omit this word; others say "Christ Jesus" {C}. 
15. Paul now turns to the external causes of losing heart, suffering and 

persecution. 
16. That is, the gospel (v 4), the knowledge of His glory (v 6), which we 

proclaim in this ministry we received. On this word, see Mt 12:35. 
17. Same word as in 12:7. Paul may mean the excess of quantity, 

"abundance"; or, the excess of quality, "excellence". 
18. Or, "pressed, oppressed, distressed, squeezed". Same word as in 

I :6; 7:5; I Thes 3:4; 2 Thes I :6, 7; I Tim 5: IO; Heb 11 :37. Else
where only as "constricted" in Mt 7: 14; and "pressing" in Mk 3:9. 
GK 2567. Related to "affliction" in Rev 7:14. 

19. Or, "confined, distressed, cramped, restricted". Elsewhere only in 
6: 12. GK 5/02. Related to "distresses" in 6:4. 

20. Or, "uncertain, al a loss". Elsewhere only in Mk 6:20; Lk 24:4; Jn 
13:22; Act 25:20; Gal 4:20. GK 679. Related to "perplexity" in Lk 
21 :25; and "greatly perplexed" in Lk 9:7. 

21. Or, "despairing". Elsewhere only as "despaired" in I :8. GK 1989. 
Related lo the previous word. Or, "at a loss, but not utterly at a loss". 

22. Or, "abandoned, deserted, left behind". Same word as in Mt 27·46-
Mk 15:34; Heb 10:25; 13:5. Elsewhere only as "abandon" in Ac; 
2:27, 31; "desert" in 2 Tim 4:10, 16; and "leave behind" in Rom 
9:29. GK 1593. 

23. Or, "the putting to death". Or the result, "the death, deadness". 
Elsewhere only as "deadness" in Rom 4:19. GK 3740. 

24. Some think Paul means "the dying that we do for Jesus", "the peril 
of death we experience for Jesus"; others, "the putting to death done 
to Jesus in us", the attack upon Him in and through us; others, "the 
Jesus kind of dying'', by violent persecution. Some manuscripts say 
"o.fthe Lord Jesus" {K}. 

25. Or, "made known, revealed, made visible". Same word as in v 11. 
On this word, see I Jn 2: 19. 

26. Some think Paul means "physical death is at work in us, spiritual 
life in you". Others think he means "our physical dying is at work 
in us, our spiritual life in you". That is, the dying of Jesus we carry 
works bodily death in us; the life of Jesus we thus make evident 
works life in you. 

27. Or, "working, being worked". On this verb, see "works" in I Cor 
12:11. 

28. The answer to external causes of losing heart is an eternal per
spective, knowing God will raise us. Having this perspective, we 
press on in spite of the dangers. 

29. Or, "Spirit". Some think Paul means the disposition of faith the 
psalmist had; others, the Spirit producing faith. 

30. Some manuscripts add "and" {N}, "and therefore ... ". 
31. Some manuscripts omit "the Lord" { B}. · 
32. Some manuscripts say "by" {N}. 
33. That is, all our work and suffering. 
34. That is, "Accepting that our outer person even is being destroyed ... ". 

On this idiom, see "if also" in I Cor 7:21. 
35. Or, "ruined, spoiled, consumed, wasted". Same word as in Lk 12:33; 

Rev 8:9; 11: 18. Elsewhere only as "corrupted" in I Tim 6:5. GK 1425. 
The related noun is used of the "decay" of the grave in Act 2:27. 

36. Some manuscripts omit this word {N}, so that it says "the inner ... ". 
37. We are renewed by looking forward to our eternal glory (v 17), and 

our eternal body (5:1). Elsewhere only in Col 3:10. GK 363. 
Related to "renewing" in Tit 3:5; and "renew" in Heb 6:6. 

38. Elsewhere only as "light" in Mt 11 :30. GK 1787. Related to "light
ness" in 1:17. 

39. This phrase "extremely beyond measure" contains the same root 
word repeated with two different prepositions, "excessively beyond 
excess", "extremely beyond the extreme", "immeasurably beyond 
measure". On this word, see "beyond measure" in I Cor 12:31. 
Some take this phrase with "weight"; others, with "producing". 

40. Or, "looking at, looking out for, looking to, watching for". Else
where only as "watch" in Phil 3: 17; "look out for" in Gal 6: I; Phil 
2:4; "watch out" in Lk 11 :35; "watch out for" in Rom 16: 17. GK 
5023. Related to "goal" in Phil 3: 14. 

A. Act 23: I B. I Cor 15: I C. I Cor 1:18 D. 2 Cor 3: 14 E. Mt 17: 17, unbelieving F. Col I :15 G. 2 Tim 4:2 H. Rom 6: 17 J. Mk 5:30 
K. 2 Tim 3: 12 L. I Thes 5:16, always M. Mt 26:21 N. 2 Cor 5:4 0. Jn 3:36 P. Mt 28:6, arose Q. Rom 12:1 R. Eph 2:8 S. 2 Cor 8:15 
T. I Tim 4:3 U. 2 Cor 8:2 V. 2 Cor 4: I W. Mt 4:4, mankind X. Rev 7: 14 Y. Phil 2: 12, work out Z. Mt 25:46 AA. I Thes 2:7 



2 Corinthians 5: I 648 

I F. For the things being seen are temporary\ but the things not being seen are eternal8 

21-.. For we know that if our earthlyc house0 - our tent1- is tom-down2, we have a 
building3 from God, a house not-made-by-human-handsE, eternal, in the heavens 

IF. For indeed in this tent we are groaningF, yeamingG to put-on-over' ourselves 
our dwelling5 from heaven-

0

inasmuch as we,6 having taken-off7 this tent, 
shall not be found naked8 

Verse 

5. 

ICi. For9 indeed we, the ones being in the tent 10, are groaningF, being c+ 

burdened11- because we do not want to take-off our earthly tent, but to 
put on our heavenly dwelling over it, in order that the mortal1 2 may be 
swallowed-up 13 by the life 

:n. And the One having madeH us for this very thing 14 is God, the One having15 

given us His pledge1- the Spirit16 

~ F. So while always being confident17, and knowing that while being-at-home in ,, 
the body, we are away-from-home 18, from the Lord 

0

(for we walk by faith, not 
by appearance 19

}-"yet we are confident,20 and prefer2 1 rather22 

I ( i. To get-away-from-home- out of the body 
2(i. And to get-at-home- with the Lord 

~ D. Therefore we indeed23 are ambitious24 to be pleasing25 to Him- whether being at-home <1 

or being away-from-home26 

IL For we all mustK appear27 before the judgrnent-seatL o/Christ in order that each one I; 1 

might receive-back28 the things done in29 the body, in-accordance-with30 the things 
which he practicedM- whether goodN or bad31 

~E. Therefore knowing0 the fearP o/the Lord,32 we are persuading33 people34 11 

713. Now35 we have been made known36 to God. And I hope that we also have been made known37 in 
your consciences38 



649 2 Corinthians 5: 11 

I. Or, "our earthly house which is our tent". Literally, "our earthly 
house of the tent". That is, our physical body. Same grammar as v 
5, "the pledge- the Spirit". Note our temporary earthly "tent" vs. 
our eternal "building". Elsewhere only in v 4. GK 501 I. 

2. Or, "taken down, put down". That is, if we die. On this word, see 
Mt24:2. 

3. Some think Paul is referring to our resurrection body, skipping over 
the time between death and the Second Coming when we receive it 
(compare I Cor 15:53); others, to heaven itself, or a house or "place 
to stay" (Jn 14:2) that our soul enters upon death until the resur
rection. There are other views. 

4. Used of putting on an outer garment over another garment. Used 
only here and in v 4. GK 2086. Related to "put on" in I Cor 15:53. 
Related to "outer garment" in Jn 21 :7. There Peter was "naked" 
(same word as in 2 Cor 5:3), so he put his outer garment on over. 
Here Paul is referring to putting on our new body over our present 
one. Some think he is referring to "being changed" (I Cor 15:52) 
at Christ's coming; others, to our putting it on at our death. 

5. On this word, see Jude 6. Related to "house". 
6. Or, "if indeed we" in the sense of "since indeed we". 
7. Same word as in v 4. Elsewhere only as "strip" in Mt 27:28; Lk 

10:30; and "strip off" in Mt27:31; Mk 15:20. GK 1694. Some man
uscripts say "having put-on the heavenly dwelling" {C}, using the 
same word as in I Cor 15:53, and related to "put on over" in v 2. 

8. There are many views on this clause. Consult the commentaries. 
One view is that Paul means "since having shed our old body (or, 
'put on' our new one ifthe variant is accepted), we shall not in fact 
be found disembodied". This is the reverse of v I. Having tom 
down this tent, we will have a building, v I. Having put on the new 
(which means shedding the old), we will not be without a body, v 
2. On this word, see Jam 2: 15. 

9. The purpose of this verse is to explain that the "yearning" in v 2 is 
not a desire to die- for we do not want to take off this tent- but 
a desire to live, to put on our new body, to be swallowed up by life. 

I 0. That is, physically alive on earth. Same word as in v I. 
11. On this word, see I :8. We are burdened because we do not want to 

put off the body (to die), but we yearn to put on the new spiritual 
body. We are pulled in both directions, as Paul expresses in Phil I :21-
24. We want to be "changed", I Cor 15:51-53. Others think Paul 
means we are burdened because we do not want to be without a body. 

12. Same word as in I Cor 15:53, 54, this mortal body putting on 
immortality. Elsewhere only in Rom 6: 12; 8: 11; 2 Cor 4: 11. GK 
2570. It means "subject to death". The root word is "to die". 

13. Same word as in I Cor 15:54. On this word, see Heb 11 :29. 
14. That is, the receiving of an immortal body. 
15. Some manuscripts add next "also" {N}. 
16. Or, "the pledge which is the Spirit". Literally, "the pledge of the 

Spirit". 
17. That is, in the present life we live by faith. This is a positive way 

of saying "not lose heart". Same word as in v 8; 7: 16; Heb 13:6. 
Elsewhere only as "bold" in 2 Cor I 0: I, 2. GK 2509. It means "to 
be bold, confident, courageous". 

18. The same root word is used with different prefixes-to be at home, 
to be away from home; living at home, living abroad. Both are used 
only in 5:6, 8, 9. GK 1685 and 1897. The second word is related 
to "go on a journey" in Mt 21:33. Note that Paul reverses the ref
erence of these two words in v 8. 

I 9. Or, "outward-appearance, what is seen, sight". Some take this to mean 
"not by what we physically see in this world"; others, "not by a phys
ical seeing of the heavenly realities". Same word as in Lk 9:29. Else
where only as "form" in Lk 3:22; Jn 5:37; I Thes 5:22. GK 1626. 

20. That is, in the future that awaits us when we die. 
21. On this word, see "well pleased" in Mt 17:5. Not related to "pleas

ing" in v 9. 
22. What follows probably anticipates Christ's return, but may refer to 

Paul's death, as in Phil I :23. 
23. Or, "also". We do not lose heart, looking to the next life, 4: 16. We 

indeed are ambitious (the opposite of losing heart), looking to the 
rest of this life, to be pleasing to God both here and when we stand 
before Him. Others make this 4F., we prefer to be with Him, there
fore we also are ambitious to be pleasing to Him. 

24. Or, "we make it our aim". On this word, see Rom 15:20. 
25. On this adjective, see Eph 5: 10. We want God to be pleased with 

us, whether here or there. 
26. That is, in the body or out of the body; or, with the Lord or away 

from the Lord. Both mean the same thing, whether here now, or 
standing before Him as described next. 

27. Or, "be made known, be revealed". Same 1.1<ord as "reveal" in I Cor 
4:5. On this word, see "made evident" in I Jn 2: 19. 

28. Or, "receive in full, get for oneself, get, obtain, receive in recom
pense". That is, receive back what is due. This word was used of 
receiving a wage, recompense, or reward. Same word as in Mt 
25:27; Eph 6:8; Col 3:25; Heb 11:19. Elsewhere only as "receive" 
in Heb 10:36; 11 :39; I Pet I :9; 5:4; and with different grammar, 
"bring" in Lk 7:37. GK 3152. 

29. That is, while in this life, "during the time of" the body. Or, "by 
means of, through, with". GK I 328. 

30. Same word as in Lk 12:47. GK 4639. 
31. On this word, see Jam 3: 16. Some manuscripts have a different 

word meaning "evil, wicked, bad" {N}. 
32. That is, the reverence for the Lord and the desire to please Him that 

this fact (v I 0) elicits in us. 
33. Some render this "we are trying to persuade". On this word, see I 

Jn 3:19. 
34. Some think Paul means he persuades people that he is pleasing God 

in his work and motives; others, that he persuades them so as to 
please God regarding what God called him to do, that is, to preach 
the gospel, 5:20-21. 

35. Or, "But, And". Having openly reflected before God and the 
Corinthians upon himself and his ministry (2:14-5:11), Paul now 
turns back to them, and states the facts about his motives and 
responsibilities as an apostle more directly to their need. As in 3: I, 
he again begins by denying a motive of self-commendation. Others 
punctuate this "persuade people, but we have ... ", continuing that 
point. This view thinks Paul persuades people about his motives and 
intentions, but that God knows his motives are true, and he hopes 
the Corinthians know this as well. 

36. Same word as "appear" in v I 0. It is a play on words, moving from 
what will be then, to what is now. We have already been made 
known to God in every way- our work, motives, conduct, all the 
things discussed in 2: 14-5: 11. 

37. This is the purpose of Paul's writing. To make sure this hope is real
ized, he now speaks plainly and explicitly. 

38. On this word, see Act 23: I. It is plural only here. 

A.Mtl3:21 B.Mt25:46 C.Phil2:10 D.Mk3:25 E.Mkl4:58 F.Jam5:9 G.1Pet2:2 H.Phi12:12,workout J.2Cor1:22 K.Mtl6:21 
L. Rom 14:10 M. Rom 2:1 N. I Tim 5:10b 0. I Jn 2:29 P. Eph 5:21 



2 Corinthians 5: 12 650 Verse 

l t · We 1 are not again commendingA ourselves to you, but are giving you an opportunity2 for a 12 
boast3 about us, in order that you may have an answer for the ones boasting8 in appearance4 

and not in heartc 
2t . For5 if we lost-our-senses6

, it is for God! If we are sound-minded7
, it is for you! 11 

3C. For8 the love0 o/Christ9 controls 10 us, we having determined11 this- 14 

ID. That12 One 13 died for all, therefore all 14 died.• And He died for all so that the ones Iiving 15 I" 

might no longer be living/or themselves, but/or the One having died and been raised 16 

for them 17 

IL. So then 18 from now on, we regard19 no one based-on20 the flesh21 

11 . Even though22 we have known23 Christ based on the flesh,24 nevertheless now 
we no longer are knowing Him thus 

21 . So then if anyone is in Christ, he is a new creation25 • The old things passed-away. I ~ 
Behold- new things have come-into-being26 

.:IC. And all things27 are from God, the One having reconciled28 us29 to Himself through Christ30, I~ 
and having given us the ministryE of reconciliation31 -

11). How that32 God was in Christ33 reconciling34 the world to Himself-35 I · • 

11.. Not countingF their trespasses0 against them 
21. And having placedH the message1 of reconciliation in us 

:'t · Therefore,36 we are ambassadors37 on behalf of Christ, since38 God is appealing39 through us _'11 



651 2 Corinthians 5:20 

I. This is our motive for speaking about ourselves as we do. Some 
manuscripts say "For we" {N). 

2. Or, "starting point". On this word, see Rom 7:8. 
3. That is, to have a matter to boast about. On this word, see Phil I :26. 
4. That is, in what humans see and respect, not in what God sees, as 

in v 16. 
5. That is, "And I hope (v 11) ... For ... ". 
6. Paul is referring to what his opponents said about him- that he is 

mad with fanaticism. This was said of Jesus in Mk 3:21 (same 
word), and of Paul in Act 26:24 (different word). 

7. Paul is referring to what he says about himself. Compare Act 26:25, 
where a related word is used. On this word, see Rom 12:3. 

8. This is our motive for conducting ourselves as we do. 
9. Paul could mean our love for Christ, but probably means His love 

for us, as expressed in v 14-15. 
10. Or, "compels". This word means "to hold in, enclose (Lk 8:45), 

confine (Lk 19:43), hold (in custody, Lk 22:63); to hold shut (Act 
7:57); to hold attention on, be occupied with (Act 18:5), be 
absorbed in; to be held under the positive control of, gripped (Phil 
I :23 ), governed, ruled, overcome; to be held under the negative 
control of, gripped (Mt 4:24; Lk 4:38; 8:37; Act 28:8), afflicted, dis
tressed"; and elsewhere only as "held" (Lk 12:50). GK 5309. The 
root word is "to hold". Here, some think Paul means Christ's love 
"controls, governs, directs" us. Others extend this to mean "drives, 
compels, urges us on". 

11. Or, "having made this judgment". On this word, see ''.judge" in Mt 7: I. 
12. Some manuscripts add "if" {N}, so that it says "That if One died 

for all, then all died". 
13. This is the number "one". That is, that one Man died for all. 
14. Some think Paul means all the world, as in v 19. Note I Jn 2:2. Oth

ers think he means all believers. 
15. Some think Paul means living in Christ, v 17; others, alive in this 

world (making this group the same as "all" in v 14, 19). 
16. Or, "having arisen". On this word, see "arose" in Mt 28:6. 
17. Or, "having died for them, and having been raised". 
18. That is, since all died, and the ones living are living for Him. Same 

in v 17. 
19. Or, "know". This word '!1eans "to know", here in the sense of "to 

regard, recognize, take interest in, value''. Same word as "know" in 
I Thes 5: 12, on which see I Jn 2:29. 

20. Or, "in accordance with, according to, in relation to". GK 2848. 

21. We no longer relate to people based on human distinctions or what 
they are in the flesh. As ones dead and living in Christ, the world is 
in a new position for us. We regard people only in relation to the One 
who died for them- either as needing Him, or as living for Him. 

22. Even the way we regard Christ has changed. On this idiom, see "if 
also" in I Cor 7:21. Regardless of the fact that we have known 
Christ in this manner, we no longer do. 

23. On this word, used twice in this verse, see Lk I :34. 
24. This phrase "based on the flesh" has the same meaning as in the 

first part of the verse, "based on human viewpoints and distinc
tions". Paul may have personally known Jesus while He was on 
earth, but that is not what he is saying here. He is saying that he 
regarded Him from a fleshly perspective, a human point of view, 
based on His human status as a Galilean. On what this verse might 
imply about Paul, consult the commentaries. 

25. Or, "creature". Same phrase as in Gal 6: 15. As ones who have died 
(v 14), believers are new creations, living a new life for Him. 

26. Or, "come, come about, come to pass". Same word as in Jn I :3. 
Some manuscripts say "all things have become new" {A}, where 
"become" is the same word as "come into being". GK 1181. 

27. Paul continues his thoughts about himself and his ministry. The love 
of Christ controls us. And God, who reconciled us and gave us this 
ministry, is the source of all things in it (compare 2: 14-16). The "us, 
we" has the same reference throughout all of point 7B. Paul is 
speaking of himself and his fellow workers, as models for all 
believers. Others place this as point 3E., further describing the life 
of all God's new creations. The "us" in v I 8a (and some think, 18b 
and 19) refers directly to all believers. In this case, Paul returns to 
his main line of thought in v 20. 

28. On this word, see Rom 5: I 0. Same word as in v 19, 20. 
29. Paul states with reference to himself and his fellow workers what 

is objectively true of the whole world, and subjectively true of all 
believers. See note 7. 

30. Some manuscripts say "Jesus Christ" {K}. 
31. God gave us (and you, in your various ways) the ministry of bring

ing this message ofreconciliation to the wurld. So we take them the 
message and beg, v 20. Same word as in v 19. On this word, see 
Rom 5:11. 

32. On "how that" see 11 :21. Paul is giving God's statement of the 
matter. 

33. This is the Greek word order. Some take this to mean "God was in 
Christ, reconciling", making two doctrinal points; others, "God was 
reconciling in Christ'', making one point. Consult the commentaries. 

34. Reconciliation has both an objective sense (which was finished on 
the cross for all the world), and a subjective sense (each individ
ual's acceptance of it by faith). The former is done forever, the lat
ter continues as the message of reconciliation is taken to the world. 
In Christ's ministry on earth, God accomplished the former and 
began the latter. 

35. The following two phrases explain how God "was reconciling"
by "not counting" (which continues from the cross forward, for
ever), and by "having placed" (which is finished. He placed this 
message in the apostles and witnesses of Christ, and through them, 
in all believers. It has been delivered once for all, Jude 3 ). 

36. Having given us this ministry (v 18) and message (v 19), God made 
us His ambassadors. 

37. This verb is elsewhere only in Eph 6:20. GK 4563. Related to "del
egation" in Lk 14:32; 19:14. 

38. This is the word "as" in the sense of "seeing that, since, because". 
Same word as in 2 Pet I :3. Generally, it is rendered this way when 
it is giving a true relation; and as "as-though, as-if" when it is giv
ing a false or theoretical relation, as in Act 23: 15, 20; 27:30; 28: 19; 
I Cor 4: 18; I Pet 4: 12. Here, Paul means we are His ambassadors 
because God is in fact appealing through the message He placed in 
us (v 19),just as a president does through a message sent to another 
country. GK 6055. 

39. On this word, see "exhorting" in Rom 12:8. The combination 
"appeal... beg" is also in 2 Cor 8:4; I 0: 1-2. 

A.2Cor3:1 B.2Corll:l6 C.Rev2:23 D.1Jn4:16 E.1Corl2:5 F.Rom3:28,consider G.Mt6:14 H.Actl9:21,put J.1Corl2:8,word 



2 Corinthians 5:21 652 Verse 

11 )_ We are begging' on behalf of Christ- "Be reconciledA to God! 
0

He2 made8 the One not 21 
having knownc sin to be sin3 for us, in order that we might become the righteousness0 of 
God in Him".• And working-with Him4

, we also are appealingE that you5 not receive the (, I 

grace of God in vain6 

11-. For7 He says [in Isa 49:8], "I heard you at the acceptableF time. And I helpedG you 2 
on the day of salvationH". Behold- now is the very-acceptable8 time. Behold-
now is the day of salvation 

::'I). In9 nothing10 giving! any opportunity-for-stumbling' 1, in order that the ministryK may not ' 
be faultedL 

3 D. But in everything, as God's servantsM, commendingN ourselves -+ 

IF. In great endurance0 - in12 affiictionsr, in constraintsO, in distresses 13
; "in beatingsR, ' 

in prisons5, in disturbances 14
; in laborsT, in watchings 15 , in fastingsu 

::'L In purityv, in knowledge, in patiencew, in kindnessx; in a holy spirit16, in sincere 17 (, 

love,° in the word o/truth18
, in the power a/God 

:;1:. Through 19 the weapons20 of righteousness21 for the right hand and the left22 ; 

through23 glory and dishonorv, through evil-report and good-report24 
·' 

4F. As deceiversz and trueAA ones,° as being not-known88 and being fully-knowncc; '! 

as dying and behold we live, as being disciplined25 and not being put-to-death00, 

as being grievedEE but always rejoicingH; as poorGG but enrichingHH many, as having I 11 

nothing and holding-on-to26 all things 

S l3. Our mouth27 has opened to you, Corinthians, our heart has been opened-wide. 
0

You are not restrained28 I I - I ~ 
in us, but you are restrained in your own deep-feelingsJJ_ "Now as the same retum29- I speak as to I ~ 
my childrenKK_ you also open-wide30 

I ( ·. Do not be ones being mis-yoked31 to unbelievers32 

ID. For what partnership33 is there for righteousness and lawlessnessLL? Or34 what 
fellowshipMM is there for light with darkness? 

11 

2 I). And what is the harmony35 of Christ with Beliar36? Or what share37 is there for a believer I ' 
with an unbeliever? 

:rn And what agreement38 is there for the temple of God with idols I h 

41). For we39 are the temple of the living God, just as God said [in Lev 26: 12], that "I will 
dweJINN in them, and I will walk-among them, and I will be their God, and they will be 
My people" 

'i D. Therefore, "Come out of their midst and be separated40", says the Lord, "and do nottouch00 I -
an unclean thing41" [Isa 52: 11] 

11 . "And I will take you in42 •and be a father4 3 to you I ~ 
2L. "And you will be sons and daughters to me", says the Lord Almightyrr 

61). Therefore, having these promises, belovedOO, let us cleanseRR ourselves from every stain44 - I 
of flesh and spirit, perfecting45 holiness55 in the fear (){God 

2C. Make-room-forTT us- we wrongeduu no one, we corrupted46 no one, we exploited47 no one. 
I am not speaking48 for your condemnation49 



653 2 Corinthians 7:3 

I. Or, "pleading". On this word, see 8:4. 
2. Some manuscripts say "For He ... " {K}. 
3. That is, in terms of God's relation to it, as with "righteousness" 

next. He who never knew sin was made our sin, that we who never 
knew righteousness might become God's righteousness in Him. 

4. Some think Paul means "you". On "working-with", see Jn 8:46. 
5. In 5:21. "Be reconciled" is general, applying to all. Here, Paul 

specifically applies it to the Corinthians. 
6. Or, "for no purpose, without result". On this word, see "empty" in 

I Thes 2:1. Note 6:14-7:1. Some think this will be the result ifthe 
Corinthians turn away and follow the ones in 5: 12, or the false apos
tles in 11:13. Compare 13:5; Gal 3:4; 4:11; 5:4; I Cor 15:2. Others 
think Paul is referring to a fruitless and rewardless life before God. 

7. This verse applies both to the specific case (v I), and the general 
case (5:21 ). 

8. Related to "acceptable" earlier. On this word, see "acceptable" in 
Rom 15:16. 

9. In this arrangement, verses 3 and 4 describe the manner of their 
"begging" (5:20) in their general ministry as apostles. Others take 
them as describing the manner of their specific "appealing" (6:1) 
10 the Corinthians. 

IO. That is, except Christ Himself, who is the "stone of stumbling", 
Rom 9:33. "lote I Cor 10:32; Rom 14: 13. 

11. Used only here. GK 4683. Related to the word in Rom 14:13. 
12. The first three refer to general trials, the second three to specific ones. 
13. Or, "difficulties". Elsewhere only in Rom 2:9; 8:35; 2 Cor 12:10. 

GK 5103. Related to "restrained" in 4:8. 
14. Same word as in Lk 21 :9. That is, mob actions, as seen in Acts. On 

this word, see "disorder" in Jam 3: 16. 
15. Or, "sleepless nights". Elsewhere only in 11:27. GK 71. Related 

to "keep alert" in Eph 6: 18. Perhaps Paul means due to ministry, 
prayer, making tents, traveling, etc. 

16. Or, "the Holy Spirit". That is, a spirit that is holy, as in I Cor 7:34. 
Compare 2 Cor 7: I. 

17. Or, "genuine, without hypocrisy". On this word, see Rom 12:9. 
18. Some think Paul means "truthful speech"; others, the message 

characterized by truth, the gospel, as in Col I :5; others, the decla
ration of the truth. 

19. Or, "With, By", that is, by means of. Same word as "through" next, 
though used in a different sense there. GK 1328. 

20. Same word as in 10:4, on which see Rom 13:12. 
21 . That is, weapons proceeding from, or belonging to, or supplied by, 

or used for righteousness. 
22. Some think Paul means "fully armed for any fight from any direc

tion". Others think he means offensive weapons for the right hand 
(a sword), defensive weapons for the left (a shield), in keeping with 
lhe soldier of that day. 

23. That is, by way of, with, amid. 
24. Or, "slander and praise, ill-repute and good-repute". They are 

related, opposite words. Both are used only here. GK 1556 (related 
to "slander" in I Cor 4: 13) and GK 2367 (related to "commend
able" in Phil 4:8). 

25. Compare Ps 118: 18. On this word, see I Cor 11 :32. 
26. Compare I Cor 7:30. On this word, see "holding down" in Rom I: 18. 

27. Used 78 times. GK 5125. 

28. Or, "cramped, distressed". Same word as in 4:8. There is no 
restraint of love in us toward you Corinthians, no cramping of space 
for you in our hearts. But you are restrained in your hearts toward 
us, you have a small cramped space for us there. 

29. Or, "recompense, requital". Or, "Now give the same return". That 
is, as the same recompense due me (love from one's children) 
which was due you (love from one's father), open wide your hearts 
to me. Repay my open heart of fatherly love toward you with your 
open heart of love for me as my spiritual children. This involves 
both a turning from those misleading them, 6: 14-7: I, and a turn
ing to Paul, 7:2. On this word, see Rom I :27. 

30. That is, your hearts, as in v 11. Same word as in v 11. Elsewhere 
only as "widen" in Mt 23:5. GK 4425. 

31. This word means "yoked to a different species of animal'', like a 
donkey and an ox (Deut 22: I 0). Paul is broadly referring to various 
kinds of relationships. Used only here. GK 2282. 

32. As in 6: I, Paul pointedly addresses the Corinthians about a key 
problem. This was one source of their mistaken attitudes toward 
Paul, and their less than wide-open feelings toward him. 

33. Used only here. GK 3580. Related to "companions" (partners) in 
Lk 5:7. 

34. Some manuscripts say "And" {K}. 
35. Or, "agreement'', a blending of voices, a shared interest. Used only 

here. GK 5245. Related to "agreement" in I Cor 7:5; "music" in Lk 
15:25; and "agree" in Mt 18:19. 

36. This is a transliterated Hebrew word meaning "worthlessness". It 
is a name of Satan. Used only here. GK 1016. Some manuscripts 
say "Belial" {K}. 

37. Or, "portion". On this word, see "part" in Col 1:12. 
38. This word is used ofa decision agreed upon by vote, a mutual deci-

sion. Used only here. GK 5161. Related to "consented" in Lk 23:51. 
39. Some manuscripts say "you" {B}. 
40. Or, "set apart". On this word, see Rom I: I. 
41. Or, ''person", as perhaps indicated by the context here (v 14), on 

which compare Act 10:28; I Cor 7: 14. 
42. This word, "take in, welcome in, receive in", is used only here. GK 

1654. Related to "welcome" in Mt 10:40. 
43. More literally, "be for a father ... be for sons", a Hebrew way of 

speaking. 
44. Or, "defilement". Used only here. GK 3663. Related to "stain" 

in I Cor 8:7. 
45. Or, "completing, finishing, accomplishing, bringing about, bring

ing to its end, bringing to completeness". Same word as in Gal 3:3; 
Phil I :6. Elsewhere only as "complete" in Rom 15:28; 2 Cor 8:6, 
11; Heb 8:5; and "accomplish" in Heb 9:6; I Pet 5:9. GK 2200. 
Related to "finished" in Rev 10:7, and "perfect" in Heb 2:10. 

46. Or, "destroyed, ruined". On this word, see "ruin" in I Cor 3: 17. 
47. Or, "defrauded". On this word, see I Thes 4:6. 
48. Paul may be referring to the defense he just made for himself in 

v 2. Or, he may be referring more broadly to his defense so far in 
the letter. 

49. That is, to condemn you. Elsewhere only in 3:9. GK 2892. 

A. Rom 5:10 B. Rev 13: 13, does C. Lk 1:34 D. Rom 1:17 E. Rom 12:8, exhorting F. Lk4:19 G. Rev 12:16 H. Lk 19:9 J. Eph 1:22 K. l Cor 12:5 
L. 2 Cor 8:20 M. I Cor 3:5 N. 2 Cor 3:1 0. Jam 1:3 P. Rev 7:14 Q. I Cor 7:26, necessity R. Rev 13:3, wound S. Act 5:22 T. I Cor 3:8 
U. 2 Cor 11:27 V. 2 Cor 11:3 W. Heb 6:12 X. Rom 3:12, goodness Y. 2 Tim 2:20 Z. I Tim 4:1, deceitful AA. Jn 6:55 BB. Rom 10:3, 
ignorant of CC. Col I :6, understood DD. Rom 7:4 EE. 2 Cor 7:9 FF. 2 Cor 13: 11 GG. Gal 4:9 HH. I Cor I :5 JJ. Phil I :8 KK. I Jn 3: I 
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2 Corinthians 7:4 654 Verse 

\ I). For I have said-beforeA that you are in our hearts so as to die-together1 and to live-together2 
2D. There is great confidence8 in me toward you 4 
3 D. There is much boasting3 by me about you 

9\l. I have been filledc with comfort0 . I am super-aboundingE with joy in all our affiictionF 

IC. For indeed we having come to Macedonia,4 our flesh5 had no restG, but we were being affiictedH 
in every way-- battles6 outside, fearsl inside 

2( ·. But the One comfortingK the downcast7, God, comforted us by the coming ofTitus-"and not h- ~ 
only by his coming, but also by the comfort0 with which he was comforted over you while 
reportingL to us your yearningM, your mourning, your zealN for me, so that I rejoiced0 more 

ID. Because even though8 I grievedP you by the letter9, I do not regretO it ~ 
2D. Even though 10 I was regretting it (for11 I see that that letter grieved you, even though 12 for 

an hour}, "now I am rejoicing0
- not that you were grieved, but that you were grieved13 

'' 

into repentanceR 

11.. For you were grieved in-accordance-with 14 God, in order that you might suffer-loss5 

in nothing by us 

11. For the grief 15 in accordance with God worksT unregretted 16 repentance 17 111 
leading-to 18 salvationu 

21. But the grief of the world producesv death 

2 I. For behold this very thing, the being grievedP in accordance with God, how much I I 
earnestness19 it producedv in you- even a defense20, even indignation21 , even fear22, 

even yearning23, even zeal24, even punishment25 • In everything you demonstratedw 
yourselves to be purex in the matterv 

.~ L. So even though26 I wrote to you [causing grief], it was I ~ 

IF. Not27 for the sake of the one having done wrong28 

2F. Nor for the sake of the one having been wronged29 

3 f-. But for the sake of making your eamestnessz for us30 evidentAA to you in the 
sight of God 

.:11 ·. For this reason, 31 we have been comfortedK I ; 

3C. But32 in addition to our comfort0
, we rejoiced0 even more abundantly over the joy of Titus, 

because his spirit has been refreshed88 by you all 

ID. Because ifl have boastedcc anything to him about you, I was not put-to-shame00. But as 14 
we spoke all things to you in truth, so also our boasting before Titus proved-to-be the truth 

2D. And his deep-feelingsEE are especially for you, while remembering the obedienceFF of I.' 
you all- how you receivedGG him with fear and trembling33 

4( ·. 134 am rejoicing0 because in everything I am confidentHH in you I 11 

Ji\. Now we make known to you, brothers, the grace of God having been granted35 in the churches of ~.1 
Macedonia36-

I B. That in a great test37 of affiictionF, their abundance38 of joy and their down deep39 poverty40 

abounded41 into the riches of their generosityll 



655 2 Corinthians 8:2 

I. Elsewhere only as "die with" in Mk 14:31; 2 Tim 2: 11. GK 5271. 
2. Or, "so as to die-with you and to live-with you". Others render it 

"so that you died with us and live with us". Some explain the fact 
that "die" is first by taking Paul to mean "die in Christ, live our 
Christian lives". Elsewhere only as "live with" in Rom 6:8 and 2 
Tim 2: 11, where "dies" also comes first. GK 5182. 

J. This noun refers to the act of boasting. Elsewhere only in Rom 
3:27; 15: 17; I Cor 15:31; 2 Cor 1:12; 7: 14; 8:24; 11:10, 17; I Thes 
2: 19; Jam 4: 16. GK 3018. See Phil I :26 on "boast" and 2 Cor 11: 16 
on the verb, "to boast". The "boast" word group is used 59 times in 
the NT, almost half in this book, all but 4 by Paul. 

4. That is, when we came into Macedonia. Paul resumes where he left 
off in 2: 13. "Rest" also occurs in 2: 13. 

5. Note that in 2: 13 Paul said "spirit". 
6. Or, "fights, conflicts". That is, with spiritual enemies. On this word, 

see 2 Tim 2:23. 
7. Or, "depressed, lowly, humble". On this word, see "lowly" in Jam I :9. 
8. More literally, "Because if I even caused you grief ... ". That is, 

"assuming that I even caused you grief ... ". The same idiom occurs 
twice more in this verse, and in v 12. On this idiom, see "if also" 
in I Cor 7:21. 

9. On this letter, see 2:3. 
10. More literally, "If I even was regretting it", assuming that I even 

was regretting it. 
11. Some manuscripts omit this word. In addition, others have a par

ticiple, "seeing that the letter ... " {CJ. 
12. More literally, "If even for an hour", assuming that it was even for 

a short time. 
13. This word means "to grieve, cause grief, sorrow, pain, distress". Same 

word as in Mt 14:9; 17:23; 18:31; 19:22; 26:22, 37; Mk 10:22; 14: 19; 
Jn 16:20; 21: 17; Rom 14: 15; 2 Cor 2:2, 4, 5; 6: 10; 7:8, 9, 11; Eph 
4:30; l Thes 4: 13; I Pet I :6. Elsewhere only as "cause grief" in 2 Cor 
2:5. GK 3382. Related to "grief" in v 10. 

14. Or, "according to [the will of] God". Likewise in v 10, 11. 
15. Or, "sorrow, pain, distress". Same word as in Lk 22:45; Jn 16:6, 20, 

21, 22; Rom 9:2; 2 Cor2: I, 3, 7; 7: IO; 9:7; Phil 2:27; Heb 12: 11. 
Elsewhere only as "sorrows" in I Pet 2: 19. GK 3383. 

16. Others render this "repentance for unregretted salvation", a salva
tion that will never be regretted. On this word, see "without regret" 
in Rom 11:29. 

17. Worldly (human) sorrow is simply regret over a loss or failure. 
Repentance is a change of mind leading to a change of behavior. 
Elsewhere only in Mt 3:8, 11; Mk I :4; Lk 3:3, 8; 5:32; 15:7; 24:47; 
Act 5:31; 11: 18; 13:24; 19:4; 20:21; 26:20; Rom 2:4; 2 Cor 7:9; 2 
Tim 2:25; Heb 6: I, 6; 12: 17; 2 Pet 3:9. GK 3567. The related verb 
is in Act 26:20. 

18. Or, "for". On this word, see "resulting in" in Rom 5:16. 
19. That is, earnestness to obey God, to do what is right before Him in 

response to that grief. On this word, see 8: 16. Same word as in v 12. 
20. That is, a verbal defense in a good sense, perhaps of their loyalty to 

God and Paul. On this word, see I Pet 3: 15. 
21. That is, anger toward the wrongs committed among them. Used 

only here. GK 25. Related to the word in Mt 20:24. 
22. Paul may mean fear of God; of Paul coming with a rod, I Cor4:2 I; 

or of Titus, v 15. On this word, see Eph 5:21. 

23. Some think Paul means a yearning for Paul, as in v 7; a yearning 
for him to come. Elsewhere only in v 7. GK 2161. Related word in 
I Pet 2:2. 

24. Some think Paul means zeal to carry out Paul's instructions; a zeal 
for Paul (v 7), for God, and for their church. On this word, see "jeal
ousy" in 11 :2. 

25. Paul is referring to the man in 2:5-6. On this word, see 2 Thes I :8. 
The related verb is in 10:6. 

26. More literally, "If I even wrote to you [causing grief]", accepting 
that I even did this. 

27. That is, not primarily, not mainly. Same idiom as in 3: 10. In com
parison to the main reason, it was not for this reason. 

28. This statement leads some to think that the person in view here and 
in 2:4-8, 11 could not be the man described in I Cor 5. Would Paul 
make a statement like this about a person like that? Others think Paul 
is simply stating that his primary purpose was to affect the church, 
not the man. Otherwise he would have written to him directly. 

29. Some think Paul means the father in I Cor 5: I; others, Paul himself 
(see 2:5). Same word as in the previous phrase, and as 7:2. 

30. The phrase "earnestness for" is also in 8: 16. Compare "zeal for" 
in 7:7, which uses a different word. Some manuscripts say "our 
earnestness for you" {N}. 

31. That is, because this was our intention, we were comforted by your 
response. 

32. Some manuscripts connect this clause with the previous one, and 
say "your" instead of"our", so that it says "For this reason we have 
been comforted in your comfort. And we rejoiced even more abun
dantly ... " {N}. 

33. On "fear and trembling", see Phil 2: 12. 
34. Some manuscripts say "Therefore I..." { K}. 
35. Or, "given". Paul is referring to the grace seen in the joy and gen

erosity he mentions next in v 2. On this word, see "give" in Eph I :22. 
36. That is, where Paul was laboring at the time he was writing this let

ter, 7:5. The churches we know about in Macedonia are those at 
Philippi, Thessalonica, and Berea (Act 16: 12-17: 14). 

37. Or, "trial". Related to "proving", v 8. On this word, see "approved
ness" in 2:9. That is, a testing characterized by affliction that "proved" 
their genuineness as Christians. Compare I Thes I :6, 2: 14. 

38. Or, "surplus". Elsewhere only in Rom 5: 17; 2 Cor I 0: 15; Jam I :21. 
GK 4353. Related to "abounded" later in the verse. 

39. Same word as in Lk 5:4; I Cor 2: 10. Elsewhere only as "depth" in 
Mt 13:5; Mk 4:5; Rom 8:39; 11 :33; Eph 3: 18. GK 958. The related 
verb is in Lk 6:48. 

40. That is, extreme poverty. Same word as in v 9. 
41. This word means "to abound, exceed, overflow, surpass, be in 

excess, be more than enough, be leftover". Same word as in Mt 
5:20; Mk 12:44; Lk 12:15; 15:17; 21:4; Act 16:5; Rom 3:7; 5:15; 
15:13; I Cor 8:8; 14:12; 15:58; 2 Cor 1:5; 3:9; 4:15; 8:7; 9:8, 12; 
Phil I :9, 26; 4: 12, 18; Col 2:7; I Thes 3: 12; 4: I, I 0. Elsewhere only 
as "cause to abound" in Mt 13: 12; 25:29; 2 Cor 9:8; Eph I :8; and 
"leftover" in Mt 14:20; 15:37; Lk 9:17; Jn 6:12, 13. GK 4355. 
Related to "abundance" in v 2 and in v 14. 
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2 Corinthians 8:3 656 

I ('. Because I testifyA that they gave 

I [) In accordance with their ability', and beyond their ability 
2 [). Of-their-own-accord2 

Verse 

.m. With a great appeal8 begging3 from us4 the favor5 and the partnership6 of this ministryC 4 
to the saints0 

4D. And not as we hoped7, but they gave themselves firsts to the Lord and to us by the will ~ 

of God 

2C. So that9 we urged 10 Titus that just as he previously-began11
, so also he should complete 12 this (, 

grace 13 with reference to you also 

2 l3. But just as you are aboundingE in everything- in faith and speechF and knowledgeG and all 
eamestnessH, and in the love from us in you14

- I urge that you also be abounding in this grace1 

IC. I am not speaking by way of commandK, but am proving15 through the eamestnessH of others 1-. 

the genuineness 16 of your love also 

I[) For you know the grace17 of our Lord Jesus Christ-that for your's sakes He became-poor19 'I 

while being rich20
, in order that you might become-richL by the poverty21 of that One 

2(, And I am giving an opinionM in this matter, for this22 is beneficialN for you, who began- 111 
beforehand23 from last year not only the doing, but the wanting0 to do 

_i( But now indeed complete24 the doing, so that just as was the eagemess25 of the wanting0 , so I I 
also may be the completing out of what you have 

11 )_ For ifthe eagerness is there, it is acceptable26 to whatever degree a person may have, not I 2 
to-the-degree27 he does not have2s 

21) For it is not in order that there may be rest29 for others, affliction30 for you, but out of I ~ 
equality31

- •at the present time your abundance32 being for the needP of those ones, in 1-1 
order that the abundance of those ones also may come-to-be for your need33, so that there 
may be equality 

I I'.. Just as it has been written [in Ex 16: 18), "The one gathering much did not increase34, I ' 

and the one gathering little did not have-less" 

.i 13. Now thanks1 be to God, the One having given35 the same eamestness36 for you in the heart of Titus I 1, 

I ( · Because he welcomedO the urging37- but being more eamest3s, went-out39 to you of-his
own-accordR! 



657 2 Corinthians 8: 17 

I. Or, "power, strength, capability". Same word as next. On this word, 
see "power" in Mk 5:30. 

2. Or, "voluntarily, by their own choice". Elsewhere only in v 17. 
GK 882. 

3. This shows the degree of the Macedonians' initiative in the matter. 
Same two root words as in 2 Cor 5:20 and IO: 1-2, "appealing ... beg
ging". Used together only in these three places. The word "beg" 
also means "to ask, pray", and is used 22 times. GK 1289. 

4. Some manuscripts add "that we accept" {N), which changes the 
following to "the grace-gift and the partnership". 

5. Or, "grace". The Macedonians begged Paul for the "grace" (favor, 
v 4) to share in this "grace" (v 6, 7, 19) to the saints, by the "grace" 
(v I) of God, remembering the "grace" (v 9) of Jesus, giving 
"grace" (thanks, v 16) to God. How Paul richly uses this word in 
this chapter! Yet he does not use the related word "gift" (I Cor I :7) 
at all, nor does he use the normal verb "to give" in relation to their 
offering. On this word, see "grace" in Eph 2:8. 

6. Or, "participation". On this word, see "fellowship" in I Cor I :9. 
7. Or, "expected". The Macedonians went far beyond what Paul 

expected- giving themselves, not just their money. On this word, 
see "put hope" in Jn 5:45. 

8. Some think Paul means "first" in order; others, "first" in impor
tance; others, both. The giving by the Macedonians followed their 
dedication of themselves to the Lord and to Paul. It was a fruit of 
this broader and deeper dedication of themselves to the service of 
Christ. It was not simply a gracious act of charity. 

9. Paul's appeal to Titus to complete the collection in Corinth springs 
from the Macedonians' example of giving (8:1-5), to whom Paul 
had used the Achaians (Corinthians) as an example of being pre
pared to give (9:2). 

I 0. Or, "appealed to". Related to "appeal" in v 4, and "urging" in v 
17, where Titus responds to this. On this word, see "exhorting" in 
Rom 12:8. 

11 . That is, in the implementation of 1 Cor 16: 1-4, before Titus retwned 
to Paul in 2 Cor 7:6. Same word as "began beforehand" in v I 0. 

12. Same word as in v 11. 
13. Or, "grace-gift, [act of] grace". On this word, see Eph 2:8. Paul 

calls this a "collection" (I Cor 16: I); a "contribution" or, "shar
ing, fellowship" (2 Cor 9:13; Rom 15:26); a "grace gift" (1 Cor 
16:3; 2 Cor 8: 19); a "ministry, service" (2 Cor 9: I); a "blessing" 
(2 Cor 9:5); a "priestly service" (2 Cor 9: 12). 

14. Some manuscripts say "from you in us" {C). 
15. Or, "testing, proving by test". Same word as "prove" in v 22. On this 

word, see "approve" in Rom 12:2. Paul will ''prove" the extent of the 
Corinthians' love using the earnestness of the Macedonians as the 
standard of comparison. 

16. Or, the "legitimacy". The root idea is "legitimate birth". Elsewhere 
only as "genuine" in Phil 4:3; I Tim 1 :2; Tit 1 :4. GK 1188. Related 
to "genuinely" in Phil 2:20. 

17. Or, "grace giji'', "[act of] grace". Same word as in v 6. 
18. Some manuscripts say "our" {B). 
19. Used only here. GK 4776. 
20. Compare Phil 2:6. When the Son became a man, He left His glory 

(Jn 17:5) and became impoverished by comparison. On this adjec
tive, see 1 Tim 6: 17. 

21. Elsewhere only in 8:2; Rev 2:9. GK 4775. Related to "became 
poor" in this verse, and to "poor" in Gal 4:9. 

22. Some think Paul means "giving my opinion" (rather than a com
mand); others, the Corinthians' participation in this collection. 

23. Some think Paul means the Corinthians began before the Macedo
nians got involved; others, before Paul had asked them. Their 
"wanting" may have led to a question to Paul as to how they could 
become involved, which he answered in I Cor 16: 1-4. Elsewhere 
only as "previously-began" in v 6. GK 4599. 

24. Or, "bring to completion". Same word as later in the verse. On this 
word, see ''perfecting" in 7: I. 

25. Same word as in v 12, 19. 
26. That is, a gift, the concrete expression of the eagerness, is accept

able. On this word, see Rom 15:16. 
27. Or, "to the extent, insofar as". Same word as earlier in the verse and 

as I Pet 4:13. Elsewhere only as "as" Rom 8:26. GK 2771. 
28. Compare I Cor 16:2. The Macedonians gave more, 2 Cor 8:3. 
29. Or, "relief, relaxation, abatement". Same word as in 2 Cor 2: 13; 7:5; 

2 Tues 1:7. Elsewhere only as "relaxation" in Act 24:23. GK 457. 
30. Or, ''pressure, distress, trouble", because you gave too much. On this 

word, see Rev 7:14. Some manuscripts say "and affliction" {N). 
31. Or, "fairness, equity". Same word as in v 14. Elsewhere only as 

"fairness" in Col 4: 1. GK 2699. 
32. Same word as in Mt 12:34; Lk 6:45. Elsewhere only as "leftovers" 

in Mk 8:8. GK 4354. Related to the words in v 2. 
33. Some think Paul means "so they can help you materially someday 

when you need it"; others, "so they can help you with your spiri
tual needs, based on the mutual relationship established", as in 9: 14 
(in prayer); Rom 15:27; 1 Cor 9: 11; Phil 4: 17 (fruit). 

34. Elsewhere only in Rom 5:20; 6: I; 2 Cor 4: 15; Phil 4: 17; I Thes 
3: 12; 2 Thes I :3; 2 Pet I :8. GK 4429. This word is often combined 
with "abound", to which it leads. In Ex 16, the Israelites gathered 
the same amount of manna for each person, so none had an excess 
or a shortage. The sense here is "did not increase [beyond his 
need). .. have less [than his need]". 

35. Or, "granted". Same word as in 8: I. Some manuscripts say "the 
God giving ... " {N). 

36. Or, "diligence, eagerness". That is, the same kind as Paul's. Same 
word as in 7:11, 12; 8:7, 8. Elsewhere only as "diligence" in Rom 
12:8, 11; Heb 6: 11; 2 Pet I :5; "effort" in Jude 3; and "haste" in Mk 
6:25; Lk I :39. GK 5082. Related to the word in v 17. 

37. Or, "appeal". Paul uses grammar that emphasizes the contrast 
between the two halves of this sentence, between the external urg
ing of Paul and the internal choice of Titus. This word is related to 
"urge" in v 6, and refers to that verse. Same word as "appeal" in v 4. 

38. Or, "more diligent, eager". Titus apparently already intended lo 
return, or to suggest to Paul that he return, and so welcomed Paul's 
appeal. His earnestness was more than just a response to Paul's urg
ing. He went out to them again with this letter. Elsewhere only as 
"diligent" twice in v 22. GK 5080. Related to "earnestness" in v 16; 
"diligently" in Tit 3: 13; and "be diligent" in Eph 4:3. 

39. That is, along with this letter, and with the brothers mentioned next. 
Titus "went out", and Paul "sent" the next two with him. from the 
Corinthians' perspective, when they read this letter. Paul could also 
have said, "he is going out". 

A. Jn I :7 B. Act 4:36, encouragement C. I Cor 12:5 D. I Pet I :16, holy E. 2 Cor 8:2 F. I Cor 12:8, word G. I Cor 12:8 H. 2 Cor 8: 16 J. Eph 2:8, 
grace K. Rom 16:26 L. 1 Tim 6: 18 M. 1 Cor I: I 0, purpose N. I Cor 6: 12 0. Jn 7: 17, willing P. Phil 2:30, lack Q. Mt I 0:40 R. 2 Cor 8:3 



2 Corinthians 8: 18 658 Verse 

:'( ·. And we sent with him the brother' whose praiseA in2 the good-news3 is through all the churches Ii' 

11). And not only this, but who was also appointed4 by the churches5 to be our fellow-traveler" I '! 
with7 this grace-gift 8 being ministeredc by us 

IL For" the glory o/the Lord Himself9
; and to show our10 eagerness" 

::'D. Avoiding12 this- that anyone should fault 13 us in this abundance 14 being ministeredc by us 21J 

IL. For we are providing-for15 good0 things- not only in the sight of the Lord, but also 2 I 
in the sight of peopleE 

_i( . And we sent with them our brother whom we often proved16 in many things as being diligent17, 
but now is much more diligent with great confidenceF in you 

-t( ·. If any ask18 about Titus- he is my partner' and fellow-workerH for you; if as to our brothers19-

they are delegates20 of the churches, a glory o/Christ21 

5C. Therefore, be demonstrating22 to them, to23 the face 24 of the churches, the demonstration25 of 
your love and our boasting! about you 

ID. For indeed, it is superfluous/or me to write to you concerning the ministry26 to the saints27 '! 

Ir:. For I know your eagernessK, which I am boasting about you to the Macedonians
that "Achaia has been prepared [to give] since last year". And your zealL stirred
upM the majority 

2 D. But I sent the brothers in order that our boast about you might not be made-emptyN in this 
respect- in order that, just as I was saying, 28 you may be prepared29 

11 c. That we should not somehow be put-to-shame0 (that P0 not say you) in this confidence31 -1 
if Macedonians come with me and find you unprepared32 

21 ·. Therefore I regardedP it necessaryO to urgeR the brothers that they go-ahead to you 
and prepare-beforehand your previously-promised33 blessing34- that this may be 
ready5 thus as a blessing and not as greediness35 

41l. Now this I say36
- the one sowing37 sparingly38 will also reap sparingly. And the one sowing for3 9 (, 

blessings will also reap for blessings. ·Each should give just as he has chosen-beforehand~0 in his 
heart- not out of grief41

, or out of compulsion42 

I ( · For God loves a cheerful43 giver 



659 2 Corinthians 9:7 

I. Nole 12: 18. It is not known to whom Paul is referring. Perhaps it 
is one of those mentioned in Act 20:4. 

2. Or, "in connection with''. GK 1877. 
3. That is, who is praised by all the churches in connection with his 

work in spreading the gospel. On this word, see I Cor 15: I. 
4. Or, "chosen, elected''. More literally, "but also having been 

appointed''. This man was chosen by the churches to accompany 
their gift. Note I Cor 16:3. This word means "to stretch out the 
hand, to vote by raising the hand", and simply "to appoint". Else
where only in Act 14:23. GK 5936. Related to "chosen beforehand" 
in Act 10:41. 

5. Which churches? If 9:4 implies that they were not Macedonians, 
perhaps here Paul means those of Asia (Act 20:4). 

6. Elsewhere only in Act 19:29, where it is used of Gaius and 
Aristarchus. GK 5292. 

7. That is, "together with". Some manuscripts say "in" {N}. 
8. Some take this with "appointed", expressing the purpose of the 

churches: others, with "ministered'', expressing the purpose of Paul. 
9. Some manuscripls omit this word; others say "For the same glory 

of the Lord" {C}. 
10. Some manuscripts say "your" {K}. 
11. Or, "willingness, readiness''. That is, our eagerness to help the 

believers in Jerusalem. Elsewhere only in 8: 11, 12; 9:2; Act 17: 11. 
GK 4608. Related to words in I Pet 5:2; and in Rom 1:15. 

12. Or, "Keeping away from''. That is, "we sent with him ... avoiding". 
On this word, see "keep away" in 2 Thes 3:6. 

13. Or, "find fault with, blame, criticize, censure". Elsewhere only in 
6:3. GK 3699. Related to "blemish" (a physical fault) in 2 Pet 2: 13. 

14. That is, this bountiful gift. Used only here. GK 103. 
15. Or, "taking thought for, exercising foresight for''. Elsewhere only in 

Rom 12: 17; I Tim 5:8. GK 4629. Related to "provision" in Rom 
13: 14. Some manuscripts say" ... by us, while providing-for ... " {N}. 

16. Or, "proved by testing". Same word as in v 8. 
17. Same word as later in the verse, and as "more earnest" in v 17. A 

person begins a work with eagerness and earnest zeal. A person is 
proven to have diligence as the work is carried out and completed. 

18. Paul is giving a written commendation of these people, the kind 
mentioned in 3: I. Titus represents Paul. 

19. Thal is, the one in v 18 and the one in v 22. 
20. Or, "official representatives, apostles". The brothers represent the 

churches. On this word, see "apostle" in I Cor 12:28. 
21. This is a second description of these brothers, parallel with "dele

gates''. Paul may mean Christ's glory, a glory proceeding from 
Christ, or a glory to Christ. It does not modify "churches". 

22. Or, "giving proof of, showing". Some manuscripts have this as a 
command { N}, so that it says "Therefore, demonstrate... the 
demonstration of your love". That is, through your reception of 
these brothers and your assembling of your gift with their help. On 
lhis word, see Eph 2:7. 

23. Some manuscripts say "and to" {K}. 
24. Or, "presence''. This is the literal rendering of this idiom, which 

means "before the churches". These men represent the face or pres
ence of lheir churches witnessing what the Corinthians do. What
ever the Corinthians do, they do before these men and the churches 
they represent. On this word, see "presence" in Lk 9:52. 

25. Or, "sign, proof, evidence''. On this word, see Rom 3:25. Related 
to "demonstrating" earlier. 

26. Or, "service". On this word, see I Cor 12:5. 
27. Same phrase as 8:4, "the ministry to the saints". That is, to write 

regarding the details of this ministry to the poor in Jerusalem and 
your need to be part of it. The Corinthians already knew this. There 
is no need to be promoting this ministry. Note that our limited 
knowledge of the details of this ministry come from elsewhere, 
Rom 15:26: I Cor 16:1-4. 

28. That is, to the Macedonians, v 2. Paul was saying that "they have 
been prepared", v 2. Now he wants to make sure that they are really 
prepared. 

29. Or, "ready". This is a participle, "you may be having been pre
pared", that is, that you may stand prepared. Same word as in v 2. 
Elsewhere only in Act 10: 10; I Cor 14:8. GK 4186. Related to 
"preparation" in Jn 19:31. 

30. That is, to say nothing of you. The Corinthians would bear the 
greater shame if they failed to complete what they began. Some 
manuscripts say "we" { B) . 

31. Or, "project, undertaking". On this word, see "assurance" in Heb 
11: I. Some give this a subjective meaning, "this confidence I have 
in you on the basis of which I boasted about you". Paul's boast 
would be made empty (v 3) if his confidence in them proved false. 
Others give it an objective meaning, "lest we be put to shame in this 
project we are organizing for the benefit of Jerusalem and the 
church". Some manuscripts add "of boasting" { B}, as in 11: 17. 

32. Used only here. GK 564. Related to the word in v 3. 
33. This is a participle, "your blessing having been previously prom

ised". Some think Paul means "promised by you": others, "prom
ised by me" to the Macedonians, as in v 2. Elsewhere only as 
"promised beforehand" in Rom I :2. GK 4600. 

34. That is, your blessing for the poor in Jerusalem, the gift you prom
ised to give as a blessing to them. Same word as four times in v 5-
6, and as in Rom 15:29; I Cor 10:16;Gal 3:14: Eph 1:3; Heb6:7; 
12:17; Jam 3:10; I Pet 3:9: Rev 5:12, 13: 7:12. Elsewhere only as 
"flattery" in Rom 16: 18. GK 2330. The related verb is in Lk 6:28. 

35. That is, as an exhibit of your blessing upon the Jerusalem church, 
and not of your greediness in withholding what you promised. On 
this word, see "greed" in Eph 4: 19. 

36. Or, "Now as to this giving", or, "demonstration", or "gi/i''. 
37. Used 52 times. GK 5062. Related to "seed" in Heb 11: 11. 
38. Used only in this verse. GK 5768. Related to "spare" in Rom 11 :21. 
39. That is, "for the purpose of", or "on the basis of''. GK 2093. "Bless

ings" is the same word as in v 5. Some take the phrase in an adver
bial sense, "sow blessingly", that is, bountifully, generously. 

40. Or, "has preferred, chosen for himself, deliberately purposed". 
Used only here. GK 45 76. The root word is "choose" in 2 Thes 
2: 13. Some manuscripts say "chooses beforehand" { N}. 

41. That is, from a heart grieving or pained over the loss of the money 
given, from a grudging heart. On this word, see 7: I 0. Related to the 
word in Deut 15: I 0. 

42. Or, "necessity". On this word, see "necessity" in I Cor 7:26. 
43. Or, "happy, merry, glad''. Used only here. GK 2659. Related lo 

"cheerfulness" in Rom 12:8. 

A. I Cor4:5 B. 2 Cor 8:6, grace C. I Pet 4:10 D. I Tim 5:10a E. Mt 4:4, mankind F. 2 Cor 1:15 G. 2 Pet 1:4, sharer H. Rom 16:3 
J. 2 Cor7:4 K. 2 Cor8:19 L. 2Cor 11:2,jealousy M. Col 3:21,provoke N. Phil2:7 0. Rom 5:5 P.Jam 1:2 Q. Tit3:14 R. Rom 12:8, 
exhorting S. Mk 14: 15, prepared 



2 Corinthians 9:8 660 Verse 

2( ·. And God is able to cause all grace to aboundA to you in order that in everything, always having 8 
all sufficiency1, you may be abounding for every2 good work 

ID. Just as3 it has been written [in Ps 112:9], "He scattered8 , he gave to the needy4 ones, his '! 

righteousnessc remains0 foreverE" 

3( · And the One supplying5 seed6 to the one sowing, and bread for eating7, will supply8 and I() 

multiplyF your seed9
, and will grow10 the fruits 11 of'2 your righteousness. "In everythingn, you 11 

wi/114 be enrichedG for all' 5 generosity 16-

ID. Which 17 through us is going to 18 produceH thanksgiving1 to God,"because the ministry19 I~ 
of this service20 is not only going to be filling-up 21 the needsK of the saintsL, but also 
aboundingA through many thanksgivings1 to God! 

I I·:. Through22 the approvedness23 of this ministry, they will be24 glorifyingM God for the I I 
obedience25 of your confession26 to27 the good-newsN of Christ, and the generosity28 

of the contribution29 for them and for all30 



661 2 Corinthians 9: 13 

I. Or, "self-sufficiency". Made of two words "self" and "to be 
enough, sufficient, content" (used in 12:9). It is freedom from cir
cumstances based on contentment before God resulting in a self
sufficiency in Him which enables a generosity toward others. 
Elsewhere only as "contentment" in I Tim 6:6. GK 894. 

2. There is a live-fold repetition of the root word "all, every" here, "every 
grace to abound to you in order that in everything, at every time hav
ing every sufficiency, you may abound for every good work". 

3. Some think Paul means "God is able ... just as", meaning God scatters 
and gives to the poor through His people abounding in good work, v 
8. Others think he means "that you may be abounding ... just as", 
meaning the human giver scatters and gives, and his righteousness, 
seen in his acts of generosity, will be remembered and rewarded here 
and hereafter (or, will continue as long as he lives). 

4. That is, the working poor. Used only here. GK 4288. Related to the 
word in Lk 21 :2. Compare the unrelated word "poor" in Gal 4:9. 

5. Or, "providing, furnishing, giving, granting". Elsewhere only in Gal 
3:5; Col 2: 19; 2 Pel I :5, 11. GK 2220. Related to the word in Eph 
4: 16. Some manuscripts have this as a prayer, "Now may the One 
supplying ... supply and multiply ... and grow ... " (NJ. 

6. That is, physical seed to grow bread. Same word as later in the verse. 
Used 6 times. GK 5078. Some manuscripts have a different word 
here {NJ, GK 5065 (the word related to "sowing" in v 6). 

7. Or, "food". Some take "bread for eating" with what follows, so that 
it says "will both supply bread for eating and multiply your seed". 
On this word, see Mt 6: 19. 

R. Or, "provide". As God does in the physical realm with seed and its 
product (bread), so He will do in the spiritual realm with the seed you 
sow and its product (fruits of righteousness). Same root word as "sup
plying" earlier in the verse. Elsewhere only in I Pet 4: 11. GK 5961. 

9. Some think Paul means the resources sown for His kingdom. God 
will supply and multiply what you sow, the crop of seed you sow, 
the seed you scatter. Others think he means the resources able to be 
sown, the store of resources from which one can sow for Him. He 
will supply and multiply your ability to sow. 

10. Or, "cause to grow, increase". Same word as "causing growth" in 
in I Cor 3:6, 7. On this word, see Jn 3:30. 

11. Or, "products". On this word, see Mt 26:29. 
12. Some think Paul means "fruits consisting of righteousness" in your 

life. The seed you sow in His kingdom grows a crop of righteous
ness in you. Others think he means "fruits proceeding from your 
[act of] righteousness". From the seed you sow He will grow a har
vest of blessings for you, in this life and the next; or, a harvest of 
blessings for others, taking whatever full-grown form He produces. 

13. Some think Paul is referring to the financial ability to be generous; 
others, to the inward spiritual qualities that would lead one to be 
generous; others, to both, and the opportunities to express them. 

14. Or, "righteousness-you being enriched in everything". The gram
mar is unusual. Some supply the "will be" time relation from the 
previous verbs, so that this restates v I 0 for the specific case in 
view. Others render this as a participle giving the circumstance in 
which "your" sowing and growing takes place ("you being enriched 
by God"), continuing the general principle ofv 10. Others link this 
to v 8, making all of v 9 and I 0 a parenthesis, "that having all suf
ficiency, you may be abounding ... being enriched". 

15. Some think Paul means "every kind of"; others, "every occasion 
of, every opportunity for". 

16. Same word as in 8:2 and 9: 13. Others think Paul means "simplicity, 
singleness of mind" to serve God, the broad category of which gen
erosity is one specific manifestation. On this word, see Rom 12:8. 

17. That is, their generosity or singleness, as realized in the specific 
case in view. 

18. The present tense verbs are given a future sense by the context, 
since the Corinthians' generous participation in this collection is 
still future, and it is the completion of this endeavor which results 
in the "producing" because of the "filling up" and "abounding" (v 
12), and the "glorifying" God for the Corinthians (v 13). Thus this 
phrase means "which through our delivery of it will produce 
thanksgiving by those receiving it". 

19. Same word as in Act 11 :29 and 12:25, of another delivery of mon
etary relief. On this word, see I Cor 12:5. 

20. That is, "the ministry consisting of this service". This word means 
"public service", and in this context, public service for God (for the 
believing public). It was also used of"priestly service", and some 
think Paul has this nuance in mind here. Same word as in Lk I :23; 
Phil 2: 17, 30. Elsewhere only as "ministry" in Heb 8:6; 9:21. GK 
3311. Paul is referring to the Corinthians' ministry in performing 
this service by giving the money. Related to the verb "minister" in 
Rom 15:27, which refers to this collection. 

21. Or, "supplying, replenishing, fill by adding to". Elsewhere only as 
"supplied" in 11 :9. GK 4650. Not related to the two words rendered 
"supply" in v I 0. 

22. Or, "By", Occasioned by. This verse explains why the believers in 
Jerusalem will give thanks, v 12. GK I 328. 

23. On this word, see 2:9. It means the approved quality of a thing hav
ing been tested. Some think Paul means "the approved nature of this 
ministry", which is in keeping with the Christian standard of love. 
Others think he means "the approved quality of your character 
which this ministry demonstrates", the "proof which this ministry 
provides as to your obedience and generosity". Compare the oppo
site case in Jam 2:14-16. 

24. This sentence has the same unusual grammar as in v 11. The future 
sense is supplied from the context. Or, "They glorifying God 
through the approvedness ... ". "They" refers to the saints abounding 
with thanksgivings in v 12. 

25. Or "submission, compliance". On this word, see "submission" in 
I Tim 2:11. 

26. Some think Paul means the Corinthians' obedience to Christ "pro
ceeding from" (motivated by) their confession of Christ; others, their 
obedience "to" their confession of Christ. Others change the word 
order to "the obedience to the good news a/Christ which charac
terizes your confession". This word means "confession, public dec
laration, acknowledgment". Elsewhere only in I Tim 6: 12, 13; Heb 
3: I; 4: 14; I 0:23. GK 3934. Related to "confess" in I Tim 6: 12. 

27. Or, "with reference to". GK 1650. 
28. Or, "sincerity, singlemindedness". Same word as in v 11. 
29. Or, "sharing, fellowship". Some take this phrase in its narrower 

sense, "the generosity of your contribution for them and for all": 
others in its broader sense, "the sincerity of your fellowship toward 
them and toward all". Same word as in Rom 15:26 (as is "for"), 
referring to this gift. On this word, see "fellowship" in I Cor I :9. 

30. That is, your contribution intended for the physical relief of the 
Jerusalem believers and for the spiritual benefit of all believers 
through the good will Paul hopes will result from this act. 

A. 2 Cor 8:2 B. Jn 16:32 C. Rom I: 17 D. Jn 15:4, abide E. Rev 20: 10 F. Act 7: 17 G. I Cor I :5 H. Phil 2: 12, work out J. I Tim 4:3 
K. Phil 2:30, lack L. I Pet 1:16, holy M. Rom 8:30 N. I Cor 15:1 



2 Corinthians 9: 14 662 Verse 

IF. While they also are yeaming-for1 you in prayer for you, because of the 14 
surpassing2 graceA of God upon you 

~ ll. ThanksA be to God for His indescribable3 gift" I~ 

4 . .\. Now I, Paul, myself, am appealing-to8 yous by the gentlenessc and kindness0 a/Christ, I who face-to- I fJ: I 
face6 am JowJyE among you- but while absentF am-bold0 toward you! •And I am begging7 that I may 2 
not [have to] be bold8 while present, with the confidence9 with which I am consideringH to dare 10 [to 
act] 11 against some considering us as walking! in accordance with the flesh 12 

I B. For [though] walking in the flesh, we are not waging-war13 in accordance with the flesh. "For the .\-4 
weaponsK of our warfareL are not fleshly 14

, but powerfuJM in God1s for the tearing-down 16 of 
fortresses. We are 17 

I ( · Tearing-down 18 considerations 19
, •and every height20 being raised-upN against the knowledge 

of God 
2C. And taking-captive21 every thought22 to the obedience0 o/Christ23 

JC. And being ready24 to punish2s all disobedience26, when your obedience is fulfilled27 " 

::'B. You are looking at things according to appearance28 

IC. If someone29 is confidentP in himself 30 that he is Christ's31
, let him considerH this again in 

himself- that just as he is Christ's, so also are we32 

2( · forll if I should boast anything34 more3s about our authorityO, which the Lord gave36 for .\ 
building-upR and not for tearing you down, I shall not be put-to-shame5-

ID. In order that I may not seem as-if I would [merely] frighten you by my letters37! '' 

11 ·. Because38
, "The letters"39

, he40 says, "are weighty T and strongu- but the presence I 11 

of his body is weakv, and his speakingw is treated-with-contempt4 1" 



663 2 Corinthians I 0: I 0 

I. Or, "longing for, desiring". On this word, see I Pet 2:2. 
2. Elsewhere only in 3: IO; Eph I: 19; 2:7; 3: 19. GK 5650. 
3. Used only here. GK 442. Related to "tell in detail" in Act 13:41. 
4. Some think Paul is referring to the grace of God (v 8) which will 

enable the Corinthians to abound for this contribution, in which case 
this would be point 4C. Others think he means the great result of this 
contribution just described, the unity and good-will it will bring about 
between Jewish and Gentile believers. In this case, this would be point 
2D. In both these views, Paul is thanking God in advance for the gift 
he anticipates God will give in relation to this endeavor. Others think 
he is referring to God's gift of His Son, the grand model for all our 
giving, as he closes the subject. On this word, see Rom 5: 15. 

5. In chapters I 0-13, Paul is answering some opponents in Corinth 
who were saying that he was not truly an apostle, like the others. 
He was simply a human leader. with no more authority than any 
other traveling preacher. Paul wants to correct them, to prove his 
authority, to expose his detractors, but he is very reluctant to openly 
defend himself( 12: 19). The result is a very personal and emotional 
struggle by Paul with how much to say and how to say it. His oppo
nents were probably the Judaizers (11:22), whom he calls false 
apostles, deceitful workers ( 11: 13 ). Some think that having finished 
his basically positive words lo the Corinthians, Paul now turns to 
pointedly address them about those among them who were speak
ing against him. Others think chapters 10-13 was a separate letter 
(see 2:3), suggesting several scenarios. 

6. Or, "in relation to my presence". Same idiom as in Act 25: 16. Paul 
is quoting his detractors here. Apparently some detractors were 
attempting to discredit Paul by saying "He talks big when he is not 
here!" Compare v 10-1 l. Paul uses grammar that emphasizes the 
contrast between this phrase and the next. 

7. The third and final use of this word in 2 Corinthians, and the third 
combination of it with "appeal". See 8:4. 

8. Paul wants to be bold in speech now so that he does not have to be 
bold in action ("act severely'', 13: I 0) when he comes. He prefers to 
remain "lowly among you". On "be bold" here and in v I, see "be 
confident" in 5:6. 

9. On this word, see I: 15. Paul's confidence was in the spiritual 
weapons God had granted him to use in this spiritual war (10:4), 
and in the authority granted him by God (I 0:8). Note 13:2, he will 
not spare them. 

I 0. Or, "to be bold'', "to be courageous" against. On this word, see 11 :21. 
11. This is supplied from 13: I 0. 
12. That is, with mere human authority and power. These detractors ques

tioned Paul's motives, and the authority of his ministry. 
13. Or, "fighting". On this word, see "fight" in I Tim 1:18. Related to 

"warfare" in v 4; and "soldier" in Mt 28: 12. 
14. Thal is, pertaining to the flesh, physical. On this word, see I Cor 3:3. 
15. Or, ''.for God". Or, "by God", meaning "divinely powerful". 
16. Or, "destruction, demolition". This noun is elsewhere only in v 8; 

13:10. GK 2746. The related verb is next. 
17. The next three phrases refer to what Paul is doing with his power

fol weapons. It is a military metaphor. When a rebellious city was 
conquered, first the walls and defenses were tom down and 
breached, then the people taken captive, and the offenders punished. 

18. Or. "pulling down, destroying, demolishing". Same verb as in Lk 
12: 18; Act 19:27. Elsewhere only as "bring down" in Lk I :52; Act 

13:19; and "take down" in Mk 15:36, 46; Lk 23:53; Act 13:29. 
GK 2747. 

19. Or, "reflections, thoughts, reasonings, calculations". Elsewhere 
only as "thoughts" in Rom 2: 15. GK 3361. Same root word as "con
sidering" in v 2, and rendered this way to show the connection. 

20. Or, "elevation, barrier'', raised up for defense against an attacker. 
Every obstacle of pride. Elsewhere only in Rom 8:39. GK 5739. 

21. Or, "taking prisoner, captivating". Elsewhere only in Lk 21 :24; 
Rom 7:23; 2 Tim 3:6. GK 170. Related to "captive" in Eph 4:8. 

22. Or, "mind". On this word, see "minds" in 3: 14. 
23. That is, into the fortress ofobedience to Christ (continuing the mil

itary metaphor). 
24. This idiom is literally "holding in readiness". Related idiom in 12: 14. 
25. Or, "avenge". Elsewhere only as "avenge" in Lk 18:3, 5; Rom 

12: 19; Rev 6: IO; 19:2. GK 1688. The related noun is in 7: 11. 
26. Or, "every refusal-to-listen". Elsewhere only in Rom 5: 19; Heb 2:2. 

GK 4157. Related to "ignore" in Mk 5:36. 
27. Or, "made full". After the full obedience of the majority, Paul will 

punish the disobedient, the "some" in v 2, the ministers of Satan 
in 11:15 and the Corinthians who follow them. Note 13:2. 

28. This is a difficult sentence. The verb can be a statement, "you are 
looking"; a command, "look at"; or a question, "are you looking?". 
The "looking" could be at things "according to appearance"; "in 
your presence"; or "before your face" (similar to Gal 3: I, "before 
the eyes"). In any case, all imply the same thing- Look deeper! 
Same word as in 5: 12, on which see "presence" in Lk 9:52. 

29. Or, "anyone". That is, one of the "some considering" in v 2; such 
a one as mentioned in v l 0-1 l. 

30. In other words, in his own mind. 
31. Some think Paul means "belongs to Christ"; others, more specifi-

cally, "is Christ's servant" or minister. 
32. Some manuscripts add "Christ's" { K}. 
33. Paul uses this word to assert his next point, as also in v 12. GK 1142. 
34. This word occurs with the verb "boast" elsewhere only as "any

thing" in 7: 14, and "bit" in l l: l 6. GK 5516. 
35. Or, "further, more abundant, greater". That is, more than claiming 

to be Christ's servant, v 7. GK 4358. Same two words as in Lk l 2:4, 
not having "anything more" to do. 

36. Some manuscripts add "us" { N}. 
37. That is, as these detractors say about Paul. Paul is sarcastically 

answering the assertion of his opponents (v l 0). He will not be put 
to shame because his actions when he is present will match his 
words, proving that he was not merely trying to frighten them 
through his letters. Some smooth this out by saying "I say this (v 8) 
in order that I may not ... ". 

38. Paul pauses to explain why he mentions his letters. 
39. Paul uses grammar that emphasizes the contrast between the two 

halves of this sentence. 
40. That is, the opponent alluded to in verse 2. Paul may be referring 

to their leader, or he may mean "one says" in a general sense. Per
haps this was these opponents' response to what Paul said in l Cor 
5:3-5. Some manuscripts say "they say" {N}. 

4 l. Or, "despised, disdained". This is a participle, "having been treated 
with contempt". Compare Act 17:32. Note the passive, "others dis
dain his speech". Yet see Gal 4: 14, same word. On this word, see 
I Thes 5:20. 

A. Eph 2:8, grace B. Rom l 2:8, exhorting C. Eph 4:2 D. Act 24:4 E. Jam l :9 F. 2 Cor l 3: l 0 G. 2 Cor 5:6, being confident H. Rom 3:28 
J. Heb 13:9 K. Rom 13:12 L. I Tim 1:18, fight M. Lk 24:19 N. 2CorI1:20, lifts up 0. Rom 16:26 P. l Jn 3:19, persuade Q. Rev 6:8 
R. Rom 14: l 9, edification S. l Jn 2:28 T. Act 25:7 U. Rev 18:8 V. l Thes 5: 14 W. l Cor 12:8, word 



2 Corinthians I 0: 11 664 Verse 

2 L Let such a one consider-A this- that such as we are in word6 by letters while absentc, I I 
such ones we are also in deed0 while presentE! 

JC. For we do not dare to class 1 or compareF ourselves with some of the ones commending2 12 
themselves3 

ID. But they- measuring themselves by themselves, and comparing themselves with 
themselves- do not understand4 

4C. And we will not boastG in unmeasured5 things, but in-relation-to6 the measureH of the standard7 I.~ 

which God apportioned) to us as a measureH- to reach as far as even you8 

I[) For we are not- as-if not reaching to you- overextending ourselves.9 For we arrived10 I .:I 
even as far as you in connection with the good-newsK of Christ!-

11-.. Not boasting in unmeasured things, in laborsL belonging-to-others 11 I' 
::>I:. But having the hopeM, while your faith is growingN, that we might be enlarged12 inn 

you in relation to our standard of measure, for an abundance 14
-

11 ·. That we might announce-the-good-news0 in the regions beyond you 11. 

'.'F Not that we might boastG in the prepared 15 things in the standard of measure 
belonging-to-another 

5C. But "let the one boastingG be boasting in the Lord" [Jer 9:24]. 
0

Fornot that one comrnendingP I - - I ~ 
himself is approved 16

, but the one whom the Lord commends 

·' 11. 0-that you would bear-with me 17 as to a little bit18 of foolishness 19
- but indeed, keep-bearing- I I i 

with20 me! 

I ( ·. For I am jealous-for21 you with a jealousy22 of God23 

I I). For I betrothed24 you to one husband, that I might presentO you as a pureR virgins to Christ 
'.' D. But I am fearing that25 as the serpent deceivedT Eve by his craftinessu, your26 minds27 

should somehow be corrupted28 from sincerity29 and purity30 for3 1 Christ 

2( . For indeed if the one coming proclaimsv anotherw Jesus whom we did not proclaim, or you .:I 

receivex a differentv spirit32 which you did not receive33, or a different good-newsK which you 
did not acceptz- you bear-with34 him nicely35! 

l( :. For I thinkAA that /have in no way come-short-of36 the superlative37 apostles. "But even though38 :i-1> 

I am untrained39 in speech40
, nevertheless I am not in knowledge. But in every way we made 

this41 evident42 in all things43 to you 



665 2 Corinthians 11 :6 

I. Used only here. GK 1605. There is a play on words with the next 
word (GK 5173). Both are from the root word "judge". The idea is, 
we do not "judge ourselves to be in" their class, or "judge ourselves 
with" them as the standard. Paul's sarcasm is evident here. 

2. Sarne word as v 18. 
3. If Paul did boast, it would not be in his accomplishments as com

pared to the accomplishments of others. 
4. That is, understand that self-commendation means nothing. The 

reality is in v 18. In the light of an absolute standard of measure, 
our self-commendation means nothing. Some people commend 
themselves for their sin! On this word, see Mt 13: 13. 

5. Or, "things beyond measure, things without measure". Elsewhere 
only in v 15. GK 296. 

6. Or, "in accordance with, based on". GK 2848. 
7. Or, "rule, norm, sphere, province". That is, "consisting of the stan

dard". This word refers to the criteria of measure, the standard or 
measuring rod by which God measures Paul's work. God's standard 
of measure for Paul is a length or extent of service reaching to 
Corinth and beyond. This word can also figuratively refer to the 
thing measured by the standard. In this case, it would refer to the 
measured-out "territory" of Paul's ministry, the "province" or 
"sphere" of work God allotted to him. Same word as in v 15, 16. 
Elsewhere only in Gal 6: 16. GK 2834. 

8. If Paul did boast, it would be in his own accomplishments as meas
ured by what God gave him to do. 

9. That is, in our boasting to you about what God has done through 
us. It is Paul's opponents who are overextending. 

10. Or, "arrived-first". On this word, see "came" in I Thes 2: 16. 
11. As his opponents did. Since they built on another's foundation, their 

own contribution could not be measured. On this word, see "for
eigners" in Heb 11 :34. 

12. Or, "magnified, made large". Elsewhere only as "lengthen" in Mt 
23:5; and "magnify" in Lk I :47, 58; Act 5: 13; 10:46; 19: 17; Phil 
I :20. GK 3486. 

13. Or, "among, by". That is, that in your growth, we might be enlarged 
beyond you, farther out into the sphere of measure given to us by 
God (which extends to Rome). A few months later, Paul wrote 
Romans from Corinth. GK 1877. 

14. This is explained by what follows. Paul's hope as a pioneer is to pro
duce the greatest geographical abundance of believers possible within 
his sphere, not to retrace the steps of others. On this word, see 8:2. 

15. Or, "the ready things", the things someone else has already gotten 
ready, the "labors ofothers" (v 15). On this word, see Mk 14:15. 

16. On this word, see 2 Tim 2: 15. Paul has the Corinthians themselves 
as God's commendation of him, 3:2. 

17. Or, this may be taken with what follows, "bear with my little bit of 
foolishness". 

18. Or, "something". The same word as "anything" in 10:8. "Little bit" 
is also in II: 16. 

19. Paul considers boasting about himself to be foolishness, 11: 16, 17, 
21; 12:11; and not beneficial, 12:1. 

20. Instead ofa command (like those in v 16), this may be a statement, 
"you are bearing with me". On this word, see v 4. 

21. Or, "zealous-for", I am zealous for you with a zeal of God. Same 
word as "jealous" in Jam 4:2; "become-jealous" in Act 17:5; and 
"jealous-of" in Act 7:9. Elsewhere only as "zealous-for" in I Cor 

12:31; 14:1, 39; "zealously-seek" in Gal 4:17, 18; and "envy" in 
I Cor 13:4. GK 2420. Related to the next word; and to "zealot" in 
I Cor 14:12. 

22. Or,"zeal".SarnewordasinAct5:17; 13:45;Rom 13:13; I Cor3:3; 
2 Cor 12:20; Gal 5:20; Jam 3: 14, 16. Elsewhere only as "zeal" in Jn 
2: I 7; Rom 10:2; 2 Cor 7:7, II; 9:2; Phil3:6; Heb 10:27. GK 2419. 

23. Some think Paul means "a God-kind of jealousy, godly jealousy"; 
others, a jealousy "from God". 

24. Or, "promised in marriage". Like a bride's father, Paul promised the 
Corinthians to Christ. Used only here. GK 764. 

25. See Act 5:26 on this idiom. 
26. Some manuscripts say "so your ... " { N}. 
27. Or, "thoughts", as in 10:5. On this word, see 3:14. 
28. Or, "ruined, spoiled". On this word, see "ruin" in I Cor 3: 17. 
29. Or, "simplicity". On this word, see "generosity" in Rom 12:8. 
30. Some manuscripts omit "and purity" { C}. Elsewhere only in 6:6. 

GK 55. Related to "pure" in I Pet 3:2. 
3 I. Or, "with regard to, towards, in". GK 1650. 
32. Paul may mean "Spirit"; or something like a spirit of slavery to laws 

(Gal 5: I) versus a spirit of freedom (2 Cor 3: 17). 
33. That is, when we proclaimed the gospel to you. 
34. Or, "endure, put up with". Same word as in 11:1, 19, 20; and Mt 

17:17; Mk 9:19; Lk 9:41; Act 18:14; Eph 4:2; Col 3:13; 2 Thes 1:4; 
2 Tim 4:3; Heb 13:22. Elsewhere only as •·endure" in I Cor 4: 12. 
GK 462. Some manuscripts have different grammar (like v I), 
meaning "you would bear with" {N}. 

35. Or, "well". Same word as in Mk 7:9, where it is also used sarcasti
cally. Some think this is a second reason to bear with Paul, v I. You 
bear with him, so keep bearing with me! Others make this IE., a 
sarcastic rebuke of them, continued in v 5-6. Consult the commen
taries. On this word, see "well" in Act 10:33. 

36. Or, "come behind, been inferior to, been less than". Same word as 
in 12:1 I, and as "in need" in v 9. 

37. Elsewhere only in 12:1I.GK5663. Some think Paul is referring to 
the chief apostles- Peter, James and John. Bear with me (v I), for 
I am not inferior to the most-eminent apostles, as seen in the signs 
I do (12: 11-12). Like them, I am someone to whom you should lis
ten. Others think Paul is referring to the "false apostles" (v 13), sar
castically calling them "[these] super apostles", and saying, listen to 
me, for I am certainly not their inferior. "Superlative" is intended 
to be a neutral translation, the lone of voice making it clear. "Super" 
and "most-eminent" are renderings that represent the two views. 

38. More literally, "If I even am untrained", assuming that I even am 
untrained. On this idiom, see "if also" I Cor 7:21. 

39. Or, "a layman". On this word, see "uninstructed" in I Cor 14: 16. 
Paul was not a trained Greek orator. 

40. In the one view, Paul means this in comparison to the "super apos
tles". In other words, this as an exception to "in no way". In the 
other view, he means this in comparison to his opponents who were 
saying this about him, not the most-eminent apostles. On this word, 
see "word" in I Cor 12:8. 

4 I. Some manuscripts say "ourselves" { N}. 
42. Or, "known". This is a participle, "we are ones having made evident". 

Some manuscripts say "we were made evident" { N}, that is, "we are 
ones having been made evident". On this word, see I Jn 2: 19. 

43. Or, "among all people" instead of "in all things". 

A. Rom 3:28 B. I Cor 12:8 C. 2 Cor I 3: 10 D. Mt 26: 10, work E. Rev 17:8 F. I Cor 2: 13, combine G. 2 Cor II: 16 H. Jn 3:34 J. I Cor 7: 17 
K. I Cor 15: I L. I Cor 3:8 M. Col I :5 N. Jn 3:30 0. Act 5:42 P. 2 Cor 3: I Q. Rom 12: I R. I Pet 3:2 S. Rev 14:4 T. Rom 7: I I 
U. I Cor 3:19 V. 2 Tim 4:2 W. I Cor 12:9 X. Rom 7:8, taken Y. I Cor 12:9 Z. Mt 10:40, welcome AA. Rom 3:28, consider 



2 Corinthians 11 :7 666 Verse 

ID. Or1 did I commitA a sin [by] humbling8 myself2 in order that you might be exaltedc- 1 

because I freely3 announced-as-good-news to you the good-news4 of God? 

Ii:. I robbed5 other churches- having taken rations6 from them for your ministry7! X 
2L And while being present with you and having been in-need8

, I did not burden° 9 
anyone- for the brothers having come from Macedonia suppliedE my need9 

31-.. And in every way I keptF and will keep myse\funburdensome to you 
.:IL As the truth of Christ is in me 10, this boasting0 will not be stoppedH for me in the I r1 

regions of Achaia! 11 0

For what reason? I I 

l F. Because I do not love you? God knows I do 
21 But what I am doing, I indeed will do-- in order that I may cut-off 1 the 12 

opportunityK of the ones wanting an opportunity that12 they might be foundL to 
be just as also we in what they are boasting 

I ( i. For such ones are false-apostles, deceitful workers, transforming13 I i 
themselves into apostles of Christ 

11 l. And no wonder, for Satan himself transforms himself into an angel 14 
of light 

211. Therefore, it is no great thing if also his ministersM are disguising 14 I ' 
themselves as ministers of righteousness- whose endN shall be 
according to their works 15 

4B. Again I say, let no one think0 me to be foolish 16
• Otherwise indeed 17

, receive me even if as foolish, Ir, 
in order that I also may boast 18 a little bitP! 

IC. In this confidence 19 ofboasting0
, what I am speaking, I am not speaking according-to20 the I -

Lord, but as in foolishness21 

2C. Since many are boasting according-to22 the flesh, I also will boast! I~ 

ID. For with-pleasure23 you bear-with the unwise24, being wise 

11. For you bear-with25 it 

I F If anyone enslaves26 you 
2F. If anyone devours27 you 
31·. If anyone takes28 you 
41 . If anyone lifts-up29 himself 
~I·. If anyone beatsO you in the face 30 

l<I 

2D. I speak in-accordance-with31 my dishonor32- how that33 we have been weak34 ! ~I 
31). But35 in whatever anyone may dare to boast- I am speaking in foolishness- I also dare36 

4D. Are they Hebrews? I also. Are they Israelites? I also. Are they seedR of Abraham? I also 



667 2 Corinthians 11 :22 

I. Paul brings up one way in which his opponents might have seen 
him to be inferior. 

2. That is, by making tents in order to pay his own expenses. More sar
casm. Paul's opponents saw this as degrading. In the Greco-Roman 
culture, good teachers and philosophers charged for their teaching, 
and earned a living from it. So Paul's opponents took the fact that he 
did not do so as an indication that he was, or thought himself to be, 
inferior. "Humbling ... exalted" could also be translated "Lowering ... 
lifted up". The same two words are used in Mt 23: 12; Lk 14:11; 18:14; 
Jam 4: IO; I Pet 5:6. See also Phil 2:8-9. 

3. Or, "as a gift, without payment". Paul did not allow the Corinthi
ans to support him. This was not because he could not charge, but 
because he chose not to do so. He did not want to be seen as just 
earning a I iving like a philosopher, nor the gospel to be seen as just 
another teaching. On this word, see "without reason" in Gal 2:21. 

4. Paul uses the verb and noun of the same word. See Gal I: 11. 
5. Or, "took booty from, stripped off spoils, plundered, sacked". Used 

only here. GK 5195. It is figurative for accepting financial support. 
More sarcasm. I sinned by not accepting money from you (v 7), and 
I robbed others to make it possible! 

6. Or, "wages". That is, money to live on. On this word, see "wages" 
in Rom 6:23. 

7. That is, for my ministry to you. Paul allowed the Philippians to sup
port him after he left them, Phil 4: 15-16. On this word, see I Cor 12:5. 

8. On this word, see Lk 15: 14. Same word as "come short" in v 5. 
9. Or, "lack, shortage". On this word, see "lack" in Phil 2:30. Same 

root word as "in need" earlier. 
I 0. Same type of oath as in I: 18. Or, "It is the truth of Christ in me that 

this ... ". 
11. See I Cor 9: 1-27, especially v 15 where Paul says he would rather 

die than give up this boast. 
12. Or, "opportunity to be found". GK 2671. This phrase defines the 

content of the opportunity the opponents wanted. They want the 
opportunity to be recognized as equal to Paul, to be found by peo
ple to be just like him. To attain this, they want Paul to accept pay 
just like they do. Paul cuts off their opportunity to be seen as his 
equal by refusing this right, thus striking at their money motive. 
There are other views of this clause. Consult the commentaries. 

13. That is, outwardly. On this word, see Phil 3:21. 
14. Same word as "transform" in v 13, 14, but here followed by "as". 

These people transform themselves to hide their true motives and 
intent; that is, they disguise themselves. 

15. See Rev 20: 12 on this. 
16. Same word as in Lk 11 :40; 12:20; Rom 2:20; I Cor 15:36; 2 Cor 

12:6, 11; Eph 5: 17; I Pet 2: 15. Elsewhere only as "unwise" in v 19. 
GK 933. 

17. This idiom, "otherwise indeed", is literally, "But if[this is] not indeed 
[the case]". This idiom is elsewhere only in Mt 6:1; 9: 17; Lk 5:36, 37; 
10:6; 13:9; 14:32. Related to the idiom "otherwise" in Jn 14:2. 

18. Elsewhereonlyin2Cor5:12;7:14;9:2; 10:8, 13, 15, 16, 17; 11:12, 
16, 18, 30; 12: I, 5, 6, 9; and Rom 2: 17, 23; 5:2, 3, 11; I Cor 1:29, 
31; 3:21; 4:7; 13:3; Gal 6: 13, 14; Eph 2:9; Phil 3:3; Jam I :9; 4: 16. 
GK 3016. See 7:4 on the related noun. 

19. Some give this word a subjective meaning here, "in this confidence 

I have about my status as God's apostle, about which I am boasting". 
Others give it an objective sense, "in this subject of boasting" forced 
upon Paul by his opponents; or "in this undertaking of boasting" 
Paul is about to begin in order to give the true foundation for under
standing him and these opponents. On this word, see "assurance" in 
Heb 11:1. 

20. Or, "in keeping with, in harmony with" how the Lord would speak. 
Or, "for, in relation to". GK 2848. 

21. Same word as in v I, 21. Elsewhere only in Mk 7:22. GK 932. 
Related to "foolish" in v 16. 

22. Or, "based on, in keeping with" human standards. GK 2848. 
23. Or, "gladly". On this word, see Mk 6:20. 
24. Or, "foolish". It is the same word as "foolish" in v 16, but here there 

is a play on words- "with the unwise, being wise", or, "with the 
senseless, being sensible". More sarcasm. 

25. On this word, used here and in v 19, see v 4. 
26. Or, "reduces you to slavery or bondage". Inv 20 Paul is describ

ing how his opponents treated the Corinthians, and yet were still 
accepted. Elsewhere only in Gal 2:4. GK 2871. Related to "are 
slaves" in Rom 6:6. 

27. Some think this refers to financial exploitation. Compare Mk 12:40; 
Rom 16:18; Phil 3:19. On this word, see Mk 12:40. 

28. That is, take advantage of you. Same word as v 8, having "taken" 
support from other churches, and as 12: 16. This is the common 
word meaning "take, receive", used 258 times in the NT. GK 3284. 

29. Or, "lifts his hand" in a threat; "raises his voice" in anger (as in Act 
22:22); lifts himself up into positions of authority; lifts himself up 
in pride and presumption. Same word as in Lk 24:50; Jn 6:5, 13: 18; 
17: I; Act I :9; I Tim 2:8. Used 19 times. GK 2048. 

30. Paul may mean this literally, as in Jn 18:22; Act 23:2. Or it may be 
a figurative reference to insulting, dishonoring treatment. 

31. Or, "in relation to, with regard to; according to, based on; to, for the 
purpose of". GK 2848. 

32. Or, "disgrace". You bear with the unwise (v 19), so bear with my 
dishonor, my weakness (as my opponents regard it). Others think 
Paul means "I speak to my dishonor", that is, I admit to my "dis
honor" my "weakness" by comparison with them in this matter of 
boasting in the flesh. In either case, he is being sarcastic. On this 
word, see 2 Tim 2:20. 

33. These two words, "how that" occur together elsewhere only in 5: 19 
and 2 Thes 2:2. They indicate that Paul is referring to something 
someone else said. Note 10: IO. 

34. More sarcasm. As they say, we have been weak by comparison to 
them in these matters. This is to my "dishonor"! On this word, see 
"sick" in 2 Tim 4:20. Some manuscripts say "we were weak" { B}. 

35. But in spite of my "weakness" in this matter, I will now boast also. 
36. This word means to be daring, to have the courage to do something, 

to venture or be bold to do something. Same word as in !0:2, 12. 
Paul is reluctant to boast about himself(l0:8), he thinks it to be 
foolish ( 11: 17), yet he dares to do it ( 11 :21) because he is com
pelled to do so by his opponents ( 12: 11 ). Elsewhere only in Mt 
22:46; Mk 12:34; 15:43; Lk 20:40; Jn 21:12; Act 5:13; 7:32; Rom 
5:7; 15:18; I Cor6:l;Phil 1:14;Jude9.GK5528. 

A.Rev 13:13,does B.Phil4:12 C.Jn8:28,liftedup D.2Corl2:13 E.2Cor9:12,fillingup F.1Jn5:18 G.2Cor7:4 H.Rom3:19 
J. Lk 13:7, cut down K. Rom 7:8 L. 2 Pet 3: 10 M. I Cor 3:5, servants N. Rom !0:4 0. Lk 19:11 P. 2 Cor 11:1 Q. Jn 18:23 R. Heb 11:11 



2 Corinthians 11 :23 668 Verse 

s I). Are they servantsA a/Christ? I speak being distraught1
- I more 2.\ 

11:. In far-more labors8 , in far-more prisons,2 in many-more3 beatingsc, in deaths4 often 

IF. By Jews five-times I received forty lashes less one.5 "Three-times I was beaten- 24-25 
with-rods6. Once I was stoned.7 Three-times I was shipwrecked.8 I have done 

2L 

.iE. 

SL 

6L. 

a night-and-day9 in the deep 10 

On journeys often- in dangersD from rivers, in dangers from robbersE, in dangers 
from my nation 11 , in dangers from GentilesF, in dangers in the city, in dangers in the 
wilderness, in dangers at sea, in dangers among false-brothers 
In labor8 and hardship, in watchings 12 often, in hunger and thirst, in fastings 13 often, 
in cold and nakedness14 

Apart from the external 15 things, there is the daily pressure 16 on me, the concernG for 
all the churches-"Who is weakH, and I am not weak? Who is caused-to-fall1, and 
I do not burn 17? 
Ifit-is-necessary 18 to boast, I will boast the things of my weaknessK! "The God and 
Father ofthe19 Lord Jesus20

, the One being blessed21 forever, knows that am not lying22 

In Damascus, the ethnarch23 of Aretas24 the king was guardingM the city of the 
Damascenes to seize25 me. •And I was lowered26 in a basket through a window 
through the wall and escapedN his hands 

30-_\ I 

:IC·. It-is-necessary27 to boast. It is not beneficial28
- but I will come to visions29 and revelations0 12 I 

from the Lord 

ID. I knowP a man in Christ30, fourteen years ago31 

IL. Whether in the body, I do not know, or outside of the body, I do not know. God 
knows 

2 L That such a one was snatched-away32 to the third heaven33 

2 D. And I know such a man34 

I L Whether in the body or apart from the body, I do not know. God knows 
21. That he was snatched away into paradise35

, and heard unspeakable36 words which -1 
are not perrnitted37 for a man38 to speak 

> D. I will boastO on behalf of such a one. But I will not boast on behalf of myself, except in 
the39 weaknessesK 

IL. For ifl should desireR to boast, I will not be foolishs, for I will be speaking the truth T 1, 

2L. But I am sparingu you, that no one might creditv to me beyond what he sees as to 
me, or hears as to something40 from me 



669 2 Corinthians 12:6 

I. Or, '"deranged, beside myself, mad, irrational". Clearly Paul was 
very reluctant to boast these things. He has said something like this 
fourtimes now, v 16, 17, 21, 23. Used only here. GK 4I96. Related 
to "madness", 2 Pet 2: 16. 

2. Some manuscripts reverse this phrase and the next one, {N}, so that 
"in many-more beatings" comes first. 

3. Paul could mean "many more in quantity" or"much greater in sever
ity". Used only here. GK 5649. Related to "surpassing" in 9: 14. 

4. Though used 120 times, this is the only place where this word is 
plural. "In death situations many times". GK 2505. 

5. The Law allowed a maximum of 40 lashes, Deut 25:3. To protect 
against a miscount, the Jews gave 39. 

6. Once was in Act 16:22, the only other occurrence of this word. This 
was a Roman punishment. 

7. This was at Lystra, recorded in Act 14: 19. 
8. This is not counting the one that came later in Act 27. The three 

here are unknown to us. 
9. This is one word, a "night-day", a full day. Used only here. GK 38I9. 
I 0. Presumably, floating on debris after one of the shipwrecks. The 

incident is unknown to us. Used only here. GK I I I 3. 
11. Or, "people, kind". That is, fellow Israelites. On this word, see 

"kind" in I Cor 12:28. 
12. Or, "sleepless nights". Perhaps, "alerts". On this word, see 6:5. 
13. Thal is, voluntary skipping of meals for spiritual purposes, as 

opposed to involuntary "hunger and thirst" previously. Elsewhere 
only in 6:5; Lk 2:37; Act 14:23; 27:9 (its only singular use). GK 
3 763. The verb is in Mt 6: 16. 

14. Elsewhere only in Rom 8:35; Rev 3:18. GK I2I9. Related to 
"naked" in I Cor 4: 11. 

15. Or, "the things besides" these things just mentioned, meaning that 
apart from the other things of this nature that I have not included 
here, there is the daily pressure. Elsewhere only as "except for" in 
Mt 5:32; Act 26:29. GK 42I I. Related to "outside" in 12:2. 

16. Or, "onset, care, attention, oversight, stoppage, hindrance". On this 
word, see "onset" in Act 24: 12. Some think this is an independent 
phrase, referring to the pressure of people coming to Paul, or peo
ple attacking him, elc. Others think the next clause explains this one. 

17. That is, bum with concern or anger. Elsewhere only as "burning" with 
passion in I Cor 7:9; "flaming" in Eph 6: 16; "set on fire" in 2 Pet 3:12; 
and "refined" in Rev I: 15; 3: 18. GK 4792. The root word is "fire". 

18. Or, "I must, I have to". On this idiom, see "must" in Mt 16:21. 
19. Some manuscripts say "our" {K}. 
20. Some manuscripts add "Christ" {K}. 
21. Or, "the One who is blessed". "Blessed" is an adjective, not part of 

the verb. The grammar indicates this phrase refers to "the God and 
Father", not to "Lord Jesus". On this word, see Rom 9:5. 

22. Some think Paul means "in what I am boasting here in v 22-33"; 
others think it refers to the preceding boasts; others, to the next 
boast in v 32-33. 

23. Thal is, governor. Used only here. GK I 6I 7. Some think Paul adds 

this because his opponents were distorting the incident against him, 
saying he ran away. Paul states the facts. 

24. Areias IV was king ofNabatea, a territory east of Damascus, from 
9 e.c. to A.O. 40. He was the father-in-law of Herod Antipas (Mt 
14: I). Herod divorced his daughter to marry Herodias, and Areias 
went to war with him. Used only here. GK 745. 

25. On this word, see Jn 11 :57. Some manuscripts say "wishing to 
seize" {B}. 

26. Same word as in Act 9:25 where this incident is recorded. On this 
word, see Act 27: 17. 

27. Same idiom as in 11 :30. Some manuscripts instead have the word 
meaning "indeed, certainly, surely" here (see "indeed" in Mt 13:23 
on it) {A}, so that it says "It is surely not beneficial to boast, but...". 

28. Or, "profitable, advantageous". It does not benefit Paul, and exposes 
him to the charge of self-commendation. Perhaps for this reason, 
Paul puts what follows in the third person. It gives him some verbal 
distance from what he relates. Paul uses grammar that emphasizes 
the contrast between the two halves of this sentence. This is a par
ticiple, "being beneficial". Same word as in I Cor 6: 12. Some man
uscripts instead say, "It is not beneficial for me, but..." (A}. 

29. Elsewhere only in Lk I :22; 24:23; Act 26: 19. GK 3965. Related to 
"appear" in Act I :3; and "vision" in Act 10:3 and Rev 9: 17. 

30. That is, a Christian man. 
31. This is an idiom, "before fourteen years". 
32. Or, "caught up, seized, taken, carried off by force". This is a par

ticiple, was "having been snatched away". Same word as in v 4, and 
Mt 11:12; 12:29; 13:19; Act 8:39. Elsewhere only as "snatch up" 
in I Thes 4: 17 (the rapture); Rev 12:5; "snatch" in Jn I 0: 12, 28, 29; 
Act 23: IO; Jude 23; and "take away by force" in Jn 6: 15. GK 77 3. 
Related to "seized" in Lk 8:29; and "plundering" in Heb 10:34. 

33. Some think the first heaven is the "sky" (where the birds fly, as this 
word is used in Mt 6:26; 16:3; Rev 11 :6), the second is space 
(where the sun, moon, and stars are, as in Mt 5:18; Rev 14:7; 21: I), 
the third is God's presence (as in Eph 6:9; Phil 3:20; Heb 8: I). Used 
273 times. GK 404I. 

34. Some think v 3-4 describes the same event as v 2; others, the sec
ond stage of that event; others, a separate event. 

35. Some think this is the same thing as the third heaven; others, some
thing different. Elsewhere only in Lk 23:43; Rev 2:7. GK 4137. 

36. This word has two senses- unspeakable because it is beyond 
human ability, or, not to be spoken because it is too holy. Probably 
the latter meaning is intended here, in view of the next phrase. Not 
related to "speak" which follows. Used only here. GK 777. 

37. This is a participle, "being permitted". On this word, see "lawful" 
in I Cor 6: 12. 

38. Paul seems to mean "man" in the sense of"mortal". Whatever it 
was, it was for Paul, no one else. 

39. Some manuscripts say "my" {N}. 
40. Some manuscripts omit this word (C}, so that it says "hears from me". 

A. I Cor 3:5 B. 2 Tues 3:8 C. Rev 13:3, wound D. Rom 8:35 E. Mt 21: 13 F. Act 15:23 G. I Pet 5:7, anxiety H. 2 Tim 4:20, sick J. I Cor 8: 13 
K. Ml 8: 17 L. Rev 20: 10 M. Gal 3:23, kept in custody N. Rom 2:3 0. 2 Thes I :7 P. I Jn 2:29 Q. 2 Cor 11: 16 R. Jn 7: 17, willing 
S. 2 Cor 11: 16 T. Jn 4:23 U. Rom 11 :21 V. Rom 3:28, consider 



2 Corinthians 12:7 670 Verse 

-+I) And' for the excess2 of the revelationsA- for-this-reason3
, in order that 14 might not be 

exalted5, a thom6 in7 the flesh was given to me, a messenger8 a/Satan to8 beat9 me, in 
order that I might not be exalted10 

11 :. I appealed-toe the Lord about this three-times, that it 11 might depart0 from me x 
2L. And He has said to me- "My graceE is sufficient12 for you. For My' 3 powerF is '! 

perfected14 in weakness 15
" 

31,, Therefore most-gladly 16 I will rather17 boast in my weaknesses, in order that the 
power a/Christ may dwell 18 upon me 

41 '.. For this reason I am well-pleasedu with weaknesses, with insults 19
, with constraintsH, 11 J 

with persecutionsl and20 distressesK for the sake of Christ. For whenever I am weak, 
at that time I am powerful21 

~I) I have become foolish22-you compelledL me! For I ought to be being commendedM by you! 11 

I< . For I in no way came-short-of N the superlative23 apostles, even though24 I am nothing-

11 l The signs25 of the apostle0 were produced26 among you in27 all enduranceP in both signs I 2 
and wonders, and miracles28 

:-c · For what is it as to which you were worse-off29 than the other churches? I.~ 

ID. Except that I myself did not burden30 you- forgiveO me this wrong-doing31 ! 
2 I l. Behold- this32 is the third33 time I am ready34 to come to you, and I will not be a burden35 I -+ 

IL. For I am not seekingR your things, but you 
~I· . For the children ought not to be storing-up36 for the parents, but the parents for the 

children 
.~ L. But I will most gladly spend5 and be expended37 for your souls T_ though38 while I ' 

loving you more, I am loved less! 39 

.1 D But let it be- I did not weigh you down40
, but being crafty41

, I took you by deceit42! I<, 

11 ·. As to anyone of whom I have sent-outu to you- I did not exploit43 you through him, I -
did fl 

21.. I urged44 Titus to go, and I sent the brother with him. 45 Titus did not exploit you, did I > 
he?46 Did we not walkv in the same spirit? In the same footsteps?47 



671 2 Corinthians 12:18 

I. In this rendering, "And ... revelations" is connected with what fol
lows. Others connect it with v 5, "except in the weaknesses ... and 
;,, the ... revelations". Others link it to v 6, "credit to me beyond 
what... me, and [credit to me] by means of the excessive greatness 
(}(the revelations [I have received]". 

2. Paul may mean the excess of quality, "excellence"; or, the excess 
of quantity, "abundance". Same word as in 4:7. On this word, see 
"beyond measure" in I Cor 12:31. 

3. This is the Greek word order. Some manuscripts omit this word 
IC}, so that it says "And in order that I might not be exalted/or the 
excess of the revelations, ... ", the phrase "for ... revelations" being 
moved forward in the Greek word order for emphasis. Other 
arrangements of this unusual grammar have been suggested. Con
sult the commentaries. 

4. Here it becomes clear that v 2-6 refer to Paul himself. 
5. Or, "that I may not exalt myself". Elsewhere only in 2 Thes 2:4, of 

the Antichrist. GK 5643. 
6. Used of any pointed piece of wood. Used only here. GK 5022. 
7. Or, "for". For suggestions on what this thorn was, a centuries-old 

debate, consult the commentaries. Note Gal 4: 15. 
8. Or, "in order that it might"; or, "in order that he might". GK 2671. 
9. Or, "strike". On this word, see I Cor 4: 11. 
I 0. Some manuscripts omit this second occurrence of "in order that I 

may not be exalted" { B}. 
11. Or, "he", the messenger, instead of"it", the thorn. Perhaps if Paul 

was thinking of the thorn, he would have said "be taken away" to 
match "was given" in v 7. If so, then "he" would be correct here. 
But on "depart", compare Mk I :42 and Act 19: 12. 

12. Or, "is enough, is adequate". Elsewhere only as "is enough" in Mt 
25:9; Jn 6:7; 14:8; and "be content" in Lk 3: 14; I Tim 6:8; Heb 
13:5; 3 Jn 10. GK 758. Related to "sufficient" in Mt 6:34. 

13. Some manuscripts include this word {A}. 
14. Or, "brought to completion". On this word, see "finished" in Rev 10:7. 
15. God's power is "brought to completion, consummation" in weak

ness. This statement is a key to understanding what God is doing in 
this world. Jesus Himself is the prime example of this. The great
ness of God's power is seen in the weakness of the means He uses 
to accomplish His works. Thus, His greatest victory is found in the 
worst human defeat imaginable- the rejection, betrayal, and exe
cution of the Son of God. On this word, see Mt 8:17. 

16. Or, "with-the-greatest-pleasure". Same word as in v 15. On this 
word, see "with pleasure" in Mk 6:20. 

17. Paul may mean "rather than ask God to remove the weaknesses"; 
or, "rather than anything else". 

18. Or, "spread a tent" over me, "take up quarters" in me. Used only here. 
GK 2172. Related to "dwell" in Rev 7: 15, and "tent" in 2 Cor 5: I. 

19. Or, "violent mistreatment, outrages" committed against a person. 
Elsewhere only as "damage" in Act 27: IO, 21. GK 5615. Related 
to "mistreat" in I Thes 2:2. 

20. Some manuscripts say "with" {N}. 
21. Or, "strong, mighty". Related to "power" in v 9, and rendered this 

way to show the relationship. Same word as in I 0:4, and as "strong" 
in 13:9. On this word, see Lk 24: 19. 

22. Same word as in 11: 16. Some manuscripts add "while boasting" {N}. 
23. Same phrase as in 11:5. See there on the two views of this. 
24. More literally, "If I even am nothing", assuming that I even am 

nothing. On this idiom, see "if also" in I Cor 7:21. 

25. Or, "the signs indeed"; that is, "the true signs". Others take the 
grammar to mean "the signs of the apostle" ("the apostle indeed"); 
that is, "the true apostle". In either case, Paul means the signs that 
distinguish an apostle sent by Christ Himself (versus a church) as 
His apostle, that place one in or out of that elite group. Paul is in, 
those troubling the Corinthians are out. Others think the grammar 
implies a statement corresponding to this sentence which is left 
unsaid, "But you took no notice". 

26. Or, "accomplished, worked, done". That is, by Christ, through Paul. 
Those taking "superlative" to mean "chief" take Paul to mean "just 
like they would have done". Those taking it sarcastically to mean 
"super" take him to mean "which those troubling you are unable to 
do, lacking the power". Same word as "accomplish" in Rom 15: 18. 
On this word, see "work out" in Phil 2: 12. 

27. That is, "in the sphere of, in connection with". GK 1877. The signs 
were done in connection with Paul's enduring of such trials as he 
just described (not in great glory). Both are part of his ministry. 

28. On this word, see I Cor 12:10. Compare Rom 15:19; Gal 3:5. On 
"wonder", see 2 Thes 2:9. The same 3 words are in Heb 2:4. 

29. Or, "inferior, less". Used only here. GK 2273. Related to "less" in 
v 15, not to "come short" in v 11. 

30. Same word and thought as in 11 :9. Elsewhere only in v 14. GK 2915. 
31. On this word, see "unrighteousness" in Rom I: 18. 
32. Some manuscripts omit this word {N }, so that it says "a third time". 
33. The first visit was in Acts 18, prior to writing I Corinthians. Some 

think there was a second "sorrowful visit" not mentioned in Acts 
(based on 2 Cor 2: I; 12: 14; 13: I), making this proposed visit after 
2 Corinthians the third. Others think Paul means this is the third 
planned visit, the third time he was "ready to come". The second 
planned visit never occurred because Paul changed his plans, 2: I. 
Note how he says this in 13:1. See also 13:2 and 1:15. 

34. This is an idiom, "I am holding myself ready", on which see I Pet 4:5. 
35. Some manuscripts say "I will not burden you" { K}. 
36. Same word as I Cor 16:2. 
37. Or, "spent out, exhausted". Related to "spend". Used only here. 

GK 1682. 
38. Some manuscripts say "even though" { B}. 
39. Or, this may be a question, "am I loved less?". Some manuscripts 

say " ... souls. If I love you more, am I loved less?" { C}. 
40. This word, "weigh down" is used only here. GK 2851. Not related 

to "burden" in v 13, 14, but the same idea. Related to "burden-on" 
in 2 Thes 2:9, and to "very weighed down" in Mk 14:40. 

41. Perhaps Paul's opponents accused him of this. Used only here. GK 
4112. Related to "craftiness" in 11:3. 

42. More sarcasm. Let this be your assertion- It was not you, Paul, it 
was the people you sent who did it! On this word, see Mt 26:4. 

43. On this word, see I Thes 4:6. The grammar expects a "no" answer 
to this question. 

44. Same word as in 8:6; 9:5. 
45. Paul may mean he appealed to Titus to go on this trip, carrying this 

letter. That is, the trip described in 8:6, 16-23. In this case, he means 
"[to go back to you]". "Sent" is from the Corinthians' point of view 
upon receipt of this letter, as in 8: 17. Or, Paul may be referring to 
the previous trip from which Titus returned in 7:6. In this case, he 
means "[to go to you last time]". 

46. The grammar expects a "no" answer. 
4 7. The grammar expects a "yes" answer for these last two questions. 

A. 2 Thes 1:7 B. I Tim 3: 16 C. Rom 12:8, exhorting D. I Tim 4:1 E. Eph 2:8 F. Mk 5:30 G. Mt 17:5 H. 2 Cor 6:4 J. Mk I0:30 K. 2 Cor 6:4 
L.Gal6:12 M.2Cor3:1 N.2Corll:5 0.1Corl2:28 P.Jaml:3 Q.Lk7:42 R.Phil2:21 S.Act21:24 T.Jam5:20 U.Mk3:14 V.Hebl3:9 



2 Corinthians 12: 19 672 Verse 

6B. All-this-time' are you thinkingA that we are defending-ourselves2 to you?3 We are speaking before I 'I 

God in Christ- and speaking all things, beloved8 , for the sake of your edificationc 

I c. For I am fearing that4 having come, I may somehow find you to be not such as I want5, and I 2!1 
may be found by you to be such as you do not want6

-

ID. That4 somehow there may be strife0 , jealousy7, rages8
, selfish-interestsE, slanders, 

whisperings9, puffingsID [with pride], disorders" 
20. That4 I having come again, 12 my God should humble 13 me before 14 you, and I should ::' ! 

moum15 many of the ones having previously-sinned16 and not having repentedF over17 the 
impurityG and sexual-immoralityH and sensuality1 which they practicedK 

2C. This is the third 18 time I am coming to you 

ID. Every word shall be establishedL based-on19 the mouth of two and three witnessesM 
2 D. I have said-beforeN and I am saying-beforehandN, as being-present0 the second20 time 

and being-absentP now,21 to the ones having previously-sinned22 and to all the resto_ 

IL That if I come again I will not spare23 you-• since you are seekingR a proof24 of 
Christ speaking in me, Who is not weak5 toward you, but is strong in you 

IF. For indeed25 He was crucified because-of26 weaknessT, but He lives because
of the poweru of God 

2 F For indeed we27 are28 weak in29 Him, but we will live with Him because of the 
power of God toward you30 

21-.. Test31 yourselves to see if you are in the faith! Prove32 yourselves! 

I F Or do you not know33 yourselves, that Jesus Christ is in you?- unless indeed 
you are disapproved34 

I ~ I 

2 F. But I hope that you will come-to-know35 that we are not disapproved 11 

:IL. And we are36 praying to God that you may not do anything bad37 

I F. Not in order that we may appearv approved38 

2 F. But in order that you may be doing the goodw, and we may be as disapproved39 

I ( i. For we cannot do anything against the truth, but [only] for the truth40 ~ 

:'.(i. For we are rejoicingx whenever we are weak5 but you are strong41 <l 

4L This42 also we are praying- your restoration43 

~C. For this reason I am writing these things while absent44- in order that while being-present0 , I il 
I may not act45 severely46 according-to47 the authorityY which the Lord gave me for building-
upc and not for tearing-down2 



673 2 Corinthians 13: I 0 

I. Instead of"All this time'', some manuscripts say "Again" {A}. 
2. On this word, see "speak a defense" in Lk 21: 14. 
3. This could also be a statement, "All this time, you are thinking ... ". 
4. See Act 5:26 on this idiom. 
5. That is, fighting and bickering as described next, or living in 

immorality, as described in v 21. 
6. That is, as a disciplinarian, handing out punishment from God (I 3 :2), 

to people over whom he publicly mourns, 12:21. 
7. On this word, see 11 :2. Some manuscripts have these first two 

words as plural (like those that follow), "quarrels, jealousies" {N}. 
8. Or, "fits of rage, outbursts of anger". It is plural only here and Gal 

5:20. On this word, see "fury" in Rev 16:19. 
9. Or, "gossipings, slanderings". Used only here. GK 6030. Related 

word in Rom I :29. 
10. Or, "conceits, [acts of] pride". Used only here. GK 5883. Related 

to "puffed up" in I Cor 4:6. 
11. Or, "disturbances". On this word, see Jam 3: 16. 
12. Some think Paul means "having come, my God should again hum

ble me before you", "again" being moved forward in the Greek 
word order for emphasis. 

13. To have to face and deal with such sin among them would be a 
humbling, mournful experience. On this word, see Phil 4: 12. 

14. Or, "to, with regard to". GK 4639. 
15. That is, in the process of"not sparing" them, 13:2. On this word, 

see Jam 4:9. 
16. That is, previous to being exhorted by Paul in person or by letter. 

In others words, ones having been taught and warned who still did 
not repent. Some think Paul specifically means "previous to my sec
ond visit"; others, "previous to receiving my exhortations in I 
Corinthians". Elsewhere only in 13:2. GK 4579. 

17. Or, "in relation to, at, concerning". GK 2093. 
18. Note how Paul says this in 12: 14, and the views of it there. Some 

think this clarifies 12: 14, pointing to a third actual visit; others think 
12: 14 clarifies this, meaning Paul is referring to a third intended visit. 

19. Or, "on the basis of". Same phrase as in Mt 18:16; Deut 19:15. 
20. Some think Paul means "as when I was present the second time", 

confirming that a second visit occurred (the sorrowful visit of 2: I. 
See 12: 14). Others think he means "as though now being present in 
the spirit the second time, and being absent in the body", as these 
words are used in I Cor 5:3, the first time Paul had to act in this 
way. Some manuscripts add "I write" {N}, so that it says " ... second 
time, and I write being absent now ... " {N}. 

21 . This is the Greek word order. Some think these two phrases go with 
the previous two verbs- "I have said before, as being present the 
second time, and I am saying beforehand, being absent now ... " 
(dropping the second "and"). Others think both go with the last 
verb, "I am saying beforehand- as being present the second time, 
and being absent now". 

22. Same word as in 12:21. 
23. Paul delayed coming in order to spare (I :23, same word) the 

Corinthians, but will not spare them when he arrives. Paul struck a 
man with temporary blindness in Act 13: 11, and handed over offend-

ing believers to Satan in I Cor 5:5; I Tim I :20. Here, he does not 
state explicitly what he has in mind. On this word, see Rom 11 :21. 

24. Or, "test", as in 8:2. On this word, see "approvedness" in 2:9. Same 
root word as "prove" in v 5; "disapproved" in v 5, 6, 7; and 
"approved" in v 7. 

25. Some manuscripts say "For indeed although" {N}. 
26. Or, "from, out of". The source of the crucifixion of Jesus was 

"weakness"- either our weakness (sin) or His weakness (His 
human body, His humiliation as a man). But He lives because of 
(same word) the power of God, as we will (same word). GK 1666. 

27. That is, Paul himself is weak in his relations with the Corinthians, 
in the eyes of his detractors (in one sense), and in fact (in another 
sense, 4:7-12; 12:9-10). 

28. Some manuscripts say "we also are" {K}. 
29. Some manuscripts say "with" {A}. 
30. That is, toward you and through us. Some manuscripts omit 

"toward you" {A}. 
31. You are seeking a proof in me, v 3? I say test yourselves! On this 

word, see "tempted" in Heb 2: I 8. 
32. Or, "Examine", as in I Cor I I :28. See if you are genuine. On this 

word, see "approve" in Rom I 2:2. 
33. Or, "recognize, understand". On this word, see "understood" in 

Col 1:6. 
34. Or, "failing the test". Same word as in v 6, 7. On this word, see 

I Cor 9:27. 
35. Or, "know, understand, recognize". On this word, see Lk I :34. 

Related to "know" in v 5. 
36. Some manuscripts say "I am" {N}. 
37. Or, "wrong, evil, harmful". That is, such as the things in 12:20-21, 

things harmful to the truth and yourselves. Paul would prefer not to 
find this, and not to have to exercise his authority in punishing 
them. On this word, see "evil" in 3 Jn I I. 

38. That is, because you obeyed our commands and submitted to us. 
On this word, see 2 Tim 2: I 5. 

39. That is, because we did not exercise our disciplinary power, thus 
"proving" ourselves before you (v 3), because your good response 
eliminated the occasion for us to use this power. 

40. That is, we pray as in v 7 because we could never desire otherwise. 
It would be against the truth for us to desire that you would con
tinue in evil so that we could exercise our power against you. 

4 I. Or, "powerful, mighty". That is, when we appear to be weak because 
you are strong and we are not required to use our power. On this 
word, see "powerful" in Lk 24: I 9. Related to the word in v 3. 

42. Some manuscripts say "And this ... " {K}. 
43. Or, "completion, maturation". Used only here. GK 2937. The 

related verb is used in verse I I. 
44. Elsewhere only in I Cor 5:3; 2 Cor IO: I, 11; 13:2; Phil I :27; Col 

2:5. GK582. 
45. Same word as in I: 17. 
46. Or, "sharply, harshly". Elsewhere only in Tit I: 13. GK 705. Related 

to "severity" in Rom 11 :22. 
47. Or, "based on, in keeping with". GK 2848. 

A. Lk 19: 11 B. Mt 3: 17 C. Rom 14: 19, edification D. I Cor I: I I, quarrels E. Jam 3: 14 F. Act 26:20 G. I Thes 2:3 H. I Cor 5: I J. 2 Pet 2:2 
K. Rom 2:1 L. Mk 13:14, standing M.Act 1:8 N. Jude 17, spoken beforehand 0. Rev 17:8 P. 2 Cor 13:10 Q. 2 Pet 3:16, other R. Phil 2:21 
S. 2 Tim 4:20, sick T. Mt 8: 17 U. Mk 5:30 V. Phil 2: 15, shine W. I Tim 5: IOa X. 2 Cor 13: II Y. Rev 6:8 Z. 2 Cor 10:4 



2 Corinthians 13: 11 674 Verse 

A. Finally, brothers\ be rejoicing 1
, be restored2

, be exhorted1
, be thinking the same thing,4 be living- 11 

in-peace8
. And the God of love and peace will be with you 

n Greetc one another with a holy kiss0 1 " 

( · All5 the saintsE greet you 
D The6 graceF of the Lord Jesus Christ and the loveG of God7 and the fellowship" of the Holy Spirit8 be I ; 

with you all9 



675 2 Corinthians 13: 13 

I. Or, "farewell". Same word as in v 9; Lk I: 14; 10:20; Act 5:41; 15:31; 
Rom 12:15; Phil I: 18; 3:1; 4:4; Col 1:24; I Pet 4: 13: Rev 19:7. It 
means "greetings, hail" only in Mt 26:49; 27:29; 28:9; Mk 15: 18; Lk 
I :28; Jn 19:3; and with different grammar, in Act 15:23; 23:26; Jam 
I: I; 2 Jn I 0, 11. Paul uses it 29 times, all as "rejoice" except per
haps here. It is not used elsewhere in the NT to mean "farewell" (but 
it has this meaning), nor in a conclusion to a book as here. Here then, 
some think "farewell" best suits this context; others, "rejoice". Used 
74 times. GK 5897. Related to ''.joy" in Lk 24:52. 

2. Or, "made complete, put in order". Related to the word in v 9. Same 
word as in Gal 6: I, on which see "prepared" in Rom 9:22. 

3. Or, "be encouraged, comforted". On this word, see Rom 12:8. 
4. On this phrase, see Rom 12:16. 
5. Verses 12-13 are numbered here as they are in the Greek versions. 

In English versions, this sentence is verse 13. 
6. In English versions, this sentence is verse 14. 
7. That is, the grace proceeding from or bestowed by Christ, the love 

originating from or produced by God. 
8. Some think Paul means the fellowship among believers produced by 

the Holy Spirit; others, the fellowship of believers with the Holy Spirit. 
9. Some manuscripts add "Amen" {N}. 

A.Actl6:40 B.Roml2:18 C.Mkl5:18 D.Rom16:16 E.1Petl:16,holy F.Eph2:8 G.1Jn4:16 H.1Cor1:9 





677 Galatians Overview 

Introduction 

IA. I am marveling that you are so quickly turning away to a different gospel 

I B. But even if we should, or anyone is announcing a contrary gospel, let him be accursed 
2B. For I make known to you that I did not receive my gospel from humans, but by revelation 

IC. For you heard of my former conduct in Judaism as a persecutor of the church 
2C. But when God revealed His Son in me, I did not consult with humans 
JC. And I rebuked Cephas for violating the principles of the gospel with the Gentiles 

1:1-5 

1:6-7 

1:8-10 
l: 11-12 

I :lJ-14 
1:15-2:10 

2:11-21 

2A. 0 foolish Galatians, who bewitched you? J: I 

I B. Did you receive the Spirit by works or faith? Will you now perfect yourselves with the flesh? J:2-5 
2B. Know then that the ones of faith are the sons of Abraham J :6-7 

IC. The Scripture said all the Gentiles will be blessed in Abraham 
2C. So then, the ones of faith are blessed with Abraham. Those of the Law are under a curse, 

and are not declared righteous. Christ redeemed us from the curse of the Law 
JC. Brothers, the promises to Abraham were not nullified by the Law which came later 
4C. Why then the law? It was added because of the transgressions, until Christ came 
SC. Is the Law against the promises? No. It was our tutor leading to Christ. We are now not 

under a tutor, for we are sons of God, seed of Abraham, and heirs of the promise 

JB. Now I say, when we were minors we were slaves to the elemental things. But when God sent 
His Son, He adopted you as sons and heirs. Why are you turning back to slavery? 

4B. I beg you, become as I. Have I become your enemy for speaking the truth to you? 
SB. Tell me, do you not hear the Law? They are of the slave woman, we are of the free woman 

J:8 
J:9-14 

J:IS-18 
J: 19-20 
J:21-29 

4: 1-11 

4:12-20 
4:21-JI 

JA. Christ set us free for freedom. Therefore stand firm, and do not again be held in a yoke of slavery 5: I 

I B. Behold- I say to you that if you receive circumcision, Christ will profit you nothing 
2B. And I testify again that if you receive circumcision, you are a debtor to the whole law 
JB. You who are trying to be justified by law were separated from Christ and grace 
4B. You were running well, who hindered you? He will bear his judgment 
SB. But I, brothers, if I am still proclaiming circumcision, why am I being persecuted? 
6B. 0-that the ones upsetting you would cut themselves off! 

4A. For you were called for freedom, only do not use the freedom for an opportunity for the flesh 

I B. But be serving one another through love. The whole Law is fulfilled in this 
2B. And I say- be walking by the Spirit and you will never fulfill the desire of the flesh 
JB. Let us not become conceited, challenging one another. Restore those who have fallen 
48. And let the one being instructed share all good things with the ones instructing 
SB. We reap what we sow. Let us not grow weary while doing good. We will reap 

Conclusion 

5:2 
S:J 

5:4-6 
5:7-10 

5:11 
5:12 

5: IJ 

5: IJ-15 
5:16-25 

5:26-6:5 
6:6 

6:7-10 

6:11-18 



Galatians I: I 678 

.\. Paul-an apostle not from humansA nor through a human, but through Jesus Christ and God the Father, 
the One having raised8 Him from the dead-• and all the brothers with me 

ll. To the churches o/Galatia 1 

c Grace to you and peace from God our2 Father and the Lord Jesus Christ-"the One having givenc 
Himself for our sins so that He might rescue3 us out of the presenr evil age, according-to5 the will 
of our God and Father,• to Whom be the glory forever and ever0

, amen 

I,\ I am marvelingE that you are so quickly6 tuming-away7 from the One having calledF you by the graceG 
a/Christ8, to a different9 good-newsH-"which is not another10 [good news], except11 there are some 
disturbing 12 you, and intending13 to change 14 the good-news a/Christ 

11 l But even if we or an angel from heaven should announce-a-good-newsJ to you 15 other-than 16 what 
we announced-as-good-newsJ to you, let him be accursed 17

• •As we have said-before18
, I am also 

now saying again- if anyone is 19 announcing-a-good-news-toJ you other-than what you received, 
let him be accursed 

Verse 

'! 

I ( . For am I now20 trying to win-approval-of21 humansA, or God? 111 

2l . Or am I seekingK to pleaseL humans? If22 I were still23 seeking to please humans, I would not 
be a slaveM of Christ 

21 l For24 I make-knownN to you, brothers0 , as to the good-newsH having been announced-as-good- I i 
news25 by me, that it is not according to a human26• "For I neither received27 it from a humanA, nor I ' 

was I taught it, but I received it through a revelation28 of Jesus Christ 

I ( For you heard-a/ my former conduct29 in Judaism I; 

Ill. That I was persecutingP the church a/God extremelyO, and destroying30 it 
21) And I was advancingR in Judaism beyond many contemporaries31 in my nation5, being far I i 

more a zealotT for the traditionsu of my fathers32 

2C . But when God33
- the One having separated34 me from my mother's womb35 , and having I' 

calledF me through His graceG- was well-pleasedv "to revealw His Son in36 me in order that I 11 

I might be announcing Him as good news among the Gentiles 

I I l. I did not immediatelyx communicate37 with flesh and blood,• nor did I go up to Jerusalem I , 

to the apostles before me, but I went away to Arabia38, and retumedY bacF to Damascus39 

21l. Then after three years I went up to Jerusalem to visir° Cephas41 I'\ 

I I . . And I stayed AA with him fifteen days 
21:. But I did not see another of the apostles00 except James42, the brother of the Lord I '' 
-' L. Now the things which I am writing to you, behold-/ affirm in the sight of God that'13 211 

I am not lyingcc 

11). Then I went into the regions of Syria and Cilicia44 

11 . And I was not-known45 by face to the churches a/Judea in Christ 
21 •. But they were only hearing that "the one once persecutingP us is now announcing

as-good-newsJ the faith00 which he was once destroyingEE" 
3L. And they were glorifyingFF God in46 me 

'I 

,, 
' 

.'-f 



679 Galatians I :24 

I . On the churches referred to, and when this book was written, see 
Act 14:28. 

2. Some manuscripts say "God the Father and our Lord Jesus Christ" 
iB}. 

3. Or, "deliver, take out, set free". Same word as in Act 7:10, 34; 
12: 11; 23:27; 26: 17. Elsewhere only as "tear out" in Mt 5:29; 18:9. 
GK 1975. 

4. This is a participle, "having come, being present". On this word, 
see Heb 9:9. 

5. Or. "in accordance with, based on, in keeping with". GK 2848. 
6. Or, "soon, hastily". Some think Paul means quickly with reference 

to his last visit; others, to their conversion; others, to the appearance 
of these false teachers. Same word as in Lk 14:21; 16:6; Jn 11 :3 I; 
13:27; 2 Thes 2:2; 2 Tim 4:9; Heb 13:23. Elsewhere only as "soon" 
in Act 17: 15; I Cor 4: 19; Phil 2: 19, 24; Heb 13: 19; "hastily" in I Tim 
5:22; and "faster" in Jn 20:4. GK 5441. Related word in Rev 1:1. 

7. Or, "deserting, changing position, transferring yourself, taking 
yourselves away". On this word, see "removed" in Heb 11 :5. 

8. Some manuscripts omit "of Christ" { C}. 
9. This word means "another of a different kind". Compare 2 Cor 

11 :4. On this word, see I Cor 12:9. 
I 0. This word means "another of the same kind". It is not good news 

at all, but bondage, slavery to works of the Law. On this word, see 
I Cor 12:9. 

11. Some think Paul means "I am marveling ... except", providing 
Paul's explanation of why this is happening "so quickly"; others, 
"not another [good news], except" some are proclaiming it as such. 

12. Or, "stirring up, troubling, throwing into confusion, agitating". 
Same word as in 5:10; Mt 2:3; Act 15:24; I Pet 3:14. Elsewhere 
only as "troubled" in Lk 24:38; Jn I I :33; 12:27; 13:21; 14: l, 27; 
"frightened" in Mt 14:26; Mk 6:50; Lk I: 12; and "stir up" in Jn 5:7; 
Act 17:8, 13. GK 5429. Related to "disturbance" in Act 12:18. 

13. Or, "wanting, wishing, desiring". On this word, see "willing" in 
Jn 7: 17. 

14. Or, "to alter, tum around". Elsewhere only in Act 2:20, of chang-
ing the sun to darkness. GK 3570. 

15. Some manuscripts omit "to you" {CJ. 
16. Or, "against, contrary to, rather than". GK 4123. 
17. This is the word anathema. On this word, see Rom 9:3. 
18. Some think Paul is referring to the previous verse; others, to when 

he was present with these Galatians. On this word, see "spoken 
beforehand" in Jude I 7. 

19. Note the grammar. Verse 8 refers to what might happen in the 
future, "In the unlikely event that I or an angel should be saying it". 
Verse 9 refers to what is happening now, "Assuming that someone 
is in fact saying it". 

20. That is, in saying v 8-9. Apparently Paul's opponents accused him 
of being a people-pleaser (a Gentile-pleaser), that is, of reshaping 
the gospel to appeal to Gentiles by dropping any requirement for 
circumcision. 

21. Or, "persuade, convince"; or, "win over", as in Act 12:20. Paul states 
it as a challenge to them. On this word, see "persuade" in I Jn 3: 19. 

22. Some manuscripts say "For if. .. " {N}. 

23. That is, as Paul did as a Pharisee; and as these false-teachers are 
now doing by trying to retain circumcision, 6: 12-13. 

24. Paul uses this word to assert his next point. GK I 142. Some man
uscripts say "But" {CJ. 

25. Paul uses both the verb and the noun of the same word, as also in 
I Cor 15:1; 2 Cor 11:7; Rev 14:6. This same verb is in v 8, 9, 16, 
23; 4: 13, on which see Act 5:42. 

26. Or, "according to mankind". Its content is neither based on nor in 
keeping with the teaching or authority of any human source. 

27. Same word as I Cor 11:23; 15:3. Paul received the good news from 
Jesus. The Galatians received (same word) it from Paul (v 9). Paul 
next explains how this happened. Same word as in I Cor 15: I; Phil 
4:9; Col 2:6; I Thes 2: 13; 4: I; 2 Thes 3:6. On this word, see "taken" 
in Lk 17:34. 

28. Same word as in 2:2; I Cor 14:26; Rom 16:25. On this word, see 2 
Thes I :7. That is, "from Jesus Christ". 

29. Or, "way of life". On this word, see I Pet 1:15. 
30. Or, "ravaging, pillaging". Elsewhere only in v 23, and in Act 9:21 

by believers about Paul! GK 4514. 
31. Or, "people of my own age". Used only here. GK 5312. 
32. Or, "forefathers, ancestors". Or, "for my ancestral traditions". That 

is, the traditions handed down from my forefathers. Used only here. 
GK4257. 

33. Some manuscripts omit "God" {CJ, so that it says "But when He ... ". 
34. That is, to Himself. Same word as in 2: 12, on which see Rom I: I. 
35. That is, "from birth". On this phrase, see Lk I: 15. 
36. Or, "in my case", which some take to mean "to me". GK 1877. 
37. Or, "consult, confer". This word is used of receiving counsel and 

of giving it. Here, it means to receive something. Elsewhere only in 
2:6, where it means to impart something. GK 4651. 

38. Elsewhere only in 4:25. GK 728. Related to "Arab" in Act 2: 11. 
39. The events of this verse took place during Act 9:19-23. On Dam

ascus, see Act 9:2. 
40. This word means "to visit in order lo get to know someone, to 

make the acquaintance of". Used only here. GK 2707. See Act 
9:26-29 on this. 

41. Some manuscripts say "Peter" {N}. Peter was the name more 
familiar to the Galatians, as to us. Peter is Greek, Cephas is Ara
maic. Except for Gal 2:7, 8, Paul always calls him Cephas. Except 
for Jn I :42, the Gospels and Acts always call him Simon or Peter. 
Elsewhere only in I Cor I: 12; 3:22; 9:5; 15:5; Gal 2:9, 11, 14. GK 
3064. See Lk 6: 14 on Peter. 

42. Or, "apostles, only James ... ". See Mt 13:55 on James. On the broth
ers of Jesus, see Mt 13:55-56. 

43. This oath is similar to the oaths in Rom 14: 11; 2 Cor I: I 8; II: IO. 
All four have this word (GK 4022) pointing to the content of the 
oath, though it is left untranslated in the other places. 

44. This takes place in Act 9:30. Tarsus, Paul's hometown, is in the 
Roman province ofCilicia. 

45. Literally "I was being not-known", that is, I continued to be 
unknown. On this word, see "ignorant of" in Rom 10:3. 

46. That is, "in connection with". GK 1877. 

A. Ml 4:4, mankind B. Mt 28:6, arose C. Eph 1:22 D. Rev 20:10 E. Rev 17:8 F. Rom 8:30 G. Eph 2:8 H. I Cor 15:1 J. Act 5:42 
K. Phil 2:21 L. I Thes 2:4 M. Rom 6:17 N. Phil I :22, know 0. Act 16:40 P. 2 Tim 3: 12 Q. l Cor 12:31, beyond measure R. 2 Tim 2:16 
S. I Cor 12:28, kind T. l Cor 14:12 U. I Cor 11:2 V. Mt 17:5 W. 2 Thes2:3 X. Mt 13:5 Y. 2 Pet2:21. tum back Z. Mk 15:13,again 
AA. Rom 11 :22, continue BB. I Cor 12:28 CC. Act 5:3 DD. Eph 2:8 EE. Gal 1:13 FF. Rom 8:30 



Galatians 2: I 680 Verse 

41). Then after fourteen years I again went up to Jerusalem 1 with BamabasA, having also taken 2. I 

along Titus8 withe me 

IL. And I went up based-on2 a revelation3, and laid-before0 them the good-newsE which J 
I am proclaimingF among the Gentiles- but privately4, to the ones having-the
reputation-ofl being something- that somehow I might not be running6, or have 
run, in vain 7 

21:. But8 not even9 Titus, the one with me, being a Greek0
, was compelled10 to be 

circumcisedH. 
0

Now11 this arose' 2 because of the false-brothers secretly-brought-in 13- -I 

11. Who sneaked-in 14 to spy-out 15 our freedom1 which we have in Christ Jesus, in 
order that they might enslave 16 us 

2L To whom we yielded17 in submissionK not-even for an hour, in order that the 
truth a/the good-newsE might continue 18 with you 

JI·. And from the ones having-the-reputation-of being something19- of-what-sortL they <, 

ever20 were makes no difference21 to me; God does not receive the face 22 of a 
humanM- indeed23 to me24 the ones having-the-reputation communicated25 nothing. 
But on-the-contraryN 

IF. Having seen that I have been entrusted0 the good-news/or the uncircumcised26, 

just as Peter for the circumcisedP -

I ( i. For the One having worked27 in Peter for an apostleship0 of the s 
circumcised, worked also in me for the Gentiles 

2 F. And having recognizedR the grace having been given to me ll 

_\ F James28 and Cephas29 and John- the ones having-the-reputation-of being 
pillars5

- gave the right hands of fellowship30 to me and Barnabas, that we 
should go to the Gentiles and they to the circumcised 

I ( i. They asked only that we should be remembering31 the poor- as to which, 111 

I also was eagerT to do this32 very thing 

\ C ·. And when Cephas33 came to Antioch34 , I opposed35 him to his face- because he was condemned36 I I 

ID. For before certain ones came from James, he was eating with the Gentiles I ' 
2D. But when they came, he was drawing-backu, and separatingv himself, fearingw the ones 

of the circumcision37 



681 Galatians 2:12 

I. Some think Paul is referring to his third visit in Act 15:1-3, the 
trip regarding the controversy over the gospel. Acts 15 gives the 
public view of it, Gal 2 the private view. Others think he means 
his second visit, the humanitarian trip of Act 11 :29-30; 12:25. 
"Again" could apply to either. Paul is listing the encounters rele
vant to his gospel. 

2. Or, "according to, in accordance with, because of". GK 2848. 
J. Same word as in 1:12. 
4. On this idiom, see Mt 14:13. Those who think Paul is describing 

the visit in Act 15 think this occurred in Act 15 :4, before the pub
lic meeting in Act 15:6. 

5. Or, "seeming [to people in general] to be", and thus, "being recog
nized as", "being acknowledged as". That is, the recognized lead
ers of the church of Jerusalem. On this word, compare Mk I 0:42 
and "seems" in Lk 22:24. Some think Paul is referring to those in 
Act 15:6. He is politely referring to them as the leaders of the 
Jerusalem church, and is not being derogatory or sarcastic, or ques
tioning their importance. Yet he does avoid calling them anything 
like "the apostles before me" (I: 17), or giving the impression he 
submitted to them in any way. Paul is addressing them as equals. 
Same word as in v 6, 9. GK 1506. "Something" is taken from v 6. 
Paul calls them "pillars" in v 9, though a broader group may be 
intended in v 2, 6. 

6. That is, running in my work, my proclamation of the gospel to the 
Gentiles. On this word, see 2 Thes 3: I. 

7. Or, "for nothing. to no end or result or effect". Some render this 
phrase "- whether somehow I am running or have run in vain'', 
expressing the topic to be discussed, the grammar implying that 
Paul expected a "no" answer. Others think Paul is expressing his 
personal fear or apprehension that his work might come to no effect 
because of the opposition of some in Jerusalem. His fear was not 
regarding his work or gospel, but regarding what might happen to 
his work ifhe allowed a rift to develop with those in Jerusalem over 
the issue of circumcision. In either case, Paul laid it before the lead
ers to help them see that what he was doing was from God. On this 
word, see "empty" in I Thes 2: I. Compare I Thes 3:5, which has 
similar grammar, and the same phrase "in vain". 

8. As proof that the Jerusalem leaders supported Paul, the situation 
regarding Titus is given. 

9. That is, nothing was required even in his particular case, much less 
in regard to my ministry in general. 

I 0. Same word as used of the Judaizers "compelling" Gentiles to live 
like Jews, 2: 14. On this word, see 6: 12. 

11. Or, "And, But". 
12. Or, "it was". That is, this attempt to have Titus circumcised. Others 

supply "he was not compelled''; others, "he was not circumcised''; 
others "we went up". There are other views of the connection 
between v 4-5 and v 2-3. The problem is that we do not know the 
historical details to which Paul is alluding. Each view of the con
nection is based on a suggested scenario as to exactly what hap
pened. Consult the commentaries. 

13. Some think Paul is referring to what happened in Antioch in Act 
15: I, and that Titus was taken to Jerusalem as a "test case". Others 
think he means the issue with Titus in particular arose in Jerusalem. 
This adjective is used only here. GK 4207. Related to "secretly 
bring in" in 2 Pet 2: I. 

14. Or, "slipped in", with unworthy motives. On this word, see "came 
in beside" in Rom 5:20. 

15. Used only here. GK 2945. Related to "spies" in Heb 11 :31. 
16. On this word, see 2 Cor 11 :20. It has the prefix "under", "enslave 

us under them, reduce us to slavery". 
17. Or, "gave way, drew back". Used only here. GK 1634. 
18. Or, "remain continually". On this word, see Lk 22:28. 
19. Notice that Paul does not finish this sentence. He leaves us expect

ing "I received nothing'', but changes to "they communicated 
nothing to me". 

20. Or, "formerly, once". Some think Paul is referring to these lead
ers' past standing before Jesus when He was on earth; others, to 
their standing as leaders in the church in Jerusalem when this took 
place. Used 29 times. GK 4537. 

21. Paul took no note of the earthly status, rank, or position of these 
leaders. And neither does God. On this word, see "mattering" in 
Phil 1:10. 

22. That is, God is impartial. On "receive the face", see Lk 20:21. 
23. Or, "well, for". Some think Paul means it "makes no difference to 

me ... for to me the ones ... communicated nothing". The human 
position of these leaders was of no consequence in this matter to 
me or to God, for they added nothing to me. Others think this 
resumes what Paul began to say earlier, "from the ones having the 
reputation of being something ... well, to me the ones ... ". GK 1142. 

24. In the Greek word order, "to me" is the first word in this clause, 
receiving Paul's emphasis. 

25. Or, "contributed, added". Same word as in 1:16. 
26. That is, the proclamation of the good news to the Gentiles. On this 

word, see Rom 2:26. 
27. On this word, used twice in this verse, and in 3:5, see I Cor 12:11. 

The miraculous powers of Peter and Paul objectively proved that 
God was empowering them both. 

28. That is, the brother of the Lord (see I: 19). The apostle James was 
dead by this time (Act 12:2). 

29. Some manuscripts say "Peter" {N}. On this name, see 1:18. 
30. Or, "partnership". On this word, see I Cor I :9. The "right hand of 

fellowship", a reference to the acceptance of Paul and Barnabas as 
full partners, is found only here. 

31. That is, "keeping in mind". On this word, see Jn 16:21. 
32. Or, "which indeed, I was eager to do this very thing". Some smooth 

this phrase by leaving out this word (considering it to be redundant), 
"which very thing I also was eager to do". Note I Cor 16: I. 

33. Some manuscripts say "Peter" {N}. 
34. On this city, see Act 11: 19. 
35. Or, "resisted, stood against". I stood against him face to face. On 

this word, see "resist" in Eph 6: 13. 
36. Or, "he had been condemned'', literally, "he was having been con

demned". Paul may mean that some believers in Antioch had con
demned Peter's behavior; or, that Peter was self-condemned by his 
behavior. The grammar means Peter was in a state of condemna
tion, he was standing condemned. Elsewhere only in I Jn 3:20, 21. 
GK2861. 

37. Peter was fearing that the Jewish believers would accuse him of vio
lating the Law of Moses by eating with the Gentiles. The issue here 
was not Gentiles keeping the Law (as in Acts 15), but Jewish Chris
tians (like Peter) keeping the Law. 

A.Act4:36 B.Titl:4 C.Actl5:38,takealongwith D.Act25:14 E.1Corl5:1 F.2Tim4:2 G.Gal3:28 H.Lk2:21 J.Gal5:13 
K. I Tim 2: II L. Act 26:29 M. Mt 4:4, mankind N. 2 Cor 2:7 0. Jn 3:36, believe P. Eph 2: 11 Q. Rom I :5 R. Lk I :34, know S. I Tim 3: 15 
T. Eph 4:3, diligent U. Act 20:20 V. Rom 1:1 W. Eph 5:33, respecting 



Galatians 2: 13 682 Verse 

rn And the other Jews also 1 joined-in-hypocrisy2 with him, so that even Barnabas was I ; 

carried-away3 by their hypocrisy" 
41). But when I saw that they were5 not walking-straight6 with regard to the truth of the good- I-+ 

newsA, I said to Cephas7 in front of everyone- "If you being a Jew are living Gentile-
ly and not Jewish-ly8

, how9 is it you are compelling8 the Gentiles to Judaize 10?" 

11 ·.. We' 1 are Jews by naturec, and not sinners0 from the Gentiles 12 • "But13 knowing that 15-1 !i 
a personE is not declared-righteousF by works0 of the Law except14 through faithH 
in Jesus Christ, even we believed1 in Christ Jesus 15 

I L In order that we might be declared-righteous by faith in Christ, and not by 
works of the Law 

21. Because by works of the Law, no flesh will 16 be declared-righteous 

21. But if 17 while seekingK to be declared-righteousF in Christ18, we also ourselves were 1-

found to be sinners, 19 is then Christ a ministerL ofsin?20 May it never be 

IF For if! am buildingM again these things which I tore-down21, I am demonstrating22 I ' 
myself to be a transgressorN 

I ( i. For23 through24 the Law, I died to the Law, in order that I might live to God I " 

111. I have been crucified-with° Christ25 

211. And I no longer am living, but Christ is living in me26 ~ 11 

_; 11. And what I am now27 living in the flesh28, I am living by faith29 in the 
Son of God30- the One having lovedP me, and having handed 
Himself overO for me 



683 Galatians 2:20 

I . Some manuscripts omit this word { C}. 
2. Used only here. GK 5347. Same root word as "hypocrisy" next. 
3. That is, led astray. On this word, see "carried along with" in Rom 

12:16. 
4. Or, "insincerity". Elsewhere only in Mt 23:28; Mk 12:15; Lk 12: I; 

I Tim 4:2; I Pet 2: I. GK 5694. Related to "pretend" in Lk 20:20; 
"hypocrite" in Mt 6:2; and "sincere" in Rom 12:9. 

5. More literally, "are", as the Greek typically phrases it. 
6. Or, "being straigh1forward, walking a straight path". Used only 

here. GK 3980. 
7. On this word, see 1:18. Some manuscripts say "Peter" {N}. 
8. These two words, "Gentile-ly, in a Gentile manner" (GK 1619), and 

"Jewish-ly, in a Jewish manner" (GK 2680), are used only here. 
Paul simply turned the nouns "Gentile, Jew" into adverbs. If you as 
a Jew have moved from strict adherence to the Jewish laws to a par
tial freedom from the Law, why should Gentiles do the reverse? 
When Peter withdrew from eating with the Gentiles, his behavior 
said "you Gentiles must become like these Jews". 

9. Some manuscripts say "why" {N}. 
I 0. Or, "to live like Jews". Paul turned the word "Jew" into a verb. Used 

only here. GK 2678. The Judaizers taught that the Gentile Chris
tians had to live like Jews- following their traditions and laws, 
especially circumcision (Act 15: I)- to be saved. 

11. Some think Paul's quotation of what he said to Peter continues to v 
21. Others think v 15-21 is Paul's present explanation of that event 
to the Galatians. In either case, v 15-21 may summarize the dis
cussion that followed the challenge in v 14. 

12. Or, "nations". On this word, see Act 15:23. 
13. Some manuscripts omit this word {C}. 
14. That is, "if he does not come through faith". The idiom "if not, 

unless, except" is used by Paul in Rom 10:15; 11:23; I Cor 8:8; 
9: 16; 14:6, 7, 9; 15:36; 2 Thes 2:3; 2 Tim 2:5. This is stated from 
the Jewish point of view, as an addition to their lifetime ofobedi
ence to God. We Jews who have faithfully obeyed God's Law all 
our lives know that we cannot be declared righteous if we do not 
come to Jesus by faith. Note that this implies that once they are 
declared righteous by faith, the Law-keeping is no longer relevant 
for salvation. They stand before God just like Gentiles. Paul takes 
up this inference in v 17. 

15. Some manuscripts say "Jesus Christ" {N}. 
16. This is an idiom, literally, "all flesh will not. .. ", on which see Mt 24:22. 
17. The grammar means "assuming it is true that". 
18. That is, "in union with Christ", explained by v 16 as "by faith in 

Christ and not by works of the Law". 
19. That is, ones equivalent in status to "sinners from the Gentiles", v 

15; ones no longer living under the Law but outside the Law, and 
thus to some degree in violation of the Law. Some put the empha
sis on the changed status at the time of salvation; others, on the con
duct in violation of the Law thereafter, like Peter eating with these 
Gentiles. In the explanation below, both aspects are included. 

20. There are several views on the exact meaning of this verse. Con
sult the commentaries. One way of stating Paul's full meaning may 
be expressed in three points. I. If as is the case, we "Jews by nature" 
(v 15), while seeking to be justified "by faith in Christ and not by 
works of the Law" (v 16), turned to Him in faith, 2. And if as is the 
case, we were therefore then and thereafter rightly found or con
sidered by the Law of Moses to be in the same class as "sinners 

from the Gentiles" (v 15), and violators of the Law of Moses when
ever we lived "Gentile-ly and not Jewish-ly" (v 14), 3. Then are we 
to say that Christ is a servant of sin for turning us from our status 
and lifestyle as Jews living under the Law, to the status and par
tial-lifestyle of Gentiles living without the Law? If the Law is still 
in force as our rule of life, as the Jewish Christians in Antioch were 
saying by their behavior, then Jesus must have been wrong to tum 
us away from it in general, and a promoter in particular of Peter's 
sin of eating with these Gentiles. To illustrate this, if Peter ate roast 
pig (one food forbidden by the Law) with the Gentiles, then he did 
in fact violate the Law of Moses. If he did so under the leading of 
Christ, then Christ did in fact promote the violation of the Law of 
Moses. Does this mean Christ is a promoter of sin? No way! 
Because this violation of the Law of Moses is no longer a sin, 
because the Law is no longer in force as a rule of life for Christians. 
The fact is, the one who tries to "rebuild" the Law and put it in force 
is the real transgressor, v 18. For "I died to the Law", ending its 
reign over me forever, v 19. I now live by faith, v 20. 

21. Or, "destroyed, abolished, nullified". On this word, see Mt 24:2. 
22. Or, "showing, exhibiting". On this word, see Rom 5:8. Christ is not 

a minister of sin, for if as a Christian I am rebuilding these laws as 
a rule of life which as a Jew I tore down to be saved by faith, then 
I am the transgressor, not Him. It is the rebuilding and trying to 
obey them in addition to faith (as Peter did when he retreated), not 
the tearing them down in Christ and the violating them as a conse
quence of faith (as Peter did when he ate with them), that now 
makes one a transgressor of God's Law. 

23. I am now the real transgressor of the Law because it is through the 
working of the Law itself that I died to the Law to become alive to 
God. By trying to rebuild the Law after dying to it, I show myself 
to be a transgressor of its very intent and work. And I am setting 
aside the grace of God, v 21. 

24. By "through the Law", some think Paul means the Law's work in 
punishing sin with death. Through the Law's requirements which 
I failed to keep, I became subject to the penalty of death. Having 
died with Christ, that penalty is paid. Thus I died to the Law and its 
demands, and to rebuild it is to transgress the verdict of the Law 
itself. Others think he means the Law's work in leading us, and Paul 
in particular, to Christ. Through the Law, I came to learn that I could 
not keep the Law or be righteous. Thus the Law itself taught me to 
abandon it and to seek Christ for salvation. Having done so, I died 
with Him, and thus died to the Law. To rebuilt it is to transgress 
what the Law itself taught me. 

25. This phrase explains how "I died to the Law". 
26. This phrase explains how it is Paul is now dead, yet "living to God". 

His pre-Christian self living under the Law is dead. Now Christ is 
living in him, creating life in him in a new realm. Note that Paul 
does not say "I am living in Christ" here, but "Christ is living in 
me", giving Paul a new kind of life. Paul is dead, crucified. 

27. That is, as a Christian, justified by faith, with Christ living in me. 
28. That is, in my continued human existence on earth. 
29. Or, "in faith", in the sphere of faith, not law. I do not continue to 

live by the works of the Law as a way of life, in the sphere of the 
Law. I am crucified with Christ, dead to the Law, and living in the 
sphere of faith and the Spirit. 

30. Instead of "Son of God", some manuscripts say "God and Christ" 
{A}. 

A. I Cor 15:1 B. Gal 6:12 C. Eph 2:3 D. Mt 9:10 E. Mt 4:4, mankind F. Rom 3:24 G. Mt 26:10 H. Eph 2:8 J. Jn 3:36 K. Phil 2:21 
L. I Cor 3:5, servants M. I Cor 4:4, edify N. Jam 2:9 0. Rom 6:6 P. Jn 21: 15, devotedly love Q. Mt 26:21, hand over 



Galatians 2:21 684 Verse 

2( i. I am not setting-aside1 the grace of God!2 For if righteousnessA comes 21 
through the Law, then Christ died without-a-reason3 

:'A. O foolish4 Galatians, who bewitched5 you6, before whose eyes7 Jesus Christ was portrayed8 as crucified9? 3: I 

I H. I want to learn8 only this from you- did you receive the Spirit by works of the Law, or by the 2 
hearing 10 of faith? 

I ( ·. Are you so foolish? Having begun-with11 the Spirit, are you now perfecting-yourse/ves 12 with \ 
the flesh? 

.:'C ·. Did you sutfer' 3 so many things in-vain14- if indeed it really was in-vain? 4 
3( ·. Did then the One supplying15 you the Spirit and working 16 miraclesc among you do it because-

of17 works of the Law, or because-of the hearing of faith? 

.:'ll. Just as Abraham "believed God and it was credited18 to him for righteousness", "know then that the h- -

ones offaith 19- these are the sons20 of Abraham 

IC Now the Scripture0 , having foreseenE that God declares the Gentiles righteous by faith, ~ 

announced-the-good-news-beforehand21 to Abraham [in Gen 12:3]- that "All the Gentiles 
will be blessed22 in23 you" 

2C. So then the ones of faith are being blessedF together-with Abraham, the man-o.f-faith24 'I 

ID. For all-who are of the works of the Law are under a curse25 

11 '.. For it has been written [in Deut 27:26] that "Cursed26 is everyone who is not 
continuing-in27 all the things having been written in the book of the Law, that he 
might do28 them"29 

21) And that no one is declared-righteousG by30 the Law before God is evident31-

11 . Because "The righteousH one will live by faith" [Hab 2:4] 

]11 

11 

21 ·. But the Law is not of faith, but "The one32 having done1 these things shall live by I ~ 

them" [Lev 18:5] 

-'I). Christ redeemed33 us from the curse of the Law 

11 . Having become a curse for us 

11:. Because34 it has been written [in Deut 21 :23], "Cursed is everyone hangingK 
on a treeL" 

I; 

21 . . In order that the blessingM of Abraham35 might come36 to the Gentiles in Christ Jesus37 I l 
31 ·.. In order that we might receive the promise38 of the Spirit39 through faith 

l< :. BrothersN, I speak in accordance with human° thinking40- though it is [a covenant] of a I' 
human°, no one sets-asider or adds-conditions-to41 a covenantO having been ratified42 

ID. Now the promises were spoken to Abraham and to his seedR I<• 



685 Galatians 3: 16 

I. Or, "nullifying, rejecting, declaring invalid". Same word as in Mk 
7:9; I Cor 1:19; Gal 3:15; I Tim 5:12; Heb 10:28. Elsewhere only 
as "reject" in Mk 6:26; Lk 7:30; 10: 16; Jn 12:48; I Thes 4:8; Jude 
8. GK 119. Related word in Heb 7: 18. 

2. Some think Paul means "the grace of God in giving the Law to Israel", 
as Paul's opponents charged him, because he set aside the Law or 
"nullified" it (Rom 3:31) by preaching grace. In setting aside Law
keeping, I am not setting aside God's grace as you claim I do. Others 
think Pat.I means "the grace of God saving us", as Paul is charging his 
opponents, because they are setting aside the grace of God by trying 
to rebuild the Law as a rule of life. I am not setting aside grace to 
rebuild Law-keeping, as you are doing. In either case, if Law-keeping 
was the path to righteousness, Christ did not need to die. 

3. Same word as in Jn 15:25. The word means "as a gift, freely, with
out payment'', and then "without a reason". The root word is "gift". 
Elsewhere only as "freely" in Mt 10:8; 2 Cor 11 :7; and "as a gift" 
in Rom 3:24; 2 Thes 3:8; Rev 21:6; 22:17. GK 1562. 

4. Or, "senseless". Same word as in v 3. On this word, see Tit 3:3. 
5. Or, "charmed", figuratively meaning "beguiled, deceived". It was 

also used in the sense of"cast a spell on". Used only here. GK 1001. 
6. Some manuscripts add "to not obey the truth" {N}. 
7. More literally "to whom, before the eyes". 
8. Or, "placarded, posted in a public proclamation, publicly set forth 

or proclaimed". Used of a man "posting a proclamation" that he 
was no longer responsible for the debts of his son. Same word as in 
Jude 4. Elsewhere only as "write before" in Rom I5:4; Eph 3:3. GK 
4591. Some manuscripts add "among you" {N). 

9. This is a participle, "having been crucified". 
I 0. Or, "report". Some think Paul means "the act of obedient hearing 

proceeding from or characterized by faith'', that is, believing the 
gospel. Was it by your works, or by your believing?; others, "the 
report concerning faith in Christ". Was it by your works, or by the 
preaching of the gospel to you? Same word as in v 5; Rom 10:17. 
On this word, see Heb 4:2. 

11. Or, "begun-in, begun-by". That is, "in the sphere of the Spirit"; or, 
"by means of the Spirit". Likewise with "flesh" next. Elsewhere 
only as "begun in" in Phil I :6. GK 1887. 

12. Or, "completing, finishing yourselves". Or, "being perfected, being 
finished". On this word, see 2 Cor 7: I. 

13. Some think Paul is referring to persecution. Others render this 
"Did you experience" so many benefits of the Spirit. The word is 
sometimes used this way outside the NT. Same word as in Mt 
17:12; 27:19; Act 17:3; Phil 1:29; I Thes 2:14; 2 Thes 1:5; I Pet 
2:20, 21; 4: 19; Rev 2: IO; etc. Used 42 times in the NT, always ren
dered "suffer". GK 4248. 

14. That is, to no avail. Same word as in4: 11. On this word, see Col 2:18. 
15. Or, "providing". On this word, see 2 Cor 9:10. 
16. Same word as in 2:8. On this word, see I Cor 12:11. 
I 7. Or, "from, out of, by". That is, was the source your works or your 

faith? Same nuance of this word as in 2 Cor 13:4. GK 1666. 
18. On this word, see "consider" in Rom 3:28. "Credit for righteousness" 

is also in Rom 4:3, 5, 9, 22; Jam 2:23. Paul is quoting Gen 15:6. 
19. That is, the ones originating in and living by faith, not works. Same 

phrase as in Rom 3 :26. 

20. Used 377 times, this word was used of male physical or adopted 
offspring; more broadly of physical or adopted "descendants, chil
dren", including males and females, as in "sons of Israel" in Rom 
9:27; 2 Cor 3:7, and "sons of humans" in Mk 3:28; Eph 3:5; figu
ratively of spiritual descendants or children, as here (note that Paul 
changes to "seed" in 3:29), and "sons of God" in v 25; and more 
figuratively, of people characterized by or related to a quality, peo
ple whose identity is defined in some way by a relationship to a 
quality, as in "sons of disobedience" in Eph 2:2, and "sons oflight" 
in I Thes 5:5. Reflecting modem sentiments, when both men and 
women are in view, some prefer to make this explicit by rendering 
this word "descendants" or "children". The explicit "sons and 
daughters" is found in 2 Cor 6: 18; Act 2: 17. GK 5626. Compare 
"daughter" in Lk 13: 16. 

21. Used only here. GK 4603. Related to the word in Act 5:42. 
22. Elsewhere only in Act 3:25. GK 1922. Related to the word in Lk 

6:28. Same word as in Gen 12:3; 18:18; 22:18; 26:4; 28:14. 
23. Or, "in connection with", as their spiritual father, Rom 4:11-12. 

GK 1877. 
24. Or, "the believer, the faithful". Rendered this way to show the rela

tionship to "faith" earlier. On this word, see "faithful" in Col I :2. 
25. The curse is in the Law itself. Elsewhere only in v 13; Heb 6:8; Jam 

3:10; 2 Pet 2:14. GK 2932. The related verb is in Rom 12:14. 
26. Elsewhere only in v 13. GK 2129. Related to "curse" earlier in this 

verse. 
27. Or, "staying in, remaining in, abiding in, being faithful to, being 

true to". Same word as in Act 14:22; Heb 8:9. Elsewhere only as 
"stay in" in Act 28:30. GK 1844. 

28. This idiom "that he might do", is also in Lk 2:27; Heb 10:7, 9. 
29. That is, only "doers" of the Law are justified, Rom 2:12-13. And 

none are doers. 
30. Or, "in the Law", in the sphere of the Law, or "under" the Law, as 

in Rom 2:12. GK 1877. 
31. Or, "clear, plain". Same word as in Mt 26:73. Elsewhere only as 

"clear" in I Cor 15:27. GK 1316. Related to "make clear" in I 
Cor 3:13. 

32. Some manuscripts say "The person ... " {N}. 
33. Same word as in 4:5. On this word, see Eph 5: 16. 
34. Some render this word "For" (GK 4022). Some manuscripts have 

a different word, "For" {K}, the word in v 10 (GK 1142). 
35. That is, the blessing promised to him, the blessing of being declared 

righteous by faith, v 8. 
36. Or, "come to pass for". GK 1181. 
37. Some manuscripts say "Jesus Christ" {N}. 
38. On this word, see I Jn 2:25. Some manuscripts say "blessing" {A}, 

the word earlier. 
39. That is, the promise consisting of the Spirit, the Holy Spirit. 
40. Or, "in accordance with mankind". That is, from the human point 

of view, as people do about their affairs. 
41. Used only here. GK 2112. Related to "directing" in I Cor 7: 17. 
42. Paul now applies this bit of human truth to God's covenant with 

Abraham. The Law did not change it. On this word, see "confirm" 
in 2 Cor 2:8. 

A.Roml:l7 B.Phil4:11 C.1Corl2:10 D.2Pet3:16 E.Act2:31 F.Lk6:28 G.Rom3:24 H.Roml:l7 J.Revl3:13 K.Actl0:39 
L. I Pet 2:24, cross M. 2 Cor 9:5 N. Act 16:40 0. Mt 4:4, mankind P. Gal 2:21 Q. Heb 8:6 R. Heb 11: 11 



Galatians 3: I 7 686 

11. He1 does not say [in Gen 13:15] "and to seeds'', as-though speaking in reference to 
many; but as-though speaking in reference to one, "and to your seed2"- who is Christ 

Verse 

2D. And this I say- the Law, having come-about after four-hundred and thirty years,3 does 17 
not un-ratify4 the covenantA having been previously-ratified5 by God6, so as to do-away-
with7 the promise 

11· .. For ifthe inheritance8 is of the Law, it is no longer of the promise8 

21 . But God has freely-given9 it to Abraham through10 the promise 

I~ 

4( ·. Why then the Law? It was added 11 because of the transgressions12 i 'J 

ID. Until which time the Seed should come to Whom 13 the promise has been made 14 

21 J. Having been commanded 15 through angels by the hand of a mediator16 

11· Now a 17 mediator is not [a mediator] of[only] one [party], but God is one 18 211 

SC. Is the Law then against the promises ofGod19? May it never be! For if a Law being able to 21 
give-lifec had been given, righteousness0 really20 would have been by the Law! 

I[) But21 the Scripture22 confined23 all things under sin24 , in order that the promise by faith 
in Jesus Christ25 might be given to the ones believingE 

21 J. And before the faith 26 came, we were being kept-in-custody27 under the Law- being 
confined28 until29 the faith 30 destined31 to be revealedF 

1 IJ. So then the Law has been32 our tutor33 leading-to34 Christ, in order that we might be 2-l 
declared-righteousG by faith 

41 J. But the faith35 having come, we are no longer under a tutor,• for you all are sonsH of God36 2 " -_,', 
through faith in Christ37 Jesus 

11 .. For all you who were baptized38 into Christ put-on39 Christ. "There is no Jew nor 2--2~ 
Greek40, there is no slave1 nor free\ there is no maleL and femaleM. For you all are 
one in Christ Jesus 

21.. And if41 you are Christ's, then you are seed of Abraham- heirs42 according-to43 '' 1 

the promise 

:rn. Now I say44- for as much time as the45 heirN is a child46, he is no different0 from a slave. Being -l i 

the [future] owner47 of all, "nevertheless48 he is under guardiansP and stewards49 until the pre
appointed50 day of the father 



687 Galatians 4:2 

I. That is, the One who spoke the promises. Or, "it", the Scriptures. 
2. That is, descendant. Paul was well aware that "seed" has a plural, 

collective sense, as he himself uses it in 3:29, "You (plural) are seed 
(singular, as here)". Here, Paul's point is that it also has a singular 
sense, which he applies to Christ. The promises were made to the 
near-tenn receiver (Abraham), and to the far-tenn fulfiller of them 
(Christ, v 19), for all his descendants. Same word as in v 19, on 
which see Heb 11: 11. 

3. The referenc, to 430 years comes from Ex 12:40, 41. Some think 
Paul means "after 430 years in Egypt", a period which began in Gen 
46, the promises having been repeated to Abraham, Isaac, and 
Jacob. There are other views. 

4. On this word, see "nullified" in Mt 15:6. Related to "having been 
previously ratified" later in the verse; and to "ratify" in v 15. 

5. Used only here. GK 4623. 
6. Some manuscripts add "in Christ" {A}. 
7. Or, "nullify, make invalid, render inoperative". On this word, see 

Rom 6:6. 
8. If the source of the inheritance has become the Law, then the prom-

ise no longer has any significance. 
9. Or, "given as a gift". Related to "grace". On this word, see I Cor 2: 12. 
I 0. Or, "by means of". GK 1328. 
11. It was not added to the covenant of promise, v 15. It was a distinct 

covenant added beside it, Rom 5:20. On this word, see "increase" 
in Lk 17:5. 

12. Where there is no law, no requirement, there is no sin (Rom 4: I 5) 
or accountability (Rom 5: 13). The Law made sin a violation, a 
transgression of God's requirements. The Law gave knowledge of 
sin (Rom 3:20). The Law taught the need for a Savior, Gal 3:23. On 
this word, see Rom 5: I 4. 

13. That is, Christ, v 16. Thus the Law was in force from Moses "until" 
Christ came. 

14. More literally, "to Whom it has been promised", that is, to Whom 
the promise was spoken, v 16. 

15. Or, "ordained, set in order, arranged". On the Law and angels, com
pare Act 7:38, 53; Heb 2:2. On this word, see "directing" in I Cor 
7: 17. Related to "directions" in Act 7:53. 

16. That is, Moses, who mediated the covenant of Law between God 
and the people of Israel. For the covenant of promise, God spoke 
directly with Abraham. On this word, see Heb 8:6. 

I 7. That is, any mediator, a generic mediator. Literally, "the mediator", 
the one in general. 

18. A mediator stands between two sides- for the Law, between God 
and Israel. The covenant of promise is superior to that of Law 
because God is the only party, Heb 6: 13-18. There is no mediator, 
only God acting alone, promising something directly to Abraham. 
There are many interpretations of this verse. Consult the commen
taries. Paul does not fully spell out his meaning here, but leaves a 
lot to be understood. 

19. Some manuscripts omit "ofGod" {C}. 
20. And in this case, the Law would have nullified the promise (v 18), and 

made Christ's death unnecessary (2:21 ). On this word, see Jn 8:36. 
21. Or, "On the contrary, Rather", in contradiction to that theory. GK 247. 
22. That is, God speaking in the Law, and in the promises made prior 

to the Law to Abraham. 

23. Or, "enclosed, hemmed in, shut in on all sides". Same word as in v 23; 
Rom 11 :32. Elsewhere only as "enclosed" in Lk 5:6. GK 5168. 

24. As stated in Rom 3:9, and proved in Rom 3: 10-20. "Under sin" is 
the same phrase as in Rom 3:9. 

25. Or, "by the faithfulness of Jesus Christ". That is, the promise com
ing to us by means of faith in Jesus; or, by means of the faithfulness 
of Jesus to what God sent Him to do. 

26. That is, the faith just mentioned, the faith in Jesus Christ, v 22. On 
this word, see Eph 2:8. Related to "believing" next. 

27. Or, "guarded". Elsewhere only as "guard" in 2 Cor 11 :32; Phil 4:7; 
I Pet I :5. GK 5864. 

28. Some manuscripts say "having been confined" { N}. 
29. Or, "for, to". GK 1650. 
30. That is, the one just mentioned, the faith in Jesus Christ. 
31. This is a participle, "being destined, being about to be". Same 

word and grammar as in Rom 8: 18. On this word, see "going to" 
in Mk I0:32. 

32. Or, "become, come to be". GK 1181. 
33. Or, "guardian, guide". This person was a slave who took the child 

to and from school, and supervised and guided his conduct. This 
implies that the Law is inferior and temporary, belonging to the 
period of childhood. The key thing the Law teaches is the knowl
edge of sin, and therefore the need for a Savior. Elsewhere only in 
v 25; I Cor 4: 15. GK 4080. 

34. Or, "until", as in v 23. On this word, see "resulting in" in Rom 5: 16. 
GK 1650. 

35. That is, the one mentioned, faith in Jesus Christ, v 22, 23. 
36. That is, children of God. On "sons of God", see Rom 8: 14. 
37. Some think Paul means "through faith in Christ", the Greek word 

order; others, "sons of God in Christ Jesus through faith". 
38. This construction is similar to Rom 6:3, except the verbs here call 

for "you" instead of "we". On this word, see Mk I :8. 
39. Or, "are wearing, dressed in". That is, put on like a gannent. On this 

word see Rom 13:14. 
40. That is, a non-Jew, a Gentile. It is paired with "Jew" like this 16 

times. Used 25 times. GK 1818. In Christ there is no religious divi
sion of the world based on Judaism; no economic division based on 
slavery; no division based on gender. 

41. The grammar means "Assuming you are". 
42. Some manuscripts say "and heirs" { K}. 
43. Or, "based on, in relation to". GK 2848. 
44. Having mentioned being "sons of God" and "heirs", Paul now takes 

this up and applies it to the Galatians. Note that his starting point is 
an illustration spoken in accordance with human thinking, as in 3: 15. 

45. That is, the one in general, any heir. 
46. That is, a minor. Same word as in v 3, on which see "infant" in I 

Cor 3:1. 
47. Or, "master, lord". On this word, see "master" in Mt 8:2. 
48. Or, " .. .from a slave, [though] being the [future] owner of all. But 

he is under ... ". 
49. Or, "household managers". On this word, see I Pet 4: 10. 
50. Or, "fixed beforehand, pre-set, fixed in advance". Used only here. 

GK4607. 

A.Heb8:6 B.Ephl:l4 C.Jn5:21 D.Roml:l7 E.Jn3:36 F.2Thes2:3 G.Rom3:24 H.Gal3:7 J.Rom6:17 K.Mtl7:26 L.Mtl9:4 
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Galatians 4:3 688 Verse 

I ( ·. In this manner1 also we2, when we were children, were enslaved3 under the elemental4 things 
of the world 

2C. But when the fullnessA o/time came, God sent-forth5 His Son- ·1 

In. Having come6 from a woman 
2D. Having come under the Law

0

in order that He might redeem8 the ones under the Law ' 
JD. In order that we [all] might receivec the adoption7 

4D. And because8 you are sons9
, God sent-forth the Spirito/His Son into our10 hearts crying- (, 

out0 , "AbbaE! Father!" 

.'-c · So then you are no longer a slave, 11 but a son- and if a son, also an heirF through God12 

-K. But at that time 13 not knowingG God, you were-slaves14 to the ones by nature 15 not being ~ 

gods-"but now having knownH God, yet rather having been knownH by God <1 

ID. How is it you are tuming-back16 again to the weak1 and poor17 elemental things to which 
again you are wantingK to be-slavesL anewM? 

IL. You are observingN days and months and seasons and years I I 1 

2L. I am fearing/or you, that 18 I somehow have labored in-vain° for you I I 

.rn. I begP you, brothers, become as I, because I also became as you19 I 2 

I ( ·. You did me no wrongO. •And you know20 that I first21 announced-the-good-newsR to you I ; 

because of a weakness22 of the flesh 

ID. And you did not treat-with-contempt23 nor loathe24 your trial25 in-connection-with my 14 
flesh, but you welcomed5 me as an angel26 of God, as Christ Jesus 

2D. Where27 then is your blessedness28? For I testifyT concerning you that, if possible, you I' 
would have given your eyes29 to me, having tom them out 

2( ·. So then, have I become your enemy while speaking-the-truthu to you? I 11 

:I( . They are zealously-seekingv you- not commendably30, but they want to shut you out31 in- I -

order-that32 you might be zealously-seeking them 
4( ·. Now33 it is good to be zealously-sought in a commendable34 thing at-all-times35, and not only I~ 

during my being present with you-• my36 children w, as to whom again I am suffering-birth- I ' 1 

pains37 until which time Christ is formed38 in you 

ID. But I was Uust now] wishing39 to be presenr4° with you now4 1, and to changex my tone42 , .::11 

because I am perplexed43 with you 

:' 11. Tell me, the ones wanting to be under the Law, do you not hear the Law? 2 I 

IC . For it has been written that Abraham had two sons- one by the slave-woman Y and one by the 
freez woman. 

0

But the one by the slave-woman has been born according to the flesh, and the 
one by the free woman through44 the promise 



689 Galatians 4:23 

I. That is, as future heirs under guardianship while children. 
2. Some think Paul means "we Jewish Christians" in v 3-5; others, "all 

Christians, we and you" in v 3-7. In any case, the Jew-Gentile dis
tinction is clearly not his main point in this section. Note the change 
in v 6 from "you" to "our''. 

3. Or, "we had been enslaved''. This is a participle, we "were having 
been enslaved". On this word, see Rom 6: 18. 

4. This word refers to the basic components or fundamental principles 
of a thing, the AbCs of a thing. Some think Paul means the rudi
mentary knowledge of God available in the world before Christ, the 
elementary forms ofreligion, Jewish and Gentile; others, the phys
ical and ritual aspects of such religions in particular; others, the ele
mental spiritual beings associated with pagan religions. Sarne word 
as in v 9; Col 2:8, 20; and as "elements" in Heb 5: 12. Elsewhere 
only as physical "elements" in 2 Pet 3:10, 12. GK 5122. Related 
to "walk in line" in 5:25. 

5. Same word as in v 6, and as "sent out" in Act 12:11; 13:26; 22:11. 
Used 13 times. GK 1990. Related to "send out" in Mk 3: 14. 

6. Or, "come to be, come into being". Jesus "came into being" as a 
human, and in this sense was "born", from a woman and under the 
Law. The Son "came (same word) in the likeness of humans", Phil 
2:7. John expresses this by saying "The Word became (same word) 
flesh". On this word, see 2 Pet I :20. 

7. Elsewhere only of Israel (Rom 9:4), and believers (Rom 8:15, 23; 
Eph I :5). GK 5625. 

8. Some render this "that", meaning, "and as proof that". GK 4022. 
9. That is, children. On this word, see 3:7. 
10. Some manuscripts say "your" {A}. 
11. Referring to v 3. 
12. Compare Rom 8:17. Some manuscripts say "of God through 

Christ" {A}. 
13. That is, when you were a slave, not a son," 7. Paul uses grammar 

that emphasizes the contrast between the two halves of this sentence; 
between then and now. 

14. Or, "served as slaves". Same word as in v 9. 
15. By nature, they were idols of stone and wood, or demons ( 1 Cor 

10:20). On this word, see Eph 2:3. 
16. The turning to Judaism and Law-keeping by the Galatians is called 

a turning back again to the elemental things to which they were 
enslaved as Gentiles. The rudimentary nature of these things is the 
same, though the form is different. On this word, see Jam 5: 19. 

17. This word means "poor, destitute, impoverished, a beggar". It is 
used of one dependent on begging for survival. These elemental 
things have nothing to offer. Elsewhere only in Mt 5:3; 11 :5; 19:21; 
26:9, II; Mk 10:21; 12:42, 43; 14:5, 7; Lk 4: 18; 6:20; 7:22; 14: 13, 
21; 16:20, 22; 18:22; 19:8; 21:3; Jn 12:5, 6, 8; 13:29; Rom 15:26; 
2 Cor 6: 10; Gal 2:10; Jam 2:2, 3, 5, 6; Rev 3: 17; 13:16. GK 4777. 
Related to "poverty" and "became poor" in 2 Cor 8:9. Compare the 
unrelated word "needy" in 2 Cor 9:9. 

18. On this idiom, see Act 5:26. 
19. Thal is, become believers living by faith, not Jewish-ly, because as 

as such, I became like you, living Gentile-ly. 
20. Paul reminds the Galatians that they had reason to treat him poorly 

when he first came, but they did not do so. 

21. Or, "formerly, before". On this word, see 2 Cor 1:15. 
22. Or, "sickness". On this word, see Mt 8: 17. 
23. Or, "reject with contempt". On this word, see I Thes 5 :20. 
24. Used only here, ekptuo even sounds like what it means- "to spit 

out, to spurn". GK 1746. 
25. Or, "temptation". Paul's condition was a trial for the Galatians, or 

a temptation to reject him. Some manuscripts say "my trial" or "the 
trial" {A}. On this word, see Jam I :2. 

26. Or, "a messenger''. On this word, see "messenger" in I Tim 3: 16. 
27. Some manuscripts say "What" {N}, so that it says "What then [hap

pened to] your blessedness?". Used 48 times. GK 4544. 
28. That is, your feeling of a sense of blessing in my work among you. 

You had it then, and expressed it in your response to me. Where is 
it now? Elsewhere only in Rom 4:6, 9. GK 3422. Related to 
"blessed" in Lk 6:20. 

29. Some think Paul had some type of eye disease, and further, that this 
was his "thorn in the flesh'', 2 Cor 12:7. However, this may simply 
be a hyperbole showing the extent of their devotion, as in the phrase 
"you would have given me the shirt off your back''. 

30. Or, "fitly, appropriately''. On this word, see "well" in Act 10:33. 
31. Or, "exclude you". Paul may mean his opponents want to position 

the Gentile believers as excluded from God's highest blessing- in 
particular, because they are uncircumcised- so that the Gentile 
believers must pursue them and the Jewish way of life (v 10) in order 
to gain or feel the acceptance and approval of God. Others think he 
means "exclude you from us" (ones like Paul), to isolate you from 
us. There are other views. Elsewhere only in Rom 3:27. GK 17 JO. 

32. Or, "so that you will". GK 2671. 
33. Since Paul is also zealously-seeking the Galatians, he adds this per

sonal word (v 18-20), so they can see the difference between his 
motives and those of his opponents (which he spells out in 6: 12-13). 

34. Or, "good". It is fine to be pursued by me or anyone else, as long as 
the reason for it is commendable. Same word as "good" earlier in 
this verse, on which see I Tim 5: I Oa. Related to the word in v 17. 

35. As Paul himself is doing even now, and not only when he is there 
with the Galatians. On this word, see "always" in I Thes 5:16. 

36. Some start a new sentence here (making it SC.), omitting the "But" 
beginning v 20. Some manuscripts say "little children" {N}. 

37. Elsewhere only in v 27; Rev 12:2. GK 6048. Related to the words 
in Rom 8:22 and I Thes 5:3. 

38. That is, until you reflect Christ's image. Used only here. GK 3672. 
Related to "transformed" in Rom 12:2; "conformed" in Phil 3: IO; 
and "similar to the form" in Rom 8:29. 

39. Or, "I would wish", if it were possible. Same grammar as in Act 
25:22; Rom 9:3. 

40. Same word as in v 18. Not only when I am present (v 18), but I wish 
I was present. On this word, see Rev 17:8. 

41. On this word, see "right now" in 2 Thes 2:7. 
42. That is, the tone expressed in this letter. On this word, see "voice" 

in Mk 1:26. 
43. Or, "at a loss''. On this word, see 2 Cor 4:8. 
44. Or, "by means of". One was born according to the normal course 

of nature; the other by virtue of the promise. 

A. Col I: 19 B. Eph 5: 16 C. Lk 16:25 D. Mt 8:29 E. Mk 14:36 F. Rom 8: 17 G. I Jn 2:29 H. Lk I :34 J. I Thes 5: 14 K. Jn 7: 17, willing 
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U. Eph 4: 15 V. 2 Cor 11 :2,jealous for W. I Jn 3: I X. Rom I :23, exchanged Y. Jn 18: 17, servant girl Z. Mt 17:26 



Galatians 4:24 690 Verse 

2C. Which things are being allegorized 1, for these women are two covenantsA-

1 D. One2 is from Mount Sinai3, bearing0 children for slaveryc, which is Hagar 
0

(now" Hagar 2" 
is Mount Sinai in Arabia). And she5 corresponds6 to the present Jerusalem,7 for' she9 is 
a slaveio with her children° 

:i 1). But 11 the Jerusalem above is freeE- which is our 12 mother 2 (, 

I!'.. For 13 it has been written [in Isa 54:1], "CelebrateF, barrenG one, the one not giving
birthH. Break-forth and shoutJ, the one not suffering-birth-painsK. Because many 
more are the children° of the desolate 14 than of the one having the husband!" 

'1 J) And you 15, brothers, are children° of the promise in accordance with Isaac ::~ 

\C. But just as at-that-timeL the one having been bom0 according to the flesh was persecutingM the ::·1 
one born according to the Spirit, so also now. 16 •But what does the Scripture say? '11 

ID. "Send-outN the slave-woman and her son. For the son of the slave-woman shall by no 
means inherit 17 with the son of the free woman" [Gen 21:10] 

4( · Therefore, brothers, we are not children° of a slave-woman, but of the free woman ·' I 

'· \. Christ set us free 18 for freedom 19
• Therefore be standing-jirm0

, and do not again be held-in20 a yoke21 of .; I 
slaveryc 

I B. Behold- I, Paul, say to you that if you receive-circumcision22, Christ will profitP you nothing 
21 l. And I testify23 again to every man receiving-circumcision that he is a debtorO to do the whole Law24 

.rn You who are [trying to be] declared-righteousR by the Law were alienated25 from Christ. You fell- .1 

from26 grace27 

I<..·. For by28 the Spirit, by faith29
, we are eagerly-awaiting5 the hope of righteousness 

2C. For in Christ Jesus neither circumcision T nor uncircumcisionu can-do30 anything, but faith h 

working31 through love 

-Ill. You were running weUV. Who hindered32 you that you should not be persuaded33 by the34 truth? 
The persuasion35 is not from the One callingw you ~ 

I ( · A little leavenx leavens the whole lump 
2( · I am persuaded36 with reference to you in the Lord that you will thinkY no other thing I il 

'1( · But the one disturbingz you will bearAA the judgment00, whoever he may be 

.'ill. But37 I, brothers, ifl am still proclaimingcc circumcisionT, why am I still being persecutedM? 11 

IC . Then38 the offense39 of the cross00 has been abolished40 



691 Galatians 5: 11 

1. This word means to speak another meaning other than the literal 
meaning, "to speak figuratively, metaphorically; to interpret alle
gorically''. Paul may mean that as written in Scripture these facts 
"contain an allegory" or a spiritual sense underlying the literal 
sense, almost like a type. Or, he may mean that he is now inter
preting them in an allegorical fashion, drawing out a spiritual mean
ing from the literal events. Used only here. GK 251. 

2. That is, one woman representing one covenant. 
3. This is where Moses received the Law. Elsewhere only in v 25; Act 

7:30, 38. GK 4982. 
4. Some manuscripts say "for ... "; others, "for Mount Sinai is in Ara

bia", omitting "Hagar" {C}. The grammar indicates that Paul 
means the word "Hagar" itself, or the concept of Hagar as repre
senting a covenant, is identified with Mount Sinai. Some think Paul 
means that Mount Sinai was also called "Hagar" (or a word that 
sounds like "Hagar") in their day by the Arabians, thus supporting 
his identification with an etymological argument. Others think Paul 
is emphasizing that the Hagar-Mount Sinai-covenant concept under 
discussion is "in Arabia", that is, it is not in the promised land. Con
sult the commentaries. 

5. That is, Hagar. 
6. This word means "to be in the same series with", such as in the 

same line. rank, category, etc. Used only here. GK 5368. 
7. Hagar is allegorically the Law Covenant, and corresponds to the 

present physical Jerusalem, and is the mother of slaves, and a 
slave herself. 

8. Some manuscripts say "and" {K}. 
9. That is, the present Jerusalem. 
I 0. Or, "serves as a slave''. On this word, see "are slaves" in Rom 6:6. 
11. Fully stated, this side of the comparison would be "The other is from 

the land of promise, bearing children for freedom- which is Sarah. 
She corresponds to the Jerusalem above. For she lives as a free 
woman with her children of promise''. But Paul abbreviates and 
jumps right to the main points- she is free, and she is our mother. 

12. Some manuscripts say "mother of us all" {A}. Sarah is allegorically 
the New Covenant, and corresponds to the heavenly Jerusalem, and 
is the free mother of free children. 

13. This is given to prove that she is our mother. 
14. That is, unable to bear children, referring to Sarah. On this word, 

see "wilderness" in Mt 3: I. 
15. Some manuscripts say "we" { B}. 
16. See Gen 21 :9. The physical descendants of Abraham persecute the 

spiritual descendants of Abraham. 
17. Elsewhere only in Mt 5:5; 19:29; 25:34; Mk 10:17; Lk 10:25; 

18:18; I Cor6:9, 10; 15:50;Gal5:2l;Heb 1:4, 14;6:12; 12:17; I 
Pet 3:9; Rev 21 :7. GK 3099. Related to "heir" in Rom 8: 17, and 
"inheritance" in Eph I: 14. 

18. On "set free", see Rom 8:2. Same root word as "freedom" next. 
19. That is, the freedom that belongs to us as children of the free 

woman, 4:31. On this word, see 5: 13. Instead of"Christ... standing
firm", some manuscripts say "Therefore, stand:firm in the freedom 
in which Christ set us free" { B}. 

20. Or, "caught in, entangled in, ensnared in, loaded down with, held 

subject to''. Do not put your neck back in that yoke again. On this 
word, see "be hostile" in Mk 6: 19. 

21. Same word as in Act 15: I 0, "the yoke which neither we nor our 
fathers have been able to bear"; and I Tim 6: 1; Mt 11 :29, 30. Else
where only as "balance scale" in Rev 6:5. GK 2433. 

22. Using this same word, the Judaizers said "you must be circumcised to 
be saved", Act 15: I, 5. Paul says that ifa person tries to approach God 
through works, Christ cannot help him; he must keep all the Law. In 
Col 2: 11, Paul says that we are spiritually circumcised in Christ. On 
this word, see "circumcise" in Lk 2:21. 

23. Or, "affirm, bear witness'', as a witness to the truth. On this word, 
see I Thes 2:12. 

24. If you proceed with works, then you must keep the whole Law to 
be justified. Compare Jam 2: I 0. 

25. Same word as "released" in Rom 7:2, 6, but with a more negative 
meaning, "estranged, cut off, separated". Their relationship with 
Christ is severed. On this word, see "done away with" in Rom 6:6. 

26. Or, "fell off''. Same word as in 2 Pet 3:17. Elsewhere only as "fall 
off" in Act 12:7; Jam I: 11; I Pet I :24; "fall away" in Act 27:32; 
"fail" in Rom 9:6; and "run aground" (fall off the sea) in Act 27: 17, 
26, 29. GK 1738. 

27. We either come by grace and faith, or we come by our own works 
ofobedience. These are mutually exclusive paths. If we choose the 
latter, Christ cannot help us and we will not receive His grace. On 
this word, see Eph 2:8. 

28. Or, "in''. 
29. Or, "are eagerly awaiting the hope of righteousness by faith''. 
30. Or, "avails; has power, strength, ability, validity for". Compare I 

Cor 7:19. Same word as in Phil 4:13; Jam 5:16. Used 28 times, 
mostly as "be able, be strong, be strong-enough''. GK 27 JO. Related 
to "strong" in Rev 18:8; and "strength" in Eph I: 19. 

31. Or, "being in operation, being at work, producing an effect''. On 
this word, see "works" in I Cor 12: 11. 

32. Or, ''thwarted, cut in on''. Elsewhere only in Act 24:4; Rom 15:22; I 
Thes2:18; I Pet3:7.GK/60/. Relatedto"hindrance"in I Cor9:12. 

33. Or, "be obeying the truth". This word is related to "persuasion" 
next, and is the same word as in v I 0. It is rendered this way to show 
the relationship. On this word, see I Jn 3: 19. 

34. Some manuscripts omit this word {C}. 
35. Used only here. GK 4282. 
36. Or, "confident''. Same word as in v 7, but different grammar. 
37. Apparently some of these disturbers were saying that Paul is, or 

really meant to be, proclaiming circumcision. But their own behav
ior towards Paul proves that this is not true. 

38. That is, ifl were in fact proclaiming it. 
39. Or, "trap, cause of falling". On this word, see "cause of falling" in 

Rom 11 :9. The cross is the "trip-stick" in a trap set by God in Zion, 
Rom 9:33. Note Lk 2:34. This "trap" reveals what is in the heart. 
If one trips over it, he is caught in the trap. The cross is what makes 
the gospel offensive (I Cor I :23, same word), and God intends this 
to be so (I Cor 1:18-25). 

40. Or, "done away with, nullified". Note 6: 12. On this word, see "done 
away with" in Rom 6:6. 

A. Heb 8:6 B. I Jn 2:29, born C. Rom 8:15 D. I Jn 3: I E. Mt 17:26 F. Rev 12: 12 G. Heb II: II H. Lk 2: II, born J. Mt 3:3 K. Gal 4: 19 
L. Mt 24:9, then M. 2 Tim 3: 12 N. Jn 12:31, cast out 0. I Cor 16: 13 P. Rom 2:25 Q. Rom I: 14 R. Rom 3:24 S. Rom 8: 19, awaiting 
T. Eph 2: 11, circumcised U. Rom 2:26, uncircumcised V. Act 10:33 W. Rom 8:30 X. Mt 13:33 Y. Rom 8:5 Z. Gal I :7 AA. Mt 8: 17, carry 
BB. Jn 9:39 CC. 2 Tim 4:2 DD. Mt 10:38 



Galatians 5: 12 692 Verse 

<ii~. O-that 1 the ones upsetting2 you would indeed cut-themselves-ofP! 12 

4.\. For' you were calledA for freedom5, brothers8 , only do not use the freedom for an opportunity6 for the flesh I ; 

I Il. But be serving7 one another through lovec 

r c. For the whole Law has been fulfilled8 in one saying- in the "You shall love your neighbor 14 
as9 yourself" [Lev 19: 18] 

2C. But if you are biting and devouring0 one another, watch out that you may not be consumed 10 I' 
by one another 

213. And I say- be walkingE by the Spirit, and you will never" fulfill 12 the desire 13 of the fleshF 

IC. For14 the flesh desires 15 against the Spirit, and the Spirit against the flesh 

ID. For16 these are contrary 17 to one another18 in-order-that19 you might not be doing20 these 
things which you may be wantingG 

111 

2C. But if you are being led21 by the Spirit, you are not under the Law22 
J ,: 

3C. Now the works of the flesh are evidentH- which are23 sexual-immoralityl, impurityK, i '1 

sensualityL, "idolatry, sorceryM, hostilitiesN, strife24 , jealousy25 , rages26, selfish-interests0 , ~11 
dissentionsr, factionsO, • envy27, drunkenness28, revelries\ and the things like these ~I 

ID. As to which things I tell you beforehand5,just as I said-before5, that the ones practicingT 
such things will not inheritu the kingdomv of God 

4C. But the fruit29 of the Spirit is lovec, joyw, peaceX, patiencev, kindnessz, goodness30, 

faithfulnessAA, • gentleness88, self-controlcc '' 

11 >. Against such things there is no law 

:'( ·. And the ones of Christ Jesus31 crucified32 the fleshF, with its passions00 and desiresEE 
<ic. Ifwe are livingFF by the Spirit, let us also be walking-in-line33 with the Spirit 

~·I 
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1. Or, "Would that". Elsewhere only in 1Cor4:8; 2 Cor 11:1; Rev 
3:15. GK 4054. 

2. Or, "disturbing, troubling". Same word as in Act 17:6. Elsewhere 
only as "cause an upset" in Act 21 :38. GK 415. 

3. Paul means either that they should "castrate themselves, make 
eunuchs of themselves" (a sarcastic response to their desire for cir
cumcision), or "cut themselves off from the congregation". Same 
word as in "if your hand offends, cut it off" in Mk 9:43, 45. Else
where only in Jn 18: I 0, 26; Act 27:32. GK 644. 

4. Paul uses this word to assert his next main point. It could be ren
dered "Indeed". GK 1142. 

5. Or, "liberty". Same word as in Gal 2:4; 5: I; Rom 8:21; 1Cor10:29; 
2 Cor 3:17; I Pet 2:16; 2 Pet 2:19. Elsewhere only as "liberty" in 
Jam I :25; 2: 12. GK 1800. Related to "set free" in Gal 5: I. 

6. Or, "base of operations, occasion". On this word, see Rom 7:8. 
7. On this word, see "are slaves" in Rom 6:6. 
8. On this word, see "filled" in Eph 5:18. Some manuscripts say "is 

fulfilled" {N}. 
9. Or, "like". See Mt 19: 19 on this command. 
JO. Or, "destroyed, used up, squandered". Elsewhere only in Lk 9:54, 

call down fire to "consume" them. GK 384. 
11. This is an emphatic negative, the strongest in Greek, meaning 

"never, by no means, in no way". Elsewhere in the Epistles only in 
Rom 4:8; I Cor 8:13; I Thes 4:15; 5:3; Heb 8:11, 12; IO:l7; 13:5; 
1 Pet2:6;2Pet l:IO;andinRev2:11;3:3,5, 12;9:6; 15:4; 18:7, 14, 
21, 22, 23; 21:25, 27. See also Mt 5:20; Mk 13:2; Lk 9:27; Jn 8:50. 

12. Or, "finish, bring to completion". On this word, see "finish" in Rev 
I0:7. The desire will be there enticing and drawing us away (Jam 
1:14-15), but it can never conceive as long as we are fulfilling the 
desires of the Spirit. The two paths are mutually exclusive. As 
Christians, it is the ever-growing direction of our life to be walking 
on the Spirit's path, 1 Jn 3:9. But it is a choice, which is why Paul 
commands it here. 

13. This word means "strong desire", both in a good and bad sense. 
When used of evil sexual desire, it can be rendered "lust". When 
used of desiring what is not ours, it can mean "coveting". It is sin
gular here, referring to the category, a collective whole. This same 
word is singular also in Lk 22: 15; Phil 1 :23; Col 3:5; 1 Thes 2: 17; 
4:5; Jam 1:14, 15; 2 Pet 1:4; 1Jn2:16, 17; Rev 18:14; and plural 
in Mk 4:19; Jn 8:44; Rom 1:24; 6:12; 13:14; Gal 5:24; Eph 2:3; 
4:22; I Tim 6:9; 2 Tim 2:22; 3:6; 4:3; Tit 2:12; 3:3; 1Pet1:14; 
2:11; 4:2; 2 Pet 2:18; 3:3; Jude 16, 18. Elsewhere only as "covet
ing" in Rom 7:7, 8; and "lust" in 1Pet4:3; 2 Pet 2:10. GK 2123. 
See the verb in v 17. 

14. This verse is intended to prove the "never" ofv 16. It can never hap
pen because the Spirit is against the flesh. The two are in opposi
tion, preventing us from carrying out the flesh's desire when we 
walk in the Spirit. 

15. Or, "covets, lusts, longs for". See Jam 1:14-15; 1 Jn 2:16; 1 Pet 
2:11; Rom 13:14; etc. Same word as in Mt 5:28; 13:17; Lk 15:16; 
16:21; 17:22; 22:15; I Cor 10:6; I Tim 3:1; Heb 6:11; Jam 4:2; 1 
Pet I: 12; Rev 9:6. Elsewhere only as "covet" in Act 20:33; Rom 
7:7; 13:9. GK 2121. The related noun is in v 16. 

16. Some manuscripts say "And" { N}. 

17. Or, "are opposed, are settled or fixed against". On this word, see 
"opposing" in Phil 1:28. 

18. Paul is not saying that there is a battle of equals, only that they are 
opposing forces. They are not equal. Before Christ, the flesh was 
dominant, leading to death (Rom 7:5-6). Now the Spirit is domi
nant, leading us to conformity to Christ, Rom 8:5-14, 29; 2 Cor 
3: 18. The flesh has been crucified with Christ, v 24. 

19. Or, "so that you will not". GK 2671. 
20. That is, be doing the "desire of the flesh" (v 16) we may want to 

do. More literally, "in order that whatever you might be wanting
these things you might not be doing". Compare I Jn 3 :9. The Spirit 
prevents us from living according to the flesh. He leads us to holi
ness. The opposite is not true. Though we can choose to obey it, the 
flesh cannot prevent us from "walking by the Spirit", otherwise v 
17 disproves rather than proves v 16. 

21. The grammar means "assuming that you are led", that is, that you are 
a Christian. Same word as in Rom 8: 14. All Christians are "led by the 
Spirit" in this verse. All Christians are "not under the Law", that is, 
not living in the sphere of the Law, but in the sphere of the Spirit, as 
Paul explained in 2: 19-20 and Rom 6: 14. But the Galatians were 
wanting to be under the Law, 4:21. On this word, see Lk 4: I. 

22. Paul put this sentence here to make clear that he does not mean that 
the flesh should be controlled by Law. As Christians we are no 
longer dominated by the flesh, v 16. Nor are we under the Law as 
a way of life, 5: I. We are on a third course, walking in the Spirit, 
being led by the Spirit, growing the fruit of the Spirit. Paul had to 
clearly make this point because the Judaizers said "Do not fulfill 
the desire of the flesh, walk in line with the Law as we do". We live 
a new life in the Spirit (Rom 7:5-6; 8:1-4), no longer mastered by 
sin or Law, but grace (Rom 6: 14, 15). 

23. Some manuscripts add next "adultery" {N}. 
24. Some manuscripts say "quarrels" {N), the plural of this word. On 

this word, see "quarrels" in 1 Cor 1: 11. 
25. On this word, see 2 Cor 11 :2. Some manuscripts have this plural {N}. 
26. Or, "fits of rage, [outbursts of] anger". Same word as in 2 Cor 12:20. 
27. Or, "(acts of] envy", it is plural. On this word, see Mk 15:10. The 

related verb is in v 26. Some manuscripts next add "murders" { C}. 
28. This word is plural, and may mean "episodes of drunkenness, 

drinking bouts". On this word, see Rom 13:13. 
29. Fruit is produced by the life of God within us, I Jn 3:9. It is the nat

ural product of our spiritual life. Note that Paul says "fruit" (sin
gular), not "fruits". The "fruit" of the Spirit is the lifestyle that the 
He produces, which has the following nine qualities. In v 19, the 
"works" (plural) are the individual acts that the flesh produces. 

30. Elsewhere only in Rom 15:14; Eph 5:9; 2 Thes 1:11. GK 20. 
Related to "good" in 1 Tim 5: 1 Ob. 

31. That is, those who belong to Him. Some manuscripts omit "Jesus" 
{C}. 

32. Compare Rom 6:6; Gal 2:19-20. 
33. Or, "walking in order, following in line". That is, living in con

formity and agreement with the Spirit. Elsewhere only in Act 21 :24; 
Rom 4: 12; Gal 6: 16; Phil 3: 16. GK 5123. Related to "elemental" 
in4:3. 

A.Rom8:30 B.Actl6:40 C.1Jn4:16 D.Mkl2:40 E.Hebl3:9 F.Col2:23 G.Jn7:17,willing H.Rom1:19 J.1Cor5:1 K.1Thes2:3 
L.2Pet2:2 M.Revl8:23 N.Eph2:14 O.Jam3:14 P.Rom16:17 Q.1Corll:l9 R.Roml3:13 S.Judel7,spokenbeforehand T.Rom2:1 
U. Gal 4:30 V. Mt 3:2 W. Lk 24:52. X. Act 15:33 Y. Heb 6: 12 Z. Rom 3: 12, goodness AA. Eph 2:8, faith BB. Eph 4:2 CC. 2 Pet 1 :6 
DD. Rom 7:5 EE. Gal 5: 16 FF. Rev 20:4, came to life 
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_iB. Let 1 us not become conceited2 ones, challenging3 one another, envying one another 

I ( ·. Brothers A, even if4 a person8 is overtaken5 in some trespass6 

1 !)_ You spiritualc ones be restoring7 such a one in a spirit of gentleness8
, looking-out-for0 

yourself that you also not be temptedE 

Verse 

<i:I 

2D. Be carryingF one another's burdens9
, and in this manner you will fulfill 10 the law o/Christ 11 2 

:2C. For if anyone thinksa that he is something while being nothing, he is deceiving 12 himself 
J( ·. But let each one prove 13 his own workH- and then he will have the boast14 with reference to 4 

himselfalone, and not with reference to the other person. ·For each one will carryF his own load15 

-Hl. And let the one being instructed-in 16 the word sharei with the one instructing in all goodK things 17 r, 
:'B. Do not be deceived 18, God is not mocked 19

• For whatever a person sowsL, this he will also reap 

I (- _ Because the one sowing to his own fleshM will reap decay20 from the flesh. But the one sowing ~ 

to the Spirit will reap eternal life from the Spirit 
2C. And let us not grow-weary21 while doingN good0

• For in His own time22 we not losing-heart23 <1 

will reap 
_i C So then, while24 we have opportunity25

, let us be workingP goodK to everyone, but especially I I 1 

to the family-members 26 of the faithO 

\. See with what large letters I wrote to you with my own hand! 27 I I 

I _ All who want to make-a-good-showing28 in the fleshM- these ones are compelling29 you to I _' 
receive-circumcisionR only in order that they may not be persecuted5 for the cross T of Christ 

a. For not even the ones receiving-circumcision30 themselves are keepingu the Law I ; 

h_ But they want you to receive-circumcision in order that they might boastv in your fleshM 

' But for me, may it never be that I should boastv except in the crossT of our Lord Jesus Christ I 1 

a Through which31 the world has been crucified to me, and I to the world 
h. For32 neither circumcision nor uncircumcision is33 anything, but a new creation34 I_-; 

.l_ And all who35 will walk-in-line36 with this standard37- peace and mercy be upon them, and38 I<, 

upon the IsraeP9 of God 

4_ Henceforth40 let no one be causing troubles41 /or me. For I bearF the brand-marks42 o{Jesus43 on 
~~ . 

ll. May the grace of our Lord Jesus Christ be with your spirit, brothers. Amen 1.~ 
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I. Others place this with the previous section (making it 7C.), and 
begin the new point with 6: I. 

2. This adjective refers to ones acting based on "empty pride", "empty 
glory" (the root meaning of the word). It is clearly defined in 6:3. 
Used only here. GK 3030. Related to "conceit" in Phil 2:3. The cor
rect kind of glory is seen in 6:4-5. 

J. Or, "provoking, calling forth (to fight)". Used only here. GK 4614. 
4. That is, even if it is an explicit case of sin, do not handle it based 

on the empty glory that you are •uperior or invincible, but with the 
attitude that follows. 

5. Or, "detected, surprised, caught". GK 4624. 
6. Or, "false step". On this word, see Mt 6: 14. 
7. That is. be engaged in the process ofrestoration. On this word, see 

"prepared" in Rom 9:22. 
8. On this word, see Eph 4:2. Same word as in Gal 5:23. 
9. Or, "weights". On this word, see "weight" in I Thes 2:7. 
I 0. Or, "fill up". Instead of "you will fulfill'', some manuscripts have 

this word as a command, "fulfill" { C}. On this word, see "fill up" 
in I Thes 2: 16. 

11. That is, the command to love one another, Jn 13:34; I Jn 4:21. 
12. Used only here. GK 5854. II is made of the word ''understanding" (in 

I Cor 14:20) and the word "deceive" (in I Tim 2:14). Such a person 
is deceived in his understanding. Related to "deceiver'' in Tit I: IO. 

13. Or, "test, examine, put to the test". That is, "prove by test". On this 
word, see "approve" in Rom 12:2. 

14. That is, the content or matter of boasting, the thing to boast about. 
On this word, see Phil I :26. 

15. Or, "cargo, burden". With regard to the burdens of others, we should 
"be carrying" them, v 2. But with regard to reward, we each "will 
carry" our own load of"work" accomplished for Christ. We will be 
rewarded for our individual effort, not in relation to the work of oth
ers. Thus to think you are something because of your association 
with the work of another (v 3), to be conceited or envious in rela
tion to the work of another (5:26), is self-deception (v 3). Elsewhere 
only as "burden" in Mt 11 :30; 23:4; Lk 11 :46; and "cargo" in Act 
27:10. GK 5845. Related to "burden" in Mt 11:28. 

16. Or, "taught, informed, made to understand". Same word as later in 
the verse; and in Lk I :4; Act 18:25; Rom 2: 18; I Cor 14: 19. Else
where only as "informed" in Act 21 :21, 24. GK 2994. 

17. Compare I Cor 9: 11. 
18. This section is related lo v 6, but extends beyond that subject into 

every area of life, as seen in Paul's conclusion in v 10. This is the gen
eral principle. This same phrase occurs in I Cor 6:9; 15:33; Jam 1:16. 
On this word, see "err" in Jam 5: 19. 

19. From the word for "nose", this word means "to tum up the nose at, 
to mock, to sneer at". Used only here. GK 3682. Related word in 
Lk 16: 14. It mocks God to think we can act contrary to His will, 
and be rewarded for it. 

20. Or, "corruption, destruction". On this word, see I Cor 15:42. 
21. On this word, see "lose heart" in 2 Cor 4: I. Same word as in 2 

Thes 3: 13. 

22. Or, impersonally, "in its own time". On this phrase, see I Tim 2:6. 
23. Or, "fainting, giving out, giving up, coming undone, tiring out, 

becoming exhausted, failing" in our souls or hearts. Same word as 
in Heb 12:3, 5. Elsewhere only as "become exhausted" physically 
in Mt 15:32; Mk 8:3. GK 1725. 

24. Or, "as". That is, "while you have the opportunity to do so in this 
life". There is a time for sowing and a time for reaping. Sow while 
you have the opportunity. Paul does not mean "when the circum
stances happen to present themselves". We are to actively "take the 
lead in doing good works", Tit 3:8, 14. GK 6055. 

25. Or, "time, an occasion". Same word as "time" in v 9. Compare Eph 
5: 16. On this word, see Mt 8:29. 

26. Or, "kinsmen, relatives". Elsewhere only in Eph 2: 19; I Tim 5:8. 
GK3858. 

27. Some think this means Paul wrote the whole letter; others, v 11-
18 only, after an assistant wrote down the rest. Compare I Cor 
16:21; Col 4: 18; 2 Thes 3: 17. 

28. Or, "to make a good impression, to put on a good face". Used only 
here. GK 2349. Related to "face". 

29. Or, "forcing". Same word as in 2:3, 14. Elsewhere only in Mt 
14:22; Mk 6:45; Lk 14:23; Act 26:11; 28:19; 2 Cor 12:11. GK 337. 
Related to "compulsion" in I Pet 5:2; "necessary" in Tit 3: 14; and 
"necessity" in I Cor 7:26. 

30. Some manuscripts say "having received circumcision" {N}. 
31. Or, "through Whom". Some think Paul is referring to the "cross"; 

others, to "Lord Jesus Christ". 
32. Some manuscripts say "For in Christ Jesus, neither ... " {A}. 
33. Some manuscripts say "can do" {N}, as in 5:6. 
34. Or, "a new creature". Same phrase as in 2 Cor 5: 17. On this word, 

see Rom 8:39. 
35. This "all who" is in contrast with those in v 12. 
36. Same word as in 5:25. Some manuscripts say "who are walking in 

line" {N}. 
37. Or, "rule, norm", referring to the principle in v 14-15. All who 

guide their path and live by this standard, by this measuring rod
boasting only in Christ, not in the flesh- peace on them. On this 
word, see 2 Cor 10: 13. 

38. Or, "even". "And" would mean Paul is addressing Jewish Christians 
separately. "Even" would mean he is addressing all Christians as 
"the Israel of God". GK 2 779. 

39. The contrast is with "Israel according to the flesh", I Cor IO: 18. 
Used 68 times. GK 2702. 

40. Or, "Finally". GK 3370. 
41. On the phrase "cause troubles", see Lk 18:5. 
42. That is, the marks of ownership of a slave. Paul is referring to his 

scars from persecution, in contrast to those in v 12. Used only here. 
GK 5116. 

43. Some manuscripts say "Christ"; others, "the Lord Jesus"; others. 
"our Lord Jesus Christ" {N}. 

A. Act 16:40 B. Mt 4:4, mankind C. I Cor 14: I D. 2 Cor 4: 18, looking for E. Heb 2: 18 F. Mt 8: 17, carry G. Lk 19: 11 H. Mt 26: 10 
J.2Jnll K.1Tim5:10b L.2Cor9:6 M.Col2:23 N.Rev13:13 0.1Tim5:10a P.Mt26:10 Q.Eph2:8 R.Lk2:21,circumcise 
S.2Tim3:12 T.Mtl0:38 U.Jnl2:25 V.2Corll:l6 





697 Ephesians Overview 

Introduction 

I A. Blessed be the God who has blessed us with every spiritual blessing in Christ 

I B. Even as He chose us in Him to be holy, having predestined us for adoption through Him 
2B. In whom we have reclemption through His blood and forgiveness according to His grace 
38. In whom we were allotted an inheritance, so that we might be for the praise of His glory 
4B. In whom you were sealed with the Holy Spirit of promise, the pledge of our inheritance 

2A. For this reason, I do not cease giving thanks for you, making mention of you in my prayers 

1 B. That God may give you a spirit of wisdom and revelation in the knowledge of Him 
2B. So that you, the eyes of your heart having been enlightened, may know 

I: 1-2 

1:3 

1:4-6 
1:7-10 

1: 11-12 
1 :13-14 

1: 15-16 

1:17 
1:18 

1 C. What is the hope of His calling 1: 18 
2C. What is the riches of the glory of His inheritance among the saints 1: 18 
3C. And what is the greatness of His power for us, the ones believing, in accordance with the 1: 19 

working of the might of His strength 

10. Which He worked in Christ, having raised Him and seated Him at His right hand 
20. Indeed, you were dead in trespasses and sins. We were all children of wrath 
30. But God made us alive, and raised us with Him, and seated us with Him, in order to 

demonstrate His grace in His kindness toward us in Christ. This is His gift 

3A. Therefore, remember 

1 B. That you Gentiles were excluded from God and His people- hopeless and without God 
2B. But now you were made near by the blood of Christ, and we are one in Him 
3B. So then, you are no longer strangers, but fellow-citizens and family-members of God 
4B. For this reason I, Paul, a prisoner for you- if indeed you heard of my stewardship for you 
SB. For this reason I pray that you may be strengthened and know His love 

4A. Therefore I exhort you to walk worthily, keeping the unity of the Spirit, building up the body 
SA. Therefore walk no longer like Gentiles, but put on the new person. Be imitators of God 
6A. Therefore be walking wisely. Understand God's will. Be filled with the Spirit in all relationships 
7 A. Finally, become strong in the Lord. Put on the full armor in our spiritual battle 

Conclusion 

1 :20-23 
2: 1-3 

2:4-10 

2:11 

2:11-12 
2: 13-18 
2: 19-22 

3: 1-13 
3:14-21 

4:1-16 
4:17-5:14 

5:15-6:9 
6:10-20 

6:21-24 



Ephesians I: I 698 Verse 

.\. Paul, an apostJeA a/Christ Jesus 1 by the will o/God 
ll. To the saints8 being in Ephesus2 and faithfuJC in Christ Jesus 
l' Grace to you and peace from God our Father and the Lord Jesus Christ 

1 .·\. Blessed3 be the God and Father of our Lord Jesus Christ, the One having blessed0 us with4 every spiritua]E ' 
blessingF in the heavenly places5 in Christ 

Ill. Even as He choseG us in Him before the foundation of the world6
, that we might be holy7 and ..J 

without-blemish" in His presence 

I (, In love8 "having predestinedi us for adoptionK through Jesus Christ to Himself according-to9 ' 

the good-pleasure 10 o(His wiW 

Ill. For the praiseM of the gloryN a/His grace0 which He graciously-bestowed-on 11 us in the <. 

Beloved 12 One 

::'ll In Whom 13 we have the redemptionP through His bloodO, the forgivenessR o/trespasses5, according 
to the richesT <?(His grace "which He caused-to-abound 14 to us \ 

l l.. In 15 all wisdomu and understanding 16 "having made-known v to us the mysteryw of His will 17 'I 

according to His good-pleasure, which He purposed 18 in Himself 19 

I[). For a stewardship20 of the fullness21 a/times, that He might sum-up22 all things in Christ- 111 

the things at23 the heavens and the things on the earth, in Him 

31l. In Whom24 also we25 were allotted26 an inheritance I I 

I ( · Having been predestined27 according to the purpose28 of the One workingx all things in 
accordance with the counsel29 o/His wiW 

ID So that30 we, the ones31 having previously-hoped32 in the Christ33, might be for the praiseM I' 
<?(His gloryN 



699 Ephesians l: 12 

I. Some manuscripts say "Jesus Christ" { N}. 
2. Some manuscripts omit the words "in Ephesus" {C}. For this and 

other reasons, some think this letter was intended for several cities 
(including Laodicea, Col 4: 16). Paul spent over two years in Eph
esus in Act 19. On the writing of this letter, see Act 28:30. 

3. Or, "Blessed is". On this adjective, see Rom 9:5. Related to the verb 
and noun later in this verse. 

4. Or. "by means of". GK 1877. 
5. On "heavenly places", see 3: 10. 
6. That is, prior to creation. Compare 2 Tim I :9. On this phrase, see 

I Pet 1:20. 
7. Same word translated "saints" in v I. On this word, see I Pet I: 16. 
8. Or, "in love" may be taken with what precedes, "in His presence 

in love, having predestined ... ". 
9. Or, "based on; in accordance with, in harmony with". Same word 

as in v 7, 9, 11. GK 2848. 
I 0. Or, "desire, good-will". Same word as in v 9; Phil 2: 13. Elsewhere 

only as "well-pleasing" in Mt 11 :26; Lk I 0:21; "good-will" in Lk 
2: 14; Phil I: 15; and "desire" in Rom 10: I; 2 Thes I: 11. GK 2306. 
Related to "well-pleased" in Mt 17:5. 

11. Or, "His grace with which He graced us", "His favor with which He 
favored us". Paul uses a verb related to the previous word "grace". 
Elsewhere only as "favored" in Lk I :28. GK 5923. Instead of 
"which", some manuscripts have a phrase meaning "in which, by 
which, with which" (N}. This would allow this phrase to be ren
dered either from God's point of view, as "His grace in the sphere 
of which He favored us", or "with which He favored us"; or from 
our point of view, as "His grace in the sphere of which He made 
us accepted", as in the KJV. Related to "grace" in 2:8. 

12. This is a participle, "the One having been loved", as in Col 3:12. 
13. That is, Christ, v 3; Him, v 4; the Beloved One, v 6. 
14. Or, "caused to overflow", and thus, "richly granted". On this word, 

see "abound" in 2 Cor 8:2. 
15. That is, "In connection with, By means of". GK 1877. Or, this 

phrase may be taken with what precedes, "caused to abound to us 
in all wisdom and understanding". In addition, in both connections, 
some think Paul means "In all [our] wisdom and understanding" 
(which we possess in connection with the gospel); others, "In all 
[His) wisdom and understanding" (in the execution of His plan to 
cause His grace to abound, or in making known as He has done the 
mystery which He has kept silent until now, Rom 16:26; Col I :26). 

16. Or, "insight, intelligence". Elsewhere only in Lk 1:17. GK 5860. 
Related to "thinking" in Rom 8:5. 

17. The mystery of God's will is that He redeems everyone (Jew and 
Gentile) through Christ's blood. This was hidden, but is now revealed 
(3:5-6), and accomplished (3: 11). 

18. Or, "set forth, planned", so that it says "which He set forth in Him", 
that is, Christ. On this word, see "set forth" in Rom 3:25. Related 
to "purpose" in 1:11; 3:11. 

19. Or, "Him", Christ. 
20. Or, "an arrangement, mode of operation, economy, dispensation, 

administration, government", as it is used in 3:9; Lk 16:2; I Tim 
I :4. Elsewhere only in the sense of"the office or sphere of respon
sibility ofa steward", the position of management responsibility, in 
3:2; Lk 16:3, 4; I Cor 9: 17; Col I :25. Related to "steward" in I Pet 

4: I 0. Paul was the "steward" initially given the "stewardship posi
tion" (3:2) to enlighten all the Gentiles about the "mode of opera
tion" of the mystery (3:9). Here, he means "for an arrangement" for 
providing salvation to the world. GK 3873. 

21. It is a stewardship "belonging to" the fullness of times; in other 
words, introduced for the fullness of times. When the "fullness (same 
word as here) of time" came, God sent forth His Son (Gal 4:4), and 
this stewardship is for His times. On this word, see Col I: 19. 

22. Or, "gather together into one". Elsewhere only in Rom 13:9. GK 
368. This is God's good pleasure which He purposed. 

23. This word in this phrase is found only here. GK 2093. Elsewhere 
it always says "in" (GK 1877) the heavens, as in 3: 15; Col I: 16, 20; 
I Cor 8:5. Some manuscripts do say "in" here; others say "both the 
things in ... " {N}. 

24. That is, Christ, v 3; Him, v 10. 
25. Based on what follows in v 12, some think Paul means "we Jew

ish Christians" here. Based on what precedes in v 3-10, others think 
he means "all we believers". 

26. This word means "to choose by lot, to assign, to allot, to obtain by 
lot". Used only here. GK 3103. The related noun means "lot, share" 
(see Col I: 12 on it). Some think Paul means we were "allotted, 
assigned an inheritance" by God, and thus "obtained an inheri
tance", which is mentioned in v 14, 18; Col I: 12; I Pet I :4. Others 
think he means "allotted to God". That is, we were "the lot chosen 
by God, allotted by God to Himself", and thus "made an inheri
tance" to God, as possibly meant in v 18, and as said of Israel in 
Deut 9:29; 32:9. We would be His inheritance in the sense that in 
us, He inherits the praise of His people, v 12. 

27. This word modifies "we". Same word as in v 5. 
28. Or, "plan, design". Same word as in 3: 11. On this word, see Rom 

8:28. Related to "purposed" in v 9. 
29. Or, "determination, decision, intention, resolution, purpose, plan". 

Used of God and people. Elsewhere only as "purpose" in Lk 7:30; 
Act 2:23; 4:28; 13:36; 20:27; "plan" in Lk 23:51; Act 5:38; 27: 12, 
42; "intention" in Heb 6: 17; and "motive" in I Cor 4:5. GK 1087. 
Related to "will" in I Pet 4:3. 

30. This is the same word translated "For" used at this same point in 
the other three stanzas (v 6, 10, 14b), but here it is used with the 
verb "to be". More literally, "For us to be for the praise o/His glory, 
the ones having previously hoped in the Christ". 

31. Some think Paul means "we" Jewish Christians in contrast with 
"you" Gentile Christians, v 13. Compare 2:14-18; 3:6. The bring
ing together of these two groups in Christ (which is "the mystery", 
3:6) is a theme of this book. Here, Paul wants to explicitly link both 
groups directly to the spiritual blessings in the heavens for which 
he is blessing God. Others think he means "all we Christians hav
ing hoped in Christ since our conversion" in contrast with "you" the 
readers in particular, who also have heard and believed. 

32. Or, "hoped beforehand". Used only here. GK 4598. Some think Paul 
means "before the Christ came"; others, "before you Gentiles", who 
had no hope, 2: 12. 

33. Or, "in Christ". In Greek, "Christ" can have the article "the" (as it 
does here), and be understood either way (that is, as the name 
"Christ", or the title "the Christ, the Messiah"). 

A.1Corl2:28 B.1Petl:l6,holy C.Coll:2 D.Lk6:28 E.1Corl4:1 F.2Cor9:5 G.1Corl:27 H.Coll:22 J.Rom8:29 K.Gal4:5 
L.Jn7:17 M.1Cor4:5 N.2Pet2:10 O.Eph2:8 P.Rom3:24 Q.1Jnl:7 R.Coll:l4 S.Mt6:14 T.1Tim6:17 U.1Corl2:8 
V. Phil 1:22, know W. Rom 11:25 X. I Cor 12:11 



Ephesians I : 13 700 Verse 

4B. In Whom 1 also you2- having heard the word3 a/truth\ the good-news8 of your salvationc, in I 1 

which4 also having put-faith5
- were sealed6 with the Holy Spirit of promise7 

IC. Who8 is a pledge9 of our inheritance10 until the [final] redemption 11 of His possession 12 1-l 

ID. For the praise a/His glory 

2A. For this reason 13 I also-- having heard-of your14 faith 0 in the Lord Jesus and loveE toward all the saintsF- I" 
do not cease0 giving-thanksH for you, making mention of you in my prayers Ir, 

I H. That the God of our Lord Jesus Christ15-the Father of glory 16-may give you a spirit17 of wisdom1 I~ 

and revelationK in 18 the knowledgeL of Him 
213. So that you- the eyes o/your heart 19 having been enlightened20

- may knowM I~ 

IC What is the hope of His calling21 

2C. What22 is the riches of the glory of His inheritance23 among24 the saints25 

:>C. And what is the surpassingN greatness of His power0 toward26 us, the ones believing, in- I'' 
accordance-with27 the workingP of the mightO of His strength28 

ID. Which He worked29 in Christ 211 

I L Having raisedR Him from the dead 
2 E. And having seated30 Him at His right hand in the heavenly places,• far above all 2 I 

rule5 and authorityT and powerD and lordship31 and every name being named32- not 
only in this age, but also in the one coming 

JL And He subjectedu all things under His feet 
4 lc. And He gave33 Him as head over all things to the church-• which is His body34, 

the fullness35 of the One fillingv all things in all36 

2 D. Indeed, you were37 dead38 in your trespassesw and sinsx "in which you formerly walkedv 2 I .' 

IF. In accordance with the [present] age39 of this world2 



701 Ephesians 2:2 

I . That is, Christ, v 12. 
2. This is the Greek word order ofv 13-14. The main sentence is "In 

Whom also you ... were sealed with the Holy Spirit of promise ... for 
the praise o/His glory". 

3. Or, "the message o/the truth". On this word, see I Cor 12:8. 
4. Or, "in Whom", so that this "in Whom" resumes the previous one, 

"salvation- in Whom also, having believed, you were sealed". 
5. On the phrase ''put faith in", see Jn 3: 15. The punctuation in the pre

vious note avoids this combination. 
6. That is, given a mark of ownership, security, certification. Same word 

as in 4:30; Mt 27:66; Rom 15:28; 2 Cor I :22: Rev 7:3, 4, 5, 8; 10:4; 
20:3; 22: 10. Elsewhere only as "certified" in Jn 3:33; 6:27. GK 5381. 

7. That is, characterized as the One promised. The promised Spirit. 
8. That is, the Spirit. Or, "Which", the sealing. 
9. On this word, see 2 Cor I :22. The down payment is the Spirit. 
10. Elsewhere only in Mt 21 :38; Mk 12:7; Lk 12:13; 20:14; Act 7:5; 

20:32;Gal3:18;Eph 1:18;5:5;Col3:24;Heb9:15; 11:8; I Pet 1:4. 
GK 3100. Related to "heir" in Rom 8: 17; and "inherit" in Gal 4:30. 

11. Compare Rom 8:23; Eph 4:30. On this word, see Rom 3:24. 
12. Or, "purchased possession, acquisition, obtaining". Some think 

Paul means "until the redemption of us as His possession". This 
word is used of Israel in the OT, and of the church in the NT, "a peo
ple for [God's) possession", I Pet 2:9. Others think he means "until 
the redemption, the obtaining of our inheritance". On this word, see 
"obtaining" in I Thes 5:9. 

13. That is, because God has blessed us in this way (v 3-14), and you 
have responded. 

14. The word "your" here is an idiom meaning "in relation to you, with 
respect to you". It occurs elsewhere only in Act 17:28; 18:15. 

15. On this phrase, compare Rom 15:6; 2 Cor I :3; 11 :31; Eph I :3; Col 
I :3; I Pet I :3; and Mt 27:46; Jn 20: 17; Rev 3:2. 

16. That is, characterized by glory. The glorious Father. 
17. Or, "the Spirit". Paul could mean "the Spirit giving wisdom and rev

elation"; or a "spiritual gift" of wisdom and revelation (as this word 
is used in I Cor 14:12); or, a "disposition" based on wisdom and 
revelation (similar to Gal 6: I). 

18. That is, "in the sphere of" or "in connection with" the knowledge 
of Him. 

19. Some manuscripts say "understanding" { K}. Some manuscripts say 
"the heart" { C}. 

20. Or, "illuminated". Same word as in 3:9. On this word, see Heb 6:4. 
The grammar is unusual (but similar to 3: 18), so there are differ
ent views on exactly how this phrase connects to the context. In 
general, this phrase gives the result of the preceding and the basis 
of the following. Grammatically, Paul is putting emphasis on this 
phrase. May God give you a spirit of wisdom and revelation result
ing in having the eyes of your heart enlightened so that you may 
know the spiritual truths of I: 18-2: I 0. 

21. Some think Paul means the subjective hope which the calling works 
in our heart; others, the objective hope which belongs to the call
ing; everything to which we have been called in this life and the 
next. On "calling", see 2 Pet 1:10. 

22. Some manuscripts say "And what" {N}. 
23. Some think Paul means the glorious riches belonging to the inher

itance; others, the riches belonging to the glory belonging to the 
inheritance; others, the riches belonging to the glorious inheritance. 

24. Or, "in". Some think Paul means God's inheritance which He gives 
to us; that is, the spiritual blessings now (1:3-14), and the fullness 
which we await (I Pet 1:4). On "inheritance among", see Act 20:32; 
26: 18. Others think Paul means God's own inheritance in the saints 
consisting of the saints, His possession. See "allotted" in v 11 fo; 
more on this view. 

25. Or, "holy ones", angels and believers. Compare I Thes 3:13. 
26. Or, "for". GK 1650. 
27. Same word as "according to" in I :5. This phrase makes a transition 

to what follows. What precedes is in accordance with the strength 
which God used to raise Christ from the [physically) dead, and to 
make us alive from the [spiritually] dead, 2:1-5. Some think Paul 
means "believing in accordance with"; others, "His power ... [which 
is) in accordance with"; others, "the hope ... the riches ... the power ... 
[which are) in accordance with"; others, "that you may know ( v 18) 
... in accordance with". 

28. Or, "power, might". Same phrase as in 6: I 0. Elsewhere only in Mk 
12:30, 33; Lk 10:27; 2 Thes I :9; I Pet 4: 11; 2 Pet 2: 11; Rev 5: 12; 
7:12. GK2709. Related to "strong" in Rev 18:8. 

29. On this word, see I Cor 12: 11. Related to "working" in v 19. 
30. Some manuscripts say "And He seated" {N}. Compare Ps 110: I. 
31. Or, "dominion, authority", whether angelic, demonic, or human. On 

this word, see "authority" in 2 Pet 2: I 0. Similar words are used in 
3:10; 6:12; Col 1:16; 2:10, 15; Rom 8:38; I Cor 15:24; I Pet 3:22. 

32. That is, every ruling power by whatever name it is known. People 
are called "names" in Act I: 15. 

33. This word means "give, grant". Used 414 times. GK 1443. 
34. Used 142 times of the physical body (dead or alive) ofa human or 

animal, and of the "body of Christ'', the church, as in Rom 12:5; I 
Cor 12: 13, 27; Eph 4:4, 12, 16; 5:23, 30; Col I: 18, 24; 2: 19; 3: 15. 
GK 5393. Related to "bodily" in Lk 3:22 and Col 2:9; and "fellow 
body members" in Eph 3:6. 

35. Some think Paul means Christ's body is the "full number, full 
amount belonging to the One filling all"; others, His body is "that 
which is filled up by the One filling all'', that is, the receptacle hold
ing Christ's fullness; others, His body is "that which fills up the One 
filling all", that is, that which completes the "body" by fanning the 
complement to the head. On this word, see Col I: 19. 

36. Or, "with all". The One filling all is Christ. Some think Paul means 
"with all things", that is, filling all the universe with all His bless
ings or all the things that constitute it; others, "in all ways"; oth
ers, "in all [His people]". This same phrase "all in all" is used in I 
Cor 12:6; 15:28; and is similar to Col 3: 11. 

37. More literally, "you being dead", a participle. Some think Paul 
starts out to say "You being dead ... God made alive", as in Col 2: 13, 
but breaks off this sentence to detail the Gentile's sin, and lump 
Jews and Gentiles together as children of wrath. Then he starts over 
in v 4 and completes the thought, "We being dead ... God made 
alive ... ". Others note that this is the same grammar as in Col I :21, 
where no intervening thoughts occur. 

38. That is, spiritually dead. Compare Col 2: 13. The word is also used 
in this sense in 2:5; 5: 14; Mt 8:22; 23:27; Jn 5:25; I Pet 4:6; Rev 
3: I. On this word, see Mt 8:22. 

39. Some think Paul means the aim or character of this age, and render 
this word "course". Same word as in I :21; 2:7; 3:9. Also in Lk 16:8; 
Rom 12:2; I Cor I :20; 2:6; I Tim 6: 17; 2 Tim 4: I 0; etc. GK 172. 

A. Jn 4:23 B. I Cor 15: I C. Lk 19:9 D. Eph 2:8 E. I Jn 4: 16 F. I Pet I: 16, holy G. I Cor 13:8 H. Mt 26:27 J. I Cor 12:8 K. 2 Thes I :7 
L. Col I :9 M. I Jn 2:29 N. 2 Car 9: 14 0. Mk 5:30 P. Phil 3:21 Q. Eph 6: 10 R. Mt 28:6, arose S. Col I: 18, beginning T. Rev 6:8 
U.Eph5:21 V.Eph5:18 W.Mt6:14 X.Jn8:46 Y.Hebl3:9 Z.1Jn2:15 



Ephesians 2:3 702 

21. In accordance with the rulerA a/the authority1 a/the air2, o/the spirit3 now being at
work8 in the sonsc of disobedience• 

Verse 

I F Among whom even we5 all former!y0 conducted-ourselves6 in the desiresE of ' 
our tleshF, doing the wants7 o/the flesh and o/the thoughtsG 

21'. And we were by nature8 childrenH o/wrath9
, as also the rest10 

3 D. But God, being rich1 in mercyK because of His great loveL with which He lovedM us- -I 

even we being deadN in trespasses0 -

11:. Made-us-alive-withP Christ- by grace you are saved 11 

2 L. And raised-us-with Him (, 
31. And seated-us-with Him in the heavenly-p/acesO, in Christ Jesus 
-II·:. In order that He might demonstrate 12 in the coming 13 ages the surpassingR riches5 of 

His grace in His kindnessr toward us in Christ Jesus 

11·. For by grace 14 you are saved15 through faith 16 ~ 

n·. And this17 is not from you. It is the giftu o/God-·not of 18 worksv, in order '' 
that no one may boastw 

I ( i For we are His workmanship 19, having been created20 in Christ Jesus for Irr 

good works21
- which God prepared-beforehand22 in order that we might 

walkx in them 

1 \ Therefore remember23 II 

I H. That formerly0 you24
, the GentilesY in the tleshF, the ones being called "the uncircumcised25" by 

the26 one being called "the circumcised27
" (one done-by-human-hands28 in the tlesh}-.that you I' 

were at that time without Christ 

I ( · Having been excluded29 from the citizenship30 o/Israel, and strangersz from the covenantsAA 
of promise88 

2( . Having no hopecc, and without-God31 in the world 

2 ! l. But now in Christ Jesus you, the ones formeriy0 being far-away, were made32 nearD0 by the bloodEE I ; 

a/Christ 

I ( · For He Himself is our peaceFF- the One having madeGG both33 one, and having broken- 1-1 
downHH the dividing-wall 34 of partition35, the hostility36 



703 Ephesians 2: 14 

I. Or, "power". Same word as in 1:21; 3:10; 6:12. Used of demonic 
authority also in Lk 22:53; Act 26:18; Col 1:13; 2:15; I Pet 3:22. 
On this word, see Rev 6:8. Some take it here in a collective sense, 
as the "empire". 
Some think this means "atmosphere"; others, the same general 
1hing as "heavenly places" in 6: 12. Elsewhere only in Act 22:23; I 
Cor 9:26; 14:9; 1 Thes 4: 17; Rev 9:2; 16: 17. GK 113. 

I The grammar naturally means that Satan is the ruler "of the author
ity ... [and) of the spirit...", or "of the authority ... [which is) the 
spirit ... ". Some think "spirit" has a collective sense here, meaning 
"'the spirits" or "the spirit world"; others, that it means "the evil 
spiritual influence". Taking the grammar differently, others think 
Paul intends "the ruler ... air" and "the spirit. .. disobedience" to be 
parallel descriptions of Satan. 
That is, characterized by disobedience, or, belonging to disobedi
ence as a child to a parent. Same phrase as in 5:6; Col 3:6. This dis
obedience results i"n unbelief. On this word, see Rom 11 :30. 
Some think Paul means "we Jews"; others, "we Jews and Gentiles". 
There is no distinction, Rom 3:22-23. 

~ Or, "lived, behaved". Same word as in 2CorI:12; I Tim 3: 15; Heb 
13:18; I Pet 1:17. Elsewhere only as "live" in Heb 10:33; 2 Pet 
2: 18; and "return" in Act 5:22; 15: 16. GK 418. The related noun 
"conduct" is in I Pet I: 15. 

' Or, "desires, wishes". This word is plural elsewhere only as "desires" 
m Act 13:22. On this word, see "will" in Jn 7:17. 
This word means "the natural constitution or condition inherited by 
birth; the natural disposition or character; the natural order of 
things, nature, and its creatures". Here, Paul may mean "by their 
condition as spiritually dead humans" (v I); or, "by their character 
as sinners". Elsewhere only in Rom I :26; 2: 14, 27; 11 :21, 24; I Cor 
11 :14; Gal 2: 15; 4:8; Jam 3:7; 2 Pet 1:4. GK 5882. 

<l That is, objects of wrath, belonging to wrath. On this word, see 
Rev 16:19. 

I 0. Some think Paul means "as also the Gentiles"; others, "as also the 
rest who still are". On this word, see "other" in 2 Pet 3:16. 

11 This is a participle, you "are having been saved", as also in v 8. On 
this word, see Lk 19: I 0. 

I 7. Or, "display, show, give proof of, prove". Same word as in Rom 
2: 15; 9: 17, 22; 2 Cor 8:24; I Tim I: 16; Tit 2: 10; 3:2; Heb 6: 10, 11. 
Elsewhere only as "show" in 2 Tim 4: 14. GK 1892. Related to 
"demonstration" in Rom 3:25. 

13. More literally, the ages "coming-upon us". On this word, see "com
ing upon" in Lk 21 :26. 

14. Same word as in Jn 1:14; Rom 3:24; 4:4; 6:14; Eph 1:2, 6, 7; 3:2, 
7; Heb 4:16; Jam 4:6. It also means "favor" in Lk 1:30; 2:52; Act 
2:47; 24:27; I Pet2:19; "thanks" in I Cor 10:30; 15:57; 2Cor8:16; 
9: 15; "gratitude" in Lk 17:9; "grace-gift" in I Cor 16:3; 2 Cor 8: 19; 
"credit" in Lk 6:32; and "benefit" in 2 Cor I: 15. Used 155 times. 
GK 5921. Relaied to "freely give" in I Cor 2: 12; "gift" in I Cor I :7; 
and "graciously bestow on" in Eph I :6. 

15. This is a participle, you "are having been saved". The same phrase 
is in v 5. 

16. Used 243 times, this word means "faith, trust", and sometimes 
"faithfulness". It sometimes refers to the "body of faith", the thing 

believed. It is rendered "proof" in Act 17:31, and "pledge" in 1 Tim 
5:12. GK 4411. The related verb is "believe" in Jn 3:36. 

17. Grammatically, "this" does not refer specifically to "faith" or 
"grace". It refers to the being "saved" (v 8), to all God has done for 
us as described in v 4-8, including the grace and faith. 

18. Or, "out of, from, by". That is, originating in. GK 1666. 
19. Or, "creation, piece of workmanship, thing made". We are the result 

of God's making. Elsewhere only as "the things made" in Rom 
I :20. GK 4473. Not related to "works" in v 9. 

20. Same word as in v 15. Related to the word in the phrase "new cre
ation" in 2 Cor 5: 17; Gal 6: 15. 

21. On "good works", see Rom 2:7; Tit 3:14. 
22. We are not saved because of our good works, but in order that we 

may do them. Elsewhere only in Rom 9:23. GK 4602. Compare 
Phil 2:12-13; 3:12. 

23. This is the first command of the book. Paul applies all he has said 
about what the blessed God did for us directly to the Ephesians. 
From a new and personal vantage point (the Ephesians' own mem
ory of their former status), he proclaims their changed status based 
on the work of Christ. Eph 2:11-22 is Paul's positive statement of 
the status of the Gentiles. In Galatians, Paul defended this teaching 
against the Judaizers. On this word, see Jn 16:21. 

24. Some manuscripts say "That you- formerly Gentiles" ( K}, revers
ing the order of the two words. 

25. Or, "uncircumcision". On this word, see Rom 2:26. 
26. That is, by the Jew. The Jews called the Gentiles "uncircumcised", 

and therefore unlike us, outsiders, excluded. 
27. Or, "circumcision". This word refers to "circumcised" people, as in 

Rom 3:30; 15:8; Gal 2:7; Col 3:11. It also refers to a state of"cir
cumcision", as in Rom 2:25; I Cor 7: 19; Phil 3:3; Col 4: 11; Tit 
I: 10. In both cases, this word is sometimes used as another way of 
saying "Jew", as here. In some places, like here, either is appropri
ate. Used 36 times. GK 4364. Related to the verb in Lk 2:21. 

28. On this word, see "made by human hands" in Act 17:24. Compare 
Col2:11. 

29. Or, "estranged, alienated". On this word, see 4:18. 
30. Or, "state, body politic". That is, excluded from the condition and 

rights of a citizen. The Gentiles were excluded from participation 
in the government and worship that God established on earth in the 
nation of Israel. Elsewhere only in Act 22:28. GK 4486. Inv 19, 
using the same root word, Paul says Gentile believers are now "fel
low citizens". 

31. Or, "Godless ones". That is, without the true God. This word also 
means "denying God". Our word "atheist" comes from this word. 
Used only here. GK 117. 

32. Or, "became, came-to-be". GK 1181. 
33. That is, both groups, Jews and Gentiles, into one group, v 15. Same 

word as in v 16, 18. On this word, see "all" in Act 23:8. 
34. Used only here. GK 3546. 
35. Or, "separation". That is, the wall dividing Jew and Gentile, and 

separating both from God. The wall is the Law. On this word, see 
"fence" in Lk 14:23. 

36. Or, "hatred, enmity". Elsewhere only in v 16; Lk 23:12; Rom 8:7; 
Gal 5:20; Jam 4:4. GK 2397. Related to "enemy". 
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Ephesians 2: 15 704 Verse 

\ D. In His flesh 1 ·having abolished2 the Law of commandmentsA in decrees', in order that I ' 

I E. He might create4 the two in Himself into one new8 man5, making peacec 
2E. And He might reconcile0 both in one body6 to God through the cross, having killedE I h 

the hostiJityF by it7 

2C. And having come, He announced-as-good-news G I~ 

JD. Peacec to you, the ones far-away, and peace8 to the ones near 
2D. Because9 through Him we both have the access 10 in11 one Spirit to the Father I~ 

JI~. So then, you are no longer strangersH and foreigners1
, but you are fellow-citizens with the saintsK, I'' 

and family-members 12 o/God 

IC. Having been builtL upon the foundationM of the13 apostles 14 and prophets 15- Christ Jesus 16 211 

Himself being the comerstone 17 

ID. In Whom the whole buildingN being fitted-together18 is growing0 into a holy templeP in 19 ~I 
the Lord 

2D. In Whom also you are being built-together into a dwelling-place20 o/God in the Spirit21 

-IB. For this reason,22 I, Paul, the prisoner23 a/Christ Jesus24 for the sake of you the Gentiles-25 

I ( ·. If indeed you26 heard-of the stewardship27 of the grace of God having been given28 to me for you
that29 by way of revelationO 

ID. The mystery30 was made-knownR to me 

IF. Just as I wrote-before31 in brief, ·with reference to which you are able, while 
reading, to perceives my understanding32 in the mystery of Christ 

2D. Whichll in other generationsT was not made-knownR to the sonsu o/humansv as it was 
now revealedw to His holy apostles and prophets by the Spirit 

,. 

3 D. That the Gentiles are fellow-heirsx and fellow-body-members and fellow-partakersY of 1. 

the34 promise35 in Christ Jesus36 through the good-newsz 

IL Of which I was made37 a minister38 according-to39 the giftAA of the grace of God 
having been given40 to me by-way-of the working88 o/His power 

2C. This grace41 was given to me, the less-than-least of all saintsK, that I might 

ID. Announce-as-good-newsG to42 the Gentiles the untraceable43 richescc a/Christ 
2D. And enlighten44 everyone45 to see what is the stewardship46 o/the mystery having been " 

hidden°0 from the past ages47 in God, the One having createdEE all things48 

:> D. So that now, the multifaceted49 wisdomFF of God might be made-knownR to the rulersaa 1 11 

and the authoritiesHH in the heavenly50 places 

IE. Through the church 
2L According-to51 the purpose11 o/the ages52, which He accomplished53 in Christ Jesus I I 

our Lord 



705 Ephesians 3: 11 

I. In this rendering, "in His flesh" has Paul's emphasis. Others also 
place "hostility" in this phrase, so that it says "Having abolished in 
His flesh the hostility, the Law". Others place "in His flesh" with 
what precedes, "and having broken down the dividing wall of parti
tion, the hostility, in His flesh." 

2. On this word, see "done away with" in Rom 6:6. 
3. Or, "regulations, decisions, ordinances". Elsewhere only in Lk 2: I; 

Act 16:4; 17:7; Col 2: 14. GK 1504. 
4. Elsewhere only in Mt 19:4; Mk 13:19; Rom 1:25; I Cor 11:9; Eph 

2:10; 3:9; 4:24; Col 1:16; 3:10; I Tim 4:3; Rev 4:11; I0:6. GK 
3231. Related IO "creation" in Rom 8:39; and "creator". 

5. Some think Paul means one new kind of individual, neither Jew nor 
Gentile: others, one new corporate body of mankind, the body of 
Christ, the church. On this word, see "mankind" in Mt 4:4. 

6. That is, "one [corporate] body", parallel to "one new man". 
7. Or, "on it", that is, the cross. Or, "in Himself". Same word as 

"Himself" in v 15. 
8. Compare Isa 57:19. Some manuscripts omit this word {N}. 
9. Or, "That". GK 4022. 
I 0. Or, "introduction, admission". On this word, see Rom 5:2. 
11. Or, "by". GK 1877. 
12. Or, "kinsmen". On this word, see Gal 6: I 0. 
13. Some think Paul means the foundation "consisting of the apostles 

and"; others, "laid by the apostles and". Compare 3:5. 
14. That is, the twelve. On this word, see I Cor 12:28. 
15. Some think Paul is referring to OT prophets; others, NT prophets. 

Same grammar as "shepherds and teachers" in 4: 11. On this word, 
sec I Cor 12:28. 

16. Some manuscripts say "Jesus Christ" {K}. 
17. Some render this "Christ Jesus being its cornerstone". Elsewhere 

only in I Pet 2:6. GK 214. See also Mt 21 :42. Compare Isa 28: 16. 
18. Or, "framed together, joined together". In ancient buildings, stones 

were "fitted together". Elsewhere only in 4: 16. GK 5274. 
19. Some think Paul means "holy temple in the Lord"; others, "grow

ing ... in the Lord". That is, in connection with the Lord. 
20. Thus, we Christians collectively are the spiritual temple where God 

dwells. Compare I Pet 2:5. GK 2999. 
21. Some think Paul means "being built ... by the Spirit"; others," being 

built ... in spirit", in a spiritual manner, spiritually; others, a 
"dwelling place/or God in the Spirit". 

22. That is, because God has made you Gentiles a part of His family 
through Christ. 

23. Used of Paul also in Act 23:18; 25:14, 27; 28:17; Eph4:1; 2 Tim 1:8; 
Phm 1:1, 9. Elsewhere only in Mt 27:15, 16; Mk 15:6;Act 16:25, 27; 
Heb I0:34; 13:3. GK 1300. Related to "imprisonment" in Phil 1:7. 

24. Some manuscripts say "a/the Lord Jesus"; others, "a/Christ"; oth
ers, "<if Jesus Christ" { C}. 

25. Some think Paul does not finish this sentence. He starts to pray for 
them, then breaks off this sentence, and diverges to explain his com
mission. Then he returns to his prayer in v 14. Others render this, 
" ... I, Paul am the prisoner", avoiding the break. 

26. The grammar means "Assuming that you heard". "If indeed" is also 
in 4:21; 2 Cor 5:3; Gal 3:4; Col I :23. 

27. Having heard of this stewardship, the readers would understand why 

Paul says "for your sake" in v I. Some think Paul means "the posi
tion of management responsibility" as apostle to the Gentiles; others, 
''the arrangement" in which he was a "steward" of the grace of God. 
On this word, see I: IO. It is the stewardship "with reference to" or 
"characterized by" God's grace which was given to Paul. 

28. Grammatically, this word refers to grace, "the grace ... having been 
given". Note v 7 and 8. It does not refer to "stewardship" here, "the 
stewardship ... having been given", as it does in Col I :25. 

29. This begins Paul's description (v 3-12) of the content he assumes 
the readers heard about his stewardship. Some manuscripts omit 
this word {C}. 

30. The mystery is defined in v 6. On this word, see Rom 11 :25. Some 
manuscripts say "He made known the mystery to me" {N}. 

31. Some think Paul is referring to what he just wrote, in I :9-1 O; 2: 11-
22. You will be able to understand the mystery as stated in v 6 by 
reading what I just said. Others think he is referring to his earlier 
letters, or to a letter now lost. 

32. Or, "insight". That is, my understanding in connection with the 
mystery concerning Christ. Same word as in Mk 12:33; Lk 2:47; 
Col I :9; 2:2; 2 Tim 2:7. Elsewhere only as "intelligence" in I Cor 
1:19. GK 5304. 

33. This refers to "mystery", either in v 4 or v 3. 
34. Some manuscripts say "His promise" {N} 
35. Some think Paul means the promise of the Spirit, as in I: 13; others, 

the promise of salvation, as in 2 Tim I: I. On this word, see I Jn 2:25. 
36. Some manuscripts omit this word {K}. 
37. Or, "I became". Some manuscripts say "I became" {K}, using a dif

ferent form of this word. GK 1181. 
38. Or, "servant". On this word, see "servants" in I Cor 3:5. 
39. Or, "in accordance with, based on, by way of". Same word as "by 

way of" next. GK 2848. 
40. This word goes with "grace", as in v 2. In some manuscripts it goes 

with "gift" (N}. These amount to nearly the same thing, "the gift 
consisting of the grace given" vs. "the gift given consisting of the 
grace". 

41. That is, the grace mentioned in v 7 or v 2. 
42. Some manuscripts say "among" {N}. 
43. Its dimensions cannot be traced out. On this word, see Rom 11 :33. 
44. Same word as in 1:18. 
45. Some manuscripts omitthis word { C}, so that it says "And bring to 

light what is the ... ". 
46. Or, "arrangement, mode of operation". On this word, see I: IO. 

Some manuscripts say "fellowship" { K}. 
47. On "past ages", see Lk I :70. 
48. Some manuscripts add "through Jesus Christ" {N}. 
49. Or, "many-sided". Used only here. GK 4497. 
50. The phrase "in the heavenly places" is elsewhere only in Eph I :3, 

20; 2:6; 6: 12. This word is elsewhere only in Jn 3: 12; I Cor 15 :40, 
48, 49; Phil 2: 10; 2 Tim 4: 18; Heb 3: I; 6:4; 8:5; 9:23; 11: 16; 12:22. 
GK 2230. 

51. Or, "in accordance with, in harmony with, based on". GK 2848. 
52. Or, "the eternal purpose". 
53. On this word, see "does" in Rev 13: 13. 
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Ephesians 3: 12 706 Verse 

IL In Whom we have boldnessA and access' in confidence6 , through faith in Him2 I~ 

:;( ·. Therefore I ask that you3 not lose-heartc in connection with my affiictions0 for-your-sake4- I ' 

which is5 your" glory! 

'll. For this reason 7 I bow my knees before the Father", •from Whom the whole9 familyw in the heavens 14- I ' 
and on earth is namedE 

I ( ·. Asking that He might grant to you in accordance with the richesF a/His glory0 11. 

I I) That you be strengthened11 with powerH through His Spirit in your inner person 12 

1D. So-that 13 Christ may dwell 14 in your hearts through faith I~ 

.11) In-order-that15 you- having 16 been rooted1 and founded 17 in love- might be strong- I~ 

enough 18 

IL To grasp 19 together-with all the saints what is the width and length and height 
and depth20 

1L. And to know21 the love a/Christ surpassingK knowledge22 I'' 

-11) In-order-that23 you might be filledL to all the fullnessM of God24 

2 C ·. Now to the One being able to do super-abundantJyN beyond all of the things which we ask or 211 

think25 according to the powerH being at-work26 in us-• to Him be the glory0 in the church 2 I 
and27 in Christ Jesus for all generations forever and everG, amen 

-1.\. Therefore I, the prisonerr in the Lord, exhortO you to walk worthily28 of the calling with which you -1. I 
were called29 

11 l With all humblemindedness30 and gentleness31 

21l. With patienceR 
_,I l Bearing-with5 one another in love 
41l. Being diligent32 to keep33 the unity34 of the Spirit35 in the bondT ofpeace36-

I ( · There is37 one body38 and one Spirit, just as you also39 were called in one hope of your calling'° -i 



707 Ephesians 4:4 

I. Same word as in 2: 18. 
2. Or, "through His faithfulness" to what God gave Him to do. 
3. Some think Paul means "that I not lose heart". In addition, some 

think he asks "you"; others, "God". 
4. Same word as in v I and 6:20, on which see Col I :24. 
5. That is, inasmuch as it is your glory, seeing that it is your glory, 

since it is your glory. Paul generalizes. My situation, my impris
onment and afflictions, is for your glory. This may be simplified 
to "which are your glory". 

6 Some manuscripts say "our" (A). 
7. Paul now resumes where he left off in v I. Same phrase as 3: I, 

which is elsewhere only in Tit I :5. 
8. Some manuscripts add "of our Lord Jesus Christ" { B). 
9. Or, "every". Same word and grammar as in "the whole" building in 

2:21. GK 4246. 
I 0. Or, "clan, tribe, people, nation'', a group whose identity is traced to a 

common father. Elsewhere only in Lk 2:4; Act 3:25. GK 4255. Related 
to "father" preceding. There is a play on words here, "the Father, rrom 
Whom the whole father-grouping ... is named". The whole family of 
God directly fathered by Him is in view. Others render it "every fam
ily", meaning "every father-grouping", every group based on a father. 
All such groupings owe their name to the Father, who ultimately (or 
directly, in the case of angels) is their Father-creator. Others render it 
more abstractly as "all fatherhood". In any case, Paul's point is to 
focus us on the Father, creator of the new life in us. 

11. Elsewhere only as "become strong" in Lk I :80; 2:40; and "grow 
strong" in I Cor 16:13. GK 3194. 

12. This phrase, "inner person", is elsewhere only in Rom 7:22; 2 Cor 
4:16. Compare I Pet 3:4. 

13. Instead of expressing the result, "strengthened ... so that Christ", 
others see this as a second request, "might grant first, that you be 
strengthened, and second, that Christ might dwell". In the former 
case, a growing spiritual strength leads to a growing presence of 
Christ. In the latter case, the two requests are an impersonal and a 
personal way of saying the same thing. 

14. Or, "settle down, have His home, reside", that is, be at home. Used 
mostly of dwelling or living in a place, as in Mt 2:23; 4: 13; Act 
1:19; 9:22, 35; 19:17; etc. Used of God in Mt 23:21; Act 7:48; 
17:24; and of the fullness dwelling in Christ in Col I: 19; 2:9. Used 
44 times. GK 2997. Related lo "dwelling place" in 2:22; and 
"dwell" in Jam 4:5. 

15. Or, "That", making this point 2C., a second primary request. 
16. This phrase, "having been rooted and founded in love" has Paul's 

emphasis (in the Greek word order, it precedes "in order that", and 
concludes v 17). It gives the result of what precedes and the basis 
for what follows. The construction is similar to I: 18. In this 
arrangement (compare the view in notes 13, 15 and 23) Paul means 
"strengthened so that Christ may dwell in your hearts, resulting in 
you being rooted and founded in love in order that you may be 
strong enough to grasp and to know the love of Christ". This foun
dation of love flows from Christ, and leads to Christ. It is the goal 
of the strength prayed for, and the foundation for reaching the full
ness of God. Living out His love, we come to know its dimensions. 

17. Or, "established". This word means "to lay or establish a founda
tion". Same word as in Mt 7:25; Col I :23. Elsewhere only as "laid 
the foundation of" in Heb 1:10; and "establish" in I Pet 5:10. GK 
2530. Related to "foundation" in 2:20; I Tim 6:19. 

18. Or, "be fully able". Used only here. GK 2015. Related to "strength" 
in 1:19. 

19. Or, "comprehend, seize, lay hold of". On this word, see "over
come" in Jn I :5. 

20. Some think Paul is describing the dimensions of Christ's love- to 
grasp it mentally, and to know it experientially. Others think he is 
referring to "the multi-faceted wisdom of God" (3:10), seen in the 
mystery. There are other views. Consult the commentaries. Some 
manuscripts say "depth and height" { N}. 

21. Paul is referring to experiential knowledge that includes, but 
exceeds mental knowledge. On this word, see Lk I :34. 

22. Or, "And lo know Christ's knowledge-surpassing love". Some think 
Paul means the love surpassing what can be grasped intellectually, 
the love only known by personally living and experiencing it; oth
ers, the love that transcends knowledge in its greatness. 

23. Or, "That", making this point 3C., a third primary request. 
24. Some manuscripts say "in order that all the fullness of God may 

be filled up" {A). 
25. Or, "understand, perceive, imagine". That is, think about, think out, 

intend to ask. Elsewhere only as "consider" in 2 Tim 2:7; "under
stand" in Mt 24:15; Mk 13:14; Rom 1:20; I Tim 1:7; Heb 11:3; 
"perceive" in Mt 15:17; 16:9, 11; Mk 7:18; 8:17; Eph 3:4; and 
"comprehend" in Jn 12:40. GK 3783. Related to "mind" in 2 Cor 
3:14 and in Rom 7:23. 

26. Or, "in operation". Same word and grammar as in 2:2; 2 Cor I :6; 
Col I :29. On this word, see "works" in I Cor 12: 11. 

27. Some manuscripts omit this word {N). 
28. That is, in a manner worthy of. On this word, see 3 Jn 6. Here Paul 

details this worthy walk rrom our perspective as part of the Lord's 
body of believers. 

29. On "calling", see 2 Pet I: I 0. On the related word "called", see Rom 
8:30. The same two words are in v 4. 

30. Or, "lowliness of mind". Same phrase as in Act 20: 19. On this 
word, see Phil 2:3. The opposite of this is in Rom 12:16; Gal 6:3. 

31. Or, "meekness". Elsewhere only in I Cor 4:21; 2 Cor 10: I; Gal 5:23; 
6:1; Col 3:12; 2 Tim 2:25; Tit 3:2; Jam I :21; 3: 13; I Pet 3:16. GK 
4559. Related to the word in I Tim 6: 11; and to "gentle" in I Pet 3:4. 

32. Or, "making every effort, being eager, being earnest, hastening, 
doing your best". Same word as in 2 Tim 2:15; 4:9, 21; Tit 3:12; 
Heb 4: 11; 2PetI:10, 15; 3: 14. Elsewhere only as "be eager" in Gal 
2:10; I Thes 2:17. GK 5079. Related to "earnest" in 2 Cor 8:17; 
"diligently" in Tit 3:13; and "earnestness" in 2 Cor 8:16. 

33. Or, "preserve, guard, protect". On this word, see I Jn 5: 18. 
34. Or, "oneness". Elsewhere only in v 13. GK 1942. 
35. That is, the unity which the Spirit produces, the Spirit-given unity. 
36. Some think Paul means "the bond which consists of peace"; others, 

"the bond which leads to peace", that is, love (as in Col 3: 14). 
37. The following defines seven points of the unity given by the Spirit, 

seven things all Christians share. 
38. That is, the body of Christ, the church, I :23; 5:23; Rom 12:5; I Cor 

12:27; Col I :24. 
39. Some manuscripts omit this word {N). 
40. Compare I: 18. There is one hope belonging to our calling. On 

"called, calling", see v I. 
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Ephesians 4:5 708 Verse 

I D. One Lord, one faith 1, one baptism2 
:' 

2D. One God and Father of all3- the One over all and through all and in all4 Ii 

2l '. And5 to each6 one7 of us graceA was given according to the measure8 of the gift8 of Christ 7 

lD. For this reason it says [in Ps 68: 18], "having ascended to on-high9, He led captivity S 
captive 10, He gave 11 gifts 12 to peoplec" 

IE. Now 13 what does the "He ascended" mean 14 except that He also descended 15 into 16 9 
the lower17 parts 18 of the earth? 19 

2 E. The One having descended is Himself also the One having ascended far above all IO 
the heavens, in order that He might fill 0 all things20 

2D. And He Himself gave some as apostlesE, and others as prophetsF, and others as 11 
evangelists21 , and others as shepherds22 and teachers23 

1 L'. For24 the equipping25 of the saintsG 12 

11. For the workH of ministry26 

2F. For the building-up1 of the body of Christ 

2 E. Until we all attain27 

IF. To the unity28 of the faith, and of the knowledge29 of the Son of God30 

2F. To a mature31 man 
-' F. To the measure8 of the statureK of the fullnessL of Christ 

11.. So that we may no longer be childrenM, being tossed-about32 and carried-around by 1 I 
every wind ofteachingN 

I I. By the trickery33 of peoplec 
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I. Some think Paul is referring to saving faith (as in Eph 2:8); others, 
to .. the faith", the truth (as in Jude 3). Compare v 13. 

2. Paul could be referring to the baptism of the Spirit by which all are 
placed in the body of Christ, I Cor 12: 13; to our spiritual baptism 
into the death, burial and resurrection of Christ, Rom 6:4-5; Col 
2: 12; or to water baptism (one rite of initiation, irrespective of how 
it is performed). Some think he is referring to the one event of ini
tiation, which includes all three of these. 

3. For each .. all" in this verse, some think Paul means "all believers", 
Jew and Gentile; others, .. all things", the whole universe. 

4. Some manuscripts say in "us all"; others, "you all" {A}. 
5. Or, "But". Paul may mean "And", giving another point of unity. 

"One" is the first word in this Greek sentence, as in the phrases in 
v 4-6. There is unity in that each individual has received a meas
ure of grace from Christ (Rom 12:6). Gifts are a mark ofunity and 
diversity at the same time, I Cor 12. Or, Paul may mean "But", con
trasting the unity in v 4-6 with the diversity seen in our gifts. He 
goes on to describe the giving in v 8-1 O; some of the gifts in v 11; 
and the purpose in v 12-16. 

6. This word is used 82 times. GK 1667. 
7. That is, to each individual, each single one. This word is the num

ber "one'', the same word as in "one" body, spirit, etc. On this 
phrase, see Mt 26:22. This word is used 345 times. GK 1651. 

H. Some think that "gift" here means "spiritual gift". Thus grace was 
given proportionate to "the measure belonging to the spiritual gift 
given to each one by Christ". In other words, Christ gave differing 
gifts (some named in v 11) to His body, and with them grace and 
faith (Rom 12:3) of proportionate measure. The Spirit distributes 
them to each one, as He wills, I Cor 12: 11. Others think that the 
gift is the grace. Grace was given according to "the measured gift 
of it given by Christ to each one". This grace is seen in one's spir
itual gifts, opportunities, and much more. Compare Rom 12:3. On 
this word, see Rom 5: 15. 

9. That is, into heaven. On this word, see Lk I :78. Paul quotes the 
psalm as a prediction that Christ would give gifts. 

I 0. Or, "He took prisoner prisoners-of-war". The victor in battle takes 
prisoner his conquered foes. The verb means "to take captive, to 
make prisoners of war", and is used only here, GK 169. The noun 
means "captivity, prisoner of war" and is elsewhere only in Rev 
13: I 0, GK 168. Related to "captive" in Lk 4: 18; "take captive" in 
2 Cor 10:5; and "fellow-captive" in Rom 16:7. 

11. The Hebrew in Ps 68: 18 says "received". Paul interprets or applies 
this to mean that Christ received them from God, and gave them to 
His people, who respond as in Ps 68: 19. The victor takes or receives 
spoils, and gives them to his people. There are other views. Consult 
the commentaries. Some manuscripts say "and He gave ... " { B}. 

12. Elsewhere only in Mt 7:11; Lk 11:13; Phil 4:17. GK 1517. Same 
word as in the psalm. 

13. Paul draws a further conclusion about the Messiah from the psalm. 
The psalm implies that He also descended. 

14. On this word, see "is" in Mt 26:26. 
15. Some manuscripts say "He also first descended" {A}. 
16. Or, "to". GK 1650. 
17. This phrase "lower parts of the earth" is used only here. Some man

uscripts omit "parts" so that it says "to the lower things of the earth" 

{ C}. "Lower" is used only here, GK 3005. Compare "under the 
earth" in Phil 2:10; Rev 5:3. Note the contrast between "lower" 
here, and "far above" in v I 0. 

18. The plural "parts" often means "regions, districts'', as in Mt 2:22; 
15:21; Act 2: IO; 19: I; etc. The plural is used only here by Paul. On 
this word, see Rom 11 :25. 

19. Some think this refers to Christ's incarnation on earth- He 
descended to earth and died, then ascended to heaven leading as 
captive His conquered foes (sin and death and Satan) and gave gifts 
(the spiritual gifts of which Paul is speaking). Others think it refers 
to a descent into Hades after His death- He descended into the 
grave, into Hades, the holding place of the dead. He led those 
believers held captive there to heaven with Him. Then He gave gifts 
to His people. In either case, Paul's main point is that "He gave 
gifts", which he repeats in verse 11. 

20. Some think Paul means "with His presence"; others, "with His 
working". There are other views. 

21. This is from the noun "gospel" (see "good news" in I Cor 15:1). 
This person is a "gospel-izer", one who proclaims the good news 
of the gospel. Elsewhere only in Act 21:8 (Philip); and 2 Tim 4:5 
(Timothy). GK 2296. 

22. Used of shepherds of sheep, and metaphorically of Jesus. Else
where only in Mt 9:36; 25:32; 26:31; Mk 6:34; 14:27; Lk 2:8, 15, 
18, 20; Jn 10:2, 11, 12, 14, 16; Heb 13:20; I Pet 2:25. GK 4478. 
Used only here in the sense of a spiritual gift and leader in the 
church. Only here has it been translated "pastor". The related verb, 
"to shepherd, to tend or feed the flock", is in I Pet 5:2 (where eld
ers are to do it), and Act 20:28. Related to "flock" in I Pet 5:2. 

23. Some think the grammar indicates that both these words- shep
herds and teachers- refer to the same person in two roles, "shep
herd-teachers"; others, to two people belonging to the same class 
(local church workers versus traveling workers like the first three) 
and sharing some responsibilities. Note that "apostles and prophets" 
has the same grammar in 2:20; 3:5. 

24. Or, "With a view to". GK 4639. Not the same word as "for" in the 
next two phrases (GK 1650). 

25. Or, "preparing, furnishing, training". This noun is used only here. 
GK 2938. Related to the verb "prepare" in Rom 9:22, which is ren
dered "fully trained" in Lk 6:40. 

26. Or, "service". This work is where the gifts given to each one (v 7, 
16) are put into action. On this word, see I Cor 12:5. 

27. Or, "reach, arrive at, come to". On this word, see Act 26:7. 
28. Sarne word as in v 3. 
29. Or, "full knowledge". On this word, see Col I :9. 
30. Some think Paul means the unity of the faith in, and the knowledge 

of, the Son of God. That is, until the faith in and knowledge of Him 
is the same in all believers. Others think he means the unity con
sisting of the Son of God's faith and knowledge as the measure, 
similar to the lofty goal of the third phrase. 

31. Or, "finished, complete, perfect". On this word, see "complete" in 
I Cor 13:10. 

32. Or, "tossed up and down, back and forth", as by waves in the sea. 
Used only here. GK 3115. Related to "surge" in Jam I :6. 

33. Or, "cunning, sleight of hand". This word means "dice playing", 
from the word for "dice". Used only here. GK 3235. 

A. Eph2:8 B. Jn3:34 C. Mt4:4,mankind D. Eph5:18 E. I Cor 12:28 F. I Cor 12:28 G. I Pet 1:16,holy H. Mt26:10 J. Rom 14:19, 
edification K. Mt 6:27, life span L. Col 1:19 M. I Cor 3:1, infant N. I Tim 5:17 



Ephesians 4: 15 710 Verse 

21·. By craftinessA with-regard-to1 the scheme2 of error3 

41 ·.. But that while speaking-the-truth4 in love5
, we may grow8 as to all things into6 Him I ' 

Who is the head- Christ 

I F. From Whom the whole body I h 

I Ci Being fitted-together7 and held-together-I by every jointc ofsupply9 

2Ci. According to the working 10 in measure0 of eachE individuaJF partG 

2F Is producingH the growth of the body 11 

JF. For the building-upl of itself in love 

~ \. Therefore 12 this I say and testify 13 in the Lord- that you be walkingK no longer as indeed the Gentiles14 I~ 

are walking, in the futilityL of their mindM 

11 l Being darkened 15 in their understandingN, having been excluded16 from the life of God Ir; 

I ( · Because of the ignorance 17 being in them 
2C. Because of the hardness0 of their heartsP 

2U. Who, having become callous 18
, gave themselves over19 to sensualityO for the practice20 of every I'> 

impurityR with greed21 

31 l. But you did not leam5 Christ in this manner,• if indeed you heard Him, and were taught in Him, even 20-2 I 
as it is the truth in Jesus22-

I l That in-relation-to23 your former way-of-lifeT, you lay-aside0 the old person24 being corrupted25 

in-accordance-with26 the desiresv of deception27 

2< And that you be being renewed28 in the spirit of your mindM 
JC· And that you put-on29 the neww personx having been createdv in accordance with God, in 

righteousness and holiness30 oftruth31 

-+I l. Therefore, having laid-aside32 the lie33 

I ( . Each of you be speaking truth2 with his neighborM, because we34 are body-parts88 of one another 
2( . Be angry35 and-yet do not be sinning. Do not let the sun go down upon your angriness36, "nor 26-2-

give a place37 to the devil 
\l . Let the one stealing be stealing no longer. But rather let him be laboringcc, working00 the 2~ 

goodEE thing with his own38 hands, in order that he might have something to give39 to the one 
having a needFF 

-+C · Let every bad40 word not proceed41 out of your mouth. But if there is something goodEE for 2<l 
edificationl of the needFF, speak in order that it may give graceGG to the ones hearing. •And do .Ill 

not grieveH11 the Holy Spirit of God, with Whom42 you were sealed1J for the day ofredemptionKK 
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I. Or, "with a view to, for, toward", expressing the aim of the crafti
ness. The KJV paraphrases here. GK 4639. 

2. Or, "scheming". Same word as in 6: 11, the schemes of the devil. 
The planned system or method. 

3. Or, "deception". On this word, see I Thes 2:3. Paul may mean the 
scheme characterized by error ("deceitful scheming"); or, leading 
to error; or, proceeding from error. 

4. This is the verb related to "truth". Some think that here it means 
"adhering to the truth"; others, "living out the truth"; others, 
"speaking the truth of the gospel", in opposition to the error in v 14. 
Elsewhere only in Gal 4: 16. GK 238. Related to "truth" in Jn 4:23. 

5. Some take this with what follows, "truth, in love we may grow ... ", 
with "in" meaning "in the sphere of". Note that "in love" occurs 
again in v 16. 

6. That is, into closer union with Him. Or, "to" Him as the goal. Or, 
"for" Him. GK 1650. 

7. Same word as in 2:21. 
8. Same word as in Col 2: 19, and as "brought together" in Col 2:2. 

GK 5204. 
9. Or, "support". That is, by what every joint supplies. Each Christian 

is a "joint" through which the life of Christ is "supplied" to the body 
as each joint "works" its "gift" according to the "measure" of 
"grace" given to it, producing the growth of the body. Elsewhere 
only as "provision" in Phil I: 19. GK 2221. The related verb is used 
in Col 2:19. 

IO. Same word as in I: 19; 3:7. On this noun, see Phil 3:21. 
I I. The body produces the growth of the body, like every other living 

organism. 
12. Paul further details the worthy walk of 4: I from the perspective of 

a departure from our former way of life. 
13. Or, "affirm", as a witness to the truth. On this word, see I Thes 2: 12. 
14. Compare Act 15:23. Some manuscripts say "the rest of the Gen

tiles" (N}. 
15. This is a participle, "Being having been darkened", that is, being in 

a state of darkness. Or, "Having been darkened in their under
standing, being excluded". Elsewhere only in Rev 9:2; 16: 10. GK 
5031. Related to "darkness" in Jn 3:19. 

16. Or "alienated, estranged". Elsewhere only in Eph 2: 12; Col I :21, 
also of Gentiles. GK 558. 

17. Elsewhere only in Act 3: 17; 17:30; I Pet I: 14. GK 53. Related to 
the word in Rom 10:3. 

18. Or, "past feeling, dead to feeling". They are past feeling shame, 
morally insensitive, having no sense of right and wrong. Used only 
here. GK 556. 

19. This word, "gave over", is the same word as in Rom I :24, 26, 28, 
of God "handing over" the Gentiles. 

20. Or, "pursuit, business, working". Elsewhere only as "effort" in Lk 
12:58; "business" in Act 19:24, 25; and "profit" in Act 16:16, 19. 
GK 2238. The root word is "work". 

21. Or, "greediness". That is, with a desire for more and more. Related 
to "increase" in 2 Cor 8: 15. Greed is a desire for increase. Same 
word as in Mk 7:22; Lk 12: 15; Rom I :29; Eph 5:3; Col 3:5; I Thes 
2:5; 2 Pel 2:3, 14. Elsewhere only as "greediness" in 2 Cor 9:5. GK 
4432. Related to "exploit" in I Thes 4:6. 

22. This is the Greek word order. Or, "even as there is truth in Jesus"; 
or, "even as truth is in Jesus". Compare the phrase in v 18, "the 
ignorance being in them", where the grammar is clear. 

23. Or, "with respect to, with regard to". GK 2848. 
24. The metaphor of the "old person" is also in Rom 6:6; Col 3:9. On 

this word, see "mankind" in Mt 4:4. See also 2 Cor 5: 17; Gal 6: 15. 
25. Or, "corrupting itself". On this word, see "ruin" in I Cor 3:17. 
26. Or, "based on, by way of, in the interest of, for the purposes of". 

Same word as in v 24. GK 2848. 
27. Or, "deceit". Paul may mean the desires proceeding from decep

tion, belonging to deception (deception's desires), or character
ized by deception (deceptive or deceitful desires). On this word, 
see 2 Pet 2: 13. 

28. Or, "be becoming renewed, be getting yourself renewed". Used 
only here. GK 391. In the parallel passage in Col 3: 10, Paul uses a 
different word. 

29. Or, "wear" like a garment. On this word, see Rom 13:14. Same 
word as in 6:11, 14. 

30. Or, "devoutness". Elsewhere only in Lk I :75. GK 4009. Not related 
to the normal word for "holy". Related to "devoutly" in I Thes 
2: IO; and "holy" in Heb 7:26. 

31. Some think Paul means "true holiness'', holiness characterized by 
truth; others, "truth's holiness", holiness belonging to the truth. Com
pare "desires of deception" in v 22. In addition, some think "of truth" 
modifies "holiness" only; others, "righteousness and holiness". 

32. Same word as in v 22. 
33. Or, "falsehood". In this rendering, Paul is referring to the lie of their 

futile Gentile way of thinking and living, the falsehood about which 
they were darkened in their understanding. This introduces the 
commands given next. Or, this may only introduce the command to 
speak truth. In this case, point 4B. would be "Therefore", and point 
IC. would be "Having laid aside falsehood, each ... ". On this word, 
see "falsehood" in Rev 14:5. 

34. That is, we in the body of Christ. The whole body will suffer if you 
fail to speak truth. 

35. This is the verb related to "anger" in v 31. This verse deals with the 
right kind of anger- anger against sin, evil, falsehood (v 25), not 
people (Mt 5 :22, same word). Verse 31 deals with the wrong kind 
of anger. On this word, see Rev 11: 18. Compare Ps 4:4. 

36. This is a different word, but related to "be angry" earlier. It means 
the state of anger that results from provocation; the irritation, the 
exasperation, the angry mood. Used only here. GK 4240. Related 
to "provoke to anger" in 6:4. 

37. The word "place, location" is used here in the sense of"opportu
nity, chance", as in Act 25:16; Rom 12:19; Heb 12:17. Used 94 
times. GK 5536. 

38. Some manuscripts omit this word {C}. 
39. Or, "give a share of". On this word, see Rom 12:8. 
40. Or, "corrupt, worthless, rotten, unfit". On this word, see "bad" tree 

inMt7:17. 
41. In English, we prefer to say "Let no bad word proceed". Same 

idiom as in 5:5. 
42. Or, "by Whom, in Whom". 

A. I Cor 3: 19 B. Jn 3:30 C. Col 2: 19 D. Jn 3:34 E. Eph 4:7 F. Eph 4:7, one G. Rom 11 :25 H. Rev 13: 13, does J. Rom 14: 19, edification 
K. Heb 13:9 L. Rom 8:20 M. Rom 7:23 N. Lk I :51, thought 0. Rom 11 :25 P. Rev 2:23 Q. 2 Pet 2:2 R. I Thes 2:3 S. Phil 4: II T. I Pet I: 15, 
conduct U. Rom 13:12 V. Gal 5:16 W. Heb 8:13 X. Mt4:4, mankind Y. Eph 2:15 Z. Jn 4:23 AA. Act 7:27 BB. Col 3:5 CC. Mt 11:28, 
being weary DD. Mt 26: IO EE. I Tim 5: !Ob FF. Tit 3: 14 GG. Eph 2:8 HH. 2 Cor 7:9 JJ. Eph I: 13 KK. Rom 3:24 
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:iC. Let all bittemessA and anger8 and wrathc and clamor1 and blasphemy0 be taken-away2 from 
you, along-with all malice3• • And4 be kind5 to one another, tenderheartedE, forgivingF each 
other just as God in Christ also forgave you6 

5B. Therefore be imitators7 of God, as belovedG childrenH 

I (·.And be walking1 in loveK, just as Christ also loved us8, and handed Himself overL for us9- an 
offeringM and a sacrificeN to God for an aroma o/fragrance 10 

2l ·. But 11 let sexual-immorality0 , and all impurityP or greedO, not even be named12 among you, as 
is properR for saints-"and13 filthiness 14, and foolish-talk or coarse-joking15, which are not 
fitting- but rather thanksgivings 

I [). For you know 16 this- recognizing17 that every sexually-immoral or impure or greedy person 
(that18 is, an idolater) does not have19 an inheritanceT in the kingdomu a/Christ and God 

Verse 

5: I 

2 D. Let no one deceive v you with emptyw words, for because of these things the wrathc of r • 
God is coming upon the sons of disobedience20 

:rn. Therefore do not be fellow-partakers 21 with them 

JC. For you were formerly darknessx, but now you are lightv in the Lord 

ID. Be walking1 as childrenH o/light22
- "for the fruit of the light23 is in24 all goodnessz and •J 

righteousnessAA and truth88- •approving what is pleasing25 to the Lord 111 

2D. And do not be participating26 in the unfruitfulcc works of darknessx, but rather even be I I 
exposing27 them 

IE. For28 it is shameful00 even to speak the things being done in secret by them,"but29 I 2-1 ' 
all things being exposed by the lightv become-visible30 

IF. For31 everything becoming-visible is light32 • Therefore he33 says, "AwakeEE, I-+ 
sleepingFF one, and rise-upGG from the deadHH, and Christ will shine-on34 you"35 

(1 \. Therefore36 be watchingH carefully37 how38 you walk1- not as unwise, but as wise," redeeming39 the I :'-I h 

time40
- because the days are evilKK 

I B. For this reason, do not be foolishLL ones, but understand41 what the wiJlMM o/the Lord is I -
213. And do not get-drunkNN with wine00

- in42 which is wild-living43- but be filled44 with45 the Spirit I:-: 
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I. On this word, see "outcry" in Heb 5:7. There is an example of it in 
Act 23:9, where this word is used. 

2. Or. "removed". GK 149. 
3. That is, the desire to cause harm or distress in others. On this word, 

see "badness" in I Pet 2: I. 
4. Some manuscripts omit this word { C}. 
5. Or, "good". On this word, see "good" in I Pet 2:3. 
6. Some manuscripts say "us" { B}. 
7. Or, "followers, emulators, mimickers". Used only here of God, as 

love, v 2; and light, v 9. Elsewhere only in I Cor4: 16; 11 :I; I Tues 
I :6; 2: 14; Heb 6: 12. GK 3629. The related verb is in 2 Thes 3:7. 

8. Some manuscripts say "you" { B}. 
9. Some manuscripts say "you" {A}. 
I 0. This phrase, "aroma of fragrance" also occurs in Phil 4: 18. On both 

words, see 2 Cor 2: 14-16. 
11. Paul now forbids the opposites of God's kind of love. 
12. That is, identified as part of your behavior. On this word, see 2 

Tim 2:19. 
13. Some manuscripts say "nor" here and next {N}, "nor filthiness, nor 

foolish talk, nor coarse joking". 
14. Or, "indecency, obscenity, shamefulness" in word or deed. Used 

only here. GK I 57. Related to "filthy language" in Col 3:8. 
15. Or, "vulgar wittiness". Used only here. GK 2365. 
16. Or, this may be a command, "know this". On this word, see I Jn 2:29. 
17. Or, "knowing, understanding". Some think Paul means "you know 

to obey v 3-4, for you recognize that persons characterized by such 
things are not part of God's kingdom"; others, "you know this
recognizing [by your own experience]-that...". Others regard the 
repetition of"know" as similar (two different words are used here) 
to a Hebrew way of speaking which places emphasis on the know
ing, "you know with certainty, you surely know". Others omit this 
word as redundant. On this word, see Lk I :34. 

18. Paul makes this connection also in Col 3:5. Some manuscripts say 
"who" {N}. "Idolater" is GK 1629. 

19. In English, we prefer to say "that no sexually immoral... has". 
20. Same phrase as in 2:2. 
21. That is, of these sins. Elsewhere only in 3:6. GK 52 I 2. The root 

word is "partakers" in Heb 3: I. 
22. That is, characterized by light. 
23. Some manuscripts say "Spirit" {A}. 
24. Some think Paul means "in the sphere of"; others, "consisting in". 

GK 1877. 
25. Or, "acceptable". Elsewhere only in Rom 12: I, 2; 14: 18; 2 Cor 5:9; 

Phil 4: 18; Col 3:20; Tit 2:9; Heb 13:21. GK 2298. Related to the 
words in I Thes 2:4 and Heb 11 :5. On "approving'', see Rom 12:2, 
where both theses words also occur. 

26. Or, "having fellowship with". On this word, see "co-partnered" in 
Phil 4:14. 

27. Or, "rebuking, convicting, bringing to light". That is, expose them 
with a rebuke. "Expose" is used here to show the connection with 
what follows. Same word as in v 13; and in Mt 18: 15; Jn 3:20. Else
where only as "rebuke" in Lk 3: 19; I Tim 5:20; 2 Tim 4:2; Tit I: 13; 
2:15; Heb 12:5; Rev3:19; "convict"inJn8:46; 16:8; I Cor 14:24; 
Jam 2:9; Jude 15; and "refute" in Tit I :9. GK I 794. Related to 
"rebuking" in 2 Tim 3: 16. 

28. This emphasizes why we should not participate in these works (v 
11 a). They are shameful to speak about, except in exposing them to 
God's light. 

29. This explains why we should expose these works (v I lb). 
30. Or, "are made visible". Or, "being exposed are made visible by the 

light". When we expose these works of darkness, they become vis
ible to the person in God's light, visible for what they are in God's 
eyes. On this word, see "made evident" in I Jn 2: 19. 

31. This explains the value of making such works visible in God's light. 
32. That is, as these works become visible in the light (v 13), they 

reflect the light, and become a light-source of God to the person. 
The light of God penetrates the darkness of such people by reflect
ing off their exposed deeds into their hearts, making it possible for 
them to respond to God. They either respond to this light, or run 
from it (compare Jn 3: 19-21). There are other views on the flow and 
meaning ofv 12-14. Consult the commentaries. 

33. Or, "it says". Paul may mean that the one exposing the person's sin 
says this to the person. Thus the believer exposes the person's works, 
making them visible in God's light, which reflects into the heart. 
Here, the believer calls upon the person to respond to the light. Or, 
Paul may be quoting a written source unknown to us. Or, he may 
be paraphrasing from Isa 60: I. In any case, this is addressed to the 
spiritually dead one. 

34. Or, "give light to, shine out to". Some render it figuratively, 
"enlighten". Used only here. GK 2213. 

35. Through the light reflecting to this one from his exposed works of 
darkness, someone is able to call him to rise to new life and come 
out into the day. Respond to the light and receive a new life, and 
Christ will shine on you, transforming you now and forever. Com
pare Rom 13: 11. 

36. Paul further details the worthy walk with regard to our relationships 
in various spheres. 

37. On this adverb, see "accurately" in Mt 2:8. 
38. Some manuscripts reverse the words, "how carefully" {B}. 
39. Or, "buying back, buying up" the time for the Lord. That is, mak

ing the most of the time, taking advantage of every opportunity, sav
ing your time from being lost. Same phrase as in Col 4:5. Elsewhere 
only in Gal 3: 13; 4:5. GK 1973. The root word is "buy". 

40. Or, "opportunity, moment, occasion". Same word as "opportunity" 
inGal6:10. 

41. Instead of a command, some manuscripts say "but ones under
standing ... " {N). On this word, see Mt 13:23. 

42. That is, "in connection with". GK 1877. 
43. Or, "debauchery, profligacy". Elsewhere only in Tit I :6; I Pet 4:4. 

GK 861. Related to the word used in Lk 15:13 of the prodigal son. 
44. Same word as in Lk 2:40; Act 5:3; 13:52; Rom I :29; 15: 13, 14; 2 

Cor 7:4; Eph 3: 19; Phil I: 11; Col I :9; 2 Tim I :4. On this command, 
see Phil 2:2. Note the parallel passage in Col 3: 16, which says "let 
the word of Christ dwell in you richly". This word also means "fill 
up, fulfill, make full, complete". Used 86 times. GK 4444. Related 
to "full" in Mt 14:20, and "fullness" in Col I: 19. 

45. Or, "by", meaning "be filled with the fullness of God by means of 
the Spirit". 

A. Act 8:23 B. Rev 16: 19, fury C. Rev 16: 19 D. I Tim 6:4 E. I Pet 3:8 F. Lk 7:42 G. Mt 3:17 H. I Jn 3: I J. Heb 13:9 K. I Jn 4: 16 
L. Mt 26:21, hand over M. Act 21 :26 N. Heb 9:26 0. I Cor 5: I P. I Tues 2:3 Q. Eph 4: 19 R. I Cor 11: 13, fitting S. I Tim 4:3 T. Eph I: 14 
U. Mt 3:2 V. I Tim 2: 14 W. I Thes 2: I X. Jn 3: 19 Y. Jn I :5 Z. Gal 5:22 AA. Rom I: 17 BB. Jn 4:23 CC. I Cor 14: 14 DD. Tit I: 11 EE. Mt 28:6, 
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Ephesians 5: 19 714 Verse 

I< . SpeakingA to each other with' psalms2 and hymns3 and spiritual4 songs5 19 
:'< · Singing6 and making-melody7 with your heart8 to the Lord 
3l . Giving-thanksc always for all things in the name of our Lord Jesus Christ to our God and Father 20 
-H · Being-subject8 to one another in the fear9 of Christ' 0 2 I 

I J) Wives"- to your own husbands, as to the Lord 22 

IF. Because a husband is the head12 of his wife as also Christ is the head of the church- 2 \ 
He 13 being the Savior0 of the body 

IL Nevertheless 14
, as the church is subject to Christ, in this manner also let the 2'1 

wives be to their 15 husbands in everything 

2D. Husbands, be lovingE your wives ::'' 

I 1-. Just as Christ also lovedE the church and handed Himself overF for her16 *in order 2<i 
that He might sanctify 17 her, having cleansed 18 her with 19 the washing20 of water 
by21 the word22 

11 · In order that He might present23 the church to Himself as gloriousG- not 
having spotH or wrinkle or any of such things, but that she might be holyl and 
without-blemishK 

21'. In this manner,24 husbands ought also25 to be loving their wives as their own bodies. 2S 
The one loving his wife is loving himself26 

IF. For27 no one ever hatedL his own fleshM, but he nourishesN and cherishes0 it ::''l 

IC 1. Just as Christ28 also does the church:because we are body-parts29 of 30 
His body30 

2 F. "For3 1 this cause a man shall leave-behindP his father and mother and shall be ·' I 
joinedO to his wife, and the two will be one flesh32" [Gen 2:24] 



715 Ephesians 5:31 

I. Or, "in, by means of". GK 1877. Some manuscripts omit this word, 
leaving it implied {CJ. 

2. Elsewhere only in Lk 20:42; 24:44; Act 1:20; 13:33; I Cor 14:26; 
Col 3:16. GK 6011. Our word "psalm" comes from this word. 

3. Elsewhere only in Col 3: 16. GK 5631. That is, a song of praise. The 
related verb is "sing praise" in Act 16:25. Our word "hymn" comes 
from this word. 

4. Some manuscripts omit this word {B}. IL is present in Col 3:16. On 
this word, see I Cor 14: I. 

5. Elsewhere only in Col 3:16; Rev 5:9; 14:3; 15:3. GK 6046. Our 
word "ode" comes from this Greek word. 

!i. Elsewhere only in Col 3:16; Rev 5:9; 14:3; 15:3. GK 106. This is 
the verb related to "songs" preceding. 

7. Or, "singing psalms, psalming, singing praise". Elsewhere only as 
"sing praise" in Rom 15:9; I Cor 14: 15; Jam 5: 13. GK 6010. This is 
the verb related to "psalms" preceding. Also used of "playing" the 
harp in the OT (as in I Sam 16: 16, 17, 23). Paul may be referring to 
a distinction in the type of song, "singing-songs and singing-praises 
(or, psalms)"; or, to "singing and making melody (or, music)". 

8. Or, "Submitting, Being subordinate, Subjecting yourselves". The 
root word means "to arrange, put in order" (see "establish" in Rom 
13:1 on it). This word adds the prefix "under". Thus it means "to 
place under. to arrange under, to subordinate; to subject oneself, to 
submit voluntarily". This word is used of submission by Christ to 
the Father, I Cor 15:28, and His parents, Lk 2:51; of everything to 
Christ, I Cor 15:27, 28; Eph I :22; Phil 3:21; of the church to Christ, 
Eph 5:24; of angels to Christ, I Pet 3:22; of Christians to one 
another, Eph 5:21; of Christians to the gospel, Rom 10:3; 2 Cor 
9: 13 (noun); of Christians to leaders, I Cor 16: 16; of Christians to 
God, Jam 4:7; Heb 12:9; of demons to the apostles, Lk 10:17, 20; 
of people to government, Rom 13:1, 5; Tit 3:1; I Pet 2:13; of ser
vants to masters, Tit 2:9; I Pet 2: 18; of younger men to older, I Pet 
5:5; of wives to husbands, Eph 5:24; I Cor 14:34; Col 3: 18; Tit 2:5; 
I Pet 3:1, 5; I Tim 2:11 (noun); of children to parents, I Tim 3:4 
(noun). Elsewhere only in Rom 8:7, 20; I Cor 14:32; Heb 2:5, 8. 
GK 5718. Related to "submission" in I Tim 2: 11. 

9. This word often means "fear" in the sense of"ftight, terror", but also 
in the sense of"respect, awe, reverence", as in Lk 1:65; 5:26; 7:16; 
Act 2:43; 9:31; Rom 3:18; 13:7; I Pet 1:17. Used 47 times. GK 
5832. The related verb is "respecting" in Eph 5:33. 

I 0. Some manuscripts say "God"; others, "the Lord"; others, "Jesus 
Christ" [ N}. 

11. Some manuscripts say "Wives, be subject"; others, "Let wives be 
subject" { B}. 

12. Using this same word, God is the head of Christ, I Cor 11 :3; Christ 
is the head of the man, I Cor 11 :3; the church, Eph 1:22; Col 1:18; 
all rule and authority, Col 2:10; and the husband is the head of the 
wife, I Cor 11 :3. On this word, see Mk 12: I 0. 

13. Some manuscripts say "and He Himself is the Savior ... " {N}. 
14. Or, "But, However". Although the husband is not the wife's sav

ior, and therefore not her head in the same way as Christ is head of 
the church, she should act toward him as the church does toward 
Christ. Others render this word "Now, So, Even, Indeed", in which 
case Paul is emphasizing his point rather than giving a contrasting 
statement, making this point 2E. GK 247. 

15. Some manuscripts say "their own" {K). 
16. That is, husbands must love their wives sacrificially, sacrificing them

selves for the good of their wives. They are not saviors of their wives, 
but they should have the Savior's self-sacrificial love toward them. 

17. Or, "make holy, set apart to God". On this word, see Heb 10:29. 
18. Or, "cleansing", concurrently with the sanctifying. Some think this 

cleansing occurs prior to the sanctifying to present her holy, initi
ating it, and refers to the cleansing of salvation, or to water bap
tism in particular. Others think this cleansing occurs concurrently 
with the sanctifying, describing it; or is viewed from the standpoint 
of its final accomplishment. In this case, it is the lifelong cleans
ing work of the Word associated with sanctification. On this word, 
see Heb 9:22. 

19. Or, "by, in". 
20. Or, "bath", the washing place. Elsewhere only in Tit 3:5. GK 3373. 

Related to "wash" in 2 Pet 2:22. 
21. Or, "with, in". This word means "in connection with, by means of, 

with the instrument of". GK 1877. 
22. Some think Paul means "cleansed ... by the word"; others, "the 

washing ... by the word"; others, "sanctify ... by the word". Some 
think this "word" is "the gospel", as this word is used in Rom 10:8, 
the "word of faith we proclaim"; others, the word of confession by 
the individual at baptism; others, the word of God, as this word is 
used in 6:17. On this word, see Rom 10:17 

23. That is, as a bride to a bridegroom, as in 2 Cor 11 :2. On this word, 
see Rom 12: I Some manuscripts say "in order that He might pres
ent her to Himself as the glorious ... " { K}. 

24. That is, ''just as Christ", resuming from v 25- with sacrificial love 
for her. Just as Christ loved His body the church (v 25-27), hus
bands ought to love their wives as their bodies. The spiritual is the 
pattern for the earthly. Paul explains this in v 29-30. Others think 
this looks forward to the "as", "In this manner- as a person loves 
his own body- husbands should love their wives". 

25. Some manuscripts omit this word {C). 
26. This is because she is his body. They are one flesh. Compare I Cor 

7:3-4. Paul proves this in v 31-32. 
27. Husbands "ought" to love their wives because this is how humans 

normally treat their bodies (v 29), and how Christ treats His body, 
the church (v 30). She is your body. 

28. Some manuscripts say "the Lord" {N}. 
29. On this concept, see Rom 12:4-5; I Cor 12:12-27. On this word, 

see Col 3:5. 
30. Some manuscripts add "of His flesh and of His bones" {A}, that is, 

we are created from Christ as Eve was from Adam, Gen 2:23. We, 
the new creation, are the bride of the Last Adam, spiritually created 
from Him, and for Him. 

31. Paul now quotes Gen 2:24 to prove the premise of v 28, that the 
wife is the husband's own body (compare I Cor 6: 16). Some think 
this is quoted with reference to Christ, allegorically speaking of His 
first or second coming, making it point I H. 

32. So the one loving his wife is loving himself, v 28. The husband is the 
head of the wife, and the wife is the body of the husband. They are 
one. More literally, "be for one flesh'', a Hebrew way of speaking. 

A. Jn 12:49 B. Rev 2:23 C. Mt 26:27 D. Lk I :47 E. Jn 21: 15, devotedly love F. Mt 26:21, hand over G. Lk 7:25 H. 2 Pet 2: 13 J. I Pet I: 16 
K. Col 1:22 L. Rom 9:13 M. Col 2:23 N. Eph 6:4 0. I Thes 2:7 P. Act 6:2 Q. Mk 10:7 



Ephesians 5:32 716 

I ( i. This mystery 1 is great, but I am speaking2 with reference to Christ and 
with reference to the church 

JL Nevertheless,1 you also individually'\ let each in this manner be loving his wife as 
himself. And let the wife see that5 she be respecting6 her husband 

3D. Children, be obeyingA your parents in the Lord7, for this is right8 

I r:. "Be honoringc your father and mother"- which is the first commandment0 with a 
promise-

0

"in order that it may be8 well with you, and you may be long-lived upon 
the earth 9" [Deut 5: 16] 

Verse 

' L 

..+D. And fathers, do not be provoking your children to anger10
, but be nourishing11 them in the ..+ 

training 12 and admonition 11 of the Lord 
5D. SlavesE, be obeyingA your mastersF according-to 14 the fleshG with fear and trembling15 , 5 

in the sincerityH of your heart, as to Christ 

IL. Not by way of eye-service! as people-pleasers 16
, but as slavesE a/Christ h 

IF Doing the willK of God from the soulL 
2F. Serving17 with good-will, as to the Lord18 and not to peopleM 
J F. Knowing that each one, ifhe does anything good19, he will receive this backN s 

from the Lord- whether slave or free 

(,[) And mastersF, be doing the same things to them '! 

I L. Giving-up20 the threatening21 

21-. Knowing that both their MasterF and yours22 is in the heavens. And there is no 
respect-of-persons21 with Him 

7 \. Finally,2' become-strong25 in the Lord, and in the might26 a/His strength Ill 

1 B. Put-on° the full-armor27 a/God so-that you may be able to stand28 against the schemes29 of the devil I I 

1 ( ·. Because the struggle10 for us11 is not against blood and flesh12, but against the rulersr, against I 2 
the authoritiesO, against the world-powersn of this darkness14, against the spiritualR forces 35 of 
evilness5 in the heavenly-p/acesT 

2C ·. For this reason, take-upu the full-armor of God in order that you may be able to resist16 on the I ' 
evil day, and having worked17 everything, to stand 

:rn. Stand [firm] therefore 

IC. Having girded18 your waistv with truth19 

2C. And having put-on° the breastplate of righteousness40 



717 Ephesians 6: 14 

I. Some think Paul is looking back to v 31. The mystery of this human 
one-flesh relationship is great, but I am applying it to Christ and the 
church. Others think this points forward to what follows in v 32. This 
mystery of which I am about to speak is great, but Christ and His 
church have a relationship similar to the human one. Note that v 32 
relates to v 31 as v 30 does to v 29. Paul is linking the human (v 29 
and 31) to Christ and the church (v 30 and 32). Thus he could have 
said here, "Just as Christ and the church, because the church is His 
bride" (to put it in the same form as v 30). They are one spirit, I Cor 
6: 17. He calls this a mystery because this relationship was not pre
viously known, but has now been revealed by God. There are other 
views. Consult the commentaries. On this word, see Rom 11 :25. 

2. Note the emphasis on "I". This is not the primary meaning of Gen 
2:24, "but I" am speaking of it in this way. 

3. Some think Paul is referring to v 28. Husbands "ought to love" based 
on the reasons given, v 28-32. "Nevertheless", Paul now emphatically 
commands the husbands. Each of you personally and individually are 
to do this. It was a revolutionary idea to the men of that day. Others 
think he is referring to v 32, making this point 2G. The mystery is 
great, nevertheless, love your wives. Or, "I am speaking with refer
ence to Christ, nevertheless you love your wives". 

4. This idiom, "individually" is more literally "according to one", "in 
relation to one" (that is, a single one); "according to each". Else
where only in Jn 21:25; Act 21:19; Rom 12:5; I Cor 14:31. It is 
related to "one by one" in Mk 14: I 9. 

5. This Greek construction giving the content of the command also 
occurs in 2 Cor 8:7. 

6. This word is used 95 times, mostly to mean "fear, be afraid", as in 
Mt 2:22; Mk 5:33; Act 5:26. It is also used of"fear" in the sense 
of"reverence, respect, awe", as in Mt 9:8; Act 13:26; I Pet 2:17. 
Both meanings are found in Mt 10:28. Our "respect" for God 
should not contain any "fear, fright", I Jn 4:18; Rom 8:15 (noun). 
Only here is this word used of a wife to her husband. I Pet 3 :2 uses 
the related noun of the wife, and I Pet 3:6 excludes "fear, fright" 
there as well. GK 5828. The related noun is "fear" in Eph 5:21. 

7. That is, "obeying ... in the Lord". Some manuscripts omit "in the 
Lord" {C}. 

8. Or, "come-to-be, become". GK 1181. 
9. Or, "land", the land of Israel. See the note on Rev 7: I. 
10. This word means "to make angry, provoke to anger". Elsewhere 

only in Rom I 0: 19. GK 4239. Related to "angriness" in 4:26. 
11. Or "nurturing, bringing up". Elsewhere only in 5:29. GK 1763. 
12. Or, "instruction, discipline". On this word, see 2 Tim 3:16. 
13. Or, "warning, instruction". Elsewhere only in I Cor 10: 11; Tit 3:10. 

GK 3804. Related to "admonish" in Col I :28. 
14. Or, "with respect to, in relation to". That is, your human masters. 

GK 2848. 
15. On "fear and trembling", see Phil 2: 12. 
16. Elsewhere only in Col 3:22. GK 473. 
17. That is, serving as slaves. On this word, see "are slaves" in Rom 6:6. 
18. Or, "Master". The same word is in v 5, 8, 9, 10. Perhaps it is a play 

on words. On this word, see "master" in Mt 8:2. 
19. Compare Col 3:25. On this word, see I Tim 5:10b. Some manu

scripts say "that whatever good thing each one does" {N). 

20. Or, "Abandoning, Deserting, Letting go". On this word, see "let go" 
in Heb 13:5. 

21. Elsewhere only as "threat" in Act 4:29; and 9: I, where Paul was 
threatening Christians! GK 581. Related word in Act 4: 17. 

22. Some manuscripts say "that your Master also" {K}. 
23. Or, "partiality". On this word, see Jam 2: I. 
24. Some manuscripts add "my brothers" { N}. 
25. Or, "be strengthened" by. On this word, see 2 Tim 2: I. 
26. This phrase "might o/His strength" is also in I: 19. Compare "might 

o/His glory" in Col I: 11. Same word as in Col I: 11; Act 19:20; and 
as "mighty deed" in Lk I :51; and "power" in Heb 2: 14. It also means 
"ruling power, sovereignty'', and is elsewhere only rendered "domin
ion" in I Tim6:16; I Pet4:1I;5:11; Jude 25; Rev 1:6; 5:13. GK3197. 

27. That is, complete in all its pieces. Same word as in v 13. On this 
word, see Lk 11 :22. 

28. That is, in a military sense, to stand your ground. This same word 
is in v 13, 14. GK 2705. 

29. Or, "methods, stratagems". Elsewhere only in 4: 14. GK 3497. Our 
word "method" comes from this word. 

30. Or, "wrestling, conflict". The personal fight, the one-on-one battle. 
Used only here. GK 4097. 

31. Some manuscripts say "you" { B}. 
32. On "blood and flesh", see Heb 2: 14. 
33. Or, "world-rulers, world forces". Used only here. GK 3179. 
34. On this word, see Jn 3: 19. Some manuscripts say "of the darkness 

ofthis age" (N}. 
35. Or, "beings, hosts". Literally, "the spiritual ones". 
36. Or, "stand against, oppose, withstand, set oneself against". Same 

root word as "stand" later in this verse. Same word as in Mt 5:39, 
"do not resist an evil person"; Lk 21:15;Act 6:10; Rom 9:19; 13:2; 
and in Jam 4:7 and I Pet 5:9, "resist the devil". Elsewhere only as 
"oppose" in Act 13:8; Gal 2:11; 2 Tim 3:8; 4:15. GK 468. 

37. On this word, see "worked out" in Phil 2: 12. Some think Paul 
means "having done, accomplished" all preparations for the battle; 
others, "having overcome" the enemy, having "worked him down" 
to the ground. 

38. Or, "tied". That is, having prepared for work. People in that day tied 
up their garment around their waist to prepare for work. See I Pet 
I: 13 for a similar metaphor. Elsewhere only in Lk 12:35, 37; 17:8; 
and as "girded-with" in Rev I: 13; 15:6. GK 4322. The root word is 
"gird" in Act 12:8. 

39. Some think Paul means objective truth, God's truth. Others think 
he means truthfulness, truth-speaking, truth-telling in the broadest 
sense; the state of living in harmony with God's truth in deed and 
word, intellectually and interpersonally, 4: 15, 25. On this word, see 
Jn 4:23. 

40. Some think Paul means objective, faith-righteousness, our unas
sailable position in Christ. Others think he means personal right
ness, character-righteousness, moral rectitude, devoutness, holy 
living, the state of living in harmony with God's holy character. 
Note 4:24; 5:9. On this word, see Rom I: 17. 

A. Act 6:7 B. Rom I: 17, righteous C. I Tim 5:3 D. Mk 12:28 E. Rom 6: 17 F. Mt 8:2 G. Col 2:23 H. Rom 12:8, generosity J. Col 3:22 
K. Jn 7: 17 L. Jam 5:20 M. Mt 4:4, mankind N. 2 Cor 5: 10, receive back 0. Rom 13: 14 P. Col I: 18, beginning Q. Rev 6:8 R. I Cor 14: I 
S.Mt22:18 T.Eph3:10 U.Actl:2 V.Heb7:5,loins 



Ephesians 6: 15 718 Verse 

K. And having sandaled 1 your feet with the readiness2 of the good-news A of peace8 I ' 
4( ·. With3 all these having taken-upc the shield of faith 0 , with which you will be able to quenchE I <i 

all the flaming• arrows of the evil one 
SC. And take the helmet of salvationF, and the sword5 of the Spirit6- which is the WordG of God I 7 

hC. Praying7 with8 every-kind-of prayerH and petition1 at every opportunity9 in 10 the Spirit, and I~ 
keeping-alert 11 for it 12 with all perseverance 13 and petition1 

I 0. Concerning all 14 the saintsK 
2 D. And for me-

IL That a word 15 may be given to me in connection with the opening16 of my mouth 17 

with boldnessL to make-knownM the mysteryN of the good-news 18 

If-. For the sake of which I am-an-ambassador<> in a chain 19 

::! F. That with it20 I may speak-boldly21 , as I ought-tor speak 

I 'J 

211 

A. Now in order that you also22 may know the things concerning me- what I am doing- Tychicus23 2 I 
will make everything known to you 

1 . The belovedO brotherR and faithful5 minister T in the Lord,• whom I sent to you for this very reason
in order that you may know24 the things concerning us, and he may encourageu your hearts 

B. Peace8 be to the brothersR, and lovev with faithw from God the Father and the Lord Jesus Christ ' 
C. Gracex be with all the ones lovingv our Lord Jesus Christ with undecayability25 :'4 



719 Ephesians 6:24 

I. Elsewhere only as "tie on" in Mk 6:9; Act 12:8. GK 5686. This verb 
is related to "sandal" in Mt 10: IO. 

2. Or, "preparedness". Some think Paul means the readiness for battle 
proceeding from the good news that you are at peace with God; the 
state of being prepared to stand in God's battle, brought about in you 
by the gospel of peace. Others, the readiness to proclaim the good 
news about peace with God. Used only here. GK 2288. Related to 
"ready" in Tit 3:1; I Pet 3:15; and to "prepared" in 2 Tim 2:21. 

3. Or, "In connection with". GK 1877. Some manuscripts say "Above" 
{N}, meaning, "In addition to". 

4. Literally, "the arrows having been set on fire". On this word, see 
"bum" in 2 Cor 11 :29. 

5. Or, "saber, dagger". Elsewhere only in Mt 10:34; 26:47, 51, 52, 55; 
Mk 14:43, 47, 48; Lk 21 :24; 22:36, 38, 49, 52; Jn 18: 10, 11; Act 
12:2; 16:27; Rom 8:35; 13:4; Heb 4: 12; II :34, 37; Rev 6:4; 13: IO, 
14. GK3479. 

6. That is, the Spirit's sword, the sword belonging to the Spirit, or the 
sword from the Spirit. 

7. That is, "Stand therefore" (v 14), "fully armed" (v 14-17), "praying". 
8. Or, "by means of". GK 1328. 
9. This idiom may be rendered "at every opportunity"; or, "in every 

season, all the time", meaning always, at all times; or, "on every 
occasion" of standing in battle. Same phrase as "in every season" 
in Lk 21 :36. On this word, see "time" in Mt 8:29. 

IO. That is, "in the sphere of, in connection with, in union with". GK 
1877. 

11. Or, "keeping watch". Same word as in Mk 13:33; Lk 21:36. Else
where only as "keeping watch" in Heb 13:17. GK 70. Related to 
"watchings" in 2 Cor 6:5. 

12. That is, for the purpose of prayer, with a view to prayer. 
13. Used only here. GK 4674. Related to "persevere" in Heb 11 :27; and 

"be devoted to" in Act 2:42. 
14. Note the fourfold repetition of "all, every" (GK 4246) in v 18, 

addressing the what, when, how, and whom of the matter. 

15. That is, a word from God, a Spirit-directed and empowered word, as 
Jesus promised, Mt I0:20; Mk 13:11. On this word, see I Cor 12:8. 

16. This noun is used only here. GK 489. 
17. The idiom of"opening the mouth" to speak is elsewhere only in Mt 

5:2; 13:35;Act 8:32, 35; 10:34; 18:14; Rev 13:6. 
18. That is, consisting of the good news. Some manuscripts omit "of 

the good news" {A]. 
19. Same word used of Paul in Act 28:20, when this letter may have 

been written (see Act 28:30). 
20. Or, "in it". This word may modify "word" (meaning "with the 

word given"), or "mouth". In other words, pray that God would 
give me what to say, and that I would boldly speak it, as I ought. 
Or, rather than a second request, Paul may mean "In order that in 
connection with it [the mystery of the good news, v 19] I may 
speak boldly, as I ought", making this point 2F. Grammatically, it 
does not refer to "chain". 

21. Or, "speak freely, speak openly". This word is used of Paul in Act 
9:27, 28; 13:46; 14:3; 19:8; and of Apollos in Act 18:26. Elsewhere 
only as "speak openly" in Act 26:26; and "be bold" in I Tues 2:2. 
GK 4245. Related to "boldness" in v 19. 

22. Paul's emphasis is on "you". Some think he means "you also, in 
addition to the Colossians". Compare Col 4·7. Some take this to 
mean that Colossians was written first. 

23. See Act 20:4 on him. Compare Col 4:7-8. 
24. Or, "come to know". On this word, see Lk I :34. 
25. Or, "incorruptibility, immortality". On this word, see I Cor 15:42. 

This is the Greek word order. Some join this phrase with the first 
word, "Grace be ... Christ, with immortality". Others link it to "lov
ing". In this case some think Paul means "loving Him in a manner 
that is undecayable"; with a love that is undecaying, unfading, undi
minishing, not growing cold. Others give this a positive meaning, 
"in sincerity", since a love that does not wane is a sincere love. Oth
ers think it refers to loving Christ "in union with immortality", that 
is, "forever". Some manuscripts add "amen" {A}. 

A.1Corl5:1 B.Actl5:33 C.Actl:2 D.Eph2:8 E.1Thes5:19 F.Lk2:30 G.Roml0:17 H.1Tim2:1 J.1Tim2:1 K.1Petl:l6, 
holy L. Heb 4: 16, confidence M. Phil I :22, know N. Rom II :25 0. 2 Cor 5:20 P. Act 25: 10 Q. Mt 3: 17 R. Act 16:40 S. Col I :2 
T. I Cor 3:5, servant U. Rom 12:8, exhort V. I Jn 4:16 W. Eph 2:8 X. Eph 2:8 Y. Jn 21:15, devotedly love 





721 Philippians Overview 

Introduction 

I A. I am thanking God for you for your partnership in the gospel, and praying your love abounds 
2A. Now I want you to know that my circumstances have come for the advancement of the good news 

I B. So that my imprisonment in Christ has become visible in the whole Praetorium 
2B. And so that the majority of the brothers are more daring to speak the word 
3B. And I am rejoicing in this. But I will rejoice, for I know it will tum out for my deliverance 
4B. Only conduct yourselves worthily, so that I may be hearing of you whether I come or not 
SB. If then you have any encouragement, fill up my joy by being united in a love like Christ's 
6B. So then my beloved, be working out your salvation- not as in my presence, but now much 

more in my absence. For God is working in you 
7B. Be doing all things with out grumbling, that you may be blameless children, for my boast 
8B. But if! even am poured out for you, I am rejoicing in it, and with you. Do the same 

3A. Now I am hoping to send Timothy to you, and to come myself. But I sent Epaphroditus to you 
4A. Finally my brothers, be rejoicing in the Lord 

1 B. Be watching out for the dogs. For we are the circumcision, the ones worshiping in the Spirit, 
and not putting confidence in flesh 

1 C. If any other person thinks he may have confidence in the flesh, I more 
2C. But what things were gains to me, these I have regarded to be a loss for the sake of Christ 
3C. I regard all things a loss, and I forfeited them for the sake of the knowledge of Christ 

ID. In order that I might gain Christ and be found in Him with faith righteousness 
2D. That I might know Him and His power, being conformed to His death and 

resurrection. Not that I have obtained it, but I press on to take hold of it 

4C. Therefore, all who are mature- let us be thinking this 
SC. Be imitators of me, brothers, for our citizenship is in heaven 
6C. So then my beloved brothers, be standing firm in this manner 
7C. I exhort Euodia and I exhort Syntyche to be thinking the same thing in the Lord 

1: 1-2 

1 :3-11 
1:12 

1:13 
1:14-18 
1:19-26 
1 :27-30 
2: 1-11 

2:12-13 

2:14-16 
2:17-18 

2: 19-30 
3:1 

3:2-4 

3:4-6 
3:7 
3:8 

3:9 
3: 10-14 

3: lS-16 
3: 17-21 

4:1 
4:2-3 

2B. Be rejoicing in the Lord always, again I will say, be rejoicing 4:4 
3B. Let your kindness be known to all people 4:S 
4B. Be anxious for nothing, but let your requests be made known to God 4:6-7 
SB. Finally, brothers, be considering these things- the true, honorable, right, pure, lovely things 4:8 
6B. Be practicing these things which you learned and received and heard and saw in me 4:9 

SA. Now I rejoiced over your gift to me through Epaphroditus. My God will meet your needs 4:10-20 

Conclusion 4:21-23 



Philippians I: I 722 

.\. Paul and Timothy, slavesA a/Christ Jesus' 
tl. To all the saints8 in Christ Jesus being in Philippi,2 together-with the overseers3 and deacons• 
( · Grace to you and peace from God our Father and the Lord Jesus Christ 

I ,\. I am giving-thanksc to my God upon every remembrance5 of you-• always in my every petition° for you 
all6, making the petition with joy 

Verse 

1-4 

t B. On-the-basis-of7 your partnership8 for9 the good-newsE from the first day until the present ' 
2 B. Being confident-off this very thing- that the One having begun a good0 workH in you will perfect 10 h 

it until the day a/Christ Jesus' 1 

IC. Just as it is right! for me to thinkK this 12 about13 you all, because of my having you in my 
heart14- both 15 in my imprisonment16

, and in the defenseL and confirmation 17 a/the good
news- you all being my co-partners18 of grace 

ID For God is my witnessM how I am yeaming-forN you all with the deep-feelings 19 of ~ 

Christ Jesus 

111. And I am praying0 this- that your love may be aboundingP still more and more in20 knowledgeO ') 
and all perception21 

I ( ·. So that you may be approvingR the things mattering22 I r 1 

2 C ·. In-order-that23 you might be pure24 and blameless25 for26 the day of Christ, "having been filled5 I I 
with the fruitT o/righteousnessu which comes through Jesus Christ 

lC. To the gloryv and praisew of God 

2/\. Now I want you to know, brothersx, that the things conceming27 me have comev rather28 for the 12 
advancement29 of the good-newsE 

I Ii. So that my imprisonment in3° Christ became visible31 in the whole Praetorium32, and to all the rest I.~ 
213. And so that the majority of the brothersx- being confident33 in the Lord34 because-of 35 my 14 

imprisonment- are more daringz to fearlessly speak the word36 

IC·. Some indeed speak because of envyAA and strife88- but some also are proclaiming37 Christ I -; 
because of good-willcc 

ID. The38 ones speak out of love, knowing that I am appointed39 for the defenseL of the I h 

good-newsE 

2D. But the others are proclaiming0 ° Christ out ofselfish-interestEE, not purely4°, supposing41 1-
to raise42 troubleFF in my imprisonment43 



723 Philippians l: 17 

I. Some manuscripts say "Jesus Christ" {K}. 
2. Paul was in Philippi in Act 16: 12-40 and 20:2, 6. On the writing of 

this letter, see Act 28:30. 
3. Or, "superintendents, guardians". The Greek is episkopos, from 

which we get "episcopal". The KN translates this word "bishop". 
Elsewhere only of leaders of the church (Act 20:28; I Tim 3:2; Tit 
I :7); and of Jesus (I Pet 2:25). GK 2176. These leaders were also 
called "elders" (Tit I :5-7; I Tim 5: 17). Related to "office-of-an
overseer" in I Tim 3: I; "exercising oversight" in I Pet 5:2; and 
"look after" in Heb 2:6. 

4. Or, "servants, assistants, ministers". Our word "deacon" comes 
from this word, diakonos. Used of a leadership position only here 
and I Tim 3:8, 12; and perhaps in Rom 16:1 (of Phoebe). On this 
word, see "servants" in I Cor 3:5. Related to "serve" in I Tim 3: 10. 

5. Or, "on the basis of my entire remembrance". 
6. This is the Greek word order. Or, "for you all" may be placed with 

what follows, "petition, making the petition for you all with joy". 
7. Or, "For", in the sense of "Because of", as in I Thes 3:9. In any 

case, it is the reason for Paul's thanksgiving. GK 2093. 
8. Or, "fellowship, contribution, participation, sharing". Same word 

as in 3: 10; and as "fellowship" in 2: I. On this word, see "fellow
ship" in I Cor 1:9. Related to "partnered" in 4:15; "co-partners" 
in I :7; and "co-partnered" in 4: 14. Some think Paul is referring to 
the Philippians' partnership in the advancement of the gospel in 
general; others, to their partnership in providing financial support 
to Paul in particular, 4: 15; others, both. 

9. That is, "with reference to, regarding, in". Same word as in 2:22. 
10. Or, "complete, accomplish, finish, bring to completion". On this 

word, see 2 Cor 7: I. 
11. Some manuscripts say "Jesus Christ" { N}. 
12. That is, to have this confidence in God with reference to you, since 

you are in my heart as partners of grace. 
13. Or, "with reference to". GK 5642. 
14. Some render this "because of your having me in your heart". 
15. This is the Greek word order of this verse. Some think Paul means 

"having you in my heart both in ... good news"; others, "You all 
being my co-partners of grace both in ... good news". 

16. This word means "bonds, bindings, fetters", and then "imprison
ment". Same word as in Act 20:23; 23:29; 26:31; Phil I :13, 14, 17; 
Col 4:18; 2 Tim 2:9; Phm 10, 13. Elsewhere only as "binding" in 
Mk 7:35; and "bonds" in Lk 8:29; 13:16; Act 16:26; 26:29; Heb 
11 :36; Jude 6. "Bond" does not specifically mean "chain", but it 
can refer to the more specific words like "chains and shackles", as 
in Lk 8:29. GK 1301. Related to "prisoner" in Eph 3: I, and "jailer". 

17. Or, "establishment". Elsewhere only in Heb 6:16. GK 1012. 
Related to "confirmed" in I Cor I :6. 

18. Or, "fellow-sharers, co-participants". Elsewhere only in Rom 11: 17; 
I Cor 9:23; Rev I :9. GK 5171. Related to "partnership" in v 5. 

19. Or, "heart, affections". This word means "bowels, inward parts" (as 
in Act I: 18), and then the "deep feelings" stirring there- feelings 
of compassion (Col 3: 12), affection, mercy (Lk I :78), anger (not in 
NT), etc. It is used of the home of these feelings (often translated 
"heart"), and of the emotions or feelings themselves. Elsewhere only 
in Lk 1:78; 2 Cor6:12; 7:15; Phil 2:1; Col 3:12; Phm 7, 12, 20; I 
Jn 3: 17. GK 5073. Related to "to have deep feelings" in Mt 9:36. 

20. Some think Paul means "in the sphere of"; others, "with, by means 
of". GK 1877. 

21. Or, "insight, discernment". That is, every form of moral and spiri
tual insight. Used only here. GK 151. Related to "perceive" in Lk 
9:45; and "faculties" in Heb 5: 14. 

22. Or, "being worth more, more valuable, eJ<cellent, essential". Same 
phrase as in Rom 2:18. The word means "to differ" (as in I Cor 
15:41; Gal 4:1); "to make a difference" (as in Gal 2:6). Here it 
refers to things that "differ" in that they "are better, more impor
tant, more valuable, superior, essential, excellent", or some think 
"right". Same word as "worth" in Mt 6:26. Used 13 times. GK 
1422. Compare Eph 5: 10. On the related adjective, "different, more 
eJ<cellent", see Heb 8:6. 

23. Or, "That", making this a second request, parallel with "that your 
love" in v 9. GK 2671. 

24. Purity of motive is the idea. Elsewhere only in 2 Pet 3: 1. GK 163 7. 
Related to "purity" in 2 Cor I : 12. 

25. Or, "without an opportunity for stumbling". On this word, see I 
Cor 10:32. 

26. Or, "in, until". Same word as "for" in Eph 4:30; 2 Pet 2:9; 3:7. GK 
1650. Not the same word as "until" in v 6 (GK 948). 

27. That is, my circumstances. On this phrase see "for my part" in 
Rom 1:15. 

28. Or, "more". That is, rather than what you might think. Paul's cir
cumstances have come not to hinder, but rather to advance the gospel. 

29. Or, "progress, furtherance". Same word as in I :25. Elsewhere 
only as "progress" in I Tim 4: 15. GK 4620. Related to "advance" 
in 2 Tim 2:16. 

30. That is, "in connection with". Others take this with what follows, so 
that it says "became known to be in Christ", the Greek word order. 

31. Or, "known". On this word, see "evident" in Rom I : 19. 
32. Or, "palace, governor's headquarters, governor's residence". That is, 

Caesar's palace or headquarters. This is a transliterated Latin word. 
Elsewhere only of the palace of Herod in Caesarea where Paul was 
held, Act 23:35; and of the Roman fortress in Jerusalem where Jesus 
was tried, Mt 27:27; Mk 15: 16; Jn 18:28, 33; 19:9. GK 4550. 

33. Or, "having confidence, putting confidence, trusting". On this word, 
see "persuade" in I Jn 3: 19. 

34. The Greek word order is "brothers in the Lord being confident". 
Some render it "brothers in the Lord- being confident". 

35. Or, "by means of. in, for". 
36. On this word, see 1 Cor 12:8. Some manuscripts add "of God"; oth

ers, "of the Lord" { B}. 
3 7. Or, "heralding", "proclaiming as a herald". Not the same word as 

v 17, 18. On this word, see 2 Tim 4:2. 
38. Some manuscripts reverse the order ofv 16 and v 17 {N}. 
39. Or, "destined". Elsewhere in this sense only in Lk 2:34; I Thes 3:3. 

On this word, see "lying" in Mt 3: 10. 
40. Used only here. GK 56. Related to "pure" in I Pet 3:2. 
41. Or, "thinking, expecting". Elsewhere only in Jn 21:25; Jam 1:7. 

GK 3887. 
42. On this word, see "arose" in Mt 28:6. Some manuscripts say "to 

bring on" {N}. 
43. The content of the message is the same (unlike Galatians), but the 

motive is different. 

A.Rom6:17 B.1Petl:l6,holy C.Mt26:27 D.1Tim2:1 E.!Corl5:1 F.1Jn3:19,persuade G.1Tim5:10b H.Mt26:10 J.Roml:l7, 
righteous K.Rom8:5 L.1Pet3:15 M.Actl:8 N.1Pet2:2 0.1Tim2:8 P.2Cor8:2 Q.Coll:9 R.Roml2:2 S.Eph5:18 T.Mt7:16 
U.Roml:l7 V.2Pet2:10 W.1Cor4:5 X.Actl6:40 Y.Mkl6:2 Z.2Corll:21 AA.Mkl5:10 BB.ICorl:ll,quarrels CC.Ephl:5, 
good pleasure DD. Phil 1: 18 EE. Jam 3: 14 FF. Rev 7: 14, affliction 



Philippians 1:18 724 Verse 

2( ·. What indeedA does it matter except that 1 in every way, whether in pretense2 or in truth, Christ IS 
is being proclaimed3! 

_rn_ And I am rejoicing8 in this.4 But I also will rejoice,"for I know that this will tum-outc for me for I lJ 
deliverance5 

IC. Through your prayer, and the provision6 of the Spirit of Jesus Christ 
2( . According-to7 my eager-expectation8 and hope0 that I will in no way be put-to-shameE, but that 2fJ 

with all boldnessF, as always, even now Christ will be magnified9 in my body, whether by life 
or by death-"for to me, the living is Christ, and the dying10 is gain11 21 

I[) Now if it is the living in the fleshG- this for me means fruitH from workl 22 
2 D And I do not know 12 what I shall chooseK, "but 13 I am gripped14 by the two-- having the 21 

desireL that I might depart15 and be with Christ, for 16 that is betterM by much more 
:; [)_ But the remainingN in the fleshG is more-necessary0 for your sake 2-l 
4D. And being confident-of r this, I know that I will remainO and continueR with you all for 2S 

your advancement5 and joy o/faith,"in order that your boast 17 may be aboundingT in 2h 
Christ Jesus in me, through my presenceu again with you 

-lll. Only 18 be conducting-yourselves 19 worthilyv of the good-newsw a/Christ, in order that whether 
having come and seen you or being absent\ I may be hearing-of the things concerning you20

-

I ( ·. That you are standing-firm v in one spirit, contending-together21 with one soulz for the faith of 
the good-news, •and not being frightened22 in any way by the ones opposing23 you- which is 2 ~ 
a sign24 of destructionAA for them, but of your salvation25, and this26 from God 

2C · Because27 to you was granted28 the thing29 for Christ's sake- not only the believing in Him, 2<J 
but also the suffering88 for His sake,"having the same struggle30 such as you saw in me, and -'" 
now are hearing to be in me 

'l l Ifthen31 there is32 any encouragementn in34 Christ, if any consolation35 o/love36, if any fellowship37 .::': I 
of the Spirit, if any deep-feelingscc and compassions38, "fill-up39 my joy4°-



I. This phrase, "except that" occurs elsewhere only in Act 20:23. 
Some manuscripts omit "that" {N}. Others render this "What then? 
Only that...". 

2. Or, "false motive, pretext'', a falsely-alleged motive hiding the true 
intent. Sarne word as in Mk 12:40; Lk 20:47; Act 27:30. Elsewhere 
only as "excuse" in Jn 15:22; and ''pretext" in 1 Thes 2:5. GK 4733. 

3. This word means "to proclaim, announce, declare as a messenger". 
Samewordasinv 17;andAct4:2; 13:5,38; 15:36; 16:17,21; 17:3, 
13, 23; 26:23; Rom I :8; I Cor 2: 1; 9: 14; 11 :26; Col I :28. Else
where only as "announce" in Act 3:24. GK 2859. Related to "pro
claimer" in Act 17: 18. Compare the word in 2 Tim 4:2. 

4. That is, the advancement of the gospel (v 12), through Paul (v 13), 
and through the brothers (v 14-18). 

5. Or, "preservation". Same word as in Act 7:25. On this word, see 
"salvation" in Lk 19:9. 

6. Or, "supply". On this word, see "supply" in Eph 4: 16. 
7. Or, "Based on". GK 2848. 
8. Elsewhere only in Rom 8:19. GK 638. 
9. On this word, see "enlarged" in 2 Cor 10:15. 
I 0. Paul's grammar is referring to the moment of death, the end of this 

life associated with "death" earlier. One may substitute the previ
ous nouns to which these participles refer, "life is Christ, death is 
gain". The reason death is gain is given in v 23. 

11. Or, "advantage, profit". On this word, see 3:7. 
12. That is, Paul has not yet gained knowledge of his own choice in the 

matter. Or, "make known" (as this word is used in its other 24 occur
rences). "reveal, declare". GK 1192. In this case, Paul means he is 
not revealing his own choice between these two desires that grip 
him, but is convinced by outside factors that he must remain, v 25. 

13. Some manuscripts say "for" {K}. 
14. Or, "controlled, governed". On this word, see "controls" in 2 Cor 

5:14. Same word as "held" in Lk 12:50. 
15. On this word, see Lk 12:36. This is a euphemism for death. Related 

to "departure" in 2 Tim 4:6. 
16. Some manuscripts omit this word {C}. 
17. That is, the matter or content of your boast. Elsewhere only in 2: 16; 

Rom 4:2; I Cor 5:6; 9:15, 16; 2 Cor 1 :14; 5:12; 9:3; Gal 6:4; Heb 
3:6. GK 3017. Related to "boasting" in 2 Cor 7:4. 

18. That is, irrespective of "my presence again with you" (v 26), my 
deliverance (v 19). On this word, see "alone" in Jam 2:24. 

19. Or, "conducting your citizenship, living your citizen-life, perform
ing your duties as citizens" of heaven (see 3:20, same root word). 
The root word is "citizen". Elsewhere only in Act 23: 1. GK 4488. 
Related to "citizen" in Heb 8:11; and "citizenship" in Eph 2:12. 

20. This phrase, "the things concerning you" also occurs in 2: 19, 20. 
See also 2:23; Col 4:8; Eph 6:22. 

21. That is, as in an athletic contest. Elsewhere only in 4:3. GK 5254. 
Related to "compete" in 2 Tim 2:5. 

22. Or, "scared, startled, intimidated". Used only here. GK 4769. Used 
of racehorses. 

23. Or, "the ones being hostile, contrary, in opposition, adversaries". Same 
word as in Lk 13: 17; 21: 15; I Cor 16:9; 2 Thes 2:4; I Tim 5: 14. Else
where only as "is contrary to" in Gal 5:17; 1Tim1:10. GK 512. 

725 Philippians 2:2 

24. Or, "a proof, a pointing to". On this word, see "demonstration" in 
Rom 3:25. Related to "evidence" in 2 Thes I :5; and "demonstrate" 
in Eph 2:7. 

25. Some manuscripts say "but to you of salvation" {N). 
26. Grammatically, this does not directly modify "salvation" or "sign". 

Some think it modifies the whole idea of a sign to you of salvation. 
This sign, seen in your behavior, comes from God. Others think it 
refers to the sign and destiny it points to for both groups. Others, 
connecting this phrase with a dash, think it refers to the standing 
firm, contending, and not being frightened. This confident response 
to the opposition, which is a sign to all, comes to you from God. 

27. That is, I urge this (v 27-28) because you share my suffering and 
struggle. Others link this to "And this from God", making it point 
1 D. This sign of salvation seen in your response to opposition is 
from God because it indicates He has given you the double bless
ing of believing in Him and suffering for Him (Act 5:41). 

28. On this word, see "freely give" in 1 Cor 2: 12. The root word is 
"grace". Compare I Pet4:13. 

29. This is the Greek word order. Some think this points to the twofold 
phrase that follows, the believing and the suffering. It may be ren
dered "the following thing". Others think it refers to the suffering 
only, the "believing" being added to emphasize it by contrast. It 
may be rendered "the suffering". 

30. Or, "conflict, fight". On this word, see "race .. in Heb 12:1. Same 
word as the good "fight" of faith in 1Tim6:12. 

31. Some think the connection is "If then as ones sharing in this strug
gle'', 1 :30; others, "If then as ones walking worthily", 1:27; oth
ers, "If then while awaiting my deliverance from prison", I: 13-19. 

32. Grammatically, the "if" means "assuming that it is true that". Some 
think Paul means "If you have any of these things for me in my 
imprisonment, then fill up my joy (which I already have in the 
gospel being preached, 1: 19) to overflowing by thinking and living 
with the same selfless love as Christ". Others think he means "If! 
have a relationship with you based on any of these things, let me 
exhort you to fill up my joy"; others, "If these things exist in you, 
then put them into action by filling up my joy". 

33. Or, "comfort, exhortation". On this word, see Act 4:36. 
34. That is, "in the sphere of Christ", Christian encouragement. 
35. Or, "comfort". Used only here. GK 4172. Related to the word in 1 

Cor 14:3; and "encourage" in I Thes 5: 14. 
36. That is, proceeding from love, originating in love. On this word, see 

I Jn4:16. 
37. Or, "partnership of spirit". Same word as "partnership" in 1:5. 
38. Or, "acts of compassion". On this word, see Rom 12: I. 
39. Or, "fulfill, make full, complete". Same word as in 4:18, 19. Used 

86 times, but as a command only here, Eph 5: 18 (which is passive, 
"be filled"), and Mt 23 :32 ("fill up", same exact form). On this 
word, see "filled" in Eph 5: 18. 

40. Same root word as "rejoice" in I: 19. I am rejoicing, I will rejoice, 
so you make my rejoicing full. On this word, see Lk 24:52. 

A. Mt 27:23 B. 2 Cor 13: 11 C. Lk 21: 13 D. Col I :5 E. I Jn 2:28 F. Heb 4: 16, confidence G. Col 2:23 H. Mt 7: 16 J. Mt 26: 10 K. 2 Thes 2: 13 
L.Gal5:16 M.Hebl:4 N.Romll:22,continue O.Tit3:14 P.Phill:6 Q.Jnl5:4,abide R.Jaml:25 S.Phill:l2 T.2Cor8:2 U.2Thes2:8, 
coming V.3Jn6 W.1Cor15:1 X.2Corl3:10 Y.1Corl6:13 Z.Jam5:20 AA.2Pet2:1 BB.Gal3:4 CC.Phill:8 



Philippians 2:3 726 

I ( ·. Which is that1 you be thinkingA the same thing2 while3 having the same love, as ones united
in-spirir' while thinkingA the one thing5-

Verse 

ID. Doing nothing based-on6 selfish-interest7, nor based on conceit8, but with humble- 3 
mindedness9 regarding 10 one another as surpassing11 yourselves 

2D. Not each looking-out-for12 your own things, but also 13 each the things of others .:\ 

2C. Be thinking14 this 15 in you, 16 which also was in Christ Jesus 

ID. Who, while being 17 in the form 18 of God, did not regard8 the being equal19 with God a (1 

thing-to-be-grasped20
, "but emptied21 Himself 7 

IE. Having taken the form of a slavec 
2lc. Having come22 in the Iikeness23 ofhumans24 

2D. And having been found as a man in outward-appearance25
, "He humbled26 Himself s 

11 ·. Having become obedient0 to the point of death- and a death of a crossE! 

-1 D. Therefore God also highly-exalted Him, and grantedF Him the27 name above every name, 9 

in-order-that28 
J 11 

I E. Every knee should bow at the name of Jesus- ofheavenJyG ones, and earthly29 ones, 
and ones under-the-earth30 

2E. And every tongue should confess-out31 that Jesus Christ is LordH- to the glory of 11 
God the Father 

61'!. So then my beloved!, just as you always obeyed32, be working-out33 your salvationK with fearL and I" 
trembling34

- not as35 in my presenceM only, but now much more in my absence 

IC For God is the One working36 in you37 both the wanting38 and the working,39 for His good- I 3 
pleasureN 



727 Philippians 2: 13 

I. The word "that" refers to the content of Paul's joy, just as in I :9 it 
refers to the content of his prayer. GK 267 I. 

2. That is, that you may be likeminded, having the same mind. On this 
phrase, see Rom 12: 16. 

3. Others make these four separate items, in which case both the 
words "while" would be replaced by a comma. 

4. Or, "harmonious, ofone accord". This adjective is made of two words, 
"soul" and a prefix meaning ''together". Used only here. GK 5249. 

5. Or, "being intent on the one thing". We become harmonious by all 
focusing our minds on one thing. Some think the one thing is self
sacriticial love, as mentioned in the previous phrase, and further 
described negatively and positively in v 3-4, and exemplified by 
Christ in v 5-8. Others think this is another way of saying "being 
likeminded". 

6. Or, "in keeping with, in accordance with, by way of, in relation to". 
GK 2848. 

7. Or, "selfish-ambition". Same word as in I: 17. 
8. Or, "empty glory", falsely thinking you are something. Used only 

here. GK 3029. Related to "conceited" in Gal 5:26. 
9. Or, "lowliness of mind, humility". This word is made of two words, 

"humble" and "mind". Same word as in Act 20: 19; Eph 4:2; Col 
3: 12; I Pet 5:5. Elsewhere only as "humility" in Col 2: 18, 23. GK 
5425. Related to "be humble" in v 8; "humbleminded" in I Pet 3:8; 
and "lowly" m Jam I :9. 

I 0. That is, taking the lead in thinking of one another this way. Same 
word as in v 6. 

11. Or, "being superior, better than". Same word as in 3:8 and 4:7. Else-
where only as "superior" in Rom 13:1; I Pet 2:13. GK 5660. 

12. Or, "watching, keeping eyes on". Same word as "watching" in 3: 17. 
13. Some manuscripts omit this word {C}. 
14. Or, "setting your mind on". Same word as twice in v 2; and in I :7; 

2:2, 5; 3: 15, 19; 4:2, IO. On this word, see Rom 8:5. Some manu
scripts begin this sentence with "For" {B}. 

15. That is, that which was just described- selfless, self-sacrificial love. 
16. That is, be thinking this in your hearts and minds, or setting your 

hearts and minds on this. 
17. Or, "existing". Or, "although being". Paul is describing Christ's 

state before He became a man. This word is an alternative word for 
the common verb "to be'', and is used in this sense 45 times. It is 
also used of things "belonging" to a person in Act 4:32, 37; "being 
present" in a person, 2 Pet I :8; and as an idiom, "possessions" (see 
Heb 10:34). GK 5639. 

18. Or, "shape, appearance". This is a clear statement that Christ existed 
as God before He took the "form" (v 7, same word) ofa slave. Else
where only in Mk 16: 12. GK 3671. An angel could appear in the 
"form" of a human. Bui no finite being could ever be said to exist 
in the "form" of the infinite God, or to be "equal" with Him. 

19. Same word as in Jn 5:18 (where Jesus was calling God His own 
Father, "making Himself equal with God"), and as in Mt 20: 12; Lk 
6:34; Rev 21:16. Elsewhere only as "identical" in Mk 14:56, 59; 
Act 11 :17. GK 2698. 

20. Or, "a booty, a prize to be hoarded; a seizing, robbery". Used only 
here. GK 772. Related to "plunder" in Heb 10:34; and "snatch 
away" in 2 Cor 12:2. This word means actively "a seizing, a rob
bery", and passively, "the thing seized, the prize, the booty, the 
plunder". Some think Paul means Jesus did not regard His equal
ity as a robbery, a usurpation, as something not His by right and 

nature. In other words, He emptied Himself of what was truly His. 
Others think he means Jesus did not regard His equality as a treas
ure to be grasped and held on to, but emptied Himself. In any case, 
the point of the context is self-sacrifice of rights. 

21. This word means "to empty, to make void, to make of no effect". 
Same word as in I Cor 9: 15. Elsewhere only as "be made empty" 
in Rom 4: 14; I Cor I: 17; 2 Cor 9:3. GK 3033. Related to "empty" 
in I Thes 2: I. Compare Jn I: 14; 2 Cor 8:9. 

22. Or, "come into being", and in this sense, "been born". On this word, 
see Gal 4:4. 

23. Or, "outward appearance, form". Elsewhere only in Rom I :23; 5:14; 
6:5; 8:3; Rev 9:7. GK 3930. Related to "become like" in Mt 13:24. 

24. Or, "men". Same word as "man" in v 8. Paul could be referring to 
the "male-ness" of Jesus here also, or he could be referring more 
broadly to His "human-ness". This word, anthropos, is used both 
ways. On this word, see "mankind" in Mt 4:4. 

25. Or, "form, shape". That is, in contrast to His true inner nature. Else
where only as "form" in I Cor 7:31. GK 5386. Josephus used this 
word of a king who took off his kingly robes and put on sackcloth, 
taking on a humble "outward appearance". 

26. Note that Jesus humbled Himself as God by becoming a man, and 
then humbled Himself as a man as well. On this word, see 4: 12. 

27. Some manuscripts say "a name" {B}. 
28. Or, "so that every knee will bow ... and every tongue will ... ". GK 2671. 
29. Same word as in 3: 19. Elsewhere only in Jn 3: 12; I Cor 15 :40; 2 

Cor 5:1; Jam 3: 15. GK 2103. 
30. Used only here. GK 2973. This word refers to the netherworld, the 

world of the dead. Compare Rev 5:3. 
31. Or, "openly acknowledge". Some do so by choice; others will find 

themselves with no other choice. Some manuscripts say "and every 
tongue will confess-out ... " { C}. Same word as Rom 14: 11. On this 
word, see Jam 5: 16. 

32. That is, obeyed God. On this word, see Act 6:7. Related to "obedi
ent" in v 8. 

33. Work out in action what God put inside. Work out the things for 
which you have been taken hold, 3: 12; the works God has created 
for you, Eph 2: I 0. Same word as in I Pet 4:3. Elsewhere only as 
"work" in Eph 6:13; "accomplish" in Rom 15:18; "produce" in 
Rom 5:3; 7:8, 13, 15, 17, 18, 20; 2 Cor4:17; 7:10, 11; 9:11; 12:12; 
Jam 1:3; "bring about" in Rom 4:15; "commit" in Rom 1:27; 2:9; 
I Cor 5:3; and "made" in 2 Cor 5:5. GK 2981. 

34. This phrase "fear and trembling" is also in I Cor 2:3; 2 Cor 7:15; 
Eph 6:5. "Trembling" is elsewhere only in Mk 16:8, paired with 
"astonishment". GK 557 /. The related verb is in Mk 5:33. 

35. Some manuscripts omit this word {A}. Some think "not... absence" 
modifies the "obeyed" phrase; others, the "working-out" phrase. In 
the Greek word order, it stands between the two phrases. 

36. Same word as later in this verse. Related to "work-out". On this 
word, see I Cor 12: 11. 

37. Or, "For the One working in you is God- both to will and to 
work ... ". 

38. Or, "the willing, desiring". On this word, see "willing" in Jn 7: 17. 
39. Some think Paul means that God is working in you "to carry out 

His will and work through you". Others think he means God is 
working in you "both that you may want and work"; that is, to cre
ate in you both the desire and the work. Note Eph 2:10. We must 
work this out in our lives with the utmost seriousness, Phil 3: 13. 

A. Rom 8:5 B. Jam I :2 C. Rom 6: 17 D. 2 Cor 2:9 E. Mt 10:38 F. I Cor 2: 12, freely give G. Eph 3: 10 H. Mt 8:2, master J. Mt 3: 17 
K. Lk 19:9 L. Eph 5:21 M. 2 Thes 2:8, coming N. Eph 1:5 



Philippians 2: 14 728 Verse 

713. Be doing all things without grumblings' and arguments2
, ·in-order-that3 you may become4 blame- 14-1.'i 

less A and innocent5, children8 of God without-blemishc 

I ( · Amidst0 a crookedE and perverted6 generationF, among whom you are shining7 as lights8 in the 
world, ·holding-out9 the word of life I h 

:'C. For a boast0 for me in the day o/Christ, that I did not run in vain nor labor in vain10 

0l3. But if I even" am being poured-out 12 upon the sacrificeH and service 13 of your faith, 14 I am 17 
rejoicing! [over it], and rejoicing-with you all. •And you also be rejoicing the same way, and be Ix 
rejoicing-with me 

:; . \. Now I am hopingK in the Lord Jesus to send Timothy to you soon, in order that I also may be cheered, 19 
having come-to-knowL the things concerning you 15 

Ill. For I have no one likeminded, who will genuinely be concerned-about16 the things concerning you 211 

I ( ·. For the ones all are seeking17 their own things, not the things of Jesus Christ 2 I 
2C. But you know his approvedness 18, because he servedM with me for19 the good-newsN as a child8 2:::' 

with a father 
3( ·. So indeed I am hoping to send this one at-once0 , whenever I see the things with-respect-to20 me -, ~ 

2B. And I am confidentP in the Lord that I myself also will come soonO 24 
_if{. But I regardedR it necessary5 to send to you Epaphroditus21- my brother and fellow-workerT and 2~ 

fellow-soldieru and your delegate22 and minister23 of my needv 

I ( ·. Because he was yearning-forw you all,24 and was being distressed25 because you heard that he 2r. 
was sickx 

ID. For indeed he was sick nearly to death 
2 D. But God had-mercy-on v him- and not him only, but also me, in order that I should not 

have griefZ upon26 grief 

:::'( ·. Therefore I sent him more-eagerlyAA, in order that having seen him again, you may rejoice1, :::':\ 

and I may be less-grieved 
JC. So receive88 him in the Lord with all joy, and be holding such ones precious27, ·because he 29-.\il 

drew-nearCc to the point of death for the sake of the work of Christ28- having risked29 his 
life00 in order that he might fill-upEE your lack30 of serviceFF to me 

4A. Finally, my brothers00
, be rejoicing1 in the Lord. To be writing the same31 things to you is not 3: 

troublesome32 for me33- and is safeHH for you 

1 ll. Be watching-out:for1 the dogsKK, be watching out for the evilLL workers, be watching out for the 
mutilation34

. ·For we are the circumcision,35 the ones worshiping36 in the Spirit of God37, and ' 
boastingMM in Christ Jesus, and not putting-confidenceP in the fleshNN_ •though myself having 4 
confidence00 even in the flesh 

I ( . If any other person thinks that he may put-confidenceP in the flesh, I more-

ID. In circumcision the eighth day 



729 Philippians 3:4 

I. Or, "complainings". Elsewhere only in Jn 7: 12; Act 6: I; I Pet 4:9. 
GK 1198. Related to "grumbler" in Jude 16; and "grumble" in Lk 
5:30 and 15:2. 

2. Or, "disputes". On this word, see "thoughts" in Jam 2:4. 
3. Or, "so that you will become". GK 2671. 
4. Or. "be, prove to be". GK 1181. Some manuscripts say "be" {N}. 
5. Or, "pure". On this word, see Rom 16: 19. 
6. This is a participle, "having been perverted", or "distorted (morally), 

misled, turned away". Sarne word as in Mt 17:17; Lk 9:41; 23:2; Act 
13: 10; 20:30. Elsewhere only as "turn away" in Act 13:8. GK 1406. 

7. Or, "appearing, are visible". Same word as in Jn I :5; I Jn 2:8; Rev 
I: 16; and as "appear" in Mt 6: 18; 23:28. Used 31 times. GK 5743. 

8. Or, "stars, luminaries, light-givers". That is, sources of light. Note 
2 Cor 3: 18 and 4:6, reflecting the Lord. Elsewhere only as "bril
liance" in Rev 21:11. GK 589/. 

9. Or, "holding forth, presenting; holding, holding fast; fixing atten
tion on". Some think Paul means "lights holding forth the word"; 
others, "lights, since you are holding the word". On this word, see 
"fix attention on" in I Tim 4: 16. 

I 0. That is, for no result or purpose. On this word, see "empty" in I Tues 
2: I. Paul hopes that their growth will be something he can boast 
about on that day, boasting that his work was fruitful, not empty. 

11. After the exhortations, Paul now reflects further on his outlook 
stated in point 3 B. This idiom means "assuming that I even am 
being poured out..., l am rejoicing". He is not questioning whether 
or not he is being poured out, but is stating his position even assum
ing this to be the case. On this grammar, compare Mk 14:29. 

12. Or, "pouring-myself out". That is, as a sacrificial offering. On this 
word, see 2 Tim 4:6, where Paul says "I am being poured out". 

13. That is, priestly service. Same word as in v 30. If my life is 
expended in ministry to you, I am rejoicing over it. You rejoice too, 
and do not be sad about it. On this word, see 2 Cor 9: 12. 

14. Some think Paul means "upon my sacrifice and priestly service for 
your faith"; others, "upon the sacrifice consisting of your faith 
which in priestly service l am offering to God"; others, "upon the 
sacrifice consisting of your faith which in priestly service you are 
offering to God". 

15. That is, your circumstances. 
16. Or, "care-for". On this word, see "be anxious" in Mt 6:25. 
17. This common word is used 117 times. GK 2426. 
18. On this word, see 2 Cor 2:9. It means the approved quality of a 

thing after having been tested. 
19. Same word as in I :5. 

20. Same word as "concerning" in "the things concerning" in 1:27, but 
with different grammar. 

21. Epaphroditus is mentioned elsewhere only in 4:18. GK 2073. 
22. Or, "representative, sent one, messenger". Same word as in 2 Cor 

8:23, on which see "apostle" in I Cor 12:28. 
23. Related to "service" in v 30. On this word, see Rom 13:6. 
24. Some manuscripts say "yearning to see you all" { C}. 
25. Or, "troubled, anxious". Elsewhere only in Mt 26:37; Mk 14:33. 

GK86. 
26. Or, "in addition to". Some think Paul means the grief of Epa

phroditus's death on top of the grief of my imprisonment; others, the 
grief over his death in addition to the grief of his sickness. GK 2093. 

27. Or, "honored, respected, esteemed". Same word as in Lk 7:2; I Pet 
2:4, 6. Elsewhere only as "distinguished" in Lk 14:8. GK 1952. 

28. Some manuscripts say "the Lord" {B }. 
29. Or, "having exposed his life to danger". Used only here. GK 4129. 

Some manuscripts say "having not regarded" {N}. 
30. Or, "shortcoming, deficiency". Paul may mean "what your service 

lacked to be as complete as you would have made it had you been 
here to see the needs in addition to the gift you sent by Epaphrodi
tus (4: 18)". Or, he may mean "the lack of you in the service to me", 
the lack of your presence here to render the further service needed. 
Compare I Cor 16: 17. Same word as in Lk 21 :4; I Cor 16: I 7; Col 
1:24; I Thes 3:10. Elsewhere only as "need" in 2 Cor 8:14; 9:12; 
11:9.GK5729. Relatedto"beinneed"inLk 15:14. 

31. Some think Paul is referring to the command to rejoice, which he 
already commanded the Philippians in 2: 18. Others think this refers 
to the threefold repetition that follows; others, to some previous oral 
instruction; others, to the warning to stand firm against opponents 
already made in I :27-28. 

32. That is, it causes no reluctance or hesitation for Paul. On this word, 
see "hesitant" in Rom 12: 11. 

33. Paul uses grammar that emphasizes the contrast between this phrase 
and the next. 

34. Paul uses three harsh names for the Judaizers, whom he also 
addressed in Galatians. See Gal 2: 14. He harshly refers to this party 
as "the mutilation" rather than "the circumcision" (a related word). 
Used only here. GK 2961. 

35. That is, the true circumcision. We are circumcised in heart, not in 
the flesh. See Col 2: 11; Rom 2:28-29. 

36. Or, "serving". On this word, see Heb 12:28. 
37. Some manuscripts say "worshiping God in the Spirit"; others, 

"worshiping in the Spirit" { B}. 

A. Phil 3:6 B. I Jn 3: I C. Col I :22 D. 2 Thes 2:7, midst E. I Pet 2: 18 F. Mt 24:34 G. Phil I :26 H. Heb 9:26 J. 2 Cor 13: 11 K. Jn 5:45, 
put hope L. Lk I :34, know M. Rom 6:6, are slaves N. I Cor 15: I 0. Mk 6:25 P. I Jn 3: 19, persuade Q. Gal I :6, quickly R. Jam I :2 
S. Tit 3: 14 T. Rom 16:3 U. Phm 2 V. Tit 3: 14 W. I Pet 2:2 X. 2 Tim 4:20 Y. Rom 12:8, showing mercy Z. 2 Cor 7: JO AA. Tit 3: 13, 
diligently BB. Act 24:15, wait for CC. Lk 21:28 DD. Jam 5:20, soul EE. I Tues 2:16 FF. 2 Cor 9:12 GG. Act 16:40 HH. Act 21:34, 
certainty JJ. Rev 1:11, see KK. Rev 22:15 LL. 2 Jn 11 MM. 2 Cor 11:16 NN. Col 2:23 00. 2 Cor 1:15 



Philippians 3:5 730 

2D. From the nation1 a/Israel, the tribe a/Benjamin, a Hebrew from Hebrews 
:m. In relation to the Law- a Pharisee 
4D. In relation to zeal- persecutingA the church 
:; D. In relation to the righteousness8 in the Law2

- having been3 blameless4 

Verse 

2C. But5 what things were gains6 to me, these I have regarded to be a loss1 for the sake of Christ 7 

~ ('. But more than that, I am indeed regarding8 all things to be a loss for the sake of the surpassingc g 
greatness of the knowledge0 a/Christ Jesus my Lord, for the sake of Whom I suffered-loss-of9 

all things and am regarding them as garbage 10 

I D. In order that I might gainE Christ,• and be found in Him 

IL. Not having my own righteousness from the Law, but the one through faith in 
Christ11- the righteousness from God on the basis of faith 

2D. That I might knowF Him, and the powerG o/His resurrectiontt, and the12 partnership 13 of ! IJ 
His sufferings14

- being conformed 15 to His death "if somehow 16 I might attain17 to [the I I 
power of] 18 the resurrection-out19 from the dead 

IL Not that I already obtained20 it21 or have already been made-perfect22
, but I am 12 

pressing-on1 to see ifl may indeed23 take-hold-of24 that for which25 also I was taken 
hold of by Christ Jesus26 

21-:. Brothers, I do not27 considerK myself to have taken hold, but one thing I do- I' 

I F. ForgettingL the things behind28- and stretching-toward29 the things ahead, 
I am pressing-on1 toward the goal, for the prize30 of the upward31 callingM from I 4 
God32 in Christ Jesus 

4( . Therefore, all who are mature33- let us be thinking34 this I .; 

ID. And if you are thinking anything differently35
, God will reveaJN this also36 to you 

2 D. Nevertheless, to what thinking we attained37
, by the same let us be walking-in-line38 I(, 

SC. Be39 fellow-imitators40 of me, brothers0 , and be watching41 the ones walkingP in this manner, I' 
just as you have us as a pattem42 

ID. For many walk, as to whom I was often saying to you, and now even weepingO say- they Is 
are the enemies of the cross a/Christ 

11-:. Whose endR is destruction5 I" 
21.. Whose god is their stomach r, and gloryu is in their shame v 
-~L. The ones thinking43 the earthlyw things 

2 D. For our place-of-citizenship44 is in the heavens, from where also we are eagerly-awaitingx :'I I 

the SaviorY- the Lord Jesus Christ 

IL. Who will transform45 the body of our lowliness46 so as to be similar-in-form47 to the :'I 
body o/His gloryu, according-to48 the working49 that enables Him also50 to subjectz 
all things to Himself 



731 Philippians 3:21 

I. Or, "people". On this word, see "kind" in I Cor 12:28. 
2. That is, the external adherence to Jewish rules of righteousness, not 

the internal righteousness before God. 
3. Or, "proven to be''. GK 1181. 
4. Or, "without fault or guilt". Same word as in 2: 15; Lk I :6; I Thes 

3: 13. Elsewhere only as "faultless" in Heb 8:7. GK 289. Related 
word in I Thes 5:23. 

5. Some manuscripts omit this word {C}. 
6. Or, "advantages, profits, things gained". Elsewhere only in I :21; Tit 

I: 11. GK 3046. The related verb is in v 8. 
7. Elsewhere only in v 8; and in Act 27: 10, 21, a loss in a shipwreck. 

GK 2422. 
8. Or, ''taking the lead in thinking''. On this word, see Jam I :2. 
9. Or, "forfeited". Related to "loss" in v 7, 8. On this word, see I Cor 

3: 15. Same word as "forfeit" in Mk 8:36. 
I 0. Or, "rubbish, dung, excrement, leavings, refuse''. Used only here. 

GK 5032. 
11. Or, "the faithfulness o/Christ" in doing what He was sent to do. 
12. Some manuscripts omit this word {C}. 
13. Or, "participation, sharing''. On this word see I :5. Note Col I :24. 
14. Same word as in Rom 8: 18; 2 Cor 1:5, 6, 7; Col 1:24; 2 Tim 3:11; 

Heb 2:9, 10; 10:32; I Pet I:! I; 4:13; 5:1, 9. Elsewhere only as "pas
sion" in Rom 7:5; Gal 5:24. GK 4077. The verb is in I :29. 

15. Or, "taking on a like form or appearance". We must now take on the 
form of Christ's death (2 Cor4:7-12). Only then can we know His 
power. 2 Cor 12:9 says "my power is perfected in weakness". Later 
we will take on the form of His glory (3:21; Rom 8: 17). Used only 
here. GK 5214. Related to "similar-in-form" in v 21. 

16. Or. "if perhaps". This phrase, "if somehow" occurs elsewhere only 
in Act 27: 12; Rom I: 10; 11: 14. A modestly stated hope. 

17. Or, "reach, arrive at". On this word, see Act 26:7. 
18. This is supplied from v I 0. Some think Paul means the spiritual 

power of it in this life, as in Eph I: 19-20; 2 Cor 4: I 0-11. Others 
think he is referring to the future physical resurrection. 

19. This is the normal word "resurrection", with the prefix "out" added. 
The emphasis is upon "out" to fullness oflife and power. Used only 
here. GK 1983. 

20. This is the common word "take, receive". Both ideas are combined 
here. On this word, see "taken" in Rom 7:8. 

21. Some think Paul means "knowing Him" in this way, v IO; others, 
the knowledge of Him, v 8; others, the "prize'', v 14; others, "the 
power of the resurrection", v 11. 

22. Or, "reached the goal, come to the end" (as in Lk 13:32); "been 
made complete, finished". On this word, see "perfect" in Heb 2: I 0. 
Related to "mature" in v 15. 

23. Or, "also". Or, this may be smoothed out as "I am pressing on that 
I may indeed take hold". The grammar means Paul presses on for 
the purpose of taking hold of it. 

24. On this word, used three times in v 12-13, see "overcome" in Jn I :5. 
25. Or, "if I may indeed take hold, because I also was taken hold of by 

Christ Jesus''. The phrase "for which" is elsewhere only as "upon 
which" in 4: 10; Lk 11 :22; Act 7:33; and as "because" in Rom 5: 12; 
2 Cor 5:4. 

26. Some manuscripts omit this word { C}. 

27. Some manuscripts say "not yet" { B}. 
28. Paul uses grammar that emphasizes the contrast between this phrase 

and the next. 
29. Used only here. GK 2085. The root word is "stretch out" in Act 

27:30. 
30. On this word, see I Cor 9:24, run to win the prize. 
31. Or, "above''. Some think Paul means "for the prize belonging to my 

calling [from] above from God", that is, the "crown" due him for 
finishing his calling, the course God called him to, 2 Tim 4:7-8; oth
ers, "for the prize belonging to my calling [to salvation] [from] 
abovefrom God", that is, my heavenly reward as a Christian; oth
ers, "for the prize consisting of the upward callingfrom God", that 
is, the prize of "departing and being with Christ" (I :23) at the end 
of his "pressing on" here. Same word as in Jn 11 :41. Elsewhere 
only as "up" in Heb 12: 15; "above" in Jn 8:23; Act 2: 19; Gal 4:26; 
Col 3:1, 2; and "top" in Jn 2:7. GK 539. 

32. This is the Greek word order. Some think Paul means "the prize ... 
from God"; others, "the calling from God". 

33. On this word, see "complete" in I Cor 13:10. Same root word as 
"perfected" in v 12. 

34. Or, "having this mind''. On this word, see Rom 8:5. 
35. Or, "otherwise''. Used only here. GK 2284. 
36. If you are thinking something differently on this subject- and 

therefore less maturely than Paul- God will reveal this less mature 
thinking to you. Compare Jn 7:17. Nevertheless, keep walking in 
what you know, while pressing on. 

37. Or, "arrived, reached''. On this word, see "came" in I Thes 2:16. 
38. Or, "following in order". On this word, see Gal 5:25. Live what you 

know. Compare Rom 14:6, 22. Some manuscripts say "by the same 
rule let us walk in line, let us think the same thing" {A}. 

39. Or, "Become". GK I 181. 
40. Used only here. GK 5213. Related to "imitator" in Eph 5:1. 
41. That is, watching them as examples. On this word, see "look for" 

in 2 Cor4:18. 
42. Or, "example, model''. On this word, see 1 Pet 5:3. 
43. Or, "setting their minds on". Same word as in v 15; 4:2. 
44. Or, "commonwealth, state, community". Used only here. GK 4487. 

We are foreigners here, resident aliens, I Pet 2: 11. 
45. Or, "change the form of''. Same word as in 2 Cor II: 13, 14. Else

where only as "applied" in I Cor 4:6; and "disguise" in 2 Cor 11: 15. 
GK 357 I. Related to "outward appearance" in 2:7. 

46. Or, "humiliation, humble condition". On this word, see Jam I: 10. 
47. Or, "like-in-appearance''. This adjective is elsewhere only in Rom 

8:29. GK 5215. Related to "conform" in 3:10. The root word is 
"form" in 2:6-7, where Christ in the "form" of God took on the 
"form" of a slave. We will be "like" Jesus, says I Jn 3:2, using a 
different word. 

48. Or, "based on, by way of''. GK 2848. 
49. Or, "operation, action''. Elsewhere only in Eph I: 19; 3:7; 4: 16; Col 

I :29; 2: 12; 2 Thes 2:9, 11. GK 19 I 8. Related to "works" in I Cor 
12:11; and "effective" in Heb 4:12. 

50. Or, "the working that results in Him being able also ... ", "the work
ing [He works] so that He is able also ... ". 

A.2Tim3:12 B.Roml:l7 C.Phil2:3 D.1Cor12:8 E.Mk8:36 F.Lkl:34 G.Mk5:30 H.Act24:15 J.1Corl4:1,pursue K.Rom3:28 
L. Heb 13:2 M. 2 Pet 1:10 N. 2 Thes 2:3 0. Act 16:40 P. Heb 13:9 Q. Jn 11:33 R. Rom 10:4 S. 2 Pet 2: I T. Lk 1:15, womb U. 2 Pet 2: 10 
V. Heb 12:2 W. Phil 2: I 0 X. Rom 8: 19, awaiting Y. Lk I :47 Z. Eph 5:21 



Philippians 4: I 732 

(1C. So then, my belovedA and yearned-for brothers8 , my joy and crownc, be standingjirm0 in this 
manner in the Lord, beloved 

7( ·. I exhortE Euodia and I exhort Syntyche to be thinking the same1 thing in the Lord. "Yes2, I 
ask you also, genuineF comrade3-

ID. Be helping" these women who contended-together5 with me in connection with the good
newsG, along-with both Clement and the restH of my fellow-workers1, whose names are 
in the book of life6 

Verse 

41 

:rn. Be rejoicing7 in the Lord always, again I will say, be rejoicing .:\ 
J B. Let your kindness8 be known to all people. The Lord is near9 5 
48. Be anxious-aboutK nothing, but in everything- by prayerL and petitionM with thanksgivingsN- h 

let your requests0 be made-knownP to God 

I C. And the peaceO of God surpassingR all understandings will guard 10 your hearts and your 
minds 11 in Christ Jesus 

513. Finally, brothers, be consideringT these things- whatever things are trueu, whatever things are ~ 

honorablev, whatever things are rightw, whatever things are purex, whatever things are lovely, 
whatever things are commendable 12

, if there is any virtue 13
, and if there is any praiseY 

hB. Be practicing 14 these things which you indeed learnedz, and receivedAA, and heard, and saw in me, lJ 

and the God of peace will be with you 

5 \. Now I rejoiced in the Lord greatly that now at last you revived 15 your thinking about16 me- upon which 17 I IJ 

indeed you were thinking, but you were lacking-opportunity 

I B. Not that I speak in relation to a need88 I I 

I ( '. For I learned18 to be content19 in the things in which I am20 

ID. I indeed know-howcc to be humbled21 

2D. I also know-how to abound00 

2C ·. In anything and in all things, I have learned-the-secret22-

ID. Both to be filled-to-satisfaction23 and to be hungry 
2D. Both to abound and to be in-need24 

:ic. I can-do25 all things by-means-of26 the27 One strengthening28 me 

2B. Nevertheless, you did well29 having co-partnered30 in my afflictionEE 

I~ 

IJ 

IC· And you also know, Philippians, that in the beginning of the good-newsG when I departed from I ~ 
Macedonia,31 no church partnered32 with me in the matterF of givingGG and receiving except you 
alone. "Because even33 in Thessalonica you sent to me both once and twice34 for my needHH I h 

ID. Not that I am seeking-for35 the giftll, but I am seeking-for the fruitKK increasingLL to your I 7 
accountFF 



733 Philippians 4: 17 

I. Same phrase as in 2:2. Between exhortations to all his readers, Paul 
addresses these two women directly, individually, and publicly. The 
details are not given. He may be addressing them regarding the big 
issue just discussed. In this case, he means they each should be 
thinking the same thing as Paul on this matter, the same "mature 
thinking" he has just outlined. Perhaps they were hanging on to the 
things of Judaism and not pressing on like Paul. Or, he may mean 
they should be thinking the same thing as each other, be Iike
minded. In this case, Paul would be referring to some personal dis
agreement with no relation to the context here, and this would be 
point 2B. It would be an aside, somewhat like I Tim 5:23. 

2. Some manuscripts say "And" {K}. 
3. This word means "paired or yoked together", and is used ofa wife 

or a "yoke-fellow". Used only here. GK 5187. The identity of this 
man is unknown to us. Some take this word as a name "Syzygus", 
though this name is not known elsewhere in Greek. 

4. Used only here by Paul. Elsewhere in this sense only in Lk 5:7. "Be 
taking hold with them". On this word, see "concerned" in Lk 2:21. 

5. That is, they fought in the battle alongside Paul. On this word, see 
1:27. 

6. On the "book oflife", see Rev 3:5. 
7. Here Paul returns to where he started in 3: I. 
8. Or, "gentleness, graciousness, reasonableness, fairness". Elsewhere 

only as "kind" in I Tim 3:3; Tit 3:2; Jam 3: I 7; I Pet 2: 18. GK 2117. 
Related to "kindness" in Act 24:4. Note "gentleness and kindness" 
m 2 Cor IO:I. 

9. Some place this sentence with the next point. The motivation it pro
vides fits in both places. "Near" can mean physically "close by" (as 
in Eph 2: 13, I 7; Act I: 12), or close in time (as in Rom 13: I I; Rev 
I :3 ). On this word, see Lk 2 I :30. 

I 0. Or, "protect, keep". On this word, see "kept in custody" in Gal 3:23. 
11. Or, "thoughts". On this word, see 2 Cor 3: 14. 
12. Or, "praiseworthy, attractive, favorable". Used only here. GK 2368. 

Related to "good report" in 2 Cor 6:8. 
13. Or, "moral excellence". On this word, see 2 Pet I :3. 
14. Or, "doing, accomplishing; be engaged in, carrying out". Note that 

v 8 is what to think; v 9 is what to do. On this word, see Rom 2: I. 
15. Or, "caused to bloom or blossom again". Used only here. GK 352. 
16. Or, "with reference to, concerning, for". GK 5642. "Thinking 

about" is the same phrase as in I :7. On "thinking", see 2:5. 
17. Or, "upon whom". That is, upon the thing about me, upon my cir

cumstance. On this phrase, see "for which" in 3: I 2. 
I 8. Same word as in v 9. This is the common verb "to learn", whether 

from instruction, inquiry, or experience. Used 25 times. GK 3443. 
19. Or, "independent, self-sufficient" in the Lord. Used only here. GK 

895. Related to "sufficiency" in 2 Cor 9:8. 
20. That is, in whatever my circumstances are at the time. 
21. Or, "made low". Like Jesus, same word as 2:8. Same word as in Mt 

18:4; 23:12; Lk 14:1I;18:14; 2CorI1:7; 12:21; Jam 4:10; I Pet 

5:6. Elsewhere only as "made low" in Lk 3:5. GK 5427. Related 
to "lowly" in Jam I :9. 

22. Or, "I have been instructed, I have been initiated". Used only here. 
GK 3679. Paul may mean that he has "learned the secret [of how to 
be content in)", or "been instructed [in how to be content in]" both 
being filled and hungering. The secret is v 13. Or, he may mean that 
he "has been instructed'', or "learned the secret (which is]" both to 
be filled and to hunger. The secret is being both filled and hungry 
at the same time- filled with food, hungry for the Lord; abounding 
in the Lord, in need of things. This would be similar to "having noth
ing yet holding on to all things", 2 Cor 6: IO; "abundance of joy and 
down deep poverty", 2 Cor 8:2; "when I am weak, then I am pow
erful", 2 Cor 12:10; "a slave, but the Lord's freedperson", I Cor 
7:22; "the lowly boasting in his height, the rich in his lowliness", 
Jam I :9. The secret Paul learned was to look at life in both dimen
sions at the same time in any and all circumstances. 

23. Or, "to be satisfied, to eat one's fill". Same word as in Mt 5:6; 14:20; 
15:33, 37; Mk 6:42; 7:27; 8:4, 8; Lk 6:21; 9:17; 15:16; 16:21; Jn 
6:26; Rev 19:21. Elsewhere only as "filled" in Jam 2: 16. GK 5963. 

24. Or, "come short, lack". On this word, see Lk 15: 14. Same root word 
as "need" in v 11, and "lack" in 2:30. 

25. Or, "am strong-enough for". GK 27 JO. Same word as in Gal 5:6. 
26. Or, "in, in union with". GK 1877. 
27. Some manuscripts say "Christ strengthening me" {A}. 
28. Or, "making me strong". On this word, see "become strong" in 2 

Tim2:1. 
29. Or, "acted commendably". On this idiom, see Act I0:33. 
30. Or, "participated, shared-together". Elsewhere only as "participate" 

in Eph 5: 11; Rev 18:4. GK 5170. Related to "co-partner" in I :7, 
and "shared" in 4:15. 

31. That is, on Paul's first journey to Achaia, when he left Macedonia 
for Athens in Act 17: 14. 

32. Or, "shared". That is, only the Philippians helped Paul financially 
to reach others. He did not accept support from those he ministered 
to, including the Philippians when he was there. They sent money 
to him to help him reach those in Thessalonica. On this word, see 
"share" in 2 Jn 11. Related to "co-partnered" in v 14; and to "part
nership" in I :5. 

33. That is, even in the beginning, before I even left Macedonia; even 
in Thessalonica, before I went to Berea. Paul left them for Thessa
lonica in Act 17: I, went to Berea in Act I 7: I 0, then left Macedonia 
in Act 17:14. 

34. That is, once and again, more than once, several times. Same phrase 
as I Thes 2: 18. 

35. Same word as in Mt 12:39; 16:4; Lk 4:42; Act 19:39; Rom 11 :7; 
Heb 11: 14; 13: 14. Elsewhere only as "seek after" in Mt 6:32; Lk 
12:30; "search for" in Act 12:19; and "seek" in Act 13:7. GK 2118. 
The root word is "seek" in 2:21. 

A.Mt3:17 B.Actl6:40 C.Rev4:4 D.1Cor16:13 E.Rom12:8 F.2Cor8:8,genuineness G.1Cor15:1 H.2Pet3:16,other J.Roml6:3 
K. Mt 6:25 L. I Tim 2: I M. I Tim 2: I N. I Tim 4:3 0. I Jn 5: 15 P. Phil I :22, know Q. Act 15:33 R. Phil 2:3 S. Rom 7:23, mind 
T. Rom 3:28 U. Jn 6:55 V. I Tim 3:8 W. Rom 1:17, righteous X. I Pet 3:2 Y. I Cor4:5 Z. Phil 4:11 AA. Lk 17:34, taken BB. Mk 12:44 
CC. I Jn 2:29, know DD. 2 Cor 8:2 EE. Rev 7: 14 FF. I Cor 12:8, word GG. Jam 1:17, gift giving HH. Tit 3: 14 JJ. Eph 4:8 KK. Mt 7: 16 
LL. 2 Cor 8:15 



Philippians 4: 18 734 Verse 

.111. And I am receiving everything in fulJI, and I am aboundingA. I have been filled-up2, having I x 
received8 from Epaphroditusc the things from you- an aroma o/fragrance3, an acceptabJe0 

sacrificeE, pleasingF to God 
c.Jll. And my God will fill-up4 every needG of yours according-to5 His riches" in glory1 in Christ Jesus 19 
:i II. Now to our God and Father be the glory1 forever and everK, amen 20 

A GreetL every saintM in6 Christ Jesus 
I~. The brothersN with me greet you. •All the saints greet you, but especially the ones from Caesar's 

household7 

( ·. The grace0 of the8 Lord Jesus Christ be with your spirit9 ')' 

- ' 



735 Philippians 4:23 

l. That is, I am acknowledging receipt in full as to everything. As an 
accounting term, this word means "to receive in full". Same word 
as Mt 6:2, 5, 16; Lk 6:24; Phm 15. GK 600. 

2. Or, "I have become full". Same word as in v 2:2; 4: I 9. 
3. Same phrase as in Eph 5:2. 
4. Some manuscripts say "And may my God fill up" {BJ, making it 

a prayer. 

5. Or, "based on, in accordance with, in harmony with". GK 2848. 
6. Some think Paul means "Greet... in Christ"; others, "saint in Christ". 
7. These people had the closest contact with Paul. Nero was emperor 

at this time. On this word, see "house" in Mk 3:25. 
8. Some manuscripts say "our" { K}. 
9. Some manuscripts say"with you all" {N). Some add "amen" {A}. 

A. 2 Cor 8:2 B. Mt I 0:40, welcome C. Phil 2:25 D. Lk 4: I 9 E. Heb 9:26 F. Eph 5: 10 G. Tit 3: 14 H. I Tim 6: l 7 J. 2 Pet 2: I 0 K. Rev 20: IO 
L.Mkl5:18 M.lPetl:I6,holy N.Act16:40 O.Eph2:8 





737 Colossians Overview 

Introduction 

I A. We are giving thanks to God always while praying for you 

I B. Having heard of your faith in Christ, and the love you have for all the saints 
2B. We pray you may be filled with the knowledge of His will, that you may walk worthily 

IC. Bearing fruit in every good work and growing in the knowledge of God 
2C. Being empowered with all power toward total endurance and patience 
3C. Giving thanks to the Father who delivered us into the kingdom of His Son 

I 0. In whom we have the redemption, the forgiveness of sins 
20. Who is the image of the invisible God, the firstborn of all creation 
30. Who is the beginning, the firstborn from the dead, He reconciled you through Him 

2A. Now I am rejoicing in my sufferings for you and His church, and in your firmness of faith 
3A. As then you received Christ, be walking in Him, rooted, built and established in the faith 

I B. Watch out no one takes you captive by human thinking not in accordance with Christ because 

1 C. In Him dwells all the fullness of the Deity in bodily form 
2C. And in Him you are complete 
3C. In whom also you were circumcised, having been buried with Him in baptism, in which 

you also were raised with Him. Indeed, He made you alive with Him 

2B. Therefore let no one judge you in eating and Sabbaths, shadows of coming things 
3B. Let no one decide against you based on man-made religion, not holding on to Christ 
4B. If you died with Christ, why submit to decrees according to the teachings of humans? 
SB. lfthen you were raised with Christ, be seeking the things above. You died, so put to death 

the sins of the flesh. Lay aside the things of the old person, and put on the new 

4A. Therefore as chosen ones of God, holy and having been loved-

I B. Put on deep feelings of compassion, and love, forgiving one another 
2B. And let the peace of Christ be arbitrating in your hearts 
3B. And be thankful 
4B. Let the word of Christ be dwelling in you richly, with all wisdom and gratitude 
SB. And everything, whatever you may do in word or deed, do all in the name of Jesus 
•B. Follow my commands regarding wives, husbands, children, fathers, slaves, masters 
12B. Be devoting yourself to prayer, keeping watch in it, praying also for us 
13B. Be walking with wisdom toward outsiders, redeeming the time 

Conclusion 

1: 1-2 

1:3 

1:4-8 
1:9-10 

1: 10 
I: 11 

I :12-13 

I :14 
I: lS-18 
I: 18-23 

1 :24-2:S 
2:6-7 

2:8 

2:9 
2:10 

2:11-lS 

2:16-17 
2:18-19 
2:20-23 

3:1-11 

3:12 

3:12-14 
3:1S 
3:1S 
3:16 
3:17 

3:18-4: I 
4:2-4 
4:S-6 

4:7-18 



Colossians 1: 1 738 

.\. Paul, an apostleA of Christ Jesus1 by the will of God, and Timothy our brother 
ll. To the saints2 and faithfui3 brothers8 in Christ in Colossae4 

C. Grace to you and peace from God our Father5 

I.\. We are giving-thanksc to God the Father6 of our Lord Jesus Christ always' while praying for you 

I B. Having heard-of your faith 0 in Christ Jesus, and the loveE which you have for all the saints "because 
of8 the hope9 being reserved10 for you in the heavens-

I ( ·. Which11 you previously-heard-a/in the wordF of the truth- the good-newsG •coming" to you 

ID. Just as also in all the world it12 is bearing-fruit! and growing13 

2 [). Just as it is doing also in 14 you since 15 the day you heard and understood 16 the grace of God 
in truth17, "just as 18 you 19 leamedK it from Epaphras20

, our belovedL fellow-slaveM, who is 

IL. A faithful servant21 a/Christ on your22 behalf 
2 L. The one also having made-clearN to us your love in the Spirit 

21l. For this reason23 we also, since the day we heard, do not cease0 praying for you, and asking that 
you may be filledP with the knowledge24 a/His will in all spiritua(O wisdomR and understanding25-

so that you may walk5 worthilyT of the Lord, toward total pleasing26 [of Him] 

I ( ·. Bearing-fruit! in every goodu work and growing in27 the knowledge of God 

Verse 

4-.' 

(, 

I) 

111 

2( ·. Being empowered28 with all powerv according-to29 the mightw a/His glory30, toward total3 1 I I 
endurancex and patience v 

:; c . With joy32 
• giving-thanksc to the Father having qualified33 you34 for your part35 of the share36 I ~ 

of the saints in the light37
-

0

Who delivered38 us out of the authority39 of darknessz and I ~ 
transferredAA us into the kingdom88 of the Son of His love40 

I D. In Whom we have the redemption41
, the forgiveness42 of sins 1-1 



I. Some manuscripts say "Jesus Christ" { K}. 
2. Or, "holy". On this word, see "holy" in I Pet I: 16. 
3. Used 67 times, this adjective means "faithful, believing", and some

times, "believer"; and "trustworthy" (see I Tim 1:15). GK 4412. 
The related verb is "believe" in Jn 3:36. 

4. Paul did not minister in this city in the province of Asia (2: I). It 
was probably reached by his associate Epaphras (v 7) during Paul's 
ministry in Ephesus in Act 19: I 0. On the writing of this letter, see 
Act 28:30. 

5. Some manuscripts add "and the Lord Jesus Christ"; others, "and 
Jesus Christ our Lord" {A}. 

6. Some manuscripts say "to the God and Father ... " {C}. 
7. Some think Paul means "giving thanks always", as in I Cor I :4; I 

Thes I :2; 2 Thes I :3. Others think Paul means "praying always", 
as in v 9. In the Greek, as in the English, "always" stands between 
the two phrases. 

8. Some think Paul means the Colossians have this love because of the 
hope, as the fruit of the hope. The Christian life is faith working 
through love (Gal 5:6), energized by hope. Others think he is refer
ring back to both faith and love. Others think he means "we are giv
ing thanks ... because of". 

9. Same word as in v 23, 27; Act 23:6; Rom 5:2; 8:24; I Cor 13:13; 2 
Cor 1:7; Eph 1:18; 2:12; Phil 1:20; I Tim 1:1; Tit 1:2; 2:13; Heb 6:11; 
I Jn 3:3. Used 53 times. GK 1828. The related verb is in Jn 5:45. 

I 0. Or "laid away"- Same word as in 2 Tim 4:8. Elsewhere only as "lay
ing away" in Lk 19:20; and "destined" in Heb 9:27. GK 641. 

11. This word refers back to the "hope". 
12. That is, the good news. Some manuscripts add "and" {N}, so that 

it says "coming to you just as also in all the world. And it is bear
ing fruit. .. ". 

13. On this word, see Jn 3:30. Same word as in v I 0. Some manuscripts 
omit "and growing" {N}. 

14. Or, "among". GK 1877. 
15. This is an idiom, literally, "from which day". Same phrase as in v 

9. See Rev 16:18 on it. 
16. Or, "fully understood, knew, fully knew, recognized, acknowl

edged". Used elsewhere by Paul only as ''understand" in 2 Cor I: 13, 
14; "know" in Rom 1:32; 2Cor13:5; I Tim 4:3; "fully know" in I 
Cor 13: 12; 2 Cor 6:9; and "acknowledge" in I Cor 14:37; 16: 18. 
Used elsewhere 32 times, mostly as "know, recognize, learn". GK 
2105. The related noun is "knowledge" in v 9. 

17. Paul may mean "in reality, truly". Or he may mean "in its true 
form" vs. the false teaching there. On this word, see Jn 4:23. 

18. Paul ties the Colossians' faith directly to Epaphras. Paul is showing 
them that what they heard from Epaphras is the truth of the gospel, 
the same gospel that is bearing fruit in all the world. It was faithfully 
delivered by Epaphras. The false teaching they are now hearing, and 
which he addresses in this book, did not come from Epaphras. 

19. Some manuscripts add "also" { N}. 
20. Epaphras is also mentioned in 4: 12, and Phm 23. Paul takes pains 

here to establish his reliability. GK 2071. 
21. Or, "minister". On this word, see I Cor 3:5. 
22. Some manuscripts say "our" { B}. 

739 Colossians I: 14 

23. That is, having heard of their growing faith and love, v 4. Compare 
Col 1:4,9withEph 1:15-17. 

24. Or, "full knowledge, recognition, understanding, acknowledg
ment". Same word as in Rom I :28; 3:20; I 0:2; Eph I: 17; 4: 13; Phil 
I :9; Col I: 10; 3:10; I Tim 2:4; 2 Tim 2:25; 3:7; Tit I: I; Phm 6; Heb 
I 0:26; 2 Pet I :2, 3, 8; 2:20. Elsewhere only as "full knowledge" in 
Col 2:2. GK 2106. The related verb is "understand" in v 6. 

25. Or, "in all wisdom and spiritual understanding". On this word see 
Eph 3:4. 

26. Or, "for all pleasing", every kind of pleasing, pleasing in every 
respect. This construction occurs elsewhere only in v 11 and in 2 
Cor 9: 11. "for all generosity". "Pleasing" is used only here. GK 
742. Related to the word in I Thes 2:4, and in Eph 5: 10. 

27. Or, "by". 
28. Or, "strengthened" with all strength. Elsewhere only as "strength

ened" in Heb 11 :34. GK 1540. Related to "power" next, and the 
word in 2 Tim 2: I. 

29. Or, "based on, in accordance with". GK 2848. 
30. That is, belonging to His glory: or, characterized by His glory, His 

glorious might. On this word, see 2 Pet 2: I 0. 
31. Or, "all". On this phrase, see "total pleasing" in v 10. 
32. This is the Greek word order. Some take "with joy" with what pre

cedes, so that it says" ... and patience with joy, giving thanks ... ". 
33. Or, "made fit, competent, adequate, sufficient". Elsewhere only as 

"made sufficient" in 2 Cor 3:6. GK 2655. Some manuscripts say 
"called" {B}. 

34. Some manuscripts say "us" { B}. 
35. Or, "portion, share'', that which results from a division. Same word 

as in Lk I 0:42; Act 8:21. Elsewhere only as "share" in 2 Cor 6: 15; 
and "district" in Act 16: 12. GK 3535. "Part" and "share" are used 
together also in Act 8:21, "you have no part nor share in this matter". 

36. Or, "portion, allotment'', that which is assigned by lot. Here, the 
context gives it the idea of"inheritance", the share we inherit from 
our Father. Same word as in Act I: 17; 8:21; 26: 18. Elsewhere only 
of casting "lots" in Mt 27:35; Mk 15:24; Lk 23:34; Jn 19:24; Act 
1:26; and of an assigned "lot" of people in I Pet 5:3. GK 3102. 
Related to "allotted" in Eph I: 11; "allotted to" in Act 17:4. 

37. Some think Paul means "qualified you ... by the light" (the gospel); 
others, "the share ... in the kingdom of the light"; others, "of the 
saints who are in the light", that is, in heaven, in the presence of 
God; others, "of the holy ones [angels) who are in the light". 

38. Or, "rescued, saved". Elsewhere only in Mt 6:13; 27:43; Lk 1:74; 
Rom 7:24; 11 :26; 15:31; 2 Cor I: IO; I Thes I: 10; 2 Thes 3:2; 2 Tim 
3:11; 4:17, 18; 2 Pet 2:7, 9. GK 4861. 

39. Or, ''jurisdiction, dominion, power". On this word, see Rev 6:8. 
40. That is, the Son who is the object of His love, His beloved Son. 

Compare 3: 12. Same word as in v 4. 
41. On this word, see Rom 3:24. Some manuscripts add "through His 

blood" {A}, as in Eph 1:7. 
42. Or, "release, pardon, cancellation". Same word as in Mt 26:28; Mk 

1:4; 3:29; Lk 1:77; 3:3; 24:47;Act 2:38; 5:31; 10:43; 13:38; 26: 18; 
Eph I :7; Heb 9:22; I 0: 18. Elsewhere only as "release" in Lk 4: 18. 
GK 912. The related verb also means "let go, abandon, send away". 

A. I Cor 12:28 B. Act 16:40 C. Mt 26:27 D. Eph 2:8 E. I Jn 4: 16 F. I Cor 12:8 G. I Cor 15: I H. Rev 17:8, be present J. Rom 7:4 
K. Phil 4:11 L. Mt 3:17 M. Rev 19:10 N. I Cor 3:13 0. I Cor 13:8 P. Eph 5:18 Q. I Cor 14:1 R. I Cor 12:8 S. Heb 13:9 T. 3 Jn 6 
U.1Tim5:10b V.Mk5:30 W.Eph6:10 X.Jaml:3 Y.Heb6:12 Z.Jn3:19 AA.Actl9:26,tumaway BB.Mt3:2 



Colossians I: 15 740 

2D. Who is the image1 of the invisible God, the firstbom2 of all creationA 

I E. Because all things were created8 by3 Him 

I F. In the heavens, and on the earth 
2 F. The visible things, and the invisible things- whether thronesc, or lordships4, 

or rulers0 , or authoritiesE 
JF. All things have been created through5 Him, and for Him 

21'. And He Himself is before6 all things 
JE. And all things have existence7 in Him 
4E. And He Himself is the head of the body, the church8 

JD. Who is the beginning9, the firstborn from the dead, in order that He Himself might come
to-be10 holding-first-place 11 in all things 

Verse 

17 

I~ 

IE. Because the Father was well-pleasedF I 'J 

IF. That all the fullness 12 should dwell0 in Him 
2F. And that He should reconcile 13 all things through Him to Himself, having 211 

made-peace through the bloodH ofHis cross1 

I ( i. Through Him 14- whether the things on the earth, or the things in the 
heavens 

2L Indeed15 you were formerly being excluded 16, and enemies 17 in the mindK, in eviJL 
works. "But now He reconciled18 you in the body ofHis flesh 19 through His death
that He might presentM you holy and without-blemish20 and blamelessN in His presence 

::'I 

IF. If indeed you continue0 in the faith- having been foundedP, and steadfast21 , ::'; 
and not being moved-away from the hope of the good-newsO which you heard 

I ( i. The one having been proclaimedR in all creation under heaven 
2(1. Of which I, Paul, became a minister22 

2/\. Now 123 am rejoicing5 in my sufferingsr for your sake24 , and in my fleshu I am filling-up-in-tum25 the ::'I 
things lackingv from 26 the afflictionsw ofChrist27, for the sake of His body, which is the church 

I 13. Of which I became a ministerx according-to28 the stewardship29 of God having been given to me > 
for you, that I might fulfill 30 the word of God-"the mystery31 having been hiddenY from the past _:-,, 
ages32 and from the past generations 

I l.. But now it was revealedz to His saints,• to whom God willed33 to make-known34 what is the 
riches of the glory of this mystery among the Gentiles 

2C. Which35 is Christ in you, the hope of glory 

11). Whom we are proclaimingAA_ admonishing36 every person88 , and teaching every person .:' :-> 

with all wisdom, in order that we may presentM every person mature37 in Christ38 

IE. For which39 I also am laboring, struggling40 according to His working41 being at- .:''l 
work42 in me with power 



741 Colossians l :29 

I. Or, "likeness, fonn". Used in the NT of the portrait imprinted on a 
coin in Mt 22:20; Mk 12: 16; Lk 20:24; of idols (false images of God) 
in Rom 1:23; of the image of the beast in Rev 13:14, 15; 14:9, 11; 
15:2; 16:2; 19:20; 20:4; of the image of Christ to which we will be 
shaped in Rom 8:29; I Cor 15:49; 2 Cor 3: 18; Col 3: 10; of the image 
of God in which mankind was created in I Cor 11 :7; of the image 
of Adam which we share in I Cor 15:49; of Christ as the image of 
God in 2 Cor 4:4; Col I: 15; and elsewhere only of the reality of 
which the Law was a shadow in Heb 10:1. GK 1635. Jesus is the like
ness of the invisible God imprinted in human nesh; "the exact rep
resentation of His essence", Heb l :3; the "fonn" of God in outward 
appearance as a man, Phil 2:6-8; the "Word" in llesh, Jn l: 14. 

2. That is, God's firstborn (and "only born", Jn I: 18) human Son, the 
preeminent one, first in rank; the one having firstborn status and 
rights. When Jesus became a man, He became part of His creation, 
but not just any part. He is first over all, the preeminent One over 
all creation and created beings, Phil 2:9-11. Paul gives four reasons 
for this in verse 16-18. This word is used of Christ also in l: 18; Lk 
2:7; Rom 8:29; Heb I :6; Rev I :5. Elsewhere only in Heb 11 :28; 
12:23. GK 4758. Note Ps 89:27. 

3. Or, "in" Him. GK 1877. 
4. On these four "invisible things", compare Eph l :21. On this word, 

see "authority" in 2 Pet 2: I 0. 
5. Or, "by" Him, "in connection with" Him. GK 1328. 
6. That is, the Son existed before any created thing existed. 
7. Or, "hold together". The Son is the cause of the continued existence 

of the universe. On this word, see 2 Pet 3:5. 
8. That is, the new creation. 
9. Or, "ruler". This word means "beginning" in various senses in Mt 

19:4, 8; 24:8, 21; Mk I: I; 10:6; 13:8, 19; Jn l: l, 2; 2: l l; 6:64; 8:25, 
44; 15:27; 16:4; Act 11:15; Phil 4:15; Heb 1:10; 2:3; 3:14; 5:12; 
6: I; 7:3; 2 Pet 3:4; I Jn I: I; 2:7, 13, 14, 24; 3:8, 11; 2 Jn 5, 6; Rev 
3:14; 21:6, 13; "first" in Lk 1:2; 26:4; and "corner" in Act 10:11; 
11 :5 (the beginning of the sheet). Elsewhere only as "rulers" in Lk 
12:11; Rom 8:38; Eph 3:10; 6:12; Col 1:16; 2:15; Tit 3:1; and 
"rule" in the sense of"power, dominion'', in Lk 20:20; l Cor 15:24; 
Eph l :21; Col 2: l O; and in the sense of"domain" (sphere of author
ity) in Jude 6. GK 794. Jesus is the firstfruit of the resurrection (I 
Cor 15:20-23), the beginning of the new creation, the founder of a 
new humanity, the first cause of all creation (Rev 3: 14), the ruler of 
all. A related word is used of Jesus in Rev l :5, the "ruler" of the 
kings of the earth. On the related verb, which usually means 
"begin", see "rule" in Rom 15: 12. 

10. Or, "be". GK 1181. 
l l. Or, "being first, being preeminent, being first in rank". Used only 

here. GK 4750. This is the verb related to the word "first". 
12. That is, the fullness of God, as in 2:9. Others render this "because 

all the fullness of God was well pleased to dwell in Him". Same word 
as in 2:9; Mt 9:16; Mk 2:21; Jn 1:16; Rom 11:12, 25; 15:29; l Cor 
10:26; Gal 4:4; Eph I: lO, 23; 3: 19; 4: 13. Elsewhere only as "fillings" 
in Mk 6:43; 8:20; and "fulfillment" in Rom 13: 10. GK 4445. 

13. Elsewhere only in v 22 and Eph 2: 16. GK 639. See the related word 
in Rom 5:10. 

14. Some manuscripts omit "through Him" {C}. This phrase expands 
"reconcile all things through Him". 

15. Paul applies this reconciliation directly to the Colossians. 

16. Or, "alienated, estranged", that is, from God. The Colossians were 
living in this condition. On this word, see Eph 4: 18. 

17. Some think Paul means "regarded as enemies" by God, Rom 5: IO; 
others, "living as enemies, hostile to God". 

18. Some think Paul means God reconciled; others, Christ. Some man
uscripts say "you were reconciled" { C}. 

19. That is, His neshly body. 
20. Or, "without defect, blameless". Elsewhere only in Eph l :4; 5:27; 

Phil 2:15; Heb 9:14; I Pet 1:19; Jude 24; Rev 14:5. GK 320. 
21. Or, "finn". Elsewhere only in l Cor7:37; 15:58. GK 1612. Related 

to "support" in I Tim 3:15. 
22. Or, "servant". Same word as in v 25. 
23. Some manuscripts instead say "I who now ... " {K}, connecting this 

more closely with the preceding phrase. 
24. Same preposition ("for the sake of") as in similar statements in Eph 

3: I, 13; 6:20; Phil l :29; Col 2: I; 2 Thes l :5. GK 5642. 
25. Or, "filling-up-on-my-part", or simply "filling up". That is, filling 

up my part of what is lacking from Christ's afflictions. Used only 
here. GK 499. Related to "filled" in Eph 5:18. 

26. Same grammar as in l Thes 3: 10. That is, lacking from the afflic
tions of Christ remaining to be accomplished. 

27. Christ continues to suffer and be humiliated by people until He 
returns in glory. He suffers when the people in His body the church 
suffer (note Act 9:4). In this sense, the measure of His afflictions is 
not yet full. Compare Act 14:22; 2 Cor I :5. Thus in Paul's own bod
ily sufferings, he is enduring afflictions which Christ is also endur
ing. This continues even today, until they are "filled up". Peter says 
we are to rejoice to the degree that we share in the sufferings of 
Christ, I Pet 4: 13. There are other views. Consult the commentaries. 

28. Or, "based on, by way of". Same word as in v 29. GK 2848. 
29. That is, the position of management responsibility. On this word, 

see Eph 1:10. 
30. Or, "complete". Paul's stewardship was to fulfill the word of God 

by proclaiming the mystery hidden in the past, but now revealed 
through him; that is, by taking the gospel to the Gentiles, Eph 3:8, 
9. Same word as "complete" in Rom 15: 19. 

3 l. The word of God in view is specified here as the mystery hidden 
but now revealed. On this word, see Rom 11 :25. 

32. On "from the past ages", see Lk l :70. 
33. Or, "desired, wanted, wished". On this word, see Jn 7: 17. 
34. The verbs "revealed" and "make known" also occur in Rom 16:26. 

On this word, see "know" in Phil l :22. 
35. That is, the hidden mystery (v 26) which was now revealed (v 27), 

which Paul now defines. Compare Eph 3 :2-11. 
36. Or, "warning, advising, instructing". Elsewhere only in Act 20:31; 

Rom 15:14; I Cor4:14; Col 3:16; I Thes 5:12, 14; 2 Thes 3: 15. GK 
3805. Related to "admonition" in Eph 6:4. 

37. Or, "complete, finished, full-grown, perfect". On this word, see 
"complete" in I Cor 13:10. 

38. Some manuscripts add "Jesus" {N}. 
39. That is, "To which end". 
40. Or, "striving, fighting". On this word, see l Tim 4: I 0. 
41. Same noun as in 2:12. On this word, see Phil 3:21. Related to the 

verb "at work" which follows. 
42. Or, "in operation". Same grammar as in 2 Cor l :6; Eph 3:20. On 

this word, see "works" in I Cor 12: 11. 

A.Rom8:39 B.Eph2:15 C.Rev20:11 D.Coll:l8,beginning E.Rev6:8 F.Mtl7:5 G.Eph3:17 H.1Jnl:7 J.Mtl0:38 K.Lkl:51, 
thoughts L.Act25:18 M.Roml2:l N.Titl:6 O.Romll:22 P.Eph3:17 Q.1Corl5:1 R.2Tim4:2 S.2Cor13:ll T.Phil3:10 
U. Col 2:23 V. Phil 2:30 W. Rev 7: 14 X. I Cor 3:5, servant Y. I Cor 2:7 Z. I Jn 2: 19, made evident AA. Phil I: 18 BB. Mt 4:4, mankind 



Colossians 2: I 742 Verse 

21t For1 I want you to know how great a struggieA I am having for your sake, and the ones in Laodicea, 2: I 
and all-who have not seen my face in the flesh2

, "in order that their hearts might be encouraged3-

I c -. They having been brought-together4 in love, and5 fo~ all the riches8 of the full-assurancec of 
understanding7, for8 the full-knowledge9 of the mystery0 of God- Christ10 

ID. In Whom 11 are all the treasuresE ofwisdomF and knowledgeG, hidden-away12 , 

-' n. 11 3 am saying this 14 in order that no one may be deludingH you with persuasive-argument15 -i 

I ( -. For even though 16 I am absent in the flesh, nevertheless I am with you in the spirit, rejoicing1 ' 
and seeing your order17 and the firmness 18 of your faith in Christ 

_i.\. As then you receivedK Christ Jesus the Lord19, be walkingL in Him-"having been rooted20, and being built- h- · 

upM in Him, and being established21 in the faith22 just as you were taught, aboundingN in thanksgiving23 

I ll. Be watching-out0 that there will not be anyone taking you captive24 through philosophy25 and emptyP ' 
deception26, according-to27 the traditionO of humansR, according to the elemental28 things of the 
world, and not according to Christ 

I ( ·. Because in Him dwellss all the fullnessT of the Deity29 bodily30 '1 

::'l -. And in Him you are complete31 , Who is the head of all rule32 and authorityu : 11 

)( ·_ In Whom you also were circumcisedv with a circumcisionw not-done-by-human-hands\ in I I 
the taking-otf 33 of the body34 of the fleshy in35 the circumcision ofChrist-"having been I~ 
buried-with Him in baptismz 

I U. In which36 you also were raised-with Him through faith in the workingAA of God, the One 
having raised Him from the dead 



743 Colossians 2: 12 

I. Paul eKpands on his reference to his "sufferings" (I :24) and his 
"struggle" (I :29) for the Colossians' sake. 

2. This may imply that Paul did not know most of them. 
3. Paul may specifically mean this in reference to the false teaching 

disturbing them. On this word, see "eKhorting" in Rom 12:8. 
4. Or, "united, joined, knit together". Same word as "held together" 

in Eph 4: 16; Col 2: 19. Or, "instructed", as in I Cor 2: 16; Act 19:33. 
GK 5204. This word refers back to the "they" in "their hearts"; that 
is, to the people, rather than specifically to the "hearts". 

5. That is, brought together in the sphere of love, and for the purpose 
of having what follows, thus giving two aspects of God's aim in 
bringing these people together. Others link this to "encouraged", 
putting "having been brought together in love" in a parenthesis, thus 
giving two aspects to Paul's purpose- their encouragement in love, 
and their knowledge of Christ. 

6. That is, that these people might have or attain to what follows; for 
the purpose of or toward the goal of sharing in what follows. On 
this word, see "resulling in" in Rom 5: 16. 

7. Same word as in I :9, on which see Eph 3:4 (where it is also linked 
to the mystery of Christ). 

8. Same word as in the previous phrase. Some think it has the same 
meaning here, this phrase eKplaining or eKpanding the previous one, 
in parallel to it. Others think here it means "leading to, resulting in". 
In this case, the previous fullness of understanding (the means) 
leads to or results in what follows (the end). 

9. On this noun, see "knowledge" in I :9. It is rendered "full knowl
edge" here because Paul has just said "full assurance". He uses the 
related word "knowledge" in v 3. 

I 0. Some manuscripts say the mystery "of God"; others, "of God, 
which is Christ"; others, "of God the Father of Christ"; others, "of 
the God and Father of Christ"; others, "of the God and Father and 
a/Christ" [B}. 

11. Or, "In which", referring to "mystery". The sense is the same, 
because the mystery is Christ. 

12. This is the Greek word order. On this adjective, see Mk 4:22. Some 
link this with the verb, "in Whom all the treasures ... are hidden
away"; others with the noun, "in Whom are all the hidden treasures 
of .. ". Others leave it here as a second fact. In this case, the treas
ures are in Christ, and they are hidden-away, as treasures usually 
are. They are not lying on the surface. One must look beyond any 
initial impression of a crucified one. They are hidden away as treas
ures to be discovered. Some take "hidden away" in the sense of 
"stored up, treasured up". 

13. Some manuscripts say "And I" {N}. 
14. Some think Paul is looking back to 2: 1-3, or I :24-2:3, or even I :9-

2:3. He may mean he is saying this which he wants them to know 
(v I) about himself and his ministry (I :24-2:3), so no one will be 
deluded about him, as happened in Corinth. This eKplains why he 
has included these personal words about himself. Or he may be 
referring lo his words about Christ (1:24-2:13), so no one will be 
deluded by false teaching, about which he speaks in detail begin
ning in v 6. Others think this is looking forward to what Paul begins 
to say in v 6, and begin the neKt main point (3A.) here. 

I 5. Or, "plausible, probable, credible argument". Used only here. GK 
4391. 

16. Literally, "For if! even am ... ". This idiom means, "accepting that I 
even am absent, nevertheless ... ". See "if also" in I Cor 7:21 on it. 

17. Same word as in I Cor 14:40, properly and in "order". GK 5423. 
18. Used only here. GK 5106. Related lo "firm" in 2 Tim 2·19· and 

"made firm" in Act 16:5. . ' 
19. Or, "Christ Jesus us Lord". 
20. Elsewhere only in Eph 3: 17. GK 4845. Related to "root" in Lk 8· 13· 

Heb 12:15. . ' 

21. Note that Paul uses three words different from I :23 (rooted, built 
up, established), but with the same idea. On this word, see "con
firm" in I Cor I :6. 

22. Or, "in your faith". On this word, see Eph 2:8. 
23. On this word, see I Tim 4:3. Some manuscripts say abounding "in it 

[the faith] with thanksgiving"; others "in Him with thanksgiving" {B}. 
24. Or, "carrying you off as booty or plunder" from the truth to the slav

ery of error. Used only here. GK 5194. 
25. The Greek word is philosophiu, meaning "love of wisdom". Used 

only here. GK 5814. Related word in Act 17: 18. Paul is referring to 
the human pursuit of wisdom apart from God's revelation. 

26. On this word, see 2 Pet 2: 13. 
27. Or, "based on, by way of, in harmony with, in accordance with". 

Used three times in this verse. GK 2848. 
28. Same word as in v 20. On this word, see Gal 4:3. 
29. Or, "the divine nature". Used only here. GK 2540. This is an 

abstract noun for "God", related to "God". All the fullness of the 
divine essence dwells in Christ, not just a certain divine quality. 
This is a clear statement of Christ's deity. 

30. That is, "in bodily form", in His incarnate body. Or, more abstractly, 
"in concrete reality" versus in mere appearance. This word is an 
adverb related to "body" (see Eph I :23). Used only here. GK 5395. 

31. This is a participle, you "are having been made complete" or "full". 
You stand full and complete. On this word, see "filled" in Eph 5: 18. 
Related to "fullness" in v 9. 

32. Or, "every ruler". On this word, see "beginning" in I: 18. 
33. Or, "removal, stripping off us of clothes". It is called the "body" of 

(sinful) flesh in contrast to the physical foreskin removed by human 
hands. In this view, this phrase further describes our spiritual cir
cumcision. Others take "the body of flesh" to refer to Christ's flesh, 
and this whole phrase ("the taking off. .. circumcision of Christ") as 
a symbolic reference to His violent death. Consult the commen
taries. Used only here. GK 589. Related to "stripped" in v I 5. 

34. Compare Rom 6:6. On this word, see Eph I :23. Some manuscripts 
say "body of the sins of the flesh" {N}. 

35. Or, "by". Paul may mean "in the circumcision that belongs to 
Christ", that is, spiritual circumcision in contrast to that in the flesh 
by hands. Or he may mean "by the circumcision performed by 
Christ" spiritually, on our heart. In either case, he goes on to say it 
is the spiritual circumcision that corresponds to our being buried 
with Him in baptism. 

36. Or, "In Whom'', in which case some link this to v 12 as point ID., 
"buried-with Him ... in Whom you also were raised-together"; and 
others make it point 4C., parallel to the "In Whom you also" phrase 
in v 11. 

A. Heb 12:1, race B. I Tim 6:17 C. I Thes 1:5, fullness of conviction D. Rom 11:25 E. Mt 12:35 F. I Cor 12:8 G. I Cor 12:8 H. Jam 1:22 
J. 2 Cor 13: II K. Lk 17:34, taken L. Heb 13:9 M. Jude 20 N. 2 Cor 8:2 0. Rev I: II, see P. I Thes 2: I Q. I Cor 11 :2 R. Mt 4:4, mankind 
S. Eph 3: 17 T. Col I: 19 U. Rev 6:8 V. Lk 2:21 W. Eph 2: II, circumcised X. Mk 14:58 Y. Col 2:23 Z. Heb 6:2, cleansing AA. Phil 3:21 



Colossians 2: 13 744 Verse 

2D. Indeed, you1 being deadA in the trespasses8 and the uncircumcisionc of your flesh0 - He2 I c: 

made you3 alive-together' with Him 

11'. Having forgivenE us5 all the trespasses 
2 F. Having wiped-out6 the written-document7 against us with its decrees8, which was 14 

opposed9 to us- indeed, He has taken it out of the middle10
, having nailed 11 it to the 

crossF! 

IF. Having stripped 12 the rulers and the authorities, He exposed13 them in pubiicG, I:' 
having triumphed-overH them in Him 14 ! 

:rn. Therefore let no one judge1 you in eating and15 in drinking 16
, or in respect to a feast 17 or new-moon18 I(, 

or Sabbath 

IC. Which are a shadow of the comingK things, but the body 19 is Christ's20 I -

3B. Let no one decide-against21 you who-is22 I~ 

IC. Delighting23 in humility24 and worship25 of angels26 

2C. Dwelling-upon27 things which he has seen28 

3C. Being puffed-upL in-vain29 by the mindM ofhis flesh30 

4C. And not holding-on-to31 the head- from Whom the whole body, being supplied32 and held- I 'I 

togetherN by the joints33 and ligaments34
, is growing0 the growth ofGod35 



745 Colossians 2: 19 

I. This is the same point Paul makes in Eph 2: I, 4. Note also Col 
1:21-22. 

2. Some think Paul means "God'', from v 12; others, "Christ", ren
dering "with Him" next as "with Himself". 

3. Some manuscripts omit this word. Others say "us" {B}. 
4. The verb "make alive together" is elsewhere only as "make alive 

with" in Eph 2:5 (where "with" is not separately expressed, as it is 
here). GK 5/llli. 

5. Some manuscripts say "you" {A}. 
6. Or. "blotted out, smeared out, rubbed out, erased", and therefore 

"cancelled, removed". Same word as in Act 3: 19; Rev 3:5. Else
where only as "wipe away" in Rev 7:17; 21:4. GK 1981. 

7. This word means "hand-written document", and was often used of 
a certificate of debt. Some think Paul is referring to the Law, as in 
Eph 2: 15; others. to a formal written document containing the 
charges against us, backed up by the decrees of the Law. There are 
other views. Used only here. GK 5934. 

8. Some take this with what follows, "against us, which by its decrees 
was opposed to us"; others, with what precedes, "with its decrees 
against us"; others, as "written document ... with its decrees". On 
this word, see Eph 2: 15. The related verb is in 2:20. 

9. Or, "set against, hostile, contrary". This adjective is elsewhere only 
as "adversary" in Heb 10:27. GK 5641. 

I 0. That is, out from between us and God. On this word, see "midst" 
in 2 Thes 2:7. 

11. Used only here. GK 4669. Related to "nail" in Jn 20:25. 
12. This word means "take off of, strip off of, strip away from". Some 

think Paul means God "stripped off their power", or "disarmed" these 
rulers; others, that Jesus "stripped them away from Himself" in their 
attempt to conquer Him. Elsewhere only as "stripped off" in 3:9. GK 
588. Related to "taking off" in v 11; and to "taken off" in 2 Cor 5:3. 

13. Or. "publicly disgraced". Same word as in Mt I: 19, of Joseph not 
wanting to "publicly-expose" Mary. 

14. Or, "in it", "by it", the cross, v 14. lnstead of the cross being a pub
lic stripping of the clothes, exposure, and disgraceful death for 
Christ (as crucifixions were considered to be), it was in fact a strip
ping off of the power and authority of these rulers, and a public 
exposure of their end, as proven by His resurrection. 

15. Some manuscripts say "or" {N}. 
16. Or, "food and drink", as these same two nouns are used in Jn 6:55. 

Same two words as in Rom 14: 17. Paul is referring to ritual obser
vances regarding eating, aesthetic dietary rules, lists of approved 
and disapproved foods, etc. Used only in the three places noted 
here. GK 4530. 

17. Or, "festival". Used of Jewish feasts. On this word, see Jn 13:29. 
Religious festivals and pilgrimages. 

18. Compare Num I 0: IO; 28: 11; I Sam 20:5, 18; Ps 81 :3. Used only 
here. GK 3741. Note the progression from yearly or periodic festi
vals, to monthly celebrations, to weekly observances. All three of 

these terms are used in 1 Chron 23:31; 2 Chron 2:4; 31 :3; Neh 
10:34; Hos 2:11; etc. 

19. Or, in a figurative sense, the "substance", the "reality". The OT rit
uals are shadowy pointers to the coming of the future realities in 
Christ. Said in reverse, Christ is the body that casts the shadows 
contained in the rituals of the Law. He is the reality. On this word, 
see Eph I :23. 

20. Or, "belongs to Christ". 
21. Or, "umpire against you, declare you the loser, disqualify you from 

winning the prize, rob you of the prize". This is a word from the 
games. Used only here. GK 285 7. Related to "arbitrate" in 3: 15, 
which is the same root word without the prefix "against". Related 
to "prize" in 1 Cor 9:24. 

22. Or, "by". 
23. Or, "Desiring to do so in connection with humility ... ". This word 

is used in the sense of"delight" also in Mk 12:38 and Lk 20:46, of 
scribes "delighting" in walking around in robes; perhaps in Mt 
27:43; and in 1Sam18:22; 2 Sam 15:26; Ps 22:8; 111:2; etc. On 
this word, see "willing" in Jn 7: 17. 

24. Some think Paul means "false humility", or what some regard as 
humility; others, "aesthetic humility", aesthetic behavior which 
these teachers termed "humility". Same word as in v 23. On this 
word, see "humblemindedness" in Phil 2:3. 

25. Or, "veneration". This word refers to the external observances of 
religious worship. On this word, see "religion" in Jam 1 :26. 

26. Or, "angel's worship", a mystical worship of God with the angels. 
27. This word means "to step into" or "stand on". Paul could mean 

"dwelling upon", "entering into", "taking a stand on", "delving 
into", "intruding into", "entering at length upon". Such people 
focus on their visions. Some think Paul means "things which he has 
seen while entering-in" a mystical or heavenly experience. Used 
only here. GK 1836. Some manuscripts say "things he has not seen" 
{B}, the difference lying in whether he has seenfalse visions, or 
has not seen true visions. 

28. Thus, some think these are Paul's descriptions of these false teach
ers. Others think Paul is quoting their terminology. In this case, this 
could be rendered "Delighting in 'humility' and 'angel's worship', 
things which he has seen while 'entering in'". 

29. This word can mean "without cause, without result, without purpose". 
Elsewhere only in Rom 13:4; 1 Cor 15:2; Gal 3:4; 4: II. GK 1632. 

30. That is, the mind characterized by his flesh, controlled by his flesh. 
Such people are following a self-created religion, not the true God. 

31. Or, "holding tight, holding firm, keeping hold of". On this word, 
see Heb 4: 14. 

32. Or, "supported". On this word, see 2 Cor 9: 10. 
33. Or, "ligaments". Elsewhere only in Eph 4:16. GK 913. 
34. Or, "fasteners". On this word, see "bond" in Act 8:23. 
35. That is, the growth which God produces. Compare I Cor 3:6. 

A. Mt 8:22 B. Mt 6: 14 C. Rom 2:26, uncircumcised D. Col 2:23 E. Lk 7:42 F. Mt 10:38 G. Heb4: 16, confidence H. 2 Cor 2: 14, lead in triumph 
J. Mt 7: 1 K. Mk 10:32, going to L. 1 Cor 4:6 M. Rom 7:23 N. Eph 4: 16 0. Jn 3:30 



Colossians 2:20 746 Verse 

41! Ifyou 1 died with Christ fiom2 the elementaP things of the world, why, as-though living in the world, 211 

do you submit-to-decrees•-•"do not handle, nor tasteS, nor touch" °(things which6 are all for7 2 I-:' ' 
perishing8 in the use9!)- according-to 10 the commandments11 and teachingsA ofhumans8? 

I ( · Which 12 are indeed having the talk13 ofwisdomc in-connection-with 14 will-worship 15 , and 
humility0 , and 16 harsh-treatment17 of the bodyE- not in connection with any [real] value18 

against 19 the indulgence20 of the21 flesh 22 

:'ll. lfthen23 you were raised-with Christ, be seekingF the things aboveG where Christ is, sitting at the 3 I 

right hand of God. ·Be thinking24 the things aboveG, not the things upon the earth 2 

I ( ·. For you died, and your life has been hidden25 with Christ in God. •when Christ appears26- 3-4 
your27 life- then you also will appear with Him in gloryH 

2( . Therefore, put-to-death1 your body-part28 things on earth- sexual-immorality\ impurityL, .~ 

passion29, eviJM desireN, and greed0 - which is idolatry 

ID. Because of which things the wrathP of God is coming upon the sonsO of disobedience30 " 

2D. ln31 which things you also formerly walkedR, when you were living in these things 
:11) But now you also32

, lay-aside5 all these things- wrathr, angerT, malice33, blasphemyu, ·' 
filthy-language34 fiom your mouth; •do not be lying to one another '! 

l L Having stripped-off35 the oldv person8 with his practicesw 
:i I:. And having put-onx the new Y person being renewed2 to36 knowledge37 in-accordance- 111 

with38 the imageAA of the One having created88 him 



747 Colossians 3: 10 

I. Some manuscripts say "Therefore, if you ... " { N}. 
2. Or, "away-from". Your burial in Christ was a burial away from these 

things; a separation from these things. GK 608. 
3. Same word as in v 8. 
4. Used only here. GK I 505. Related to "decree" in 2: 14. 
5. Or, "eat". On this word, see Heb 6:4. 
b. Grammatically, this begins a new phrase describing the things for

bidden by the previous commands. It is Paul's judgment about the 
objects of their prohibitions. Others render this as sarcasm, "(things 
which are all leading-to [spiritual] ruin by the consumption of them, 
according to the commandments and teachings ofhumans!)". 

7. That is, for the purpose of, destined for, intended for. On this word, 
see "resulting in" in Rom 5: 16. Or, "leading to". 

8. Or, "destruction, ruin". On this noun, see "decay" in I Cor 15:42. 
9. Or, "using up, consumption". Paul shows the folly of these false

teachers' decrees by giving God's view of any foods they might for
bid. Their decrees concern things like foods, which are all designed 
by God to be destroyed by their consumption and consumed in their 
use- things which have no spiritual or eternal value! Paul does not 
bother to specifically refute any of their other decrees. He just gives 
this one example. Compare Mt 15:17-18 and I Tim 4:3-4. Used 
only here. GK 7 I 2. 

JO. Or, "based on". Same word as in v 8. 
11. Elsewhere only in Mt 15:9; Mk 7:7; where Jesus also refers to these 

words from Isa 29:13. GK 1945. 
12. This refers to the decrees according to the commandments and 

teachings of humans, v 21-22. 
13. Or, "word, report, reputation". Bui such teachings do not have the 

reality. They result in a self-discipline and an adherence to rules that 
have no value with God, that "will not bring us near to God'', I Cor 
8:8. On this word, see "word" in I Cor 12:8. 

14. Or, "in the sphere of". GK 1877. 
15. Or, "self-imposed, self-made worship", do-it-yourself religion, 

worshiping the dictates of your own will. Used only here. GK 1615. 
This word may have been coined by Paul. The worship of such peo
ple is based on the self-disciplined adherence to their self-created 
rules, based on their self-created beliefs. 

16. Some manuscripts omit this word { C}, so that it says "and humil
ity with harsh treatment of the body". 

17. Or, "harshness, severity". Used only here. GK 910. The root word 
is "to spare" in Rom 11 :21; this word means "unsparing". Paul is 
referring to self-denying asceticism as an act of the will, based on 
the teachings of humans. 

18. Same word as "price" in I Cor 6:20; 7:23; and "precious-value" in I 
Pet 2:7. On this word, see "honor" in I Tim 5: 17. 

19. Or, "for"; or "leading to" as in Jn 11 :4. This word could imply to 
"restrain" or to "promote". Either meaning is possible here. GK 
4639. 

20. Or, "gratification". This word means "fullness, being filled up". It 
is used in a positive sense, "filled to satisfaction", and in a nega
tive sense, "over-fullness, satiety, indulgence". Either meaning is 
possible here. Used only here. GK 4447. 

21. Flesh may mean "body" or "human nature", as in Mt 19:5; Rom I :3; 
2 Cor4:1 I; 7:5; 12:7; Gal 2:20; Eph 2:11; 5:29; Phil 1:22, 24; Col 
1:22, 24; 2:1, 5; I Tim 3:16; etc. Or it may mean "sinful nature" or 

"old man", as in Rom 7:5; 8:3-13; 13:14; Gal 5:13; Eph 2:3; 2 Pet 
2: 10, etc. Either meaning is possible here. Used 147 times. GK 4922. 

22. That is, religious asceticism regarding foods and festivals and other 
outward things has no ability to restrain sensual indulgence. Com
pare Ml 15: 17-20. Self-discipline is of value against the sins of the 
flesh and is taught by Jesus (Mt 5:29) and Paul (I Cor 9:27; I Tim 
4:7). What Paul is rejecting as having only the talk of wisdom is 
self-discipline with regard to human rules. Others think Paul makes 
two separate statements here, "with no value" (the rules have no 
real value) and "for the indulgence oftheir flesh" (they teach these 
things for their own gratification, indulging the puffed up mind of 
their flesh, v 18). Another view translates it "not in any honor for 
satisfaction of the flesh". That is, they harshly deny the body, giv
ing no honor to satisfying the legitimate physical needs of the body. 
There are other views. 

23. Paul now turns from the false and wrong path to the true one. A 
focus on the things above, on Christ and our life with Him, leads us 
to put to death the sinful indulgence of the flesh on earth- the very 
things adherence to man-made religion and rituals have no value 
against, 2:23. 

24. Or, "setting your mind on". Same word as in Phil 2:5. On this word, 
see Rom 8:5. 

25. That is, hidden safely away, like a treasure. On this word, see Jn 8:59. 
26. Or, "is revealed". Same word as later in the verse. On this word, see 

"made evident" in I Jn 2: 19. 
27. Some manuscripts say "our" {B}. 
28. Or, "members, limbs". That is, the things carried out or accom

plished by the "parts" of the body, defined by what follows; not the 
physical parts themselves, but the sinful uses to which the body is 
"presented" (Rom 6: 13, 19). In other words, "the old person with 
his practices", v 9. Same word as in Rom 6: 13, 19; and Mt 5:29, 30; 
Rom 7:5, 23; Jam 3:5, 6; 4:1. Elsewhere only in the context of the 
body of Christ in Rom 12:4, 5; I Cor 6:15; 12:12-27 (13 times); 
Eph 4:25; 5:30. GK 35 I 7. 

29. Or, "lustfulness". On this word, see Rom I :26. 
30. On this phrase, see Eph 2:2. Some manuscripts omit "upon the sons 

of disobedience" { C}. 
31. This same preposition is used in the phrase beginning and ending 

this verse, "In which things ... in these things". It means "in, 
among". So Paul could also mean "In which [sins] you walked 
while living among these [sons of disobedience]"; or, "Among 
whom you walked while living in these [sins]". GK 1877. 

32. Inv 7, the Colossians' conduct had been "also" with the disobedi
ent ones. Now, it is "also" with believers. 

33. That is, the desire to cause pain and distress in others. On this word, 
see "badness" in I Pel 2: I. 

34. Or, "shameful language, dirty talk, obscene speech". Used only 
here. GK I 55. Related to "filthiness" in Eph 5:4. The root word is 
"shame" in Heb 12:2. 

35. Same word as "stripped" in 2: 15. 
36. Or, "for, toward". GK I 650. Not "in the sphere of". 
37. Or, "full knowledge, true knowledge". On this word, see I :9. 
38. Some think Paul means "a knowledge in accordance with"; oth

ers, "renewed ... in accordance with". Compare Eph 4:23. Same 
word as in Eph 4:22, 24. GK 2848. 

A. I Tim 5: 17 B. Mt 4:4, mankind C. I Cor 12:8 D. Col 2: 18 E. Eph I :23 F. Phil 2:21 G. Phil 3: 14, upward H. 2 Pet 2: 10 J. Rom 4: 19, 
impotent K. I Cor 5:1 L. I Tues 2:3 M. 3 Jn 11 N. Gal 5:16 0. Eph4:19 P. Rev 16:19 Q. Gal 3:7 R. Heb 13:9 S. Rom 13:12 T. Rev 16:19, 
fury U.1Tim6:4 V.Mk2:21 W.Mtl6:27 X.Roml3:14 Y.Mk2:22 Z.2Cor4:16 AA.Col1:15 BB.Eph2:15 



Colossians 3: 11 748 Verse 

11·. Where there is no Greek and Jew, circumcised and uncircumcised, barbarian 1, I I 
Scythian2, slave\ free 0 

:' F But Christ is all things and in all persons 

4.\. Therefore, as chosen3 ones o/God, holy4 and having been loved5
- 12 

Ill. Put-on6 deep-feelings7 qf compassionc, kindness0
, humblemindednessE, gentlenessF, patienceG 

I l". Bearing-withH one another, and forgiving each other- if anyone has a complaint against anyone I .~ 

ID. Just as indeed the Lord8 forgave you, so also you forgive 

2( · And over9 all these things, put on love\ which is the bondL of perfection 10 I~ 

:'ll. And let the peaceM q{Christ 11 be arbitrating12 in your hearts- into which 13 indeed you were calledN I·. 
in one body 

.i I l And be thankful 
41l Let the word0 o/Christ 14 be dwelling 15 in you richly I,, 

1 l.. With all wisdom, 16 teachingP and admonishingO each other with psalmsR. hymns5, spirituaF songs 17 

:'l" With gratitude 18
, singingu with19 your hearts to God20 

'>ll. And everything- whatever thing21 you may do in word0 or in deedv- do all things in the name 
of the Lord Jesus, giving-thanksw to God the Father22 through Him 

hll. Wives, be subject23 to your husbands24
, as it is fittingx in the Lord 

71l. Husbands, be lovingv your wives, and do not be bitter25 toward them 
Sil. Childrenz, be obeyingAA your parents in all things, for this is pleasing00 in the Lord 
<Jll. Fathers, do not be provoking26 your children, in order that they may not be discouraged27 

I ill l. SlavesA, be obeyingAA your masters according-to28 the fleshcc in all things, not with eye-service29, 

as people-pleasers00, but in sincerityEE o/heart, fearingFF the Lord30 

IL. Whatever you do,31 be working from the sou!GG, asfor the Lord and not/or peopleHH_ 
knowing that from the Lord you will receiveJJ the payback32 o/the inheritance33 . You are serving34 

the Lord Christ! 
:'C. For35 the one doing-wrong36 will receive-back37 what he did-wrong, and there is no respect

of-personsKK 

I Ill. MastersLL, be grantingMM to your slavesA the just38 thing, and fairness39, knowing that you also 
have a MasterLL in heaven 

121l. Be devoting-yourselvesNN to prayer, keeping-watch40 in it with thanksgiving00, ·praying at the 
same time also for us-

I l.. That God may open to us a door4 1 for the word0 that we may speak the mysteryPP of Christ 
because of which I also have been bound42 

2C. That43 I may make it clear44, as I ought-to45 speak 

1 :;B. Be walkingOO with wisdomRR toward the ones outside, redeemingss the time46 

, . 
' 

41 

1 
~· 

1 l . Your speech0 always being with gracen, having been seasoneduu with salt that you may know " 
how you ought-to45 answer each one 



749 Colossians 4:6 

I. That is, a non-Greek-speaking, uncivilized person, from the Roman 
and Greek perspective. Our word "barbarian" comes from this word. 
Plato divided the world into two groups, "Greeks and barbarians", just 
as the Jews divided it into "Jew and Gentile". The Romans included 
themselves with the Greeks, but the Greeks considered the Romans 
to be barbarians! Same word as in Rom I: 14; I Cor 14: 11. Elsewhere 
only as "natives" in Act 28:2, 4. GK 975. It could be translated "for
eigner", but there is a certain amount of arrogance in the term. 

2. Scythians were legendary for their fierceness, savagery, and bru
tality. They came from the East 600 years before Christ and bru
talized Palestine. Their name lived on in memory, and referred to 
the feared. savage enemy from the East. In Christ, these are mean
ingless distinctions. Used only here. GK 5033. 

3. Or, "elect, selected". On this word, see Rom 8:33. 
4. Or, "saints''. On this word, see I Pet I: 16. 
5. Paul uses the participle here, as in I Thes I :4; 2 Thes 2: 13. Some 

render this "beloved" here, as in Eph I :6. On this word, see "devot
ed~v-love" in Jn 21: 15. Paul uses the related adjective "beloved" 
in Col I :7; 4:7, 9, 14; and the noun "of His love" in I: 13. 

6. Or, "Wear''. That is, put on like a garment. Same word as in v 10. 
Onthisword,seeRom 13:14. 

7. Or, "a heart''. On this word, see Phil I :8. 
8. Some manuscripts instead say "Christ"; others, "God" { C}. 
9. Or, "upon, in addition to''. That is, like a final cloak put on over 

everything. GK 2093. 
I 0. Some think Paul means "the bond characterized by perfection, the 

perfect bond" for the church; others, "the bond binding together the 
virtues of v 12-13 in perfection. On this word, see "maturity" in 
Heb 6:1. 

11. That is, the peace Christ gives, Jn 14:27. Some manuscripts say 
"God" {N}. 

12. Or, "deciding, umpiring, judging, ruling''. Let this peace sit as gov
ernor, administrator, in your hearts. Used only here. GK 1093. 
Related to "decide against" in 2: I 8. 

13. That is, the peace of Christ. 
14. Some manuscripts say "God" {A}. 
15. Elsewhere only of God (2 Cor 6: 16); the Spirit (Rom 8: 11; 2 Tim 

I: 14); and faith (2 Tim I :5). GK 1940. 
16. Some take this phrase with the preceding one, "dwell within you 

richly in all wisdom". 
17. This is the Greek word order. Some take "with psalms ... songs" 

with the next phrase, "with gratitude, singing with psalms ... songs 
in your hearts". On this word, see Eph 5: 19. Some manuscripts say 
"psalms and hymns and spiritual songs" { N}, as in Eph 5: 19. 

18. Same word as in Lk 17:9. 
19. Or, "in". This is the Greek word order. Or, "with gratitude in your 

hearts, singing lo God''. 
20. Some manuscripts say "to the Lord" {A}, as in Eph 5:19. 
21. Not the same grammar as in v 23, which does not have this word. 

The phrase "whatever thing" is elsewhere only in Mk 6:23; I Cor 

16:2; and is nearly the same as the phrase in Lk 10:35; Jn 2:5; 
14: I 3; 15: 16. It is usually simplified to "whatever''. It is similar to 
"what thing" in Jn 8:25. This word is GK 5516. 

22. Some manuscripts say "to our God and Father" { B}. 
23. On this word, see Eph 5:21. Note that Col 3:18-4:1 parallels Eph 

5:21-6:9. 
24. Some manuscripts say "your own husbands" {N}, as in Eph 5:22. 
25. Or, "be embittered". Elsewhere only as "make bitter" in Rev 8: 11; 

10:9, 10. GK 4393. Related to "bitterness" in Act 8:23; "bitter" in 
Jam 3: 14; and "bitterly" in Lk 22:62. 

26. Or, "stirring up, arousing, irritating''. Elsewhere only as "stir up" in 
2 Cor 9:2, in a good sense. GK 2241. Some manuscripts have the 
same word as in Eph 6:4, "provoke to anger" { B}, which is not 
related to this word. 

27. Or, "disheartened, dispirited, despondent''. Used only here. GK 126. 
28. Or, "with respect to, in relation to". GK 2848. That is, your human 

masters. 
29. That is, serving only when your master is watching. Elsewhere only 

in Eph 6:6. GK 4056. 
30. Some manuscripts say "fearing God" [N}. 
31. Some manuscripts say "And everything- whatever thing you may 

do" {N}, as in v 17. 
32. Or, "reward". Used only here. GK 502. Related to "retribution" in 

Rom 11 :9, and "repay" in 2 Thes I :6. 
33. That is, consisting of the inheritance. On this word, see Eph I: 14. 
34. Or, "You are a slave to the Lord Christ". On this word, see "are 

slaves" in Rom 6:6. This could also be translated as a command, 
"Be serving the Lord Christ". Both renderings make good sense. 
Some manuscripts say "For you are serving" {N}. 

35. Some manuscripts say "But" {K}. 
36. Some think Paul is referring to the master; others, to the slave; oth

ers, to both. Compare Eph 6:8. On this word, see Act 7:24. 
37. On this word, see 2 Cor 5:10. "You will reap what you sow" is the 

idea, Gal 6:8. 
38. Or, "right, righteous''. On this word, see "righteous" in Rom I: 17. 
39. Or, "equity, equality". On this word, see "equality" in 2 Cor 8:13. 
40. Or, "staying alert". On this word, see I Thes 5:6. 
41. Same concept as in I Cor 16:9; 2 Cor 2: 12; and perhaps Rev 3:8. 

This word means "door, gate, entrance''. Used 39 times. GK 2598. 
Related to "doorkeeper" in Jn 18:17. 

42. On this word, see I Cor 7:27. Related to "imprisonment" in v 18. 
43. Or, rather than a second request, this may be point ID., "In order that 

I might make it clear ... ". In this case, Paul means "In order that by 
means of this open door, I might be able to make it clear''. Without 
an open door, he could not make it clear and speak it as he would like 
to speak it. 

44. Or, "make it known, reveal it''. On this word, see "made evident" in 
I Jn 2:19. 

45. Or, "should''. On this idiom, see Act 25: 10. 
46. Same phrase as in Eph 5: 16. 

A. Rom 6: 17 B. Mt 17:26 C. Rom 12: I D. Rom 3: 12, goodness E. Phil 2:3 F. Eph 4:2 G. Heb 6: 12 H. 2 Cor 11 :4 J. Lk 7:42 K. I Jn 4: 16 
L.Act8:23 M.Actl5:J3 N.Rom8:30 0.1Corl2:8 P.Rom12:7 Q.Coll:28 R.Eph5:19 S.Eph5:19 T.1Corl4:1 U.Eph5:19 
V. Mt 26:10, work W. Mt 26:27 X. Phm 8 Y. Jn 21:15, devotedly love Z. I Jn 3:1 AA. Act 6:7 BB. Eph 5:10 CC. Col 2:23 DD. Eph 6:6 
EE. Rom 12:8, generosity FF. Eph 5:33, respecting GG. Jam 5:20 HH. Mt 4:4, mankind JJ. Lk 16:25 KK. Jam 2: I LL. Mt 8:2 MM. Act 17:31 
NN. Act 2:42 00. I Tim 4:3 PP. Rom II :25 QQ. Heb 13:9 RR. I Cor 12:8 SS. Eph 5:16 TT. Eph 2:8 UU. Mk 9:50 



Colossians 4:7 750 Verse 

A. All the things concerning me Tychicus 1 will make-knownA to you 

J. The beloved8 brother, and faithfulc minister0 , and fellow-slaveE in the Lord, "whom I sent to ~ 
you for this very reason-

a. In order that you may know2 the things concerning us3
, and he may encourage4 your hearts 

" Together-with Onesimus5, the faithfulc and beloved8 brother, who is from-among you '! 

·'· They will make all the things here known to you 

B. AristarchusF, my fellow-captiveG, greetsH you, and so does Mark1, the cousin of Barnabas\ 111 

concerning whom you received commands6 (if he comes to you, welcomeL him),• and Jesus, the one I I 

being calledM Justus-

I. The ones being from the circumcision7
- these alone8! 

2. Fellow-workersN for the kingdom0 o/God, who proved-to-be9 a comfort 10 to me 

( ·. EpaphrasP greets you- the one from-among you, 11 a slaveO a/Christ Jesus 12 always struggling13 for 
you in his prayers, in-order-that14 you might stand 15 mature 16 and having been fully-assured 17 in all 
the will of God 

I. For I testifyR concerning him that he has great pain 18 for you, and the ones in Laodicea, and the 
ones in Hierapolis19 

D. Luke5
, the beloved8 physician, greets you, and DemasT 

L. Greet the brothersu in Laodicea, and Nymphas20
, and the church at her house 

I. And when this letterv is read among you, cause that21 it also be read in the church of the Laodiceans, 
and that you also read the letter from Laodicea22 

( '· And say to Archippusw- "See-tox the ministryY which you receivedz in the Lord, in order that you 
may be fulfillingAA it" 

I l. The greeting of Paul by my own hand- remember23 my imprisonment24 . Grace be with you25 

1 · 

, . 
l. 

11 

l:' 



751 Colossians 4: 18 

I. See Act 20:4 on him. Compare Eph 6:21-22. 
2. Or, "come to know". On this word, see Lk I :34. 
3. Compare Eph 6:22. Some manuscripts say "that he may know the 

things concerning you" ( B). 
4. Same word as in Eph 6:22. 
5. This is the man about whom the book of Philemon was written. He 

and Tychicus probably carried this letter to the Colossians. 
6. Same word as in Lk 15:29; Jn 11 :57; Act 17: 15. On this word, see 

"commandment" in Mk 12:28. 
7. That is, Jewish Christians, as this word is used in Act 10:45; Gal 

2:7, 8, etc. On this word, see "circumcised" in Eph 2: 11. 
8. That is, these only of that class- the circumcision, Jews. These 

were the only fellow Jews serving with Paul at this time. This is the 
Greek word order, which reflects Paul's broken heart over the rejec
tion of Christ by his people, Rom 9: 1-2. 

9. Or, "were, became". GK 1181. 
10. Or, "consolation, assuagement". Used only here. GK 4219. 
11. That is, a resident of Colossae. Same phrase as in v 9. 
12. Some manuscripts omit this word {C). 
13. Or, "striving, fighting". On this word, see I Tim 4:10. 
14. Or, "that", giving the content of the prayers of Epaphras instead of 

the purpose of them. GK 2671. 

15. Or, "be caused to stand". GK 2705. 
16. Or, "complete". Same word as in I :28. 
17. On this word, see "fulfilled" in Lk I: I. Related to "full assurance" 

in 2:2. Some manuscripts instead say "and having been completed" 
{ N), a related word. 

18. That is, Epaphras knows the ache that results from serious toil and 
struggle on their behalf. Elsewhere only in Rev 16: 10, 11; 21 :4. 
This word also means the "toil, exertion" that produces the pain. 
GK 4506. Compare Rom 9:2. Some manuscripts say "zeal"; oth
ers, "labor" { N). 

19. These two cities were near Colossae. 
20. This is a woman. Some manuscripts have this as a man, and the 

church at "his house"; others say "and their house" ( C). Used only 
here. GK 3809. 

21. Theidiom"causethat"isalsoinJn 11:37;Rev 13:15.GK267/. 
22. Some think this is a reference to the book of Ephesians (see Eph 

I : I); others, to some letter unknown to us. 
23. That is, keep in mind. Do not forget it before the Lord. On this 

word, see Jn 16:21. 
24. Or, "bonds". On this word, see Phil I :7. 
25. This word is plural. Some manuscripts acid "amen" {A). 

A.Phill:22,know B.Mt3:17 C.Coll:2 D.1Cor3:5,servants E.Rev19:10 F.Actl9:29 G.Roml6:7 H.Mkl5:18 J.1Pet5:13 
K.Act4:36 L.Mt10:40 M.Jnl2:49,say N.Roml6:3 O.Mt3:2 P.Coll:7 Q.Rom6:17 R.Jnl:7 S.Phm24 T.2Tim4:10 U.Act16:40 
Y. 2 Thes 3:17 W. Phm 2 X. Rev 1:11 Y. I Cor 12:5 Z. Lk 17:34, taken AA. Eph 5:18, filled 





753 1 Thessalonians Overview 

Introduction 

I A. We are giving thanks to God always for you all 

1 B. Unceasingly remembering your work of faith, labor oflove, and endurance of hope 
2B. Knowing, brothers, your election, because 

IC. Our good news came to you in power, and in the Spirit, and in great conviction 
2C. And you became imitators of us and the Lord, accepting the word in much affliction 

2A. For you yourselves know our entrance to you, brothers- that it has not been empty 

IB. But we spoke the good news to you while conducting ourselves in a blameless manner 
2B. And for this reason we are giving thanks unceasingly- because you accepted the message 

from us as the word of God. For you became imitators of the churches of Judea 

3A. And we, brothers, were very eager to see you again, and Satan hindered us 

1 B. For who is our hope or joy or crown of boasting? Is it not even you? 
2B. Therefore, bearing it no longer, we sent Timothy to encourage you and know your faith 
3B. And Timothy having just now returned with good news about you, we were encouraged 
4B. Now may God direct our way to you and cause you to abound in love 

4A. Finally brothers, we ask that as you received from us how to walk, that you be abounding more in it 

I B. For this is the will of God- your holiness, that you be abstaining from sexual immorality 
2B. But concerning brotherly love, you have no need that anyone write, for you are God-taught 

SA. And we do not want you to be unaware, brothers, concerning the ones falling asleep 

1 B. For if we believe Jesus arose, God will bring with Him the ones having fallen asleep 
2B. But concerning the times and seasons, you have no need to be written, for you know it 

6A. And we ask you, brothers, to be esteeming those who labor among you superabundantly in love 
7 A. Now we exhort you, brothers 

IB. Admonish the disorderly, encourage the fainthearted, hold on to the weak, be patient to all 
2B. See that no one returns evil for evil to anyone, but be pursuing the good 
3B. Rejoice always, pray unceasingly, give thanks in everything. For this is the will of God 
48. Do not quench the Spirit, do not treat prophecies with contempt, but be testing all things 
SB. Be holding on to the good, be abstaining from every form of evil 

Conclusion 

1:1 

1:2 

I :3 
1:4 

I :5 
1:6-10 

2:1 

2:2-12 
2:13-16 

2:17-18 

2: 19-20 
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3:6-10 
3: I 1-13 

4:1-2 

4:3-8 
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4:13 

4:14-18 
5: 1-11 

5: 12-13 
5:14 

5:14 
5: 15 

5: 16-18 
5: 19-21 
5:21-22 

5:23-28 



I Thessalonians I : I 754 

. .\. Paul and Silvanus1 and Timothy 
IJ. To the church of the Thessalonians2 in God the Father and the Lord Jesus Christ 
C. Grace to you and peace3 

I A We are giving-thanksA to God always for you all, making mention of you4 in our prayers 

Verse 

Ill. Unceasingly5 "remembering your work8 offaith6, and Jabot= oflove0 , and enduranceE ofhopeF in ; 
our Lord7 Jesus Christ, before8 our God and Father 

2ll. Knowing, brothers having been lovedG by God, your election9, "because10- .:!-' 

I (-. Our good-newsH did not come to you in wordJ only, but also in power\ and in the Holy Spirit, 
and with great fullness-of-conviction 11- just as you know what-kind-of men we proved-to
be12 among you for your sake 

2C. And you became imitators 13 of us and of the Lord, having acceptedL the wordJ in much r. 
afflictionM with the joy of the Holy Spirit,• so that you became an example14 to all the ones 
believingN in Macedonia and in Achaia 

1 D. For from you the wordJ of the Lord has sounded-forth 15- not only in Macedonia and .. 
in 16 Achaia, but17 in every place your faith toward God has gone-out18- so that we are 
having no need0 to speak anything! 

1 F. For they themselves 19 are reportingP about us as to what-sort-ofO entrance20 we had '1 

with you, and how you tumedR to God from idols5 

IF. To be serving21 the living and trueT God 
21. And to be awaiting His Son from the heavens, Whom He raisedu from the Ii 1 

dead- Jesus, the One deliveringv us from the coming wrath22 

L\. For23 you yourselves24 know our entrance to you, brothersw- that it has not been25 empty26 ;:: 1 

I B. But27 having previously-suffered and been mistreated28 in Philippi29, as you know, 30 we were boldx 
in our God to speak the good-newsH ofGod31 to you in a great conflict32 

IC'. For33 our exhortation34 is not from error35, nor from impurity36, nor in deceit37. "But just as we ,_ 
have been approvedY by God to be entrusted-withN the good-newsH, so we speak- not as 
pleasing38 peoplez, but God, the One testing39 our hearts 



755 I Thessalonians 2:4 

I. Silvanus is mentioned elsewhere only in 2 Cor 1: 19; 2 Tues 1: 1; 1 Pet 
5: 12. GK 4977. He is called "Silas" in Acts (see Act 15:40). He was 
a prophet, and Paul's companion when they came to Thessalonica. 

2. Paul was at this city in the Roman province of Macedonia in Act 
17:1-10, and wrote this letter in Act 18:5, when Timothy returned 
to him (I Thes 3:6). 

3. Some manuscripts add "from God our Father and the Lord Jesus 
Christ" {A}. 

4. Some manuscripts include "of you" {N}. 
5. Some take this with what precedes, "making mention ... unceas

ingly". On this word, see Rom I :9. 
6. That is, work proceeding from faith, or belonging to faith (faith's 

work), or characterized by faith. Likewise with labor and endurance. 
7. Some think Paul means "hope in our Lord"; others, "faith, love, 

hope in our Lord". 
8. This is the Greek word order of this verse. Some think Paul means 

"remembering ... before our God"; others, that the work, labor and 
endurance are "before our God". 

9. Or, "selection, choosing". On this word, see "choosing" in Rom 11 : 5. 
Some take "by God" with this phrase, "loved, your election by God". 

I 0. Or, "that". Some think Paul means knowing "how God chose you 
before the foundation of the world, because ... "; others, "how God 
chose you when we were with you- that...". 

11. Or, "fullness of certainty, fullness of assurance" on our part, as ones 
"fully-convinced" (the related verb in Rom 14:5). This is the oppo
site of "in word only". The word "great" is separately expressed 
here. The root word is "full". Elsewhere only as "full-assurance" in 
Col 2:2; Heb 6: 11; I 0:22. GK 4443. 

12. Or, "became, were". This same word is used in a further statement 
about Paul's behavior in 2:7. On this word, see "comes" in 2 Pet I :20. 

13. The sense in which Paul means this is described next, and repeated 
in 2: 14-you believed and suffered. On this word, see Eph 5: I. 

14. Or, "pattern". On this word, see "pattern" in I Pel 5:3. Some man
uscripts have ii plural {N}. 

15. Used only here. GK 2010. Related to "sounding" brass in 1 Cor 
13:1; and trumpet "blast" in Heb 12:19. 

16. Some manuscripts omit this word {C}. 
17. Some manuscripts say "but also" {N}. 
18. Some punctuate the verse" ... place. Your faith toward God has gone 

out, so that..."; others, " ... sounded forth. Your faith toward God has 
gone out not only in Macedonia and Achaia, but in every place so 
that. .. ". 

19. This is in contrast to "we" in the last phrase ofv 8. 
20. Or, "entering, coming". Some think this word refers to the manner 

of Paul's "coming" to the them. Paul described his "entrance" in v 
5, and does so again in detail in 2: 1-12. Others think it refers to the 
kind of "reception" the Thessalonians gave him. Same word as in 
2: I; 2 Pet I: 11. Elsewhere only as "coming" in Act 13:24; and 
"entering" in Heb 10:19. GK 1658. 

21. On this word, see "are slaves" in Rom 6:6. Note the opposite in 
Gal 4:8. 

22. Note 5:9. On the wrath of God, see Rom 1:18. 
23. In 2: 1-12, Paul turns from proving the election of these Thessalo

nians based on their genuine response to his ministry, to a vindica
tion of the motive and manner of his ministry to them. He has 
alluded lo this in I :5, "what kind" of men, and I :9, "what sort" of 

entrance. 2: 1-12 expounds on his ministry ("what sort of entrance" 
in I :9a), and 2: 13-16 expounds on their reception of it ("how you 
turned to God" in I :9b ). Many think Paul's purpose in giving this 
detailed vindication of his ministry was to defend against false 
charges made against him by the Jews, charges that can be seen 
behind his statements. 

24. Paul may mean that while "we" know the truth about you (v 4), 
"you yourselves" know the truth about us and our ministry to you. 
Others think he means "they themselves" (I :9) report about our 
entrance, but "you yourselves" know about it. Others think he 
means "you yourselves" versus others in general, and those oppos
ing in particular. 

25. Or, "become, proved to be". The grammar implies "has not and still 
is not". These same two words are used also in 3:5 ("prove to be 
in vain") and I Cor 15: I 0 ("become empty"). GK Jl 81. 

26. Or, "in vain, futile; without result, effect, or content". Some think 
that here Paul means empty of content, purpose, earnestness on his 
part; others, empty of results or effect in the Thessalonians, v 13-
14. Same word as in Lk I :53; I Cor 15: I 0, 14, 58; Eph 5:6; Col 2:8; 
Jam 2:20. Elsewhere only as "in vain" in 2 Cor 6: I; Gal 2:2; Phil 
2: 16; I Thes 3:5; "futile" in Act 4:25; and "empty-handed'' in Mk 
12:3; Lk 20: 10, 11. GK 3031. 

27. Some manuscripts say "But even" {K}. 
28. Or, "insulted, treated in an arrogant manner". Same word as in Mt 

22:6; Lk 18:32; Act 14:5. Elsewhere only as "insult" in Lk 11 :45. GK 
5614. Related to "insult" in 2 Cor 12: 10; and "violent" in I Tim 1 :13. 

29. This occurred in Act 16:9-40. From Philippi Paul went to Thessa
lonica, Act 17: I. Both are in Macedonia. 

30. They may have treated Paul's wounds, like the jailer in Act 16:33. 
31. That is, the "good news from God". It was not empty, but full of the 

boldly spoken good news from God. 
32. Or, "struggle". Some think Paul is referring to an external "conflict, 

fight, opposition"; others, lo his internal "struggle, strain, exertion 
(like an athlete)". On this word, see "race" in Heb 12: I. 

33. Paul explains why he did this even amid such opposition. He brings 
God's message by God's commission. 

34. Or, "appeal, urging". On this word, see "encouragement" in Act 4:36. 
35. Or, "deception, delusion, a going astray, a wandering". The exhor

tation is not from error or false doctrine, but truth. Same word as in 
Rom I :27; Eph 4: 14; 2 Thes 2: 11; Jam 5:20; 2 Pet 2: 18; 3: 17; I Jn 
4:6; Jude 11. Elsewhere only as "deception" in Mt 27:64. GK 4415. 
Related to "deceitful" in I Tim 4: I. 

36. The exhortation does not originate in impure desire, but holiness. 
This word is usually used of sexual impurity, as in 4:7, and some 
give it this meaning here. The religious worship of their day was 
rooted in sexual impurity. Others give this word a more general 
meaning, including greed and glory-seeking from v 5-6. Elsewhere 
only in Mt23:27; Rom 1:24; 6:19; 2 Cor 12:21; Gal 5:19; Eph4:19; 
5:3; Col 3:5. GK l 74. 

37. The exhortation is not given in connection with deceitful methods, 
including flattery (v 5), but in simple sincerity. On this word, see 
Mt26:4. 

38. Elsewhere only in Mt 14:6; Mk 6:22; Act 6:5; Rom 8:8; 15: I, 2, 3; I 
Cor 7:32, 33, 34; 10:33; Gal I: IO; I Thes 2: 15; 4: I; 2 Tim 2:4. GK 
743. Related to the words in Jn 8:29; Col I: IO; Eph 5: I 0. 

39. Or, "proving by test, examining". Same word as "approved" earlier. 

A.Mt26:27 B.Mt26:10 C.1Cor3:8 D.1Jn4:16 E.Jaml:3 F.Col1:5 G.Jn21:15,devotedlylove H.1Corl5:1 J.1Corl2:8 
K. Mk 5:30 L. Mt 10:40, welcome M. Rev 7:14 N. Jn 3:36, believe 0. Tit 3:14 P. I Jn 1:3, announcing Q. Act 26:29 R. Jam 5: 19, turns back 
S. I Jn 5:21 T. Jn 7:28 U. Mt 28:6, arose V. Col 1:13 W. Act 16:40 X. Eph 6:20, speak boldly Y. Rom 12:2 Z. Mt 4:4, mankind 



I Thessalonians 2:5 756 Verse 

JD. For neither did we at-any-timeA come with a word 1 of flattery, as you know 5 

J l .. Nor with a pretext8 for greedc- God is witness0 

21. Nor seekingE gloryF from peopJeG-neither from you, nor from others:[although] 6-7 
being able to be with weight2 as apostles of Christ 

2D. But we proved-to-be child-Iike3 in your midstH 
)D. As when a nurse• cherishes5 her children1, 

0

in this manner longing-affectionately6 for >; 

you, we were well-pleasedK to impartL to you not only the good-newsM of God, but also 
our own lives7

, because you became belovedN ones to us 

2( . For you remember, brothers, our labofl and hardship- working8 by night and by day9 so-as 'J 

not to be a burden-on 10 any of you, we proclaimedP to you the good-newsM of God 
JC. You and God are witnesses0 how devoutly 11 and righteouslyO and blamelesslyR we were with 12 111 

you, the ones believing-
0

just-as you know how each one of you, as a father his own children I I 

l D. We were 13 exhorting5 you 14 and encouragingT and testifying 15 so-that16 you might walku I~ 

worthilyv of God, the One calling 17 you into His own kingdomw and glory 

21~. And18 for this reason 19 we are indeed20 giving-thanksx to God unceasinglyv- because21 having I~ 

receivedz the word of God heard22 from us, you acceptedAA not the word ofhumansG, but- as it 
truly88 is- the word of God, which also is at-work23 in you, the ones believing 

IC. For you became imitatorscc, brothers, of the churches of God existing00 in Judea in Christ 1-l 
Jesus, because you also sufferedEE the same things by your own countrymen as they also by 
the Jews-

ID. The ones also24 having killedFF the Lord Jesus and the prophets25 I' 
2D. And having driven us out26 

:; D And not being pleasingGG to God 
4 D. And being contrary27 to all peopleG-• forbidding28 us to speak to the Gentiles in order I (' 

that they might be savedHH 
SD. So that they fill-up29 the measure of their sins always. But the wrath30 came31 upon them 

to the utterrnost32 

.'\A. And we, brothers- having been orphanedJJ from you for a season11 of an hour34 in face, not in heart- I -
were more eager35 with great desireKK to see your face. 

0

Because36 we wanted37 to come to you- P8, I~ 
Paul, both once and twice39- and Satan hinderedLL us 



757 I Thessalonians 2: 18 

I. Or, "speech'', that is, "flattering speech", speech characterized by 
flattery. "Flattery" is used only here, GK 3 J 35. 

2. This word means "weight or burden". Some think Paul means 
··weight of influence, dignity, authority". Others think Paul is refer
ring to the weight or burden of financial support, as in v 9. Same 
word as in 2Cor4:17. Elsewhere only as "burden" in Mt 20: 12; Act 
15:28; Gal 6:2; Rev 2:24. GK 983. Related to "burden-on" in 2:9. 

3. Or, "children, minors, innocent ones". That is, as opposed to "with 
weight", relating to you based on our authority. It is the word "child, 
baby" used in a metaphorical sense, "innocent ones", without adult 
self-confidence, as in I Cor 2:3. On this word, see "infant" in I Cor 
3: I. The related verb is in I Cor 14:20. Some manuscripts say "gen
tle" I B}, making a single metaphor, "gentle in your midst, as when 
a nurse cherishes her children. In this manner..." (on "gentle", see 
"kind" in 2 Tim 2:24). 

4. Or, "feeder". This word refers to one who feeds or rears a child, 
including the mother. Paul may be referring to himself as the mother, 
as he does in Gal 4: 19, or simply as the nurse of the children put in his 
care. Used only here. GK 5577. Related to "feed" in Lk 23:29. 

5. Or, "gives warmth to, warms in one's bosom". Elsewhere only in 
Eph 5:29. GK 2499. The root word is "warm". 

6. Used only here. GK 39 J 6. This word was found on a gravestone 
of parents "longing" for their dead child. 

7. Or, "souls". Some think Paul means "to expend our own lives for 
you". We poured out our lives for you. Others think he means "to 
impart our own souls to you", joining souls with you in love. On 
this word, see "soul" in Jam 5:20. 

8. Same word as in 2 Tues 3 :8. On this word, see Mt 26: I 0. Some man
uscripts add "for" {N}, so that it says "hardship. For working ... ". 

9. On "by night and by day", see Rev 7: 15. 
I 0. Or, "be burdensome, put a weight on, weigh heavily on". That is, put 

a financial burden on you. Elsewhere only in 2 Thes 3:8; 2 Cor 2:5. 
GK 2096. Related to "weight" in v 7; and "burdened" in 2 Cor I :8. 

I I. Used only here. GK 4010. Related to "holy" in Heb 7:26. 
12. Or, "to, toward.fur". 
I 3. This is supplied from v I 0. Others suggest "how we dealt with each 

one of you as ... children, exhorting ... "; others change it to "how ... 
we exhorted, and encouraged .. ". There are other views. 

14. This is the Greek word order of verse I I - I 2. Some smooth it out by 
omitting this word, "how we were exhorting and encouraging and 
imploring each one of you as a father his own children, so that...". 

I 5. Or, "affirming", as witnesses to the truth. Same word as in Gal 5:3; 
Eph 4: I 7. Elsewhere only as "bear witness" in Act 20:26; 26:22. 
GK 3458. Related to "witness" in v IO, on which see Act I :8. 

16. This clause gives the purpose of these actions. Or, "that you walk", 
giving the content of the exhorting, encouraging and testifying. The 
idiom is literally "for you to walk". 

17. Some manuscripts say "having called" { B}. See Rom 8:30 on "called". 
18. Some manuscripts omit this word {N}. 
19. This looks forward to the "because" phrase next. Others think it 

looks backward, "Because we spoke the gospel of God to you in 
this way and for this purpose", v 2-12; or, "because God is the One 
calling you into His kingdom'', v 12. In this case, Paul says "And 
for this reason, we are indeed giving thanks to God unceasingly that 
having received ... ". 

20. Or, "also", along with you. 
21. Or, "that", so that it says "giving thanks unceasingly that...", giving 

the content of the thanksgiving. 
22. Or, "having received from us the word heard from God". This idiom 

is literally, "received the word ofhearing from us of God", that is, 
the word or message consisting of what was heard from us, which 
is from God. On this noun, see "hearing" in Heb 4:2. 

23. Or, "in operation". Same word as Eph 3:20; and "working" in Phil 
2:13. On this word, see "works" in I Cor 12:11. 

24. Or, "both", so that it says "the ones having killed both the Lord 
Jesus and the prophets". 

25. As Jesus said, Mt 23:31, 37; Lk 11 :47-51. As Stephen said, Act 
7:52. Some manuscripts say "their own prophets" {A}. 

26. The word "drove out" is the word "persecuted" with the prefix 
"out" added. Used only here. GK 1691. 

27. Or, "hostile, opposite, opposed". Same word as in Mt 14:24; Mk 
6:48; Act 26:9; 27:4; 28: 17; Tit 2:8. Elsewhere only as "opposite" 
in Mk 15:39. GK 1885. 

28. Or, "hindering, preventing". On this word, see I Cor 14:39. 
29. The Jews fill the measure of their sins fuller at all times. Compare 

Gen 15: 16. Others think Paul is expressing the purpose of God, "so 
that they might fill up". Compare Mt 23:34-35. Same word as in I 
Cor 16: 17; Phil 2:30. Elsewhere only as "fulfill" in Mt 13: 14; Gal 
6:2; and "filling" in I Cor 14: 16. GK 405. Related word in Mt 23:32. 

30. Some think Paul means the wrath of God appropriate to Israel's sin 
(Rom 1:18). The kingdom was taken from them (Mt 21:43; 23:38); 
the truth hidden from them (Lk 19:42); their hearts hardened by God 
(Rom 11 :7). Others think he means the end-time wrath of the Mes
siah, the "coming wrath" (I Thes l:IO; 5:9), beginning with their 
hardening, but looking forward to the destruction of Jerusalem and 
the wrath associated with the Second Coming. On this word, see Rev 
16:19. Some manuscripts add "ofGod" {A}. 

31. Same word as Mt I 2:28; Lk I I :20. Elsewhere only as "attain" in 
Rom 9:31; Phil 3:16; "arrive" in 2 Cor 10:14; and "precede" in I 
Thes 4:15. GK 5777. Some manuscripts say "has come" {N}. 

32. This phrase means "to the end, to the full extent, to the completion", 
as to the content of it. Or, "to the end, at last, finally, continually", 
as to the time of it. Elsewhere only as "to the end" in Mt I 0:22; 
24: 13; Mk 13:13; Jn 13: I; and "continually" in Lk 18:5. Here, Paul 
could mean "fully", in its full manifestation, to the extreme. Or he 
could mean "at last, finally". On this word, see "end" in Rom I 0:4. 

33. Or, "made orphans". The idea is that Paul was unwillingly and 
abruptly separated from those he loved, as seen in Act 17:5-10. 
Used only here. GK 682. Related to the word in Jam I :27. 

34. That is, for a short time. 
35. Or, we "made more effort". On this word, see "being diligent" in 

Eph 4:3. 
36. Or, "For, Therefore". Paul's desire to see the Thessalonians was 

increased by Satan's prevention of it (compare 3:5). On this word, 
see Rom I :21. 

37. Or, "intended, desired". On this word, see "willing" in Jn 7: 17. 
38. Paul uses grammar that emphasizes this word. He may be clarifying 

the editorial "we" in "we wanted" as referring to himself; or if that 
"we" includes Silvanus and Timothy, he means "especially me". 

39. That is, repeatedly. Same phrase as in Phil 4: I 6. 

A. Gal 2:6, ever B. Phil I: 18, pretense C. Eph 4: 19 D. Act I :8 E. Phil 2:21 F. 2 Pet 2: IO G. Mt 4:4, mankind H. 2 Thes 2:7 J. I Jn 3: I 
K. Mt 17:5 L. Rom 12:8, give M. I Cor 15: I N. Mt 3: 17 0. 2 Thes 3:8 P. 2 Tim 4:2 Q. I Cor I 5:34 R. I Thes 5:23 S. Rom I 2:8 
T. I Thes 5: 14 U. Heb 13:9 V. 3 Jn 6 W. Mt 3:2 X. Mt 26:27 Y. Rom 1:9 Z. Lk I 7:34, taken AA. Mt 10:40, welcome BB. Mt 14:33 
CC. Eph 5: I DD. Mt 26:26, is EE. Gal 3:4 FF. Rom 7: 11 GG. I Thes 2:4 HH. Lk 19: JO JJ. Mt 8:29, time KK. Gal 5: 16 LL. Gal 5:7 



I Thessalonians 2: 19 758 Verse 

1 ll. For what1 is our hope\ or joy0 , or crownc ofboasting0-or is it not indeed you- before our Lord I'! 
Jesus2 at His comingE? "For you are our glory and joy 2(1 

21l. Therefore, bearing3 it no longer, we preferred' to be left-behindF in Athens5 alone6
, "and we sent 3: I<' 

Timothy, our brother and a fellow-worker7 of God in8 the good-newsG a/Christ 

I l". So that he might establish9 you and encourageH you10 concerning your faith,• that no one might ' 
be disturbed 11 by these afflictions 12 

ID. For you yourselves know that we are appointed 13 for this 
2D. For even when we were with you, we were telling you beforehand1 that we were 14 going 4 

to be affiictedK, just as indeed it happened, and just as you know 
> D For this reason 15, and I bearing it no longer, I sent Timothy so as to knowL your faith- that ' 

the one temptingM had not somehow tempted16 you and our labor proved-to-be 17 in vain 18 

> B. And Timothy having just-nowN come to us 19 from you, and having announced-the-good-news0 to (, 
us as to your faith and love, and that you have a goodP remembrance of us always,20 yearningO to 
see us just as we also you-

0

because of this we were encouragedH, brothers\ over you in all our 
distress21 and affiiction22, through your faiths 

I ( ·. Because now we live!- if you are standing:firmT in the Lord :--
2C. For what thanksgivingu can we return23 to God for you for all the joy8 with which we are '! 

rejoicing24 because of you before our God?-

ID Praying super-abundantlyv by night and by day that we may see your face, and completew I ( 1 

the things lackingx from your faiths 

4B. Now may our God and Father Himself and our Lord Jesus25 directY our way to you I I 

I C. And may the Lord cause you to increasez and aboundAA in love for one another and for I ~ 
everyone Uust as we also for you),• so that He may establish88 your hearts so as to be I ; 
blameless26 in holinesscc before our God and Father at the comingE of our Lord Jesus27 with 
all His holy ones28• Amen29 

4A. Finally then, brothersR, we ask00 you, and exhort30 in the Lord Jesus that31 just as you receivedEE from -l. 
us how you ought-toFF be walkingGG and pleasingHH God Uust as you also are walking32), that you be 
aboundingAA more. "For you know what commands11 we gave to you through the Lord Jesus 

I B. For this is the willKK o/God- your holiness33 

1 C ·. That you be abstaining34 from sexual-immorality35 

:i.e. That each of you know-howLL to acquire36 control of his own vessel37 in holiness and 
honorMM, •not in the passionNN of desire38 as indeed the Gentiles not knowingLL God ' 

3 C. That39 no one overstep40 and exploit' 1 his brother4 2 in the matter43 1 i 

4C. Because the Lord is the avenger00 concerning all these things, just as we also told you before, 
and solemnly-warnedPP 

1 D. For God did not cauoo us for" impurityRR, but in holiness 
2 I). So-therefore45 the one rejectingss is not rejecting a human TT, but God, the One also46 ~ 

giving47 His Holy Spirit to you48 



759 I Thessalonians 4:8 

I. Or, "who". This word is used both ways. GK 5515. 
2. Some manuscripts add "Christ" {K}. 
3. Or, "enduring". That is, when Paul could no longer bear the sepa

ration. Sarne word as in v 5. On this word, see I Cor 13:7. 
4. Or, "were well pleased, were delighted". On this word, see "well 

pleased" in Mt 17:5. 
5. This is recorded in Act 17:15-18:1. 
6. This word is plural, going with "we". Some think it is an editorial 

"we", referring to Paul alone. On this word, see Jam 2:24. 
7. On this word, see Rom 16:3. Instead of "fellow-worker", some 

manuscripts have a word meaning "servant" or "minister''. Others 
have both words, "minister and fellow-worker". Others say "and 
minister of God and our fellow-worker ... " {B}. 

8. Or, "in connection with''. GK 1877. 
9. Or, "stabilize, support, fix, set, confirm, strengthen". Same word as 

in v 13; Lk 22:32; Rom 1:11; 16:25; 2 Thes 2:17; 3:3; Jam 5:8; 2 
Pet I: 12; Rev 3:2. Elsewhere only as "set" in Lk 9:51; "fixed" in 
Lk 16:26; "support" in I Pet 5: I 0. GK 5114. Related to "steadfast
ness" in 2 Pet 3: 17. 

I 0. Some manuscripts include this word {N). 
11. Or, "shaken, moved". Used only here. GK 4883. Some think Paul 

means "deceived". The root word means "to shake". 
12. Paul was concerned about the Thessalonians' reaction to the per

secution they all experienced. On this word, see Rev 7: 14. 
13. Or, "destined". Sarne word as in Phil I: 16. Paul was destined to pro

claim the gospel to the Gentiles. The flip side of this destiny was 
suffering and persecution at the hands of his countrymen. 

14. More literally, "are", as the Greek typically phrases it. 
15. That is, lo explain the afflictions, v 3. 
16. More literally, "did tempt ... prove to be'', as the Greek typically 

phrases it. 
17. Or, "become". Same word as in I :5. 
18. That is, without lasting result. Same word as "empty" in 2: I. 
19. As recorded in Act 18:5. This was the occasion for writing this letter. 
20. Or, "and that you have a good remembrance of us, always yearning 

to see us". 
21. Or, "constraint". On this word, see "necessity" in I Cor 7:26. 
22. On this word. see Rev 7: 14. Some manuscripts say "affliction and 

distress" {K). 
23. Or, "repay, give back". On this word, see "repay" in 2 Thes I :6. 
24. This is the verb related to "joy", so Paul is saying "for all the joy 

with which we are-joyful...". On this word, see 2 Cor 13: 11. 
25. Some manuscripts add "Christ" {K}. 
26. Sarne grammar as in I Cor I :8. 
27. Some manuscripts add "Christ" { K}. 
28. Some think Paul means redeemed ones, "saints", as seen in 4:14; oth

ers, "angels", as seen in 2 Thes I :7; Mk 8:38; others, both. On this 
word, see I Pet I: 16. 

29. Some manuscripts omit this word {C}. 
30. Or, "urge". Same word as in v 10. On this word, see Rom 12:8. 
3 I . Some manuscripts omit this word {N}, so that it says "Lord Jesus

just as you received ... ". 

32. Some manuscripts omit "just as you also are walking" {A}. 
33. Or, "sanctification". Used of the process and the result of growing 

in the holiness of God. Sarne word as in v 4, 7. On this word, see 
Heb 12:14. 

34. Or, "keeping away, avoiding, holding back, holding off, holding 
away from". Same word as in Act 15:20, 29; I Thes 5:22; I Tim 
4:3; I Pet 2: 11; and as "be distant" in Mt 15:8. GK 600. 

35. This word refers to sexual immorality of all kinds, before mar
riage (I Cor 7:2), and during marriage (Mt 5:32). On this word, 
see1Cor5:1. 

36. Or, "get, obtain, procure, gain". Same word as in Mt 10:9; Act I: 18; 
8:20; 22:28. Elsewhere only as "get" in Lk 18: 12; and "gain" in Lk 
21:19. GK 3227. Related to "property" (the thing acquired) in Mt 
19:22; and "owner" in Act 4:34. 

3 7. Since the earliest times, opinion has been divided over whether Paul 
uses "vessel" here to refer to "body" (as in 2 Cor 4:7), or "wife" (as 
in I Pet 3:7). Thus he may mean "to acquire his own wife" in holi
ness, referring to premarital purity and to pursuing marriage in 
order to avoid immorality (I Cor 7:2-5). This is a Hebrew way of 
speaking, as seen in Ruth 4: 10. "Each of you" would then be lim
ited to "all the unmarried". Or Paul may mean "to acquire mastery 
of his own body'', "each of you" then meaning "all of you''. This 
is a very general word, also meaning "container, instrument, object, 
thing, gear". Used 23 times. GK 5007. 

38. That is, the passion proceeding from desire, or belonging to desire. 
On this word, see Gal 5: 16 .. 

39. There is a grammatical difference in this statement versus the pre
vious two. Some think it means this is the conclusion or summary. 
Others think it indicates a new subject, business relations. God's 
will is your holiness- in sexual matters, and now in business mat
ters. Others think it gives the purpose of the previous two com
mands, "So that no one may overstep ... ". 

40. Or, "go beyond, transgress". Used only here. GK 5648. 
41. Or, "take advantage of, cheat, defraud''. Elsewhere only in 2 Cor 

2: 11; 7:2; 12: 17, 18. GK 4430. Related to "greed" in Eph 4: 19. The 
idea is, "take advantage of someone for our own selfish purposes, 
self-seeking fraud''. 

42. That is, his fellow believer, whether male or female. On this word, 
Act 16:40. 

43. Some think Paul means "the matter of sexual purity under discus
sion", taking the verbs in a figurative sense. Others think he means 
business matters, taking the verbs in a literal sense. On this word, 
see Mt 18:19. 

44. That is, "for the purpose of". Sarne word as in Eph 2: I 0, "for" good 
works. GK 2093. 

45. Or, "Therefore for that very reason". On this word, see Heb 12: I. 
46. Some manuscripts omit this word { C}. 
47. Some manuscripts say "having given" { N }. 
48. Some manuscripts say "us" {N}. 

A. Col I :5 B. Lk 24:52 C. Rev 4:4 D. 2 Cor 7:4 E. 2 Thes 2:8 F. Act 6:2 G. I Cor 15: I H. Rom 12:8, exhorting J. Jude 17, spoken beforehand 
K. 2 C'or 4:8 L. Lk I :34 M. Heb 2: 18 N. 2 Thes 2:7, right now 0. Act 5:42 P. I Tim 5: lOb Q. I Pet 2:2 R. Act 16:40 S. Eph 2:8 T. I Cor 16: 13 
U. I Tim 4:3 Y. I Thes 5:13 W. Rom 9:22, prepare X. Phil 2:30 Y. Lk 1:79 Z. 2 Cor 8:15 AA. 2 Cor 8:2 BB. I Thes 3:3 CC. Rom 1:4 
DD. Jn 17:9, pray EE. Lk 17:34, taken FF. Act 25:10 GG. Heb 13:9 HH. I Thes 2:4 JJ. I Tim 1:5 KK. Jn 7:17 LL. I Jn 2:29, know 
MM. I Tim 5: 17 NN. Rom I :26 00. Rom 13:4 PP. I Tim 5:21, solemnly charge QQ. Rom 8:30 RR. I Thes 2:3 SS. Gal 2:21, set aside 
TT. Mt 4:4, mankind 



I Thessalonians 4:9 760 Verse 

2 I l. But concerning brotherly-love', you have no needA that anyone should be writing to you 

I C ·. For you yourselves are God-taught2 so-that3 you might be loving0 one another 
2C. For indeed you are doing it toward all the brothersc in all Macedonia I() 
1( ·. But we exhort0 you, brothers, to be aboundingE more,"and to be ambitious4 to be quiet5, and to 11 

be doing your own things6 and working with your own 7 hands, just as we comrnandedF you 

I D In order that you may walk0 properlyH toward the ones outside, and may have needA I 2 
ofnothing8 

.'i.\. And we9 do not want you to be unaware\ brothersc, concerning the ones falling-asleep 10, in-order-that11 I .i 
you may not grieveK as indeed12 the othersL- the ones not having a hopeM 

Ill. For if we believe that Jesus died and rose-upN, so also 13 God will bring with Him the ones having 14 
fallen asleep through 14 Jesus 

I c ·. For we say this to you by the word0 of the Lord, that we-- the ones living, the ones remaining15 I ' 
until the coming 16 of the Lord- will in-no-way 17 preceder the ones having fallen asleep 

ID Because 18 the Lord Himself will descend from heaven with a shouted-command 19, with I h 

a voice of an archange!2°, and with a trumpet21 of God 
2 [) And the dead in Christ will rise-upN first 
-' D. Then we-- the ones living, the ones remaining- will be snatched-up22 together23 with I -

them in the clouds24 to meet25 the Lord in the airO 
4 D And so we shall always be with the Lord 

2( · So then, be encouraging26 one another with these words I:-; 

21 l. But concerning the timesR and the seasons27
, brothers, you have no needA that anything should be ' I 

written to you 

IC·. For you yourselves accuratelys know that the day of the Lord28 comes in this manner- like a 
thief29 in the night 

ID. When30 they are saying "peace and securityT", then unexpected31 destructionu suddenly- , 
comes-upon32 them, just as33 the birth-pain34 on the one having a child in the womb35 • 

And they will by no means escapev 

2C:. But you, brothers, are not in darknessw, so that the day should overtakex you like a thief36 ~ 

11 l. For37 you all are sons v oflight38
, and sons of day. We are not of night, nor of darkness ' 

JC . So then, let us not be sleepingz like the others\ but let us be keeping-watch39 and being sobe~ (1 

ID. For the ones sleepingz, are sleepingz at night. And the ones getting-drunk88, are-drunkcc 
at night 

2 D But let us, being of the day, be soberAA ~ 

11:. Having put on a breastplate offaith00 and loveEE 
21':. And a helmet4°- the hopeM of salvationFF 



761 1 Thessalonians 5:8 

I. That is, love expressed toward your Christian brothers and sisters. 
On this word, see Heb 13: I. 

2. Or, ''taught-by-God". This adjective is used only here. GK 2531. God 
is love, and as He abides in us, He teaches us to be like Himself. 

3. That is, toward the end or goal that you be loving one another. God 
Himself teaches you to this end. Others think Paul means "so that 
you are loving one another", giving the result of God's teaching. 

4. Or, "and to make it your ambition to be quiet". On this word, see 
Rom 15:20. 

5. Or, "to lead a quiet life". Same word as in Lk 14:4; Act 11: 18; 
21: 14. Elsewhere only as "rest" in Lk 23:56, describing Sabbath 
behavior. GK 2483. Related to "quietness" in I Tim 2: 11; and 
"quiet" in I Pet 3:4. 

6. That is, tending to your own affairs. On this phrase, see Jn 19:27. 
7. Some manuscripts omit this word {C}. 
8. Or, "no one". GK 3594. 
9. Some manuscripts say"!" {N}. 
I 0. Or, "sleeping". That is, dead; or, ones dying from time to time. Same 

word as in v 14, 15. Not the same word as in 5:6, 7. This word is used 
as a euphemism for "death" also in Mt 27:52; Jn 11: 11; Act 7:60; 
13:36; I Cor 7:39; 11 :30; 15:6, 18, 20, 51; 2 Pet 3:4. Used 18 times. 
GK 3121. Some manuscripts say "having fallen asleep" {N}. 

11. Or, "so that" you will not grieve. GK 267 /. 
12. Christians do not grieve over the eternal loss of the dead one, as 

do those without hope. Both grieve over the temporal, earthly loss 
ofa loved one. 

IJ. Or, "in this manner also". For clarity, some add next "we believe thaf'. 
14. Or, "by means of Jesus". In the Greek word order, "through Jesus" 

stands between "falling asleep" and "will bring". Some think Paul 
means "through Jesus (by His agency) God will bring with Him the 
ones ... "; others, "the ones having fallen asleep through Jesus", 
which some think means "having fallen asleep into the presence 
of God through what Jesus has done", having entered into rest 
through Jesus. "In Jesus" is a paraphrase representing this view. 
From this rest Jesus will bring them with Him. GK I 328. 

15. Or, "the ones being left-behind". Used only here and v 17. GK 
4335. The root word means "to leave". Paul is referring to those 
remaining alive al that time, those who have not yet fallen asleep. 
We, like Paul, hope we are in this group. 

16. Same word as in 2: 19; 3: 13; 5:23. On this word, see 2 Thes 2:8. 
17. Or, "never". This is an emphatic negative, on which see "never" in 

Gal 5:16. 
18. Or, "That", a second thing Paul says to you by the word of the 

Lord, v 15. 
19. Or, "signal-call, word of command, command". Used only here. 

GK 3026. Related to "order" in Mt 14:28. 
20. That is, a ruling or chief angel. On this word, see Jude 9. 
21. That is, a trumpet sound. Elsewhere only in Mt 24:31; I Cor 14:8; 

15:52; Heb 12:19; Rev 1:10; 4:1; 8:2, 6, 13; 9:14. GK 4894. 
22. Our word "rapture" comes from the Latin translation of this word. 

The timing of this event in relation to the coming of Christ is a sub
ject of debate. On this word, see "snatched away" in 2 Cor 12:2. 

23. Or, "al the same time". Same word as in Mt 13:29; 20:1; Rom 3:12; 

I Thes 5:10. Elsewhere only as "at the same time" in Act 24:26; 
27:40; Col 4:3; I Tim 5:13; Phrn 22. GK 275. The resurrection of 
the Christian dead and the living Christians are consecutive events 
("first" ... "then"), which occur at the same time, so that we will all 
meet Jesus together in the air. See also I Cor 15:51-52. 

24. Some think Paul means "in the clouds", as the place where the 
returning believers are; others, "in clouds" or "on clouds", by 
means of clouds, enveloped in clouds, into the clouds. GK 18 77. 

25. This is an idiom, literally "for a meeting of the Lord". On this, see 
Mt25:6. 

26. Or, "comforting". Same word as in 5: 11. On this word, see "exhort
ing" in Rom 12:8. 

27. On this word, see "time" in Mt 8:29. The phrase "the times or the 
seasons" is also in Act I :7. 

28. This phrase, "day of the Lord", occurs in the NT only in Act 2:20; I 
Cor 1:8; 5:5; 2 Cor 1:14; 2 Thes 2:2; 2 Pet 3:10. Related "day" 
phrases that refer to end-time events occur in Mt 7:22; 10: 15; 12:36; 
24:36; Mk 13:32; Lk 17:24, 30; Jn 6:39; 11 :24; 12:48; Rom 2:5, 16; 
I Cor 3:13; Eph 4:30; Phil I :6, 10; 2: 16; 2 Thes I: 10; 2 Tim I: 12, 18; 
4:8;2Pet2:9;3:7, 12; I Jn4:17;Jude6;Rev6:17; 16:14;etc. 

29. That is, unexpected and unwelcome. Same word as in Mt 24:43; Lk 
12:39; 2 Pet 3: 10; Rev 3:3; 16: 15. Used 16 times. GK 3095. 

30. Some manuscripts say "For when" {N}. 
31. Or, "sudden, unforeseen". Same word as in Lk 21 :34, which brings 

out another aspect of this for Christians. This adjective modifies 
"destruction". It is a destruction which may be described as "unex
pected, sudden, unforeseen" by such people. When their expecta
tion is for peace and safety, it comes upon them. It is not sudden in 
the sense of "instantaneous", but in its onset. Many prefer to ren
der this as an adverb, "suddenly, with unexpectedness". 

32. On this word, see Lk 21 :34. It is used here in the sense of "come 
upon suddenly or by surprise, spring upon". 

33. Some think the main point of comparison is the "sudden unexpect
edness" with which both begin. While the mother goes on as nor
mal, the birthpains suddenly begin. Other think the main point is that 
both start small and relentlessly build to an inevitable conclusion. 
Other secondary nuances of the analogy have also been suggested. 

34. Elsewhere only in Mt 24:8; Mk 13:8; and in as "pains" in Act 2:24. 
GK 6047. Related words in Gal 4: 19 and Rom 8:22. 

35. The phrase "having a child in the womb" is also in Mt I: 18, 23; 
24:19; Mk 13:17; Lk 21:23; Rev 12:2. Same word as in Lk 1:31. 
Elsewhere only as "glutton" in Tit I: 12, one living for their belly. 
GK J/43. 

36. That day will not, or should not (Lk 21 :34-36; Mt 24:42-25: 13; etc.) 
come unexpectedly to Christians, because we are watching for it. 

37. Some manuscripts omit this word {K}. 
38. That is, belonging to the light. Same phrase as in Lk 16:8. Compare 

Eph 5:9. 
39. Or, "staying alert, keeping awake". Elsewhere only in v IO; and in 

Mt 24:42, 43; 25:13; 26:38, 40, 41; Mk 13:34, 35, 37; 14:34, 37, 
38; Lk 12:37; Act 20:31; I Cor 16: 13; Col 4:2; I Pet 5:8; Rev 3:2, 

3; 16:15. GK 1213. 
40. Compare the breastplate and helmet in Eph 6: 14, 17. 

A.Tit3:14 B.Jn21:15,devotedlylove C.Actl6:40 D.Roml2:8 E.2Cor8:2 F.1Timl:3 G.Hebl3:9 H.Roml3:13 J.Roml0:3, 
ignorant of K. 2 Cor 7:9 L. 2 Pet 3: 16 M. Col I :5 N. Lk 18:33 0. I Cor 12:8 P. I Thes 2: 16, came Q. Eph 2:2 R. 2 Tim I :9 S. Mt 2:8 
T. Lk 1:4, certainty U. I Cor 5:5 V. Rom 2:3 W. Jn 3:19 X. Jn 1:5, overcome Y. Gal 3:7 Z. I Thes 5:10 AA. I Pet 1:13 BB. Jn 2:10 
CC. I Cor 11:21 DD. Eph 2:8 EE. I Jn 4:16 FF. Lk 19:9 



1 Thessalonians 5:9 762 Verse 

JD. Because God did not appoint1 us for wrath,2 but for the obtaining3 ofsalvationA through 'J 

our Lord Jesus Christ-

11:. The One having died for us in order that whether we are keeping-watch8 or sleeping", I 0 
we may live together: with Him 

4( ·. Therefore be encouraging0 one another, and building-upE one the other5,just as you are also doing I I 

h:\. And we askf you, brothers, to know6 the ones laboring0 among you, and leadingH you in the Lord, and 12 
admonishing you,• and to be esteeming7 them super-abundantly8 in love because of their work. Be living- I i 
in-peaceK among yourselves 

7. \ Now we exhort0 you, brothers- 14 

Ill. Be admonishing the disorderly9 ones, be encouraging10 the fainthearted ones, be holding-on-to 11 

the weak 1l ones, be patjentL with everyone 
2 ll. See that no one gives-back 13 evilM for evil to anyone, but always be pursuingN the good0 , both14 for I-" 

one another and for everyone 
:; B. Be rejoicingP always 15, "be prayingO unceasingly 16, "be giving-thanksR in everything. For this is the 16-1 :-.: 

will5 of God in Christ Jesus for you 
4B. Do not be quenching 17 the Spirit, 18 "do not be treating propheciesT with contempt19, "butl0 be 19-21 

testingl 1 all things 
:'ll. Be holding-on-toll the good23,"be abstainingu from every fonn24 of evil 

;\_ Now may the God of peace Himself sanctifyl5 you whollyl6• And may your whole27 spirit and soulv 2' 
and bodyl8 be preservedl9 blamelessly30 at the comingw of our Lord Jesus Christ 

I. Faithfulx is the One callingY you, Who also will do it 2-1 

ll. Brothers, be praying also31 for us ', 
( ·. Greetz all the brothers with a holy kissAA 2h 

D I adjure32 you by the Lord that this letter be read to all the brothers33 

L The grace of our Lord Jesus Christ be with you34 .:'s 



763 I Thessalonians 5:28 

I. Or, ''make, destine". Same word as in Jn 15:16; Act I :7; I Tim I: 12; 
2:7; 2 Tim I: 11; Heb I :2; I Pet 2:8. On this word, see "put" in Act 
19:21. 

2. Some think Paul is referring in particular to the wrath of the tribu
lation as described in Revelation. Others think he is referring in 
general to the opposite of salvation, the destiny of the unbelievers. 
Compare 1:10. 

3. Or, "possession". Same word as in 2 Thes 2: 14. Elsewhere only as 
"possession" in Eph I: 14; I Pet 2:9; and "preserving" in Heb 10:39. 
GK 4348. Related to "obtain" in I Tim 3:13. 

4. Same word as in 5:6, 7. Not related to "fallen asleep" in 4:13, 14, 
15. Some think Paul means whether we are physically alive (living, 
remaining, 4: 15) and therefore "keeping watch", or dead (fallen 
asleep, 4:15). Others think he means "sleep" in the same sense as 
in v 6, where believers are commanded not to do it. Believers sleep
ing in an unprepared state, similar to the unbelievers, will be over
taken by the event, but saved nevertheless. Used 22 times. GK 2761. 
Compare Lk 21 :34-36. 

5. This is an idiom, literally, "one the one". These two words are the 
numeral "one". On "one", see Eph 4:7. 

6. That is, in the sense of "to stand in close relationship with, to rec
ognize, respect". On this word, see I Jn 2:29. 

7. Or, "regarding, considering". On this word, see "regard" in Jam I :2. 
It is a play on words, because this word also means "to lead, rule", 
as in Heb 13:7. Take the lead in thinking of your leaders super
abundantly in love. 

8. Or, "immeasurably, surpassingly, beyond all measure". Elsewhere 
only in Eph 3:20; I Thes 3: 10. GK 5655. Related word in Rom 5:20. 

9. Used only here. GK 864. Related words are used in 2 Thes 3:6, 7. 
I 0. Or, "consoling". Same word as in 2: 12. Elsewhere only as "con

sole" in Jn 11: 19, 31. GK 4170. Related to "consolation" in I Cor 
14:3; Phil 2: I. 

11. Or, "clinging to, being devoted to, helping, supporting". Do not 
abandon the weak. Same word as in Tit I :9. Elsewhere only as "be 
devoted to" in Mt 6:24; Lk 16: 13. GK 504. 

12. Or, "sick". The context seems to point to spiritual weakness. The 
word is used of both physical (as in Act 5: 15, 16) and spiritual (as 
in I Cor 8:7; 9:22) sickness or weakness. Used 26 times. GK 822. 
Related to "weakness" in Mt 8: 17. 

13. SamewordasinRom 12:17; I Pet3:9.0nthisword,see"render" 
in Mt 16:27. 

14. Some manuscripts omit this word {C}. 
15. Or, "al all times". Used 41 times, 27 being by Paul. GK 4121. 
16. Same word as in 1:2; 2:13. On this word, see Rom 1:9. 
17. Or, "stifling, suppressing, extinguishing". Same word as in Mt 

12:20; Mk 9:48; Eph 6: 16; Heb 11 :34. Elsewhere only as "go out" 
in Mt 25:8. GK 4931. 

18. Thal is, in all His gifts, manifestations, and promptings. 
19. This word "treat with contempt" also means "disdain, despise, 

reject with contempt". Same word as in Lk 18:9; 23: 11; Act 4: 11; 

Rom 14:3, 10; I Cor I :28; 16: 11; 2 Cor 10: 10; Gal 4: 14. Elsewhere 
only as "be of no account" in I Cor 6:4. GK 2024. Related word 
in Mk 9:12. 

20. Some manuscripts omit this word {N}. 
21. Or, "proving by testing". On this word, see "approve" in Rom 12:2. 

Compare I Jn 4: 1; I Cor 14:29. 
22. Some take these two phrases with what precedes, "but be testing all 

things, holding on to the good, abstaining from every form of evil", 
so that they refer specifically to the spiritual manifestations. Oth
ers pair them as separate exhortations, with a broad reference, sim
ilar to Phil 4:8. On this word, see "hold down" in Rom I: 18. 

23. That is, that which is commendable, beautiful, praiseworthy. On 
this word, see I Tim 5: lOa. 

24. Or, "outward appearance". This word also means "species, kind, 
class, sort", and some prefer this meaning here. On this word, see 
"appearance" in 2 Cor 5:7. 

25. Or, "make you holy, set you apart [to Himself]". On this word, see 
Heb 10:29. 

26. Or, "through and through, in every way, altogether". Used only 
here. GK 3911. This adjective is made of two words, "whole" and 
"complete". May God "make you holy through and through'', in 
every aspect of your life. 

27. This adjective is related to "wholly". It is made of two words, 
"whole" and "parts", meaning "complete in all its parts, entire, 
complete"; and thus, "intact, sound, undamaged". Elsewhere only 
in Jam I :4, where it is explained as "lacking in nothing". GK 3908. 
Related to "wholeness" in Act 3:16. Here, some think Paul means 
"whole", and modifies the nouns, "whole spirit and soul and body". 
Others think he means "complete, sound", and link it to the verb 
"be preserved complete", or sound. In this case, the Greek word 
order would indicate that this word is emphatic. 

28. This threefold division occurs only here. "Soul and spirit" is in Heb 
4: 12; "soul and body" in Mt 10:28; "heart and soul and mind" in 
Mt 22:37; and "spirit and body" in Jam 2:26. "Soul" is our imma
terial part that relates to this earth. "Spirit" is our immaterial part 
that relates to God. Some think we have three parts. Others think 
we have two parts, with the immaterial part being viewed from two 
different viewpoints. 

29. Or, "kept, guarded, protected". On this word, see "keeping" in 
I Jn 5:18. 

30. That is, in such a way as to incur no blame on yourself. This adverb 
is elsewhere only in 2: 10. GK 290. Related to "blameless" in Phil 3:6. 

31. Some manuscripts omit this word { C}. 
32. That is, I make you swear, I put you under oath by the Lord, that it 

will be done; I command you as ifunder oath. Used only here. GK 
1941. Related to "make swear" in Act 19: 13, and some manuscripts 
have that word here {N}. Related to "oath" in Jam 5:12; and "put 
under oath" in Mt 26:63. 

33. Some manuscripts say "holy brothers" {A}. 
34. Some manuscripts add "amen" {A}. 

A. Lk 19:9 B. 1 Thes 5:6 C. I Thes 4: 17 D. Rom 12:8, exhorting E. I Cor 14:4, edify F. Jn 17:9, pray G. Mt 11 :28, being weary H. Rom 12:8 
J. Col 1:28 K. Rom 12:18 L. I Cor 13:4 M. 3 Jn 11 N. I Cor 14:1 0. I Tim 5:10b P. 2 Cor 13:11 Q. I Tim 2:8 R. Mt 26:27 S. Jn 7:17 
T.1Cor12:10 U.1Thes4:3 V.Jam5:20 W.2Thes2:8 X.Col1:2 Y.Rom8:30 Z.Mk15:18 AA.Rom16:16 





765 2 Thessalonians Overview 

Introduction I: 1-2 

I A. We ought to be giving thanks always concerning you, brothers, just as it is fitting I :3 

I B. Because your faith is growing, and your love toward one another is increasing 1:3-4 

IC. Which is evidence of the righteous judgment of God that you will be considered worthy I :5-1 O 
of the kingdom for the sake of which you are suffering 

2C. For which also we pray always concerning you, in order that God may consider you I: 11-12 
worthy of the calling and fulfill every desire of goodness and work of faith with power 

2A. Now we ask you, brothers, not to alarmed as though the day of the Lord is present 

18. Let no one deceive you. The apostasy must come first, and the man of lawlessness 
2B. And you know what is restraining him now. Jesus will kill him when He comes 

3A. But we ought to be giving thanks always concerning you, brothers loved by the Lord 

18. Because God chose you to be the firstfruit for salvation, to which He also called you 
2B. So then, brothers, be standing firm, and be holding on to the traditions you were taught 
38. And may our Lord Jesus and God our Father comfort your hearts and establish you 

4A. Finally brothers, be praying for us. And may the Lord direct you into His love and endurance 

5A. Now we command you, brothers, to be keeping away from every brother walking disorderly 

Conclusion 

2:1-2 

2:3-5 
2:6-12 

2:13 

2:13-14 
2:15 

2:16-17 

3: 1-5 

3:6-16 

3: 17-18 



2 Thessalonians 1: 1 766 

.\. Paul and SilvanusA and Timothy 
ll. To the church of the Thessalonians 1 in God our Father and the Lord Jesus Christ 
l · Grace to you and peace from God our2 Father and the Lord Jesus Christ 

I . \. We oughta to be giving-thanksc to God always for you brothers, just as it is fitting0 

111. Because your faith is growing-abundantly, and the love of each one of you all toward one another is 

Verse 

increasingE-"so that we ourselves are boasting in you among the churches of God with reference -+ 
to your enduranceF and faithG in all your persecutions" and afflictions1 which you are bearing-withK 

I ( . Which is evidence3 of the righteousL judgment4 of God that5 you will be considered-worthyli ' 
of the kingdomM of God for the sake of which you also7 are sufferingN 

11 l. Since8 it will be a righteousL thing with9 God to repay 10 affliction 11 to the ones afflicting0 I• 

you,• and to give you, the ones being afflicted0 , rest 12 along with us 

11· At the revelation 13 of the Lord Jesus from heaven with angels of His power14 "in ~ 

tlaming 15 fire 16 

IF Giving punishment 17 to the ones not knowingP God, and 18 the ones not 
obeyingO the good-newsR of our Lord Jesus 19 

I ( i. Who will pay the penalty20- etemal5 destruction21 from22 the presenceT <1 

of the Lord, and from the gloryu of His strength23 

::'F. When24 He comes to be glorified25 in His saintsv, and marveled-at26 among27 1 o 
all the ones having believed28- because our testimonyw to you was believed-
on that day29 

2( For which30 also31 we are praying always for you, in order that32 our God may consider you I I 
worthyH of the calling34

, and may fulfillx every desire35 of goodness36 and workY o/faith37 with 
[His] power". 

I I l. So that the name of our Lord Jesus38 may be glorified in you39 and you in Him, according- I ' 
to40 the grace of our God and the Lord Jesus Christ 



767 2 Thessalonians I: 12 

I. This letter was written in Act 18: 11. 
2. Some manuscripts omit this word {C}, so that it says "God the 

Father". 
3. Or, "a plain indication, a proof". The evidence is the Thessaloni

ans' growing faith, love, and endurance amidst their afflictions. 
Used only here. GK 1891. Related to "demonstrate" in Eph 2:7, and 
"sign" in a similar statement in Phil I :28. 

4. Some think Paul is referring to God's present judgment of the Thes
salonians as seen in their trials, His evidence-producing testing of 
them now. Others think he is referring to the future judgment God 
will make about them, His considering them worthy on that future 
day: others, to the present judgment He makes about them, His 
present considering them worthy, which will also be experienced 
by them on that future day. Their behavior now (the "fruit" in their 
lives) is evidence that His judgment of them (and their persecutors) 
will be (or is and will be) righteous. On this word, see Jn 3:19. 

5. This idiom is literally "for you to be considered worthy". Some 
think it gives the purpose of the testing or evidence, or of God's 
future judgment of the Thessalonians (" ... God, so that you may be 
considered worthy"); others, the result of His judgment of them(" ... 
God, so that you will be [or, are] considered worthy"); others, the 
content of His judgment about them (" ... God that you will be [or, 
are] considered worthy"). 

6. Elsewhere only in Lk 20:35; Act 5:41. GK 2921. Related to the 
word in v 11. 

7. Or, "indeed". Some think Paul means "also'', along with us (note v 7). 
8. Or, "If as is the case". On this word, see Rom 8:9. 
9. Or, "before, in the sight of". GK 4123. 
10. Or, "return, give back, requite". Same word as in Rom 12:19 and 

Heb 10:30, "vengeance is mine, I will repay"; and in Lk 14: 14; 
Rom 11:35. Elsewhere only as "return" in I Thes 3:9. GK 500. 
Related to "payback" in Col 3:24; and "retribution" in Rom 11 :9. 

11. The "affliction" is the punishment ofv 8-9. Same word as in v 4. 
12. Or, "relief, refreshment". On this word, see 2 Cor 8: 13. The "rest" is 

the kingdom of God ofv 5. It will be rest, relief from their suffering. 
13. Or, "disclosure". That is, the second coming of Christ. Same word 

as in Rom 2:5; 8: 19; I Cor I :7; I Pet I :7, 13; 4: 13. Elsewhere only 
of truth revealed by God in Lk 2:32; Rom 16:25; I Cor 14:6, 26; 2 
Cor 12:1, 7: Gal 1:12: 2:2; Eph 1:17; 3:3; Rev 1:1. GK637. Seethe 
related verb in 2:3. 

14. That is, angels in possession of God's power. Or, "His angels of 
power", or, "His powerful angels". 

15. Elsewhere only as "flame" in Lk 16:24; Act 7:30; Heb 1:7; Rev 
1:14;2:18; 19:12.GK5825. 

16. More literally, "in a fire of flame", a fire characterized by flame, an 
expression found only here. Some manuscripts say "in a flame of 
fire" { N}, a flame belonging to a fire (as in the other uses of the 
word "flame"). 

17. Or, "vengeance". Grammatically, "the Lord Jesus" is the subject of 
this word. Same word as in 2 Cor 7: 11; I Pet 2: 14. Elsewhere only 
as "vengeance" in Lk 18:7, 8; 21:22; Act 7:24; and in Rom 12:19 
and Heb I 0:30, "Vengeance is mine". GK 1689. Related to "pun
ish" in 2 Cor 10:6; and "avenger" in Rom 13:4. 

18. Or, "even". Some think the two groups named here refer to Gentiles 
and Jews; others, that this is another description of the first group. 

19. Some manuscripts add "Christ" { K}. 
20. Or, "punishment". Same word as in Jude 7. Related to the word 

"punishment" in v 8. 
21. Same word as in I Thes 5:3. On this word, see I Cor 5:5. 
22. Some think Paul means "away from"- such ones will be separated 

"away from" His presence. Others think he means "proceeding 
from"- the penalty proceeds from the Lord. Others think he means 
"because of". GK 608. 

23. That is, the glory originating in or emanating from His strength. On 
this word, see Eph I: 19. 

24. Returning to Jesus as the subject, Paul concludes his description 
of what will take place at His "revelation". Others make this point 
2G., "who will pay the penalty ... when He comes to be glorified". 

25. Elsewhere only in v 12. GK 1901. Related to the word in Rom 8:30. 
26. Or, "admired, wondered at". On this word, see "caused to marvel" 

in Rev 17:8. 
27. Both "among" here and "in" earlier in the verse are the same word, 

and can be translated "in, by, among". GK 1877. 
28. Some manuscripts say "the ones believing" {N). 
29. This is the Greek word order. Some render this "believed- because 

our testimony to you in connection with that day was believed". 
30. Or, "To which end''. In this rendering Paul is referring to v 3-4, their 

faith and love; or to v 5, their worthiness ("I am praying that you 
continue to grow in faith and love [or, worthiness], in order that God 
may indeed consider you worthy now, and fulfill your efforts for 
Him"). Others think he is referring to v 5-10, their participation in 
the blessed event of that day, their salvation, making this point 20. 
("I am praying that you will be among those receiving His rest and 
glorifying the Lord on that day, specifically, that even now God 
might consider you worthy"). Others think this is a general refer
ence to that future day, making this point 3F. ("Aiming at which 
blessed day for us all, I am praying that God might even now con
sider you worthy"). Others think this refers to their believing in v 
I 0, making this point I G. ("I am praying that you believe our tes
timony, in order that God ... "). Consult the commentaries. 

3 I. Or, "indeed". Some think Paul means in addition to giving thanks 
for it, v 3. 

32. Paul may be giving the purpose of his prayer ("in order that"), or 
the content of it ("that"). GK 2671. 

33. This word "consider worthy, deserving, titting" is related to the 
word in v 5. Same word as in Lk 7:7; I Tim 5: 17: Heb 3:3; 10:29. 
Elsewhere only as "consider fining" in Act 15:38: 28:22. GK 546. 
Related to "worthy" in Rev 16:6; and "worthily" in 3 Jn 6. 

34. On this word, see 2 Pet I: I 0. Related to "called" in 2: 14. 
35. Or, "good pleasure". On this word, see "good pleasure" in Eph I :5. 
36. Some think Paul means your "every desire/or goodness": others, "all 

the good pleasure of[ God's] goodness" (that is, His will for you). On 
this word, see Gal 5:22. 

37. That is, works proceeding from faith, or characterized by faith. 
Compare I Thes I :3: Gal 5:6. 

38. Some manuscripts add "Christ" {N}. 
39. Some think Paul means glorified now, in your goodness and works 

fulfilled with power; others, on that day, v I 0. 
40. Or, "based on, in accordance with". GK 2848. 

A. I Thes 1:1 B. I Jn4:11 C.Mt26:27 D.Rev 16:6,worthy E.2Cor8:15 F.Jam 1:3 G.Eph2:8 H.Mk 10:30 J.Rev7:14 K.2Corll:4 
L.Roml:l7 M.Mt3:2 N.Gal3:4 0.2Cor4:8 P.1Jn2:29 Q.Act6:7 R.1Corl5:1 S.Mt25:46 T.Lk9:52 U.2Pet2:10 V.1Petl:l6, 
holy W. Act 4:33 X. Eph 5:18, filled Y. Mt 26:10 Z. Mk 5:30 



2 Thessalonians 2: I 768 Verse 

2 .·\. Now we askA you, brothers8 , concerning the comingc of our Lord Jesus Christ and our gathering- 2 • I 
together' to Him, "that you not be quickly0 shakenE from your understandingF nor alarmed2- neither 2 
by a spirit3, nor by a wordG, nor by a letter4 as-if through us5, how that6 the day a/the Lord7 is presents 

I B. Let no one deceiveH you in any way, because it will not be present9 unless the apostasy 10 comes 3 
first, 11 and the manJ o/lawlessness 12 is revealed13

-

I ('. The sonK of destruction 14 

2C. The one opposing 15 and exaltingL himse/f over16 everything being calledM god or an object-of- 4 
worship 17

, so that he sits-down's in the templeN o/God19
, displaying20 himself, that he is god 

J( . Do you not remember<> that while still being with you I was tellingM you these things? ' 

213. And you know the thing restraining21 now, so that he might be revealedP in his own time22 

I ( . For the mystery23 of lawlessnessO is already at-work24
- only there is the one restraining25 

right-now26 until he comes27 out of the midst2s 
:!C. And then the lawlessR one will be revealedP ~ 

ID. Whom the Lord Jesus29 will kill30 with the breath a/His mouth, and do-away-with31 by 
the appearance32 of His coming33 

2 D. Whose34 coming is in accordance with the working5 o/SatanT '! 

IE. With all poweru and signs35 and wonders36 o/falsehood37 



769 2 Thessalonians 2:9 

I. Or, "assembling, meeting". Elsewhere only in Heb 10:25. GK 2191. 
The related verb is used in Mt 24:31 and Mk 13:27 of gathering 
together Christ's elect at the end. See I Thes 4: 15-17. 

2. Or, "frightened, troubled". Elsewhere only in Mt 24:6 and Mk 13:7, 
"do not be alarmed, it is not yet the end". GK 2583. 

3. Or, a "spiritual gift or manifestation", such as a prophecy (see I Cor 
14: 12 on this use of this word). 

4. Compare "word" and "letter" in 2:15 and 3:14. 
5. Some think "as if through us" applies to all three; others, to the last 

two; others, to the letter only. 
6. On "how that", see 2 Cor 11 :21. This phrase indicates Paul is quot

ing what someone else said. 
7. On "the day of the Lord", see I Thes 5:2. Some manuscripts say 

"day ofChrist" {N}. 
8. Or, "has come, is here". On this word, see Heb 9:9. 
9. This is supplied from the end ofv 2. Others supply "it will not come". 
I 0. Or, "abandonment, rebellion, falling away". Elsewhere only in Act 

21 :21. GK 686. Related to "depart", I Tim 4: I. Some have identi
fied this with a first-century religious or political event; others, with 
such an event in history. Others think Paul is referring to a religious 
apostasy future to him, and still future to us. 

11. Some think Paul means that these two things- the apostasy and 
the man of lawlessness- must occur before the day of the Lord 
comes. Others think he means they are among the first events of the 
day of the Lord. 

12. On this word, see I Jn 3:4. Some manuscripts say the "man of sin" 
{ B}. Some think this refers to a first-century person like Nero; oth
ers, to various other people in history. Others think it is not a man, 
but a personification of evil. Others think this is a man yet to be 
revealed, the still future Antichrist. 

13. Or, "disclosed, made known". Elsewhere only in Mt 10:26; 11 :25, 
27; 16: 17; Lk 2:35; 10:21, 22; 12:2; 17:30; Jn 12:38; Rom I: 17, 18; 
8:18; I Cor 2:10; 3:13; 14:30; Gal 1:16; 3:23; Eph 3:5; Phil 3:15; 
2 Thes 2:6, 8; I Pet I :5, 12; 5: I. GK 636. The noun is in I :7. This 
word means "revealed" in the sense of "uncovered, unveiled". 
Compare "made evident" in I Jn 2: 19. 

14. This phrase is used of Judas in Jn 17: 12. That is, belonging to, des
tined to destruction. On this word, see 2 Pet 2: I. 

15. Or, "setting himself against, being contrary to". On this word, see 
Phil 1:28. 

16. Or, "above, against". GK 2093. 
17. Or, "object of veneration". Elsewhere only in Act 17:23, of idols. 

GK 4934. Related to "worship" in Act 13:50, and Rom I :25. 
18. Or, "takes his seal". This man sits in authority. On this word, see 

Rev 20:4. Some manuscripts add "as God" {A}. 
19. The phrase "temple of God" is used of the Jewish temple; of Chris

tians as the temple of God; and of the heavenly temple. Some think 
Paul means the Jewish temple (Mt 24: 15), and that it will be rebuilt 
prior to the tribulation. Others think it is an abstract tenn for the 
visible church on earth. This man demands worship. There are 
other views. 

20. Or, "showing, attesting, exhibiting, proving". Same word as in I 
Cor 4:9. Elsewhere only as "attest" in Act 2:22; and "prove" in Act 
25:7. GK 617. Related to "demonstration" in I Cor 2:4. 

21. Same word as in v 7. On this word, see "hold down" in Rom 1:18. 

Some think the restrainer is the Holy Spirit, making this "the One 
restraining". Others think this refers to some agent of God restrain
ing evil, such as government, or the church (the body of Christ). 
Others think it is God's action of binding Satan; or granting domi
nance to the Gentiles, Lk 21 :24; or waiting for the gospel to be pro
claimed to the world, Mt 24: 14. There are many other views. 

22. That is, the time belonging to him. Compare "your hour" in Lk 
22:53. Compare the similar phrase in I Tim 2:6. 

23. On this word, see Rom 11 :25. The mystery of rebellion against God 
and the laws of God is now working. 

24. Or, "in operation, working". On this word, see "works" in I Cor 12: 11. 
25. Paul changes from the "thing" restraining, to the "one" restraining. 

Some think this points to the identity of the restrainer as the Holy 
Spirit, since the neuter word "spirit" refers to the person of the 
Spirit. Others think it refers to the personal head of a government 
system. There are other views. 

26. Or, "at this moment". Used by Paul only as "now" in I Cor 4: 13; 8:7; 
13:12; 15:6; 16:7; Gal 1:9, 10;4:20; "present" in I Cor4:1l;and 
'just now" in I Tues 3:6. On this word, see "now" in Rev 12: IO. 

27. Or," becomes, comes to be". GK 1181. This is a common word used 
669 times, but rendered "taken" only here (NIV). The word itself 
implies nothing as to whether he "comes out" on his own initiative, 
or is forced out by another. It simply means "until he is no longer 
in the middle". Some find the nuance "taken out, removed" in the 
context. On this word, see "comes" in 2 Pet I :20. 

28. Or, "out of the middle, from among". This phrase is elsewhere only 
in Mt 13:49; Act 17:33; 23: 10; I Cor 5:2; 2 Cor 6:17; Col 2: 14. The 
restrainer stands between Satan and his plan for world domination. 
This restraining activity will cease. This word, "midst, middle, 
amidst", is used 58 times. GK 3545. 

29. Some manuscripts omit this word { C}. 
30. On this word, see Mt 2: 16. Some manuscripts say "consume" {N}, 

the word in Lk 9:54. 
31. Or, "bring to an end". On this word, see Rom 6:6. 
32. Elsewhere only in I Tim 6:14; 2 Tim 1:10; 4:1, 8; Tit 2:13. GK 

2211. Related to ""appeared" in Tit 2: 11. 
33. Or, "presence". The Greek word is parousia. Used of Christ's return 

in Mt 24:3, 27, 37, 39; I Cor 15:23; I Thes 2: 19; 3: 13; 4: 15; 5:23; 
2 Thes 2:1; Jam 5:7, 8; 2 Pet 1:16; 3:4, 12; I Jn 2:28. Elsewhere 
only in I Cor 16: 17; 2 Cor 7:6, 7; 2 Thes 2:9; and as "presence" in 
2 Cor 10:10; Phil I :26; 2: 12. GK 4242. The related verb is "be pres
ent" in Rev 17:8. 

34. That is, the lawless one. "Coming" is the same word as in v 8. 
35. Same word as in Mt 24:24; Rev 13:13, 14; 16:14; 19:20; and Mt 

26:48; Mk 13:4; 16:17, 20; Lk 11:30; 21:25; Jn 2:18; 20:30; Rom 
4: 11; 2 Thes 3: 17; Rev 12: I. Used 77 times. GK 4956. 

36. The word "wonders" is always plural, and always appears with 
"signs". Elsewhere only in Mt 24:24; Mk 13:22; Jn 4:48; Act 2: 19, 
22, 43; 4:30; 5: 12; 6:8; 7:36; 14:3; 15: 12; Rom 15: 19; 2 Cor 12: 12; 
Heb 2:4. GK 5469. 

3 7. Some think this applies to all three; others to the last two; others, 
to wonders only. In addition, some think it means they are false, 
counterfeit; others, that their purpose is falsehood; others, that they 
proceed from falsehood. On this word, see Rev 14:5. 

A. Jn 17:9, pray 8. Act 16:40 C. 2 Thes 2:8 D. Gal I :6 E. Act 17: 13 F. Rom 7:23, mind G. I Cor 12:8 H. Rom 7: 11 J. Mt 4:4, 
mankind K. Gal 3:7 L. 2 Cor 12:7 M. Jn 12:49, say N. Rev 11:1 0. Jn 16:21 P. 2 Thes 2:3 Q. I Jn 3:4 R. I Cor 9:21, without the law 
S. Phil 3:21 T. Rev 12:9 U. Mk 5:30 



2 Thessalonians 2: IO 770 Verse 

21-. And with every deceptionA ofunrighteousness 1 for the2 ones perishing8
- because3 J 11 

they did not receive4 the lovec of the truth0 so that they might be savedE 

11 . And for this reason, God sends5 them a working6 of error7 so that they will I I 
believeF the falsehood8

, "in order that all the ones not having believedF in the 12 
truth0

, but having taken-pleasure9 in unrighteousness, may be condemnedG 

' \. But 10 we oughtH to be giving-thanks1 to God always for you, brothers having been lovedK by the Lord I ' 

113 Because God chose 11 you to be the firstfruit 12 for salvationL inn the holiness 14 of the Spirit15 and 
faith 16 in the truth0 

I<· To which also 17 He calledM you through 18 our good-newsN I I 
2< For the obtaining 19 of the glory of our Lord Jesus Christ 

21l. So then, brothers0
, be standing-.firmP, and be holding-on-too the traditions20 which you were 1-

taughtR- whether by word5 [of mouth], or by our letterT 
·' H And may our Lord Jesus Christ Himself and God our Father2 1

- the One having lovedK us, and I 1 • 

having given us etemalu comfort22 and goody hopew by grace23- • comfortX your hearts, and I -
establish v you in every goody worF and word24 

-+\ Finally, brothers, be praying for us ' I 

I fl. That the word5 of the Lord may run25 and be glorifiedAA, just as also with you 
2ll And that we may be delivered88 from out-of-place26 and evilcc people00 

I ( For faith 27 is not possessed by everyone28 

2< But the Lord is faithfuJEE_ Who will establishv you, and protectFF you from the evil one29 

11). And we are confidentGG in the Lord concerning you, that the things which we are 
commanding30

, you also31 are doing and will do 
2D. And may the Lord directHH your hearts into the Iovec ofGod32, and into the endurance33 

of Christ 

' \. Now we command11 you, brothers, in the name of our34 Lord Jesus Christ, that you be keeping-away35 from 1 • 

every brother walkingKK disorderly36
, and not according to the traditionLL which they37 receivedMM from us 

Ill. For you yourselves know how you ought-toNN be imitating38 us 

I < ·. Because we were not disorderly39 among you 
2< . Nor did we eat bread as-a-gift4° from anyone, but were working00 with laborPP and hardship41 ~ 

by night and by day42 so-as not to be a burden-onOO any of you-

11 >. Not because we do not have the right43 ·' 

21 >. But in order that we might give ourselves as a pattem44 to you, so that you may be 
imitatingRR us 

2B. For even when we were with you, we commanded11 this to you- that "if anyone does not want55 111 
to work45

, neither let him eat" 



771 2 Thessalonians 3: I 0 

I. Some think Paul means deception leading to unrighteousness; oth
ers, proceeding from unrighteousness; others, characterized by 
unrighteousness, unrighteous deception. On this word, see Rom I: 18. 

2. Some manuscripts say "in the ones perishing" {NJ. 
3. Or, "in return for". This idiom is elsewhere only in Lk I :20; 12:3; 

19:44; Act 12:23. 
4. Or, "accept". On this word, see "welcome" in Mt 10:40. 
5. Some manuscripts say "will send" { N}. 
6. Same word as in v 9. Same root word as "at work" in v 7. 
7. Or, "deception". Some think Paul means a working leading to error; 

others, a working characterized by error or deception, a delusion. 
On this word, see I Thes 2:3. 

8. Or, "lie". Same word as in v 9. At the first coming, God polarized 
Israel with the truth about the Christ, Rom 11:7-10. At the Second 
Coming, He polarizes the entire world with the lie about the 
Antichrist. 

9. Or, "delighted in, been well-pleased with". These people did not 
"desire" (related word) goodness, I: 11. On this word, see "well
pleased" in Mt 17:5. 

10. That is, in contrast to such people as in v 10-12; or, in contrast to 
this concern about you being shaken, 2: 1-2. 

11. Elsewhere only in Phil I :22; Heb 11 :25. GK 145. See also the unre
lated word "chosen" in Rom 8:33. 

12. On this word, see I Cor 15:20. Some manuscripts say "from the 
beginning" instead of"to be the firstfruit" {BJ. On the phrase "from 
the beginning", see Mt 19:4. The Thessalonians were the first of 
many more to come. 

13. Or, "by means of, through, in the sphere of, in connection with". 
GK 1877. 

14. Or, "sanctification". On this word, see Heb 12: 14. 
15. Or, "of your spirit". Paul could mean the holiness produced by the 

Spirit, or the holiness characterizing your spirit. 
16. Or, "belief". More literally, "faith of the truth", faith or belief 

whose object is the truth. On this noun, see Eph 2:8. Related to 
"believed" in v 12. 

17. Some manuscripts omit this word {CJ. 
18. Or, "by means of". GK 1328. 
19. Or, "a possession". That is, "for our obtaining of His glory"; or, 

"for our becoming a possession of His glory". On this word, see 
I Thes 5:9. 

20. Same word as in 3:6. On this word, see I Cor 11 :2. 
21. Some manuscripts say "our God and Father" {NJ. 
22. On this word, see "encouragement" in Act 4:36. Paul uses the 

related verb next. 

23. That is, "having given us ... by grace". 
24. Same word as in v 15. Some manuscripts say ''word and work" {NJ. 
25. That is, run speedily ahead, without obstacle or delay. Used only 

here of the Word "running". Elsewhere only of people running (18 
times), and once of horses running. GK 5556. 

26. Or, "unnatural, strange, improper, wrong". That is, out of place 
morally, spiritually, socially, religiously, legally. Paul is referring to 
those who attacked him. Elsewhere only in Lk 23:41; Act 25:5; 
28:6. GK 876. The root word is "place" in Eph 4:27. 

27. Or, "the faith". On this word, see Eph 2:8. 
28. Or, "faith does not belong to everyone". Literally, "the faith is not 

of everyone". "Faith" is the subject of the Greek sentence. In Eng
lish, we prefer to say "for not everyone has faith". 

29. Or, "from evil". Same word as in v 2. 
30. On this word, see I Tim 1:3. Some manuscripts add "you" {NJ. 
31. Some manuscripts omit this word {CJ. 
32. Some think Paul means love for God; others, love from God. 
33. Some think Paul means endurance for Christ; others, the endurance 

that comes from Christ; others, the endurance exemplified by 
Christ. On this word, see Jam I :3. 

34. Some manuscripts omit this word { C}, so that it says "in the name 
of the Lord ... ". 

35. Or, "avoiding, standing aloof". Elsewhere only as "avoiding" in 2 
Cor 8:20. GK 5097. 

36. Or, in an "out oforder, out ofranks, undisciplined, idle, lazy" man
ner. Elsewhere only in v 11. GK 865. The related verb is in v 7. 

37. Some manuscripts say "you"; others, "he" {B}. 
38. Or, "emulating, following, mimicking". Elsewhere only in v 9; Heb 

13:7; 3 Jn 11. GK 3628. Related to "imitator" in Eph 5: I. 
39. Or, "leading an undisciplined, disorderly life". Used only here. GK 

863. Related to the word in v 6; and the word in I Thes 5: 14. 
40. Or, "freely, without payment". Paul did not accept support from the 

Thessalonians when he was in Thessalonica. On this word, see 
"without a reason" in Gal 2:21. 

41. Elsewhere only in 2 Cor 11 :27; I Thes 2:9; all in combination with 
"labor". GK 3677. 

42. On this phrase, see Rev 7: 15. Some manuscripts say "night and 
day", that is, continually {N}. 

43. Or, "authority". On this word, see I Cor 8:9. On this "right", com
pare I Cor9:1-18. 

44. Or, "example, model". On this word, see I Pet 5:3. 
45. This verse makes clear the nature of the "disorderly" behavior in 

view in v 6. Same word as in v 8. 

A. 2 Pet 2:13 B. I Cor 1:18 C. I Jn 4:16 D. Jn 4:23 E. Lk 19:10 F. Jn 3:36 G. Mt 7:1,judge H. I Jn 4:11 J. Mt 26:27 K. Jn 21:15, 
devotedly love L. Lk 19:9 M. Rom 8:30 N. I Cor 15:1 0.Act 16:40 P. I Cor 16:13 Q. Heb4:14 R. Rom 12:7 S. I Cor 12:8 T. 2 Thes 3:17 
U. Mt 25:46 V. I Tim 5: !Ob W. Col I :5 X. Rom 12:8, exhorting Y. I Thes 3:2 Z. Mt 26: I 0 AA. Rom 8:30 BB. Col I: 13 CC. Act 25: 18 
DD. Mt 4:4, mankind EE. Col I :2 FF. Jn 12:25, keep GG. I Jn 3: 19, persuade HH. Lk I :79 JJ. I Tim I :3 KK. Heb 13:9 LL. 2 Thes 2: 15 
MM. Lk 17:34, taken NN. Act 25: 10 00. Mt 26: 10 PP. I Cor 3:8 QQ. I Thes 2:9 RR. 2 Thes 3:7 SS. Jn 7: 17, willing 



2 Thessalonians 3:11 772 Verse 

-113. For we are hearing of some among you walkingA disorderly8
, not workingC at all, but being-busybodies1 I I 

I ( ·. Now to such ones we command0 and exhortE in2 the Lord Jesus Christ- that while workingc I~ 

with quietnessF, they eat their own bread 
2C. But you, brothers, do not grow-weary3 while doing-good4

• •And if anyone does not obeyG our 13- 14 
wordH through this letter 

ID. Be taking-note-of 5 this one- to not6 be associating-withK him, in order that he may be 
ashamed7 

2D. And do not be regardingL him as an enemy, but be admonishingM him as a brotherN I' 

3C. And may the Lord a/peace Himself give you peace continually8 in every way9• The Lord be I'' 
with you all 

A. The greeting of Paul by my own hand, which is a sign° in every letter10. I write in this manner I -
13. The grace of our Lord Jesus Christ be with you all 11 I:, 



773 2 Thessalonians 3: 18 

I . Or, "working around, puttering around, doing unnecessary things, 
meddling". Used only here. GK 4318. Note Paul's play on the root 
word "work", "not working, but working around". Related to 
"busybodies" in I Tim 5: 13. 

2. Some manuscripts say "through our Lord Jesus Christ" {N}. 
3. That is, in your souls. Same word as in Gal 6:9. 
4. Or, "while doing right". Used only here. GK 2818. It is made up 

of the verb "to do" and the word "good", two words found sepa
rately in the phrase "do good" in Gal 6:9; Jam 4: 17; etc. It is related 
to "good works" in Tit 2: 14. 

5. Or, "marking". Used only here. GK 4957. 

6. Some manuscripts say "this one, and do not associate ... " {N}. 
7. Or, "turned on himself". On this word, see "have regard for" in Lk 

18:2. 
8. Or, "through all". This phrase occurs elsewhere only in Mt 18: 10; Mk 

5:5; Lk 24:53; Act 2:25; 10:2; 24:16; Rom II :10; Heb 9:6; 13: 15. 
9. Some manuscripts say "place" {A}. 
10. Our word "epistle" comes from this Greek word. Same word as in 

Act 15:30; 23:25; Rom 16:22; 2 Cor 3:1; 10:10; Col 4:16; 2 Thes 
2:2; 2 Pet 3: 16. Used 24 times. GK 2186. The related verb "to write 
a letter" is in Heb 13:22 as "wrote to". 

11. Some manuscripts add "amen" {A}. 

A. Heb 13:9 B. 2 Thes 3:6 C. Mt 26:10 D. 1Tim1:3 E. Rom 12:8 F. I Tim 2: 11 G. Act 6:7 H. 1Cor12:8 J. 2 Thes 3: 17 K. I Cor 5:9 
L. Jam 1 :2 M. Coll :28 N. Act 16:40 0. 2 Thes 2:9 





775 1 Timothy Overview 

Introduction 

I A. Just as I urged you to stay on in Ephesus while I was proceeding to Macedonia, do so 

I B. In order to command certain ones not to teach or pay attention to different doctrines or myths 
2B. And the goal of your command is love- from a pure heart, good conscience, sincere faith 

2A. I have gratitude for the One having strengthened me, having put me into service by His grace 
JA. I am depositing this instruction with you, Timothy, in accordance with prophecies about you 

I B. In order that by them you may fight the good fight, having faith and a good conscience 
2B. First of all then, I urge that prayers be made for all people by the men in every place 
JB. Similarly, I urge that women adorn themselves fittingly. Let them be learning in quietness 
4B. Overseers must be above reproach, meeting godly character qualifications 
5B. Deacons similarly must be honorable, faithful people 

I: 1-2 

l:J 

1:4 
1 :5-11 

1:12-17 
1:18 

1:19-20 
2:1-8 

2:9-15 
J:l-7 

J:8-IJ 

4A. I am writing these things to you hoping to come to you soon, but in case I am slow J: 14 

1 B. In order that you may know how to behave in the church, the pillar and support of the truth J: 15 
2B. And the mystery of godliness is confessedly great J: 16 

IC. He was revealed, declared righteous, seen, proclaimed, believed, taken up in glory 
2C. But the Spirit explicitly says that in later times, some will depart from the faith 
JC. While pointing out these things to the brothers, you will be a good servant of Jesus 

JB. But be training yourself for godliness 

IC. 
2C. 
JC. 

For godliness is profitable for all things, having promise for this life and the next 
Let no one be looking down on your youth, but become a pattern in speech, conduct, love 
Until I come, be paying attention to reading, exhortation, teaching, your gift, and yourself 

4B. Be appealing to older men as fathers, younger men as brothers, women as mothers and sisters 
58. Be honoring real widows. Families have first responsibility. Put qualified widows on the list 
6B. Let elders having led well be considered worthy of double honor. Rebuke the ones sinning 
7B. Let all who are slaves be regarding their masters as worthy of all honor 

5A. Be teaching and exhorting these things 

I B. If anyone teaches differently, he is conceited, and diseased about controversies and riches 
2B. But you, 0 man of God, flee these things and pursue godly virtues. Fight the good fight 
JB. I command you in the sight of God and Jesus to keep the commandment until He comes 
4B. Command the rich ones to be rich in good works, that they may take hold of real life 
5B. 0 Timothy, guard the deposit, turning aside from empty chatterings of false knowledge 

J:l6 
4:1-5 
4:6-7 

4:7 

4:8-11 
4:12 

4:1J-16 

5: 1-2 
5:J-16 

5:17-25 
6:1-2 

6:2 

6:J-IO 
6:11-12 
6:1J-16 
6:17-19 
6:20-21 



1 Timothy I : 1 776 

.\. Paul, an apostleA a/Christ Jesus 1 according to the command8 of God our SaviorC and Christ Jesus2 

our hope0 

B. To Timothy,3 genuine4 childE in the faithF 
c. Grace0 , mercy", peace1 from God the Father5 and Christ Jesus6 our Lord 

I A. Just as I urgedK you to stay-onL in Ephesus while I was proceeding to Macedonia,7 do so 

I B. In order that you might command8 certain ones not to be teaching-different-doctrines9, ·nor to be 
paying-attention-toM myths 10 and endless genealogies 11 

IC. Which causeN speculations 12 rather than a stewardship13 of God, which is by14 faith 

213. And the goaJl 5 of your command16 is love 17
- from a pure0 heart, and a goodP conscienceO, and a 

sincere 18 faithF 

I l'. Having departed 19 from which20, some tumed-aside21 into worthless-talk22 

ID. WantingR to be Law-teachers23 

2D. Not understanding5 either the things which they are saying, or about24 what things they 
are speaking-confidently25 

Verse 

(, 

2C. Now we know that the Law is good26 if one is using it lawfully, 
0

knowing this- that Jaw is ~-" 
not laid-down27 for a righteous28 one but for 

ID. LawlessT ones and rebellious0 ones 
2D. Ungodlyv ones and sinfuJW ones 
3D. Unholy ones and profane29 ones 
41). Father-thrashers and mother-thrashers30 

SD. Man-slayers31
, • sexually-immoralx ones, homosexuals\ slave-traders32, liars, perjurersl3 111 

6]). And if any other thing is contrary34 to healthy35 teachingZ • according-to36 the good-newsM I I 
of the glory of the blessed88 God which37 I was entrustedcc 



777 1 Timoth 1:11 

I. Some manuscripts say "Jesus Christ" {K}. 
2. Some manuscripts say "the Lord Jesus Christ" {K}. 
3. First mentioned in Act 16: 1-3, Timothy served with Paul from then 

on. He was with Paul during his imprisonment, Phm I. Paul men
tions him in all of his letters except Galatians, Ephesians, and Titus. 
These men had a long and deep ftiendship and a partnership in the 
gospel. Paul calls him "my fellow worker", Rom 16:21; "my 
beloved and faithful child in the Lord", I Cor4: 17; one of"kindred 
spirit", and "proven worth", Phil 2: 19-23. Used 24 times. GK 5510. 

4. Or, "true-born, legitimate". On this word, see "genuineness" in 2 
Cor 8:8. A related word is used of Timothy in Phil 2:20. 

5. Some manuscripts say "God our Father" {N}. 
6. Some manuscripts say "Jesus Christ" { K}. 
7. Some think this took place after Paul was released from Roman 

custody (see Act 28:30). He probably told Timothy not to meet him 
in Macedonia, but lo stay on the job in Ephesus. Now he writes to 
encourage and help Timothy in his work. 

8. Or. "give orders, instruct, direct", announce what must be done. 
Same word as in 4: 11; 5:7; 6: 13, 17; and I Cor 7: IO; 11: 17; I Thes 
4: 11; 2 Tues 3:4, 6, I 0, 12; and as "instruct" in Mt I 0:5; and "order" 
in Mk 8:6; Lk 9:21; Act 1:4. Used 32 times. GK 4133. The related 
noun is in v 5. 

9. Or, "teaching error, teaching other than the truth, giving divergent 
teachings". Elsewhere only in 6:3. GK 2281. 

I 0. Or, "fables, tales, legends". Elsewhere only in I Tim 4:7; 2 Tim 4:4; 
Tit I: 14; 2 Pet 1:16. GK 3680. 

11. Both were of Jewish origin. Elsewhere only in Tit 3:9. GK I I 57. 
Related to "trace a genealogy" in Heb 7:6. 

12. Or, "questionings". Used only here. GK I 700. Related to "seek out" 
in Heb 11 :6. Here, the questionings are not seeking out God, but 
useless things like genealogies, which do not aid faith, and may 
even harm it (see 6:4-5). Related to "controversies" in 6:4, which 
some manuscripts have here { B}. 

13. Or, "arrangement, mode ofoperation". On this word, see Eph I :10. 
Some manuscripts instead say "edificationfrom God" {N}. 

14. Or, "in the sphere of, in connection with". That is, by faith in what 
God has revealed, not human speculation. The grammar indicates 
this modifies "stewardship". GK I 877. 

15. Or, "end, aim". On this word, see "end" in Rom 10:4. 
16. Or, "instruction, order". Same word as in Act 5:28; 16:24; I Thes 

4:2. Elsewhere only as "instruction" in I Tim I: 18. GK 4132. 
Related to the word in v 3. 

17. The grammar indicates that the goal is love proceeding from the 
following three sources, not just any love. 

18. Or, "genuine, without hypocrisy". On this word, see Rom 12:9. 
19. Or, "missed the mark, deviated". Elsewhere only as "miss the mark" 

in 6:21; 2 Tim 2: 18. GK 846. Or, "From which, having departed, 
some turned aside". Same construction as in 1:19; 6:10, 21. 

20. This word is plural, referring to the clean heart, good conscience 
and sincere faith. 

21. Or, "turned away". Same word as in 5:15; 6:20; 2 Tim 4:4. Else
where only as "dislocated" in Heb 12: 13. GK I 762. 

22. Or, "futile, useless, pointless, vain talk". Used only here. GK 3467. 
Related to "futile" in I Cor 15: 17; and "worthless talkers" in Tit I: 10. 

23. Elsewhere only in Lk 5: 17; Act 5:34 (of Gamaliel). GK 3791. 
24. Such people do not understand the subject matter, nor how their 

words relate to it. 
25. Or, "confidently asserting, insisting". Elsewhere only in Tit 3:8. 

GK 1331. 
26. That is, outwardly good, pleasing, useful, advantageous. On this 

word, see 5: IOa. There is no "if" to its inner goodness (Rom 7: 12). 
27. Or, "set in place, given; does not exist". On this word, see "lying" 

in Mt3:10. 
28. The Law is for the instruction and punishment of Law-breakers, not 

for those who are righteous by faith in Christ. These people have 
missed the mark on this and are still attempting to teach and live by 
the rule of law instead of love. On this word, see Rom I: 17. 

29. Or, "worldly, godless, irreligious". That is, one who lives by mate
rial, earthly values, without regard for spiritual things. Elsewhere 
only in 4:7; 6:20; 2 Tim 2:16; Heb 12:16. GK 1013. Related to 
"profane" in Mt 12:5. 

30. Both words are used only here, and have as their root word the word 
"thresh" in 5: 18. Paul could mean "ones treading-on-parents" or 
"thrashing" or "abusing" them in the broadest sense- physically, 
verbally, financially, emotionally, socially, etc. In this case, "thrash
ing" is the opposite of "honoring" them. Or, the meaning could be 
restricted to physical abuse, "assaulting, thrashing'', as the root verb 
is used in the Greek OT in Judg 8:7 (thrash, NASB), 16 (disci
plined, NASB). The Law is for "parent-strikers", "parent-bashers". 
Or, he could mean "crushing" to the point of death, "parent-killers". 
Paul is figuratively referring to the violation of the fifth command
ment, the only question being the scope of the violation he has in 
mind. GK 4260 and 3618. 

31. That is, murderers. The word "slayer" is related lo the word in the 
sixth commandment, "You shall not murder", on which see Jam 
4:2. Used only here. GK 439. With regard to women, this word 
meant "husband-killers". Compare the unrelated word "murderer" 
in1Jn3:15. 

32. Or, "man-stealers, kidnappers". Used of one who kidnaps people to 
sell them. Used only here. GK 435. 

33. Or, "oath-breakers". Used only here. GK 2156. Related to "break 
oath" in Mt 5:33. 

34. Or, "opposes". On this word, see "oppose" in Phil I :28. 
35. Or, "sound, correct". This is a participle, "teaching being healthy". 

Used of"teaching" in I Tim 1:10; 2 Tim 4:3; Tit 1:9; 2:1; of 
"words" in I Tim 6:3; 2 Tim 1:13; of"faith" in Tit 1:13; 2:2. Else
where only in Lk 5:31; 7:10; 15:27; 3 Jn 2. GK 5617. Related to 
"healthy" in Mt 12: 13. 

36. Or, "based on, in accordance with". Some instead link this phrase 
with v 8, "using it lawfully ... in accordance with"; or, with v 9, 
"knowing this ... in accordance with". GK 2848. 

37. This word modifies "good news". 

A. I Cor 12:28 B. Rom 16:26 C. Lk 1:47 D. Col 1:5 E. I Jn 3:1 F. Eph 2:8 G. Eph 2:8 H. Mt 9:13 J. Act 15:33 K. Rom 12:8, exhort 
L.Actll:23,continuingin M.1Tim3:8 N.Actl7:31,grant O.Titl:l5,clean P.1Tim5:10b Q.Act23:1 R.Jn7:17,willing S.Eph3:20, 
think T. I Cor 9:21, without the law U. Tit I :6 V. Jude 15 W. Mt 9: I 0, sinner X. I Cor 5:9 Y. I Cor 6:9 Z. I Tim 5: 17 AA. I Cor 15: I 
BB. Lk 6:20 CC. Jn 3:36, believe 



I Timothy 1:12 778 Verse 

::' \ I have gratitude 1 to Christ Jesus our Lord, the One having strengthenedA me, because He regarded8 me I ' 
trustworthy2, having appointed3 me for service•-• I fonnerlyc being5 a blasphemous6 one, and a I ; 

persecutor, and a violent7 one! 

1 ll. But I was shown-mercy0 because being ignorantE, I actedF in unbelief8. •And the grace of our Lord 14 

overflowed, along with the faith and love which are in9 Christ Jesus 
::'ll. The saying0 is trustworthy' 0 and worthy" o/full 11 acceptance- that Christ Jesus came into the I: 

world to savel sinnersK, of whom I am foremost 12 

1 Jl But for this reason I was shown-mercy0
- in order that in me, the foremost, Christ Jesus 13 might Ir. 

demonstrate 14 all patienceL, for a pattern 15 for the ones going to put-faith upon 16 Him for eternal life 
4B. Now to the King of the ages 17

, to the immortalM invisible only18 God, be honor and glory forever I~ 
and everN, amen 

.1.\. I am depositing 19 this instruction20 with you, my child0 Timothy, in accordance with the preceding21 I , 

propheciesr about you 

11;. In order that by them22 you may fight23 the good fight24
, ·having faith and a goodO conscienceR I' 1 

I ( . Having pushed-aside25 which26
, some suffered-shipwreck27 with respect to the faith28 

ID. Of whom are Hymenaeus29 and Alexander, whom I handed-over' to Satan30 in order that ~11 

they may be trained31 not to blaspheme32 

::'ll. First of all then, I urgeT that petitions33
, prayers34

, intercessions35, thanksgivingsu be made ' I 

I l For all peoplev 
2C For kings and all the ones being in a place of superiority36, in order that we may spendl7 a 

tranquil and quiet38 lifew in all godliness39 and dignityx 
)( . This40 is goodv, and acceptable41 in the sight of our Savior". God, ·Who desires42 all43 peoplev '· 

to be savedl, and to come to the knowledgeAA of the truth 



779 1 Timoth 2:4 

I . Sparked by "entrusted" in v 11, how natural it is for Paul to think back 
with gratitude for his own ministry just before he begins to "deposit" 
his instructions on ministry with Timothy. On "have gratitude", see 
Lk 17:9. Some manuscripts say "And I have gratitude" {N}. 

2. Or. "faithful". That is, a faithful or trustworthy one who would ful
fill the ministry to which God was appointing him. Same word as 
in v 15. 

J. Or, "having put" into service. Same word as in 2:7; 2 Tim I: 11; I 
Thes 5:9; Jn 15:16; Act 1:7; Heb 1:2. On this word, see "put" in 
Act 19:21. 

4. Or, "ministry". On this word, see "ministries" in I Cor 12:5. 
5. Some manuscripts say "service-the one formerly being ... " {N}. 
6. That is, one who slandered or spoke against God and His people. 

Elsewhere only in Act 6:11; 2 Tim 3:2; 2 Pet 2:11. GK 1061. 
Related to "blasphemy" in 6:4; and "to blaspheme" in 6: I. 

7. Or, "insolent". Elsewhere only in Rom I :30. GK 5616. Note I Cor 
15:9. Related to "insult" in 2 Cor 12: IO; and "mistreat" in I Thes 2:2. 

8. Same word as in Mt 13:58; Mk 6:6; 9:24; 16: 14; Rom 4:20; 11 :20, 
23; Heb 3:12, 19. Elsewhere only as "faithlessness" in Rom 3:3. 
GK 602. 

9. The grammar indicates this modifies "faith and love". 
10. Or, "faithful". Same word as in 3:1; 4:9; 2 Tim 2:11; Tit 3:8; Rev 

21:5; 22:6. On this word, see "faithful" in Col 1:2. 
11. Or, "complete, total, entire, all". Acceptance without reservation. 

This common word is normally rendered "all, every". GK 4246. 
12. Or, "chief, first, the leading one". Compare I Cor 15:9; Eph 3:8. Yet 

Paul also says 2 Cor 12: 11. On this word, see "first" in I Cor 15:3. 
13. Some manuscripts say "Jesus Christ" {N). 
14. Or, "show, display, give proofof". On this word, see Eph 2:7. 
15. Or, "sketch, outline". Elsewhere only in 2 Tim 1:13. GK 5721. 

Related to "pattern" in I Pet 5:3. 
16. On "put faith upon", see Rom 4:5. 
17. Or, "the King of eternity, the eternal King". GK 172. Compare the 

similar "age" phrases in I Cor I 0: 11; Eph 3: 11; Heb 9:26. 
18. Some manuscripts add "wise" {N}, the only wise God. 
19. Or, "placing before, entrusting, committing, setting before". Same 

word as in 2 Tim 2:2. On this word, see "put before" in Act 17:3. 
Related to "deposit" in 6:20. 

20. Or, "command". That is, the following set of instructions, direc
tives, commands, regarding men, women, elders and deacons, 
which Paul wants to "deposit" with Timothy "in order that by them 
he may fight the good fight". This makes v 18-20 the beginning of 
the next section. Others think Paul is referring back to v 3 or v 5, 
the "command" to tum the Ephesians from pursuing bad teaching 
to the goal of love. Others think the command is "that you fight the 
good fight". In both these cases, v 18-20 is viewed as the conclu
sion of what precedes, a new main point beginning in 2: I. Compare 
3: 14. Same word as "command" in v 5. Related to the word in Mt 
I 0:5, where Jesus "instructed" them. 

21. On this word, see "going ahead" in 2 Jn 9. That is, the prophecies 
preceding Timothy's ministry, having to do with what God would 
do through him. Compare 4: 14. 

22. Paul may mean "by following the contents of this instruction", the 
"instruction" now being viewed as individual "instructions". Or he 
may mean "in the sphere of the prophecies, in connection with the 

prophecies"; that in living out the prophecies, you may fight the 
good fight with the help of this instruction. 

23. This word means "fight in war, serve as soldier". It is the same root 
word as the words for soldier, army, warfare, captain. Elsewhere 
only as "serve as a soldier" in Lk 3: 14; I Cor 9:7; 2 Tim 2:4; and 
"wage war" in 2 Cor 10:3; Jam 4:1; I Pet 2:11. GK 5129. 

24. Same root word as the previous verb. Or, "War the good warfare". 
Elsewhere only as "warfare" in 2 Cor I 0:4. GK 5127. 

25. Or, "rejected". On this word, see "reject" in Rom 11: I. Or, "which 
having pushed aside, some suffered shipwreck". Same construction 
as in 1:6. 

26. This is singular, and refers to the "good conscience". 
27. Or, "were shipwrecked". Elsewhere only in 2 Cor 11 :25. GK 3728. 
28. Or, "their faith". Paul may mean these men ran "the Christian faith, 

the truth" into the rocks as they ignored their conscience. Or, hav
ing ignored their conscience, they ran their personal faith aground, 
suffering a disaster. 

29. Some think this is the same person as in 2 Tim 2: 17. Some think 
Alexander is the one in Act 19:33, or the one in 2 Tim 4:14. Oth
ers reject both of these conjectures. GK 5628. 

30. This same phrase occurs in I Cor 5:5. 
31. Or, "disciplined". On this word, see "disciplined" in I Cor 11 :32. 
32. On this word, see 6: I. Perhaps Paul means "speak against the word 

of God", as in 6: I; Tit 2:5. 
33. Or, "prayer requests". The root word is "ask", and this word refers 

to "what is asked". Same word as in Rom I 0: I; Eph 6: 18; Phil I :4; 
4:6; I Tim 5:5; Heb 5:7. Elsewhere only as "prayer" in Lk I: 13; 
2:37; 5:33; 2 Cor I:! I; 9:14; Phil 1:19; 2 Tim 1:3; Jam 5:16; I Pet 
3:12. GK 1255. 

34. This is a general term for "prayer". Elsewhere only in Mt 21: 13, 22; 
Mk 9:29; 11: 17; Lk 6: 12; 19:46; 22:45; Act I: 14; 2:42; 3: I; 6:4; 
10:4, 31; 12:5; 16:13, 16; Rom 1:10; 12:12; 15:30; I Cor 7:5; Eph 
1:16; 6:18; Phil 4:6; Col 4:2, 12; I Thes 1:2; I Tim 5:5; Phm 4, 22; 
Jam 5: 17; I Pet 3:7; 4:7; Rev 5:8; 8:3, 4. GK 4666. The related verb 
is in I Tim 2:8. 

35. Or, "petitions". Elsewhere only as "prayer" in 4:5. GK 1950. 
Related to "intercede" in Rom 8:34. 

36. Elsewhere only in I Cor 2: I. GK 5667. Related to "superior" in 
Rom 13:1. 

37. Or, "lead, pass, live". Elsewhere only in Tit 3:3. GK 1341. 
38. On this word, see I Pel 3:4. Related to "quietness" in v 11. 
39. Or, "devotion, reverence, piety''. Elsewhere only in 3: 16; 4:7, 8; 6:3, 

5,6, 11;2Tim3:5;Tit l:l;andinAct3:12;2Pet 1:3,6, 7;3:11. 
GK 2354. Related to "reverence" in 5:4; "godly" in 2 Tim 3: 12; and 
"devout" in Act I 0:2. 

40. That is, such prayer. Some manuscripts say "For this ... " { N}. 
41. Or, "pleasing". Or, this may be punctuated "good and acceptable" 

to God. Elsewhere only in 5:4. GK 621. Related to "welcome" in 
Act 2:41; and "acceptance" in I Tim I: 15. 

42. This word is used 208 times, meaning "wish, want, will, desire''. 
On this word, see "willing" in Jn 7: 17. Compare I Tim 4: IO; 2 Pet 
3:9 (different word); I Jn 2:2. 

43. Some think Paul means "every individual"; others, "all kinds of 
people''. Compare 4: IO. 

A. 2 Tim 2:1, become strong B. Jam 1:2 C. 2 Cor 1:15, first D. Rom 12:8 E. Rom 10:3 F. Rom 13:13, does G. I Cor 12:8, word H. Rev 16:6 
J. Lk 19:10 K. Mt 9:10 L. Heb 6:12 M. I Cor 15:52, undecayable N. Rev 20: 10 0. I Jn 3:1 P. I Cor 12:10 Q. I Tim 5: I Ob R. Act 23:1 
S. Mt 26:21 T. Rom 12:8, exhorting U. I Tim 4:3 V. Mt 4:4, mankind W. I Jn 2: 16, life X. I Tim 3:4 Y. I Tim 5: !Oa Z. Tit I :3 AA. Col I :9 



I Timothy 2:5 780 Verse 

ID. For there is one God, and one mediatorA of God and people8
- the man8 Christ Jesus ~ 

11 :. The One having given Himself as a ransom 1 for all (1 

21· .. The testimonyc given in His own2 times 

I F. For which I was appointed0 a proclaimerE and an apostleF - I am telling the 7 

truth3; I am not lying- a teachefi of the Gentiles in4 faith and truth5 

4C. So I want the menH in every place to be praying6, lifting-up1 holyK hands without angerL and ~ 

argument7 

.IB. Similarly also8, I urge that women be adoming9 themselves in well-ordered 10 apparel 11 , with12 '! 

modesty 13 and sound-mindedness14 

I ( ·. Not in braided hair and 15 gold, or pearls, or very-expensiveM clothing 
2C But through 16 good17 worksN, which is fitting 18 for women professing 19 godliness20 I u 
3C. Let a woman21 be Ieaming0 in quietness22 with all submission23 I I 

I D. And I do not permit24 a woman to teach25
, nor to have-authority-over26 a man27

, but to be I 2 
in quietness 

I E. For Adam was formedP first, then Eve I .~ 
2 E. And Adam was not deceived28

, but the woman, having been completely-deceived29, I ~ 
has come-to-be30 in transgression31 

2D. But she32 will be saved33 by The Childbearing34
, ifthey35 continue36 in faith and Jove and 15 

holiness37 with sound-mindednessO 

4B. The saying is trustworthyR-ifanyone aspires-to5 the office-of-overseer38, he desiresT a goodu workN J · 

IC. Therefore the overseerv mustw be above-reproach39 

I D. A man of one woman40 
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I. Used only here. GK 519. Same root word as "redemption". On this 
word group, see Rom 3 :24. 

2. Or, impersonally, "in its own times", "al the proper times". Same 
phrase as in 6: 15; Tit I :3; and Gal 6:9 (singular). Some think Paul 
means "given in God's own times"; others "given in the gospel's 
own times"; others, "given al the proper times to all people". Con
sult the commentaries. On "own", see Act 20:28. On the testimony, 
compare I Jn 5:9-12. 

J. Some manuscripts add "in Christ" {A). That is, when I say that 
God appointed me an apostle. 

4. Or, "in connection with". GK 1877. 
5. Compare Tit I: I, the faith of the chosen ones and the knowledge of 

the truth. 
6. Used 85 times. GK 4667. Related to "prayer" in 2: I. 
7. On this word, see "thoughts" in Jam 2:4. Some manuscripts have 

it plural {N}. 
8. Some manuscripts omit this word { C}. 
9. Or, "putting in order, arranging, decorating". Same word as in Mt 

23:29; Lk 21:5; Tit 2:10; I Pet 3:5; Rev 21:2, 19. Elsewhere only 
as "put in order" in Mt 12:44; 25:7; Lk II :25. GK 3175. Related to 
"adornment" in I Pet 3:3. 

10. Or, "modest, respectable" in the sense of"appropriate, balanced". 
Elsewhere only as "respectable" in 3:2. GK 3177. This is the same 
root word as "adorning" earlier. The phrase could be translated, "to 
put themselves in order in well-ordered apparel". It is modesty with 
reference lo what is respectable and honorable in one's culture. 

11. Or, "clothing, deportment, attire". Used only here. GK 2950. 
12. That is, along with. GK 3552. 
13. Or, "a sense of shame, bashfulness, respect, regard for others". 

Used only here. GK 133. 
14. Or, "good sense, moderation, discretion, self-control". Elsewhere 

only in v 15; Act 26:25. GK 5408. On this word group, see 3:2. 
15. Some manuscripts say "or" {N}. 
16. Or, "by means of, with". GK 1328. Adorn yourself through your 

good works, not through your wardrobe. The Greek word order is 
"But, which is fitting ... godliness, through good works". 

17. That is, works characterized by inner moral goodness, fittingly 
reflecting that of the women. On this word, see 5:10b. 

18. Or, "proper, suitable". On this word, see I Cor 11:13. 
19. Or, "promising". Elsewhere in this sense only in 6:21. Elsewhere 

13 times meaning "to promise". GK 2040. 
20. Or, "reverence, worship of God, piety". Used only here. GK 2537. 

Related to "God-fearing" in Jn 9:31; and "godliness" in I Tim 2:2. 
21. This word means "woman" or "wife", based on the context. Used 

215 times. II occurs also in 2:9, 10, 12, 14; 3:2, 11, 12; 5:9. The 
Greek is gune from which we get "gyne-cology". GK 1222. 

22. Elsewhere only in v 12; Act 22:2; 2 Thes 3: 12. GK 2484. Related 
to "quiet" in v 2; and" be quiet" in I Thes 4: 11. 

23. Same word as in 3:4; Gal 2:5. Elsewhere only as "obedience" in 2 
Cor 9: 13. GK 5717. Related to "be subject" in Eph 5:21. 

24. Or, "allow". Same word as in I Cor 14:34; and as Mt 8:21; 19:8; Jn 
19:38; Act 21 :40; 26: I; Heb 6:3. Used 18 times. GK 2205. 

25. Since women teach younger women (Tit 2:4) and prophesy (I Cor 
11 :5), Paul cannot mean this absolutely. Some note "man" in the 
next phrase and think women are not to teach men. Others note the 

context and think women are not to teach in the public worship 
services. Just how far this exclusion might extend is debated. Oth
ers apply the underlying principle- women are not to teach out
side the authority relationships God has created, meaning here the 
authority granted them by the elders. Others think the issue is sim
ilar to "veils" in I Cor 11:1-16; and the "kiss" in Rom 16:16. See 
also I Cor 14:34-35. On this word, see Rom 12:7. 

26. Or, "domineer, play the master, lord it over, be ruler over, have 
power over, dictate to, give orders to". Used only here. GK 883. The 
main idea is "to have independent rule over". The related noun 
means "master, ruler, autocrat, self-doer". 

27. Or, "husband", translated based on the context. Used 216 times. It 
occurs also in 2:8; 3:2, 12; 5:9. GK 467. 

28. Or, "misled". Elsewhere only in Eph 5:6; Jam I :26. GK 572. 
Related lo "deception" in 2 Pet 2: 13. This is the word used by Eve 
in Gen 3:13. 

29. Same word as "deceived" in 2 Cor 11 :3, of Eve. It is a strengthened 
forrn of the word "deceived" just used, which some manuscripts 
have here (N}. 

30. Or, "has come" into. GK 1181. 
31. Adam came-to-be in transgression by deliberate choice; Eve, by 

deception. On this word, see Rom 5: 14. 
32. That is, the woman referred to in verse 11. Others think Paul is 

referring to Eve, making this verse point IF. 
33. This word means "to save, preserve, keep safe". II is related to "sav

ior" and "salvation". It must refer to spiritual salvation here because 
"continuing in faith" has no impact on physical preservation 
through childbearing. On this word, see Lk 19: I 0. 

34. Or, "through her childbearing". Used only here. GK 5450. The 
related verb is in 5: 14. Women will be saved through Christ's birth 
if they (the women) continue. Though the woman is to be submis
sive, she is saved directly and independently through Christ, just 
like the man, Gal 3:26-29. Perhaps Paul refers to the Savior in this 
unusual way to emphasize the unique role wives played in the 
human descent of Jesus from Eve to Mary, as promised in Gen 3: 15. 
Others think Paul means the woman will be saved through (mean
ing "while living in") her allotted sphere as childbearer, if they (the 
women) continue. Thus man will be saved in his "toil", woman in 
her "childbearing", Gen 3:16-17. 

35. That is, the women, the class represented by "she" earlier in the 
verse. Some think Paul means the husband and wife of v 12-14. 
They will both be saved in the same way, if they continue. 

36. Or, "remain, abide". On this word, see "abide" in Jn 15:4. 
37. Or, "sanctification". On this word, see Heb 12: 14. 
38. Same word as "office" in Act I :20. Elsewhere only as "visitation" 

in Lk 19:44; I Pet 2: 12. GK 2175. Related to "overseer" in v 2. 
39. Or, "without blame, beyond criticism, unable to be laid hold of or 

attacked, irreproachable". Elsewhere only in 5:7; 6: 14. GK 455. 
40. Or, "husband of one wife". See 2: 11, 12 on these words. This phrase 

also occurs in 3: 12; Tit I :6. See 5:9 for the reverse, "woman of one 
man". "Man of one woman" points to character. "Husband of one 
wife" points to marital status. One can meet one of these and fail the 
other. Paul is not referring to polygamy (5:9 would then refer to 
polyandry, which was not an issue). Some think Paul means elders 
must be married, and married only once. Since this would exclude 

A. Heb 8:6 B. Mt 4:4, mankind C. Act 4:33 D. I Tim I: 12 E. 2 Tim I: 11 F. I Cor 12:28 G. I Cor 12:28 H. I Tim 2: 12 J. 2 Cor 11 :20 
K. Heb 7:26 L. Rev 16:19, wrath M. I Pet 3:4, very precious N. Mt 26:10 0. Phil 4:11 P. Rom 9:20 Q. I Tim 2:9 R. Col 1:2, faithful 
S. I Tim 6:10 T. Gal 5:17 U. I Tim 5:10a V. Phil 1:1 W. Mt 16:21 



1 Timothy 3:3 782 Verse 

:'I). Sober', sound-minded2, respectable3 

.lD. HospitableA 
4D. Skillful-at-teaching4 

SD. Not a drunken5 one, not a brawler'\ but kind8
, non-quarrelsome7 ' 

hD. Not-a-money-lover' 
7D. Leading9 his own householdc well 10, having children" in submission°, with all dignity12 4 

IL. But ifone does not know-how to lead his own household, how will he take-care-of13 

a church of God? 

~D. Not a new-convert14, in order that, he may not fall into the judgment15 of the devilF, having (, 
become conceited 16 

:'C. And he must0 also have a good" testimony1 from the ones outside, 17 in order that he may not 
fall into reproachK, and a snareL of the devil 

513. DeaconsM similarly must be 

IC. Honorable 18, not double-tongued 19, not paying-attention-to20 much wineN, not fond-of-
shameful-gain0, 

0

holdingP the mysteryO of the faith with a cleanR conscience5 '! 

2C. And let these also first be tested21 , then let them be serving22, being blameless23 I I 1 

JC. Women24 deacons similarly must be honorable, not slanderous25, soberT, faithfulu in all things26 I I 
4C. Let deacons be men of one woman, leadingv their children and their own households well I~ 

SC. For the ones having served well obtain27 for themselves a good" standing28, and great I.~ 

confidence29 in their faith in3° Christ Jesus 

4 \. I am writing these31 things to you hopingw to come to you quicklyx, 
0

but in-case I am slow32 

I B. In order that you may know how you ought-to33 conduct-yourself34 in the household35 of God
which is the church of the living God, the pillar36 and support37 of the truthY 

14-1' 
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men who remained single or who remarried as Paul advised (I Cor 
7:7-8, 15, 39), others make exceptions for widowers, single men, 
men divorced before they were Christians, etc. Where to draw the 
line is debated. Others think Paul means "not divorced". Others think 
he means they must be sexually loyal to their wife, excluding men 
who sought sexual satisfaction from others, making this the only 
direct reference to sexual purity in the list. This was a major issue in 
the early church (Eph 5:3-8; I Cor 6: 12-20; 1 Thes 4:3-6, etc.), and 
is so today. 

I. Or, "Temperate''. That is, "serious, sober in judgment'', as the 
related verb is used in I Pet I: 13. Elsewhere only in 3: 11; Tit 2:2. 
GK 3767. The word also means physically sober, not drunk, which 
Paul addresses in v 3. 

2. Or, "prudent, discreet, self-controlled, moderate, temperate". 
Elsewhere only in Tit I :8; 2:2, 5. GK 5409. Related to "sound
mindedness" in 2:9; "be sound-minded" in Rom 12:3; "sound
mind" in 2 Tim 1:7; "sound-mindedly" in Tit 2:12; and "train" 
(make sound-minded) in Tit 2:4. 

3. Or, "honorable", or "well-ordered" (as this word is used in 2:9). 
4. Elsewhere only in 2 Tim 2:24. GK 1434. Related to "teacher". This 

is the only "ability" (or, "gift") in the list. Compare Tit I :9. 
5. Or, "one who is quarrelsome due to his wine". Elsewhere only in 

Tit I :7. GK 4232. Related Greek words mean "drunken violence or 
frolic", "to mistreat like a drunken man", "to play drunken tricks", 
"to behave badly due to wine". The elder must not be one with a 
reputation for drunken behavior and exhibitions. 

6. Or. a "striker, bully, belligerent one"; figuratively, "quarrelsome, 
combative''. Elsewhere only in Tit 1:7. GK 4438. Related to 
"wound" in Rev 13:3; and "strike" in Rev 8:12. Some manuscripts 
add after this "not fond of shameful gain" {N}, the word in v 8. 

7. Or, "disinclined to fight, not a fighter, peaceable''. Elsewhere only 
in Tit 3:2. GK 285. 

8. Elsewhere only as "without love of money" in Heb 13:5. GK 921. 
Related to "love of money" in 6: 10. 

9. Or, "Directing, Ruling, Managing". Same word as in v 5, 12; 5: 17. 
On this word, see Rom 12:8. 

10. Or, "commendably''. Same word as in v 12, 13; 5:17. On this word, 
see Act 10:33. 

11. Some think this implies that the elder must have children. Others 
think it applies only if he has children. On this word, see I Jn 3: I. 

12. Or, "seriousness, respect-worthiness, reverence". Some think Paul 
means the elder must direct his house and children with all dignity. 
Others think he means the children must have the dignity or respect
fulness. Same word as in 2:2. Elsewhere only in Tit 2:7. GK 4949. 
Related to "honorable" in v 8. Note Tit I :6 on the eider's children. 

13. Elsewhere only in Lk 10:34, 35, of the good Samaritan. GK 2150. 
Related to "care" in Act 27:3; and "carefully" in Lk 15:8. This word 
also means "to have charge of, to have the management of''. 

14. Or, "novice, newly planted one". The Greek word is neophutos 
from which we get "neophyte''. Used only here. GK 3745. 

15. Some think Paul means "the kind of judgment made by the devil", 
that is, accusing the believers, a judgmental spirit. Others think he 
means "the condemnation pronounced by God upon the devil''. On 
this word, see Jn 9:39. 

16. Or, "clouded with pride". On this word, see 6:4. 
17. That is, outside the church. Compare Col 4:5; I Thes 4: 12. 
18. Or, "Worthy ofrespect, Dignified, Noble''. Elsewhere only in v 11; 

Tit 2:2; Phil 4:8. GK 4948. Related to "dignity" in 1 Tim 3:4. 
19. Or, "insincere". More literally, "double-worded", saying one thing 

and meaning another, or one thing to some and another to others. 
Used only here. GK 1474. 

20. Or, "giving heed to, devoting themselves to", and therefore "being 
addicted to". In Tit 2:3 Paul uses the word "enslaved" in this phrase. 
Same word as in 1:4; 4:1, 13; Tit 1 :14; Act 8:6, 10, 11; 16:14; Heb 
2:1; 2 Pet 1:19; and as "take heed to" in Lk 12:1; and "beware of" 
in Mt 10:17. Used 24 times. GK 4668. 

21. Or, "approved, approved by testing''. On this word, see "approve" 
in Rom 12:2. 

22. Or, "be serving as deacons, be deacons". Related to "deacon''. Same 
word as in v 13. On this word, see "ministering" in I Pet 4: 10. 

23. Or, "unaccused". That is, "being [found] blameless''. On this word 
see Tit 1:6. 

24. Or, "Wives". On this word, see "woman" in 2: 11. Some think Paul 
means "Women deacons"; others, "Their wives", the wives of the 
deacons. Compare Rom 16:1. 

25. Same word as in 2 Tim 3:3; Tit 2:3. Elsewhere it is the word "devil" 
("slanderer") 34 times, as in v 7. GK 1333. 

26. For example, the things listed in 5: 10. 
27. Or, "gain possession of, acquire, gain". Same word as in Act 20:28. 

Elsewhere only as "preserve" in Lk 17:33. GK 4347. Related to 
"obtaining" in I Thes 5:9. 

28. Or, "step, rank, grade, degree''. Used only here. GK 957. Some 
think Paul means before God; others, before people. 

29. Or, "boldness''. On this word, see Heb 4: 16. 
30. Or, "in the faith which is in''. 
31. That is, the following exhortations. This is the second part of Paul's 

"deposit" with Timothy, I: 18. Others think this looks back to 2: 1-
3: l 3, making this the conclusion of that section. In this case, the 
next main section begins in 4: I. 

32. More literally, "if! should be slow, if! delay". That is, if for any rea
son Paul chooses to proceed slowly, to slow his travel. It is not pas
sive ("am delayed"). Elsewhere only in 2 Pet 3 :9. GK /094. Related 
to "slow" in Lk 24:25; Jam I: 19; and "slowness" in 2 Pet 3:9. 

33. Or, "how one ought to conduct oneself''. On this idiom, see Act 
25:10. 

34. Or, "live, behave''. On this word, see Eph 2:3. 
35. That is, in God's family-yourself, the old, the young, the widows, 

the elders, the slaves, the rich- the church. Or, in God's "house'', 
the spiritual temple of which Christ is the cornerstone and high 
priest. On this word, see "house" in Mk 3:20. 

36. Elsewhere only in Gal 2:9; Rev 3: 12; I 0: I. GK 5146. 
37. Or, "foundation, mainstay''. Used only here. GK 1613. Related to 

"steadfast" in Col I :23. Some take these words with what follows, 
"The mystery of godliness is the pillar and support of the truth and 
confessedly great". 

A. Tit 1:8 B. Phil 4:5, kindness C. Mk 3:20, house D. I Tim 2:11 E. I Jn 2:29, know F. Rev 12:9 G. Mt 16:21 H. I Tim 5:10a J. Jn 1:7 
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2ll. And the mysteryA of godliness1 is confessedly2 great-

IC Who3 

I I)_ Was revealed4 in the flesh8 , was declared-righteous5 in the spirit6 

2D. Was seen7 by messengers8, was proclaimedc among the nations9 

3 D. Was believed0 in the world, was taken-up 10 in gloryE 

2C But the Spirit explicitly says that in later times, some will depart 11 from the faith, paying
attention-toF deceitful 12 spirits and teachings of demons0 

I [). By means of the hypocrisyH of liars 13 having been seared14 as to their own consciencei-

Verse 

lh 

4: I 

IE. ForbiddingK to marryL 3 
21-.. Commanding to abstainM from foodsN which God created0 for a receiving 15 with 

thanksgiving16 by the ones who are believers17 and 18 know19 the truth 

11. Because every creatureP o/God is goodO ~ 

2F. And nothing being receivedR with thanksgiving is to be rejected20,"for it is ' 
sanctified21 by the words of God and prayer22 

.lC. While pointing-outT these23 things to the brothersu, you will be a goodO servant24 a/Christ h 

Jesus25, while being nourished26 in the wordss of the faithv and the goodO teachingw which 
you have closely-followedx. "But be declining27 the profane28 and old-womanish29 mythsv 

-~ 13. But be training30 yourself for godliness2 

I ( . For bodily31 training32 is profitableAA for a little33
, but godliness is profitable for all things- ~ 

having promise for the present life and the one coming. "The saying is trustworthy and worthy ll 

of full88 acceptance 

ID For we are laboringcc and struggling34 for this,35 because we have put our hope00 upon I tl 
the living God, Who is the SaviorEE of all peopleFF- especially ofbelievers36 

2 D. Be commanding00 and teachingHH these things I I 
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I. Having mentioned the "truth", Paul now reflects on this truth and 
Timothy's responsibility to it. On this word, see 2:2. 

2. Or, "undeniably, indisputably, by common confession". This adverb 
is used only here. GK 3935. Related to "confess" in 6: 12. 

3. That is, Christ. Some manuscripts say "Which" (referring to "mys
tery"); others, "God" {A}. 

4. Or, "Appeared, Was made known, Was made visible". On this word, 
see "made evident" in I Jn 2: 19. 

5. Or, "vindicated, proved righteous". On this word, see Rom 3:24. 
We are "declared righteous" by grace. Jesus received this verdict 
because He was in fact perfect. 

6. Some think Paul means "in His human spirit", as a man; others, "by 
the Holy Spirit"; others, "in His divine spirit", as the God-man. In 
any case, this is the divine verdict on Christ's life, on the person who 
"was revealed in the flesh". He is internally righteous and perfect, 
not merely externally (as the Pharisees conceived of it, Phil 3:6) 

7. Or, "appeared to", as this word is used in I Cor 15:5-8. Some think 
Paul means "during His whole life"; others, "after His resurrec
tion"; others, "in heaven after His ascension". On this word, see 
"see" in Lk 2:26. 

8. Or, "angels". That is, by the apostles and others who then pro
claimed Him. This word is rendered "messenger" in Mt 11: IO; Mk 
I :2; Lk 7:24, 27; 9:52; 2 Cor 12:7; Jam 2:25. It is indeed a great 
mystery that God chose to reveal Himself in such a way. Note Act 
10:41; 13:31. Or, "angels", as in its other 168 uses. GK 34. In this 
case, some think Paul means that the Word was seen by angels in 
human forrn, but by contrast, His message of salvation was pro
claimed to humans by human witnesses. Others arrange the six 
statements in groups of three, so that Jesus was seen by angels in 
heaven after His ascension, as the climax of the first group of three. 
There are other views of the connection with "angels". Note that 
most render this "angels". 

9. Or, "Gentiles". This is one of the two parts of Paul's message in Act 
26:23, and the commission in Lk 24:47. On this word, see "Gen
tiles" in Acl 15:23. 

I 0. Sarne word as in Mk 16: 19 and Act I :2, 11, 22, when Jesus ascended. 
11. Or, "withdraw". The root words mean "to stand away from". The 

context can give it a more negative meaning, "desert, revolt, apos
tatize", as here. Same word as in Lk 2:37; 4: 13; 8:13; 13:27; Act 
12: 10; 19:9; 2 Cor 12:8; 2 Tim 2: 19; Heb 3: 12. Elsewhere only as 
"withdraw" in Act 15:38; 22:29; and "draw away" in Act 5:37, 38. 
GK 923. Related to "apostasy" in 2 Thes 2:3. 

12. Or, "deceiving". Elsewhere only as "deceiver" in Mt 27:63; 2 Cor 
6:8; 2 Jn 7. GK 4418. Related to "error" in I Thes 2:3. 

13. Or, "false speakers". People will pay attention to spirits and teach
ings of demons which are proclaimed to them by means of human 
liars. Used only here. GK 6016. 

14. Or, "branded with a red hot iron", from the word for "branding 
iron". Used only here. GK 3013. 

15. Or, "sharing". Used only here. GK 3562. Related to "share-in" in 
Heb 12:10. 

16. Or, "gratitude, thankfulness", Used 15 times. GK 2374. Related to 
"give thanks" in Mt 26:27. 

17. Or, "believing". On this adjective, see "faithful" in Col I :2. 

18. The grammar is unusual, and elsewhere only in 5:5; Tit I: 15; and Jn 
I 0: 12. Paul combines an adjective and a participle in a twofold 
description of a single group of people. Literally, "by the believers and 
ones who know (or, "ones having known") the truth'', two descriptions 
ofa Christian. Here it is simplified in English to avoid giving the false 
impression that Paul is speaking of two di tferent groups. Others sim
plify this further to "the ones who believe and know". 

19. Or, "understand, acknowledge". The grammar of this participle 
means "having come to know in the past, and continuing to know". 
Rendered "know'', the emphasis is on the continuing state of know
ing, corresponding to "believers". Rendered "and ones having 
known the truth", the emphasis is on the completed action in past 
time, in contrast to these false teachers. On this word, see "under
stood" in Col I :6. 

20. Or, "thrown off, thrown away", as worthless. Used only here. GK 
612. Related to "throw away" in Heb I 0:35; and "rejection" in 
Rom 11:15. 

21. Or, "made holy, consecrated". On this word, see Heb I 0:29. 
22. Or, "intercession" (as in 2: I). Rather than any food making a 

believer unholy, it is the believer who makes the food holy. Any
thing one can thank God for is permissible to eat. 

23. That is, 3: 16-4:5, regarding truth, those deceiving others to depart 
from it, and correcting their false teachings. 

24. Or, "minister". On this word, see I Cor 3:5. 
25. Some manuscripts say "Jesus Christ" {K}. 
26. Or, "brought up, nurtured, reared, trained". As Timothy is teach

ing things like 3: 16-4:5, the true and false about Christ, these words 
will serve his hearers and nourish Timothy himself. Used only here. 
GK 1957. Related to "feed" in Lk 23:29. 

27. Or, "refusing". Same word as in 5: 11; Tit 3: 10. On this word, see 
"refuse" in Heb 12:25. 

28. Used in two other commands like this one, I Tim 6:20; 2 Tim 2: 16. 
On this word, see I Tim I :9. 

29. That is, belonging to or characteristic of old women. Used only 
here. GK 1212. The root word is "old woman". 

30. Or, "exercising". On this word, see Heb 5: 14. Related to "training" 
in v 8. 

31. That is, pertaining to the body. On this word, see Lk 3:22. 
32. Some think Paul means physical training, gymnastic training. Others 

think he means "Christian asceticism". Used only here. GK 1215. 
Related to the word in Heb 5: 14. 

33. Paul may mean "to a small degree"; or, "for a little while". On this 
word, see "small" in Act 12:18. 

34. Or, "competing, fighting, striving". Sarne word as in Col I :29; 4: 12. 
Elsewhere only as "strive" in Lk 13:24; "fight" in Jn 18:36; I Tim 
6: 12; 2 Tim 4:7; and "compete" in I Cor 9:25. GK 76. It is an ath
letic term, like "train, exercise" in v 7, 8. Related to the noun "race" 
in Heb 12:1; "struggle with" in Rom 15:30; "contend" in Jude 3; 
and "agony" in Lk 22:44. Some manuscripts say "suffering 
reproach" instead of"struggling" {C}. 

35. That is, to experience God's promise for this life and the one 
coming. 

36. What God did for the world (2 Cor 5: 19), is effective only for those 
whobelieve(Jn 1:11-12,3:16). 

A. Rom 11 :25 B. Col 2:23 C. 2 Tim 4:2 D. Jn 3:36 E. 2 Pet 2: 10 F. I Tim 3:8 G. I Cor 10:20 H. Gal 2: 13 J. Act 23: I K. I Cor 14:39 
L. I Cor 7:9 M. I Thes 4:3 N. Mk 7: 19 0. Eph 2: 15 P. Rom 8:39, creation Q. I Tim 5: I Oa R. Rom 7:8, taken S. I Cor 12:8 T. Rom 16:4, 
risked U. Act 16:40 V. Eph 2:8 W. I Tim 5: 17 X. Mk 16: 17, accompany Y. I Tim I :4 Z. I Tim 2:2 AA. 2 Tim 3: 16 BB. I Tim I: 15 
CC. Mt 11 :28, being weary DD. Jn 5:45, put hope EE. Lk I :47 FF. Mt 4:4, mankind GG. I Tim I :3 HH. Rom 12:7 



1 Timothy 4: 12 786 Verse 

2( ·. Let no one be-looking-down-on' your youth,2 but beA a pattern8 for the believers in speechc, 12 
in conduct0 , in Jovel, in faithE, in purity 

JC·. Until I come,4 be paying-attention-toF the reading5, the exhortationG, the teachingH I\ 

1 D. Do not be careless6 of the gift' in you,7 which was given to you through8 a prophecy\ 14 
with9 the laying-on 10 of the hands of the council-of-elders 11 

2D. Be taking-care-with 12 these things, be 1l in these things, in order that your progressL may 15 
be evidentM to everyone 

JD. Be fixing-your-attention-on 14 yourself and your teachingH. Be continuingN in them. For 1 Ii 
while doing this, you will save0 both yourself and the ones hearing you 

-H3. Do not sharply-rebuke 15 an older16 man, but be appealing-to 17 him as a father 

1 C. Younger men as brothers 
2C. Older women as mothers 
JC. Younger women as sisters in all purity 

SB. Be honoring 18 widows 19- the real2° widows 

1 C Now if any widow has children or grandchildren, let them first learnP to reverence21 their own -l 

househoJdO, and to give-backR a return22 to their ancestors23 • For this is acceptable24 in the 
sight of God 

1 D. But the one who is a real widow and25 has been Ieft-alone26 has put her hope5 upon God,27 

and continues-in T petitionsu and prayers by night and by day 

11:. But the one living-indulgently28 is-dead while living 

2D. And be commandingv these29 things in order that they may be above-reproachw 
3 D. But if anyone does not provide-for3° his own relatives, and especially family-membersl', ~ 

he has deniedx the faith V, and he is worse than an unbeliever32 

2C. Let a widow be put-on-the-Iistll 

1 D. Having become not fewer than sixty years old 
2 D. A woman of one manl4 

JD. Being attestedl5 by goodl6 worksl7_ 

1 L If she brought-up-children 
21:. If she received-strangersl8 

31-.. If she washed the feet of saints39 

4 I: If she aidedz ones being afflicted AA 
SL. If she followed-after88 every good40 work 

,, 
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787 I Timothy 5: lO 

I. Or, "treating with contempt". On this word, see "disregard" in 
Rom 2:4. 

2. Timothy was 28-32 years old at this time. Train yourself to be a pat
tern for others, so that such "looking down on you" does not 
become the characteristic way you are viewed. 

3. Some manuscripts say "in love, in spirit, in faith" { N}. 
4. Or, "While I am coming". 
5. The context implies the public reading of Scripture, and Timo

thy's exhortation and teaching from it. Elsewhere only in Act 
13:15; 2 Cor 3:14. GK 342. 

6. Or, "neglect, be unconcerned about". On this word, see "neglect" 
in Heb 2:3. 

7. Paul says this again in 2 Tim I :6, in different words. He may be 
referring to Timothy's gift of evangelist (2 Tim 4:5), or to his sphere 
of ministry. 

8. Or, "by". GK 1328. 
9. Or, "along with". GK 3552. 
I 0. On laying on of hands, see Heb 6:2. On the prophecy, compare I: 18. 

Timothy's gift and ministry were given to him by means ofa prophecy 
made about him, along with the blessing of the council of elders. 

11. Elsewhere only of Israel's council of elders in Lk 22:66; Act 22:5. 
GK 4564. 

12. Or, "practicing, thinking about, meditating on". Used of"practicing" 
with a bow. Elsewhere only in a negative sense, "plot" in Act 4:25. GK 
3509. The root word means "care, concern". The word in v 14 is the 
same root word with a negative prefix, "to not take care, be careless". 

13. This is the simple verb "to be", perhaps implying here, "be spend
ing your time in these things". GK 1639. 

14. Or, "holding attention on, focusing attention on, paying attention 
to". Same word as in Lk 14:7 Act 3:5. Elsewhere only as "hold on" 
(stay) in Act 19:22; and "hold out" in Phil 2: 16. GK 2091. The root 
word is "to hold". 

15. Or, "severely rebuke". Used only here. GK 2159. The root word is 
"strike" (GK 4448). 

16. Elsewhere in this sense only in 5:2; Lk 15:25; Jn 8:9; Act 2: 17; and 
possibly I Pet 5:5; 2 Jn I; 3 Jn I. It usually means "elder". On this 
word, see "elder" in I Tim 5: 17. 

17. Or, "urging". On this word, see "exhorting" in Rom 12:8. 
18. All widows deserve honor, but "real widows" are singled out for 

special honor, shown by what follows in v 4-8 and v 16 to be refer
ring to financial aid or support by the church. Same word as in Mk 
7:6; Jn 5:23; Eph 6:2; I Pet 2: 17; and as "priced" in Mt 27:9. Used 
21 limes. GK 5506. Related to "honor" in I Tim 5: 17, and "pre
cious" in 2 Pet I :4. 

19. Used 26 times. GK 5939. 
20. Same word as in 5:5, 16; 6:19. On this word, see "really" in Jn 

8:36. Thal is, widows dependent on God alone, in contrast with 
widows who have relatives, are of marriageable age, or whose 
character and deeds have not demonstrated a dependence on God 
and His family members. 

21. Or, "show devotion, respect, godliness". Elsewhere only as "wor
ship" in Act 17:23. GK 2355. Related to "godliness" in 2:2. The 
children should show piety toward the widow in their household by 
supporting her. 

22. Or, "recompense, repayment". Used only here. GK 304. 

23. In this context, Paul means their living mother or grandmother. 
Elsewhere only in 2 Tim I :3. GK 4591. 

24. Or, "pleasing". On this word, see 2:3. Some manuscripts say "good 
and acceptable" {N}. 

25. Same unusual grammar as in 4:3, joining an adjective and a par
ticiple in a twofold description of this woman. Literally, "the real 
widow and one having been left alone". Here, the second phrase 
explains what Paul means by "real" from the church's perspective. 
She is left alone in two senses- by husband, and by relatives. 

26. Or, "made alone". Used only here. GK 3670. This is a participle, 
literally, "having been left alone". 

27. And therefore she deserves the loving assistance of God's family. 
28. Or, "living for pleasure, living riotously". Elsewhere only in Jam 

5:5. GK 5059. This widow is physically alive, but spiritually dead. 
29. Some think this refers only to v 5-6, so that "they" next refers to the 

widows, making this point 2E. Others think Paul is referring to v 3-
6, the duties of children and widows in the church. 

30. Or, "think of beforehand, have regard for". Planning is included. 
On this word, see 2 Cor 8:21. 

31. Or, "kinsmen, relatives". On this word see Gal 6:10. 
32. That is, because an unbeliever makes no claim to godliness, or to 

being a child of the God who is love. 
33. Or, "enrolled, enlisted". Used only here. GK 2899. The historical 

detail behind this is uncertain. Some think this refers to a list of wid
ows financially supported by the church. Thus, these are the 
requirements to be supported, expanding on v 5. Others think this 
refers to a list of official widow-deaconesses serving the church. 
Thus all "real" widows in the church should be honored as charity, 
v 3-8. Widows "on the list" then have these further qualifications 
because they are servants of the church, v 9-15. 

34. Or, "wife of one husband" This is the same phrase as in 3:2 except 
for the reversal of gender. The same question must be faced as in 
3:2. If Paul means married only once, then the very widows who 
follow his command to remarry in v 14 would thereby exclude 
themselves later in life. 

35. Or, "borne witness". On this word, see Act 6:3. 
36. This word means "good" in the sense of outwardly good, beau

tiful, fine, commendable, praiseworthy, pleasing. Same word as 
in Mt 7:17; 13:8; Mk 9:50; Jn 10:32; Rom 7:18; I Cor 7:26; I 
Tim 2:3; 3:1, 7, 13; 6:12; Tit 3:14; "beautiful" stones in Lk 21:5; 
"fine" pearls in Mt 13:45; "commendable" in Gal 4: 18. Used I 00 
times. GK 2819. 

37. What follows are examples of good works, of sources lo attest the 
widow's character, not a list of qualifications. For example, Paul 
probably does not mean to exclude childless widows. But if she had 
children, they could attest to her character. 

38. Or, "showed hospitality lo strangers, welcomed strangers". Used 
only here. GK 3827. Made of two words, "to receive, accept" and 
"strangers". Note Mt 25:35, "I was a stranger and you invited me 
in". Related to "lodge" in Act 10:6; and "reception" in Lk 5:29. 

39. Footwashing was an act of hospitality in ancient culture, normally 
performed by the servants. Jesus did this in Jn 13:3-17. 

40. This word means "good" in the sense of meeting a high standard of 
worth or value; possessing intrinsic goodness; useful, beneficial; 
inner goodness; morally right. Same word as in Mt 5:45; 7: 17; 

A. Rev 2: I 0 B. I Pet 5:3 C. I Cor 12:8, word D. I Pet I: 15 E. Eph 2:8 F. I Tim 3:8 G. Act 4:36, encouragement H. I Tim 5: 17 J. I Cor I :7 
K. I Cor 12:10 L. Phil 1:12,advancement M. Rom 1:19 N. Rom 11:22 0. Lk 19:10 P. Phil4:11 Q. Mk3:20,house R. Mt 16:27,render 
S. Jn 5:45, put hope T. Act 11 :23 U. I Tim 2: I V. I Tim I :3 W. I Tim 3:2 X. 2 Tim 2: 12 Y. Eph 2:8 Z. I Tim 5: 16 AA. 2 Cor 4:8 BB. Mk 16:20 



I Timothy 5: 11 788 Verse 

J( ·. But be declining1 younger2 widows 11 

I [). For when they grow-sensuaP against Christ, they want to marry-"having condemnation4 I 2 
[upon themselves] because5 they set-aside6 their first pledge7 

2D. And at the same time also they are leamingA to be idle8, while going-around9 the houses Ii 
:; [). And not only idle, but also babblers 10 and busybodies 11

- speaking the things not being 
proper12 

.:ID. Therefore, I want8 younger widows 14 

IE. To marry 
2E. To bear-children 
3 L To manage-the-house 13 

4E. To give to the one opposingc no opportunity 14 for the sake ofreviling15 

51:. For some already tumed-aside0 after16 Satan 15 

4C. If any believing-woman 17 has widows, 18 let her be aiding 19 them, and let the church not be JI, 
burdenedE, in order that it may aid the real widows 

<in Let the elders20 having led21 well22 be considered-worthyF of double23 honor24 I -

I c·. Especially25 the ones laboringG in wordH and teaching26 

ID. For the Scripturel says [in Deut 25:4]- "You shall not muzzleK a threshing ox" J ,\ 

2D. And "The worker27 is worthyL ofhis wages28" 

2C. Do not be acceptingM an accusationN against an elder unless29 on the basis of two or three I 'l 
witnesses30 

ID. Be rebuking31 the ones sinning32 in the presence ofall,33 in order that the rest0 also may .:'II 

have fearP 

JC. I solemnly-charge34 you in the sight of God and Christ Jesus35 and the chosenO angels- that .:'I 
you keepR these36 things without pre-judgment37, doing nothing according-to38 partiality39 



789 I Timothy 5:21 

19: 16; 20: 15; Mk IO: 18; Jn 5:29; Rom 2:7; 7: 18; 13:3; Gal 6:6; I 
Tues 5:15; Tit 2:5; I Pet 2:18; 3:16; and "fertile" in Lk 8:15. Used 
102 times. GK 19. Compare the synonym in point 3D., with which 
this word often overlaps in meaning. 

I. Or, "refusing". Same word as in 4:7. Paul probably means "decline 
to put them on the list", not "decline to honor them". A young 
"real" widow with several young children would be among the most 
needy of the church, I Jn 3:17. 

2. Some take this to mean "younger than sixty", v 9. Others think Paul 
means "young widows" such as would bear children, v 14. 

J. That is, they desire the pleasures of marriage, material and sexual. 
Young widows desire children and a home of their own. This desire 
leads them into pursuing marriage rather than the service to which 
they pledged themselves. Used only here. GK 2952. Related to 
"luxury" in Rev 18:3; and "live luxuriously" in Rev 18:7, 9. In Rev
elation, it is sinful sensuality/luxury versus the commands of God; 
here, it is a normal desire for marriage versus their pledge to serve 
Christ as a widow. 

4. Or, "judgment [against them]''. Paul could mean condemnation by 
God; by others; by herself; or all of these. Same word as "judg
ment" in I Cor 11 :29; Gal 5: I 0, on which see Jn 9:39. 

5. Or, "that", "having the condemnation that they set aside their first 
pledge". 

6. Or, "nullified, invalidated, rejected". On this word, see Gal 2:21. 
7. Or, "faith, conviction". That is, such widows fall under incrimination 

for leaving their work of faith, for setting aside their former pledge 
to serve Christ in this way. On this word, see "faith" in Eph 2:8. 

8. Or, "lazy, unproductive". On this word, see "useless" in Jam 2:20. 
9. Or, "wandering around". These women are going, but doing noth

ing. Elsewhere only in Act 19:13; Heb 11:37. GK 4320. 
10. Or, "silly, trifling, nonsense talkers; prattlers". Used only here. GK 

582 7. Related to "talking nonsense" in 3 Jn IO. 
11. GK 4319. Related to the word in 2 Thes 3: 11. 
12. More literally, "not being necessary", based on what is fitting or 

proper. On this idiom, see "ought to" in Act 25: I 0. 
13. Or, "be master of the house". Used only here. GK 3866. Related 

to "house-master" in Mt 20: I; and "master" in Jude 4. 
14. Or, "occasion, base of operations". On this word, see Rom 7:8. 
15. Or, "insult, abuse". That is, of the church, or of the Lord. On this 

word, see I Pet 3:9 
16. Or, "behind". That is, "[to follow] after". GK 3958. 
17. Some manuscripts say " believing-man or believing-woman" { B}. 
I 8. Some think Paul means "[younger] widows" in need of support. Oth-

ers think he means "[non-family] widows" in her household, such 
as servants or mends. Others think he means "[family-member] wid
ows", repeating v 8 explicitly for this case. 

19. Or, "helping, assisting, supplying". Used twice in this verse and 
elsewhere only in v I 0. GK 2064. 

20. That is, the church leaders with leadership responsibility, especially 
teaching. Called "overseers" in 3:2. "Elders" is used of the Jewish 
leaders 30 times; of the church leaders in Act 11 :30; 14:23; 15:2, 4, 
6, 22, 23; 16:4; 20:17; 21:18; I Tim 5:17, 19; Tit 1:5; Jam 5:14; I 
Pet 5:1; and possibly I Pet 5:5; 2 Jn I; 3 Jn I; twelve times of the 
24 elders in Revelation; five times meaning "older" (see I Tim 5: I); 
and once meaning "Old Testament saints" in Heb 11 :2. GK 4565. 
Related to "council of elders" in I Tim 4: 14. See also "overseer" in 
Phil 1:1. 

21. Or, "directed, ruled, been at the head". Sarne word as in 3:4, 5, 12. 
On this word, see Rom 12:8. 

22. Or, "commendably". That is, measured by God-blessed results and 
effectiveness, not good intentions. Same word as in 3:4. 

23. Or, "twofold, twice as much". Elsewhere only in Mt 23:15; Rev 
18:6. GK 1487. Some think Paul means twice as much as some
one else, perhaps widows, deacons, other elders, or the average con
gregation member. Others think he means the honor of financial 
support in addition to the respect due this man as an elder. Enable 
such an elder to serve more, perhaps full time, in view of his proven 
performance and God's blessing on his ministry. 

24. Or, "esteem, value, price, honorarium". All elders are honored as 
such, based on their position. Some are worthy of additional honor 
based on their good performance in the task of "ruling". What is 
this honor? Compensation or double the esteem? The word "honor" 
can mean either. It means "price" in Mt 27:6; I Cor 6:20; 7:23; 
"value" in Col 2:23; and "honor" in I Tim 6:1; Heb 3:3. Used 41 
times. GK 5507. The related verb is used in 5:3 referring to the 
financial support of widows. Since Paul's justification for this in v 
18 concerns the payment of wages, the second or double honor in 
his mind seems to be financial support from the church. 

25. The ability to teach is a qualification to be an elder (3:2; Tit I :9), 
so all elders teach and lead in varying degrees. But the elders 
excelling ("leading well") in word and teaching are "especially" 
worthy of double honor, as compared with elders excelling in other 
forms of leadership and oversight. 

26. Paul could mean "the Word and teaching", or, "speech and teach
ing". The word "teaching" usually means "that which is taught, 
doctrine" as in 1:10; 4:1, 6; Eph 4:14; 2 Tim 4:3; but also means 
"the act of teaching", as in 4: 13. Same word as in Mt 15:9; Mk 7:7; 
Rom 12:7; Col 2:22; I Tim 4:16; 6:1, 3; 2 Tim 3:10, 16; Tit 1:9; 2:1, 
7, IO. Elsewhere only as "instruction" in Rom 15:4. GK 1436. 
Related to "teacher". 

27. Same word as in 2 Tim 2:15, where Paul also refers to laboring in 
the "Word of truth". Used 16 times. GK 2239. Related to "work" 
inMt26:10. 

28. Paul is quoting Jesus (Lk I 0:7). 
29. Literally "except unless", meaning "with this exception, unless ... ". 

On this idiom, see I Cor 14:5. 
30. Compare Mt 18:15-17. This is based on Deut 19:15. 
31. Or, "exposing, convicting". On this word, see "expose" in Eph 5: 11. 
32. That is, the elders shown to be sinning based on the process in v 19. 
33. Some think Paul means all the other elders; others, the whole church. 
34. Same word as in 2 Tim 4: I. That is, testify in the form of a com

mand. Elsewhere only as "solemnly-testify" in Act 2:40; 8:25; 18:5; 
20:21, 24; 23:11; 28:23; Heb 2:6; and "solemnly-warn" in Lk 
16:28; Act 10:42; 20:23; I Thes 4:6; 2 Tim 2: 14. GK I 371. Related 
to "testify" in Jn I :7; and in I Thes 2: 12. 

35. Some manuscripts say "the Lord Jesus Christ" {N }. 
36. Some think Paul means these matters of pay and discipline, v 17-

20; others, strictly the matters about discipline (v 19-20), making 
this point 2D. 

37. Or, "judgment beforehand, advance judgment". Used only here. GK 
4622. Do not begin with the answer. 

38. Or, "based on, by way of". GK 2848. 
39. Or, "bias, partisanship, inclination (toward someone)". Used only 

here. GK 4680. Related to "join up" in Act 5:36. 

A.Phil4:11 B.Jaml:l8,willed C.Phill:28 D.1Timl:6 E.2Corl:8 F.2Thesl:ll G.Mtll:28,beingweary H.1Corl2:8 
J. 2 Pet 3: 16 K. Mk 4:39, silenced L. Rev 16:6 M. Mk 4:20 N. Tit I :6 0. 2 Pet 3: 16, other P. Eph 5:21 Q. Rom 8:33 R. Jn 12:25 



I Timothy 5:22 790 

4C. Be laying hands' on no one hastily2, nor sharingA in the sins belonging-to-others3 

ID. Be keeping8 yourself pure• 

1 i:. No longer be-a-water-drinker5, but be usingc a little wine6 for the sake of your 
stomach and your frequent0 sicknesses7 

Verse 

22 

2 D. The sins of some people are clear-beforehand8, going ahead-ofE them to judgment, 9 but 2 4 

indeed/or some they follow-afterF 
3lJ. Similarly also the good0 works are clear-beforehand, and the ones having it otherwise 10 2~ 

are not able to be hidden11 

7B. Let all-who are under a yokeH as slaves1 be regardingK their own masters 12 as worthyL of all honorM, h: I 

in order that the name of God and the teachingN may not be blasphemed 13 

IC. And let the ones having believing0 masters not be disregardingP them because they are 
brothersO, but let them be servingR them more 14, because the ones being helped 15 by the good
work16 are believers0 and beloved5 ones 

:'.\. Be teachingT and exhortingu these things 

I B. If anyone teaches-different-doctrinesv, and does not come-to 17 healthy18 words- the ones of our 
Lord Jesus Christ- and to the teachingw in accordance with godlinessx, "he has become conceited19, 4 

understandingY nothing, but being diseased20 with respect to controversies21 and word-battles22 

IC. Out of which comes envy2
, strifeAA, blasphemies23 , evil88 suspicions," constant-frictions24.from ' 

people25 having been corruptedcc as to the mind00, and having been robbed26 o/the truth while 
supposingEE that godlinessx is a means-of-gain27 

ID. Now godlinessx with contentrnent28 is a means of great gain 

I L For we brought-in nothing to the world 
2L It is clear29 that neither can we bring-out30 anything 

I• 

3E. But having sustenance31 and coverings32, with these things we shall be content33 ~ 

2D. But the ones wantingFF to be-richGG fall into temptationHH, and a snare34 , and many •l 

foolishJJ and harmful desiresKK which plunge35 people into ruinLL and destructionMM 

I F. For the love-of-money36 is a root37 of all evils38- aspiring-to39 which, some were I ( 1 

led-astray4° from the faith, and pierced themselves with many pains41 

2B. But you, 0 man o/God, be fleeingNN these42 things, and be pursuing00 righteousnessrr, godlinessx, I I 
faith, love, enduranceoo, gentleness 



I. On this concept, see Heb 6:2. Some think this refers strictly to the 
commissioning of new elders; others, to any new "leaders"; others, 
strictly to the restoring of elders who repented from sin, v 20. 

2. Or, "quickly". On this word, see "quickly" in Gal I :6. 
3. Jr Timothy appoints a man unqualified by sin or restores one too 

quickly, he shares in his sin as an elder. On this word, see "for
eigners" in Heb 11 :34. 

4. That is, from the sins of others. On this word, see I Pet 3:2. 
5. That is, one who exclusively drinks water. Used only here. GK 

5621. The grammar implies "stop being a water drinker". Some 
think this is strictly a personal remark for Timothy, brought to 
Paul's mind by his exhortation to purity. Others think Paul includes 
this personal remark also to make clear that he is not referring to 
any kind of ascetic abstinence when he says "keep yourself pure". 

6. That is, fermented grape juice. There is another word for unfer
mented grape juice (not used in the NT), but the word here can be 
used in this sense when "new" is added (as in Mt 9: 17). Same word 
as in Lk 1:15; 10:34; Jn 2:10; Rom 14:21; Eph 5:18; I Tim 3:8. 
Used 34 times. GK 3885. Related to "drunkenness" in I Pet 4:3. 

7. Or, ''weaknesses, ailments". On this word, see ''weakness" in Mt 8:17. 
8. Or, "known beforehand", or simply "clear, evident, obvious". Same 

word as in v 25. Elsewhere only as "clear" in Heb 7: 14. GK 4593. 
9. The sins of these people are known by others, and are already await

ing them at judgment. Others' sins will not be known until that 
judgment. This is certainly true of God's future judgment. In this 
context, some think Paul means "your judgment", regarding their 
qualifications for laying on of hands, v 22. Act on what is known. 
For some, their sins are not discovered until later- whether after 
their appointment, or at the judgment seat, I Cor 4:5. 

I 0. That is, not clear beforehand. The good deeds of a person are also 
obvious to all, and those not obvious cannot remain hidden upon 
examination. Good character is verifiable. Make your decision based 
on openly known character, good and bad, specifically looking also 
for good works not openly known. Used only here. GK 261. 

11. Or, "kept secret". On this word, see Jn 8:59. 
12. On this word, used also in v 2, see Jude 4. 
13. Or, "slandered, insulted, spoken against", with reference to people, 

angels or God. Elsewhere only in Mt 9:3; 26:65; 27:39; Mk 2:7; 
3:28, 29; 15:29; Lk 12: 10; 22:65; 23:39; Jn 10:36; Act 13:45; 18:6; 
19:37; 26: 11; Rom 2:24; 3:8; 14: 16; I Cor 10:30; I Tim 1:20; Tit 
2:5; 3:2; Jam 2:7; I Pet4:4; 2 Pet 2:2, 10, 12; Jude 8, 10; Rev 13:6; 
16:9, 11, 21. GK 1059. Related word in 6:4, and in 1:13. 

14. Or, "but rather let them be serving them, because". 
15. Or, "benefitting, receiving benefit". Elsewhere only in Lk I :54; Act 

20:35. GK 514. Related to "helps" in I Cor 12:28. 
16. Or, "good-service". Elsewhere only as "good deed" in Act 4:9. GK 

2307. The root word is ''work". Related to "doing good" in Act I 0:38. 
17. That is, in the sense of "agree with, come to agreement with, 

approach consensus with". Used only here in this sense. On this 
word, see "approach" in Heb I 0:22. 

18. This is a participle, "words being healthy". On this word, see I: 10. 
19. Or, "clouded with pride". Such a person has elevated himself above 

this godly teaching instead of submitting himself to it. Same word 

791 1 Ti moth 6: 11 

as in 3:6. Elsewhere only in 2 Tim 3:4. GK 5605. Physically, this 
word means "shrouded in smoke". 

20. Or, "sick, ailing". Used only here. GK 3796. Related to "disease" 
inMt8:17. 

21. Same word as in 2 Tim 2:23; Tit 3:9. Elsewhere only as "debate" in 
Jn 3:25; Act 15:2, 7; and "investigation" in Act 25:20. GK 2428. 
Related to "speculations" in I :4; "debater" in I Cor I :20; and 
"issue" (controversial question) in Act 15:2. 

22. Used only here. GK 3363. Related word in 2 Tim 2: 14. 
23. That is, "evil-speaking, slander, insult" against God or others. Else

where only in Mt 12:31; 15: 19; 26:65; Mk 3:28; 7:22; 14:64; Lk 
5:21; Jn I 0:33; Eph 4:31; Col 3:8; Jude 9; Rev 2:9; 13: I, 5, 6; 17:3. 
GK 1060. Related words in I: 13; 6: I. 

24. Or, "constant-wranglings". Used only here. GK 1384. Some man
uscripts say "useless wranglings" { K}. 

25. The rest of this verse refers to "people", on which see "mankind" 
inMt4:4. 

26. Or, "deprived". On this word, see "defrauded" in I Cor 6:7. 
27. Such people pursue these matters for personal gain. They seek to 

establish and enhance themselves by promoting a "new" teaching. 
Elsewhere only in v 6. GK 4516. Some manuscripts add after this 
"from such things withdraw yourself" {A}. 

28. Or, "sufficiency, enough-ness". On this word, see "sufficiency" in 
2 Cor 9:8. Related to "content" in Phil 4: I i. 

29. Or, "Because neither can we bring out anything". Some manu
scripts include this word, saying "lt is clear that..."; others say, "lt 
is true that..." {A}. Consult the commentaries for other views. 

30. Paul uses the same root word with two different prefixes- "bring 
in" and "bring out"; "carry in, carry out". GK 1662, 1766. 

31. Or, "foods, means of subsistence". This word is plural. Used only 
here. GK 1418. Related to "food" in Mt 24:45. 

32. This word is used of both clothing and shelter. Some think it refers 
only to clothing here. Used only here. GK 5004. 

33. Or, "satisfied". On this word, see "sufficient" in 2 Cor 12:9. Related 
to "contentment" in v 6. 

34. Same word as in 3:7. On this word, see Rom 11 :9. 
35. Elsewhere only as "sink" in Lk 5:7. GK 1112. 
36. Used only here. GK 5794. Related to "money-lovers" in 2 Tim 3:2; 

and to the word in I Tim 3:3. 
37. Or, "the root of all [kinds of] evil". On this word, see Heb 12: 15. 
38. Or, "bad things", moral, societal, criminal, spiritual, and otherwise. 

On this word, see "evil" in 3 Jn 11. 
39. Or, "reaching out for, striving for, stretching toward". Or, "which 

aspiring to, some were led astray". Sarne construction as in I :6. Sarne 
word as in 3: I. Elsewhere only in Heb 11: 16. GK 3977. 

40. Or, "wandered away, went astray". Elsewhere only in Mk 13:22. 
GK 675. 

41. Elsewhere only in Rom 9:2. GK 3850. Related to "suffer pain" in 
Lk 2:48. 

42. Some think Paul means the different doctrines, controversies and 
word battles ofv 3-4 that lead to all the problems in v 5, which flow 
from love of money. Others think he specifically means the love 
of money in v 9-10. 

A.2Jn II B.1 Jn5:18 C.1 Cor7:31,makeuseof D.Lk5:33 E.2Jn9 F.Mk 16:20 G. I Tim5:10a H.Gal5:1 J.Rom6:17 K.Jarn 1:2 
L. Rev 16:6 M. I Tim 5:17 N. I Tim 5:17 0. Col 1:2, faithful P. Rom 2:4 Q. Act 16:40 R. Rom 6:6, are slaves S. Mt 3:17 T. Rom 12:7 
U. Rom 12:8 V. I Tim 1:3 W. I Tim 5:17 X. I Tim 2:2 Y. Act 18:25, know about Z. Mk 15: 10 AA. I Cor I :11, quarrels BB. Act 25: 18 
CC. 2 Cor 4: 16, destroyed DD. Rom 7:23 EE. Act 14: 19, think FF. Jam I: 18, willed GG. I Tim 6: 18 HH. Jam I :2, trials JJ. Tit 3:3 
KK. Gal 5: 16 LL. I Cor 5:5, destruction MM. 2 Pet 2: I NN. I Cor 6: 18 00. I Cor 14: I PP. Rom I: 17 QQ. Jam I :3 



1 Timothy 6: 12 792 Verse 

I ( ·. Be fighting 1 the goodA fight8 of faith 11 
::'( · Take-hold-of2 eternal life, into which you were called3, and confessed4 the goodA confession5 

in the presence of many witnessesc 

)Fl. I command6 you7 in the sight of God, the One giving-life-to8 all things, and Christ Jesus, the One I:; 
having testified0 the goodA confession before9 Pontius PilateE-·that you keepF the commandment10 14 
unspottedG, above-reproach 11

, until the appearanceH of our Lord Jesus Christ 

IC. Which in His own 12 times, the blessedi and onlyK Ruler13 will show14-

ID. The King a/the ones being-kings 15 and Lord of the ones being-lords16 

2D. The onlyK One having immortalityL, dwellingM in unapproachable light 
:;D Whom none o/mankind 17 saw, nor is able to see 
4D. To Whom be honorN and eternal dominion°, amen 

I(, 

c+il. Be commanding 18 the ones rich 19 in the present age 1-

I l . Not to be-high-minded 
::'C. Nor to have put-hopeP on the uncertainty o/riches20, but upon21 God22, the One richly grantingO 

us all things for enjoyment23 

.J( · To be working-good24 I~ 

c+c. To be-rich25 in good26 worksR 
5(. To be generous, sharing27 ones,"treasuring-up/or themselves a goodA foundation28 for the I'! 

future29 

ht In order that they may take-hold-ofS real3° life T 

~Fl. 0 Timothy, guardu the deposit31
, turning-aside-:fromv the profanew empty-chatterings32 and 211 

opposing-arguments33 of the falsely-named34 "knowledgeX"-"professing35 which, some missed- 21 
the-mark36 with respect to the faith. Grace be with you37 



793 I Timothy 6:21 

I. On this word, see "struggling" in 4: 10. Same words as in 2 Tim 4:7, 
where Paul did so. 

2. Same word as in v 19. On this word, see Lk 20:20. 
3. On this word, see Rom 8:30. Some manuscripts say"also called" {Nl. 
4. Or, "declared, publicly acknowledged, admitted, agreed about''. 

Same word as in Mt 10:32; Lk 12:8; Jn 1:20; 9:22; 12:42;Act 23:8; 
24: 14; Rom 10:9, 10; Tit I: 16; Heb 11: 13; Jn I :9; 2:23; 4:2, 3, 15; 
2 Jn 7; Rev 3:5. Elsewhere only as "declare" in Mt 7:23; 14:7; Act 
7:17; and "praising" in Heb 13:15. GK 3933. Related to "confes
sion" next; and to "confess-out" in Jam 5: 16. 

5. Same word as in v 13. On this word, see 2 Cor 9:13. 
6. Same word as in v 17; 1:3. 
7. Some manuscripts omit this word {C}. 
8. Or, "making alive''. Elsewhere only as "keep alive" in Lk 17:33; 

Act 7: 19. GK 2441. Some manuscripts have a related word {NJ, on 
which see Jn 5:21. 

9. Or, "in the time of''. GK 2093. 
10. Some think Paul means the commandment ofv 11-12; others, the 

whole book; others, the commandment of Jesus to love one another, 
Jn 13:34; others, all the obligations of the gospel. Note that he does 
not say "this" commandment, though some think this is what he 
means. This word is used only here in this letter. On this word, see 
Mk 12:28. Nol related to "command" earlier. 

11. On this word, see 3:2. The grammar indicates these two adjectives 
modify "commandment''. 

12. On this phrase, see 2:6. 
13. On this word, see "court official" in Act 8:27. 
14. That is, reveal, make known. Same word as in Rev 4: I; Jn 14:8, 9; 

20:20. Used 33 times, all rendered "show''. GK 1259. 
15. Or, "the ones reigning" as kings. This is the verb related to "king''. 

On this word, see "reign" in Rev 19:6. Compare Rev 19:16. 
16. Or, "the ones ruling or lording" as lords or masters. On this verb, 

see "lord over" in Rom 7: I. 
17. On this idiom, see Mk 11:2. 
18. After his solemn command (v 13-14), Paul returns to the previous 

subject, just as he did in 5:22. Same word as in v 13. 
19. Same word as in Mt 19:23; 27:57; Lk 6:24; 16:1; 2 Cor 8:8; Eph 

2:4; Jam 1:10; 2:5; Rev 2:9. Used 28 times. GK 4454. Related to 
"riches" next, and "be rich" in v 18. 

20. Or, "wealth". Same word as in Mt 13:22; Rom 11:33; Eph 3:8; Heb 
11 :26; Jam 5:2. Used 22 times. GK 4458. 

21. Some manuscripts say "in" [N}. 
22. Some manuscripts say "the living God" {A}. 
23. Or, "pleasure". Elsewhere only in Heb 11 :25. GK 656. 
24. That is, to do things having or proceeding from inner goodness. 

Related to "good" in 5: !Ob. This verb is related to "works" next, 
and is rendered this way to show this. Elsewhere only as "do good" 
in Act 14:17. GK 14. 

25. This verb is also in v 9; Lk 12:21; 2 Cor 8:9. Used 12 times. GK 
4456. Related to "rich" and "riches" in v 17. 

26. Or, "commendable, praiseworthy, noble". On this word, see 5:10a. 
27. That is, characterized by sharing. Used only here. GK 3127. 

Related to "fellowship" in I Cor I :9. 
28. Elsewhere only in Lk 6:48, 49; 14:29; Rom 15:20; I Cor 3:10, 11, 

12; Eph 2:20; 2 Tim 2: 19; Heb 6: I; 11:10; Rev 21:14, 19. GK 2529. 
Related to "founded" in Eph 3: 17. 

29. This is a participle, "the thing coming". Same idiom as "in the 
future" in Lk 13:9. 

30. Some manuscripts say "eternal life" {A}. On this word, see 5:3. 
31. This word means "that which is entrusted to another". Some think 

Paul is referring to the deposit he made in Timothy in this whole 
book, I: 18; others, to the gift or ministry God deposited in Timo
thy; others, to the gospel itself. Elsewhere only in 2 Tim 1:12,14. 
GK 4146. The related verb is in 1:18. 

32. Elsewhere only in 2 Tim 2:16. GK 3032. The root word is "empty" 
in I Thes2:1. 

33. Or, "objections, contradictions". Used only here. GK 509. Related 
to "oppose" in 2 Tim 2:25. 

34. The Greek word is pseudonumos, from which comes our word 
"pseudonym". Used only here. GK 6024. 

35. Or, "promising''. On this word, see 2:10. Or, "which professing, 
some missed the mark". Same construction as in I :6. 

36. On this word, see "departed" in I :6. 
37. This word is plural. Some manuscripts have it singular {A). Some 

add "amen" {A}. 

A. 1 Tim 5: lOa B. Heb 12: I, race C. Act I :8 D. Jn 1 :7 E. Lk 3: 1 F. 1 Jn 5: 18 G. 2 Pet 3: 14 H. 2 Thes 2:8 J. Lk 6:20 K. Jam 2:24, alone 
L. 1Cor15:53 M. Rom 8:11 N. I Tim 5:17 0. Eph 6:10, might P. Jn 5:45 Q. Act 17:31 R. Mt 26:10 S. Lk 20:20 T. Rom 8:10 
U. Jn 12:25, keep V. I Tim I :6 W. I Tim I :9 X. I Cor 12:8 





795 2 Timothy Overview 

Introduction I: I-2 

1 A. I have gratitude to God as I have unceasing remembrance concerning you in my prayers, for which 1:3-7 
reason I am reminding you to rekindle the gift of God in you 

2A. Therefore, do not be ashamed of the testimony of our Lord, nor of me His prisoner 1 :8 

I B. But suffer hardship with me for the gospel according to the power of God who called us 
2B. Be holding the pattern of healthy words which you heard from me. Guard the good deposit 
3B. You know that all the ones in Asia turned away from me 
4B. Onesiphorus was not ashamed of my chain, but found me in Rome and refreshed me 

3A. Therefore you, my child, become strong in the grace in Christ Jesus 

I B. And the things you heard from me, deposit these with faithful people who can teach others 
2B. Suffer hardship with me like a good soldier of Christ Jesus 
3B. Remember Jesus Christ, for whose gospel I suffer hardship that others may obtain salvation 
4B. Be diligent to present yourself approved to God, an unashamed worker of the word of truth 

IC. But be shunning profane empty chatterings, and be a vessel for honor in God's house 
2C. And be fleeing youthful desires, and pursuing righteousness, faith, love and peace 
3C. And be declining foolish controversies. Be kind to all, gently correcting them if possible 

SB. But know this- that the last days will be difficult. Be turning away from the corrupted ones 

4A. Now you closely followed my teaching, way of life, persecutions and sufferings for the gospel 

IB. Such persecutions I endured! And the Lord delivered me out of them all 
2B. And indeed, all the ones desiring to live godly in Christ Jesus will be persecuted 
3B. But evil people and impostors will get worse, deceiving and being deceived 
4B. But you, be continuing in the things which you learned and were convinced of, knowing that 

from babyhood you have known the God-breathed Scriptures which make wise for salvation 

1 :8-12 
1:13-14 

I: 15 
1 :16-18 

2:1 

2:2 
2:3-7 

2:8-14 
2:15 

2:16-21 
2:22 

2:23-26 

3: 1-9 

3: 10-11 

3:11 
3:12 
3:13 

3: 14-17 

SA. I solemnly charge you in the sight of God and Christ- Proclaim the word, rebuke, warn, exhort 4: 1-2 

I B. For there will be a time when they will not bear with healthy teaching 
2B. But you, be sober, suffer hardship, do the work of an evangelist, fulfill your ministry 
3B. For I am being poured out, and the time of my departure has stood near 

Conclusion 

4:3-4 
4:5 

4:6-8 

4:9-22 



2 Timothy I : I 796 

A. Paul, an apostleA a/Christ Jesus 

I. By the will8 a/God 
~ In-relation-to' the promise of life in Christ Jesus 

B. To Timothy,2 belovedc child0 

C. Grace, mercy, peace from God the Father and Christ Jesus our Lord 

I A. I have gratitude3 to God- Whom I serve4 from my ancestors5 with a cleanE conscienceF- as I have 
unceasing6 remembrance concerning you in my prayers by night and by day 

Verse 

·' 

I B. YeamingG to see you, having remembered7 your tearsH, in order that I may be filled1 with joy -1 
2H. Having received a reminder' a/the sincere9 faith in you, which first dweltK in your grandmother 

Lois and your mother Eunicew, and I am convincedL that it is also in you 

IC. For which reason I am reminding you to be rekindling" the giftM of God which is in you 1, 

through the laying-on 12 of my hands 

ID. For God did not give us a spirit13 o/fearfulness14
, but of power, and love, and a sound- mind15 

2·'\. Therefore, 16 do not be ashamed-of 17 the testimonyN of our Lord, 18 nor me His prisonerO 

I B. But suffer-hardship-with 19 me for the good-newsr, according-to20 the powerO of God-
0

the One 'I 

having savedR us, and having called5 us with a holy calling21 

It . Not according-to22 our works T, but according to His own purposeu and grace v having been 
given to us in Christ Jesus before etemalw times23, 

0

but now having been revealed24 through 111 

the appearance25 of our Saviorx Christ Jesus26-

ID Having abolished27 death- and brought-to-light28 lifeY and immortalityz through the 
good-newsr, 

0

for which I was appointedAA a proclaimer29 and apostleA and teacher3° I I 

11 ·. For which reason31 I also am suffering88 these things, but I am not ashamed I ' 

11·. For I know in Whom I have believed, and I am convincedL that He is able to 
guardcc my deposit32 until33 that day 

213. Be holding00 the pattem34 o/healthy35 words which you heard from me in36 the faith and love which I ~ 
are in Christ Jesus. • Guardcc the good EE deposit37 through the Holy Spirit dwellingK in us 1-1 

JB. You know38 this- that all the ones in Asia39 tumed-away-fromFF me, among whom are Phygelus I' 
and Hermogenes 

4B. May the Lord grantGG mercyHH to the householdJJ o/Onesiphorus40, because he often refreshed41 me, I 1' 

and he was not ashamed-ofKK my chainLL 

IC. But having come-to-be in Rome, he soughtMM me diligently42 and found me. 0 May the Lord I 7- I~ 
grantGG him to find mercyHH from the Lord on that day 

2( :. And you know very-well how many things he ministered43 in Ephesus 



797 2 Timothy 1:18 

I. Or, more specifically, "for, in the interest of" the proclamation of 
this promise; or "based on" the promise. GK 2848. 

2. On the writing of this letter, see Act 28:30. 
3. On "have gratitude", see Lk 17:9. 
4. Or, "worship". On this word, see "worship" in Heb 12:28. 
5. Or, "forefathers". That is, as Paul's ancestors did. On this word, see 

I Tim5:4. 
6. Elsewhere only in Rom 9:2. GK 89. Related to "unceasingly" in 

Rom 1:9. 
7. Or, "recalled". On this word, see Lk 1 :54. Related to "remem

brance" in v 3; "reminder" in v 5; and "reminding" in v 6. 
8. Paul does not say what this reminder was. Perhaps a letter or some 

news reminded Paul of Timothy's faith. Or, he may mean "having 
called to mind", without reference lo an external reminder. Elsewhere 
only in 2 Pet 1: 13; 3: I. GK 5704. Related to "remind" in Jn 14:26, and 
to the word in v 6. 

9. Or, "genuine, without hypocrisy". On this word, see Rom 12:9. 
10. Timothy's mother is referred to in Act 16: I. 
11. Or, "be fanning to a flame, kindling, keeping in full flame". Some 

take this to mean "restart what has died down in your life"; others, 
"keep your gift burning full flame". Used only here. GK 351. 

12. Compare the similar statement in I Tim 4: 14. On the laying on of 
hands, see Heb 6:2. 

13. Or, "Spirit"; or, "a spiritual gift", referring to v 6, as this word is 
used in 1 Cor 14: 12. 

14. Or, "timidity, cowardice" in a bad sense. That is, characterized by 
fearfulness. This word refers to the fear to act, as opposed to the 
fear in response to circumstances. It is fear resulting from a lack 
of moral courage. See the related word "afraid" in Mk 4:40. Some 
think Paul is thinking of Timothy as one who was being fearful or 
timid. Others think he is thinking of himself as one who was not 
being fearful amidst his circumstances. Used only here. GK 1261. 

15. Or, "self-discipline, self-control, moderation, prudence". Used only 
here. GK 5406. See the related words in 1 Tim 3:2. 

16. Paul begins his reminding, which he introduced in v 6 as the pur
pose of this letter. 

17. Same word as in v 12, 16. The grammar means "do not become 
ashamed", not "stop being ashamed". Do not start feeling shame 
because of my imprisonment, like those in v 15. On this word, see 
Rom 1:16. 

18. That is, the testimony about our Lord; the gospel Paul proclaimed; 
the healthy words (v 13). 

19. Elsewhere only in 2:3. GK 5155. The same word without the pre-
fix "with" occurs in 2:9; 4:5. 

20. Or, "based on, by way of". GK 2848. 
21. Or, "to a holy calling". On this word, see 2 Pet I: 10. 
22. Same word as in v 8. Used twice here. 
23. That is, before time began in eternity past. "Eternal times" is also 

in Rom 16:25; Tit I :2. Compare Eph 1 :4. The word "times" is GK 
5989, and is used 54 times. 

24. On this word, see "made evident" in 1 Jn 2: 19. Same word as in Tit 
1:3; Rom 16:26. 

25. Same word as in 4: I, 8. On this word, see 2 Thes 2:8. 
26. Some manuscripts say "Jesus Christ" {N}. 
27. Or, "done away with, rendered powerless". On this word, see "done 

away with" in Rom 6:6. Same word as in 1 Cor 15:26. Paul uses 
grammar here that emphasizes the contrast between the two halves 
of this sentence. 

28. Or, "having illuminated, having lit up, shined the light on". On this 
word, see "enlightened" in Heb 6:4. 

29. Or, "herald". Elsewhere only in 1 Tim 2:7; 2 Pet 2:5. GK 3061. 
Related to "proclaim" in 2 Tim 4:2. 

30. Note that Paul uses the same three words in I Tim 2:7. Some man
uscripts add "of the Gentiles" {B}. 

3 1. That is, because I was appointed proclaimer, apostle and teacher of 
the gospel of Christ. 

32. Same word as in v 14. Some think Paul means "what Christ has 
deposited or entrusted with me"; that is, the gospel or Paul's min
istry or gifts, as in v 14; 1 Tim 6:20. Others think he means "what 
I have deposited or entrusted with Christ"; that is, his reward or soul 
or life. On this word, see I Tim 6:20. Related to the word in 2:2. 

33. Or, "for". GK 1650. 
34. Or, "model, outline, sketch". On this word, see 1Tim1:16. 
35. This is a participle, "of words being healthy". On this phrase, see 

I Tim 1:10. 
36. Or, "in connection with". This is the Greek word order. Some think 

Paul means "Be holding ... in the faith and love"; others, "which you 
heard from me in the faith and love". 

37. Paul may be referring to the "healthy words" in v 13 (note 2:2); or, 
to the "gift a/God" in v 6; or, to both. 

38. This is one reason or basis for these exhortations. The response of 
others to Paul's imprisonment is fresh in his mind. Some turned away 
from Paul after his arrest. One sought him out and refreshed him. 

39. Or, "all the ones in connection with Asia". Asia is the Roman 
province of which Ephesus was the capital. Paul probably means 
that all the witnesses to his work in Asia who could have come to 
his aid at his trial in Rome failed to do so. He may be implying that 
they never came to Rome, or that having come to Rome for this pur
pose, they deserted him and went home. Compare 4: 16. 

40. This man is mentioned elsewhere only in 4:19. GK 3947. Some 
think Paul's words imply that he was now dead. 

41. Used only here. GK 434. Related to "refreshing" in Act 3:20. 
42. Some manuscripts say "more-diligently" { N}. On this word, see Tit 

3:13. 
43. On this word, see 1Pet4:10. Some manuscripts add "to me" {N}. 

A.1Corl2:28 B.Jn7:17 C.Mt3:17 D.1Jn3:1 E.Titl:l5 F.Act23:1 G.1Pet2:2 H.Act20:19 J.Eph5:18 K.Col3:16 L.1Jn3:19, 
persuade M. I Cor 1:7 N. Act 4:33 0. Eph 3:1 P. 1Cor15:1 Q. Mk 5:30 R. Lk 19:10 S. Rom 8:30 T. Mt 26:10 U. Rom 8:28 V. Eph 2:8 
W. Mt 25:46 X. Lk 1:47 Y. Rom 8:10 Z. 1Cor15:42, undecayability AA. 1Thes5:9 BB. Gal 3:4 CC. Jn 12:25, keep DD. 1Jn1:8, have 
EE. I Tim 5:10a FF. Heb 12:25 GG. Eph 1:22, give HH. Mt 9:13 JJ. Mk 3:20, house KK. 2 Tim 1:8 LL. Act 28:20 MM. Phil 2:21 



2 Timothy 2: I 798 

1.\. Therefore you, my chiJdA, become-strong 1 in2 the grace in Christ Jesus 

11!. And the things which you heard from me through3 many witnesses8
, these things deposit4 with 

faithfuJC people0 who will be competent5 to teachE others also 
21!. Suffer-hardship6 with me like a goodF soldier° a/Christ Jesus7 

Verse 

2: I 

IC. No one while serving-as-a-soldier" entangles' himself in the affairs o/lifei, in order that he may 4 
pleaseK the one having enlisted9 him 

2C. And also ifone competes [in athletic contests], he is not crowned unless he competes lawfully 10 

3C. The laboringL farmer must11 be first to receive-a-share 12 o/the fruits 13 (, 

-\( · Be consideringM what I am saying, for the Lord will 14 give you understandingN in everything 

.113 Be remembering 15 Jesus Christ having been raised 16 from the dead, from the seed0 of David, 
according to my good-newsr - ·in connection with which I am suffering-hardshipO to the point of '' 
imprisonment 17 like a criminaJI! 

I ( ·. Nevertheless the Word of God has not been bound19 

2C. For this reason,20 I am enduringR all things for the sake of the chosens ones, in order that they [ 11 

also may obtain21 salvationT in Christ Jesus with eternal glory 

I [). The saying22 is trustworthyc, for 11 

1 L. Ifwe died-withu Him, we will also live-withv Him 
21. Ifwe are enduringR, we will also reign-with Him I; 
31 ,. If we shall deny23 Him, that One also will deny24 us 
.:IL Ifwe are faithless25

, that One remainsw faithful26, for27 He cannot deny Himself I.~ 

2D. Be remindingx them of these things,21 solemnly-wamingY in the sight ofGod29 not to I l 
battle-about-words30 

I I.. For3 1 nothing useful32 

2L. To33 the overthrow34 a/the ones hearing 

-+Il. Be diligent35 to presentz yourself approved36 to God, a workerAA not-needing-to-be-ashamed37 , I·, 
cutting-straight31 the word of truth39 

I ( . But be shunning4° the profane41 empty-chatterings88 1 ,, 

I D. For they42 wi II advance43 further44 in ungodlinesscc 



799 2 Timothy 2:16 

I. Or, "be strengthened, be strong". Same word as in Act 9:22; Rom 
4:20; Eph 6: 10. Elsewhere only as "strengthen" in Phil 4: 13; 1 Tim 
1:12; 2 Tim 4:17. GK 1904. 

2. Or, "by". GK 1877. 
3. Some think Paul means "with many witnesses" present (as he says 

in 1 Tim 6: 12, with a different word). Others think he means 
"through many witnesses" attesting to his words. GK 1328. 

4. Or, "entrust". On this word, see I Tim I: 18. Related to "deposit" in 
2 Tim 1:12, 14. 

5. Or, "fit, sufficient, worthy, adequate". On this word, see "sufficient" 
in 2 Cor 3:5. 

6. Some manuscripts say "You therefore, suffer hardship ... " {N}. On 
"suffer hardship with'', see I :8. 

7. Some manuscripts say "Jesus Christ" { K}. 
8. Elsewhere only in 2 Pet 2:20. GK 1861. Related to "braiding" in I 

Pet 3:3. The root word is "woven" in Mt 27:29 (GK 4428). 
9. This verb, "to enlist soldiers, to gather an army" is used only here. 

GK 5133. Related to "soldier" and "serve as a soldier". 
I 0. That is, according to the rules. For Timothy the athlete, the rules 

demand suffering hardship. 
11. Or, "has to". More literally, "It is necessary that the laboring farmer 

be first". On this idiom, see Mt 16:21. Or, "ought-to, should", on 
which see Act 25: 10. 

12. Or, "lo share in". On this word, see "share in" in Heb 12:10. 
13. Some think the fruits are "rewards", as if Paul said the laboring farmer 

(as opposed to the idle one) "will" be first to partake of the reward 
for his work. Others think Paul means this farmer must or ought to 
be first to practice what he preaches, to partake of the faith and love 
and endurance amidst trials he labors to produce in others. One fruit 
of preaching the gospel is hardship, suffering, even persecution, 3: 12. 
Timothy, the Christian farmer, must be first to partake of this, as Paul 
did to the point of imprisonment (v 9). There are other views. 

14. Some manuscripts say "lam saying. For may the Lord give" {N}, 
making it a prayer. 

15. That is, be keeping in mind. On this word, see Jn 16:21. 
16. Or, "having arisen". On this word, see "arose" in Mt 28:6. 
17. Or, "bonds". On this word, see Phil 1:7. Not the same word as 

"chain" in 1: 16. 
18. This word is used of thieves, murderers, traitors, criminals in the 

eyes of the law or the government. Paul was regarded as a criminal. 
Elsewhere only of the two thieves in Lk 23:32, 33, 39. GK 2806. 

19. That is, imprisoned. On this word, see I Cor 7:27. Related to 
"imprisonment" earlier. 

20. Or, "Because of this". Some think this refers backward, "Because the 
Word of God is not bound, I am enduring ... in order that"; others, for
ward, "For this reason I am enduring- in order that they also ... ". 

21. Or, "gain, find". On this word, see "attain" in Lk 20:35. 
22. Some think Paul is looking back to "that they may obtain salvation 

in Christ". Others think he is referring to what follows in v 11-13. 
This phrase occurs in I Tim 1:15;3:1;4:9;Tit3:8;butonlyin 1 Tim 
4:9 is ii also followed by "for". 

23. Some manuscripts say "if we are denying" {N}. 
24. Same word as in v 13; and in Mt 10:33; Act 3: 13; 4: 16; 1 Tim 5:8; 

2 Tim 3:5; Tit I: 16; 2 Pet 2: l; 1 Jn 2:22; etc. Used 33 times. Used 
of Peter in Mt 26:70, 72, and the other Gospels. GK 766. 

25. Or, "without faith, unfaithful". Same word as in Rom 3:3. Else
where only as "not believe" in Mk 16: l 1, 16; Lk 24: 1 I, 41; Act 
28:24; 1 Pet 2:7. GK 601. Related to "unbelief" in I Tim I: 13. 
Some think Paul means "if we are unbelieving". Others think he 
means "if we prove unfaithful in a trial", as Peter did. 

26. Some think Paul means "He remains faithful to us, He will uphold 
us", as He did Peter, Phil 1 :6. Others think he means "He will 
remain faithful to Himself, He will be holy and just, He will pun
ish or deny us'', Heb 2:3. Compare Mk 8:38. Same word as in v 2. 

27. Some manuscripts omit this word {N}. 
28. That is, v 11-13. Some begin the next main point (4B.) here. 
29. Some manuscripts say "the Lord" { B}. 
30. Used only here. GK 3362. The related noun is in I Tim 6:4. 
31. That is, for no useful purpose, goal, end, or result. The kind of bat

tles in view serve no useful purpose, and have no useful result even 
if won. Some battles must be fought, Act 15:2; Tit 1:11, etc. 

32. Or, "good, beneficial, profitable". Used only here. GK 5978. 
33. Paul may mean "tending toward" or "resulting in". This is the same 

preposition as "for" in the preceding phrase, but with different 
grammar. GK 2093. 

34. Or, "ruin, destruction". Elsewhere only in 2 Pet 2:6. GK 2953. Our 
word "catastrophe" comes from this Greek word. Related to "over
turn" in Mt 21:12. 

35. Or, "Be eager, Make every effort". On this word, see Eph 4:3. 
36. Or, "genuine, approved by testing". Elsewhere only in Rom 14: l 8; 

16:10; 1Cor11:19; 2 Cor 10:18; 13:7; Jam 1:12. GK 1511. See 
Rom 12:2 for related words. 

37. Or, "not having a cause for shame". Used only here. GK 454. 
Related to the verb "ashamed" in l :8. 

38. Used only here, this word is made of the words "to cut" and 
"straight". It is a rare word, found elsewhere only in Prov 3:6; 11 :5. 
I fit has the same sense here, it means "cutting a straight path for the 
word of truth", as one would cut a path for a road, avoiding detours 
such as empty chatter (v 16), youthful desires (v 22), and foolish con
troversies (v 23). Others think the metaphor is agricultural here since 
"worker" often means "farm laborer"- "plowing straight rows for 
the word". Others think the metaphor is of a stonecutter "cutting 
straight" the word. Others take "straight" in the sense of"right", and 
translate "rightly dividing" or "accurately handling". The sense is 
clear, though the precise metaphor is not certain. GK 3982. 

39. Some think Paul is referring to the gospel, the word given to and 
through the apostles; others to the OT Scriptures, from which Apol
los showed that the Christ is Jesus (Act 18:28) and Paul showed that 
the Christ must suffer and be raised (Act 26:22-23). 

40. Or, "avoiding, going around". Same word as in Tit 3:9. GK 4325. 
41. On this word, see 1 Tim 1 :9. This same phrase occurs in I Tim 6:20. 
42. That is, the ones speaking profane, empty chatterings. 
43. Or, "progress, cut forward". Elsewhere only in 3:9, 13; and Lk 

2:52; Rom 13: 12; Gal 1:14. GK 4621. Related to "advancement" 
in Phil I: 12. 

44. Or, "to more". This phrase is elsewhere only in 3:9; Act 4: 17; 20:9; 
24:4. Note "to the worse" in 3: 13. 

A. I Jn 3: 1 B. Act 1 :8 C. Coll :2, faithful D. Mt 4:4, mankind E. Rom 12:7 F. 1 Tim 5: lOa G. Mt 28: 12 H. 1 Tim l: 18, fight J. I Jn 2: 16 
K.1Thes2:4 L.Mtll:28,beingweary M.Eph3:20,think N.Eph3:4 O.Hebll:ll P.1Corl5:1 Q.Jam5:13 R.Jaml:l2 S.Rom8:33 
T. Lk 19:9 U. 2 Cor 7:3, die together V. 2 Cor 7:3, live together W. Jn 15:4, abide X. Jn 14:26 Y. 1 Tim 5:21, solemnly charge Z. Rom 12: l 
AA. 1Tim5:18 BB. 1Tim6:20 CC. Rom 1:18 



2 Timothy 2: 17 800 Verse 

2 I). And their talk 1 will have a spreading2 like gangrene 

IE. Of whom are Hymenaeus and Philetus-"who missed-the-markA with regard to the I'' 
truth8 , saying that the3 resurrectionc has already0 taken place 

2L And they are overturning" the faithE of some 
.11 ·. Nevertheless, the firm5 foundationF of God stands, having this seal6- I'! 

11 . "The Lord knowsG the ones being His" 
21-. And "Let everyone naming 7 the name8 of the Lord9 departH from unrighteousness" 

3 D. Now in a large house there are not only golden and silver vessels1
, but also wooden and 211 

made-of-clay- even some for honorK, and others for dishonor 10
• "If then one cleanses 11 21 

himself from these 12 things, he will be a vesseJl for honorK 

IE. Having been sanctified 13 

2F. Usefu(L to the Master14 

.\ L. Having been preparedM for every goodN work 

2C. And be tleeing0 the youthful desires 15, and be pursuingr righteousness, faith, love, peace, 
with 16 the ones calling-uponO the Lord from a pureR heart 

.\C. And be declining5 the foolish T and ignorant17 controversies18, knowing that they breed19 battles20 

ID. And a slaveu of the Lord mustv not battle21 , but must be kind22 to everyone, skillful-at- 2-1 
teachingw, forbearing23 , "correcting24 the ones opposing with gentlenessx , ' 

11-:. If perhaps God may grantv them repentancez \eading-toAA the knowledge88 of the 
truth, "and they may return-to-their-senses25 from the snarecc of the devil _2(, 

IF. Having been caught26 by him, for the will of that27 one 

513. But know this- that during the last days28 difficult29 times will be present30 

IC. For the people00 will be 

11). Self-lovers31 , money-lovers32 

2 D. Boasters, arrogantEE, blasphemousFF, disobedientGG to parents 
.\ D. Ungratefu(HH, unholy," unaffectionate33 , unreconcilable34, slanderous11 , without-self-

control35, untamed36, not-lovers-of-good37, "traitors38, reckless -1 
4D. Having become conceitedKK 
5D. Pleasure-lovers rather than God-lovers 
hD. HoldingLL a formMM of godlinessNN, but having denied00 the powerrr of it 

2C. Indeed, be turning-away-from these ones 

11 l For from these are the ones creeping39 into the houses and taking-captive40 little-women41 , , 

11·:. Having been heaped with sins 
21-. Being ledOO by variousRR desiresss 
3 L. Always learning TI and never being able to come to the knowledge88 of the truth8 



801 2 Timoth 3:7 

I. Or, "word, message". That is, the talk of the ones speaking such 
chatterings. On this word, see "word" in I Cor 12:8. 

2. Elsewhere only as "pasture" in Jn 10:9. GK 3786. This noun is used 
of sheep spreading out in a pasture. It is also a medical term for a 
spreading skin ulcer. 

3. Some manuscripts say "the resurrection ... " { C}. 
4. Or, "upsetting, overthrowing". Elsewhere only in Jn 2: 15, Jesus 

"overturned" the money tables; Tit I: 11. GK 426. 
5. Or, "solid". Some think the firm foundation is the truth of the 

gospel. Others think it is the church in Ephesus (where Timothy is), 
or the church as a whole, as in I Tim 3:15. Same word as in I Pet 
5:9. Elsewhere only as "solid" in Heb 5: 12, 14. GK 5104. Related 
to "be made firm" in Act 16:5; and "firmness" in Col 2:5. 

6. The seal has two parts, one from God's point of view and one from 
the human point of view. On this word, see Rom 4: 11. 

7. This verb is elsewhere only in Mk 3:14; Lk 6:13, 14; Act 19:13; 
Rom 15:20; I Cor 5: 11; Eph I :21; 3: 15; 5:3. GK 3951. The related 
noun is next. 

8. Used 231 times. GK 3950. 
9. Some manuscripts say "a/Christ" {K}. 
I 0. Some think Paul means some are honored house members (true 

believers), others are dishonored (false believers and false teachers). 
The latter are thrown out of the house. We can be for honor if we 
separate ourselves from them. Others think he means some teachers 
serve honorable purposes; others serve dishonorable or common 
purposes, like a clay pot for washing dishes. Every house has both. 
We can be useful for honorable purposes if we cleanse ourselves 
from ''these things". Elsewhere only in Rom I :26; 9:21; I Cor 11: 14; 
15:43; 2 Cor 6:8; 11 :21. GK 871. Related word in Act 5:41. 

11. Or, "cleans-out". Elsewhere only as "clean out" in I Cor 5:7. GK 
1705. Same word as "clean" in Jn 15:2, with the prefix "out". 

12. Some think Paul means from the profane, empty chatterings. Ifwe 
cleanse ourselves of the worthless talk which Paul addresses often 
in I, 2 Timothy, and Titus, we can be useful to the Master for hon
orable things. Otherwise, we can only be of common use. Others 
think "these things" refers to the other vessels, the ones made of 
wood or earth. We must cleanse ourselves of these dishonorable 
teachers, like those of v 18, to be a vessel for honor. 

13. Or, "set apart, made holy". On this word, see Heb 10:29. 
14. On this word, see Jude 4. Some manuscripts say "and useful to the 

Master" {N). 
15. This word means "strong desire", in both a good and a bad sense. 

Other passages use "desire" to refer to the desire for sex (I Thes 
4:5); for wealth (I Tim 6:9); for "new" teaching (2 Tim 4:3); for 
other desires of the flesh (Gal 5: 16-21). On this word, see Gal 5: 16. 

16. Or, "along with". Some punctuate this "pursue ... peace, along with"; 
others, "pursue ... love, [and] peace with the ones ... ". GK 3552. 

17. Or, "uneducated, uninstructed, untrained, uninformed". Used only 
here. GK 553. Related to "train" in Tit 2: 12. 

18. Or, "debates". On this word, see I Tim 6:4. 

19. Or, "father, produce". On this word, see "born" in I Jn 2:29. 
20. Or, "fights, conflicts, quarrels". Elsewhere only in 2 Cor 7:5; Tit 

3:9; Jam 4:1. GK 3480. 
21. Same word as in Jam 4:2. Elsewhere only as "fight" in Jn 6:52; Act 

7:26. GK 3481. There is an example of this in Act 23:9, using a 
related word. The related noun is in v 23. Related to "word-battles" 
in I Tim6:4. 

22. Or, "gentle, soothing, calming". Used only here. GK 2473. Note 
Paul's approach in I Thes 2:7, where some manuscripts have this 
word. 

23. That is, bearing evil without resentment, able to endure evil. Used 
only here. GK 452. 

24. Or, "teaching, training, disciplining". On this word, see "disci
plined" in I Cor 11 :32. Related to "training" in 3: 16. 

25. Or, "become sober again, come to their senses again". Used only 
here. GK 392. Related to "be sober" in I Pet 1:13. 

26. Or, "captured alive". Elsewhere only in Lk 5:10, of the disciples 
"catching" men. GK 2436. The root word is "alive". 

27. Some think Paul means "caught by the devil for his will"; others, 
"caught by the Lord's bondservant for God's will"; others, "snare 
of the devil- having been caught by the devil- for God's will". 

28. On this phrase, note Heb I :2. 
29. Or, "hard, hard to bear, troublesome, hard to deal with, dangerous". 

Elsewhere only as "violent" in Mt 8:28. GK 5901. 
30. Or, "be at hand, be here, have come". On this word, see Heb 9:9. 

Same word as in 2 Thes 2:2. 
31. Used only here. GK 5796. 
32. Elsewhere only in Lk 16:14. GK 5795. Related word in I Tim 6:10. 
33. On this word, see Rom I :31. That is, "without natural affection" 

of parents and children. 
34. Or, "implacable, unforgiving". The root word means "truce". That 

is, unwilling to make a truce, to negotiate a solution, to be recon
ciled. Used only here. GK 836. 

35. Or, "powerless". Without power over oneself. Without moral power. 
Used only here. GK 203. Related word in I Cor 7:5. 

36. Or, "savage, brutal". Used only here. GK 466. 
37. Or, "without love of good". Used only here. GK 920. It is the neg-

ative of the word in Tit I :8. 
38. On this word, see "betrayer" in Act 7:52. 
39. Or, "slipping, pressing". Used only here. GK 1905. 
40. Or, "taking prisoner", figuratively. On this word, see 2 Cor 10:5. 
41. This is a diminutive of the word "woman", formed like "little

daughter" in Mk 5:23; "little-boy" in Jn 6:9; etc. Here, the sense 
of it is determined by the context. Some think it has a sense deroga
tory of the women described by the next three phrases, such as 
"weak-women, silly-women, foolish-women, gullible-women". 
Others think it is derogatory of the creepers, who prey on and cap
tivate "helpless-women, vulnerable-women". Used only here. GK 
I 220. Grammatically, the next three phrases refer to the "women", 
not to the ones creeping in. 

A. I Tim I :6, departed 8. Jn 4:23 C. Act 24: 15 D. Mt 24:32 E. Eph 2:8 F. I Tim 6: 19 G. Lk I :34 H. I Tim 4: I J. I Thes 4:4 K. I Tim 5: 17 
L.Phmll M.Mkl4:15 N.1Tim5:10b 0.1Cor6:18 P.1Corl4:1 Q.1Petl:l7 R.Titl:l5,clean S.Hebl2:25,refuse T.Tit3:9 
U. Rom 6: 17 V. Mt 16:21 W. I Tim 3:2 X. Eph 4:2 Y. Eph 1:22, give Z. 2 Cor 7: 10 AA. Rom 5: 16, resulting in BB. Col I :9 CC. Rom 11 :9 
DD. Mt 4:4, mankind EE. Jam 4:6 FF. I Tim I: 13 GG. Lk I: 17 HH. Lk 6:35 JJ. I Tim 3: 11 KK. I Tim 6:4 LL. I Jn I :8, have MM. Rom 2:20, 
embodiment NN. I Tim 2:2 00. 2 Tim 2: 12 PP. Mk 5:30 QQ. Lk 4: I RR. I Pet 4: I 0, diversified SS. Gal 5: 16 TT. Phil 4: 11 



2 Timothy 3:8 802 Verse 

.:i I J And the wayA Jannes and Jambres1 opposed8 Moses, in this manner these also oppose8 the X 
truth- peoplec having been corrupted as to the mind0

, disapproved2 with respect to the faith 

11 . But they will not advanceE further, for their follyF will be very-evident to everyone, 9 
as also the folly of those two came-to-be3 

-I·\. Now you closely-followed' my teachingG, way-of-life, purpose", faithi, patienceK, loveL, enduranceM, I fJ 

persecutions5, sufferingsN- such as happened to me at Antioch, at lconium, at Lystra6 I I 

11 l. Such persecutions I endured0 ! And the Lord deliveredr me out of them all 
21l. And indeed all the ones wanting7 to live godly8 in Christ Jesus will be persecuted9 12 
11 l But eviJCJ peoplec and impostors 10 will advanceE to the worse- deceivingR and being deceived I ' 

-11 l. But you, be continuing 11 in the things which you leamed5 and were convinced-of 1-1 

I ( · Knowing from whom 12 you leamed,"and that13 from babyhood14 you have known 15 the sacred16 I :i 
writings 17 being able to make you wise for salvationT, through faith in Christ Jesus 

11) All Scripture 18 is God-breathed 19, and profitable20 for teaching21 , for rebuking22, for I (1 

correcting23, for training24 in righteousness 

11 Jn order that the personc of God may be complete25 , having been equipped26 for I: 
every goodu work 

.~ \. I solemnly-charge27 you in the sight of God, and Christ Jesus28, the One going-tov judgew the Jiving and 
the dead29

, and30 by His appearance31 and His kingdomx-• proclaim32 the Wordv. Stand-at33 it in-season34, 

out-of-season35 • Rebuke36, wam37, exhort38 with all patiencez and instructionAA 

Ill. For there will be a time when they will not bear-with88 healthy39 teachingcc 

Ir· But while itching40 with respect to the hearing41, they will heap-up42 teachers/or themselves 
in accordance with their own desires00 

-1:1 

2< · And they will tum the hearing awayEE from the truth43- and be tumed-asideFF to mythsGG -1 

2ll. But you, be sober11
H in all things, suffer-hardship44 , do the workJJ of an evangelist45, fulfill 46 your 

ministryKK 



I. According to Jewish tradition, these were the names of Pharaoh's 
magicians who opposed Moses in Ex 7: 11, 22; 8:7, 18; 9: 11. These 
names are mentioned only here in the Bible. They opposed Moses 
by substituting a counterfeit (a human/demon-generated "miracle") 
and a teaching that "explained" Moses. GK 2612, 2614. 

2. That is, rejected after testing. On this word, see I Cor 9:27. It is the 
negative of"approved" in 2:15. 

3. Or, "proved to be". GK 1181. 
4. On this word, see "accompany" in Mk 16: 17. Some manuscripts 

say "have closely followed" {NJ, as in I Tim 4:6. 
5. On this word, see Mk 10:30. The related verb is in the next verse. 
6. Paul is referring to the events in Act 13:50-14:20, when he first 

came to these three cities. Timothy was found by Paul in Lystra on 
his second trip in Act 16: 1-3. Timothy may have been an eyewit
ness of some of these events. 

7. Or, "intending, desiring, wishing". On this word, see "willing" in 
Jn 7:17. 

R. Or, "in a godly manner". Elsewhere only in Tit 2:12. GK 2357. 
Related to "godliness" in I Tim 2:2. 

9. Same word as Mt 5:10-12, 44; 10:23; Lk 21:12; Jn 15:20; Act 9:4; 
22:4; Rom 12:14; I Cor 15:9. See "pursue" in I Cor 14:1 on it. 

I 0. Used only here, this word meant "one who howls enchantments; 
magicians, sorcerers, wizards". But it came to be used of"swindlers, 
deceivers, cheaters" in general. One who fools people. GK 1200. 

11. Or, "abiding, remaining". On this word, see "abide" in Jn 15:4. 
12. This word is plural, and includes Timothy's mother and grand

mother (I :5), and Paul, and perhaps others. Some manuscripts have 
it singular { B}. referring to Paul. 

13. Or, "learned- because indeed from babyhood ... ". 
14. Or, from "a baby, an infant". That is, from your earliest memory. 

On this word, see "baby" in Lk I :41. 
15. Literally, "you are knowing" from then until now. The Greek looks 

forward from the past. In English, we look backward from the pres
ent, ''you have known". 

16. Or, "holy". Same word as in Mark's short ending. Elsewhere only 
as "temple-duties" in I Cor 9:13. GK 2641. Related to "temple". 

17. The Scriptures (a different word, v 16) are called "sacred writings" 
only here. On this word, see Jn 7: 15. 

18. Or, "Every Scripture", that is, every book or passage. Or, "All God
breathed Scripture is also profitable ... ". On this word, see 2 Pet 3:16. 

19. Or, "God-inspired, inspired by God", the method being described 
in 2 Pet I :21. This word is made of two words, "God" and "to 
breathe, exhale". Used only here. GK 2535. This word is con
structed like "God-taught" in I Thes 4:9. 

20. Or, "useful, valuable, beneficial". Elsewhere only in I Tim 4:8; Tit 
3:8. GK 6068. The related verb is in Rom 2:25. 

21. Same word as in 3: 10; 4:3. On this noun, see I Tim 5: 17. 
22. That is, the refuting, exposing, rebuking, or conviction of sin or 

error. Used only here. GK 1791. Related to "rebuke" in 2 Pet 2: 16; 
"conviction" in Heb 11: I; and the verb in 2 Tim 4:2. 

23. Or, "improving, amending, restoring, reforming". Used only here. 

803 2 Timoth 4:5 

GK 2061. The root word is "make straight". Related to "correctly" 
in Mk 7:35; "reformation" in Heb 9: 10; and "straight" in Heb 12: 13. 

24. Or, "discipline, instruction, education". Same word as in Eph 6:4. 
Elsewhere only as "discipline" in Heb 12:5, 7, 8, 11. GK 4082. 
Related to "discipline" in 2 Cor 11 :32. 

25. Or, "perfect in its kind, fitted to its purpose, capable, proficient". 
Used only here. GK 787. 

26. Or, "furnished, completed, finished". Elsewhere only as "finished" 
in Act 21 :5. GK 1992. Related to "prepared" in Rom 9:22. 

27. On this word, see I Tim 5:21. Some manuscripts say "Therefore I 
solemnly charge" {N). 

28. Some manuscripts say "and of the Lord Jesus Christ" {K). 
29. That is, the ones alive at His coming, and the ones dead. Compare 

Act 10:42; I Pet4:5. 
30. Instead of"and", some manuscripts say "at" {B}, so that it says, "at 

His appearing and His kingdom". 
31. Same word as in v 8; 1:10. 
32. Or, "announce, make known, herald". This word means "to pro

claim as a herald" (compare the word in Phil I: 18). Used 61 times, 
as in Mt4:23; 10:7, 27; 24:14; 26:13; Mk 1:45; 5:20; 6:12; 7:36; 
16: 15; Lk 4: 18, 19; Act 8:5; 9:20; I 0:42; Rom 10: 14; I Cor I :23; 
2 Cor 4:5; 11 :4; Gal 2:2; 5: 11; Phil I: 15; Col I :23; I Thes 2:9; I 
Tim 3:16; 1Pet3:19; Rev 5:2. GK 3062. Related to "proclaimer" 
in I: 11; and "proclamation" in I Cor I :21. 

33. Or, "Stand by, Stand upon'', and therefore "Attend to it, Be ready". 
Same word as "stood near" in v 6. 

34. Or, "in a favorable opportunity, opportune-ly, conveniently". Else
where only as "conveniently" in Mk 14: 11. GK 2323. Related to 
"opportune" in Mk 6:21. 

35. This is related to the previous word. Used only here. GK J 78. 
36. Or, "Convict, Convince, Refute, Expose". Related to the word in 

3:16. On this word, see "expose" in Eph 5:11. 
37. Or, "rebuke, censure, reprove". Used only here by Paul. Same word 

as in Mt 12: 16; and as "rebuke" in Mt 8:26; 16:22; Mk 8:33; I 0:48; 
Lk 4:41; 9:55; 17:3; 18: 15; 19:39; 23:40; Jude 9. Used 29 times. 
GK 2203. Related to "punishment" in 2 Cor 2:6. 

38. Or, "encourage". On this word, see Rom 12:8. 
39. Or, "sound doctrine". This is a participle, "teaching being healthy". 

On this word and phrase, see I Tim I: 10. 
40. Or, "while being tickled". Used only here. GK 3117. 
41. Or, "the ear". It is singular. Same word as in v 4. On this word, see 

Heb 4:2. 
42. Or, "accumulate". Used only here. GK 2197. Related to "heaped" 

in 3:6. 
43. Paul uses grammar that emphasizes the contrast between the two 

halves of this sentence; from truth, to myths. 
44. Same word as in 2:9. On this word, see Jam 5: 13. Related word in 

2Tim 1:8. 
45. Or, "proclaimer of the gospel". On this word, see Eph 4: 11. 
46. Or, "accomplish, bring to completion". This is the same word Paul 

uses of his own ministry in v 17. On this word, see Lk I: I. 

A. Act 27:25 B. Eph 6: 13, resist C. Mt 4:4, mankind D. Rom 7:23 E. 2 Tim 2: 16 F. Lk 6: 11, rage G. I Tim 5: 17 H. Rom 8:28 J. Eph 2:8 
K.Heb6:12 L.1Jn4:16 M.Jaml:3 N.Phil3:10 0.1Corl0:13 P.Coll:13 Q.Act25:18 R.Jam5:19,err S.Phil4:11 T.Lkl9:9 
U. I Tim 5: !Ob V. Mk 10:32 W. Mt 7:1 X. Mt 3:2 Y. I Cor 12:8 Z. Heb 6: 12 AA. I Cor 14:6, teaching BB. 2 Cor 11 :4 CC. I Tim 5: 17 
DD.Gal5:16 EE.Heb 12:25,turnawayfrom FF. I Tim 1:6 GG. I Tim 1:4 HH. l Pet 1:13 JJ.Mt26:10 KK. I Cor 12:5 



2 Timothy 4:6 804 Verse 

:1 ll. For I am already being poured-out1, and the time of my departure2 has stood-near3 (, 

l ( ·. I have fought" the good fight. I have finishedA the course5. I have kept0 the faith6 7 
2C. Henceforth, the crownc of righteousness7 is reserved8 for me, which the Lord, the righteous 8 

judge, will render0 to me on that day- and not only to me, but also to all the ones having 
lovedE His appearanceF 

A. Be diligent9 to come to me quicklyG 

l. For Demas 10 deserted 11 me, having lovedE the present age 12, and went to Thessalonica 
2. Crescens has gone to Galatia, Titus to Dalmatia13 

·'· LukeH only is with me 
4. Having picked-up1 MarkK, bring him with yourself, for he is usefu!L to me for serviceM 
'\. And I sent-forthN Tychicus0 to Ephesus 
h. While coming, bring the cloak14 which I left-behindP in Troas with Carpus, and the books15-

especially the parchments 16 

B. Alexander the coppersmith 17 showed 18 many evi!O things against me. The Lord will render19 to 
him according to his works20, •as to whom, you also be guardingR yourself, for he greatly opposed21 

our words5 

( ·. At my first defense22, no one was present23 with me, but they all desertedT me. May it not be countedu 
against them 

I. But the Lord stood-byv me and strengthenedw me, in order that through me the proclamationx 
might be fulfilled24

, and all the Gentiles might hear25 

2. And I was deliveredv out of a lion's mouth26 

:I The27 Lord will delivery me from every evilz workAA, and He will save28 me into His heavenly88 

kingdomcc_ to Whom be the glory forever and ever00, amen 

D. Greet PriscaEE and Aquila, and the householdFF o/OnesiphorusGG 
L Erastus29 remainedHH in Corinth, but I left-behind30 Trophimusn sick31 in Miletus32 

F. Be diligent to come before winter 
Ci. Eubulus greets you, and [so do] Pudens, and Linus, and Claudia33, and all the brothersKK 
I I. The Lord34 be with your35 spirit. Grace be with you36 

'I 
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805 2 Timothy 4:22 

I. Or, "poured out as a sacrifice on the altar, poured out as a drink 
offering, offered up". Elsewhere only in Phil 2: 17, also of Paul. GK 
5064. This word is used in the OT of pouring a drink offering of 
wine at the foot of the altar, Num 28:7; Ex 29:40. 

2. Or, "loosing up, breaking up". That is, Paul's death. Used only here. 
GK 385. This word was used of soldiers "breaking" camp, of a ship 
weighing anchor. The related verb is in Phil 1:23. 

3. Or, "has stood by, is imminent, is impending". On this word, see 
"suddenly come upon" in Lk 21 :34. 

4. On this word, see "struggle" in I Tim 4: 10. Compare this same 
phrase in I Tim 6: 12. 

5. Or, "racecourse". Elsewhere only in Act 13:25; 20:24. GK 1536. 
Related to the verb "to run". 

6. Some think Paul means "I have been loyal to the faith"; others, "I 
have preserved the gospel entrusted to me". 

7. That is, consisting of or belonging to righteousness. On this word, 
see Rom 1:17. 

8. Or, "laid away". On this word, see Col I :5. 
9. Or, "Make haste, Make every effort". Same word as in v 21. On this 

word, see Eph 4:3. 
10. Demas is mentioned elsewhere only in Col 4:14 and Phm 24. GK 

1318. 
11. Or, "abandoned". Same word as in v 16. On this word, see "for

saken" in 2 Cor 4:9. 
12. Or, "world". Same word as Rom 12:2; I Cor I :20; 2:6; 2 Cor 4:4; 

Gal 1:4;Eph 1:21; I Tim6:17;Tit2:12;etc.GK/72. 
13. This is the district north and west of Macedonia, directly across the 

sea from Italy; the southern part ofillyricum (Rom 15:19). Used 
only here. GK I 23 7. 

14. This refers to a heavy outer coat. Used only here. GK 5742. 
15. Or, "scrolls", usually made from papyrus. Our word "Bible" comes 

from this word. On this word, see "scroll" in Rev 5: I. 
16. That is, scrolls made from animal skins, which were more expen

sive than papyrus scrolls. Used only here. GK 3521. 
17. Or, "blacksmith, metalworker". The root word is the word meaning 

"copper, brass, bronze" (GK 5910). But this word was also used 
of "metalworkers" in general, so "coppersmith" may be too spe
cific. Used only here. GK 5906. 

18. Or, "displayed, declared, demonstrated, exhibited, informed, 
charged". On this word, see "demonstrate" in Eph 2:7. Some think 

this took place at Paul's trial, where Alexander "informed against" 
Paul; others think it was more personal, perhaps physical harm. 
Some suggest this is the same Alexander as in I Tim I :20, or the 
one in Act 19:33. 

19. Same word as in v 8. On this word, see Mt 16:27. Some manu
scripts say "May the Lord render ... " { N}, making it a prayer. 

20. On this phrase, see Rev 20: I 2. 
21. On this word, see "resist" in Eph 6: 13. Some manuscripts say "he 

has greatly opposed" { N}. 
22. At the preliminary hearing, Paul was abandoned. On this word, 

see I Pet 3:15. 
23. Or, "stood by, came alongside, approached". No one supported 

Paul, or testified on his behalf. GK 4 I 34. 
24. Same word as in 4:5. 
25. This completed Paul's mission. He knew that he was to take the 

gospel all the way to the top of the Roman Empire, Act 23: 11; 27:23-
24. Having done this, he now says "I have finished the course'', v 7. 

26. Some think this is a general reference, meaning "great danger''. Paul 
was not immediately executed. Others think it is a specific reference 
to his accuser, or to the magistrate, or to Satan. If there was insuffi
cient evidence, Paul would be bound over to a later trial. At the final 
trial he was condemned and executed. This is why he asks Timothy 
twice to make every effort to come quickly, before winter, v 9, 21. 

27. Some manuscripts say "And the Lord ... " { N}. 
28. Or, "preserve, deliver". On this word, see Lk I 9: I 0. 
29. Some think this is the man mentioned in Act 19:22, and perhaps the 

one mentioned in Rom 16:23. GK 2235. 
30. Same word as in v 13. On this word, see Jude 6. 
31. That is, "being sick, ailing". Same word as in Mt I 0:8; Phil 2:26; 

and "weak" in Rom 14:1; I Cor 8:11. Used 33 times. GK 820. 
Related to "weakness" in Mt 8: 17. 

32. On this town, see Act 20:15. It is near this man's hometown of 
Ephesus. 

33. This is a woman's name. 
34. Some manuscripts say "The Lord Jesus Christ"; others, "The Lord 

Jesus" {B}. 
35. This is singular. 
36. This word is plural, as in I Tim 6:21. Some manuscripts have it sin

gular. Some add "amen" {A}. 

A.Revl0:7 B.1Jn5:18 C.Rev4:4 D.Mtl6:27 E.Jn21:15,devotedlylove F.2Thes2:8 G.Gall:6 H.Phm24 J.Actl:2,takenup 
K. I Pet 5: 13 L. Phm 11 M. I Cor 12:5, ministries N. Mk 3: 14, send out 0. Act 20:4 P. Jude 6 Q. 3 Jn 11 R. Jn 12:25, keep S. I Cor 12:8 
T. 2 Tim4:10 U. Rom 3:28, consider V. Rom 12:1, present W. 2 Tim 2:1, become strong X. I Cor 1:21 Y. Col 1:13 Z.Act 25:18 AA. Mt 26:10 
BB. Eph 3:10 CC. Mt 3:2 DD. Rev 20:10 EE. Rom 16:3 FF. Mk 3:20, house GG. 2 Tim 1:16 HH. Jn 15:4, abide JJ.Act 21:29 KK. Act 16:40 





807 Titus Overview 

Introduction 

I A. I left you on Crete in order that you might set straight the things lacking, and appoint elders in each 
city as I directed you- if one is blameless, a man of one woman, having believing children 

I B. For the overseer must be blameless, as God's steward 
2B. For there are many rebellious ones and deceivers whom it is necessary to silence 

2A. But you be speaking the things which are fitting for healthy teaching 

1:1-4 

1:5-6 

1:7-9 
1:10-16 

2:1 

1 B. That old men be sober, honorable, sound-minded, healthy in faith, love and endurance 2:2 
2B. That old women be reverent, not slanderous or drunks, teachers of the young women 2:3-5 
3B. Be exhorting younger men to be sound minded, following your example 2:6-8 
4B. Be exhorting slaves to be subject to their masters that they may adorn the teaching of our Savior 2:9-1 O 
5B. For the grace of God appeared bringing salvation for all people, instructing us how to live 2:11-14 
6B. Be speaking these things, and be exhorting and be rebuking with all authority 2: 15 

3A. Be reminding them to be subject to rulers, ready for good works, not quarrelsome but gentle to all 3: 1-2 

lB. For we also were once foolish, disobedient, being deceived and slaves to various desires 
2B. But when the kindness and love-for-mankind of our Savior God appeared, He saved us 
3B. And concerning these things I want you to be speaking confidently. These are good for people 
4B. But be shunning foolish controversies, genealogies, quarrels, and battles about the Law 
5B. Be declining a divisive person, knowing that such a one is perverted and self-condemned 

Conclusion 

3:3 
3:4-8 

3:8 
3:9 

3: 10-11 

3:12-15 



Titus 1:1 808 Verse 

.\. Paul, a slaveA of God, and an apostle8 of Jesus Christ 

I. In-relation-to1 the faith of the chosenc ones of God, and the knowledge0 of the truth which is in
accordance-with2 godlinessE 

~ On-the-basis-of3 the hopeF of eternal life, which the non-lying4 God promised before eternal times5 2 

a. But He revealed6 His wordG in His own times7- in the proclamationH which I was entrusted- :I 
withi according-to8 the commandK of our SaviorL God9 

B. To Titus 10, genuine 11 childM according-to 12 a common 13 faith 4 
( « Grace and peace 14 from God the Father and Christ Jesus 15 our Savior 

I A. For this reason I left you behindN in Crete, in order that you might set-straight16 the things lacking17, and ~ 

appoint18 elders19 in each city20 as I directed0 you-
0

if one is blameless21 , a man of one woman,22 having h 

believingP childrenM who are not under23 an accusation24 of wild-living25 or rebellious26 ones 

I B. For the overseer27 mustO be blameless, as God's steward28 

IC. Not self-willed29, not quick-tempered, not a drunkenR one, not a brawlers, not fond-of
shameful-gain30 

2(. But hospitable31 , a lover-of-good32, sound-minded33,just34, holyT, self-controlled35 " 
:IC·. Holding-on-to36 the faithfulP wordG in accordance with the teaching37, so that he may be able 'I 

both to exhort38 with39 healthy4° teaching and refute41 the ones contradicting42 

~B. For there are indeed43 many rebelliousu ones, worthless-talkers44
, and deceivers45- especially the Ill 

ones from the circumcisionv-"whom it-is-necessary46 to silence47 11 

I ( « Who are overturningw whole householdsX, teaching things which they ought not to48 teach for 
the sake of shameful49 gain50 

ID. One of them, their own prophet51 , said "Cretans are always liars, eviJY beastsz, lazyAA 12 
gluttons88

" 

:m. This testimonycc is true52 I ~ 

2C. For which reason, be rebuking00 them severeJyEE in order that they may be healthyFF in the 14 
faith,° not paying-attention-toGG Jewish mythsHH and commandmentsii ofpeopleKK turning
away-fromLL the truth 

I D All things are clean53 to the clean. But to the ones having been defiled54 and who are I~ 
unbelieving55 , nothing is clean56 



809 Titus 1:15 

I. Or, more specifically, "For, In the interest of; In accordance with, 
In harmony with". Some think Paul means his apostleship is "in 
harmony with" the faith of the chosen, because their faith is in har
mony with God's truth. Others think he means his apostleship is "in 
the interest of, toward the furtherance of" their faith. GK 2848. 

2. Same word as "in relation to" earlier. Some think Paul means "in 
accordance with" godliness; others, "furthering" or "leading to" 
godliness. 

3. Or, "For, Upon, In, In reference to". Some think Paul means "apos
tle ... on the basis of(or resting on) this hope". He was sent out based 
on this hope for the faith and knowledge of the chosen ones. Others 
think this is a further description of the faith and knowledge, "the 
faith ... and knowledge ... which are based on (or resting on) this 
hope". making this point a. GK 2093. 

4. That is, truthful. Paul refers to God in this way because of the Cretans' 
well-known problem with lying. See v 12. Used only here. GK 950. 

5. On "eternal times", see 2 Tim I :9. Before the beginning of time. 
6. Same word as in 2 Tim I: 10. 
7. On "in His own times", see I Tim 2:6. 
8. Or, "based on". GK 2848. 
9. The phrase "our Savior God" is also in I Tim 2:3; Tit 2: 10; 3:4. 
I 0. Titus is mentioned elsewhere only in 2 Cor 2: 13; 7:6, 13, 14; 8:6, 

16, 23; 12:18: Gal 2:1, 3; 2 Tim 4:10. GK 5519. On the writing of 
this letter, see Act 28:30. 

11. Same word as in I Tim I :2. The idea is "legitimately born". 
12. Or, "in relation to, in the interest of, based on". GK 2848. 
13. Or, "shared". Same word as in Jude 3. 
14. Some manuscripts say "Grace, mercy, peace from ... " {A}. 
15. Some manuscripts say "and the Lord Jesus Christ" {N}. 
16. Or, "correct, set in order". Used only here. GK 2114. The root word 

is "straight". Related to "correcting" in 2 Tim 3: 16. 
17. Or, "falling short". That is, the things left to be done. Same word as 

in 3: 13. On this word, see Jam I :5. 
18. Or, "put in charge". On this word, see "put in charge" in Act 6:3. 
19. Thal is, church leaders. On this word, see I Tim 5: 17. 
20. Or, "city by city", more literally, "according to city". Compare 

Act 14:23. 
21. Or, "unaccused" of doing anything wrong, "not having been called 

in" on any charge. Elsewhere only in v 7; I Tim 3: 10; I Cor 1:8; 
Col I :22. GK 441. 

22. Or, "husband of one wife". On this phrase, see I Tim 3:2. 
23. Or, "in the sphere of". Same word as in Rom 2: 12. This phrase 

describes the children. This requirement is positively stated in I 
Tim 3:4. 

24. Or, "charge". On the reason for this requirement, see I Tim 3:5. 
Elsewhere only in I Tim 5: 19; Jn 18:29. GK 2990. Related to 
"accuse" in Jn 5:45. 

25. On this word, see Eph 5: 18. This is the opposite of"filled with the 
Spirit". 

26. Same word as in v IO; I Tim I :9. Elsewhere only as "not subject" 
in Heb 2:8. GK 538. This word also describes the children. 

27. Note that "elder" and "overseer'' are used here with reference to the 
same person. On this word, see Phil I: I. 

28. Or, "household manager, administrator''. On this word, see I Pet 4: IO. 

29. Or, "stubborn, arrogant, self-pleasing, obstinate". Elsewhere only 
in 2 Pet 2:10. GK 881. 

30. Or, "fond of dishonorable, disgraceful, dishonest gain; avaricious". 
Elsewhere only in I Tim 3:8. GK 153. Related to "greedily" in I 
Pet 5:2. This word is made up of the two words which are used sep
arately in v 11- "shameful" and "gains". 

31. That is, a lover of strangers. Elsewhere only in I Tim 3:2; I Pet 4:9. 
GK 5811. Related to "hospitality" in Heb 13:2. 

32. Or, "good-loving". Used only here. GK 5787. 
33. Same word as in 2:2, 5. On this word, see I Tim 3:2. 
34. Thal is, law-abiding, observant of right, upright, right with God and 

their fellow man. On this word, see "righteous" in Rom I : 17. 
35. Used only here. GK 1604. On the related words, see I Cor 7:9. 
36. Or, "Being devoted to". On this word, see I Thes 5: 14. 
37. That is, the apostolic teaching or doctrine he had received. 
38. Same word as in 2:6, 15. On this word, see Rom 12:8. 
39. Or, "in, by, by means of". GK 1877. 
40. This is a participle, "teaching being healthy". On this word, see 

I Tim 1:10. 
41. Or, "correct, rebuke". Same word as "rebuke" in v 13; 2: 15. On this 

word, see "expose" in Eph 5: 11. 
42. Or, "opposing, talking back, speaking against". Same word as in 

2:9. On this word, see Rom 10:21. 
43. Some manuscripts omit this word, {C}. 
44. That is, ones talking of worthless, futile, vain, pointless things. 

Used only here. GK 3468. Related word in I Tim I :6. 
45. This word means ones who deceive the understanding. Used only 

here. GK 5855. Related word in Gal 6:3. 
46. Or, "whom one must silence". On this idiom, see "must" in Mt 16:21. 
47. Or, "muzzle, bridle, gag, stop the mouth". Used only here. GK 

2187. The root word is "mouth". 
48. On "ought to", see Act 25: I 0. 
49. Or, "disgraceful". Elsewhere only in I Cor 11 :6; 14:35; Eph 5:12. GK 

156. Related to "shame" in Heb 12:2, and "put to shame" in I Jn 2:28. 
50. Or, "advantage, profit". On this word, see Phil 3:7. 
51. Paul quotes Epimenides, a Cretan poet/philosopher born in 659 B.c. 
52. The Cretans' conduct was proverbial. Their name "Cretan" was 

turned into a verb which meant "to lie like a Cretan". For exam
ple, they claimed to have the temple of Zeus on their island, one 
of their more famous lies. Note "non-lying" in I :2. 

53. This (v 15-16) is a "severe rebuke". Or, "pure". Same word as in Jn 
13:10; 15:3;Act 18:6; Rom 14:20; I Tim3:9;2Tim 1:3 Rev 15:6; 
and as "pure" in Mt 5:8; I Tim I :5; 2 Tim 2:22; Jam I :27; I Pet 
I :22. Used 27 times. GK 2754. Related to "cleansed" in Heb 9:22. 

54. Or, "stained, polluted". That is, morally corrupted. Elsewhere only 
in Jn 18:28; Heb 12: 15; Jude 8. GK 3620. Related to "defilement" 
in 2 Pet 2:10. 

55. Or, "unbelievers". On this adjective, see Mt 17: 17. Paul joins a par
ticiple and an adjective in a twofold description of these people, 
"the having been defiled and unbelieving ones". On this unusual 
grammar, see I Tim 4:3. 

56. That is, all external things are ritually clean to those spiritually 
clean on the inside, that is, saved. But to those defiled on the inside, 
nothing on the outside is truly clean. Thus, to the saved, all foods 

A. Rom 6:17 B. 1Cor12:28 C. Rom 8:33 D. Col 1:9 E. I Tim 2:2 F. Col 1:5 G. I Cor 12:8 H. I Cor 1:21 J. Jn 3:36, believe 
K. Rom 16:26 L. Lk 1:47 M. I Jn 3:1 N. Jude 6, left behind 0. I Cor 7:17 P. Col 1:2, faithful Q. Mt 16:21 R. I Tim 3:3 S. I Tim 3:3 
T. Heb 7:26 U. Tit I :6 V. Eph 2: 11, circumcised W. 2 Tim 2: 18 X. Mk 3:20, house Y. 3 Jn 11 Z. Rev 13: I AA. Jam 2:20, useless 
BB. I Thes 5:3, womb CC. Jn I :7 DD. Eph 5: 11, expose EE. 2 Cor 13: 10 FF. I Tim I: IO GG. I Tim 3:8 HH. I Tim I :4 JJ. Mk 12:28 
KK. Mt 4:4, mankind LL. Heb 12:25 



Titus 1:16 810 Verse 

11 ·. But both their mindA and conscience8 have been defiledc 
21.. They are confessing 1 to know God, but by their works0 they are denyingE Him I 1, 

IF Being detestable2, and disobedientF, and disapproved3 for every goodG work 

2.\. But you be speakingH the things which are fitting4for healthy1 teaching5
- 2: 1 

11 l. That old-men6 be soberK, honorabieL, sound-mindedM 

1 ( ·. Being healthy! in faithN, in love0 , in enduranceP 

2 fl. That old-women7 similarly be reverent8 in behavior, not slanderouso, not having been enslavedR to _< 

much wine5, teachers-of-good9 

I c . In order that they may train 10 the young women to be 4 

I J) Husband-lovers, children-lovers 11 

2D. Sound-mindedM, pureT, working-at-home 12, goodG 
_, D. While being subjectu to their own husbands 
4D. In order that the wordv of God may not be blasphemedw 

_, ll. Be exhortingx the younger 13 men similarly to be sound-minded14 ·with-respect-to 15 all things, while Ii-~ 
showing 16 yourself as a pattern 17 of goody works 

IC . In your teaching showing uncorruptness18
, dignity 19

, •healthyz uncondemnable20 speechv ~ 
2< · In order that the one from the contrary21 side may be ashamed22, having nothing badAA to say 

about us23 

41l. Be exhorting slaves0 B to be subjectu to their own masterscc in all24 things '' 

I< To be pleasing00, not contradictingEE:not pilferingFF, but demonstrating25 all goodG faith26 111 

2C . In order that they may adorn27 the teaching of our SaviorGG God in all things 

SI l. For the graceHH of God appeared28 bringing-salvation29 for all people30, •trainingl1 us that I 1-1: 

I ( ·. Having deniedE ungodlinessKK and worldly31 desiresLL 
2< · We should live sound-mindedly32 and righteous(yMM and godlyNN in the present age: while 1 ' 

waiting-for0° the blessedrr hopeOO and appearanceRR of the glory of our great God and Savior33 

Jesus Christ34 

1 IJ. Who gave Himself for us in order that He might redeem55 us from all lawlessness rr, and 14 
might cleanseuu for Himself a speciaP5 people- zealotsvv for good36 works 

!ill. Be speakingH these things, and be exhortingx, and be rebuking37 with all authority38 • Let no one be I.' 
disregarding39 you 



811 Titus 2:15 

are clean because they are not under any law or requirement regard
ing foods, I Tim 4:4-5. But to unbelievers, even the dietary "laws" 
they do obey do not bring them purity because they themselves are 
defiled, not the foods. 

I. Same word as in Rom 10:9-10. On this word, see I Tim 6:12. 
2. Used only here. GK 1008. Related to "abomination" in Rev 17:4. 
3. Or, "rejected, disqualified, failing to meet the test". On this word, 

see I Cor 9:27. 
4. Or, "proper". On this word, see I Cor 11: 13. 
5. Same phrase as in I :9. 
6. Or, "aged men". This term refers to what we would call "middle

aged" and "senior" men, the older generations who are to be an 
example to the younger one. Elsewhere only in Lk I: 18; Phm 9 
(of Paul in his fifties). GK 4566. Related to "elder" in I :5, which 
is the comparative form, "older, elder". 

7. Same word as "old men" (v 2), except feminine in form. Used only 
here. GK 4567. 

8. Or, "like a holy person, like a priestess". Used only here. GK 2640. 
Related to "priest, temple". 

9. Or, "teaching-what-is-good". Used only here. GK 2815. 
I 0. Or, "advise, urge". The idea is "train the mind, make sound-minded, 

bring good sense". Used only here. GK 5405. Same root word as 
"sound-minded" in 2:2, 5; "sound-mindedly" in 2: 12; and "to be 
sound-minded" in 2:6. 

11. Or, "Husband-loving, children-loving". Both are used only here. 
GK 5791and5817. 

12. This rare word is used only here. The emphasis is on "working", so 
as not to be idle busybodies, I Tim 5: 13. GK 3877. Some manu
scripts have another word meaning "watching the home, house
keeping" and "mistress of the house" {N}. 

13. Same word as "young" in v 4, except this is masculine and com
parative in form, "younger". "Young" is found only in Tit 2:4; 
"younger"isinLk 15:12, 13;22:26;Jn21:18;Act5:6; I Tim5:1, 
2, 11, 14; Tit 2:6; I Pet 5:5. On this word, see "new" in Mk 2:22. 

14. Or, "be sensible, serious". On this verb, see Rom 12:3. See I Tim 
3 :2 for related words. 

15. Others take this phrase with what follows," ... sound-minded, while 
with respect to all things showing ... ". 

16. Or, "presenting, offering". Same word as "offering" in Lk 6:29, and 
"showing" in Act 28:2. On this word, see "grant" in Act 17:31. 

17. Or, "example". On this word, see I Pet 5:3. Paul did this in Phil 
3: 17; 2 Thes 3:9; etc. 

18. Or, "lack of corruption; soundness, purity". Used only here. GK 
917. Related to "undecayable" in I Cor 15:52. 

19. Or, "seriousness". On this word, see I Tim 3:4. Some manuscripts 
add next "incorruptibility" {N). 

20. That is, not blameworthy, beyond reproach. Used only here. GK 
183. It is the negative of the word "condemn" in Gal 2:11. 

21. Or, "opposite". Or, "the one contrary, the opponent". Used by Paul 
of doing things "contrary to the name of Jesus" in Act 26:9, and 
"nothing contrary to our people" in Act 28: 17. On this word, see I 
Thes 2:15. 

22. Or, "may be turned on himself". On this word, see "have regard 
for" in Lk 18:2. 

23. Some manuscripts say "you" {N}. 
24. This is the Greek word order. Some take this phrase with what fol

lows, "to be pleasing in all things". 
25. Or, "showing". Same word as in 3:2. On this word, see Eph 2:7. Not 

the same word as "showing" in Tit 2:7. 
26. Or, "fidelity, faithfulness". That is, genuine faithfulness, not eye

service, Eph 6:6. Act in good faith. On this word, see Eph 2:8. 
27. Or, "decorate, make attractive". On this word, see I Tim 2:9. 
28. Or, "showed itself, made an appearance". Paul is referring to the 

first coming of Christ. Same word as in 3:4; Act 27:20. Elsewhere 
only as "shine upon" in Lk I :79. GK 22 JO. Related to "appearance" 
in v 13. 

29. Or, ''the grace of God bringing salvation appeared/or all people ... ". 
Used only here. GK 5403. Related to "salvation" in Lk 2:30 and 19:9. 

30. Paul may mean "all humanity". Grace appeared providing the 
opportunity for salvation to all, I Tim 2:4. Or he may mean "all 
kinds" of people. Note the context (v 1-10) is men and women, 
young and old, slave and master. 

31. That is, pertaining to this world. On this word, see "earthly" in 
Heb9:1. 

32. Or, "sensibly, moderately, prudently". Used only here. GK 5407. 
See related words in I Tim 3 :2. 

33. Some think Paul is calling Jesus our "great God and Savior". Oth
ers render this "of the glory of the great God and our Savior", refer
ring to the Father and the Son. Consult the commentaries. Compare 
2 Pet 1:1. 

34. Some manuscripts say "Christ Jesus" (N). 
35. Or, "chosen". Used only here. GK 4342. Used in the OT of Israel 

as "a special (or peculiar) people (or a people for God's own pos
session, a treasured possession) above all nations" in Ex 19:5; Deut 
7:6; 14:2; 26:18. 

36. Or, "beautiful, commendable, praiseworthy, outwardly good". GK 
2819. This "good works" is elsewhere only in Mt 5:16; 26:10; Mk 
14:6; Jn 10:32, 33; I Tim 3: I; 5: IOa, 25; 6: 18; Tit 2:7; 3:8, 14; Heb 
10:24; I Pet 2: 12. See also the "good works" phrase in Rom 2:7. 
Compare Jam 2: 14-26. 

37. Same word as in 1:13; 2 Tim 4:2. On this word, see "expose" in 
Eph5:11. 

38. Or, "command", as this word is used in I :3. 
39. Used only here. GK 4368. Related to "look down on" in I Tim 4: 11. 

A. Rom 7:23 B. Act 23:1 C. Tit 1:15 D. Mt 26:10 E. 2 Tim 2:12 F. Lk 1:17 G. I Tim 5:10b H. Jn 12:49 J. I Tim 1:10 K. I Tim 3:2 
L. I Tim 3:8 M. I Tim 3:2 N. Eph 2:8 0. I Jn 4:16 P. Jam I :3 Q. I Tim 3: 11 R. Rom 6:18 S. I Tim 5:23 T. I Pet 3:2 U. Eph 5:21 
V.1Corl2:8,word W.1Tim6:1 X.Roml2:8 Y.1Tim5:10a Z.Mtl2:13 AA.Jam3:16 BB.Rom6:17 CC.Jude4 DD.Eph5:10 
EE. Rom 10:21 FF. Act 5:21, kept back GG. Tit 1:3 HH. Eph 2:8 JJ. I Cor 11:32, disciplined KK. Rom 1:18 LL. Gal 5: 16 MM. I Cor 15:34 
NN.2Tim3:12 OO.Act24:15 PP.Lk6:20 QQ.Co11:5 RR.2Thes2:8 SS.1Pet1:18 TT.1Jn3:4 UU.Heb9:22 VV.1Corl4:12 



Titus 3: I 812 Verse 

.1.\. Be remindingA them to be subject8 to rulersc, to authorities;' to be obedient2
; to be ready0 for every ~:I 

goodE work;"to blasphemeF no one; to be non-quarrelsomeG, kindH, demonstrating1 all gentleness3 toward 2 
all peopJeK 

I IL For we also were once foolish4, disobedientL, being deceivedM, being-slaves5 to various desiresN ~ 

and pleasures0 , spendingP life in malice6 and envyO, detested7, hatingR one another 
21l. But when the kindness5 and love-for-mankind8 of our SaviorT God appearedu, 

0

He savedv us9 4-' 

I ( Not by worksw which we did in [our] righteousness 
2C. But according-to 10 His mercyX, through a washing 11 ofregeneration 12 and a renewing13 of the 

Holy Spirit 

l D. Whom He richly poured-outv upon us through Jesus Christ our SaviorT 

3( . In order that having been declared-righteousz by the graceAA of that One, we might become 
heirs88 according-to 14 the hopecc of eternal life 15 

4l . The saying00 is trustworthyEE S 

·'I~. And concerning these things, I want you to be speaking-confidentJyFF, in order that the ones having 
believed in God may be careful 16 to take-the-lead17 in goodGG worksw. These things are goodGG and 
profitableHH for peopleK 

41l. But be shunning18 foolish 19 controversiesJJ, and genealogiesKK, and quarreJsLL, and battlesMM lJ 

pertaining-to-the-Law. For they are unprofitabJeNN and worthless20 

:il3. Be declining21 a divisive22 personK after a first and second admonition°0 , "knowing that such a one I 0-1 I 
has been perverted23 and is sinning, being self-condemned 

:\. When I send Artemas or Tychicusrr to you, be diligentQQ to come to me in Nicopolis24, for I have I:' 
deterrninedRR to spend-the-winter there 

ll. Diligently25 send-forward26 Zenas the Iawyer27 and Apollos, in order that nothing may be Iacking55 I 3 
for them 

( ·. And let our people also be learning to take-the-lead in goodGG works for necessary28 needs29, in order 1-1 
that they may not be unfruitfu!TI 

I). All the ones with me greet you I 5 
L. Greet the ones loving30 us in the faith 
I . Grace be with you alP 1 



813 Titus 3: 15 

I. Or, "to be subject to rulers; to obey authorities". The Greek word 
order is " ... them to rulers, to authorities, to be subject, to be obe
dient". Some manuscripts say "to be subject to rulers and authori
ties, to be obedient" { B}. 

2. This word means "to obey one in authority". On this word, see 
"obey" in Act 27:21. 

3. Same two words as in 2 Cor 10: I, "the gentleness and kindness of 
Christ". On this word, see Eph 4:2. 

4. Or, "senseless, without understanding". Elsewhere only in Lk 
24:25; Rom I: 14; Gal 3: I, 3; I Tim 6:9. GK 485. 

5. Or, "serving as slaves". On this word, see "are slaves" in Rom 6:6. 
6. That is, the desire to cause pain or distress in others. On this word, 

see "badness" in I Pet 2: I. 
7. Or, "loathed, hated; detestable, loathsome; hateful". Used only here. 

GK 5 I 44. Not related to the next word. 
8. Elsewhere only as "humaneness" in Act 28:2. GK 5792. The Greek 

is philanthropia. Related to "humanely" in Act 27:3. 
9. In the Greek word order, "He saved us" is after "mercy", giving it 

Paul's emphasis. 
10. Or, "based on, by way of". GK 2848. 
11. On this word, see Eph 5:26. Some think Paul means the washing 

leading to regeneration; that is, water baptism, the Christian rite of 
initiation. Others think he means the spiritual washing proceeding 
from regeneration; that is, the cleansing of our sin that occurs at the 
new birth. 

12. Or, "rebirth". Elsewhere only in Mt 19:28 of the future Messianic 
age. GK 4098. 

13. Or, "renewal". That is, the renewing to a new life proceeding from 
the Spirit. God saved us through the "bath" ofa rebirth (Jn 3:3), and 
the "renewing" to a new life being performed by the Holy Spirit. 
Elsewhere only in Rom 12:2. GK 364. Related to the verbs in 2 Cor 
4: 16 and Heb 6:6. 

14. Or, "with respect to, in accordance with, based on". GK 2848. 
15. This is the Greek word order. Some think Paul means "heirs of eter

nal life in accordance with [our present) hope"; others, "heirs, in 
accordance with [our present] hope of eternal life". 

16. Or, "give thought, be intent, be concerned". Used only here. GK 
5863. Related to "think" in Rom 8:5. 

17. Or, "put themselves at the head, busy oneself with". Same word as 
in v 14. On this word, see "leading" in Rom 12:8. 

18. Same word as in 2 Tim 2: 16. 
19. Or, "stupid, silly". Same word as in Mt 7:26; 23:17; 25:2, 3, 8; I 

Cor 1:25, 27; 3:18; 4:10; 2 Tim 2:23. Elsewhere only as "fool" in 
Mt 5:22. GK 3704. Related to "foolishness" in I Cor 2: 14. 

20. Or, "useless, futile, pointless". On this word, see "futile" in 1 Cor 
15:17. 

21. Or, "refusing" and therefore "rejecting, avoiding". Refuse to talk or 
have anything to do with a divisive person. Warn him, but do not 
debate with him. If he fails to respond, refuse his company. Same 
word as in I Tim 4:7; 5: 11; 2 Tim 2:23. On this word, see "refuse" 
in Heb 12:25. 

22. Or, "factious". Used only here. GK 148. Related to "faction" in I 
Cor 11:19. 

23. Or, "turned aside, turned-from [the right path]". Used only here. 
GK 1750. 

24. Some think this is the city in western Greece. There are other cities 
by this name. Used only here. GK 3776. 

25. Or, "With haste, Urgently". Same word as in 2 Tim I: 17. Elsewhere 
only as "eagerly" in Phil 2:28; and "earnestly" in Lk 7:4. GK 5081. 
Related to "earnestness" in 2 Cor 8: 16. 

26. Or, "accompany". On this word, see Rom 15:24. 
27. That is, the expert in Roman law (probably). On this word, see 

"Law-expert" in Lk 7:30. 
28. Or, "indispensable, pressing, required". For example, needs such as 

helping with whatever Zenas and Apollos may be lacking for their 
journey. Same word as in Act 13:46; I Cor 12:22; 2 Cor 9:5; Phil 
I :24; 2:25; Heb 8:3. Elsewhere only as "close" in Act I 0:24. GK 
338. Related to "compel" in Gal 6: 12. 

29. Used 49 times. GK 5970. 
30. Paul uses this word only one other time, I Cor 16:22. On this word, 

see "affectionately love" in Jn 21: 15. 
31. Some manuscripts add "amen" {A}. 

A. Jn 14:26 B. Eph 5:21 C. Col 1:18, beginning D. Mk 14:15, prepared E. I Tim 5:10b F. I Tim 6:1 G. I Tim 3:3 H. Phil 4:5, kindness 
J.Eph2:7 K.Mt4:4,mankind L.Lkl:l7 M.Jam5:19,err N.Gal5:16 O.Lk8:14 P.1Tim2:2 Q.Mkl5:10 R.Rom9:13 S.Rom3:12, 
goodness T. Tit 1:3 U. Tit 2:11 V. Lk 19:10 W. Mt 26:10 X. Mt 9:13 Y. Act 2:17 Z. Rom 3:24 AA. Eph 2:8 BB. Rom 8:17 CC. Col 1:5 
DD. I Cor 12:8, word EE. Col I :2, faithful FF. I Tim I :7 GG. I Tim 5: lOa HH. 2 Tim 3: 16 JJ. I Tim 6:4 KK. I Tim I :4 LL. I Cor I: 11 
MM. 2 Tim 2:23 NN. Heb 7:18, unprofitableness 00. Eph 6:4 PP. Act 20:4 QQ. Eph 4:3 RR. Mt 7:1,judge SS. Jam 1:5 TT. I Cor 14:14 





815 Philemon Overview 

Introduction 1-3 

I A. I am giving thanks to my God always 4 

18. Making mention of you in my prayers so the fellowship of your faith may become effective 4-6 
28. For I had much joy in your love, because the saints have been refreshed through you 7 

2A. Therefore, although having boldness to command you, I rather am appealing to you for Onesimus 8-10 

18. Whom I fathered in my imprisonment 
28. The one formerly useless to you, but now useful both to you and to me 
38. Whom I sent back to you 
48. Whom I was wishing to hold back with myself, but not without your consent. 

10 
11 
12 

13-16 

3A. Therefore, if you hold me as a partner, accept him as me. Ifhe owes you anything, I will repay 17-19 
4A. Yes, brother, may I profit from you in the Lord. Refresh my deep feelings in Christ 20 

Conclusion 21-25 



Philemon I 816 Verse 

\. Paul, a prisonerA of Christ Jesus', and Timothy our brother I. I 
ll. To Philemon,2 our beloved8 one and fellow-worker= 

I . And to Apphia our sister1 2 
2. And to Archippus4 our fellow-soldier5 
, And to the church at your house 

( ·. Grace to you and peace from God our Father and the Lord Jesus Christ :; 

I \. I am giving-thanks0 to my God always6 4 

J ll. Making mention of you in my prayers"while hearing-a/your loveE and faith7 which you have toward 5 
the Lord Jesus and for all the saintsF 

I ( So that8 the fellowship9 of your faithG may become 10 effective" by12 the knowledgeH of every 6 
goodi thing13 in us 14 for 15 Christ 

.? ll For I had 16 much joyK and encouragementL in 17 your love, because the deep-feelingsM of the saints 
have been refreshed18 through you, brother 

~ \. Therefore, [although] having much boldnessN in Christ to be commanding0 you to do the fitting 19 thing, 
for the sake of love I am rather appealingP- being such a one as20 Paul, an old-man21 , and now also a 
prisonerA a/Christ Jesus22-"I am appealing to you concerning my childO Onesimus23 

I Ii. Whom I fatheredR in my imprisonment5 

lJ 

Ill 

21 l. The one formerly useless24 to you, but now useful25 both26 to you and to me I I 
3 ll. Whom I sent-backT to you- him27, that is, my own deep feelings 28 ! I:' 
-J.ll. Whom I was wishingu to hold-backv with myself, in order that on behalf of you, he might be I.~ 

servingw me in my imprisonment29 for the good-newsx 

I c But without your consent v, I wantedz to do nothing, in order that your good30 deed should not 14 

be as-ifbased-on31 compulsion32, but based-on willingness33 

2( · For34 perhaps for this reason he was separated35 for an hour- in order that you might receive I' 
him in full 36 forever 

ID. No longer as a slaveAA, but beyond a slave- a beloved8 brother88 I'' 

11. Especially to me 
21. But how much more to you- both in the fleshcc, and in the Lord! 37 

~.\. Therefore if you hold me as a partner00, acceptEE him as me38 • •And if as to anything39 he wronged40 you 1--1 ~ 
or owesFF you, charge this to my account4 1• "I, Paul, wrote it with my own hand- I will repay42 I q 

11 l. In order that I may not be saying to you that you indeed owe43 yourself to me44 



817 Philemon 19 

I. Some manuscripts say "Jesus Christ" {K}. 
2. Phi lemon is not mentioned elsewhere. Apphia is probably his wife. 
3. Some manuscripts say "And to the beloved Apphia" {A}. 
4. This man is also mentioned in Col 4: 17. He was a leader in the 

church at Philemon's house in Colossae. Some think he was also a 
relative of Phi lemon- perhaps his son, or a friend of the family. 

5. Elsewhere only in Phil 2:25. GK 5369. 
6. In the Greek word order, this word stands here. Some take it with 

"[ am giving thanks"; others with "making mention". The same 
issue arises in Col I :3. 

7. Or, "faithfulness". Only here does Paul say "love and faith" instead 
of"faith and love". This is the Greek word order. Some think both 
"love and faith" are toward the Lord and for the saints, viewing faith 
toward the Lord as "spiritual" faith, and faith toward the saints as 
"practical" faith in action, or as faithfulness. Others regroup these 
phrases as "love for all the saints" and "faith toward the Lord 
Jesus", as Paul says in Col 1:4; Eph 1:15. 

8. What follows is the content and goal of Paul's prayer for Philemon. 
9. Or, "contribution, participation, partnership, sharing". Some think 

Paul means ''that the partnership of your faith with ours (or, the faith 
which you share in common with us) may be the source of effec
tive service in you". Others think he means "that the contribution 
or sharing of your faith toward the needs of others may become 
effective", both toward spiritual and material needs. Others think he 
means "that the fellowship or participation that others have in your 
faith may become effective in them". On this word, see l Cor l :9. 

10. Or, "prove to be". GK 1181. 
11. Or, "active". On this word, see Heb 4: l 2. 
12. Or, "in". Some think this gives the means by which the faith 

becomes effective; others, the sphere in which it is to become 
effective. GK 1877. 

13. Some manuscripts say "every good work" {N}. 
14. That is, us Christians. Some manuscripts say "in you" (plural) {B }, 

that is, "in you" or "among you" there. 
15. Or, "in". Some think Paul means "become effective ... for Christ"; 

others, "every good thing ... for Christ"; others, "in us for Christ". 
Some manuscripts say "Christ Jesus" {N}. GK 1650. 

16. Some manuscripts say "For we have" {N}. 
17. Or, "on the basis of, in reference to". GK 2093. 
18. Or, "revived, given rest". Same word as in v 20; I Cor 16: 18; 2 Cor 

7:13. Elsewhere only as "give rest" in Mt 11:28; and "rest" in Mt 
26:45; Mk 6:31; 14:41; Lk 12:19; I Pet4:14; Rev 6: 11; 14:13. GK 
399. Related to "rest" in Mt 12:43. 

19. Or, "proper, right". This is a participle, "the thing being fitting". 
Elsewhere only in Eph 5:4; Col 3:18. GK 465. 

20. Some start a new sentence here." ... being such a one [as prefers to 
appeal rather than command]. As Paul- an old man, and now also 
a prisoner of Christ Jesus- I am appealing to you". Others take this 
whole phrase with what follows, " ... rather appealing. Being such 
a one as ... I am appealing to you". 

21. Paul was in his fifties. On this word, see Tit 2:2. Some think Paul 
means "ambassador", as the related verb means in Eph 6:20. 

22. Some manuscripts say "Jesus Christ" {K}. 
23. This man was a runaway slave belonging to Philemon. He is men-

tioned elsewhere only in Col 4:9. GK 3946. 

24. This is a play on words because his name, Onesimus, means "use-
ful". Used only here. GK 947. Related to "unprofitable" in Mt 25:30. 

25. Elsewhere only in 2 Tim 2:21; 4:11. GK 2378. 
26. Some manuscripts omit this word {CJ . 
27. This is the Greek word order of this verse. That is, not just him, but 

my own deep feelings as well; him- nay, my own deep feelings! 
Some manuscripts say for verse 12, "I sent him, that is, my own deep 
feelings, back to you"; others, "I sent him back. Now you receive 
him, that is, my own deep feelings" { B}. There are other variations. 

28. Onesimus represents Paul's deep feelings, which he sent back to 
Philemon hoping that Philemon would refresh them (v 20), as he 
had others (v 7). Same word as in v 7. 

29. Paul abandoned this wish and sent Onesimus back. 
30. Some think Paul is referring to Philemon 's theoretical good deed 

toward Paul had Paul kept Onesimus for service. Others think he 
is referring to Phi lemon's future "goodness" in general, however he 
might choose to display it. Paul is not directly asking or expecting 
him to sent Onesimus back. He simply did not want any goodness 
by Phi lemon to be forced. On this word, see I Tim 5: I Ob. 

31. Or, "according to, by way of". GK 2848. 
32. Or, "force, necessity". That is, because you were forced to approve 

of it because I kept him here. On this word see "necessity" in I Cor 
7:26. Related to "by compulsion" in I Pet 5:2. 

33. Or, "voluntary choice". That is, "not as if by force, but by volun
tary choice", "not as if forcibly, but voluntarily". Used only here. 
GK 1730. On related words, see I Pet 5:2. 

34. This is a second reason Paul did not keep Onesimus. Perhaps what 
follows is God's purpose for them in all this. 

35. Notice Paul does not say "ran away, fled". He makes no mention of 
the culpability of either slave or master. 

36. That is, receive in full and close the account. On the word "receive 
in full", see Phil 4: 18. 

37. That is, a slave in the flesh, a brother in the Lord. 
38. This is the content of Paul's appeal. That is, receive Onesimus back 

with joy and thankfulness, as ifl myself came back to you; not with 
punishment. 

39. Some think Paul means "assuming that he is indebted to you for the 
loss associated with his running away, or for secondary losses 
resulting from it". Had Onesimus stolen things when he left, Paul 
would have explicitly addressed it here. Others think Paul is imply
ing that Onesimus stole from Philemon. 

40. Or, "harmed". On this word, see Act 7:24. 
41. Charge my child's debt to his father. This word, "charge to the 

account", is used only here. GK 1823. Related word in Rom 5:13. 
42. Or, "make compensation, pay the damages, repay the debt". Used 

only here. GK 702. 
43. Or, "still-owe". Used only here. GK 4695. 
44. In other words, I am personally guaranteeing what Onesimus owes 

you. Accept him based on our partnership and my personal guar
antee, so that I will not be forced to remind you of your even greater 
debt to me as a reason for doing what I ask. Paul had apparently led 
Philemon to Christ. 

A. Eph 3: I B. Mt 3: 17 C. Rom 16:3 D. Mt 26:27 E. I Jn 4: 16 F. I Pet I: 16, holy G. Eph 2:8 H. Col I :9 J. I Tim 5: !Ob K. Lk 24:52 
L. Act 4:36 M. Phil I :8 N. Heb 4: 16, confidence 0. Lk 8:25 P. Rom 12:8, exhorting Q. I Jn 3: I R. I Jn 2:29, born S. Phil I :7 T. Lk 23:7, 
send up U. Jam I: 18, willed V. Rom I: 18, hold down W. I Pet 4: I 0, ministering X. I Cor 15: I Y. I Cor I: I 0, purpose Z. Jn 7: 17, willing 
AA. Rom 6: 17 BB. Act 16:40 CC. Col 2:23 DD. 2 Pet I :4, sharer EE. Rom 14: I FF. I Jn 4: 11, ought 



Philemon 20 818 Verse 

41\. Yes, brother, may1 I profit2 from you in the Lord. Refresh3 my deep-feelingsA in Christ 20 

.·\. I wrote to you having confidence8 in your obedience\ knowing that you will do even beyond5 the 2 I 
things which I am saying 

n. And at the same time also, preparec lodging6 for me. For I hope0 that through your prayers, I shall 22 
be grantedE to you 

C. EpaphrasF, my fellow-captiveG in Christ Jesus, greetsH you," as do Marki, AristarchusK, DemasL, 2.1-24 
Luke7, my fellow-workersM 

D. The grace ofthe8 Lord Jesus Christ be with your9 spirit 25 



819 Philemon 25 

I. Having appealed for the sake of Onesimus, Paul now appeals for 
his own sake. Note Paul's emphasis on"!". He phrases this as a per
sonal wish (the grammar is similar to a prayer request), thus pre
senting it to Philemon as a polite request. 

2. Or, "may I be favored by you, may 1 benefit.from you". That is, may 
1 have the profit of joy and thankfulness which I will gain when you 
accept him as me. Used only here. GK 3949. 

3. Sarne word as in v 7. 
4. Some think Paul means obedience to God; others, to Paul. On this 

word, see Rom 16:26. 

5. Paul leaves it to Philemon to be generous. This could be taken to 
mean, "show him even more kindness", or, "send him back to me", 
or, "set him free". Paul does not directly ask. 

6. On this word, see Act 28:23, which may have been the "lodging" 
from which Paul wrote this letter. 

7. Luke is mentioned elsewhere by name only in Col4:14; 2 Tim 4:11. 
The writer of Luke and Acts. Some think he is the "Lucius" in Rom 
16:21. GK 3371. 

8. Some manuscripts say "our" Lord { B}. 
9. This word is plural. Some manuscripts add "amen" (A}. 

A. Phil 1:8 B. I Jn 3:19, persuade C. Mk 14:15 D. Jn 5:45, put hope E. 1Cor2:12, freely give F. Col 1:7 G. Rom 16:7 H. Mk 15:18 
J. I Pet 5:13 K. Act 19:29 L. 2 Tim 4:10 M. Rom 16:3 



Hebrews 820 

IA. God, having spoken long ago by the prophets, spoke to us in these latter days by a Son 

IB. Who-- being the radiance of His glory and the exact representation of His essence, and 
upholding all things by His word- having made purification of sins, sat down on high 

IC. Having become better than the angels, as the Son, Ruler, Creator they worship 

2B. For this reason, we must pay attention to what we have heard, that we may not drift away 
3B. For God did not subject to angels the coming world- but we see Jesus crowned with glory 

and honor because of the suffering of death 
4B. For it was fitting for God to perfect the Author of our salvation through sufferings. He 

partook of humanity that by His death He might free us, and be our merciful High Priest 
5B. Hence, brothers, consider Jesus as faithful to God. He is worthy of more glory than Moses 
6B. Therefore, "Today, do not harden your hearts against God as Israel did in the wilderness" 

IC. Watch that there will never be an evil heart of unbelief in you in departing from God 
2C. Let us fear lest any of you should seem to have come short of entering His rest 
3C. Let us be diligent to enter that rest. For the word of God is living and effective 

Overview 

I :1-2 

1:3 

1:4-14 

2:1-4 
2:5-9 

2:10-18 

3:1-6 
3:7-11 

3: 12-19 
4:1-10 

4:11-13 

2A. Therefore having a great High Priest- Jesus, the Son of God- let us be holding on to the confession 4: 14 

IB. For we have One tempted like us, without sin. So let us be approaching to receive grace 
28. For every human priest is appointed on behalf of people to offer gifts and sacrifices for sin 
38. So also, Christ was appointed by God and learned obedience through His suffering 
48. And having been perfected, He became the cause of eternal salvation to all obeying Him, 

having been designated by God as High Priest according to the order of Melchizedek 

1 C. Concerning whom, our message is great and hard to explain to you 

ID. For although you ought to be teachers, you again need to be taught the milk 
20. Therefore let us be carried on to maturity, not again laying the foundation 
30. And this we will do if God permits. For it is impossible to renew to repentance 

those having fallen aside, crucifying Him again and publicly disgracing Him 
40. But concerning you, we are convinced of better things, of your salvation. But we 

desire you to be imitators of those who inherit the promises through faith 

2C. For this Melchizedek remains a priest perpetually, greater than Abraham and Levi 
3C. Now indeed, what need was there for another priesthood? It indicates a setting aside of 

the old one, and a bringing in of a better hope through which we draw near to God 
4C. And His priesthood has God's oath-swearing, so Jesus guarantees a better covenant 
5C. And unlike Levitical priests, He remains forever. Hence He can save completely 
6C. For such a High Priest was fitting for us- having offered Himself once for all 

4:15-16 
5:1-4 
5:5-8 

5:9-IO 

5:11 

5:12-14 
6:1-2 
6:3-8 

6:9-20 

7: 1-10 
7:11-19 

7:20-22 
7:23-25 
7:26-28 

58. The main point is- we have such a High Priest, minister in the true tabernacle built by God 8: 1-2 

IC. For a high priest is appointed to offer sacrifices. Jesus must also have something to offer 8:3 
2C. Now indeed, if He were on earth He would not be a priest according to the Law 8:4-5 



821 Hebrews Overview 

JC. But He has obtained a more excellent ministry as mediator of a better covenant enacted on 8:6 
better promises 

ID. For if that first covenant was faultless, God would not have made a second 
2D. Now indeed, the first covenant had its ministry, which is unable to perfect us 
JD. But Christ as High Priest entered the heavenly tabernacle once for all through His 

own blood, having obtained eternal redemption 
4D. And for this reason He is mediator of a new covenant, so that we may receive the 

promise of the eternal inheritance, a death having occurred for redemption 
5D. For the Law is never able to perfect us through the yearly sacrifice. Therefore 

Jesus came and God did so through the offering of His body once for all 
6D. And every priest has stood, daily offering sacrifices unable to take away sins. But 

Jesus offered one sacrifice for all time and sat down, having perfected us 
7D. And the Spirit also testifies to us, for there is no longer an offering for sin 

6B. Therefore brothers, having confidence to enter by His blood and a great High Priest 

IC. Let us be approaching with a true heart in full assurance of faith 
2C. Let us be holding on to the confession of our hope without wavering 
JC. And let us be considering one another for the provoking to love and good works 
4C. For if we disregard Jesus, no sacrifice for sin remains, only fearful judgment 

JA. Now remember the former days when you endured a great struggle of sufferings 

I B. For indeed you accepted your plundering with joy. Do not throw away your confidence 
2B. For you have need of endurance by faith, in order that you may receive the promise 
JB. Now faith is the assurance of the things being hoped. For in this the elders were attested. 

They lived by faith, and died not receiving the promise, looking away to the reward 
4B. So therefore, let us run our race with endurance, looking to Jesus who endured the cross 

IC. For consider the One having endured such opposition, that you may not lose heart 
2C. And have you forgotten the Lord's discipline? You are enduring discipline as sons 
JC. Therefore, straighten up your feeble knees. And be making straight paths for your feet 

1 D. Be pursuing peace and the holiness without which no one will see the Lord. For 
you have approached Mount Zion. Be watching out that you do not refuse Him 

2D. Let brotherly love continue 
JD. Do not be forgetting hospitality 
4D. Remember the prisoners, the ones being mistreated 
5D. Let marriage be honored by all 
6D. Let character be without the love of money 
7D. Remember the ones leading you 
SD. Do not be carried away by strange teachings. We have a spiritual altar 
9D. Be obeying the ones leading you 
I OD. Be praying for us 

5B. Now may the God of peace prepare you in every good thing so that you may do His will 

Conclusion 

8:7-IJ 
9:1-10 

9:11-14 

9: 15-28 

10:1-10 

10:11-14 

10: 15-18 

10:19-21 

10:22 
10:2J 

10:24-25 
10:26-JI 

IO:J2-JJ 

10:J4-J5 
IO:J6-J9 

11 :1-40 

12:1-2 

12:J-4 
12:5-11 

12:12-IJ 

12: 14-29 

IJ: I 
IJ:2 
IJ:J 
IJ:4 

IJ:5-6 
IJ:7-8 

IJ:9-16 
IJ:l7 

IJ: 18-19 

IJ:20-21 

IJ:22-25 



Hebrews 1:1 822 Verse 

1. \. God, having spoken long-agoA in-many-portions' and in-many-ways2 to the fathers by the prophets8," spoke 1-2 
to us at the last3 £?{these days by1 a Son5, Whom He appointedc inheritor" of all things, through Whom 
also He made the worlds7 

Ill. Who- being the radiance8 of His glory and exact-representation9 ofHis essence10, and upholding" ' 
all things by the word0 of His power12- having made purificationE of sins 13, sat-down at the right 
hand of the Majesty 14 on high 15 

I (, Having become so-much better16 than the angels, by-as-much-as 17 He has inheritedF a more- 4 
excellentG name than they 

I D For to which of the angels did He ever say, "You are my Son, Today 18 I have fatheredH 5 
you"? [Ps 2:7]; and again, "I will be 19 a father to Him, and He will be a son to Me"? 
[l Chron 17: 13] 

2D. And again20, when He brings the Firstbom1 into the world21 He says [in Deut 32:43], (, 
"And let all the angels of God give-worship22 to Him" 

~D And with regard to the angels23 He says [in Ps 104:4], "The One making His angels 
winds, and His ministersK a flameL offire"-"but with regard to the Son He says S 

I!'.. "Your throneM, God,24 is forever and everN, And the scepterO of straightness25 is the 
scepter ofYour26 kingdom. "You lovedr righteousness and hated lawlessness27. For <l 

this reason, God28, your God anointedO You with the oiJR of gladness5 beyond Your 
companions29" [Ps 45:6-7] 

21 :. And, "You30, Lord, laid-the-foundation-ofT the earth at the beginnings. And the 1 ll 
heavens are works of Your hands. "They will perishu, but You continue31 . Indeed I I 
they will all become-oldv like a garment,• and You will roll them upw as-if a cloak32• 12 

They will indeed be changed33 like a garment34. But You are the same, and Your 
years will not end35" [Ps 102:25-27] 

4 D. And with regard to which of the angels has He ever said "Be sitting on My right side until I 3 
I put Your enemies as a footstool ofYour feet"? [Ps 110: 1] •Are they not all ministering36 1-1 
spirits being sent-forthx for service v for the sake of the ones going to inheritF salvation37? 

213. For this reason,38 we mustz pay more attention toAA the things having been heard,39 that we may not
ever40 drift-away1 1 

IC. For42 if the word88 having been spoken through angels43 proved-to-be44 firm45, and every 

'. 

transgressioncc and disobedience46 received a just00 penalty47, "how shall we escapeEE, having ' 
neglected48 so great a salvationFF?- which 



823 Hebrews 2:3 

I . Or, "many parts, many shares". God's revelation came piece by 
piece, over the centuries. Used only here. GK 4495. 

2. Or, "many manners, methods". In types, symbolic actions, dreams, 
visions, etc. Used only here. GK 4502. 

3. Or, "end". "Last" is singular, "days" is plural. Same phrase as in 
Num 24:14; Jer 23:20; 49:39; Dan 10:14. A similar phrase with 
"last" plural is in Gen 49: I; Deut 8: 16; Josh 24:27; Jer 30:24; Ezek 
38:16; Dan 2:28, 29, 45; Hos 3:5; Mic 4:1. Some think the writer 
means "in these last days", the days which have now begun with the 
appearance of the Messiah, Messiah's days. Compare Heb 9:26. 
Others think he means "at the last of these days to which I just 
referred", the OT age in which the fathers and the prophets lived. 
Same word as in "at the last of times" in I Pet I :20; "in the last time" 
in I Pet I :5; Jude 18; ''the last days" in Act 2: 17; 2 Tim 3: I; Jam 5:3; 
2 Pet 3:3; "the last day" in Jn 6:39; 40, 44, 54; 11:24; 12:48; and ''the 
last hour" in I Jn 2: 18. Used 52 times. GK 2274. 

4. Or, "in". Same word as just used with "prophets". GK 1877. 
5. Or, "by His Son". That is, by One whose essential quality is that He 

is God's Son (as in 3:6; 5:8; 7:28), not merely a prophet. 
6. On this word, see "heir" in Rom 8: 17. Compare Ps 2:8. 
7. Or, "the ages", the universe of time and space. Some think this 

means the visible and invisible worlds. Same word as in 11 :3; and 
as"age"in6:5;9:26;Act 15:18;Rom 12:2; I Cor 10:11;2Cor4:4; 
Eph 1:21; I Tim 6:17. GK 172. 

8. Or, "reflection". God is light. Jesus is the brilliance or reflection 
of that light beaming forth. Used only here. GK 575. 

9. Or. "exact imprint". As the imprint matches the die, so Christ matches 
God in the very "essence" of His being. Used only here. GK 5917. 

I 0. Or, "substance, actual being, reality". Whatever the essence of the 
Father is, the Son is also, as is true of all fathers and sons. Compare 
Jn 5: 18; Col 2:9; Jn 12:45; 14:9. On this word, see "assurance" in 11: I. 

I I . Or, "carrying, bearing". Compare Col I: 17. On this word, see "car
ried" in 2 Pet I : 17. 

12. That is, Christ's word characterized by power, His powerful word. 
13. Some manuscripts add "through Himself" { B}. Some manuscripts 

say "our sins" {N }. 
14. Or, "Greatness". Elsewhere only in 8: I; Jude 25. GK 3488. 
15. Or, "in high [places]", that is, heaven. GK 5734. Related to "on

high" in Lk I :78; and "highest" in Mt 21 :9. 
16. This is a key word in Hebrews, found also in 6:9; 7:7, 19, 22; 8:6; 

9:23; 10:34; 11: 16, 35, 40; 12:24. Used 19 times. GK 3202. 
17. Or, "to the degree that". These two words "so much ... by as much as" 

occur together also in 10:25. A similar phrase occurs in Heb 7:20, 22; 
Rev 18:7. Jesus is better to the degree that His name, Son, is better. 

18. Some think "today" refers to Christ's birth or incarnation, Lk I :35; 
others, His baptism, Lk 3:22; others, His resurrection, Act 13:33; oth
ers, His exaltation to His throne, Heb I :3, 8. Used41 times. GK4958. 

19. More literally, "be for a father ... be for a son", a Hebrew way of 
speaking. This quote is also in 2 Sam 7: 14. 

20. Or, "And when again He brings ... ", the Greek word order. Some 
take this as introducing another point, the word order being changed 
to separate it from the preceding point; others, as meaning "And 
when God again brings", referring to the Second Coming. 

21. Some think the writer means the earthly world at Christ's first com
ing; others, at His second coming; others, the "invisible world" of 

His Father when Christ was enthroned at His right hand. On this 
word, see 2:5. 

22. On this word, see Mt 14:33. The Septuagint is being quoted. 
23. The writer uses grammar that emphasizes the contrast between the 

two halves of this sentence; between the angels and the Son. 
24. The Son is addressed as "God" here, as with "Lord" in v IO. The 

writer is comparing angels who serve God, to the Son who rules 
eternally from the throne of God as the Son of God. Some render 
this "God is Your throne forever ... ". 

25. That is, moral straighmess, uprighmess. The Son's rule will be char
acterized by moral straighmess. Used only here. GK 23 J 9. Related 
to "straight" in Act 8:21. 

26. Some manuscripts say "His" { B}. 
27. Some manuscripts say "unrighteousness", {N} ("iniquity" in KN). 
28. Some think the Son is being addressed as God again; others, that 

it is referring twice to God as the anointer, as might be paraphrased 
"the God who is Your God anointed You". 

29. Some think this refers to angels; others, to humans; others, to 
believers, to all the Son's brothers (2:12) who rule with Him. 

30. That is, the Son, who is addressed as "Lord" next. The writer com
pares the created angels to the eternal Son of God who created the 
universe and will end it. 

31. Or, "remain continually". On this word, see Lk 22:28. 
32. Or, "mantle", an outer covering "thrown around" the body, a robe. 

On this word, see "covering" in I Cor 11: 15. 
33. Or, "exchanged", as in Rom I :23. 
34. Some manuscripts omit the words "like a garment" { B}. 
35. Or, "come to an end". On this word, see "fail" in Lk 16:9. 
36. This adjective is related to "ministers" in v 7; and "ministry" in 8:6. 

Used only here. GK 3312. 
37. Here, salvation is viewed in its future sense, as yet to be inherited 

in its fullness, for which we await the Son (9:28). 
38. That is, because God spoke by His Son (I :2), and because of who 

He is (I :3-14). Because the Son sat down on the highest seat of 
power (I :3), having made purification for our sins (I :3), as the Son 
of God (I :5), worshiped by angels (I :6), as the eternal ruler over 
what He created (I :8-12), awaiting the subjection of His enemies 
(I: 13 ), we must pay attention to Him. His glory requires it. 

39. We must pay more attention to what God said and did through His 
Son, and spoke about Him in the OT, so as to understand and obey. 
After justifying this statement in v 2-4, such paying attention 
begins in v 5. 

40. Or, "that not at any time, that not perhaps". Same word as "not 
ever" in 3:12; and "at any time" in 4: I. GK 3607. 

41. Or, "float by, glide by, slip away'', as in a boat floating by its 
anchorage. Used only here. GK 4184. 

42. This explains why we must pay attention. 
43. That is, the Law of Moses, Act 7:38, 53; Gal 3: 19. 
44. Or, "was". GK 1181. 
45. Or, "sure, steadfast". On this word, see 2 Pet 1:10. 
46. Or, "refusal to hear". On this word, see 2 Cor I 0:6. 
47. This word means "wages given back", whether a "penalty" as here, 

or a "reward" as it is elsewhere only used in I 0:35; 11 :26. GK 3632. 
48. Elsewhere only as "pay no concern" in Mt 22:5; "be careless" in 

I Tim 4: 14; and "not care for" in Heb 8:9. GK 288. 

A. Jude 4, formerly B. I Cor 12:28 C. I Thes 5:9 D. Rom 10: 17 E. 2 Pet I :9 F. Gal 4:30 G. Heb 8:6 H. I Jn 5: 18 J. Col I: 15 K. Rom 13:6 
L. 2 Thes I :8, flaming M. Rev 20: 11 N. Rev 20: I 0 0. I Cor 4:21, rod P. Jn 21: 15, devotedly love Q. Lk 4: 18 R. Jam 5: 14 S. Jude 24 
T. Eph 3:17, founded U. I Cor 1:18 V. Heb 8:13, made old W. Rev 6:14, roll up X. Mk 3:14, send out Y. I Cor 12:5, ministries Z. Mt 16:21 
AA. I Tim 3:8, pay attention to BB. I Cor 12:8 CC. Rom 5:14 DD. Rom 3:8 EE. Rom 2:3 FF. Lk 19:9 



Hebrews 2:4 824 Verse 

ID. Having begun to be spoken 1 by the Lord2 

::'I l. Was confirmed3 to' us by the ones having heard-• God testifying-with both signs and 4 
wonders,5 and various miraclesA, and distributions6 of the Holy Spirit, according to His7 will 

:; I~. Fo~ He did not subject8 to angels9 the coming 10 world 11 concerning which we are speaking12 5 

IC. But13 one solemnly-testifiedc somewhere saying, "What is man14 that You remember15 him, or r, 
the son of man16 that You look-after17 him? "You made him lower than angels18 for a little while19• 7 
You crowned him with glory and honor2°. "You subjected8 all things under his feet" [Ps 8:4-6] X 

ID. For2 1 in the subjecting8 all things to him22
, He left nothing not-subject23 to him 

2D. But24 now we do not yet see all things having been subjected8 to him25 

> D But we26 see the One having been made lower than angels27 for a little while- Jesus28- 'J 

having been crowned with glory and honor because-of29 the suffering0 of the death 

IL So-that30 by the graceE ofGod31 He might taste death32 for everyone 



825 Hebrews 2:9 

I. This is an idiom, literally, "having received a beginning to be spo
ken". What the Lord began, He continued through the apostles. 

2. This salvation was not spoken through angels (v 2), but through 
God's Son Himself, and borne witness by God Himself. 

3. Related to "firm" in v 2. On this word, see I Cor I :6. 
4. Or, "for" us. GK 1650. 
5. On "signs and wonders", see 2 Thes 2:9. "Signs, wonders, mira

cles" is also in Act 2:22; 2 Cor 12: 12. 
6. Some think this refers to gifts or manifestations given by the Spirit; 

others, to distributions consisting of the Spirit, given by God. Else
where only as "division" in 4:12. GK 3536. Compare Gal 3:5; Jn 
3:34; I Cor 12: 11; Act 5:32. 

7. Some think the writer means "God's" will, taking this with all three 
phrases, or the last only; others, the "Spirit's" will, taking this with 
the last phrase only. 

8. The writer now continues his description of the Son, paying more 
attention to the relationship between His glory and His death. Here, 
he explains that His glory as Ruler in the coming world was 
obtained through His death. It is as a man, because of His death, 
that He has been crowned with this glory and honor. There are other 
views on the flow. Consult the commentaries. 

9. The rulership of the coming world was not promised to angels. 
IO. Same word as in 6:5 (coming age); 13: 14 (coming city); 10: I (com

ing good things). On this word, see "going to" in Mk 10:32. 
11. Or, "inhabited earth". Some think the writer means Messiah's king

dom, inaugurated by Christ, presently ruled by Him, and to be fully 
manifested in His future reign of glory. It was "coming" from the 
OT or the divine decree point of view. It is the world of salvation, 
present and future, the same thing as "so great a salvation", v 3. 
Others think he means the world after Christ comes again, the 
future fullness, and that it is "coming" from the Christian's point of 
view. It is the salvation we are "going to inherit", I: 14. Compare 
6:5; 9:28; 10:37. Elsewhere only in Mt 24:14; Lk 2:1; 4:5; 21:26; 
Act 11:28; 17:6, 31; 19:27; 24:5; Rom 10:18; Heb 1:6; Rev 3:10; 
12:9; 16: 14. This word refers to the earth as an inhabited place, to 
its inhabitants, and sometimes to the ''world" from the Roman point 
of view (the Roman world). GK 3876. Related to "house". 

12. Some think the writer is referring back to I: 14 (inherit salvation), 
and 2:3. Others think he means speaking "in the subject at hand", 
including what follows; others, more generally, "in this book". 

13. The writer quotes Ps 8 to prove the coming world is not subjected 
to angels. 

14. Or, "mankind, humanity". That is, Adam's race. On this word, see 
"mankind" in Mt 4:4. 

15. That is, keep him in mind, for his benefit. On this word, see Lk I :54. 
16. Or, "the Son of Man". Some think this means what it means in the 

psalm. It is a Hebrew parallelism, and means the same thing as 
"man" earlier, "humanity, or the offspring of humanity". Thus the 
writer means "not to angels. But it is as someone said, to man". 
Others think the writer is applying this to Jesus, and means "the Son 
of Man", and that each "him" that follows down through v 8 also 
refers to Christ. Thus he means "not to angels. But it is as some
one said of man with reference to the Messiah who would fulfill it". 
In either case, Adam failed, but Christ fulfilled this. The difference 
between the two views is that the first thinks the writer quotes the 
psalm here and makes this application to Christ in v 9; the second 
applies it to Him all the way through, resulting in a different under
standing of point 3C. On "a son of man", see Jn 5:27. 

17. Or, "visit, care for". Same word as in Mt 25:36, 43; Jam I :27. Else
where only as "visit" in Lk I :68, 78; 7: 16; Act 7:23; 15:14, 36; and 
as "look-for" in Act 6:3. GK 2170. The root word is "to look". 

18. This quote is from the Septuagint, which says "angels". The Hebrew 
has a word here meaning "God" or "gods, heavenly beings", which 
the Septuagint took in the latter sense and rendered "angels". 

19. Or, "a little bit lowerthan angels". In the one case, it is "a little bit 
lower (in physical status, being mortal)"; in the other case, it is 
"lower (in status) for a little while" (where "a" is the word rendered 
"bit". GK 5516), expressing the temporary nature of this status. 
The same phrase is in v 9, and is elsewhere only in Jn 6:7, "a little 
bit". The word "little" is elsewhere only meaning "a little while" in 
Act 5:34; "a short time" in Lk 22:58; "short" in Act 27:28; and "a 
few" in Heb 13:22. GK 1099. 

20. Some manuscripts add "And You set him over the works of Your 
hands" { B}, from the psalm. 

21. Here, the writer draws out his point from the psalm. God did not 
subject the coming world to angels (v 5), for this psalm says all 
things are subjected to man (or, Jesus), leaving nothing not subject 
to him, including the coming world. 

22. Some manuscripts omit the words "to him" {C}. 
23. Or, "independent, rebellious". On this word, see "rebellious" in Tit 

I :6. Related to "subjecting" earlier. 
24. But this subjection is not yet seen in this world. 
25. If the writer means "son of man" (mankind) in v 6, then this means 

that even though God made man to be crowned with rulership, it 
is not yet true of him because of sin. But we do see it is true of Jesus 
(v 9), who became a man to fulfill this, and has been crowned with 
this glory and honor. The coming world is subject to Him, and we 
will reign with Him. He contrasts its present lack of fulfillment in 
man (v 8), with its present fulfillment in Jesus (v 9). If he means 
"Son of Man" (Jesus) in v 6, then this means that we do not yet see 
it fulfilled in Jesus. He is on the throne while His enemies are being 
subdued (1:13), but we will not see all things subject to Him until 
He returns. But we do see Him crowned with glory and honor by 
God (v 9), fulfilling that part of the psalm. He contrasts the pres
ent lack of fulfillment in Jesus (His enemies are not yet subdued) 
with the partial fulfillment we do see, the glory and honor (v 9). 

26. We, represented by the eyewitnesses, saw this at Christ's resurrec
tion and ascension (1:3), and see it now. 

27. That is, having been made a man, Phil 2:7. 
28. Note how the writer puts "Jesus" in a similar emphatic position in 

3:1; 4:14; 6:20; 12:2. 
29. Or, "for the sake of". In this rendering, this phrase gives the reason 

for Christ's crowning with glory. Others render this "But we see 
Jesus- the One having been made lower ... for the sake of the suf
fering of the death- having been crowned ... ", this phrase giving 
the reason for His incarnation. There are other views. 

30. Some think this phrase gives the purpose of the death just men
tioned; others, of the being made lower; others, of everything in v 
9, Christ's incarnation, suffering, death, and glorification. 

3 I. Some manuscripts instead say "so that apart from God" {A}, mean
ing either "apart from His divine nature", or that He tasted death 
"for all, apart from God" (like I Cor 15:27), or that God forsook 
Him on the cross, Mk 15:34. 

32. The phrase "taste death" occurs also in Mt 16:28; Mk 9: I; Lk 9:27; 
Jn 8:52. On "taste", see Heb 6:4. 

A. I Cor 12: I 0 B. Eph 5:21 C. I Tim 5:21, solemnly charge D. Phil 3: I 0 E. Eph 2:8 



Hebrews 2: I 0 826 Verse 

-tll. For1 it was fitting2for Him for-the-sake-ofWhom are all things and through Whom are all things, that I 0 
in bringing3 many sons A to glory8

, He should perfecr the Author5 of their salvationc through sufferings0 

I ( ·. For both the One6 making-holy7 and the ones being made holy are all from one Father8 I l 

I D. For which reason He is not ashamedE to be callingF them brothersG ,"saying- 12 

IL "I will declareH Your name to My brothers. I will sing-praisei to you in the midst of 
the congregationK" [Ps 22:22] 

2 L And again [in Isa 8: 17], "I will be trusting9 in Him" 10 13 
31'.. And again [in Isa 8:18], "Behold- I and the childrenL whom God gave to Me" 

2C. Therefore, since the childrenL have sharedM of blood and flesh 11 , He Himself also similarly12 1-t 

partook13 of the same things 

I [) In order that through death 

IL He might do-away-with14 the one having the powerN of death- that is, the devil0 

21:. And He might release 15 these- all-who by the fearP of death were subject-to 16 I' 
slaveryO through all their living 17 

2 D. For He surely does not take-hold-of18 angels, but He takes hold of the seedR of Abraham 19 I<, 

3C. Hence20, He had-to21 become-like5 His brothers in all things22 in order that He might become 1-
a merciful and faithful23 High Priest24 in the things pertaining to God, so as to make-an
offering-for-satisfaction25 [of God's wrath] as to the sins of the peopJeT 

I D. For having Himself been tempted26 in what27 He has suffered, 28 He is able to helpu the I " 
ones being tempted 

~ ll. Hence29 holy brothersG, partakers30 of a heavenlyv callingw, consider3 1 the Apostle32 and High Priest -~ I 
of our confession33- Jesus34- •as being faithful35 to the One having appointed36 Him, as also was 
Moses in37 His whole38 house39 



827 Hebrews 3:2 

I. Now the writer explains why Jesus left His heavenly glory to 
become a man and die. 

2. Or, "suitable, proper". Same word as in 7:26. On this word, see I 
Cor 11:13. 

3. Or, "leading". Some render this "having brought", referring to those 
brought prior to Christ in the OT age. Others render it "bringing", 
so that the "bringing to glory" occurs at the same time as the "per
fecting" of the Author, and includes all believers. That is, "when He 
brought", coincident in time with when "He perfected". It cannot 
mean "while in the process of bringing". Others take this with 
"'Author"," ... are all things, to perfect through sufferings the Author 
o(their salvation having brought many sons to glory". On this word, 
see "led" in Lk 4: I. 

4. Or, "complete, finish, bring to its goal". God brought His human 
Son to proven moral perfection as a man and fully qualified Him to 
be mankind's Savior and High Priest. In 5:8, Jesus "learned obedi
ence" through suffering. "Perfected" is used again of Him in 5:9. 
Same word as in 7:19, 28; 9:9; 10:1, 14; 11:40; 12:23; Jn 17:23; 
Jam 2:22; I Jn 2:5; 4: 12, 17, 18. Elsewhere only as "make perfect" 
in Phil 3: 12; "finish" in Act 20:24; "complete" in Lk 2:43; "come 
to the end" in Lk 13:32; and "accomplish" in Jn 4:34; 5:36; 17:4; 
19:28. GK 5457. Related to "complete" in I Cor 13:10; "perfec
tion" in Heb 7: 11; "perfecter" in Heb 12:2; "finish" in Rev 10:7. 

5. Or, "Prince, Pioneer, Leader, Originator, Founder, Captain". The 
root word is "to begin", so this word basically means "the begin
ner, the starter" in various senses. Elsewhere only in 12:2; Act 3:15; 
and as "leader" in Act 5:31. GK 795. 

6. Jesus and those He makes holy all call God "Father". 
7. Or, "sanctifying". On this word, see "sanctified" in 10:29. 
8. Some think "Father" is implied; others, "ancestor", Adam, as in 

Act 17:26; others, "ancestor", Abraham; others, "nature", blood 
and flesh, as in v 14. 

9. Or, "putting confidence, relying". On this word, see "persuade" in 
I Jn 3:19. 

I 0. The Messiah shares our trust in the Father. 
11. This orderofwords is elsewhere only in Eph 6: 12. Some rearrange 

it as "flesh and blood". The phrase "flesh and blood" is only in Mt 
16:17; I Cor 15:50; Gal 1:16. Some think "blood and flesh" puts 
the emphasis on us as mortal, with life derived from our parents. 
Some manuscripts say "flesh and blood" { K}. 

12. That is, by being "born of a woman", Gal 4:4. Used only here. 
GK 4181. 

13. Or, "shared in", but not related to the word earlier. Elsewhere only 
in 5:13; 7:13; and I Cor9:10, 12; 10:17, 21, 30. GK 3576. Related 
to "partaker" in 3: I. 

14. Or, "render powerless". On this word, see Rom 6:6. 
15. Or, "free". On this word, see Act 19:12. 
16. Or, "held in, caught in". On this word, see "guilty" in I Cor 11 :27. 
17. That is, during their entire lifetime. 
18. That is, with a view of helping. Same word as in 8:9, where God 

"took hold of" Israel's hand to lead them from Egypt, freeing them 
from slavery. Here, Jesus takes hold of slaves of sin to free them, v 
15. On this word, see Lk 20:20. 

19. That is, the "many sons" ofv 10; Abraham's spiritual descendants 
by faith, Gal 3:29; Rom 4: 11-12. 

20. Here the writer draws the conclusion of v 10-16-- Jesus was obli
gated to become a man, suffer and die. It had to be this way to ful
fill the Father's will. This word is used also in 3:1; 7:25; 8:3; 9:18; 
and as "from which" in 11:19. Used 15 times. GK 3854. 

21. Or, "He was obligated to". Same word as "obligated" in 5:3, 12. On 
this word, see "ought" in I Jn 4: 11. Only here is it used of what 
Christ was obligated to do. He was obligated by the Father's will, 
by what the Father thought "fitting" (v I 0). 

22. That is, in blood and flesh, suffering, death, living in obedience to 
God, being tempted. Compare 4: 15; 5:7-8; 7:26. 

23. Some think the writer means "faithful" to God (as this word is used 
in 3:2) as High Priest; others, "trustworthy" to believers, as well 
as merciful. On this word, see Col I :2. 

24. The subject of Jesus as our High Priest is taken up in detail in the 
second division of the book, beginning at 4: 14. 

25. Or, "make propitiation, propitiate, satisfy". That is, to make a sac
rificial offering to satisfy God's wrath against sin, to gain His 
mercy. He offered Himself, 7:27, 9:26. God's response lo this is to 
be "merciful'', the related word in 8: 12. Elsewhere only as "be mer
ciful" in Lk 18: 13. Some think it means "to expiate'', on which see 
Rom 3:25. GK 2661. See Rom 3:25 on this word group. 

26. Or, "tested". Same word as in Mt4:1, 3; Mk 1:13; Lk4:2; I Cor7:5; 
10:13; Gal 6:1; I Tues 3:5; Heb 4:15; Jam 1:13, 14. Elsewhere only 
as "test" in Mt 16:1; 19:3; 22: 18, 35; Mk 8: 11; !0:2; 12:15; Lk II: 16; 
Jn 6:6; 8:6; Act 5:9; 15: IO; I Cor 10:9; 2 Cor 13:5; Heb 3:9; 11: 17; 
Rev 2:2, 10; 3:10; and ''try" in Act 9:26; 16:7; 24:6. GK 4279. Related 
to "trial, temptation, test", on which see "trial" in Jam I :2. 

27. Or, "in that, because". 
28. Or, "For having been tempted in what He Himself has suffered". 
29. This gives the conclusion and application of the foregoing. Some 

start a new A. point here. 
30. Or, "partners, sharers". That is, sharers in God's call to the world 

to come. Same word as in 3:14; 6:4; 12:8. Elsewhere only as "com
panions" in Heb 1:9; Lk 5:7. GK 3581. Related to "partook" in 
2: 14; and "partnership" in 2 Cor 6: 14. 

31. Or, "contemplate, think carefully about". Same word as in I 0:24. 
This is a.similar idea to "pay more attention" in 2: I. 

32. This word is used of Jesus only here. He was "sent forth" from God 
with an authoritative message. On this word, see I Cor 12:28. 

33. Some think the writer means "Whom we confess"; others, "belong
ing to our objective confession of faith". Same word as in 4: 14. 

34. Some manuscripts say "Christ Jesus" { K}. The writer is placing 
emphasis on "Jesus" (see 2:9). 

35. Jesus did not die an unfortunate death. He was faithful to the task 
God appointed Him, just like Moses. On this word, see Col 1:2. 

36. Or, "made Him such". Same word as in Mk 3:14, 16. On this word, 
see"does"in Rev 13:13. 

37. Some connect this to Moses; others, to Jesus, placing a comma after 
Moses. This is the Greek word order. 

38. Some manuscripts omit this word {C}. 
39. That is, God's household, the nation of Israel. God said this about 

Moses in Num 12:7. 

A.Gal3:7 B.2Pet2:10 C.Lkl9:9 D.Phil3:10 E.Roml:l6 F.Rom8:30 G.Act16:40 H.1Jnl:3,announcing J.Actl6:25 K.Rev22:16, 
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U. Rev 12:16 V. Eph 3:10 W. 2 Pet 1:10 



Hebrews 3:3 828 Verse 

I c. For this One has been considered-worthyA of more glory8 than Moses- to the degree that' -~ 

the One2 having builtc the house3 has more honor0 than the house 

ID. For every house is builtc by someone, but4 the One5 having builtc all things is God 4 
2D. And6 Moses7 was faithfuJE in His8 whole house as a servant9

, for a testimony 10 of the 5 
things which will be spoken' 1- "but Christ was faithful as a Son over His house 6 

IE. Whose house we are, if-indeed12 we hold-on-to 11 our confidenceF and our boast14 

of the hope 15 

(18. Therefore, just as the Holy Spirit says 16 [in Ps 95:7-11], "Today, if you hear His voice," do not 7-X 
hardenG your heartsH as in the rebellion during the day oftesting17 in the wildemess1, "where your 9 
fathers tested 18 Me with a trial 19 and saw My works 

0

for forty years. Therefore I was-angry20 with I() 
this21 generationK and said, 'They are always going-astrayL in the heart, and they did not know My 
ways'. •As I sworeM in My wrathN, they will never22 enter into My rest23" I I 

I c_ Be watching-out0 , brothers, so that there will not-everP be in any of you an eviJO heart of I::' 
unbeliefR in departing24 from the living God. 

0

But be exhorting5 yourselves25 each day26, as J _\ 

long as it is called "Today", in order that none of you may be hardenedG by the deceitfulness27 

of sin 

ID. For we have become28 partakers29 ofChrist30 if-indeed11 we hold-on-toT the beginningu 14 

of our assurance12 firmv until the end11
-

0

in that it is said14 [in Ps 95:7-8], "Today, if you IS 
hear His voice, do not hardenG your hearts as in the rebellion" 

IF. For who15 having heard16 rebelled17? But was it not all the ones having come out of 16 
Egypt through Moses?18 

2L And with whom was He angry for forty years? Was it not with the ones having I: 
sinned, whose corpses fell in the wildemess1? 

-' L. And to whom did He swearM that they will not enter39 into His rest, except to the IX 
ones having disobeyedw? 

41'.. And we see that they were not able to enter because ofunbeliefR 1 'l 



I. Or, "by as much as". Same phrase as in 7:20. 
2. Or "one". Some take this as a general maxim giving the magnitude 

of Christ's glory by comparison; others, as meaning that Christ is 
the builder of the house of which Moses was a part. 

3. The Greek simply says "it'', "he has more honor than the house, the 
Ont' having built it". Since English is dependent on word order, we 
need to express "the house" at this point in the sentence. 

4. Or, "and". 
5. Some think this refers to the Father, who is working through the 

Son (I :2) to build all things. Others think this refers to the Son, thus 
naming Him as God, the builder of the house (v 3). In either case, 
the writer is referring to the exalted role of Christ versus Moses. 

6. Both Moses and Christ were faithful (v 2) to the responsibilities 
God gave them in the building of His house (v 5-6}- but Moses as 
a "servant" "in" God's house, Christ as "Son" "over" God's house. 

7. The writer uses grammar that emphasizes the contrast between the 
two halves of this sentence; between Moses and Christ. 

R. Or, "his". Some think the writer means "God's" house in v 2, 5, and 
6; God's house as it existed under Moses (its OT form), and as it 
exists under Christ (its NT form). Others think he means Moses' 
house (Israel) here, and Christ's house (the church) in v 6. 

9. Or, "assistant'', a freely serving assistant (not a slave). The writer is 
not depreciating Moses, but is respectfully using the word God used 
of him in Num 12:7, "My servant Moses". Used only here. GK 2544. 

I 0. Or, "for evidence". On "for a testimony", see Mk I :44. 
11. Some think the writer means the things later (after Moses) lo be 

spoken about Christ. Moses foreshadowed in word and type, and 
became a testimony to the things spoken later about Christ, many 
of which are detailed in this book. Moses was faithful as "a shadow 
of the coming good things", I 0: I. Others think he is referring to 
Num 12:8, and Moses' work at that time in history. Moses was 
faithful to testify of all the things which God would later speak to 
him on the mountain. 

12. Same word as in v 14; 6:3. Some manuscripts instead say "if we 
hold on to ... " {C}. 

13. Same word as in v 14; 10:23. It is also used in this sense in Lk 8: 15, 
describing the good soil, which holds on to the word they hear with 
endurance. On this word, see "hold down" in Rom I: 18. 

14. That is, the content of our boast, consisting of that for which we 
hope. On this word, see Phil I :26. 

15. Some manuscripts add "firm until the end" {BJ as in v 14. 
16. The writer concludes the first main section of the book by quoting 

from Ps 95, and then expounding and applying it in 3: 12-4: 13. "So 
do not be like that generation in Moses' day. Enter into the rest that 
they never did". There are other views on the flow. Consult the 
commentaries. 

17. Or, "trial, temptation". On this word, see "trials" in Jam I :2. 
Related to "tested" next. 

18. Or, "tempted". On this word, see "tempted" in 2: 18. 
19. Or, "by way of a proving, a putting to the test". Used only here. GK 

1508. Related to "approved" in Rom 12:2. Not related to "testing" 
or "tested". Some manuscripts say "fathers tested Me, proved Me, 
and saw" {NJ, using the verb in Rom 12:2. 

829 Hebrews 3: 19 

20. Elsewhere only in v 17. GK 4696. 
21. Some manuscripts say "that" {N}. 
22. Literally, "If they will enter into My rest". This is the conclusion ofa 

Hebrew oath, "May[?) happen to me ifthey will enter into My rest". 
See Ruth 1:17 foran example. The same idiom is in 4:3, 5; Mk 8:12. 

23. In Moses' day, this meant the promised land (Num 14:28-30; Deut 
12:9), the physical inheritance, an earthly picture of our spiritual rest 
and inheritance, which we enter when we cease from our works as 
God did (4:10), by faith. Because the psalmist says it is still available 
in his day, the writer argues in 4:3, I 0 that it refers to a spiritual rest 
with God that has existed from the seventh day. Elsewhere only in 
3: 18; 4: I, 3, 5, 10, 11; Act 7:49. GK 2923. The verb is in 4:4, 8, 10. 

24. Or, "withdrawing, falling away, deserting". On this word, see I Tim 
4: I. Related to "apostasy" in 2 Thes 2:3. Jesus used this word in the 
parable of the sower (Lk 8: 13) of those who believe for a while and 
then "depart". The warnings throughout Hebrews address this group, 
exhorting them to "hold on to the word with endurance" (Lk 8: 15). 

25. Or, "one another". 
26. This is an idiom, literally "according to each day". It is stronger 

than "daily" in 7:27 and I 0: 11, a similar phrase. 
27. Or, "deception". On this word, see "deception" in 2 Pet 2: 13. 
28. The grammar of this word means "we have become and continue 

to be". On this word, see "comes" in 2 Pet I :20. 
29. On this word, see 3: I. 
30. Some think the writer means "with Christ"; others, "in Christ". 
3 I. Same words, "if-indeed we hold-on-to", as in v 6. 
32. Or, "of the reality". On this word, see 11: I. Some give this a sub

jective sense, our initial "assurance" in Christ; the "confidence" we 
had since the beginning; our confident "frame of mind" described 
in v 6. Others give it an objective sense, "the reality" of God we 
experienced at the beginning; the "objective hope" in which we 
boasted and had confidence in v 6. 

33. On "until the end", see 6: 11. 
34. More literally, "in the being said", meaning either "in light of what 

is said", or, "while it is being said". This idiom is similar to 8: 13. 
We must hold on until the end because the psalm says that as long 
as it is "today" we must not harden our hearts. We need endurance, 
10:36. Others connect this to v 13, treating v 14 as a parenthesis, 
"hardened by the deceitfulness of sin ... while it is being said ... ". 
Others start a new sentence here, making this point 20., and render 
"For" in v 16 as "indeed'', so that it says "In that it is said, 'Today ... 
rebellion', who indeed, having heard, rebelled?" 

35. Some render this word "some", and take both parts of this verse as 
statements, not questions. GK 5515. 

36. The danger of unbelief is not abstract. Israel heard the message, but 
failed to enter due to unbelief. 

37. Or, "provoked Him, embittered Him". Used only here. GK 4176. 
Related to "be bitter" in Col 3: 19; and "rebellion" in Heb 3:8, 15. 

38. The grammar expects a "yes" answer to this and the next question. 
39. All males over 20 years old at the time of the Exodus, except for 

Joshua and Caleb, failed to enter the promised land, Num 14:29-30. 

A.2Thesl:ll B.2Pet2:10 C.Heb9:2,prepare D.1Tim5:17 E.Coll:2 F.Heb4:16 G.Rom9:18 H.Rev2:23 J.Mt3:1 K.Mt24:34 
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Hebrews 4: I 830 Verse 

2c. Therefore, let us fearA that' at any time while a promise to enter into His rest8 is left-remaining2 4: I 
[open], any of you should seemc to have come-short3- "for indeed, we have had-good-news- 2 
announced4, just as those5 also 

J J). But the word0 o/hearing6 did not profitE those ones, they not having been united7 in faithF 
with the ones having heard8 

If'. For we, the ones having believedG, enter into the9 rest 10 > 
2 E. Just as He has said, "As I swore in My wrath, they shall never enter into My rest" [Ps 

95:11] 

2D. And-yet11 , His worksH have been done 12 since the founclation1 of the world 

11:. For13 He has spoken somewhere about the seventh day as follows- "And God 4 
restedK on the seventh day from all His worksH" [Gen 2:2] 

21:. And 14 in this [Ps 95: 11] again, "They shall never enter into My rest8
" 

:ID. Since 15 then it remains 16 that some may enter into it, and the ones formerlyL having had- h 

good-news-announcedM to them did not enter because of disobedienceN, 'He again 
designates17 a certain day- "Today"- saying by David18 after so much time just as it has 
been said-before0 , "Today, if you hear His voice, do not hardenP your hearts" [Ps 95:7-8] 

IE. For if Joshua had given them rest, He 19 would not be speaking after these things :-: 
about another day20 

4D. Therefore a Sabbath-rest21 remains/or the peopleO of God LI 

11. For the one having entered into His rest, also himself rested from his works, 22 just 111 

as God did from His own 

:l( · Therefore,23 let us be diligent24 to enter into that25 rest, in order that no one may fal1 26 in27 the i I 
same exampleR of disobedienceN 

ID. For the word28 of God is living5 and effective29 12 

Ir:. And sharper than any double-edged swordT 
21. And piercing as-far-as the divisionu ofsouJV and spirit, and joints and marrows 
_1 I.. And able-to-judge the thoughts30 and intentions31 of the heart 

2 J). And there is no creation32 hidden33 in His sight, but all things are nakedw and having JJ 
been laid-open34 to His eyes to Whom the account35 will be given by us 



831 Hebrews 4: 13 

I. This construction expresses fear that a negative result may occur. It 
is similar to Act 5:26. 

2. Related to "remain" in v 6, 9. The writer proves this rest has been 
open since the seventh day in v 3-10. On this word, see "left 
behind" in Act 6:2. 

3. Or, "missed, failed to reach" it. That is, that any individual among 
you should come short of entering like Israel did, due to unbelief 
(3: 19), an evil heart ofunbelief(3: 12), deception by sin (3: 13); that 
any should come short of receiving the promise due to a lack of 
genuine faith. Stated positively, let us be diligent that every person 
among you may enter, v I I. Same word as in 12: 15 and Rom 3:23. 
On this word, see "be in need" in Lk 15:14. 

4. That is, the word God spoke about His Son (I :2), to which we must 
pay attention (2: I). Our "good news" was spoken by the Lord and 
"confirmed to us by the ones having heard" (2:3). Israel's came 
through Moses. II is the promise of"rest". This is a participle, "we 
are ones having had good news announced". Same word as in v 6. 

5. The writer compares those to whom he is writing (compare 2:3) 
with the generation in Moses' day who fell in unbelief (3: 15-19). 

6. That is, the message they heard, the subjective hearing. Or, "the 
message a/the report", the objective message. This word means the 
ear, the faculty of hearing, the act of hearing or listening, and the 
message heard (the report, rumor, fame, account, news etc.). Same 
word as in Mt 13:14; Lk 7:1; Act 28:26; I Cor 12:17; Gal 3:2, 5; 2 
Tim 4:3, 4; Heb 5: 11; 2 Pet 2:8. Elsewhere only as "report" in Jn 
12:38 and Rom 10:16 ("who has believed our report"); Mt 4:24; 
14: I: Mk I :28; and as "rumor" in Mt 24:6; Mk 13:7; "report-hear
ing" in Rom 10:17; "ear" in Mk 7:35;Act 17:20; I Cor 12:17; and 
"heard" in I Thes 2:13. GK 198. 

7. It did not profit Moses' generation because they refused to unite in 
faith with the ones hearing God's promise in faith (Moses, Joshua, 
Caleb). These three believed God's promise, and so believed they 
could and would enter, in spite of the obstacles. The others did not 
be! ieve God, and so doubted they could defeat the enemies. The 
application is that in the same way, the gospel will not profit you 
if you do not unite in faith with those believing God. On this word, 
see "blended together" in I Cor 12:24. 

8. "Those ones" were not united in faith with "the ones who heard" 
in faith. Same word as in 2:3. Some manuscripts say "the word of 
hearing" was not united with "faith"- "but the word of hearing, 
not having been united with faith in the ones having heard, did not 
profit those ones" ( B}. The point is the same in either case- they 
did not have faith in God. 

9. Some manuscripts omit this word {C}. 
10. Then as now, we enter by faith. We are excluded by unbelief. 
11. The writer calls to the attention of the reader that God entered His 

rest on the seventh day. This proves that the concept of"rest" in Ps 
95 is not limited to the promised land in Moses' day, but refers to 
something existing since the seventh day of creation. Elsewhere 
only in Act 14: 17. GK 2792. Related to "although" in Jn 4:2. 

12. This is a participle, "are having been done". GK 1181. 
13. Genesis is quoted to prove when God's rest began. 
14. The psalm is quoted again to prove that the rest was already exist

ing when those in Moses' time failed to enter it. 

15. Having proven that the "rest" has existed since creation, the writer 
now proves that it still remains open (v I). It remains open as long 
as it is called "Today" (note the phrase in 3:13). 

16. God's promise will not go unfulfilled. On this word, which is also 
in v 9, see "left behind" in Jude 6. 

17. Or, "declares, fixes, determines, appoints". That is, in Psalm 95. On 
this word, see Rom I :4. 

18. Or, "in David'', that is, in the Psalms. 
19. Thal is, God, speaking by David in this psalm. 
20. The "rest" cannot be the physical rest in the promised land under 

Joshua, otherwise David's psalm would not have offered it "Today". 
It refers to a spiritual rest, a sharing in the rest God entered on the 
seventh day. 

21. Used only here. GK 4878. 
22. Some think the writer means "having entered salvation by faith", 

resting from works. Others think he means "having died and 
entered the presence of God'', resting from our works on earth. 
There are other views. 

23. Having made two negative applications of Ps 95, the writer now 
makes a positive one. Thus his applications are "Do not actively fall 
away", 3: 12; "Do not passively come short". 4: I; and "Be diligent 
to enter". Some make this point 5D., and start a new point with v 
12, making it 78. or JC. 

24. Or, "make every effort". On this word, see Eph 4:3. 
25. That is, the rest mentioned in v I, proven to exist in v 3-10. 
26. That is, perish. Same word as in 3:17, on which see Rom 11:11. 
27. Or, "by". That is, by following the same example. GK 1877. 
28. That is, God's spoken and written word; His word Israel dis

obeyed; His word now proclaimed to us; His word of examination 
when we stand before Him; this word from the Psalms that is 
speaking to the heart. 

29. Or, "active, at-work, operative", accomplishing His will, Isa 55: 11. 
Elsewhere only in I Cor 16:9; Phm 6. GK 1921. Related to "work
ing" in Phil 3:21. 

30. Or, "reflections". Elsewhere only in Mt 9:4; 12:25; Act 17:29. GK 
1927. Related to "pondered" in Mt I :20. 

31. Or, "designs, resolutions, insights". The point is that God will be 
able to discern genuine faith from dead faith and unbelief. He will 
flay open the heart and reveal truth of the matter for every person, 
separating action from motive, I Cor 4:5. Elsewhere only in I Pet 
4:1. GK 1936. 

32. Or, "creature". On this word, see Rom 8:39. 
33. Or, "unseen, invisible, unnoticed". Used only here. GK 905. 

Related to "disfigure" in Mt 6: 16. 
34. Or, "exposed, laid bare". This word means "to take by the throat, to 

bend back the neck (to slit the throat), to expose for the kill". Thus, 
all things are naked and exposed for God's judgment. Used only 
here. GK 5548. The root word is "neck". 

35. Same word as in 13:17; Mt 12:36; Lk 16:2; Act 19:40; I Pet 4:5. 
More literally, "to Whom is the account/or us", to Whom our 
account must be given. On this word, see "word" in I Cor 12:8. 

A. Eph 5:33, respecting B. Heb 3: 11 C. Lk 19: 11, thinking D. I Cor 12:8 E. Rom 2:25 F. Eph 2:8 G. Jn 3:36 H. Mt 26: I 0 J. Heb 9:26 
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Hebrews 4: 14 832 Verse 

2A. Therefore, 1 having a great High Priest2 having gone through the heavens3
- Jesus, the Son ofGod4

- 14 

let us be holding-on-to5 the confession6 

Ill. For we do not have a high priest not being able to sympathize-with our weaknessesA, but One I '.i 
having been tempted7 in all things8 in accordance with our likeness9

, without10 sin 

I ( . So let us be approaching0 the thronec of grace0 with confidence 11
, in order that we may receive I h 

mercyE and find grace for well-timed 12 help 13 

2ll. For every high priest being takenF from-among men° is appointed 14 for 15 people0 in the things .": 
pertaining to God, in order that he might offerH both gifts1 and sacrificesK for sins 

It·. Being able to deal-gently with the ones being ignorantL and going-astrayM, since he himself 2 
is also surrounded 16 with weaknessA 

ID. And because of it17
, he is obligatedN to be offeringH sacrifices for sins- just as for the .1 

people0 , so also for himself 

2 t ·. And one does not takeF the honorP to himself, but receives it being calledO by God, just as also -+ 
Aaron 

3B. So also 18, Christ did not glorifyR Himself to become High Priest 

It·. But the One having said to Him [in Ps 2:7] "You are My Son. Today 19 I have fathered5 You" 
did, "just as also in another place He says, "You are a priest foreverT according to the order b 

ofMelchizedek" [Ps 110:4] 
2( ·. Who, in the days of His flesh20 

11 ). Having offered21 both petitionsu and supplications22 with a strong outcry23 and tearsv to the 
One being able to savew Him from24 death, and having been heard because of His reverence25 

:.'D. Although26 being a Son27 ~ 

3D. Leamedx obediencev from the things which He suffered28 

41l. And having been perfected29
, He became the cause30 of etemalz salvationAA to all the ones obeying31 'I 

Him, "having been designated32 by God as High Priest according to the order ofMelchizedek I() 

I ( . Concerning whomD our message-to-speak14 is great35 and hard-to-interpret36 so as to speak, I I 
since you have become sluggish37 in the hearing38 

ID. For indeed, [although] being obligatedN to be teachers because of the time,39 you again 12 
have a need00 that someone be teachingcc you the elements40 of the beginning00 

concerning the oracles41 of God. And you have become ones having42 a need88 of milk 
and43 not of solidEE food44 

11 ·.. For everyone partakingFF of milk is inexperienced45 in the word00 of righteousness46, I ; 
for he is an infantf111 



833 Hebrews 5:13 

I. Verses 14-16 are a transition to the next major section of the book. 
Some place it as the end of the first section. Note the similarities 
to the transition to 3A. in I 0:32-35. 

2. First mentioned in 2: 17, this term looks forward to the second major 
section of the book, which concerns Jesus as our great High Priest, 
and the implications of this for us, and for the priestly system estab
lished under the Law of Moses. 

3. That is, back to His throne, I :3. Compare 7:26; Eph 4: 10. 
4. This term looks backward, to the ground covered in the first main 

section of the book. 
5. Or, "keeping hold of, grasping firmly on to, taking hold of". Used 

47 times, ii also means "seize, arrest, hold back, hold fast". Same 
word as in Mk 7:3; Col 2:19; 2 Thes 2:15; Rev 2:13, 15, 25; and 
as "take hold of" in Heb 6: 18. GK 3 I 95. 

6. Same word as in 10:23; 3: I. On this word, see 2 Car 9: 13. 
7. Or, "tested". On this word, see 2:18. 
8. Or, "in all respects". Same phrase as in 2: 17; Col 3:20, 22; Act 17:22. 
9. Elsewhere only in 7: 15. GK 3928. Related to "become like" in 2: 17. 
10. Or, "apart from". The writer may mean "without any sin on His 

part", or, that Jesus was tempted in all things "apart from sin"- He 
was not tempted by His own sin like we are, because He had no sin. 
On this word, see Jam 2: 18. 

11. Or, "boldness, freedom of speech". Same word as in Act 2:29; 2 
Car 7:4; I Tim 3: 13; Heb 3:6; 10: 19, 35; I Jn 2:28; 3:21; 4:17; 5: 14. 
Elsewhere only as "boldness" in Act 4: 13, 29, 31; 28:31; 2 Car 
3:12; Eph 3:12; 6:19; Phil 1:20; Phm 8; "openness" in Mk 8:32; 
Jn 7: 13; "public" in Jn 7:4, 26; 11 :54; 18:20; Col 2: 15; and "plain
ness" m Jn 10:24; 11:14; 16:25, 29. GK 4244. Related to "speak 
boldly" in Eph 6:20. 

12. Or, "strategic, opportune, seasonable". On this word, see "oppor
tune" in Mk 6:21. 

13. On this word, see "support" in Act 27:17. Related to the word in 
Rev 12:16. 

14. Same word as in 7:28; 8:3. GK 2770. On this word, see "put in 
charge" in Act 6:3. 

15. Or, "for the sake of, on behalf of". GK 5642. 
16. Or, "beset, clothed". Same word as in 12:1, the witnesses "sur

rounding" us. Elsewhere only as "lie around" in Mk 9:42; Lk 17:2; 
and "wear" in Act 28:20. GK 4329. 

17. Thal is, his weakness. Some manuscripts say "this" {N}. 
18. Christ fulfills these two characteristics of a high priest. He too was 

appointed by God; and He too is qualified to minister to the peo
ple based on His life experience. Yet His qualifications are ofa dif
ferent order than theirs. 

19. On this quotation, see I :5. 
20. Or, "in His days rifthe flesh". That is, during His life on earth. 
21. Or, "brought to Him". Same word as in v I, 3. Also in 8:3, 4; 9:7, 

9, 14, 25, 28; 10: I, 2, 8, 11, 12; 11:4, 17. Used 47 times. GK 47 I 2. 
22. Or, "pleas, pleadings". Used only here. GK 2656. This word also 

means the olive branch brought by the pleader coming to plead. On 
"petition", see I Tim 2: I. 

23. Or, "shout, cry". Elsewhere only as "shout" in Mt 25:6; Lk I :42; 
"clamor" in Act 23:9; Eph 4:31; and "crying" in Rev 21:4. GK 
3199. Related to "shout" in Act 22:23, and "cry out" in Mt 8:29. 

24. Or, "out of". Some take this to mean "from dying"; others, "from 
the peril of death"; others, "out of death" through resurrection. Note 
that it is not said here what Jesus prayed for or when, only to whom 
He prayed and that He was heard, and that in the process, He 
learned obedience. Some think that this is referring to Gethsemane, 
Luke 22:41-44; others, that it has a wider reference. GK I 666. 

25. Or, "piety, godly fear, devotion". Elsewhere only in 12:28, where 
we are to exercise it. GK 2325. Related to "reverent" in 11 :7 and 
Lk 2:25. The root words mean "to take hold well" with reference 
to the commands of God. 

26. Some take this phrase with what precedes (praying and being 
heard ... although); others, with what follows (learned obedience, 
although). The main sentence is "Who ... learned obedience". 

27. That is, one whose essential quality is that He is God's Son. 
Compare I :2. 

28. Jesus learned obedience to the Father's will from undeserved suf
fering, not from personal sin like the high priests of 5:2. Same con
cept as in 2:10. "Suffered" in v 8 (see Gal 3:4 on it) is the verb 
related to "sufferings" in 2: I 0. Compare Phil 2:8. 

29. That is, by sufferings. On this word, see 2: I 0. 
30. Or, "source, grounds". On this word, see "guilt" in Lk 23:4. 
31. Compare Rom 16:26. On this word, see Act 6:7. 
32. Or, "called, addressed, named". Used only here. GK 4641. 
33. That is, Melchizedek, 5: 10; 7: I. Or, "which", referring to Christ 

as High Priest, the main subject in 7: 1-10: 18. 
34. Or, "word, message, discourse". It is rendered this way to show its 

relationship to the related word "speak" later. More literally, "con
cerning whom the message for us is great and hard-to-interpret to 
speak". On this word, see "word" in I Cor 12:8. 

35. Same word as "long" in Act 15:32. It can mean great in quantity 
("lengthy"), or in quality. 

36. That is, difficult for me to explain to you, to put in words you will 
understand, given your spiritual condition. Used only here. GK I 549. 
The root word is "translate" in 7:2. 

37. Or, "lazy, dull". Elsewhere only in 6:12. GK 3821. 
38. Or, "ears". Same word as in 4:2, and related to "obedience" in 5:8. 
39. That is, enough time has passed in your Christian life so that you 

ought to be teachers, not babes. 
40. Or, "the fundamentals, the basics, the ABCs of a thing". On this 

word see "elemental" in Gal 4:3. These things are named in 6:1-2, 
and are next called "milk". Some manuscripts say "need that some
one be teaching you what are the elements ... " { C}. The difference 
is an accent mark. 

41. Or, "sayings, declarations, pronouncements". Thus the whole 
phrase means "the basics consisting of the first things taught 
regarding the oracles of God". Elsewhere only in Act 7:38; Rom 
3:2; I Pet 4: 11. GK 3359. Related to "word" in I Car 12:8. 

42. That is, continuing to have. 
43. Some manuscripts omit this word { C}. 
44. In this context, solid food refers to the teaching about Christ as 

High Priest. On this word, see Mt 24:45. 
45. Or, "unaccustomed, unacquainted with". This is versus "trained" in 

the next verse. Used only here. GK 586. 
46. That is, characterized by, or leading to, or about righteousness. 

A. Mt 8: 17 B. Heb 10:22 C. Rev 20: 11 D. Eph 2:8 E. Mt 9: 13 F. Rom 7:8 G. Mt 4:4, mankind H. Heb 5:7 J. Mt 5:23 K. Heb 9:26 
L.Roml0:3 M.Jam5:19,err N.Heb2:17,hadto O.Rev21:3 P.1Tim5:17 Q.Rom8:30 R.Rom8:30 S.1Jn5:18 T.Rev20:10 
U. I Tim 2:1 V. Act 20:19 W. Lk 19:10 X. Phil 4:11 Y. Rom 16:26 Z. Mt 25:46 AA. Lk 19:9 BB. Tit 3:14 CC. Rom 12:7 DD. Col 1:18 
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Hebrews 5: 14 834 Verse 

2L. But the solid food is for the mature'- the ones because of habit2 having their 14 
faculties 3 trained4 for discernment5 a/both goodA and evil8 

2D. Therefore, having left the message6 of the beginning7 concerning Christ, let us be carried- 6: I 
along8 to maturity9 

I l'.. Not again laying-down a foundationc of repentance0 from deadE worksw and faithF 
toward God 11 , •of instructionG about cleansings 12 and laying-on 13 ofhands, and about 2 
the resurrectionH of the deadE and eternaP judgrnentK 

.:m And this we will do 14 if-indeed15 God permitsL 

I le. For it is impossible 16 to renew 17 again to repentance0 the ones 

11· Having once18 been enlightened 19 and20 having tasted21 the heavenlyM giftN 
2F. And having been made22 partakers23 of the Holy Spirit 

4 

>I· And having tasted the good A word0 of God and the powers24 of the coming age 5 
41 ·. And having fallen-away25

- crucifying-again26 for themselves the Son of God, 6 
and publicly-disgracing27 Him 

2L For land having drunk the rain coming often upon it, and producingP a plant28 

usefu!O to those for whose sake it is also farmed, receives29 a blessingR from God 
.IL. But land bringing-forth thorns5 and thistles is disapproved30 and nearT a curse31 , ~ 

whose end32 is for burning 

4D. But concerning you, beloved33
, we are convinced-ofu betterv things, and things having lJ 

salvationw- even though we are speaking in this manner 

IL. For God is not unjustx so as to forgetv your workz and the love34 which you 10 
demonstrated35 for His name, having served36 the saintsAA and [still] serving 



835 Hebrews 6:10 

I. That is, the full-grown, the adult. On this word, see "complete" in 
I Cor 13:10. 

2. Or "practice, constant use". Used only here. GK 2011. It refers to 
a state or condition of body or mind, to something one "has", some
times as the result of practice. The root word is "to have". The 
immature are inexperienced in the word. The mature, by the habit 
which they have of using it, have trained their moral faculties. 

3. Or, lhe "senses" or "abilities to perceive or discern" morally. Used 
only here. GK 152. Related to "perception" in Phil I :9. 

4. Or, "exercised". This is a participle, "having their faculties having 
been trained". Elsewhere only in 12:11; I Tim 4:7; 2 Pet 2:14, 
"trained in greed". GK 1214. Related to "training" in I Tim 4:8. 

5. Or, "distinguishing". On this word, see I Cor 12:10. 
6. Or, the "word, doctrine". On this word, see "word" in I Cor 12:8. 
7. Same word as in 5: 12. That is, the message consisting of the first 

things taught about Christ. Some think this means "the basic teach
ing about Jesus as the promised Messiah"; others, the foundational 
things mentioned next. On this word, see Col I: 18. 

8. Or, "brought, moved, borne along, driven". Same word as in Act 
27: 15, 17. On this word, see "carried" in 2 Pet I: 17. 

9. Or, "perfection, completeness". Elsewhere only as "perfection" in Col 
3: 14. GK 5456. Related to "perfect" in 2: 10; and "mature" in 5: 14. 

10. Same phrase as in 9:14. Works without faith are dead, just as faith 
without works is dead (Jam 2:26). Thus some think the writer means 
"faithless works, works devoid of life'', Jewish rituals and works of 
the law performed apart from faith. 01hers think he means more gen
erally "works leading to or producing death"; that is, sinful works. 

11. Or, "faith upon God". This phrase is used only here. It is related lo 
"put faith upon" in Rom 4:5. 

12. Or, "washings, baptisms". Same word as in 9: I 0 and Mk 7:4, where 
it is also plural. Elsewhere only as singular in Col 2: 12, buried with 
Him in "baptism". GK 968. Related to the usual word "baptism" in 
Mk I :4, which is never plural. The word "baptize" means "cleanse" 
in Mk 7:4. Some think the writer means teachings regarding the 
Chrislian view of Jewish cleansings, certainly a foundational item 
for the Hebrew believers. All six items here refer to their Jewish 
foundation, from which they must move on to Christian maturity. 
lfhe means "baptisms'', some think he means Jewish washings/baths 
(and perhaps John's baptism and pagan baptisms) versus Christian 
baptism; others, that the plural stands for the singular, and simply 
means Christian "baptism". There are other views. 

13. This noun is elsewhere only in Act 8:18; I Tim 4:14; 2 Tim 1:6. GK 
2120. The related verb (see Lk I 0:30) is used in this sense twelve 
times to heal, as in Mt 9: 18; Mk 16: 18; Lk 4:40; Act 28:8; twice to 
pray a blessing (Mt 19: 13, 15); three times to commission leaders 
(Act 6:6; 13:3; I Tim 5:22); and four times to bestow the Spirit (Act 
8:17, 19; 9:17; 19:6). 

14. That is, carry you on to maturity, v 1. Some manuscripts say "And 
lei us do this" {A}. 

15. Elsewhere only in 3:6, 14. GK 1570. 
16. Compare I 0:29. Same phrase as in 6: 18; I 0:4; 11 :6. Same word as 

in Mt 19:26; Mk 10:27; Lk 18:27; Rom 8:3. Elsewhere only as 
"powerless" in Act 14:8; and "not strong" in Rom 15:1. GK 105. 

17. Or, "reslore". In the Greek word order, "it is impossible" is the first 
word in v 4, "lo renew again to repentance" is in v 6 (preceding 

"crucifying"), placing emphasis on it. Used only here. GK 362. On 
the related words "renewal" and "renew", see Tit 3:5. 

18. That is, one time, not "formerly". This is in contrast with "again" 
crucify and "again" (a second time) repent. Some link this only with 
"enlightened"; others, with all four verbs, enlightened, lasted, 
made, tasted. It is used eight times in Hebrews. On this word, see 
"once for all" in Jude 3. 

19. Or, "illuminated, lit up, given light". Some think this refers to their 
initial turning to Jesus, and their baplism. Compare I 0:26, "hav
ing received the knowledge of the truth". Same word as in I 0:32; 
Eph I: 18; 3:9. Elsewhere only as "illuminate" in I Cor 4:5; Rev 
18: I; 21 :23; "give light" in Lk 11 :36; Jn I :9; Rev 22:5; and "bring 
to light" in 2 Tim I: I 0. GK 5894. 

20. This is not the same word as the "and" beginning the next three 
phrases. It is lhe same word as in the middle ofv 5. For this reason, 
these two items are grouped together, like the two in v 5. However, 
it may also be rendered "enlightened- both having tasted ... and hav
ing been made ... ", the latter two phrases explaining "enlightened". 

21. This word is used both in the sense of "experienced" and of "par
taken". It is used ofa spiritual "tasting" in Heb 6:4, 5; I Pet 2:3; of 
"tasting" death (see Heb 2:9); and elsewher~ only of "eating" (Act 
10: 10; 20: 11; 23: 14) or "tasling" (Mt 27:34; Lk 14:24; Jn 2:9; Col 
2:21) food. GK 1174. Some think the "gift" is salvation or forgive
ness. Others think it is Christ (Jn 4: IO); others, the Lord's Supper. 

22. Or, "having come-to-be, become, been". GK 1181. 
23. Or, "partners, sharers". On this word, see 3: I. Note 10:32-34. This 

could mean sharers in the Spirit's person, gifts, or work. 
24. Or, "miracles'', as in 2:4. 
25. Or, "fallen aside". Used only here. GK 4178. Related to "trespass" 

in Mt 6: 14. The root word is "fall" in 3: 17; 4: 11. 
26. Or, "re-crucifying". This phrase defines the sense in which such ones 

have fallen away- publicly turning away and denouncing Jesus
and the reason they cannot be renewed to repentance. Thus, it means 
"since they are crucifying-again". This is the word "crucifying" with 
the prefix "again". Used only here. GK 416. 

27. Or, "making an example of, holding up for contempt, making a 
show of, putting to shame". Used only here. GK 4136. The noun 
(not used in the NT) means "a precedent, an example, a proof from 
example, a lesson, a warning". The picture here is ofone who pub
licly renounces Christ, rejoining the group crying "Crucify Him". 

28. Or, "grass", any kind of small green plant. Used only here. GK 
I 083. Our word "botany" comes from this word. 

29. Or, "receives a share of". Such ones can be led on to maturity, by 
God's blessing. The writer's grammar may mean "receives a share 
of blessing", or, "receives blessings". On this word, see "share in" 
in 12:10. 

30. Or, "rejected, failing to meet the test". On this word, see I Cor 9:27. 
31. That is, is facing a curse, near to being cursed. On this word, see 

Gal 3:10. 
32. Or, "outcome". This kind of land has only one destiny. The writer 

is referring to judgment, as in I 0:29. On this word, see Rom I 0:4. 
33. Used only here in this book. On this word, see Mt 3: 17. 
34. Some manuscripts say "labor of love" {N }. 
35. Or, "showed". Same word as in v 11. On this word, see Eph 2:7. 
36. Note 10:32-34. On this word, see "ministering" in I Pet 4: 10. 
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Hebrews 6: 11 836 Verse 

21·:. But we desireA that each of you be demonstrating the same diligence' toward the 11 
full-assurance 2 o/hope6 until the end3, "in order that you may not be sluggish4

, but 12 
imitatorsc of the ones inheriting0 the promisesE through faith and patience5 

IF. For God, having promised6 to Abraham, swore7 by Himself- since He had by I.\ 
no one greater to swear-• saying [in Gen 22: 17), "Surely while blessingF I 14 
will bless you, and while multiplyingG I will multiply8 you". •And so, having I ' 

waited-patiently9, he obtainedfl the promise 

I ( i. For people 10 swear by the greater one. And for them the oath1 for 16 
confirmationK is the end 11 of every disputeL 

2 ( i. By which custom God, intendingM even more to showN the unchangeableness I 7 
of His intention 12 to the heirs0 of the promise, guaranteed 13 with an oath 

111. In order that by two unchangeable things 14 in which it is impossibler I s 
for God to lie, we- the ones having fled 15 to take-hold-ofO the hope 

2C. For this Melchizedek20
-

being set-before 16 us- may have strong encouragement17 

I I. Which hope we have as an anchor of the soulR, both secure18 I q 

and firm5 and entering into the inner side of the curtain 19
, "where :io 

a forerunner for us went in- Jesus-

I .I. Having become High Priest foreverT according to the 
order o/Melchizedek 

ID. King a/Salem, priest of the Most-Highu God, remains21 a priest perpetually22-

11 · The one having metv Abraham retumingw from the defeat23 of the kings and having 
blessedF him,• to whom also Abraham dividedx a tenth24 from everything25

, who is 

11. First, being translatedv- king of righteousness26 

:ii- And then also, king a/Salem- which is king o/peace27 

-1 F. Fatherless, motherless, genealogy-less, having neither a beginning2 of days nor 1 

an endAA o/life,28 but having been made-like29 the Son o/God 

21J. Now observe66 how great this one is to whom indeed30 Abraham the patriarch31 gave a 4 
tenth from the choicest-spoils32 

11:. Indeed, the onesJJ from the sons of Levi receiving the priestly-office34 have a :' 

commandrnenicc to be collecting-a-tenth-from35 the people00 according to the Law36-

that is,from their brothersEE, even though their brothers have come-out37 of the loins38 

of Abraham-



I. On this word, see "eamesbtess" in 2 Cor 8: 16. Related to "diligent" 
in Heb 4:11. 

2. On this word, see 10:22. On this verse, compare 10:36. 
3. That is, the end of life, or Christ's return. This phrase "until the end" 

is also in Rev 2:26, and is similar to the phrase in Heb 3: 14. On 
related phrases, see Mt 10:22. 

4. Same word as in 5: 11. 
5. Thal is, ones like Abraham next, and those in chapter 11. Elsewhere 

only in Rom 2:4; 9:22; 2 Cor6:6; Gal 5:22; Eph 4:2; Col 1:11; 3:12; 
I Tim 1:16;2Tim3:10;4:2;Jam5:10; I Pet3:20;2Pet3:15.GK 
3429. The related verb is in v 15. 

6. Some think this means when God promised, He swore at the same 
time, in Gen 22; others, having previously promised since Gen 12, 
He swore in Gen 22. The grammar permits either. 

7. On this word, see Jam 5:12. It is used seven times in Hebrews. 
8. This is a literal translation of a Hebrew way of speaking, meaning, 

I will surely bless, I will surely multiply. 
9. On this word, see "is patient" in I Cor 13:4. Some think this refers 

10 the 25 years between the promise and the birth of Isaac. 
10. Some manuscripts add "indeed" {N). 
11. Or. "conclusion". Elsewhere only in Mt 12:42; Lk 11 :31; Rom 

10: 18. GK 4306. 
12. Or, "will, purpose". On this word, see "counsel" in Eph I: 11. Related 

to the previous verb. It could also be rendered "purposing ... His pur
pose", "willing ... His will", "determining ... His determination". 

13. Or, "interposed, mediated, pledged Himself as surety". Used only 
here. GK 3541. Related to "mediator" in 8:6. 

14. That is, the promise and the oath. 
15. Or, "fled for refuge, taken refuge". Or, this may be punctuated "we, 

the ones having fled for refuge, may have strong encouragement to 
take hold ... ". Elsewhere only in Act 14:6. GK 2966. Used of flee
ing to a city of refuge in Deut 4:42; 19:5; Josh 20:9. The picture is 
that we have fled from sin to a city of refuge in order to lay hold 
of the hope of life, eternal life. 

16. That is, by God. Or, "lying before". On this word, see 12: I. 
17. Thal is, encouragement to wait patiently (like Abraham) in order to 

obtain the promises. On this word, see Act 4:36. 
18. Or, "certain, safe, firm". On this word, see "certainty" in Act 21:34. 
19. That is, into the true Holy of Holies. On this word, see 9:3. 
20. This is the fourth mention ofMelchizedek, 5:6, 10; 6:20. Chapter 

7 is exposition of the meaning of this person. Here the writer draws 
his points from Gen 14: 17-20. Inv 14 he takes up Ps 110, the only 
other place Melchizedek is mentioned. GK 3519. 

21. Or, "continues, abides". In the Greek word order, v 1-3 is one long 
sentence with the subject ("this Melchizedek") coming first, and 
this phrase held until the very end (after "Son of God"), for empha-

837 Hebrews 7:5 

sis. The writer returns to this point in v 23-25. On this word, see 
"abide" in Jn 15 :4. 

22. Or, "continually" and in this sense, "for all time, forever". On this 
idiom, see "for all time" in I 0: 12. 

23. Used only here. GK 3158. Same word as in Gen 14: 17. 
24. Same word as in v 4, 8, 9. Elsewhere only in Jn I :39; Rev 11: 13; 

21:20. GK 1281. The related verbs are in v 5 and v 6. 
25. That is, from all the spoils. 
26. This is the translation of the Hebrew name Melchizedek. 
27. The translation of the Hebrew word for "Salem" is "peace" 
28. That is, none of these are recorded in the OT. Melchizedek is made 

to appear in Scripture as a prefigurement of Christ. 
29. Or, "made to resemble, copied from". Used only here. GK 926. 

Related to "likeness" in 4:15; and "become like" in 2:17. Jesus 
"became like" His brothers (2: 17). Melchizedek was "copied 
from" the Son of God. Note that the writer does not say made like 
"Jesus", who had a mother and a genealogy, but "the Son of God", 
who does not. 

30. Some manuscripts omit this word {C). 
31. This word means the head or beginning or ruler of a family or 

tribe. Elsewhere only in Act 2:29; 7:8, 9. GK 4256. The root word 
is "father". 

32. This word literally means "the top of the heap"; and regarding the 
harvest it meant "firstfruits". Used only her~. GK 215. 

33. The writer uses grammar that emphasizes the contrast between the 
two halves of this statement, between "the ones" and "the one" in v 6. 

34. Elsewhere only in Lk I :9. GK 2632. Related to "priesthood" in v 11. 
35. Elsewhere only as "to give a tenth of" in Mt 23:23; Lk 11 :42; 18:12. 

GK 620. Related to "tenth" in v 4; and to the verb in v 6. "Tithe" is 
an Old English word meaning "tenth". 

36. See Num 18:21-26. The Levites received it for their service as 
priests, but did not receive a portion of the land. 

37. The point is that the Levitical priests had a commandment authoriz
ing them to collect a tenth, even though collecting it from their own 
brothers. Melchizedek had no commandment, yet collected it from 
Abraham, to whom he was no relation! Melchizedek is greater than 
Abraham, and by extension, the Levitical priests. This is a participle 
modifying "brothers", "even though having come out". 

38. Or, "reproductive organs, groin". Same word as in v IO; and Act 
2:30, where Jesus is a fruit of David's loins. It is a Hebrew way of 
speaking, as in Gen 35: 11; 2 Chron 6:9; etc. We would say 
"although they were descendants of Abraham". This word also 
means the "waist", where one ties a belt or ties up his garments lo 
prepare for work. Elsewhere only as "waist" in Mt 3:4; Mk I :6; Lk 
12:35; Eph 6: 14; I Pet I: 13. GK 4019. 

A. Gal 5: 17 B. Col I :5 C. Eph 5: I D. Gal 4:30 E. I Jn 2:25 F. Lk 6:28 G. Act 7: 17 H. Heb 11 :33 J. Jam 5: 12 K. Phil I :7 L. Heb 12:3, 
opposition M. Jam I: 18, willed N. Act 18:28 0. Rom 8: 17 P. Heb 6:4 Q. Heb 4: 14, hold on to R. Jam 5:20 S. 2 Pet I: 10 T. Rev 20: 10 
U. Mt 21 :9, highest V. Act 20:22 W. 2 Pet 2:21, tum back X. I Cor 7: 17, apportioned Y. Jn I :42 Z. Col I: 18 AA. Rom 10:4 BB. Lk IO: 18, 
seeing CC. Mk 12:28 DD. Rev 21 :3 EE. Act 16:40 
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11. Yet the one not tracing-his-genealogy 1 from them has collected-a-tenth2 from (, 
Abraham, and has blessedA the one having the promises! •And apart from all 7 
dispute3, the lesser one is blessedA by the better4 one 

21 ... And here5, dying8 men6 receivec the tenths- X 

11 '. Yet there, it is being attested0 that he7 is living! 

3 r'. And so to speak,8 through Abraham, even Levi-the one receivingc the tenths9-has 'I 

paid-a-tenth. "For he was still in the loinsE of his father when Melchizedek md him10 I <1 

.i( · Now indeed, 11 ifperfection 12 had been through the Levitical priesthood13
- for the [Jewish] 11 

peopleG have received-the-Law on the basis of it14
- what furtherH need1 would there have 

been that another priest should ariseK according to the order of Melchizedek, and not be 
namedL according to the order of Aaron? 15 

ID For16 the priesthood being changed17
, ofnecessity18 there is19 also a change20 of law 12 

I I:. F or2 1 the One about Whom these22 things are spoken has partaken23 of another tribeM I J 

from which no one has attended-to24 the altarN 

I F. For it is clear0 that our Lord has risen25 from Judah- for which tribe Moses I -f 
spoke nothing concerning priests26 

2F. And it is stilJH even-more very-clear27 if Another28 Priest arisesK in accordance with 15 
the likenessP of Melchizedek, "Who has become such not based-on29 the law of a I h 
fleshy30 commandmentO, but based on the powerR of an indestructible31 life5! 

11 . For it is attested32 that "You are a priest foreverT according to the order of I -
Melchizedek" [Ps 110:4] 

2 D. For33 a setting-aside34 of the precedingu commandmentO takes place, 35 because of its I ~ 
weaknessv and unprofitableness36 "(for the Law perfectedw nothing}- I 'I 

IF. And a bringing-in37 of a betterx hope, through which we draw-nearv to God 



839 Hebrews 7:19 

I. Or, "naming his genealogy, being genealogized". This is the verb 
related to "genealogy" in I Tim I :4. Used only here. GK 1156. 

2. Same word as in v 5, but without the prefix "from", which is 
implied. Elsewhere only as "paid a tenth" in v 9. GK 1282. 
Melchizedek took a tenth from Abraham and blessed him. There
fore he is the greater of the two. 

J. Or, "without any argument". On this word, see "opposition" in 12:3. 
4. This is a key word in Hebrews. On this word, see I :4. 
5. The writer uses grammar that emphasizes the contrast between the 

two halves of this sentence. 
6. That is, priests from the sons of Levi. 
7. That is, Melchizedek. He "remains a priest perpetually", v 2-3. His 

death is not recorded. 
8. This is an idiom, literally, "And so as to say a word". It was used to 

limit a startling statement. Used only here. GK 2229. 
9. That is, the tenths from the people according to the Law, v 5. 
I 0. That is, Levi was represented by Abraham when Abraham gave the 

tenth to Melchizedek, v 2. The point is that Levi, representing the 
entire Aaronic priesthood under the Law of Moses, is therefore 
shown to be inferior to Melchizedek. 

11. This phrase "Now indeed, Now, So, Then" resumes the argument. 
It occurs also in 8:4 and 9: I. Each time, it introduces a compari
son between the Levitical system and the priesthood/ministry of 
Christ. Here, having proven the personal superiority of 
Melchizedek to Abraham (v 6-7), and therefore to Levi (v 9-10), 
the writer now demonstrates the superiority of this priesthood pre
dicted in Ps I IO to the Levitical priesthood. He does this by draw
ing inferences from three aspects of Ps 110. First, from the new 
order, v 11. Then from "swore", v 20. Then from "forever", v 23. 

12. Or, "completeness", the attainment of everything required before 
God. Later the writer will say the yearly sacrifice proves this was 
not attained, I 0: 1-2. Elsewhere only as "fulfillment" in Lk I :45. 
GK 5459. Related to "perfect" in 2: I 0. 

13. Elsewhere only in v 12, 24. GK 2648. 
14. That is, the priesthood. The Law rests upon the priesthood, which 

administers it. Thus the writer means "If the priesthood- and the 
Law they ministered to the people- had perfected them". 

15. Though Melchizedek was mentioned in Genesis, the new priestly 
order is mentioned in Ps 110, long after the establishment of 
Aaron's priesthood. This implies that the Levitical priesthood and 
law was imperfect and temporary. The new will replace the old, and 
do what it could not do. If this were not so, ifthe Levitical system 
was God's final plan leading to perfection, what need would there 
be for the new one? Thus the very existence of this statement in Ps 
110 proves that the Levitical system, like Levi, is inferior, and that 
something better was coming. 

16. Since the Psalm proves that there is a change in priesthood, the writer 
now extends this by stating and proving (in v 13-17) the necessary 
corollary, that there is a change oflaw. He shifts from discussing the 
priesthood to the law. By proving the corollary, he further proves the 
main point of v 11. Others think this verse is parenthetical (making 

it part of3C.), and that v 13 and v 15 (which would become ID. and 
20.) are proving that a change in priesthood has in fact taken place, 
replacing the inferior Levitical one. Consult the commentaries. 

17. On this word, see "removed" in 11 :5. 
18. Same word as in 7:27; 9:16, 23. On this word, see I Cor 7:26. 
19. Or, "takes place, occurs". GK 1181. 
20. Or, "changeover". On this word, see "removal" in 11 :5. Related to 

"changed" earlier. 
21. The historical fact that Jesus, as the Priest of Ps 110, is from Judah 

(in fulfillment of Gen 49:10) in violation of the Law of Moses, 
proves that He also brings a change of law. 

22. That is, Ps 110:4. 
23. Same word as in 2: 14, where Jesus "partook" of blood and flesh. 
24. That is, served as priest. Only the sons of Levi can be priests under 

the Law of Moses. On this word, see "pay attention to" in I Tim 3:8. 
25. Or, "sprung up". Elsewhere only of the sun rising in Mt 5:45; 13:6; 

Mk 4:6; 16:2; Jam I: 11; the clouds in Lk 12:54; a light in Mt 4: 16; 
and the morning star in 2 Pet I: 19. GK 422. 

26. Some manuscripts say "priesthood" {N}. 
27. The writer piles up the words here. It is even more clear that a 

change oflaw must occur since not only is Jesus of a different tribe 
than the priests, but human lineage is not even a qualification! It is 
not based on the lineage ofMelchizedek at all (he has none), but on 
his continuing to "live" forever. Used only here. GK 2867. Related 
to "clear" in v 14. 

28. Or, "Different". The word means, "another of a different kind". Same 
word as in v 11 and 13. On this word, see "different"in I Cor 12:9. 

29. Or, "according to". GK 2848. 
30. Or, "made of flesh". That is, the laws regarding the priest's physi

cal descent. On this word, see "made of flesh" in I Cor 3: I. 
31. Used only here. GK 186. This is another way of saying "a priest 

forever" as in v 17. 
32. Or, "witnessed, testified". On this word, see Act 6:3. Some manu

scripts say "He attests" {N}. 
33. The writer now concludes by plainly stating the meaning of"a change 

oflaw" in v 12, and thus the meaning of Ps 110. Ps 110 predicts a new 
Priest in a new priesthood, which requires a new Law. This means 
Jesus brings a setting aside of the Law and the Levitical system, which 
was not able to perfect (v 11 ), as He brings in better hope. 

34. Or, "annulment, abolishment, abrogation". The new High Priest 
brings an end to the old system. The writer uses grammar that 
emphasizes the contrast between the two halves of this sentence; 
between the setting aside and the bringing in. Elsewhere only in 
9:26, of sin. GK 120. Related to the verb "set aside" in I 0:28. 

35. The setting aside takes place in the establishment of the new priest
hood, in fulfillment of the psalm. 

36. Or, "uselessness". The Law could not save those approaching, v 25; 
10:1-4. Elsewhere only as "unprofitable" in Tit 3:9. GK 543. 
Related to "profit" in Rom 2:25. 

37. Or, "introduction". Used only here. GK 2081. The root word is 
ubring-in". 

A. Lk 6:28 B. Rom 7: 10 C. Rom 7:8, taken D. Act 6:3 E. Heb 7:5 F. Heb 7: I G. Rev 21 :3 H. I Cor 12:31, still J. Tit 3: 14 K. Lk 18:33, 
rise up L. Jn 12:49, say M. Rev I :7 N. Rev 8:3 0. I Tim 5:24, clear beforehand P. Heb 4: 15 Q. Mk 12:28 R. Mk 5:30 S. Rom 8: IO 
T. Rev 20: 10 U. 2 Jn 9, going ahead V. I Thes 5: 14 W. Heb 2: IO X. Heb I :4 Y. Lk 21 :28 



Hebrews 7:20 840 Verse 

4( ·. And1 to the degree that it was not without2 an oath-swearing3 (for the one5'4 have become5 priests 211 

without an oath-swearing-"but the One with an oath-swearing, through the One<' saying to Him 2 I 
[in Ps 110:4], "The Lord sworeA and He will not change-His-mind8 , You are a priest forever7")--

JD. To that degree8 also9 Jesus has become the guarantee 10 of a better= covenant0 22 

5C. And 11 the many 12 have been 13 [Levitical] priests because of their being preventedE from 23 
continuing 14 by death-

ID. But the One, because of His remainingF forever', has a pennanent 15 priesthood 24 
2D. Hence also, He is able to saveH completely 16 the ones coming-tol God through Him, 2~ 

always living so as to intercedeK for them 

6( . For17 such a High Priest was indeed titting 18 for us- holy19
, innocentL, undefiledM, having 21i 

been separated20 from sinners, and having become higher than the heavens 

ID. Who does not have the daily necessity21
- as indeed the high priests- to be offeringN "-:' 

sacritices0 first for His own sins, then the sins of the peopleP 

IL For He did this22 once-for-al123
, having offeredN Himself 

2 [). For the Law appoints24 men having weaknessO as high priests, but the wordR of the oath- :' ~ 
swearing after the Law25 appoints a Son having been perfected5 forever<' 

:'B. Now the main-point26 in the things being said is- we have such a High Priest, Who sat-down at S: I 
the right hand of the throneT of the Majestyu in the heavens, 

0

Ministerv of the Holies27, indeed28 of 
the true29 tabemacle30

, which the Lord pitched31
, not32 a humanw 

IC. For every high priest is appointed that he might be offeringx both gifts v and sacrifices0 . Hence 
it is33 necessaryz that this One also have something which He may offer34 

2C. Now indeed,35 if He were on earth He would not even be a priest- there being the ones _j 

offering36 the gifts according-to37 the Law 

ID. Who are servingAA a copy88 and a shadow of the heavenlycc things- just as Moses has 
been wamed38, being about to complete39 the tabernacle 

l L. For "See", He says [in Ex 25:40], "that you make everything according to the 
pattem00 having been shown to you on the mountain" 

3('. But He has now obtained EE a more-excellent'0 ministry41 , by as much as He is indeed the <' 
mediator42 of a betterc covenant43, which has been enacted on better promises44 ! 

l D. For if that first covenant had been faultless45
, no place would have been soughtFF for a 

second 



I. Continuing the exposition of Ps 110, the writer now draws an infer
ence from "swore". 

2. Or, stated positively, to the degree that Jesus became High Priest by 
the oath of God Himself ... to that degree He is the guarantee of a 
better covenant. 

3. This noun is elsewhere only in v 21, 28. GK 3993. Related to "oath" 
in 6:16. 

4. The writer uses grammar that emphasizes the contrast between the 
two halves of this sentence; between the ones (the Levitical priests) 
and the One (Christ). 

5. This is a paniciple, "are having become". The Levitical priests have 
become and continue to be priests apan from an oath-swearing. 
GK 1181. 

6. That is, the Father. 
7. Some manuscripts add "according to the order ofMelchizedek" {A}. 
8. This construction "to the degree that... to that degree" (or, "by as 

much as ... by so much") is used only here. Similar to Rev 18:7. 
Related to the construction in I :4; I 0:25. The first component ("to 
the degree") is also used in 3:3; 9:27 ("just as"). 

9. Some manuscripts omit this word {C}. 
I 0. Or, "pledge, security". Used only here. GK 1583. 
11. Continuing the exposition of Ps 110, the writernow draws an infer

ence from "forever". 
12. Or, "the more", more than one. Many were needed in succession, 

since they died. The writer uses grammar that emphasizes the con
trast between the two halves of this sentence; between the many 
and the One. 

13. Many have been and continue to be priests, because of death. This 
is a paniciple, "are having been". GK 1181. 

14. That is, from continuing as priests. On this word, see Jam I :25. 
15. Or, "unchangeable", not passing over to another. Used only here. 

GK 563. 
16. Or, "wholly, fully". This is a phrase, "to the full". Some think the 

writer means complete as to duration, that is, "forever". Others 
think he means complete as contrasted to the Law, which perfects 
nothing, v 19. Elsewhere only in Lk 13: 11. GK 4117. 

17. Now the writer summarizes and concludes this point, and hints at 
the next one in v 27. 

18. Same word as in 2: I 0. 
19. Or, "devout". That is, holy in character, pleasing to God, pure. Else

where only in Act 2:27; 13:34, 35; I Tim 2:8; Tit I :8; Rev 15:4; 
16:5. GK 4008. Related to "holiness" in Eph 4:24; "devoutly" in I 
Thes 2:10; and "unholy" in I Tim 1:9; 2 Tim 3:2. 

20. On this word, see Mt 19:6. Some think the writer means separated 
in character, taking this with what precedes. Jesus lived without sin. 
Others think he means separated physically, "to the heavens", tak
ing it with what follows. 

21. Jesus intercedes for us daily, but does not have the necessity when 
He does so to offer a sacrifice for Himself first, as the high priests 
do when they make their offering on the Day of Atonement. On this 
word, see I Cor 7:26. 

22. That is, made an offering for the sins of all people. Compare 2: 17. 
23. Same word as in Rom 6: IO; Heb 9: 12; IO: IO. Elsewhere only as "at 

one time" in I Cor 15:6. GK 2384. Related word in Jude 3. 

841 Hebrews 8:7 

24. Same word as in 8:3, on which see 5: I . 
25. That is, the oath contained in the Ps 110 passage, which was writ

ten after the Law. 
26. Or, "the chief point, the summary, the sum of the matter". At this 

point, the writer turns from Christ's person as High Priest in the 
order of Melchizedek, to His work as High Priest. Elsewhere only 
in Act 22:28 of a "sum" of money. GK 3049. Related to "head". 

27. Or, "Holy Places". This sense occurs only in Hebrews- of the 
heavenly Holy Place in 8:2; 9: 12; 10: 19; of the whole eanhly Holy 
Place, the Tabernacle in 9: I; of and its two pans, the outer Holy 
Place, 9:2; and the inner Holy of Holies, 9:3, 24, 25; 13: 11; and in 
9:8. "Holy Place" occurs in Mt 24: 15; Act 6: 13; 21 :28, but in these 
cases the Greek word "Place" is expressed. Normally this word is 
translated "holy" (as in "Holy" Spirit), or "saints" ("holy" ones). 
On this word, see I Pet I: 16. 

28. Or, "and". GK 2779. 
29. Or, "genuine", the one in heaven, not the copy on eanh. Same word 

as in 9:24. On this word, see Jn 7:28. 
30. Same word as in 8:5; 9:2, 3, 6, 8, 11, 21; 13:IO. It means "tent, 

dwelling place". The "tent" which served as the Lord's dwelling 
place in the OT, later reproduced in the temple, is called the "tab
ernacle". On this word, see "dwelling" in Lk 9:33. 

31. Or, "set up, erected". This is the verb used of pitching a tent. Used 
only here. GK 4381. 

32. Some manuscripts say "and not" {N}. 
33. Or, "was". Some take this as a general statement of principle, like 

the first half of the verse, and supply is. Others think it refers specif
ically to the cross, and supply was. 

34. Compare 5: 1-2. Since Jesus was appointed High Priest in the order 
of Melchizedek, this means that He must have something to offer 
to God on behalf of people. He offered Himself, 7:27. 

35. See 7: 11 on this phrase. This begins a comparison that is completed 
in v 6. Some manuscripts say "For indeed" { N}. 

36. Some manuscripts say "there being priests offering" {NJ. 
37. Or, "based on, in accordance with, in harmony with". That is, as the 

Law required. GK 2848. 
38. Or, "divinely instructed". On this word, see "revealed" in Lk 2:26. 
39. That is, to make or build it. On this word, see "perfecting" in 2 

Cor 7:1. 
40. Same word as in I :4. Elsewhere only as "different" in 9: IO; Rom 

12:6. GK 1427. Related to "mattering" in Phil I: 10. 
41. Or, "priestly service". On this word, see "service" in 2 Cor 9: 12. 

Related to "minister" in v 2. 
42. This word is used only of Moses in Gal 3: 19-20; and of Christ in I 

Tim 2:5; Heb 8:6; 9: 15; 12:24. GK 3542. 
43. Same word as in 7:22; 8:8, 9, 10; 9:4, 15, 20; 10:16, 29; 12:24; 

13:20; and in Mt 26:28; Mk 14:24; Lk 1:72; 22:20; Act 3:25; 7:8; 
Rom 9:4; II :27; I Cor 11:25; 2 Cor 3:6, 14; Gal 3: 15, 17; 4:24; Eph 
2:12; Rev 11:19. Elsewhere only as "will" in Heb 9:16, 17. GK 
1347. The related verb is in v IO. 

44. The writer is referring to the new covenant quoted next, and to the 
promises in v 10-12. 

45. On this word, see "blameless" in Phil 3:6. Related to "finding fault 
with" in v 8. 

A. Jam 5: 12 B. Mt 21:29, regret C. Heb I :4 D. Heb 8:6 E. I Cor 14:39, forbid F. Jn 15:4, abide G. Rev 20: 10 H. Lk 19: 10 J. Heb 10:22, 
approach K. Rom 8:34 L. Rom 16:18, guileless M. Heb 13:4 N. Heb 9:28, bear 0. Heb 9:26 P. Rev 21:3 Q. Mt 8:17 R. I Cor 12:8 
S.Heb2:10 T.Rev20:11 U.Hebl:3 V.Roml3:6 W.Mt4:4,mankind X.Heb5:7 Y.Mt5:23 Z.Tit3:14 AA.Hebl2:28,worship 
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Hebrews 8:8 842 Verse 

I le. For, finding-fault-with 1 them, He says [in Jer 31 :31-34], "Behold- days are coming, 1' 
says the Lord, and I will consummate2 a new covenantA for the house8 of Israel and 
for the house of Judah 

I F. "Not in accordance with the covenant which I made with their fathers on the 9 
day I took-hold-ofl their hand to lead them out of the land of Egypt 

I ( i. "Because they did not continuec in My covenant, and I did not-care-for0 

them, says the Lord 

2 L "Because this is the covenant which I will covenant4 with the house of Israel I() 
after those days, says the Lord-

I< i. "GivingE My laws into their mind5
, I will also write them upon their heart 

2< i "And I will be God6 to them and they will be a peopleF to Me 
:iCi. "And they will by no means each teachG hisfellow-citizen7 and each his 11 

brotherH, saying, 'Know8 the Lord', because they all will know1 Me from 
the small9 one up to their great one 

4< i. "Because I will be mercifui1° to their wrong-doings 11 , and I will never I 2 
remember12 their sins 13 again" 

2L In that He says14 "New 15", He has made the first old 16 

JL And the thing becoming old and growing-aged17 is near disappearance 

2D. Now indeed, 18 the first covenant also19 had regulationsK of service20 and the earthly21 Holy 9: I 
Place22 

I I· . For the first tabernacle23 was prepared24- in which were both the lampstandL and the 
table, and the Presentation25 of the bread- which is calledM the Holies26• •And behind 
the second curtain27 was the tabernacle being called the Holies ofHolies28, "having -1 

IF. A golden altar-of-incense29 

2F. And the ark30 of the covenantA having been coveredN on-all-sides with gold 

I Ci In which31 was a golden jar having the manna32, and the rod0 of Aaron33 

having buddedr, and the tablets of the covenant34 

2 C 1. And above it were the cherubirn35 of gloryO overshadowing36 the mercy-seat37 
' 

3 F Concerning which things there is not time now to be speaking in detail38 

2 L And these things thus having been prepared 

I L The priests accomplishingR the services5 are continually39 going into the first4° 
tabernacle-

0

but into the second only the high priest goes once a year, not 
without blood 

(1 



843 Hebrews 9:7 

I. Or, "blaming" them. On this word, see Rom 9: 19. The problem was 
with "them", not with the covenant. Some manuscripts say "For 
finding fault, He says to them ... " { B}. 

2. Or, "accomplish, complete, execute". On this word, see "accom
plished'' in Mk 13:4. 

3. This is a participle. more literally, "on the day of my having taken 
hold of their hand". On this word, see Lk 20:20. 

4. The verb and noun of the same word are used. Same word as in Act 
3:25; Heb 10:16. Elsewhere only as "made the will" in Heb 9:16, 
17; and as "confer" in Lk 22:29. GK 1416. On the noun, see 8:6. 

5. On this word, see "thought" in Lk I :51. The Septuagint is being 
quoted here. In I 0: 16, this is changed to "upon their heart ... upon 
their mind". 

6. Same construction as in I :5. It is a Hebrew way of speaking. More lit
erally, "I will be for God to them, and they will be for a people to Me". 

7. Elsewhere only as "citizen" in Lk 15:15; 19:14; Act 21:39. GK 
4489. Some manuscripts say "neighbor" {A}. 

8. Or, "Come to know". On this word, see Lk I :34. 
9. Or, "little". That is, insignificant. Some think the sense of these 

words here is "least, greatest". Same phrase as in Act 8: I 0. Some 
manuscripts say "their small one" { N}. 

10. Or, "propitious, gracious". Elsewhere only in Mt 16:22. GK 2664. 
Related to "make an offering for satisfaction" in 2:17. 

11. This word is normally translated "unrighteousness" (see Rom I: 18). 
It is plural only here. Related to "wronged" in Act 7:24. 

12. Or, "call to mind, keep in mind". That is, I will forget them. Same 
word as in Lk I :54. 

13. Some manuscripts add "and their lawless-deeds" {N}, as in I 0: 17. 
14. The writer summarizes his point from Jeremiah. Literally, "In the 

saying". Same idiom as in 3: 15, except there it is passive. 
15. This word is used of the new covenant also in Lk 22:20; I Cor 11 :25; 

2 Cor 3:6; Heb 8:8; 9: 15. It means new in the sense of"fresh, recent, 
unused" versus "stale, worn out, obsolete". Compare 12:24. Same 
word as in Mk 2:21; 14:25; Jn 13:34. Used 42 times. GK 2785. 

16. That is, made it obsolete. He replaced the old with the new. This 
word "made old" is elsewhere only in I: 11 and Lk 12:33 in the sense 
of"wom out"; and as "becoming old" here in this verse, with dif
ferent grammar. GK 4096. Related to "old" in Mk 2:21, which is 
used of the "old" covenant in 2 Cor 3: 14. 

17. That is, old in years. On this word, see "become old" in Jn 21:18. 
18. Having quoted the new covenant of which Christ is the minister, the 

writer now begins a comparison of the two ministries. First he 
describes and comments on the old, 9: 1-10. Then he turns to the 
new, 9: 11. On this phrase, see 7: 11. 

19. Or, "even". The writer may mean that both the second (8:10-12) 
and the first covenant have divinely ordained content. Or, he may 
be referring to this as the next matter regarding the first covenant 
which he will discuss and compare. Some manuscripts omit this 
word {C}. 

20. Or, "worship". That is, the service of divine worship as prescribed by 
God. Same word as in v 6. On this word, see "worship" in Rom 12:1. 

21. Or, "worldly", that is, "pertaining to this world". Elsewhere only as 
"worldly" in Tit 2:12. GK 3176. The root word is "world". 

22. On this term, see "Holies" in 8:2. This is the only place where the 
singular is used of the Holy Place in Hebrews. Here it refers to the 
whole thing. 

23. That is, the first "room" of the two-room tabernacle tent, the part 
the priests entered, v 6. Same word as in 8:2. 

24. Or, "built, erected, made ready, furnished". Same word as in 9:6; 
11 :7; I Pet 3:20. Elsewhere only as "build" in 3:3, 4; and "make 
ready" in Mt 11:10; Mk 1:2; Lk 1:17; 7:27. GK 2941. 

25. Or, "setting before". On this word, see Mk 2:26. 
26. That is, the Holy Place. The word is plural, not singular as in v I. 

On this word, see 8:2. For the detail on all this, see Ex 24-27. 
27. Or, "veil". Elsewhere only of the curtain that was tom when Christ 

died in Mt 27:51; Mk 15:38; Lk 23:45; and in a different sense in 
Heb 6: 19; 10:20. The first veil kept the people (except the priests) 
out of the Holy Place. The second veil kept the priests (except the 
high priest once a year) out of the Holy of Holies. GK 2925. 

28. That is, the Holy of Holies. The Septuagint uses both phrases to 
refer to the Most Holy Place, "Holies of Holies", and "Holy of 
Holies". It is the second room, where only the high priest entered, 
v 7. On this word, see 8:2. 

29. Or, "censer". See Ex 30:1-10 regarding the altar of incense, which 
was outside the veil, but associated with the Holy of Holies on the 
Day of Atonement, Ex 30: 10. Note that the writer says "having", as 
opposed to "in which" (as with the lampstand, v 2, and the jar, v 4). 
Some think he means "having" in the sense of"associated with" (as 
in 6:9), for the altar and the ark. For other views, consult the com
mentaries. See Lev 16:12-13 for the censer used inside the veil on 
the Day of Atonement. It was not kept inside the veil, but taken in 
once a year. Used only here. GK 2593. Related words in Lk I :9, 11. 

30. Or, "box, chest". That is, the gold-covered box containing God's 
covenant written on stone. The ark of the covenant in heaven is in 
Rev 11:19. Elsewhere only of Noah's ark (boat) in Mt 24:38; Lk 
17:27; Heb 11:7; I Pet 3:20. GK 3066. 

31. That is, the ark. 
32. See Ex 16:32-34. It was placed "before the Testimony" at the time 

of Moses. This jar of manna is not mentioned elsewhere in Scrip
ture. On "manna", see Rev 2: 17. 

33. The rod was placed "before the Testimony" at the time of Moses 
(Num 17:1-11), and is not mentioned again in the OT. 

34. See Ex 25: 16; 31: 18; Deut I 0:5. I Kings 8:9 says that at that time, 
only the tablets were inside the ark. The other items were proba
bly lost in I Sam 4: 10-11. The ark itself was destroyed or taken in 
2 Kings 25:8-10. 

35. That is, winged creatures. This is a transliterated Hebrew word, 
from Ex 25:18-22. There were two cherubs, made of gold. Used 
only here. GK 5938. Same word as in Gen 3 :24; I Sam 4:4; 2 Sam 
22: 11; I King 6:23-35; Ezek I 0: 1-20, etc. They are called "living 
creatures" (the word in Rev 4:6) in Ezek I 0: 15, 20. 

36. Or, "shadowing down upon". Used only here. GK 2944. 
37. Or, "the place of propitiation" where the blood of the sacrifice was 

offered to satisfy the justice of God. It was on top of the ark. Used 
of the place and the offering. Same word as in Ex 25: 17, 21-22; Lev 
16: 14-16. On this word, see "that which satisfies" in Rom 3:25. 

38. More literally, "according to part", or "part by part". 
39. Or, "through all times", meaning all through the year as opposed to 

once per year for the high priest. On this idiom, see 2 Thes 3: 16. 
40. The writer uses grammar that emphasizes the contrast between the 

two halves of this sentence. 
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Hebrews 9:8 844 Verse 

I (;. Which he offersA for himself and the ignorances 1 of the people8 

2 F. The Holy Spirit making this clearC- that the way a/the Holies2 has not yet been X 
made-known3 while the first tabemacle4 was5 still having0 a standing6 

I ( i. Which 7 is8 a symbol9 for the present10 time, according to which 11 both CJ 

gifts and sacrifices are 12 offeredA 

111. Not being able to perfectE the one worshipingF in relation to the 
conscienceG 

211. Being only- in-addition-to 13 foodsH and drinks and differentJ I() 
cleansings14

- regulations 15 o/flesh16 being imposed17 until the time 
of reformation 18 

JD. But Christ, having arrived 19 as High Priest a/the goodK things having come20, entered21 11 
once-for-allL into the HoliesM 

11 :. Through the greater and more-perfect22 tabemacle23 not made-by-human-handsN
that is, not of this creation° 

2 l :. And not through24 the blood of goats and calves, but through His own blood25 12 
31.. Having obtained26 etema(P redemption27 

11. For if the blood of goats and bulls28 and the ashes of a heifer29 sprinklingO the I ' 
ones having been defiledR sanctifies30 for the cleansing31 of the flesh 

21-. By how much more will the blood of Christ, Who through the etema(P Spirit32 I-+ 
offered A Himself without-blemish5 to God, cleanse T our33 conscienceG from 
dead works34, so that we may worship35 the living God! 



845 Hebrews 9: 14 

I. That is, sins of ignorance. See Num 15:27-31. Used only here. GK 
52. Related to the word in Rom 10:3. 

2. On this word, see 8:2. That is, the way into the Holies. Some think 
the writer means the earthly "Holy of Holies", the second taberna
cle in v 7, as this word is used in v 3, 25; 13:11; others, the true, 
heavenly Holy Place, as this word is used in v 12; 8:2; IO: 19. 

3. Or, "revealed". No one had open access, or confident entrance 
(I 0: 19). The people were excluded; the priests restricted. On this 
word, see "made evident" in I Jn 2: 19. 

4. This meant the "outer" room of the tabernacle in v 2 and 6, the only 
other places this phrase occurs. Some think it means this here also. 
As long as the outer tabernacle had a standing before God, the way 
in was not revealed. Others think the writer now means first in time, 
the human-built earthly tabernacle as a whole, the sanctuary of the 
first covenant, including the current temple (note 13: 10). As long 
as the tabernacle and temple had a standing before God, the way 
in was not revealed. Thus some think the contrast is between the 
physical Holy Place and Holy of Holies; others, the physical outer 
Holy Place and the heavenly one; others, the earthly sanctuary as 
a whole, and the heavenly one. These views differ on the physical 
reference of the words, but the symbolic meaning is the same for 
them all. As long as the Levitical system was in place, the way-in 
to the presence of God was not revealed. 

5. Or, "is". Whichever tense is supplied, it ceased having a standing 
before God when Christ died and the veil was tom. Though it con
tinued lo physically stand for a time, the way-in to the true Holies 
had then been made known. 

6. Some think the writer means "physically standing, existing"; oth
ers, "having a standing, status, appointed place" in the divine order. 
Before Christ died, both views come to the same thing. 

7. This refers lo the "first tabernacle" in v 8. Thus some think the 
writer means "which outer Holy Place"; others, "which earthly OT 
tabernacle and temple". Both views include the worship that took 
place there, and the separation from the presence of God implied. 

8. Or, "was". 
9. Or, "analogy, illustration". This is the word "parable", but it is not 

used here of a story with a spiritual point, as in the Gospels. Here 
it is used of a real, existing thing with a symbolic meaning. The first 
tabernacle, with its sacrifices and regulations that cannot perfect, is 
symbolic of the fact that access to God has not been gained thereby. 
Compare 10: 1-3. Same word as in 11: 19. On this word, see "para
ble" in Mt 13:3. 

IO. This is a participle, "having come, being present". Some think this 
"was a symbol" for Israel, "for the [then] present" OT times before 
the "reformation" (v I 0), a symbol of the fact that the Levitical sys
tem could not gain them free access to God; others, that it "is a 
symbol" for us, "for the [now) present" NT times after the "refor
mation" (v 10), a symbol pointing to the better reality Christ 
brought (v 11-12). Elsewhere only in Rom 8:38; I Cor 3:22; 7:26; 
Gal 1:4; 2 Thes 2:2; 2 Tim 3:1. GK 1931. 

11. Some manuscripts say "throughout which", referring to the "present 
time"{N}. 

12. This present tense is from the point of view of the symbol, which 
refers to when the tabernacle still had a standing. Thus this could 
be rendered "were offered". However, it could also indicate that the 

sacrifices were still going on in the temple, dating this letter before 
the temple's destruction in A.O. 70. 

13. Or, "on top of, in the matter of". Same word as in 2 Cor 7: 13. GK 
2093. In this rendering, gifts and sacrifices for sin are things in 
addition to the three things mentioned next, all five being in the cat
egory of "regulations of flesh". Others render this "Relating only 
to foods and drinks ... ". In this case, the gifts and sacrifices had no 
value to cleanse sin, only to cleanse in matters relating to "regula
tions of flesh" like foods, drinks, and different cleansings. There 
are other views. 

14. Or, "washings, baptisms". See Mk 7:4. On this word, see Heb 6:2. 
15. Some manuscripts say "and regulations ... " {A}. Same word as in 

v I. On this word, see Rom I :32. 
16. That is, for the flesh. The symbol can best be understood by com

paring v 13-14. The symbol (v 9) is that the first tabernacle con
cerned gifts and sacrifices unable to bring internal, heart cleansing, 
but only an external, transitory, ritual purification of the flesh. The 
Levitical regulations for gifts, sacrifices, foods, drinks, and cleans
ings did not clear the conscience. Thus they could never open the 
way to God. They brought a cleansing of the flesh, but not life. On 
this word, see Col 2:23. 

17. Or, "laid upon" them. On this word, see "pressing upon" in Lk 23:23. 
18. Used only here. GK 1481. Related to "reform" in Act 24:2. The root 

word is "make straight". 
19. Or, "having appeared, having come". That is, in heaven. Related 

to "come" next. GK 4134. 
20. GK JJ81. Using a different word (the one in 10:1), some manu

scripts say "of the coming good things" { B}. 
21. In the Greek word order, "entered ... Holies" is in v 12, just before 

"having obtained ... ". It is held until then for emphasis. 
22. On this word, see "complete" in I Cor 13: 10. The comparative 

form, "more perfect", is used only here. 
23. Some think the writer means passing "through" the heavenly tab

ernacle, which is described in 9:24 as "heaven itself"; others, "by 
means of" His resurrection body, as the word "through" is used 
twice in v 12. There are other views. 

24. Or, "with, by means of". GK l 328. 
25. Christ offers His own blood as the sacrifice. He is both Priest and 

Lamb. On this word, see I Jn I :7. 
26. Or, "Obtaining" at the time He entered. GK 2351. Same word as 

"find" in 4:16; Mt 11:29. On this word, see "found" in 2 Pet 3:10. 
27. Elsewhere only in Lk I :68; 2:38. GK 3391. See the related word 

in Rom 3:24. 
28. Some manuscripts say "bulls and goats" {K}, as in 10:4. On the 

Day of Atonement, the goat was offered for the people, the bull for 
the high priest. 

29. See Num 19: 1-22. The ashes were mixed with water and sprinkled 
on the defiled one. 

30. Or, "consecrates". On this word, see 10:29. 
31. Or, "purity, cleanness". Used only here. GK 2755. Related to 

"cleanse" in v 14. 
32. Or, "His eternal spirit". Some manuscripts say "the Holy Spirit" {A}. 
33. Some manuscripts say "your" { C}. 
34. On "dead works'', see 6: I. 
35. Or, "serve". On this word, see 12:28. 

A. Heb 5:7 B. Rev 21:3 C. I Cor 3: 13, make clear D. I Jn I :8 E. Heb 2: 10 F. Heb 12:28 G. Act 23: I H. Mk 7: 19 J. Heb 8:6, more excellent 
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Hebrews 9: 15 846 Verse 

-11). And for this reason 1 He is the mediato~ of a new8 covenantc, so that the ones having I ~ 
been called0 may receive the promiseE of the eternal inheritanceF- a death having taken-
place2 for the redemption° from the transgressionsH committed under3 the first covenant' 

IL. For where there is a will5, it is a necessityl that the death of the one having made- I h 
the-will6 be brought-forth7 

IF. For a will over dead ones is firmK, since it does not ever have [legal] power8 I 7 
when the one having made-the-will is living 

2E. Hence, not even the first covenant has been inaugurated9 without blood10 I:-: 

I F. For every commandmentL having been spoken to all the peopleM by Moses I 9 
according-to 11 the Law-

I Ci. Having taken the blood of the calves and the goats 12 along with water and 
scarlet wool and hyssop, he sprinkledN both the book itself and all the 
people,• saying "This is the blood of the covenant which God commanded0 21 J 

to you" [Ex 24:8] 
2Ci. And13 he likewise sprinkledN with the blood both the tabemacJeP and all :21 

the objectsO of the ministryR 

3 E. Indeed according-to 14 the Law almost15 everything is cleansed16 with blood, and 
forgiveness5 does not take-place17 apart-fromT blood-shedding18 

4E. Therefore it was a necessityl that the copies 19 of the things in the heavens be 
cleansed with these20 things- but the heavenlyu things themselves with betterv 
sacrificesw than these 

IF. For Christ did not enter into the Holies21 made-by-human-handsx- copies22 of ::-1 
the true Y things 

I ( i. But into heaven itself, now to appear23 in the presence of God for us 

2 F. Nor did He enter in order that He might offerZ Himself often- as indeed the 2 :i 
high priest enters into the Holies yearly with the blood belonging-to-anothef""A-
otherwise He would had-to-have24 suffered25 often since the foundation of the 2 ti 
world26 

IC i. But now He has appeared27 once-for-all28 at the conclusion29 of the ages 
for the setting-aside88 of sin by the sacrifice30 ofHimself31 

3 F. And32 just asll it is destined34 for peoplecc to die once00 and after this comes 
the judgmentEE 

I Ci. So also Christ35, having been offeredz once00 so as to bear36 the sins of :2 :\ 
many, will appear37 

111. For a second time 
211. Without reference to sin38 

3 H. To the ones eagerly-awaitingFF Him 
411. For salvation°0 



847 Hebrews 9:28 

I. That is, because Christ entered the Holies having obtained redemp
tion by the offering of Himself, v 11-14. 

2. That is, Christ's. He is now the mediator of our eternal inheritance. 
But He is also the one who died so that we could receive the inher
itance. His blood redeemed us from sin, and it ratifies the covenant. 

3. That is, "at the time of'', before Christ. GK 2093. 
4. The sacrificial system only "covered" sins, it did not remove them. 

ll never could, I 0:4. Jesus did. 
5. On this word, see "covenant" in 8:6. The same Greek word is used 

in both senses in this context, a "covenant" in v 15, 20; and a "will" 
in v 16, 17. The writer gives a human illustration, a will, which is 
a special kind of covenant. The will promising an inheritance can
not be enforced until the death of the one making it. In the same 
way, the new covenant could not be put in force and we could not 
receive the promise of the eternal inheritance until a death 
occurred- the death of our Substitute. A death is required. 

6. The verb and noun of the same word are used here, and in v 17. 
On this verb, see "covenant" in 8: 10. 

7. One must "bring forth, present, produce" evidence that the maker 
of the will has died. On this word, see "carried" in 2 Pet I: 17. 

8. On this word, "have power", see "can do" in Gal 5:6. 
9. Or, "ratified, dedicated". Elsewhere only in 10:20. GK 1590. Moses 

and Christ inaugurated covenants with blood. 
I 0. Blood was required for the ratification of the covenant, although the 

blood of a substitute, not of the one having made it. 
11. Or, "based on, in harrnony with, with respect to". GK 2848. 
12. Some manuscripts omit "and the goats" { C}. 
13. This happened at a later time. Some of the details in v 19-21 are not 

specifically mentioned in Exodus. 
14. Or, "based on". GK 2848. 
15. Or, "nearly". Elsewhere only in Act 13:44; 19:26. GK 5385. 
16. Or, "purified". Samewordasinv 14,23; 10:2;Act 15:9;2Cor7:1; 

Eph 5:26; Tit 2: 14; I Jn I :7, 9. Used of"cleansing" lepers (as in Mt 
8:2); and foods (Mk 7:19). Used 31 times. GK 2751. Related to 
"purification" in 2 Pet I :9; "cleansing" in Heb 9: 13; and "clean" in 
Tit 1:15. 

17. Or, "come about, come to pass, happen". Or, "and there is no for
giveness". On this word, see "comes" in 2 Pet I :20. 

18. Or, "blood-pouring" on the altar. This noun is forrned from "blood" 
and "to pour out". Used only here. GK 136. 

19. The writer uses grammar that emphasizes the contrast between the 
two halves of this sentence; between the copies and the heavenly 
things themselves. Same word as in 8:5. All the earthly things were 
"copies and shadows" of the heavenly. On this word, see "exam
ple" in Jn 13:15. 

20. That is, the things mentioned in v 18-22, the application of the 
sprinkled blood of sacrificed animals. 

21. That is, the "Holy of Holies", as in v 25. Christ's action as High 
Priest is in view. Others think the writer means the earthly Holy 
Place as a whole. On this word, see 8:2. 

22. Thal is, a "copy, imprint, antitype" corresponding to an original, 
example, type. On this word, see "corresponding-thing" in I Pet 3:21. 
Related to "pattern" in 8:5. Not related to "copies" in 9:23. 

23. Or, "to become visible". Same word as in Mt 27:53. GK /872. 
24. Or, "would have-had to suffer". On "had-to-have", see "should 

have" in Mt 25:27. 
25. If Christ had to offer Himself often because His offering of Him

self had only temporary strength, He would have to be born, suffer, 
and die over and over again since the world began. 

26. This phrase, "since the foundation of the world", occurs elsewhere 
only in Mt 13:35; 25:34; Lk 11:50; Heb 4:3; Rev 13:8; 17:8. On 
"before the ... world'', see I Pet I :20. "Foundation" is GK 2856. 

27. Or, "has been made known, revealed". On this word, see "made 
evident" in I Jn 2: 19. 

28. Or, "once", one time. On this word see Jude 3. 
29. Or, "end, consummation, close, completion". The past ages before 

Christ were all brought to a consummation or conclusion in Him. 
On this word, see Mt 24:3. Note the plural "ages" here. 

30. This word refers to sacrificial offerings made to God. Used of ani
mal sacrifices in Mt 9: 13; Lk 2:24; I Cor I 0: 18; Heb 5: I; 9:9. Used 
of spiritual sacrifices in Rom 12:1; Phil 4:18; Heb 13:15, 16; I Pet 
2:5. Used 28 times. GK 2602. Related to "slaughter" in Act 10: 13; 
and "altar" in Rev 8:3. 

31. Or, "through His sacrifice". 
32. The writer now turns from Christ's entering the true Holy of Holies 

to His return from it with salvation for His people. 
33. Or, "to the degree that, by as much as, according as". Just as there 

are two steps for us, so for Him. Just as one follows the other for 
people, so one will follow the other for Christ. As certain as judg
ment follows death for us, so certain is His second appearance for 
us. On this phrase, see "degree" in 7:22. 

34. Or, "reserved, laid away". It is reserved as something certain. On 
this word, see "reserved" in Col 1:5. 

35. For Christ's side of the comparison begun in v 27, the writer does 
not merely say He died and was favorably judged by God. He gives 
the deeper significance of each event, in keeping with the previous 
context. Christ's death was as an offering to bear sin. And since this 
offering was accepted (favorably judged), He will appear again for 
salvation to those awaiting Him. Behind the latter point is the sim
ilar case of the high priest on the Day of Atonement. Just as his 
coming out of the earthly Holies signified that God had accepted 
the sacrifice and temporarily covered sin, so Christ's return signi
fies that God has accepted His sacrifice and granted a permanent 
salvation. Just as the people eagerly awaited the high priest, so we 
eagerly await Jesus. 

36. Or, "take up, take upon Himself". This phrase is related to Isa 
53: 12. Same word as in I Pet 2:24. Jesus took these sins upon Him
self for us. Elsewhere only as "offer" (in the sense of"bring up, 
carry up" to God) in Heb 7:27; 13:15; Jam 2:21; I Pet 2:5; "bring 
up" in Mt 17: I; Mk 9:2; and "carry up" in Lk 24:51. GK 429. 

37. Or, "be seen". On this word, see "see" in Lk 2:26. Thus, the writer 
uses three different words in the same sense in v 24, 26, 28. 

38. Or, "apart from sin". When Christ is seen again by those awaiting 
Him, it will be with the inheritance, v 15. 
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Hebrews 10: 1 848 Verse 

5D. For the Law- having a shadow of the coming goodA things, not the very image1 of the I 0: I 
things- is never able to perfect8 the ones approachingc yearly with the same sacrifices0 

which they offerE perpetually2 

11:. Otherwise would they not have ceasedF being offered3
- because of the ones 2 

worshipingG no longer having a consciousnessH of sins, having been cleansed1 once
for-alJK? 

2 I'. But in them4 there is a yearly reminder5 of sins. 
0

For it is impossibleL for the blood 3-4 
ofbulls and goats to take-awayM sins 

31:. Therefore, while entering into the world, He says6 [in Ps 40:6-8], "You did not 5 
desireN sacrifice0 and offering0 , but You preparedP a body for Me7. "You were not 6 
well-pleasedO with whole-bumt-offeringsR and offerings for sin. 

0

Then I said, 7 

Behold, I have come8
- in the roll of a book9 it has been written about Me-that I 

might do Your willS, God". 

11 . Saying above that "You did not desire nor were You well-pleased with ~ 

sacrifices 10 and offerings and whole-burnt-offerings and offerings for sin"-
which are being offeredE according-to 11 the Law! 12 

2F. Then He has said, "Behold, I have come that I might do Your will13" - '! 

I Ci. He does-away-with 14 the first in-order-that15 He might establish16 the 
second17 

2Ci. By which will5 we have been made-holy18 through the offering0 of the 10 
body of Jesus Christ once-for-aIJT 

hD. And every priest 19 stands ministeringu daily, and offeringE often the same sacrifices0 I I 
which are never able to take-awayv sins-

11 :. But this One, having offeredE one sacrifice0 for sins for all time20, sat-down at the right 12 
hand of God, "henceforth waitingw until His enemies are put as a footstool of His feet I ~ 

I I". For by one offering0 He has perfected8 for all time the ones being made-holyx I ~ 

7D. And the Holy Spirit also testifiesY to us- I' 

11 :. For after the statement [in Jer 31 :33] having said, 
0

"This is the covenant which I I(, 
will covenant with them after those days, says the Lord- while giving My laws upon 
their hearts, I will also write them upon their mind21 " 

21 ·:. Then He says22 "And I will never remember23 their sins and their Iawless-deeds24 again" 1 7 

3 F. Now where there is forgiveness25 of these things, there is no longer an offering0 I~ 

for sin26 ! 

6n. Therefore,27 brothersz, having confidenceAA for the entering28 of the Holies29 by the blood88 of Ill 
Jesus-"which fresh30 and living31 way32 He inauguratedcc for us through33 the curtain34, that is, .::'ll 

His flesh35
- •and having a great Priest over the house00 of God 2 I 

I C:. Let us be approaching36 God with a trueEE heartFF in full-assurance37 of faithGG_ 



849 Hebrews 10:22 

I. Or. "likeness, form". That is, it is a shadow, not the true likeness, 
the reality. On this word, see Col I: 15. 

2. Or, "continually". That is, year after year for as long as the temple 
stands, and in this sense, "forever". Same idiom as in 7:3, and as 
"for all time" in I 0: 12. Some connect this to "perfect", as it is in v 
14, "is never able to perfect for all time the ones approaching year 
by year with the same sacrifices which they offer". 

3. The grammar indicates a "yes" answer is expected. This may imply 
the temple was still in use. 

4. That is, in the sacrifices. The yearly sacrifices themselves are not a 
cure for sin, but a reminder that sin is still present. They do not open 
the way to God. Rather, they are a reminder that the way is not open. 

5. On this word, see "remembrance" in I Cor 11:24 (the breadand cup). 
6. The writer quotes the psalm in v 5-7, and applies the quote in v 8-10. 
7. The Septuagint is being quoted, which says "you prepared a body 

for me". The Hebrew says "you opened my ears". 
8. Sarne word as in v 9; 10:37. On this word, see "am here" in Jn 8:42. 
9. That is, in the scrolls of the Old Testament, in the "book-roll", 

"book's scroll". I have come to take the body You prepared for Me 
and offer it as the sacrifice You desired, as it is written in Your book, 
the OT. On this word, see "scroll" in Rev 5: I. 

I 0. Some manuscripts have these two words singular, "sacrifice and 
offering" {N}, as in v 5. 

11. Or, "based on, in keeping with". GK 2848. 
12. The sacrifices offered under the Mosaic Law, and offered correctly 

under the terms of the Law, were not pleasing to God. They were 
not sufficient. They were a temporary covering of sin until the per
fect sacrifice came. 

13. Some manuscripts add "God" {N}, as in v 7. 
14. Or, "abolishes, kills". On this word, see "kill" in Mt 2:16. When 

used of laws, it meant "to abolish". When used of wills, it meant 
"lo revoke". 

15. Or, more simply, "first to establish the second". GK 2671. 
16. Or, "make stand". GK 2705. 
17. God takes away the Levitical system of animal sacrifices (v 8), to 

establish His will (v 9a). 
18. Same word as in v 14. Note the change of tenses, "have been" here, 

"are being" in v 14. This is a participle, we "are having been made 
holy". On this word, see "sanctify" in I 0:29. 

19. The writer uses grammar that emphasizes the contrast between the 
two halves of this statement; between what every priest does vs. this 
One in v 12. Some manuscripts say "high priest" {A}. 

20. Same idiom as in v 14. Elsewhere only as "perpetually" in 7:3; 
10: I. GK 1457. This word means "uninterrupted, continuous, 
unbroken, unceasing, carried through for the whole span, perpet
ual", and in this sense, "for all time, forever". The root word is 
"carry through". The priests "offer" sacrifices continually and per
petually, because they have no lasting value, I 0: I. Jesus "offered" 
one sacrifice which is continually and perpetually effective, which 
"carries through" in effectiveness for the whole span of existence, 
so He sat down. Some think this goes with what follows, He "sat 
down for all lime", demonstrating that His priestly work of offer
ing a sacrifice was done. 

21. Some manuscripts have this word plural { N}. 
22. A glance at the full quotation in 8: I 0-12 makes clear that the writer 

skips all the words between "write them ... " and here. For this rea
son, and because this statement is the one he speaks of in v 18, 
many add something like "Then He says" here, and some manu
scripts include it {N}. Others break the quotation at "days", and use 
"says the Lord" to make the separation, so that it says "having said, 
'This is ... after those days', the Lord says, 'While giving My laws ... 
mind. And I will never remember ... again'". 

23. The grammar of the verb "I will remember" differs slightly from 
8: 12, which quotes the Septuagint precisely. 

24. Or, "lawlessnesses''. On this word, see "lawlessness" in I Jn 3:4. 
25. Or, "release, pardon". Same word as in 9:22. On this word, see 

Col 1:14. 
26. No further sacrifice is needed because sin has been removed forever. 
27. The writer closes the second section of the book with exhortations, 

just as he did the first section, 3:7-4: 13. Note the similarity to 4: 14-
16. There he introduces Jesus as High Priest, here he applies it. 
Some think this closing section extends to v 39, making v 26 point 
7B. (a warning), and v 32 point SB. (a comfort, softening the warn
ing, as 6:9-12 did for its warning). Then 11:1 becomes point 3A. 
Others begin the final section of the book here, making this point 
3A. (see the note on I 0:32). 

28. That is, confidence to use the entrance, boldness and freedom to 
enter. On this word, see "entrance" in I Thes I :9. 

29. That is, the heavenly Holy Place. On this word, see 8:2. 
30. Or, "new, recent". Used only here. GK 47 JO. This word also meant 

"freshly slaughtered". Related to "recently" in Act 18:2. 
31. Some think the writer means "leading to life"; others, "alive and 

abiding forever"; others, that it is living because the way is Jesus 
Himself. 

32. This is related to "entering" earlier, which is a "way-in". Here it is 
the "way" into the Holies. 

33. Or, "with, by means of". GK 1328. 
34. Or, "veil". On this word, see 9:3. 
35. Some think the writer means the "way ... that is, His flesh", so that 

Christ's body on the cross is the way through the curtain into the 
Holies for us. Others think he means "the curtain, that is, His flesh", 
so that Christ inaugurated the way "through" in the sense of "by 
means of" the curtain on His true identity, His flesh. Others think 
He inaugurated the way "through" the curtain into the Holies, "by 
means of" His flesh, applying the word "through" in a different 
sense to "flesh". In any case, His body on the cross is a curtain to 
unbelievers, a way in for believers. On this word, see Col 2:23. 

36. That is, approaching God on His throne of grace in the Holies, using 
the way Jesus inaugurated. Same word and exhortation as in 4: 16. 
Same word as in 10: I. It means "come to, go to, approach". Used 86 
times. GK 4665. 

37. Same word as in 6: 11. On this word, see "fullness of conviction" in 
I Thes I :5. 

A. I Tim 5:10b B. Heb 2:10 C. Heb 10:22 D. Heb 9:26 E. Heb 5:7 F. I Cor 13:8 G. Heb 12:28 H. Act 23:1, conscience J. Heb 9:22 
K.Jude3 L.Heb6:4 M.Mkl4:47,tookotf N.Jn7:17,willing O.Act21:26 P.Rom9:22 Q.Mtl7:5 R.Mkl2:33 S.Jn7:17 T.Heb7:27 
U. Rom 15:27 V. Act 27:20 W. Heb II: 10, wait for X. Heb 10:29, sanctified Y. Jn I :7 Z. Act 16:40 AA. Heb 4: 16 BB. I Jn I :7 CC. Heb 9: 18 
DD. Mk 3:20 EE. Jn 7:28 FF. Rev 2:23 GG. Eph 2:8 



Hebrews I 0:23 850 

11). Having our hearts sprinkled 1 from an eviJA conscience8 

2 [). And having our bodyc washed2 with clean° water 

Verse 

2C. Let us be holding-on-toE the confession3 of our hope4 without-wavering5• For the One having 2:1 
promised is faithfu]F 

:;c. And let us be considering6 one another for the provoking7 ofloveG and goodH works1 24 

I [). Not forsaking! the gathering-together9 of ourselves, as is a habitK with some, but exhorting 10 2 ~ 
one another, and so-much more by-as-much-as 11 you see the day drawing-nearL 

--It· For while 12 we are willfully13 sinning14 after the receiving of the knowledgeM of the truth, a 26 
sacrificeN no longer remains0 for sins,"but some fearfu]P expectation 15 of judgrnentO and a 27 
zeaJR of fire 16 going to consume8 the adversariesT 

ID. Anyone having set-aside 17 the Law of Moses dies without compassions 11 upon the 2~ 
testimony of two or three witnessesu 

2 [). For how much worse punishment' 9 do you think v he will be considered-worthyw- the one 2 lJ 

IL Having trampled-underfoot20 the Son of God 
::' 1 ·. And having regardedx as defiled21 the blood of the covenant by which22 he was 

sanctified23 

_ff And having insulted24 the Spirit of grace?25 

.ID. For we know the One having said [in Deut 32:35], "VengeanceY is for Me, I will repay26", J11 

and again [in Deut 32:36], "The Lord will judgez His people" 
--ID. It is a fearfu]P thing to fall into the hands of the living God 3 I 

-'.\. Now27 remember the former days during which, having been enlightened21, you endured29 a great 32 
struggle30 of sufferingsAA_ ·on this hand being made-a-spectacle31 by both reproaches32 and afflictions88 , _, _, 

and on thisJJ hand having become partnerscc of the ones living34 in this manner35 



851 Hebrews 10:33 

I. As the priests sprinkled animal blood on bodies and things to 
cleanse them, so Christ sprinkled His blood on our hearts. Same 
idea as in 9: 13-14. Elsewhere only in 9: 13, 19, 21. GK 4822. The 
related noun is in 12:24. 

2. As the high priest was to bathe before entering the Holy of Holies 
(Lev 16:4 ), so we have been spiritually bathed so as to enter the 
heavenly Holies with Jesus. Some think the writer is referring to 
baptism; others, to what baptism represents. On this word, see 2 Pet 
2:22. Related to the word in Eph 5:26. Compare Ezek 36:25-26. 

3. Same word as in 4: 14. That is, the hope we confess. 
4. On "hope", compare 3:6; 6: 11, 18, 19; 7: 19. Some manuscripts say 

"faith" { K}, but no Greek manuscripts. 
5. Or, "unbending, unswerving". Used only here. GK 195. 
6. That is, thinking carefully about, fixing your spiritual eyes upon. 

Same word as in 3: I where the writer exhorted his readers to con
sider Jesus; and Mt 7:3; Lk 6:41; 12:24, 27; Rom 4:19; Jam 1:23, 
24. Elsewhere only as "look closely (at)" in Act 7:31, 32; 27:39; 
"observe" in Act 11 :6; and "perceive" in Lk 20:23. GK 2917. 

7. Or, "inciting, stirring up". Elsewhere only as "disagreement" in Act 
15:39.GK4237. Therelatedverbisin I Cor 13:5, "Love is not pro
voked". This is a graphic word to use here. 

8. On "good works", see Tit 2: 14. 
9. On this word, see 2 Thes 2: I. It is related to "synagogue". 
10. Or, "encouraging". Same word as in 3: 13; 13:22. On this word, see 

Rom 12:8. 
11. Or, "so much more to the degree that...". This phrase "so much ... by 

as much as", occurs elsewhere only in I :4. 
12. This participle "while sinning" may be rendered as a conditional 

statement, "For if we continue-sinning". 
13. Or, "voluntarily, by our own choice, willingly, deliberately". On this 

word, see "willingly" in I Pet 5:2. 
14. The nature of the sinning in view is seen in v 28-29- rejection of 

Christ and His sacrifice. lfwe tum away from Christ and His final 
once-for-all sacrifice of Himself, what other sacrifice can be offered 
for sins? None. On this word, see Act 25:8. 

15. Or, "waiting-for, looking-for, reception". Used only here. GK 1693. 
Related to "wait for" in 11:10. All that remains is to look for and 
wait to receive judgment from an avenging God. Better to repent! 

16. That is, avenging zeal. The writer is alluding to Isa 26: 11. Compare 
2 Thes I :7-9. 

17. Or, "rejected". On this word, see Gal 2:21. 
18. Or, "acts of compassion". On this word, see Rom 12: I. 
19. This word means "vengeance, retribution" for one who has been 

wronged, the wrong being described next. Used only here. GK 
5513. Related to "punish" in Act 22:5. 

20. Same word as in Mt 5: 13; Lk 8:5. Elsewhere only as "trample" in 
Mt 7:6; Lk 12: I. GK 2922. 

21. Or, "common". Same word as in Mk 7:2, 5; Act 10: 14, 28; 11 :8; 
Rom 14: 14; Rev 21 :27. Elsewhere only as "common" (in the sense 
of"shared") in Act 2:44; 4:32; Tit I :4; Jude 3. GK 3123. Related to 
"defile" in Mk 7: 15; and "share" in 2 Jn 11. Thus the writer could 
mean "unclean, defiled" vs. "holy"; or, "common", no different than 
any other blood. 

22. This word modifies "blood". 
23. Or, "set apart to God, consecrated, made holy, hallowed, treated as 

holy". This word means to make holy or treat as holy in both a 

moral and a ritual sense. Same word as in Mt 23: 17, 19; Act 20:32; 
26: 18; Rom 15: 16; I Cor I :2; 6: 11; 7: 14; Eph 5:26; I Thes 5:23; I 
Tim 4:5; 2 Tim 2:21; Heb 9:13. Elsewhere only as "treat as holy" 
in Mt 6:9; Lk 11 :2; "set apart" in Jn I 0:36; 17: 17, 19; I Pet 3: 15; 
and "make holy" in Heb 2:11; 10:10, 14; 13:12; Rev 22:11. GK 39. 
Related to "holiness" in Heb 12: 14 and Rom I :4. The root word is 
"holy" (set apart to God) in I Pet I: 16. 

24. Or, "arrogantly treated". Used only here. GK 1964. Related to "mis
treat" in I Thes 2:2. 

25. Instead of a question, some take this as a statement, or an excla
mation. 

26. On this word, see 2 Thes I :6. Some manuscripts add, "says the 
Lord" {N}. 

27. Or, "But, And". The third section is an exhortation to endurance by 
faith. Note the similarities of the transition here in v 32-35 to the one 
in 4: 14-16. There is a command (4: 14, 10:32), followed by area
son ( 4: 15, 10:34 ), followed by a quick application/conclusion ( 4: 16, 
10:35), then the main exposition begins (5:1, 10:36). As with that 
section, the writer first introduces the subject (in 4:14-16, High 
Priest; here, endurance by faith), then follows with the exposition of 
the subject (5:1-10:18; here, 10:36-11:40), then concludes with 
exhortations. Those who start point 3A. in I 0: 19 would then make 
this SB. (a softening of the warning in 10:26, similar to 6:9-12), and 
would then make 11:1point6B. Others think 10:19-39 closes the 
second section of the book, and make 11:1point3A. (see 10:19). 
There are other views. These different views arise because there is 
clearly a change of subject matter, but neither 10:32 nor 11: I have 
the language of a clear, explicit lead point. I 0:32 makes a gentle 
opening, leading into the subject from their own past endurance of 
suffering; 11: I makes an abrupt lead point. I 0: 19 is an excellent lead 
point, but does not seem to carry all the weight of chapter 11. Strictly 
as exhortations, 10:39 could connect with 12:1, omitting 11:1-40. 
Chapter 11 is closely connected to 10:32-39 and to chapter 12. No 
view is without its problems, but the one taken here may more sim
ply allow the words themselves to carry the thought. Be aware, how
ever, that most commentaries take one of the other views. 

28. Or, "given light, illuminated". On this word, see 6:4. 
29. On this verb, "to endure", which is also in 12:2, 3, 7, see Jam I: 12. 

"Endurance" occurs in I 0:36, 12: I. 
30. Or, "contest". Used only here. GK 124. Related to "compete" in 2 

Tim 2:5. Our word "athletics" comes from this word. 
31. Or, "made a show; being publicly exposed to". Used only here. GK 

2518. Related word in I Cor 4:9. 
32. Or, "insults, disgraces". Elsewhere only in 11 :26; 13: 13; Rom 15:3; 

I Tim 3:7. GK 3944. Related to the verb in I Pet 4: 14; and the word 
in Lk 1:25. 

33. The idiom "on this hand ... on this hand" may be referring lo dif
ferent occasions "sometimes ... sometimes", or to different groups 
among them "in part ... in part". 

34. That is, being treated in this way. This word could be rendered here 
the ones "being turned upside down, reversed, turned back, over
turned" in this way. On this word, see "conducted-ourselves" in Eph 
2:3. Some manuscripts have the word in Jn 2:15 {N}, of tables 
"overturned". 

35. That is, amid reproach and affliction for Christ. 

A. Act 25:18 B. Act 23:1 C. Eph 1:23 D. Tit 1:15 E. Heb 3:6 F. Col 1:2 G. I Jn4:16 H. I Tim 5:10a J. 2 Cor4:9 K. Lk 1:9, custom 
L. Lk 21 :28 M. Col I :9 N. Heb 9:26 0. Jude 6, left behind P. Heb 12:21 Q. Jn 3: 19 R. 2 Cor 11 :2,jealousy S. Act I 0: 13, eat T. Col 2: 14, opposed 
U. Act I :8 V. Lk 19: 11 W. 2 Thes I: 11 X. Jam I :2 Y. 2 Thes I :8, punishment Z. Mt 7: I AA. Phil 3: 10 BB. Rev 7: 14 CC. 2 Pet I :4, sharers 



Hebrews 10:34 852 Verse 

113. For indeed you sympathized-with the prisoners 1
, and you accepted2 with joy the plundering3 of 34 

your possessions4, knowing that you-yourselves5 have a bette~ and abiding8 possession6 

I c. So do not throw-away your confidence7
, which has a great rewardc :>5 

213. For8 you have need0 ofendurance9
, in order that having done the will o/God, 10 you might receiveE 36 

the promiseF 

IC. For yet in a very little while, 11 "the One coming0 will comeH and will not delay. "But My12 37-38 
righteous1 one will live by faithK. And if he draws-back13, My sou(L is not well-pleased14 with 
him" [Hab 2:3-4] 

2C. But we are not of a drawing-back15 resulting-inM destructionN, but of a faithK resulting in the :<9 
preserving0 of the sou(L 

:rn. Now16 faithK is the assurance 17 of 18 things being hoped-forP, the conviction19 of things not being 11: I 
seen20. "For21 in this22 the elders23 were attested24 1 

IC. By faith25 we understand26 that the worlds27 have been preparedO by the word28 of God, so that , 
the thing being seen has29 not30 come-into-being31 from things being visible32 

1C. By faith Abel offeredR to God a greater sacrifice5 than Cain,33 through which34 he was attested -I 

to be righteous- God testifying35 about his giftsT. And through it, [although] having died, he 
is still speaking36 



853 Hebrews 11 :4 

I. Instead of"the prisoners", some manuscripts say "the bonds"; oth
ers, "my bonds" { B}, a related word. 

2. Same word as in 11 :35. On this word, see "wait for" in Act 24: 15. 
3. Or, "robbery, seizing". Elsewhere only in Mt 23:25 and Lk 11 :39, 

where Jesus accused the Pharisees of it. GK 771. 
4. Or, "belongings, property". This is a participle, "the things belong

ing, being present" to one, "being at one's disposal, being at hand". 
Used is this sense only in Mt 19:21; 24:47; 25:14; Lk 8:3; 11:21; 
12: 15, 33, 44; 14:33; 16:1; 19:8; I Cor 13:3. Same word as "belong
ing" in Act 4:32, 37. Elsewhere only as "is" (see "being" in Phil 
2:6). The related noun is used next in this verse. 

5. Some manuscripts say "knowing that you have for yourselves a bet-
ter ... "; others, "knowing in yourselves that you have a better" {A}. 

6. On this noun, see Act 2:45. Some manuscripts add "in heaven" {N}. 
7. Hold on to it (3:6) with endurance. On this word, see 4:16. 
8. That is, remember when you endured (v 32), for you have need of 

endurance (v 36). 
9. Same word as in 12: I. Endurance by faith is what links together chap

ters I0-12. On this word, see Jam I :3. Related to "endure" in v 32. 
I 0. God's will is that we live by faith, as the writer goes on to say in v 

38, loosely quoting Hab 2:3-4 from the Septuagint. 
11. More literally, "For yet in how how little time". This idiom, "how 

how little", is also in Isa 26:20. The word "how" is repeated for 
emphasis. It may be rendered "how how", "how very", or simply 
"very" (GK 4012). 

12. Some manuscripts omit this word { B}, so that it says "But the right
eous one will live ... ". 

13. Or, "shrinks back, withdraws". On this word, see Act 20:20. Related 
to the word in v 39. 

14. Or, "takes no pleasure" in him. On this word, see Mt 17:5. 
15. That is, we are not characterized by a drawing back in unbelief, but 

by a going on in faith. Used only here. GK 5714. Related to the 
word in v 38. 

16. Now the writer takes up and proves by example that God's people 
have always endured by faith (I 0:36-39). 

17. The root word means that which "stands under". Outside the NT, 
this word is used of the "reality, essence" of God behind the phys
ical universe; the "title-deed" guaranteeing ownership of a prop
erty; the "resolution, detennination" of the soldier seen in battle; 
the "foundation" supporting the building; the "plan, purpose" 
behind an endeavor, etc. Thus, its meaning in Heb I :3 ("essence") 
is clear and common. In all its other NT uses ("confidence" in 2 Cor 
9:4; II: 17; and "assurance" in Heb 3: 14; 11: I), it is debated 
whether it refers to the subjective reality in the person, the frame of 
mind serving as the ground or basis of action; or to an objective 
reality outside the person on which action is based. Thus, here some 
think faith is the subjective "assurance" we have about what hope 
sees in the future; the "firm confidence" in these hoped-for things 
that forms the basis of our actions in keeping with them. So for 
example, faith is the inner assurance God gives us that Jesus will 
return, which results in our living in anticipation of that event. Oth
ers think faith is God's gift in us which gives a present "substance" 
or "objective reality" to the things hoped-for, making them real 
things to us. So, faith makes the return of Christ an objectively real 
thing to us, to which we respond with confidence and appropriate 
action. Others think this means faith is the objective "title deed" 
guaranteeing for us the hoped-for things. In any case, the key thing 

in this portion of Hebrews is that the readers need endurance 
(I 0:36), and faith is the basis of it, which the writer now proves with 
examples. By a faith seeing Him who is unseen and looking to the 
reward, Moses left Egypt. By a faith having seen the promises from 
afar, Abraham lived as a pilgrim, awaiting a heavenly country. The 
writer exhorts the readers to respond similarly in 12:1-2- not to 
have faith, but to live by faith with endurance. GK 5 7 J 2. 

18. That is, "about, regarding''. 
19. This phrase reinforces the first phrase in whichever sense is adopted 

there. Thus subjectively, faith is the inner "conviction, certainty", 
"the being convinced" about things not seen. So for example, faith 
is the conviction that heaven exists. Objectively, faith is the "proof, 
evidence", "the thing convincing" and bringing conviction about 
things not seen. So faith provides the proof that heaven exists. Used 
only here. GK 1793. The related verb is "expose" in Eph 5: 11. In 
summary, faith is our inner confidence and certainty about these 
things, leading to action; or, faith is what makes these things real 
and proves them to us, leading us to place our confidence in them 
and act in accordance with them. 

20. By this phrase, the writer includes present and past unseen realities 
with the future realities "hoped-for". One or the other of these two 
statements about faith can be substituted for "by faith" in chapter 
11. By conviction of things not seen, Noah built the ark; by assur
ance of things hoped for, Moses refused to be called ... ; etc. 

21. 11: I is what God means by faith, for in this He attested those of old. 
In this kind of faith in His promise they endured, doing His will, 
10:36-38. 

22. That is, in faith (I I: I); living by faith (I 0:38); enduring by faith 
while awaiting God's promises (10:36). 

23. That is, the OT saints described in chapter 11. Similar to "the 
fathers" in I: I. On this word, see I Tim 5: 17. 

24. Or, "borne witness", by God in His word. Same word as in v 4, 5, 
and 39. On this word, see Act 6:3. 

25. The enumeration begins in Genesis I, and continues with "by faith" 
examples through Joshua 6 (Rahab, v 31 ). 

26. Or, "perceive''. On this word, see "think" in Eph 3:20. 
27. Same word as in I :2. 
28. That is, by His commands in Genesis I, like "Let there be light". 
29. Some manuscripts say "the things being seen have" {N}. 
30. More literally, "has come-into-being not from things being visible". 

Some render this, "has come from things not being visible". Some 
think the "not visible things" are "words of God". Others think the 
phase means "from nothing". 

31. Or, "come, been made''. Same word as in Jn I :3. 
32. The eternal invisible One made the visible things. When the chain 

of cause and effect is followed back to the beginning, the first mate
rial effect proceeds from an invisible cause, from a different reality. 
On this word, see "shine" in Phil 2: 15. 

33. See Gen 4:4-5. 
34. As with "it" later in the verse, this refers either to "faith", or to 

Abel's "sacrifice", the expression of his faith. 
35. Or, "bearing witness". Same word as "attested" in v 2. 
36. Some think Abel speaks to the importance of faith to please God; 

others to the importance of blood sacrifice. Others think the writer 
is referring to Gen 4: I 0--- Abel's blood is still crying out from the 
ground for God's vengeance upon those who kill God's righteous 
ones. Compare Heb 12:24. 

A.Hebl:4 B.Jnl5:4 C.Heb2:2,penalty D.Tit3:14 E.2Cor5:10,receiveback F.1Jn2:25 G.Mkl6:2 H.Jn8:42,an1here J.Rom1:17 
K. Eph 2:8 L. Jam 5:20 M. Rom 5: 16 N. 2 Pet 2: I 0. I Thes 5:9, obtaining P. Jn 5:45, put hope Q. Rom 9:22 R. Heb 5:7 S. Heb 9:26 T. Mt 5:23 



Hebrews 11 :5 854 Verse 

Jc. By faith Enoch was removed 1, so as not to seeA death- "And he was not found because God 5 
removed him" [Gen 5:24] 

ID. For before the removal3, he has been attested4 to have pleased5 God 
2D. And without faith it is impossible8 to please Him. For the one coming-toe God must0 r, 

believe6 that He is, and He becomes the rewarder to the ones seeking Him out' 

4C. By faith Noah, having been wamed8 about the things not yet being seen, having been reverent9
, 

preparedE the arkF for the salvation10 ofhis household0 

I D. Through which 11 he condernnedH the world and became an inheritor of the righteousnessK 
according-to 12 faith 

..., 

SC. By faith Abraham, being called\ obeyed13 to go out to a place which he was going-toM receive s 
for an inheritanceN. And he went out not knowing0 where he was14 going 

ID By faith he stayed 15 in the land of the promiser as a land belonging-to-another16
, having ll 

dwelledO in tentsR with Isaac and Jacob- the fellow-heirss of the same promise 

IL For he was waiting-for17 the city having foundationsT-of which 18 God is designer19 111 
and maker2° 

~D. By faith- and Sarah herself being barren21
- he22 received poweru for the foundation23 11 

of a seed24 even beyond the time of mature-age25
, since he regardedv the One having 

promised to be faithfuJW 

I le.. Therefore indeed from one man- and he having become impotent26 as to these27 I ~ 
things- were bom28 seed as the stars of heaven in number, and countless as the 
sand by the shore of the sea 

JD. In accordance with faith, these29 all died not having receivedx the promises, but having 1 _; 
seen them from a distance30

, and having greeted31 them, and having confessedv that they 
are strangersz and pilgrims32 on the earth 

11'.. For the ones saying such things are making-clear33 that they are seeking-forAA a 1-1 
homeland34 

2L And if 35 they had been remembering36 that homeland from which they came out, I~ 
they would have had opportunity88 to retum-"but as-it-is37, they are aspiring-tocc I'' 
a better00 homeland, that is, a heavenJyEE one 

11-.. Therefore God is not ashamed-of FF them, to be called00 their God. 38 For He 
preparedHH a city for them 

6C. By faith Abraham has offeredJJ Isaac while being testedKK_ And the one having received39 the I -
promises was offering his only-bom40

, "with-regard-to whom41 it was said (in Gen 21: 12] that I~ 
"In Isaac a seed42 will be calledLL for you" 



855 Hebrews 11:18 

I. Or, "transferred, changed, put in another place". Elsewhere only as 
"changed" in Heb 7: 12; Jude 4; "transferred" in Act 7: 16; and with 
different grammar, "tum away" in Gal I :6. GK 3572. 

2. None of Enoch's acts of faith are known to us, but his faith is proved 
by the fact that God was pleased with him. 

3. Or, "the change, changeover, transformation". Same word as in 
12:27. Elsewhere only as "change" in 7: 12. GK 3557. Related to 
"removed" earlier. 

4. The grammar implies Enoch has been and continues to be attested. 
5. This word is quoted from the Septuagint. The Hebrew says "he 

walked with God". Elsewhere only in v 6; 13: 16. GK 2297. Related 
to "pleasing" in Eph 5: 10; and "pleasingly" in Heb 12:28. 

6. This word is related to "faith" earlier. On this word, see Jn 3:36. 
7. Or, "searching for Him". This word, "to seek out", is also in Act 

15:17; Rom 3:11; I Pet l:IO. Elsewhere only as "seek for" in Heb 
12: 17; and "require" in Lk 11 :50, 51. GK 1699. 

8. Or, "divinely-instructed". Same word as in 8:5. 
9. That is, fearing God. Used only here. GK 2326. Related to "rever

ence" in 5:7. 
IO. Or, "deliverance", physical salvation. On this word, see Lk 19:9. 
11. This could refer to "faith", or the "ark" constructed by faith. Noah 

believed God, the world did not. 
12. Or, "based on, by way of". GK 2848. 
13. This is the Greek word order. Some render it "called to go out. .. , 

obeyed". On this word, see Act 6:7. Related to the "obedience" of 
faith in Rom 16:26. 

14. More literally, "is", as the Greek typically phrases it. 
15. Or, "lived as a foreigner, stranger". Elsewhere only in Lk 24: 18. GK 

4228. Related to "stay" in I Pet I: 17; and "foreigner" in I Pet 2: 11. 
16. That is, as ifthe land were not his, as a stranger or foreigner in it, look

ing for another land, v I 0. On this word, see "foreigners" in 11 :34. 
17. Elsewhere only in Act 17: 16; I Cor 11 :33; 16: 11; Jam 5:7; and as 

"waiting" in Heb IO: 13. GK 1683. 
18. This modifies "city", not "foundations". 
19. Or, "craftsman, tradesman, artisan". Elsewhere only as "crafts

man" in Act 19:24, 38; Rev 18:22. GK 5493. Related to "craft" in 
Act 17:29. 

20. Used only here, this word means "builder, maker, creator; builder 
of public works". GK 1321. 

21. This phrase shows the extent of Abraham's faith. His faith was in 
spite of"his own body having become lifeless ... and the deadness of 
Sarah's womb", Rom 4: 19. The latter was the greater-she was bar
ren and post-menopausal, Gen 18: 11. Some manuscripts omit this 
word {C}. Elsewhere only in Lk 1:7, 36; 23:29; Gal 4:27. GK 5096. 

22. Or, "by faith also, barren Sarah herselfreceived power for the foun
dation of a seed even beyond the time of maturity, since she 
regarded ... ". Some manuscripts make this rendering explicit by 
adding "gave birth" {N}, so that it says" ... seed and gave birth 
beyond the time ... ". Whether the subject of "received" is Abraham 
or Sarah has been debated from early times. In Genesis, the prom
ise, the faith in it, and the seed that was founded were Abraham's. 
Some suggest the grammar was misconstrued by early copyists, and 

that the writer simply meant "By faith he also, with barren Sarah 
herself, received". Consult the commentaries. 

23. Or, "beginning", but not "conception". Abraham received power to 
begin the seed (posterity) God promised when God empowered him 
to father a child through Sarah. If "seed" is taken in the sense of 
"sperm", then this word means "depositing, sowing, laying down". 
It is used in Greek of the male part of procreation, depositing seed 
in the female, not of the female conceiving. Elsewhere only in the 
phrase, "foundation of the world" (see 9:26). GK 2856. 

24. The writer either means "the deposit of seed (sperm)", or, "the 
foundation or beginning of a seed (a posterity)". With Sarah as the 
subject, some render this "power in connection with his deposit of 
a seed". The Greek is sperma from which we get "sperm", mean
ing "descendants, posterity" (as in 2: 16; 11: 18) and "seeds" of 
plants (as in Mt 13:24). It has the meaning of"sperm" also, but not 
in the NT, unless here. Used 43 times. GK 5065. Related to "sow" 
in 2 Cor 9:6. 

25. Or, "the season of age". That is, beyond the childbearing time oflife 
for both of them, Rom 4: 19. On this word, see "life span" in Mt 6:27. 

26. Or, "dead, lifeless". Same word as in Rom 4: 19. 
27. That is, his powers of procreation. 
28. Or, "fathered". On this word, see I Jn 2:29. Some manuscripts say 

"came" {N}. 
29. This refers to those mentioned in v 8-12, Abraham, Isaac, Jacob, 

and Sarah. 
30. Some manuscripts add "and having been convinced" {N}, so that 

it says, "a distance, and having been convinced of them, and hav
ing greeted ... ". 

31. This is the word used in the greetings at the end of the NT letters, 
as in 13:24. On this word, see Mk 15:18. 

32. Or, "temporary residents, sojourners". On this word, see I Pet I: I. 
This is referring to Gen 23 :4. 

33. Or, "making known, revealing". GK 1872. 
34. Or, "a fatherland, a land of one's fathers". Same word as in Jn 4:44. 

Elsewhere only as "hometown" in Mt 13:54, 57; Mk 6:1, 4; Lk 
4:23, 24. GK 4258. They did not look to this earth as their home
land, but to heaven, v 16. They dwelt in tents, awaiting the city God 
would build for them, v 9-10. They were enduring by faith, await
ing the promise- the point of this chapter. 

35. The writer uses grammar that emphasizes the contrast between the 
two halves of this statement. 

36. That is, if they had in mind their former homeland when they said 
they were strangers and pilgrims, they could have returned at any 
time. But they meant it with reference to their heavenly homeland. 

37. Or, "but now", in a logical sense. On this idiom, see I Cor 5: 11. 
38. That is, to be called "the God of Abraham, Isaac and Jacob", as God 

called Himself in Ex 3: 15. 
39. Elsewhere only as "welcome" in Act 28:7. GK 346. 
40. On this word, see Jn I: 18. Isaac was the only child of promise, and 

the only child through Sarah. 
41. That is, Isaac. Or, "to whom", that is, Abraham. 
42. That is, descendants. 

A. Mt 13: 17, experience B. Heb 6:4 C. Heb 10:22, approach D. Mt 16:21 E. Heb 9:2 F. Heb 9:4 G. Mk 3:20, house H. I Cor 11 :32 
J. Rom 8:17 K. Rom 1:17 L. Rom 8:30 M. Mk I0:32 N. Eph 1:14 0. Act 18:25, know about P. I Jn 2:25 Q. Eph 3:17 R. Lk 9:33, 
dwelling S. Rom 8: 17 T. I Tim 6: 19 U. Mk 5:30 V. Jam I :2 W. Col I :2 X. Rom 7:8, taken Y. I Tim 6: 12 Z. Rom 16:23, host AA. Phil 4: 17 
BB. Mt 8:29, time CC. I Tim 6: IO DD. Heb 1:4 EE. Eph 3:10 FF. Rom I: 16 GG. I Pet I: 17, call upon HH. Mk 14: 15 JJ. Heb 5:7 
KK. Heb 2:18, tempted LL. Rom 8:30 



Hebrews 11:19 856 Verse 

ID. Having considered1 that God was able to raiseA him even from the dead, from-which 2 he I'! 
also received him back3 in a symbol4 

7C. By faith Isaac blessed8 Jacob and Esau even concerning coming things 20 
NL·. By faith Jacob, while dying, blessed8 each of the sons of Joseph, and "worshipedc [leaning] 2 I 

on the top0 o/his staff5" [Gen 47:31] 
<>C. By faith Joseph, while coming-to-an-end6, mentioned7 concerning the departure8 of the sons 22 

of Israel, and gave-commandsE concerning his bones9 

I oc. By faith Moses, having been bornF, was hiddenG for three months by his parents, because they 23 
saw the childH was beautiful 10 and did not fear' the edict11 of the king 

I IC. By faith Moses, having become great12 24 

ID. Refused to be calledK son of Pharaoh's daughter 

IL Having chosenL rather to be mistreated-with 13 the peopleM of God than to be having 2' 
a temporaryN enjoyment0 of sin 

21:. Having 14 regardedP the reproachO of the Christ15 to be greater richesR than the 2h 

treasures5 o/Egypt16 

>I'. For he was looking-away17 to the reward 18 

2D By faith he left 19 Egypt, not having feared20 the furyT of the king. For he persevered21 as 
seeing22 the invisible One 

:; J) By faith he has performed23 the Passoveru and the sprinkling24 of the blood in order that 2 ~ 
the one destroying25 the firstbornsv might not touch them 

I 2C. By faith they crossed26 the Red27 Sea as through dryw land-of which having taken the test28 , 

the Egyptians were swallowed-up29 

13( . By faith the walls of Jericho fell, having been encircledx for seven days 
I '-IC. By faith Rahab the prostitute Y did not perish-with the ones having disobeyedz, having 

welcomedAA the spies with peace 
I ~C. And what more may I say? 

11) For time will fail me while telling about Gideon30
, Barak, Samson, Jephthah, both David 

and Samuel, and the prophets, "who through faith 

IL Conquered kingdoms, worked88 righteousness31 , obtained32 promises 
2E. Stoppedcc the mouths oflions,"quenched00 the powerEE of fire, escapedFF the 

edgesll of the sword 
:ir: Were strengthenedGG from weaknessHH, became mightyu in battleKK, put-to-flight 

armiesLL o/foreigners34 

21). Women receivedMM their dead by resurrectionNN_ but others were tortured, not accepting00 

redemption35
, in order that they might obtainPP a better resurrectionNN 

I F. And others received MM a trial36 of mockings and whippings37, and furthermore of 
bonds38 and prisonOO 

21~. They were stoned, they were sawn-in-two39, they died by murderRR of the sword 
3 I:. They went-around in sheepskins, in skins of-goats 

_:'L) 



857 Hebrews 11:37 

I. Or, "calculated, accounted". On this word, see Rom 3:28. Abraham 
had the promise, and the command to offer Isaac. He obeyed, trust
ing based on the promise that God would work it out- by raising 
Isaac from the dead if necessary. 

2. That is, from the dead. Or, "dead. Hence, ... ",making this point 20. 
In this case the writer means "Hence, by his faith, he received him 
back". On this word, see "hence" in 2: 17. 

3. On this word, "received back", see 2 Cor 5:10. 
4. Or, "analogy, illustration". Same word as in 9:9. Some think the 

writer means "in an illustration of the Father and Christ". Others 
think he means "in a figure of speech, so to speak". 

5. The Septuagint is being quoted. The Hebrew says "bed". Originally, 
only the Hebrew consonants were written, the vowels being sup
plied verbally. The difference between "bed" and "staff" is which 
vowels are supplied. 

6. Or, "while dying", but a different word than verse 21. This is a 
euphemism for death. This is the same word used in the Septuagint 
in Gen 50:26. On this word, see Mk 9:48. 

7. The word implies that Joseph "called to mind and spoke of" this. 
On this word, see Jn 16:21. 

8. Or, "exodus". That is, from Egypt. On this word, see Lk 9:31. The 
Greek word is e:wdos. 

9. At the Exodus, Joseph's bones were taken along (Ex 13: 19), and 
buried in Shechem (Josh 24:32). 

I 0. On this word, see Act 7:20, where it is also used of Moses. Same 
word as in Ex 2:2. 

I I. Or, "command, decree". Used only here. GK 1409. 
12. Same word as in Ex 2: 11. Related to "older" in Rom 9: 12. This 

could mean "great" in stature versus babyhood in v 23, that is, 
"grown up". Or, it could mean great in status in Egypt, versus the 
plight of the Jews. This common word means "great", with the spe
cific sense of it determined by its context: "large, long, high, loud, 
old, intense, important, profound". Used 194 times. GK 3489. 

13. Used only here. GK 5156. Related to the word in v 37. 
14. Or, this could be point IF., giving the reason for Moses' choice 

in v 25. 
15. Some think the writer means the reproach Moses experienced for 

the sake of the Christ, God's Anointed One; others, the reproach 
resting upon, belonging to the Christ Himself, as in 13: 13. 

16. Some manuscripts say "in Egypt" {K}. 
17. Or, "looking intently, focusing attention on". Used only here. GK 611. 
18. Related to "rewarder" in v 6. On this word, see "penalty" in 2:2. 
19. Or, "left behind". On this word, see "left behind" in Act 6:2. 
20. Moses fled Egypt for Midian because he was afraid Pharaoh would 

kill him, Ex 2:14-15. Some think this is the reference here, so that 
verse 28 follows in chronological order, explaining his fear in var
ious ways. Others think this verse is referring to the second time 
Moses left Egypt, the Exodus, and all the events associated with it 
from the ten plagues to the drowning of the army. "Not fearing the 

wrath of the king" is an appropriate description of Moses in this 
period, especially regarding his personal confrontations of Pharaoh 
during the plagues, which were before the Passover. 

21. Or, "endured, persisted, was steadfast". Used only here. GK 2846. 
Related to"perseverance" in Eph 6: I 8. 

22. Some think the writer means "as though he saw"; others, "in as 
much as he saw, as one who saw". 

23. Having made reference to the entire event of leaving Egypt, the 
writer now speaks of one crucial and enduring aspect of it. The 
grammar implies that Moses kept or performed it, and that it con
tinues to be performed (it is established). On this word see "does" 
in Rev 13: 13. 

24. Or, "pouring". Used only here. GK 4717. This is referring to Ex 
12:7, 22. 

25. This term, "the one destroying", is quoted from Ex 12:23. Used 
only here. GK 3905. Related to "destroyer" in I Cor 10: 10. 

26. Or, "went through, stepped across". Elsewhere only in Lk 16:26; 
Act 16:9. GK 1329. 

27. The Septuagint is being quoted, Ex 13: I 8. The Hebrew says, "the 
sea of reeds". Elsewhere only in Act 7:36. GK 2261. 

28. Or, "attempt". This idiom means "having taken the test, having 
taken an attempt, having received the trial". This word is elsewhere 
only as "trial" in v 36. GK 4278. Related to "trial" in Jam I :2. 

29. Same word as in I Cor 15:54; 2 Cor 2:7; 5:4; Rev 12: 16; and "swal
low" in Mt 23:24. Elsewhere only as "devour" in I Pet 5:8. Based 
on the word "to drink", this word means "to drink down". GK 2927. 

30. Some manuscripts place an "and" between each name {N}. The 
first four names are from Judges 4-16. 

31. Or, "justice", as in 2 Sam 8: 15. On this word, see Rom I: 17. 
32. Or, "attained". Elsewhere only in Rom 11:7; Heb 6:15; Jam 4:2. 

GK2209. 
33. This is an idiom, literally, "mouths". That is, the two edges of a 

double-edged sword. Same word as "mouths" of lions earlier. On 
this word, see "mouth" in 2 Cor 6: 11. 

34. Or, "strangers, ones belonging to others". Elsewhere only as 
"belonging to another" in Lk 16: 12; Act 7:6; Rom 14:4; 15:20; 2 
Cor 10:15, 16; I Tim 5:22; Heb 9:25; 11:9; and "stranger" in Mt 
17:25, 26; Jn I 0:5. GK 259. 

35. Or, "deliverance, release". On this word, see Rom 3:24. 
36. On this idiom, see "test" in v 29. 
37. Or, "scourgings". This is the word for a "whip", as in Act 22:24. On 

this word, see "scourge" in Mk 3: I 0. 
38. Or, "bindings". On this word, see "imprisonment" in Phil I :7. Not 

related to "prison" next. 
39. Used only here. GK 4569. Either before or after "sawn in two", 

some manuscripts add "they were tested" (or, "tempted") { C}, the 
word in 2: 18. Some think the word "test, tempt" is a copyist's mis
spelling of some other word like "burned" or "pierced", etc. 

A. Mt 28:6, arose B. Lk 6:28 C. Mt 14:33 D. Mt 24:31, end E. Mk 10:3, command F. I Jn 2:29 G. Jn 8:59 H. I Jn 2:14 J. Eph 5:33, 
respecting K.Jnl2:49,say L.2Thes2:13 M.Rev21:3 N.Mtl3:21 0.1Tim6:17 P.Jam1:2 Q.Hebl0:33 R.1Tim6:17 S.Mt12:35 
T. Rev 16: 19 U. Jn 18:28 V. Col 1:15 W. Mk 3:3, withered X. Jn 10:24, surrounded Y. I Cor 6: 15 Z. Rom 11 :30 AA. Mt 10:40 BB. Mt 26: I 0 
CC.Rom3:19 DD.1Thes5:19 EE.Mk5:30 FF.1Cor6:18,flee GG.Coll:ll,empowered HH.Mt8:17 JJ.Revl8:8,strong KK.Revl2:7, 
war LL. Rev 20:9, camp MM. Rom 7:8, taken NN. Act 24:15 00. Act 24:15, wait for PP. Lk 20:35, attain QQ. Act 5:22 RR. Act 9:1 



Hebrews 11 :38 858 Verse 

I F. Being in-need A, being aftlicted8 , being mistreated 1- •of whom the world was 3 S 

not worthyc 
21'. Wandering0 in desolate-places and mountains and caves and openings of the earth 

I <>C. And these all, having been attestedE through their faith, did not receiveF the promiseG-
0

God 39-40 
having provided2 something betterH for us, in order that they should not be perfected3 apart 
from us 

-+B. So-therefore4 we also-- having so large a cloud o/witnesses5 surrounding1 us, having laid-asideK 12: I 
every weight6 and the easily-entangling7 sin- let us be runningL the race8 being set-before9 us with 
endurance 10:while looking-away" toward the authorM and perfecter12 a/the faith 13- Jesus- Who 
endured14 a cross for15 the joy being set-before Him, having disregarded16 the shame 17, and has sat-
down at the right hand of the throneN of God 

1 C. For consider18 the One having endured such opposition 19 by sinners against Himself20, in order I 
that you may not be weary0 in your soulsr, losing-heart21 -

ID. You22 did not yet resist to the point a/blood while struggling against sin! 23 -+ 

2C. And have you24 completely-forgotten25 the exhortationO which speaks26 to you as sonsR?- -' 
"My son, do not be thinking-lightly27 of the discipline28 of the Lord, nor losing-heart while 
being rebuked5 by Him. 

0

For the one whom the Lord lovesT He disciplines29, and He whips30 1, 

every son whom He acceptsu" [Prov 3: 11-12] 

ID. You31 are enduring [your trials] for discipline32. God is dealingv with you as with sons 

I L For what son is there whom his father does not discipline? 
21. But if you are without discipline, a/which all have become partakers33, then you ~ 

are illegitimate34 children and not sons 

21) Furthermore, we had fathers of our flesh 35 as discipliners36 and were respectingw them
but37 shall we not much more be subjectx to the Father o/[our] spirits38 and live? 

ll 

1 L. For the ones39 were disciplining us for a few days according to the thing seemingY 111 

good to them- but the One does so for our beneti.t4°, so that we may share-in41 His 
holiness 

31). And all discipline for the present42 does not seem Y to be a thing of joy, but of griefZ- but I I 
later it yields43 the peaceful44 fruitAA of righteousness to the ones having been trained88 by it 



859 Hebrews 12: 11 

I. Or, "caused to suffer, tormented, maltreated". Elsewhere only in 
13:3. GK 2807. Related to the word in 11 :25. 

2. Or, "foreseen". Used only here. GK 4587. 
3. Or, "completed, finished". On this word, see 2: IO. 
4. This word indicates a strong inference. "Therefore for that very rea

son". Elsewhere only in I Thes 4:8. GK 5521. The writer now 
applies the lesson learned from "the elders" in 11: 1-40, returning 
to the exhortation of 10:36-39. 

5. That is, the witnesses just cited in chapter 11, witnesses of 
endurance by faith while awaiting the promises. 

6. Or, "bulk, mass". Here, it refers to a burden that impedes or hinders 
the progress of the runner. Used only here. GK 3839. 

7. This word is not found elsewhere in Greek. The precise shade of 
meaning is not certain. Others suggest "easily ensnaring or encir
cling or besetting or clinging". Whatever the shade, the writer 
clearly means we should lay aside the sin which hinders us from 
running the race. GK 2342. One early manuscript says "easily dis
tracting" {A}. 

8. Or, "contest". Elsewhere only as "struggle" in Phil I :30; Col 2: I; 
"conflict" in I Thes 2:2; and "fight" in I Tim 6:12; 2 Tim 4:7. GK 
74. Related to "struggle" in I Tim 4: IO; "struggling" in Heb 12:4; 
"contend" in Jude 3; and "conquered" in Heb 11 :33. 

9. Or, "being laid before", by God. Or, "setting before, lying before". 
Same word as in v 2; 6: 18. Elsewhere only as "is present" in 2 Cor 
8: 12; and "set forth" in Jude 7. GK 4618. The root word is "lying" 
in Mt3:10. 

I 0. Same word as in I 0:36. This is a key Christian virtue. 
11. Thal is, fixing our eyes on Jesus. Run the race while focusing 

intently on the finish line, Jesus Christ. Elsewhere only as "see" in 
Phil 2:23. GK 927. 

12. Or, "finisher, consummator, completer". Used only here. GK 5460. 
Related to "perfect" in 2: I 0. 

13. Or, "of faith", or, "of our faith". 
14. Same word as in I0:32 and 12:3, 7. On this word, see Jam 1:12. 
15. That is, to obtain His joy, for the sake of His "race", His "finish 

line", His purpose for coming, His completing of what the Father 
sent Him to do, His victory, the purchase of redemption. Then 
Christ returned to His place of glory and sat down. Others render 
this "instead of the joy", meaning Christ turned away from poten
tial human joys to the cross; or, from His actual heavenly joys as 
the Son to the work God gave Him to do on earth. GK 505. 

16. Or, "cared nothing for". On this word, see Rom 2:4. Christ looked 
to the joy and turned away from the shame. 

17. Or, "humiliation, disgrace". Elsewhere only in Lk 14:9; 2 Cor 4:2; 
Phil 3:19; Jude 13; Rev 3:18. GK 158. Related to "be ashamed" in 
Rom I: 16; and "put to shame" in I Jn 2:28. 

18. Or, "count up, calculate in comparison, compare". Used only here. 
GK 382. Related to "consider" in 11:19. 

19. Or, "dispute, hostility, rebellion, contradiction". Elsewhere only as 
"dispute" in 6: 16; 7:7; and "rebellion" in Jude 11. GK 517. Related 
to "speak against" in Lk 2:34, where Jesus is a sign to be opposed. 

20. Some manuscripts say "themselves" { C}. In this case, the idea 
would be like Num 16:38, meaning sinners against their own selves, 
sinners at the cost of their own lives. 

21. Or, "giving out, giving up, fainting". This is the Greek word order. 

Some take "in your souls" with this word, "be weary, fainting in 
your souls". Same word as in v 5. On this word, see Gal 6:9. 

22. Some start a new point here, connecting v 4 with v 5 in point 2C., 
"You did not yet resist. .. and you have forgotten". 

23. In other words, the suffering you must endure does not yet compare 
to His suffering. Some think "blood" continues the athletic metaphor 
of the race; others, that it refers specifically to martyrdom. 

24. Or, this may be a statement, "And you have ... ". 
25. This word means "to forget utterly or completely or altogether". If 

the readers thought they should be exempt from suffering for their 
faith, they must have forgotten Prov 3:11-12, and they must have 
failed to "consider" the Son, v 3. Used only here. GK 1720. 

26. Or, "reasons". On this word, see "reasoned" in Act 17:2. 
27. Or, "making light of, making little of". Used only here. GK 3902. 
28. Or, "instruction, training, correction, corporal punishment". Often 

used regarding child-rearing. Same word as in v 7, 8, 11. On this 
word, see "training" in 2 Tim 3: 16. The related verb is in v 6. 

29. Same word as in v 7, 10. On this word, see I Cor 11 :32. 
30. Or "scourges". Here, this word refers to the father's corporal pun

ishment for purposes of loving correction. Elsewhere only in Mt 
10:17; 23:34; and of the scourging of Jesus, God's Son, in Mt 
20:19; Mk 10:34; Lk 18:33; Jn 19:1. GK 3463. Related to "whip
pings" in 11 :36; and "whip" in Act 22:25. 

31. The writer now applies this OT quote to his readers. Others render 
this as a command, "Be enduring [your trials) for discipline". Some 
manuscripts say "If you endure discipline, God is dealing ... " {N}. 

32. That is, for training as children in righteousness and holiness. As 
we endure, we grow and mature. Compare Jam 1 :3-4; Rom 5:3-4. 

33. Or, "sharers". On this word, see 3: I. 
34. Or, "born out of wedlock", and so not family members, not having 

a father to train them, not heirs. Used only here. GK 3785. 
35. That is, human fathers. The writer uses grammar that emphasizes 

the contrast between the two halves oflhis statement. On this word, 
see Col 2:23. 

36. Or, "correctors, trainers". Related to "discipline" in v 5 and 6. Else
where only as "corrector" in Rom 2:20. GK 4083. 

37. Some manuscripts omit this word [C}. 
38. Some think the writer means "of our spirits'', in contrast to the first 

part of the verse; others, "of all spirits", including human spirits, a 
more general title for God. The grammar expects a "yes" answer to 
this question. 

39. The writer uses grammar that emphasizes the contrast between the 
two halves of this statement. 

40. This is an idiom, "for the thing being beneficial" for us, from God's 
viewpoint. I Cor 12:7 has a similar phrase. 

41. Or, "receive a share of, partake of". Same word as in Act 2:46. 
Elsewhere only as "receive" in Heb 6:7; Act 24:25; 27:33, 34: and 
"receive a share" in 2 Tim 2:6. GK 3561. Related to "receiving" in 
I Tim4:3. 

42. The writer uses grammar that emphasizes the contrast between the 
two halves of this statement. This is a participle, "the time being 
present". 

43. Or, "gives back, pays back". Same word as in Rev 22:2. On this 
word, see "render" in Mt 16:27. 

44. Elsewhere only in Jam 3: 17. GK 1646. 

A.Lkl5:14 B.2Cor4:8 C.Rev16:6 D.Jam5:19,err E.Hebll:2 F.2Cor5:10,receiveback G.1Jn2:25 H.Hebl:4 J.Heb5:2 
K. Rom 13: 12 L. 2 Thes 3: I M. Heb 2: 10 N. Rev 20: 11 0. Jam 5: 15, being ill P. Jam 5:20 Q. Act 4:36, encouragement R. Gal 3:7 
S. Eph 5: 11, exposing T. Jn 21: 15, devotedly love U. Mk 4:20 V. Heb 5:7, offer W. Lk 18:2, have regard for X. Eph 5:21 Y. Lk 19: 11, 
thinking Z.2Cor7:10 AA.Mt7:16 BB.Heb5:14 



Hebrews 12:12 860 Verse 

JC. Therefore straighten-up1 the hands having been slackened2 and the knees having been made- 12 
feeble3• •And be making straight" paths/or your feet, in order that the lame5 part may not be I:; 
dislocated6 but rather may be healedA 

I f). Be pursuing8 peacec with 7 all people, and the holiness8 without which9 no one will see 14 
the Lord 

If:. While exercising-oversight10 I~ 

1 F. That someone 11 may not be coming-short12 of the grace0 of God 
2F. That some root 13 o/bittemessE growing14 up may not be causing-troubleF, and 

many be defiled15 by it16 

3 F. That someone may not be some sexually-immoral1 7 or profane18 like Esau, who I(, 
sold 19 his own firstbom-rights20 for one meal2 1 

I Ci. For22 you know that indeed afterward,23 while wanting0 to inheritH the I -
blessing, he was rejected24

- for he did not find a placeK of repentance25-

even-though having sought-forL it26 with tearsM 

2L For you have not come-to a mountain21 being touched28 I!-: 

I F. And a fire having been buming29 

21-. And darkness30 

] F. And gloom31 

4F. And a storm32 

51-. And a blastJJ of a trumpet I 'J 
61. And a sound34 o/wordsN- of which, the ones having heard begged0 that a 

wordP not be addedO to them35 

I ( i. For they were not bearingR the thing being commanded- "If even a wild- 211 
animal5 should touch the mountain, it shall be stoned36" [Ex 19: 12-13] 

71'. And so fearfuP 7 was the thing appearing38, Moses said "I am tenified39 and 21 
trembling40

" 

:; E. But you have come to Mount Zion41 

1 F. And the city of the living God, the heavenly1 Jerusalem42 

2F And the myriadsu of angels, a festive-gathering43 

:; F. And the church44 of the firstbom45 ones having been registered46 in the heavens '' ' 



861 Hebrews 12:23 

l. Or, "set straight, restore, make erect". Elsewhere only as "make 
straight" in Lk 13:13; and "restore" in Act 15:16. GK 494. This 
word is made of two words, "up" and "make straight". Related to 
"straight" in the next verse. 

2. Or, "relaxed at the side, neglected, weakened". Elsewhere only in 
Lk 11 :42. GK 4223. 

3. Or, "made lame, disabled, paralyzed". Elsewhere only as "para
lyzed" in Lk 5: 18, 24; Act 8:7; 9:33. GK 4168. Related to "para
lytic" in Mt 4:24. These two phrases are similar to Isa 35:3. 

4. This adjective is elsewhere only in Act 14: IO. GK 3981. 
5. Used 14 times. GK 6000. 
6. Or. "turned out ofjoint''. Used only here in a medical sense. On this 

word, see "turned aside" in I Tim I :6. 
7. Some think the writer means to pursue being at peace "with" all peo

ple, as this word is used with the related verb in Rom 12: 18. While 
enduring your trials, as in I 0:32-34, pursue both peace with your 
persecutors and holiness with God. Others think he means peace 
"with" all believers, so as not lo harm the cause of Christ, as in Rom 
14: 19. Others think he means to pursue peace (salvation) "together 
with, along with" all people, the subject that follows. GK 3552. 

8. Or, "sanctification, dedication to God, consecration to God". This 
word is used of the process of becoming holy, "holy-making, sanc
tification", and of the result of that process, "holiness". Holy means 
"set apart or dedicated to God''. Same word as in Rom 6: 19, 22; I 
Cor I :30; I Thes 4:3, 4, 7; 2 Thes 2: 13; I Tim 2: 15. Elsewhere only 
as "sanctification" in I Pet I :2. GK 40. Related to "holy, holy ones, 
saints" (see I Pet I: 16); "sanctify, make holy" (see 10:29); and the 
words in Heb 12: I 0 and Rom I :4. 

9. This last phrase begins a warning that extends to v 29. 
10. Or, "seeing to it, watching over". Pursue it yourself, and watch over 

others. On this word, see 1 Pet 5:2. 
11. The writer uses "some" as the subject of all three statements, in a 

way difficult to reproduce in English. GK 5516. 
12. Same word as in 4: l. 
13. That is, a root characterized by bitterness, a bitter root. The writer is 

referring to a person. See Deut 29: 18; Act 8:23. This word is used 
of plant roots in Mt 3:10; 13:6; etc; and of the "cause, origin" in 1 
Tim 6: I 0. Used 17 times. GK 4844. Related to "rooted" in Col 2:7. 

14. Or, "coming, springing". On this word, see Lis, 8:6. 
15. Or, "stained, polluted". On this word, see Tit I: 15. 
16. That is, the root of bitterness. Some manuscripts say "this" {N}. 
17. On this word, see I Cor 5:9. Some think the writer means Esau was 

spiritually adulterous. Others take it as a literal description of Esau 
(in keeping with Jewish traditions). Others place a comma here, so 
that only "profane" refers to Esau. 

18. On this word, see 1Tim1:9. It denotes a man of the world, mate
rial, lacking reverence or spirituality. 

19. Used in this sense also in Act 5:8, 7:9. See Gen 25:29-34. On this 
word, see "render" in Mt 16:27. 

20. That is. the status and inheritance rights of the firstborn son. Used 
only here. GK 4757. Related to "firstborn" in Col 1:15. 

21. Or, "eating", one act of eating. Or, "who gave back his own first
born rights in exchange for one eating". On this word, see "eating" 
in Mt6:19. 

22. This is intended to explain why we should not live a profane life 
like Esau. 

23. That is, later on when Isaac was blessing his two sons, Jacob and 
Esau, Gen 27:30-40. 

24. This word means "rejected as the result of a test; rejected as unfit, 
unqualified, unworthy". Some think it is God who rejected Esau. 
Isaac wanted to bless him (Gen 27:4), and thought he was doing so. 
Others think the writer means that Isaac rejected Esau in that he 
refused to withdraw his blessing of Jacob. Elsewhere only of Christ 
rejected by people in Mt 21 :42; Mk 8:31; 12: 10; Lk 9:22; 17:25; 
20: 17; I Pet 2:4, 7. GK 627. Related to "approve" in Rom 12:2. 

25. Or, "change of mind". On this word, see 2 Cor 7: l 0. Some think 
Esau found no place for a "change of mind" by Isaac. Others think 
Esau could not repent of his profane lifestyle that had now resulted 
in his rejection. In this case, compare Heb 6:4-6. Others think Esau 
did repent, but his repentance could not now change the situation. 
In any case, do not be like Esau, for having turned away, even when 
he later wanted the blessing, he could not have it. 

26. That is, the blessing. Some think the writer is referring to "repen
tance", and punctuate this verse "rejected. For he did not find a 
place of repentance, although ... ". 

27. Some manuscripts include this word {B}. It is stated in v 20. 
28. That is, the physical, earthly Mount Sinai in Ex 19 as opposed to a 

spiritual heavenly Mount Zion in v 22. On this word, see Lk 24:39. 
29. Some render this "For you have not come to a fire being touched 

and having been burning", that is, to a physical (or palpable) and 
burning fire. See Deut 4: 11; 5:22. On this word, see Mt 5: 15. 

30. Used only here. GK 1190. Same word as in Ex 14:20; 20:21; Deut 
4:11; 5:22. 

31. Some manuscripts say "darkness" {N}, so that it says" ... burning, 
and to gloom, and to darkness, and ... ". On this word, see 2 Pet 2:4. 

32. Used only here. GK 2590. Same word as in Deut 4: 11; 5:22. 
33. Or, "sound". On this word, see "news" in Lk 4:37. 
34. On this word, see "voice" in Mk l :26. This phrase, "sound of 

words", comes from Deut 4: 12. 
35. This is referring to Ex 20: 19. When the Israelites heard the sound 

of God's words, they begged that God not speak to them. 
36. Some manuscripts add "or shot with an arrow" { N}, from Ex 19: 13. 
37. Elsewhere only in I0:27, 31. GK 5829. Related to "terrified" next. 
38. That is, the sight that he saw. This verb is used only here. GK 575/. 
39. Elsewhere only in Mk 9:6, at the transfiguration. GK 1769. 
40. This seems to be the writer's summary statement regarding the 

events in Exodus, not a direct quote. Note Deut 9: 19; Ex 3:6; 19: 16, 
19. Same word as in Act 7:32, which is also of Moses. Elsewhere 
only in Act 16:29. GK 1958. 

41. This refers to the heavenly Mount Zion, as seen in what follows. 
On this word, see Jn 12: 15. 

42. That is, the city Abraham (l l: l 0) and we (l 3: 14) look for. 
43. Or, "a public festival, general assembly". Used only here. GK 4108. 

Used of an assembly of a whole nation for a public feast. Some 
punctuate so that this begins point 3F., "The general-assembly and 

church ... ". 
44. Or, "assembly". Some think these are OT believers; others, NT 

believers; others, all believers. On this word, see Rev 22:16. 
45. That is, firstborn as to privileges, inheritance. On this word, see 

Col 1:15. 
46. Or, "enrolled, listed". We are on the census of heaven. On this word, 

see Lk 2:1. 

A. Mt 8:8 B. I Cor 14: l C. Act 15:33 D. Eph 2:8 E. Act 8:23 F. Lk 6: 18, being troubled G. Jn 7: 17, willing H. Gal 4:30 J. 2 Cor 9:5 
K. Eph 4:27 L. Heb 11 :6, seeking out M. Act 20: 19 N. Rom IO: 17 0. Heb 12:25, refuse P. l Cor 12:8 Q. Lk 17:5, increase R. 2 Pet l: 17, 
carry S.Revl3:l,beast T.Eph3:10 U.Act21:20 
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41- And the Judge, God of all 1 

_'iF. And the spirits ofrighteousA ones having been perfected2 

61-. And the mediator8 of the new3 covenantc, Jesus 
7 F. And the blood0 of sprinkling' speaking better5 than Abel6 

41' Be watching-out7 that you not refuse8 the One speaking 

IF. For if those did not escape9
, having refused the One waming 10 on earth 11

, much 
more we will not escape- the ones tuming-away-from 12 the One warning 
from the heavens 1l 

Verse 

25 

I ( i. Whose voice shookE the earth at that time 14 26 
2(1. But now He has promised, saying [in Hag 2:6]- "I will shake 15 once 16 

more not only the earth, but also the heaven" 

111. And the phrase "once more" indicates 17 the18 removal1 9 of the things 
being shakenE- as of things having been made- so that the things 
not being shakenE may continue20 

21. Therefore while receivingF an unshakable kingdomG, let us have gratitude21 , 2~ 

through which we may worship22 God pleasingly23
, with reverenceH and awe24• 

For indeed our God is a consuming fire 25 2'1 

2ll. Let26 brotherly-love27 continue1 I.~: I 

3 I). Do not be forgetting28 hospitality29 

I 1-:. For through this some having entertained30 angels did not know31 it 

-+I) Remember32 

I I . The prisonersK as-though having been imprisoned-with33 them 
2F. The ones being mistreatedL- as-though also yourselves being in their body34 

'.'D Let marriageM be honored35 by all36, and the bed37 undefiled38 

IL:. For39 God will judgeN the sexually-immoral-ones40 and adulterers41 

()I). Let character42 be without-love-of-money43, being content" with the present things45 ' 

IL. For He Himself has said [in Deut 31 :6], "I will never46 let you go47, nor will I by any 
means forsake48 you" 



863 Hebrews 13:5 

I. This is the Greek word order and normal way of translating. It also 
fits the pattern of IF., 2F., and 6F. Others render it "to God, the 
judge of all". 

2. That is, the OT believers mentioned in 11 :40. On this word, see 
2: 10. The writer says "spirits" because they still await the resur
rection. His point is that all those righteous ones from Jewish his
tory are with Jesus. 

3. Used only here with "covenant". This word means "new" in the 
sense of "young" as opposed to "aged". See Mk 2:22 on it. A dif
ferent word for "new" is used in 8: 13. 

4. See 9: 19-28 on this. On this word, see I Pet I :2. The related verb 
is in I 0:22. 

5. On this word, see I :4. Some manuscripts have this plural, "better 
things" {N}. 

6. Abel's blood called out for vengeance. Christ's blood speaks for
giveness. 

7. Same word and form of exhortation as in 3: 12. 
8. Or, "decline, reject, shun, beg off". Same word as "begged" in 

verse 19. Same word as later in this verse; and in Act 25: 11. Else
where only as "decline" in I Tim 4:7; 5:11; 2 Tim 2:23; Tit 3:10; 
"excuse" in Lk 14:18, 19; and "request" in Mk 15:6. GK 4148. 

9. Same word as in 2:3. 
I 0. That is, God, v 19. This word refers to a divine warning. Same word 

as in 8:5. 
I I. That is, on Mount Sinai, but phrased more broadly here to contrast 

with heaven next. 
12. Same word as in Mt 5:42; Lk 23:14; Act 3:26; Rom 11:26; 2 Tim 

1:15; 4:4; Tit 1:14. Elsewhere only as "return" in Mt26:52. GK 695. 
13. As God revealed Himself to Israel at Mt Sinai through Moses, so 

now He is revealing Himself to the world from heaven through 
Jesus and the Holy Spirit. In both cases, the one turning away from 
what God reveals will suffer the consequences. And God's warning 
is clear, He will judge the world through Jesus, Jn 5:21-27; Acts 
I 0:42; 17:31. We who tum away will not escape. Next, the writer 
proves this. When God keeps His promise to shake all creation (v 
26), only those not being shaken will remain (v 27), those part of 
His kingdom (v 28). The others will be "removed". 

14. See Ex 19:18. 
15. On this word, see Mt 21: I 0. Some manuscripts say "I am shaking" 

{ N}. in a prophetic sense. 
16. Or, "one-time more, yet one-time, still one-time". That is, one more 

time. On this word, see "once for all" in Jude 3. 
17. Or, "makes clear, reveals, shows". On this word, see "make clear" 

in I Cor 3: 13. 
18. Some manuscripts omit this word {C}, so that it says "a removal". 
19. Or, "change". On this word, see 11:5. 
20. Or, "remain". Some think the writer means that the visible mani

festation of God's kingdom (the temple and OT economy begun at 
Sinai) will be removed and His unshakable kingdom established. 
Others think he is referring to the end-time, when Christ returns. 
On this word, see "abide" in Jn 15:4. 

21. On "have gratitude", see Lk 17:9. 
22. Or, "serve". This may also be rendered "through which let us wor

ship". This word refers to giving religious service or worship to 
God. Same word as in 9:9, 14; 10:2; and Act 7:7, 42; 24: 14; 26:7; 
Phil 3:3. Elsewhere only as "serve" in 8:5; 13: 10; and Mt 4: 10; Lk 

I :74; 2:37; 4:8; Act 27:23; Rom I :9, 25; 2 Tim I :3; Rev 7: 15; 22:3. 
GK 3302. Related to "worship" in Rom 12: I. 

23. Or, "acceptably", to God. Used only here. GK 2299. Related to the 
verb "to please" in 11 :5. 

24. Or, "fear". Used only here. GK I 290. 
25. This is alluding to Deut 4:24. 
26. Just as the writer broadened his exhortation from our relationship 

to God to our relationship with others in I 0:24, so he does here in 
what follows. He broadens out from the pursuit of holiness and God 
( 12: 14-29) to commands regarding our personal relationships. 

27. That is, the love of fellow Christians. Made of the word "brother" 
and "love". Elsewhere only in Rom 12: IO; I Thes 4:9; I Pet I :22; 
2 Pet I :7. GK 5789. Related word in I Pet 3:8. 

28. Or, figuratively, "be neglecting, overlooking". Elsewhere only in 
6:10; 13:16; and Mt 16:5; Mk 8:14; Lk 12:6; Phil 3:13; Jam 1:24. 
GK 2140. Related to "forgetful" in Jam 1:25. 

29. Or, "love of strangers". Elsewhere only in Rom 12: 13. GK 5810. 
Related to "hospitable" in Tit I :8. 

30. Or, "lodged, received as guests". Same word as in Act 28:7. On this 
word, see "lodging" in Act 10:6. 

31. Or, "were unaware [of it]". This is referring to Abraham in Gen 
18-19. On this word, see "escape notice" in 2 Pet 3:5. 

32. That is, in the sense of"keep in mind, do not forget". Same word 
as in 2:6; 8: 12. Related to the word in v 7. 

33. Or, "bound with". Used only here. GK 5279. Related to "impris
onment" in Phil I :7. 

34. That is, as though you yourself were suffering their mistreatment, 
walking in their shoes. Or, "as also yourselves being in a body", 
exposed to the same potential for mistreatment. In this case, the word 
"as-though" has a different sense here than in the previous phrase. 

35. Or, "respected". Same word as in Act 5:34. Some take this as a 
statement, "Marriage is honored among all". The verb must be sup
plied. Note that this is in a list of nine other commands, and that v 
5 has the same grammar. On this word, see "precious" in 2 Pet I :4. 

36. Or, "among all" or "in all things", in every respect. 
37. That is, the marriage bed, sexual relations. Elsewhere only in Lk 

11:7; Rom 9:10; 13:13. GK 3130. Related to "bedroom" in Act 
12:20. The root word is "lying" in Mt 3:10. 

38. Or, "unstained, unsoiled". Same word used of Jesus in 7:26. Else
where only in Jam I :27; I Pet 1:4. GK 299. 

39. Some manuscripts say "But" {N}. 
40. That is, those not honoring marriage, but pursuing sex outside of 

marriage. On this word, see I Cor 5:9. 
41. That is, those defiling the marriage bed by committing adultery. 
42. Or, "way of life, manner of living". Used only here in this sense. On 

this word, see "way" in Act 27:25. 
43. On this word, see "not a money lover" in I Tim 3:3. 
44. Or, "satisfied". On this word, see "sufficient" in 2 Cor 12:9. 
45. This is a participle, "the things being present". That is, with what 

you have now. 
46. Or, "by no means", as in the next phrase. This is an emphatic neg

ative, on which see Gal 5: 16. 
47. Or, "tum you loose, give you up". Elsewhere only as "unfasten" in 

Act 16:26; 27:40; and "give up" in Eph 6:9. GK 479. 
48. Or, "desert, abandon". On this word, see 2 Cor 4:9. 

A. Rom I: 17 8. Heb 8:6 C. Heb 8:6 D. I Jn I :7 E. Act 17: 13 F. Lk 17:34, taken G. Mt 3:2 H. Heb 5:7 J. Jn 15:4, abide K. Eph 3: I 
L. Heb 11 :37 M. Mt 22: 11, wedding N. Mt 7: I 



Hebrews 13:6 864 Verse 

21:. So that while being confidentA we say, "The Lord is a helper for me and1 I will not h 
fear8 • What2 will a humane do to me?" [Ps 118:6] 

7D. Remember3 the ones leading" you, who spoke the word of God to you, whose faith5 be 7 
imitating0 while looking-carefully-atE the result6 of their way-of-life7 

IE. Jesus Christ is the same yesterday and today and foreve~ ~ 

~D. Do not be carried-away9 by various10 and strange 11 teachingsF 9 

IE. For it is good0 for the heart to be established12 by graceH, not by foods 13 in-connection
with14 which the ones walking 15 were not profited1 

2E. We 16 have an altar17 from which the ones serving18 in the tabemacieK have no right19 I <1 

to eat20 

IF For21 of animalsL from which the blood is brought into the Holies22 by the high I I 
priest for sin- the bodies of these are burned-up outside of the campM 

11. Therefore23 Jesus also-- in order that He might make the people holy24 with I:' 
His own bloodN- suffered0 outside of the gate25 

3 F. So-indeed26, let us go-out27 to Him outside of the camp, bearingP His reproachO. 13 
For here28 we do not have an abidingR city, but we are seeking-for29 the one I 4 
coming30 



865 Hebrews 13:14 

I. Some manuscripts omit this word {C}. 
2. Others punctuate this, "and I will not fear what a human will do 

to me". 
3. That is, keep in mind. This word is used with reference to past (Lk 

17:32) and current (Gal 2: IO; Col 4: 18; I Thes I :3) things. On this 
word, see Jn 16:21. 

4. Or, "ruling". Because of the past tense of"spoke", and the word 
"result", some think the writer is referring to leaders who had died. 
Remember and imitate the example of their life. In this case, the time 
relation of this word is taken from "spoke", so that he means 
"Remember the ones who were leading you". Others think he is 
referring to "the ones who are leading you", meaning the same thing 
as in I Thes 5: 12-13. Thus, this command is complementary to v 17. 
This verse focuses on their teaching and example, v 17 on their lead
ership. Same word as v 17, 24; Lk 22:26; Act 14:12; 15:22; and as 
"ruling" in Mt 2:6; Act 7: I 0. On this word, see "regard" in Jam I :2. 
GK 2451. Related to "being governor" in Lk 2:2. 

5. Or, "faithfulness". On this word, see Eph 2:8. 
6. Or, "end, outcome". GK 1676. 
7. Or, "behavior, conduct". On this word, see "conduct" in I Pet I: 15. 
8. Jesus will produce the same outcome in your lives that He did in 

theirs. Others take this with v 9, Jesus is the same, so do not fol
low strange teachings. On "forever", see Rev 20:10. 

9. Or, "taken away". On this word, see "remove" in Lk 22:42. Some 
manuscripts say "carried around" { N}. 

I 0. Or, "diversified'', as in I Pet 4: I 0. This word also means "intricate, 
riddling, ambiguous, cunning", and this more negative meaning 
may be intended here. 

11. Or, "foreign". On this word, see "host" in Rom 16:23. 
12. Or, "strengthened, confirmed". On this word, see "confirmed" in 

I Cor 1:6. 
13. That is, to be established by grace, not by what we eat or do not eat; 

by spiritual means, not physical; by spiritual worship, not physical; 
by teachings such as those in Hebrews, not teachings about foods. 
The Jews gained no spiritual benefit from the physical foods. The 
writer does not make his point any more specific, so there are sev
eral views regarding what the more specific nature of these teach
ings may have been. Consult the commentaries. Same word as 9: IO; 
I Tim 4:3. On this word, see Mk 7: 19. 

14. Or, "by means of". GK 1877. 
15. This word means to physically "walk" (Mt 4:18; 9:5); "walk 

around" (Mk 5:42; 12:38); and to figuratively walk in the sense of 
"live, behave, conduct one's daily life" (as in Rom 6:4; 8:4; 13:13, 
14, 15; 2 Cor 5:7; Gal 5:16; I Jn 1:6). Used 95 times. GK 4344. 
Some manuscripts say "having walked" {N}. 

16. Verses 10-14 are rich with OT allusions and possible inferences. 
Consult the commentaries. The writer is giving the basis for his 
statement that it is good to be established by grace not foods, and 
drawing an application from it for his readers. 

17. That is, a spiritual altar or place of sacrifice and worship. The writer 
does not make this any more specific, and says nothing more about 
it. Because of this, there are several views on what more specific 
meaning might be found here. Some think the altar is the cross; oth
ers, Jesus; others, the true altar in heaven (8:2; 9: 11 ); others, the 

Lord's Supper. Note that the general meaning alone is sufficient for 
the writer's own actual conclusion in v 15. Through Jesus, let us 
offer up spiritual sacrifices of praise on our spiritual altar of wor
ship to God. On this word, see Rev 8:3. 

18. Or, "worshiping", as in 12:28. That is, the Jewish priests, repre
senting all the people in the Levitical system. 

19. Or, "authority". The reason they have no right is explained in v 11-
12. On this word, see I Cor 8:9. 

20. To "eat from the altar" means to eat the meat of the sacrificial ani
mal leftover after the blood was offered. In the Law, God gave the 
priests the right to eat this meat. Thus, the one bringing the sacri
fice gained a spiritual benefit. The priests gained a physical bene
fit from the altar- the food. But they gained no spiritual benefit 
from eating it, v 9. We have an altar from which no such physical 
benefit can be gained. The writer explains why next. Some think he 
is implying that we spiritually eat from our altar and the Jews do 
not; others think he is not implying that anyone eats from it. Note 
that he says nothing more about "eating", and makes no application 
of this to the Lord's Supper. This is probably because he has in 
mind the Day of Atonement, as seen in v 11, and no "eating" took 
place from that sacrifice. 

21. In the Law, the priests were commanded to burn the body of the 
sacrifices on the Day of Atonement outside the camp, Lev 16:27. 
There was nothing left to eat. They had no right to this meat from 
their altar. Note that the writer's point is not where the animals died 
(it was in the temple), but that their bodies were burned outside the 
camp and not eaten. 

22. That is, the Holy of Holies. On this word, see 8:2. 
23. First the writer applies this to Jesus. Jesus offered His own blood 

in the heavenly temple. But He is similar to the Day of Atonement 
sacrifices in that He suffered "outside the camp". 

24. On this word, "make holy", see "sanctify" in 10:29. 
25. Looking backward to v 9, the implication of this is that there is 

nothing to eat. The body is gone. There is no eating associated with 
His sacrifice. We are established by the grace that comes through 
His sacrifice, not by any physical connection to His sacrifice, or any 
kind of association with foods or eating. We have a spiritual altar. 
So do not be carried away by teachings linking physical eating to 
any spiritual benefits. The physical did not profit the priests spiri
tually, and will not profit you. Looking forward to v 13, the writer 
takes another step. He drops the "not eaten" aspect and applies the 
"outside the camp" aspect in a way with much broader implications 
than foods alone. GK 4783. 

26. Now the writer applies this to his readers. On this word, see I Cor 
9:26. 

27. The readers must go out to Jesus where He was sacrificed for sin, 
and identify themselves with Him there, and bear the reproach He 
bears as a result of being that sacrifice. Worship there is spiritual, 
not physical. Some think this is also implying that they must leave 
the Levitical, Jewish system. There are other views. Consult the 
commentaries. 

28. That is, in this world, this age. 
29. Same word used of Abraham in 11: 14. On this word, see Phil 4: 17. 
30. That is, the city coming, the heavenly Jerusalem, 12:22. 

A. 2 Cor 5:6 B. Eph 5:33, respecting C. Mt 4:4, mankind D. 2 Thes 3:7 E. Act 17:23 F. I Cor 14:6 G. I Tim 5: I Oa H. Eph 2:8 J. Rom 2:25 
K. Heb 8:2 L. Rev 4:6, living creatures M. Rev 20:9 N. I Jn I :7 0. Gal 3:4 P. 2 Pet I: 17, carried Q. Heb 10:33 R. Jn 15:4 



Hebrews 13:15 866 Verse 

3 L. Therefore' through Him let us be continuallyA offering8 a sacrificec of praise2 to I' 
God- that is, the fruit0 a/lips praising3 His name. •And do not be forgettingE good- Ir, 
doing4 and sharing5

• For with such6 sacrifices God is pleased7 

'JD. Be obeying8 the ones leadingF you and be yielding9, for they are keeping-watch0 for your 17 
soulsH as ones who will render an account!-

IL In order that they may be doing this 10 

11. Withjoy 
2 F. And not while groaningK, for this would be unprofitable' 1 for you 

I OD. Be prayingL for us 

1 L. For we are persuadedM that we have a goodN conscience0 , wanting to conduct
ourselvesP well 12 in all things 13 

I~ 

21 ·. And I especially appeal-too you to do this in order that I may be restoredR to you sooner I '! 

'\ll. Now may the God of peace- the One having brought-ups from the dead the Great ShepherdT of 20 
the sheep in-connection-with 14 the bloodu of the etemalv covenantw, our Lord Jesus-

IC. Prepare 15 you in every good16 thing so that you may do His will 
~( While doingx in us 17 the pleasingY thing in His sight through Jesus Christ 
1( ·. To Whom 18 be the glory forever and ever19, amen 

\. Now I exhort0 you, brothers2
, bear-with20 the wordAA of exhortation88 • For indeed I wrote-to21 you 

with a few22 words 

l l. Take-notice-of23 our brother Timothy having been released24, with whom if he comes quicker25, I 
will see you 

~I 

( . Greetcc all the ones leadingF you and all the saints00 ~-+ 
IJ. The ones from Italy greet you26 

I· Grace be with you a1127 ~, 



867 Hebrews 13:25 

I . It is good to be established by grace, not foods. We have a spiri
tual altar outside of the Levitical system, not one with physical 
associations with foods like the one in the camp. Therefore let us 
offer up spiritual sacrifices through Him. Some manuscripts omit 
this word {C}. 

2. That is, consisting of praise. Peter likewise refers to "spiritual sac
rifices" in a spiritual temple, I Pet 2:5. Used only here. GK 139. 
The related verb is in Rom 15: 11. Not related to "praising" next. 

3. Or, "confessing His name". This phrase is used only here in the 
Greek Bible. It means "giving praise/thanks to His name" or "con
fessing/acknowledging His name". It has the same grammar as used 
with the related word in Mt 11 :25 ("I praise You"), and in the OT 
as "give thanks" to the Lord or to His name (Ps 7: 17; 18:49; 44:8; 
45:17; 52:9; 54:6; 92:1; 99:3; 106:47; 122:4; 140:13; 142:7), and 
"confess" Your name (I King 8:33, 35). On this word, see "con
fessed" in I Tim 6: 12. 

4. This noun is used only here. GK 2343. 
5. On this noun, see "fellowship" in I Cor I :9. 
6. Note that expressions of love for God and neighbor are combined 

as spiritual sacrifices pleasing to Him. 
7. This is in direct contrast to animal sacrifices, which were not well-

pleasing (I 0:5-7, an unrelated word). On this word, see 11 :5. 
8. Or, "Be persuaded by". On this word, see "persuade" in I Jn 3: 19. 
9. Or, "giving way, deferring, withdrawing". Used only here. GK 5640. 
I 0. That is, leading and keeping watch over you. 
11. Used only here. GK 269. This is a compound word indicating that 

it would not release the intended result for you. 
12. Or, "rightly, honorably". Same root word as "good" earlier. This 

could be rendered "commendable conscience ... conduct ourselves 
commendably". On this word, see Act 10:33. 

13. Or, "in all respects, among all people". 
14. Or, "in, by, with, by means of". GK 1877. 

15. Or, "Equip, Furnish, Complete". On this word, see Rom 9:22. 
16. On this word, see I Tim 5: I Ob. Some manuscripts say "in every 

good work" {A}. 
17. Some manuscripts say "you" {A}. 
18. This may be referring to "God", the main subject of the sentence. 

Or, it may be referring to "Jesus Christ", the nearest possibility, 
making this point ID. 

19. On this idiom, see Rev 20:10. Some manuscripts just say "for
ever" {C}. 

20. Same word as 2 Tim 4:3, of bearing with healthy teaching. On this 
word, see 2 Cor 11 :4. 

21. Or, "sent in a letter to". Elsewhere only in Act 15:20; 21:25. GK 
2182. This is the verb related to "letter" in 2 Thes 3: 17. 

22 The writer may mean he wrote briefly, compared to what he might 
have said about the subject. Or, this may be an understatement, 
meaning he wrote at length. On this word, see "little" in 2:7. 

23. Or, this may be a statement, not a command, "You know of". On 
this word, see "know" in Lk I :34. It is used in this sense only here. 

24. Or, "having departed", as in Act 28:25. Some think the writer means 
"having been released" from prison; others, "having departed" on 
a journey. On this word, see "sends away" in Mt 5:31. 

25. Same word as "sooner" in v 19. The writer could mean more 
quickly than Timothy's progress so far would indicate; or, sooner 
than he himself plans to depart. But we know nothing of the cir
cumstances. Or, simply "quickly, soon", dropping the comparative 
aspect. On this word, see Jn 13:27. 

26. Some take this to mean this letter is being written to Italy, and the 
ones that are with the writer from Italy send their greetings back; 
others, that it is being written from Italy, and the ones there join the 
writer in greeting the readers. 

27. Some manuscripts add "Amen" {A}. 

A. 2 Thes 3: 16 B. Heb 9:28, bear C. Heb 9:26 D. Mt 7: 16 E. Heb 13:2 F. Heb 13:7 G. Eph 6: 18, keep alert H. Jam 5:20 J. Act 19:40 
K. Jam 5:9 L. I Tim 2:8 M. I Jn 3: 19 N. I Tim 5: IOa 0. Act 23: I P. Eph 2:3 Q. Rom 12:8, exhorting R. Mk 8:25 S. Mt 4: I, led up 
T. Eph 4:11 U. I Jn I :7 V. Mt 25:46 W. Heb 8:6 X. Rev 13: 13 Y. Eph 5:10 Z. Act 16:40 AA. I Cor 12:8 BB. Act 4:36, encouragement 
CC. Mk 15:18 DD. I Pet 1:16, holy 





869 
Overview James 
Introduction 1: 1 

I A. Regard it all joy, my brothers, when you fall into various trials, knowing endurance is produced I :2-3 

I B. And let endurance be having its complete work, that you may be complete, lacking nothing 
2B. And if anyone is lacking wisdom, let him ask from God and it will be given to him 
3B. And let the lowly brother be boasting in his height, and the rich one in his lowliness 
4B. Blessed is the man who endures the trial, because he will receive the crown of life 
5B. Let no one say God is tempting him to do evil, for God tempts no one. Do not be deceived 

2A. My beloved brothers, every good giving and perfect gift comes down from the Father oflights 

I B. He brought us into being by the word of truth to be a kind of firstfruit of His creatures 
2B. You know this, but be slow into anger. For anger does not work the righteousness of God 
3B. Therefore receive with gentleness the implanted word being able to save your souls 
4B. But be doers of the word, not hearers only, deluding yourselves with worthless religion 

3A. My brothers, do not be holding your faith with respect of persons 
4A. My brothers, what is the profit if someone claims to have faith, but does not have works? 

I B. If one is lacking and you give words only, what is the profit? So faith is dead by itself 
2B. But "You have faith, I have works". Faith without works is mere belief, like demons 
3 B. But do you want to know it is useless? Look at Abraham and Rahab 
4B. For just as the body without spirit is dead, so also faith without works is dead 

5A. Do not become many teachers, my brothers, knowing that we will receive a greater judgment 

1 B. If one does not stumble in speech, he is a perfect man, for the tongue is small but powerful 
2B. The tongue is the world of unrighteousness, staining the whole body, setting our life on fire 
3B. My brothers these things ought not to be so. The tree is known by its fruit 
4B. Who is wise among you? Let him show it in his works done in the gentleness of wisdom 

1:4 
1 :5-8 

1 :9-11 
1: 12 

1: 13-16 

1:16-17 

1:18 
1:19-20 

1:21 
1 :22-27 

2:1-13 
2:14 

2:15-17 
2:18-19 
2:20-25 

2:26 

3:1-2 

3:2-6 
3:6-10 

3:10-12 
3:13 

IC. But if you have selfish interest in your heart, do not lie against the truth. This is not 3: 14-18 
wisdom from above. This produces disorder and every bad thing 

2C. From what source are fights among you? Are they not from your pleasures? 4: 1-3 
JC. Adulterous ones, do you not know that friendship with the world is hostility toward God? 4:4-5 
4C. But He gives greater grace. Therefore submit to God, draw near, mourn, be humbled 4:6-10 

5B. Do not speak against one another, brothers. There is one Judge, but who are you? 

6A. Come now, ones making plans apart from God. You boast in your pretensions. This is evil 
7 A. Come now, rich ones, weep over your miseries coming upon you. 
8A. Therefore be patient, brothers, until the coming of the Lord. Do not be groaning. Do not be 

swearing an oath. Be praying. Be singing praise. Pray for the sick. Turn back ones wandering 

4:11-12 

4:13-17 
5:1-6 

5:7-20 



James 1:1 870 

\. James, 1 a slaveA of God and the Lord Jesus Christ 
ll. To the twelve tribes8 in the dispersion2 

c. Greetingsc 

1 \ Regard3 it all joy", my brothers0 , whenever you fall-into5 variousE trials6
, 

0

knowing that the testing7 of 
your faith is producingF endurance8 

11 l And let endurance9 be having its complete 10 work 11
, in order that you may be complete and wholeG, 

lacking in nothing 
:213. And if any of you is lacking12 wisdomH, let him be asking from the God giving generously13 to all 

and not reproaching 14
, and it will be given to him 

IC But let him be asking in faith1, not doubting 15 at all, for the one doubting is like a surge 16 of 
the sea being blown-by-wind and tossed 

ID. For let that personK not be supposingL that he will receive anything from the Lord
a double-minded 17 man, unstableM in all his ways 

.rn And let the lowly18 brother be boastingN in his height,° and the rich0 one in his lowliness19 

I ( ·. Because he will pass-away like a flower of grass20 

Verse 

lJ- \(I 

ID. For the sun roser with the burning-heat21 and dried-upO the grass, and its flower fell-offR, I I 
and the beauty of its appearances perishedT 

2D. In this manner also the rich one will fade-away22 in his pursuits23 

413. Blessed24 is the manu who endures25 the trial26
, because having become27 approved28, he will receive 1 ~ 

the crownv oflife29 which He30 promised to the ones lovingw Him 
~ ll. Let no one being tempted31 be saying that "I am being tempted by32 God" I_~ 

I C For God is not-tempted33 by evilsx, and He Himself tempts no one,°but each one is tempted 1 ~ 
by his own desire34 while being drawn-away35 and enticed36 



I. Some think this is the half-brother of Jesus, leader of the church in 
Jerusalem. See Mt 13:55 on him. There are other views. Consult the 
commentaries. 

2. On this word, see I Pet I: I. Some think James is addressing Jew
ish Christians dispersed outside of Judea; others, that he is refer
ring metaphorically to the true people of God. 

3. Or, "Deem, Consider, Think", take the lead in thinking, lead out in 
thinking. Same word as in Act 26:2; 2 Cor 9:5; Phil 2:3, 6, 25; 3:7, 
8;2Thes3:15; I Tim 1:12;6:1;Heb 10:29; ll:ll,26;2Pet 1:13; 
2:13; 3:9, 15. Elsewhere only as "esteem" in I Thes 5:13; and 
"leading" (see Heb 13:7). GK 2451. 

4. The Hebrews did this, Heb I 0:34 (same word). Related to "rejoice" 
in the similar statements in Act 5:41; Col I :24; I Pet 4:13. 

5. Or, "encounter". Elsewhere only in Lk I 0:30, "fell into robbers"; 
Act 27:41. GK 4346. 

6. Or, "testings, temptations". Same word as in Lk 22:28; Act 20: 19; 
Gal 4:14; Jam 1:12; I Pet 1:6; 4:12; 2 Pet 2:9. Elsewhere only as 
"testing" in Lk 8:13; Heb 3:8; Rev 3:10; and "temptation" in Mt 
6:13; 26:41; Mk 14:38; Lk 4:13; 11:4; 22:40, 46; I Cor 10:13; I 
Tim 6:9. GK 4280. The related verb is "tempted" in v 13. 

7. Some think James means "the process-of-testing, the proving-by
tes!"; others, "the means-of-testing", so that he means "knowing 
that this means-of-testing your faith"; others, "the genuineness", 
the result-of-testing, the being-proven-genuine, as this word is used 
in I Pet I :7, its only other occurrence. GK I 510. On the related 
words, see "approve" in Rom 12:2. Not related to "trials". 

8. Or, "perseverance, steadfastness, patience, fortitude". Same word 
as in Rom 5:3, 4. Elsewhere only in Lk 8: 15; 21: 19; Rom 2:7; 8:25; 
15:4, 5; 2 Cor 1:6; 6:4; 12:12; Col I:! I; I Thes 1:3; 2 Thes 1:4; 3:5; 
I Tim 6: II; 2 Tim 3:10; Tit 2:2; Heb 10:36; 12:1; Jam 1:4; 5:11; 2 
Pet 1:6; Rev 1:9; 2:2, 3, 19; 3:10; 13:10; 14:12. GK 5705. On the 
verb, see Jam I: 12. This is a key Christian virtue. 

9. Note how James uses words in pairs here- endurance, complete, 
lacking, ask, give, doubt, lowly, tempt, desire, sin, etc. The pairs 
link the flow of thought. This is a characteristic of his style. 

I 0. Or, "perfect, finished". Same word as later in the verse. On this 
word, see I Cor 13:10. The related verb is used of Christ perfected 
by sufferings in Heb 2: 10; 5:9. 

I I. That is, let endurance produce its complete work in you. Let it fin
ish its work, attain its end, complete its job. Its end is proven char
acter. Compare Rom 5:3-5. On this word, see Mt 26: I 0. 

12. Or, "falling short". That is, lacking wisdom to handle the trial. Else
where only in I :4; 2: 15; and Lk 18:22; Tit I :5; 3: 13. GK 3309. 

13. Or, "simply, openly, without reservation, sincerely". Used only 
here. GK 607. Related to "generosity" in Rom 12:8. 

14. Or, "reprimanding, scolding". God does not scold us when we ask 
for wisdom. On this word, see I Pet 4: 14. 

15. In this sense, this word means "to be divided in the mind, to waver, 
to dispute with oneself". Same phrase as in Act 10:20. Same word 
as in Mt 21 :21; Mk 11 :23; Rom 14:23; Jude 22; and as "waver" in 
Rom 4:20. Elsewhere only as "to dispute" in Act 11 :2; Jude 9; "to 
make distinctions" in Act 11: 12; 15:9; Jam 2:4; "to discern" in Mt 
16:3; I Cor 4:7; 6:5; 14:29; and "to rightly judge" in I Cor 11 :29, 
31. GK I 359. Related to "discernment" in I Cor 12: I 0. The doubter 
is called "double-minded" in v 8. This indicates that the doubting in 
view is not uncertainty about how God might choose to answer, but 

871 James 1:14 

the kind proceeding from dual commihnents, part to God and part 
to self or the world. Doubters are not single-hearted in their asking. 

16. Or, "wave, billow". The sense is defined by the rest of the verse. 
Doubters are driven by outside circumstances, not internal faith. 
They are unstable and inconsistent in their faith. Elsewhere only 
in Lk 8:24. GK 3114. Related to "tossed about" in Eph 4: 14. 

17. Elsewhere only in 4:8. GK 1500. 
18. Or, "poor, humble", whether regarding the spirit, or the material cir

cumstances (as here). Same word as in Lk I :52; Rom 12: 16; 2 Cor 
I 0: I. Elsewhere only as "humble" in Jam 4:6; Mt 11 :29; I Pet 5:5; 
and "downcast" in 2 Cor 7:6. GK 5424. Related to "humblemind
edness" in Phil 2:3; "lowliness" in Jam I: IO; "humbleminded" in I 
Pet 3:8; and "be humble" in Phil 4: 12. 

19. Or, "humiliation". In other words, focus on your spiritual realities, 
not your material circumstances. This perspective is essential for joy 
and endurance, and is exemplified in Heb 10:32-34. The poor focus 
on their spiritual wealth; the rich on the lowly path to true wealth. 
Some think James is not referring to the rich one here as a Christian 
brother, but in contrast to the poor Christian brother. In this case, he 
is sarcastically telling the rich one to boast in what will be his source 
of humiliation at the judgment. Same word as in Lk I :48; Phil 3 :21. 
Elsewhere only as "humiliation" in Act 8:33. GK 5428. 

20. The poor will also pass away (4: 14), but the rich need the reminder 
not to focus on this life. Rich people's glory is only temporary. True 
riches, or poverty, awaits when they give an account of their use of 
God's gifts to them. Compare I Tim 6: 17-19. 

21. Elsewhere only in Mt 20:12; Lk 12:55. GK 3014. 
22. Or, "wither, die off, waste away". Used only here. GK 3447. 
23. Or, "journeys, goings, undertakings, ways". Elsewhere only as 

"journey" in Lk 13:22. GK 4512. 
24. On this adjective, see Lk 6:20. 
25. This is the verb related to "endurance" in v 3. Same word as in Mt 

10:22; 24:13; Mk 13:13; Rom 12:12; I Cor 13:7; 2 Tim 2:10, 12; 
Heb 10:32; 12:2, 3, 7; Jam 5: 11; I Pet 2:20. Elsewhere only as 
"stay" in Act 17: 14; and "stay behind" in Lk 2:43. GK 5702. 

26. Or, "temptation". Same word as in v 2. 
27. Or, "proved to be, been". GK I 181. 
28. On this adjective, see 2 Tim 2:15. 
29. That is, consisting of life. 
30. Some manuscripts say "the Lord"; others, "God" {A}. 
31. Or, "tested". Same root word as "trial" in v 2, 12. God may bring 

a test to strengthen our faith and endurance, but James clarifies that 
God never tempts us to do evil. That comes from within. On this 
word, see Heb 2: 18. 

32. Or, "from". That is, that it is coming from God, that He is the source 
of the temptation. 

33. Or, "untempted". God cannot be tempted. He can be "tested, tried", 
as in Heb 3:9-10. Used only here. GK 585. 

34. This is the Greek word order of this sentence. It could also be ren
dered "but each one is tempted while being drawn away and enticed 
by his own desire". Our own desire for the bait makes it a tempta
tion. On this word, see Gal 5: 16. 

35. Or, "dragged away, pulled out". Used only here. GK 1999. Related 
to "draw" in Jn 6:44. 

36. Or, "lured, baited, entrapped". Elsewhere only in 2 Pet 2: 14, 18. 
GK 1284. 

A. Rom 6: 17 B. Rev I :7 C. 2 Cor 13: 11, rejoice D. Act 16:40 E. I Pet 4: I 0, diversified F. Phil 2: 12, work out G. I Thes 5:23 H. I Cor 12:8 
J. Eph 2:8 K. Mt 4:4, mankind L. Phil 1:17 M. Jam 3:8, restless N. 2 Cor 11:16 0. I Tim 6: 17 P. Heb 7:14 Q. Mk 3: I, became withered 
R.Gal5:4,fellfrom S.Lk9:52,presence T. l Corl:l8 U. l Tim2:12 V.Rev4:4 W.Jn21:15,devotedlylove X.3Jn 11 



James 1:15 872 

ID. Then the desire\ having conceived8 , gives-birthc to sin 
2D. And the sin, having been fully-formed 1

, brings-forth2 death 
."\D. Do not be deceived3! 

Verse 

I.;; 

2A. MY' beloved0 brothersE, "every goodF gift-giving5 and every perfect6 gift-given7 is from-aboveG, coming I; 
down from the Father o/lights8

, with Whom there is no variation9 or shadow 10 o/tuming11 

I B. Having willed 12 it, He brought us into being13 by the word" oftruth1 so that we might be a kind-of I 1-: 

firstfruit 14 a/His creatures 
213. You know 15 this 16, my beloved brothers17

, but let every personK be quickL to listen, slow to speak, I 'J 
slow into angerM 

IC. For18 the anger of a manN does not produce 19 the righteousness o/God20 2(1 

JB. Therefore having laid-aside0 all filthiness21 and abundance22 ofbaclness23, receive24 with gentleness25 ~ 1 

the implanted26 word" being able to saveP your soulsO 
41l. But27 be28 doersR of the word" and not hearerss only, deluding29 yourselves 



873 James 1:22 

I. Or, "having been brought to completion, having run its course". On 
this word, see "performing" in Lk 13:32. 

2. Or, "gives birth to", but not the same word as preceding. Elsewhere 
only as "brought into being" in v 18. GK 652. 

3. Ending this section with a command like this is not found elsewhere 
in James, but it is not ungrammatical. Standing alone, it is an even 
stronger point. On this word, see "err" in 5: 19. 

4. The flow of thought in v 16-22 is not certain. There is clearly a 
change of subject in the second half of the chapter, but where to 
make the break is not clear. The clues are connicting, and require 
a choosing between two traits of James's style, and a deviation from 
his style. In this rendering, the deviation is letting "Do not be 
deceived" stand alone, ending that point. This allows the new main 
point to begin with a "My brothers" as normal for James (and 
exactly like 2: I; 5: 19), and yields a simple, natural flow to v 22. 
Many others keep "Do not be deceived, my beloved brothers" 
together as normal, joining it to "every good gift ... " as point 2C. In 
this case James means not to be deceived about temptation because 
temptation does not come from God, but rather good gifts come 
from above-- thus giving a negative and a positive argument for 
this. This means the new main point (2A.) begins in v 19 with 
"Know this .... But...", which is the deviation from normal this view 
must accept (see v 19), along with a less simple flow to v 22. There 
are other views. Consult the commentaries. 

5. Or, "act of giving". Elsewhere only as "giving" in Phil 4:15. GK 
1521. It is a gift considered as an act of giving by the giver. 

6. Same word as "complete" in v 4. 
7. Elsewhere only as "given-gift" in Rom 5:16. GK 1564. It is a gift 

considered as the result of the act of giving in the previous word, 
which is related to this one. The gift of salvation is the greatest of 
the good and perfect gifts from above. 

8. That is, the creator of the heavenly bodies- sun, moon and stars. The 
word "light" is plural elsewhere only in Act 16:29. See Jn I :5 on it. 

9. Or, "change". Used only here. GK 4164. God does not change like 
His creation. His relationship to us does not change. 

I 0. This refers to a "shadow from" something, as light shines upon it. 
Used only here. GK 684. 

11. James may mean a shadow characterized by turning, a "turning 
shadow" (like "forgetful hearer" in v 25), like the shadow turns on 
a sundial as the sun moves. Or, a shadow caused by turning. God's 
changing creation does not cause any change of perspective in Him. 
Used only here. GK 5572. Some manuscripts say "variation of a 
turning shadow" { B}. 

12. Or, "wanted, desired, intended, wished". Used 37 times, mostly of the 
wants and intentions of people. Used of God only as "willing" in Mt 
11:27; Lk 10:22; 22:42; I Cor 12:11; "intending" in Heb 6:17; and 
"wishing" in 2 Pet 3:9. GK 1089. Related to "counsel" in Eph 1:11. 

13. Or, "He gave us birth", that is, spiritual birth, through the gospel. 
Same word as "brings-forth" in v 15. 

14. That is, the sacred part, the part consecrated to God. Some think James 
is referring to these early believers as the firstfruit of the church, like 
2 Thes 2: 13; others, to all believers as a firstfruit of the coming change 
in the universe, Rom 8:20-21. On this word, see I Cor 15:20. 

15. Or, "understand". This same word and form is elsewhere only in 
Eph 5:5; Heb 12: 17. James uses a different form of this word in the 
question in 4:4; and an unrelated word for "know" in the clear com-

mand in 5:20. Some render this as a command, "Know this"; oth
ers, as a statement. Some manuscripts say "So then my beloved 
brothers, let every person be quick ... " { B}, a reading also linking 
v 19 to v 17-18. On this word, see I Jn 2:29. 

16. Some think James is referring to what precedes. You know or are to 
know that the gift of salvation comes down from God, who brought 
us forth by the word of truth. Exhortations to actions in keeping with 
this gift then follow next. Note the repetition of"word" in v 18, 21, 
22, and the "receive" in v 21 following the giving in v 17-18. Oth
ers, beginning the new point (2A.) here, take this as a command to 
know what follows. James commands his readers to know a com
mand, which he then begins with "but" or "and". "Know this- and 
let every person be quick to listen ... ". To explain the "but, and" that 
follows (which this view omits in translation), it is suggested that 
James is quoting a well-known proverb (to the readers) from an 
unknown source (to us), and that he retains this word from that 
source. Some then regard v I 9b-2 l as a kind of introduction or tran
sition to what James commands us to know in v 22. 

17. A command precedes "brothers" in I :2, 16; 2:5; 3: I; 4:11; 5:7, 9, 
10; and follows it in 2:1; 5:12, 19. "Brothers" is connected with a 
question in 2: 14; 3: 12; and a statement in 3: 10. Only here is it fol
lowed by "but". "My beloved brothers" is also in I: 16; 2:5. 

18. James makes clear that the "anger" is his point. Do not receive the 
word of truth in anger, but in gentleness. His point is true in the 
broadest sense, but some think he has in mind the over-aggressive 
zeal so often displayed by the Jews in Acts. Do not receive your sal
vation with the same kind of anger-driven fanaticism displayed by 
the Jews- anger, clamor, hatred of those opposing, violence; the 
fights and battles of Jam 4: I. This will not bring about God's result. 

19. Or, "work, accomplish, bring about". On this word, see Mt 26: IO. 
20. Some think James means the righteousness God requires; others, 

the righteousness God is working. 
21. That is, moral dirt or contamination. Used only here. GK 4864. 

Related to "filthy" in 2:2; Rev 22: 11; and "dirt" in I Pet 3:21. 
22. On this word, see 2 Cor 8:2. Some think James means the abun

dance of badness overflowing from the heart; others, the remain
der, residue, leftovers of badness. There are other views. 

23. Or, "evilness", moral badness. On this word, see I Pet 2: I. 
24. Or, "accept". On this word, see "welcome" in Mt 10:40. 
25. This is in contrast with "anger" in v 20. Sarne word as in 3: 13. Used 

of Christ in 2 Cor I 0: I. On this word, see Eph 4:2. James himself 
displayed this gentleness in handling the problem in Acts 15, and 
was a victim of such anger (see the note on Act 24:27). 

26. That is, the word of the gospel implanted within you. Used only 
here. GK 1875. This is probably a reference to the parable of the 
sower who sows the gospel seed, Lk 8:5-15. 

27. This may be thought of as the opposite extreme of the angry fanati
cism in v 19-21, if that is what James has in mind there. Do not 
receive the word with anger or badness. But neither receive it in 
word only. To receive it in word only as a mere hearer is to delude 
yourself that you even have the gift. 

28. Or, "prove to be, become". GK 1181. 
29. Or, "deceiving, defrauding" by false reasoning. Elsewhere only in 

Col 2:4. GK 4165. Mere hearers are deluding themselves by think
ing they are saved. That kind of faith cannot save a person, 2: 14. It 
is worthless, I :26. 

A. Gal 5: 16 B. Lk 2:21 C. Lk 2: II, born D. Mt 3: 17 E. Act 16:40 F. I Tim 5: I Ob G. Jn 3:3, again H. I Cor 12:8 J. Jn 4:23 K. Mt 4:4, 
mankind L.Rev22:7,quickly M.Revl6:19,wrath N.1Tim2:12 O.Rom13:12 P.Lkl9:10 Q.Jarn5:20 R.Rom2:13 S.Rom2:13 



James 1:23 874 

I (,. Because if anyone is a hearer of the word and not a doer 

1 [)_ This one is like a manA considering' the face ofhis birth2 in a mirror, 
0

For he considered 
himself, and he has gone-away, and he immediately8 forgotc what-sort0 of man he was3 

2C. But the one having lookedE into the perfect" law of liberty5
, and having continued6

- not 
having become a forgetful hearer7

, but a doer of work-

ID. This one will be blessed8 in his doing9 

Verse 

>C. If anyone 10 thinksF that he is religious" while not bridling 12 his tongue, but deceivingG his 211 

heart, the religion 13 of this one is worthless 14• 
0

This is pureH and undefiledl religion before our 
God and Father-

ID. To be looking-afterK orphans 15 and widows in their afflictionL 
2 D. To be keepingM oneselfunspottedN by the world0 

1\. My brothers, do not be holding 16 the faith of our Lord17 Jesus Christ of glory 18 with respect-of-persons19 2 I 

I It For if a gold-ringed manA in shiningP clothing enters into your gathering20
, and a poorO man in 

filthyR clothing also enters 

I ( · And you look-upon21 the one wearing5 the shining clothing, and say22 "You be sitting here, well23" 

2( . And you say to the poor man, "You stand there, or be sitting24 under25 my footstool" 
-~ r · Did you not make-distinctions26 among yourselves, and become judges with evilT thoughts27? -+ 

2 H. Listen, my beloved brothers-

IC. Did28 not God chooseu the poorO in the world29 to be richv in30 faith, and inheritorsw o/the 
kingdomx which He promised to the ones loving Him? "But you dishonoredY the poor man " 

::'C Do not the richv oppressz you and themselves drag31 you into courtsAA? 
0

Do not they 
blaspheme88 the goodcc name having been called32 upon you? 

:<( ·. If indeedJJ you are fulfilling00 the royal law34 according to the Scripture [in Lev 19: 18], "You \ 
shall love your neighbor as35 yourself", you are doing well36

. "But if you are showing-respect- " 
of-persons37

, you are working38 a sin, being convicted39 by the Law as transgressors40 

I l). For whoever keepsM the whole Law but stumblesEE in one thing, has become guiltyFF of all 111 

IL For the One having said "Do not commit-adulteryGG", also said "Do not murderHH" I I 
2L. Now if you do not commit-adultery, but you murder, you have become a transgressor 

of the Law 

4( ·. So speak and so do, as ones going to be judgedJJ by the law o/liberty4 1 

ID. For judgmentKK will be merciless to the one not having done42 mercy4 3 

2D. Mercy44 vaunts45 over judgment 

I.' 

I.\ 



875 James 2:13 

I. Or, "looking closely at". On this word, see Heb 10:24. 
2. Or, "existence, origin". That is, his natural, physical face. On this 

word, see uexistence" in 3:6. 
3. This man saw his face reflected, but took no action. It had no per

manent effect on him. He heard the facts about himself and salva
tion, and may even intellectually believe them (2: 14), but he did not 
obey the gospel (Rom 10: 16). 

4. Or, "complete", as in v 4. Some think James means "perfect" 
because it is able to give life, which the Law could not do. Others 
think he means "complete", brought to completion in Christ, Mt 
5: 17. There are other views. 

5. Or, "freedom". That is, leading to liberty. Same phrase as in 2: 12. 
On this word, see "freedom" in Gal 5: 13. James is referring to the 
gospel, the "word of truth" (v 18), the "implanted word" (v 21). 

6. Elsewhere only in I Cor 16:6; Phil 1:25; Heb 7:23. GK 4169. 
7. More literally, "a hearer of forgetfulness". James means a hearer 

characterized by forgetfulness; next, a doer characterized by work. 
8. Same adjective as in v 12. 
9. That is, in what he is doing. This is another word pair. Related to 

the word "doer". Used only here. GK 4474. 
10. Some manuscripts add "among you" {N}. 
11. This word refers to one who keeps religious observances, the exter

nals of religion. Used only here. GK 2580. 
12. Or, "restraining, controlling". On this word, see 3:2. This verse 

illustrates "hearers"; the following, "doers". 
13. Or, "worship. religious service". Same root word as "religious" ear

lier. Same word as in v 27; Act 26:5. Elsewhere only as "worship" 
in Col 2: 18. GK 2579. 

14. Or, "futile, pointless". On this word, see "futile" in I Cor 15: 17. 
15. Elsewhere only in Jn 14: 18. GK 4003. The Greek is orphanos, from 

which we get "orphan". The related verb is in I Thes 2: 17. 
16. Or, "you are not holding ... respect of persons, are you?", expect

ing a "no" answer. On this word, see "have" in I Jn I :8. 
17. Some think James means the faith "in our Lord"; others, "origi

nated by our Lord" (the objective faith, Jude 3). 
18. This is the Greek word order of this phrase. Some think James 

means "our glorious Lord Jesus Christ" (our Lord characterized by 
glory); others, "our Lord Jesus Christ, [the Lord] of glory"; others 
"our Lord Jesus Christ, the Glory [of God)"; others, "our Lord 
Jesus Christfrom glory" (heaven). 

19. Or, "partiality, favoritism, acceptance of faces". This word is based 
on a Hebrew way of speaking, "to receive the face", which is in Lk 
20:21; Gal 2:6. Elsewhere only in Rom 2: 11; Eph 6:9; Col 3:25. GK 
4721. The related verb is in v 9. Related words occur in Act 10:34 
and in I Pet 1:17. 

20. Or, "synagogue, congregation, meeting". Used elsewhere only of 
the Jewish synagogue. It means "gathering", and is used of the 
place, the congregation who meets there, and the meeting. On this 
word, see Act 13:43. Related to "gather together" in Heb 10:25. 

James may be referring to the "church assembly" of these Jewish 
Christians, using their familiar term "synagogue". James uses the 
word "church" in 5: 14. 

21. That is, look with favor upon. Elsewhere only in Lk I :48; 9:38. 
GK2098. 

22. Some manuscripts add "to him" {N}. 
23. Or, "beautifully, splendidly, appropriately". Sit here in a good seat. 

On this word, see Act I 0:33. 
24. Some manuscripts say "You stand or be sitting there under ... ", oth

ers, "You stand there or be sitting here under ... " { B}. 
25. That is, "at". Same word as in Ex 19: 17, "at" the foot of the moun

tain. "Under" its shadow. GK 5679. 
26. Or, "waver" from the truth. On this word, see "doubting" in I :6. 

The grammar expects a "yes" answer. 
27. Or, "reasonings, thinking". More literally, "judges of evil thoughts'', 

judges characterized by evil thoughts. Same word as in Mt 15: 19; 
Mk 7:21; Lk 2:35; Rom I: 12; I Cor 3:20. Elsewhere only as "rea
soning" in Lk 5:22; 6:8; 9:47; "opinion" in Rom 14: I; "argument" 
in Lk 9:46; Phil 2:14; I Tim 2:8; and "doubt" in Lk 24:38. GK 
1369. Related to "reason" in Lk 5:21. 

28. Both this question and the next one expect a "yes" answer. 
29. Some manuscripts say "ofthis world" {N}. Compare I Cor 1:26-29. 
30. That is, in the sphere of, in connection with. GK 1877. 
31. Same word as in Act 16:19, where this happened to Paul. 
32. Or, "named" upon. Same idiom as in Act 15: 17. That is, the good 

name your Owner has given you, "Christian". Related to the word 
in Lk 2:21. 

33. Or, "If however, If truly". 
34. That is, the law of love , quoted next. "Royal" is related to "king, 

kingdom". Some think it is royal in that it originated with the King; 
others, in that it is the king of laws relating to our conduct toward 
one another; others, in that it is the law of His kingdom. There are 
other views. On "royal'', see Act 12:20. 

35. Or, "like". On this command, see Mt 19: 19. 
36. That is, you are acting commendably, rightly; doing a good thing. 

On this idiom, see Act 10:33. 
37. Used only here. GK 4719. Related to the word in v I. 
38. Same word as "produce" in I :20. 
39. Or, "exposed, rebuked". On this word, see "exposing" in Eph 5: 11. 
40. That is, violators of the Law. Elsewhere only in v 11; Rom 2:25, 27; 

Gal 2:18. GK 4127. Related to "transgression" in Rom 5:14. You 
have violated the royal law just quoted. 

41. On "law of liberty", see I :25. 
42. This is another word pair. "Do" in the previous verse is the same 

word. That is, "shown mercy'', as this idiom is rendered in Lk I :72. 
43. As Jesus often said, Mt 5:7; 6: 14-15; 7:1-2; 9: 13; 18:33-35; 25:41-46. 
44. Some manuscripts say "And mercy ... " {N}. 
45. Or, "boasts over". On this word, see Rom 11: 18. Mercy triumphs and 

exults over judgment like a defeated foe. 

A.1Tim2:12 B.Mt13:5 C.Hebl3:2 D.Act26:29 E.Lk24:12,stoopedtolook F.Lk19:11 G.1Tim2:14 H.Titl:l5,clean J.Hebl3:4 
K.Heb2:6 L.Rev7:14 M.1Jn5:18 N.2Pet3:14 0.1Jn2:15 P.Rev22:1 Q.Gal4:9 R.Rev22:11 S.1Cor15:49,bear T.Act25:18 
U. I Cor I :27 V. I Tim 6: 17 W. Rom 8: 17, heir X. Mt 3:2 Y. Act 5:41 Z. Act 10:38 AA. I Cor 6:32, case BB. I Tim 6: I CC. I Tim 5: lOa 
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James 2: 14 876 Verse 

4:\. What is the profitA, my brothers8 , if someone claims1 to have faithc, but does not have works2? The faith3 14 

is not able to save0 him, is it? 

11~. If brother or sister are naked4 and lackingE daily foodF,°and one of you says to them "Go in peace, 15-1 I) 
be wanned and filled5", but you do not give them the necessities of the body, what is the profit6? 

I c. In this manner also, faith, if it does not have works, is deadG by7 itself I 7 

2B. But8 someone9 will say "You have faith, and I have works" I~ 

I ( . ShowH me your faith without 10 the 11 works, 12 and I will show you the13 faith by my works 
::'C. You believe1 that God is one 14? You do well 15

• Even the demonsK believe 16 and shudder! I 'I 

.\13. But do you want to know 17
, 0 empty 18 personL, that faith without works is useless 19? 2(1 

IC. Abraham our father- was he not declared-righteousM by works20, having offeredN Isaac his 2 I 
son on the altar?21 

ID. Do you see22 that faith was working-with0 his works, and the faith was perfected23 by 
the works? •And the Scripture was fulfilledP, the one [in Gen 15:6] saying24 "And 
Abraham believed1 God, and it was creditedO to him for righteousness". And he was 
calledR a friend 5 of God 

2D. Do you al/ 25 see26 that a personL is declared-righteousM by works, and not by faith alone27? 

22 
~, 

-·' 

2-1 

::'C. And likewise also Rahab the prostituteT-was she not declared-righteousM by works, having .:'S 
received28 the messengersu, and having sent-them-outv by a differentw way? 

413. For just as the body without spirit29 is deadG, so also faith without works is dead 21. 



877 James 2:26 

I. Or, "says that he has". Such a person says he has true faith, but only 
has the demons' kind of faith, v 19. On this word see "say" in Jn 12:49. 

2. Or, "actions, deeds". James is referring to works as the fruit of faith, 
not as the means of salvation. The discussion that follows is not 
about whether faith saves, but about the kind of faith that saves
living faith (which shows itself or "is perfected" in our daily actions 
and choices) versus dead faith (which is merely having correct 
beliefs, an intellectual faith or allegiance that has no effect on 
behavior). On this subject, see Mt 7:21; Jn 15:2; Rom 2:7; Eph 
2: IO; Rev 20: 12. On this word, see Mt 26: 10. 

3. Or, "That faith". That is, "the" faith without works just mentioned. 
The grammar expects a "no" answer. 

4. That is, without adequate clothing, poorly clothed. Based on the 
context, this word can also mean "unclothed, wearing undergar
ments only, bare naked". Same word as in Mt 25:36, 38, 43, 44; Mk 
14:51, 52; Jn 21:7; Act 19:16; 2 Cor 5:3; Heb 4:13; Rev 3:17; 
16:15; 17:16. Elsewhere only as "bare" in I Cor 15:37. GK 1218. 
The related verb is in I Cor 4: 11. 

5. That is, by someone else. Or, "warm yourselves and fill yourselves". 
That is, take care of it yourself. On this word, see "filled to satis
faction" in Phil 4: 12. 

6. Words without corresponding actions are of no value. Same word 
as in v 14. 

7. This is the Greek word order. Some move this phrase forward, "faith 
by itself"; others add a verb here, "is dead, being by itself". As to 
this phrase, some think it means "by itself", that is, alone; others, 
"in accordance with itself, in harmony with itself". That is, it is out
wardly dead in accordance with its inner nature. GK 2848. 

8. Some think James means "But in objection to your argument, 
James"; others, "But in contradiction of your claim in v 14 to have 
faith, 0 man". This phrase "But someone will say" is elsewhere 
only in I Cor 15:35. 

9. Exactly who this is and what he says is not easy to see. Some think 
James puts his argument in the mouth of this third party. "You have 
faith [alone), and I [like James) have [faith with) works. Show me ... ". 
The response is also part of the quotation, which extends to the end of 
v 18 or v 19. It is as if James said "And someone like me will say 'You 
claim to have faith, and I have works. Show me .. .'". Others think this 
is an objector asserting that both are correct. "You have faith [alone), 
and I [like James) have [faith with) works". Both are acceptable to 
God. God has called some to have faith with works and some to have 
faith alone. It is as if James said "But someone like you will say, 'One 
has faith and another has works'". James defeats this logic by address
ing the one claiming a faith without works. There are other views. 
Consult the commentaries. It comes down to which unusual phrase
ology is more acceptable-to say "But someone will say", not refer
ring to an objection but to your own next argument; or to say "You ... 
I" here, when you mean "One ... another". In either case, the main 
point (v I 8b- I 9) is the same, and is clear and powerful. 

10. Or, "apart from". Same word as in v 20, 26. Used41 times. GK 6006. 
11. Or, "your". Some manuscripts say "your" {N}. 
12. The only way one could do this would be to point to his beliefs, 

which James answers next in 2C. 
13. Or, "my". Some manuscripts say "my" {N}. 
14. Or, this may be a statement. Compare Deut 6:4. Some manuscripts 

say, "There is one God" { B}. 

15. On this phrase, see Act 10:33. 
16. Even demons have that kind of faith. "Believe" and "faith" are the 

same root word. Intellectual agreement to and confession of correct 
theological doctrines alone is not the saving kind of faith. Compare 
Tit 1:16. 

17. Or, "But are you willing to recognize", or "acknowledge". On this 
word, see Lk I :34. 

18. That is, empty of understanding, senseless. On this word, see I 
Thes 2: I. 

19. Or, "inactive, unproductive, idle". Literally, "not-working", a play on 
words. Same root word as "works". This word is also used of land 
"lying fallow"; of men "unemployed, idle". Same word as in Mt 
12:36; 2 Pet I :8. Elsewhere only as "idle" in Mt 20:3, 6; I Tim 5: 13; 
and "lazy" in Tit I: 12. GK 734. Some manuscripts say "dead" {B}. 

20. James means "faith with works", the subject under discussion. We 
are saved "not of works" (Eph 2:9), but "for good works" (Eph 
2: I 0). James is dwelling on the works side of it whereas Paul 
focuses on the faith side. God declared Abraham righteous by faith 
in Gen 15:6, and Paul emphasizes this point in Rom 4:1-5. James 
is referring to Abraham's faith as "perfected" or "completed" (v 22) 
by his works in the offering of Isaac in Gen 22. For James, Abra
ham's actions in Gen 22 demonstrate that the faith he had in Gen 
15 was genuine, saving faith. 

21. The grammar expects a "yes" answer. 
22. Or, "notice". The "you" refers to the empty person. Or, this may be 

a statement, "You see ... ". On this word, see Rev I: 11. 
23. Or, "completed, brought to its goal, fulfilled". Related to "com

plete" in I :4. On this word, see Heb 2: 10. Living faith reaches its 
living completion in the corresponding actions flowing from it like 
fruit from the vine. Dead faith, faith alone, is not "fulfilled" by cor
responding actions flowing from it, Rev 3 :2. 

24. When God declared Abraham righteous by faith in Gen 15:6, it was 
a prediction of Abraham's future behavior. His future works in Gen 
22 were contained in his faith in Gen 15. His faith "continued", 
becoming a "doer of work", I :25. 

25. "You" here is plural. James turns from addressing the empty per
son in v 22, to addressing us all, as he applies the case of Abraham. 

26. Or, "perceive". Or, this may be a statement, "You see ... ". On this 
word, see Lk 2:26. Not related to the word in v 22. Some manu
scripts begin this sentence with "So-indeed" {N }, using the word 
found in I Cor 9:26. 

27. Or, "only". "Faith alone" is the faith of "hearers only" and of 
demons. It is defective faith, dead faith. "Faith with works" for 
James (that is, living faith with works after salvation) is equivalent 
to "faith" for Paul (examine the notes on Rom 2:7 and Tit 2: 14 to 
see his emphasis on "good works"). Just as the vine bears its fruit, 
so living faith bears works. Works are not added on to living faith 
any more than apples are added on to trees. The life within flows 
out by nature. "Faith apart from works of the Law" for Paul (that 
is, faith apart from works done before salvation lo earn salvation) 
is a subject not addressed by James. Same word as "only" in I :22. 
Used 114 times as GK 3667. 3668. 

28. That is, "received into her house". On this word, see Lk I 0:38. 
29. Or, "breath". GK 4460. 

A. I Cor 15:32 B. Act 16:40 C. Eph 2:8 D. Lk 19: 10 E. Jam I :5 F. Mt 24:45 G. Mt 8:22 H. I Tim 6: 15 J. Jn 3:36 K. I Cor 10:20 
L. Mt 4:4, mankind M. Rom 3:24 N. Heb 9:28, bear 0. Rom 8:28, working together P. Eph 5: 18, filled Q. Rom 4:3 R. Rom 8:30 S. Lk 14: 10 
T. I Cor6:15 U. I Tim3:16 V.Jn 12:31,castout W. I Cor 12:9 



James 3:1 878 Verse 

~.\. Do not become 1 many2 teachers3, my brothers4, knowing that we5 will receive a greater judgment6
• 1: I 

For we alF stumble many8 ways 2 

11 l. Ifone does not stumble9 in speech\ this one is a perfect10 man, able to bridle11 also the whole body12 

I c. Now if13 we put bridles 14 into the mouths ojborses so-that15 they obey8 us, we also guide their , 
whole body. "Behold also ships being so large and being drivenc by hard0 winds- they are 4 
guided by a very small rudderE where the impulseF of the one steering wantsG 

ID. So also the tongue is a small body-partH, and boastfully-declares16 great things 

2C. Behold how-small a fire kindles1 how-great 17 a forest 

ID. And the tongue is a fire 18 

2B. The 19 tongueK is made20 the world21 of unrighteousnessL among our body-partsH- the thing 
stainingM the whole body, and setting-on-fire22 the course23 of our existence24

, and being set-on
fire by Gehenna25 

IC. For every nature ojboth wild-animaisN and birds, ojboth reptiles and sea-creatures, is tamed0 , 7 

and has been tamed by the humanP nature26 

2( ·. But none of mankind27 is able to tame the tongue-- a restless28 evilO, fullR of death-bringing poison ~ 

3( ·. With it we blesss the Lord29 and Father, and with it we curse T the peopleu having been made in '! 

accordance with the likeness of God-• a blessingv and a cursew come out of the same mouth I (J 

3B. My brothers, these things ought30 not to be so. 
0

The springx does not gush out of the same opening I I 
the sweet and the bitter, does it?31 0

A fig tree is not able, my brothers, to makeY olives, or a I~ 
grapevine figs, is it? Neither32 is salty water able to make Y sweet33 water 

4B. Who34 is wise and knowledgeable35 among you?36 Let him showz from his goodAA conduct88 his I.< 
workscc done in the gentleness37 of wisdom38 



879 James 3:13 

I. Or, ''be". The grammar may mean "Stop becoming, Stop being", 
or, "Do not engage in the process of becoming". Same word and 
grammar as in I Cor 14:20, "Do not be children"; Rom 12:16, "Do 
not be wise"; I Cor 7:23, "Do not become slaves"; Eph 5: 17, "Do 
not be foolish'', etc.; and as Jam 1:22, "Be doers". GK 1181. 

2. Some take this with the command, "Do not many of you become 
teachers", that is, not many of you should become teachers; oth
ers. with the noun, "Do not become many teachers", that is, a mul
titude of teachers. 

3. Some think James means official church teachers; others, unoffi
cial teachers in a broad sense. Compare Act 15:24; Rom 2:19-20; 
I Tim 1:6-7;Tit l:ll;and I Cor 14:1;Heb5:12. 

4. These words on speech are directed to "my brothers", to everyone. 
James exhorts his readers to think twice about becoming teachers 
because of the serious effects of the tongue. In what follows, he 
details the power of the uncontrolled tongue, and exhorts those caus
ing divisions and arguments based on self-interest and earthly wis
dom. Spiritually unqualified teachers, or even unbelieving teachers, 
were certainly one source of this. On this word, see Act 16:40. 

5. That is, we teachers. 
6. This is because teachers have greater knowledge, Lk 12:47, 48. To 

whom much is given, much is required. 
7. That is, all ofus, including the teachers. 
8. Or, "many times, often, greatly". On this word, see Mt 13:52. 
9. This is another word pair. On this word, see 2 Pel 1:10. 
IO. Same word as "complete" in I :4. 
11. This word means "to lead or guide as with a bridle, to restrain, to 

hold in check". It means "to bridle" in the sense of "to control". 
Elsewhere only in I :26. GK 5902. It is made of two words, "bit or 
bridle" (the word in v 3) and "to lead". 

12. This is because to do so, one would have to have control of his 
heart, for the mouth speaks what is in the heart, Ml 12:34; 15: 18. 

13. Instead of"Now if", some manuscripts say "Look, we put" {C}. 
14. This word can mean "bit" or "bridle", but James seems to have the 

whole bridle in view here, including the reins. The bit goes into the 
mouth of the horse, and the rider "guides" the horse with the reins. 
Another word pair. Elsewhere only in Rev 14:20. GK 5903. 

15. Or, "that they might obey us". 
16. This word, "to declare boastfully, to boast, loudly declare" is used 

only here. GK 902. The small part- the bridle, rudder, tongue
has a great effect on the whole horse, ship, body. 

17. Literally, "what-sized fire kindles what-sized forest". The same word 
is used twice, another word pair. It means "how great" or "how small" 
depending on the context. Elsewhere only in Col 2: I. GK 2462. 

18. The tongue causes negative effects on us and on those around us all 
out of proportion to its size, or our intentions. 

19. Others punctuate this, "fire, the world of unrighteousness. The 
tongue is set among our body parts as the thing staining ... ". Some 
manuscripts say "So the tongue ... " { N}. 

20. Or, "constituted, set". It is made such by sin in our hearts, Mt 15: 19. 
Or, "makes itself, renders itself". This word with this grammar is 
elsewhere only in Jam 4:4, ("makes himself") and Rom 5: 19 
(twice). On this word, see "put in charge" in Act 6:3. 

21. That is, the sphere in which unrighteousness works; or, a world 
characterized by unrighteousness, an unrighteous world. 

22. Used only in this verse. GK 5824. Related to "flaming" in 2 Tues I :8. 
23. Used only here. GK 5580. Used of a running course. The root word 

is "run". Or it may be a different word meaning "wheel, circle". 
24. Or, "birth, origin". Elsewhere only as "birth" in I :23; Mt I: 18; Lk 

1:14; and "genealogy" in Mt 1:1. GK 1161. That is, the course of 
our lives from birth to death. 

25. Or, "hell". On this word, see Mt 5:22. Used only here outside the 
Gospels. 

26. Same word as earlier in the verse. In both cases, James may mean 
it in the sense of "natural disposition", or in the sense of "kind, 
species". On this word, see Eph 2:3. 

27. On this phrase, see Mk 11 :2. 
28. Or, "unstable". Elsewhere only as "unstable" in I :8. GK 190. 

Related to "disorder" in 3:16. Some manuscripts say "unruly" {B}, 
that is, uncontrollable. 

29. Some manuscripts say "God" {A}. 
30. Or, "must". Our tongue ought not to be the world of unrighteous

ness in our life, setting on fire our course of life, giving forth bless
ings and cursings from the same opening. It is true for mankind in 
general, but not for those born from above, speaking the wisdom 
from above, led by the Spirit. Control of the tongue is a character
istic of the doer of the word, I :26. Used only here. GK 5973. 

31. The grammar expects a "no" answer to this question and the next. 
The tree is known by its fruit. The fruit reveals the heart. 

32. Some manuscripts say "Thus no spring is able to make salty water 
and sweet water" { B}. 

33. Elsewhere only in v 11; Rev 10:9, 10. GK 1184. 
34. Now James applies this to ones causing problems among his read

ers. What follows applies to teachers, but is written broadly so as 
to also include their hearers and followers, those influenced by the 
teachers, who reflect the same kind of negative behavior. Because 
of the breadth of the application that develops, some begin a new 
A. point here; others at 4: I; others, at 4:4. 

35. Or, "expert, well-instructed, skilled, learned, acquainted with a 
thing". Used only here. GK 2184. Related to "know-about" in Act 
18:25; and "master" in Lk 5:5. 

36. Who claims the wisdom and knowledge to become a teacher, or to 
be one? It is ones claiming to have knowledge and using it to direct 
or correct others who are causing the problems among them. James 
now begins to examine their fruit. What does that which comes from 
you say about the source of your wisdom? God is not producing the 
jealousy and disorder (3:14-16), or the fights and quarrels (4:1-3). 
These come from you, from your own worldly self-interests (4: 1-5). 
You need to submit to God, cleanse yourselves, humble yourselves, 
4:7. Note the change of tone. James does not call them "brothers", 
but "adulterous ones, sinners". He calls them to repent. 

37. Same word as in 1:21. 
38. Wise teachers are not seen in their claims, boasts or knowledge, 

but in their own actions and in the actions they produce in their lis
teners. A tree is known by its fruit. The fruit reveals the source of 
the wisdom. 

A. I Cor 12:8 B. I Jn 3: 19, persuade C. Lk 8:29 D. Jn 6:60 E. Act 27:40 F. Act 14:5, attempt G. Jam I: 18, willed H. Col 3:5 J. Lk 12:49 
K. I Cor 12:10 L. Rom 1:18 M. Jude 23 N. Rev 13:1, beast 0. Mk 5:4, subdue P. I Cor 10:13, common to humanity Q. 3 Jn 11 R. Rom 15:14 
S. Lk6:28 T. Rom 12:14 U. Mt4:4, mankind V. 2Cor9:5 W. Gal 3:10 X. Jn4:6 Y. Rev 13:13, does Z. I Tim6:15 AA. I Tim 5:10a 
BB. I Pet 1:15 CC. Mt 26: I 0 



James 3:14 880 Verse 

1 c. But if you have bitter jealousyA and selfish-interest1 in your heart2, do not be vaunting3 and 14 
lying8 against the truthc 

I[)_ This wisdom0 is not coming down from-aboveE, but is earthlyF, naturalG, demonic I'.' 

J F. For where jealousy and selfish-interest are, in-that-place4 there is disorder5 and every I 6 
bad6 thing7 

20. But the wisdom from-aboveE is first pure", then peacefu(l, kindK, yielding8, fulJL of 17 

mercyM and goodN fruits0 , impartial9, sincere 10 

IL. And the fruit0 of righteousness 11 is sownr in peaceO by1 2 the ones makingR peaceO Ir: 

2C. From-what-source 13 are fights 14 and from-what-source 15 are battles 16 among you? Are they not 4: I 
from-here5

- from your pleasures17 waging-war18 in your body-parts19? 

ID. You desireT and do not have-you murder2° 
2D. And you are jealous21 and are not able to obtainu-you battlev and fightw 
.~D. You22 do not have because of your not askingx 
4D. You ask and do not receive because you ask badly23

, in order that you may spendv it in 
connection with your pleasuresz 

3 ( . Adulterous24 ones, do you not know that friendship with the wor(dAA is hostility88 toward God? 
Therefore, whoever wants cc to be a friend00 of the world makes-himself25 an enemy26 of God 

ID. Or do you think that the Scripture speaks27 vainly28? 
2D. He yearnsEE jealously29 for3° the spirit31 which He made-to-dwell32 in us! 

4C. But He gives greater grace. Therefore it says [in Prov 3:34), "God opposesFF the arrogant33, 

but gives grace to the humble34
" 

ID. Therefore, submitGG to God, but35 resist"" the devil and he will fleeJJ from you 
2D. Draw-nearKK to God, and He will draw-near to you 
3 D. CleanseLL your hands, sinners, and purifyMM your hearts, double-minded36 ones 
4D. Be miserable37 and mourn38 and weep39

• Let your laughter be turned into mourning40, and 
your joy into dejection41 

5 D. Humble-yourselves42 in the presence of the Lord, and He will exaitNN you 

.:'i 13. 0043 not be speaking-against00 one another, brothers. The one speaking-against a brother or"' 
judging his brother is speaking-against the Law45 andjudging46 the Law 

I C. But if you are judging the Law, you are not a doerrr of the Law, but a judge 
:i.e. There is one Lawgiver and Judge47

- the One being able to saveOO and to destroy48 

3( ·. But49 who are you, the one judging your neighbor5°? 

111 

11 

I~ 

6/\. Come now, the ones saying "Today or tomorrow we will travel to such-and-such city, and we will doR I ; 
a year there, and we will do-businessRR and make-a-gain55"-



881 James4:13 

I. Or, "selfish ambition, party spirit". Elsewhere only in 3: 16; Rom 
2:8; 2 Cor 12:20; Gal 5:20; Phil 1:17; 2:3. GK 2249. 

2. Your heart is known by what it produces. These things produce dis
order and worthless things, v 16. Some manuscripts have this word 
plural [N}. 

3. That is, in your abilities as a teacher, claiming to be "wise and 
knowledgeable". Same word as in 2: 13. 

4. Same word as "there" in 2:3; 4:13. On this word, see Rom 9:26. 
5. Or, "unsteadiness, disturbance, instability". Same word as in I Cor 

14:33; 2 Cor 12:20. Elsewhere only as "disturbance" in Lk 21:9; 2 
Cor 6:5. GK 189. Used of a lack of order, confusion; and a breech 
of order, disturbance. 

6. Or, "worthless, evil". Elsewhere only in Jn 3:20; 5:29; Rom 9: 11; 
2 Cor 5: 10; Tit 2:8. GK 5765. 

7. Or, "matter". On this word, see "matter" in Mt 18:19. 
8. Or, "compliant, obedient, ready to obey, reasonable". Used only 

here. GK 2340. 
9. Or, "not making distinctions, not divisive, non-judgmental", or 

"unhesitating, unwavering, undivided". Used only here. GK 88. 
Related to "doubt" in I :6. 

10. Or, "genuine, without hypocrisy". On this word, see Rom 12:9. 
Some manuscripts say "and sincere" {N). 

11. Thal is, the fruit consisting of righteousness, or produced by right
eousness. James may mean the "fruit" in our life consisting of right
eousness is sown as a seed in the lives of others in peace, not 
quarreling, and in connection with our desire to bring about peace 
in their lives. Or, he may mean the "harvest of fruit" in others pro
duced by righteousness from above in them is sown in peace by 
ones seeking to bring peace. On this word, see Rom I: 17. 

12. Or, "for". 
13. Thal is, are they "from above", or from some other source? 
14. Or, "wars, conflicts". On this word, see "war" in Rev 12:7. The 

related verb is in v 2. 
15. Some manuscripts omit "from what source" {N). GK 4470. 
16. On this word, see 2 Tim 2:23. The related verb is in v 2. 
17. Same word as in v 3. On this word, see Lk 8: 14. 
18. Or, "serving as soldiers". On this word, see "fight" in I Tim 1:18. 
19. Same word as in 3:5, 6. On this word, see Col 3:5. The grammar 

indicates a "yes" answer is expected. 
20. In this context, the battles, fights and murder seem to be primarily 

verbal, not physical (although these words are true even of the phys
ical). If so, this may refer to "character assassination" to achieve 
some end one desires. Used elsewhere 11 times of physical murder, 
as in the sixth commandment, Jam 2: 11. GK 5839. Related to "mur
der" in Act 9: I, and "murderer" in Act 7:52. 

21. Or, "you envy". Some combine this with "murder", grouping the 
phrases "you desire and do not have. You murder and envy and can
not obtain. You battle and fight". On this word, see 2 Cor 11 :2. 

22. Some manuscripts say "And you"; others, "But you" {N). 
23. Or, "wrongly", with evil motives or purposes. GK 2809. 
24. Or, "Adulteresses". James is referring to spiritual adultery, as Jesus 

did using this same word as in Mt 12:39; 16:4; Mk 8:38. Elsewhere 
only as "adulteress" in Rom 7:3; 2 Pet 2: 14. GK 3655. Some man
uscripts say "Adulterers and adulteresses" {A}. 

25. Sarne word as "is made" in 3:6. 
26. Sarne root word as "hostility". This is another word pair. 
27. Some think this means that what follows is a quotation from the OT. 

If so, it is not known to us, or it is a loose paraphrase of the sense 
of Scripture. Others think it refers to the quote in v 6. Others do not 
think it introduces a quotation, but simply means "Does Scripture 
speak vainly about spiritual adultery and God's response to it?" 

28. Or, "to no purpose, in an empty manner". Used only here. GK 3036. 
Related to "empty" in 2:20. 

29. And God will respond accordingly to your spiritual adultery. This 
is an idiom, more literally, "to jealousy", "in accordance with jeal
ousy". On this word, see "envy" in Mk 15:10. 

30. On this word, "yearn for", see I Pet 2:2. 
31. Or, "Spirit". Others render this sentence, "The Spirit which He 

caused-to-dwell in us yearns jealously for us" (grammatically, 
"spirit" can be the subject or the object of "yearn for"). In either 
case, God is yearning for us. Others render it, "The spirit which He 
caused-to-dwell in us yearns enviously". In this case, James is refer
ring to the human yearning for evil, or for its own selfish desires. 

32. Or, "caused to dwell". Used only here. GK 3001. Some manu
scripts say "which dwelt in us" {B}, meaning "which made His 
dwelling is us". 

33. Or, "proud, haughty". Elsewhere only in Lk I :51; Rom I :30; 2 Tim 
3:2; I Pet 5:5. GK 5662. Related to "arrogance" in Mk 7:22. 

34. On this word, see "lowly" in I :9. The related verb is in 4: I 0. 
35. Some manuscripts omit this word {N}. 
36. Same word as in I :8. 
37. Or, "Lament". Used only here. GK 5415. Related to "miseries" in 

5: I; and "wretched" in Rom 7:24. 
38. Same word as in Mt 5:4; Lk 6:25. Elsewhere only in Mt 9:15; Mk 

16: 10; I Cor 5:2; 2 Cor 12:21; Rev 18: 11, 15, 19. GK 4291. 
39. Jesus said, Blessed are those who "mourn" (Mt 5:4), or "weep" (Lk 

6:21, 25), using these same two words. On this word, see Jn 11 :33. 
40. Related to the verb earlier. Elsewhere only in Rev 18:7, 8; 21 :4. GK 

4292. 
41. Or, "gloominess, depression", a casting of the eyes downward. 

Used only here. GK 2993. 
42. Or, "Be humbled". On this word, see Phil 4: 12. 
43. Rather than concluding the section on speech with an application 

to the "brothers" (versus the adulterous ones who need to repent), 
others make this point 6A. 

44. Some manuscripts say "and" {N). 
45. That is, because the Law says to love your neighbor, to which James 

alludes in v 12. It forbids slander. In speaking against a brother, you 
are contradicting the Law. 

46. That is, administering it as a judge, passing judgment by means of 
the Law, judging with respect to the Law. Same word as earlier, but 
used in a different sense. On this word, see Mt 7: I. 

47. Some manuscripts omit "and Judge" {N). 
48. Compare Mt I 0:28. On this word, see "perish" in I Cor I: 18. 
49. Some manuscripts omit this word {N}. 
50. On this word see Act 7:27. Some manuscripts say "the other" { N}. 

A. 2 Cor 11 :2 B. Act 5:3, lie to C. Jn 4:23 D. I Cor 12:8 E. Jn 3:3, again F. Phil 2: 10 G. I Cor 2: 14 H. I Pet 3:2 J. Heb 12: 11 K. Phil 4:5, 
kindness L.Roml5:14 M.Mt9:13 N.1Tim5:10b O.Mt7:16 P.2Cor9:6 Q.Actl5:33 R.Revl3:13,does S.Rev22:2,onthisside 
T. Gal 5:17 U. Heb 11:33 V. 2 Tim 2:24 W. Rev 2:16 X. I Jn 5:14, request Y. Act 21:24 Z. Lk 8:14 AA. I Jn 2:15 BB. Eph 2:14 
CC.Jaml:l8,willed DD.Lkl4:10 EE.1Pet2:2 FF.Roml3:2 GG.Eph5:21,besubject HH.Eph6:13 JJ.1Cor6:18 KK.Lk21:28 
LL. Heb 9:22 MM. I Jn 3:3 NN. Jn 8:28, lifted up 00. I Pet 3: 16 PP. Rom 2: 13 QQ. Lk 19: 10 RR. 2 Pet 2:3, exploit SS. Mk 8:36, gain 



James 4:14 882 Verse 

1 H. Who do not knowA the 1 thing of tomorrow! What2 is your life8? For you3 are a vapor appearingc 14 
for a little while, then indeed disappearing0 

2B. Instead4 of you saying, "If the Lord willsE, we indeed5 will live, and we will do this or that" IS 
:in. But as-it-is6 , you are boastingF in your pretensions7

• All such boastingG is evilH 16 
4IJ. Therefore, to one knowin~ to be doing good8 and not doing it, to him it is a sin 17 

7\. Come now, richK ones, weepL while wailing over your miseries coming-uponM you 

I H Your richesN have rotted and your garrnents0 have become moth-eaten. 
0

Your gold and silver have 
become corroded9

. And their corrosion will be for a testimony 10 against you, and will eatP your 
fleshO like fire. You stored-up 11 in the last days! 

2 B. Behold- the wagesR of the workers having mowed your fields, the wages having been fraudulently
withheld 12 by you, cry-out5

. And the outcries 13 of the ones having reaped have entered into the ears 
of the Lord ofSabaoth14 

_, 13. You lived-in-luxury 15 upon the earth, and you lived-indulgently 16
. You fattenedT your hearts in 17 a 

day of slaughteru 
-W. You condemnedv, you murderedw the righteous 18

• He does not oppose 19 you! 

:-: .\. Therefore20 be patient21
, brothersX, until the comingY of the Lord 

1 l~. Behold- the farmer". waits-forAA the precious88 fruitcc of the land, being-patient with it until it 

'.I 

" ' ___ , 

receives the early and late rain22
• 

0

You also be-patient. Establish00 your hearts, because the comingv .\ 
of the Lord has drawn-nearEE 

2 B. Do not be groaning23 against one another, brothers, in order that you may not be judged24. Behold- <> 

the Judge stands in front of the doors 
·' B. Take as an exampleFF of suffering-hardship25 and patienceGG, brothers26, the prophets who spoke in 111 

the name of the Lord. "Behold- we consider-blessedHH the ones having endured27 I I 

I ( ·. You heard of the enduranceJJ of Job, and you saw the outcome28 from the Lord- that the Lord 
is large-hearted29 and compassionate30 

413. And31 above all32
, my brothers, do not be swearing33-neither by heaven nor by earth nor by any other 12 

oath34
. But let your yes be yes and your no be no, in order that you may not fall under judgmentKK 

5l3. Is anyone among you suffering-hardship35? Let him be prayingLL I; 

hB. Is anyone cheerfufMM? Let him be singing-praiseNN 
7 lt Is anyone among you sick00? Let him summonPP the eldersOO of the church, and let them prayLL over 14 

him, having anointed36 him37 with oiP8 in the name of the Lord 

It . And the prayerRR of faith39 will restore40 the one being ill41 , and the Lord will raise55 him I ' 
2C. And if he has committed42 sins,43 ir'4 will be forgiven TT him 



883 James 5:15 

I. That is, what will happen tomorrow. Some manuscripts omit this 
word { B}. so that it says, "Who do not know of tomorrow what 
your Ii fe will be. For ... ". 

2. On this word, see "what kind of" in Mt 21:23. Some manuscripts 
say "For what..." { B}. 

3. Some manuscripts omit "For". Others say "it is" instead of"you 
are" {C}. 

4. The flow is "Come now the ones saying ... instead of you saying ... ". 
5. Or, "both". 
6. Or, "But now", in a logical sense. On this idiom, see I Cor 5: 11. 
7. Or, "prideful boastings". Same word as "boastful-pride" in I Jn 

2: 16. Not related to "boasting" earlier. 
8. This is a general rule, in this context referring to being humble 

before the Lord and seeking His will in a matter, and not boasting 
in our arrogant pretensions. On this word, see I Tim 5: !Oa. 

9. Or, "tarnished". Used only here. GK 2995. Related to "corrosion" 
next (GK 2675), another word pair. 

10. Or, "evidence, proof". On "fora testimony'', see Mk 1:44. 
11. Or, "treasured up". This is the verb related to "treasure". But it is 

not the treasure the rich thought they were storing up! James could 
mean they stored up "treasure", or "wrath", or ''witnesses" or "mis
eries". On this word, see I Cor 16:2. 

12. On this word, see "defrauded" in I Cor6:7. Some manuscripts say 
"withheld" {A}. 

13. Used only here. GK 1068. The related verb is in Lk 18:7, where 
God brings about justice for His elect who "cry out" to Him. Com
pare Deut 24: 14-15. Not related to "cry out" earlier. 

14. This is a Hebrew word transliterated into Greek. It means "hosts" 
or "armies". Elsewhere only in Rom 9:29. GK 4877. 

15. Used only here. GK 5587. Related to "luxury" in Lk 7:25; and "rev
eling" in 2 Pet 2: 13. 

16. Or, "lived for pleasure". On this word, see I Tim 5:6. 
17. Or, "in connection with'', referring to the Second Coming. Some 

manuscripts say "as in" { N}. 
18. Or, "the righteous one". James probably means "the righteous" in 

a collective sense, as a class. It is God's righteous ones, including 
the laborers just mentioned. Some think James is referring to Jesus 
in particular, "the righteous One". 

19. Or, "resist". Same word as in 4:6. On this word, see Rom 13:2. 
20. Beyond being a concluding series of short exhortations, some group 

5:7-20 in various ways. Here, they are grouped as the final exhor
tations to those awaiting His coming. Consult the commentaries for 
other suggestions. 

21. Or, "wait patiently". Same word as in v 7, 8. On this word, see 1 
Cor 13:4. Related to "patience" in v 10. 

22. Some manuscripts include the word "rain" {B). That is, the autumn 
and spring rains. 

23. Or, "grumbling, complaining". Same word as in Rom 8:23; 2 Cor 
5:2, 4; Heb 13: 17. Elsewhere only as "sigh" in Mk 7:34. GK 5100. 
Related to "groaning" in Rom 8:26. 

24. On this word, see Mt 7:1. Some manuscripts say "condemned" {K}. 
25. This noun, "suffering hardship", is used only here. GK 2801. The 

related verb is in v 13. 

26. Some manuscripts say "my brothers" {N}. 
27. Same word as in 1:12. Heb 11 details many of these people, with 

the same lesson. 
28. Or, "end, result, conclusion". On this word, see "end" in Rom 10:4. 
29. Or, "very affectionate, very merciful, very sympathetic". Used only 

here. GK 4499. Made of two words, "large, great" and "deep feel
ings" (see Phil I :8). 

30. Elsewhere only in Lk 6:36. GK 3881. Related to "compassions" in 
Rom 12:1. 

31. Or, "But, Now". 
32. Same phrase as in I Pet 4:8. Some think James means "especially"; 

others, "before everything else", do this first; others, that he says this 
because he is repeating what the Lord Himself said. 

33. That is, swearing an oath to guarantee your word, such as "I swear 
by heaven I will do this". Some think oaths in everyday conversa
tion are in view. Compare the Lord's words in Mt 5:34-37. To 
understand the scope of this command, other verses must be con
sidered alongside it. For example, note Heb 6: 16. God swore in Heb 
6: 13. The angel swore in Rev I 0:6. Paul swore, I Cor 15:31; 2 Cor 
I :23; Gal I :20; and called God as a witness, Phil I :8. Jesus was put 
under oath in Mt 26:63, and Paul put his readers under oath in I 
Thes 5:27. Same word as in Mt 23:20, 21, 22; Lk 1:73; Act 2:30; 
Heb 3:11, 18; 4:3; 6:13, 16; 7:21; Rev 10:6. Elsewhere only as 
"swear-with-an-oath" in Mt 5:34, 36; 26:74; Mk 6:23; 14:71; and 
"swear-an-oath" in Mt 23:16, 18. GK 3923. 

34. Elsewhere only in Mt 5:33; 14:7, 9; 26:72; Mk 6:26; Heb 6: 16; and 
of God in Lk I :73; Act 2:30; Heb 6: 17. GK 3992. Related to "oath
swearing" in Heb 7:20; and "adjure" in I Thes 5:27. 

35. Or, "suffering misfortune, bearing hardship". Elsewhere only in 2 
Tim 2:9; 4:5. GK 2802. Related to the word in v 10; and the word 
in 2 Tim 1:8. 

36. Or, "rubbed, smeared". Elsewhere only of the sick in Mk 6:13; of 
the head while fasting in Mt 6: 17; of the feet of Jesus in Lk 7:38, 
46; Jn 11:2; 12:3; and of the dead body of Jesus in Mk 16:1. GK 
230. Some see this as medicinal here, as in Lk 10:34, which uses a 
different verb. Others see it as symbolic of the Spirit, as perhaps in 
Mk 6: 13. There are other views. 

3 7. Some manuscripts omit this word { C}. 
38. Or, "olive oil". Same word as in Mk 6: 13; Lk I 0:34. Used 11 times. 

GK 1778. Related to "olives" in 3: 12. 
39. That is, the prayer characterized by faith, or proceeding !Tom faith. 

Compare I :6. 
40. This word normally means "save" in a spiritual sense, as in I :21; 

2: 14; 4: 12. It is used with the sense of"save from disease, make 
well, restore, heal" only in Mt 9:21, 22; Mk 5:23, 28, 34; 6:56; 
10:52; Lk 8:36,48, 50; 17:19; 18:42; Jn 11:12;Act4:9; 14:9. On 
this word, see "save" in Lk 19: I 0. 

41. Or, "weary, sick". Elsewhere only as "weary" in Heb 12:3. GK 
2827. This is a different word than 5:14. 

42. This is a participle, if he "is having committed". That is, if he is in 
a state of having committed sins, causing his sickness. 

43. Some sickness is caused by sin, Jn 5: 14; I Cor 11 :30. 
44. That is, this committing of sins. 

A. Act 18:25, know about B. Rom 8: 10 C. Phil 2: 15, shine D. Mt 6: 16, disfigure E. Jn 7: 17, willing F. 2 Cor 11: 16 G. 2 Cor 7:4 H. Act 25: 18 
J. I Jn 2:29 K. I Tim 6: 17 L. Jn 11 :33 M. Lk 21:26 N. I Tim 6:17 0. I Pet 3:3 P. Act 10:13 Q. Col 2:23 R. Rev 22:12, recompense 
S. Mt 8:29 T. Lk 23:29, feed U. Act 8:32 V. Lk 6:37 W. Jam 4:2 X. Act 16:40 Y. 2 Thes 2:8 Z. Jn 15:1 AA. Heb 11:10 BB. 2 Pet 1:4 
CC.Mt7:16 DD.1Thes3:2 EE.Lk21:28 FF.Jnl3:15 GG.Heb6:12 HH.Lkl:48 JJ.Jaml:3 KK.Jn3:19 LL.1Tim2:8 MM.Act27:22, 
cheer up NN. Eph 5: 19, make melody 00. 2 Tim 4:20 PP. Act 2:39, call to QQ. I Tim 5: 17 RR. Act 18: 18, vow SS. Mt 28:6, arose TT. Mt 6: 12 



James 5: 16 884 Verse 

3( . Therefore 1 be confessing-out2 your sins to one another, and be prayingA for one another so I h 

that you may be healed8 

4C. A prayer3 of a righteousc person can-do4 much while working5 

11). Elijah was a person° of-like-nature6 to us, and he prayedE with prayer7 that it not rain. And I 7 
it did not rain upon the land/or three years and six months 

2D. And he prayedE again, and the heavenF gave rain, and the earth producedG its fruitH 18 

8B. My8 brothers1, if anyone among you errs9 from the truthK and someone turns him back10, "let him 11 19-20 
knowL that the one having turned-back a sinnerM from the error12 a/his way will saveN his 13 soul 14 

from death, and will cover0 a multitudeP of sins 



885 James 5:20 

I. Some manuscripts omit this word {N}. That is, because of the link 
between sin and sickness. 

2. Or, "acknowledging openly, admitting". This is the word "confess" 
(see I Tim 6:12) with the prefix "out" added. Same word as in Ml 
3:6; Mk I :5; Act 19: 18; Rom 14: 11; Phil 2: 11. It also means 
"acknowledge" in the positive sense of "praise" in Mt 11 :25; Lk 
10:21; Rom 15:9. Elsewhere only as "consent" in Lk 22:6. GK 2018. 

3. Or, "petition, prayer request". Note I Pet 3:12. On this word, see 
"petition" in I Tim 2: I. 

4. Same word as in Phil 4: 13, "I can do all things". 
5. Or, "at work". This word modifies "prayer'', and comes last in the 

sentence, as seen in this rendering. Some think James means "(in 
its) working, operating". That is, in the result the prayer produces 
while it is working, such as stopping the rain. Others think he 
means "while [it is) working, while at work" (that is, while the 
prayer is being answered by God, which for Elijah extended for 
three and one half years); others, "while being worked, put in oper
ation [by the one praying]" (that is, while the person is praying); 
others, "while being worked, energized [by the Spirit)" (that is, 
while the Spirit is energizing the prayer, working it in him); oth
ers, "the working prayer, the effective prayer" (that is, the prayer 
that works, the prayer that God answers). In any case, it does not 
mean "the strong prayer, the earnest prayer", as if its working was 
dependent on how strongly the person prays. On this word, see 
"works" in I C'or 12: 11. 

6. Elsewhere only in Act 14: 15. GK 3926. 

7. The idiom "prayed with prayer" is a Hebrew way of speaking, 
meaning "He prayed earnestly". On this word, see I Tim 2: I. 

8. Some manuscripts omit this word {N}. 
9. Or, "wanders, goes astray, is led astray". Same word as "deceive" 

in Gal 6:7; 2 Tim 3: 13; I Jn I :8; "mislead" in Rev 2:20; "go astray" 
in Heb 3: 10; I Pet 2:25; "wander" in Heb 11 :38; "be mistaken" in 
Mk 12:24, 27. Used 39 times. GK 4414. Related to "error" in v 20 
(another word pair), and rendered this way to reflect this. 

I 0. This verb "tum back" is also in v 20. It means "to tum" in Act 9:35, 
40; 15:19; I Thes 1:9; ''tum back" in Lk 1:16, 17; 22:32; Gal 4:9; 
''tum around" in Mk 5:30; 8:33; Jn 21 :20; and "return" in Lk 17:4; 
Act 15:36; I Pet 2:25; 2 Pet 2:22. Used 36 times. GK 2188. Related 
to "conversion" in Act 15:3. 

11. That is, the one who turns him back. Some manuscripts say "you 
know that" {B}. 

12. Or, "wandering". On this word see I Thes 2:3. 
13. That is, the wandering sinner's soul (or life). Some manuscripts say 

"will save a soul from death itself"; others, "will save a soul from 
death" {C}. 

14. Or, "life". Compare I Cor 11 :30. This word sometimes has the 
sense of"person". Same word as in Mt I 0:28; 11 :29; 12: 18; 26:38; 
Mk 12:30; Lk 2:35; Act 2:27; 41, 43; 7:14; 27:37; Rom 2:9; I Cor 
15:45;Col3:23; I Thes5:23;Heb4:12; 13:17; I Pet 1:9;2:11;Rev 
6:9; 18:13, 20:4. Elsewhere as "life", as in Mt 2:20; 6:25; 10:39; 
16:26; Mk 10:45; Lk 12:20; 14:26; Jn 10:15; 13:37; Act 15:26; I 
Thes 2:8; I Jn 3: 16; Rev 12: 11. Used 103 times. GK 6034. 

A. Rom 9:3 B. Mt 8:8 C. Rom I :17 D. Mt 4:4, mankind E. I Tim 2:8 F. 2 Cor 12:2 G. Mt 13:26, budded H. Mt 7: 16 J. Act 16:40 
K. Jn 4:23 L. Lk I :34 M. Mt 9: 10 N. Lk 19: IO 0. I Pet 4:8 P. Act 6:2 





887 1 Peter Overview 

Introduction 

I A. Blessed be God, the One having caused us to be born again according to His great mercy 

I B. To a living hope through the resurrection of Jesus Christ from the dead 
2B. To an undecayable, undefiled, unfading inheritance reserved in heaven for you 
3B. In which you are rejoicing greatly, though right now having been grieved by various trials 

2A. Therefore-

I B. Put your hope completely on the grace being brought to you at the revelation of Jesus Christ 
28. Be holy in all your conduct, just as He is holy 
3B. Conduct the time of your stay with fear, knowing you were redeemed with His blood 
4B. Love one another from a pure heart, having been born again through the living word of God 
5B. Yearn like babies for the milk of the Word. Coming to the Living Stone, you are living stones 

being built as a spiritual house for a holy priesthood. You are a people to report His virtues 
6B. Beloved, I exhort you as foreigners and pilgrims to be abstaining from fleshly desires 
7B. He subject to every human institution for the Lord's sake 
8B. As free ones- honor everyone. Be loving the brotherhood, fearing God, honoring the king 

IC. Servants, being subject to your masters. For you were called to suffer like Christ 
2C. Likewise wives, being subject to your own husbands 
3C. Husbands likewise, showing honor to the feminine one as to a fellow heir 
4C. And finally, everyone- being likeminded, sympathetic, brother-loving, tenderhearted, 

humbleminded, not giving back evil for evil, but blessing them 

3A. And who will do you evil for doing good? But though you might be suffering, you are blessed! 

1 B. But do not fear their fear, nor be disturbed, but set apart Christ as Lord in your hearts 

1 C. Being ready always for a defense to everyone asking a reason for the hope in you 
2C. Having a good conscience in order that the ones maligning you may be put to shame 

2B. Because Christ also suffered for sins, in order that He might bring you to God 
3B. Therefore, Christ having suffered, you also arm yourselves with the same intention 
4B. Therefore be sound-minded, sober in prayer, loving, hospitable, ministering your gift 
5B. Beloved, do not think your fiery trials to be strange, but be rejoicing to share His sufferings! 
6B. So then, let the ones suffering according to the will of God be entrusting their souls in 

good-doing to a faithful Creator 

1 C. Therefore I exhort the elders- Shepherd the flock of God among you by example 
2C. Likewise, younger men-Be subject to the elders 
3C. And everyone- Clothe yourselves with humblemindedness. Be sober. Resist the devil. 

And the God of all grace will restore and establish you. To Him be the dominion 

Conclusion 

1:1-2 
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1Peter1:1 888 

i\. Peter, an apostleA of Jesus Christ 
ll. To the chosen' pilgrims2 of the dispersion3 of Pontus, Galatia, Cappadocia, Asia, and Bythinia4 

I. According-to5 the foreknowledge6 of God the Father 
~ In 7 the sanctification8 of the Spirit 
·'· For9 obedience 10, and the sprinkling" of the blood8 of Jesus Christ 

C May gracec and peace be multiplied0 to you 

Verse 

2 

l ,\. BlessedE be the God and Father of our Lord Jesus Christ, the One having caused us to be born-again 12 :i 
according to His great mercyF 

l ll. To a living hopeG through 13 the resurrectionH of Jesus Christ from the dead 
2ll. To an undecayable 14 and undefiled1 and unfading 15 inheritanceK having been reserved 16 in the "1 

heavens for you-

IC. The ones being guardedL by the power of God through faith for 17 a salvationM readyN to be 
revealed0 in the lastP time 

:; L3. Jn which18 you are rejoicing-greatlyo, [although] right-now for a little while, if it is necessary 19
, having r. 

been grievedR by various trialss "in order that the genuineness20 of your faith- being more-valuableT 
than gold (which is perishingu), though being tested21 by fire- may be found resulting-in praise v and 
gloryw and honorx at the revelationv of Jesus Christ 

I l . Whom not having seen22
, you are lovingz ·' 

2l . In Whom-[although] now not seeing Him, but believingAA_ you are rejoicing-greattyo with 
inexpressible23 and glorified24 joy"while receiving25 the outcome26 of your faith, the salvationM 'I 

of your souls88 

l D. Concerning which salvation prophets27 sought-out28 and searched-out29-the ones having 111 

prophesiedcc about the gracec for30 you-

I I Searching31 for what person or what manner oftime32 the Spirit of Christ in them was l I 
indicating00

, while predicting33 the sufferingsEE for Christ and the gloriesw after these 
2L To whom it was revealed0 that they were ministeringFF them34 not for themselves, I~ 

2i\. Therefore37-

but for you35 

I I-. Which things now were declaredGG to you through the ones having announced
the-good-news-toHH you by36 the Holy Spirit having been sent-forthn from heaven 

21 . Into which things angels desireKK to lookLL 

I I 3. Having girded-up38 the waist39 of your mindsMM, being sober4°- put-your-hope41 completely42 upon 
the gracec being brought to you at the revelation v of Jesus Christ 

I~ 

2ll. As childrenNN ofobedience,43 not being conformed44 to the former desires00 in-connection-with l·I 
your ignorancerr, "but in accordance with the holy One having calledoo you- be holy yourselves l .' 
also in all your conduct45 

l l ·. Because46 it has been written that4 7 "You shall be holy, because J am holy48" [Lev 19:2] l (1 



889 l Peter 1:16 

I. Same word as in 2:9. On this word, see Rom 8:33. 
2. Or, ''temporary residents, ones staying in a strange place, sojourners". 

Same word as in 2: 11, where it is paired with "foreigner". Elsewhere 
only in Heb 11: 13, where it is paired with "stranger". GK 4215. 

3. Elsewhere only in Jam I: I and Jn 7:35, referring to the dispersion 
of the Jews from Israel. Some take it in this sense here and think 
Peter is writing to Jewish Christians. Others think he is writing pri
marily to Gentile Christians (based on 1:14, 18; 2:10; 4:3-4; etc.) 
and means it in a general sense, emphasizing that they are pilgrims. 
Related to "dispersed" in Act 8: I, of the Christians dispersed as a 
result of the persecution in Jerusalem. GK 1402. 

4. These are all Roman provinces in what is now known as Turkey. 
5. Or, "Based on, In accordance with, By way of". Same word as in 

v 3. GK 2848. 
6. Or, "advance knowledge, pre-determination". The Greek word is 

prognosis, from which our English word comes. Elsewhere only in 
Act 2:23. GK 4590. Related to "foreknown" in v 20. 

7. Or, "By, In the sphere of, In connection with". GK 1877. 
8. Or, "holiness, holy-making". On this word, see "holiness" in Heb 

12:14. 
9. Or, "Resulting in". We are chosen "for" obedience. It is the result 

that occurs because we are chosen, Eph 2:10. On this word, see 
"resulting in" in Rom 5: 16. Same word as "resulting in" in v 7. 

IO. Same word as in v 14, 22. On this word, see Rom 16:26. 
11. This term is from the Jewish sacrificial system. Elsewhere only in 

Heb 12:24. GK 4823. Related to the verb in Heb 10:22. 
12. Or, "having given us new birth, having regenerated us, having 

fathered us again". Elsewhere only in I :23. GK 335. The root word 
(without the prefix "again") is also used of God "fathering" us (see 
"born" in I Jn 2:29). 

13. Some make "through ... dead" point 28., modifying "born again". 
14. Or, "imperishable". On this word, see I Cor 15:52. 
15. It will not wither and fade and waste away. Used only here. GK 278. 

Related to the word in 5:4, and to "fade away" in Jam I: 11. 
16. Or, "kept, protected, held". On this word, see 2 Pet 2:17. 
17. Or, "until". GK 1650. 
18. Some think Peter is referring to all of v 3-5; others render it "In 

Whom", referring to the Father or the Son in v 3; others, "During 
which", referring to "last time" in v 5. It does not directly modify 
salvation, faith, inheritance, resurrection, or hope alone. 

19. Not all Peter's readers were suffering. More literally, "if it is being 
necessary". Some manuscripts omit "it is" {C}, so that it says "if 
being necessary". Note the similar phrase in 3: 17, which explains 
this phrase. On this word, see "must" in Mt 16:21. 

20. Thal is, "genuineness" as proved by testing. On this word, see "test
ing" in Jam I :3. Related to "tested" later in the verse. Endurance 
through the trial proves the genuineness of the faith, Jam I: 12. 

21. Genuine faith is more precious than "tested and approved" gold. 
Whal fire is to gold, trials are to faith. On this word, see "approved" 
in Rom 12:2. 

22. Some manuscripts say "known" {A}. 

23. Or, "untellable, unspeakable". Used only here. GK 443. Related to 
"tell" in Act 23:22 (GK 1718). 

24. This is a participle, "having been glorified", full of glory from above. 
Same word as in 2:12; 4:11; 4:16. On this word, see Rom 8:30. 

25. Or, "obtaining". Same word as in 5:4. On this word, see "receive 
back" in 2 Cor 5: IO. 

26. Or, "goal, end". On this word, see "end" in Rom I 0:4. 
27. Compare Mt 13:17. On this word, see I Cor 12:28. 
28. On this word, see Heb 11 :6. The root word is "seek". 
29. Or, "carefully inquired". Used only here. GK 2001. 
30. Or, "the grace that would come to you". 
31. On this word, see I Cor 2: I 0. Related to "searched out" above. 
32. Or, "what time or what manner of time'', meaning what date or 

what age. On this word, see Mt 8:29. 
33. Or, "bearing witness beforehand, testifying in advance". This word 

modifies "Spirit". Used only here. GK 4626. 
34. That is, the prophecies. 
35. Some manuscripts say "us" {N}. 
36. Some manuscripts omit this word, leaving it implied { C}. 
37. This word for "Therefore, For this reason" is only used here in this 

book. It begins a series of exhortations to us as people born again 
to a living hope. Used 53 times in the NT. GK 14 7 5. 

38. Or, "Having tied up". This metaphor means "having prepared for 
mental action or work, having pulled yourselves together". To 
prepare to work, people in the ancient world pulled up their long 
robes and belted them at the waist. We might similarly say, "Hav
ing rolled up the sleeves of your mind". Used only here. GK 350. 
The root word is "gird" in Act 12:8. 

39. More literally, "waists (plural) of your (plural) mind (singular), as 
often in Greek. On this word, see "loins" Heb 7:5. 

40. Or, "well-balanced, self-controlled, clear-headed". Elsewhere only 
in I Thes 5:6, 8; 2 Tim 4:5; I Pet 4:7; 5:8. GK 3768. Related word 
in I Tim 3:2. 

41. On the verb "put hope", see Jn 5:45. Related to "hope" in 1:3, 21; 
3: 15. Used only here as a command. 

42. Or, "fully, totally, perfectly". Used only here. GK 5458. Related to 
"complete" in I Cor 13: I 0. 

43. That is, children characterized by obedience, obedient children. 
44. Or, "conforming yourselves". On this word, see Rom 12:2. 
45. Or, "way-of-life, behavior". Same word as in 2:12; 3:1, 2, 16; Gal 

1:13; I Tim 4:12; Jam 3:13; 2 Pet 2:7. Elsewhere only as "way-of
life" in Eph 4:22; Heb 13:7; I Pet I: 18; and "behaviors" in 2 Pet 
3:11. GK 419. The related verb is in v 17. 

46. This word is used three times by Peler, each introducing an OT 
quote, I: 16, 24; 2:6. On this word, see Rom I :21. 

47. Some manuscripts omit this word {C}, which serves to introduce 
the quotation. Some manuscripts omit "am", leaving it implied { C}. 

48. This adjective means "dedicated to God" It is also used of the 
"Holy" Spirit, and as "saints" (holy ones). Used 233 times. GK 41. 
The related verb is "sanctify" (make holy) in Heb I 0:29. 

A. I Cor 12:28 B. I Jn I :7 C. Eph 2:8 D. Act 7:17 E. Rom 9:5 F. Mt 9: 13 G. Coll :5 H. Act 24: 15 J. Heb 13:4 K. Eph I: 14 L. Gal 3:23, 
kepi in custody M. Lk 19:9 N. Mk 14: 15, prepared 0. 2 Thes 2:3 P. Heb I :2 Q. Lk !0:21 R. 2 Cor 7:9 S. Jam I :2 T. Mt 13:46 U. I Cor I: 18 
V. I Cor 4:5 W. 2 Pet 2: 10 X. I Tim 5: 17 Y. 2 Thes I :7 Z. Jn 21: 15, devotedly love AA. Jn 3:36 BB. Jam 5:20 CC. I Cor 14: I 
DD.1Cor3:13,makeclear EE.Phi13:10 FF.1Pet4:IO GG.Jnl6:13 HH.Act5:42 JJ.Mk3:14,sendout KK.Gal5:17 LL.Lk24:12, 
stooplolook MM.Lkl:51,thoughts NN.1Jn3:1 OO.Ga15:16 PP.Eph4:18 QQ.Rom8:30 



I Peter I: 17 890 

_, 13. And if you are calling-upon1 as Father the One judgingA without-respect-of-persons2 according to 
the work3 of each person- conduct" the time of your stay5 with fear6 

1 ( -. Knowing that you were redeemed7 from your futile8 way-of-life8 handed-down-from-your-fathers 

1 f)_ Not with perishablec things- silver or gold 
2 D But with the precious0 bloodE a/Christ, as of a lamb without-blemishF and without-spotG 

11 :. Having been foreknown9 before the foundationH of the world10
- but having appeared 11 

at the lastl of times for your sake 

11· The believers 12 through Him in God- the One having raisedK Him from the 
dead and having given Him glory- so that your faith and hope are in God 

.+B. Having purifiedL your soulsM in 13 obedienceN a/the truth 14 for a sincere 15 brotherly-love 16
- love0 one 

another fervently 17 from a purer heart 18 

I l _ Having been bom-againO not from perishablec seed but imperishable 19
, through the living and 

abiding20 wordR of God 

I J)_ Because, "All flesh 5 is like grass, and all its21 glory like a flower of grass. The grass was 
dried-up T, and the flower fell-offU. •But the wordy of the Lord abides w foreverx" [Isa 
40:6-8)- and this is the wordy having been announced-as-good-newsy to you 

Verse 

1" 

IX 

I'! 

21! 

21 

:'I 
'.; 

S 13 _ Having then laid-aside2 all badness22
, and all deceit23 and hypocrisies24 and jealousiesAA, and all 2 _ I 

slanders-• yeam25 like newborn babies88 for the deceitless26 milk of-the-Word27 

I ( -. In order that by it you may growcc in28 [your] salvation29 

2 l ·. !f30 you tasted31 that the Lord is good32 

ID Coming to Whom as the living Stone33 having been rejected00 by people34- but chosenEE, -I 

precious35 with God 

11 ·. You yourselves also, as living stones, are being built36 as a spiritual FF houseGG, for3 7 

a holy priesthood, to offerHH spiritualFF sacrifices38 acceptableJJ to God through 
Jesus Christ 

11·_ Because it is contained39 in Scripture, "Behold, I am laying a Stone in Zion- (1 

a chosenEE, precious4° ComerstoneKK. And the one putting-faith41 upon Him 
will never be put-to-shameLL" [Isa 28: 16) 

21-_ The precious-value42 then is for you, the ones believing43 

J 1·. But for ones not-believing44- "The StoneMM which the ones building rejected00, 

this became45 the head of the comer46" [Ps 118:22), "and "a Stone o/stumblingNN :\ 
and a Rock00 o/falling47" [Isa 8: 14) 

I ( i. Who stumblePP while disobeying48 the wordR- to which49 indeed they 
were appointed50 



891 I Peter 2:8 

I. SamewordasinAct2:21;9:14,21;22:16;Rom 10:12, 13, 14; 
I Cor I :2; 2 Tim 2:22. Used 30 times, also as "call". GK 2126. 

2. Or, "impartially". Used only here. GK 719. Related to "respect of 
persons" in Jam 2: I. 

3. On this phrase, see Rev 20: 12. 
4. On this verb, see Eph 2:3. The related noun is in v 15. 
5. Or, ·•sojourn, stay as foreigners". That is, your stay on earth. Else

where only in Act 13:17.GK4229. TherelatedverbisinHeb 11:9. 
6. That is, fear of God, reverence. On this word, see Eph 5:21. 
7. Elsewhere only in Lk 24:21; Tit 2:14. GK 3390. On this word 

group, see Rom 3:24. 
8. Or, "useless, worthless, pointless", in terms of knowing God. On 

this word, see I Cor 15: 17. 
9. Peter uses grammar that emphasizes the contrast between the two 

halves of this sentence. On this word, see Rom 8:29. Related to the 
word in 1:2. 

I 0. This phrase "before ... world" is elsewhere only in Jn 17:24; Eph I :4. 
On "since the foundation of the world", see Heb 9:26. 

11. Or, "having been made known, revealed". Same word as in 5:4. On 
this word, see "made evident" in I Jn 2: 19. 

12. That is, the ones who through Jesus are believers in God. Some 
manuscripts say "The ones believing"; others, "The ones having 
believed" IN}. On this word, see "faithful" in Col 1:2. 

13. Or, "by". GK 1877. 
14. That is, to the truth. Compare Rom 16:26. Some manuscripts add 

"through the Spirit" {A}. 
15. Or. "unhypocritical". On this word, see Rom 12:9. 
16. On this word. see Heb 13: I. The word "love" in the command next 

is not related. 
17. Or, "earnestly, intensely". Elsewhere only in Lk 22:44; Act 12:5. GK 

1757. Related to "fervent" in I Pet4:8. The root word is "stretch out". 
18. Some manuscripts say "from the heart" { C}. 
19. Same word as "undecayable" in v 4. 
20. Some manuscripts add "forever" {N}, so that it says "through the 

Word o(God, living and abiding forever". On this word, see Jn 15:4. 
21. Some manuscripts say "and all the glory of man is like" {N}. 
22. This word is used of circumstantial badness or misfortune in Mt 

6:34, "trouble". It is also used of moral badness in general, "evil
ness, wickedness, depravity". It is "evilness" in Act 8:22; I Cor 
14:20; I Pet2:16;and"badness"inRom 1:29; I Cor5:8;Jam 1:21; 
I Pet 2: I. However, some of these may fall into the next meaning. 
Elsewhere only of interpersonal badness, "malice, ill-will", the 
desire to cause pain or distress to another through words and 
actions. It is "malice" in Eph 4:31; Col 3:8; Tit 3:3. GK 2798. 
Related to "evil" in 3 Jn 11. 

23. On this word, see Mt 26:4. Same word as in 2:22; 3:10. 
24. Or, "insincerities". Same root word as "sincere" in I :22, without 

the negative prefix. On this word, see Gal 2: 13. 
25. This word, "yearn for, long for'', is also in 2 Cor 9: 14; Phil I :8; 

2:26; Jam 4:5. Elsewhere only as "yearn" in Rom I: 11; 2 Cor 5:2; 
I Thes 3:6; 2 Tim I :4. GK 2160. Related to "yearning" in 2 Cor 
7: 11; "yearned-for" in Phil 4: I; and "yearning" in Rom 15:23. 

26. Or, "pure, unadulterated". Used only here. GK JOO. Same root word 
as "deceit" in v I, with a negative prefix added. 

27. Or, milk "pertaining-to-the-Word". Or, "spiritual" milk, milk per
taining to the real, spiritual nature of things. On this word, see "spir
itual" in Rom 12:1. It is related to "word" in I Cor 12:8, and "oracle" 
in Heb 5: 12. Peter uses the normal word for "spiritual'' in 2:5. 

28. Or, "in relation to, with reference to, into, to". GK 1650. 
29. Some manuscripts omit "in [your] salvation" {N). 
30. Some manuscripts say "If indeed" { B}, using the word "since" in 

Rom 8:9. 
31. Peter is alluding to Ps 34:8. The grammar implies "assuming that 

you tasted", that you have partaken of Him. If you tasted, drink the 
milk and grow. Ifnot (a point not addressed here), by all means par
take. On this word, see Heb 6:4. 

32. Or, "kind". That is, actively good. Same word as in Lk 5:39; 6:35; 
Rom 2:4; I Cor 15:33. Elsewhere only as "kind" in Eph 4:32; and 
"easy" in Mt 11 :30. GK 5982. Related to "goodness" in Rom 3: 12; 
and "show kindness" in I Cor 13:4. 

33. Having completed the baby/milk/growth metaphor, Peter abruptly 
changes metaphors in order to continue to describe other aspects of 
our new spiritual reality. Just as I: 10-12 added on a block of teach
ing to that section, so he adds on some teaching here. We are babies 
feeding on the Word, living stones in a spiritual temple, priests 
offering spiritual sacrifices in that temple, a chosen family, etc. 

34. Peter uses grammar that emphasizes the contrast between the two 
halves of this sentence. On this word, see "mankind" in Mt 4:4. 

35. These last two words come from the quotation of Isa 28: 16 in v 6. 
36. Or, "are building yourselves". Some take this as a command, "be 

built, let yourselves be built, build yourselves". On this word, see 
"edify" in I Cor 14:4. 

37. Some manuscripts omit this word {N}. 
38. Praise, doing good, and sharing are examples, Heb 13:15-16. On 

this word, see Heb 9:26. 
39. Or, "it stands, it says". Used only here in this sense. GK 4321. 
40. On this word, see Phil 2:29. Related to the word in I: 19. 
41. On "putting faith upon", see Rom 4:5. 
42. This word is related to "precious" in v 6, and is rendered this way 

to show this. The "value, benefit" of this Cornerstone is for you who 
believe. On this word, see "honor" in I Tim 5: 17. 

43. For believers, Christ is the cornerstone of a new building. For unbe
lievers, He is a stone of stumbling. On this word, see Jn 3:36. 

44. On this word, see "are faithless" in 2 Tim 2: 13. Some manuscripts 
say "disobeying" {N}, using the word in v 8. 

45. This is an idiom, literally, "came-to-be for", reflecting a Hebrew 
way of speaking. 

46. On this phrase, see Mk 12: IO. 
47. That is, a rock causing a fall. On this word and phrase, see Rom 9:33. 
48. Some think Peter means "who stumble [because they are) being 

disobedient to the word"; others render this "who stumble at the 
word [by] being disobedient". On this word, see Rom 11:30. 

49. Some think Peter means they were appointed to stumble on Christ 
as a result of their disobedience to the Word. Compare Rom 11 :7-
10. Others think he means they were appointed to be disobedient. 

50. Or, "destined". Same word as in I Thes 5:9. 

A. Mt 7: I B. I Pet I: 15. conduct C. I Cor 15:53, decayable D. 2 Pet I :4 E. I Jn 1:7 F. Col I :22 G. 2 Pet 3: 14, unspotted H. Heb 11: 11 
J. Heb I :2 K. Mt 28:6, arose L. I Jn 3:3 M. Jam 5:20 N. Rom 16:26 0. Jn 21: 15, devotedly love P. Tit I: 15, clean Q. I Pet I :3 R. I Cor 12:8 
S. Act 2:17 T. Mk 3:1, become withered U. Gal 5:4, fell from V. Rom 10:17 W. Jn 15:4 X. Rev 20:10 Y. Act 5:42 Z. Rom 13:12 
AA. Mk 15: 10, envy BB. Lk I :41 CC. Jn 3:30 DD. Heb 12: 17 EE. Rom 8:33 FF. I Cor 14: I GG. Mk 3:20 HH. Heb 9:28, bear 
JJ. Rom 15: 16 KK. Eph 2:20 LL. Rom 5:5 MM. Mk 16:3 NN. Rom 14: 13, opportunity for stumbling 00. Mt 7:24, bedrock PP. Rom 14:21 



I Peter 2:9 892 Verse 

21:. And you are a chosenA family 1
, a royal priesthood, a holy nation, a people8 for His ') 

possession2- so that you may report3 the virtues4 of the One having calledc you out 
of darkness into His marvelous0 light 

IF. Who once were not a people8 , but now are the people of God5; the ones not I 0 
having received-mercyE, but now having received-mercy 

613. Beloved6, I exhortF you as foreigners7 and pilgrims8 to be abstainingG from fleshlyH desires1 which 11 
wage-war9 against the sou(K, "holding your conductL goodio among the Gentiles 12 

1 c · In order that in what they are speaking-againstM you as evil-doers 11
, they may by observingN 

your good works glorify0 God on the day of visitation 12 

7B. Be subject13 to every humanP institution14 for the Lord's sake 15-whether to a king as being superior16, 11 
or to governorsO as being sent by him17 for the punishmentR of evil-doers and praise5 of good-doers18 1-f 

IC. Because thus 19 is the will o/God, that while doing-goodT,you may be silencing20 the ignorance0 I' 
o/foolishv peoplew 

SB. As21 free22 ones-and not having the freedomx as a covering23 o/evilness24, but as slavesv o/God- I h 

honor25 everyone. Be lovingz the brotherhood26, be fearingAA God, be honoring88 the king27 1-

IC·. Servants28, being subjectcc to your masters00 with all fear29- not only to the good EE and kind FF I~ 

ones, but also to the crooked30 ones 

ID. For this.finds favor3 1
- if, for the sake of a consciousness32 of God, one bears-up33 while I 'J 

sufferingGG sorrows34 unjustly 

I I : . For what-kind-ofHH credit35 is it if while sinning and being beaten11, you will endure36? ~I! 

21-.. But if while doing-goodT and sufferingGG you will endure, this finds favor with God 

2 D For you were calledc to this37 ~ I 

11 ~. Because Christ also suffered38 for you39, leaving-behind a pattem40 for you, in order 
that you might follow-afterKK His footsteps 

11-. Who "did not commitLL sin, nor was deceitMM found in His mouth" [Isa 53:9] 
2F. Who41- ~; 

I< i. While being reviled42, was not reviling-in-return 
2<i. While sufferingGG, was not threateningNN, but was conunitting43 Himse/f44 

to the One judging00 righteouslyrr 

:l F. Who Himselfbore45 our sins in His body on the cross46 in order that we, having ~.f 
died47 to sins, might live for righteousnessOO 



893 1 Peter 2:24 

I. Or, "race, people, nation". That is, Abraham's spiritual family, Gal 
3:29. On this word, see "kind" in I Cor 12:28. 

2. In using these descriptions, Peter is alluding to Ex 19:5-6; Isa 
43:20-21, etc. On ''possession", see Eph 1:14. 

3. Or, "send out, proclaim". Elsewhere only in Mark's short ending. 
GK 1972. 

4. Or, "moral excellencies". On this word, see 2 Pet I :3. Some render 
this ''praises" here, or ''miracles" (manifestations of His divine power). 

5. Peter is alluding to Hosea 1:6-10; 2:23, as Paul does in Rom 9:25. 
6. Peter continues with his exhortations regarding Christian living. 

Others make this a new A. point. Same word as in 4: 12. 
7. Or, "resident aliens". Elsewhere only in Act 7:6, 29; Eph 2:19. GK 

4230. Related to "stay" in I: 17. 
8. On this word, see I: I. The concept of"foreigners and pilgrims" 

flows from v 9. We are God's nation, residing temporarily among 
earthly nations. 

9. Or, "serve as soldier". On this word, see "fight" in I Tim 1:18. 
I 0. Or, "commendable, praiseworthy, outwardly good". On this word, 

see I Tim 5: I Oa. Same word as later in the verse. 
11. Or, "criminals". Christians were rebels against the Emperor for fail

ing to worship him. Because they were regarded as criminals, they 
were punished by the State; that is, they suffered for Christ, 4: 16. 
Elsewhere only in v 14;4:15. GK 2804. Related to"doevil" in 3:17. 

12. Same word as in Lk 19:44. Some think Peter means the day of 
God'sjudgment; others the day of human judgment; others, the day 
when God visits them with the opportunity for salvation. In Lk 
19:44, Christ's ministry was the day of visitation for Israel, which 
they rejected. On this phrase, note Isa 10:3. On this word, see 
"office of overseer" in I Tim 3: I. 

13. Same word as in 2: 18; 3: I; 5, 22; 5:5. On this word, see Eph 5:21. 
14. Or, "creation, created thing". Used only here in this sense. On this 

word, see "creation" in Rom 8:39. 
15. Those who are citizens of God's nation must still know how to 

behave regarding human institutions. Peter's answer is to live in 
such a manner that this is a non-issue. Such an understanding as fol
lows in 2:13-3:12 is crucial to avoiding trials (1:6) based on the 
unnecessary violation of societal norms. 

16. Same word as in Rom 13: I. 
17. Some think Peter is referring to "the king"; others think he means 

"Him'', the Lord, as in Rom 13:1-4. 
18. Used only here. GK 18. Related to the word in v 15, 20. 
19. Some think this refers to what precedes, being good-doers; others, 

to what follows, silencing them through good-doing. 
20. Or, "muzzling". On this word, see Mk 4:39. 
21. Some make this point 2C., "As free ones ... God", some making it 

a command, "[Live] as free ones". Then "Honor everyone ... king" 
becomes point 3C., and "Servants" point 4C. This allows "being 
subject" in v 18 to be linked with "be subject" in v 13, rather than 
with "honor everyone" in v I 7, as here. 

22. We are all free in Christ, servants of no human, but slaves of God, 
equal before Him. There are no human distinctions, Gal 3:28. But 
we live in two realms. In the earthly hwnan realm, we choose as free 
ones to submit to the human responsibilities under which we live. 
We do this so as not to bring unnecessary attacks upon us as Chris-

tians, so that we can peacefully pursue Christ's spiritual goals, which 
are independent of these human relationships. We serve Him in a 
spiritual kingdom that transcends hwnan society, but lives within its 
bounds for the sake of expediency. On this word, see Mt 17:26. 

23. Used only here. GK 2127. Related to "veil" in 2 Cor 3:13-16; and 
"cover" in I Pet 4:8; and in Rom 4:7. Compare Gal 5:13. 

24. Or, "badness", as in 2: I. Same word as the "evil" in "evil-doer" in 
v 12, 14. 

25. The grammar of the next three commands is different. 
26. That is, the community of believers. Elsewhere only in 5:9. GK 82. 
27. These are general commands for everyone. Peter next details 

"honor everyone" for specific groups. 
28. Or, "Slaves''. That is, honor everyone- servants, being subject. 

Peter continues with his commands, using different grammar. On 
this word, see "household-servant" in Rom 14:4. 

29. That is, "with all respect", or "in all fear [of God)''. On this word, 
see Eph 5:21. 

30. Or, "dishonest, unscrupulous''. Elsewhere only in Lk 3:5; Act 2:40; 
Phil 2:15. GK 5021. That is, dishonest or crooked toward you, as 
seen in v 19. 

31. That is, with God, v 20. Same word as in Lk 1:30; 2:52; Act 7:46. 
On this word, see "grace" in Eph 2:8. Some manuscripts add "with 
God" (B}. 

32. Or, "conscience toward God". Some manuscripts say "for the 
sake of a good conscience" { B}. On this word, see "conscience" 
inAct23:1. 

33. On this word, see "endure" in I Cor I 0: 13. 
34. This word is plural only here. On this word, see "grief" in 2 Cor 7: 10. 
35. Or, "fame, glory". Used only here. GK 3094. 
36. Or, "remain under''. On this word, see Jam I: 12. 
37. That is, to bear up under unjust suffering for Christ. 
38. On this word, see Gal 3:4. Some manuscripts say "died" {A}. 
39. Some manuscripts say "for us, ... pattern/or us" {A}. 
40. Or, "model''. Used of a tracing or sketch. Jesus left behind a pattern 

for us to fill in with our own lives, an exemplar for us to copy. Used 
only here. GK 5681. 

41. This verse is referring to Isa 53:7. 
42. On this word, see I Cor 4: 12. Related to "revile in return" next, 

which is used only here (GK 518). Related word in 3:9. 
43. Or, "delivering''. On this word, see "hand over" in Mt 26:21. 
44. Some think Peter means "Himself'', as in Lk 23:46; others, "them", 

as in Lk 23:34; others, "it", meaning "His cause" or "His unjust 
suffering''. 

45. On this word, see Heb 9:28. Same word as in Isa 53:11, 12. 
46. Or, ''tree, wood". This is not the normal word for "cross" (place of cru

cifixion), which Peter never uses (though he does use "crucify"). This 
word means "cut wood, timber, tree", and was used of anything made 
of wood, like "beam, post, bench, stocks, gallows, stake, cross", etc. 
It is used to refer to the "cross" also in Act 5:30; 10:39; 13:29; and as 
"tree" in Gal 3:13. Elsewhere it means ''tree" (oflife) in Rev 2:7; 22:2, 
14, 19; "wood" in Lk 23:31; Act 16:24; I Cor 3:12; Rev 18:12; and 
"club" in Mt 26:47, 55; Mk 14:43, 48; Lk 22:52. GK 3833. 

47. Or, "being dead". This word means "die" in the sense of "depart 
from, be removed from". Used only here. GK 614. 

A. Rom 8:33 B. Rev 21 :3 C. Rom 8:30 D. Jn 9:30, marvel E. Rom 12:8, show mercy F. Rom 12:8 G. I Thes 4:3 H. I Cor3:3 J. Gal 5: 16 
K. Jam 5:20 L. I Pet I :15 M. I Pet 3: 16 N. I Pet 3:2 0. Rom 8:30 P. I Cor 10: 13, common to mankind Q. Mt 27:2 R. 2 Thes I :8 
S. I Cor 4:5 T. Lk 6:33 U. I Cor 15:34 V. 2 Cor 11: 16 W. Mt 4:4, mankind X. Gal 5: 13 Y. Rom 6: 17 Z. Jn 21: 15, devotedly love 
AA. Eph 5:33, respecting BB. I Tim 5:3 CC. Eph 5:21 DD. Jude 4 EE. I Tim 5:10b FF. Phil 4:5, kindness GG. Gal 3:4 HH. Mt 21:23 
JJ.1Cor4:11 KK.Mkl6:20 LL.Revl3:13,does MM.1Pet2:1 NN.Act4:17 OO.Mt7:1 PP.1Corl5:34 QQ.Roml:l7 



I Peter 2:25 894 

41·. By Whose bruise' you were healedA 

2 I:. For you were going-astray8 like sheep, 2 but now you retumedc to the Shepherd3 and 
Overseer4 of your souls0 

2l" Likewise wives, being subject5 to your own husbands- in order that even if any are disobeying" 
the wordE, they may be gained7 without a wordE by the conductF of their wives:having 
observed8 your pure9 conductF with fear 10 

I IJ. Of whom, let what is observed be' 1 

IL. Not the outside adomment 12 consisting of a braiding of hair, and a wearing of gold 
things or a putting-on of garments 13 

Verse 

-; I 

2 

21 c. But the hiddenG personH of the heart in 14 the imperishable1 adorning consisting of the 4 
gentle 15 and quiet16 spirit, which is very-precious 17 in the sight of God 

2D. For in this manner formerly also the holy wives putting-hopeK in God were adomingL 
themselves- being subject to their own husbands 

11. As Sarah obeyedM Abraham, callingN him lord 18, ofwhom19 you became20 children° h 

while21 doing-good22 and not fearingP any terror23 

_1( · Husbands likewise, living-with24 them according-to25 knowledge26, showing27 honor28 to the 
feminine 29 one 

ID. As30 to the weaker31 vessel32 

21) As indeed33 to your34 fellow-heirs 35 of the grace of Iife36 

1 D. So that your37 prayersO may not be hinderedR 



895 I Peter 3:7 

I. Or, "welt, wound". Used only here. GK 3698. Same word as in 
Isa 53:5. 

2. Peter is referring to Isa 53:6. 
3. On this word, see Eph 4: 11. Used of Christ also in Heb 13:20; Jn 

I 0:2. The related verb is in I Pet 5:2. 
4. Used only here of Christ, but four times of the church leaders. On this 

word, see Phil I: I. Related to "exercising oversight" in I Pet 5 :2. 
5. That is, proceeding from 2: 17, "honor everyone- wives, being 

subject". On this word, see Eph 5:21. 
6. On this word, see Rom 11 :30. Compare 2:8; 4: 17; Rom 2:8; Jn 3:36. 
7. SamewordasinMt 18:15; I Cor9:19-22.0nthisword,seeMk8:36. 
8. Or, "watched". Elsewhere only in 2: 12. GK 2227. Related to 

"eyewitness" in 2 Pet I: 16. 
9. Elsewhere only in 2 Cor 7: 11; 11 :2; Phil 4:8; I Tim 5:22; Tit 2:5; Jam 

3: 17; I Jn 3:3. GK 54. Related to "purity" in 2 Cor 11 :3; "purely" in 
Phil I: 17; "purity" in I Tim 4: 12; 5:2; and "purify" in I Jn 3:3. 

I 0. That is, your pure behavior carried out respectfully, or in the fear 
of God. "With fear" goes with "your conduct", not with "observ
ing". Same word as in 1:17; 2: 18; 3:16. On this word, see Eph 5:21. 
The related verb is used of the wife in Eph 5:33 ("respecting"). 

11. Peter simply says "let it be". Others supply "their adornment" from 
what follows, "let their adornment be". 

12. Used only here in this sense. On this word, see "world" in I Jn 2: 15. 
Our word "cosmetic" comes from this Greek word, knsmos. Related 
to "adorning" in v 5. 

13. Or, "clothing. apparel". It is also used more specifically of outer 
clothing, "cloak, robe". Used 60 times. GK 2668. 

14. That is, dressed in, as this word is used in Jam 2:2. GK 1877. 
15. Or, "meek". Elsewhere only in Mt 5:5; 11:29; 21:5. GK 4558. 

Related to the words in I Tim 6: 11 and Eph 4:2. A review of the 
usage of this word group makes clear that this is a key Christian 
virtue, not just a female virtue. 

16. Elsewhere only in I Tim 2:2. GK 2485. Related to "be quiet" in I 
Thes4:1 I. 

17. Or, "highly valuable". Same word as in Mk 14:3. Elsewhere only 
as "very expensive" in I Tim 2:9. GK 4500. 

18. Or, "sir", referring to Gen 18:12. Sarah treated Abraham with 
respect, in his terms. On this word, see "master" in Mt 8:2. 

19. That is, of Sarah. 
20. Or, "were made, came-to-be". GK I I 8 I. 
21. As to the nuance implied by these two participles (doing good, fear

ing), some think Peter means "by doing good"; others, "as long as 
you are doing good" or "if you are doing good"; others, "since you 
are doing good" or "as ones doing good". It could be rendered "of 
whom you doing good and not fearing any terror became children". 

22. That is, doing good as wives. Same word as 2:20, doing good as 
servants. On this word, see Lk 6:33. 

23. Or, "intimidation (from outside), fright (from within)". Compare 
4: 19. Such women fear no consequence stemming from their doing 
what is right, but entrust themselves to God. Used only here. GK 
4766. Related to "frighten" in Lk 21:9. 

24. Or, "dwelling with". That is, proceeding from 2: 17, "honor every-

one- husbands ... ". Used only here. GK 5324. The root word is 
"house". 

25. Or, "in accordance with, in harmony with, based on". GK 2848. 
26. Some think Peter means Christian knowledge, the knowledge that 

a wife is God's creation, equal in Christ, as opposed to what the 
pagan world thought of her. Others take this more generally, "in an 
understanding way", "knowledgeably", with consideration. On this 
word, see I Cor 12:8. 

27. Or, "assigning, portioning out, according". Used only here. GK 67 /. 
28. On this noun, see I Tim 5: 17. Related to the verb in 2: 17. 
29. This word means "belonging to the woman, womanly". Used only 

here. GK 1221. Some take it as an abstract equivalent to "female, 
wife, woman". This adjective has the same relationship to "woman" 
as "royal" (2:9) does to "king"; as "earthly" (2 Cor 5: I) does to 
"earth"; as "divine" (2 Pet I :4) does to "God". It is rendered in the 
OT as the "manner of women" in Gen 18:22; "woman's" clothing 
in Deut 22:5; the "women's" court in Est 2: 11; and the "woman's" 
(that is, the queen's) crown in Est 2: 17. Peter means husbands must 
show their wives honor not simply as a wife (a male perspective), 
but as feminine. That is, honor her in relation to her God-created 
feminine nature, her value and contribution as a woman, the char
acteristics belonging to her as a woman. Honor her in her terms. 

30. In the Greek word order, "as to the weaker vessel, to the feminine 
one" precedes "showing". Some take both phrases with "living 
with", as "living with them according to knowledge, as with a 
weaker vessel, the feminine one", or "living with the female accord
ing to knowledge, as with a weaker vessel". Others take both with 
"showing", as here. It is also possible lo splil them, "living with 
them according to knowledge, as with a weaker vessel, showing 
honor to the feminine one". 

31. That is, "lacking power" relative to the male vessel. The woman is 
weaker physically, which has resulted in her being weaker societally 
in ways that vary by culture, time, and the intervention of law. The 
word is used of Paul vs. others, I Cor 9:22; of weaker Christians, I 
Cor 8:9; of Christians with less prominent gifts, I Cor 12:22; of Chris
tians vs. the world, I Cor 1:27. On this word, see I Thes 5:14. 

32. This word is used of Paul in Act 9: 15 ("instrument"); of ministers in 
2 Tim 2:21; of people as vessels of wrath or mercy in Rom 9:21-23; 
of the human body in 2 Cor4:7. The term "vessel" puts the empha
sis on the woman as a creation of God, as opposed to using a word 
that views her from the husband's point of view, such as "partner, 
helper". On this word, see I Thes 4:4. 

33. Or, "also". 
34. Some manuscripts say "As indeed being their fellow heirs ... " {B}. 
35. Regardless of the woman's relative weakness to the male, however 

manifested in any particular culture, spiritually before God she is 
equal, a fellow-heir of God's promises. Christian husbands must 
treat their wives as such. On this word, see Rom 8: 17. 

36. That is, the grace-gift of spiritual life, which all Christians equally 
possess. On "grace", see Eph 2:8. 

37. Some think Peter means the husband's prayers; others, their prayers 
together. 

A. Mt 8:8 B. Jam 5: 19, err C. Jam 5: 19, turns back D. Jam 5:20 E. I Cor 12:8 F. I Pet 1:15 G. I Cor 4:5 H. Mt 4:4, mankind J. I Pet I :4, 
undecayable K. Jn 5:45 L. I Tim 2:9 M. Act 6:7 N. Rom 8:30 0. I Jn 3: I P. Eph 5:33, respecting Q. I Tim 2: I R. Gal 5:7 



1 Peter 3:8 896 Verse 

.:IC. And finally, everyone 1- being likeminded2, sympathetic, brother-loving3, tender-hearted4, x 
humbleminded5, "not giving-backA evil8 for evil or reviling6 for reviling, but on the contrary, 'I 

blessingc them 

I[)_ Because7 you were called0 to this8
, in order that you might inheritE a blessingF. "For "the I <1 

one desiring9 to love life and see goodG days-

Ir:. "Let him stopH his tongue from evil8 , and stop his lips that they not speak deceit! 
21'.. "And let him tum-awayK from evil0 , and let him do goodG 11 
3E. "Let him seekL peace, and let him pursueM it 
.:IE. "Because the eyes of the Lord are upon the righteousN, and His ears are open to their 12 

prayerD. But the face of the Lord is against ones doing evil8 things" [Ps 34: 12-16] 

JA. And who is the one who will do you evil 10 if you become zealots11 /or goodG? "But even though you 1:;-J-1 
might be suffering12 for the sake of righteousness, you are blessed 13 ones! 

113. But do not fear their fear, 14 nor be disturbed 15, "but set Christ 16 apart17 as LordP in your hearts I.' 

IC. Being ready 18 always for a defense 19 to everyone asking you a reason20 for the hopeO in you, 
but with gentleness21 and fear22 I h 

2C. Having a goodG conscienceR in order that in what you are spoken-against23 , the ones 
maligning24 your goodG conduct5 in Christ may be put-to-shameT 

ID. For it is better to be sufferingu while doing-goodv, if the will a/God should [so] willw 1-
it, than while doing-evilx 

2H. Because25 Christ also suffered26 once-for-all27 for sins- a righteousN One for unrighteous ones- I~ 
in order that He might bring you28 to God 

IC. Having been put-to-death29 in the fleshy- but made-alive30 by the Spirit31 

1 D. By Whom32 also33 having gone, He proclaimed34 to the spirits35 in prison36-" ones having I ')-~II 
disobeyed2 formerly when the patienceAA a/God was waiting37 in the days ofNoah while 
an ark00 was being preparedcc 

Ir:. In which38 a few- that is, eight39 souls-were brought-safely40 through the water4 1 

2L Which42 also as to you43 a corresponding-thing44 now saves00- baptismEE ~I 



897 l Peter 3:21 

I. That is, proceeding from 2: 17, "honor everyone- everyone ... ". 
Peter continues his commands, changing the grammar once again. 

2. Or, "harmonious". Used only here. GK 3939. 
3. Or, "brother-lovers". That is, loving fellow Christians. Used only 

here. GK 5790. Related to "brotherly love" in Heb 13:1. 
4. Or, "good-hearted". Elsewhere only in Eph 4:32. GK 2359. It is 

made of"good" and "deep feelings" in Phil I :8. 
5. Used only here. GK 5426. Related to "humblemindedness" in Phil 

2:3. Some manuscripts say "courteous" \A). 
6. Or, "insult, abuse". Elsewhere only I Tim 5: 14. GK 3367. Related 

to "reviled" in 2:23. 
7. Some manuscripts say "Knowing that" {N). 
8. Some think this refers back to "blessing them"; others, forward to 

"inherit a blessing". 
9. Or, "wanting, intending". On this word, see "willing" in Jn 7: 17. 
I 0. Or, "harm; mistreat you". Related to "evil things" in v 12, and ren

dered this way to show this. Elsewhere only as "mistreat" in Act 7:6, 
19; 12:1; "harm" in Act 18:10; and "embitter" in Act 14:2. GK2808. 

11. Or, "zealous". On this word, see I Cor 14: 12. 
12. Or, "if you even should suffer ... you would be blessed ones". 

Regardless of the possibility that you might suffer for righteous
ness, you are blessed ones. Such suffering does not indicate God's 
displeasure with you, but His blessing. Compare Act 5:41. 

13. Or, "fortunate". On this word, see Lk 6:20. 
14. Peter may mean the fear such people generate, their intimidation. 

Or, he may mean do not fear what they fear. 
15. On this word, see Gal 1:7. Peter is paraphrasing from Isa 8:12-13. 
16. Some manuscripts say "set apart the Lord God in your hearts" {A}. 
17. Or, "regard holy the Lord Christ", "hallow Christ as Lord". On this 

word, "set apart", see "sanctify" in Heb I 0:29. 
18. Same word as in 1:5. On this word, see "prepared" in Mk 14:15. 
19. That is, to speak a defense. Elsewhere only in Act 22: I; 25: 16; 

I Cor 9:3; 2 Cor 7: 11; Phil I :7, 16 (Paul'sjob!); 2 Tim 4: 16. GK 
665. The related verb is in Lk 21: 14. 

20. Or, "word, speech, message, statement, account". On this word, see 
"word" in I Cor 12:8. 

21. On this word, see Eph 4:2. Related to "gentle" in 3:4. 
22. Some think this means "respect"; others the fear of God. On this 

word, see Eph 5:21. 
23. Or, "slandered, spoken evil of". Elsewhere only in 2:12; Jam4:1 I. 

GK 2895. Related to "slanders" in 2: I; and "slanderer" in Rom 
I :30. Some manuscripts say "in what they speak against you as 
evildoers" {A}. 

24. Or, "speaking spitefully of, insulting, verbally abusing". Elsewhere 
only as "mistreating" in Lk 6:28. GK 2092. 

25. As in 2:21, Peter now gives Christ as our example to follow when 
suffering, making it explicit in 4: I. Here he adds a focus on His 
glory after suffering to the fact of His suffering. 

26. We must set Christ apart (v 15), because He also suffered (v 18). 
Some manuscripts say "died" {B}. Same word as in v 14, 17; 4:1. 

27. Or, "once'', one time. On this word, see Jude 3. 
28. Some manuscripts say "us" {C}. 
29. Peter uses grammar that emphasizes the contrast between the two 

halves of this sentence. On this word, see Rom 7 :4. 
30. Or, "given life". On this word, see "give life to" in Jn 5:21. 
31. Some think Peter means "in [His human] spirit" in contrast to His 

flesh; others, "in the sphere of the spirit"; others, "by [the Holy] 
Spirit". The spirit is not "made alive", but remains alive after death. 
But Jesus could be said to be made alive as a human spirit in the 
realm of the spirit, that is, to have entered the realm of the spirit in 
His human spirit, like all others who die. "Made alive" naturally 
refers to His resurrection, for the body must be "made alive". 

32. Or, "In which". Some think Peter means "in His spirit" after He 
died; others, "in the state of being dead in the flesh and alive in (by) 
the spirit"; others, "by means of the Holy Spirit". 

33. Or, "even", meaning "He even proclaimed" 
34. Or, "made a proclamation". Some think Jesus proclaimed the gospel 

to the people; others, His victory over sin and Satan to either the peo
ple or the angels. There are other views on these verses, and all views 
raise unanswered questions. Consult the commentaries. Peter seems 
to be describing a sequence of events. Christ was put to death, made 
alive, went to the prison, proclaimed. His main point is not what He 
proclaimed, but that He proclaimed, and then went into heaven to 
the right hand of God, v 22. On this word, see 2 Tim 4:2. 

35. It is clear that the spirits are in prison, and that their disobedience 
occurred during the days of Noah as explained in v 20. Some think 
these are the spirits of people who died in the flood. Others think 
they are angels who sinned during the time of Noah, as possibly 
referred to in 2 Pet 2:4; Jude 6; Gen 6: 1-4. "Spirits" is used both 
ways, as seen in Heb 1:14; 12:23. 

36. Some think this refers to Hades (see Rev I: 18), and is referred to in 
2 Pet 2:4. On this word, see Act 5:22. 

37. That is, as described in Gen 6:3. On this word, see Rom 8: 19. 
38. That is, the ark. 
39. Compare Gen 7:13. On "souls", see Jam 5:20. 
40. On this word, "to bring safely through", see Act 27:43. Here, the 

preposition "through" is repeated. Related to "saves" next. 
41. Or, "brought-safely-through by means of the water". 
42. This is the Greek word order of"which ... baptism". Some think this 

refers back to the "water", making this point IF. As Noah was saved 
by means of the water, so also you by means of the water of bap
tism. Others think it refers to the event, to Noah being "brought 
safely through the water". Just as God brought Noah safely through 
the water (representing death) to a new physical life, so also Christ 
brings you through the water of baptism (representing death) to a 
new spiritual life. There are other views. 

43. Some manuscripts say "us" {N}. 
44. This word is used of the "anti type, echo, reflection, copy" of the 

"pattern" (on which see 5:3). Thus in Heb 9:24, Moses' tabernacle 
is a "copy" of the heavenly pattern (Act 7:44). If taken this way 
here, baptism would be a copy of the flood, the reality, which is not 
likely. It is also used outside the NT in the opposite sense, of the 
fulfillment, the finished product made from a discarded pattern. 
Some take it this way here, "which also as a fulfillment, baptism 
now saves you". Others take it in a broader sense, meaning "corre
sponding to", without any formal type-antitype meaning, "which 
also, corresponding to baptism, now saves you". Others think Peter 
means baptism and the flood are both reflections of the spiritual 
reality of death to sin and new life in Him, "which also as a copy, 
baptism now saves you". Elsewhere only as "copy" in Heb 9:24. 
GK 531. Some manuscripts simplify the grammar to "correspon
ding to which, baptism now saves you" {A). 

A.Mtl6:27,render B.3Jnll C.Lk6:28 D.Rom8:30 E.Ga14:30 F.2Cor9:5 G.1Tim5:10b H.1Cor13:8,cease J.Mt26:4 K.Roml6:17 
L.Phil2:21 M.1Cor14:1 N.Rom1:17 0.1Tim2:1,petition P.Mt8:2,master Q.Co11:5 R.Act23:1 S.1Petl:l5 T.Rom5:5 U.Gal3:4 
V. Lk 6:33 W. Jn 7: 17 X. Mk 3:4, do harm Y. Col 2:23 Z. Rom 11 :30 AA. Heb 6: 12 BB. Heb 9:4 CC. Heb 9:2 DD. Lk 19: I 0 EE. Mk I :4 



I Peter 3:22 898 Verse 

IF Not1 a putting-off2 of dirt from the fleshA 
21·. But an appeaP to God for' a good conscience8 

j F. Through the resurrection5 of Jesus Christ-
0

Who is at the right hand of God ; ' 

I ( ; . Having gone6 into heaven 
2 Ci. Angels and authorities and powersc having been subjected0 to Him 

_, B Therefore, Christ having suffered7 in the flesh\ you also arrn-yourselves8 with the same intention9 4 I 

IC. Because 10 the one having suffered in the flesh has ceased 11 from sin,° so as to Iive 12 the 
remaining time in the fleshA no longer/or13 the desiresE o/humansF, but for the willG of God 

2C · For the time14 having passed 15 is enough" for you to have worked-out! the will 16 of the Gentiles, 
having walked 17 in sensualitiesK, lusts 18

, drunkenness 19
, revelriesL, drinking-parties20 and 

unlawful2 1 idolatries 

ID. In connection with which22
, they are thinking-it-strange23 that you are not running-withM ~ 

them into the same excess24 of wild-livingN, while they continue blaspheming25 

l 1-·. Who shall render0 an accountP to the One being ready26 to judgeO the living and 
the dead27 

_, C ·. For to this28 end it29 was announced-as-good-news30 even to the dead31 -

I D. That they might be judged32 according-to33 people34 in the flesh35- but be living according 
to God36 in the spirit37 

4C . And38 the endR of all things has drawn-near5 

.+il. Therefore be sound-mindedT, and be soberu in39 your prayersv 

,, 



899 I Peter4:7 

I . Peter makes sure we understand that he is not saying that baptism 
itself, a ceremony, the water, saves us. 

2. Or, "removal". Elsewhere only in 2 Pet I: 14. GK 629. 
J. Or, "request, question". Used only here. GK 2090. Related to "to 

question" in Lk 9: 18. Or, "pledge, answer", rendered either as "the 
pledge to keep a good conscience toward God", or "the pledge to 
God.from a good conscience". In any case, Peter is talking about the 
spiritual commitment to God that took place at the ceremony. 

4. Or, ''fmm, of". 
5. Thus, Peter says that both being born again (I :3), and being saved 

(3:21 ), are through the resurrection of Jesus. 
6. Same word as in v 19. 
7. Same word as in 3: 18. Some manuscripts add "for us"; others, "for 

you" {A}. 
8. Or, "prepare, equip yourselves". Used only here. GK 3959. It is a 

military term. Related to "fully armed", "full armor" in Lk 11 :21-
22; and "weapons" in Rom 13: 12. Other related words outside the 
NT mean "arm for war", "armament", "heavily armed", "bear 
amls", uanny", etc. 

9. Or, "thought, insight, way of thinking". That is, the intention to 
"suffer for righteousness" (3:13), like Christ (3:18). On this word, 
see Heb 4:12, "intentions" of the heart. 

I 0. Some think "Because ... sin" refers to Christ, and then "so as to 
live ... God" continues on from "arm yourselves". Others think it 
refers to Christians, continuing on from the command. There are 
other views. Consult the commentaries. 

I I . Or, "stopped". That is, because the one having suffered for right
eousness is one who has ceased living for the sinful desires the 
world lives for, and is living for the will of God. Such people have 
taken a stand for righteousness and suffered as a result. They have 
committed themselves to live for the will of God, whatever the 
cost. Same word as "stop" in 3: I 0. 

12. Some think this gives the purpose and goal of the ceasing; others, 
the result, "so that he lives". Used only here. GK 1051. 

13. Or, "in, by", as also later in the verse. 
14. On this word, see 2 Tim 1:9. Some manuscripts add "o/life" {N}. 
15. Some manuscripts add ''for us" {N}. 
16. Or, "purpose". Same word as in Rom 9:19. Elsewhere only as 

"intention" in Act 27:43. GK 1088. That is, to be doing what the 
unbelievers choose to do. 

17. Or, "proceeded, lived". Some manuscripts say "walking" {N}. The 
grammar indicates that this verb refers to the unexpressed subjects 
(it is plural) of "worked out" (that is, to Peter's readers), not to 
"Gentiles". "For you" is added earlier to reflect this. On this word, 
see "gone" in Mt 28: 19. 

18. Same word as "desires" in v 2. 
19. This word is plural, "[episodes of] drunkenness". Used only here. 

GK 3886. Related to "wine" in I Tim 5:23. 
20. Used only here. GK 4542. The root word is "drink". 
21. Or, "forbidden, lawless". That is, contrary to the Law of God. Else

where only in Act 10:28. GK 116. 
22. That is, the "sensualities ... idolatries". 
23. Or, "are surprised". Same word as in 4:12, and as "being strange" 

in Act 17:20. On this word, see "lodging" in Act 10:6. 
24. Or, "flood, pouring-out". Used only here. GK 431. 

25. The grammar indicates that this is a further description of "they" 
who are "thinking it strange". "They continue" is added to reflect 
this. In addition, Peter may mean blaspheming "you", or "God", or 
both. On this word, see I Tim 6: I. 

26. Literally, "holding Himself ready", an idiom elsewhere only in Act 
21: 13; 2 Cor 12: 14; and similar to 2 Cor 10:6. GK 2290. 

27. CompareAct 10:42;2Tim4:1. 
28. Or, "For this purpose". Same phrase as "to this" in 2:21; 3:9; "for 

this" in Mk I :38; Act 26: 16; Rom 14:9; 2 Cor 2:9; I Tim 4: IO. 
29. Or, "Christ", taking the subject from v I. 
30. Used 54 times in the NT, this verb is passive elsewhere only in Mt 

11:5; Lk 7:22; 16:16; Gal 1:11; Heb 4:2, 6; I Pet 1:25. Only here 
in I Pet 4:6 is it used with no subject expressed (unless "Christ" is 
the subject). On this word, see Act 5:42. 

31. Same word as in v 5. Some think Peter means spiritually dead ones, 
as described in v 3. Thus he uses "dead" in two senses, like Jesus did 
in Mt 8:22, "Let the [spiritually] dead bury the [physically) dead". 
It "was announced" to formerly dead ones like you (Eph 2: I) so that 
like Christ, they might suffer the judgment of people in the flesh, but 
live according to God in the spirit. This positive reason is added to 
the negative one in v 3 as a reason to so arm yourselves. Others think 
Peter means the gospel was announced to the physically dead, like 
the "spirits in prison" in 3: 19. Others think he means it was 
announced to departed Christians while they were still alive, so that 
after their physical death at the hands of people they might live like 
God in spirit. In these last two views, this would become point IF., 
explaining "judge the dead". On this word, see Mt 8:22. 

32. Peter uses grammar that emphasizes the contrast between the two 
halves of this sentence. 

33. Or, "in accordance with, by way of, in keeping with". GK 2848. 
34. That is, in accordance with human standards and verdicts. Once 

people become Christians, they are called to suffer for doing good 
as Christ did, as He gave us the example (2:21 ), as He warned (Jn 
15: 18-21), as Paul also stated (2 Tim 3: 12). The suffering is limited 
to this life, as with Christ. The world judges them on earth even to 
the point of physical death. But they live both now and forever in 
the spirit for God. On this word, see "mankind" in Mt 4:4. 

35. That is, "in the sphere of the flesh", our human existence on earth. 
Same word as in v I, 2. 

36. That is, in accordance with God's standards, verdict, will. "Accord
ing to God" is also in 5:2, and elsewhere only in Rom 8:27; 2 Cor 
7:9, I 0, 11; Eph 4:24. Those who think verse 6 is referring to phys
ically dead people take this to mean "according to the likeness or 
nature of God". Such people were judged in accordance with all 
mankind's human fleshly nature, and now after death they live in 
accordance with God's spiritual nature. 

37. Or, "Spirit". Since our "spirit" lives in the realm of the "Spirit", it 
is difficult to separate these two ideas. That is, "in the sphere of 
the spirit". 

38. Peter gives a further motive to arm yourselves to suffer, 4: I. James 
makes the same connection in 5:8-11. Others place this in point 
4B. as a motive for what follows, in which case this word would 
be rendered "Now". As with "The Lord is near" in Phil 4:5, it fits 
in both places. 

39. Or, "for, for the purpose of". GK 1650. 

A. Col 2:23 B. Act 23: I C. Eph I :21 D. Eph 5:21 E. Gal 5: 16 F. Mt 4:4, mankind G. Jn 7: 17 H. Mt 6:34, sufficient J. Phil 2: 12 
K. 2 Pet 2:2 L. Rom 13: 13 M. Act 3: 11, run together N. Eph 5: 18 0. Mt 16:27 P. Act 19:40 Q. Mt 7: I R. Mk 13:7 S. Lk 21:28 
T. Rom 12:3 U. I Pet 1:13 V. I Tim 2:1 



1 Peter 4:8 900 Verse 

I c. Above all, having fervent' loveA for each other- because love covers2 a multitude of sins x 
2C ·. Being hospitable3 to one another without grumbling" 'J 

'.IC. As each5 received a grace-gift6
, ministering7 it to each other as good stewards8 of the 111 

diversified9 grace8 a/God-

ID. If anyone speaksc, as speaking oracles 10 of God 11 

2 D. If anyone serves 11 , as serving by strength0 which God suppliesE 

.:\( ·. In order that God may be glorifiedF in all things through Jesus Christ 

ID. To Whom 12 is the glory0 and the dominionH forever and ever', amen 

5B. BelovedK, do not be thinking-strange 13 the fiery 14 suffering among you coming upon you for a trial15, I: 

as-though a strangeL thing were happeningM to you 

IC. But be rejoicing 16 to-the-degreeN you are sharing17 in the sufferings0 of Christ, in order that I ; 
you may also rejoice while being overjoyed18 at the revelationP a/His glory0 ! 

ID. If you are being reproached 19 in20 the name a/Christ, you are blessed21 ones- because 1--1 
the Spirit of glory22 and o/God23 is restingO upon you24 

IL For let none of you be sufferingR as a murderer5 or thiefor evil-doerT, or as a meddler25 I -; 
2F. But ifone suffers as a Christian26- let him not be ashamedu, but let him be glorifyingF I 1. 

God in this name27 

2( ·. Because it is timev that the judgmentw begin from the household28 of God. But if it begins first I·-

from us, what will be the outcome29 of the ones disobeying30 the good-newsx ()f God? 

ID. "And if the righteousv one is savedz with-difficulty31 , where will the ungodlyAA and sinner88 J ."-

appear32?" [Prov 11 :31] 

613. So then, let indeed the ones sufferingR according to the will a/God be entrustingcc their souls00 in I' 1 

good-doing33 to a faithful34 Creator 

IC. Therefore35 I exhortEE the elders36 among you- I the fellow-elder3 7 and witness FF of the -; • I 
sufferings0 a/Christ, the sharer38 also of the glory0 going-to39 be revealed00-"shepherd40 the 
flock41 a/God among you, exercising-oversight42 

ID. Not by-compulsion43 , but willingly44, according to God45 

2D. Nor greedily46, but eagerly47 



901 I Peter 5:2 

I. Or, "earnest, intense". Used only here. GK 1756. Related to "fer
vently" in I :22; and "fervency" in Act 26:7. 

2. Or, "veils, conceals, hides". Same word as in Jam 5:20; Mt 8:24; 
10:26; Lk 8: 16; 23:30. Elsewhere only as "veil" in 2 Cor 4:3. GK 
2821. Related to "covering" in 2:16. Some manuscripts say "will 
cover" {N). Peter may be quoting Prov 10: 12. 

3. On this word, see Tit I :8. It is a qualification for elders. 
4. Some manuscripts have this noun plural (N}. On this word, see 

Phil 2:14. 
5. In the Greek, "each" is singular, and "ministering" is plural. Peter thus 

individualizes the case for every person. This kind of grammar occurs 
also in Mt 18:35; Jn 7:53; Act 2:6, 8; Heb 8: 11; Rev 5:8; 20: 13. 

6. This word is rendered this way to show its relationship to "grace" 
following. This is the word used for spiritual gifts by Paul. Some 
think these are in view here. Others think all God's gifts to us are 
in view. Peter groups them in two categories, speaking and serving. 
On this word, see "gift" in I Cor I :7. 

7. Or, "serving". This word means "to serve, help, attend to, take care 
of" in any sense. Same word as in Mt 4: 11; Mk I: 13; Act 19:22; 2 
Cor 8: 19, 20; 2 Tim I: 18; I Pet I: 12. Elsewhere only as "serve" in 
Mt 8: 15; 20:28; 25:44; 27:55; Mk 1:31; 10:45; 15:41; Lk4:39; 8:3; 
10:40; 12:37; 17:8; 22:26, 27; Jn 12:2, 26; Act 6:2; Rom 15:25; 2 
Cor3:3; I Tim 3:10, 13; Phm 13; Heb6:10; I Pet4:11. GK/354. 
Related to "servant" in I Cor 3:5; "ministry" in I Cor 12:5. 

8. Or, "managers, household administrators". Elsewhere only in Lk 
12:42; 16: I, 3, 8; Rom 16:23; I Cor 4:1, 2; Gal 4:2; Tit 1:7. GK 
3874. Related to "stewardship" in Eph I: 10. 

9. Or, "multi-colored, variegated, manifold". Same word as "various" 
in I :6, and 8 other times. GK 4476. 

10. Or, "sayings, declarations, pronouncements". On this word, see 
Heb 5:12. 

11. Same word as "ministering" in v I 0. 
12. Some think this refers to "Jesus Christ", the nearest choice; oth

ers, to "God", the main subject of the sentence. 
13. Or, "be being surprised at". Same word as in v 4. Related to 

"strange" later in this verse. 
14. Elsewhere only as "burning" in Rev 18:9, 18. GK 4796. Here it is 

used figuratively to mean "painful" or "intense". 
15. Or, "test". On this word, see Jam I :2. Compare Rev 2: I 0. 
16. This is the same counsel given in Jam I :2, "Regard it all joy". "Joy" 

is the same root word as "rejoice". On this word, see 2 Cor 13: 11. 
17. Or, "taking a share". On this word, see 2 Jn 11. Compare Col I :24. 
18. On this word, see "rejoice greatly" in Lk I 0:21. "Rejoice" and "be 

overjoyed" are also used together in Mt 5: 12. 
19. This word means "to heap insults on, revile" and "to reprimand, 

scold, express displeasure at blameworthy behavior". Elsewhere 
only in Mt 5: 11; 11 :20; 27:44; Mk 15:32; 16: 14; Lk 6:22; Rom 
15:3; Jam I :5. GK 3943. The related noun is in Heb 10:33. 

20. Or, "in connection with". GK 1877. 
21. Or, "fortunate". Same word as in 3: 14. 
22. Some manuscripts add "and power" {A}. 
23. Or, "the [presence] of glory and the Spirito/God", or, "the [name] 

of glory and the Spirit of God". 

24. Some manuscripts add "He is blasphemed according to them, and 
He is glorified according to you" {A). 

25. Or, "busybody". Related to "exercise oversight" in 5:2, this is one 
who looks upon the affairs of others. Used only here. GK 258. 

26. That is, suffers unjustly because he or she is a Christian. Elsewhere 
only in Act 11 :26; 26:28. GK 5985. 

27. That is, "Christian". Some manuscripts say "matter" {N). 
28. Or, "family, house". It begins in the persecutions you are facing and 

will face. On this word, see "house" in Mk 3:20. 
29. Same word as in I :9. 
30. Same word as in 3: I. 
3 I. If Christians suffer such fiery trials on earth, what awaits the unbe

liever? What will happen to those who ignore or reject Jesus Christ? 
Same word as in Act 14: 18; 27:7, 8, 16. Elsewhere only as "rarely" 
in Rom 5:7. GK 3660. 

32. Or, "make an appearance, show themselves". On this word, see 
"shine" in Phil 2: 15. 

33. This is a noun, used only here. GK 17. Related to "good-doer" in 
2:14; and the verb in 2:15, 20; 3:6, 17. 

34. On this word, see Col I :2. Some manuscripts say "as to a faithful 
Creator" { K} . 

35. In view of the sufferings, I exhort you elders to provide oversight. 
Some manuscripts omit this word {N}. 

36. That is, the church leaders. On this word, see I Tim 5: 17. 
37. Usedonlyhere.GK5236. Relatedto"elder".Compare2Jn 1;3Jn I. 
38. Some think Peter is referring back the glory he shared in at the trans

figuration. He has already shared in what will be revealed. Others 
think he is referring to the future glory he will share with his fellow 
elders, to which he refers again in v 4. On this word, see 2 Pet I :4. 

39. Or, "being about to, destined to". On this word, see Mk I 0:32. 
40. Same word as in Jn 21: 16; Act 20:28. On this word, see Rev 19:15. 

"Shepherd", "sheep", and "flock" are related words. 
41. Elsewhere only in Lk 12:32; Act 20:28, 29; I Pet 5:3. GK 4480. 

Related word in Jn I 0: 16. 
42. This is the verb related to "overseer" (see Phil I: I), the other name 

for this church leader. It means "to care for, look upon, visit, over
see, examine, watch over". Elsewhere only in Heb 12:15. GK 2174. 
The root word is "to look upon". Some manuscripts omit this word 
{ C}. Related to "meddler" in 4: 15. 

43. Or, "not by necessity". Not by force, by obligation. Not draftees, 
reluctantly serving. Used only here. GK 339. Related to "compel" in 
Gal 6: 12; and "compulsion" in Phm 14 (a good example of this). 

44. That is, voluntarily, by choice. Elsewhere only as "willfully" in Heb 
10:26. GK 1731. Related to "willingness" in Phm 14; and "will
ingly" in Rom 8:20. 

45. That is, according to the will of God, as God would have you to do. 
Some manuscripts omit this phrase { C}. 

46. Or, "with fondness for dishonest gain". Used only here. GK 154. A 
related word is used as a qualification for elders in Tit I :7, and for 
deacons in I Tim 3:8. Not serving like a hireling, for pay. 

47. Or, "willingly", but not related to the previous word. Used only 
here. GK 4610. Related to "eager" in Rom I: 15; and "eagerness" 
in 2 Cor 8:19. 

A.1Jn4:16 B.Eph2:8 C.Jnl2:49 D.Ephl:l9 E.2Cor9:10 F.Rom8:30 G.2Pet2:10 H.Eph6:10,might J.Rev20:10 K.Mt3:17 
L. Rom 16:23, host M. Act 21:35 N. 2 Cor 8:12 0. Phil 3:10 P. 2 Thes 1:7 Q. Phm 7, refreshed R. I Pet 4:1 S. Act 7:52 T. I Pet 2:12 
U. I Jn 2:28, put to shame V. Mt 8:29 W. Jn 9:39 X. I Cor 15: I Y. Rom I: 17 Z. Lk 19: I 0 AA. Jude 15 BB. Mt 9: 10 CC. Act 17:3, 
put before DD. Jam 5:20 EE. Rom 12:8 FF. Act 1:8 GG. 2 Thes 2:3 



I Peter 5:3 902 Verse 

31). Nor as lording-over' your lots2, but being3 pattems4 for the flock 
41). And the Chief-shepherd having appearedA, you will receives the unfading6 crown8 of glory7 .:! 

~( ·. Likewise, younger: men- be subject0 to the elders8 

:;c. And everyone9
-

ID. Clothe-yourselves-with' 0 humblemindednessE toward one another 

11 ·. Because "God opposes' 1 the arrogant 12
, but He gives grace" to the humbleG" [Prov 3:34] 

21. Therefore humbleH yourselves under the mighty hand of God in order that He may 1, 

exaJtl you at the proper-time 13 

If. Having cast14 all your anxiety's upon Him, because He is concemed16 about you 

21 ). Be soberK, keep-watchL. Your adversary17 the devilM is walking-around like a roaring 
lion, seekingN someone to devour 18 

IL. Whom resist 19
, firm20 in the faith21

, knowing that the same kinds ofsufferings0 are " 
being accomplished22 by your brotherhoodP in the world 

3 [). And the God of all graceF, the One having calledO you23 into His etemalR glory5 in Christ 111 

Jesus24-you having sufferedT a little2s-will26 Himselfrestore27, support28, strengthen29, 

establish30 you. •To Him be31 the dominion32 forever3 3, amen I I 

\. I wrote to you 

I. Through Silvanus34 , the faithfuJU brotherv, as3s I countw him 
2. With a few36 words 
~. Exhortingx and bearing-witness that this37 is the trueY graceF of God- in which, stand38 [firm] 

I} She39 in Babylon40 chosen-with41 you greetsz you. Also Mark42, my son 
C ·. Greet one another with a kiss43 of IoveAA 
I l. Peace88 to you, to all the ones in Christ44 

I~ 

I; 

14 



903 I Peter 5:14 

I . Or, "domineering, ruling over". Their leadership is not directive, 
telling, but doing, serving. It is not "executive" leadership, but "ser
vanl" leadership. Elsewhere only in Mt 20:25; Mk I 0:42; and as 
"subdue" in Act 19: 16. GK 2894. Related to the word in Rom 7: I. 

2. That is, the ones allotted-to (the related verb in Act 17:4) your charge 
by God; your sphere of authority; those for whom you are respon
sible. Note Heb 13: 17. On this word, see "share" in Col 1:12. 

3. Or, "proving to be, becoming". GK/ Ill/. 
4. This word means "imprints (of a stamp), copies, figures, models, 

examples". Elders are to be the model or pattern or example of what 
ii means to be a Christian. Same word as in Act 7:44; Rom 5: 14; 
Phil 3: 17; 2 Thes 3:9; I Tim 4: 12; Tit 2:7; Heb 8:5. Elsewhere only 
as "example" in I Cor 10:6; I Thes 1:7; "mark" in Jn 20:25; 
"image" in Act 7:43; "form" in Act 23:25; Rom 6:17. GK 5596. 
Related to "strike" in Lk 6:29. 

5. Same word as in I :9. 
6. Used only here. GK 277. Related to "unfading" in 1:4. 
7. That is, consisting of, belonging to, or characterized by glory. 
8. Or, "10 your elders". Some think Peter means older men in general; 

others, the church leaders just mentioned. 
9. Some manuscripts say, "And everyone, being subject lo one another, 

clothe yourselves with humblemindedness" {N}. 
IO. This word is used of tying on a garment, such as an apron. Used 

only here. GK 1599. 
11. Or, "resists". On this word, see Rom 13:2. 
12. Or "proud, haughty". On this word, see Jam 4:6. 
13. On this word, see "time" in Mt 8:29. Some manuscripts say "at the 

time of visitation" {A}, adding the word used in 2:12. 
14. Or, "thrown". Elsewhere only in Lk 19:35, of"casting" their gar

ments on the donkey for Jesus. GK 2166. 
15. Or, "care, concern, worry". Same word as in Mt 13:22; Mk 4: 19; 

Lk 8: 14; 21:34. Elsewhere only as "concern" in 2 Cor 11 :28. GK 
3533. Related to "be anxious" in Mt 6:25. 

16. This idiom is more literally "because it is a concern to Him about 
you". On this word, see I Cor 7:21. 

17. Or, "enemy, opponent, accuser". Elsewhere only in Mt 5:25; Lk 
12:58; 18:3. GK 5011. Some manuscripts say "because your adver
sary ... " [N}. 

18. Persecutions seem to be in view, "sufferings" (v 9). Some manu
scripts say "seeking whom he may devour"; others, "seeking to 
devour" { C}. On this word, see "swallow up" in Heb 11 :29. 

19. Resist the devil. Same word as in Jam 4:7. 
20. On this adjective, see 2 Tim 2: 19. 
21. Or, "in your faith". On this word, see Eph 2:8. 
22. Or "completed''. This word also means "paid" as in paying a debt, 

"knowing that the same debt of sufferings is being paid by your 
brotherhood". On this word, see "perfecting" in 2 Cor 7: I. 

23. Some manuscripts say "us" {A}. 
24. Some manuscripts omit this word {C}. 
25. This can mean after having suffered a short time (as in I :6); or a small 

quantity (as in Lk 5:3; and "few" here in v 12); or to a small degree 
(as in Lk 7:47b). On this word, see "small" in Act 12: 18. This is the 
Greek word order of this verse. Others place this clause first in the 
sentence, in order to make the sentence smoother, "And (after] hav
ing suffered a little, the God of all grace ... will Himself". 

26. Some manuscripts say "may the God of all grace ... Himself 
restore ... " { B}, making it a prayer. 

27. Or, "complete, prepare, equip". On this word, see "prepare" in 
Rom 9:22. 

28. Or, "establish, fix, set". On this word, see "establish" in I Thes 3:2. 
29. Or, "make strong". Used only here. GK 4964. With a negative pre

fix, the root word means "to be weak, sick" (see "sick" in 2 Tim 
4:20 on it), and is used often in the NT. 

30. Or, "found". That is, establish your foundation, set you on a firm 
foundation. On this word, see "founded" in Eph 3: I 7. 

31. Or, "is", as it is expressed in 4: 11. 
32. Some manuscripts say "the glory and the dominion" {B}, as in 4: 11. 
33. Some manuscripts say "forever and ever· {A}. On this idiom, see 

Rev 20: 10. 
34. On Silvanus, see I Tues I: I. Some think this means Silvanus wrote 

this book down for Peter; others, that he delivered the book to the 
readers; others, that he did both both. 

35. Others take this with what follows, "As I account ii, through a few 
words". 

36. That is, briefly. Same word as "little" in v I 0. Not the same word 
as the similar statement in Heb 13:22. 

37. That is, this which Peter has written and taught in this letter. 
38. Instead ofa command, some manuscripts say "in which you stand" 

{N}. GK 2705. 
39. Some think Peter is referring to his wife; others, to the church in 

Babylon. Compare 2 Jn I, 13. Some manuscripts add "church" {A}. 
40. Some think Peter means literal Babylon (in present-day Iraq). 

Others think he is referring to Rome. GK 956. 
41. This adjective is used only here. GK 5293. It is the word "chosen" 

in 1:1 combined with "with". 
42. According to early Christian writers, after Mark left Paul and went 

with Barnabas (Act 15:37-39) his cousin (Col 4:10), he became 
Peter's interpreter and wrote the Gospel of Mark under his direc
tion. He also assisted Paul again, as seen in 2 Tim 4: 11; Phm 24. 
See Act 12:25. GK 3453. 

43. On this word, see Rom 16: 16. Some manuscripts say "with a holy 
kiss" {A}. 

44. Some manuscripts add "Jesus" [A}. Some add "amen" [A}. 

A. I Jn 2: 19, made evident B. Rev 4:4 C. Tit 2:6 D. Eph 5:21 E. Phil 2:3 F. Eph 2:8 G. Jam I :9, lowly H. Phil 4: 12 J. Jn 8:28, lifted up 
K. I Pet I :13 L. I Thes 5:6 M. Rev 12:9 N. Phil 2:21 0. Phil 3:10 P. I Pet 2: 17 Q. Rom 8:30 R. Mt 25:46 S. 2 Pet 2: 10 T. I Pet 4: I 
U. Col I :2 V. Act 16:40 W. Rom 3:28, consider X. Rom 12:8 Y. Jn 6:55 Z. Mk 15: 18 AA. I Jn 4: 16 BB. Act 15:33 





905 2 Peter Overview 

Introduction I: J-2 

I A. Since His divine power has granted us all things for life and godliness by His own glory and virtue I :3 

I B. Through which qualities He has granted us the promises through which we share in His nature 
2B. And indeed for this very reason you having applied all diligence 
3B. Supply virtue, knowledge, self control, endurance, godliness, brotherly love and love 
4B. For these qualities make you neither useless nor unfruitful in the knowledge of Christ 
SB. For the one in whom these qualities are not present is blind, having forgotten his purification 
6B. Therefore brothers, be more diligent to be making your calling and election firm 

2A. Therefore, I will always remind you about these things, even though you have known the truth 

I B. And I regard it right to be arousing you with a reminder as long as I am in this bodily tent 
2B. And I will be diligent that after my departure you may be able to remember these things 
3B. For we made known to you the power and coming of our Lord Jesus as eyewitnesses 
4B. And we have the prophetic word more firm, to which you are doing well to pay attention 
SB. But there will also be false teachers among you who will bring in destructive heresies 

IC. And many will follow their sensualities, because of whom the truth will be blasphemed 
2C. And in greed they will exploit you with fabricated words 
3C. For whom the judgment is not idle, for God will judge them and protect the godly 
4C. Daring, self-willed ones- they blaspheme dignities. But they will be destroyed 
SC. They are spots and blemishes, reveling in their deceptions, trained in greed 
6C. Children of a curse- they went astray in the way of Balaam 
7C. They are waterless springs, for whom the gloom of darkness has been reserved 

1:4 
1:5 

I :5-7 
1:8 
1:9 

I: 10-11 

1:12 

1:13-14 
I: 15 

I :16-18 
I :19-21 

2:1 

2:2 
2:3 

2:3-10 
2:10-13 
2:13-14 
2:14-16 
2: 17-22 

3A. Beloved, I am writing this to arouse you to remember the words of the prophets and apostles 3: 1-2 

I B. Knowing this first- that mockers will come denying the coming of the day of the Lord 3:3-7 
28. But do not let it escape your notice, beloved, that one day with God is like a thousand years 3:8 

IC. The Lord is not slow about the promise, but is patient, not wishing any to perish 
2C. But the day of the Lord will come like a thief, so what kind of people should you be? 
3C. But in accordance with His promise, we are looking for a new heavens and new earth 

38. Therefore beloved, while looking for these things, be diligent to be found unspotted 
48. You therefore, beloved, knowing this beforehand 

IC. Be guarding yourselves in order that you may not fall from your own steadfastness 
2C. And be growing in the grace and knowledge of our Lord and Savior Jesus Christ 

3:9 
3:10-12 

3:13 

3:14-16 
3:17 

3:17 
3:18 



2 Peter 1 :1 906 

.\. Simeon 1 Peter, a slaveA and apostle8 of Jesus Christ 
I~. To the ones having received2 an equally-precious3 faith4 with us5 by-means-of6 the righteousness7 of 

our God8 and Saviorc Jesus Christ9 

Verse 

l. May grace and peace be multiplied0 to you in 10 the knowledgeE o/God11 and Jesus12 our Lord 2 

I ·\. Since 13 His 14 divineF power0 has granted15 us all things pertaining-to !ifeH and godlinessi through the 
knowledgeE o/the One 16 having calledK us by11 His own 18 gloryL and virtue 19 

113. Through which qualities20 He has granted us the precious21 and greatest things-promised22 in order -+ 
that through these23 you might become sharers24 of the divine25 nature26 

I ( . Having escaped-fromM the corruption27 in the world by28 evil desireN 

.:' ll And indeed/or this very reason29 you having applied30 all diligence31 

:1 ll In32 your faith, supply33 virtue34 

I ( . And in your virtue, knowledge0 

.:' c · And in your knowledge, self-control35 

-' l . And in your self-control, enduranceP 
-+l · And in your endurance, godliness36 

_,( ·. And in your godliness, brotherly-love37 

ill. And in your brotherly-love, love38 

-+B. For these qualities being-present39 in you and increasingO make40 you neither4 1 useless42 nor 
unfruitful43 in the knowledgeE of our Lord Jesus Christ 

<• 

'H. For the one in whom these qualities are not presentR is blind, being shortsighted44 , having forgotten45 '' 

the purification46 o/his former5 sins 



907 2 Peter 1:9 

I. This word reflects the Aramaic form of "Simon". See Lk 6: 14. 
Some manuscripts say "Simon" { B}. 

2. This word means to receive something by divine will, or to obtain 
something through the casting of lots. It is a graphic word to use 
here. It points to God as the sovereign giver, and to us as receiving 
without effort on our part. Same word as in Act I: 17. Elsewhere only 
as "obtained by lot" in Lk I :9; and "cast lots" in Jn 19:24. GK 3275. 

3. Some think Peter means equal in value, worth; others, equal in 
honor and privilege. Used only here. GK 2700. 

4. That is, saving faith. On this word, see Eph 2:8. 
5. Some think Peter means "us apostles"; others, "you Gentile Chris

tians with us Jewish Christians". 
6. Or, "in, in connection with, by, through". GK 1877. 
7. Some think Peter is referring to the gift of righteousness given to 

us, "equally precious ... by means of the gift given"; others, to the 
character quality of God, "equally precious ... by means of the right
eous character of God who gave it to us". Others link this to "faith", 
"faith with us in connection with the righteousness of our God". 

8. Some think Peter means "belonging to our God"; others, "from 
our God". 

9. Some think Peter is calling Jesus "our God and Savior". It is the 
exact same grammatical construction as "our Lord and Savior Jesus 
Christ" in I: 11; 2:20; 3: 18. Others render it "our God and the Sav
ior Jesus Christ". The issue is whether Peter is using "God" here as 
a proper name as in v 2 (making this two persons), or as a title like 
"Lord" (making this two titles or descriptions of one person). The 
same question arises in Tit 2: 13. 

10. Or, "by means of", as in v I. 
11. Some think Peter means "about God"; others, "from God". 
12. Some manuscripts say "Christ Jesus"; others, "Jesus Christ" {A). 
13. This is the word "as" in the sense of"since, seeing that, because" (see 

2 Cor 5:20). Verses 3-7 are all one sentence, the main Greek sentence 
being more literally, "Because of His divine power having granted ... 
and indeed you having applied all diligence, supply virtue". 

14. As to the reterence of"His'', "the One" having called, and "He" has 
b'l'llnted (v 4), some think Peter means the Father, the Son, the Father; 
others, Jesus in all three cases; others, the Son, the Father, the Father. 

15. Or, "bestowed, given as a gift". Elsewhere only in v 4; Mk 15:45. 
GK 1563. This is a participle, "Because of His divine power hav
ing granted". Related to "gift" in Rom 5:15; Mt 5:23. 

16. Some think Peter means "from the One"; others, "about the One". 
17. Or "to". Some think Peter means "having called us by"; others, 

"having granted us ... by". 
18. Some manuscripts omit this word and add "through" {B), so that 

it says "called us through glory and virtue". 
19. Or, "moral excellence, excellence of character". Elsewhere only in 

v 5; Phil 4:8; I Pet 2:9. GK 746. 
20. That is, through His glory and virtue. Others think Peter means 

"which things", referring to the "all things" in v 3. 
21. Same word as in I Pet I: 19. Used 13 times. GK 5508. Related to 

"equally precious" in v I; "honoring" in I Tim 5:3; and "precious
ness" in Rev 18: 19. 

22. Peter means that God has granted us what He had promised (for
giveness, life, the Spirit, etc.), not that He has made new promises 
to us. Elsewhere only as "promise" in 3:13. GK 2041. 

23. That is, "these things promised". Others think Peter means "these 
qualities" again, the glory and virtue. 

24. Or, "partners". Same word as in I Cor 10: 18, 20; 2 Cor 1 :7; I Pet 5: I. 
Elsewhere only as ''partner" in Mt 23:30; Lk 5: 10; 2 Cor 8:23; Phm 
17; Heb 10:33. GK 3128. Related to "fellowship" in I Cor 1:9. 

25. Elsewhere only in v 3; Act 17:29. GK 2521. Related to the word 
in Rom 1 :20; and to "God". 

26. That is, His moral characteristics and qualities. Only here is this 
word used of God. On this word, see Eph 2:3. We do not become 
gods, like Him in substance. We become His children, like our 
Father in character qualities. 

27. Same word as in 2:19. 
28. Or, "by means of, in connection with". GK 1877. Or, "the corrup

tion in desire in the world". Some manuscripts say "the evil desire 
and corruption in the world"; others, "the desire of corruption in the 
world" {B}. 

29. Or, "And indeed as to this very thing". That is, because God has 
granted all this for the purpose stated. The idiom "this very" is else
where only in Rom 9: 17; 13:6; 2 Cor 2:3; 5:5; 7: 11; Gal 2: 10; Eph 
6:22; Phil I :6; Col 4:8. 

30. Or, "brought in beside it". Used only here. GK 42 JO. 
31. On this word, see "earnestness" in 2 Cor 8: 16. Related to the verb 

in v 10. 
32. Or, "In connection with, In the sphere of". This same word is in 

each phrase through v 7. GK 1877. 
33. Or, "provide, furnish". Same word as in v 11. On this word, see 2 

Cor 9:10. 
34. Same word as in v 3. 
35. Elsewhere only in Act 24:25; Gal 5:23. GK 1602. Related to the 

word in I Cor 7:9; and in Tit I :8. 
36. Same word as in v 3; 3: 11. On this word, see I Tim 2:2. 
37. That is, love of fellow Christians. On this word, see Heb 13: I. Note 

I Jn 4:20. 
38. This is the Greek word agape. It is the God kind of love, volitional 

love, love by choice. On this word, see I Jn 4: 16. 
39. Or, "existing". On this word, see "being" in Phil 2:6. 
40. Or, "render", or, "put-you-in-a-state-of-being ... ". On this word, see 

"put in charge" in Act 6:3. 
41. Peter means that this will make you very useful and fruitful. This 

figure of speech is called a litotes, on which see Act 12: 18. 
42. Or, "idle, unproductive". On this word, see Jam 2:20, faith with

out works is "useless". 
43. This is the same word Jesus used in Mt 13:22. On this word, see I 

Cor 14:14. 
44. Or, "nearsighted". Such people are so focused on the earthly that 

they are blind to the spiritual consequences of being a "hearer only", 
Jam 1:22. Used only here. GK 3697. Our word "myopia" comes 
from this Greek word. This person does not see the distant reality. 

45. This is an idiom, literally, "having received forgetfulness of". Such 
people put it out of their mind. This is the reason for their blind
ness. "Forgetfulness" is used only here. GK 3330. 

46. Same word as in Lk 2:22; Jn 2:6; 3:25; Heb I :3. Elsewhere only 
as "cleansing" in Mt I :44; Lk 5: 14. GK 2752. Related to "cleanse" 
in Heb 9:22. 

A. Rom 6: 17 B. I Cor 12:28 C. Lk I :47 D. Act 7: 17 E. Col I :9 F. 2 Pel 1:4 G. Mk 5:30 H. Rom 8: 10 J. I Tim 2:2 K. Rom 8:30 
L. 2 Pet 2: 10 M. 2 Pet 2: 18 N. Gal 5: 16 0. I Cor 12:8 P. Jam I :3 Q. 2 Cor 8: 15 R. Rev 17:8 S. Jude 4, formerly 



2 Peter 1 :10 908 Verse 

6B. Therefore brothers\ be more diligent1 to be making2 your calling3 and election4 firm5 10 

I ( ·. For while doing8 these things, you will by no means ever: stumble6 

2( ·. For in this manner the entrance7 into the etemal0 kingdomE of our Lord and Savior Jesus Christ I I 
will be richly supplied8 to you 

2A. Therefore, I will-certainly9 always be remindingF you about these things, even though you are ones 12 
knowingG and 10 having been establishedH in the truth being present11 with you 

Ill. And I regardl it rightK to be arousing 12 you with a reminder for as long as I am in this [bodily] tent13 I' 

I ( ·. KnowingG that the putting-offL of my [bodily] tent is imminent14, just as indeed our Lord Jesus I 4 
Christ made-clear15 to me 

2B. And I will also be diligent that at-any-time 16 after my departure 17 , you may have the ability to 15 
produce8 the memory18 of these things 

31l. For we made-knownM to you the powerN and coming19 of our Lord Jesus Christ I h 

I ( ·. Not having followed-after2° cleverly-devised21 myths0 , but having been made22 eyewitnesses 
of the majesty23 of that One 

ID. For He having received from God the Father the honorP and gloryO of such24 a voice25 1-
having been carried26 to Him by the Majestic27 GloryO-

IL "This is My Son, My BelovedR, in Whom I was28 well-pleased5" 

2 D. We29 ourselves also heard this voice having been carried out of heaven, being with Him I c; 

on the holy mountain 

.:\ll. And we have the prophetic30 wordT as more-firm31 , to which you are doing wel1 32 to be paying- I lJ 

attentionu as to a lampv shiningw in a dismal33 place until which time the day dawns and the 
moming-star34 risesx in your hearts35 

I ( ·. Knowing v this first36
- that no prophecy37 of Scripture comes38 from one's own39 interpretation40 ~I I 

ID. For no prophecy was ever carried41 by the will of a humanz ~I 

2D. But people42 being carried by the Holy Spirit spoke from God 



909 2 Peter 1:21 

I. Or, "eager; take more pains, make every effort". Same word as in 
I: 15; 3: 14. On this word, see Eph 4:3. 

2. Same word as "doing" next. Some manuscripts say " ... diligent in 
order that through your good works you may make ... " (A}. 

3. Elsewhere only in Rom 11 :29; I Cor I :26; 7:20; Eph I: 18; 4: I, 4; 
Phil 3: 14; 2 Thes I: 11; 2 Tim I :9; Heb 3: I. GK 3104. Related to 
"called" in Rom 8:28. 

4. Or, "choosing, selection". On this word, see "choosing" in Rom 11 :5. 
5. Or, "secure, sure, steadfast, reliable". Elsewhere only in v 19; Rom 

4: 16; 2 Cor 1:7; Heb 2:2; 3: 14; 6: 19; 9: 17. GK JOJO. Related to 
"confirm" in I Cor I :6. 

6. Elsewhere only in Rom 11:11; Jam 2:10; 3:2. GK 4760. Related 
to "from stumbling" in Jude 24. 

7. Or, "entering, entry". On this word, see I Tues I :9. 
8. Same word as in v 5. 
9. Or, "I must", "I will". On this word, see Mt 24:6. Some manu

scripts say "I will not be negligent to always be reminding" {N}, 
using the word "neglect" in Heb 2:3. 

I 0. Peter uses two participles here. In English, we prefer to say "even 
though you know and have been established". 

11. Same word as in v 9. On this word, see Rev 17:8. 
12. The phrase "arousing with a reminder" is also in 3: I. 
13. Or, "dwelling place". Same word as in v 14. Elsewhere only as 

"dwelling place" in Act 7:46. GK 5013. Using a related word, 
Paul also refers to our present body as a "tent" in 2 Cor 5: I. 
Related to "dwelt" in Jn I: 14. This term points to the temporary 
nature of our present body. 

14. Or, "coming soon, quick, swift". Some think Peter means "soon"; 
others, "swift", that is, sudden and violent. For this reason he is 
writing now. Elsewhere only as "swift" in 2: I. GK 5442. 

15. Peter may be referring to what John later recorded in Jn 21:18-19; 
or, to a more recent revelation. On this word, see I Cor 3: 13. 

16. Or, "I will also be diligent at all times that ... ". Used only here. 
GK /668. 

17. That is, his death. On this word, see Lk 9:31. 
18. Or, "to make the remembrance". Used only here. GK 3647. Some 

think Peter is referring to the writing of the Gospel of Mark, which 
Mark is said to have done under Peter's direction. 

19. Some think Peter is referring to Christ's first coming, of which the 
apostles were eyewitnesses. Others think he is referring to His sec
ond coming, of which they were eyewitnesses to a foretaste- the 
Transfiguration. On this word, see 2 Thes 2:8. 

20. Or, "followed out, pursued, complied with". Elsewhere only in 2:2, 
15. GK 1979. 

21. This is a participle, myths "having been cleverly devised". GK 5054. 
22. Or, "having been, having come-to-be". GK 1181. 
23. On this word, see Lk 9:43. Related to "Majestic" next; and 

"majesty" in Heb I :3. 
24. Or, a voice "such-as-this". Used only here. GK 5524. 
25. Or, "utterance". Same word as in v 18; 2: 16. On this word, see Mk 

I :26. This may refer to the voice (such a unique voice), or to the 
content spoken (an utterance such as this). In either case, the con
tent is given next. 

26. Or, "carried along, borne along, brought forth". This same word is 
used four times in v 17, 18, 21. It generally means "to bear, carry, 
bring". Used 66 times. GK 5770. 

27. Or, "Magnificent". Used only here. GK 3485. 
28. On "I was well pleased", see Mt 17:5. Some manuscripts say, "This 

is My beloved Son" [B}, as in Matthew. 
29. That is, Peter James and John, Mt 17: 1-8. Note the connection, "For 

He having received it (v 17) ... we ourselves heard it". 
30. That is, the word written by the prophets- in particular, about the 

Messiah. Elsewhere only in Rom 16:26. GK 47 38. Related word in 
I Cor 12:28. 

31. Same word as in I: IO. Some think Peter means "And we [all] have 
the more firm prophetic word". That is, we have the OT prophecies, 
which are an even stronger witness than our eyewitness account of 
the voice from heaven. Go to the Scriptures! Others think he means 
"And we [apostles] have the prophetic word [made] more firm", 
that is, more certain as to its meaning. Peter has the God-intended 
meaning of the Messianic prophecies more firm because he was 
an eyewitness of their fulfillment in Christ, of which the Transfig
uration of v 17-18 is one example. 

32. That is, you are doing a good thing, acting commendably, by pay
ing attention. On this idiom, see Act I 0:33. 

33. Or, "squalid, dark". That is, morally dark. Used only here. GK 903. 
34. Or, "light-bearer". Used only here. GK 5892. Not the same word as 

"morning star" (two words) in Rev 2:28; 22:16, but the same idea. 
35. Some think Peter means until Christ returns, when we shall be like 

Him, I Jn 3:2. Others think he means until you are mature Chris
tians as described in v 5-8, until your faith is perfected in love. 

36. That is, of first importance. Same phrase as in 3:3. 
37. On this word, see I Cor 12:10. More literally, "every prophecy of 

Scripture does not come". 
38. Same word as "came" in 2: I; "become" in I :4; "made" in I: 16. GK 

1181. Used 669 times, it means "to become", mostly in the sense 
of"come to be, come into being, originate, arise, be made", or in the 
sense of"come about, happen, take place". Peter could be referring 
to a prophecy's origin- "no prophecy [as written] comes into being 
from [the prophet's] own interpretation" of events. God is the author, 
v 21; Jer 23:16; Ezek 13:3. Or, he could be referring to its fulfill
ment- "no prophecy [as fulfilled] comes to pass/ram [one's] own 
interpretation" of it. Fulfillment originates with the Author, v 21. To 
understand the Messianic prophecies like Isa 53, the key is how God 
fulfilled them, not how a human interprets them. Thus Peter had the 
prophetic word more firm (v 19), because he heard and saw first
hand God's fulfillment ofit. Or he could be referring to a prophecy's 
interpretation- "no prophecy comes [to be understood] from per
sonal interpretation", because God is the author, v 21. A Spirit-filled 
guide (like Jesus, Lk 24:27, 45; or we apostles who have it more 
firm, v 19) is needed to "open" the OT Scriptures. False teachers 
bring in heresies, 2: I. The untaught "twist" the Scripture, 3: 16. 

39. Or, "personal, private". Same word as in I :3; 2: 16, 22; 3:3, 16, 17. 
On this word, see Act 20:28. 

40. Or, "explanation". Used only here. GK 2146. The related verb is 
"explained" in Mk 4:34. 

41. That is, "carried" out of heaven, as this word is used in v 18; or, 
"brought" to the prophet, as it is used in 2: 11. Same word as later 
in this verse; and as "carried along" in Heb 6: I. See v 17 on it. 

42. Same word as "human". Some manuscripts say "holy people" (Al. 

A. Act 16:40 B. Rev 13: 13 C. Gal 2:6 D. Mt 25:46 E. Mt 3:2 F. Jn 14:26 G. I Jn 2:29 H. I Thes 3:2 J. Jam I :2 K. Rom I: 17, righteous 
L. I Pet 3:21 M. Phil 1:22, know N. Mk 5:30 0. I Tim 1:4 P. I Tim 5:17 Q. 2 Pet 2:10 R. Mt 3:17 S. Mt 17:5 T. I Cor 12:8 U. I Tim 3:8 
V. Lk 11 :34 W. Phil 2: 15 X. Heb 7: 14 Y. Lk I :34 Z. Mt 4:4, mankind 



2 Peter 2: I 910 Verse 

'dl. But false-prophetsA also came1 among the people8
, as there will also be false-teachers among you 21 

who will secretly-bring-in2 heresiesc of destruction3- even denying0 the MasterE having boughtF 
them4, bringing swift5 destruction upon themselves 

1 c. And many will follow-aftefi their sensualities6, because of whom the way of the truth" will 2 
be blasphemed1 

2C. And in greedK they will exploit7 you with fabricated8 wordsL -1 
:;c. For whom the judgmentM from-long-agoN is not idle9, and their destruction° is not asleep 

lD. For if 

IE. God did not spareP angels having sinned, but handed-them-over10 to 11 chains 12 of 
gloom 13, having cast-them-into-helJl4 

IF. Being reserved15 for 16 judgmentO 

.:\ 

2E. And He did not spare the ancientR worlds, but He protectedT the eighth17 one, Noah, ' 
a proclaimeru of righteousness 

IF Having brought a tlood18 upon the worlds ofungodlyv ones 

J E. And He condemnedw the cities of Sodom and Gomorrah, having reduced-them-to- 1' 

ashes by an overthrow 19 

1 F. Having madex them an example v of things coming to ungodly20 ones 

41::. And He deliveredz Lot, a righteous one being oppressed21 by the conductAA of the 
lawless22 ones in connection with sensuality88 

IF. For by sight23 and hearing24 , the righteous one dwelling among them day after s 
day25 was tormentingcc his righteous sout00 with their lawless26 worksEE 

2D. Then the Lord knows-howFF '' 

I E. To deliver27 godty00 ones from a trial28 

2E. And to reserve unrighteous"" ones for the day ofjudgment29, while being punished30 

I!·. And especially the ones proceeding after the tleshJJ in a lust31 for defilement32, I (I 
and despising33 authority34 

4l'. Daring35, self-willedKK ones- they do not trembleLL while blasphemingMM glories36, "where37 I 1 
angels being greater38 in strength and power do not bring a blasphemousNN judgmentO against 
them39 from the Lord40 



911 2 Peter 2: 11 

I. Or, "came-to-be, arose, were". GK 1181. Prophecy "comes" from 
God (I :20), but false prophets also "came", same word. 

2. Or, "secretly introduce". Used only here. GK 4206. The related 
adjective is in Gal 2:4. 

3. That is, heresies characterized by destruction, destructive heresies; 
or, heresies leading to destruction. Same word as later in the verse, 
as in v 3; 3:7, 16; and as in Mt 7: 13; Jn 17: 12; Act 8:20; Rom 9:22; 
Phil I :28; 3: 19; 2 Thes 2:3; I Tim 6:9; Heb 10:39; Rev 17:8, 11. 
Elsewhere only as "waste" in Mt 26:8; Mk 14:4. GK 724. Related 
to "perish" in I Cor 1:18. 

4. Compare I Jn 2:2. 
5. Same word as "imminent" in I: 14. 
6. Or, "lustful indulgences, debaucheries, indecent conduct, outra

geous sexual behavior". Same word as in 2:7, 18; Jude 4. Elsewhere 
only in Mk 7:22; Rom 13:13; 2 Cor 12:21; Gal 5:19; Eph 4:19; I 
Pet 4:3. GK 816. Some manuscripts say "destructions" {K), the 
same word as in v I, 3, rendered here "pernicious ways" in the KJV. 

7. Or, "buy and sell, trade in, make merchandise of". Elsewhere only 
as "do business" in Jam 4: 13. GK 1864. 

8. Or, "formed, made, made-up". The Greek word is plastos from 
which we get "plastic". Used only here. GK 4422. The related verb, 
"to form, mold, make", is in Rom 9:20. 

9. That is, it is prepared. Used only here. GK 733. Related to "use-
less" in Jam 2:20. 

I 0. Or, "delivered them". On this word, see Mt 26:21. 
11. Or, "with, in". 
12. Used only here. GK 4937. Some manuscripts say "pits" {C}, using 

GK4987. 
13. Or "blackness", used of the gloom of the netherworld. Elsewhere 

only in v 17; Jude 6, 13; Heb 12:18. GK 2432. 
14. This verb is used only here. GK 5434. Or, "cast into Tartarus", the 

Greek term for the place of punishment, similar to the Jewish term 
"Gehenna". Note Jude 6; I Pet 3:19. 

15. Same word as in v 17. 
16. Or, "until". GK 1650. Same word as in v 9; 3:7; Jude 6. 
I 7. This is an idiom meaning the eighth along with seven others. Com

pare Gen 7:13; I Pet 3:20. 
18. Elsewhere only in Mt 24:38, 39; Lk 17:27. GK 2886. The Greek is 

kataklusmos, from which we get "cataclysm". 
19. On this word, see 2 Tim 2:14. Same word as in Gen 19:29. Some 

manuscripts omit this word "by an overthrow" {C}. 
20. Some manuscripts have the verbal form of this word here (there is 

one letter difference), resulting in the translation "having made an 
example of the ones intending to live ungodly" { C}. Both words are 
in Jude 15. 

21. This word means "to be worn out by toil or suffering". Elsewhere 
only in Act 7:24. GK 2930. 

22. That is, ones who rebel against law, who live unlawfully, who live 
contrary to what is "set down". Not related to the word in v 8. Else
where only in 3:17. GK 1/8. The root word is "place, set". 

23. Or, "a seeing", what one sees. That is, by what he saw. This noun 
is used only here. GK 1062. 

24. Or, "report", what one hears. On this noun, see Heb 4:2. 
25. This is the Greek word order. Some think Peter means "dwelling 

day after day"; others, "tormenting day after day". 
26. Or, "contrary to law". The root word is "law". Same word as in I 

Tim 1:9. GK 491. 
27. Or, "rescue". Same word as in v 7. 
28. Or, "test, temptation". On this word, see Jam I :2. Some manu

scripts have this word plural {N). 
29. This phrase "day ofjudgment" occurs also in 3:7; Mt 10: 15; 11:22, 

24; 12:36; I Jn 4: 17; Jude 6. Same word as in v 4. 
30. Elsewhere only in Act 4:21. GK 3134. Related to "punishment" in 

Mt25:46. 
31. Or, "desire". On this word, see "desire" in Gal 5: 16. 
32. Or, "with a defiled desire", a desire characterized by defilement. 

Peter is referring to the incident ofv 6-8, described in Gen 19:4-5, 
the pursuit of homosexual intercourse. Used only here. GK 3622. 
A related word is in v 20, and the verb is used in Jude 8. 

33. Or, "scorning, disregarding". On this word, see "disregard" in 
Rom 2:4. 

34. Or, "lordship, dominion". Same word as in Jude 8. Elsewhere only 
as "lordship" in Eph 1:21; Col I: 16. GK 3262. The root word is 
"lord". Some think Peter means "authority" in general; others, the 
"lordship" of Christ (2: I, denying the Master); others, the rule of 
angels (Col I: 16); others, the authority of church leaders. 

35. Or, "Bold". Used only here. GK 5532. On the related verb, which 
is used in Jude 9, see 2 Cor 11 :21. 

36. Or, "dignities, majesties". Same word as in Jude 8. Some think 
Peter means human dignities; others, angelic dignities. Some think 
Jude 8-9 explains this. It is plural elsewhere only in I Pet I: 11. This 
word is used 166 times meaning "glory" is various senses. GK 
1518. Related to "glorified" in Rom 8:30. 

37. Some take this to mean "in the place where, in the situation in 
which"; others, "whereas". GK 3963. 

38. Some think Peter means "greater than the daring ones"; others, 
"greater than the glories". 

39. Some think Peter means the glories; others, the daring ones. Thus 
some think angels who are greater than these daring ones do not 
blaspheme the daring ones; others, that angels greater than the glo
ries blasphemed by the daring ones do not blaspheme these glories. 

40. Some manuscripts say "before the Lord"; others omit "from the 
Lord" {C}. 

A.Revl6:13 B.Rev21:3 C.1Corll:l9,factions D.2Tim2:12 E.Jude4 F.Rev5:9 G.2Petl:l6 H.Jn4:23 J.1Tim6:1 K.Eph4:19 
L.1Corl2:8 M.Jn9:39 N.2Pet3:5 0.2Pet2:1 P.Romll:21 Q.Jn3:19 R.Actl5:7,old S.1Jn2:15 T.Jnl2:25,keep U.2Timl:ll 
V. Jude 15 W. I Cor 11:32 X. Act 19:21, put Y. Jn 13:15 Z. Col 1:13 AA. I Pet 1:15 BB. 2 Pet 2:2 CC. Rev 14:10 DD. Jam 5:20 
EE. Mt 26: I 0 FF. I Jn 2:29, know GG. Act 10:2, devout HH. I Cor 6:9, wrong-doers JJ. Col 2:23 KK. Tit I :7 LL. Mk 5:33 MM. I Tim 6: I 
NN. I Tim 1:13 



2Peter2:12 912 Verse 

11). But these ones are1 like unreasoningA animals8 having been borne as creatures-of-instinct2 I 2 
for capture and destruction°. While blasphemingE in3 things which they are ignorantF, they 
will also be destroyed4 in their5 destruction6, "being wrongedG as the wages o/wrong-doing7 13 

5( ·. They are spots8 and blemishes who are regarding9 the reveling ID during the day to be a pleasureH 

ID. Reveling' 1 in their deceptions12 while feasting-with 13 you 
~D. Having eyes fulP of an adulteress 14 and restless 15 of sin 
.ID. Enticing16 unstable 17 soulsK 
-m Having a heart trained 18 in greed 19 

14 

hC. ChildrenL of a curse20- ·they went-astrayM, leaving-behindN the straight0 way, having I 5 

followed-afterP the way a/Balaam the son ofBosor2 1
, who lovedO the wages o/wrong-doing22 

ID. But he had a rebuke of his own law-violation23- a speechlessR donkey having uttered5 I(, 

in the voice of a human T restrainedu the madness of the prophetv 

7C. These ones are waterless24 springsw, and mists25 being drivenx by a stonn26- for whom the I~ 

gloom27 o/the darknessY has been reserved28 

I D. For while uttering29 pompous30 words of futility 31 , they entice32 by33 the desires34 of the I :-; 
fleshz, by sensualities35

, the ones barely36 escaping-from37 the ones livingAA in error88 

11 .. Promising them freedom38, themselves being slavescc of corruption39 I'! 

I F. For by what one has been defeated00, by this he has been enslavedEE 



913 2Peter2:19 

I. Others do not add this word, making v 12-13 all one sentence, "But 
these ones, like ... ignorant, will also be destroyed". 

2. Or, "creatures-of-nature". This is the Greek word order. Some 
punctuate it 0 

••• animals, creatures-of-instinct, born for ... "; others, 
"unreasoning natural animals", making a single description. This 
word means "natural, belonging to nature, pertaining to the natu
ral order of things". Some think Peter means "as ones living in the 
manner pertaining to the natural world", that is, in a purely physi
cal and instinctual manner. They live like animals led by their phys
ical appetites to their destruction. Others think he means "as ones 
belonging only to the natural order", that is, as only physical crea
tures of nature, devoid of a spirit. They are like part of the animal 
kingdom, and share their fate. Elsewhere only as "natural" in Rom 
I :26, 27. GK 5879. Related to the word in Jude IO. 

3. That is, "in connection with, in the sphere of". GK 1877. 
4. Same word as in Jude I 0. This is the sense in which they are like 

the animals. Related to "destruction". 
5. Some think Peter means "the animals' destruction", they will share 

their fate; others, "their own destruction", the destruction belong
ing to them as people; others think it is a Hebrew way of speaking 
meaning, "they will surely be destroyed"; others give it a different 
sense, "destroyed in their corruption". 

6. Same word as earlier in the verse, and as "corruption" in v 19. 
7. Or, "unrighteousness", as in Act I: 18. That is, "for wrong-doing". 

Or, "being hanned as the wages of harm, being defrauded as the 
wages of fraud". The same phrase ,"wages ofwrong", is in v 15, 
and some think the same meaning must be given in both places. 
Others do not, and render this "harm" here, and "wrong" or 
"unrighteousness" there. Same word as in 2 Cor 12: 13; Heb 8: 12. 
Some manuscripts say "receiving the wages of wrong" { B}. 

8. Or, "stains". Some place the points from here through v 16 at the "E." 
level, as examples of their wrong-doing. Elsewhere only in Eph 5:27. 
GK 5070. Related to the word in Jude 12. "Spots and blemishes" is 
the opposite of Jesus, whom Peter says is "without-blemish and with
out-spot" in I Pel I: 19 (same words with a negative prefix). In 2 Pet 
3:14, Peter exhorts us to be unspotted and unblemished. 

9. "Regarding" is a participle, like those in the D. points that follow. 
In the Greek word order, "regarding ... pleasure" comes first in this 
sentence. Some take it with the preceding point (ID.), and then take 
"They are spots and blemishes" as beginning the new sentence. 

I 0. This noun is elsewhere only as "luxury" in Lk 7:25. GK 5588. 
Related to the verb that follows. 

11. This verb is used only here. GK 1960. Related to "live in luxury" 
in Jam 5:5. 

12. Or, "deceits". Same word as in Eph 4:22; Col 2:8; 2 Thes 2: IO. 
Elsewhere only as "deceitfulness" in Mt 13:22; Mk 4: 19; Heb 3: 13. 
GK 573. The related verb is "deceive" in 1Tim2: 14. Some manu
scripts say "love feasts" {B}, as in Jude 12. 

13. Elsewhere only in Jude 12. GK 5307. 
14. That is, eyes full of desire for an adulterous woman, a woman with 

whom to commit adultery. On this word, see "adulterous" in Jam 
4:4. Some manuscripts say "adultery" {A}. 

15. Or, "unceasing, not resting" from sin. This modifies "eyes". Peter 

could mean eyes "restless to continue sinning", or eyes "never rest
ing from their sinning". Used only here. GK 188. Related to "rest" 
in Heb 3:11, which has no negative prefix. 

16. Or, "Luring, Entrapping, Baiting". Same word as in v I 8. On this 
word, see Jam I: 14. 

I 7. Elsewhere only in 3: I 6. GK 844. 
18. Or, "exercised". This is a participle, "having been trained". On this 

word, see Heb 5: 14. 
I 9. Or, ''for greed.from greed, by greed". On this word, see Eph 4: 19. 

Some manuscripts have this plural, "greedy things" {K). 
20. That is, children characterized by a curse, or under a curse; or, 

"accursed children". On this word, see Gal 3:10. 
21. Some manuscripts say "Beor" {A}, the spelling in the Septuagint. 

Consult the commentaries on the theories regarding this spelling. 
GK 1082. On Balaam, see Num 22-24, 31. 

22. Or, "reward of unrighteousness", "the pay of wrong-doing". Same 
phrase as in v 13. Compare Jude 11. 

23. Or, "law-breaking". That is, lawlessness, evil-doing. Used only 
here. GK 4175. Related to "violate the law" in Act 23:3. The root 
word is "law". 

24. Same word as in Jude 12. GK 536. 
25. Some manuscripts say" ... springs, clouds being ... " {N}. 
26. Or, "gust, gale, whirlwind". Elsewhere only in Mk 4:37 and Lk 8:23 

as a "storm" of wind. GK 3278. Some think Peter means that they are 
"waterless", never providing rain, as in Jude 12; others, that they drift 
along obscuring the truth; others, that they are unstable and fleeting. 

27. On this word, see 2:4. This phrase ''for whom ... reserved" is also 
in Jude 13. 

28. Or, "kept". Same word as in I Pet I :4; 2 Pet 2:4, 9; 3:7; Jude 13; 
and as "kept" in Jude 6. On this word, see "keeping" in I Jn 5: 18. 
Some manuscripts add "forever" {N}. 

29. Sarne word used of the donkey in v 16. Elsewhere only as "speak" 
in Act 4:18. GK 5779. Related to the word in Act 2:4. 

30. Or, "excessive in size, overgrown, swollen, bombastic". Elsewhere 
only in Jude 16. GK 5665. 

31. Or, "uselessness, worthlessness". On this word, see Rom 8:20. 
32. Same word as in v 14. 
33. Or, ·'with". Such teachers use the desires of the flesh and sensual

ities as the means to entice those barely escaping. 
34. Or, "lusts". On this word, see Gal 5: 16. 
35. Or, "the sensual desires of the flesh'', or "the desires of the flesh for 

sensualities". On this word, see 2:2. 
36. That is, the ones just beginning to tum from the world to God. Used 

only here, this word could mean "to a small extent", or, "for a short 
time". GK 3903. Some manuscripts say "actually" {A}, on which 
see "really" in Jn 8:36. 

37. Some manuscripts say "having escaped-from" (N}. Elsewhere only 
in 1 :4; 2:20. GK 709. 

38. That is, freedom from the Law, from holy standards. Peter calls 
them "lawless" in 3: 17. Some people taught that salvation is of the 
spirit, and it does not matter what one does with the body. Perhaps 
something like this is in view here. On this word, see Gal 5: 13. 

39. That is, moral corruption. On this word, see "decay" in I Cor 15:42. 

A.Jude 10 B. Rev4:6,livingcreatures C. I Jn2:29 D. I Cor 15:42,decay E. I Tim6:1 F. Rom 10:3 G.Act7:24 H.Lk8:14 J. Rom 15:14 
K.Jam5:20 L.1Jn3:1 M.Jam5:19,err N.Act6:2 0.Act8:21 P.2Pet1:16 Q.Jn21:15,devotedlylove R.1Corl4:10 S.2Pet2:18 
T. Mt 4:4, mankind U. I Cor 14:39, forbid V. I Cor 12:28 W. Jn 4:6 X. Lk 8:29 Y. Jn 3: 19 Z. Col 2:23 AA. Eph 2:3, conducted ourselves 
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2 Peter 2:20 914 Verse 

21J. For1 if- having escaped-fromA the defilements of the world by the knowledge8 of our2 20 
Lord and Savior Jesus Christ, and again having been entangledc by these things- they 
are defeated1 

11'. Then the last state has become worse4 for them than the first 

11 . For it would be better0 for them not to have knownE the way of righteousness 21 
than having knownE, to tum-back5 from the holyF commandmentG having been 
delivered6 to them 

2L. The7 thing of the true" proverb1 has happenedK to them- 22 

11 "The dog having retumed8 to its own vomit"9 

21". And, "The sow having washed 10 herself returns to a wallowing of the mire" 

3.·\. BelovedL, I am nowM writing this second letter to you, in which 11 letters I am arousing 12 your pureN 
mind0 with a reminder13 'to remember14 the wordsP having been spoken-beforehandO by the hoJyF 
prophets, and the commandmentG of the Lord and Savior from your apostles 15 

J ll. KnowingR this first- that mockers 16 will come with mocking 17 in the last5 days 

I ( Proceeding in accordance with their own desires 18 

.\.I 

2C. And saying, "Where is the promiseT of His coming 19? For since20 the fathers fell-asleepu, -1 
everything is continuingv in-this-manner2 1 from the beginningw of creationx" 

.ll'. For this escapes-notice-of22 those who are willing21- " 

ID. That by the wordy of God there were heavens from-long-ago 24 , and an earth having 
existence25 out of water and by water 

11 ·. Through which26 the world27 at that time was destroyed28 , having been flooded29 h 

with water 

21). And by the same word the present heavens and earth have been stored-up30 for fire, being 
reserved31 for the day of the judgmentz and destruction12 o/ungodlyAA people88 

21~. But do not let this one thing be escaping your notice, belovedL- that one day11 with the Lord is 
like14 a thousand years15, and a thousand years is like one day 

I ( · The Lord is not being slowcc about the promise16 as some regard00 slowness, but He is being 
patientEE toward you17

, not wishing18 any to perish19, but all to make-room40 for repentanceFF 
2t · But the day of the Lord41 will comeGG like a thief 42- during which the heavens will pass

away with-a-roar, and the elements41 will be destroyed"" while buming44 , and the earth and the 
works11 in it will be found45 

l) 

JI) 

\ J) All these things thus46 being destroyed"", what-kind-ofKK people ought you47 to48 be in 11 
holyF behaviors49 and acts of godliness50, 'looking-forLL and hastening51 the comingMM I~ 
of the day ofGod52 

1 l'. Because of which the heavens will be destroyed"", being set-on-fireNN, and the 
elements are melted51 while burning 



915 2 Peter 3: 12 

I. Some think this refers to the false teachers, continuing the subject 
of v 17, and of "entice" and "promising". Others think this refers 
to the victims mentioned in v I 8b-l 9. Others think this is a gen
eral principle referring to all. 

2. Some manuscripts omit this word {C}, making it "the Lord" or 
"our Lord". 

3. Or, "overcome, beaten, worsted". Elsewhere only in v 19. GK 2487. 
Related to "defeat" in Rom 11: 12. 

4. Same phrase as in Mt 12:45; Lk 11 :26. 
5. Or, "return'', as this word is used in its other 34 occurrences. GK 

5 715. Related to the word in v 22. 
6. Same word as in Jude 3. On this word, see Act 16:4. 
7. Some manuscripts say "And the" { N}. 
8. Or, "having turned". On this word, see "turns back" in Jam 5: 19. 

Related to "turn back" in v 21. 
9. Compare Prov 26: 11. 
I 0. Or, "bathed". Like the sow, these people washed themselves in "the 

knowledge ofour Lord and Savior" (v 20) and "the way of right
eousness" (v 21 ), but then returned to what they always were all 
along. The outward washing did not change what they were on the 
inside. Same word as in Act 9:37; 16:33; Heb 10:22. Elsewhere 
only as "bathed" in Jn 13: 10. GK 3374. 

11. This wore! is plural. Some think Peter is referring to I Peter; others, 
lo some other letter. 

12. Or, "awakening, stirring up". Same word as in I: 13. On this word, 
see Jn 6: 18. 

13. Same word as in I: 13. On this word, see 2 Tim I :5. 
14. Or, "keep in mind". That is, lo not forget. Same word as in Jude 17. 
15. Some manuscripts say" ... commandment of us, the apostles ofthe 

Lord and Savior" { N}. 
16. Elsewhere only in Jude 18. GK 1851. Related to the noun "mock

ing" next, and to the verb in Lk 23: 11. 
17. Or, "in mockery". Some manuscripts omit "with mocking" {N}. 

Used only here. GK l 848. 
18. Same phrase as in Jude 16, 18. On this word, see Gal 5:16. 
19. Thal is, the fulfillment of this promise to come. On this word, see 

2 Thes 2:8. 
20. This is an idiom, "from which day", on which see Rev 16:18. 
21. That is, as it is now. Things now are as they have been since cre

ation. The predictions changed nothing. 
22. Or, "is unnoticed-by". Same word as in v 8; Mk 7:24; Lk 8:47; Act 

26:26. Elsewhere only as "not-know" in Heb 13:2. GK 3291. 
23. These people willingly ignore this. They are willfully ignorant. 

Peter adds this word to make clear that he does not mean that it 
accidentally escaped their notice. More literally, "them being will
ing". On this word, see Jn 7: 17. 

24. Elsewhere only in 2:3. GK l 732. 
25. Same word as in Col I: 17. This participle is not passive, "having 

been made, formed, compacted". It means "having existed, stood
logether, continued, endured, held together". GK 5319. 

26. This is plural, referring to the water and the word of God (note v 
7, "the same word"). There are other views. 

27. Same word as in 2:5. On this word, see I Jn 2:15. 
28. Or, "perished". Same word as "perish" in v 9. On this word, see 

"perish" in I Cor 1:18. Related to "destruction" in v 7. 
29. This is the verb related to the word in 2:5. Used only here. GK 2885. 
30. On this word, see I Cor 16:2. This is a participle, they "are having 

been stored up"; they are in this state. 
31. Same word as in 2: 17. 
32. Related to "destroyed" in v 6. On this word, see 2: I. 
33. This is the common word for "day", used 389 times. GK 2465. 
34. Or, "as". GK 6055. This is a comparison, not a formula. Same word 

as "as" in v 9; and "like" in v I 0. 
35. Peter is alluding to Ps 90:4. 
36. Or, "The Lord of the promise is not being slow". 
37. Some manuscripts say "toward us"; others, "patient for your sake" 

{A}. 
38. Or, "wanting, willing". For the uses of this word regarding God, see 

"willed" in Jam I: 18. Compare I Tim 2:4. 
39. SamewordasinJn3:16; I Cor 1:18. 
40. Or, "give way, have room; go forward to, progress to, come lo, 

reach". Same word as in 2 Cor 7:2. Elsewhere only as "have room" 
in Mk 2:2; Jn 2:6; 21 :25; "give way" in Mt 19: 11, 12; "advance" in 
Mt 15: 17; Jn 8:37. GK 6003. 

41. On this phrase, "day of the Lord", see I Thes 5:2. 
42. That is, suddenly, unexpectedly, disastrously. On coming like a 

thief, see I Thes 5:2. Some manuscripts add "at night" {N}. 
43. Same word as in v 12. On this word, see "elemental" in Gal 4:3. 
44. Or, "being consumed by heat, being burned up". Elsewhere only in 

v 12. GK 3012. 
45. Or, "discovered", that is, found out. The reading is uncertain. Some 

manuscripts say "will not be found" (compare Rev 16:20; 20: 11); 
others, "will be found being destroyed"; others, "will be burned 
up"; others, "will disappear" { D}. Some suggest it may be a ques
tion, "and will the earth ... be found?". Same word as in v 14. Else
where by Peter only in I Pet I :7; 2:22. Used 176 limes in the NT. 
GK2351. 

46. Or, "in this manner". Some manuscripts instead say "therefore" {B }. 
47. Some manuscripts say "we" {C}. 
48. On "ought to", see Act 25: 10. 
49. This is the only place this word is plural. On this word, see "con

duct" in I Pet I: 15. 
50. This is the only place this word is plural, to show which, acts of is 

added. On this word, see I Tim 2:2. 
51. Or, "hurrying, promoting zealously, advancing, seeking eagerly". 

This is to be a subject of prayer (Mt 6: I 0) and action (Mt 24: 14 ). 
Elsewhere only as "to hurry" in Lk 2: 16; 19:5, 6; Act 20: 16; 22: 18. 
GK5067. 

52. A "day of God" is also mentioned in Rev 16:14. 
53. Used only here. GK 5494. Some manuscripts say "will melt" {N}. 

A. 2 Pet 2: 18 B. Col I :9 C. 2 Tim 2:4 D. Heb I :4 E. Col I :6, understood F. I Pet I: 16 G. Mk 12:28 H. Jn 6:55 J. Jn I 0:6, figure of speech 
K. Act 21:35 L. Mt 3:17 M. Mt 24:32, already N. Phil 1:10 0. Lk 1:51, thoughts P. Rom 10:17 Q. Jude 17 R. Lk 1:34 S. Heb 1:2 
T. I Jn 2:25 U. I Thes 4: 13 V. Lk 22:28 W. Col I: 18 X. Rom 8:39 Y. I Cor 12:8 Z. Jn 3: 19 AA. Jude 15 BB. Mt 4:4, mankind 
CC. I Tim 3:15 DD. Jam 1:2 EE. I Car 13:4 FF. 2 Cor 7:10 GG. Jn 8:84, am here HH. Mt 5:19, break JJ. Mt 26:10 KK. I Jn 3:1 
LL. Lk 3: 15, waiting in expectation MM. 2 Thes 2:8 NN. 2 Cor 11 :29, burn 



2 Peter 3: 13 916 Verse 

J( -. But in accordance with His promise\ we are looking-for8 newc heavens and a new earth in 13 
which 1 righteousness dwells2 

:i B. Therefore beloved0
, while looking-for8 these things l 4 

IC. Be diligent3 to be found unspotted4 and unblemished5 by Him,6 in peaceE 
2C. And be regardingF the patience0 of our Lord to be salvationH 1 ~ 

1 O. Just as also our beloved0 brother Paul wrote to you 7 according-to8 the wisdomK having been 
given to him-• as also he writes in all his letters, speaking in them concerning these things I h 

IL. In which letters are some things hard-to-understand9 which the untaught 10 and 
unstable 11 twist12

- as also the other13 Scriptures14- to their own destructionL 

-H3. You therefore, beloved0 , knowing-this-beforehandM 

I ( ·. Be guarding15 yourselves in order that you may not fall-fromN your own steadfastness16, having 
been carried-away-by17 the errorO of the lawlessP ones 

2C. And be growingO in the graceR and knowledge5 of our Lord and SaviorT Jesus Christ I~ 

ID. To Him be the gloryu both now, and to the day of etemity18• Amen 19 



917 2 Peter 3: 18 

I. This is plural, referring to the new heavens and earth. 
2. That is, has its home, settles down. On this word, see Eph 3: 17. 
3. Same word as in I: I 0. 
4. Or, "spotless, without stain, pure". Same word as in I Tim 6: 14; 

Jam I :27. Elsewhere only as "without spot" in I Pet I: 19. GK 834. 
5. Or, "blameless, defectless". These two words are the opposites of 

2:13. Used only here. GK 318. Related to "without-blemish" in I 
Pet 1:19. 

6. Or, "in Him". Some punctuate this "to be found by Him in peace, 
unspotted and unblemished". 

7. As to which specific letter Peter might have in mind, consult the 
commentaries. 

8. Or, "based on, by way of". GK 2848. 
9. Used only here. GK 1554. 
10. Or, "unlearned, ignorant". Used only here. GK 276. 
11. Same word as in 2: 14, which refers to the ones the false teachers 

try to entice. 
12. Or, "distort, wrench, dislocate, torture, torment". Given the nature 

of the false teaching in chapter 2, Peter is probably referring to 
Paul's teaching on salvation by faith apart from works of the Law. 

The false teachers changed grace into sensuality, Jude 4. Used only 
here. GK 5137. Used of"stretching" on a rack, "torturing". 

13. Or, "the rest of, the remaining". This word does not mean "other of 
a different kind", but the others remaining in the category under 
discussion, the rest. Used 55 times. GK 3370. 

14. Peter is putting Paul's writings on the same level as the other Scrip
tures (the OT), or in the same category (as books read in the church 
services). Compare v 2. The word "Scriptures" (or, "Writings") is 
used 50 times in the NT, always referring to the Old Testament. GK 
1210. It is related to the verb "it is written" (GK 1211). 

15. Same word as "protected" in 2:5, its only other use by Peter. On this 
word, see "keep" in Jn 12:25. 

16. Or, "firmness, fixedness, establishment". Used only here. GK 5113. 
Related to "establish" in I: 12. 

17. Or, "led away by, carried along with". That is, led astray. On this 
verb, see "carried along with" in Rom 12: 16. 

18. The phrase "day of eternity" is used only here. This is an idiom, lit
erally "to the day of the age". GK 172. 

19. Some manuscripts omit the word { C}. 

A.2Petl:4,thingspromised B.Lk3:15,waitinginexpectation C.Heb8:13 D.Mt3:17 E.Actl5:33 F.Jaml:2 G.Heb6:12 H.Lkl9:9 
J. Act 16:40 K. I Cor 12:8 L. 2 Pet 2: I M. Rom 8:29, foreknew N. Gal 5:4 0. I Thes 2:3 P. 2 Pet 2:7 Q. Jn 3:30 R. Eph 2:8 S. I Cor 12:8 
T. Lk I :47 U. 2 Pet 2: IO 





919 1 John Overview 

I A. What we witnessed concerning the word of life, we announce. And we write that our joy may be full l: 1-4 
2A. And this is the message we have heard from Him and are declaring to you- I :5 

I B. God is light. If we are walking in the light, we have fellowship, and He cleanses us from sin 
2B. My little children, I am writing that you may not sin. By this we know we are in Him 
3B. Beloved, lam not writing a new command to you, but an old one- the message you heard 
4B. Yet I am writing a new command, because the darkness is passing and the Light is shining 
5B. I am writing to you because your sins are forgiven, you know Him, you overcame Satan 
6B. I wrote to you because you know the Father, the Word of God is abiding in you 
7B. Do not be loving the world, nor the things in it. It is not from Him, and it is passing away 

3A. Children, it is the last hour 

I B. And many antichrists have arisen. They went out from us, but they were not of us 
2B. And you have an Anointing from the Holy One, and you all have knowledge. Let what you 

heard from the beginning be abiding in you. As His Anointing is teaching you, be abiding in it 
3B. And now little children, abide in Him, that ifHe appears, we may have confidence before Him 

I :5-10 
2:1-6 

2:7 
2:8-11 

2:12-13 
2:14 

2:15-17 

2:18 

2:18-19 
2:20-27 

2:28 

IC. You know everyone doing righteousness has been born from Him. Little children, do 2:29-3: 10 
not be deceived. By this the children of God and the children of the devil are evident 

2C. Everyone not doing righteousness is not from God- and the one not loving. Little 3: 10-24 
children, let us be loving in deed and truth. By this we will persuade our heart before Him 

4B. Beloved, do not believe every spirit, but be testing them, because many false prophets went out 

4A. Beloved, let us be loving one another 

I B. Because the love is from God 
2B. By this the love of God was made known among us- He sent His Son that we might live 
3B. Beloved, if God loved us in this manner, we also ought to be loving one another 

IC. No one has ever seen God; if we are loving one another, God is abiding in us 
2C. God is love; the one abiding in the love is abiding in God, and God is abiding in him 
3C. If someone claims to love God and is hating his brother, he is a liar 
4C. And we have His command- that the one loving God should be loving his brother also 

4:1-6 

4:7 

4:7-8 
4:9-10 

4:11 

4:12-16 
4:16-19 

4:20 
4:21 

4B. Everyone believing that Jesus is the Christ has been born from God, and is loving God's children 5: I 

IC. By this we know we love His children- when we love God and do His commandments 5:2 

2C. 
3C. 

ID. For this is the love of God- that we be keeping His commandments 
2D. Because everything born of God is victorious over the world. Faith is the victory 
3D. And who is victorious if not the one believing that Jesus is the Son of God! 

I wrote these things to you who believe that you may know that you have eternal life 
And this is the confidence we have before Him- He hears us, He keeps us from sinning, 
we are of God, His Son gave us understanding to know the true One, we are in the true One 

5:3 
5:4 

5:5-12 

5:13 
5:14-21 



I John 1:1 920 Verse 

J ,\_ That-which 1 was from the beginning2, that which we3 have heard, that which we have seenA with our 
eyes, that which we looked-at8 and our hands touchedc, concerning the word4 oflife5-

Ill. Indeed6 life7 was made-known8! And we have seen9
, and are testifying 10

, and are announcing to you 2 
the etemal0 life 11 which was with the Father, and was made-known 12 to us! 

2B. That-which 13 we have seen and heard we are announcing 14 also 15 to you so that you also may have 3 
fellowship 16 with us 

IC. And indeed our fellowship is with the Father, and with His Son Jesus Christ 

.rn. And we are writing these things 17 in order that our18 joyE may be fulJl 9 

2.-\. And this is the message20 which we have heard from Him and are declaring21 to you-

I Il. That God is lightF, and there is not any darknessG in Him 

IC. If we claimH that we have fellowship with Him and we are walking1 in the darkness\ we are h 

lying, and not doingL the truth22 

2( ·. But if we are walking in the light23 as He is in the light, we have fellowship with one another, 
and the blood24 of Jesus25 His Son cleanses26 us from all sin 

ID. lfwe claim that we do not have27 sin, 28 we are deceivingM ourselves, and the truth29 is \ 
not in us 

~ D. If we are confessing30 our sins, He is faithfulN and righteous31 to32 forgive0 us the sins, 'l 

and cleanse us from all unrighteousnessP 

I!-. Ifwe claim that we have not sinned,33 we are makingL Him a liar, and His wordO is 111 

not in us 

21 l. My34 little-children35
, I am writing these36 things to you in order that you may not sin. And if anyone .:' · I 

sins,37 we have an advocate38 with the Father- Jesus Christ the RighteousR 

IC'. And He Himself is the satisfaction39 for our sins- and not for ours only, but also for the 
whole world's40 



I. Or, "What". Some think this refers to the person of Christ; others, 
to the message of life He brought; others, to both. 

2. Some think John means "What was from the beginning of the min
istry of Christ", as in Jn 15:27; 16:4; others, "What was God's plan 
from the beginning of creation'', as in Jn I: I; Gen I: I. There are 
other views. On this word, see Col I: 18. 

3. Some think this refers to the apostles; others to John himself(a lit
erary plural). There are other views. 

4. Or, "message". Some think John means "concerning the Word" (the 
person, as in Jn I: I); others, "concerning the message", which 
includes all aspects of Christ's person and work. On this word, see 
I Cor 12:8. 

5. Some think John means Who or which "gives life"; others, Who 
or which "is life"; others, which is "about life"; others, "about the 
Life" (Jesus). "Life" is elsewhere in I Jn only in I :2; 2:25; 3: 14, 15; 
5:11, 12, 13, 16, 20. On this word, see Rom 8:10. 

6. Or, "And". Same word as in v 3. Before John completes the thought 
that he is declaring his eyewitness testimony, he leaps ahead to 
exclaim the result produced by the Christ he personally wit
nessed- eternal life was made known! This could routinely have 
been stated ifv 3 and v 2 were reversed, "That which was from the 
beginning ... concerning the word oflife (v I), we are announcing 
also lo y0u in order that you may have fellowship with us. And 
indeed our fellowship is with ... Christ (v 3). Indeed life was made 
known! And we have seen, and are testifying, and are announcing 
to you the eternal life ... made known to us (v 2)". However, John 
moves this forward for emphasis. Verse 2 is parenthetic to v I and 
3, but it is an emphatic thought, not a parenthetic one. GK 2779. 

7. Or, "the Life", "this life" (the one just mentioned). 
8. Or, "appeared, was revealed, was manifested". Some think this is 

a personal reference to Jesus, who "appeared"; others, to the eternal 
life that was "made known" in Him. This verb is used both ways. On 
this word, see "made evident" in 2: 19. 

9. In this rendering, this verb is referring forward to "eternal life", as 
do the next two verbs. Others think this verb refers back to "life", 
and thus render it "we have seen it". 

10. Or, "bearing witness, attesting". Same word used for the Baptist 
in Jn I :7, 8, 15, 32, 34. 

11. Or, "Life". Some think this is a reference to the incarnate Christ; 
others, to eternal life, as in Jn 17:2, 3. 

12. Or, "appeared". Same word as earlier in the verse. 
13. This resumes from v I, after the emphatic placement ofv 2. 
14. Or, "reporting, declaring". Same word as in v 2. Used 45 times. GK 

550. Related to "declare" in v 5. 
15. Some manuscripts omit this word {N}. 
16. Or, "partnership, communion". Same word as in v 3, 6, 7. On this 

word, see I Cor I :9. 
17. Some think John is referring to this letter as a whole; others, to v 1-

3 in particular. There are other views. Some manuscripts say, "And 
we are writing these things to you" { B}. 

18. Some manuscripts say "your" {A}. John could mean "our" in the 
sense of"my", or, "yours and mine". 

19. Or, "complete". John's joy is made full by hearing of his children 
walking in the truth, 3 Jn 4. He writes to help accomplish this. This 
is a participle, "may be having been made full". On this phrase, see 
Jn 16:24. 

921 I John 2:2 

20. Elsewhere only in 3: 11. GK 32. Related to "declaring" later in this 
verse. 

21. Or, "reporting, proclaiming". On this word, see Jn 16:13. Related 
to "announcing" in v 2, 3. 

22. On "doing the truth", compare "doing sin" in Jn 8:34. 
23. As children of the God who is ligbt, we are children of light walk

ing toward the light, Jn 3:21; 8:12; 12:35, 36, 46; Rom 13:12; Eph 
5:8; I Thes 5:5; I Pet 2:9; I Jn 2:8. This is our pattern oflife. 

24. Elsewhere of Christ's blood only in Mt 26:28; 27:4, 6, 24, 25; Mk 
14:24; Lk 22:20, 44; Jn 6:53, 54, 55, 56; 19:34; Act 5:28; 20:28; 
Rom 3:25; 5:9; I Cor 10: 16; 11 :25, 27; Eph I :7; 2: 13; Col I :20; 
Heb 9:12, 14; 10:19, 29; 12:24; 13:12, 20; I Pet 1:2, 19; I Jn 5:6, 
8; Rev I :5; 5:9; 7: 14; 12: 11; 19: 13. Used 97 times. GK 135. Jesus 
is the sacrificial offering, the spotless Lamb of God whose blood is 
offered in our place as a satisfaction (see 2:2), reconciling us to 
God. See Rom 3:23-25. 

25. Some manuscripts add "Christ" { N}. 
26. Or, "purifies". Same word as in v 9, on which see Heb 9:22. 
27. This is the common word "have, hold'', used 708 times. GK 2400. 
28. On "have sin", compare Jn 9:41; 15:22, 24; 19: 11. Some think John 

means we claim we have no guilt, no nee<l for cleansing, no need for 
a Savior; others, no sin nature or inclination to sin. 

29. Some think John means "God's truth, objective reality"; others, the 
gospel. Same word as in v 6, on which see Jn 4:23. 

30. Or, "admitting, agreeing about". On this word, see I Tim 6: 12. 
31. Or, "just, right". God is righteous to forgive because of 2:2. On this 

word, see Rom 1:17. 
32. More literally, "that He might forgive"; that is, to carry out His pur

pose to forgive us. GK 2671. 
33. That is, that we have not personally committed a sin in the past. 
34. Others make this point 2E., John's answer to I: I 0 (similar in func

tion to I :7 and I :9, though different in form). Then 2:3 continues 
on as point 2B. The precise flow of thought of this book is diffi
cult to be certain of in places because there are so many repetitions 
and possible connections of thought, word, and phrase. Though it 
has the easiest Greek, this is the hardest book in the NT to follow 
the connections of thought. Yet the message of the book is clear and 
powerful, because it is found in John's boldly absolute sentences 
and brief paragraphs, and is not dependent on how the book as a 
whole is arranged. Consult the commentaries for other suggestions 
on how to arrange the book. 

35. Jesus used this word of the disciples in Jn 13:33. Elsewhere only in 
I Jn 2: 12, 28; 3:7, 18; 4:4; 5:21. GK 5448. Related to "children" 
in 3: I. Not related to "children" in 2: 14. 

36. Some think John is referring to 1:5-10 or 1:5-2:17, the things 
regarding sin and walking in the light; others, to the whole letter. 

37. That is, commits a sin, an act of sin. As in I :6-7 and 8-9, John joins 
both sides of the coin, the not sinning and the sinning. John 
addresses living in sin as a pattern of life in 3:9. 

38. Only here is this word used of Jesus- our "Advocate, Defender, 
Intercessor". On this word, see "Helper" in Jn 14:16. 

39. Or, "propitiation", the means of removing God's wrath. Elsewhere 
only in 4: IO. GK 2662. See Rom 3:25 on this word group. 

40. Or, "those of the whole world". Jesus paid the price for all. Com
pare Jn 3: 16; 12:47;Rom5:18; I Tim4:10; I Jn4:14. 

A. Lk 2:26 B. I Jn 4: 14 C. Lk 24:39 D. Mt 25:46 E. Lk 24:52 F. Jn I :5 G. Jn I :5 H. Jn 12:49, say J. Heb 13:9 K. Jn 3: 19 L. Rev 13: 13 
M.Jam5:19,err N.Coll:2 O.Mt6:12 P.Roml:l8 Q.1Corl2:8 R.Rom1:17 



I John 2:3 922 Verse 

2( ·. And by this1 we knowA that we have come-to-know2 Him3- if we are keeping8 His ·' 

commandments4 

11). The one claimingc that "I have come-to-know Him" and not keeping8 His commandments0 4 
is a liar, and the truth5 is not in this one 

::'D. But whoever is keeping8 His wordE, trulyF the loveG o/God6 has been perfected7 in this one 5 

.\C. By this8 we knowA that we are in Him-"the one claiming to be abiding" in Him ought1 just 1, 

as that One walkedK also himself thus9 to be walking 

JB. Beloved10, I am not writing a newL commandment 11 to you, but an old12 commandment which you 
had from the beginning 13. The old commandment is the word 14 which you heard 15 

4B. Yet-again 16 I am writing a newL commandment to you, which 17 is true 18 in Him and in you, because19 x 
the darkness20 is passing-away21 and the true22 Light21 is already shining24 

I C · The25 one claimingc to be in the light and hatingM his brother26 is in the darkness until now27 '! 

ID. The one lovingN his brother is abiding" in the light, and there is no cause-of-fallingO in him28 111 
::' D But the one hating his brother is in the darkness, and is walkingK in the darkness, and I I 

does not knowP where he is going because the darkness blinded his eyes 

~ lj. I am writing29 to you, little-children30, because31 your sins have been forgivenO you for-the-sake- I: 
of32 His name 

I ( . I am writing to you, fathers, because you have knownA the One from the beginning33 I i 
::'C. I am writing to you, young-men34, because you have overcome35 the evilR one 



923 I John 2:13 

I. "By this" is a key phrase in I John, occurring 12 times. John wants 
us to know how to know spiritual truth. Compare 2:3, 5; 3:10, 16, 
19, 24; 4:2, 9, 13, 17; 5:2; and Jn 13:35; 15:8; 16:30. 

2. Or, "have known". On this word, see Lk I :34. 
3. Those who make this point 28. (see the note on "My" in v I) link 

this to "God" in I :5, rather than "Jesus" in 2:2. 
4. We cannot claim to know Jesus if we do not do what He says. Jesus 

said so, Mt 7:21-23; Lk 6:46. 
5. That is, God's truth is not at work in him. 
6. Some think John means God's love in us, as in 4: 12. This person 

does know God because God's love is in him. Others think he 
means our love for God, as in 5:3. This person's love for God has 
been brought to completion in true knowledge of Him. 

7. Or, "brought to completion, reached its goal". Here this comes by 
keeping His word; in 4: 12, by loving one another. On this word, see 
Heb 2:10. 

8. In this arrangement, the "by this we know" statements (2C. and 
3C.) are paralleled. "This" points forward to what follows, and, "in 
Him" points to "abiding in Him". Others think "this" refers back to 
"keeping His word" or "love perfected" in v 5. In this case, "By 
this ... " would be part of point 20. Then "The one claiming ... " would 
be point 30., paralleling v 4. 

9. Some manuscripts omit this word {C}, leaving" ... ought also him
self to be walking just as that One walked". 

10. On this word, see Mt 3: 17. Some manuscripts say instead "Broth
ers" {N). 

11. Some think John means "in what I just said" (do not sin, v I; keep 
His commandments, v 3; walk as He walked, v 6); others, "in what 
I am about to say" about loving your brother (v 9-11 ). He may mean 
both, "in what I am writing you here in I :5-2: I 7", or in this book. 

I 2. Some think John means it is old in that it was contained in the Law 
of Moses; others, that it is old from John's point of view. That is, it 
was spoken by Jesus Himself. Both "keep my commands" (2:3-6; 
Jn 14:15, 21, 23, 24) and "love one another" (2:9-1 I; Jn 13:34; 
I 5: 12) are commands of Jesus. Others think he means it is "old" 
from the readers' point of view. That is, it is a command they have 
had since they first became Christians. On this word, see Mk 2:2 I. 

13. That is, from when you first heard, from the beginning of your 
Christian life. On this word, see Col I: 18. 

14. Or, "message". That is, His word (v 5), the gospel. This "old word" 
contained all the thoughts in this book. John merely expands on cer
tain aspects of it. "I am not writing some new thing to you, but what 
you already know". On this word, see I Cor 12:8. 

15. Some manuscripts add "from the beginning" {N}. 
16. Or, "On the other hand". Most think the new command is implied in 

v 9-11, "love one another". Compare 3: 11; 2 Jn 5, 6. It is new in that 
it is Christ's new command (Jn 13:34) which John's readers newly 
received al salvation. Yet perhaps John simply means that he is writ
ing all of this to them as a new command. He is commanding them 
anew with a fresh statement of the old command. The old command 
is the word you heard from the beginning, the new command is the 
word he is writing here. Both include righteousness and love. On 
this word, see "again" un Mk 15: 13. 

I 7. The grammar indicates this does not refer to "new" or "command-

ment". Some think it refers to the whole concept, to "what I am 
writing"; others, to the newness of it, "the newness of which". There 
are other views. 

18. Or, "genuine, real". Some think John means the content of the com
mand is "truly seen, genuinely present" in Him and them, though 
to a different degree; others, that the newness is truly seen in Him 
(as the giver of it) and you (as the ones now doing it). There are 
other views. Used elsewhere by John in 2:27; Jn 3:33 ("truthful"); 
4:18; 5:31, 32; 6:55; 7:18; 8:13, 14, 17, 26; 10:41; 19:35; 21:24; 3 
Jn 12. On this word, see Jn 6:55. 

19. Some think John is explaining why it is new, because it is from 
Christ, the true light; others, why it is true in Him and in you, 
because His light is already shining in you; others, why he is writ
ing it, as in v 12-14. 

20. That is, spiritual darkness. Same word as in I :5; 2:9, 11. On this 
word, see Jn I :5. Related to the word in I :6. 

21. Same word as in v 17; I Cor 7:31. GK 4135. 
22. Related to "true" earlier. Used elsewhere by John in 5:20; Jn I :9; 

4:23, 37; 6:32; 7:28; 8:16; 15:1; 17:3; 19:35; Rev 3:7, 14; 6:10; 
15:3; 16:7; 19:2, 9, 11; 21:5; 22:6. On this word, see Jn 7:28. 

23. Some think John means Jesus, as in Jn I :9; others, God's truth, His 
word, the gospel. There are other views. 

24. The true light is dispelling the darkness. On this word, see Phil 2: 15. 
25. This is the statement, or the continuation of the statement, of what 

is not new but old, yet is new. 
26. That is, fellow believer. On this word, see Act I 6:40. 
27. Such a person has been, and continues to be in the darkness, in spite 

of whatever may be claimed. 
28. Or, "it". Some think John means there is nothing "in him", the lov

ing brother, to cause his brother to fall; others, to cause himself to 
fall. Others think he means there is nothing "in it", the light, to 
cause him to fall. 

29. John continues to explain his writing of this section or the whole 
book. Others think that v 12-14 strictly point forward to the writ
ingofthe command in v 15.Samewordasin 1:4;2:1, 7,8, 13, 14. 
Used 191 times. GK 1211. 

30. Some think "little children, fathers, young men" each refer to all 
Christians, from three viewpoints; others, that "little children" 
refers to everyone (as elsewhere in the letter, see 2: I), and that John 
then divides everyone into two groups, "young men" and "fathers"; 
others, that John is referring to three groups of Christians. In the 
last two views, some think the groups represent stages of spiritual 
growth; others, tenure as a Christian; others, physical age. On this 
word, see v I. 

31. Some render this word "that", and likewise in the next five statements, 
giving the content of John's writing rather than the reason for it. 

32. Or, "because of". GK 1328. 
33. Some think John is referring to the Father; others, the Son. Some 

think he means from the beginning of time or creation (as in Jn I: I); 
others, from the beginning of His ministry. 

34. As to physical age, this word refers to those in the physical prime 
oflife, about 24-40 years old. Used 11 times. GK 3734. Related to 
the word in Act 7:58. 

35. Or, "conquered". On this word, see Rev 2:7. 

A. Lk I :34 B. I Jn 5: 18 C. Jn 12:49, say 0. Mk 12:28 E. I Cor 12:8 F. Mt 14:33 G. I Jn 4: 16 H. Jn 15:4 J. I Jn 4: 11 K. Heb 13:9 
L. Heb 8: 13 M. Rom 9:13 N. Jn 21 :15, devotedly love 0. Rom 11:9 P. I Jn 2:29 Q. Mt 6:12 R. Act 25: 18 



I John 2: 14 924 

(ill. I wrote1 to you, children2, because you have knownA the Father 

I ( ·. I wrote to you, fathers, because you have known the One from the beginning8 

2C. I wrote to you, young-men, because you are strongc ones, and the word0 of God is abidingE 
in you, and you have overcomeF the evilG one 

7B. Do not be loving3 the world,4 nor the things in the world5 

IC. If anyone is loving the world, the loveH of the Fathe~ is not in him 

Verse 

14 

I~ 

ID. Because everything in the world- the desire7 of the flesh8
, and the desire of the eyes, and I h 

the boastful-pride9 oflife 10- is not from the Father, but is from the world 

2( ·. And the world is passing-away, 11 and its desire. But the one doing the will of God abidesE forever I -

_),\. ChildrenK, it is the lastL hour12 I I' 

Ill. And just as you heard that the Antichrist 13 is coming, even now many antichrists have arisen14-
from which we know that it is the last hour15 

I ( ·. They went out from us, but they were not of 16 us 

ID. For if they had been of us, they would have remainedE with us 
2D. But they went out in order that they might be made-evident17 that they all are not 18 of us 

l'i 

213. And you have an Anointing 19 from the Holy One20, and you all have-knowledge21 ~11 

I ( ·. I did not write22 to you because you do not know the truth, but because you know it23 , and .: I 
that24 every lie is not from the truth25 

11 ). Who is the26 liar ifnot the one denyingM that Jesus is the Christ? This one is the antichrist, 
the one denying the Father and the Son 

I le. Everyone denying the Son does also-not have the Father 
21 . The27 one confessing28 the Son also has the Father 

2D. Let29 what you heard30 from the beginning0 be abidingE in you 

IL If what you heard from the beginning abides in you, you also will abide in the Son 
and in the Father 

21:. And this is the promise31 which He Himselfpromised32 to usn- eternal life 

.\ D. I wrote these things to you concerning the ones deceivingN you 

2( '. And the Anointing which you received34 from Him is abidingE in you. And you have no need0 

that anyone should be teachingr you,35 but 



925 1John2:27 

I. Some think "wrote" refers to a former letter; others, that "writing" 
is from John's point of view, "wrote" is from the readers' point of 
view; others, that "wrote" refers to what is already written, "writ
ing" to the whole letter; others, that "wrote" refers to the letter as 
complete, "writing" as in process; others, that the change of tense 
is merely stylistic. Perhaps John means "I am writing this with a 
view to your future", because of the present status you have already 
attained in Christ, and "I wrote it on the basis of your past'', for the 
same reason. In other words, I am writing hoping to build upon your 
present status, I wrote based on it. In this case, the change of tense 
gives a different sense to "because". Some manuscripts say here "I 
am writing" {A). causing the KJV and other English translations 
since then to include this sentence in v I 3 as the third group. 

2. Same word as in v 18, its only other use in this book. Used 52 times. 
GK 4086. Not related to "little children" in v 12. 

3. The grammar can mean "Stop loving", or, "Do not be in the habit 
of loving". On this word, see "devotedly love" in Jn 21: 15. 

4. This is the first command of this book. John concludes this section 
with a specific or focused application of what he meant in v I when 
he said "that you may not sin". The message is "God is light" (I :5), 
John is writing that you may not sin (2: I), so do not love the world. 

5. John is not referring to the people in the world (as this word is used 
in Jn 3:16· I Jn 4:14), but to the world system, the world ruled by 
Satan (as in I Jn 5: I 9); to human existence, desires, and purposes 
apart from God. This word, kosmos, is used 186 times. GK 3180. It 
is used of the physical "world, universe"; of humanity, the people 
of the world; and of the world order and system of human existence. 
It means "adornment" in I Pet 3:3. The related verb means "to 
adorn" (see I Tim 2:9), "put in order". 

6. Some think John means "our love for the Father". One cannot love 
the world and the Father, Jam 4:4. Others think he means "the 
Father's love in us", as in 4: I 6. If one loves the world, God's love 
is not dwelling in him. Some manuscripts say "of God" {N}. 

7. On this word, see Gal 5:16. It should not be narrowed to sexual 
desires here, but taken broadly. 

8. That is, belonging to or proceeding from the flesh, the eyes, life. 
On this word, see Col 2:23. 

9. Or, "arrogance, pretension". Elsewhere only as "pretension" in Jam 
4: 16. GK 224. Related to "boaster" in Rom 1:30; 2 Tim 3:2. 

I 0. Or, "means oflife, goods, property, livelihood, mode oflife, manner 
of living", the externals oflife. It is pride flowing from the things one 
has, the externals of the way one lives, the living one enjoys. Same 
word as in Lk 8: 14; I Tim 2:2; 2 Tim 2:4. Elsewhere only as "goods" 
in I Jn 3:17; "property" in Lk 15:12, 30; and "living" in Mk 12:44; 
Lk 8:43; 21 :4. GK 1050. Related to "live" in I Pet 4:2; "manner of 
life" in Act 26:4: and "pertaining to life" in Lk 2 I :34. 

11. Some think John means this in the same sense in which the dark
ness is passing away in 2:8 (same word). It is being supplanted. 
Others think he means it is transitory. Others think he is emphasiz
ing that it will be done away with when Christ returns. It is not just 
transitory, it is contradictory to His interests. It will be judged. 

12. A "last hour" is mentioned only here. The KJV renders this "time", 
which gives the sense of it here. Same word as in Jn 4:2 I, 23; 5:25, 
28; 16:2, 32; Rom 13: I I; Rev 3: 10; 9: 15. On this word, see Lk 2:38. 

13. Elsewhere only in I Jn 2:18; 22; 4:3; 2 Jn 7. GK 532. Some manu
scripts say "the Antichrist" { B}. Paul calls him the "man of lawless
ness" in 2 Tues 2:3. See there for the views on the meaning of this. 

14. Or, "come-to-be, come". GK 1181. Not the same word as "is com
ing" earlier in the verse. 

15. The last or final hour (period of time) extends from the predicted 
appearance of antichrists until Christ returns. 

16. Or, "from". That is, part of us, belonging to us, originating with us. 
I 7. Or, be "made known, revealed, shown, made visible". This word 

means "revealed" in the sense of"made visible, made open" (com
pare "revealed" in 2 Tues 2:3). Same word as in Rom 1:19; 2 Cor 
4: IO, I I; 7: 12; I I :6. Elsewhere only as "make known" in Jn 7:4; 2 
Cor 2:14; 3:3; 5:1 I; Heb 9:8; I Jn 1:2; 4:9; "reveal" in Jn 1:31; 
2:1 I; 17:6; Rom 3:21; 16:26; I Cor 4:5; Col 1:26; I Tim 3:16; 2 
Tim 1:10; Tit I :3; Rev 3:18; 15:4; "manifest" in Jn 21: I, 14; "make 
visible" in Mk 4:22; Jn 9:3; "become visible" in Jn 3:2 I; Eph 5: 13, 
14; "make clear" in Col 4:4; "appear" in Mk 16: I 2, 14; 2 Cor 5: IO; 
Col 3:4; Heb 9:26; I Pet I :20; 5:4; I Jn 2:28; 3:2, 5, 8. GK 5746. 
Related to "evident" in Rom I: I 9; "clearly" in Act I 0:3; and "man
ifestation" in I Cor 12:7. 

18. That is, that none of them are from us. Others render it "made evi
dent, because they are not all of us". That is, not all the people in 
church are part ofus (compare the parable of the wheat and the dar
nel in Mt 13:24-43). 

19. Some think John means the Holy Spirit, the Helper (Jn 14:26), who 
teaches us all things; others, the Word of God, as in v 14, an anoint
ing of truth. Elsewhere only in v 27, where John expands on this. 
GK 5984. The related verb is in Lk 4: 18. 

20. That is, Christ, as in Lk 4:34; Jn 6:69; Act 3: 14. 
21. Or, "you all know the truth", supplying "truth" from v 21. John is 

emphasizing the fact of knowing here, not the content of what is 
known. Because of this fact, which is true because they have the 
Anointing, they can discern the truth with regard to the content of 
knowledge proposed by these deceivers. John expands on this next, 
in v 21-26. Some manuscripts say, "and you know all things" { B}. 
On this word, see "know" in 2:29a. 

22. That is, in this matter, v 18-27. 
23. That is, you know the truth about Jesus. 
24. Or, "because", depending on whether this is another reason John 

wrote, or another thing they know. 
25. Or, in smoother English, "no lie is from the truth". It does not orig-

inate in or belong to the truth. On this word, see Jn 4:23. 
26. In keeping with English idiom, some render this "a". 
27. Some manuscripts omit this sentence {N}. 
28. Or, "declaring". Same word as in 4: 15. On this word, see I Tim 6: 12. 
29. Or, "You- let what you heard ... ". Some manuscripts say "There-

fore let" {N}. 
30. That is, the truth, v 21. 
31. This noun is used 52 times, but only here by John. GK 2039. 
32. This verb is used 15 times, but only here by John. GK 2040. 
33. Some manuscripts say "you" {A}. 
34. Or, "And you- the Anointing which you received ... ". 
35. That is, you do not need human wisdom or "new" teachings. The 

Spirit will teach you, Jn 14:26; 16:12-15. 

A.Lkl:34 B.Col1:18 C.Revl8:8 D.1Corl2:8 E.Jnl5:4,abide F.Rev2:7 G.Act25:18 H.1Jn4:16 J.Rev20:10 K.1Jn2:14 
L. Heb I :2 M. 2 Tim 2: 12 N. Jam 5: 19, err 0. Tit 3: 14 P. Rom 12:7 



I John 2:28 926 

11). As His 1 AnointingA is teaching8 you about all things, and is true2 and is not a lie 
2D. And just as it3 taught you 
:rn. Be abiding• in it5 

Verse 

_rn And6 now, little-childrenc, be abiding' in Him, so that if8 He appears9
, we may have confidence10, and 2>\ 

not be put-to-shame11 by12 Him at His coming0 

I c. If you know 13 that He 14 is righteousE, you know15 that everyone also 16 doingF righteousness" 2'! 

has been bom 18 from 19 Him20 

ID. See what-kind-of21 loveG the Father has given to us- that we should be called22 children23 .1: 
of God! And we are! 24 

IE. For this reason25 the world does not knowH us, because it did not know Him26 

2D. Belovedl, we are now children of God, and what we will be has not yet appeared27
• We28 

knowK that if He appears29
, we will be IikeL Him, because we will see Him just as He is 

>D And everyone having this hopeM in30 Him is purifying31 himself, just as that One is pureN 

IF. Everyone doingF sin32 also is doing lawlessness. Indeed sin is lawlessness33 • •And 4-' 
you knowK that that One appeared in order that He might take-away34 sins35 

21. And there is no sin in Him36 

I F. Everyone abiding0 in Him is not sinning37 

21-. Everyone sinning has not seen Him, nor knownH Him 

41) Little-children38, let no one be deceivingP you-

I F. The one doingF righteousness is righteousE, just as that One is righteousE 
21. The one doingF sin is of the devil, because the devil is sinning39 from the beginning :-< 

>I:. The Son of God appeared for this- that He might destroyO the worksR of the devil40 



927 1John3:8 

I. Some manuscripts say "the same" {N}, "As the same Anointing ... ". 
2. Some think John means that the Anointing is real, genuine; others, 

that the teaching is true. Sarne word as in 2:8. 
3. Or, "He". Some think John means "just as His Anointing is teach

ing you now, and it taught you from the beginning"; others, just as 
His Anointing is teaching you now, and He (Jesus) taught you dur
ing His earthly ministry". 

4. Or, this may be a statement, "you are abiding". Some manuscripts 
say "you will abide" {N}. 

5. Or, "Him". Some think John means "in it", the teaching about all 
things (as in v 24); others, "in Him", Christ (as in v 28), the subject 
of the teaching. 

6. Some make v 28 the conclusion of the previous section, and begin 
the new section at 2:29 or 3: I. 

7. John turns from abiding in Christ's truth as taught by His Anoint
ing, to abiding in His character- righteousness (2:29-3:9), and love 
(3: 10-24). Thus 2:29-3:24 defines what John means here by "abide 
in Him". This section expands on what John briefly stated earlier, 
when he said the one walking as He walked (in righteousness, 2:6, 
and love, 2: 10) is abiding in the light. On this word, see Jn 15:4. 

8. That is, if Jesus appears now. It is the timing that is uncertain. Some 
manuscripts say "when" {N}. 

9. Or, "is revealed", referring to His second coming, as in 3:2; Col 3:4; 
I Pet 5:4. On this word, see "made evident" in v 19. 

10. Or, "boldness". Same word as in 3:21; 4:17; and 5:14. On this word, 
see Heb 4: 16. 

11. Or, "disgraced, ashamed". Same word as in 2 Cor I 0:8; Phil I :20. 
Elsewhere only as "ashamed" in Lk 16:3; I Pet 4: 16. GK 159. 
Related to "be ashamed" in Rom I: 16. 

12. John is referring to the objective result of Christ's judgment, 2 Cor 
5:10. Or, "from, away from, because of", so that it says "shrink in 
shame from Him". In this case, John is continuing the reference to 
our subjective slate at that time, giving the opposite of "confi
dence". An objective putting to shame would produce a subjective 
shrinking in shame, so John may have had both in mind. Compare 
Mk 8:38. GK 608. 

13. Or, "recognize, understand". Not the same word as next, but they 
are often used interchangeably. Used 318 times. GK 3857. 

14. Some take both "He" and "Him" in this verse to refer to Jesus; oth
ers, to the Father. Others take "He" as Jesus and "Him" as the 
Father- if you know that Jesus (the One having been fathered by 
God, 5: 18) is righteous, you know that everyone doing righteous
ness like Jesus has also been fathered by God, because of the fam
ily resemblance. 

15. Or, "understand". Or, this could be a command, "Know that...". On 
this word, see Lk I :34. 

16. Some manuscripts omit this word {N}. 
17. Same phrase as in 3:7, 10. Compare "doing sin" in Jn 8:34. 
18. Or, "fathered, begotten". God is our Father when we are born again. 

Same word as in 3:9; 4:7; 5: I, 4, 18; Jn I: 13; and Jn 3:3-8, "born" 
again. This is the old word "begat" used in genealogies. It is used 
of the man "fathering, becoming the father of, begetting", as in Mt 
I :2-16; I Cor4:15; Phm 10; of the woman "bearing", as in Lk 1:13; 
23:29; Jn 16:21; and of the child as "born, being begotten, being 
fathered", as here. Used 97 times. On its use with reference to 
Christ, see 5:18. GK 1164. Related word in I Pet 1:3. 

I9. Or, "of", "fathered by". Sarne word as "by" in Mt I: 18. GK 1666. 
20. John explains this concept next, connecting our being born as God's 

children to our living like Jesus in righteousness. We do righteous
ness because we are born from Him. Therefore we are like Him 
now, and will also be like Him when He comes. 

21. Or, "what sort of". Same word as in Mt 8:27; Lk I :29; 7:39; 2 Pet 
3: 11. Elsewhere only as "what" in Mk 13: I. GK 4534. Based on the 
context here, John means "how great, how wonderful". 

22. That is, by God Himself1 
23. Sarne word as in I Jn3:2, 10;5:2;2Jn 1,4, 13;3Jn4;andJn 1:12; 

Rom 8:16, 17, 21; Eph 2:3; 5:1, 8; Phil 2:15. Used 99 times. GK 
5451. Related to "little children" in 2: I. 

24. Some manuscripts omit "And we are" {A}. 
25. Some think this looks back, "because we are His children"; oth

ers, forward, "because it did not know Him". 
26. Some think John means the Father, as Jesus taught in Jn 15:21; 

16:2-3; others, Jesus, as in Jn I: 10. 
27. Or, "been made known, been revealed". On this word, see "made 

evident" in 2: 19. More literally, "did not yet appear" or "was not 
yet revealed". In English idiom, we prefer to say "has not". Some 
render this verse "Beloved, we are now children of God, and He has 
not yet appeared. We know what we will be, because ifHe appears, 
we will be like Him ... ". 

28. Some manuscripts say "But we know" {N}. 
29. Or, "is revealed". Same word as earlier in the verse, v 5, and v 8. 
30. That is, "[fixed] on Him". 
31. That is, doing righteousness, 2:29. As God's children looking for

ward to the fullness of what we shall be, we strive now to be holy 
as He is holy. We strive to become like our Father. Those living this 
way will have confidence when He comes, 2:28. Same word as in 
Jam 4:8; I Pet I :22. Elsewhere only in Jn 11 :55; Act 21 :24, 26; 
24:18. GK 49. Related to "pure" in I Pet 3:2; and "purification" in 
Act 21 :26 (GK 50). 

32. On "doing sin", see Jn 8:34. 
33. That is, rebellion against law. Same word as in Mt 7:23; 13:41; 

23:28; 24:12; Rom 6:19; 2 Cor 6:14; 2 Thes 2:3, 7; Tit 2:14; Heb 
I :9. Elsewhere only in the plural, as "lawless-deeds" in Rom 4:7; 
Heb 10: 17. GK 490. 

34. Same word as in Jn I :29, "takes away the sins of the world". Some 
manuscripts say "our sins" {A). GK 149. 

35. Doing sin is contradictory to Christ's mission. How can you have your 
hope in Him (v 3) who came to take away sins, and be doing sin? 

36. More literally, "And sin is not in Him". 
37. Or, "continuing to sin". That is, continuing in sin as a pattern oflife. 

See v 9. The same word is used of the devil in v 8. There are other 
views. Consult the commentaries. 

38. On this word, see 2: I. Some manuscripts say "children"{N}, using 
the word in 2: 14. 

39. Or, "is continuing to sin since the beginning". In English idiom, we 
say "has been sinning". John is not making an historical statement 
about the devil (he "has sinned"), but is describing his habitual 
course of action (he "is sinning") from the beginning. 

40. Compare Jn 8:41. On this word, see Rev 12:9. 

A. I Jn 2:20 B. Rom 12:7 C. I Jn 2:1 D. 2 Thes 2:8 E. Rom 1:17 F. Rev 13: 13 G. I Jn 4:16 H. Lk I :34 J. Mt 3: 17 K. I Jn 2:29 
L. Rev 1:13, resembling M. Col 1:5 N. I Pet 3:2 0. Jn 15:4 P. Jam 5:19, err Q. Mt 5:19, break R. Mt 26:10 



I John 3:9 928 Verse 

-11:. Everyone having been born' from God is not doingA sin- because His seed2 is 'J 

abiding8 in him, and he is not able3 to be sinning,4 because he has been born from God 
)I . By this, the childrenc a/God and the children of the devil are evident5 itJ 

2( ·. Everyone not6 doingA righteousness0 is not from God7
- and8 the one not lovingE his brother9 

11 >. Because this is the message 10 which you heard from the beginning' 1- that we should be I I 
lovingE one another 

11·:. Not as Cain. He was of the evW one. and he slew 12 his brother 12 

IF. And for what reason did he slay him? Because his worksG were evW, but the 
ones of his brother were righteousH 

I ( i. And 13 do not be marveling 14
, brothers 15

, ifthe world hatesl you! I '· 

2D. We knowK that we have passed from death into life 16
, because we are lovingE the brothers 1-l 

IL The one not loving 17 is abiding8 in death 18 

2L. Everyone hating1 his brother is a murderer19
. And you knowK that every murderer I' 

does not have20 eternal life abiding8 in him 

_i I>. By this we have come-to-know21 loveL- because that One laid-down His life22 for us. 11, 
And we oughtM to lay-down our livesN for the brothers0 

11. But whoever has the goods23 of the worldP, and sees24 his brother having a needO, I -
and shutsR his deep-feelings5 from him, how is the loveL o/God25 abiding in him26? 

41>. Little children,27 let us not be lovingE with wordT nor tongueu, but in deedG and truthv. I~ 

And28 by this, we will know29 that we are of the truth30, and we will persuade31 our heart32 I '.I 
before Him33 

11:. Because34 if our heart is condemning35 us, we know that God is greater36 than our 211 
hearts, and He knowsw all things 

21:. Beloved\ if our37 heart is not condemning us38
, we have confidence39 before God. 21 

And40 whatever we are asking, we are receiving from Him, because we are keepingY 
His commandmentsz, and doingA the pleasing41 things in His sight 

I F. And this is His commandmentz- that we believeAA in the name C?fHis Son Jesus 
Christ, and that we be lovingE one another, just as He gave us the commandment42 

21-'. And the one keepingv His commandments is abiding8 in Him, and He in him43 

.'lF. And by this we knoww that He is abiding in us- from the Spirit'"' Whom He 
gave to us 

4B. Beloved\ do not be believingAA every spirit,45 but be testing46 the spirits to see if they are from -l l 
God, because many false-prophets88 have gone out into the world 



929 I John4:1 

I. Or, "fathered". The same word occurs later in this verse. On this 
word, see 2:29. 

2. We have been fathered by God. His life implanted in us changes us 
from within just as the life flowing in the vine produces fruit. If His 
life is in us, we cannot continue living contrary to His nature. If we 
have His life we will be growing in accordance with that life, as all 
living things do. In this view, His "seed" is the divine nature (2 Pet 
I :4 ). Others think the seed is the Holy Spirit; others, His word; oth
ers. Christians ("because His offspring is abiding in Him"). 

J. Or, "he cannot". This word means "can, is able, is capable, has the 
power or ability to". Used 2 IO times. GK I 538. Related to "power" 
in Mk 5:30; "powerful" in Lk 24: I 9; and "empower" in Col I: I I. 

4. John does not mean that God's children never sin, as he made clear 
in 1:8-IO, but that they cannot continue to live in sin as a pattern 
of life. Same concept as in v 6. The children of God and the devil 
are seen in their pattern of life. This is similar to I :6-7. God's chil
dren are walking in the light, not walking in the darkness. They are 
living like their Father. By this we can tell the difference, v IO. 
There are other views. Consult the commentaries. 

5. Or, "known, manifest, clear". On this word, see Rom I: 19. Related 
to the verb in I Jn 2: 19. 

6. Note that what John stated positively in 2:29, he states negatively here. 
Others join this to point 5E., and start the new point here with v 11. 

7. That is, belonging to God, born from God, originating in God. 
8. With this, John makes a transition from righteousness to love as the 

character quality of abiding in Christ (2:28). He begins with a neg
ative statement instead of a positive one (as in 2:29). 

9. That is, his fellow Christian. On this word, see Act 16:40. 
IO. On this word, see 1:5. 
I I. That is, the beginning of your Christian life. 
12. Same word as "slay" next. Elsewhere only in Rev 5:6, 9, 12; 6:4, 9; 

13:3, 8; 18:24. GK 5377. Related to "slaughter" in Act 8:32. 
13. Some manuscripts omit this word [C). 
14. The grammar implies "stop marveling". This incident should cause 

us to expect the world to hate us, as Jesus Himself said in Jn 15: I 9-
20. Righteous living before God brings hate from the world. Com
pare 2 Tim 3: 12. On this word, see Rev 17:8. 

15. Some manuscripts say "my brothers" {N}. 
16. This phrase was used by Jesus in Jn 5:24. 
17. Some manuscripts add "his brother"; others, "the brother" {A}. 
18. This is such a person's natural state. He remains in death and dark

ness, Jn 12:46; I Jn 2:9. 
19. As Jesus taught in Mt 5:21-26. Literally, a "person-killer", like 

Cain. Elsewhere only in Jn 8:44. GK 475. 
20. In English, we prefer to say "no murderer has". Compare Rev 21 :8. 
21. Or, "have known". On this word, see Lk I :34. 
22. This phrase was used by Jesus in Jn 10:1I,15, 17; 15:13. 
23. Or, "means, livelihood, living, what it takes to live". On this word, 

see "life" in in 2: 16. 
24. Or, "observes, looks at, perceives". Used only here in this book. On 

this word, see Lk IO: 18. 
25. Some think John means "love for God" as in 4:20; others, "God's 

love", as with eternal life in v 15; others, the God-kind of love. 

26. As James said, Jam 2: 15-17. God's love is not in him. 
27. Some manuscripts say "My little children" {N). 
28. Some manuscripts omit this word {C). 
29. Some manuscripts say "we know" {A}. 
30. That is, that we belong to the truth, and originate in it. 
3 I. Or, "convince". This word can also mean "conciliate, pacify, set at 

ease, assure'', and some prefer this nuance here. By loving in deed 
and truth, we will have confidence and not be ashamed if He 
appears, 2:28. With differing grammar, this word means "convince, 
persuade, win over, put confidence, have confidence, trust, obey". 
Used 52 times. GK 4275. 

32. Some think John is referring to our conscience (a word John never 
uses). On this word, see Rev 2:23. 

33. Both now, and when He comes, 2:28. 
34. Instead of "because if ... that", some punctuate the Greek words so 

that they mean "whatever thing" (the same idiom as in Col 3: 17). 
In this case, John means "we will persuade our heart before Him
whatever thing our heart is condemning- because God is 
greater ... ". Others render this verse "Because if our heart is con
demning us, because God is greater", the second "because" resum
ing the first. Since it is redundant, it is omitted in translation, as in 
the KJV. There are other views. 

35. Or, "blaming, laying a charge against, passing judgment on, con
victing". We persuade our heart that we are from or of the truth, that 
we are God's children, in spite of that for which our heart is still 
condemning us. Same word as in v 2 I, on which see Gal 2: I I. 

36. We persuade ourselves by our love in action, because it proves we 
are His. We know He sees more than what our hearts are saying. He 
sees our pattern of life as His children. God's love working in us 
and through us gives us confidence when our hearts point us to a 
failure. In addition, as ones walking in the light, we respond to what 
our heart is saying, I :9. For the one walking in the light, the fact 
that God knows us absolutely is a source of comfort and assurance, 
because the light exposes our works, Jn 3:21. There are other views. 
Consult the commentaries. 

37. Some manuscripts omit this word {C}, leaving it implied. 
38. Some manuscripts include this pronoun { B) . 
39. Or, "boldness". Same word as in 2:28, and pointing back to that 

verse. Doing righteousness (3:1-9) and loving the brothers (3:10-
24) gives us this confidence, because it proves our mutual rela
tionship (v 24) is genuine. 

40. This verse gives one aspect of that confidence. Compare 5: 14-15. 
41. On this adjective, see Jn 8:29. 
42. That is, in Jn I 5: I 2. 
43. This explains why this person's requests are answered, Jn 15:7. 
44. That is, the Spirit promised in Jn 14: 16-17, 23-26; 15:26; 16: 13-15. 
45. That is, as a spirit presents itself in the teachings ofa human being. 

John now gives a warning regarding the "antichrists" mentioned 
in 2:18-19. 

46. Or, "examining, putting to the test, proving by testing". On this 
word, see "approve" in Rom 12:2. 

A.Revl3:13 B.Jnl5:4 C.1Jn3:1 D.Rom1:17 E.Jn21:15,devotedlylove F.Act25:18 G.Mt26:IO,work H.Roml:I7 J.Rom9:13 
K. I Jn 2:29 L. I Jn 4: 16 M. I Jn 4: I I N. Jam 5:20, soul 0. Act 16:40 P. I Jn 2:15 Q. Tit 3: 14 R. Jn 20: 19, locked S. Phil I :8 T. I Cor 12:8 
U.1Cor12:10 V.Jn4:23 W.Lkl:34 X.Mt3:17 Y.1Jn5:18 Z.Mkl2:28 AA.Jn3:36 BB.Revl6:13 



I John 4:2 930 

I ( · By this you know 1 the Spirit of God2
-

ID. Every spirit3 that is confessingA Jesus Christ as having come4 in the tlesh8 is from God 
.::'!). And every spirit that is not confessing Jesus5 is not from God 

11 ·. And this is the spirit of the Antichristc- which, you have heard that it is coming, 
and now it is already in the world 

Verse 

2( ·. You are from God,6 little children, and you have overcome0 them7
• Because greater is the One8 4 

in you than the one in the world9 

ll ·. They 10 are from the world. 11 For this reason they are speaking from the world, and the world 
is listening-to them 

4< ·. We 12 are from God. The one knowingE God is listening-to 13 us. He who is not from God is not 1. 

listening-to us. From this 14
, we knowE the Spirit15 o/truth 16 and the spirit of error17 

-L\. BelovedF, let us be lovingG one another 

I H. Because the love 18 is from God! And everyone loving has been bom 19 from God, and knowsE God 

I ( . The one not loving did not knowE God, because God is love20 ~ 

213. By this21 God's love22 was made-known23 among24 us- that God has sent-forth25 His only-bom26 " 

Son into the world in order that we might liveH through Him 

I ( In this is love27
- not that we have loved28 God, but that He loved us, and sent-forth His Son I 11 

to be the satisfaction29 for our sins 

rn. BelovedF, if God lovedG us in-this-manner3°, we also ought31 to be lovingG one another32 I I 

I ( ·. No one has ever seen33 God; if we are loving one another, 34 God is abidingJ in us, and His I~ 
love35 has been perfected36 in us 

I D By this we knowE that we are abiding in Him, and He in us- because He has given to I ; 
us of His Spirit37 

:::'D. And we have seen38
, and are testifying39 that the Father has sent-forth the Son to be 1-1 

SaviorK a/the worJdL. "Whoever confesses40 that Jesus is the Son ofGod,41 God is abiding I' 
in him, and he in God 

\I l. And we42 have come-to-know43 and have believed44 the love which God has in45 us I 11 



931 1John4:16 

I. Or, "recognize". Or, this may be a command, "By this, know ... ". 
This word is used twice in v 6. On this word, see Lk I :34. 

2. Or, "the spirit from God", maintaining the same sense as in "every 
spirit" in v I and next. 

3. That is, as presented in a human being. 
4. Or, "Jesus as Christ having come", or, "Jesus Christ having come in 

the flesh". Compare 2:22; 5: I; 2 Jn 7; Rom 10:9. That is, confess the 
person we know as Jesus Christ (including all that He is and did) as 
having come from the Father in genuine human flesh. All this is 
summed up in the next verse in one word, "Jesus". 

5. Some manuscripts add "as having come in the flesh" {A}. 
6. That is, you belong to Him, and originate in Him, being born from 

Him. 
7. That is, the false prophets (v I) who are not confessing Jesus ( v 3). 
8. That is, the God you are from, whom we know abides in us from 

the Spirit He gave us, 3:24. He leads us to hear Him and His mes
sengers, instead of continuing to hear the world. By this we know 
He abides in us. 

9. That is, the evil one, 5: 19. 
I 0. That is, the false prophets, v I. 
11. That is, they belong to the world which is passing away, and orig

inate in it. 
12. Some think John means "We apostles"; others, "We Christian 

apostles and teachers"; others, "We Christians", the same group as 
"you" in v 4. 

13. That is, listening and obeying. 
14. Some think this refers to v 6a, the second test; others, to all ofv 1-

6, to both tests. John usually says "by (GK 1877) this", as in v 2. 
This is the only place in this book he says "from (GK 1666) this". 

15. Or, "spirit'', in the same sense as "every spirit" in v 1-3. 
16. John may mean "belonging to the truth", or, "speaking truth". 

Likewise with "error" next. 
17. Or, "deception". On this word, see I Thes 2:3. Related to "deceive" 

in 1:8; 2:26; 3:7. 
18. Or, "this love"; or, "love". Some think John means the love just men

tioned; because the Christian love we express to one another comes 
from God. Others think he means "love" in an abstract sense. 

19. Or, "fathered". This love indicates we have a living relationship with 
God. Christian love flows from our being born from God, and our 
growing knowledge of God. On this word, see 2:29. 

20. The one not loving in this manner could not have known the One 
who is love. 

21. This is how we came to know this love-- by what God did for us. 
22. Or, "the love of God". 
23. Same word as in I :2. 
24. Or, "in connection with us"; or, "in us", in the new life He has given 

us. GK 1877. 
25. Same word as in Jn 5:36, 38; 6:29; 7:29; 8:42; 11 :42; 17:3, 8, 18, 21; 

20:21; I Jn4:10, 14;etc.Onthisword,see"sendout"inMk3:14. 
26. Or, "one and only, unique, only begotten". On this word, see Jn I: 18. 
27. God's love defines what love really is. True love is defined not by 

what we do, by how we conceive of it, by our devotion, but by what 
God has done in sending His Son. Compare 3: 16. 

28. Some manuscripts say "we loved" {B }. 
29. Or, "propitiation". On this word, see 2:2. 
30. Or, "if God so loved us", that is, loved us to such an extent. On this 

word, see Jn 3: 16. 
31. This word is used to express an obligation or debt. Same word as 

in Jn 13:14; Rom 15:1; Eph 5:28; 2 Thes 1:3; I Jn 2:6; 3:16; 3 Jn 
8. It also means "have to" in Heb 2:17; "obligated" in Lk 17:10; 
Heb 5:3, 12; "indebted" in Lk 11 :4; and "owe" in Mt 18:28; Rom 
13:8; Phm 18. Used 35 times. GK 4053. Related to "debtors" in 
Rom I: 14; "due" in I Cor 7:3; and "debt" in Rom 4:4. 

32. We expect John to say "loving God", as he does in v 20, 21. Fully 
stated, this should be "we ought to be loving God. And if we love 
God, we ought to be loving one another (His children)". What 
explains this jump? What justifies drawing this command to love 
one another from God's love for us? Four answers follow. 

33. First, we cannot see God, but we do see His children. lfwe are lov
ing them, then God is abiding in us. Thus the jump in v 11 is from 
what we cannot see to what we can see in ourselves. The love we 
express to one another demonstrates not only that we love God, but 
that He is abiding in us and loving through us. The command is jus
tified because such love demonstrates that God is dwelling in us. 

34. That is, with the love from God (v 7), made known to us in His 
Son (v 9). 

35. Literally, "the love o/Him". Some think John means "His love for 
us"; others, "our love for Him"; others, both, the love that char
acterizes Him which we express to one another. 

36. Or, "brought to completion, brought to its goal, brought to full 
development". This is a participle, meaning it "is having been per
fected", it stands perfected. Same word as in v 17, 18; and in 2:5, 
where keeping His word is the subject. On this word, see Heb 2: I 0. 

37. Or, "from His Spirit". Love does not and cannot stand alone as a wit
ness that God is abiding in us. The love in view here is inseparably 
linked to two other witnesses. The Spirit is the second witness. 

38. Our confession of Christ is the third witness. Some think the 
emphatic "we" here refers to John and the eyewitnesses. Our con
fession of Jesus (v 15) is then in response to their eyewitness testi
mony. Others think the "we" refers to all Christians. We all see and 
confess Him, using "see" in the sense of Spirit-directed sight. Same 
word as in v 12 and I: I; Jn I: 14, 32; 11 :45. Used 22 times, all ren
dered "see" except Lk 7:24; Jn 4:35, "look-at". GK 2517. 

39. Both "seen and "testifying" are the same words as in I: 1-2. 
40. The grammar indicates that an act of confession is in view. On this 

word, see I Tim 6: 12. 
41. Note how John links together Christ's person (Son of God) and His 

work (Savior of the world). 
42. John's and each Christian's personal testimony is now added to the 

previous three witnesses. 
43. Or, "have known". Same word as in 2:3, 4; 3: 16. 
44. Some manuscripts say "and believe" {N}. 
45. Some think John means "in connection with us", as seen in the 

cross; others, "in us", abiding in us, as "has in" is used in 5: 10 and 
in 3:15. We know He is abiding in us because we have personally 
experienced His love in us. 

A. I Tim 6:12 B. Col 2:23 C. I Jn 2:18 D. Rev 2:7 E. Lk 1:34 F. Mt 3:17 G. Jn 21:15, devotedly love H. Rev 20:4, came to life J. Jn 15:4 
K. Lk I :47 L. I Jn 2: 15 



I John 4:17 932 Verse 

~( · God is love 1; and the one abidingA in the love2 is abiding in God, and God is abiding1 in him 

ID. By this,4 the love5 has been perfected6 with7 us in-order-that8 we may have confidence9 1-: 
on the day ofjudgrnent0

, because 10 just as that One is, we also are, 11 in this world 

IF. Fear12 is not in 11 love 14
- rather, perfect15 love throws 16 fear out17, because fear has18 I~ 

punishrnent19- and the one fearing has not been perfected in love 
2 t ·:. We20 are loving21 because He first loved us I '! 

3C. If22 someone clairnsc that "I love God" and is hating0 his brotherE, he is a liar. For the one not 21i 
lovingF his brother whom he has seen, cannot23 be lovingF God Whom he has not seen 

4< ·. And we have this cornrnandrnentG from Hirn- that the one lovingF God should be loving his 2 I 
brother also 

4B. Everyone believingH that Jesus is the Christ has been bom24 from God. And everyone lovingF the 'i. 
One having fathered25 is loving also26 the one having been bom27 from Hirn 

IC. By this we know1 that we are lovingF the children28 of God- when29 we are loving God and 
doing10 His cornrnandrnents11 

ID. For this is the love ofGod32- that we be keepingK His cornrnandrnents11 

IF. And His commandments are not burdensorne14 



933 l John 5:3 

I. Now John moves from what we cannot see (v 12) to what we do 
know. Thus the jump in v 11 is from what we do know about God 
to what we can see in ourselves. We know that God is love because 
of v 9. Loving one another demonstrates that we are in a mutual 
abiding relationship with Him. The command is justified because 
such love demonstrates a personal relationship with God. This is 
the word agape. Same word as in Mt 24:12; Jn 13:35; 15:10; Rom 
5:5;8:35: 13:10; 15:30; I Cor 13:4;2Cor5:14;Gal5:6;Eph3:17; 
Phil 1:9; I Thes 5:13; I Tim 1:5; Heb 10:24; 2 Pet 1:7; I Jn 2:15; 
3: 16; 5:3; Jude 21. Used 116 times. GK 27. Related to "devotedly
love" in Jn 21 :15. 

2. Or, "this love"; or, "love". That is, the love just mentioned; the love 
that God is, and inspires in us. 

3. Some manuscripts omit this word {N}. 
4. Some think this refers to the preceding verse, "By this mutual abid

ing", as here, NIV, NASB. By means of this mutual abiding, this love 
has been brought to its goal with us, that we may have confidence. 
Others think this refers to the next clause, "In this the love has been 
perfected with us- that we have confidence", as in NKJV, NRSV. 
This love is brought to its goal in our confidence regarding the day 
of judgment, in the casting out of fear. There are other views. 

5. That is, the love just mentioned, God's love in which we are abid
ing, v 16. Some place the emphasis on its being God's love; oth
ers, on our abiding in it, on its being our love; others on both, on 
the mutual relationship of love. 

6. Same word as in v 12. 
7. Some link this to the noun as "the love with us", taking this to mean 

"our love". Most take it with the verb, "perfected with us". In this 
case, some think John means "together with us", with our coopera
tion, in company with us; others, "among us", in our mutual love 
as Christians. Used elsewhere in this book only of fellowship "with" 
in I :3, 6, 7; and remaining "with" in 2: 19. Used also in 2 Jn 2, 3, 
"will be with us". GK 3552. 

8. Or, "so that we will have confidence". GK 2671. 
9. Same word as in 2:28. God's love has been perfected with us now, 

in our behavior, because we love as He does. This results in confi
dence before Him both now and regarding that future day, as John 
also said in 3: 18-21. 

I 0. This explains why we have this confidence. On this word, see 
Eph5:21. 

11. Some think John means "because just as Jesus is abiding in the 
Father's love, we also are abiding in it", reflecting what Jesus said in 
Jn 15:9-10. Others think he means "because we are like Jesus in char
acter". Ifhe specifically means "because just as Jesus is loving, we are 
loving", then v 19 explains this phrase. There are other views. 

12. This explains with a negative argument why such love produces con
fidence. The love that comes to us as God's gift and is perfected in a 
mutual abiding relationship brings no fear with it. Quite the opposite. 

13. This reflects the Greek word order and grammar. In English, we pre
fer to say "There is no fear in love", where "in" means "in connection 
with, in the sphere of, within". GK 1877. 

14. More literally "the love", as also later in the verse. John could mean 
specifically the love under discussion here in v 16-17, "Fear is not 
in this love". Or he could be making his specific point by referring 
here lo a universal truth about love. 

15. Or, "complete, fully developed". Related to the verb "perfected" in 
v 12, 17, 18. On this word, see "complete" in I Cor 13: IO. 

16. Or, "puts, casts, drives". On this word, see Rev 2:22. 
17. Fear is part of a relationship based on performance, with punish

ment for failure. A mutual relationship of love not based on per
formance eliminates all fear. 

18. Some think John means fear has to do with punishment; others, that 
fear brings or contains punishment by anticipating it. 

19. Elsewhere only in Mt 25:46. GK3136. The related verb is in 2 Pet 2:9. 
20. This explains with a positive argument why such love produces 

confidence. Our love is a result of the relationship, not a cause of 
it. It is the visible result of our relationship with the invisible God. 

21. Both God and others are in view. Some manuscripts add "God"; 
others, "Him" {A}. 

22. John now makes the same point from the negative side. The fail
ure to love the brother who is seen demonstrates that no relation
ship with the loving God exists, no matter what is claimed. The 
command to love one another is justified by the fact that no other 
course is possible for those who know Him. If God's love is not flow
ing through us to others, then we have no relationship with Him. 

23. Some manuscripts say "how can he ... " {A}, as in 3:17. John gives 
the rhetorical question in 3: 17; the categori~al denial here. 

24. Or, "fathered". Same word as later in the verse, and as "fathered" 
next. On this word, see 2:29. 

25. There is a change in the grammar of this word here, reflected in the 
change from "born" to "fathered". 

26. Some manuscripts omit this word {C). 
27. That is, "everyone loving the [God) having fathered [us) is loving 

also the [brother] having been born from Him". Or," ... having been 
fathered from Him". 

28. This refers back to "the one having been born from Him" in v I. 
29. That is, when the loving the children is occurring together with the 

loving God and obeying. 
30. On this word, see Rev 13: 13. Some manuscripts say, "keeping" { B}. 
31. We know we are loving our brothers, God's children, with love 

from God (4:7) when our love is part of our full family relationship 
with God and them. Human affection, friendship, and philanthropy 
alone are not "the love which God has in us". For John, loving the 
brothers cannot be separated from, and does not exist apart from 
the three other aspects of the family relationship- loving God, 
keeping His commandments, believing in His Son. For John, these 
four things exist together, or not at all. He has already said we can
not claim to love God and leave out one of the other three. Here he 
is saying we cannot claim to love the brothers and leave out one of 
the other three. In v 2-5, John binds together the four concepts, 
along with faith, being born from God, and victory over the world, 
into one inseparable unit. 

32. That is, love for God. 
33. Since these commandments include "believe in His Son" and "love 

one another" (3:23), the four ideas are linked together again. 
34. Or, "heavy". Compare Mt 11 :30. Sarne word as "heavy" in Mt 23:4, 

of the load imposed by the Pharisees. On this word, see "weighty" 
in Act 25:7. 

A. Jn 15:4 B. Jn 3:19 C. Jn 12:49, says D. Rom 9:13 E. Act 16:40 F. Jn 21:15, devotedly love G. Mk 12:28 H. Jn 3:36 J. Lk 1:34 
K. I Jn 5:18 



1John5:4 934 Verse 

2D. Because everything' having been bomA from God is being-victorious-over the world3 4 

I L. And this is the victory' having been-victorious-over5 the world- our faith8 ! 

'I) And6 who is the one being-victorious-over the world if not the one believing7 that Jesus 'i 
is the Son a/God! 

11 :. This One8 is the One having come9 byw water and blood' 1- Jesus Christ (not in12 the h 

water only, 13 but in the water and in14 the blood). And the Spirit is the One testifying15-
because16 the Spirit is the truthc 

21 ·.. Because 17 the ones testifying are three 18- "the Spirit and the water and the blood19- 7-'X 

and the three are for the one20 thing. 
0

1fwe receive0 the testimony o/humans21 , the 9 

testimony of God is greater! 
JL Because22 this is the testimony of God- that23 He has testified about His Son 

IF. The one believingE in the Son a/God has the testimony in himself 111 
21 . The one not believingE God24 has made Him a liar, because he has not believed 

in the testimony which God has testified about His Son25 

41 ·.. And this is the testimony26- that God gave us etemalF lifeG, and this life is in His Son I I 

I F. The one having the Son has the life I :' 
:'.F. The one not having the Son a/God does not have the life 

2( . I wrote these27 things to you, the ones believing in the name of the Son of God, in order that I·' 
you may knowH that you have eternal Iife28 

'< . And this is the confidence29 which we have before Him- 1-1 

ID. That if we request30 anything according to His will,31 He hears us. "And if we know that I'> 
He hears us- whatever we request- we know that we have the requests32 which we 
have requested from Him 



935 l John 5:15 

I. John is stating a universal principle in the broadest generic terms. 
Whatever is born of God overcomes. He uses this idiom also in Jn 
3:6; 6:37, 39; 17:2, 7, 24; 1Jn2:16. 

2. Or, "overcoming". On this word, see "overcoming" in Rev 2:7. It 
is related to "victory" in this verse, and is rendered this way to show 
the relationship. 

3. Those who love God will keep His commandments because they 
are born from God, and as His children, are overcoming the world 
and the sin in it. Love and obedience are inseparable; being victo
rious is inevitable. 

4. That is, the means of victory or overcoming, the power that over
comes. The Greek word is nike. Used only here. GK 3772. Related 
to the preceding verb; and "victory" in 1 Cor 15:57. 

5. Or, "having overcome". Some think John is referring to the victory 
that took place when we were born again. Others give it a present 
sense, "that overcomes", referring to the victory occurring at the 
same time as our "keeping His commands". There are other views. 

6. John further defines the victorious one. Note the opposite question 
in 2:22. Some manuscripts omit this word {C}. 

7. Or, "having faith". Related to "faith" in v 4. On this word, see Jn 3:36. 
8. That is, Jesus the Son of God. Who is the one overcoming if not the 

one believing Jesus is the Son of God, because Jesus has a three
fold divine witness to His identity. 

9. That is, the One who came. This word points to His historical com
ing from God as Messiah and Savior. This "coming" corresponds 
to the "sending forth" in 4: 10. 

I 0. That is, "by means of, through". GK 1328. 
11. The water and blood are two of the three witnesses testifying to 

Jesus the Son of God, the Spirit being the third, v 7. Some think 
they refer to His baptism (which was accompanied by His Father's 
witness, "This is My beloved Son"), and His death (which was a 
real death, and was accompanied by the witness of the resurrec
tion). Others think they refer to His birth (note Jn 3:5), where He 
came in real flesh, and His dying a real death. Others think they 
refer to the "blood and water" that came from His side on the cross, 
proving the reality of His death, Jn 19:34. On "blood", see 1:7. 
There are other views. Consult the commentaries. Some manu
scripts add "and Spirit" {A}. 

12. Some think John means "in connection with"; others, "by, by means 
of"; others, "with, accompanied with". Some think no difference 
of meaning is intended between "by" earlier and "in" here, render
ing all four "by". GK J 877. 

13. Some were apparently teaching Jesus came in water only, which 
John denies here. The precise nature of this false teaching is uncer
tain, but it clearly involved some kind of denial of the death of Jesus 
the Son of God. Some think it involves the nature of the person 
Who died; others, the significance of His death. A denial that God 
truly took on human flesh and died would be in keeping with the 
emphasis in 4:2; 2 Jn 7. Some think John is refuting a heresy at that 
time which accepted that Jesus was God's Messiah who began His 
mission at His baptism, but denied that His death had any signifi
cance, the divine Christ having left the human Jesus in Gethsemane. 
There are other views. Consult the commentaries. 

14. Note that earlier John referred to the water and blood as if they were 
a single concept, "by water and blood". Here and in v 7 he refers to 

each one independently. Some think the unified concept refers to 
His life or ministry as a whole, the individuality to the separate his
torical events that begin and end it. There are other views. 

15. Or, "bearing witness". This verb is in v 6, 7, 9, 10. The related noun 
"testimony" is used 6 times in v 9-11. See Jn I :7 on both. 

16. The Spirit is presently adding His testimony to the two historical wit
nesses because the Spirit is the truth. It is His nature and His ministry 
to testify to the truth about Jesus. Compare Jn 15:26; 16: 13. 

17. Here John gives the significance of these three witnesses to his 
point. They are three divine witnesses to Jesus. Who is the one over
coming (v 5), if not the one believing the three divine witnesses? 

18. Some manuscripts add at this point, three "in heaven- The Father, 
the Word and the Holy Spirit, and these three are one. And the ones 
giving testimony on the earth are three"- the Spirit... .. {A}. 

19. Some give the water and blood a different meaning here than in v 
6. Several symbolic meanings are suggested. Others think they 
mean the same thing in both places. 

20. That is, the three witnesses are in agreement. They testify to one 
and the same thing, in keeping with Deut 19: 15. 

21. That is, if the testimony of human witnesses is accepted as suffi
cient evidence for a matter, how much more the testimony of divine 
witnesses! John appeals to our general human practice of believing 
three witnesses. On this word, see "mankind" in Mt 4:4. 

22. Here John emphasizes the finality of this testimony. God's testimony 
is that He has spoken on this matter. The one believing Jesus is the 
Son of God is overcoming because He is believing what God said. 

23. Same construction and meaning as in v II, 14. Compare 2:25; 3: 11, 
23; 5:4. Some manuscripts say "which" {N}. so that it says 
"Because this is the testimony o/God which He ... ". 

24. Some manuscripts say "the Son" {A}. 
25. God said, "This is My beloved Son", Mt 3: 17; 2 Pet I: 16-18. To not 

believe this is to call Him a liar. Note the reverse in Jn 3:33, and the 
similar statement in Jn 3:18. 

26. Now John states the content of the testimony God has given. His 
testimony is regarding both the person of Jesus (He is God's Son) 
and the mission of Jesus (God gave us eternal life in Him). Thus the 
one believing Jesus is the Son of God overcomes the world because 
there is a threefold witness to His identity, because God Himself 
has testified concerning His Son, and because God's testimony is 
that He gave us eternal life in His Son. 

27. That is, the things regarding loving God, loving one another, being 
born from God, keeping His commands, and believing in His Son 
concerning whom God has testified and in whom is eternal life. 
This is the conclusion of chapter 5. Others give this a narrower 
focus as point SE., concluding v 5-12 only; others, a broader focus 
as point 5A., concluding the whole book. 

28. Some manuscripts add "and that you may believe in the name of the 
Son o/God" {N}. Compare John 20:31. 

29. That is, what we know with confidence, picking up from v 13. 
Same word as in 2:28. 

30. This word means "ask, ask for, request". Used four times in v 14-
16. Used 70 times. GK 160. Related to the noun in v 15. 

31. As Jesus did in Lk 22:42. Compare 3:22. 
32. Elsewhere only in Lk 23:24; Phil 4:6. GK /6/. 

A. I Jn 2:29 B. Eph 2:8 C. Jn 4:23 D. Rom 7:8, taken E. Jn 3:36 F. Mt 25:46 G. Rom 8:10 H. 1Jn2:29 



I John 5: 16 936 Verse 

I L. If anyone sees 1 his brother2 sinningA a sin8 not leading3 to death4, he shall request, I() 
and Hel will give him life6

- for the ones sinning a sin not leading to death 
2L. There is a sin leading to death. 7 I am not saying that he should pray8 about that 
:I I:. All unrighteousnessc is sin, and there is sin not leading to death I 7 

2D. We know0 that everyone having been born9 from God is not sinning10 

I I:. But the One having been fathered 11 from God is keeping 12 him 11 

21'.. And the evilE one is not touching 14 him 

18 

_, D. We know0 that we are from God, and the whole worldF lies0 in 1i the eviJE one I'! 
4D. And we know0 that the Son of God has comeH, and has given us understanding! in order 20 

that we might know 16 the true 17 One 
SD. And we are in 18 the true One, in His Son Jesus Christ 

IL This 19 One is the true God and eternal life 
21:. Little-childrenK, guard20 yourselves from idols21 21 



937 I John 5:21 

I . That is, observes an outward sinful action about which one might 
pray that God would forgive- such as Peter denying the Lord; the 
people crucifying Christ (Lk 23:34); stoning Stephen (Act 7:60); 
hating a brother (I Jn 3: 15); not meeting the physical need of a 
brother (3: 17); loving the world (2: 15); sinning (3:6); etc. John 
moves from prayer in general (v 14-15) to prayer for a brother in 
need in particular. On this word, see Lk 2:26. 

2. Some think John means a professing Christian; others, a genuine 
Christian; others, a non-Christian, "a neighbor". The question 
arises due to the uncertainty regarding the meaning of"death" and 
"life" later. 

3. Same idiom as a "sickness leading to death" in Jn 11 :4. 
4. Some think John means "spiritual, eternal death"; others, "physical 

death", as in I Cor 11 :30. 
5. Some think John means God. We request, God gives. Others think 

he means the one requesting, "he will give ... ", as in Jam 5:20. 
6. Some think John means physical life; others, spiritual vitality and 

fellowship; others, salvation. 
7. What is this sin? The answer depends on whether John is referring 

to physical death or spiritual, eternal death. If the former, it could 
be any sin leading to this level of discipline from God, as in Act 5:5, 
IO; I Cor 11 :30. If the latter, some think it is the same thing as the 
blasphemy of the Spirit in Mk 3:30. Some define it as the sin of 
apostasy. The ones in I Jn 2: 19, 22 who went out from us teaching 
lies about Jesus are an example. Others define it as knowing and 
deliberate rejection of Christ, as in Heb 6:4-6; 10:26-29. There are 
other views. Consult the commentaries. 

8. Or, "ask, question". Used only here in I John. On this word, see 
Jn 17:9. Some think it is synonymous with "request" in v 16. Oth
ers think that it implies "that he should not question God on this". 
In any case, this sin is different than the one in v 16, and is not a 
matter for us to ask about. This is the Father's matter, which He will 
deal with based on His own will. 

9. Same word as "fathered" next. These same two renderings also 
occur together in v I. 

10. As John said in 3:9. 
11. Or, "born". Same word as "born" earlier in the verse, but there is a 

change of grammar here. Some think John means Jesus. This word 

is used ofJesus in the sense of being "born" in Mt 2: I, 4; Lk 1:35; 
Jn 18:37; and in the sense of being "fathered" by God in Mt 1:20; 
Act 13:33; Heb I :5; 5:5. Others render it "the one having been born 
from God keeps himself" from sin, referring to the Christian. On 
this word, see "born" in 2:29. 

12. Same word as in Jn 17:11, 12, 15; and I Jn 2:3, 4, 5; 3:22, 24; 5:3. 
It means "keep" in the sense of"guarding" (Mt 27:54); "keeping 
watch over" (Act 12:6); "preserve" (I Thes 5:23); "reserve" (see 2 
Pet 2: 17); and "obey, observe". Used 70 times. GK 5498. Related 
to "jail" (the place of keeping) in Act 5: 18. 

13. Some manuscripts say "himself" {B}, in keeping with the latter of 
the two views on "fathered" in note 11. 

14. That is, to bring him harm. On this word, see I Cor 7: I. 
15. Or, "in the sphere of, in the domain of, in union with". Some extend 

this to mean "in the power of, under the authority of". GK /877. 
16. Some render this "so that we know", giving the result rather than the 

purpose, a rendering further supported by some manuscripts {N}. 
On this word, see Lk I :34. 

I 7. That is, the real, genuine God. Used three times in this verse. Same 
word as the "true" God in Jn 17:3; I Tues I :9; and as the ''true" Light 
in I Jn 2:8. On this word, see Jn 7:28. Some manuscripts say ''the true 
God"{A}. 

18. Same word as "in" in v 19. We originate from God (v 19), and live 
in union with Him. 

19. Grammatically this could refer to "Jesus Christ", or "the true One". 
Some think it would be redundant to say that the true One is the true 
God. John says here what he also says in Jn I: I. Others think John 
repeats his reference to the Father to add emphasis to it and to prepare 
for his command regarding idols. 

20. Or, "keep, protect". Used only here in I John. On this word, see 
"keep" in Jn 12:25. Not related to "keep"in v 18. 

21. Or, "images". Some think John means literal idols, false gods, and 
the worship associated with them; others, anything that takes the 
place of God in one's life, including false teachings (2:22-23; 4:3) 
and improper desires (2: 15). Compare Col 3:5; Eph 5:5. There are 
other views. Elsewhere only in Act 7:41; 15:20; Rom 2:22; I Cor 
8:4, 7; I 0: 19; 12:2; 2 Cor 6: 16; I Thes I :9; Rev 9:20. GK 1631. 
Some manuscripts add "amen" {A}. 

A. Act 25:8 B. Jn 8:46 C. Rom I: 18 D. I Jn 2:29 E. Act 25: 18 F. I Jn 2: 15 G. Mt 3: 10 H. Jn 8:42, am here J. Lk I :51, thoughts 
K. I Jn 2:1 





939 2 John Overview 

Introduction 1-3 

IA. I rejoiced greatly that I have found some of your children walking in the truth 4 

2A. And now I ask you, lady, that we be loving one another 5 

I B. And this is love- that we be walking according to His commandments 6 
2B. This is the commandment, just as you heard from the beginning, that you should be walking in it 6 
3B. Because many deceivers went out into the world- the ones not confessing Christ 7 
4B. Be watching yourselves in order that you may receive a full reward. Do not receive anyone who 8-11 

does not bring the teaching of Christ 

Conclusion 12-13 



2 John I 940 Verse 

,\. The elder' 
ll. To the chosen2 lady3, and to her children4 

I. Whom5 I loveA in truth6- and not only I, but also all7 the ones having known8 the truthc-
because of the truth abiding0 in us 2 

a. And it will be with us foreverE 
b. Grace, mercy, peace from God the Father, and from Jesus8 Christ- the Son of the Father- _, 

will be with us9 in truth and love 

L\. I rejoicedF greatly that I have found some of your children walking0 in the truth10, just as we received 4 
commandment" from the Father 

2i\.. And now I ask you, lady- not as-ifwriting12 you a newH commandment, but the one which we had 5 
from the beginning!- that we be loving 13 one another 

l H. And this is loveK- that we be walking according to His commandments 6 
2B. This is the commandment, just as14 you15 heard from the beginning, that you should be walking in it16 

3B. Because many deceiversL went-out17 into the world- the ones not confessing18 Jesus Christ as 7 
coming in the flesh 19 

I l". This is the deceiver and the antichristM 

.:I l3. Be watchingN yourselves, 20 in order that you21 may not lose22 the things which we23 accomplished24 , ~ 
but may receive0 a fuW reward25 

l l.. Everyone going-ahead26 and not abiding0 in the teachingO of Christ27 does not have God 9 
2C. The one abiding in the teaching28

- this one has both the Father and the Son 
3 l'. If anyone comes to you29 and does not bring this teaching, 30 do not receive31 him into the house, 1 ( l 

and do not speak greetings32 to him 

ID. For the one speaking greetings to him sharesn in his evilR workss 11 

i\. Having many things to write to you34, I did not want to do so with papyrus-paper15 and black-ink36. 12 
But I hope to come-to-be37 with you and to speak mouth to mouth38, in order that our39 joy may be full41l 

B. The children of your chosen sister greetT you41 I 3 



941 2 John 13 

I. This word is used in the sense of "older" (see I Tim 5: I); and 
"church leader" (see I Tim 5: 17). Peter also referred to himself as 
an "elder" in I Pet 5: I. John could intend either meaning here. The 
same opening occurs in 3 Jn I. 

2. Same word as in v 13. On this word, see Rom 8:33. 
3. Some think this is an individual, turning one or the other of these 

words into a person's name- "the chosen Kuria" (a known proper 
name), or the "lady Electa". Others think John is referring to a local 
congregation, and he is writing from another "sister" congregation, 
v 13. Elsewhere only in v 5. GK 3257. This is the feminine form 
of the word "lord, master, sir" (see "master" in Mt 8:2). 

4. John could be referring to a lady and her biological children; a lady 
and her spiritual children (possibly a church meeting in her home); 
or a church and its congregation. On this word, see I Jn 3: I. 

5. This word is plural, referring to the lady and her children. 
6. Or, "in the truth", "in connection with the truth". GK 1877. 
7. Paul made a similar statement about Prisca and Aquila in Rom 16:4. 
8. Some manuscripts say "from the Lord Jesus Christ" {A}. 
9. Some manuscripts say "you" {N}. 
I 0. Or, "in truth". Same phrase as in 3 Jn 3. 
11. Same word as in v 5, 6. Used 14 times in I John. The command 

we received is to believe in Jesus and love one another, I Jn 3:23. 
On this word, see Mk 12:28. 

12. Some manuscripts say "I am writing" {N}, rendered "I wrote" by 
some. 

13. Just as in I John, love, keeping His commandments (v 6), and con
fessing Christ ( v 7-11) are inseparably linked. 

14. Some manuscripts say "that just as ... " {N}. 
15. This word is plural, as is the next "you" in this verse. John turns 

from the lady to address them all. 
16. Some think John means "love", the main subject in view; others, 

"commandment", the nearest choice; others, "truth" (v 4). 
17. Same word as in I Jn 2: 19; 4: I. Some manuscripts say "entered" {N}. 
18. Same word as in I Jn 2:23; 4:3. On this word, see I Tim 6:12. 
19. That is, that Jesus truly became a man to become the satisfaction 

for sin. See I Jn 2:2; 4:2. On this word, see Col 2:23. 
20. This exhortation is addressed to them all. All the pronouns and 

verbs in v 8 and v I 0 are plural. 
21. Some manuscripts say "we" {A}. 
22. Or, "ruin, destroy, waste". Same word as in Jn 6:12, 39; 12:25; 18:9; 

etc. On this word, see "perish" in I Cor I: 18. 
23. Some manuscripts say, "you" {B}. Thus the manuscripts present 

three variations, "we may not lose the things which we accom
plished"; "you may not lose the things which you accomplished"; 
and "you may not lose the things which we accomplished''. 

24. Same word as in 3 Jn 5. 
25. Or, "compensation". Paul also focused on this goal using the same 

word, I Cor 3:8, 14; 9: 17,18. See also Col 3:24; 2 Tim 4:8. On this 
word, see "recompense" in Rev 22: 12. 

26. Or, "leading forth, going before, advancing". Perhaps the deceivers 
used this word of their teaching- it is going ahead to a more 
advanced doctrine than that taught by the apostles. Same word as 
in Mt 2:9; 14:22; 21:9, 31; 26:32; 28:7; Mk 6:45; 10:32; 11:9; 
14:28; 16:7; I Tim 5:24. Elsewhere only as "precede" in Lk 18:39; 
I Tim 1:18; Heb 7:18; "bring forth" in Act 12:6; 17:5; "bring 
before" in Act 25:26; and "bring" in Act 16:30. GK 4575. The root 
word is "bring, lead". Some manuscripts say "transgressing" {N}. 

27. This could mean "the teaching about Christ"; or, "Christ's teaching". 
28. Some manuscripts add "of Christ" {A}. 
29. Some think John is referring to a false teacher coming to the church. 

An itinerant teacher/prophet who claims to speak for God but who 
denies Christ comes seeking to address the church meeting in your 
home. He comes "to you" (plural), the chosen lady and her chil
dren, v I. The following verbs are plural. Others think that in addi
tion, this is also an individual responsibility. 

30. That is, this teaching about Christ. 
31. Or, "take". That is, do not extend your hospitality to him, as you 

would to fellow Christians. On this word, see "taken" in Rom 7:8. 
32. This word is used both of the initial greetings (the welcome) and 

the final greetings (the farewell), and John could have either in mind 
here. Either official or private greetings may be in view. On this 
word, see "rejoice" in 2 Cor 13:11. Not the same word as in v 13. 

33. Or, "takes part with, participates in, takes a share with, partners 
with". Elsewhere only in Rom 12:13; 15:27; Gal 6:6; I Tim 5:22; 
Heb 2: 14; I Pet 4: 13; and as "partnered" in Phil 4: 15. GK 3125. 
Related to "fellowship" in I Cor I :9; and "sharer" in 2 Pet I :4; and 
"common" in Jude 3. 

34. This word is plural both times in this verse. 
35. That is, a leaf of paper made from the separated layers of the 

papyrus plant. Used only here. GK 5925. 
36. On this word, see 3 Jn 13, where John says "black and reed''. 
37. Or, "be". Same phrase as in I Cor 16: 10. GK 1181. 
38. We would say, "face to face" (as Paul does in I Cor 13:12). This 

same phrase occurs in 3 Jn 14. 
39. Some manuscripts say "your" {B}. 
40. This is a participle, "may be having been made full''. Same idiom 

as in Jn 16:24. 
41. This word is singular, referring to the lady. Some manuscripts add 

"Amen" {A}. 

A. Jn 21 :15, devotedly love B. Lk I :34 C. Jn 4:23 D. Jn 15:4 E. Rev 20:10 F. 2 Cor 13:11 G. Heb 13:9 H. Heb 8: 13 J. Col 1:18 K. I Jn 4: 16 
L.1Tim4:1,deceitful M.1Jn2:18 N.Revl:ll,see O.Lkl6:25 P.Mtl4:20 Q.1Cor14:6 R.Act25:18 S.Mt26:10 T.Mkl5:18 





943 3John Overview 

Introduction 

I A. Beloved, I pray that you may prosper and be healthy- just as your soul is prospering 2-4 

2A. Beloved, you are doing a faithful thing for the brothers, whom you will do well to send forward 5-8 

3A. I wrote something to the church, but Diotrephes is not accepting us 9-10 

4A. Beloved, do not be imitating the evil, but the good 11 

SA. For Demetrius, he has been attested by all, by the truth, and we also are testifying 12 

Conclusion 13-15 



3 John I 944 Verse 

,.\_ The elder' 
ll. To the belovedA Gaius2, whom I love8 in truth3 

1.-\. Beloved, I prayc that with respect to all4 things you may prosper5 and be healthy6, just as your soul0 is 2 
prospering 

Ill. For I rejoiced greatly7 while brothers were coming and testifyingE concerning your truth8- how9 3 
you are walkingF in the truth 10 

2 l l. I have no joy' 1 greater than these12 things- that I may be hearing-of my childrenG walking in the truth 4 

2:\. Beloved\ you are doing a faithful 13 thing- whatever you may accomplish14-for the brothersH (and this, 5 
for strangers' 5!) 

Ill. Who testifiedE concerning your love 16 before the church 6 
21l. As to whom you will do well 17, having sent-them-foIWard18 worthily19 of God 

IC·. For they went out for2° the Name21
, taking! nothing from the Gentiles22 7 

2C. Therefore we oughtK to be supporting23 such ones, in order that we may be24 fellow-workers25 8 
for26 the truthL 

Ji\. I wrote something27 to the church,28 but Diotrephes, the one loving-to-be-first29 among them, is not 9 
accepting30 us. "For this reason, if I come, I will call-to-mind31 his deedsM which he is doingN- l (I 

I B. Talking-nonsense-about32 us with malicious33 words0 

2B. And not being content34 with these things, neither is he himself accepting the brothers 
_-,, ll. And he is forbidding 35 and putting-out36 of the church the ones wantingP to do so 

4:\. Beloved\ do not be imitatingO the evil37, but the goodR 

1 ll. The one doing-good5 is from God 
2B. The38 one doing-evil39 has not seen40 God 

5A. With regard to Demetrius41
- he has been attested42 by everyone, and by the truthL itself 

I B. And we43 also are testifyingE, and you know that our testimonyT is trueu 

II 

12 

A. I had many things to write to you, but I do not wishv to write to you with black-ink"' and reed-pen45 . Ii 
But I hopew to see you at-onceX, and we will speak mouth to mouth 14 

B. Peace to you l ) 46 

C. The friends v greetz you 
D. Greet the friends by name 



945 3 John 15 

I. On this word, see 2 Jn I. 
2. Nothing is known of this man. This name is used elsewhere of three 

individuals, Act 19:29; 20:4; Rom 16:23 and I Cor 1:4. GK 1127. 
3. Or, "in the truth". Same phrase as in 2 Jn I. 
4. In the Greek word order, "with respect to all things" comes first, 

before "I pray". Some take it with both verbs following; others, 
with "prosper" only, "that you may prosper with respect to all 
things, and be healthy". 

5. Or, "succeed, go well". Same word as later in the verse. On this 
word, see Rom 1:10. 

6. Or, "well, sound". Used of physical health and of doctrinal health 
or sound doctrine. On this word, see I Tim I: I 0. May your life and 
health prosper as your soul prospers spiritually. 

7. Same phrase as in 2 Jn 4. 
8. That is, the truth characterizing your life. The same idiom is used 

in v 6 regarding Gaius's love. 
9. Same word as in Act 15: 14, in a similar context. Or, "just as, even 

as". GK 2777. 
I 0. Or, "in truth". Same phrase as in 2 Jn 4. 
11. Some manuscripts say, "grace, favor" {A}, meaning no greater 

favor from God. 
12. Some manuscripts have this word singular, "this" {N}. 
13. That is, a thing characterized by faith. On this word, see Col I :2. 
14. Or, "work, carry out, perform". Same word as 2 Jn 8. John is refer

ring to showing hospitality to these brothers, and assisting them on 
their way. On this word, see "work" in Mt 26: I 0. 

15. That is, for brothers who are strangers to you! It was remarkable 
then as it is now. Compare I Cor 6:6, 8. On this word, see "host" 
in Rom 16:23. Some manuscripts say "and for strangers" {N}. 

16. That is, the love characterizing Gaius's life. 
17. That is, you will do a good thing by doing this. On this idiom, see 

Act 10:33. 
18. That is, when you help them to continue their journey. On this 

word, see Rom 15:24. 
19. Paul makes a similar plea on behalfof Phoebe in Rom 16:2, using 

this same word. Elsewhere only in Eph 4: I; Phil 1:27; Col I: 10; I 
Thes 2: 12. GK 54 7. The related verb is in 2 Thes I: 11. 

20. Or, "for the sake of, on behalfof". GK 5642. 
21. Or, "His name". That is, the Lord Jesus Christ, Son of God. 
22. Or, "nationals, foreigners, pagans, non-believers". That is, the ones 

to whom these brothers were sent. Elsewhere only in Mt 5:47; 6:7; 
18: 17. GK 1618. Related to the normal word for "Gentiles" in Act 
15:23. Paul followed the same principle, I Cor 9: 1-18. Our word 
"ethnic" comes from this word ethnikos. 

23. This word means "to take up from below, to take up by getting 
under, to bear up", and in this sense, "to support". It is related to the 
word "taking" in v 7. We are to "take up" those missionaries who 

"take" nothing from the Gentiles. On this word, see "assume" in Lk 
7:43. Some manuscripts say "to receive" {N}. 

24. Or, "prove-to-be, become". GK I I 8 I. 
25. Or, "co-workers". On this word, see Rom 16:3. When we support 

those who go, we share in their work. 
26. Or, "with, in". John may mean co-workers "with them" in spread

ing the truth; or, co-workers "with the truth". 
27. Some manuscripts omit this word. Others say, "I would have writ

ten to the church" {B}. Some think John is referring to 2 John; oth
ers, to a letter we do not have. 

28. Perhaps it was a letter ofrecommendation for "the brothers". If so, 
Diotrephes ignored it and refused to accept them. 

29. Or, "loving to have preeminence". Used only here. GK 5812. 
30. Or, "receiving, welcoming". That is, Diotrephes does not accept 

John's authority alongside of his own. Elsewhere only in v 10. GK 
2 I I 0. In his desire to maintain his position or power, Diotrephes 
put himself above the apostle John, rejecting his written message 
and even rejecting those who accepted it, v I 0. 

31. Or, "remember". I will call his deeds to the attention of him and the 
church. On this word, see "remind" in Jn 14:26. 

32. Or, more formally, "bringing unjustified charges against". Used 
only here. GK 5826. Related to "babblers" in I Tim 5:13. 

33. Or, "evil, bad". On this word, see Act 25: 18. 
34. Or, "satisfied". On this word, see "sufficient" in 2 Cor 12:9. 
35. Or, "hindering, preventing, trying to stop". On this word, see 1 Cor 

14:39. 
36. Or, "throwing out, sending out, expelling, driving out". Same word as 

"throw out" in Jn 9:34, 35. On this word, see "cast out" in Jn 12:31. 
37. This word is used of"bad" in the sense of"harm, injury", moral 

"evil", and social "wrong, evil, crime". Used 50 times. GK 2805. 
Related to "badness" in I Pet 2:1; and "do evil" in 1Pet3:13. 

38. Some manuscripts say "But the ... " {N). 
39. Related to "evil" earlier. On this word, see "do harm" in Mk 3:4. 
40. Same word as in I Jn 3:6. On this word, see Lk 2:26. 
41. This grammar is used only here with the following verb. Most sim

plify this to "Demetrius has been attested". John gives a strong rec
ommendation for Demetrius. Perhaps he was one rejected by 
Diotrephes. Or, perhaps he was the bearer of this letter. 

42. Or, "borne witness". On this word, see Act 6:3. Same word as "tes
tifying" next, with different grammar. 

43. John is referring to himself. 
44. Same word as in 2 Jn 12; and "ink" in 2 Cor 3:3. Elsewhere only as 

"black" in Mt 5:36; Rev 6:5, 12. GK 3506. 
45. That is, a reed writing instrument. Used only here in this sense. 

Note that 2 Jn 12 says "paper and black". On this word, see "stick" 
in Mk 15:36. 

46. In English versions, this verse is part of verse 14. 

A.Mt3:17 B.Jn21:15,devotedlylove C.Rom9:3 D.Jam5:20 E.Jnl:7 F.Heb13:9 G.1Jn3:1 H.Actl6:40 J.Rom7:8 K.1Jn4:11 
L.Jn4:23 M.Mt26:10,work N.Revl3:13 0.1Corl2:8 P.Jaml:l8,willed Q.2Thes3:7 R.1Tim5:10b S.Lk6:33 T.Jnl:7 
U.Jn6:55 V.Jn7:17,willing W.Jn5:45,puthope X.Mtl3:5,immediately Y.Lkl4:10 Z.Mkl5:18 





947 Jude Overview 

Introduction I-2 

I A. Beloved, I had the necessity to write exhorting you to be contending for the faith delivered once for all. 3-4 
For certain ungodly ones sneaked in changing grace into sensuality 

2A. Now I want to remind you that God judges unbelief and immorality 5-7 

3A. Yet these dreaming ones defile the flesh, reject authority, and blaspheme glories. Woe to them 8-11 

4A. These ones are spots, waterless clouds, fruitless trees, wild waves, wandering stars. But Enoch 12-15 
prophesied their judgment 

SA. These ones are grumblers, faultfinders, proceeding according to their own desires. But you, beloved, 16-18 
remember that the apostles said mockers would come 

6A. These ones are the ones causing divisions- natural ones, not having the Spirit. But you, beloved 19-23 
keep yourselves in the love of God 

7 A. Now to Him who is able to keep you from stumbling, God our Savior, be glory forever 24-25 



Jude I 948 Verse 

,\. Jude, 1 a slaveA of Jesus Christ, and brother of James2 

ll. To the called8 ones having been loved3 by4 God the Father, and having been kept5 by" Jesus Christ 
(,. May mercy and peace and love be multipliedc to you 2 

I.·\. Beloved0 , while makingE every effortF to be writing to you concerning our common7 salvationG, I had 
the necessityH to write to you exhorting1 you to be contending8 for the faith9 having been deliveredK 
once-for-all 1° to the saintsL 

1 _, 

I B. For certain personsM sneaked-in 11- the ones formerly 12 having been portrayed 13 for this 14 judgmentN, 4 

ungodly 15 ones 

I ( ·. Changing16 the grace0 of our God into sensuaiityP 
2C And denying 17 our only Master18 and LordO, Jesus Christ 

2 . .\. Now 19 I want to remindR you- you20 knowing21 all22 things-

I n. That the Lord23, having once24 saved25 the people5 out of the land a/Egypt, afterwards26 destroyedT 
the ones not having believedu 

213. And He has kept27 angels- the ones not having kept their own domain28, but having left-behind29 6 
their own dwelling30- in etemal31 bonds32 under gloom33, for the judgmentv of the great day 

313. As34 Sodom and Gomorrah and the cities35 around them in like manner36 to these37- having 7 
indulged-in-sexual-immorality38, and having gone after other39 flesh- are set-forthw as an example, 
undergoing the penalty4° of etemalx fire 

~A. Yet in the same way also, these dreaming41 ones are defiling42 the fleshv, and rejectingz authority43, and 8 
blasphemingAA glories44 



949 Jude 8 

I. Or, "Judah, Judas". This is the younger brother of James, and half
brother of Jesus. See Mt 13:55 on him. 

2. That is, the leaderorthe church in Jerusalem, on whom, see Mt 13:55. 
3. On this word, see "devotedly love" in Jn 21: 15. Some manuscripts 

say "sanctified" {A}. 
4. Or. "in". GK 1877. 
5. Or, "protected, guarded". On this word, see I Jn 5:18. 
6. Or, ''.for, in". 
7. Or, "shared". Same word as in Act 2:44; 4:32; Tit I :4. GK 3123. 

Related to "share" in 2 Jn 11. 
8. Or, "fighting, struggling". Such behavior is seen in this letter. Used 

only here. GK 2043. Related to "race" in Heb 12: I. Compare Phil 
I :27 (an unrelated word). 

9. Thal is, the body of doctrine, the "apostles' teaching" about Christ, 
Act 2:42. 

I 0. Or, "once, one time". Jesus delivered it one time only, but some are 
creeping in trying to change it. Same word as in Heb 9:26; I 0:2; I 
Pet 3: 18. Elsewhere only as "once" in 2 Cor 11 :25; Phil 4: 16; I 
Thes 2: 18; Heb 6:4; 9:7, 27, 28; 12:26, 27; Jude 5. GK 562. Related 
word in Heb 7:27. 

11. Or, "crept in, came in by the side". Used only here. GK 4208. 
12. Or, "long ago, already, all this time". Elsewhere only as "long ago" 

(centuries ago) in Mt 11:21; Lk 10:13; Heb 1:1; "already" (hours 
ago) in Mk 15:44; "former" (your lifetime prior to Christ) in 2 Pet 
I :9; and as "all this time" (in this letter) in 2 Cor 12:19. GK 4093. 
Related to "old". 

13. Or, "written-of-beforehand". On this word, see Gal 3: I. Some think 
Jude means portrayed in 2 Pet 2-3. Note v 18. Others, in Paul's let
ters; others, in the book of Enoch mentioned in v 14-15; others, in 
the OT. 

14. To what is Jude referring? Some think he means the sneaking in as 
false teachers; others, the judgment described in the remainder of the 
letter; others, the judgment contained in the faith once delivered, v 3. 
Others think the judgment described in 2 Pet 2:3 was in his mind. 

15. This is the Greek word order. Or, this may be punctuated "the 
ungodly ones formerly having been ... ". Same word as in v 15 

16. Or, "altering" or more negatively, "perverting". On this word, see 
"removed" in Heb 11 :5. 

17. Same word as in 2 Tim 3:5; Tit 1:16; 2 Pet 2:1; I Jn 2:22, 23. On 
this word, see 2 Tim 2:12. 

18. Or, "owner, sovereign lord, absolute ruler". Used of God or Christ 
in Lk 2:29; Act 4:24; 2 Tim 2:21; 2 Pet 2: I; Rev 6: I 0. Elsewhere 
only of human masters in I Tim 6: I, 2; Tit 2:9; I Pet 2: 18. GK 
1305. Some manuscripts say "denying the only Sovereign-Lord 
God, and our Lord Jesus Christ {A}. 

19. Some manuscripts say "Therefore" (N}. 
20. Some manuscripts omit this word {C}, so that it says "remind you 

knowing all things". 
21. Some think Jude means "although you are knowing"; others, "since 

you are knowing". 
22. Instead of"all things", some manuscripts say "this" {D}. 
23. Instead of "the Lord", some manuscripts say "Jesus"; others, 

"God" {D}. 
24. That is, one time. Same word as "once for all" in v 3. Some man-

uscripts have this word in the previous phrase, "you are knowing 
all things once for all" { D}. 

25. Or, "delivered, rescued". On this word, see Lk 19:10. 
26. Or, "subsequently, next, secondly". The root word is "second" in 

2Corl:l5. 
27. Or, "reserved". Compare 2 Pet 2:4; I Pet 3:19. Same word as 

"reserved" in v 13. 
28. Or, "rule", their sphere or position of rule or authority. This word 

often means "beginning" in various senses. Some think Jude means 
that these angels did not keep their "beginning", the state in which 
God created them. They rebelled. Others think he is referring to the 
place or position of rulership assigned to them by God. On this 
word, see "beginning" in Col I : 18. 

29. Or, "abandoned". Same word as in 2 Tim 4: 13, 20; Tit I :5. Else
where only as "remain" in Heb 4:6, 9; 10:26. GK 657. 

30. Or, "home, dwelling place, abode, habitation". Some think this 
means these angels came down from heaven to earth, and are the 
sons of God in Gen 6:2. Elsewhere only in 2 Cor 5:2. GK 3863. 

31. Elsewhere only in Rom I :20. GK 132. 
32. Or, "bindings". On this word, see "imprisonment" in Phil I :7. 
33. Same word as in v 13. On this word, see 2 Pet 2:4. 
34. Or, "Just as". By this word Jude moves on to a third example. Note 

the tenses, "destroyed" (v 5), "has kept" (v 6). "are set forth" (v 7). 
These cities stand as an example, still visible to all who go to see. 
On this word, see "as" in Mt 19: 19. 

35. That is, Admah and Zeboiim, Deut 29:23. 
36. Some think Jude means "in like manner ... having indulged", imply

ing the angels in v 6 also went after "other" flesh. The similarity is in 
the sin. Others think he means "in like manner ... are set forth", mean
ing all three illustrations in v 5-7 are examples of the punishment of 
sin, as in 2 Pet 2:6. The similarity is in their fate. There are other views. 

37. This is the Greek word order of this verse. Some think Jude means 
"These angels" (v 6) who also sinned this way; others, "these 
Israelites and angels" (v 5-6) who were also judged by God. There 
are other views. 

38. Used only here. GK 1745. Related to the verb in I Cor 6: 18, "to 
commit sexual immorality". It is the word "go-a-whoring, play the 
harlot" in Gen 38:24; Ex 34: 16; Lev 19:29; 21 :9; Num 25: I; etc. 

39. Or, "different". These two phrases modify "Sodom and Gomorrah'', 
and refer to the homosexual intercourse recorded in their case, Gen 
19:4-5. Those who think Jude means that this also describes the sin 
of angels find this in Gen 6:2, where the sons of God (taken lo mean 
angels) took wives ("other flesh") from among humans. In this 
view, Jude 6; 2 Pet 2:4, IO; and I Pet 3: 19 all refer to this event in 
Gen 6. On this word, see "different" in I Cor 12:9. 

40. Or, "punishment". Same word as in 2 Thes I :9. Elsewhere only as 
·~ustice" in Act 28:4. GK 1472. 

41. These false teachers support their teachings with pretended prophetic 
revelations, visions they have in dreams. Elsewhere only in Act 2: 17. 
GK 1965. 

42. Same word as in Tit I: 15. Related to the words in 2 Pet 2: I 0, 20. 
43. Or, "lordship, dominion". Same word as in 2 Pet 2: 10, and same 

views as to the meaning. 
44. Same word as in 2 Pet 2: I 0, and same views as to the meaning. 

A.Rom6:17 B.Rom8:28 C.Act7:17 D.Mt3:17 E.Revl3:13,does F.2Cor8:16,eamestness G.Lkl9:9 H.1Cor7:26 J.Roml2:8 
K. Act 16:4 L. I Pet I: 16, holy M. Mt 4:4, mankind N. Jn 9:39 0. Eph 2:8 P. 2 Pet 2:2 Q. Mt 8:2, master R. Jn 14:26 S. Rev 21 :3 
T. I Cor I: 18, perish U. Jn 3:36 V. Jn 3: 19 W. Heb 12: I, set before X. Mt 25:46 Y. Col 2:23 Z. Gal 2:21, set aside AA. I Tim 6: I 



Jude 9 950 Verse 

Ill. Now Michael A the archangeII- when he was speaking2 concerning the body of Moses while 9 
disputing8 with the devil- did not darec to bring3 a judgment0 ofblasphemyE, but said, "May the 
Lord rebukeF you"4 

21! But these ones - 10 

I ( · Whatever things they do not understandG, they blasphemeH 
2C. And whatever things they know instinctually5 like unreasoning6 animals, by these they are 

being destroyed7 

_'\13. Woe8 to them, because 

I ( ·. They went in the way of Cain9 

2(. And they poured-forth10 in the error1 ofBalaam 11 ,for wagesK 
_'\(' And they perished12 in the rebellionL ofKorah13 

-IA. These ones are the ones who are 

113. Spots 14 in your love-feasts 15, feasting-withM you fearlessly 16
, tending17 themselves 

2B. Waterless clouds being canied-along by winds 
3B. FruitlessN autumn trees having died twice, 18 having been uprooted 

11 

1:: 

-m. Wild waves of the sea foaming-up 19 their shames0 13 
'I l. Wandering starsP for whom the gloom of darkness has been reserved20 forevei-0 
6B. But indeed Enoch, the seventh21 from Adam, prophesiedR with regard to these ones- saying22 I.:\ 

I c · "Behold- the Lord came with His holy myriads23 "to executes judgmentT against all, and to 15 
convict24 every soul25 

ID "Concerning all their worksu of ungodliness26 which they did-godlessly27 

2D. "And concerning all the harshv things which ungodly28 sinners spoke against Him" 

5:\. These ones are grumblers29, faultfinders, proceeding in accordance with their own desiresw_ And their 16 
mouth speaks pompousx words, marveling-at30 faces for the sake of advantage v 

113. But you belovedz, remember3 1 the wordsAA having been spoken-beforehand32 by the apostles00 of I 7 
our Lord Jesus Christ-

I C. That they were saying to you that33 "In the lastcc time there will be mockers proceeding in I ~ 
accordance with their own desiresw ofungodliness34" 

61\. These ones are the ones causing-divisions35- naturat00 ones, not having the Spirit 1 lJ 

11 l. But you belovedz, while building-up36 yourselves on37 your most holy faith, while prayingEE in38 the 2ll 
Holy Spirit-

0

keepFF yourselves in the loveGG ofGod39, while waiting-forHH the mercy of our Lord 21 
Jesus Christ for eternal life 

IC. And be having-mercy-on40 some doubting41 ones 22 
2C. And be saving11 others, snatching42 them out of the fire 2.1 
:IC. And be having-mercy-on43 others with fearKK, hating even the tunic44 having been stained45 

by the flesh46 



951 Jude 23 

I. Elsewhere only in I Thes 4:16. GK 791. Made of two words, 
"angel", and a word meaning "beginning, first, preeminent, chief, 
ruler" (see "beginning" in Col I: 18). Thus it means, "the ruler of 
angels" or "the chief angel". 

2. Or, "reasoning''. On this word, see "reasoned" in Act 17:2. 
3. Or, "pronounce, bring a charge against, assail, inflict". Michael did 

not dare to charge the devil with blasphemy, speaking against God. 
He left the pronouncing of that judgment lo God. Note 2 Pet 2:11. 
Elsewhere only as "inflict" in Rom 3:5. GK 2214. 

4. This incident is contained in a Jewish tradition outside the OT. Even 
angels superior lo us do not blaspheme others, even when such ones 
are wrong. It may or may not imply that the "glories" in v 8 are angels. 

5. Or, "naturally". Used only here. GK 5880. Related to the word in 
2 Pet 2: 12; and "nature" in Eph 2:3. 

6. Same word as in 2 Pet 2: 12. Elsewhere only as "unreasonable" in 
Act 25:27. GK 263. 

7. Same word as in 2 Pet 2: 12. On this word, see "ruin" in I Cor 3: 17. 
8. Others begin a new A. point here, and make the leading points the 

responses instead of the "these ones" statements. In this case, the "A." 
points are 4A. "Woe"; 5A. "And Enoch also", v 14; 6A. "But you", v 
17; and 7 A. "But you", v 20. There are other views. 

9. Compare Gen 4:3-8; I Jn 3:12. Jude may mean "murdering peo
ple's souls" or "hating the righteous". 

I 0. That is, they "poured themselves into, gave themselves to, rushed 
into". Used only here in this sense. On this word, see "poured out" 
in Act 2:17. 

11. This is the same example used in 2 Pet 2: 15. Elsewhere only in Rev 
2: 14. GK 962. On the sin of Balaam, see Rev 2:14. 

12. Or, "lost themselves, were destroyed". On this word, see I Cor I: 18. 
13. See Num 16:3, 13, 28. Korab was rebelling against God's cho

sen leader. 
14. Or, "Stains". They mar you with their presence. Or, "Reefs, Hidden 

rocks". They are a hidden danger, deceiving those they feast with. 
Used only here. GK 5069. Related to "stained" in v 23; and "spots" 
in 2 Pet 2: 13. 

15. Used only here in this sense. Only here is it plural. On this word, 
see "love" in I Jn 4: 16. 

16. This is the Greek word order. Some place this word with the next 
phrase, "tending themselves without-fear''. 

17. Or, "shepherding, pasturing, feeding''. On this word, see "shep
herd" in Rev 19: 15. 

18. They died twice because they are fruitless and uprooted. They are 
dead in sin and cut off from the source of life, Christ. 

19. That is, casting up to the surface like foam on waves. Used only 
here. GK 2072. Related to "foam at the mouth" in Mk 9: 18. 

20. Same phrase as in 2 Pet 2: 17, "for whom ... reserved''. 
21. That is, based on the record in Genesis 5. Noah was the tenth. 
22. Jude is quoting from the book of Enoch, a Jewish book not part of 

the Old Testament. 
23. Or, holy "ten thousands". On this word, see Act 21:20. 
24. Or, "rebuke, expose". On this word, see "expose" in Eph 5: 11. 
25. On this word, see Jam 5:20. Instead of"every soul", some manuscripts 

say "all the ungodly"; others, "all the ungodly among them" {N}. 
26. That is, works characterized by ungodliness, and thus, ungodly 

works. On this word, see Rom I: 18. 

27. Used only here. GK 814. This is the verb related to the previous 
word, "ungodliness". It means "to live ill an ungodly manner". 

28. Same word as in v 4, and related to the two words in the previous 
phrase. Elsewhere only in 2 Pet 2:5, 6; 3:7; and Rom 4:5; 5:6; I Tim 
1:9; I Pet4:18.GK8/5. 

29. Or "complainers". Used only here. GK 1199. Related to "grum
bling" in Phil 2: 14; and "to grumble" in Lk 5:30. 

30. Or, "admiring, being amazed at". That is, flattering people. This is 
a Hebrew idiom. On this word, see "caused to marvel" in Rev 17:8. 

31. That is, keep in mind, do not forget. Same word as in 2 Pet 3:2. On 
this word, see Lk I :54. 

32. Same word as in 2 Pet 3:2; Act I: 16. It also means "said before" 
and "told beforehand". Used 15 times. GK 4625. 

33. Some manuscripts omit this word {C}. It introduces the quotation, 
which appears to be of2 Pet 3:3. 

34. That is, desires characterized by ungodliness, and thus, ungodly 
desires. This word is plural to modify "desires''. Same word as 
in v 15. 

35. Or, "dividing, marking off boundaries, making separations''. Used 
only here. GK 626. Some manuscripts add "themselves" {A}, so 
that it says "separating themselves". 

36. Same word as in Col 2:7. Elsewhere only as ''build upon" in I Cor 
3:10, 12, 14;Eph2:20.GK2224. 

37. Or, "in, by''. Jude may mean "by the faith", the body of doctrine, as 
in v 3; or "in your faith", with the process described in 2 Pet I :5-7. 

38. Or, "by, in the sphere of, in connection with". GK 1877. Compare 
Eph 6:18. 

39. Note v I. Jude may mean "God's love" for you, as in Jn 15: IO; or, 
"your love for God". 

40. Or, "pitying, showing mercy to". Elsewhere only in v 23; Rom 9: 16. 
GK 1790. Some manuscripts say instead "And be refuting some dis
puting ones" { C}. 

41. Or, "disputing" (as in v 9), "wavering". Some manuscripts have this 
word as part of the subject- and be having mercy on some, "while 
making a difference" (or, "making a distinction") {C}. 

42. Or, "catching up, seizing". On this word, see 2 Cor 12:2. 
43. Some manuscripts omit this phrase, combining the second and third 

group: "And be saving some, snatching them out of the fire with 
fear, hating even the garment...". { C}. 

44. Or, "shirt". That is, the undergarment worn next to the skin. On this 
word, see Mt 5:40. 

45. Or, "spotted''. Elsewhere only in Jam 3:6. GK 5071. Related to 
"spot" in 2 Pet 2: 13, and in Jude 12. 

46. Though the sense ofv 22-23 is clear, the exact words Jude wrote 
are not. To summarize, some manuscripts read as here, with some 
substituting the word "refute" for "have mercy on" in v 22. One 
says "And be having mercy on some doubting ones; be saving them, 
snatching them out of the fire. And be having mercy on others with 
fear". Some say "And be refuting some disputing ones. And be sav
ing others, snatching them out of the fire with fear". Some say "And 
be having mercy on some, making a difference. And with fear be 
saving others, snatching them out of the fire". One recently dis
covered very old manuscript says "Snatch some out of the fire. And 
be having mercy on doubting ones with fear" { C}. 

A. Rev 12:7 B. Jam I :6, doubting C. 2 Cor 11 :21 D. Jn 3: 19 E. I Tim 6:4 F. 2 Tim 4:2, warn G. I Jn 2:29, know H. I Tim 6: I J. I Tues 2:3 
K. Rev 22:12, recompense L. Heb 12:3, opposition M. 2 Pet 2:13 N. I Cor 14:14, unfruitful 0. Heb 12:2 P. Rev 6:13 Q. Rev 20:10 
R.1Corl4:1 S.Jn5:27 T.Jn3:19 U.Mt26:10 V.Jn6:60,hard W.Gal5:16 X.2Pet2:18 Y.Rom3:1,profit Z.Mt3:17 AA.Roml0:17 
BB. I Cor 12:28 CC. Heb I :2 DD. I Cor 2:14 EE. I Tim 2:8 FF. I Jn 5:18 GG. I Jn 4: 16 HH. Act 24:15 JJ. Lk 19: 10 KK. Eph 5:21 



Jude 24 952 Verse 

7A. Now to the One being able to keep 1 you from-stumbling2
, and to make you stand in the presence o/His 24 

gloryA without-blemish3, with gladness4 

Ill. To the only God5 our Savior8 25 
21 ~. Through Jes us Christ our Lord 
_ill. Be gloryA, majestyc, dominion°, and authorityE before every age6, and now, and for all ages7, amen 



953 Jude 25 

I. Or, "guard, protect". Same word as "guard" in 2 Pet 3: 17. On this 
word, see Jn 12:25. 

2. Or, "not-stumbling". Used only here. GK 720. Related to the word 
in 2 Pet 1:10. 

3. Or, "blameless". On this word, see Col 1:22. 
4. Or, "exultation, great joy". Elsewhere only in Lk I: 14, 44; Act 2:46; 

Heb I :9. GK 21. Related to "greatly rejoice" in Lk 10:21. 

A. 2 Pet 2: 10 B. Lk I :47 C. Heb I :3 D. Eph 6: 10, might E. Rev 6:8 

5. Some manuscripts add "wise" {A}, so that it says "To the only wise 
God", as in Rom 16:27. 

6. Or, "before all time". Some manuscripts say "to the only God our 
Savior be glory and majesty, dominion and authority, both now and 
forever, amen" {N}. 

7. Or, "and forever" (see Rev 20: 10). 





9SS Revelation Overview 

Introduction 

I A. I, John, was on the island of Patmos because of the word of God and the testimony of Jesus 

I B. I heard a voice saying, Write in a book what you see, and send it to the seven churches 
2B. And having turned, I saw One like a son of man standing amidst seven golden lampstands 
JB. And when I saw Him, I fell as dead. And He laid His right hand upon me, saying 

IC. Do not fear. I am the First and the Last. I have the keys of death and Hades 
2C. Write the things which you saw, which are, and which are destined to take place 
JC. The seven stars are the angels of the seven churches. The lampstands are the churches 
4C. To Ephesus, write- Remember, and repent, and do the first works 
SC. To Smyrna, write- Do not fear what you are about to suffer. Be faithful until death 
6C. To Pergamum, write- Repent of the teaching of the Nicolaitans 
7C. To Thyatira, write- Repent of tolerating Jezebel. Hold on until I come 
SC. To Sardis, write- You are dead. Remember what you heard, keep it, and repent 
9C. To Philadelphia, write- I have given you an open door, hold on to your crown 
IOC. To Laodicea, write- You are lukewarm. Be zealous and repent. Open the door 

2A. After these things, the first voice said, Come up here to heaven, and I will show the things which 
must take place after these things. Immediately I came-to-be in the Spirit 

IB. And behold- a throne, One sitting upon the throne, 24 elders and 4 living creatures 
28. And 1 saw on the right hand of the One upon the throne a scroll sealed-down with seven seals 

IC. And I saw an angel saying, Who is worthy to open the scroll? No one was able 
2C. And I wept. One of the elders says, Do not weep. The Lion of Judah will open it 
JC. And I saw a Lamb, and He came and took it from the One sitting upon the throne 
4C. And when He took the scroll, every created thing in heaven and earth worshiped Him 
SC. And I saw when the Lamb opened the first seal- a white horse with one conquering 
6C. And when He opened the second seal- a fire-red horse with one removing peace 
7C. And when He opened the third seal- a black horse with one setting famine prices 
SC. And when He opened the fourth seal- a pale-green horse with Death and Hades 
9C. And when He opened the fifth seal- martyrs under the altar crying for vengeance 
I OC. And when He opened the sixth seal- an earthquake, the sky darkened, all hide 
11 C. After this I saw four angels restrained from harming the land, sea, and trees, until another 

angel sealed 144,000 slaves of God on their foreheads 
l 2C. After these things I saw a multitude in heaven, coming out of the great affliction 
l JC. And when He opened the seventh seal- silence in heaven for half an hour 

J8. And 1 saw the seven angels who stand before God, and seven trumpets were given to them 

IC. And another angel filled a censer with fire from the altar and threw it to the earth 
2C. And the first angel trumpeted- hail and fire with blood bum a third of vegetation 
JC. And the second angel trumpeted- a third of sea life and ships are destroyed 
4C. And the third angel trumpeted- a third of rivers and springs are made bitter 
SC. And the fourth angel trumpeted- a third of sun, moon, and stars darkened 
6C. And I saw and I heard an eagle say, Woe because of the J remaining trumpets 
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Revelation 9S6 

7C. And the fifth angel trumpeted- locusts torment for S months. The first woe passed 
SC. And the sixth angel trumpeted-

ID. And I heard a voice tell the sixth angel to release the four angels at the Euphrates 
to lead an army of 200,000,000 to kill a third of mankind. The rest did not repent 

2D. And I saw another angel holding a little scroll stand on land and sea and swear that 
when the seventh angel is about to trumpet, the mystery of God was finished 

3D. And the angel said to eat the little scroll. It was sweet and bitter. Prophesy again 
4D. And a rod was given to me to measure the temple. The two witnesses described 
SD. The second woe passed away. Behold, the third woe is coming quickly 

9C. And the seventh angel trumpeted 

ID. And loud voices were saying, The kingdom of the world became His kingdom 
2D. And the 24 elders worshiped God saying, The time came to judge and reward 

48. And the temple of God in heaven was opened, and the ark of His covenant appeared 

IC. And a great sign appeared in heaven- a woman with Child, in torment to give birth 
2C. And another sign appeared in heaven-

ID. And behold- a great fire-red dragon with seven heads and ten horns 
2D. And the dragon stood in front of the woman to devour her child. She gave birth to 

a Son, Who was caught up to His throne. She fled, nourished for 1260 days 
3D. And there was a war in heaven. The dragon was thrown to earth- woe 
4D. And the dragon pursued the woman, but she was protected by God 
SD. And the dragon was enraged at the woman, and went to make war with her seed 
6D. And I saw a beast coming up out of the sea. The dragon gave him his power. The 

world worshiped him, and he made war with the saints and overcame them 
7D. And I saw another beast come up out of the land. And he made all the world 

worship the first beast, performing great signs and deceiving the whole world 
SD. And I saw the Lamb standing on Mt Zion with the 144,000 singing a new song 
9D. And I saw three angels proclaiming an eternal gospel, judgment and a warning 
IOD. And I saw one on a white cloud told to reap the harvest of the earth, and another 

angel was told to gather the grapes into the winepress of God's fury 

3C. And I saw another sign in heaven, great and marvelous-

ID. Seven angels with seven plagues- the last, because the fury of God was finished 
2D. And I saw the victors from the beast standing on a sea of glass, singing to God 

SB. After these things I saw, and the temple of the tabernacle of testimony in heaven was opened 

IC. And the 7 angels came out of the temple and were given 7 bowls of God's wrath 
2C. And the first poured his bowl into the land- a sore on the beast's followers 
3C. And the second poured his bowl into the sea- all sea life died 
4C. And the third poured his bowl into the rivers and springs- they became blood 
SC. And the fourth poured his bowl on the sun- it scorches people 
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9S7 Revelation Overview 

6C. And the fifth poured his bowl on the throne of the beast- his kingdom is darkened 
7C. And the sixth poured his bowl on the Euphrates- it is dried up and three demons 

gathered the kings of the earth at Har-magedon for the great day of God Almighty 
8C. And the seventh angel poured his bowl on the air- It is done! A great earthquake takes 

place. Babylon the Great receives the wrath of God. Hail falls 
9C. And one of the seven angels takes me to see the judgment of the great prostitute 

ID. And I saw a woman sitting on a beast, drunk with the blood of the saints 
2D. And I wondered greatly. The angel tells me the mystery of the woman and beast 
3D. After these things I saw an angel come and say, Babylon the Great fell, it fell 
4D. And I heard a voice say, Come out of her, and call for judgment. Earth laments 
SD. And a strong angel threw a millstone into the sea and pronounced her judgment 

IOC. After these things I heard a great multitude in heaven rejoice over her downfall 
I IC. And a voice came from the throne, saying, Give praise to our God, all his slaves 
12C. And I heard a great multitude like the sound of many waters and strong thunders 

ID. Saying, Hallelujah, He reigns. Rejoice, because the wedding of the Lamb came 
2D. And authority was given to her to clothe herself with shining clean fine linen 
3D. And he says to me, Write- blessed are those called to the wedding of the Lamb 

13C. And he says to me, These words are true, of God. And I fell to worship him 

6B. And I saw heaven having been opened 

IC. And behold- a white horse with Christ riding it, and His armies following Him 
2C. And I saw an angel call the birds to eat the flesh of the armies of the beast 
3C. And I saw the beast and the kings and their armies gathered against Christ. The beast 

was seized, and thrown with the false prophet into the lake of fire. The rest were killed 
4C. And I saw an angel coming down with the key of the abyss, and a great chain. He seized 

the dragon and bound him, and threw him into the abyss for 1000 years 
SC. And I saw thrones, and the souls who did not worship the beast. And they came to life 

and reigned 1000 years. Then Satan will be released, and will deceive the nations. Then 
the devil was thrown into the lake of fire where the beast and the false prophet are 

7B. And I saw a great white throne, and the One sitting on it, from Whom heaven and earth fled. 
The dead were judged. Those not written in the book of life were thrown into the lake of fire 

8B. And I saw a new heaven and earth, for the first passed away 

IC. And I saw the new Jerusalem. God dwells with mankind, and makes all things new 
2C. And one of the seven angels showed me the new Jerusalem where we shall reign 

3A. And he said to me, These words are trustworthy and true. Blessed is the one obeying this book 
4A. And I, John, am the one hearing these things. I fell to worship him. He said, Worship God 
SA. And He says to me, Do not seal up the words of the prophecy of this book. I am coming quickly 

and My recompense is with me. Let the one thirsting come. Do not add to the words of this book 
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Revelation I: I 958 

\ The revelation 1 £?(Jesus Christ2 

I . Which God gave Him to showA His slaves3 the things which must0 take-place4 quickly5 

7 And He signified6, having sent-forth7 through His angel to His slave John-

Verse 

a. Who testified-toe the word0 of God and8 the testimony9 of Jesus Christ- to all 1° that he saw 2 

1 BlessedE is the one reading, and the ones hearing the words0 of this prophecy11 and keeping12 , 

the things having been written in it, for the time is near13 

ll. John- 4 

I. To the seven 14 churches in Asia15, grace to you and peace 

a. From the One Who is and Who was and Who is coming16 

Ii. And from the seven Spirits 17 that are before His throneF 
c And from Jesus Christ-

I. The FaithfulG Witness 18 

" The Firstborn 19 of the dead 
1. And the Ruler20 of the kings of the earth 

7 To the One loving21 us and having released22 us from our sins by His bloodH-•and He made us h 

a kingdom23
, priests to His God and Father-to Him be the glory and the dominion forever and 

ever24 , amen 

a. Behold25
- He is coming with the clouds26 

And every eye will see Him- even27 they who pierced28 Him 
2. And all the tribes29 of the earth30 will beat-their-breasts31 over Him 

h Yes! Amen! 



959 Revelation l :7 

I. Or, "disclosure, unveiling, uncovering". Used only here in this book, 
and the related verb is not used in this book. On this word, see 2 Thes 
I :7. The interpretation of this book, especially chapters 4-20, 
depends on what it is one thinks is being revealed. The book is inter
preted in light of this decision. In general, there are three approaches 
to this question today, each with several variations in the details, and 
each often held in some combination with one of the others. The 
Past View (or the Preterist View) thinks Jesus is revealing the 
destruction of Jerusalem in A.D. 70, or that combined with the judg
ment of the Roman Empire. All the details are interpreted in this 
light. Thus, the prophecies have been fulfilled. The book is not giv
ing a chronological sequence of events, but repeated symbols of that 
historical judgment and the victory of the early church over the ene
mies persecuting it. The Spiritual View (or the Idealist, Symbolic, 
Allegorical View) thinks Jesus is revealing timeless spiritual prin
ciples regarding the victory of the kingdom of God over the forces 
of evil. These principles are fulfilled repeatedly throughout the 
church age. Thus, the prophecies are being fulfilled. The book is not 
giving a sequence of events, nor events that have a single fulfillment 
in history, but a picture of what will repeatedly occur in history until 
the end. Every generation expects to see and does see the principles 
symbolized in this book fulfilled in the persecutions, triumphs, and 
judgments of its own day. The Future View thinks Jesus is reveal
ing what will take place at the end of the age, just before He returns. 
Thus, the prophecies are yet to be fulfilled. The book gives a 
sequence of actual events that will occur at that time. Every gener
ation since the first hopes He will come immediately, and looks for 
possible precursors of the fulfillment of the book. As each Jewish 
generation anticipated the Messiah, and young maidens dreamed of 
being the one to give Him birth, so the church anticipates His return, 
and considers how this prophecy might be fulfilled in its day, and 
prepares itself(! Jn 3:3). These three approaches are also taken to 
the other prophetic passages in the NT, such as Mt 24. The reader 
should consult commentaries holding the various views in order to 
understand in context how those views handle the book and the 
details. The TransLine can only highlight the views, and "this view 
thinks" does not mean all adherents of that view hold that position. 
Most issues noted should be considered to imply the statement 
"There are other views. Consult the commentaries". 

2. Some think John means "the revelation given by Jesus Christ"; oth
ers, "the revelation about Jesus Christ". 

3. That is, believers. Same word as in 2:20; 6: 15; 7:3; I0:7; 11: 18; 
13:16; 15:3; 19:2, 5, 18; 22:3, 6. On this word, see Rom 6:17. 

4. Or, "come to pass, happen". GK 1181. This phrase, "to show ... 
quickly", is also in 22:6. See also I: 19; 4: I. 

5. This idiom means "with quickness, speed, haste, swiftness'', and 
thus "quickly, at once, without delay, speedily, shortly, soon". Some 
think John means quickly in the sense of "soon, imminently", 
whether by our clock (the Past View), or by God's clock (the Future 
View); others, in the sense of"rapidly, swiftly, without delay" once 
these events begin. Same word as in 22:6; Lk 18:8; Act 12:7; 22: 18; 
I Tim 3: 14. Elsewhere only as "shortly" in Act 25:4; Rom 16:20. 
GK 5443. Related to "quickly" in Rev 22:7 and Gal I :6. 

6. Or, "showed by signs, signaled, indicated, made known". Else
where only in Jn 12:33; 18:32; 21: 19; Act 11 :28; 25:27. GK 4955. 
This is the verb related to the word "sign". 

7. Same word as in 22:6. On this word, see "send out" in Mk 3:14. 

8. Or, "even"; that is, the word given by God, even (more specifically), 
the testimony of Jesus Christ. 

9. The angel "testified to ... the testimony", or, he "bore witness to ... 
the witness" (the declaration) of Jesus. Some think John means "the 
testimony given by Jesus"; others, "the testimony about Jesus". On 
this word, see Jn I :7. 

10. Some manuscripts add "and" {K}, "and to all". 
11. Same word as in 11 :6; 19: IO; 22:7, I 0, 18, 19. On this word, see 

I Cor 12:10. 
12. That is, the one reading the book aloud in public, and the ones hear

ing and keeping it. On this word, see I Jn 5: 18. 
13. Same phrase as in 22:10. "Near" is also in Mt24:32, 33; Rom 13:11; 

Phil 4:5. On this word, see Lk 21 :30. 
14. This number is used 55 times in Revelation, 33 times elsewhere in 

the NT. GK 2231. 
15. That is, the Roman province of Asia, present-day western Turkey. 
16. That is, the Father. Same phrase as in v 8; 4:8. Similar phrase in 

11:17; 16:5. 
17. Or, "spirits". "Seven spirits" also occurs in 3: l; 4:5 (as seven lamps, 

as in Zech 4:2); and 5:6 (as seven eyes, as in Zech 4: 10). Some 
think John means the Holy Spirit, the sevenfold fullness of the 
Spirit of God, the imagery coming from Zech 4: 1-1 O; Isa 11 :2. Oth
ers think these are angels (as in I Tim 5:21; Lk 9:26), or some other 
spirit beings. 

18. These words may be rendered as a single description, as in 3: 14; or, 
separately, "the Witness, the Faithful One", as in 2: 13. 

19. Same phrase as in Col I: 18. On this word, see Col I: 15. That is, the 
preeminent one, first in rank. 

20. Used only here of Christ. Elsewhere of human rulers, officials, or 
princes, and of the ruler of demons. Used 37 times. GK 807. 
Related to "beginning" in Col I: 18. Both "firstborn" and "ruler" 
were used with reference to the Messiah in Ps 89:27. 

21. Some manuscripts say "having loved" {N}. On this word, see 
"devotedly love" in Jn 21: 15. 

22. Or, "loosed, freed". Same word as in 9: 14, 15; 20:3, 7. On this word, 
see "break" in Mt 5:19. Some manuscripts say "washed" {A}. 

23. On this word, see Mt 3:2. Some manuscripts say " ... us kings and 
priests to ... " {N). 

24. On this idiom, see 20: I 0. Some manuscripts omit "and ever" { C}. 
25. This verse gives the theme of the book. Some think it refers to 

Christ's second coming; the Past View thinks it refers to His com
ing in judgment in A.O. 70 using the Roman army. 

26. Compare Mt 24:30; 26:64; I Thes 4: 17; and Dan 7: 13. The Past 
View thinks these are not literal clouds, but a symbol of Christ's 
power and judgment, as in Ps 18:9; Isa 19: I; etc. 

27. Or "and". 
28. On this word, see Jn 19:37, where John is quoting Zech 12: 10. 
29. Same statement as in Mt 24:30. Same word as in Rev 5:9; 7:9; 11 :9; 

13:7; 14:6. Used of the tribes of Israel in 5:5; 7:4-8; 21: 12. Used 31 
times. GK 5876. 

30. Or, "land". The Past View thinks this refers to Israel in A.D. 70. 
31. Or, "strike themselves, beat themselves, mourn greatly". Same word 

as in Mt 11: 17; 24:30; Lk 8:52; 23:27; Rev 18:9. Elsewhere only 
with different grammar as "cut" in Mt 21:8; Mk 11:8. GK 3164. 
Related to "lamentation" in Act 8:2. Some think John means these 
people will do this "in repentance" (as in Zech 12: I 0). Others, "in 
despair" (as in Rev 6: 16; 18:9). 

A. Rev 4: I B. Mt 16:21 C. Jn 1:7 D. I Cor 12:8 E. Lk 6:20 F. Rev 20: 11 G. Col I :2 H. I Jn I :7 



Revelation I :8 960 Verse 

C "I am' the Alpha and the Omega2", says the Lord God3, "the One Who is and Who was and Who is X 
coming, the Almighty'" 

1 A. I, John, your5 brother and co-partnerA in the affliction6 and kingdom7 and endurance0 in8 Jesus9, came- 9 
to-be on the island being called Patmos 10 because of the word of God and 11 the testimony12 ofJesus13 

113. I came-to-be 14 in the Spirit 15 on the Lord's 16 day, and I heard behind me a loud voicec like [the IO 
sound] of a trumpet 17, •saying I I 

IC. "Write 18 in a book0 what you see 19
, and send it to the seven churches20

- to Ephesus, and to 
Smyrna, and to Pergamum, and to Thyatira, and to Sardis, and to Philadelphia, and to Laodicea" 

2C. And I turnedE to see the voice which was speaking21 with me 12 

2H. And having turned, I saw seven golden lampstands22
• •And in the midst of the lampstands23 I saw 13 

One resembling24 a son of man25 having been dressed-in26 a robe reaching-to-the-feet, and having 
been girded-withF a golden belt27 at the breasts28 

IC. And His head and hair were whiteG like white wool, like snow29 14 
::ic. And His eyes were like a flame" of fire 
3C. And His feet were resembling brass30

, like something having been refined31 in a furnace 15 
4C. And His voicec was like the soundc of many waters32 

SC. And He was holding! seven stars in His right hand33 I h 
6C. And a sharp double-edged swordK was coming-out34 of His mouth 
7C. And His face35 was like the sun shinesL in its power36 

3 B. And when I saw Him, I fell at His feet as-though dead. And He placed His right hand upon me, saying37 I .., 

IC. "Do not be fearingM. I am the First and the Last,38 "and the One livingN. And I became dead0 , IX 

and behold- I am livingN forever and ever39• And I have the keys40 of death and Hades41 



961 Revelation I: 18 

I. God is personally guaranteeing the prophecy ofv 7, and of the book 
as a whole. 

2. These are the first and last letters of the Greek alphabet. This phrase 
is also in 21:6 (of the Father); and 22:13 (of Jesus). Some manu
scripts add "the beginning and the end" {A}, which explains it. GK 
!70 and 6042. 

3. Some manuscripts omit this word {K}. 
4. Same word as in 4:8; 11: 17; 15:3; 16:7. 14; 19:6, 15; 21 :22. Else

where only in 2 Cor 6: 18. GK 4120. 
5. Some manuscripts add a word meaning "both, also", {K}, so that 

it says "I, John, both your brother ... ". 
6. On this word, see 7: 14. The Past View (see I: I) thinks John means 

the "tribulation" oF A.D. 70, which is the tribulation described in this 
book. Others think he means the affliction we all face as Christians, 
as in Jn 16:33; Act 14:22. 

7. On this word, see Mt 3:2. Some manuscripts say "affliction, and 
in the kingdom and endurance" {N}. 

8. Or, "in connection with". GK 1877. 
9. Some manuscripts add "Christ" either before or after "Jesus" {N}. 
I 0. John was exiled to this island in the Aegean Sea during the reign of 

the Roman Emperor Domitian (A.D. 81-96), and some think it was 
during this period that this book was written. Others think it was 
written prior to A.D. 70. Used only here. GK 4253. 

11. Or, "even". See this same phrase in I :2. 
12. Some manuscripts say "and because of the testimony ... " {N}. On 

"the testimony <if Jesus", see 19: I 0. 
13. By these two phrases, some think John means he was on Patmos 

"in order to receive this revelation given by Jesus"; others, "because 
I was preaching the gospel there"; others, that he was exiled there 
"because of preaching about these things". Some manuscripts add 
"Christ" {N}. 

14. Or, "was, became". Same word as in v 9; 4:2. GK 1181. 
15. Or. "spirit". This phrase, "in the Spirit", is also in 4:2; 17:3; 21: I 0. 

John may mean "in a trance" (Act I 0: IO; 22: 17); or, "outside the 
body" (2 Cor 12:2). Or he may mean "in the Spirit", that is, under 
the power of the Spirit. 

16. That is, the day belonging to the Lord. Some think John means Sun
day. Others think he means the future "day of-the-Lord" to which 
John went in this vision (though this is not the usual expression for 
this). Elsewhere only in I Cor 11 :20. GK 3258. 

17. Some think this is the voice of an angel. Compare v 2; 4: I. The per
son amidst the larnpstands has a different voice, v 15. Others think 
both descriptions are of the voice of the One amidst the larnpstands. 

18. Some manuscripts say "I am the Alpha and the Omega, the First 
and the Last, and write ... " {N}. 

19. Used 132 times meaning "see, look (at), watch". GK 1063. 
20. Some manuscripts add "in Asia" {K}. 
21. Some manuscripts say "spoke" { N}. 
22. That is, stands on which lamps were placed or hung. Not candle

sticks. Used 12 times. GK 3393. 
23. Some manuscripts say "seven lampstands" {NJ. 
24. Or, "like, similar to". This word occurs with this grammar else

where only in 14: 14, in this same phrase. John uses this word else
where only as "like" in Jn 8:55; 9:9; I Jn 3:2; Rev 9:7, 10, 19; 13:4, 

11; 18:18; and as "resembling" in Rev 1:15; 2:18; 4:3, 6, 7; 9:7; 
11: I; 13:2; 14: 14; 21: 11, 18. Used 45 times. GK 3927. Related to 
"likeness" in 9:7. 

25. Or, "the Son o/Man". Some think John is implying that the One 
before him is the person described by this phrase in Dan 7: 13; oth
ers, that this is simply a description functioning like the one in Dan 
7:13, and meaning "like a human". As in Dan 7:13, He is like a 
human in appearance, but others factors (there, the coming on the 
clouds, etc.; here, the items noted next) indicate this One is no mere 
human. In either case, this person is later identified as the Son of 
God, Rev 2:18. The same person is described in 19:11-16. On this 
phrase, "a son of man", see Jn 5:27. 

26. Some think this clothing is symbolic of Jesus being High Priest; 
others, more generally, of His dignity and high rank. Compare Dan 
10:5-6. Sarne word as in 15:6 and 19:14. On this word, see "put on" 
in Rom 13:14. 

27. Elsewhere only in Mt 3:4; 10:9; Mk I :6; 6:8; Act 21:11; Rev 15:6. 
GK 2438. Related to "gird" in this verse, and in Act 12:8. 

28. This is a mark of dignity, not a belt at the waist as normal. Else
where only in Lk 11 :27; 23:29. GK 3466. Similar to the seven 
angels with the seven bowls in 15:6 (which 1.1ses the word "chest"). 

29. Elsewhere only in Mt 28:3, also of the appearance of Jesus. GK 
5946. Compare Dan 7:9. 

30. Or, "metal". It is not known what specific metal John is referring 
to. The root word means "copper, brass, bronze" (GK 59 JO), but 
also "metal" in general. Compare Dan I 0:6. Elsewhere only in 
2:18. GK 5909. 

31. Or, "fired, made fiery hot". Same word as in 3: 18. This word means 
"to burn, to make fiery hot, to set on fire". It is the verb related to 
"fire". Some think John means "gleaming brass, as refined in a fur
nace". Others think he means "glowing brass, as made red-hot in a 
furnace". The grammar links this word to "something" in the fur
nace. In some manuscripts, it is linked to "brass", as "brass, like 
brass having been refined ... ". In others, it is linked to "feet"- "His 
feet... as though having been made fiery hot..." { C}. On this word, 
see "bum" in 2 Cor 11 :29. 

32. On "many waters", see 14:2. 
33. Some think this is symbolic of Christ's power and authority over 

the churches; others, of His protection. 
34. Or, "proceeding, going out". Same word as in 4:5; 9: 17, 18; II :5; 

19: 15. Used 33 times. GK 1744. Note 2: 12, 16; Isa 11 :4; 2 Thes 2:8. 
35. Or, "outward appearance". Note Dan 10:6. Same word as in Jn 

11 :44. Elsewhere only as "appearance" in Jn 7:24. GK 4071. 
36. That is, his face shined as bright as the noon-day sun, like the sun 

at its full strength. Compare Mt 17:2. On this word, see Mk 5:30. 
37. Some manuscripts add "to me" {K}, though no Greek manuscripts. 
38. This phrase "first and last" is elsewhere only in I: 17; 2:8; 22: 13; all 

of Jesus. Compare Isa 41 :4; 44:6; 48: 12. 
39. On this idiom see 20: 10. Some manuscripts add "Amen" {N}. 
40. Keys are symbolic of authority over something. 
41. This phrase "death and Hades" is elsewhere only in 20: 13, 14. 

"Hades", meaning "unseen", is where the dead go; the place of the 
dead. Elsewhere only in Mt 11:23; 16:18; Lk 10:15; 16:23; Act 
2:27, 31; Rev 6:8. GK 87. 

A. Phil I :7 B. Jam I :3 C. Rev 4:5, voices D. Rev 5: I, scroll E. Jam 5: 19, turns back F. Eph 6: 14 G. Jn 4:35 H. 2 Thes 1:8, flaming 
J. I Jn I :8, have K. Rev 2: 16 L. Phil 2: 15 M. Eph 5:33, respecting N. Rev 20:4, came to life 0. Mt 8:22 



Revelation I: 19 962 Verse 

.::'( "Therefore1 write the things which you saw, and2 the things which are, and the things which 19 
are destined3 to take place after these things 

3( . "As to the mysteryA of the seven stars which you saw upon4 My right hand, and the seven 20 
golden lampstands- the seven stars are angels5 of the seven churches, and the seven 
lampstands6 are seven churches 

..ic·. "To the angel of the church in Ephesus7
, write-These things says the One holding-on-to8 the 2: I 

seven stars in His right hand, the One walking in the midst8 of the seven golden lampstands 

ID. "I know your worksc and9 labor and your endurance0 

I l:. "And that you cannot bear-withE evi!F ones10 

2L. "And you tested0 the ones calling themselves apostles" (and they are not) and you 
found them to be false 

3 I.. "And you have endurance11 , and bore-up12 for the sake of My name, and have not _, 
become-weary13 

2 [). "But I have against you that you left14 your first 15 love16 
..\ 

3 D. "Therefore, be remembering 17 from where you have fallen, and repent1, and doK the :' 
first worksc 

I J:. "Otherwise 18, I am coming to you19
• And I will move20 your lampstandL from its 

place unless you repent 
2L. "But this you have-that you hateM the worksc of the Nicolaitans21 , which I also hate 6 

..\D. "Let the one having an ear hear what the Spirit is saying to the churches22 

:'D "To the one overcoming23 , I will give him authoritj24 to eat from the tree oflife25 which 
is in26 the paradiseN of God27 

-. 
I 

:'C ·. "And to the angel of the church in Smyrna, write- These things says the First and the Last X 
Who became dead and came-to-life28 

ID. "I know your affliction29, and30 poverty31 (but you are rich0 ), and the blasphemy32 by the lJ 

ones saying that they are Jews33 (and they are not), but are a synagogue o/Satan 
2D. "Do not be fearing34 at all35 the things which you are about to suffer I U 

IL:. "Behold- the devil is going to throw some of you into prisonO so that you may be 
tested36

• And you will have afflictionR for ten days37 

2L "Be38 faithful 5 until39 death, and I will give you the crownT oflife40 

_)[)_ "Let the one having an ear hear what the Spirit is saying to the churches 
4D. "The one overcoming will never be harmedu by the second death41 

11 



963 Revelation 2: 11 

I . Some manuscripts omit this word { N}. 
2. Or, "even". This verse gives an outline of the book. Some think Jesus 

means the things which you saw (chapter I), which are (chapters 2-
3 ), which are destined to take place (chapters 4-22). Others think He 
means the things which you saw, even the things which are (Chapter 
1-3), and the things destined to take place (chapters 4-22). Others think 
it refers to the whole book, the things which you saw (chapters 1-22), 
even the things which are and the things destined after. Others think 
Jesus means the things you saw and what they are (chapter I), and the 
things going to happen after these (chapters 2-22). 

3. Or, "about to". Used with this grammar elsewhere only as "about 
to" in 3:16; 12:4; and "destined to" in Rom 8:18; Gal 3:23. Com
pare Rev I: I; 4: I; 22:6. On this word, see "going to" in Mk I 0:32. 

4. That is, on His open palm or in contact with His hand. Note that in 
I: 16, John said "in His hand". GK 2093. 

5. Or, "messengers". Some think Jesus means "angel", as elsewhere in 
the book. Perhaps they are a kind of guardian angel. He addresses the 
angel as if it were the church. Others think He means a human mes
senger (as the word is used in Mt 11: IO; Lk 7:24; 9:52; Jam 2:25; 
etc.), either a representative sent to John, or the chief teacher or over
seer. Compare 2:20. Others think He is simply personifying the 
churches themselves. On this word, see "messengers" in I Tim 3:16. 

6. Some manuscripts add "which you saw" {N}. 
7. The seven churches were actual first-century churches. In addition, 

they represent churches existing at all times until Christ returns, and 
by application, the individuals in them. In addition, some holding 
the Future View (see I: I) think they are symbolic of periods of 
church history. 

8. Or, "holding firm, keeping hold of". Same word as in 2: 13, 14, 15, 
25; 3: 11, on which see Heb 4: 14. Not the same word as in I: 16. 

9. Or, "even", so that it says "your works- even your labor and 
endurance". The same issue arises in 2:9, 19. Some manuscripts add 
"your" {N}, so that it says "your labor and your endurance" {N}. 

I 0. Some think these are the same evil ones described again next and 
in v 6; others take this more generally here. 

11. Same word as in v 2. 
12. Same word as "bear-with" in v 2. 
13. Sarne root word as "labor" in v 2. Thus, this is the third repetition 

from v 2. On this word, see Mt 11 :28. 
14. Or, "left behind, abandoned, let go". Some think Jesus means the 

believers have fallen into a cold orthodoxy; others, that He is refer
ring to ones among the new generation who were not yet believ
ers, who had not yet "overcome" (v 7), although they adhered to 
orthodox doctrine (v 6). Sarne word as "neglected" in Mt 23:23. On 
this word, see "forgive" in Mt 6: 12. 

15. Some think Jesus means the fervency of love you had when you 
were first saved; others, the love your church had at the first, among 
the first generation of Christians, the former generation. 

16. Some place the emphasis of these words on the inward devotion to 
Christ (their love for Him has diminished); others, on the outward 
expression of that devotion in acts of love (they have become lazy 
in loving others). On this word, see I Jn 4: 16. 

17. Or, "keeping in mind". On this word, see Jn 16:21. 
18. This is an idiom, literally, "But if[you do) not", on which see Jn 14:2. 
19. Some manuscripts add "quickly" {N}, as in 2: 16; 3: 11. Some think 

Jesus is referring to a special coming in judgment; others, to the 

Second Coming, that is, "Otherwise when I come, I am coming to 
you for judgment". On "coming", see Mk 16:2. 

20. Or, "arouse, shake, remove". Some think Jesus will move their 
larnpstand from a place of blessing to a place of discipline. He will 
hit it like an earthquake, shaking it down to the foundation, arous
ing them to action. Others think He means that He will move it 
away, remove it, from being a church. Same word as in 6: 14; Mt 
23:4; Act 17:28. Elsewhere only as "shake" in Mt 27:39; Mk 15:29; 
and "set in motion" in Act 21 :30; 24:5. Our word "kinetic" comes 
from this word. GK 3075. A related word is in Col I :23. 

21. That is, the followers Nicholas. Elsewhere only in v 15. GK 3774. 
Their views are described in v 14. 

22. Note the plural. In each letter, both this and the overcomer state
ment are addressed to all the churches. 

23. Or, "conquering, prevailing, vanquishing, being victorious". Sarne 
word as in Lk 11:22; Jn 16:33; Rom 12:21; I Jn 2:13, 14; 4:4; Rev 
2:11, 17,26;3:5, 12,21;5:5; 11:7; 12:11; 13:7; 15:2; 17:14;21:7. 
Elsewhere only as "conquer" in Rev 6:2; "be victorious over" in I 
Jn 5:4, 5; and "prevail" in Rom 3:4. GK 3771. Related to "victory" 
in I Jn 5:4; and in I Cor 15:57. 

24. Or, "the right" (same Greek word). Compare 22: 14. This word is 
expressed in 6:8; 9:3. 

25. The tree of life is also mentioned in 22:2, 14, 19. The next word 
("which") modifies "tree". On "tree", see "cross" in I Pet 2:24. 

26. Some manuscripts say "in the midst ofthe paradise ... " {N}. 
27. Some manuscripts say "My God" {A}, as in 3:2, 12. 
28. This description comes from I: 18, but note the change in tense from 

"am living" to "came to life" or "became alive". Jesus is referring 
to His death and resurrection. 

29. On this word, see 7: 14. Some manuscripts say "your works and 
affliction" {N}. 

30. Or, "even", so that it says "I know your affliction- even the 
poverty ... ". Same issue as in 2:2. 

31. Some think this poverty is a result of persecution by, or caused by 
the ones mentioned next. On this word, see 2 Cor 8:9. 

32. On this word, see I Tim 6:4. That is, the evil-speaking against them, 
and God. 

33. Regardless of their culture or lineage or religion, these people are 
not Jews because they are not following Christ. 

34. The grammar implies, "Stop fearing, Do not continue fearing". 
35. Some manuscripts say "Do not be fearing the things which ... " {N}. 
36. That is, that your faith might be tested. On this word, see "tempted" 

inHeb2:18. 
37. Or, "you will have an affliction often days". Some think Jesus 

means ten literal days; others, ten periods of time; others, a brief 
period of time. 

38. Or, "Become faithful ones", "Prove-to-be faithful ones". GK I 181. 
39. Or, "as far as, to the extent of". This does not mean that the Smyr

nans will all actually be martyred. Same phrase as in 12: 11; Act 
22:4. Same word as in 2:25, 26. GK 948. 

40. Some think Jesus means the crown consisting of life, as in Jam 
I: 12. Your persecutors will think you are defeated, but I will give 
the victor's crown to you. Others think Jesus means a special mar
tyr's crown, should they be martyred. 

41. The second death is also mentioned in 20:6, 14; 21:8. 

A.Romll:25 B.2Thes2:7 C.Mt26:10 D.Jarnl:3 E.Mt8:17,carry F.3Jnll G.Heb2:18,tempted H.1Corl2:28 J.Act26:20 K.Revl3:13 
L. Rev I: 13 M. Rom 9: 13 N. 2 Cor 12:4 0. I Tim 6: 17 P. Gal3:4 Q. Act 5:22 R. Rev 7: 14 S. Col I :2 T. Rev 4:4 U. Act 7:24, wronged 



Revelation 2: 12 964 Verse 

6( ·. "And to the angel of the church in Pergamum, write- These things says the One having the I?. 
sharp double-edged swordA 

ID. "I know where' you dwell8 - where Satan's throne2 is 13 

I L. And you are holding-on-to3 My name4 

?.I:. And you did not denyc My faith5- even during the days of Antipas6, My witness7, 
My8 faithful 0 one, who was killed among you where Satan dwells8 

2 D. "But I have a few things against you 

IE. "Because you have there ones holding-on-to the teachingE of Balaam, who was 
teachingF Balak to put a cause-of-falling9 before the sonsG oflsrael 

IF "To eat foods-sacrificed-to-idols 10 

21:. "And to commit-sexual-immorality" 

14 

?.L. "So you also have ones holding-on-to the teachingE of the Nicolaitans likewise 12 15 

JD. "Therefore 13 repent14 16 

11.. "Otherwise 15, I am comingH to you quickly16. And I will fight 17 against them 18 with 
the sword 19 of My mouth 

4D. "Let the one having an ear hear what the Spirit is saying to the churches 
5D. "To the one overcomingl-

IL "I will give him20 some of the hidden21 manna22 

2F. "And I will give him a white pebble23 • And having been written upon the pebble is 
a new name which no one knows except the one24 receiving it 

17 

7C. "And to the angel of the church in Thyatira, write- These things says the Son of God, the IS 

One having His25 eyes like a flame of fire, and His feet resembling brassK 

1 D. "I knowL your worksM and26 loveN and faith27 and service28 and your endurance0 . And I <J 

your last works are greater29 than the first 
2D. "But I have30 against you that you are tolerating31 the woman32 Jezebel33-the one calling34 21l 

herself a prophet35 

IL. "And she is teaching36 and misleadingP My slavesO to commit-sexual-immorality, 
and to eat foods-sacrificed-to-idols 

21:. "And I gave her time in order that she might repentR. And she is not willing5 to 21 
repent from her sexual-immorality37 



965 Revelation 2:21 

I. Some manuscripts say "your works, and where ... " {N). 
2. Some think Jesus is referring to the fact that this city was a major 

center for emperor worship; others, that it had an altar to Zeus; oth
ers, that it was the seat of worship for Asklepius, a serpent god. 
There are other views. 

3. Same word as in v 14, 15, and 2: I. 
4. Jesus may mean this in the sense of refusing to say "Lord Caesar". 
5. Some think Jesus means "your faith in Me". Others, "My gospel", 

the objective content of the faith. 
6. Some manuscripts say "days in which Antipas was My witness ... " 

{ N). Nothing is known about this man with certainty beyond what 
is here. Consult the commentaries for the various speculations. 

7. This word came to be used of one who witnessed to the point of 
death, a "martyr". Some give it this meaning here, and in 17:6; Act 
22:20. On this word, see Act I :8. 

8. Some manuscripts omit this word {N), so that it says "My faithful 
witness". 

9. On this word, see Rom 11 :9. Jesus is referring specifically to the two 
activities mentioned next. These two issues are mentioned in Nurn 
25: 1-2; 31: 15-16, and they were also the problem here in Pergamurn. 

I 0. On this word, see I Cor 8: I. Same word as in v 20. Jesus is refer
ring to eating at pagan feasts and temples, sharing socially in their 
worship events. Compare I Cor 10:14-22. 

11. On this word, see I Cor 6: 18. Same word as in v 20. These same 
two issues are prohibited in Act 15:29. Some think sexual sin was 
a problem in Pergamum; others, that in their case it refers to spiri
tual adultery. Sexual activity was part of pagan worship. 

12. This is the Greek word order. The relationship of "so ... also ... like
wise" is difficult. Some think Jesus means "So (following a false 
teacher) you also (like Israel) have ones holding on to the teaching 
of the Nicolaitans (to do) likewise (to continue their pagan practices 
of idolatry and immorality)". Others think, "So (in a manner simi
lar to the Balaamites) you also (in addition to the Balaamites, as a 
second group) have ones likewise (teaching these two pagan prac
tices) holding on to ... ". The first view sees the Nicolaitans as illus
trated by Balaam, the second view sees two separate groups with 
teachings that are similar at least with regard to these immorality 
and idolatry issues. There are other views. Some manuscripts say 
"which rhing I hate" (N), in place of"likewise". 

13. Some manuscripts omit this word {N). 
14. That is, repent of tolerating these people, or else I will come to 

"you" (singular, referring to the church) and make war with "them". 
On this word, see Act 26:20. 

15. On this word, see 2:5. 
16. Or, "soon". On this word, see 22:7. 
17. Or, "wage war, battle". Same word as in 12:7; Jam 4:2. Elsewhere 

only as "wage war" in 13:4; 17: 14; 19: 11. GK 4482. Related to 
"war" in 12:7. 

18. By "them", some think Jesus means "the Nicolaitans"; others, 
"those holding on to their teaching"; others, the church. 

19. This sword is mentioned also in 1:16; 2:12; 19:15, 21. Elsewhere 
only in 6:8; Lk 2:35. GK 4855. Some think Jesus is referring to a 
special coming in judgment; others, to the Second Coming, as in 2:5. 

20. Some manuscripts add "to eat" { N). 
21. This is a participle, "having been hidden". On this word, see Jn 8:59. 
22. Manna was the name Israel gave to the perishable daily bread from 

heaven given them by God for forty years in the wilderness, Ex 16:4-
36. Some was saved in a jar and placed before the ark, Ex 16:34. 
Some think Jesus is referring to this jar of manna, "hidden" in the 
sanctuary. Others think He means "spiritual food" nourishing eter
nal life. Symbolically, manna is the heavenly God-given sustenance 
of eternal life (like the "fruit" of the tree of life or the "water" of 
the river of life) hidden from mankind since the garden of Eden. 
There is a sense in which Christ Himself is this "bread oflife", Jn 6. 
"Manna" is elsewhere only in Jn 6:31, 49; Heb 9:4. GK 3445. 

23. Elsewhere only as "vote" in Act 26: I 0. GK 6029. Some think Jesus 
is referring to the stones used to cast a vote, a black pebble mean
ing "guilty", a white one meaning "acquitted"; others, to the white 
stone used as an "admission ticket" to a banquet; others, to a sym
bol of being counted as included. There are other views. 

24. Or, "One". Some think Jesus is referring to Himself, and the new 
name is the one in 3: 12; 19: 12; others, to the recipient, and the new 
name is that person's own new name. 

25. Some manuscripts omit this word (N). 
26. Or, "even", "your works- even your love and faith and service and 

endurance". Same issue as in 2:2. 
27. Or, "faithfulness". On this word, see Eph 2:8. 
28. On this word, see "ministries" in 1 Cor 12:5. Some manuscripts say 

"service and faith" {K). Some think "service" describes "love", and 
"endurance" describes "faith". 

29. Either greater in quantity, "more"; or, greater in quality, "superior, 
better". 

30. Some manuscripts add "a few things"; others, "much" (N), in 
which case, what follows would be "against you, because you ... ". 

31. Or, "allowing, letting go on". Used in this sense also in Jn 11 :48. 
On this word, see "forgive" in Mt 6: 12. 

32. Some manuscripts say "your" woman {B), leading some to think 
Jesus means "your wife", and that this implies that the "angel" of 
the church is actually a human "messenger". On this issue, see 
"angel" in I :20. On this word, see I Tim 2: 11. 

33. Jezebel was the wife of King Ahab, who led Israel into idolatry, I 
Kings 16:31; 2 Kings 9:22. Here, some think this was a literal 
woman in the church, this being her actual name, or a symbolic 
name for her; others, that it is personifying a heresy, perhaps refer
ring again to the Nicolaitans, based on her teachings. Used only 
here. GK 2630. 

34. On this word, see "say" in Jn 12:39. Some manuscripts say "who 
calls herself" {N). 

35. This is the feminine form of"prophet" in I Cor 12:28, found else
where only in Lk 2:36. GK 4739. 

36. Some manuscripts say "prophet, to teach and mislead ... " (K). 
37. Some manuscripts say, "time in order that she might repent from 

her sexual immorality. And she did not repent" {K). 

A. Rev 2:16 B. Eph 3:17 C. 2 Tim 2:12 D. Col 1:2 E. 1Cor14:6 F. Rom 12:7 G. Gal 3:7 H. Mk 16:2 J. Rev 2:7 K. Rev 1:15 L. 1Jn2:29 
M.Mt26:10 N.1Jn4:16 O.Jaml:3 P.Jam5:19,err Q.Revl:l R.Act26:20 S.Jn7:17 



Revelation 2:22 966 Verse 

3D. "Behold- I am throwing1 her into a bed2
, and the ones committing-adultery3 with her 22 

into a great affliction4, unless they repentA from her5 works8
• •And I will kine her children6 21 

with a death7 

IL. "And all the churches will know8 that I am the One searching9 minds10 and hearts 11 , 

and I will give0 to you, to each one, according to your works 12 

-ID. "But I say to you 13, to the restE in Thyatira- all-who are not holdingF this teaching, who 24 
did not knowG the deepH things a/Satan (as they14 say}-

IE. "I am not putting15 another burden 16 upon you 
2L. "However17, hold-on-to 18 what you have 19 until whenever2° I come 25 

SD. "And the one overcoming1 and21 the one keepingK My works22 until the end23- 2(, 

I I · . "I will give him authorityL over the nations. •And he will shepherd24 them with an iron25 

rod like clay26 vesselsM are broken-to-pieces27, •as I also have received from My Father 
2L. "And I will give him the morning star28 

6D. "Let the one having an ear hear what the Spirit is saying to the churches 29 

X( ·. "And to the angel of the church in Sardis, write- These things says the One havingF the seven >:I 

Spirits29 of God and the seven stars 

I D. "I knowN your works8 - that you have a name30 that you are alive31 , and you are dead32 

2D. "Ben keeping-watch34
, and establish35 the remaining36 things which were-about-to37 die, 

for I have not found your works fulfilled38 in the sight of My39 God 

11·.. "Therefore be remembering40 how4 1 you have received and you heard, and be ' 
keepingK it, and repentA 

21· .. "Therefore if you do not keep-watch, I will come42 like a thief43 • And you will never 
knowG at what hour I will come0 upon you 

l f). "But44 you have a few names45 in Sardis who did not stain46 their gannentsr. And they will -I 
walkO with Me in white47 garments, because they are worthyR 

-ID. "The one overcoming1 will in-this-manner48 clothe himself49 in white5 garmentsP 'i 



967 Revelation 3:5 

1. Or, "putting", as in Mt 8:6. This word means "to throw, cast, put". 
Used 122 times. GK 965. Some manuscripts say "I will throw" {N}. 

2. Some think Jesus means "a bed" of sickness; others, a bed of judg
ment and death. This bed is in contrast with her bed of adultery. GK 
3109. Some manuscripts say "prison" {A}. 

3. As in v 14, 20, some think Jesus means spiritual adultery; others, 
physical adultery. On this word, see Mt 5:32a. 

4. On this word, see 7: 14. Some think this refers to the great tribula
tion prior to the Second Coming (compare 2:5); others, to a special 
judgment. 

5. That is, the works she teaches, models, and leads her followers to 
commit, v 20. Some manuscripts say "their" {A}. 

6. That is, the followers of her teachings. On this word, see I Jn 3: I. 
7. This is the normal word for "death". Some think Jesus means 

"pestilence" (an epidemic of disease) as in 6:8, based on Hebrew 
usage like Ezek 33:27; others, "I will surely kill", in imitation ofa 
Hebrew idiom (compare Mt 15:4). 

8. Or, "will come to know". On this word, see Lk I :34. 
9. Or, "investigating, examining". On this word, see I Cor 2: I 0. 
10. Or, "inward parts". Used only here. GK 3752. It also means "kid

ney'', as in Lev 3:4, etc. Same word as in Ps 7:9; 16:7; 26:2; 73:21; 
139:13; Jer 11:20; 12:2; 17:10; 20:12; Lam 3:13. 

11. Used 156 times, this word refers to the seat of all aspects of a per-
son's inner life. GK 156. God is the "heart-knower" in Act 15:8. 

12. See 20: 12 on this. 
13. Some manuscripts say "you and to the rest..." {N}. 
14. Some think Jesus means as the faithful Christians sarcastically call 

the teachings of those following Jezebel; others, as those following 
her actually call their own teachings. 

15. Or, "throwing", as in v 22, possibly a play on words. I have no other 
command for you, just hold on where you are, resisting her. Some 
manuscripts say "I will not put" {N}. 

16. Some link this to the decree in Act 15:28, where the same word is 
used, and where the two issues mentioned in v 20 are forbidden. 
Others think Jesus means "any other weighty command". On this 
word, see "weight" in I Thes 2:7. 

17. Or, "Only, But, Nevertheless, Yet". Used only here by John. On this 
word, see "nevertheless" in Mt 11 :22. 

18. Same word as in 2: I; 3: 11. 
19. That is, the things mentioned in v 19. 
20. This word is used with "until" only here, emphasizing the indefi

nite time reference. Or, "until which time", leaving this word unex
pressed. "Until" is used 49 times (GK 948). 

21. Or, "even", so that what follows explains "overcoming". 
22. That is, as opposed to "her works", v 22. 
23. That is, the end of one's life, or Christ's return, whichever comes 

first. On "until the end", see Heb 6: 11. 
24. Or, "rule". In this context, the overcomer will rule with force, crush

ing opposition, and leading them to their destiny. "Shepherding 
with an iron rod" is mentioned also in 12:5; 19: 15. Compare Mt 
25:32. Jesus is quoting Ps 2:9. Jesus also shepherds believers, lead
ing them to their destiny, 7: 17 (same word), but no iron rod is 
required. On this word, see 19: 15. 

25. Or, "made of iron". Elsewhere only in Act 12:10; Rev 9:9; 12:5; 
19:15. GK 4971. 

26. Or, vessels "made of clay, belonging to a potter". Used only here. 
GK 3039. Our word "ceramic" comes from this word. 

27. In other words, the overcomer will share in the event described in 
Rev 19: 15. Some manuscripts have this word in the future tense, cre
ating a separate sentence, "iron rod. Like clay vessels, they will be 
broken to pieces, as" {NJ. On this word, see "bruised" in Mt 12:20. 

28. This phrase is elsewhere only in 22: 16, of Christ. Some think Jesus 
means "Myself"; others, "the light of a new day" (meaning eternal 
life). Compare 2PetI:19 (a different word). There are other views. 

29. Or, "spirits". See I :4 on this. The seven stars are in I :20. 
30. That is, a reputation. 
31. Or, "are living", spiritually. On this word, see "came to life" in 20:4. 
32. That is, spiritually. What others think about these people does not 

match what Jesus knows to be true. On this word, see Mt 8:22. 
33. Or, "Become ones who are keeping watch". GK l 181. 
34. Or, "staying alert, keeping awake". On this word, see I Thes 5:6. 
35. Or, "stabilize". On this word, see I Thes 3:2. 
36. Or, "the other things, the rest". That is, the persons and things that 

are part of your church, whatever still has some life and is part of 
your living foundation. Some put the emphasis on the qualities and 
graces; others, on the people. Same word as in 8: 13. On this word, 
see "other" in 2 Pet 3: 16. 

37. This word with this grammar is elsewhere only in Act 12:6. On this 
word, see "going to" in Mk 10:32. Some manuscripts say "are about 
to" {K}. 

38. Or, "completed". This is a participle, "having been fulfilled". Same 
word as "completed" in 6: I I; and also used of fulfilling or com
pleting a service (Act 12:25; Col 4: 17); a course (Act 13:25), a work 
(Act 14:26; 2 Thes I: 11); righteousness (Mt 3: 15); etc. Jesus has not 
yet found their faith fulfilled in their actions. The works that proceed 
from genuine faith are not there, indicating they are about to wither 
and die (Lk 8: 13, 14). They claim to live, but bear no fruit. Compare 
Tit I: 16; Jam 2:22, 26. On this word, see "filled" on Eph 5: I 8. 

39. Some manuscripts omit this word {N). Compare v 12; Eph 1:17. 
40. That is, "be keeping in mind". Same word as in 2:5. 
41. Some think Jesus means "in what way or manner"; others think He 

is referring to the content of what these people received and heard, 
as when we say "remember how I said that...". GK 4802. 

42. Same word as in the next sentence. Some manuscripts add "upon 
you" {N}. 

43. This phrase, "like a thief", is also in 16: 15. On this concept, see I 
Thes 5:2. Some think Jesus is referring to the Second Coming; oth
ers, to a special coming in judgment. 

44. Some manuscripts omit this word, and add "even" {K}, "You have 
a few names even in Sardis ... ". 

45. People are referred to as "names" also in 11: 13; Act I: 15. Here, it 
is in contrast with "name" in v I. On this word, see 2 Tim 2: 19. 

46. Same word as in 14:4. That is, did not soil by sin. They are "unspot
ted by the world", Jam I :27. There are other views suggesting a 
more specific reference than this. On this word, see I Cor 8:7. 

47. On this concept, see "white garments" in 4:4. 
48. Or, "thus". That is, like those in v 4, walking with Me. Some manu

scripts say "The one overcoming- this one will cloth himself. .. " { B). 
49. Compare 19:8. 

A. Act 26:20 B. Mt 26: 10 C. Rom 7: 11 D. Eph I :22 E. 2 Pet 3: 16, other F. I Jn I :8, have G. Lk I :34 H. Lk 24: I J. Rev 2:7 K. I Jn 5: 18 
L. Rev 6:8 M. I Thes 4:4 N. I Jn 2:29 0. Jn 8:42, am here P. I Pet 3:3 Q. Heb 13:9 R. Rev 16:6 S. Rev 4:4 



Revelation 3:6 968 Verse 

I L And I will never1 wipe-out2 his name from the bookA o/life3 

21c. And I will confess4 his name before My Father and before His angels 

:'D. "Let the one having an ear hear what the Spirit is saying to the churches 

tJC. "And to the angel a/the church in Philadelphia, write- These things says the Holy8 One, the 7 
Truec One, the One having the key of David5, the One opening and no one will shut6, and 
shutting0 and no one opens7 

l D. "I know your works8
-

IF. "Behold- I have givenE before you an opened9 door (which, w no one is able to 
shut it) 

2D. "Because 11 you have a little 12 power13 , and you keptF My wordG, and you did not denyH 
My name-

8 

IL "Behold- I am givingE some from the synagogue of Satan, the ones saying that lJ 

they are Jews (and they are not), but they are lying 14 

21'.. "Behold- I will makeJ them so that15 

l F. "They will comeK and worship 16 before your feet 
2F. "And they may17 know18 that I lovedL you 

30. "Because you kept the wordG of My endurance 19-

IF. "I also will keep20 you21 from22 the hour23 of testing24-

l F. "The hour going-to25 comeM upon the whole26 world27, to testN the ones dwelling0 

upon the earth28 

[(I 

2L. "I am29 comingM quickly30• Be holding-on-tor what you have in order that no one 11 
may take your crownO 

4 D. "The one overcomingR- I 2 

IL. "I will makeJ him a pillar31 in the temple 32 of My33 God, and he will never go 
outside again 

2E. "And I will write upon him 

IF. "The name of My God 



969 Revelation 3: 12 

I. Or, "by no means". This is an emphatic negative (see Gal 5: 16). 
2. Or, "smear out, blot out, erase". In other words, the overcomer will 

live forever, he will remain. On this word, see Col 2: 14. Same word 
as in Ex 32:32-33; Ps 69:28. Some think this implies the names of 
all who have lived on earth are written in the book, and Jesus will 
erase the non-overcomer; others do not think it implies that non
overcomers are written in the book of life and must be erased. It is 
a statement about what Jesus will not do to overcomers, not what 
He will do to non-overcomers. Others think it is a list of professing 
believers (ones claiming to be alive, v I), from which their name 
can be erased. 

3. This book is also mentioned in 13:8; 17:8; 20:12, 15; 21:27; Phil 
4:3. Compare Lk 10:20; Dan 12: I. 

4. Or, "declare, acknowledge". Same word as in Mt I 0:32; Lk 12:8. 
On this word, see I Tim 6:12. 

5. That is, the authority to open and close David's house, the Mes
siah's kingdom, and the city of David, the heavenly Jerusalem. 
Compare Isa 22:22. 

6. Some manuscripts say "shuts" ( N}. 
7. Some manuscripts say "will open" {N}. 
8. The content of these works is detailed in the two "because" state

ments (2D. and 3D.). 
9. Some think this is a door of opportunity and service, as in I Cor 

16:9; 2 Cor 2: 12; Col 4:3. Others think Jesus means a door of sal
vation, of entrance into His kingdom, which no one can shut so as 
to keep them out. especially their Jewish adversaries in v 9. This is 
a participle, "having been opened", standing open. GK 487. 

10. Some manuscripts say "opened door, and no one ... " (N}. 
11. Or, "That". In this arrangement, their works are the reason for the 

action that follows in v 9, just as in v 10 and 17. This view paral
lels the "Because" statements. Others think this continues from "I 
know" after a parenthesis containing the "Behold" statement- "I 
know your works ... that you have a little power ... ". This becomes 
point 2E., and verse 9 point 2D. Others think Jesus is giving the rea
son for having given them the opened door, making the "Behold" 
statement above point 2D., and this point IE., and verse 9 point 3D. 
This view parallels the "Behold" statements. 

12. Some think Jesus means "you have little power", meaning "hardly 
any". He means "you have little power, yet you kept My word". 
Others think He means "you have a little power", meaning "some, 
which you are using effectively". 

13. Or, "strength". Some think Jesus is referring to their numbers; 
others, to their spiritual power, or their ability to influence the 
community. 

14. Because you have a little power, I will exercise My power for you. 
Some think Jesus means He will give them some Jewish converts 
from among their enemies. Others think this does not mean they are 
converts, only that the church in Philadelphia will be exalted over 
them in some way. On this word, see "lie to" in Act 5:3. 

15. Same grammar as in 13: 12, to "make ... so that they will ... ". Others 
simplify this to "make them come and worship ... and know". This 
phrase defines the sense in which Jesus is "giving" them. 

16. Or, "prostrate-themselves, pay homage". On this word, see "give 
worship" in 4: 10. It is used with "before" elsewhere only in 15:4; 
Lk 4:7. As to the internal attitude behind this act, some think Jesus 
means "worship [Me]", indicating a conversion. Others think He 
means "prostrate themselves [to you]", as an act of submission. 

17. The word "so that" is followed by a "will" verb and a "may" verb 
like this also in 22: 14. Some think no distinction is intended. 

18. Or, "understand, recognize". On this word, see Lk 1:34. 
19. Punctuated this way, this means the message proceeding from My 

endurance. In this case, the endurance is Christ's. Compare 2 Thes 
3:5. Others punctuate this as "My word of endurance", My com
mand to endure. In this case, the endurance is ours. In the Greek 
word order, "My" is the last word. On this word, see Jam I :3. 

20. Or, "preserve, protect, guard". Same word as "kept" in the previous 
phrase. On this word, see I Jn 5: 18. 

21. Some think that this, along with the promises and warnings at this 
point in all seven letters (2:5, 10, 16, 22-23; 3:3, 9-11, 16-20), refers 
to the first-century church, but can be applied to all believers. Oth
ers think this, along with those in the other letters, refers to the Sec
ond Coming, which has been imminent to all believers since the 
first century, and so speaks directly to all believers until then. 

22. Or, "out of, away from". "Keep from" is elsewhere only in Jn 17: 15, 
"keep from the evil one'', where it is contrasted with "take out of 
the world". A similar phrase, "saved from the hour", occurs in Jn 
12:27. Some think Jesus means "preserve you through" the hour of 
testing, like Israel during the plagues of Egypt. Some holding the 
Future View (see I: I) think He means "keep you from entering" the 
hour itself, by means of the rapture (I Thes 4: 17). 

23. That is, "period". This hour is, or includes, all the judgments 
described later in this book. The Future View thinks this refers to 
the final period of tribulation before Christ returns. The Past View 
thinks it is the hour of judgment on Israel in A.D. 70. The Spiritual 
View thinks it is symbolic of the crisis point in the trials that come 
upon people and nations throughout history. Compare Dan 12: I; 
Mt 24:21; Mk 13:19; 2 Thes 2:8-10. On this word, see Lk 2:38. 

24. Or "trial". On this word, see "trials" in Jam I :2. Related to "test" 
later in this verse. 

25. Or, "being about to". This participle modifies "hour". On this word, 
see Mk 10:32. 

26. This word means "whole, all, entire". Used 109 times. GK 3910. 
27. This phrase ''whole world" is elsewhere only in Mt 24: 14; Act 11 :28; 

Rev 12:9; 16:14. On this word, see Heb 2:5. A similar phrase using 
a different word for "world" is in Mt 16:26; 26: 13; Rom I :8; I Jn 
2:2; 5:19. Some think this means this hour of testing is universal, 
worldwide in scope, affecting all humans. The Past View takes 
"world" in the sense of the civilized world, the Roman Empire, as 
it is used in Lk 2: I; Act 24:5. 

28. Or, "land". This phrase, "the ones dwelling upon the earth" is else
where only in 6:10; 8:13; 11:10; 13:8, 14; 17:8. A similar phrase 
using this word is in 13: 12 and 17:2. Some think it refers in partic
ular to the unbelievers living on the earth. The Past View (see I: I) 
renders it "upon the land", and takes it to refer to apostate Israel. 

29. Some manuscripts say "Behold- I am ... " {N}. 
30. The phrase "I am coming" occurs seven times in this book (see 

22:20). On "quickly", see 22:7. 
31. That is, a permanent part, something firmly planted and never mov

ing. The sense is defined by what comes next, "will never go out
side again". Many ancient pillars still stand today. On this word, see 
I Tim3:15. 

32. This word is used metaphorically, like "pillar". The overcomer will 
be permanently in the presence of God. On this word, see Rev 11: I. 

33. On "My God", see 3:2. 

A.Mtl:I B.1Petl:l6 C.Jn7:28 D.Jn20:19,locked E.Eph1:22 F.1Jn5:18 G.1Corl2:8 H.2Tim2:12 J.Revl3:13,does 
K. Jn 8:42, am here L. Jn 21:15, devotedly love M. Mk 16:2 N. Heb 2:18, tempted 0. Eph 3:17 P. Rev 2:1 Q. Rev 4:4 R. Rev 2:7 



Revelation 3: 13 970 

2F. "And the name of the city of My God, the new Jerusalem1- the one coming 
down out of heaven from My God 

:i1:_ "And My new name2 

Verse 

5D. "Let the one having an ear hear what the Spirit is saying to the churches I' 

I llC. "And to the angel of the church in Laodicea3
, write- These things says the Amen, the Faithful A 14 

and True8 Witness•, the Beginning5 of the creationc of God 

I [) "I know your works0 - that you are neither cold nor hot.6 0-thatE you were cold or hot7 15 

11 ·. "So because you are lukewarm and neither hot nor cold8
, I am about-to9 spew 10 you I 6 

out of My mouth 11 

2D. "Because you say that12 "I am a rich13 one, and I have become-richF, and I have a needG 17 
for nothing", and you do not know that you are the one wretched14 and pitiable 15 and 
poor16 and blind and nakedH-·r counseJi you to buyK from Me I~ 

11. "Gold having been refined17 by fire, in order that you may become-richF 
21 · "And white garments, 18 in order that you may clothe yourself, and the shameL of 

your nakednessM may not be revealed 19 

31: "And eye-salve20 to rub-in21 your eyes, in order that you may see 

.>I). "I rebukeN and discipline22 all whom I love0 . Therefore be zealous23, and repentP I'! 

I!· .. "Behold- I stand at the door.24 And I am knocking25 20 

21. "If anyone hears My voice and opens26 the door, I also27 will come-in to28 him. And 
I will have-dinner29 with him, and he with Me 

41). "The one overcomingo_ I will give him authority3° to sit down with Me on My throne, 
as I also overcame and sat down with My Father on His throne 

:' D. "Let the one having an ear hear what the Spirit is saying to the churches" 

2:\. After these things I saw, and behold- there was an opened31 door in heaven32, and the first voice which I 
heard speaking with me like [the sound] of a trumpet33 saying, "Come-up here34 and I will show35 you 
the things which mustR take-place36 after these things". ·rmmediately37 I came-to-be in the Spirit38 

11) And behold- a throne was setting5 there in heaven, and One sitting on the throneT 

I ( ·. And the One sitting was resembling39 a jasper4° stone and a camelian41 in appearanceu 
2 ( ·. And a rainbow42 was around the throne resembling an emerald43 in appearance 
3C. And around the throne I saw twenty four thronesT 
4( •. And on the thrones I saw twenty four elders44 sitting- having been clothed in white45 garmentsv, 

and46 golden crowns47 on their heads 
:'C ·. And lightnings48 and voices49 and thunders50 are coming-out from the throne 
(il'. And seven torches51 of fire are bumingw before the throne (which are the seven Spirits52 of God) 

21 

.+:I 

, 



971 Revelation 4:5 

I . The new Jerusalem is mentioned again in 21 :2, I 0. 
2. Compare 19: 12 and 22:4. 
3. Some manuscripts say "ofthe Laodiceans" {K}. 
4. Compare I :5; 19: 11. That is, to all God has revealed through Him. 
5. Related to "ruler" in I :5. On this word, see Col I: 18. Jesus may mean 

"Ruler of creation". Or, He may mean "the Beginning", as this word 
is used in Rev 21:6; 22: 13 ("the Beginning and the End"), that is, 
the origin or first cause of creation, as in Jn I: 1-3. 

6. Some think Jesus means "unbelievers or believers"; others prefer to 
leave it indefinite. Others think He means they are "useless, good for 
nothing, barren", neither cold refreshing water, nor hot medicinal 
water. "Hot" is related to "boiling" in Act 18:25. 

7. Some think Jesus means clearly and openly in one group or the 
other. The hardest group to reach are the self-deceived who think 
they are right with God, but are not. Others think He means "of 
some use or value". 

8. Some manuscripts say "cold nor hot" {N}. as in v 15. 
9. Judgment is coming, but there is still time for v 19. 
10. Or, "vomit". Used only here. GK 1840. Not related to "spit" (Mk 

7:33). 
11. That is, to reject them, and separate them from Himself. 
12. Some manuscripts omit this word {N}. which serves to introduce 

the quotation. 
13. Some think Jesus means rich with spiritual riches they in fact do 

not have; others, rich with material riches blinding them to the true 
spiritual riches they do not have. On this adjective, see I Tim 6: 17. 

14. On this word, see Rom 7:24. Compare I Cor 4:8. 
15. Or, "miserable". Elsewhere only in I Cor 15:19. GK 1795. 
16. Or, "destitute, beggarly, impoverished". On this word, see Gal 4:9. 
I 7. Same word as in I: 15. That is, pure gold. Some think this refers to 

true spiritual riches; others, to something more specific like faith or 
righteousness. 

18. Some think these symbolize righteousness, or purity, or holiness, 
as in 4:4. 

19. Or, "made evident, visible". On this word, see "made evident" in I 
Jn 2: 19. Some think Jesus means "at My coming". Compare 16: 15; 
I Jn 2:28. Others think He is referring to a special judgment upon 
their church. 

20. Some think this is symbolic of the word of God; others, the Holy 
Spirit. Used only here. GK 3141. 

21. Or, "anoint". Used only here. GK 1608. Related to "anoint" in 
Lk 4:18. 

22. Or, "train, correct". Same word as in Heb 12:6. 
23. Used only here. GK 2418. Related to the word in I Cor 14:1. 
24. That is, as a friend who loves you. Some think Jesus means the door 

of their heart; others, the door of His return, His second coming 
(like Mt 24:33; Jam 5:9); others, at the door of their church, as an 
outsider to it. 

25. Jesus is calling on them to respond. He desires entrance to their 
lives, and their authentic salvation. 

26. What follows is dependent on their response. 
27. Or, "indeed". Some manuscripts omit this word { C}. 
28. Compare Jn 14:23. Jesus will come in and share in such a person's 

life. On "come-in to", see Act 16:40. 
29. Or, "have supper, eat the main meal". Some think this illustrates the 

fellowship they will have once such a person opens the door. They 

will share spiritual food. Others think this refers to the banquet at 
Christ's coming in 19:9. On this word, see "dining" in I Cor 11 :25. 
Related to "banquet" in Rev 19:9. Compare Lk 12:37. 

30. This word is taken from 6:8, etc. 
31. This is a participle, "having been opened". John did not see it open 

up. He saw it standing open. 
32. That is, set in the sky. 
33. That is, the voice in I: I 0. As there, some think this is the voice of 

Christ; others, of an angel. Note both in I: 1-2. 
34. Some who hold the Future View (see I: I) think this symbolizes the 

rapture. 
35. Same word as in 1:1; 17:1; 21:9, 10; 22:1, 6, 8. On this word, see 

I Tim6:15. 
36. Or, "happen, come to pass". The phrase "the things which must take 

place" is also in 1:1; 22:6. GK 1181. 
3 7. Some manuscripts say "And immediately" { N}. 
38. Or, "spirit". On this phrase, see I: I 0. Some think this is a renewal 

of that state following a break in time after 3:22; others, a deeper 
level of that state begun in I: I 0. 

39. The resemblance seems to be in the color. Same word as in I: 13. 
40. It is uncertain what stone John is referring to. Elsewhere only in 

21:11, 18, 19. GK 2618. Some think it is a diamond, based on 
21: 11; others, a red or green stone. He may be referring to its 
translucent radiance or brilliance. 

41. That is, reddish or ruby in color, like this precious stone. Elsewhere 
only in 21:20. GK 4917. 

42. Or, "halo, circle of radiance". Some think John means an arc; others, 
a full circle. Elsewhere only in 10: I. GK 2692. Compare Ezek I :28. 

43. That is, green. Used only here. GK 5039. 
44. These elders are mentioned also in v 10; 5:5, 6, 8, 11, 14; 7:11, 13; 

11:16; 14:3; 19:4. Some think they are humans; others, angels. 
Some think they represent the church; others, Israel and the church 
(as in 21:12, 14); others, all the faithful of the ages; others, all the 
angels. Same word as in I Tim 5: 17. 

45. Rev 3:5, 18 also mentions "white garments". "White" clothing is 
mentioned in 3:4; 6: 11; 7:9, 13, 14; 19: 14. Suggestions for the sym
bolic meaning of white include purity, holiness, righteousness, 
glory, and victory. On this word, see Jn 4:35. 

46. Some manuscripts add "they had" { K}. 
47. Or, "wreaths". A "golden crown" is also mentioned in 14: 14. 

"Crown" is also in 2: IO; 3: 11; 4: IO; 6:2; 9:7; 12: I. II is the victor's 
crown, not the king's crown (a diadem, 13:1). Same word as in I 
Cor 9:25; Phil 4: I; I Thes 2: 19; 2 Tim 4:8; Jam I: 12; I Pet 5:4. 
Elsewhere only of the crown of thorns, Mt 27:29; Mk 15:17; Jn 
19:2, 5. GK 5109. 

48. John may mean bolts of lightning, or flashes of lightning. Same 
word as in 8:5; 11: 19; 16: 18. Used 9 times. GK 847. 

49. Or, "sounds". Used 55 times in Rev, both of voices (like 5:2) and 
sounds (like 9:9; 14:2; 18:22). On this word, see Mk I :26. Some 
manuscripts reverse these, so that it says "thunders and voices" { K}. 

50. That is, crashes or peals of thunder. These three things also occur 
in 8:5; 11:19; 16:18. Used 12 times. GK 1103. 

51. Or, "lamps". Same word as in 8:10. On this word, see "lamp" in 
Mt 25:1. 

52. Or, "spirits". On the seven Spirits, see I :4. 

A.Col1:2 B.Jn7:28 C.Rom8:39 D.Mt26:10 E.Gal5:12 F.1Tim6:18 G.Tit3:14 H.Jam2:15 J.Jnl8:24 K.Rev5:9 L.Hebl2:2 
M. 2 Cor 11 :27 N. Eph 5: 11, expose 0. Jn 21: 15, affectionately love P. Act 26:20 Q. Rev 2:7 R. Mt 16:21 S. Mt 3: I 0, lying T. Rev 20: 11 
U. Rev 9: 17, vision V. I Pet 3:3 W. Mt 5: 15 



Revelation 4:6 972 Verse 

7C. And before the throneA is something like 1 a sea of-glass2, resembling8 crystaJl 6 
X( •. And in the midstc o/the throne and around the throne4 are four living-creatures5 being full 6 of 

eyes on the front and on the back 

JD. And the first living-creature is resembling a lion. And the second living-creature is 7 
resembling a calf7. And the third living-creature is having the face like of a man8• And 
the fourth living-creature is resembling a flying eagle 

2 D. And the four living-creatures, each one9 of them having six wings apiece, are full of eyes 1; 

around and inside 10 

:; D. And they do not have a rest 11 by day and by night 12
, saying "Holy0

, holy, holy is the Lord 
GodAlmightyD, the One Who was and Who is and Who is coming" 

9( ·. And whenever14 the living-creatures will give gloryE and honor and thanksG to the One sitting 9 

on the throne, to the One living forever and everH, "the twenty four elders will fall before the IO 
One sitting on the throne, and will give-worship 15 to the One living forever and ever, and will 
cast16 their crowns before the throne, saying 

ID. "You are worthy1
, our Lord and God, 17 to receive the glory and the honor and the power, 

because You createdL all things. And they existed18 and were created because-of19Your wiJJM" 

2 Ll. And I saw upon20 the right hand of the One sitting on the throne a scroll21 having been written 
inside and on-the-back22

, having been sealed-down23 with seven seals24 

I C And I saw a strong angel proclaimingN with a loud voice, "Who is worthy1 to open the scroll 
and to break0 its seals?" 

II 

ID. And no one in heaven nor on earth nor under the earth25 was able to open the scroll, nor _, 
to Iook-at26 it 

2C. And I was weeping27 greatly because no one worthy1 was found28 to open29 the scroll, nor to 4 
look-at it. ·And one of the elders says to me, "Do not be weeping. Behold- the Lion from the ' 
tribeP of Judah, the Root a/David, overcame30 so as to open31 the scroll and32 its seven seals" 

3C. And I saw33 in the midst o/the throne and the four living-creatures, and in the midst o/the '' 
elders34

- there was a Lamb35 as-ifhaving been slain36
, standing 

ID. Having seven horns,37 and seven eyes38 (which are the seven39 Spirits o/God having been 
sent-forthO into all the earth40

} 

20. And He came, and He has taken it41 out of the right hand of the One sitting on the throne 

4C. And when He took the scroll 

ID. The four living-creatures and the twenty four elders fell before the Lamb-- each one42 

holdingR a harp43 and golden bowls being full of incense (which are the prayers44 o/the 
saints45

}. •And they are singings a newT song, saying "You are worthy! to take the scroll lJ 

and to open its seals, because 

1 E. "You were slainu 
2E. "And You bought46 for God with Your bloodv some from every tribeP and tonguew 

and peoplex and nation v 



973 Revelation 5:9 

I. Some manuscripts omit "something like" {NJ. 
2. Thal is, made of glass. On this word, see 15:2. Compare Ex 24: IO; 

Ezek I :22, 26. 
3. That is. bright or clear or shining like rock-crystal. Elsewhere only 

in 22:1. GK 3223. Related word in 21:11. 
4. That is, on all four sides. In front and behind and the right and the left. 
5. Or, "living-beings, living-ones". The root word is "living". These 

beings are also referred to in 4:7, 8, 9; ~:6, 8, 11, 14; 6:1, 3, 5, 6, 
7; 7: 11; 14:3; 15:7; 19:4. Elsewhere only meaning "animal" in Heb 
13: 11; 2 Pet 2: 12; Jude I 0. GK 2442. Compare "cherubim" in Heb 
9:5. There are many suggestions as to what their symbolic mean
ing might be. Some think they are angels similar to those in Ezek 
I 0 and Isa 6. Some think they represent the animal kingdom. 

6. Elsewhere only in v 8; 5:8; 15:7; 17:3 ("being full-of", reflect
ing different grammar), 4; 21 :9; and Mt 23:25, 27; Lk 11 :39; 
Rom 3:14. GK 1154. Related to "till" in Mk 4:37. 

7. Elsewhere only in Lk 15:23, 27, 30, the fatted calf; and Heb 9: 12, 
19, the sacrificial calf. GK 3675. 

8. Or, "human". On this word, see "mankind" in Ml 4:4. 
9. This is an idiom, literally "one by one ofthem". On this idiom, see 

"one by one" in Mk 14: 19. 
I 0. This may mean around their bodies and under their wings. 
11. Or, "a stopping, a cessation from activity". Same phrase as in 14: 11. 

On this word, see Mt 12:43. Related to the verb in 14:13. 
12. That is, the living creatures repeatedly say this without stopping to 

sleep. It does not mean they say it over and over without pause, one 
sentence after another. It means they say it repeatedly, daytime and 
nighttime. On this phrase, see 7:15. 

13. On this word see I :8. On the next description, see l :4. 
14. The grammar indicates this is something repeatedly done. Verse 8 

indicates how often. 
15. Same word as in 3:9; 5:14; 7:11; 9:20; 11:1, 16; 13:4, 8, 12, 15; 

14:7, 9, 11; 15:4; 16:2; 19:4, 10, 20; 20:4; 22:8, 9. On this word, 
see Mt 14:33. 

16. Or, "throw, put". On this word see "throwing" in 2:22. 
17. Some manuscripts say "You are worthy, Lord, to receive ... " {NJ. 
18. On this word, see "is" in Mt 26:26. Some manuscripts say "they 

exist" {A). 
19. Or, "on account of". That is, by reason of. GK 1328. 
20. Or, "over". That is, on His open palm, or up-facing hand. Same 

word, but different grammar than I :20. 
21. Or, "book". Some think this scroll contains all the details of the 

judgments and revelations of chapters 6-22, of the plan of God. 
Jesus does not read the scroll, but He "signifies" (I: I) its contents 
in the signs and pictures that follow. Others think that chapters 6-
19 represents the content of the seven seals, not the scroll itself. 
This means the contents of the scroll are not revealed. In this case, 
some suggest it is Christ's title deed to the earth; others, the book 
oflife; others, the will assuring and detailing our inheritance; oth
ers, the sentence against Jerusalem; others, the redemptive plan of 
God; others, the New Covenant. This word is used 32 times mean
ing "book, scroll", and twice as "certificate" (see Mt 19:7). GK 
1046. Related to "book" in Mt l: I and "little scroll" in Rev I 0:2. 

22. Or, "behind". That is, a scroll written on both sides. Scrolls normally 
had writing only on one side-- the inside as you rolled it between 
your two hands. This one is so full it is written on both sides. 

23. Used only here. GK 2958. Related to "sealed" in 7:3, and "seal" 
in chapters 5-6. 

24. Some think John means the leading edge has seven seals on it, all 
of which must be opened before the scroll can be read. This was the 
common way of sealing. Others think the seals are on the rolled 
edge, down through the scroll, so that when a seal is opened, the 
contents of the scroll become known up to the next seal. On this 
word, see Rom 4: 11. 

25. That is, in the world of the dead, called Hades in I: 18. "Under the 
earth" is elsewhere only in v 13. It is not related to the word in 
Phil 2:10. 

26. That is, to look at its contents. On this word, see "see" in I: 11. 
27. Whatever the reason, clearly John took it personally. Some think he 

wept because the promise made to him in 4: I to see the future was 
in danger of not being fulfilled; others, because it appeared God's 
purposes would not be accomplished now, but delayed. Perhaps he 
wept at the unworthiness of all, including himself. On this word, 
see Jn 11 :33. 

28. This is the Greek word order. John could also mean "no one was 
found lo be worthy ... ". 

29. Some manuscripts add "and read" {NJ. 
30. On this word, see 2:7. On the Lion of Judah, see Gen 49:9-10. On 

the Root of David, see 22:16; Isa 11:1-10. 
31. Or, "so that He might open", for the purpose of opening it. 
32. Some manuscripts add "to break" (NJ from v 2. 
33. Some manuscripts add "and behold" {NJ. 
34. Some think John means between the living creatures and the elders; 

others, at the throne, surrounded by the living creatures and elders. 
35. Or, "Little-lamb". This reflects the symbolism of Isa 53:7, and of 

Christ's sacrificial death as the Passover lamb. Used of Christ also 
inRev5:8, 12, 13;6:1, 16;7:9, 10, 14, 17; 12:11; 13:8; 14:1,4, IO; 
15:3; 17: 14; 19:7, 9; 21 :9, 14, 22, 23, 27; 22: I, 3. Elsewhere only 
in Jn 21:15; Rev 13:11. GK 768. 

36. The Lamb is standing alive, even though it has the marks of hav
ing been slain. For a lamb, this would mean that its throat was cut, 
and it was bloodied. On this word, see I Jn 3: 12. 

3 7. The horns symbolize power and strength. 
38. Some think this symbolizes Christ's fullness of knowledge and 

wisdom. 
39. Some manuscripts omit this word {CJ. See I :4 on the seven Spirits. 
40. Or, "eyes (which are the seven Spirits of God) having been sent. .. ". 

Thus, some think John means "eyes ... sent"; others, "Spirits ... sent". 
Compare Zech 4:2, 10. 

41. Some manuscripts say "the book" {NJ. 
42. Some think this applies only to the 24 elders. 
43. On this word, see 15:2. Some manuscripts say "harps" {NJ. 
44. Some think these are prayers in general; others, prayers for justice 

and vindication, as in 6: 10; 8:3-4. 
45. Some think John means all the believers of all ages. All their unan

swered prayers in this matter are remembered, and will soon be 
answered. Others think he means the believers on earth (or in the 
land) undergoing persecution during the tribulation there who are 
currently praying about this matter. 

46. Or, "purchased". Some manuscripts add "us" {A). Same word as 
in 14:3, 4; Ml 14:15; I Cor 6:20; 7:23; 2 Pet 2:1. Used 30 times. 
GK 60. Related to "marketplace". 
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Revelation 5: 10 974 

.\I:. "And You made them1 a kingdom2 and priests to our God 

.ff. "And they will reign1 upon4 the earth" 

Verse 

10 

2D. And I saw, and I heard the voice of many angels around the throne, and a/the living- 11 
creatures, and a/the elders- and the number of them was myriadsA of myriads, and 
thousands of thousands-• saying with a loud voice 12 

IL "Worthy8 is the Lamb having been slain to receive the power: and riches0 and 
wisdomE and strengthF and honor'" and gloryH and blessing5" 

:; D. And I heard every creature which is in the heaven and on earth and under the earth6 and I -1 
on 7 the sea, and all the things8 in them, saying 

I I'. "To the One sitting on the throne and to the Lamb be the blessing and the honor and 
the glory and the dominion1 forever and everK" 

40. And the four living-creatures were saying "amen" 14 
SD. And the elders9 fell and worshiped10 

5C. And I saw when the Lamb opened the first 11 of the seven12 seals, 11 and I heard one of the four fl: I 
living-creatures saying like a voiceL o/thunderM, "Come 14

" 

ID. And I saw 15
, and behold- there was a white 16 horse, 17 and the one sitting18 on it having 2 

a bow 19 

2D. And a crown20 was given to him 
.\ D. And he went out conqueringN, and21 in order that he might conquerN 

h( ·. And when He opened the second seal, I heard the second living-creature saying, "Come" ' 

ID. And another horse- a fire-red22 one- went out -l 
2D. And to the one sitting21 on it, authority24 was given to him to take the peace25 from the 

earth, and26 that they will slay27 one another28 

3 D. And a great sword29 was given to him 

7C. And when He opened the third seal, I heard the third living-creature saying, "Come" 

ID. And I saw, and behold- there was a black30 horse, and the one sitting on it holding a 
balance-scale0 in his hand 

2D. And I heard something like11 a voiceL in the midst a/the four living-creatures, saying (1 

IE. "A quart32 ofwheatfor a denarius11 , and three quarts ofbarley34 for a denarius 
2 !:. "And do not harmP the olive-oilO and the wine"15 

8C. And when He opened the fourth seal, I heard the voice a/the fourth living-creature saying, 
"Come" 

ID. And I saw, and behold- there was a pale-green16 horse, and the one sitting on17 it. Death :-\ 
was the name for him. And HadesR was following with him 



975 Revelation 6:8 

I. Some manuscripts say "us" {A). 
2. Compare I :6. Some manuscripts say "kings" {N). 
3. Some manuscripts say "they are reigning"; others, "we will reign" 

{A}. In either case, the Past and Spiritual Views (see I: I) think this 
refers to a present spiritual reign in Christ's spiritual kingdom on 
earth as described in 20:5; the Future View, to a future visible reign 
on earth, as described in 20:5. On this word, see 19:6. 

4. Or. "over". GK 2093. 
5. Or, "praise". Same word as in v 13 and 7: 12. Note that seven things 

are named. On this word, see 2 Cor 9:5. 
6. Same phrase as in v 3. 
7. Same word as "on" earlier in "on earth". Some manuscripts say "in" 

{ K). Some manuscripts say "and is on ... "; others, "and which are 
on ... " {B). GK2093. 

8. Or, "sea- even all the creatures in them- saying". That is, in all 
the places mentioned. Compare Ps 146:6. 

9. Some manuscripts say "the twenty four elders" {K}. See 4:4. 
10. On this word, see 4: 10. Some manuscripts add "Him who lives for-

ever and ever" { K). 
11. Same word as in 9: 12. On this word see "one" in Eph 4:7. 
12. Some manuscripts omit this word {N). 
13. Some think the seals correspond to the "beginning of birth-pains" 

in Mt 24:6. 7, 9. The Past View (see 1:1) thinks the seals symbol
ize non-sequential things regarding the tribulation for Jerusalem 
in ~.D. 70; the Future View, sequential things regarding the end-time 
tribulation. Within these views, some think the seals occur prior to 
the tribulation, and that once the scroll is opened, the tribulation 
begins with the trumpets in chapter 8; others, that the tribulation 
begins here. The Spiritual View regards the seals as things that 
occur repeatedly throughout history, with the last three specifically 
focused on, or intensifying during, the end time. 

14. Or, "Go". Some think the command is addressed to the horseman; 
others, to John. Some manuscripts say "Come and see" here and 
in v 3, 5 and 7 {B }. which would clarify that the commands are 
addressed to John. On this word, see Mk 16:2. 

15. Some manuscripts omil "And I saw" here, in v 5, and in v 8 {B}. 
16. Some think this symbolizes holiness; others, victory. On this word, 

see 4:4. 
17. Some think the four horsemen are the unfolding of a single event

conquesl leads to killing and to famine and to death. Others think 
they are separate events. Compare Zech 1 :8; 6: 1-8. 

18. Some think this refers to the victorious conquest by the gospel, and 
the rider is Christ; others, to wars between nations, militarism. The 
Past View sees it as war in Israel, and the rider as the Roman gen
eral going forth to conquer Jerusalem. Some holding the Future 
View think the rider is the Antichrist. 

19. Some think the bow symbolizes military power. Some think the fact 
that arrows are not mentioned is significant. Used only here. GK 5534. 

20. Some think this symbolizes victory; others, royalty. On this word, 
see 4:4. 

21. Or, "even". This phrase explains the previous one. This rider went 
out conquering in order that he might be victorious. He went out 
vanquishing in order that he might prevail. 

22. Some think this symbolizes bloodshed. Elsewhere only in 12:3. GK 
4 794. Related to "fire". 

23. Some think the rider represents the antichrist forces opposing the 
advance of the gospel by the first horse, and persecuting those spread
ing it. Some holding the Future View think the rider is the end-time 
Antichrist. Some think none of the riders are intended lo be a specific 
person, but are personifications of the content of the seal. 

24. This word is taken from v 8. 
25. Some think John means "the peace" following the first seal; others, 

"peace" in general. Some holding the Future View think this 
removal of peace happens at the mid-point of the tribulation, based 
on Dan 9:27; others, early in the tribulation, as part of the birthpains 
(Mt 24:6-8). The Past View thinks John means "peace from the 
land" of Israel. On this word, see Act 15:33. 

26. Or, "even". This phrase is explaining the previous. Note the change 
of subject. 

27. Same word as in 5:6; 6:9. 
28. Some think John is referring to war; others, to personal, criminal 

violence, civil disorder. 
29. Or, "large knife" carried in a sheath. Some think this symbolizes 

great bloodshed; others, awesome killing power. Elsewhere in Rev
elation only in 13:10, 14. On this word, see Eph 6:17. 

30. Some think this symbolizes mourning. The rider personifies famine 
(but not to the point of starvation). 

31. Some manuscripts omit "something like" {N). 
32. Literally, a "choenix", a Greek dry measure used for grain, equiv

alent to about a quart or liter. This was the daily allowance for a 
slave. Used only in this verse. GK 5955. 

33. This was a worker's daily wage. In other words, a one-day supply 
of wheat for one person will cost the entire daily wage of a laborer. 
This proclamation is setting market prices during a famine. On this 
word, see Mt 20:2. 

34. Barley was the poor people's food. It took more of it to be equal in 
nourishment. Used only here. GK 3208. Related word in Jn 6:9. 

35. Some think this is limiting the effect of the famine. It harms field 
crops, but not orchards (oil) and vineyards (wine). Others think it 
is indicating who will suffer. The poor (who eat the wheat and bar
ley) will suffer, versus the rich (who will still be able to buy the lux
uries of oil and wine). Whether oil and wine were considered 
luxuries or staples is a matter of debate. 

36. Used of a "pale", unhealthy person. It is the look of death. Else
where only of grass as "green" in Mk 6:39; Rev 8:7; 9:4. GK 5952. 

37. Or, "over, above". Not the same word as in in v 2, 4, 5. Used 19 
times. GK 2062. 

A.Act21:20 B.Revl6:6 C.Mk5:30 D.1Tim6:17 E.1Corl2:8 F.Ephl:l9 G.1Tim5:17 H.2Pet2:10 J.Eph6:10,might 
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Revelation 6:9 976 

21). And authority 1 was given to them over a fourth of the earth2
- to kill with sword3 and 

with famineA and with pestilence4 and by the wild-beasts5 of the earth 

Verse 

<JC·. And when He opened the fifth seal, I saw under the altar6 the souls8 of the ones having been lJ 

slain7 because of the wordc of God and8 because of the testimony0 which they were holding9 

ID. And they cried-outE with a loud voice, saying "How long10
, holy and trueF Mastet', are IO 

You notjudgingH and avenging 11 our blood from the ones dwelling1 upon the earth?" 
2D. And a white robe12 was given to them, to each one 11 
~ D. And it was told to them that13 they shall rest 14 a short time15 longer, until' 6 also17 the number 

of their fellow-slavesK and18 their brothersL going to be killed as also they, may be completed19 

I OC ·. And I saw when He opened the sixth seal 

ID. And20 a great earthquakeM took place 
2D. And the sun21 became blackN like a sackcloth made-of-hair 
.\D. And the whole22 moon became like blood0 

1::: 

-'ID. And the stars23 of the heaven fell to the earth- as a fig tree being shakenP by a great I.\ 

wind throwsO its late-figs24 

.'i D. And the heavenR was split25 like a scrolls being rolled-up26 14 

6D. And every mountain and island were moved27 out of their places 
7D. And28 the kings of the earth and the princes29 and the commanders30 and the richT and the I' 

powerfulu and every slavev and free31 one hidw themselves in the caves and in the rocks 
of the mountains. •And they are saying to the mountains and the rocks I (1 

IL "Fall upon us and hidew us from the face32 of the One sitting on the throne, and from 
the wrathx of the Lamb,°because the great day33 ofTheir34 wrath came35

, and who I -

is able to stand?" 



977 Revelation 6: 17 

I. Or, "power, capability, freedom to act". Same word as "right" in I 
Cor 8:9. It is also used of "authorities", human and angelic. Used 
I 02 times. GK 2026. Related to "having authority" in Lk 22:25. 

2. Or, "land". John may mean this as a geographical limit, to kill those 
living over a fourth of the land, or a fourth of the globe. Or, he may 
mean it as a numerical limit, to kill a fourth of mankind. The Past 
View thinks he means one fourth of Israel, a portion of the nation, 
prior to the final destruction. 

). Not the same word as in v 4. On this word, see 2: 16. 
4. That is, an epidemic of disease. This word is used in this sense only 

here and perhaps in 2:23; 18:8. It is the normal word "death", used 
earlier in this verse. On this word, see 2 Cor 11 :23. These four 
"deaths" are also mentioned in Ezek 14:21. 

5. This word was used of all kinds of wild animals, especially those 
hunted for game. They kill the wounded and defenseless. On this 
word, see "beast" in I 3: I. 

6. Some think John means the altar of incense, as in 8:3-5; others, an 
altar of sacrifice, based on their martyrdom. On this word, see 8:3. 

7. John is referring to those martyred during the first four seals, which 
lo the Future View means during the final tribulation, and to the Spir
itual View means throughout history. Same word as in v 4. The per
secutors, or their successors, are still on earth, v I 0. 

8. Or, "even", explaining the previous phrase. On the combination of 
"word" and "testimony", see 20:4. 

'J. Or, "having". Some think John means "their testimony which they 
had"; others, "His testimony which they held'', the testimony of 
Jesus. I 2: 17; 19: I 0. On this word, see "have" in I Jn I :8. 

10. On this idiom, see Mt 17: 17. 
11. Same word as in 19:2. On this word, see "punish" in 2 Cor I 0:6. 

Related to "vengeance" in Rom 12: 19, "Vengeance is Mine, I will 
repay". How long will You withhold it? Compare Lk 18:7-8. 

12. A "white robe" is also in 7:9, 13, 14; Mk 16:5. "Robe" is elsewhere 
only in 22: 14; Mk 12:38; Lk 15:22; 20:46. GK 5124. See "white 
garments" in 4:4. Some manuscripts have this plural, "white robes 
were given" {K}. 

I 3. Or, "that they should rest, so that they will rest", or more simply, 
"to rest". GK 2671. This grammar is like 9:4. 

14. Some think this means "rest from their labors", as in 14: 13. Others, 
"rest from crying for vengeance". On this word, see "refreshed" in 
Phm 7. 

15. Some think this time of delay ends with the seventh trumpet, based 
on I 0:6 (same word). The prayers begin to be answered in 8:3-5 and 
the trumpets. Others think it ends with this verse, and begins to be 
answered in the next seal. See 8:2 on the relationship of seals and 
trumpets. "Short time" is also in 20:3, and elsewhere only in Jn 
7:33; 12:35. On "short", see "least" in Mt 11:11. 

16. The judgment of this seal is vengeance for their deaths in answer 
to their prayers. But it is delayed. 

17. Or, "until the number ofbolh their fellow slaves and their brothers". 
18. Or, "even", explaining "fellow slaves". Some think there is one 

group here, their fellow Christian martyrs; others, two groups, their 
"fellow slaves" who are not martyred, and their "brothers" who will 
also be martyred. 

19. Or, "filled up, filled full". Some manuscripts say "until also their 
fellow-slaves ... may complete [their course]" (NJ, dropping the 
idea of a quantity filled full. On this word, see "filled" in Eph 5: 18. 

20. Some manuscripts say "And behold" {K}. Some take the following 
things as symbolic of political and national upheavals and dissolu
tions. Some holding the Future View (see I: I) take them as literal 
end-time events. The Past View takes them as symbolic of the dis
solution and destruction of Israel. Some, especially the Spiritual 
View, think these are general apocalyptic symbols representing cat
astrophic end-time events, and are not intended to represent any
thing more specific. Also, some think these things are the same 
event as described in 16:17-21; others, the beginning of what con
cludes there. See 8:2 on the relationship of the seals, trumpets and 
bowls. These descriptions are also found in the OT prophets, and in 
Mt 24:29. 

21. Some think the sun, moon, and stars symbolize levels of govern
mental power and authority. Note there are seven components 
named here, earth, sun, moon, stars, heaven, mountain and island. 
It signifies completeness. 

22. Some manuscripts omit this word {N}. 
23. This word is also used in 1:16, 20; 2:1, 28; 3:1, 8:10, 11, 12; 9:1; 

12:1, 4; 22:16. In some of these places, stars are angelic beings. 
Note 9: I and 12:4. Used 24 times. GK 843. 

24. This word is used of the late figs which never ripen and fall off in 
a spring wind. Used only here. GK 3913. 

25. Or, "separated, parted". John may mean "split in two like a scroll 
sometimes splits in two when being rolled up". Or, he may mean 
"parted from earth, rolled up like a scroll is rolled up". Elsewhere 
only as "separate" in Act 15:39. GK 714. 

26. Elsewhere only in Heb 1:12, like a garment. GK 1813. 
27. On this word, see 2:5. Some think this is the same as 16:18; oth

ers, a precursor to it. 
28. Note that there are seven categories of persons listed here. 
29. Or, "great ones, nobles, magnates". Elsewhere only in Mk 6:21; 

Rev 18:23. GK 3491. 
30. On this word, see Act 21 :3 I. Some manuscripts say "the rich and 

the commanders" {N}. 
31. On this word, see Mt 17:26. Some manuscripts say "every free 

one" {N). 
32. Or, "presence". On this word, see "presence" in Lk 9:52. 
33. Some think this "great day" is Christ's return, Mt 24:29-31. Others 

think it is the end-time "tribulation" or some point within it. The Past 
View thinks it is the destruction of Jerusalem in A.D. 70, the end of 
the nation oflsrael. A "great day" is spoken of in 16: 14; and Jn 7:37; 
19:31; Act 2:20; Jude 6. Note also Joel 2: 11, 3 I; Zeph I: 14. 

34. Some manuscripts say "His" {A}. 
35. The verb "came" is the same word and grammar as in 5:7; 8:3; 

11:18; 14:7, 15; 17:1, IO; 18:10; 19:7. That is, it is here, it has 
arrived. These people are trying to hide themselves from what is 
happening, and what is about to happen next. This is the common 
word for "come, go", on which see Mk 16:2. 

A. Lk 21 :I I B. Jam 5:20 C. I Cor 12:8 D. Jn 1:7 E. Mt 8:29 F. Jn 7:28 G. Jude 4 H. Mt 7:1 J. Rev 3:10 K. Rev 19: 10 L. Act 16:40 
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Revelation 7: I 978 Verse 

1 1 l ·. After' this2 I saw four angels standing at the four comers A of the earth, holding-back8 the four 7 • I 
winds3 of the earth in order that a wind might not blow4 on the lands, nor on the sea, nor 
against any tree6 

ID. And I saw another angel coming-up from the risingc of the sun7, having a sea1° of the 2 
living God. And he cried-outE with a loud voice to the four angels to whom authority 
was given to them to harmF the land and the sea,• saying 'l 

1 F. "Do not harmF the land nor the sea nor the trees until we seal8 the slavesG of our 
God upon their foreheads9

" 

2 D. And I heard the number" of the ones having been sealed, one-hundred forty four thousand, 10 4 
having been sealed from every tribe1 of the sonsK a/Israel 11 -

1 E. From12 the tribe of Judah, twelve thousand having been sealed13 

21'. From the tribe a/Reuben, twelve thousand 
31-. From the tribe o/Gad, twelve thousand 
4E. From the tribe of Asher, twelve thousand (1 

SE. From the tribe a/Naphtali, twelve thousand 
6E. From the tribe o/Manasseh, 14 twelve thousand 
7E. From the tribe a/Simeon, twelve thousand 
~E. From the tribe o/Levi, twelve thousand 
9F. From the tribe o/Issachar, twelve thousand 
1 OE. From the tribe o/Zebulun, twelve thousand x 
11 L From the tribe of Joseph, twelve thousand 
l 2E. From the tribe a/Benjamin, twelve thousand having been sealed 

I 2C. After these things I saw, and behold- there was a great multitude's (which, no one was able 'l 

to number it) from every nation\ and al/ 16 tribes1 and peoplesM and tonguesN, standing before 
the throne and before the Lamb, having been clothed-with white robes 17, and palm-branches18 

in their hands 

1 D. And they are crying-outE with a loud voice, saying, "Salvation19 belongs to our God I (1 

sitting on the throne and to the Lamb" 
20. And all the angels were standing around20 the throne and the elders21 and the four living- I I 

creatures. And they fell on their faces before the throne and gave-worship0 to God,• saying I 2 

IF. "Amen. The22 blessingP and the glory and the wisdom and the thanksgivingO and 
the honor and the power and the strengthR be to our God forever and ever5, amen" 

3 D. And one of the elders responded, saying to me, "These ones having been clothed-with 1 ' 
the white robes- who are they, and from where did they come?" 

I IC. And I have said to him, "My23 Iordr, you know" 14 
2E. And he said to me, "These24 are the ones coming2s out of the great affliction26• And 

they washed27 their robes and made them white28 in the bloodu of the Lamb 



979 Revelation 7:14 

I. Some manuscripts say "And after ... " {N}. 
2. Within the vision itself, some think the question of 6: 17, "who is 

able to stand", is now answered, both for those on earth (7: 1-8) and 
in heaven (7:9-17). Some holding the Future View think these next 
two scenes are in proper time sequence within the seven seals, 
occurring either at some point during or al the end of the tribula
tion; others, that they are not in time sequence, the sealing occur
ring before the opening of the first seal in 6: I, and the praises after 
the tribulation. Thus some think "after this" means "the next thing 
to happen"; others. "the next thing I saw". The Spiritual View thinks 
these two scenes describe the situation of believers on earth and in 
heaven during the seals; that is, during the entire church age. Some 
manuscripts say "these things" { N}. 

3. These winds are not mentioned again in this book. 
4. Or, "no wind might blow". Within the vision itself, some think the 

"blowing" looks forward to the catastrophes of the coming trumpets 
and bowls, the destruction yet to come. Others think the four winds 
refer back to the four horsemen of chapter 6. Some holding the 
Future View take the winds literally. The Spiritual View thinks they 
are symbolic of God's judgments throughout the church age. 

5. Same word as "earth" earlier in the verse. This word means "earth" 
versus heaven (Mt 24:35; Mt 13:27; Rev 1:5; 5:6; 14:15; 16:1; 
21: I); "land" versus sea (Mk 4: I; Jn 21 :8; Rev I 0:2); the "land" 
of Israel, Sodom, Egypt, etc. (Mt 2:6; Lk 4:25; 21 :23; Act 7:3; 
13: 17): "ground" (Mt 15:35; 25: 18; Jn 8:6; Act 9:4); and "soil" (Mt 
13:5; Lk 13:7). Used 82 times in Revelation in the first and second 
senses, and the Past View thinks in the third sense in some of those 
places (the "land" of Israel). Used 250 times in the NT. GK I I 78. 

6. Some think the sea and tree symbolize the nations and their leaders. 
7. That is, from the east, from a new day. Same phrase as in 16: 12. 
8. A seal is a mark of ownership, security. The sealing is for protec

tion, as seen in 9:4. Compare Ezek 9:4-1 I. Same word as in v 4, 5, 
8; I 0:4: 20:3: 22: I 0. On this word, see Eph I: 13. 

9. This group is referred to again in 9:4; 14: I. The mark is the name 
of the Lamb and His Father, 14:1. Note also 3:12; 22:4. The beast 
also does this ( 13: 16), and note 17:5. Some think it means they are 
protected from divine judgments only, not from the beast or other 
people ( 13 :7, 15; 20:4 ); others, from death from any source; oth
ers, from demonic attack (as in 9:4). In addition, some think they 
are eventually martyred. Some think they are sealed to be mar
tyred, this giving the full number of 6: 11. Some holding the Future 
View think they are sealed in order to live and enter the earthly 
kingdom of 20:4. 

IO. Some think this number is symbolic of the totality of these people. 
Others think it is a literal quantity. 

11. Some holding the Spiritual View or the Future View take this sym
bolically, as representing Christian believers, spiritual Israel, the 
church on earth. They are numbered to show that all are accounted 
for, none are lost. Others holding the Future View take it literally, 
as representing Jewish believers during the tribulation. The Past 
View sees them as representing the Jewish Christian remnant who 
escaped Jerusalem. 

12. Or, "Out of". Some, not all. There are several different arrange
ments of the names of the tribes in the Bible. The significance of 
John's arrangement of names here, if there is any, is not known. 
Consult the commentaries. 

13. Some manuscripts have "having been sealed" after all twelve 
phrases { K} . 

14. The sons of Jacob are listed in Gen 35:22-26. In Gen 48:5-22, Jacob 
claims Joseph's sons Ephraim and Manasseh and blesses them. Then 
in Gen 49, Jacob blesses all his twelve sons. Here in Rev 7:8, Dan 
(Jacob's son) is omitted, and Manasseh (Joseph's son) is included. 
Some think Dan was omitted because he fell into idolatry; others, 
because the Antichrist would come from his tribe. 

15. This multitude is identified in v 14. On this word, see Mk 2: 13. 
16. John switches from the singular (nation) to the plural (tribes). 
17. Or, "having put on white robes". On "white robes", see 6: 11. Verse 

14 says they are whitened in His blood. 
I 8. Some think these are a symbol of rejoicing or triumph. Some think 

they reflect the Feast of Booths. On this word, see "palm trees" in 
Jn 12:13. 

19. Or, "Salvation is in our God". Some think this means "the deliver
ance, the victory" from the tribulation. Others, "the salvation from 
sin and all its consequences", v 14. Same word as in 12: IO; 19: I, 
on which see Lk I 9:9. 

20. The grammar makes clear that the angels were surrounding all 
three; that is, the throne, elders and four creatures. 

21. Note that the 24 elders are distinct from the great multitude. This may 
imply that one or the other of these two groups is not the church. 

22. Note that there are seven items named. 
23. Some manuscripts omit this word {N}. By "lord", John means 

"sir", a term of respect (see "master" in Mt 8:2). 
24. Those who think the "great affliction" refers to the trials of the 

entire church age think that this is the whole church. Those who 
think it is the end-time tribulation think these are all the believers 
who died during that event, or the martyrs only. Some think this is 
the same group described in v 3-8, now described in heaven. The 
Past View thinks this is a view of heaven given to encourage those 
suffering persecution in Israel. 

25. Some take this to mean that this scene occurs in heaven during the 
great affliction, with people still coming out. Others take this to mean 
"those who came out", and think this scene occurs after the end of 
the great affliction during the millennium on earth (note v 15-16), 
or on the new earth (note the similarities to chapter 21 ), or in heaven. 

26. Or, "tribulation, oppression, trouble, distress". The phrase "great 
affliction" also occurs in Mt 24:21; Act 7: 11; Rev 2:22. The word 
"affliction" may also be used of an end-time event in Mt 24:9, 29; 
Mk 13:19, 24; 2 Thes 1:6. The Future View (see 1:1) thinks the 
elder is referring to the final period of wrath on unbelievers and per
secution of believers at the end of the age, culminated by the return 
of Christ, and described in chapters 6-19 (some think it is seven 
years long, based on Dan 9:27). The Spiritual View thinks it is the 
affliction and persecution experienced by believers from the first 
century until Christ returns. The Past View thinks it is the time of 
Israel's destruction. Same word as in Rev I :9; 2:9, I 0, 22; and in 
Mt 13:21; Mk 4:17; Jn 16:21, 33; Act 7:10; 11:19; 14:22: 20:23; 
Rom 2:9; 5:3; 8:35; 12: 12; I Cor 7:28; 2 Cor I :4, 8; 2:4; 4: 17; 6:4: 
7:4; 8:2, 13; Eph 3:13; Phil 4:14; Col 1:24: I Thes 1:6; 3:3, 7; 2 
Thes I :4; Heb I 0:33; Jam I :27. Elsewhere only as "trouble" in Phil 
I: 17. GK 2568. The related verb is in 2 Cor 4:8. 

27. Same word as in 22: 14. Elsewhere only in Lk 5:2. GK 4459. 
28. Or, "whitened them". On this word, "made white", see Mk 9:3. 

A. Mk 12: I 0 B. Heb 4: 14, hold on to C. Mt 2:2, east D. Rom 4: 11 E. Mt 8:29 F. Act 7:24, wronged G. Rev I: I H. Rev 13: 17 J. Rev I :7 
K. Gal 3:7 L. Act 15:23, Gentiles M. Rev 21 :3 N. I Cor 12: IO 0. Mt 14:33 P. 2 Cor 9:5 Q. I Tim 4:3 R. Eph I: 19 S. Rev 20:10 
T. Mt 8:2, master U. I Jn I :7 



Revelation 7: 15 980 Verse 

IF. "For this reason, they are before the throne' of God, and they are serving2 Him 15 
by day and by night3 in His temple4 

2 F. "And the One sitting on the throne will dwell5 over them. "They will not6 I (1 

hunger anymore, nor thirst anymore, nor may the sun fall upon them, nor any 
scorching-heatA 

I (i. "Because the Lamb at7 the center of the throne will shepherd8 them, and 17 

guide8 them to springsc of the waters0 oflife9 

2(i. "And God will wipe-away 10 every tear from their eyes" 

I JC. And when 11 He opened the seventh seal, a silence 12 took place in heaven/or about a half hour 

:113. And I saw13 the seven angels who stand before God, and seven trumpets were given to them 

IC. And another angel 14 came and stood at the altar, holding a golden censer 

ID. And much incense was given to him so-that15 he will give it, with 16 the prayers 17 ofall 18 

the saintsE, upon the golden altar19 before the throneF 

~:I 

I C And the smoke of the incense, with the prayers of the saints, went up from the hand20 -I 

of the angel before God 

2D. And the angel has taken the censer, and he filledG it from the fire of the altar and threw 5 
it to the earth21 

3 D. And there came22 thunders and voices and lightnings23 and an earthquakeH 

2 (. ·. And the seven angels24 having the seven trumpets preparedi themselves in order that they might <, 
trumpet. •And the first25 trumpeted, and there came hailK and fire26 having been mixed with 
blood,27 and it was thrown to the land28 

ID. And a third29 of the land was burned-up, and a third of the trees30 was burned-up, and all 
the green31 grass was burned-up 

3C. And the second angel trumpeted, and something like a great mountain32 bumingL with fire was s 
thrown into the sea 

ID. And a third of the sea33 became blood.34 And a third of the creatures in the sea, the ones '! 

having lifeM, died. And a third of the shipsN were destroyed0 

4C. And the third angel trumpeted, and a great star35 fell from heavenP, burningL like a torchO. Ill 
And it fell on a third of the rivers, and on the springsc of waters0 . •And the name of the star I I 
is calledR Wormwood36 



981 Revelation 8: 11 

I. Some think this indicates these people are "in heaven", before the 
throne of chapters 4-5. Others think they are "on earth" because of 
the things that follow- day and night, the sun falling on them, etc. 

2. Or, "worshiping". This word is used of serving God in the temple. 
Same word as in 22:3. On this word, see "worship" in Heb 12:28. 

3. This phrase "hy day and hy night" is elsewhere only in 4:8; 12:!0; 
14:11; 20:10; Lk 18:7; Act 9:24. It means "both during the day and 
during the night". The phrase "hy night and by day" is only in Mk 5:5; 
I Thes 2:9; 3: IO; 2 Tues 3:8; I Tim 5:5; 2 Tim I :3. A related phrase 
('"night and day", meaning "continually") using the same words but 
different grammar is in Mk 4:27; Lk 2:37; Act 20:31; 26:7. 

4. Some think the elder means the temple in heaven, chapters 4-5; 
11: 19; others, the temple on the new earth, which is the Lord God 
and the Lamb, 21 :22. Some holding the Future View think he means 
a temple on earth during the millennium of 20:4. 

5. Or, "live, take up residence, encamp, pitch a tent". Elsewhere only 
in Jn 1:14;Rev 12:12; 13:6;21:3.GK5012. Thisistheverbrelated 
to the word "tent". Note that here God dwells "over" them, pro
tecting them from harm. In 21 :3 He dwells "with" them. Jesus 
dwelt "among" us, Jn I: 14. 

6. Some think this is a symbolic way of saying they will have every 
need met. 

7. Or, "between" the throne and all the others. This idiom is else
where only as "between" in Mt 13:25; I Cor 6:5; and "in the 
midst" in Mk 7:31. 

8. Used of Christ also in Mt 2:6; Rev 12:5; 19:15. On this word, see 
19:15. 

9. Same phrase as in 21 :6. On this word, see Rom 8: 10. Some manu
scripts say "living springs o.fwaters" {N}. 

I 0. Same word as in 21 :4. On this word, see "wipe out" in Col 2: 14. 
11. Or, "whenever". This is a different word than with the other six 

seals, and grammar elsewhere only in Mk 11: 19. Here, it may indi
cate repetition, "and when in repetition of past seals He opened". 
Or, it may indicate an indefiniteness about the exact time the seal 
was opened, since only silence followed, "and whenever He 
opened ... ". GK 4020. 

12. Some think this silence signals a break in the continuity before the 
trumpets recapitulate the seals in greater detail. Others think this 
is a dramatic pause signifying the fearful nature of the terrible 
events to come. Elsewhere only in Act 21 :40. GK 4968. 

13. This is a new heavenly scene, angels and trumpets. Some think the 
seventh seal, trumpet and bowl each represent the end. The first six 
seals, trumpets and bowls either overlap to some degree, or reca
pitulate the same ground in greater detail, or cover subsequent peri
ods prior to the end. Others think the seventh seal is made up of the 
seven trumpets, and the seventh trumpet is made up of the seven 
bowls. In this case, some holding the Future View think this means 
they are sequential in time. Others think that this is simply a liter
ary device, a way of "signifying" (I: I) it. In the TransLine, the 
trumpets begin a new point at the "B" level without regard to any 
of these views, simply as a subject-grouping of this heavenly scene. 

14. Because the angel symbolically mediates prayers from believers to 
God, some think he represents Christ, our High Priest. Others think 
this is simply "another angel". 

15. Or, "in order that he might give", or simply "to give". GK 2671. 
16. Or, ''./i>r". John could mean "with", either along with their prayers 

or along with the bowls of incense representing their prayers men-

tioned in 5:8. Or, he could mean "for", as representing or assisting 
the prayers. In this case, the incense represents the prayers, as in 5:8. 
In the former case, it is offered with the prayers. In either case, it 
symbolizes the fragrant aroma and acceptability they have to God. 

17. Some think these represent the prayers for vengeance in 6: IO. 
18. Some think this means all saints of all time; that is, "all" who left 

vengeance to God, asking Him to repay according to deeds, like 
Paul in 2 Tim 4: 14; Rom 12:19. Some holding the Future View 
think this means all the saints from the end-time tribulation. 

19. Some think this is a different altar from the one mentioned earlier 
and in v 5; others think there is only one altar. Thus some think this 
is the altar of incense, and the other is the altar of burnt offerings. 
Same word as 6:9; 8:5; 9: 13; 11:1; 14: 18; 16:7. Used 23 times. GK 
2603. Related to "sacrifice" in Heb 9:26. 

20. When the incense is poured from his hand on to the coals, smoke 
rises "from his hand", so to speak. 

21. Or, "land". This represents God's answer, detailed in the trumpets 
next. 

22. Or, "took place, were". GK 1181. Same word as in v 7. 
23. These are the same three things as in 4:5, coming from His throne. 
24. The Future View (see I: I) takes what folkiws as literal (or as sym

bolic of) supernatural events at the end of the age, like the plagues 
on Egypt. The Spiritual View treats them as symbols of God's repet
itive judgments on sinful people throughout the ages. The empha
sis here is that they are from God, and they are partial, aimed at 
repentance. The Past View takes them as symbolic of God's judg
ments on Israel by means of the Roman army. 

25. Some manuscripts add "angel" {N}. 
26. The combination of hail and tire is also in Ex 9:24. It indicates 

supernatural hail. 
27. Some think this is symbolic of the destruction of life. Some holding 

the Future View think John means literal blood; others, a red rain. 
28. Or, "earth". It is rendered "land" here in contrast with "sea" in v 8. 

On this word, see 7: I. 
29. The trumpets are a warning meant to lead to repentance, 9:20. They 

are partial ("one third"), whereas the bowls (chapter 15) are final 
("all"). Literally, it is "the third" down through v 12. The Greek 
thinks of it as "the third part", English as "a third". Likewise with 
a fourth in 6:8, a tenth in 11: 13, etc. Some manuscripts omit "And 
a third ofthe land was burned up" {N}. 

30. The land and the trees were protected in 7:3. 
31. Some think this is symbolic of people and leaders and nations; oth

ers, part of a general apocalyptic symbol not expected to interpreted 
in detail. Some holding the Future View think think this is literal 
vegetation, and that John means "all the green grass on one third of 
the land", where it is in season perhaps; others, "all green grass 
worldwide". Compare 9:4. 

32. Some think this symbolizes a kingdom or nation's destruction; oth
ers, a meteor; others, that it is simply an apocalyptic symbol. 

33. The sea was protected in 7:3. 
34. Some holding the Future View think John means "became real 

blood"; others, "became blood-red". Compare Ex 7: 17-18. Com
pare Rev 6:12; 11:6; 16:3-6. 

35. On this word, see 6: 13. Some think John means a meteor; others, an 
angel (as in I :20; 9: I); others, that this is symbolic of a great leader. 

36. Or, "Bitter". This is a bitter herb, known as absinth today (which 
comes from this Greek word). Used only in this verse. GK 952. 

A. Rev 16:9 B. Lk 6:39 C. Jn 4:6 D. Jn 3:23 E. I Pet I: 16, holy F. Rev 20: II G. Mk 4:37 H. Rev II: 19 J. Mk 14: 15 K. Rev 16:21 
L. Mt 5: 15 M. Jam 5:20, soul N. Act 27:37 0. 2 Cor 4: 16 P. 2 Cor 12:2 Q. Mt 25: I, lamp R. Jn 12:49, say 



Revelation 8:12 982 

ID And a third of the waters became1 wormwood. And many of the peopleA died from the 
waters, because they were made-bitter8 

Verse 

SC. And the fourth angel trumpeted, and a third of the sun was struck2
, and a third of the moon, 12 

and a third of the stars 

ID. So-that3 a third of them might be darkenedc, and the day might not shine0 for a third of 
it, and the night likewise 

!>C. And4 I saw, and I heard one eagle5 flying in mid-heaven6
, saying with a loud voice 

ID. "Woe, woe, woe for the ones dwelling upon the earth,7 because-of8 the remainingE blastsF 
of the trumpet o/the three angels being about to trumpet!" 

1.3 

7C. And the fifth angel trumpeted, and I saw a star9 from heaven° having fallen to the earth. And 9: I 
the key of the shaft10 of the abyss 11 was given to him. 

0

And he opened the shaft o/the abyss 2 

ID. And smoke went-up from the shaft like the smoke of a great furnace. And the sun and 
the air was darkenedH by the smoke of the shaft 

2D. And locusts12 came out of the smoke to the earth. And authorityi was given to them as the 
scorpions of the earth have authority 

11·:. And it was told to them that13 they shall not harmK the grass14 of the land, nor any -I 
green thing, nor any tree, but only the peopleA who do not have the sealL of God on 
their foreheads 15 

21 '· And authority was given to them so that they might not kill them, but so that they 16 5 
will be tormentedM for five months17 

3 L. And their tormentN was like the torment of a scorpion when it strikes a personA 
-IL And18 during those days the peopleA will seek0 death, and will by no means find it. h 

And they will desirer to die, and death fleesO from them 

.1 D. And the likenesses 19 of the locusts were like20 horses having been preparedR for battles 

IE. And on their heads were something like crownsT resembling gold 
2E. And their faces were like faces of people21 

3F. And they had hair like the hair ofwomen22 :-; 

4E. And their teeth were like ones of lions 
5 L. And they had breastplates like iron breastplates ll 

6E. And the soundF of their wings was like the soundF of chariotsu, of many horses 
running into battles 

7L And they have tails like scorpions, and stingersv I (I 
8E. And their authority1 to harmK peopleA for five months is in their tails 

4D. They have a king over them23- the angel o/the abyss.24 The name for him in Hebrew I I 
is Abaddon. And in Greek he has the name Apollyon25 

5D. The first woe passed-away26
• Behold- two woes are still coming after these things I~ 

8C. And27 the sixth angel trumpeted 



983 Revelation 9: 13 

I. This is not the same grammar as "became blood" in v 8. It is a 
Hebrew way of speaking, as in Jn 16:20; Act 5:36; I Cor 15:45; 
Heb I :5; etc. Literally, "came-to-be for wormwood". Some think 
John means ii became literal wormwood; others, "as bitter as worm
wood"; others, "mixed with wormwood". 

2. Or, "hit" with a blow. Used only here. GK 4448. Related to 
"wound" in 13:3. This word was used of being "struck" by light
ning, love, fear, misfortune. The sun, moon and stars were already 
mentioned in the sixth seal, 6: 12. Some think this is symbolic of 
government and leaders; others, of the light of the truth (spiritual 
darkness). Some holding the Future View (see I: I) take it literally. 

3. Or, "So that... were darkened, and ... did not shine". GK 2671. 
4. This breaks the trumpets into a group of four and three (three woes), 

as the four horsemen did for the seals. 
5. Or, "vulture", as in Mt 24:28; Lk 17:37. Elsewhere only as "eagle" 

in Rev 4:7; 12:14. GK 108. Some manuscripts say "angel" {N}. 
6. That is, mid-air, where the birds fly, as in 19: 17. Some think it is a 

literal eagle; others, an angel as in 14:6. 
7. That is, the unbelievers, as seen in 9:4. On this phrase, see 3:10. 
8. Or, "from". GK 1666. 
9. Some think this "star" is one of God's angels, perhaps the one in 

20: I; others, Satan or one of his angels, taking "fallen" in a theo
logical sense; others, some human leader. On this word, see 6: 13. 

10. Besides v 1-2, this word is elsewhere only as "well" in Lk 14:5; Jn 
4: 11, 12. GK 5853. It refers to an opening into a deep hole in the 
ground. Here, an opening to those "under the earth", 5: 13. 

11. Elsewhere only in Lk 8:31 (where demons feared being sent here); 
Rom I 0:7; and Rev 9:2, 11; 11 :7; 17:8; 20: I, 3. GK 12. Note 2 Pet 
2:4; Jude 6. The word means "without [known) depth", and is ren
dered by some "bottomless". 

12. Elsewhere only in v 7; Mt 3:4; Mk I :6. GK 210. Some think the 
locusts are demons. Others think they symbolize false teachings, 
errors. delusions, and moral corruption. Others think they symbol
ize human armies, the forces of evil (some holding the Past View 
think they represent the army of Rome against Israel). Some hold-

ing the Future View think they are literal, but special locusts. Com
pare Joel 2. 

13. Or, it was told to them "not to harm, that they should not harm, so 
that they will not harm". GK 2671. 

14. Same word as in 8:7 where it was burned up. Some holding the 
Future View think the grass referred to here is the other 2/3 not 
destroyed in 8:7; others, that this indicates time has passed and the 
grass has grown back. Others think these are not sequential in time, 
or are apocalyptic symbols not intended to be interpreted at this 
level of detail. 

15. This either implies that there are no other believers on earth except 
those so sealed, or that believers who were not sealed will also be tor
mented by this. This seal was placed on their foreheads in 7:3-4. 

16. Note the change of subject. 
17. Five months is the life span of ordinary locusts, May to Septem

ber. Some take this literally; others, symbolically of a limited 
period of time. 

18. This verse explains the extent of the torment. People will wish they 
could die from it, but they will not die from it. 

19. Or, "resemblances, outward appearances". On this word, see Phil 2:7. 
20. Same word as "resembling" next, and in 1: 13. Related to the word 

earlier. Or, "the resemblances were resembling". 
21. Or, "men". John may mean like human faces; or, like a man's face 

in particular (bearded?). Same word as in v 6. 
22. Some think this means that they have long hair. 
23. This is unlike regular locusts, Prov 30:27. Some think this is God's 

angel. Others, Satan's, or Satan himself. 
24. Some think John means the angel who opened the abyss in 9:2; oth

ers, "the angel from the abyss", and in charge of these ones. 
25. Both these names are used only here. Both mean "Destroyer". 

GK 3 and 661. 
26. Same word as in 11:14. GK 599. 
27. Some manuscripts omit this word, so that it says "two woes are still 

coming. After these things, the sixth angel trumpeted" (N}. 

A. Mt 4:4, mankind B. Col 3: 19 C. Rom 1:21 D. Phil 2: 15 E. 2 Pet 3: 16, other F. Rev 4:5, voices G. 2 Cor 12:2 H. Eph 4: 18 J. Rev 6:8 
K.Act7:24,wronged L.Rev7:2 M.Revl4:10 N.Revl4:11 O.Phil2:21 P.Gal5:17 Q.1Cor6:18 R.Mkl4:15 S.Revl2:7,war 
T. Rev 4:4 U. Act 8:28 V. I Cor 15:56 



Revelation 9: 14 984 Verse 

11). And I heard one voice from the four' horns of the golden altar before God ·saying to the 14 
sixth angel- the one having the trumpet- "ReleaseA the four angels3 having been bound8 

at the great river Euphrates4
" 

11 '· And the four angeJsl were released- the ones having been preparedc for the hour I 5 
and day and month and year6- in order that they might kill a third of mankind7 

2E. And the number0 a/the troopsE of cavalry8 was two hundred million9• 1'0 heard the 16 

number of them 
3 L. And I saw the horses and the ones sitting on them in the vision' 1 as follows- 17 

IF Having 12 breastplates [the color] of-fire and of-hyacinth13 and of-sulphur14 

2F. And the heads of the horses are like heads a/lions. And fire and smoke and 
sulphur's is coming-out 16 of their mouths 17 

41·. A third of mankind were killed from these three plagues 18
- by 19 the fire and the I c; 

smoke and the sulphur coming-out of their mouths 

IF. For the authorityF of the horses20 is in their mouth and in their tails. For their 19 
tails are like snakes- having heads21

- and with them they do harrnG 

SL. And the restH a/mankind who were not killed by these plagues- 20 

11·. They did not-even22 repent! from the worksK a/their hands, so-that they will not 
worshipL demons and idols-

I ( i. The golden ones and the silver ones and the brass ones and the stone ones 
and the wooden ones- which are neither able to see, nor to hear, nor to walk 

2 F. And they did not repent! from their murdersM, nor from their sorcerer's-potions23
, :' I 

nor from their sexual-immoralityN, nor from their thefts 

2 I). And24 I saw another25 strong angel coming down from heaven, 26 having been clothed- I (I I 
with27 a cloud28

. And the rainbow29 was over3° his head, and his face was like the sun31 , 

and his feet were like pillars0 of fire32 

I L And he was holding33 in his hand an opened34 little-scrolP5 

2L And he placed his right foot upon the sea and the left one upon the land,36 "and he ' 
cried-outP with a loud voice- as indeed a lion roars 

11·. And when he cried-out, the seven thunders37 spoke their voices 
2 F. And when the seven thunders spoke38

, I was about to write. And I heard a voice -+ 
from heaven saying,39 "SeaJO the things which the seven thunders spoke, and 
do not write them" 

3 L And the angel whom I saw standing upon the sea and upon the land lifted-up his 
right4° hand to heaven "and swore41 <• 

I L By the One living forever and everR- Who createds the heaven and the things 
in it, and the land and the things in it, and42 the sea and the things in it 



985 Revelation 10:6 

I. Some manuscripts omit this word {CJ. 
2. That is, the one in 8:3, on which the incense was burned. This may 

symbolize a link to the prayers offered there. 
3. Some think these are good angels; others, demons. Some think they 

are the same ones as in 7: I. 
4. Elsewhere only in 16: 12. This is a 1700 mile river beginning in east

ern Turkey, running southwest into northern Syria, and then turn
ing southeast and running through central Iraq into the Persian Gulf 
just north of Kuwait. It is one of the borders of the land promised 
to Abraham. Gen 15:18. The Garden of Eden was here, Gen 2:14. 
It was also the eastern border of the Roman Empire. GK 23 71. 

5. Though it is not stated, John seems to mean the four angels are the 
leaders of the horsemen mentioned next. 

6. That is, for that specific moment in history. 
7. That is, unbelievers (note v 20; as in 9:4). The purpose changes 

from tormenting (9:5), to killing. On this word, see Mt 4:4. 
8. Literally, the troops "pertaining to a horse". Used only here. GK 

2690. Related to "horsemen" in Act 23:23, and "horse". These are 
the troops led by the four angels to kill a third of mankind. Some 
think these troops are angels or demons. Others think they repre
sent human armies. The Past View thinks it is symbolic of the 
Roman Army, the Tenth Legion that destroyed Israel. 

9. Literally, "twenty-thousand ten-thousands", that is, 20,000 times 
I 0,000. Some take this literally; others, symbolically. On the word 
for I 0,000, see "myriad" in Act 2 I :20. The word for 20,000 is used 
only here, GK 1490. 

10. Some manuscripts say "And I heard" [K}. 
11. Same word as in Act 2: 17. Elsewhere only as "appearance" in Rev 

4:3. Related to "vision" in Act 10:3. GK 3970. 
12. Some think this refers to the rider and the horse; others, to the 

rider only. 
13. This precious stone also mentioned in 21 :20 is either dark blue or 

dark red. GK 5610. 
14. That is, yellow. Used only here. GK 2523. John could mean the 

breastplates are tri-colored; or, that there are ones of each color. 
15. Samewordasinv 18.0nthisword,see 14:10. Relatedto"of-sul

phur" preceding. 
16. Same word as in 1:16. 
17. John could mean all three come from each horse; or, that one plague 

comes from each horse. 
18. On this word, see "wound" in I 3:3. Some manuscripts omit this 

word {N}. 
19. Some manuscripts repeat "by" with the next two {N}, "and by the 

smoke and by the sulphur". 
20. Some manuscripts say "For their authority is in" {K}. 
21. This phrase modifies "tails". Their tails have heads. This is the 

sense in which they resemble snakes. 

22. Or, "not". GK 4028. Not the same word as in v 21. Some manu
scripts do have the same word as v 21 {N}. 

23. This word refers to the potions, drugs, charms, and poisons used 
in sorcery. Used only here. GK 5760. Related to "sorcerer" in 21 :8; 
and "sorcery" in 18:23, the broader word (which some manuscripts 
have here { N }). 

24. Some would place 10:1-11:14 at the "C" level in the outline, 
between the sixth and seventh trumpet, in a similar manner to the 
two points in chapter 7. In the TransLine, it is placed here because 
John does not begin with "After these things" (indicating a change 
of subject) as in chapter 7, and because John specifically closes the 
sixth trumpet (the second woe) in 11: 14. Some think the sixth trum
pet, the second woe, extends from 9:13 to 11:13. Others think it 
extends from 9:13 to 9:21, and that chapters 10-11 are unrelated 
visions, similar to the two visions in chapter 7. 

25. Some think this is symbolic of Christ, due to similarities in the 
description; others think it is another strong angel, as in 5:2. 

26. John's perspective for the visions in I 0: 1-11: 14 is from earth. Note 
v I, 4, 8, 11:12. 

27. Or, "having put on a cloud". 
28. Elsewhere in this book only in 1:7; I 1:12; 14:14, 15, 16. On this 

word, see 14:14. 
29. Some think this is an emerald rainbow like the one in 4:3. Others 

think it is like the well-known multi-colored rainbow. 
30. Or, "upon". GK 2093. 
31. Compare 1:16; 18:1. 
32. Compare I: 15. 
33. Or, "having". Some manuscripts say "And he had" {N}. 
34. This is a participle, "having been opened". Same word as in v 8. 

GK487. 
35. Elsewhere only in v 9, 10. GK 1044. Note also v 8. Some think this 

is the scroll of 5: I, which is now open. Others think its contents are 
chapter I I; or I 1-22, the prophecies yet to be given to John. Oth
ers think it is John's commission, v I I, emphasizing the magnitude 
of what is coming. Others think it is the gospel, or the Word of God. 

36. Some think this symbolizes that this angel's message is for the 
whole world; some think the land and sea symbolizes the land of 
Israel and the Gentile nations. Others think it symbolizes the angel's 
authority over the whole world. 

37. Some think these are spoken by angels; others, by God. 
38. Some manuscripts add "their voices" {K}, as in v 3. 
39. Some think this is the voice of God; others, Christ; others, an angel. 

Some manuscripts add "to me" {K}. 
40. Some manuscripts omit this word {N}. 
41. Same word as in Jam 5:12. The angel raises his right hand and 

swears a solemn oath. Similar to Dan 12:7. 
42. Some manuscripts omit "and the sea and the things in it" {A}. 

A. Mt 5: 19, break B. I Cor 7:27 C. Mk 14:15 D. Rev 13:17 E. Act 23:10 F. Rev 6:8 G. Act 7:24, wronged H. 2 Pet 3:16, other J. Act 26:20 
K.Mt26:10 L.Rev4:10 M.Act9:1 N.1Cor5:1 0.1Tim3:15 P.Mt8:29 Q.Ephl:l3 R.Rev20:10 S.Eph2:15 



Revelation I 0:7 986 Verse 

21. That there will be no more time 1 [of delay], "but during the days of the sound2 7 

of the seventh angel- when he is about-to3 trumpet4- the mystery5 of God6 

was indeed7 finished8 

I c;. As He announced-as-good-news-toA His slaves0
, the prophets9 

.1 D. And the voice which I heard from heaven 10 was again speaking with me, and saying "Go, x 
take the opened scroll 11 in the hand of the angel standing upon the sea and upon the land" 

IL And I went to the angel, telling him to give 12 me the little-scrollll 9 
2 J·:. And he says to me, "Take, and eat it up 14

• And it will make your stomach bitter. But 
in your mouth it will be sweetc like honey15" 

_., 1 ·. And I took the little-scroll 16 out of the hand of the angel, and I ate it up. And it was I U 
like sweet honey in my mouth. And when I ate it, my stomach was made-bitter0 

-II . And they 17 say to me, "You mustE prophesyF again 18 for 19 many peoplesG and nations 11 
and tongues and kings"20 

-ID. And a measuring-rod21 resemblingH a staff22 was given23 to me, saying24 

IL. "Arisei, and measure25 the temple26 o/God,27 and the altarK, and the ones worshipingL 
in it. •And putM the courtN outside of the temple on-the-outside28, and do not measure 
it, because it was given to the Gentiles29 

21· .. And they will trample30 the holy city11 for forty and32 two months11 

I I. I 



987 Revelation 11 :2 

I. This answers the question of6: 10, "how long?". No more time will 
intervene. Similar to Dan 12:6-7. Some think this means "time" in 
an absolute sense. On this word, see 2 Tim I :9. 

2. Or, "blast" as in 8: 13, the "blast" of the trumpet. 
3. Or, "going to". This word and grammar, ''when ... about to", is else

where only in Mk 13:4; Lk21:7, ''the sign when these things are about 
to take place". On this word, see "going to" in Mk 10:32. 

4. This phrase is meant to clarify the last. This could mean ''when he is 
about to begin to trumpet", or, ''when he shall trumpet". Some think 
it means that when he raises the trumpet to blow it, the delay will be 
over, God's final judgment is here. Others think he means that the 
delay will end with the content of the seventh trumpet. Note 16: 17. 

5. Same word as in I :20; 17:5, 7. On this word, see Rom 11 :25. 
6. Some think this means the mystery of God carrying out His wrath 

toward sin; others, of God's whole purpose in human history, His 
plan of redemption and judgment. Note what is said after the sev
enth trumpet is blown, 11 : 15-18. 

7. Or, "also". 
8. Or, "completed, accomplished, fulfilled". The angel vividly states 

this future event as if it had already occurred, pointing to its cer
tainty. A similar statement is made with the seventh bowl in 16: 17, 
using a different word and tense, "It is done". Same word as in 
11:7; 15:1,8; 17:17;20:3,5, 7;Mt7:28; 10:23; 11:1; 13:53; 19:1; 
26: I; Lk 2:39; Jn 19:28, 30; 2 Tim 4:7. Elsewhere only as 
"accomplished" in Lk 12:50; "perfected" in 2 Cor 12:9; "fulfilled" 
in Lk 18:31; 22:37; Act 13:29; Rom 2:27; Gal 5: 16; Jam 2:8; and 
"pay" in Mt 17:24; Rom 13:6. GK 5464. Related to "perfect" in 
2 Cor 7: I and in Heb 2: IO; "complete" in I Cor 13: IO; and "end" 
in Rom 10:4. 

9. Some think this means the OT prophets; others, the NT prophets; 
others, both. On this word, see I Cor 12:28. 

I 0. That is, the voice in v 4. The focus shifts from the angel to John. 
11. Some manuscripts say "little-scroll" {N}, as in v 2. On this word, 

see 5: I. 
12. Some manuscripts have this as a command," ... him, "Give me the 

little scroll" {N}. 
13. Some manuscripts say "scroll" {N}, as in v 8. 
14. Or, "devour it, consume it". Same word as in I 0: IO; and "devour" 

in 11 :5; 12:4; 20:9. On this word, see "devour" in Mk 12:40. Sim
ilar to Ezek 2:8-3:3, where eating symbolized "filling your body" 
with God's words. 

15. Some think this means the prophecies of God's righteous wrath are 
sweet at first, but also bitter once pondered; others, that the gospel 
is sweet for believers, but includes a bitter message regarding 
unbelievers. 

16. Some manuscripts say "scroll" {N}, as in v 8. 
17. That is, the voice from heaven and the angel, v 8. Or, an indefinite 

"they", meaning "it was said to me". Some manuscripts say "he 
says" { N), referring to the angel. 

18. Some think this is referring to the prophecy of chapter 11, in which 
case this could be combined with the next sentence in point 4D.; oth
ers, to chapters 11-22. Some think John sat down or laid down (note 
11 : I, "Arise, Get up") due to his bitter stomach. In other words, "you 
are not finished yet, you have much more to prophesy in addition 
to what has been prophesied to this point. Rise and measure ... ". 

I 9. Some think this means John must prophesy "for" them, prophesy 
things destined to occur to them (as this word is used in Jn 12:16; 

Rev 22: 16); others, "against" them (as it is used in Lk 12:53); oth
ers, "about" them; others, "before" them. GK 2093. 

20. Similar to the phrase in 11:9; 13:7; 14:6; 17:15. "Nations" is used 
3 times in Revelation before this verse, 19 times after. "Kings" is 
used 3 times in Revelation before this verse, 17 times after. 

21. This is similar to Ezek 40:3; Zech 2: I; Rev 21: 15. Same word as 
"rod" in 21:15, 16. On this word, see "stick" in Mk 15:36. 

22. John may mean a walking stick or a shepherd's rod. On this word, 
see "rod" in I Cor 4:21. 

23. By whom? The only candidate in the context is the angel of I 0:9. 
Otherwise, John does not tell us. 

24. Some manuscripts say "to me. And the angel stood, saying, Rise ... " 
{A}. Some think the one speaking is the voice of the angel in I 0: I, 
5, 8; others, the voice from heaven in 10:4, 8. 

25. John measures to identify and mark off what is God's (the temple 
and its worshipers). The things that do not belong to God are not 
measured. Some think this is symbolic of marking believers for 
God's protection during the wrath that falls in v 13, or in the bowls, 
or in the book. Some think it is the same thing as the sealing in 7:4. 

26. That is, the inner sanctuary, the Holy Place and the Holy of Holies, 
as opposed to the rest of the temple complex included in what is 
mentioned in v 2. Used in Revelation only in 3: 12; 7: 15; 11: I, 2, 
19; 14:15, 17; 15:5, 6, 8; 16:1, 17; 21:22. This word is used of the 
temple, the sanctuary of the temple, the body as a temple (as in I 
Cor 6: 19), and the church as a temple (Eph 2:21 ). Used 45 times. 
GK 3724. See also the unrelated word in Act 19:27. 

27. Some holding the Future View think John means a future temple on 
earth in Jerusalem, 2 Thes 2:4; Dan 9:27; Ezek 40-48. Others think 
the temple, altar, worshipers and holy city all symbolize "the 
church", and "trampling" its persecution. Others think this refers to 
the temple in Jerusalem in the first century to illustrate the separa
tion of this age. 

28. That is, leave it out, omit it, exclude it, do not include it on the 
inside. The word "outside" is repeated twice, and the verb also 
includes it. More literally, "throw-out the outside court of the tem
ple outside" your measurement. 

29. Or, "nations". On this word, see Act 15:23. 
30. Or, "tread". Same word as in Lk 21 :24, where Jerusalem will be 

trampled until the times of the Gentiles are fulfilled. On this word, 
see Lk 10:19. The Past View (see 1:1) thinks this is the destruction 
of Jerusalem by the Romans; the Spiritual View and some holding 
the Future View, a symbol of the persecuted church. Others hold
ing the Future View think it is a persecution of end-time Israel by 
the Gentile nations. 

31. The "holy city" is mentioned in Mt 4:5; 27:53, Jerusalem; and in 
Rev 21 :2, IO; 22: 19, the New Jerusalem. 

32. Some manuscripts omit this word {C}. 
33. Forty-two months is also mentioned in 13:5. It is equivalent to 1260 

days, 11 :3; 12:6. See also 12: 14, time, times, and half a time. Some 
take the time indicated literally; others, as symbolic (halfofseven) 
ofa limited time, the limited time of the wicked's triumph. Some 
think the periods are concurrent. Some holding the Future View 
think the two witnesses ( 11 : 3) and the protection of the woman 
(12:6, 14) are in the first halfofthe seven-year tribulation, and the 
beast ( 13:5) and this trampling of Jerusalem ( 11 :2) are in the sec
ond halfof it. Others holding the Future View think they all refer to 
the second half of the tribulation. 

A.Act5:42 B.Revl:l C.Jam3:12 D.Col3:19 E.Mtl6:21 F.1Cor14:1 G.Rev21:3 H.Revl:l3 J.Mt28:6 K.Rev8:3 L.Rev4:10 
M. Jn 12:31, cast out N. Mt 26:3, courtyard 



Revelation 11 :3 988 Verse 

~I:. "And I will give authority to my two witnesses, 1 and they will prophesy2 for one- .l 
thousand two-hundred sixty days, having been clothed-with3 sackcloth 

I F. "These are the two olive-trees4 and the two lampstandsA standing in the 4 
presence of the Lord5 of the earth 

21'. "And if anyone is intending6 to harm8 them, fire7 comes-out8 of their mouth -; 
and devoursc their enemies. Indeed,9 if anyone should intend to harm them, in 
this manner he must0 be killed 

1 F. "These ones have the authority 10 to shutE the heavenF in-order-that 11 no rain h 

may fall/or the days of their prophecy12 

4F. "And they have authority over the watersG- to be turning them into bloodH
and authority to strike the earth 13 with every plague1

, as often as they may wantK 

41:. "And when they finishL their testimonyM, the beast coming up out of the abyss 14 will 
make war15 against them, and overcomeN them, and kill them 

IF. "And their corpse16 will be on the wide-road0 of the great city which spiritually 17 
:-: 

is called Sodom and Egypt18
- where also their19 Lord was crucified20 

2F. "And some from21 the peoples and tribes and tongues and nations look-at22 '! 

their corpse for three and a half days 
.> F. "And they do not permit23 their corpses to be putP in a tomb0 

41 ·. "And the ones dwelling upon the earth24 rejoice25 over them and celebrateR I I 1 

51'. "And they will send26 gifts5 to one another, because these two prophets 
tormentedT the ones dwelling upon the earth 

5 L "And after the three and a half days, a breath27 of life from God entered in them, and I I 
they stood on their feet 

11-. "And great fearu fell upon the ones seeingv them28 

2 I·. "And they29 heard a loud voice from heaven saying to them, "Come-up here". I 2 
And they went-up into heaven in the cloud, and their enemies watchedv them 

.JI'. "And at that hour a great earthquakew took place, and a tenth of the city fell I.~ 

·ff. "And seven thousand names30 of peoplex were killed in the earthquake, and the 
restv became terrifiedz and gave glory31 to the God ofheaven" 

-;D. The second woe passed-away32• Behold- the third woe is coming quickly33 14 

'JC. And the seventh angel trumpeted34 

11 ). And there came35 loud voices in heaven,36 saying "The kingdom37 of the world became38 

the kingdom of our Lord and a/His Christ. And He will reignAA forever and ever88" 

2D. And the twenty four elders sitting on their thrones in the presence of God fell on their faces 11' 
and gave-worshipcc to God,• saying "We give-thanks00 to You, Lord God AlmightyEE, the I -
One Who is and Who was39 

IL "Because You have takenFF Your great powerGG, and You began to reign40 

2E. "And the nations became-angry41 I~ 



989 Revelation 11 : 18 

I. Some holding the Future View (see I: I) think these are Enoch and 
Elijah, because they did not die (Heb 11 :5; 2 Kings 2: 11; Mal 4:5), 
or Moses and Elijah, because they appeared on the mountain at the 
transfiguration of Christ (Mt 17:4). The Spiritual View thinks they 
are symbolic of the church, or its martyrs in particular. Some hold
ing the Past View think they are literal prophets in Jerusalem dur
ing that time. On this word, see Act I :8. 

2. That is, regarding the judgment about to fall, and what people 
should do in light of it. On this word, see I Cor 14:1. 

3. Or, "having put on sackcloth". 
4. Compare Zech 4:3, 12-14. 
5. Some manuscripts say "ofGod" {N}. 
6. Or, "wanting, willing, desiring". Same word as later in the verse. 

On this word, see "willing" in Jn 7: 17. 
7. Those who identify the two witnesses as the church thinks this sym

bolizes the future judgment of God. Those who think they are two 
individuals take it literally, or as a symbol of immediate destruction 
caused by their pronouncement. 

8. Fire going out from the mouth is also mentioned in 9: 17, 18. 
9. The first sentence states the fact, this one states the warning. 
I 0. They have the same power and resources as Moses and Elijah. On 

this word, see 6:8. 
11. Or, "so that no rain falls". GK 2671. 
12. That is, the days of their prophetic activity, the 1260 days. Note 

Jam 5:17. On this word, see I Cor 12:10. 
13. Or, "land". On this word, see 7: I. 
14. The beast is mentioned in this manner again in 17:8. On "beast", 

see 13: I. On "abyss", see 9: I. 
15. Some think that "make war" implies that these are not simply two 

individuals, but symbolic of many witnesses; others, that one does 
not simply "kill" these two, v 5. This speaks of the effort required 
to accomplish it. On the phrase "make war", see 13:7. 

16. Some think that the singular "corpse" implies they are symbolic. 
It is plural in v 9b. On this word, see Mk 15 :45. 

17. Elsewhere only in I Cor 2: 14. GK 4462. Related to "spiritual" in 
I Cor 14:1. 

18. Some think these names symbolize moral corruption, and spiritual 
oppression of believers. 

19. Some manuscripts say "our" {N}. 
20. Those who think the two witnesses are the church think John is refer

ring to Jerusalem as symbolic ofall the cities of the world, as perhaps 

also in 18:24. Others accept the literal reference of the words. On this 
word, see Mt 27:35. 

21. Same phrase as in 3:9; and "some of" in 2:10. 
22. On this word, see "see" in I: 11. Some manuscripts say "will look 

at" {K}. 
23. On this word, see "forgive" in Mt 6: 12. Some manuscripts say "will 

not permit" {N}. 
24. Or, "land". On this phrase, see 3: I 0. 
25. On this word, see 2 Cor 13: 11. Some manuscripts say "will 

rejoice ... and will celebrate" {N}. 
26. Some manuscripts say "they send" { N}. 
27. Or, "spirit". Same word as in 13:15. 
28. After all, what can they do besides kill them? The fear proceeds 

from the witnesses' clearly unstoppable power, and their killers' 
impotence. 

29. Some manuscripts say "I" {B). 
30. Same idiom as in 3:4. 
31. Compare 6: 16; 9:20. Some think this indicates a genuine repen-

tance. Others, think it is due to terror. On this word, see 2 Pet 2:10. 
32. Same word as in 9: 12; and as 21: I, 4. GK 599. 
33. Or, "soon". On this word, see 22:7. That is, the seventh trumpet. 
34. Some think the woeful content is seen in the seven bowls in chap-

ter 16. Here the heavenly rejoicing is given. See the note on 8:2. 
35. Same word as in 8:5 and as "become" ne>.1. 
36. Note that here, John's perspective returns to heaven. Compare I 0: I. 
37. That is, the kingdom presently ruled by Satan, Eph 2:2; I Jn 5: 19. On 

this word, see Mt 3:2. Some manuscripts have this word plural {N}. 
38. Or, "was made". GK 1181. The moment has arrived. This is stated as 

ifit were already accomplished. Some holding the Spiritual and Past 
Views (see I: I) think this is referring to Christ's present reign in His 
spiritual kingdom over His own subjects. Others think it refers to His 
future reign in full glory over everyone, including His enemies. 

39. Some manuscripts add "and Who is coming" { B}, as in I :4. Some 
think John omits it because God has now come. His coming is here. 
Note 16:5, where the same issue arises. 

40. Or, "You reigned, became king". Same word and tense as in 19:6. 
God began to visibly reign over His enemies. 

41. Or, "became wrathful". God asserted His rule, took control of this 
world, and the nations became angry and wrathful, not repentant. 
Elsewhere only in Mt 5:22; 18:34; 22:7; Lk 14:21; 15:28; Eph 4:26; 
Rev 12:17. GK 3974. Related to "wrath" in 16:19. 

A. Rev I: 12 B. Act 7:24, wronged C. Mk 12:40 D. Mt 16:21 E. Jn 20: 19, locked F. 2 Cor 12:2 G. Jn 3:23 H. I Jn 1 :7 J. Rev 13:3, wound 
K.Jn7:17,willing L.Revl0:7 M.Jnl:7 N.Rev2:7 O.Lkl4:21 P.Actl9:21 Q.Lk23:53 R.Revl2:12 S.Mt5:23 T.Revl4:10 
U. Eph 5:21. V. Lk I 0: 18, seeing W. Rev 11: 19 X. Mt 4:4, mankind Y. 2 Pet 3: 16, other Z. Lk 24:37 AA. Rev 19:6 BB. Rev 20: I 0 
CC. Rev 4: I 0 DD. Mt 26:27 EE. Rev I :8 FF. Rom 7:8 GG. Mk 5:30 



_,I · "And Your wrath 1 came2, and the timeA 

11 _ For the dead3 to be judged8 

.."I_ "And to give the rewardc to Your slaves0 the prophets and the saintsE and4 the 
ones fearingF Your name- the small and the great 

.i 1 · "And to destroy the ones destroying5 the earth6
" 

-tll. And the templeG of God in heaven was opened.7 And the arkH a/His covenants appeared9 in His I 'I 
temple. And there came lightnings and voices and thunders 10 and an earthquake" and a great hail 

It . And a great sign1 appeared in heaven- 12_ I 

I I l. There was a woman 12, having been clothed-with the sun, and the moon was under her feet 
and a crownK a/twelve stars13 on her head,• and having a child in her wombL 

2D. And 14 she is crying-out 15- suffering-birth-painsM, and being-in-torrnent16 to give-birthN 

:'.t And another sign appeared in heaven-

11 l And behold- there was a great fire-red 17 dragon's, having seven heads and ten horns, and 
seven diadems 19 on his heads 

11 . And his tail sweeps-away20 a third of the stars21 ofheaven° and threw them to the earth -+ 

2 I l. And the dragon is standing22 before the woman being about to give-birthN, in order that 
when she gives-birth, he might devourP her childO 

11.. And she gave-birthN to a Son, a maJeR child, Who is going to shepherd23 all the 
nations with an iron rod 

-2 I·_. And her chiJdO was snatched-up24 to God, and to His throne 
31 · _ And the woman fled 25 into the wilderness26 where she has a place there27 having 11 

been prepareds by God, in order that they might nourish28 her there for one-thousand 
two-hundred sixty days29 

3 I l_ And30 there was a war3 1 in heaven.32 MichaeJH and his angels were34 to fight35 against the 
dragon 

11 And the dragon and his angels fought. •And he36 did not prevai137, nor was a place38 ~ 
for them39 still found in heaven 



991 Revelation 12:8 

I. Same root word as "angry". They became angry and Your anger 
came; their wrath was provoked and Your wrath came. On this 
word, see 16: 19. 

2. On this word, sec 6: 17. 
3. That is, all the dead, resulting in reward for believers, and the pun

ishment for others described in 20: 11-15. The time has arrived. The 
details of this are given later in the book. 

4. Or, "even". This could refer to two groups, "Your slaves the 
prophets, and the saints, even the ones fearing ... ". Compare 10:7. 
Or, "Your slaves- the prophets and the saints- even the ones fear
ing ... ". Compare 16:6, I 8:20. Others punctuate it to indicate three 
groups- prophets, saints and ones fearing (as perhaps in I 8:24). 

5. Or, "corrupting". Same word as earlier, and as in 8:9. On this word, 
see 2 Cor 4: 16. Related to "corrupted" in 19:2. 

6. Or, "land". On this word, see 7: I. 
7. Some think this verse is the conclusion of the seventh trumpet 

(making it point JD.), and begin the new section with 12:1 (either 
as point 4B. or 4D.). Some holding the Past View (see I: I) think 
what follows continues to depict the destruction of Israel; others, 
that it moves on to describe the destruction of the Roman Empire. 
In the TransLine, this opening of the temple is taken as introducing 
the next heavenly scene, the next subject-grouping, which through 
three signs in heaven gives a panoramic view of history from the 
ark Moses copied lo the end of the age. The progression of heav
enly scenes at the B. level is, the seals are opened, the trumpets 
blow, the temple is opened here. Then the temple of the tabernacle 
is opened in 15:5, heaven is opened in 19: 11, heaven and earth dis
appear in 20: 11, the new heaven and earth appear in 21: I. 

8. That is, the box containing the covenant. This ark is mentioned only 
here and Heb 9:4 in the NT. The heavenly ark symbolizes God's 
commitment to the covenant, and its enduring force. He keeps it in 
a safe and honored place. This is the heavenly ark Moses copied 
(Heb 8:5). The earthly ark was kept in the tabernacle (in the Holy of 
Holies), and the heavenly tabernacle may be the "temple" in view 
here (called the "tabernacle of testimony" in 15:5). Some manu
scripts add "(){the Lord" {N}. On this word, see Heb 8:6. 

9. Or, "was seen". Same word as in 12: I, 3, on which see "see" in 
Lk 2:26. 

I 0. These three things occurred when John entered heaven in 4:5, and 
prior to the trumpets in 8:5. Here some think they mark the begin
ning of a new scene. They occur once more at the beginning of the 
seventh bowl in 16: I 8. 

11. An earthquake occurs prior to the trumpets (8:5), and the heavenly 
signs ( 11: 19). A great earthquake occurs in the sixth seal (6: 12), and 
in the sixth trumpet (11:13). The greatest earthquake occurs in the 
seventh bowl (16:18). Used 14 times. GK 4939. 

12. This woman is not Mary alone, as v 17 makes clear. Some think she 
represents believing Israel; others, the whole believing community, 
including Israel (which gives Jesus birth) and the church (her per
secuted seed, v 17). 

13. These may represent the twelve tribes of Israel. Note Gen 37:9, 
where Jacob is the sun, Rachel the moon. On this word, see 6: 13. 

14. Some manuscripts omit this word {N}, so that it says "And having 
a child in her womb, she is crying out". 

15. On this word, see Mt 8:29. Some manuscripts say "cried out" {N}. 
16. Or, "being in torture, anguish". On this word, see 14:10. 

17. Same word as in 6:4. Some think this symbolizes Satan's murder
ous character. He kills through deception. 

18. That is, Satan, 12:9; 20:2. Elsewhere only in 12:4, 7, 13, 16, 17; 
13:2, 4, 11; 16:13. GK 1532. 

19. That is, king's crowns. See 13: I; Dan 7:7-8. Some think the heads, 
horns and crowns symbolize Satan's great power; others suggest a 
more specific meaning in keeping with the explanation given in 
17:9-12. 

20. Elsewhere only as "drag" in Jn 21:8; Act 14:19; 17:6; and "drag 
away" in Act 8:3. GK 5359. It may imply an unwillingness to go. 

21. Some think this refers to angels who rebelled with Satan. See "stars" 
in 6:13. Note that this is some time prior to the birth of the Child. 

22. GK 2705. Or, "was standing" (GK 5112), which would be followed 
later by "when she gave birth". 

23. On this phrase, "shepherd with an iron rod", see 2:27. 
24. Or, "snatched away". Note the jump from Christ's birth to His 

ascension. On this word, see "snatched away" in 2 Cor 12:2. 
25. The Spiritual View (see I: 1) thinks this is symbolic of the preserva

tion of believers through the trials and persecutions of this world. 
The Past View thinks it refers to the flight of Christians from Israel 
before A.D. 70. The Future View thinks this jumps forward to the end 
time and a flight to safety during the tribulation, the next thing to say 
about her. Compare Mt 24: 15-28. On this word, see 1 Cor 6: I 8. 

26. Or, "desert". Same word as in v 14. On this word, see Mt 3: I. 
27. Some manuscripts omit this word {N}. 
28. Or, "provide for, feed". Who "they" are is not stated. Same word as 

in v 14; and as "provided for" in Act 12:20. On this word, see 
"feed" in Lk 23:29. 

29. On this time period, see "forty and two months" in 11 :2. 
30. Some think this explains why the woman had to flee, and that v 6 

is resumed in v 13-14. 
31. Or, "battle, fight". This word may mean an extended war, or a sin

gle battle. Same word as in Mt 24:6; Mk 13:7; Lk 21 :9; and in the 
phrase "make war", on which see 13:7. Elsewhere only as "battle" 
in Lk 14:31; I Cor 14:8; Heb 11:34; Rev 9:7, 9; 16:14; 20:8; and 
"fight" in Jam 4: I. GK 4483. Related to the verb "fight" next. 

32. Some think this occurred at the original fall of Satan; others, at the 
Cross (Lk 10: 18; Jn 12:31; 16: 11 ); others, at Christ's ascension in 
v 5. Some holding the Future View think it will occur before the 
future tribulation, or at its midpoint, Dan 9:27; 12: 1, 7. 

33. This angel is the guardian of Israel in Dan 10:13, 21; 12:1. Men
tioned elsewhere only in Jude 9. GK 3640. 

34. This verb is supplied from the first sentence. GK l 181. 
35. The grammar is of this sentence is unusual. Supplying "were", this 

gives the purpose of Michael, and may imply that Michael initiated 
the war to force Satan out of heaven. Others think that Satan initi
ated it, and the task of forcing him out was given to Michael. With
out supplying "were", the grammar is unclear. Consult the 
commentaries. On this word, see 2: 16. 

36. Some manuscripts say "they" {N}. 
37. Or, "he was not strong-enough, he was not able". On this word, see 

"can do" in Gal 5:6. 
38. That is, they lost their place in heaven. Their place is now on earth, 

for a short time, v 12. 
39. Some manuscripts say "him" { N}. 

A. Mt 8:29 B. Mt 7:1 C. Rev 22:12, recompense D. Rev 1:1 E. I Pet 1:16, holy F. Eph 5:33, respecting G. Rev 11:1 H. Heb 9:4 
J.2Thes2:9 K.Rev4:4 L.1Thes5:3 M.Gal4:19 N.Lk2:11,born 0.2Corl2:2 P.Mkl2:40 Q.1Jn3:1 R.Mtl9:4 S.Mk14:15 



Revelation 12:9 992 Verse 

2 i:. And the great dragon was thrown-downA- the ancient8 serpent1
, the one being 'i 

calledc the deviF and Satan3, the one deceiving0 the whole world4
- he was thrown-

down to the earth5• And his angels were thrown-down with him 
JI·. And I heard a loud voice in heaven, saying I 0 

IF. "Now6 the salvation 7 and the powerE and the kingdomF of our God and the 
authorityG of His Christ came8

, because the accuser9 of our brothersH was 
thrown-down- the one accusing! them 10 before our God by day and by night 11 

f(i. "And they 12 overcame 13 him because-of 14 the bloodK ofthe Lamb and 11 

because of the wordL of their testimony 15
• And they did not love 16 their 

life until 17 death18 

2F "For this reason- celebrate 19
, heavens, and the ones dwellingM in them. Woe I 2 

for the land20 and the sea, because the devil went down to you 

I ( i. "Having great furyN 

2< i. "Knowing that he has a short21 time0
" 

.:ID And when22 the dragon saw that he was thrown-down to the earth, he pursued23 the 11 
woman who gave-birth to the male Child 

l L And the two wings of the great eagleP were given to the woman in order that she I .:I 
might fly into the wilderness, into her place where she is nourished therefor a time 
and times and half of a time24 from the presence of the serpent 

2 ~.. And the serpent threw25 water26 from his mouth after the woman like a river, in order 1 ' 
that he might causeO her to be swept-away-by-a-river27 

J ~-. And the earth helped28 the woman. Indeed the earth opened its mouth and swallowed- I<' 
upR the river which the dragon threw from his mouth 

5 D. And the dragon became-angry5 at the woman, and he went to make warT against the restu I ~ 
ofher seed29- the ones keepingv the commandmentsw of God and holdingx the testimonyv 
of Jesus30

. •And he stood31 on the sand of the sea I:-; 
6D. And I saw a beast32 coming-up out of the sea,33 having ten horns and seven heads,34 and I.~: I 

ten diadems35 upon his horns, and names36 ofblasphemy37 on his heads 

I L And the beast which I saw was resemblingz a leopard, and his feet were like ones 
of a bear, and his mouth was like a mouth of a lion38 

2L And the dragon gave him his powerE and his throneAA and great authorityG 



993 Revelation 13:2 

I. Or, "snake", referring to Gen 3. Satan is called this in 2 Cor 11 :3; 
Rev 12:14, 15; 20:2. Used 14 times. GK 4058. 

2. This word means "slanderer". Used in this sense 34 times, and as 
"slanderous" three times (see I Tim 3: 11 ). GK 1333. 

3. This is a transliteration of a Hebrew word meaning "adversary". 
Used 36 times. GK 4928. 

4. On this "whole world", see 3: I 0. 
5. Note that here Satan is thrown out of heaven. In 20:3 he is thrown 

into the abyss. In 20: I 0 he is thrown into the lake of fire. 
6. Or, "Al this moment, At this time". Elsewhere by John only Jn 2: IO; 

5:17; 9:19, 25; 13:7, 19, 33, 37 ("right now"); 14:7; 16:12, 24, 31; 
I Jn 2:9: Rev 14: 13. See "right now" in 2 Thes 2:7 for Paul's uses 
of this word. Used 36 times. GK 785. 

7. Or, "deliverance". Same word as in 7:10; 19:1,onwhichseeLk 19:9. 
8. Or, "came about, took place, came to pass". Some think this took 

place at the Cross and is experienced now spiritually. Others think 
it is a still future event. GK 1181. 

9. Used only here. GK 2992. Related to the verb following. 
I 0. This is why Jesus is interceding for us, Heb 7:25. 
11. On the idiom "by day and by night", see 7: 15. 
12. That is, the brothers, v I 0. Some take the mention of "death" that 

follows to mean these brothers are martyrs. 
13. Or, "were victorious over". On this word, see 2:7. 
14. Or, "by reason of". This word is used twice in this verse. GK 1328. 

Same word as in 1:9; 4:11; 6:9; 13:14; 20:4. John uses the word 
"by" in I :5 (GK /877). 

15. Some think John means "the Word of God (the gospel) to which 
they bore testimony". Compare "testimony of Jesus" in 19: 10. On 
this word, see Jn I :7. 

16. John does not mean these believers did not love to live. Rather, they 
did not choose to focus and direct their love toward life on this 
earth, but toward life with Jesus. On this word, see "devotedly love" 
in Jn 21:15. 

17. Or, "as far as, up to". Same word as in 2:10, "be faithful until 
death". These believers loved Jesus more than their life, until they 
died, as Jesus directed in Jn 12:25. 

18. This could refer to a martyr's death; or, more broadly, to the end 
of their lives, however they died. 

19. Or, "be glad, be cheered, make meny, enjoy yourself". It is used 
of festive rejoicing and celebration with others. Same word as 
11:10; 18:20; and as Lk 15:23, 24, 29, 32; Act 7:41; Rom 15:10; 
Gal 4:27. Elsewhere only as "enjoy oneself" (without a specific 
object of celebration) in Lk 12:19; 16:19; and as "cheer" in Act 
2:26; 2 Cor 2:2. GK 2370. Related to "gladness" (the joy of cele
bration) in Act 2:28. 

20. Or, "earth". On this word, see 7: I. 
21. Same word as in 17: IO. 
22. Some think that this verse picks up from v 6, with v 14 repeating v 

6, and resuming from that point. The same views of the timing of 
v 6 are found here. 

23. Or, "persecuted'', but v 14 may indicate he could not catch her. This 
word is used both ways, as "pursue" in I Cor 14:1; and as "perse
cute" in 2 Tim 3:12. GK 1503. 

24. This time notation is equivalent to 1260 days in v 6, which is three 

and one half years. It is found elsewhere only in Dan 7:25; 12:7. On 
this time notation, see "forty and two months" in 11 :2. 

25. This is the common word "throw, cast", used 122 times. Not related 
to "spew" in 3: 16, or "spit" in Mk 7:33. Same word as "thrown
down" in v 9. 

26. Some think this is symbolic of an army or some overwhelming 
force; others think it could be literal; others take it as a flood of false 
teachings in contrast to the water of life. 

27. Or, "river-borne". This adjective is used only here. GK 4533. 
Related to "river" earlier. 

28. Or, "gave aid to, came to the aid of". Elsewhere only in Mt 15:25; 
Mk 9:2, 24; Act 16:9; 21 :28; 2 Cor 6:2; Heb 2: 18. GK I 070. 
Related to "help" in Heb 4: 16; and "helper" in Heb 13:6. 

29. That is, her spiritual descendants, Gal 3:29. The sign moves from 
the Child, to the woman, lo her children. John clearly means Chris
tians, but some think he means Gentile Christians as distinct from 
the Jewish mother church; others, Jewish Christians; others, the 
144,000; others, all Christians. On this word, see Heb 11: 11. 

30. A similar phrase occurs in 14: 12. This could mean "the testimony 
given by Jesus", or, "the testimony concerning Jesus". In either 
case, it is the gospel. Some manuscripts add "Christ" { K}. 

31. Some manuscripts say "And I stood" {B}, referring to John in 13: I. 
32. The word "beast" means "wild animal". Same word as in 11 :7; 13:2, 

3, 4, 11, 12, 14, 15, 17, 18; 14:9, 11; 15:2; 16:2, 10, 13; 17:3, 7, 8, 
11, 12, 13, 16, 17; 19:19,20;20:4, IO.Daniel'sfourbeastsalsocame 
out of the sea, Dan 7:3. Some think the beast is the Roman Empire 
(and its heads, the emperors); others, a symbol of anti-Christian gov
ernment throughout history; others, the final world empire; others, 
the end-time Antichrist. Many hold a combination of these views. 
Elsewhere only as "wild beast" in Mk I: 13; Act 11 :6; Rev 6:8; 18:2; 
"beast" in Act 28:4 and 5 (a snake); Tit I: 12; and "wild animal" in 
Heb 12:20; Jam 3:7. GK 2563. 

33. Some think the sea is symbolic of"nations'', as in I 7: 15; Dan 7: 17; 
others, of the abyss, Rev 11 :7. Others take it literally. 

34. The dragon has seven heads and ten horns, 12:3; the beast has ten 
horns and seven heads, his mirror image. The beast and the seven 
heads (kings) and ten horns (kings) are explained in 17:7-18. 
Daniel's fourth beast also had ten horns, Dan 7:7. Some manu
scripts say "seven heads and ten horns" { K}. 

35. Elsewhere only of the dragon's seven diadems in 12:3; and Christ's 
"many" in 19:12. GK 1343. A diadem is a king's crown, as 
opposed to the victor's crown or wreath mentioned in 4:4. Here 
only are they on the horns, not the heads, which is why there are 
ten instead of seven. They are on the horns to indicate that the 
horns are kings, I 7: 12. 

36. Some manuscripts say "a name" {C}. John seems to mean one 
name on each head, as with the diadems on the horns. Both 
"names" and "name" could mean a different name on each, or the 
same name on each. 

37. That is, names characterized by blasphemy, blasphemous names. 
On this word, see I Tim 6:4. 

38. The lion, the bear, and the leopard were the first three beasts in 
Daniel's vision, Dan 7:4-6. 

A.Rev2:22,throw B.Actl5:7,old C.Rom8:30 D.Jam5:19,err E.Mk5:30 F.Mt3:2 G.Rev6:8 H.Actl6:40 J.Jn5:45 K.1Jnl:7 
L. I Cor 12:8 M. Rev 7:15 N. Rev 16:19 0. Mt 8:29 P. Rev 8:13 Q. Rev 13:13, does R. Heb 11:29 S. Rev 11:18 T. Rev 13:7 U. 2 Pet 3:16, 
other Y.1Jn5:18 W.Mkl2:28 X.1Jnl:8,have Y.Jnl:7 Z.Revl:l3 AA.Rev20:11 



Revelation 13:3 994 Verse 

\I· .. And I saw one of his heads as-ifhaving been slain 1 to2 death. And his wound3 of ' 
death4 was cured5 

41 ·.. And the whole earth was caused-to-marvel6 [while following] after the beast 

Ir. And they gave-worship7 to the dragon, because he gave the authorityA to the beast 4 
21 ·. And they gave worship to the beast saying, "Who is like the beast, and who can 

wage-war' against him?" 

'l . And a mouth was given to him speaking great things9 and 10 blasphemies8
• And ' 

authorityA to act 11 for forty and 12 two months was given to him 

11·. And he opened his mouth for blasphemies8 against God- to blasphemec h 

J(i His name 
2ti. And His dwelling 13-the ones dwelling14 in heaven 

21. And authority 15 was given to him to make war16 against the saints0
, and to 

overcome 17 them 
.11·. And authority was given to him over every tribe and people 18 and tongue and 

nation 

<11 . And all the ones dwelling upon the earth 19 will worshipE him- each whose name20 :-: 

has not been written in the book oflife21 of the Lamb having been slainF since the 
foundation of the world22 

11 . If anyone has an ear, let him hear23- q 

IC i. If anyone is for captivity24
, he is going into captivity I (I 

2(;. If anyone is to be killed25 with a sword, he is to be killed with a sword 
>Ci. Here26 is the enduranceG and the faith27 of the saints28 

7D. And I saw another beast29 coming-up out of the land30. And he had two horns like a lamb. I I 
And he was speaking like a dragon 

I L'. And he exercises all the authorityA of the first beast in his presence 12 
21-. And he makes the earth and the ones dwellingH in it so that31 they will worshipE the 

first beast32 whose33 wound of death was cured 
.11 ·• And he does34 great signs,35 so that he even makes fire to come-down out ofheaven36 1.\ 

to the earth in the presence of the people1 



995 Revelation 13: 13 

I. This is the same phrase used of the Lamb in 5:6, "as-ijltaving been 
slain" (compare 13:8). This head has the marks of death. 

2. Or, "resulting in, leading to". GK 1650. 
3. This word means "blow, stroke", and its result, the "wound, bruise, 

beating". Same word as in v 12, 14 (from a sword); Act 16:33. It 
is rendered "blow" in Lk 10:30 (with fists); 12:48; Act 16:23 (with 
rods); and "beating" in 2 Cor 6:5; 11 :23. Elsewhere only as a 
"plague, calamity" inflicted on the world by God in Rev 9: 18, 20; 
11:6; 15:1, 6, 8; 16:9, 21; 18:4, 8; 21:9; 22:18. GK 4435. Related 
to "strike" in Rev 8: 12. 

4. That is, characterized by death, the death wound. 
5. Same word as in v 12. Compare v 14. On this word, see Mt 8:7. 

Some think John means the head (itself called the beast in v 12, 14) 
came to life in another form (perhaps the eighth, 17: 11 ); others, that 
head itself was healed. Compare 17:8-11. Some think this refers 
to an end-time revived Roman Empire; others, to the ruler himself, 
who will rise to power based on a mock resurrection; others, to the 
repeatedly revived pagan state throughout history. The Past View 
links it to Nero or some other Roman Emperor. Many hold a com
bination of these views. 

6. Same word as in 17:8. 
7. On this word, see 4:10. Same word as in v 8, 12, 15. 
8. Or, "fight, battle". Same word as in 17: 14; 19: 11. On this word, see 

"fight" in 2: 16. 
9. Note the similarity to Dan 7:8, 11, 20, 25. 
10. Or, "even". 
11. Some manuscripts say "to make war" {N} as in v 7, where "make" 

is the same word as "act" here (on which see "does" in v 13). 
12. Some manuscripts omit this word {C}. On this time notation, see 

11 :2. Compare Dan 7:25. 
13. Or, "tent, tabernacle". That is, God's place of dwelling. Same word 

as in 21 :3. On this word, see Lk 9:33. 
14. This is the verb related to the word just used. This phrase explains 

the first. The "dwelling" of God in view is not heaven, but His peo
ple living there; not His house, but His household. Compare 12: 12. 
Some think John is referring to angels, the ones who threw Satan 
out. Others, to God's people. On this word, see 7: 15. Some manu
scripts say "And the ones dwelling", making this a third thing the 
beast blasphemes. Other manuscripts combine both phrases into 
one, "His dwelling in heaven" { B}. 

15. Some manuscripts include this word; others omit the whole sen
tence, "And ... overcome them" {A}. 

16. Or, "do battle", two words in Greek. The phrase "make war" is else
where only in 11:7; 12:17; 19:19. This noun "war" is the same word 
as in 12:7; and is related to the verb "wage war" in 13:4. 

17. Or, "conquer". On this word, see 2:7. Note Dan 7:21, 23. 
18. Some manuscripts omit "and people" {N}. This implies worldwide 

power. On this phrase, compare 5:9; 7:9; 11 :9; 14:6. 
19. On this phrase, see 3:10. 
20. Literally, "And they will worship Him- all the ones (plural) dwelling 

upon the earth of whom (singular) his name has not been written ... ". 
The Greek jumps from the plural to the individual case. This gram
mar (without the jump from plural to singular) occurs again with 
"whose" in v 12. Some manuscripts have it all plural, all "of whom 
their names have not been written" { N}. 

21. On this book, see 3:5. 
22. This is where this phrase is found in the Greek word order of this 

verse. Some think John means "the Lamb slain since the founda
tion .... "; others, "written in the book ... since the foundation", as 
in 17:8. On this phrase, "since the foundation of the world", see 
Heb 9:26. 

23. What follows is spoken to those who do not worship the beast, and 
means "Do not worship the beast, whatever the cost. Your earthly 
destiny, whether captivity or death, is in God's hands". 

24. Or, "If anyone is [destined to go] into captivity ... ". Some manu
scripts say "If anyone leads into captivity, he is going into captiv
ity" { B}. The word "captivity" means "prisoner of war". On this 
word, see Eph 4:8. 

25. Some manuscripts say "If anyone kills with the sword, he must be 
killed with the sword" { B}. In the case of the variant readings for 
these two sentences, some think this is warning believers (the "any
one") not to retaliate against the beast; others, encouraging believ
ers that their persecutors (the "anyone") will suffer retribution. 

26. Or, "At this point, On this occasion". At this point, endurance and 
faith are needed. There are four "Here is" statements, Rev 13: I 0, 
18; 14:12; 17:9.GK6045. 

27. Or, "faithfulness". On this word, see Eph 2:8. 
28. The saints will endure in their faith. They will go into captivity or 

be put to death rather than worship the beast. They will endure even 
to the point of death, 12: 11. Compare 14: 12. 

29. Some think this is a system of false religion; others, a person. He is 
called the "false prophet" in 16: 13; 19:20; 20: 10. Some identify him 
with someone in history; others think he is the end-time assistant 
of the first beast. 

30. This is versus the sea in v I. Or, "earth". On this word, see 7: I. This 
beast has a different origin. The symbolism of"sea" versus "land" 
is explained in various ways. For example, the nations versus Israel; 
a foreigner versus someone from Asia (where the seven churches 
are); a demonic being from the abyss (I I :7) versus a human; from 
outside the political system versus from within it, etc. 

31. Same grammar as in 3:9, "make ... so that they will". Similar to 
13: 15, 16, to "cause ... that they should". 

32. Note that v 3 says one of his heads had this wound. Some think this 
change has significance; others think it is the normal way of speak
ing, "one of the heads" being the location of the beast's wound. 

33. Same grammar as with "whose" in v 8; 20:8. Literally, the "beast 
of whom his wound of death was cured". See v 3. 

34. Inv 12-16, "exercise", "make", "do'', and "cause" are the same 
Greek word. It is used eight times in these verses. It also means 
"accomplish, produce, commit, act, perform, appoint". Used 568 
times. GK 4472. 

35. These "great signs" are also mentioned in Mt 24:24; 2 Thes 2:9-10. 
Some think they are fake miracles, tricks; others, genuine ones. It 
depends on the extent of the authority granted to this beast by God. 
(Compare 2 Thes 2: 11 ). There is nothing in this context indicating 
they are fake. Their purpose is deception, and this is enhanced if 
their content is real. On "signs", see 2 Thes 2:9. 

36. That is, the sky. God sent fire from heaven on Sodom (Lk 17:29; Gen 
19:24); on Egypt (Ex 9:23); on David's sacrifice (I Chron 21 :26); 
and on Solomon's sacrifice (2 Chron 7: I). Satan did it in Job I: 16. 
Elijah called it down (I King 18:36-38; 2 King I: I 0, 12, 14); and the 
disciples wanted to (Lk 9:54). God will do it again in Rev 20:9. On 
this word, see 2 Cor 12:2. 

A. Rev 6:8 B. I Tim 6:4 C. I Tim 6: I D. I Pet I: 16, holy E. Rev 4: IO F. I Jn 3: 12 G. Jam I :3 H. Eph 3: 17 J. Mt 4:4, mankind 



Revelation 13: 14 996 Verse 

4F. And he deceives1 the ones dwelling upon the earth2 because-ofl the signsA which it 14 
was given him to do in the presence of the beast-

I F. Telling the ones dwelling upon the earth to make an image to the beast4 who 
has the wound a/the sword8 and lived5 

5E. And authority was given to him to give breath6 to the image of the beast, in order 15 
that the image a/the beast might even7 speak and cause8 that all-who do not give
worshipc to the image of the beast should be killed0 

liE. And he causes everyone- the small and the great, and the richE and the poorF, and I (1 

the freeG and the slavesH-

IF. That they9 should give them 10 a mark11 on their right hand or on their forehead 
2F. And12 that no one should be able to buy or to sell except the one having the 17 

mark- the 13 name a/the beast or the number14 a/his name 

I (i. Here 15 is wisdom1• Let the one having understandingK calculate 16 the IS 
number17 of the beast, for it is the number of a man18 

2Ci. And his number is six-hundred sixty six 19 

~D. And I saw, and behold- the20 Lamb was standing on Mount Zion21 , and with Him one- 1-1: I 
hundred forty four thousand22 having His name and23 the name a/His Father having been 
written on their foreheads24 

IF.. And I heard a soundL from heaven like a sound of many waters25, and like a sound 
of loud thunder. And the sound which I heard was like that a/harpists harping with 
their harps. •And they26 are singingM something like27 a newN song0 before the ' 
throne, and before the four living-creaturesP and the eldersO 

2L. And no one was able to learnR the song except the one-hundred forty four thousand, 
the ones having been bought28 from the earth29 

IF. These are ones who were30 not stained31 with women, for they are virgins32 -I 

2F. These are33 the ones following the Lamb wherever He goes 
3 F. These were bought from mankind5 to be the firstfruit34 to God and to the Lamb 
4F And falsehood35 was not found in their mouth 5 
5f They36 are without-blemish37 



997 Revelation 14:5 

I. Same word as in 19:20, which is referring to 13:14-17. Compare 
Mt 24:24; Rev 12:9. On this word, see "err" in Jam 5:19. 

2. On this phrase, see 3:10. 
3. That is, by reason of, as in 12:11. 
4. Thisimageismentionedagaininv 15; 14:9, II; 15:2; 16:2; 19:20; 

20:4. On "image", see Col I: 15. 
5. Or, "came to life, became alive". The beast had a mortal wound, but 

"was cured" (v 3, 12), and so "lived". On this word, see "came to 
life" in 20:4. Compare 17: 11. 

6. This word means "breath, spirit". Same word as "breath" oflife in 
11 : I I, and some think John means that here, genuine life. Others 
think he means an appearance of life. It depends on the extent of 
the authority granted to this beast by God. The KJV says "life" here, 
which is an interpretation following the first view. 

7. Or, "both". 
8. John may mean that the speaking image causes this to happen. Or, 

"might both speak and act, in order that all who ... ". On the idiom 
"cause that'', see Col 4: 16. Some manuscripts omit "that", so that 
it says "cause all who" { C}. 

9. Who is specified by "they" is not defined. John probably means 
"the authorities" who do such things. 

10. Some manuscripts say "receive on them" {N). 
11. The mark of the beast is mentioned also in v 17; 14:9, 11; 16:2; 

19:20; 20:4. It is evidence of submission. It mimics God's mark on 
the 144,000 in 7:3; 14: I. Some think it is a literal, physical mark; 
others think it is symbolic. GK 5916. 

12. Some manuscripts omit this word, {A), so that it says" ... forehead, 
in order that no one ... ". 

13. This defines what the mark is. Some manuscripts say "the mark or 
the name ... " {N). 

14. Same word as 7:4; 9:16; 13:18; 15:2. Used 18 times. GK 750. 
15. At this point, wisdom is needed. Compare 13: 10. 
16. Elsewhere only in Lk 14:28. It means "to calculate with pebbles". 

Related to "pebble" in 2: 17. The letters of the alphabet had numeric 
equivalents. So the letters of a person's name could be added up, 
the name of the beast adding up to 666. John does not give the lan
guage in which the adding is to be done. Should it be equivalent 
Greek letters, the language of this book, or Hebrew letters, the lan
guage of the OT (note both in 9: 11 )? Or should it be in the native 
language of the beast's name? John gives no indication that it is 
anything other than the language of his readers. GK 6028. 

17. Compare 15:2. 
18. Or, "for it is a number of man", that is, a human number, as humans 

normally count. Compare 21:17. On this word, see "mankind" in 
Mt4:4. 

19. Some manuscripts say "six-hundred sixteen" {A), perhaps being 
changed to agree with "Nero Caesar". When calculated using 
Hebrew characters, the Latin form of "Nero Caesar" is equivalent 
to 616, the Greek form to 666. Some think this number is symbolic; 
others, a literal reference to someone in history, like Nero; others, 
a literal reference to the future Antichrist. There are other views. 
Some holding the Future View (see I: I) think it cannot be under
stood until the beast arrives and the actual number of the mark is 
assigned. His number (the actual mark, which could be his name, 
initials, title, or an acronym) at that time will equal 666 when ren
dered in Greek. Thus John would not mean the beast can be known 

in advance by calculating his name, but that when v 16-17 occur, 
his name will calculate to 666. 

20. Some manuscripts omit this word {A), so that it says "Behold-
1here was a Lamb standing". 

21. Some think John means the literal mountain at Jerusalem, meaning 
this group is still living on earth. Others think this is symbolic of 
heaven, or of the New Jerusalem, meaning this group is with Christ 
in heaven. On this word, see Jn 12: 15. 

22. Some think this is the same group as in chapter 7. Those sealed 
there all arrive safely here (whether still on earth, or in heaven). 
Others think this represents a different, special group. 

23. Some manuscripts omit "name and" {K), so that it says "having 
His Father's name". 

24. Some think this is the seal mentioned in 7:3-8; 9:4. 
25. This phrase "many waters" occurs also in I: 15; 17: I; 19:6; and Jn 

3:23. On the plural "waters'', see Jn 3:23. 
26. "They" sing before the four creatures and 24 elders, who themselves 

sang a new song with harps back in 5:8-10. Some think "they" are not 
identified, and that only the 144,000 could learn this song from them. 
In this case, some think "they" are angels; others, the redeemed. Oth
ers think "they" are the 144,000, meaning they are in heaven. 

27. Some manuscripts omit this word, so that it simply says "singing 
a new song" { C) as in 5:9. 

28. Same word as in v 4. On this word, see 5:9. 
29. Some think "from the earth" implies they are in heaven; others, that 

they are holy, as explained in v 4-5. 
30. That is, prior to this gathering on Mount Zion, v I. 
31. Or, "soiled, defiled". That is, they never committed sexual immoral

ity, the proofof which is that they have never even been with a woman; 
they are virgins. Same word as in 3:4. On this word, see I Cor 8:7. 

32. Same word used of Mary in Mt 1 :23; Lk I :27; the ten virgins in Mt 
25: I, 7, I I; and Philip's daughters in Act 21 :9. Elsewhere only in 
I Cor 7:25, 28, 34, 36, 37, 38; 2 Cor 11:2. GK 4221. Related to 
"virginity" in Lk 2:36. Some think this is symbolic of spiritual faith
fulness; others, of moral purity, taking this word to mean "morally 
chaste" rather than "unmarried", as it is sometimes used outside the 
NT. Some holding the Future View take this description literally, 
thinking that this will be a time of distress like I Cor 7:26, leading 
these men not to marry. 

33. Or, "were". Which word to supply here is unclear because the pre
vious sentence is present tense and the next is past tense. John is 
referring to their obedience. Some think he means "these were the 
ones following Him prior to this gathering on Mount Zion"; others, 
"these are the ones following Him now, and in the future". Some 
think they followed Him to earth; others, on earth. 

34. That is, the first part of what is to come, the part offered to God. 
Some think John means they are the first part of a larger group to 
follow; others, simply the part offered to God, without implying 
there are more to follow. On this word, see I Cor 15:20. 

35. Or, "lie, deceit". Some think John means falsehood in general; oth
ers, the falsehood proclaimed by the beast in particular. Same word 
as in 21:27; 22:15; 2 Thes 2:9, 11. Elsewhere only as "lie" in Jn 
8:44; Rom 1:25; Eph 4:25; I Jn 2:21, 27. GK 6022. 

36. Some manuscripts say "For they ... " {N). 
37. On this word, see Col I :22. Some manuscripts add "before the 

throne ofGod" [K}. 

A. 2 Thes 2:9 B. Eph 6: 17 C. Rev 4: I 0 D. Rom 7: 11 E. I Tim 6: 17 F. Gal 4:9 G. Mt 17:26 H. Rom 6: 17 J. I Cor 12:8 K. Rom 7:23, 
mind L.Rev4:5,voices M.Eph5:19 N.Heb8:13 O.Eph5:19 P.Rev4:6 Q.Rev4:4 R.Phi14:11 S.Mt4:4 



Revelation 14:6 998 Verse 

•JD. And J saw another' angel flying in mid-heaven2
, having etemaJA good-news3 to announce- (, 

as-good-news4 to5 the ones sitting6 on the earth- indeed, to every nation and tribe and 
tongue and people8 

11 · Saying with a loud voice "Fear<= God and give Him glory0
, because the hour of His 

judgmentE came7• And give-worshipF to the One having made the heaven and the 
land8 and sea9 and springs0 of waters" 

21 . And another angel, a secondw, followed, saying "Babylon the great fell, it fell 11
-

she who has given-a-drink-to all the nations from the wineH of the passion 12 of her 
sexual-immorali tyl" 

; I:. And another angel, a third, followed them, saying with a loud voice, "If anyone 
worshipsF the beast and his image and receives a mark on his forehead or on his hand 

7 

x 

l) 

11. "He himself will also drink from the wine of the fury ofGod 13 having been 111 
mixed undiluted in the cup ofHis wrathK. And he will be tormented14 with fire 
and sulphur15 in the presence of holy angels 16

, and in the presence of the Lamb 

I ( i. "And the smoke of their torment17 goes up forever and ever18 I I 
2< i. "And they do not have a restL by day and by night19-the ones worshiping 

the beast and his image, and if anyone receives the mark of his name 

2 F. Here20 is the enduranceM of the saints21- the ones keepingN the cornmandments0 I : 
of God and the faith of Jesus22 

.JI . And I heard a voice from heaven saying23, "Write- 'Blessed24 are the dead dying 1 _; 
in the Lord from-now-on 25 ! Yes26

, says the Spirit, so that27 they will rest28 from their 
laborsP, for2 9 their worksO are following with them" 

J I) I). And I saw and behold-

11 .. There was a white cloud30
, and one sitting on the cloud resembling a son of man31 , 

having a golden crown32 upon his head and a sharp sickleR in his hand 

1-l 

11. And another33 angel came out of the temple,34 crying-outs with a loud voice to I' 
the one sitting on the cloud,35 "SendT your sickle and reap, because the36 hour 
to reap came37

, because the harvestu of the earth was dried-up38" 

21 . And the one sitting on the cloud castv his sickle over39 the earth, and the earth I'' 
was reaped40 

21. And another angel came out of the temple in heaven, he also having a sharp sickleR I -

I F. And another angel came-out4 1 from the altar42- the one having authorityw over I ~ 
the fire. 43 And he called-out44 with a loud voice to the one having the sharp 
sickle, saying, "SendT your sharp sickle and gatherx the clusters45 from the 
grapevine of the earth, because its grapesv became ripe" 

2F. And the angel castv his sickle into the earth, and gatheredx the grapevine of I'! 
the earth, and threwv it into the great winepressz of the fury of God 



999 Revelation 14: 19 

I. There are several views on what "another" refers to. The last angel 
mentioned was in 12:7, or perhaps 14:2. John may mean "another like 
I saw before" in 8: 13. He may mean "another in addition to all I have 
already seen". "Another angel" also occurs in 7:2; 8:3; 10: l; 14:8, 9, 
15, 17, 18; and 18:1. Some manuscripts omit this word {B}. 

2. That is, in the sky. Same word as in 8:13. On this word, see 19:17. 
3. Some think the content of this good news is in v 7, a proclamation 

of the consummation of God's purpose, a warning and call for 
repentance. Others think this good news is in addition to the warn
ing ofv 7, and refers to the gospel of salvation. On this word, see 
I Cor 15:1. 

4. John uses the noun and verb of the same word, as in Gal I: 11. 
5. Or, ''across, upon, over, for". This is the only place in the NT where 

this preposition is used following this verb. GK 2093. Some man
uscripts omit it {N}, so that it says "to announce-as-good-news-to 
the ones sitting". 

6. Same word rendered "sit" throughout this book, 33 times. Same 
word as in Mt4:16; Lk 1:79; 21:35. Used 91 times. GK 2764. Some 
manuscripts say "dwelling" { N}. 

7. The future judgment is here, it has come. It has begun. On this 
word, see 6: I 7. 

8. Or, "earth". On this word, see 7: I. 
9. Some manuscripts say "the sea" {N}. 
10. Some manuscripts omit this word {B}. 
11. This is a further announcement of the judgment that came, v 7. The 

same pronouncement occurs in 18:2, where this fall is described 
in more detail. We would say "has fallen". On "Babylon the great", 
see 16:19. Some manuscripts say "Babylon fell, it fell, that great 
city. because she has given ... " { K}. 

12. Or, "fury". Same phrase as in 18:3. On this word, see "fury" in 
16: 19. Some think this means "fury" here also, the wine of the fury 
of God (as in v 10) that belongs to her sexual immorality. 

13. The "wine of the fury of God" is also mentioned in 14:19; 16:19; 
19: 15. There is a play on words with the "wine of the passion" in 
v 8, for these are the exact same words. If you drink her wine, you 
will drink His wine also. 

14. Or, "tortured". Elsewhere only in 9:5; 11:10; 12:2; 20:10; and Mt 
8:6, 29; 14:24; Mk 5:7; 6:48; Lk 8:28; 2 Pet 2:8. GK 989. Related 
to "torment" in v 11; Lk 16:23; and "tormentor" in Mt 18:34. 

15. Or, "brimstone". Elsewhere only in Lk 17:29; Rev 9: 17, 18; 19:20; 
20: IO; 21 :8. GK 2520. 

16. Some manuscripts say "the holy angels" {N}. 
17. Or, "torture, pain, anguish". Elsewhere only in 9:5; 18:7, 10, 15. 

GK 990. A similar statement is made in 19:3. 
18. This is an idiom, "into ages of ages", not the normal "into the ages 

of the ages". The grammar here is unique. See 20: I 0. 
19. This phrase "they do not have a rest by day ... night" is the same one 

used of the four living creatures in 4:8. 
20. Or, "At this point". The saints do not worship the beast or receive his 

mark. They endure to the death. Compare 13: l 0. Some think this is 
John's comment; others, a continuation of the angel's proclamation. 

21. On this word, see "holy" in I Pet I: 16. Some manuscripts say 
"saints. Here are the ones ... " {N}. 

22. Some think this means "the faith Jesus gave"; others, the faith of 
which He is the object, their faith in Him. On "faith", see Eph 2:8. 

23. Some manuscripts add "to me" {N}. 
24. Or, "Fortunate". On this word, see Lk 6:20. 
25. Or, "henceforth, from this time". This is the Greek word order. 

Some think this means "Blessed ... from now on"; others, "dying ... 
from now on". "From now on" means "under the domination of the 
beast". Note that 20:4 again refers to this group. The fact that these 
martyrs are blessed does not mean other believers not martyred are 
not blessed. On this phrase, "from now on", see Mt 26:64. 

26. Some manuscripts omit this word {A}. 
27. Or, "in order that they may rest". That is, "they are dying in the 

Lord so that they will rest". Those who choose to live "in the beast" 
(so to speak) will not have the rest they think they are gaining, v 11. 

28. This is the verb related to "rest" in v 11. On this word, see 
"refreshed" in Phm 7. 

29. Some manuscripts say "And" {N}. 
30. A "white cloud" and "one sitting on a cloud" is mentioned only 

here in v 14-16. Compare 10:1. "Clouds" are mentioned in 10:1; 
Mt 17:5; 24:30; 26:64; Act 1:9; I Thes 4:17. Used 25 times. GK 
3749. Compare Dan 7: 13. 

31. Some think this is referring to Christ; others, to an angel who 
looked like a human. See I: 13 on this phrase. 

32. On this word, see 4:4. It is the victor's crown. A "golden crown" is 
also worn by the 24 elders, its only other occurrence in this book. 
Christ wears many "diadems" in 19:12, the king's crown. Some 
think this pictures Christ at His return. Others think it is an angel 
He sends to reap the earth at the end of the age. 

33. Some think this indicates the one on the white cloud was an angel. 
Others think it refers to the angels in v 6, 8, and 9. Note the issue 
with this word in v 6. 

34. That is, the temple opened in 11: 19. This is the first angel to come out. 
35. Some think the fact that an angel tells the one on the cloud what to 

do indicates that the one on the cloud is an angel. Others think this 
merely pictures the command to begin the final harvest as coming 
directly from the Father. 

36. Some manuscripts say "your" {N}, which may also be rendered 
"because the hour came/or you to reap". 

37. That is, it is here, it has come. 
38. Or, "became dried up". The grain has become dry, and thus ripe for 

harvest. Same word as in 16:12; Jn 15:6. On this word, see "with
ered" in Mk 3: I. 

39. Or, "upon, to, across". GK 2093. 
40. Jesus said an angel performs this task, Mt 13:39: Mt 24:31. Some 

think this grain harvest refers to the gathering of believers at the end 
of the age (some think it is the rapture), and the grape harvest in v 
19 refers to the gathering of unbelievers for judgment. Others think 
both pictures refer to unbelievers. The Past View sees this as refer
ring to the final judgment on Jerusalem. 

41. Some manuscripts omit this word { C}, leaving it implied. 
42. John probably means the altar in 8:3, linking this to the prayers of 

the saints. 
43. Perhaps this is the angel of 8:3-5. 
44. Or, "he voiced with a loud voice". John uses the verb and noun of 

the same word. This is the only use of this verb in Revelation. On 
this phrase, see Mk I :26. 

45. Used only here. GK 1084. 

A. Ml 25:46 B. Rev 5:9 C. Eph 5:33, respecting D. 2 Pet 2: I 0 E. Jn 3: 19 F. Rev 4: JO G. Jn 4:6 H. I Tim 5:23 J. I Cor 5: I K. Rev 16: 19 
L.Mtl2:43 M.Jaml:3 N.l)n5:18 O.Mkl2:28 P.1Cor3:8 Q.Mt26:10 R.Mk4:29 S.Mt8:29 T.Jn20:21 U.Mk4:29 V.Rev2:22, 
throw W. Rev 6:8 X. Lk 6:44 Y. Lk 6:44 Z. Rev 19: 15 



Revelation 14:20 1000 Verse 

1F. And the winepress was trodden 1 outside the city.2 And blood came out of 20 
the winepress up to the bridlesA of the horses, one-thousand six-hundred 
stades3 away4 

JC. And I saw another sign8 in heaven,5 great and marvelous6
-

ID. Seven angels having seven plagues7- the last, because the furyc a/God was finished8 in 
them 

20. And I saw something like a sea of-glass9 having been mixed with fire, 10 and the ones 
overcoming 11 from the beast and from his image 12 and from the number of his name 13 

standing upon the sea of-glass, holding harps o/God 14 

I~ 1 

IE. And they are singing0 the songE o/Moses 15 the slaveF a/God, and the song 16 o/the 3 
Lamb, saying 

I F. "Your worksG are great and marvelous, Lord God AlmightyH 
:'.F. "Your ways are righteous1 and trueK, King o/the nations17 

JF. "Who will never!- come-to-fear18, Lord, and glorifyM Your name? 

I (i. "Because You alone are holy 19 

2Ci. "Because all the nations will come and worship20 before You 
J(;. "Because Your righteous-acts21 were revealedN" 

58. And after these things22 I saw23, and the temple0 of the tabemacleP o/testimony24 in heaven25 was 
opened26 

IC. And the seven angels having the seven plagues27 came out of the temple, having been dressed
in cleanO shiningR linen28 and having been girded-with29 golden belts around the chestss 

ID. And one of the four living-creatures gave to the seven angels seven golden bowls30 being 
fuW of the furyc o/God, the One living forever and everu 

2D. And the temple was filledv with smoke from the gloryw o/God, and from His power. And :-; 
no one was able to enter into the temple until the seven plagues of the seven angels were 
finishedv 

3D. And I heard a loud voice31 from the temple saying to the seven angels, "Go and pour-outz I (1 I 
the seven32 bowls of the furyll of God into the earth" 



1001 Revelation 16: l 

I. Same word as in 19: 15. 
2. Some think this refers to Jerusalem; others think it is symbolic. 
3. That is, about 184 miles or 296 kilometers. A Roman stade is 607 

feet or 185 meters. The Greek measure varied from 607 to 738 feet. 
Some think this is a literal distance. John may mean up to this 
height at the winepress, and flowing away to this distance. It is 
symbolic of the complete judgment of the whole earth. In addition 
to this, some take it literally. Same word as in Mt 14:24; Lk 24:13; 
Jn 6: 19; 11: 18; Rev 21: 16. In addition to "stade" as a measure of 
distance, it also means "stadium" and the "race" held there. Else
where only as "race" in I Cor 9:24. GK 5084. 

4. This word is used as a measure also in Jn 11: 18; 21 :8. GK 608. 
5. This is the third sign John sees in heaven, linking it to what pre

cedes, yet it is a precursor to the seven bowls that follow. Some put 
it with what follows and start the next main point (5B.) here. The 
sign is judgment for those on earth, and rejoicing for those who 
overcame the beast. 

6. This phrase "great and marvelous" is elsewhere only in v 3. On 
"marvelous", see "marvel" in Jn 9:30. 

7. These angels appear in advance, just as the beast did in 11 :7, and 
Babylon the great in 14:8. All the players for what follows are now 
introduced. On this word, see "wound" in 13:3. 

8. John see< this here as a sign. Inv 5, it is carried out in detail. John 
refers to it here as if it were already accomplished, as in 10:7. On 
this word, see I 0: 7. 

9. Or, "made-of-glass". Used twice in this verse, and elsewhere only 
in 4:6, before the throne. GK 5612. 

I 0. Some think the sea of fire symbolizes the persecution on earth the 
overcomers passed through; others, the judgment about to fall on 
the earth in the coming bowls, like the Red Sea that drown the 
Egyptians after Israel passed through. 

11. Or, "coming off victorious from", "conquerors from". The beast 
overcame these overcomers on earth (l 3 :7), but they overcame him 
before God through their death. Some think John is referring to 
martyrs; others, to all the believers. On this word, see 2:7. 

12. Some manuscripts add "and from his mark" {N}. 
13. That is, the mark of the beast, 13:17. 
14. John may mean "harps for worshiping God", "harps given by God", 

or "harps belonging to God". This is the third mention of "harps", 
5:8; 14:2. Elsewhere only in l Cor 14:7. GK 3067. Some manu
scripts say "the harps o/God" {N). 

15. It is not the same song, but a song like the one Moses sang. Some 
think John means a song of victory and deliverance after "over
coming" Egypt, as in Ex 15. Others think he means a song like the 
song at the end of Moses' life in Deut 32. In addition, some think 
John means a song sung by Moses; others, a song about Moses. 

16. Some think this is a second song; others think there is only one song 
of victory. In addition, some think John means a song sung by 
Christ after He "overcame" the world, Rev 5:5; Jn 16:33; others, a 
song about Christ. 

17. On this word, see "Gentiles" in Act 15:23. Some manuscripts say 
"ages"; others, "saints" {B}. 

18. Or, "fear". Many do not fear and glorify, but all will do so. Some 
manuscripts say "come-to-fear You, Lord" {N}. Compare Jer 10:7. 
On this word, see "respecting" in Eph 5:33. 

19. That is, holy in character. On this word, see Heb 7:26. 

20. Or, "prostrate-themselves". Every knee will bow. On this word, see 
4:10. 

21. Same word as in 19:8. 
22. The phrase "after these things" is also in 4: l; 7:9; 9: 12; 18: I; 19: l; 

20:3. It is singular in 7: l. 
23. Some manuscripts add "and behold" {N}. 
24. Or, the "tent of witness'', the tent containing the witness, because 

the ark containing the covenant is there. That is, the temple con
taining or consisting of the tabernacle which contained the testi
mony in the ark. On this tabernacle in heaven, note Heb 8:2, 5; 9: 11. 
The earthly copy of the tabernacle (or, tent) of testimony is men
tioned in Act 7:44; Ex 38:21; Nwn I :50, 53; 9: 15; l 0: 11; 17:7; etc. 
On earth, the ark of the covenant was kept in the Holy of Holies, 
which was the inmost part of the tabernacle of testimony. The mobile 
"tabernacle" (tent) was used in the wilderness, and was replaced by 
the "temple" in Jerusalem under Solomon. 

25. Some think John means the same temple opened in 11: 19 to see the 
ark is reopened here to let the seven angels out (implying it had been 
closed again in 11: 19). Others think John means the larger "temple" 
was opened in 11: 19, exposing the ark inside its own smaller, inner, 
"temple consisting of the tabernacle of testimony", which is opened 
here, allowing the angels to come out. Others think John intends us 
to apply the pattern of the earthly tabernacle, where the ark was 
found in the inmost part of it. This would mean that the heavenly 
temple is being opened from the inside out. From God's presence, 
His heavenly throne-room, the heavenly temple is opened in 11: 19; 
that is, what is here called the "tabernacle of testimony", the taber
nacle inside which the heavenly ark is seen ( 11: 19). Here, the way 
into the larger "temple" containing this tabernacle is opened, from 
which the angels come out. Then in 19: 11, heaven is opened (that is, 
the outer doors of the heavenly temple are opened, so to speak) and 
Christ comes out of the heavenly temple to earth. 

26. This scene resumes from 11: 19 after the three signs in heaven given 
in 12: 1-15:4. Some think the seven bowls are the seventh trumpet and 
third woe. Others think they recapitulate the bowls and trumpets. 
Without regard to any of these views, point 5B. presents the next 
heavenly scene. See 11: 19 on the progression of heavenly scenes. 

27. This phrase "the seven angels having the seven plagues" refers 
back to v I where they were seen as such in the sign. Here in this 
event, the actual unfolding of what was seen in v l, they have not 
yet received the seven bowls full of the seven plagues. This occurs 
next in v 7. 

28. Some manuscripts say "stone" { B}. 
29. Same word for "girded-with" and for "golden belts" as in I: 13. 
30. The word "bowls" is only used with reference to these judgments, and 

in 5:8, of"golden bowls" holding the prayers of the saints. This may 
be a deliberate link to those prayers. GK 5786. 

31. Since no one could enter the temple, this seems to be the voice of God. 
32. Some manuscripts omit this word { N}. 
33. Some think these are end-time judgments. Some holding the Spir

itual View (see I: l) think they are symbolic of the final judgment 
that falls on every individual in this life who fails to heed the par
tial judgments (the trwnpets) aimed at producing repentance. Some 
holding the Past View think these represent the final judgment upon 
Israel and Jerusalem in A.D. 70; others, on the Roman Empire. 

A. Jam 3:3 B. 2 Thes 2:9 C. Rev 16:19 D. Eph 5:19 E. Eph 5:19 F. Rom 6:17 G. Mt 26:10 H. Rev 1:8 J. Rom 1:17 K. Jn 7:28 
L. Gal 5: 16 M. Rom 8:30 N. I Jn 2: 19, made evident 0. Rev 11: I P. Heb 8:2 Q. Tit I: 15 R. Rev 22: I S. Jn 13:25 T. Rev 4:6 U. Rev 20: IO 
V. Mk 4:37 W. 2 Pet 2: 10 X. Mk 5:30 Y. Rev 10:7 Z. Act 2: 17 



Revelation 16:2 1002 

.::'( · And the first went and poured out his bowl into' the land2
- and a bad3 and evil4 sore5 came 

upon the peopleA having the mark of the beast and the ones giving worship to his image6 

.>l.. And the second7 poured out his bowl into the sea8
- and it became blood0 like of a dead man. 9 

And every soulc oflife 10 died- the things in the sea 
4C. And the third" poured-out0 his bowl into the rivers and the springsE ofwaters 12

- and itn 
became blood 

J J) And I heard the angel of the waters 14 saying, "You are righteous15
- the One Who is and 

Who was 16, the holy 17 One- because YoujudgedF these things 

Verse 

' L 

J L. "Because they shed0 the blood of saintsG and prophetsH, and You have given18 them h 

blood to drink. They 19 are worthy20 of it" 

::' D. And I heard a voice21 from the altar saying, "Yes, Lord God Almighty1
, Your judgmentsK 

are trueL and righteousM" 

5 ( ·. And the fourth22 poured out his bowl upon the sun- and authority was given to it23 to scorch24 
" 

the people25 with fire 

I [) And the peopJeA were scorched with a great scorching-heat26 q 

::'I). And they blasphemed27 the name of God, the One having the authorityN over these plagues 
3 [). And they did not repent0 so as to give Him gloryP 

()( ·. And the fifth 28 poured out his bowl upon the throne of the beast29- and his kingdom became J 11 

darkened30 

ID. And they were biting31 their tongues because-of32 the painO 
::'I). And they blasphemed the God ojbeaven because of their pains, and because of their sores33 I I 
.l 1). And they did not repent0 from their worksR 

7( ·. And the sixth34 poured out his bowl upon the great river Euphrates35- and its water was dried- I::' 
upS, in order that the way might be preparedT for the kings from the rising of the sun36 

I I) And I saw three unclean spirits like frogs come out of the mouth of the dragon, and out I ' 
of the mouth of the beast, and out of the mouth of the false-prophet3 7 

IL. For they are spirits of demons38 doing signs,39 which go out to the kings of the whole I~ 

world40 to gather them together4 1 for the battle42 of the great day £?f God43 Almighty1 

.::'D. "Behold- I am coming like a thief.44 Blessedu is the one keeping-watch45, and keepingv I' 
his garments46 in order that he not be walking-aroundw nakedx and they see his shame Y" 

.l I). And they4 7 gathered them together to the48 place being calledz Har-Magedon49 in Hebrew I<> 

fl(·. And the seventh50 poured out his bowl upon the airAA- and a loud voice came out of the temple51 I -
from the throne saying, "It is done52" 

ID. And there came lightnings and voices and thunders53 I~ 



1003 Revelation 16: 18 

I . Some manuscripts say "upon" { N}. 
2. This stands versus the "sea" next. Same word as "earth" in v I. On 

this word, see 7: I. Some take the descriptions that follow literally; 
others, think they are apocalyptic symbols not intended to be inter
preted in detail. 

3. Or, "hannful", as in Act 16:28; 28:5. On this word, see "evil" in 
3 Jn 11. 

4. On this word, see Act 25: 18. Others render these two general words 
more graphically in various ways. Compare the versions. 

5. Those with the beast's mark now receive God's mark. 
6. John either means that these are the only people left on earth, or that 

the believers are protected from the bowl judgments as Israel was 
protected from the plagues on Egypt. 

7. Some manuscripts add "angel" { N}. 
8. Some take this literally; other think it symbolizes the nations. 
9. Some think John means coagulated blood. 
I 0. This is a Hebrew way of speaking based on Gen I :21, meaning 

"every living creature". John clarifies it as "in the sea". On this 
word, see Rom 8: I 0. 

11. Some manuscripts add "angel" {N}. 
12. Some think this symbolizes the sources oflife; others take it literally. 
13. That is, the water. Or, "they". Some manuscripts say "they became" 

{ B}, that is, the rivers and springs. 
14. John may mean the third angel in the previous verse, or, some other 

angel. 
I 5. Or, "just". Some manuscripts say "You are righteous, Lord--" {K}. 
16. Some manuscripts say "and Who is coming" instead of "the holy 

One" {K}. Compare I 1:17; 1:4. 
17. Same word as in 15:4. 
18. Some manuscripts say "You gave" {CJ. 
19. Some manuscripts say "For they ... " {N). 
20. Or, "deserving, fit". Same word used of the saints in 3:4, and in 

4: I I; 5:2, 4, 9, 12; Mt 3:8; Jn I :27; Act 13:46; 23:29. Used 41 
times. GK 545. Related to "consider worthy" in 2 Thes I: I I. 

21. Some manuscripts say "another" {K}, so that it says "I heard 
another fivm the altar". 

22. Some manuscripts add "angel" { N}. 
23. Or, "him". It may refer to the sun, or to the angel. 
24. Elsewhere only in v 9; Mt 13:6; Mk 4:6. GK 3009. 
25. That is, the unbelievers, as seen by their response in v 9. Some think 

the sun symbolizes political leaders, and that !his therefore sym
bolizes political oppression. Others take it literally. 

26. Elsewhere only in 7: 16. GK 3008. Related to "scorch" in v 8. 
2 7. Same word as in v I I, 21. On this word, see I Tim 6: I. 
28. Some manuscripts add "angel" {N}. 
29. Thal is, the throne given him by the dragon, I 3:2; the seat of his power. 
30. This is a participle, it "became having been darkened". It was ren

dered dark. Some think this is a physical darkness (as in Egypt) 
upon the seat of spiritual darkness. Others think it is a moral or spir
itual darkness. Others think it refers to internal strife and disorder 
within his kingdom. On this word, see Eph 4: 18. 

31. Used only here. GK 3460. 
32. Or, "from". Same word as in v 11, 21. GK 1666. 
33. Same word as in v 2. Some think this means that they still have the 

sores from !he first bowl. GK 1814. 

34. Some manuscripts add "angel" { N}. 
35. This river was mentioned in 9: 14, the sixth trumpet. Some think this 

symbolizes the removal of all barriers in preparation for the last bat
tle. Others take it literally. Babylon (v 19) is on the Euphrates, about 
50 miles or 80 kilometers south of Baghdad. 

36. That is, from the east; or, from the new day. Same phrase as in 7:2. 
Some think these kings are separate from the kings of the whole 
earth, v 14; others, that they are part of that group. Some think this 
is referring to Christ's anny which will destroy the kings gathered 
in v 14. Compare the sixth trumpet, 9: 14. Others think this refers to 
human kings of eastern empires who battle the kings of western 
empires (the Roman Empire, the beast's empire) gathered in v 14 
in a final human conflict. Others think these kings from the east 
come to join forces with the kings of the west against Israel. 

3 7. That is, the second beast, 13: 11. One wiclean spirit comes from each 
of them. Same word as in 19:20; 20: I 0. Used 11 times. GK 602 J. 

38. That is, demon spirits, spirits which are demons. 
39. Some render this "false prophet (for they are spirits a/demons doing 

signs) which go out to the kings ... ", making it all one sentence. 
40. On "whole world", see 3:10. Some think these kings are the kings 

mentioned in 17:12-14. Some manuscripts say "to the kings ofthe 
earth and ofthe whole world" {K}. 

41. This word "gather together" is used ofa gathering for battle in 16: 14, 
16; 19:19; and 20:8. On this word, see "brought in" in Mt 25:35. 

42. Some think John means the battle against the Lamb, 17: 14; 19: 19. 
On this word, see "war" in 12:7. 

43. The "day of God" is also mentioned in 2 Pet 3:12. 
44. On coming "like a thief", see 3:3. This is either the angel speak

ing the words of Christ, or Christ Himself speaking. A similar inter
jection occurs in 22:7. This is directly addressed to all readers of 
this book. 

45. Or, "staying alert". Same word as in Mt 24:42; I Thes 5:6. 
46. The symbol is of one who is sleeping, and who is overcome by such 

a sudden and overwhelming catastrophe that he has to flee with
out getting dressed. Keep watch, and keep your gannents ready. It 
symbolizes spiritual readiness. The gannents may symbolize right
eousness, as in 3:4-5, 18. 

47. Or, "he". This could mean "he" the angel; "He", God; or "they", the 
spirits. Some manuscripts have different grammar that only means 
"they" {N}. 

48. Some manuscripts omit "the" {N}, so that it says "a place". 
49. This is a transliterated Hebrew word, sometimes spelled "Annage

don". Its meaning and location are uncertain. Consult the com
mentaries for the theories. "Har" means "mountain. hill". This is 
the only place this name occurs in the Bible. GK 762. 

50. Some manuscripts add "angel" {N}. 
51. Some manuscripts say "temple ofheaven" {A}. Compare the name 

in 15:5. 
52. Or, "It has happened, taken place, come to pass". Same word as in 

21:6; Mt 6:10. GK JJ8J. It is spoken as ifit were already com
pleted. Once poured, it is finished, though the content of it must 
now take place. Compare 10:7, "it was finished". 

53. Compare 4:5; 8:5; 11: 19; where these same three things occur. 

A. Ml 4:4, mankind B. 1 Jn 1 :7 C. Jam 5:20 D. Act 2: 17, pour out E. Rev 8: 10 F. Mt 7: I G. I Pet I: 16, holy H. I Cor 12:28 J. Rev I :8 
K.Jn3:19 L.Jn7:28 M.Roml:l7 N.Rev6:8 O.Act26:20 P.2Pet2:10 Q.Col4:13 R.Mt26:10 S.Mk3:1,becomewithered 
T.Mkl4:15 U.Rev22:14 V.1Jn5:18 W.Hebl3:9,walking X.Jam2:15 Y.Roml:27,indecentacl Z.Rom8:20 AA.Eph2:2 



Revelation I 6: I 9 1004 Verse 

2D. And a great earthquake' took place such as did not take place since2 a human3 came-to-
be4 upon the earth- so-large an earthquake, so great 

>D. And the great city5 came-to-be in three parts6 I 'J 
4D. And the cities of the nations fell 
'i D. And Babylon7 the great was remembered8 in the presence of God- to give her the cup9 

of the wine of the fury'° of His wrath' 1 

(,D. And every island fledA, and the mountains were not found 12 20 
70. And great hail 13 weighing about a talent14 comes down from heaven upon the people. 21 

And the people8 blasphemedc God because of the plague0 of the hail, because its plague 
is extremely great15 

9C. And one of the seven angels having the seven bowls came and spoke with me, saying16, "Come, 17· I 
I will show17 you the judgmentE of the great prostitute 18 sitting on many waters 19, "with whom 2 
the kings of the earth20 committed-sexual-immorality21 , and the ones dwelling-in the earth22 

got-drunkF from the wine ofher sexual-immorality23" 

ID. And he carried me away in the Spirit24 to a wildemess0 . And I saw a woman sitting on25 , 
a scarlet beast26 being-full-ofH names ofblasphemy27 having seven heads and ten horns 

I E. And the woman had been clothed-with28 purple and scarlet, and gilded29 with gold, 4 

and with precious stone and pearls,30 having 

IF. A golden cup in her hand being-fullH of abominations31 and32 the impure things 
ofher sexual-immorality33 

2F. And a name having been written upon her forehead, a mystery34- "Babylon ~ 

the Great, the mother of the prostitutes and of the abominations of the earth" 

2L And I saw the woman being-drunk1 from the blood of the saintsK, and35 from the Ci 
blood of the witnessesL of Jesus 

2 D. And having seen her, I wondered with great wonder. 36 •And the angel said to me, "For 
what reason do you wonder? I will tell you the mystery of the woman, and of the beast 
carryingM her- the one having the seven heads and the ten horns 

I E. "The beastN which you saw was and is not37 and is going to come-up out of the ~ 
abyss38. And he goes39 to destruction40 



1005 Revelation 17:8 

I. See 11: 19 on the earthquakes in this book. 
2. This idiom is literally "from which time" here and in Lk 13:7; 

24:21; and with different grammar, "from which hour' in Lk 7:45; 
and "from which day" in Act 24: 11; Col I :6, 9; 2 Pet 3:4. 

3. Or, "mankind". On this word, see "mankind" in Mt 4:4. Some man
uscripts have this plural, "people, mankind" { N}. 

4. Or, "came into being", as in Jn 1:3. That is, since Adam. GK 1181. 
5. Some think this refers to Jerusalem, as in 11 :8; others, to Babylon, 

as in 17:18; 18:10, 16, 18, 19, 21. 
6. Some take this symbolically. Others think John means the great city 

was physically split into three parts. On this word, see Rom 11 :25. 
7. Babylon is mentioned also in 14:8; 17:5; 18:2, 10, 21. Some hold

ing the Past View (see I: I) think Babylon is Jerusalem in A.D. 70 
(note 18:24); others, Rome, the Roman Empire persecuting believ
ers after A.D. 70. The Spiritual View thinks Babylon refers to Rome 
in John's day as a symbol of the the anti-Christian world system 
which exists throughout this age, and of the final intense manifes
tation of it in the end time. The Future View thinks Babylon repre
sents the end-time anti-Christian world system as a whole (political, 
economic, religious), or the end-time apostate religious system 
under the Antichrist in particular, or the literal city in which these 
powers are centered (either a literal Babylon on the Euphrates, or 
Rome). GK 956. Same word as in I Pet 5: 13. 

8. That is, "kept in mind" (not forgotten) as in Lk I :54, or, "recalled 
to mind, brought to mind". 

9. This cup was also mentioned in 14:10. Compare 18:6. 
I 0. Similar phrase as in 19: 15. Same word as in Lk 4:28; Rom 2:8; Heb 

11:27;Rev 12:12; 14:10, 19; 15:1, 7; 16:1.Thisistheangerorwrath 
that boils over from the heart. Elsewhere only as "rage" in Act 19:28; 
2 Cor 12:20; Gal 5:20; Eph 4:31; Col 3:8; and as "passion" in Rev 
14:8; 18:3. GK 2596. Related word in Mt 2:16. 

11. This is detailed in chapters 17-18. Same word as in Mt 3:7; Lk 3:7; 
21 :23; Jn 3:36; Rom I :18; 2:5, 8; 3:5; 4: 15; 5:9; 9:22; 12: 19; 13:4, 
5; Eph 2:3; 4:31; 5:6; Col 3:6, 8; I Thes 1:10; 2:16; 5:9; Heb 3:11; 
4:3; Rev 6:16, 17; 11:18; 14:10; 19:15. Elsewhere only as "anger" 
in Mk 3:5; I Tim 2:8; Jam I: 19, 20. GK 3973. This is the anger or 
wrath or settled indignation proceeding from one's nature or dis
position. This word overlaps in meaning with "fury". On the related 
verb, see "become angry" in 11: 18. 

12. Compare this to 6: 14. Some think this is symbolic of nations and 
kingdoms; others take it literally. On this word, see 2 Pet 3: 10. 

13. Elsewhere only in 8:7; 11: 19. GK 5898. 
14. That is, about 58-94 pounds or 26-43 kilograms, depending on the 

system of measurement, which varied by time and place. This word, 
"weighing a talent", is used only here. GK 5418. 

15. This implies it is not yet the end. They are still alive, cursing God, 
as after the fourth and fifth bowl. The coming of Christ brings the 
end, 19:19. 

16. Some manuscripts add "to me" (N}. 
17. Same word as in 4: I. 
18. That is, of Babylon, 16:19. Same word as in 17:5, 15, 16; 19:2, on 

which see I Cor 6: 15. The prostitute represents a "great city", 
17:18; 18:16. 

19. This is explained in v 15. The prostitute also sits on the beast, v 3. 
On the phrase "many waters'', see 14:2. 

20. Or, "land", in the Past View. The phrase "kings of the earth" is also 
in 1:5; 6: 15; 17: 18; 18:3, 9; 19: 19; 21 :24. 

21. Some holding the Future View think this is symbolic of spiritual 
and religious prostitution, of end-time false and apostate religion 
under the Antichrist, which has political (v 9, 18), religious (v 6) 
and economic (18:3, 11-19) aspects to it. She spiritually prostituted 
herself, the kings joined with her in it, and the world became drunk 
on it. She is an integral part of the world system. Others holding the 
Future and Spiritual Views think this immorality describes the anti
Christian world system as a whole. See 16: 19. 

22. Or, "inhabiting''. On this phrase, see 3: I 0. The grammar is differ
ent here. The Past View renders this word "land" (see 7: I). 

23. A similar phrase occurs in 14:8; 18:3. The same root word occurs 
three times. The great whore went-whoring with the kings and the 
world became drunk from her whoredom; the great immoral one 
engaged-in-immorality with the kings and the world became drunk 
from her immorality. On this word group, see I Cor 5: I. 

24. Or, "in spirit". Same phrase as in 21: I 0. On this phrase, see I: 10. 
25. Some think this symbolizes that the prostitute is supported by the 

political power of the beast (until v 16). 
26. The names, heads, and horns link this beast to the beast in 13: I, and 

prepare for the explanation that follows in v 8-14. 
27. That is, blasphemous names. On this word, see I Tim 6:4. 
28. Or, "had put on purple ... ". This is a participle, she "was having been 

clothed''. Same with "gilded". 
29. That is, adorned, covered. Elsewhere only in 18: 16. GK 5998. 

Related to "gold" next. 
30. The same five adornments are mentioned again in 18: 16. It all 

speaks of luxury. 
31. Or, "detestable, loathsome things''. Elsewhere only in Mt 24: 15; Mk 

13:14; Lk 16:15; Rev 17:5; 21:27. This word is used of things con
nected with idolatry, of things spiritually detestable to God and His 
people. GK I 007. Related to "detestable" in Tit I: 16; and "detesting" 
inRom2:22. 

32. Or, "even", defining it. This could be a second description of what 
is filling the cup. Or, this could be a second thing she is "having", 
making this point 2F. 

33. Some manuscripts say "of the sexual immorality of the earth" { B}. 
34. Some think this word is part of her name, "Mystery Babylon the 

Great''. Some think it means that the name "Babylon" is to be inter
preted mystically, meaning Rome or Jerusalem. Others think it 
means her meaning is not known apart from the revelation of God, 
and that the mystery is explained next. On this word, see Rom 11 :25. 

35. Or, "even''. 
36. Or, "I marveled with great marvel", "I was amazed with great amaze

ment''. That is, I wondered greatly what it meant. "Wondered" is the 
same word as in Mk 15:44, and as "caused to marvel" in v 8. 

37. Some holding the Future View (see I: I) think the angel is refer
ring to the future ruler's death-blow in 13:3, from which he recov
ers, which is the occasion of his coming out of the abyss and rising 
to power. The Spiritual View thinks this refers to the continual ris
ing and falling of empires until Christ returns, the final one being 
described as the "eighth" in v 11. 

38. Same phrase as in 11 :7. Compare 13: I. On "abyss", see 9: I. Note 
how the angel says this at the end of the verse, "will be present''. 

39. Some manuscripts say "abyss, and to go ... " { B}. 
40. This is spoken of in 19:20. Same word as in v 11. On this word, see 

2 Pet 2:1. 

A. I Cor 6: 18 B. Mt 4:4, mankind C. I Tim 6: I D. Rev 13:3, wound E. Jn 9:39 F. Jn 2: 10 G. Mt 3: I H. Rev 4:6 J. I Cor 11 :21 
K.1Petl:l6,holy L.Actl:8 M.Mt8:17 N.Revl3:1 



Revelation 17:9 1006 

IF "And the ones dwelling upon the earth 1 whose name2 has not been written on3 

the book o/lifeA since the foundation of the world4 will be caused-to-marveJS 
while seeing the beast- because he was and is not and will be presenfi 

Verse 

2 lc. "Here7 is the mind8 having wisdom8 - The seven heads are seven mountains9 where 9 
the woman sits10 on them, and they are seven kings 11 

IF. "The five fell, the one is 12 I (J 
2F. "The other did not yet comec. And when he comesc, he must0 remainE a 

short13 time 
3 F. "And the beast which was and is not, is himself also an eighth. 14 And he is I I 

from 15 the seven. And he goes to destruction 16 

31-.. "And the ten horns which you saw are ten kings 17 who did not-yet18 receive a 12 
kingdomF, but they receive authority0 as kings with the beast/or one hour19 

IF. "These have one purpose20
, and they give their power and authority to the beast 1.1 

2F. "These will wage-warH against the Lamb. And the Lamb will overcomel 1-1 
them- because He is Lord a/lords and King ofkings, and21 the ones with Him 
are calledK ones and chosenL ones and faithfulM ones" 

-1 F. And he says to me, "The waters which you saw where the prostitute sits, are peoplesN I ' 
and multitudes0 and nations and tongues 

~ E. "And the ten horns which you saw, and22 the beast- these will hateP the prostitute23 I h 

and they will make her desolated24 and nakedO, and they will eat her flesh25 , and 
they will burn her up26 with fire 

1 F. "For God gaveR it into their hearts to do His purpose27, and to do one purpose,28 I -
and to give their kingdom to the beast- until the words5 of God will be finished29 

6L "And the woman whom you saw is the great city30 having a kingdomF over the kings I:..; 
of the earth" 

3 D. After1 1 these things I saw another angel coming down from heaven32, having great authorityG. 1 :..; : I 
And the earth was illuminatedT by his gloryu. •And he cried-out33 with a strong voice, saying 

1 L "Babylon34 the great fell, it fell! And it became a dwelling-place of demonsv, and a 
prison35 of every unclean spirit, and a prison of every unclean bird, and a prison of 
every unclean and hated36 wild-beast37 

IF. "Because all the nations have drunk38 from the wine of the passion39 of her ' 
sexual-irnmoralityw 

2F. "And the kings of the earth committed-sexual-irnmoralityx with her"° 
JF. "And the merchants of the earth became-richv by the powerZ ofher luxury" 

40. And I heard another voice from heaven,41 saying -1 

1 L "Come out of her, my peopleAA, so-that42 you will not participate43 in her sins, and 
so that you will not receive of her plagues88 



1007 Revelation 18:4 

I. On this phrase, see 3: IO. 
2. This is the same grammar as with "whose" in 13:8, the ones "of 

whom the name has not been written ... ". 
3. Here it says written "on", as in 3:12; 14:1; 17:5. GK2093. It says 

written "in" in 13:8; 20:12; 21:27; 22:18, 19. GK 1877. 
4. On the phrase "since the foundation of the world", see Heb 9:26. 
5. Or, "be astonished, amazed". Same word and grammar as in 13:3. 

Same word as "wondered" in v 6, 7; Mk 15:44; Lk I :21. Elsewhere 
as "marvel" 37 times. GK 2513. Related to "marvelous" in 15:1. 

6. Or, "will come, will be here". Some manuscripts say "is present" 
{ N}. Only here is it future tense. Same word as in Lk 13: I; I Cor 
5:3; 2 Cor 10:2. Used 24 times. GK 4205. Related to "coming" in 2 
Thes 2:8. The reading "and yet is" in the KJV is based on a print
ing error in the Greek text of Erasmus (see the Introduction on him). 

7. Or, "At this point", a mind having wisdom is needed. Similar to the 
statement in 13:18. Some take this phrase, "Here is the mind hav
ing wisdom", with the previous verse. 

8. Same word as "understanding" in 13:18. On this word, see "mind" 
in Rom 7:23. 

9. Some think this is geographical, and points to Rome, which is known 
as the city on seven hills. Others think it is political, and points to king
doms headed by the kings mentioned next. Note that the seven 
heads/mountains/kings belong to the beast. The woman sits on the 
seven heads/mountains (v 9), on the beast (v 3), on the many waters 
(v I, 15). This is the common word for"mountain, mount, hill", used 
63 times. GK 4001. 

I 0. Note how this is explained in v 18. Some think this means the 
woman is an empire; others, that she controls or guides the kings in 
their empires. 

11. The seven heads of the beast represent seven kings, and the beast 
himself is an eighth king, v 11. 

12. Some think the seven kings/kingdoms represent seven world king
doms, five prior to John (such as Egypt, Assyria, Babylon, Persia 
and Greece); one at John's time (Rome "is" when John wrote), and 
one yet to come (symbolizing all anti-God governments until the 
end; or, the final empire al the end). Compare Dan 7. Others think 
they symbolize the fullness of the Roman empire, which itself is a 
symbol of the anti-God world system that exists in various forms 
until Christ returns. Others identify the kings as seven specific 
Roman Emperors. Some manuscripts say "and the one is" { K}. 

13. Or, "a little while". Same word as in 12: 12. Elsewhere as a time des
ignation only in Act 26:28, 29; and as "little" in Act 14:28; Jam 4: 14; 
I Pel I :6; 5: I 0 (perhaps). On this word, see "small" in Act 12: 18. 

14. The Future and Spiritual Views (see I: I) think the eighth is the final 
world kingdom and/or world ruler (the Antichrist). 

15. Some think the angel means this king is "one of the seven", that is, 
the seventh after his mortal wound is healed; others, that this king
dom is "out of the seven", meaning it comes from them, but is dis
tinct from them, as the final embodiment of them. 

16. The eighth does not "fall". He goes to destruction. Some think this 
means the eighth is destroyed by Christ in 19:20. 

17. Daniel's fourth beast also had ten horns representing ten kings, Dan 
7:7, 24. Note that these "ten kings" help destroy Babylon (v 16-17), 
and that the "kings of the earth" weep over this (18:9). Some think 
the ten kings symbolize all the nations under the power of the 
Antichrist, or the fullness of his political power. Some holding the 

Future View think they represent a ten-nation confederacy serving 
the Antichrist. 

18. Instead of"not yet", some manuscripts say "not" {N}. 
19. That is, a short period of time. This hour ends when the Lamb over

comes them, v 14. On this word, see Lk 2:38. 
20. Thal is, lo advance the kingdom of the beast. Same word as in v 17. 
21. This last phrase may be rendered as part of the subject, "And the 

Lamb and the called and chosen and faithful ones with Him will 
overcome them". 

22. Some manuscripts say "on" {K}. 
23. The beast turns against Babylon, the prostitute riding on his back, 

and destroys her. The kings of the earth in league with her, and the 
merchants, and the sailors, mourn her destruction in 18:9-20. Thus 
the beast destroys Babylon, carrying out God's will, and Christ 
destroys the beast when He returns. Some think the beast does this 
at the point at which he demands worship of himself. He destroys 
all religion and sets himselfup as god, 2 Thes 2:4. 

24. This is a participle, make her "having been made desolate", they 
will render her desolate. On this word, see "desolated" in 18: 17. 
Some holding the Past View (see I: I) think the beast is Rome and 
the woman is Jerusalem, and the ten kings are the governors of 
Rome's ten provinces. 

25. This word is plural, "pieces ofher flesh". in keeping with how wild 
beasts devour an animal. Same grammar as in 19: 18, 21. They 
devour the prostitute's wealth and resources, and bum her carcass. 

26. This word, "burn up", is the same word as in 8:7; 18:8. GK 2876. 
27. On this word, used in v 13 and twice in this verse, see I Cor I : I 0. 
28. That is, to unite together to do God's purpose. 
29. Or, "completed, fulfilled". That is, until all God's prophetic words 

come to pass. On this word, see 10:7. 
30. On "the great city", see 16: 19. Some think this refers to the woman 

in terms of the capital city where her power is located. She is the 
city, and the system of power over the kings of the earth proceed
ing from the city. Some think the city is Rome; others, Jerusalem; 
others, literal Babylon; others, an end-time city. Others do not think 
ii is a physical city, but a system of anti-Christian deception. 

31. Some manuscripts say "And after..." { N}. 
32. Note that John's perspective continues to be from earth, the wilder-

ness, 17:3. 
33. On this word, see Mt 8:29. Some manuscripts add "mightily" {K}. 
34. On Babylon, see 16: 19. This same exclamation is in 14:8. 
35. Same word as in 2: 10; 20:7. On this word, see Act 5:22. 
36. This is a participle, "having been haled". On this word, see Rom 9: 13. 
37. Some manuscripts omit the last "prison" statement, so that it says 

"and a prison of every unclean and hated bird" { C}. There are other 
variations in the order of the three "prison" statements and the word 
"hated". On this word, see "beast" in 13: I. 

38. Some manuscripts say "fallen" {D}, so that it says "the nations 
have fallen because of the wine ... ". 

39. See the same phrase in 14:8. 
40. Similar phrase in 17:2; 18:9. 
41. Some think this is the voice of an angel; others, of Christ. Note that 

John's perspective is still from earth. 
42. Or, "so that you might not", and likewise later in the verse. GK 2671. 
43. On this word, see "co-partnered" in Phil 4: 14. 
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Revelation 18:5 1008 Verse 

I F. "Because her sins reached 1 as far as heaven, and God remembered2 her wrongsA 5 

2 I:. "Render3 to her as indeed she herself rendered\ and double5 the doubles6 in h 

accordance with her works8 

I F. "Mix double for her in the cup in which she mixed 
2F "To the degree she glorifiedc herself and she lived-luxuriously7

, to that degree8 

give her torment9 and mourning0 

.11:. "Because 10 she says in her heart that 11 'I sit as queen and I am not a widow, and I 
will never seeE mourning0 ', "for this reason her plagues will come in one day- ~ 
death 12 and mourning0 and famineF- and she will be burned-up 13 with fire 

l I-. "Because the Lord God, the One havingjudged 14 her, is strong15 

41'. "And the kings o/the earth having committed-sexual-immorality with her and lived- lJ 

luxuriously will weep0 and beat-their-breasts 16 over her when they see the smoke of 
her bumingH, •while standing at a distance because of the fear ofher tormentK, saying I r 1 

I F 'Woe, woe, the great city, Babylon, the strong17 city- because your judgrnentL 
came in one hourw 

.:'i L. "And the merchants of the earth weep0 and mourn 18 over her 

IF. "Because no one buys their cargo19 anymore-• cargo 

I li. "Of gold and of silver and o/preciousN stone0 and o/pearlsP 
2CI. "And o/fine-linenO and of purple and of silk and of scarlet 
-'Ci. "And everything made-of-citron20 wood, and every objectR made-of-ivory21 , 

and every object from very-preciousN wood22 and brass and iron and marble 

11 

12 

4Ci. "And cinnamon and spice23 and incense and perfume5 and frankincenseT I.' 
SC i. "And wineu and olive-oilv and fine-flour and wheatw and cattlex and sheep 
6Ci. "And a/horses and of carriages24 

7Ci. "And o/bodies25-even26 soulsv o/peoplez 

2 F. "And27 the fruit28 of the desireAA of your soul29 departed from you- indeed all 1-1 

the rich30 things and shining88 things perished31 from you, and people32 will 
never findcc them anymore 

1 F. "The merchants33 of these things- the ones having become-rich00 from her- I ' 
will stand at a distance because of the fear of her torment, weeping and 
mourning,• saying34 I(> 

I (;. 'Woe, woe, the great city- the one having been clothed-with fine-linenO 
and purple and scarlet, and having been gildedEE with gold, and with 
preciousN stone0 and pear!P - "because so much wealth FF was desolated35 I -
in one hour!' 



1009 Revelation 18: 17 

I. This word means "to join, glue, unite, cling". The idea of the idiom 
is that Babylon's sins "cling-together [in a mass reaching or heap
ing] as far as heaven". Some think this is an allusion to the tower of 
Babel in Gen 11 :4. On this word, see "join" in I Cor 6: 16. 

2. Or, "kept in mind". Used of God only here. On this word, see Jn 
16:21. Compare the related word in Lk I :54. 

3. Or, "Give back". Some think this is addressed to God's agents for 
Babylon's destruction, the beast and ten kings in 17:16-17. Others 
think it is a prayer to God by the voice in v 4, symbolic of the 
prayers of the saints. On this word, see Mt 16:27. 

4. Some manuscripts add "to you" {N}. 
5. This verb is used only here. GK I 488. Some manuscripts add "to 

her" {N}. 
6. That is, give her back double for the things she has doubled to oth

ers. On "doubles", which occurs again in the next sentence, see I 
Tim5:17. 

7. Or, "live sensually", in a material and sexual sense. Elsewhere only 
in v 9. GK 5/ 39. Related to "luxury" in v 3. 

8. This construction "to the degree ... to that degree" is similar to that 
found in Heb 7:20, 22. 

9. Same word as in v 10, 15. On this word, see 14:11. 
I 0. Some take this as the reason for what precedes, making it point 3F., 

and then begin point 3E. with "For this reason". 
11. Some manuscripts omit this word { K}, which serves to introduce 

the quotation. 
12. Or, "pestilence", as in 6:8. 
IJ. Same word as in 17: 16, to which this seems to refer. 
14. On this word, see Mt 7: I. Some manuscripts say "the One judg

ing" {K}. 
15. Or, "mighty, powerful". Used 29 times. GK 2708. Related to 

"strength" in Eph I: 19; and "can do" in Gal 5:6. 
16. Same word as in I :7, over Christ. 
17. Sarne word as in v 8. 
18. Some manuscripts say "will weep and mourn" {N}. 

19. Or, "freight". The merchants weep for their own financial loss, not 
because they care about Babylon. Elsewhere only in v 12; Act 21 :J. 
GK 1203. 

20. This is a decorative wood from N. Africa. Used only here. GK 2591. 
21. Used only here. GK I 804. This word is part of an "ivory" word 

group based on the word from which we get "elephant". 
22. On this word, see "cross" in I Pet 2:24. Some manuscripts say 

"stone" {A}. 
23. Some manuscripts omit "and spice" {N}. 
24. This refers to a four-wheeled carriage or wagon. Used only here. 

GK 4832. Not the same word as a "chariot" in 9:9. 
25. That is, slaves; human livestock; treated as commodities like horses 

and wagons. On this word, see Eph I :2J. 
26. Or, "and", "And ofbodies. And souls of people". There is a differ

ence of grammar here. "Bodies" has the same grammar as the items 
in I G., 2G, and 6G.; "souls" as the items in JG, 4G, and 5G. "And" 
might indicate two different groups are in view, or that the people 
are being viewed from two different angles (the merchants' vs. 
God's). "Even" would mean this is the climax to the list. 

27. Here the voice from heaven (v 4) addresses Babylon directly. 
28. Or, "ripe fruit". Used only here. GK 3967. The plums of your soul's 

desire. 
29. That is, the fruit your soul desired, the fruit you hoped to gain, the 

prosperity and wealth you desired. 
JO. This word means "shining, sleek, fat, oily (anointed with oil)". The 

things of luxury. Used only here. GK 3353. 
JI. On this word, see I Cor I: 18. Some manuscripts say "departed" 

{N}, as earlier in the verse. 
32. Some manuscripts say "you" {N}. 
3J. After the lengthy description ofv 12-14, the voice from heaven (v 

4) resumes and completes the merchants' response. 
34. Some manuscripts say "and saying" { N}. 
J5. Same word as in v 19; 17: 16. Elsewhere only in Mt 12:25; Lk 

11:17. GK2246. 
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Revelation 18:18 1010 Verse 

61'.. "And every helmsman1 and everyone sailing to a place2 and sailors and all-who 
workA the sea stood at a distance,• and were crying-out8 while seeing the smoke of I K 
her burning, saying 'What city is like3 the great city?' ·And they threw dirt on their I 'I 
heads4 and were crying-out, weepingc and mouming0

, saying 

IF. 'Woe, woe, the great city by which all the ones having ships at sea became-richE 
because-of5 her preciousness6- because she was desolatedF in one hour!' 

71:. "Celebrate7 over her, heaven and saints and8 apostles9 and prophets, because God 20 
judgedG your judgment10 from her" 

SD. And one strong angel picked-up a stoneH like a large millstone 11
, and threw1 it into the 21 

sea, saying 

IL. "In this manner, Babylon the great city will be thrown-down1 with violence 12 and 
never found again 

IF. "And a sound a/harpists and musicians and flute-players and trumpeters will 22 
never be heard in you again 

2 F. "And every craftsmanK of every craftL will never be found in you again 
3 F. "And a sound of a mill 13 will never be heard in you again 
.. ff. "And a light of a lampM will never shineN in you again 2.~ 

5 F. "And a sound 14 of a bridegroom and bride will never be heard in you again 

21: "Because your merchants were the princes0 o/the earth 
31'.. "Because all the nations were deceivedP by your sorcery 15, "and in her the blood of 2..\ 

prophets and saints was found, even16 of all the ones having been slainO upon the earth" 

I OC. After17 these things I heard something like 18 a loud voice of a great multitude 19 in heaven20 of I lJ •I 

ones saying 

ID. "Hallelujah21- the salvationR and the glory22 and the power of our23 God! 24 

I I: "Because His judgmentss are true and righteous 
2 E. "Because He judgedG the great prostitute T who corrupted25 the earth with her sexual

immorality26, and He avenged27 the blood28 of His slavesu from her hand" 

2D. And a second time they have said, "Hallelujah! And her smoke goes up29 forever and everv" 3 
31). And the twenty four elders and the four living-creatures fell and gave-worship w to God, -+ 

the One sitting on the throne, saying "Amen. Hallelujah!" 

I IC. And30 a voice31 came out from the throne, saying "Give-praisex to our God, all His slaves32, 5 
andn the ones fearingY Him- the34 small and the great35" 

12C. And I heard something like the voice36 of a great multitude37 and like the sound of many h 

waters38 and like the sound of strong thunders 

ID. Saying, "Hallelujah! Because the Lord our39 God, the Almightyz, began to reign40. "Let 7 

us rejoiceAA and be overjoyed88
, and give41 the glory to Him, because the wedding42 of 

the Lamb came43, and His wife44 preparedcc herself" 



lOll Revelation 19:7 

I. Or, "pilot" of the ship. Elsewhere only in Act 27: 11, which also 
mentions the captain or owner-captain. GK 3237. 

2. Instead of"to a place", some manuscripts say "on the sea"; others, 
"on the river"; others, "on the ships" {B}. 

3. Same word as in the similar question in 13:4. On this word, see 
"resembling" in I : 13. 

4. This is a symbol of grief. 
5. Or, "from, by, out of''. GK 1666. 
6. Or, "costliness". That is, Babylon's precious things. Used only 

here. GK 5509. Relatedto"precious" in 17:4; 18:12, 16; 21:11, 
19; 2 Pet 1:4. 

7. Here the voice from heaven (v 4) directly addresses the believers 
again (as in v4). On this word, see 12:12. Compare 11:10. 

8. Some manuscripts omit this word {N}, so that it says "heaven and 
holy apostles and", where "saints" is the same word as "holy''. 

9. Some think this refers to the twelve; others take it in the broader 
sense. On this word, see I Cor 12:28. 

I 0. God exacted your verdict or sentence from Babylon. By "your 
judgment", some think the verdict Babylon exacted from believers 
is meant (as in Mt 7:2); others, the verdict believers wanted God 
to exact from Babylon; others, a judgment favorable to believers 
(judgment was passed in favor of the saints, as in Dan 7:22). Same 
word as in 17: I. On this word, see Jn 9:39. 

11. That is, the large one turned by a donkey, as in Mk 9:42. Used only 
here. GK 3684. 

12. That is, with the rush of a sudden attack. Used only here. GK 3996. 
Related to "rush" in Act 7:57. 

13. Thal is, the small one turned by two women, as in Mt 24:41. 
14. Or, "voice". Same word as used twice in v 22, on which see "voices" 

in 4:5. "Sound" refers to all the sounds associated with a wedding. 
15. Elsewhere only in Gal 5:20. GK 5758. Related to the word in 9:21. 
16. Or, "and". 
17. Some manuscripts say "And after ... " { N}. Note that John's perspec

tive changes from the wilderness ( 17:3-18:24) back to heaven, where 
he last was in 17: 1-2. The angel of 17: I returns John to heaven (so 
to speak), and may remain with him until 19: 10. Here, John hears 
heaven's response to what he has been shown in chapters 17-18. 

18. Some manuscripts omit "something like" {N}. 
19. A "great mullitude" is mentioned also in v 6 and in 7:9. Some think 

this is a group of angels (as in 5:11), and that redeemed ones are 
called to join in v 5; others, that this group is made up ofredeemed 
ones (as in 7:9). 

20. Note that the trumpets were followed by loud voices in heaven and 
the 24 elders praising God in 11: 15-18, the last time either was 
heard. Some think this is that same multitude. 

21. This is a transliterated Hebrew word meaning "Praise the Lord". 
Elsewhere only in v 3, 4, 6. GK 252. 

22. Some manuscripts add "and the honor" {N}. 
23. Some manuscripts say "the Lord our God" { K}. 
24. The grammar here is not the same as in "be to" our God in I :6; 

5: 13; 12; Rom 11 :36; 16:27; Gal I :5; Eph 3:21; Phil 4:20; I Tim 
I: 17; 2 Tim 4: 18; Heb 13:21; 2 Pet 3: 18; Jude 25. It is the same as 
Rev 12: I 0, and "came" or "came to pass" could be added here also. 
It may also be rendered, "is of our God", meaning either "isfrom 
our God" or "belongs to our God" (as in 7: I 0). 

25. Or, "was corrupting". On this word, see "ruin" in I Cor 3: 17. 
Related to "destroying" in 11: 18. 

26. Compare 14:8; 17:2; 18:3. 
27. Same word as in 6:10. 
28.This blood is mentioned in 17:6; 18:24. 
29. Same expression as in 14: 11. 
30. Some think this looks forward, and that v 6-7 is spoken in response 

to this command. The multitude just gave praise to God for the 
judgment of Babylon (looking back), and now the command is 
given to praise Him for the new day that has arrived (looking for
ward). Others think this concludes the praise of the previous sec
tion, and make this point 40. Verse 6 then begins a new point (I IC.) 
that is unrelated to this command, but is a second thing John 
"heard", parallel with the first thing he heard in v I. 

31. This is apparently the voice of one of the angels at the throne. Jesus 
never says "our God''. He says "My God", and "My God and your 
God", Jn 20: 17. 

32. His slaves include angels and humans, as seen in v I 0. On this 
word, see 1:1. 

33. Or, "even", making both phrases refer to humans. With "and", "all 
His slaves" may be all-inclusive, and this phrase may refer to 
humans in particular. Some manuscripts omit this word {C}, so that 
it says "all His slaves fearing Him". 

34. Some manuscripts say "both the small..." {K}. 
35. This phrase appears also in 11:18; 13:16; 19:18; and as "great and 

small" in 20: 12. It is always used of humans. Compare Act 8: IO; 
26:22; Heb 8: 11. 

36. On this word, see 4:5. Same word as "sound" later. 
37. Some think this is in response to the command in v 5, and therefore 

is a group of redeemed ones. In this case, "His wife" (v 7) is the 
name of this group. Others think these are angels singing about 
redeemed ones, His wife. Others think this multitude includes 
angels and humans. 

38. On "many waters", see 14:2, which also has "loud thunder". 
39. Some manuscripts omit this word {C}. 
40. Or, the Lord "reigned'', or "became king". Same word and tense 

as in 11:17. Same word as in 5:10; 11:15; 20:4, 6; 22:5; Lk 1:33; 
Rom 5: 14, 17, 21; 6: 12; I Cor 15:25. Elsewhere only as "be king" 
in Mt 2:22; Lk 19: 14, 27; I Tim 6: 15; and "become king" in I Cor 
4:8. GK 996. Related to "king" and "kingdom''. 

41. Some manuscripts say" ... and be overjoyed. And we will give the 
glory ... " { C}. 

42. Or, "wedding-celebration''. This wedding of the Lamb is mentioned 
only here. Same word as in v 9. It pictures the permanent and com
plete union of Christ and His people. On this word, see Mt 22: 11. 

43. That is, it is here, it has arrived, as this word is used in 14:7 and 
6: 17. Some think this wedding is the Second Coming itself, and the 
banquet pictures an eternal celebration with Christ. Some holding 
the Future View think the wedding takes place in heaven after the 
rapture, before Christ's return in v 11, and the banquet takes place 
after His return. 

44. Same word as in 21 :9, where it occurs along with the word "bride". 
Some think this represents the redeemed of all time, 21: 12, 14. Some 
holding the Future View think it represents the redeemed of the 
church from Pentecost to the rapture. On this word, see I Cor 11 :3. 
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Revelation 19:8 1012 Verse 

2D. And 1 authority 2 was given to her to3 clothe herself with shiningA clean4 fine-linen5• For K 
the fine-linen is the righteous-acts6 of the saints8 

JD. And he7 says to me, "Write- 'Blessedc are the ones having been called8 to the banquet9 9 
a/the wedding a/the Lamb'" 

I 3C. And he says to me, "These10 words are true0 ones ofGod 11
". ·And I fell in front of his feet to I (J 

give-worship 12 to him 

ID. And he says to me "SeeE that you not do it. 13 I am a fellow-slave 14 of you and your 
brothersF- the ones holdingG the testimonyH of Jesus. 15 Give worship to God. For the 
testimony of Jesus is the spirit 16 o/prophecy1

" 

613. And I saw heaven 17 having been opened 18 

I ( ·. And behold- there was a white 19 horse, and the One sitting on it being called2° FaithfulK and 
True21 

ID. And He judgesL and wages-warM in righteousnessN 

11 

2 D. And His eyes are like22 a flame of fire, and upon His head are many diadems23 12 

IL. He has24 a name having been written which no one knows except Himself 
21:. And He has25 clothed Himself with a garment having been dipped26 in blood I' 

3D. And His name has been called0-The Word o/God27 

41). And the armiesP in heaven28 were following Him on white horses, the riders having been 14 
dressed-in white cleanO fine-linenR 

SD. And a sharp sword comes out of His mouth, 29 in order that He may strike the nations I .~ 
with it 

fiD. And He Himself will shepherd30 them with an iron rod31 

7D. And He Himselftreads32 the winepress33 a/the wine a/the fury5 a/the wrathT of God 
Almightyu 

~D. And He has a name having been written on the garment and34 on His thigh- "King of I (1 

kings, and Lord of lords"35 



1013 Revelation 19: 16 

I. Some place all of v 8 in the quotation preceding; others, only the 
first sentence, making the "For ... " statement the words of John. Oth
ers think none of v 8 is part of the song just quoted. 

2. The word "authority" is supplied from 6:8, as throughout this book. 
3. Or, "that she might". GK 267 /. 
4. Same word as in v 14. Some manuscripts say "shining and clean" 

{N}. 
5. This is her wedding dress. Used twice in this verse, and in v 14. Else

where only in 18:12, 16. GK I I 15. Related to the word in Lk 16:19. 
6. Same word as in 15:4. Their works follow with them, 14: 13. Some 

think John means God's "verdicts a/justification" pronounced upon 
the saints. On this word, see "regulation" in Rom I :32. 

7. Some think this is the angel who has been guiding John since 17: I. 
This occurs again in 22:8 with another such angel. Others think it 
is the voice of the one in v 5, who is now with him in person. 

8. Or, "summoned, invited". Elsewhere, John only uses this word to 
mean "named", as in v 11, 13. On this word, see Rom 8:30. Some 
think these guests are also the bride, just as Christ is the lamb and 
the shepherd. Some holding the Future View think the guests and 
the bride are different groups. 

9. Or, "dinner, supper". Same word as in v 17. On this word, see "din
ner" in Lk 14:12. Compare Mt 26:29; Lk 13:29. The wedding ban
quet typically began after the wedding and lasted several days. 

I 0. Some think this applies to v 9; others, to all this angel has been part 
of since 17: 1. 

11. Some manuscripts say "are the true words ofGod" {N}. 
12. Or, "pay homage". On this word, see 4: IO. John may have thought 

the angel was God Himself speaking to him, or he may have wished 
to pay homage to the angel as to a superior. In any case, the angel 
corrects him. 

13. Same idiom as in 22:9. Similar to Mt 8:4; Mk 1:44; and the posi
tive command in Heb 8:5. In Mt 8:4, a second verb is stated, "See 
that you tell". Here, the verb "you do" is to be supplied by the 
reader. In English, using the same verb of seeing, we might say 
"watch it" or "look out" or "see here'', all meaning "do not do that". 

14. Same word as in 6:11; 22:9. Elsewhere only in Mt 18:28, 29, 31, 
33; 24:29; Col I :7; 4:7. GK 5281. 

15. Some think this means the testimony "given by Jesus"; others, 
"about Jesus". Later in this verse, it means "given by Jesus". Same 
phrase as in I :2, 9; 12: 17; 20:4. Compare 6:9; 12: 11. 

16. That is, the testimony given by Jesus is the inspiration (breath) of 
prophecy, this one and all others. What the angel is speaking is 
Christ's testimony, not the angel's. Prophecy has its source in the 
testimony given by Jesus, borne by the Spirit. So worship Him, not 
the angel who delivered it. The testimony given by Jesus is the con
tent of what the Spirit inspires the prophets to speak. 

17. This is the only place John sees heaven opened. This is the next step 
in the progression of heavenly scenes (see 11:19 and 15:5). Every
thing so far has pointed forward to Christ's return, but stopped short 
of personalizing it. This is the climax to which all has pointed. Some 
think what follows describes His second coming to earth at the end 

of the age. Some holding the Past View think it describes His spiri
tual conquest of the nations by His army (Christians) with the gospel 
(the sword from His mouth, the Word of God). 

18. Same word as in 4: I (a door); 5:2 (the seals); 11: 19; 15:5 (the tem
ple). It is opened so Jesus and His army can come to earth. Same 
word as in Jn I :51; Act 10: 11. GK 487. 

19. Some think white symbolizes victory here. See 4:4. 
20. Some manuscripts omit this word { C}, so that it says "the One sit

ting upon it is faithful and true". 
21. Compare 3:14. Same word as in v 9. 
22. Some manuscripts omit this word { C}. Same description as in 

1:14; 2:18. 
23. On this word, see 13: I. It is a king's crown. 
24. This is a participle, "He is having". This refers to the person (Jesus) 

as the subject, not to the diadems, and not specifically to His head. 
John does not say where this name is written. 

25. Or, "And He has been clothed-with a garment...". This is a partici
ple, "He is having clothed himself". A form of the verb "to be" has 
been supplied to each of the four descriptions in v 12-13. 

26. Some think the blood is Christ's own (from the cross). Others think 
it is the blood of His martyrs, those slain for Him. Others think John 
is referring to the blood of His enemies already killed. Elsewhere 
only in Lk 16:24; Jn 13 :26. GK 970. Related to "baptism" in Mk I :4. 
Some manuscripts say "sprinkled" { B}. 

27. Some think John is referring to Jn I: I, 14. 
28. Some think this army is made up of angels, 2 Thes I :7; others, of 

the redeemed, Rev 17:14; others, of both. 
29. Same words as in I : 16. Some think this means that whatever Jesus · 

speaks happens. Jesus needs no physical weapon to kill His ene
mies, v 21. Compare 2 Thes 2:8. Some holding the Past View (see 
I: I) think this symbolizes the gospel, by which He conquers them. 

30. That is, "rule", a sense also in 2:27; 12:5 (see 2:27). The usual sense 
is "tend to, care for, protect, guide". Elsewhere only in Mt 2:6; Lk 
17:7; Jn 21: 16; Act 20:28; I Cor 9:7; I Pet 5:2; Rev 2:27; 7: 17; 
12:5; and as "tending" in Jude 12. GK 4477. Related to the noun 
"shepherd" in Eph 4: 11; and "flock" in I Pet 5:2. 

31. Overcomers will be with Jesus, 2:27. Same words as in 12:5. Jesus 
will crush all opposition, breaking them like pottery, 2:27. He will 
herd this flock to its destiny in a way that permits no opposition or 
deviation. 

32. Same word as in 14:20, where this press is also mentioned. On this 
word, see "trample" in Lk I 0: 19. 

33. Jesus treads the winepress from which comes the wine of wrath that 
they must drink, 14:10; 16:19. This is truly the "wrath of the 
Lamb'', 6:16. The suffering Savior is also the executor of God's 
wrath, 2 Thes I :7-8. 

34. Or, "even", meaning on the portion of the garment that covered His 
thigh. 

35. The phrase "King of kings and Lord of lords" is also in 17:14; and 
in a different form, in I Tim 6: 15. 

A. Rev 22:1 B. I Pet 1:16, holy C. Rev 22:14 D. Jn 7:28 E. Lk 2:26 F. Act 16:40 G. I Jn 1:8, have H. Jn 1:7 J. I Cor 12:10 K. Col 1:2 
L.Mt7:1 M.Revl3:4 N.Roml:l7 O.Rom8:30 P.Act23:10,troop Q.Titl:l5 R.Revl9:8 S.Revl6:19 T.Revl6:19 U.Revl:8 



Revelation 19: 17 1014 Verse 

2C. And I saw one angel standing in the sun, and he cried-outA with a loud voice, saying to all the I 7 
birds flying in mid-heaven 1 

ID. "Come, be gathered-together8 for the great2 banquetc o/God,°in order that you may eat IX 
the flesh 3 o/kings, and the flesh 0 of commanders4, and the flesh o/powerfulE ones, and 
the flesh a/horses and o/the ones sitting on them, and the flesh of everyone- both5 free 
and slaves, both6 small and great" 

3( ·. And I saw the beast and the kings o/the earth and their arrniesF having been gathered-together7 I lJ 
to make war' against the One sitting on the horse, and against His arrnyF 

ID. And the beast was seized0 , and with him the false-prophetH having done the signsi in his 20 
presence9, by which he deceivedK the ones having received the markL o/the beast, and 
the ones giving-worshipM to his imageN 

11'. While living 10
, the two were thrown into the lake o/fire 11 buming0 with sulphur12 

2D. And the restP were killed with the sword of the One sitting on the horse, the sword having 21 
come-outu of His mouth 

3 D. And all the birds were filled-to-satisfactionO from their flesh 

4C. And I saw 14 an angel coming down from heaven, having the key o/the abyss 15 , and a great 
chainR on his hand. •And he seizeds the dragon- the ancient serpent, who is the devil and 
Satan 16- and boundT him for a thousand years 17 

211: I 

I IJ. And he threw him into the abyss, and shutu and sealedv it over him 18- in order that he , 
might not deceiveK the nations 19 anymore until the thousand years are finished20 • After2 1 

these things he mustw be released22 for a short time23 

SC. And24 I saw thronesx- and they25 sat-down26 on them, and judgrnent27 was given to them- 4 
and the souls28 of the ones having been beheaded29 because of the testimony v of Jesus and30 

because of the wordz of God, and31 they who did not worship the beast nor his image, and did 
not receive the mark upon the forehead and upon their hand 



1015 Revelation 20:4 

I. That is, in the sky. Elsewhere only in 8: 13; 14:6. GK 3547. 
2. Some manuscripts say "the banquet o/the great God" {N}. 
3. This word is plural all five times in this verse, and in v 21. It could 

be rendered "eat pieces-of-flesh of kings", etc. See 17: 16. 
4. Same word as in 6: 15, where a similar sentence occurs. 
5. Some manuscripts omit this word ( K}, making one expression 

"free and slave- both small and great". 
6. A different method of saying "both ... and" is used here. It can also 

be rendered "and small and great". 
7. Same word as in 16: 14 and 19: 17. 
8. Or, "make the war, do the battle", meaning the one previously men

tioned, the one in 16:14, 16 (Har-Magedon) and 17:14. This is the 
only lime "the" is included in the phrase "make war" (on which see 
13:7), and some manuscripts omit it {N}. 

9. Compare 13:14. 
I 0. Or, "alive". Their final sentence is immediately executed. 
I I. That is, the lake characterized by fire, the fiery lake. It is also men-

tioned in 20: I 0, 14, 15; 21 :8. It is the second death, 20: 14; 21 :8. 
12. On this word, see 14:10. 
13. Or, "gone out". GK 2002. Not related to the word in v 15; I: 16. 
14. Some think 19:11-22:5 proceeds in chronological order, meaning 

that this binding for a thousand years follows Christ's return. Since 
His coming precedes the 1000 years (the millennium), this view is 
called "pre-millennialism" (P-M). It believes there will be a literal 
1000-year kingdom on earth after His second coming. The final 
judgment of 20: 11 follows this millennium. Others think 20: 1-10 
is not in chronological order, but gives another symbolic overview 
of this present age (being similar in placement to the visions between 
the sixth and seventh seals, and trumpets; or, this point being placed 
as 7B. ). Just as chapter 12 returns to the beginning, so does chapter 
20. In one view, Satan is bound at Christ's death, believers live and 
reign in heaven with Him in this present age. The 1000 years is sym
bolic of this whole age between His two comings. The battle of20:8 
is the same battle as 19: 19. The judgment of 20: 11 follows imme
diately after His return in 19: 11. This view is called "a-millennial
ism" (A-M), because it believes there is no literal 1000-year 
kingdom on earth after His second coming. In another view, 20: I
I 0 depicts the end of the present church age. It will be a 1000-year 
period (whether literal or symbolic in length) that will be a golden 
age brought about by the conversion of the nations to Christ through 
the church (symbolized by the binding of Satan, either at Christ's 
death, or still in the future). Satan will lead a rebellion at the end of 
it, and then Christ will return. This view is called "post-millennial-

ism" (PST), because it believes Christ returns after this millennium. 
There are variations of each of these three views. 

15. On this word, see 9: I. Some think this is that same angel. 
16. These four names are also in 12:9. A-M thinks this indicates that 

this binding began then, when Satan was thrown out of heaven. 
17. This "1000 years'', known as the millennium (a Latin word mean

ing 1000 years), is mentioned only in 20:2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7. 
18. P-M views this as a confinement from all activity on earth; A-Mand 

PST as a restriction, a restraint on Satan's activities at the national 
level, so that he is prevented from prematurely bringing about the 
battle in v 8, and from stopping the gospel, Mt 24: 14. 

19. P-M thinks believers survive His coming and repopulate the earth. 
From the succeeding generations, nations and unbelievers arise. A
M and PST think these are nations of this present world. 

20. Or, "completed, fulfilled". Same word as in v 5, 7, on which see 10:7. 
21. Some manuscripts say "And after ... " {N}. 
22. Same word as in 20:7, and 9: 14. 
23. This is described in v 7. On "short time", see 6: 11. Not the same 

words as 12: 12. 
24. This is the Greek word order of this verse. 
25. Some think John is referring back to Christ and the redeemed in 

19: 14, 19, and that the souls that follow are a sub-group of this 
larger group. Others think he is anticipating those he speaks ofnext. 
He saw thrones and souls who did not worship the beast. And the 
souls came to life or lived and sat on the thrones and reigned with 
Him I 000 years. Other passages speak about those who reign with 
Christ, apostles (Mt 19:28); the saints (I Cor 6:2; Dan 7:27); the 
overcomers (Rev 3:21 ); etc. Some think these other passages apply 
here; others, to the new city in chapter 21. 

26. Or, "sat". Same word as in 3:21; and in Mt 19:28; 20:21; 25:31; 
26:36; Act 2:3; Heb I :3; 8: I. Used 46 times. GK 2767. 

27. That is, authority to judge as ones sitting on the thrones, and the 
work of judgment. On this word, see Jn 9:39. 

28. Same word as in 6:9. 
29. That is, executed. Used only here. GK 4284. The root word is 

"axe". These were martyrs for Jesus. 
30. The combination of "testimony of Jesus" and "word of God" is 

elsewhere only in I :2, 9; 6:9. 
31. Or, "even". There is a change of grammar here. Some think this 

gives further details about the souls who were beheaded, "even they 
who"; others, that it details a separate group of ones not executed, 
but who did not worship the beast. 

A. Mt 8:29 B. Mt 25:35, brought in C. Rev 19:9 D. Col 2:23 E. Rev 18:8, strong F. Act 23: IO, troop G. Jn 11 :57 H. Rev 16: 13 J. 2 Thes 2:9 
K.Jam5:19,err L.Revl3:16 M.Rev4:10 N.Revl3:14 O.Mt5:15 P.2Pet3:16,other Q.Phi14:12 R.Act28:20 S.Heb4:14,holdonto 
T. I Cor 7:27 U. Jn 20: 19, locked V. Eph I: 13 W. Mt 16:21 X. Rev 20: 11 Y. Jn I :7 Z. I Cor 12:8 



Revelation 20:5 1016 Verse 

JD. And they' came-to-life2 and reigned3 with Christ/or a4 thousand years. 
0

The5 rest6 o/the 5 
dead did not come-to-life7 until the thousand years were finishedA. This is the first8 

resurrection9 

IE. Blessed8 and holyc is the one having a part0 in the first resurrection 6 
2L. The second death 10 does not have authorityE over these, but they will be priests of 

God and a/Christ, and will reignF with Him/or the 11 thousand years 

2 D. And when the thousand years are finished 12, Satan will be released0 from his prisonH. •And 7 -X 
he will go out to deceive13 the nations in the four corners1 of the earth- Gog and Magog14-
to gather them together for the battle15, whose nurnber16 is like the sand of the sea 

11-:. And they went-up over the breadth17 of the earth, and surrounded 18 the camp 19 of '! 

the saintsc and20 the city having been loved21 

2L. And fire came down from heaven22 and devouredK them 
J F. And the devil, the one deceiving them, was thrown into the lake of fire23 and 11 I 

sulphur- where both24 the beast and the false prophet are25 

4L. And they will be tormentedL by day and by night26 forever and ever27 

7B. And I saw a great white throne28, and the One sitting on it- from Whose presence the earth fled29, I I 
and the heaven, and a place was not found for them 

I ( . And I saw the dead30- the great and the small31- standing before the throne32 I 2 
2( ·. And books33 were opened. And another book was opened, which is the book oflife34 

11). And the dead were judgedM from the things having been written in the books- according
to35 their works 

2 D. And the sea gave the dead in it, and death and Hades36 gave the dead in them, and they I ' 
were judgedM- each one- according to their works 



1017 Revelation 20: 13 

I. That is, the souls. Some think this means the martyrs and victors 
over the beast only. Others think these people represent all the 
saints, all the overcomers. 

2. Or, "lived, became alive". Sarne word and tense as elsewhere only 
in v 5; 2:8; Rom 14:9; and as "became alive" in Lk 15:32; and 
"lived" in Rev 13:14; Act 26:5. Same word as "living, alive" in Lk 
20:38; Jn 5:25; 11 :25. This is the common word for "live, be alive", 
used 140 times. GK 2409. Related to "life" in Rom 8: 10. It is gen
erally agreed that this word must mean the same thing in v 4 and v 
5. These souls "live" in a sense in which the rest of the dead do not 
live. P-M thinks John means their bodies were resurrected and they 
reigned with Christ on earth in the I 000-year kingdom, where the 
OT promises are literally fulfilled on earth. The rest were not res
urrected until later. This view thinks there is more than one phase 
to the resurrection. A-M thinks he means their souls "lived and 
reigned" with Christ in heaven and/or on earth (beginning at sal
vation) during this age. They enjoyed true life with God. The OT 
promises are spiritually fulfilled in the church, or forfeited due to 
unbelief. The rest did not live and reign with Christ during this time. 
Their souls did not enjoy life with God. This condition of existing 
as souls continues for both groups until the I 000 years (the church 
age) are finished, when both are resurrected and go on to their sep
arate futures. This view thinks there is one resurrection for all at the 
end of the age. PST thinks this describes the future victory of the 
church during the millennium. 

3. Same word as in v 6. A-Mand PST place the thrones and reigning 
in heaven and/or spiritually on earth; P-M, on earth. 

4. Some manuscripts say "the" {NJ, as in v 3, 5, 6, 7. "The" means 
the one previously mentioned in v 2. 

5. Some manuscripts say "And the rest. .. " {N}. 
6. Some think this means all except the actual martyrs. Other believ

ers and all non-believers await the end of the 1000 years. Others 
think it refers to the non-believers only. Same word as in 19:21. 

7. Erasmus (see the Introduction) introduced a reading not found in 
any Greek manuscript, "live again". It was included in the KJV. 

8. First implies at least a second, though no "second resurrection" is 
specifically mentioned as such. P-M thinks first/second refers to the 
physical resurrection of different groups. The first resurrection is of 
believers here, and the second is of unbelievers at v 12. A-M thinks 
first/second applies to two different kinds ofresurrection for the same 
group. The first is the coming to life with Him in heaven after physi
cal death or the spiritual coming to life at salvation (in either case, it 
is the life that the rest of the dead do not have); the second is the phys
ical resurrection of the body. 

9. Used only here and v 6 in this book. Used of physical resurrection, 
and of a spiritual resurrection to new life in Christ, Rom 6:5. On 
this word, see Act 24: 15. 

10. On the second death, see 2:11. It is the lake of fire, v 14. 
11 . Some manuscripts omit this word, { C}, so it says "a thousand years". 
12. Same word as in v 3, 5. 
13. A-Mand PST think this is the deception mentioned in 16: 14, before 

Christ returns. P-M thinks it is at the end of the future millennium 
which begins after Christ returns. Same word as in v 3, I 0. 

14. The precise meaning of these terms is uncertain. They are men
tioned in Ezek 38-39 (see 38:2). Here, they refer to God's enemies 
among the nations in the four comers of the earth. Both are used 
only here in the NT. GK I 223, 3408. 

15. Or, "war". On this word, see "war" in 12:7. A-Mand PST think this 
is the battle of 19: 19; P-M thinks it is a battle 1000 years after the 
one in 19:19. 

16. Same grammar as in 13:12. Literally, "of whom their number is 
like ... ". 

17. Or, "width". Elsewhere only as ''width" in 21:16; Eph 3:18. GK4424. 
18. Or, "encircled". Used only here. GK 3238. Related word in Jn 10:24. 
19. John may mean this in a general sense, as in Heb 13: 11, 13. Or he 

may mean it in a military sense, the "army" or "battle line" (as in 
Heb 11 :34), or the army "encampment, barracks" (as in Act 23: 10, 
etc). Used 10 times. GK 4213. Related to "throw up" in Lk 19:43. 

20. Or, "even". 
21. Or, "the Beloved city". Same word and grammar as in Col 3: 12. 

Some think John means "the church"; others, "Jerusalem". 
22. Some manuscripts say "from God out of heaven" {A}, as in 3:12; 

21:2, 10. On "fire from heaven", see 13:13. 
23. On this lake, see 19:20. 
24. Or, "also". Some manuscripts omit this word {N}. 
25. P-M thinks this reflects the sequential relationship between 19:20 

and 20: I 0. They are separated by I 000 years. A-M and PST think 
this symbolic picture (20: 1-10) ends at the same time as 19: 11-21, 
so that 19:20 and 20: I 0 are talking about sequential events at the 
same time in history, Christ's return. 

26. On this phrase, see 7:15. 
27. This is an idiom, literally "into the ages o/the ages". Same phrase 

as 1:6, 18; 4:9, 10; 5:13; 7:12; 10:6; 11:15; 15:7; 19:3; 22:5. A 
slightly different phrase is found only in 14: 11. This word (GK I 72) 
is found in the idiom "forever" ("into the ages") and "forever and 
ever" ("into the ages o/the ages") over 50 times. It is also rendered 
"age" and "world" (see Heb 1:2). It is used 122 times. Related to 
"eternal" in Mt 25:46. 

28. This is the next step in the progression of heavenly scenes (see 
11:19). Heaven and earth flee from the presence of the One sitting 
on the throne (they are described in 21: I as having "passed away"). 
Used 47 times in this book, and 15 other times in the NT. GK 2585. 
A-M and PST think this is the next chronological event after the 
return of Christ, and indicates that the visions in 20: 1-10 are giving 
another view of the present age. P-M thinks this chronologically 
follows the 1000 years just described. 

29. Same word as in 16:20, as is "found". 
30. Some think this refers to the whole human race; others, to unbe

lievers only.A-Mand PST think this is the last (and only) judgment, 
Mt 25:31-46; Rom 14:10; 2 Cor 5:10. P-M thinks it is the final phase 
of judgment, and refers to "the rest" ofv 5, and all unbelievers. 

31. Some manuscripts reverse these { K}, so that it says "the small and 
the great". On this phrase, see 19:5. 

32. Instead of"the throne", some manuscripts say "God" {K}. 
33. That is, books of deeds or works. Compare Dan 7: I 0; Mal 3: 16; Mt 

12:37. 
34. Some think this implies the redeemed are present; others, that if the 

unbelievers are not found in this book, sentence is passed upon 
them in accordance with their works. On this book, see 3:5. 

35. Or, "based on, in accordance with, in keeping with". GK 2848. This 
phrase "according to works" is also in Rom 2:6; 2 Cor 11: 15; 2 Tim 
I :9; 4: 14; I Pet I: 17; Rev 2:23; 18:6; 20: 13. Works are the fruit by 
which the tree is known. They do not produce life, they evidence life. 

36. On "death and Hades", see I: 18. 

A.Revl0:7 B.Rev22:14 C.1Petl:l6,holy D.Romll:25 E.Rev6:8 F.Revl9:6 G.Rev20:3 H.Act5:22 J.Mkl2:10 K.Mkl2:40 
L. Rev 14: 10 M. Mt 7: I 



Revelation 20: 14 1018 Verse 

3C. And death and Hades were thrown into the lake of fire. 1 This is the second death2
- the lake 14 

offire3 

-1( ·. And if anyone was not found having been written in the book of life, he was thrown into the I 5 
lake of fire 

813. And I saw a newA heaven and a new earth, for the first heaven and the first earth passed-away4. 
And there is no longer a sea5 

I ( ·. And I6 saw the holy city- the newA Jerusalem- coming down out of heaven from God, 
having been prepared8 like a bride having been adomedc for her husband 

ID. And I heard a loud voice from the throne7
, saying "Behold- the dwelling8 of God is 

with mankind0 

I F "And He will dwellE with them 
2E. "And they themselves will be His peoples9 

.';f'.. "And God Himself with them will be their God10 

21: I 

4F. "And He will wipe-away every tearF from their eyes 11 -I 

5L. "And there will no longer be deathG, nor will there be moumingH nor crying1 nor 
painK any longer, because 12 the firstL things passed away" 

::> D And the One sitting on the throne said, "Behold- I am making all things newA" 
~D. And he 13 says 14, "Write, because these words are trustworthy15 and trueM" 
4D. And He said to me, "They 16 are done 17 

11-. "I am the Alpha and the Omega, 18 the BeginningN and the End0 

2E. "To the one thirsting, I will give from the spring 19 of the water of life as-a-gift20
• 

The one overcomingP will inheritO these21 things, and I will be God to him and he 
will be a sonR to Me 

3F. "But for the cowardly22 ones, and unbelieving23 ones, and ones having been :-> 

abominable24 , and murderers5, and sexually-immoraIT ones, and sorcerers25 , and 
idolaters, and all the liars26- their part27 will be in the lake burning with fire and 
sulphur, which is the second death" 

2C. And one of the seven angels having the seven bowls being-fullu of the seven last plagues ll 

came28 and spoke with me, saying "Come, I will show29 you the bride30
, the wife of the Lamb" 

ID. And he carried me away in the Spirit31 to a great and high mountain, and showedv me the I (I 
holy city Jerusalem,32 coming down out of heaven from God 

IL Having the gloryw of God, the33 brilliancex of it resemblingY a very-preciousz I I 
stoneAA like a jasper8° stone, shining-like-crystal34 

::>F. Having a great and high wall35 I~ 

3E. Having twelve gates, and twelve angels at the gates, and names having been 
inscribed- which are the names36 of the twelve tribescc of the sonsR of Israel 

11·. Three gates from the east, and three gates from the north, and three gates from I I 
the south, and three gates from the west 



1019 Revelation 21 : 13 

I. Since there are no longer any "dead", death itself is vanquished. On 
this lake, see 19:20. 

2. The saints experience the first, but not the second death, 2: 11. Some 
think the first death is our physical death. Some holding the A-M 
view think the first death is our spiritual death to sin. 

3. Some manuscripts omit "the lake a/lire" {K}. 
4. This is the final scene, a new heaven and earth. Some think "passed 

away", along with "tied" and "not found"' in 20: 11, refers to the com
plete disappearance and re-creation of this earth; others, to a reno
vation ofit. Compare 2 Pet 3:10-13. Same word as in v 4. 

5. Some think John means there is no sea on the new earth. Others think 
this looks backward to the passing away of the old sea, along with 
old earth and heaven. 

6. Some manuscripts say"!, John" {K}. 
7. Some manuscripts say "heaven" {N}. 
8. Or, ''tent, tabernacle". Same word as in 13:6. The related verb is next. 
9. Or, "people". This word is plural here. Used 142 times, the plural 

is found elsewhere only in Lk 2:31; Act 4:25, 27; Rom 15: 11; Rev 
7:9; 10:11; 11:9; 17:15. GK 3295. Some manuscripts have this 
word singular { 8}. Here, it may mean "His people" (His group of 
people, as in the "people" oflsrael, as perhaps in Act 4:27), or "His 
peoples" (people groups). Elsewhere this phrase, "they will be His 
people", uses the singular word, 2 Cor 6:16; Heb 8:10. The singu
lar is found in Rev 5:9; 13:7; 14:6; 18:4. 

10. Some manuscripts omit "their God" {C}, so that it says "and God 
Himself will be with them". 

11. Same phrase in 7: 17. 
12. Some manuscripts omit this word { C}, so that it says "any longer

the first things passed away". 
13. Or, "He says". Note the change of tense. Some think this indicates 

that this is the angel speaking. This angel also commanded John 
to write in 19:9; and a voice from heaven told him to write in 14: 13. 
Others think the One on the throne continues to speak. 

14. Some manuscripts say "said" {K}. Some manuscripts add "to me" 
{N}. 

15. Or, "faithful". Same word as in 22:6; I Tim I: 15. Some manuscripts 
reverse the two {K), so that it says "true and trustworthy". On this 
word, see "faithful" in Col I :2. 

16. That is, "all things" in v 5. 

17. Or, "have taken place, come to pass, happened". These things stand 
as done. Same word as in 16: 17, where it is singular. Some manu
scripts have it singular here {N}. Not the same word as "finished" 
in 10:7. God speaks of these future events as if they have already 
happened. On this word, see Mt 6: I 0. 

18. On "Alpha and Omega", see I :8. This is the guarantee that they will 
come to pass. 

19. Mentioned also in 7: 17. On this word, see Jn 4:6. 
20. Or, "freely". Same word as in 22: 17. 
21. Some manuscripts say "all these things" { K}. 
22. Or, "fearful, timid", afraid to act. On this word, see "afraid" in Mk 

4:40. This is referring to those who denied Christ under persecu
tion, who did not endure to death (2: I 0), who "drew back" (Heb 
10:39) out of fear. 

23. Or, "unfaithful, faithless". On this word, see Mt 17: 17. 
24. Or, "detestable, vile, abhorrent". On this word, see "detesting" in 

Rom 2:22. Related to "abomination" in 17:4. 
25. Elsewhere only in 22:15. GK 5761. Related to the word in 9:21. 
26. And who is a liar? See I Jn 2:4, 22; 5: IO. 
27. Or, "share". That is, their inheritance or place. Same word as Mt 

24:51; Rev 20:6; 22: 19. On this word, see Rom 11 :25. 
28. Some manuscripts add "to me" { K}. 
29. Same language as in 17:1-3. This is one of those angels, linking 

this, and all the visions of chapters 19-22, to the scene of the bowl 
judgments. John is again given a guided tour to show him more 
detail about what has just been said. 

30. Same word as in 18:23; 21:2; 22: 17. GK 3811. "Wife" is the same 
word as in 19:7. That is, the angel will show John the destiny of the 
bride, the place where she will be. 

31. Or, "in spirit". Same phrase as in 17:3; I: I 0. 
32. The angel gives a general tour of the city in v 11-27. Compare 22: I. 

Some manuscripts say "the great and holy city Jerusalem" { N}. 
33. Some manuscripts say "and the ... " {N}. 
34. Or, "being-clear-like-crystal". This verb is used only here. GK 

3222. Related to "crystal" in 22: I. 
35. This symbolizes the security of the inhabitants living inside, and 

the exclusion of those not permitted to enter, 21:27; 22:15. 
36. Some manuscripts omit "the names" { C}. 

A.Heb8:13 B.Mkl4:15 C.1Tim2:9 D.Mt4:4 E.Rev7:15 F.Act20:19 G.2Cor11:23 H.Jam4:9 J.Heb5:7,outcry K.Col4:13 
L.1Corl5:3 M.Jn7:28 N.Coll:l8 O.Roml0:4 P.Rev2:7 Q.Gal4:30 R.Gal3:7 S.Act7:52 T.1Cor5:9 U.Rev4:6 V.Rev4:1 
W.2Pet2:10 X.Phil2:15,lights Y.Revl:l3 Z.2Pet1:4 AA.Mk16:3 88.Rev4:3 CC.Revl:7 



Revelation 21:14 1020 Verse 

4E. And the wall o/the city has1 twelve foundations\ and on them are the twelve2 names 14 
o/the twelve apostles8 o/the Lamb 

5 J:. And the one speaking with me had a golden measuring3 rode, in order that he might I .5 
measure the city and its gates and its wall 

I F. And the city lies square- indeed its length is as much as also4 the width I 6 
2F. And he measured the city with the rod- a-matter-of twelve thousand stades5

. 

Its length and width and height are equal0 

_ff. And he measured its wall- a hundred forty four cubits6 (a human'sE measure, 17 
which is an angel's [also])7 

61-.. And the material8 o/its wall is jasper, and the city is pure gold resembling pure9 glass IS 
71'. The 10 foundationsA o/the wall o/the city have been adorned 11 with every preciousF 19 

stone0 

IF. The first foundation is jasper12
; the second, sapphire; the third, chalcedony; the 

fourth, emerald13 ; "the fifth, sardonyx; the sixth, carnelian14
; the seventh, 211 

chrysolite; the eighth, beryl; the ninth, topaz; the tenth, chrysoprase; the 
eleventh, hyacinth 15 ; the twelfth, amethyst 

8L. And the twelve gates are twelve pearJsH- individually, each one of the gates was 21 
from one pearl 

lJE. And the wide-road1 of the city is pure gold, like transparent glass 
I OE. And I did not see a templeK in it, for its temple is the Lord God AlmightyL and 7' 

the Lamb 16 

I IL And the city has no needM of the sun nor the moon, in order that they might shine 17 '~ 
on it. For the gloryN of God illuminated0 it, and its lampP is the Lamb 

I 2F. And the nations 18 will 19 walkO by its light 24 
l > L. And the kings of the earth bring their gloryN into it. •And its gates will never be '' 

shutR by day20- for night will not exists there 

IF. And they will bring the gloryN and the honorT of the nations into it 
2F. And every defiledu thing, and the one doing abomination21 and falsehoodv, 

will never enter into it- but only the ones having been written in the Lamb's 
book of life22 

2D. And23 he showedw me a river24 of the water a/life, shining25 like crystalX, proceeding out 
from the throne of God and a/the Lamb, "in the middle of its wide-road26 

I J:. And on this side and on that side27 of the river is a tree o/life28 producingY twelve 
fruits2

, yieldingAA its fruit2 every month29 • And the leaves of the tree are for the 
service30 of the nations31 

2E. And there will 32 no longer be any accursed33 thing 
3L And the throne of God and of the Lamb will be in it 
'ff. And His slaves88 will serve34 Him," and see His face35 

I F. And His name will be on their foreheads 

22.1 

2F. And36 there will be no more night. 37 And they do38 not have a needM of the :' 
light of a lamp and the light of the sun, because the Lord God will give-light39 

upon them 



1021 Revelation 22:5 

I. This is a participle, "is having". 
2. Some manuscripts omit this word {K}. 
3. Same word as "measure" in v 17. On this word, see "measure" in 

Jn 3:34. Some manuscripts omit this word {N}. 
4. Some manuscripts omit this word {C}. 
5. On this measure of distance, see 14:20. Here it is equivalent to 

about 1380 miles or 2220 kilometers. 
6. A cubit is the length of a foreann from the elbow to the tip of the 

middle finger, about 18 inches or .46 meters. The word means 
"forearm". So either the height or the width of the wall was about 
216 feet or 66 meters. Elsewhere only in Mt 6:27; Lk 12:25; Jn 
21 :8. GK 4388. 

7. John could mean that the angel's forearm was the same measure, or 
that the angel was using mankind's measure. In any case, John 
wants us to know he is using standard measuring terms. 

8. The meaning of this word is uncertain. John may mean "the mate
rial of which the wall was made". Or, "the material built into the 
wall", an inlay or a trim or coping. Used only here. GK 1908. One 
of the foundations is also adorned with jasper, v 19. 

9. This is the same word just used with gold. John may mean "clear", 
which he clearly says in v 21. Or he may mean "clean, without 
impurity, bright". On this word, see "clean" in Tit 1:15. 

IO. Some manuscripts say "And the ... " {N}. 
I I. Same word as in v 2. It is a participle, "are having been adorned". 
12. On this word, see 4:3. The next two gems are mentioned only here. 
13. Used only here. GK 5040. Related to the word in 4:3, of the rain

bow around the throne. 
14. The previous gem is mentioned only here, but see 4:3 on this one. 
15. The previous four gems are mentioned only here, as is the next. 

This one is related to the word in 9: 17. GK 5611. 
16. God is worshiped in person, face to face, not in a separate or spe

cial place. 
17. The sun and moon are not needed for this purpose. On this word, 

see Phil 2: 15. 
18. The identity of these nations is uncertain. Perhaps the peoples 

(21 :3) of the redeemed live outside of the city, as well as inside it. 
John docs not explicitly say where the people live. From this verse 
it is clear that there are people outside the city, and from v 26, that 
they come and go. From 22:3 it is clear that His people serve Him 
in the city. Beyond this, nothing is stated. Some manuscripts add 
"ofthe ones saved" {K}. 

19. Note that as John closes this part of the tour, he changes from pres
ent tense physical description to statements of knowledge using the 
future tense. Compare 22:3. 

20. That is, shut during the daytime, in anticipation of the darkness of 
night, because there will be no night. 

21. On this word, see 17:4. Related to the word in 21 :8. 
22. On this book, see 3: 5. 
23. Now the angel turns from the city-tour point of view to things of 

special importance to believers. 
24. Some manuscripts say "the pure river" { N}. 
25. Or, "bright, brilliant, radiant". Some think John means "clear", the 

light shining through it. Same word as in Lk 23: 11; Act 10:30; Jam 
2:2, 3; Rev 15:6; 18:14; 19:8. Elsewhere only as "bright" in Rev 
22: 16. GK 3287. Related to "shine" in 2 Cor 4:6; "brightness" in 
Act 26: 13; and "radiantly" in Lk 16: 19. 

26. On this word, see Lk 14:21. Some make this phrase the beginning 
of the next sentence, "In the middle ... ". 

27. This is an idiom, literally, "from here (the near side on which he 
stood) and from there (the far side)", pointing to both with the 
hands. Compare the perspective in Jn 19: 18. "From here" is GK 
1949, used IO times. "From there" is GK 1696, used 37 times. 

28. On "tree of life", see 2:7. 
29. Some think this tree yields all twelve fruits every month. Others, a 

different fruit each month. The description in v 2 is similar to Ezek 
47:7-12. This is more literally, "according to each month". Com
pare the similar idiom "each day" in Heb 3:13. 

30. Or, "cure, treatment, care, healing". This word was used of "serv
ice, care, attendance upon" parents, children, masters, the sick, the 
gods, animals, plants, buildings, graves, etc. Elsewhere only as 
"cure" in Lk 9: 11; and "body of servants" (the ones performing the 
service) in Lk 12:42. GK 2542. Related to "servant" in Heb 3:5; and 
"cure" in Mt 8:7. Here, John may mean the "curing, healing" of the 
nations; or, he may be referring to service of some other kind. It is 
rendered in this neutral way to reflect both possibilities. 

31. John could mean "by the nations"; or, "for the nations". 
32. Note that as in 21 :24, John shifts to the future tense as he closes this 

part of the tour. 
33. Or, "cursed". That is, a thing under a curse. Used only here. GK 

2873. Related to "curse" in Mt 26:74. 
34. Or, "worship". On this word, see "worship" in Heb 12:28. Not 

related to "service" in v 2. 
35. As Jesus promised in Mt 5:8. Note Heb 12:14. 
36. Note that this is stated in 21 :23-25 from the point of view of the city 

and those living outside it. Here it is stated again from the point of 
view of His slaves living in the city. 

3 7. Instead of "be no more night", some manuscripts say "be no night 
there" {N}. 

38. Some manuscripts say "will" {N}. 
39. Same word as "illuminated" in 21:23. On this word, see "enlight

ened" in Heb 6:4. 

A. I Tim 6: 19 B. I Cor 12:28 C. Mk 15:36, stick D. Phil 2:6 E. Mt 4:4, mankind F. 2 Pet I :4 G. Mk 16:3 H. Mt 13:45 J. Lk 14:21 
K. Rev 11:1 L. Rev 1:8 M. Tit 3:14 N. 2 Pet 2:10 0. Heb 6:4, enlightened P. Lk 11:34 Q. Heb 13:9 R. Jn 20:19, locked S. Mt 26:26, is 
T.1Tim5:17 U.Hebl0:29 V.Revl4:5 W.Rev4:1 X.Rev4:6 Y.Revl3:13,does Z.Mt7:16 AA.Mtl6:27,render 88.Revl:I 



Revelation 22:6 1022 Verse 

3 F And they will reign 1 forever and everA 

3·\. And he2 said to me, "These words8 are trustworthy and true. 3 And the Lord, the Godo/the spirits4 of h 

the prophets, sent-forth His angel5 to show His slaves the things which must take place quickly6 

I[~. "And7 behold- 18 am coming quickly9
. Blessedc is the one keeping0 the words8 o/the prophecy I 

o/this book10
" 

-L\. And I, John, 11 am the one hearing and seeing12 these things. And when I heard and saw, I fell to worship 13 ?-; 

in front of the feet of the angel 14 showing me these things 

113. And he says to me, "See that you not do it-'5 116 am a fellow-slaveE of you and of your brothersF '! 

the prophets, and of the ones keeping0 the words8 of this book. Give-worship to God" 

'iA. And He 17 says to me, "Do not seaJG the words of the prophecy of this book, for the time is near 18 IO 

Ill. "Let the one doing-unrighteousness19 still do-unrighteousness. And let the fi.lthy20 one still be-filthy. 11 
And let the righteousH one still do1 righteousness21 • And let the hoJyK one still be made-holy22 

2B. "Behold23-I am coming quickly. And My recompense24 is with Me-to render25 to each one as his I 2 
workL is26

• 
0

1 am the Alpha and the Omega,27 the First and the Last,28 the BeginningM and the End29 I 3 

l C. "Blessed30 are the ones washingN their robes31 so that 

I D. "Their right32 over the tree of life will exist33 

2 D. "And they may enter into the city by the gates34 

2C. "Outside35 are the dogs36 and the sorcerers0 , and the sexually-imrnoralP ones, and the murderersO, I~ 
and the idolaters, and everyone lovingR and doing1 falsehood37 

_i 13. "I, Jesus, sent My angel to testify5 these things to you38 for39 the churches40• I am the Root4 1 and I h 

the Offspring42 a/David, the bright Morning Star43 

IC. "And44 the Spirit and the bride45 say, "Come" 
2C. "And let the one hearing say, "Come"46 

JC. "And let the one thirsting, come47 



1023 Revelation 22: 17 

I. Same word as in 20:4, where they reign I 000 years. On this word, 
see 19:6. 

2. This seems to be the angel who has been with John since 21 :9 
(21:9, 10, 15, 16, 17;22:1),whomJohnfallstoworshipinv8. 

3. This was also said in 21 :5. 
4. The angel could mean the prophets' human spirit; or, their spiritual 

gift or manifestation (as this word is used in I Cor 14: 12). In other 
words, the God who gives prophecies to the prophets sent His angel 
to reveal these things. Some manuscripts say "the Godo/the holy 
prophets" { N ) . 

5. That is, the one speaking here. Compare I: I. Note how many sim
ilarities there are between v 6-7 and I: 1-3. 

6. This entire phrase "to show ... quickly" is exactly the same as in 
I: I. This is the conclusion of the whole book, and restates the pur
pose ofit. 

7. Some manuscripts omit this word {N}. 
8. Some think Christ is speaking here, interjecting this statement. Oth

ers think the angel ofv 6 is still speaking, reporting what Christ said, 
which is what he was sent to do. Compare 16:15 and 22:10, I2. 

9. Or, "soon". Same word as in Rev 2:16; 3:1I; Il:l4; 22:12, 20; 
Mt 5:25; 28:7, 8; Lk 15:22; Jn 11 :29. Elsewhere only as "soon" 
in Mk 9:39; and "quick" in Jam I: 19. GK 5444. Related to 
"quickly" in v 6. 

10. A similar blessing was given in I :3. This is the first time the com
pleted book is referred to since I :3. 

11. This is the second "I, John" of the book, the other being in I :9. 
"John" is also in I: I, 4. 

12. Same word as in I: 11. Some manuscripts say "seeing and hearing" 
{N}. 

13. Same word as in 19: 10, where John fell to worship another of the 
seven angels having the bowls. See there on the meaning. If the 
angel stated the words in v 7 on behalf of the One who sent him (v 
6 ), John's confusion is understandable. 

14. That is, the angel in v 6. 
15. Same phrase as in 19: I 0. 
16. Some manuscripts say "For I am ... " { K) . 
17. Or, "he". Some think that the speaker is still the angel of v 9, report

ing the words of Christ, carrying out his assigned task, as explained 
in v 16. Others think Christ Himself is now speaking, based on what 
follows, giving His conclusion to the book. As with 22:7, the result 
is the same either way. These are the words of Christ, either directly 
spoken or reported by another. This issue regarding the speaker 
recurs until v 20. 

18. This same phrase, "the time is near", is in 1:3. 
19. Or, "doing wrong". Related to "righteousness" later, and rendered 

this way to show this. On this word, see "wronged" in Act 7:24. 
20. That is, moral filth, the opposite of "holy" later in the verse. Else

where only in Jam 2:2. GK 4865. Related to the verb next; "filthi
ness" in Jam 1:2l;and"dirt"in I Pet3:21. 

21. On this word, see Rom I: 17. Some manuscripts say "be righteous" 
{N). 

22. In other words, do what you are going to do. Make your choices in 
life. I will render back to you accordingly, v 12. This is a serious 
warning to follow Christ. On this word, see "sanctify" in Heb 10:29. 

23. Some manuscripts say "And behold ... " {N}. 
24. This word means "wages, pay". When positive, it is "a reward"; 

when negative, "a penalty, punishment". In this case, Jesus returns 
with both reward and punishment for the two groups in the previ
ous verse, based on their work, as described in v 14-15. Used 29 
times. GK 3635. 

25. Or, "give back", whether a reward or punishment. Same word as 
18:6; Mt 16:27. GK 625. 

26. Some manuscripts say "shall be" { N}. 
27. Christ says this here, whereas in I :8 it is the Father. It is God's guar

antee that what He is saying will occur. 
28. On this phrase, see I: 17. Used three times of Jesus. 
29. This phrase was used of the Father in 21 :6. On this word, see Rom 

10:4. Some manuscripts reverse these phrases, so that it says "the 
Beginning and the End, the First and the Last" {N}. 

30. This is the seventh beatitude in Revelation. See 1:3; 14:13; 16:15; 
19:9; 20:6; 22:7, 14. On this word, see Lk 6:20. 

31. That is, "in the blood of the Lamb", as in 7: 14, which uses this same 
phrase. Instead of "washing their robes", some manuscripts say 
"doing His commandments" {A}. 

32. Or, "authority". Same word as in I Cor 8:9. This is the same phrase 
as "authority over" in 2:26; 6:8; 11 :6; 13:7; 14: 18; 16:9. The same 
concept occurs in 2:7. 

33. Or, "be". GK 1639. In other words, in order that they will have the 
right to eat from the tree oflife. This right exists for those who have 
washed their robes in His blood. Same word as in 4: 11; 21 :25; Mt 
6:30; Lk 12:28; 23: 12; Act 17:28; Rom 13: I. On this word, see "is" 
in Mt 26:26. On "tree of life'', see v 2. 

34. Only those written in the Lamb's book can enter, 21:27. 
35. Some manuscripts say "For outside ... " { K}. 
36. That is, the morally impure. Elsewhere only in Mt 7:6; Lk 16:21; 

Phil 3:2; 2 Pet 2:22. GK 3264. 
37. Or, "a lie". On this word, see 14:5. 
38. This word is plural. Jesus, through the angel He sent, through John 

(I: I), is testifying to us all. 
39. Some manuscripts say "in" {N}. 
40. This word means "church, congregation, assembly". Used 114 

times. GK 1711. 
41. Same statement as in 5:5. Jesus is called the Root of Jesse in Rom 

15:12. Some think this means the root originating with David, 
springing up from David, which grew to become the Messiah, Isa 
11: I; others, the ancestor (referring to His pre-existence as God) 
from which David grew. On this word, see Heb 12:15. 

42. Or, "Descendant". Used only here of Christ. On this word, see 
"kind" in I Cor 12:28. 

43. The morning star is mentioned in 2:28. On this word, see 6: 13. 
Same word as His "star" in Mt 2:2. There is a different word in 2 
Pet I: 19. Some manuscripts say "the Bright and Morning Star" 
{ K}. Jesus is the precursor of the new day, visible before sunrise. 
He is visible now, prior to the new day He brings at His return. 

44. Some think Jesus is still speaking, quoting two others witnesses 
who say "Come". Others think John or the angel is speaking. 

45. That is, His church. They are saying "Come, Lord Jesus", or, 
"Come to Jesus" (addressing unbelievers). 

46. He is exhorting those hearing this book read either to invite others 
to Christ, or to say "Come, Lord Jesus". 

47. Here, He clearly means "come to Christ, come to the city, come to 
the I iving water". 

A.Rev20:10 B.1Corl2:8 C.Rev22:14 D.Revl:3 E.Revl9:10 F.Actl6:40 G.Ephl:l3 H.Roml:l7 J.Revl3:13 K.1Petl:l6 
L. Mt 26:10 M. Col 1:18 N. Rev 7:14 0. Rev 21:8 P. I Cor 5:9 Q. Act 7:52 R. Jn 21:15, affectionately love S. Jn 1:7 



Revelation 22: 18 1024 Verse 

4C. "Let1 the one wanting2, take3 the water o/life as-a-gift4 

4B. "I testify5 to everyone hearing the words o/the prophecy o/this book6- l>-1 

IC. "If anyone addsA to them,7 God will add8 to him the plagues8 having been written in this book 
2C. "And if anyone takes-awayc from the words o/the book o/this prophecy, God will takec his part9 19 

away-from'° the tree 11 o/life 12
, and out-from the holy city-the ones having been written in this 

book 

58. "The One 13 testifying these things says, "Yes, I am coming 14 quickly" 21J 

Amen. 15 Come, 16 Lord Jesus. "The grace o/the Lord Jesus 17 be with alJl 8 



1025 Revelation 22:21 

I . Some manuscripts say "And let..." { K}. 
2. Or, "wishing, desiring, being willing". On this word, see "willing" 

inJn7:17. 
3. Or, "receive". On this word, see Rom 7:8. 
4. Or, "freely, without payment". Same word as in 21 :6. On this word, 

see "without a reason" in Gal 2:21. 
5. Note that "I" is emphatic, as in v 16. Some think this is John speak

ing, since it is he who "testifies" (I :2). Others think Christ contin
ues to speak. Others think the angel He sent to "testify" (v 16) is 
speaking. Some manuscripts say "For I testify" {K}. 

6. The book opens with a blessing on those who read, hear, and keep 
it, I :3. It ends with this curse on any who would change its message. 

7. That is, to the words of this book, Revelation. Some think this is 
addressed to the copiers of the book, the scribes; others, to the read
ers who might change or ignore the application of the book; others, 
to teachers or prophets who might want to add other revelations to 
it, or delete or dilute part of it. 

8. That is, apply to such a person's case in particular. 
9. Or, "share". Same word as in 20:6; 21 :8, on which see Rom 11 :25. 

A. Lk 10:30, laid on B. Rev 13:3, wound C. Mk 14:47, took off 

I 0. John uses two different prepositions here, which are rendered 
"away from" (GK 608) and "out from" (GK 1666) to display this. 

11. Some manuscripts say "book" {K}. When Erasmus (see the Intro
duction) printed his Greek NT, the last six verses of Revelation 
were missing from the single Greek manuscript he had. So he trans
lated them into Greek from the Latin Vulgate. When his Greek text 
was later used by the authors of the King James Version in 1611, 
"book" was included. In this case, as with some of the other vari
ants marked { K}, the reading is not found in any Greek manuscript. 

12. On this tree, see 2:7. 
13. Some think this is the One in v 16, 18, "I, Jesus"; others, the angel 

He sent to testify, v 16. 
14. This is the seventh occurrence of"I am coming". See 2:5, 16; 3: 11; 

16:15; 22:7, 12, 20. 
15. This is John's conclusion to the book. 
16. Some manuscripts say "Yes, come ... " {N}. 
17. Some manuscripts say "our Lord Jesus Christ" {A}. 
18. Some manuscripts say "with you all"; others, "with the saints"; oth

ers, "with all the saints" { B}. Some manuscripts add "amen" {B}. 
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